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Thi~ volume, R epnrt Oil Cf)rrections, is one of
six reports of the National Advi<.ory Commisr,ion
on Criminal Ju!>ticc Standards and Goals.
This Commission was appointed by Jerri,;
Leonard. Adminbtrator of the Law El1forcem~l1t
A~<.,j~tancc Administration (LEAA). Oil Odober
20. 1971, to formulate for the first time national
criminal justice "tanda rds and goals for crime
reduction and prevention at the State and local
levels.
The views and rccommendath,ns presented in
this volume arc those of a majority of the
CtlD1mis,ion and do not necessarily represent
tho<.,t! of the Department of Jmtice. Although
LEAl\ provided S 1.75 million in discretionary
grants lor the work of the Commission, it did not
direct that work and had no voting participation
in the Commb"ioil.
~1embt:rship in the C(Jmmis<.,ion was drawn
frnP.1 the thn.!e branc1es of State and local
gov~rnm~l1t. from industry, and from citizen
gr()up~. Commissioners were cho<;en. in part,
for their working experience in the criminal
justice area. Poiice chiefs. judges, correction'>
leaders. and prosecutors were represented.
Oth~r reLent Commissions have studied the
cau<.,e' and debilitating effects of crime in our
,ocie!y. \Ve have sought to expand their work
and huild up"n it by developing a clear
~tatement of prio)"itie'>, goals, and standards to
help scI a na,ionul ~trategy (0 reduce crime
!hrou)!h !t:,~ limely and equitable admini<;tration
of ju'>tice; the protection of life:. liberty. and
property; and the efTicient mobilization of
resources.
Some State or local governments already may
have equaled or surpa<;sed standards or
recommendations proposed in this report; most
in the ?\ation have not. But ;n any case. each
Stat-: and local government is encouraged to
evaluuh.: its present status <.tlld to implement
t}~f)se <!andard'i and recom.llendations that arc
appropriate.
Th-.: process of setting the standard,> that
aprear in the Report Oil Currecti()fl\ and the other
Cnmmis~ion volumes was a dynamic one. Some
of the qundards proposed are based on programand projt~cts already in operation. and in these
ca<;es tbe standards are supported with
e:llpirical data and examples.
The Commission recommends specific guideline,,"

filr evaiu,iting existing practice'> or for setling up
nt:w pn'j!ram'i. Tn '>omr: areas, !wwever, the
Commi,~ion wa" unable to be as ,pl.!cific as it
would have liked becausl.! of the I;;c.:k of reliable
informatJon. The Cornmi\siull urges re'>earch
in these areas.
The Commission anlkipates that as tht:
\tandard, are impklllentr:d, experience will
dic.:tate that S(lme be upgraded, some moditkd,
and perhap'" ~otlle dhc.:arded. Practitioner., in the
i.:riminal justice fkld will contribute to th~
dynamic proce~~ a, thL'! te,t the validity of the
C()mmi~..,i'lll\ a<,<,umptiofl<, in the field.
One of the m,lin prioritie . . of this v(Jlum~-and
of th~ Curnmi..,..,ion ihdf~-i,; to encourage and
facilitalr: c.:ollperation among all the element~ of thl'
crimin,d juqice system and with the communitic<"
they ~erve. ('on<.,equently. "ome of the ~uhjecls
di..,cu~~ed in this volume bear a elme correlation
to . . tandards in the other volumcs. The
Commi<,<,ion ha<., attempkd to maintain a
con..,i,knt approach to ha,ic problems. but
dilTerent faceh of common conct:rns are dhcllS'iCd
in th~ vulumr: lh"t <.,cr.:rrlS mml appropriak
Thh Cornmi<,sion h~j" complt:ted it'> work and
...ubrnitted it, rr:port. 'r he Commi",iofl hopes that
it<, <,tandard<., and n:comrnr.:ndations \'iill influencr:
thl' ~hap<.· (If the criminal ju<,tice ... y<,tem in thi<;
~ation tllr many ye,lr" t<) come. And it believe,;
that adoption of thos(; ;.tandard" and
fL·c.:ommendation<, will contribute to a mea<,urabJe
rr:ductiol1 of the amount of crime ill i\merica.
The Commi",ion thanks Jerrb Lennard,
Adminhtrator of LEAA. and Richard W. Velde
and Ciarenct: \1. Co<.,((:r. A.,<.,ociak Administmtors.
for their efforts in authori7ing and bnding thi<;
Commi . . .,ion and for their support and
l'ilcouragement during the life of the C()mmj~si()n.
The Commi<;<;jon expre~se<; its sincere'>t
gratitude to the chairman, Judge Joe Fra7ier
Brown. and member'i of the Ta,>k Force on
C(Jrrr.:ction~; and to the many practitioner'>.
sch()Jar~. and advi<;er'l who contributed their
r:xpr:rti"c to thi~ dfort. We are aho grateful to
the Commi-..<;icn and Correction<. Ta<,k Force
"taff., for their hard and dedicated work.
On behalf of the Cc,mmhsion, I extend sp~ci(Jl
and warmest thanb and admiration to Thoma'>
J. \iadtkn, Executive Director. for guiding thi;;
projr:ct through to completion.

RCSSELL W. PETERSON
Chairman
Washington, D.C.
January 23, 1973

This report constitutes one of the few nationwide civil rights of offenders. Whole State prison systems
violating the
studies of corrections in the United States. Pred- have been declared unconstitutional
eighth amendment's ban on cruel and unusual punecessors in this century number only three.
In 1931. the National Commission on Law Ob- ishment.
In the light of these developments, this report
servance and Enforcement (the Wickersham Commission) issued 14 reports on crime and law en- goes farther than any previous study in examining
the interrelationships between corrections and the
forcement, including the subject of corrections.
other
elements of the criminal justice system. The
In 1966, the Joint Commmission on Correctional
report
includes. for example, discussions of jails,
Manpower and Training undertook a 3:y~ar study
which arc traditionally a part of law enforcement
tl) identify corrections' manpower and trnlIllJ1g needs
. and propose means for meeting those needs. It rather than corrections; of the effects of sentencing
on convicted otTcnders; of the need for judg-.?s to
published 15 reports.
have continuing jurisdiction ovcr offenders they
In 1967, the President's Commission on Law
have sentenced: and many other subjects that
Enforcement and Administration of Justice pubpreviously might not have been considered within
lished its report, The Challenge of Crime ill a Free
the realm of corrections.
S(lciety, and the reports of its several task forces,
The task. force which made the study and deincluding the corrections task force.
veloped recommendations for submission to the
AlI of these studies emphasized the fact that Commission had among its members not only some
corrections is an integral part of the criminal justice of the leading corrcctil',al administrators of the
system; that police, courts, and corrections must country, but also representatives of the judiciary,
work in cooperation if the system is to function the bar, I<1\V enforcement, and acad,'mic departeffectively. Recently, however, increased attention ments l'oncerned with corrections. A committee
has been given to the, systems aspect of criminal named bv the American Correctional Association
justke, recognizing that what happens in one part and the 'membership of the Association of State
of the syst~m aff~cts all the other parts.
Correctional Administrators assisted the CommisPoli~e, for example, are coming to agree with sion by reviewing proposed standards and making
correctional authorities that as many young people suggestions for imprO\·'~ment.
as possible, consistent with protection of the public,
To all these persons. who gave unstintingly of
~hould be diverted to education, employment,
their time and effort, as well as to those who
counseling, or other services which will meet their . contributed sections of the report. I should like to
needs and thus help them avoid the stigma of a express my appreciation. Thank.s are also due to
criminal record. Police departments in severnl areas Lawrence A. Carpenter and the task force staff
have set up their own diversion programs.
he h~aded,. and to those members of the Commis,Courts have made an indelible imprint on cor- sion staff who had speciaJ responsibility for this
rections through recent decisions on violations of the report.
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Washington, D.C.
January 23, 1973

JOE FRAZIER BROWN
Chairman
Task Force on Corrections
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Corrections
and the
Criminal Justice System

J

,

Th~ pre~"ure<; for ch<.tnge in the American corr.:;ction<.tl ': ,t;;m tod<.tY are building ~o fa~t that even
th::: mo,t complacent are finding them impos~ibh:
;() ignore. The pre\sure~ come not only from
pri<;oner~ but <.tlso from the pre~s. the courts. the
re',t of the criminal ju'>tice ~ y~tcm. <.tnd even practicing correctional per"onnel.
During the pa'>t dec:adt:. condition,; in several
pri~on ~:'>tem\ h<.tve been found by the court'> to
cnn;tituk cruel and unu,>ual puni<,hment in violation
r,f the Comtitutirm. In ih 1971-72 term. the C.S.
Supreme Court decided eight case~ directly affecting
()ffenders. and in each of them the offender'S con!c!1ti(m prevailed.
The rir)l'. and other di<,lurbance<; thi.!t continue to
fJccur in the ~ati(;n\ prhom and jails confirm the
fe(;jing of thrJughtful citizen, that such imtituti(}D'>
contribute Jitlk: to the lwtional effort to reduce crime.
Sr)me maintain that time ~pent in prhon~ i<; in fact
counterproductive.
It jt; cle<.tr that a dramatic realignment of c()rrectiq;lal meth'ld" ic; called fQr. It b e,><,entjal to
i.!b;,It>.c USe of in<,titutinn'> ..\1canwhiJe much can be
U(ID:: to eliminate the wor'>t effect'> of the in'>titurirJTJ--il" crippling idlenes), anonymom brutality,
and (k,tructivc impact. Insofar as the imtitution
h;l> In b(; rdied (ID, it must be '>mall enough, '>0
Jr >Cl1t':d. and v) operated that it can relate to the
prrJbJcm'> (Jffender<; po'>e for them<,e!ve,> and the comrrJlmity.
Thc,'~ changes mu"t nn! be made (Jut of <,ympathy
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for the criminal or dhregard of the threat of crime
to ~ockty. They mu~t be mad\.! pred~e1y bt:causc
that threat. j:-. too serio'ls to be counkred by incfft:etive meth(Jd~.
\fany arguments for correctional program'> that
deal with offenders in th(: community-probation.
paroIe. and other<;-mt:d the te'>t of common ~eme
on their own merih. Such argument~ are greatly
strengthened by the failing record of pri<,om, reformatorie<;. and the like. The mega-in~titutilJn, holding more than a thf)u~and adult inmates, ha'> bt:en
built in larger number and variety in this country
than anywhere che in the world. Large in'>titution'>
for young offender.. have also proliferated here. In
,uch <;urrounding,>, inmate~ become facele<;<, people
Jiving out routine and meaningJe<,'> livcs. And where
imtitutions are raciallv skewed and filled with a
di<,proportionate numb~r of ill-educated and vocationally inept persons, thcy magnify tensions already existing in our so..:icty.
The faiJun; of major in'ititutiom to reduce crime
i~ jnconte~table. Recidjvj~m rates are notoriou~ly
high. rn~tituti()ns do ~ucceed in punhhing. but ~hey
do not deter. They protect the community, but that
protection i~ only temporary. They relieve the community of re~ponsibiJity by removing the offender,
but they make ~uccessful reintegration into the
community unlikely. They change the cnmmitled
offender, but the change h more likely to be negative than positivc.
It j~) no ,>urpri~e that institutions have nC)l been

- - - -_ _..1:,

successful in reducing crime. The mystery is that
th~y have not contributed even more to increasing
cnme: Cor~ectio?al history has demonstrated clearly
that tmkermg wIth the system by changing specific
progra~ areas. without at!ention to the larger prob~ems can achIeve only mcidental and haphazard
Improvement.
Today's pr~ctitioners are forced to use the means
~f an older time., And dissatisfaction with correchonal programs IS related to the permanence of
yest~rday's in.stitutions. We are saddled with the
phY~lCal re~ams of last century's prisons and with
an Ide.olo~cal le~acy that has implicitly accepted
the o~jectlves of Isolation, control, and punishment.
as eVJdenced by correctional operations policies"
and programs.
"
. Correctio?s must seek ways to become more
attune~ to Its r~le of reducing criminal behavior.
~hangt?g ~orre~ttons' role from one of merely housmg sO~lety ~ rejects to one of sharing responsibility
for theIr remtegration requires a major commitment
on th~ p.art ~f c?rrectional personnel and the rest .of
the crunmal Justice system.
.Be~ind these clear imperatives lies the achievable
pn?Clp~e of a much greater selectivity and sophistication III the use of crime control and correctional
method~. These great powers should be reserved for
controlhng persons who seriously threaten others
They should not be applied to the nuisances th;
tr~ublesome, and the rejected who now cIutte: our
pnson~ and r.e~~rmatories and fill our jails and youth
detentlOn faCIlItIes.
The criminal justice system should become the
~ge~cy. of last resort for social problenls. The
InstitutIOn should be the last resort for correctional
problems.
prima'ry importance as the pressures for change
gal.n ~orce are definition of corrections' goals and
obj~ctJves) articulation of standards to measure
~chlevement, and establishment of benchmarks to
judge pro~ess. That is the purpose of this report
on correctIons.

.or

DEFINITION AND PURPOSES OF
CORRECTIONS
Tec:hnic~l terms can be defined as they arise
later 10 t~IS r~port) but to begin with a definition
of correctIOns IS .needed. Corrections is defined here
n~ the commumty's official reactions to the conVlcte~ o~ender, whether adult or juvenile,
T~l~ 15 a broad definition and it. suffers, as most
d~~nItlons do, from several shortcomings. The impli~atlO~s of the definition for the management· of
juvemles and for· pretrial detention require further

discussion .. So does the fact that it states no purpose
.
for correctlOns.

Juvenile Corrections
. Use of the term "convicted offender" in a d fi .
tt?n of corrections would seem to excIud~ all ju!:
n.des who pass through the juvenile court process
Slllce that process .is noncriminal and no convictio~
may result from It. Juvenile court operations are
based on the parens patriae concept in which the
state assumes responsibility for a juvenile only to
best interests." There. 'IS no '1'
protect
charg "the child's
. .
~ or convIction; rather there is a hearing and'
a findmg as to what action is in the child's interests. 0n!Y. when the Juvenile is tried as an adult
o?- a cnmmal charge can he be termed a "con~
vlcted offender:'
. But the definition is worded with full understandmg of .the problem it creates. Juveniles who have not
committed ~cts considered criminal for adults should
not be subject t?,. the ~oercive treatment that vague
Iab~ls. such as Juvemledelinquency" now allow
Th!~ I~ mos~ obvious in the case of such categorie~
as mlllo~~ m.need of suprrvision," "dependent and
n~glected chIldren t or youths "lapsing into moral
?anger." The distinction is less clear for the group~~gs ?f "delinquent," "beyond parental control," or
habl~ually unruly." The point here, however, is
that 1,f we are concerned with helping the child
rather tha~ with the child's noncriminal act, then
~uc~ help IS not a proper function of the criminal
JustIce system.
,!,o d~fine away corrections' role in the treatment
of ]uvemles, ~owe~er, ,is not automatically to change
the current SItuatIOn m which correctional systems
juvenile programs, both in
are deeply e~meshed
the c?mmumty and In institutions. Regardless of
propr:ety, corrections has accepted the role of
"treatmg"
and "helping" J·uveniles . By so
. d·
mn&
'
correctIons has assumed a responsibility it ' . t
now evade, responSI'b'l'
canno
Iity for reforming the manner
ll;nd 1?roc~sses of treating juveniles. Such an as sumpt~on Implies t~a~ reform must be approached realistically, ~ec~gnlzmg current practice and the systems
supporting It.
~his ~eport, therefore, will discuss the diversion
o~ ]u.vemles from the criminal justice system, juvenile 1Ota~e and detention, juvenile institutions, and
co~m!lmt~ pro~ams fOl" youth. As a long-range
objectIve, Juveniles not tried as adults for criminal
~cts should be removed from the purview of correc~
tlOns. ~owever, the current investment in juvenile
corrections and the attitudes acquired by correctional
staff , over. the rears' indicate that the ultimate
goal1s. not Immediately,Jeasible.
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Even when correctional purposes are both benevolent and rehabilitative, there is no reason to assume
they are so viewed and experienced by the convicted
The second major difficulty raised by the defini- offender. He may believe our intent is to punish,
tion used here is that it would seem to include the to deter others from crime, or merely to shut· him
jailing of convicted misdemea~ants but wou~d n~t;, up while he grows older and the fires of violeQce
cover pretrial detention. Ag~m, the W~r~1Ug. IS or criminality die down. Furthermore, insofar as the
intentional. This report does dISCUSS the ehmmatlon word "rehabilitation" suggests compulsory cure or
of jails in their present form and the development coercive retraining, there is an impressive and growof community correctional centers. These centers ing body of opinion that such a purpose is a miswould serve some functions traditionally performed taken sidetrack that corrections has too long
by jails and some new ?nes, with most f~~ctions pretended to follow.
being "correctional." Jruls have not tradltlonally
In the new view, crime and delinquency are
been part of the correctional system but rather have symptoms of failure and disorganization in the com~
been run by law enforcement agencies. Still, as long munity as well as in the offender hil11se1f. He has
as convicted offenders require services, provision had too little contact with the positive forces that
of those services should be the responsibility of the develop law~abiding conduct-among them good
correctional syst~:n, regardless of the type of con- schools, gainful employment, adequate housing, and
rewarding leisure-time activities. So a fundamental
viction or sentencing disposition.
In addition, what happens to the offender through objective of corrections must be to secure for the
every step of the criminal justice process has an offender contacts, experien~es, and opportunities
effect on corrections. If he has been detained before that provide a means and a stimulUS for pursuing a
conviction, the nature and quality of that detentio? lawful style of living in the community. Thus, both
may affect his attitude toward the system an~ hlS the offender and the community become the focus
participation in correctional programs. CorrectlOns, of correctional activity. With this thrust, reintegratherefore, has a very real interest in how pretrial tion of the offender into the community comes to
detention is conducted and should make its concerns the fore as a major purpose of corrections.
Corrections clearly has many purposes. It is
known.
Detention before trial should be used only in important to recognize that ~orrectional purposes
extreme circumstances and then only under careful can differ for various types of offenders. In senjudicial control. The function of detention prior to tencing the convicted murderer we usually are servtrial is not correctional. However, as long as pretrial ing punitive and deterrent rather than rehabilitative
detention is used at all, it should be carried out in
purposes. Precisely the contrary is true with respect
the recommended community correctional centers
to the deprived, ill-educated, vocationally incompebecause of the resources that will be available ther~.
Thus, by implication, corrections is assuming respon- tent youth who is adjudged delinquent; with him,
sibility for the pretrial detainee, even though this is rehabilitative and reintegrative purposes predominate.
not properly its function as defined here.
There is no doubt that corrections can contribute
more than it does to the reduction and control of
Varying Purposes of Corrections
crime, and this is clearly "one of its purposes. What
The definition of corrections as the community's is done in corrections may reduce recidivism. To the
official reactions to convicted adult and juvenile extent that recidivist crime is a substantial proportion
offenders neither states nor implies what corrections of all crime, corrections should be able to reduce
should try to achieve. This is essential if realism is crime. A swift and effective criminal justice system,
to replace rhetoric in the field. In particular, correc- respectful of due process and containing a firm and
tions is not.defined here as being directed exclusively humane corrections component, may provide useful
toward the rehabilitation (or habilitation, which, is deterrents to crime. Through these mechanisms
corrections can contribute to the overall objective
more often the case) of the convicted offender.
If correctional processes were, or could be, truly of crime reduction. This is an entirely worthy obrehabilitative, it is hard to see why they should be jective if it can be achieved without sacrificing other
restricted to the !~onvic:ted. Corrections is limited to important human values to which this society is
the convicted because there are other justifications dedicated.
,.
for coerdvely intervening in their lives in addition
There are other limits to the. overarching purpose
to helping them. Clearly, the penal sanctions im~ of reducing crime and the extellt to which it can
posed on convicted offenders serve a multiplicity be accomplished. The report of the President'S Task
of purposes, of which rehabilitation is only one.

Jails and Pretrial Detention
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Force on Prisoner Rehabilitation (April 1970) was
surely correct when it stressed that:

>
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what we already know. The argument has force
but it misses the ~istinction ~between g~neral princi~
pIes that abound In corrections aqd specific standards ..that have been dismally scarce. Frecise
definttIon o.f goal~, find of stanffards marking steps
toward. theI~ achievement, is qo waste of ~nergy.
Operatmg wIthout them ipvites, if it does not guar.
antee, failure.

... some of the toughest roots of crime lie buried in the
s~cial conditions, especially poverty and racial discriminat~on, that prevail in the nation's inner cities. These conditions not only make it difficult for millions of Americans
to share in America's well-being, but make them doubt
society's good faith toward them, .leaving them disposed
to flout society. America's benefits must be made accessible
to all Americans. How successfully America reduces and
controls crime depends, in the end, upon what it does
about employment and education, housing and health
Standards vs. Prin~iples
areas fa~ outside our present mandate or, for that matter:
our pa:tlcular comp~tence. This is not to say that improve(\. com.pre~ensive and soundly based body Qf
ments I? th.e correctional system are beside the point ..•.
gUIdmg prmcIples to direct correctional reform has
Our pomt IS that improvements in the correctional system
arc necessarily tactical maneuvers that can lead to no more
existed ever since tM American Prison Assochithan small and short-tenn victories unless they are executed
t~on's "De~lanlt!on of Principles" in 187Q. The prin-j
as part of a grand strategy of improving all the nation's
cIples, reVIsed !U 1930 and reformulated in. more
1
systems and institutions.'

modern language in 1960 ,and 1970, still remain
;
It is a mistake to expect massive social advance a cDntemporary document. We have yet to achieve . •'jl
to flow either from corrections or from the criminal the aspirations of 18~O. l\nd t~er~ have been tI!any ';!~l
Justice system as a whole. That system can be fair; subseql!ent attempts In thIS country togpide those ' I
.
.~ j I
It can be humane; it can be efficient and expeditious. who would improve corrections.
:0 an appreciable extent it can reduce crime. Alone,
Both the Wic~er~h~m Commission's report i~':i.· f
It cannot substantially improve the quality and 1931 ~n? the report· I,n 1967 of tpe Fresjdept's'( i
opportunity of life. It cannot save men from them- CommissIOn on Law Enforcement and Administra- L. f
selves. It can~e a hallmark of a harmonious and tion of Justice (often 'r~ferred to as the Crime \ft'~
decent co.mmunity li~e, . no~ a means of achieving it. Cpmmission) cont&in a wealth of recomtI!~ndatfons.l
. There IS another lImitatIOn on corrections'pohm- Many of them continue .to attract supst&ntjfll ~upport .1
hal to reduce and control crime. Corrections is only but have yet to be Implemented. Witp such a
a small. p~r~· of a social control system applied to treasury of past recommendations, why should there ~l
de~ne, mhlblt, reduce, and treat crime and criminals. be further effort to artic!,llat~ standards and gQals
It IS ~u~ a sub~ysteI? of the criminal justice system. for corrections? Quite apart from the need to be ! j
And It 1S the mherItor of problems created by the clearer in purpose find direction in a time of rapid
many defects in the other subsystems.
change, there is..a compelling practic~l reas'on' for 11
;1
Correct!ons alone ~annot solve the diverse.,prob- the present defimtIOn of standards and goals.
. The reason is tpis: Principies and recommenqa-)!
lem~ of cnme and delInquency confronting America,
J
but It can make a much more significant contribution tIOns are neither self-fulfiUing nor self-interpretipg.
I
to that task. Correctional planning and programs Standards and goals may be much more prei::ise while
must ~e closely related to the planning and programs retaining sufficient flexibility to allow agencies' some
of polIce .a~d courts. Corrections' goals must be de- freedo~. When c1ear~y formul~ted apd pr~GiseIy
.!
fined realIstICally and pursued with determination by stated In me&surable terms, they can serve as the
application of achievable and measurable standards. basis for objective evaluation of programs as Well
as development of statute~ and regula~ions relating
to correctional se~ces.
",:
STANDARDS AND GOALS IN
~tandards .and goal.s set forth in tltis report. tI!ay f i
CORRECTIONS
lack automatIc enforCIng machinery, but it bali been f{
~he C0r.n.mission'siJltention to minimize'· Yflgpen~ss /'1
.~t ,may ~e o.bjected: Here is still another list of up- I~ defimtlOn. Correctional administrators c!}n rea~Iy
hftmg aspiratIOns for corrections. Will they never dIs~ern whether or not stanqards h&ve been i 1
learn that rhetoric is not self-fulfilling? It will be ach.Iev,:d ..All cQncerned' with running or obserying
argued: More emphatic reaffirmations of the oQvious an InstItutIOn, agency, or progral11 wiU'1qlOW whet~er Li
are not needed; the need is for implementation of the standard has b~en applied or th~ goal acbie~ed~
That was not tfJ!e of the 1870 Declaration of L'
I P!es.ident's . Task Force on Prisoner Rehabilitation, The
Principles or of the several series or' Commtission .. !.{
Cnmlllal Offender-What Should Be DOlle? (Washington'
Government Printing Office, 1970), p. 7.
. ~ec?~men~atio?s .th.at fpllowe& The ranp;e' "fot
::nqlvlduaJ mterpret~tIQn 1!as bee!l too great in view
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of endemic pqUtical and social problems confronting
correctional administnitors,;
The standard has arlotHer important practical
advantage over the principle and the recon:me.nda-~
tioft. It supports, more strongly and authorItatlvely
the passage of lrgi~lat!?n, promulgation. of regulations, anti development ,of other qualIty control
mechanisms that provide an element of enforcement.
n encoui'ages public opinion to focus on and press
for correctional reform. It prevents all of us from
concluding tHat V(ha,t V(e have is right simply because we have it. It redhces room for rationalization.

Achieving Standards
As a State moves from accepting these standards and goals to achieving them, new iegislation
1llay be required. More often, merely administrative
ana regulatory expression will be needed. The recent
promulgation by the State of illinois of an extensive
system .of administrative regulations for adult correctional rnstitufions is a step of great significance
toward the introduction of an enforceable rule of
law into a pe~al system; The regulations were
discussed with the staff before adoption and made
readily available to the pris()ner~ when instituted.
THey cOhtain what are in effect self-enforcement
mecMlnisms~ For example, . they include· well-defined
provisions concernihg disciplinary offenses and hearings. and a grievance procedure available to all prisoners. indc:;ed, One of the most effective 'methods ,of
attaining s~andards ~md achieving goals is to add to
them mechanisms fol' tneir enforcement.
Standards and. goals must. be realistic and
achievable, but that certainly does not mean that
they need to be modest. The American culture has
hot only a bursting energy but also a remarkable
capacity for adapting to change. What was unthinkable yesterdgy may tie accepted as common practice
today. In the criminal justice system, such changes
hav~ been observaBle in recent years with respect
to the treatment of narcotics addiction and in the
law's attitude toward Ii range of victimless crimes.
They have qeen seen in fhe remarkable sweep of the
movement toward procedriraf due process in all
judicial and quasi-judicial heaiings within the criminal Justice system. When the cpurts abandoned the
"hands~off" doctrine th~t led them to avoid inqu~ry
intdprlson conditions, this was another aspect of
chahge.
. In recent years the Federal Government and
maiiy of the States have begun to demonstrate in
budgets their seriousness of purpose· in correctional
reform. For whatever reason, more money is now.

being allocated to this task. The low priority
traditionally assigned to budgetary support for the
penal system and to prisoners generally is being
changed. It is being supplanted by realization that
the quality of life depends in part on creation of
a humane, just, and efficient criminal justice system.
Coupled with this realization is the knowledge that
achievement of such a system must entail substantial
correctional reform.
On the other hand, it must be recognized that
the road to correctional reform is littered with
discarded panaceas. Politically, there has been no
great incentive to invest in correctional reform.
Until quite recently, there was scant public recognition of the importance of the criminal justice
system to community life, and so fiscal support for
corrections was little more than a pittance grudgingly
doled out. These attitudes have not disappeared
completely. Simple solutions are still offered with
the promise of dramatic consequences. Correctional
reform has lacked both a constituency and a sound
political base. Such support as it .is now attracting
flows in part from the iricreasing recognition that,.
if there is to be an effective criminal justice system,
an integral part of it must be an effective, humane
correctional system.
Formulation and specification of standards and
goals can be a step of permanent significance in
moving from admirable rhetoric toward a working
blueprint for correctional reform with built-in
quantitative and qualitative yardsticks of progress.

CORRECTIONS IN THE CRIMINAL
JUSTICE SYSTEM
A substantial obstacle to development of effective
corrections lies in its relationship to police and
courts, the other subsystems of the criminal justice
system. Corrections inherits any inefficiency, inequity,
and improper discrimination that may have occurred in any earlier step of the criminal justice
process. Its clients come to it from the other subsystems; it is the consistent heir to their defects.
The contemporary view is to consider society's
institutionalized response to crime as the criminal
justice system and its activities as the criminal
justice process. This model envisions interdependent
and interrelated agencies and programs that will
provide a coordinated and consistent response to
crime. The model, however, remains a model-it
does not exist in fact. Although cooperation between
the various components has improved noticeably in
some localities, it cannot be said that a criminal
justice "system" really exists.
.
Even under the model, each element of the system
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would have a specialized function to perform. The
modern systems concept recognizes, however, that functions in society's response to crime. And coopnone of the elements can perform its tasks without eration between police and correctional personnel
is essential if the criminal justice system is to
directly affecting the efforts of the others. Thus, operate
effectively.
while each component must continue toconcenPolice becau1.6 of their law enforcement and
trate on improving the performance of its specialized function, it also must be aware of its inter- order maintenp;n;~e ~ole often take tbe view tbat
relationships with the other components. Likewise, shutting up an OffrYider is an excellent, if temporwhen functions overlap, each component must be ary, answer to a "police problem." The police view
willing to appreciate and utilize the expertise of the the community at large as their responsibility, and
removal of known offenders from it shifts the probothers.
lem to someone else's shoulders.
The interrelationships of tbe various elements
!
Police are more intimately involved than correcmust be understood in the context of tbe purposes
i
tional
staff
are
with
a
specific
criminal
offense.
for which the system is designeg. It is generally
.1
agreed that the major goal of cnn)inal law admin- They often spend more time with the victim than
with
the
offender.
They
are
subjected
to
and
b,
istration is to reduce crime through use of proi:
fluenced
by
the
emotional
reactions
of
the
com.,
cedures consistent witb protection of individual
i
liberty. There is less agreement on tii~ specific munity. It is tbus understandable that police may
reflect,
and
be
more
receptive
to,
concepts
of
remeans of achieving that goal and the relative prior.
ity when one set of means conflicts with another. tribution and incapacitation rather than rehabilita1
as
objectives
of
corrections.
tion
and
reintegration
For example, the criminal justice system must
I
Correctional personnel more often take a longer
,
act in relation to two sets of individuals-those
Who commit crimes and those who do not. Sanc- view. They seldom are confronted with the victim ".{
tions thought to deter potential lawbreakers may be and the emotions surrounding him. While the police
destructive to offenders actually convicted. Long can hope for, and often achieve, a short-range
!
sentences of confinement in maximum secllrity pen- objective-the arrest of a criminal-the correctional
staff
can
only
hope
for
success
in
tbe
long
run.
itentiaries once were thought to deter other in,
dividuals from committing criminal offenses. It is Corrections seeks to assure that an offender wiII
not commit crimes in the future.
now recognized that long periods of imprisonment
Corrections with its long-range perspective is renot only breed hostility and resentment but also
quired,
if not always willing, to take short-run risks.
make it· more difficult for the offender to avoid
The
release
of an offender into the community
further law violations. Long sentences likewise fuel
always
contains
some risks, whether it is at the
the tension within prisons and make constructive
or at some time before. These
end
of
his
sentence
programs there more difficult. Thus, whatever weight
risks,
although
worth
taking from the long-range
may be given to the ~~terrent effect of a long
perspective, are sometimes unacceptable to the poprison sentence, the benefits are outweighed by the lice
in the short run.
suffering and alienation of committed offenders beFor the most part the released offenders whom
yond any hope of rehabilitation or reintegration.
police
encounter are those who have turned out to
Offenders, perbaps long before the reformers.
viewed the criminal justice apparatus as a system. be bad risks. As a result the police acquire an
The "they..:versus-us" attitude is symptomatic of their imprecise ~lI1d inaccurate view of the risks correcfeeling that police, courts, and corrections alI repre- tional officials take. With correctional failures-tbe
sent society. Thus it is critica1Jy important that all parole or probation violator, the individual who
elements of the system follow procedures which fails to return from a furlough-adding a burden to
insure that offenders are, and believe themselves already overtaxed police resources, misunderstandto be, treated fairly, if corrections is to release ing increases between police and corrections.
If many of the standards proposed in this report
individuals who will not return to ~rime.
are adopted, the police will perhaps take an even
dimmer view of correctional adequacy. If local
jails
and other misdemeanant institutions are
Corrections and the Police
brought within the correctional system and removed
The police and corrections are tbe two elements .from police jUrisdiction, corrections wiII bear the
of the criminal justice system tbat are farthest apart, responsibility for a substantially larger number of
both in the sequence of their operations and, very problems tbat would otherwise fall to the police.
often, in their attitudes toward crime and criminal Likewise, as additional techniques are implemented
offenders. Yet police and corrections serve critical that divert more apparently salvageable offenders
out of the criminal justice system at an early stage,
6
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'n grams cannot bope to be st!CCeSSflll witbou,t police
those offenders who remain within the sy~tem WI. _ understanding and cooperatIOn. Offenders I~ these
b th most dangerous and the poorest rISks. Ob
k I
.
ta t WIth the
~ Ie a hl'gher percentage of these offenders are programs are Ii e y to come 111 con c
.
VIOUS y,
.
. t
police. The nature of the contact and t?e p~hce
likely to fail in their readjustment to SOCle y.
.
"response may directly affect an offender s adJustThe impact of police practic~s on correctIons,
while not so dramatic and tangIble. as the effects
f correctional risk-taking on the pohce, nonet~eless
? . portant and often critical to the correctIonal
ability to perform its functicms pr?perly.
{he policeman is the first poi.nt of
WIth the
law for most offenders. He IS the lllltIator ?f .the
lationship between the offender and the cnmmal
system. He is likewise the ambassador and
of the society that system serves.
To the extent that the offender's atti.tude. .toward

~s s~~m's

C?~t~ct

:~stice

~epresentative

WI!hn.ll?~ss

society and its institutions will affect hiS
to respect society's laws, the police In theIr 1I11hal
and continued contact with an offend~r may have
substantial influence on his future
It is recognized widely that the polIce make a
Ob' I th Y do not
number of policy decisions.
VIOUS y, . ~
arrest everyone found violating the
law.
Police exercise broad discretion in .the ~eclslOn to
arrest and tbe exercise of tbat discretIOn determines'to a large extent (he clientele of !he correctional system. In fact, police arrest deCISIOns may
have a greater impact on the na!ure. of the.
rectional clientele than do the legIslatlve de~ls.lOns
delineating what kinds of conduct ar~ cnmmal.
Police decisions to concentrate on partIcular types
of offenses wiII directly affect correctional programmingo A large number of arrests for offenses that
do not involve a significant dan~er t~ the comm.~nity'may result in misallocation and Improper dlstribution of scarce correctional resources. The c~rrectional system may be ill-prepared t? cope WIth
a larger than normal influx of certam types of
offenders.
.
.
The existence of broad, aIl~encompassmg cnminal statutes including dangerous, nondangero~s.
and merely annoying offenders a.ssures ~ro.ad. pol.lce
arrest discretion. Real or imagmed dlscnmmatlOn
h
s
against racial minorities, youth, or ot er group
breeds hostility and resentment against ~he. ~olice,
which inevitably is reflected when these mdlVlduals
enter the correctional system.
Carefully developed, wrirten criteria for t~e ,use
of police discretion in making arrests of cm~ll~al
offenders would relieve the present uncertamtles
and misunderstandings between police and correctional personnel. If the goals and purposes ?~ the
police in making these decisions are publICIzed,
correctional staff should be able to work more
effectively with police departments in arriving at
meaningful
and policies..
Similarly,standards
community-based
correctIonal pro-

behavI~r.

cnml~a!

~or-

me;~'Iice

understandably keep close sllrveiI~anc.e on
released felons since they are a more easIly ldentifiable risk
the average citizen. Where police
make a practice of checking ex-offenders first whenever a crime is committed, the ex-offenders may
begin to feel that the pres~mption .of innocence
has been altered toa presumptIOn of guIlt.. .
When a felon returning to a commpruty IS requi red to register with the polic.e and his n.
and
I h d ffi I
address are published in poli~e. J?urna s, IS .I lCUties in readjusting to commuOity hfe are
Mass roundups of ex-offenders or contmued street
surveillance have limited or questionable- advantages
for the police and significant disadvantages fol' cor-

th~n

an~e
c~mpounded.

rectional programs.
.
Where evidence suggests that an ex-offender 1S
involved in criminal activity, the police obviously
must take action. However, the police shou.ld recognize tbat the nature of their
exoffenders, as witb citizens in generai, IS CrItIcally
important in developing respect f~r law and legal
institutions. To conduct contacts WIth the least
sible notoriety and embarrassment is good polIce
practice and l.\ belp to corrections as well.
.
It should also be noted that the polIce can
make affirmative contributions to the .success of
community-based programs. The polIce officer
knows his community; he knows where resources
useful for the offender are available; he kno.ws
the pitfaIls that may tempt the offender: The polIce
officer is himself a valuable commumty resource
that should be available for correctional pro?rams.
This of course requires the police
take a
of
their function as one of preventID? f~t~re cru~e
as well as enforcing the law and mamtammg publIc

conta~t Wl~b

p~s-

~o

Vle,~

order.
' . . . h' b
Bringing about a better ",:,orkm~ relatIOns Ip etween the police and correctIons wIll not be an e~sy
task. Progress can be made only if both. recogmze
that they are performin? mutually su~portIve, rather
than conflicting, functIOns. CorrecltlOns has been
lax in explaining the purposes of its programs. to
the police. Today corrections is begi:n~in~ to ~eal~ze
that much of its isolation in the cnmmal JustIce
system has been self-imposed. Closer working relationships are developed through mutual understanding, and both police and cor~ectio?s should
immediately increase their efforts 111 thIS regard.
Recruit and in service training programs for each
group should contain discussions of the other's pro-
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grams. Police should designate certain officers to
maintain Iia.ison between correctional agencies and courts have attempted to solve the problem of!
law. enforcement and thus belp to assure better disparity in sentencing through the use of sentencing'&)
police-corrections coordination. The problems and councils and other devices. Appellate review of, !
recommendations discussed in this section are ad- s~nten.cing would further diminish the possibility of '~'.{
\ !
dressed in the Commission's report on the Police. dIspanty.
The
appropriateness
of
the
sentence
imposed
by
J
Standards set out in that report's chapter on
criminal justi(~e relations, if fully implemented, the court will determine in large measure the effec- I
would materia'lly enhance the working relationships tiveness of the correctional program. This report I
recogilizes that prison confinement is an inapprobetween police and corrections.
priate sanction for the vast majority of criminal :
offenders. Use of probation and other communitybased pl'ograms will continue to grow. The essential ;
Corrections ~:md the Courts
ingredient in the integration of courts and corrections into a compatible system of climinal justice i
The court h,as a dual role in the criminal justice
is the free flow of information regarding sentencing .1
system: it is bOlth a participant in the criminal justice and its effect on individual o f f e n d e r s . ' i
process and th() supervisor of its practices. As parThe traditional attitude of the sentencing judge i
ticipant, the court and its officers determine guilt
was that his responsibility ended with the imposition
or innocence ailld impose sanctions. In many jurisof sentence. Many criminal court judges, often with
dictions, the clOurt also serves as a correctional
great
personal uneasiness, sentenced offenders to
agency by administering the probation system.
confinement without fully recognizing what would
In addition to being a participant, the court
occur after sentence Was imposed. In recent years, !
plays another Jimportant role,. When pmctices of
primarily because of the growing number of lawthe criminal justice system conflict with other values
suits by prisoners, courts have hecome increasingly
in society, the courts must determine which takes
aware of the conditions of prison confinement. Conprecedence over the other.
tinuing jUdicial supervision of correctional practices
In recent yea itS the courts have increasingly found
to assure that the program applied is consistent
that values reflected in the Constitution take precwith the court's sentence should result in increased
edence over efficient administration of correctional interaction between courts and corrections.
programs. Some difficulties presently encountered
Correctional personnel must recogniz~ that they
in the relationship between corrections and the
are to some extent officers of the court. They are
courts result primarily from the dual role that
carrying out a court order and, like other court I
cowts must play.
Officers, are subject to the court's continuing superThe relationship between courts and corrections vision. Corrections bas little to lose by this developis clearly underlitood by both parties when thel ment and may gain a powerful new force for corCourt is viewed atS a participant in the administra- rectional reform.
tion of the criminal law. Correctional officers and
sentencing judges recognize each other's viewpoints,
although they may not always agree. Those practices Lega' Rights,
of the courts that affect corrections adversely are
recognized by the courts themselves as areas need- the Courts,
ing reform.
and

I

i

Both recognize that sentencing decisions by the
courts affect the discretion of correctional administrators in applying correctional programs. Sentencing courts generally have accepted the concept of
the indeterminQte sentence, which grants correctional administrators broad discretion in individual.
l;dng,programs for partiCUlar offenders.
There is growing recognition that disparity in
sentencing limits corrections' ability to develop
St'Und attitudes in offenders. The man who is servin)!
a lQ··year sentence for the same act for which
fellew prisoner is serving 3 years is not likely to be
receptive to correctional programs. He is in fact
tinlikely to respect any of society's institutions. Some
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C~'lroctions

The United States has a strong and abiding
attachment to the rule of law, with a rich inheritance
of a gov'ernment of law rather than men. Thisbigh
regard for the rule of law has been applied extensively in thL~ criminal justice system up to the po~nt
of conViCtion. But beyond conviction, until recently,
largely unsupervh:~d and arbitrary discretion held
sway. This \Vas true of sentencing, for which criteria
were absent and from which appeals were both
rare and difficult. It was true of the discretion
exercised by the ii1;stitutional administrator concerning prison conditions and disciplinary sanctions. It

\
!

applied to the exercise by the parule board of
discretion to release and revoke.
Within the last decade, however, t~e moven;ent
to bring the law, judges, and lawyers mto re~atIon
h 'PQ with the correctional system has grown apace.
~~e Commission welcomes this developmen~, an.d
of the standards and goals prescnbed 10 thiS
many
.,
b
t'
nd
report rely heavily on mcreasmg s~ s~an Ive a.
edural due process in the authontatlve exer.clse
~~occorrectional discretion. Since this is a conte~tlOus
issue, introductory comments may be appr?p.r~at~.
The American Law Institute took .legal ImtlatIve
. the criminal justice field in draftmg the Model
Code, which has.
widespread recodifications of substantive cnmmal law at the Federal and State levels. An important su~sequent
step was e~tension of legal aid to the m~Igent
accused, a development achieved by. ~ senes. of
Supreme Court decisions and by the Cr.I~ll~al Just1~e
Act of 1964 and similar State leglslatlon .. !~IS
move brought more law'ye;s of. sk~n and senSItiVIty
into contact with the ,cnmmal justIce system. Then
the remarkable project on Minimum Standards for
Criminal Justice, pursued over many ~e:.rs to completion by the American ~ar Assoclauon, began
to have a similar widespread mfluence.
.
But for the correctional system, hi~tonc.aHy and
repeatedly wracked by riot and rebelIton, the mos~
dramatic impact has been made b'y t?e cou;ts
abandonment of tbeir hands-off doctr~ne 10 rel~tI?n
to the exercise of discretion by correctIOnal admmls.,.
trators and parole boards.
It was inevitable that the correctional lmmumty
from constitutional requirements should end. T~e
Constitution does not exempt prisoners from !ts
protections. As courts began to examine ~any s.oCIaI
institutions from schools to welfare agenCIes, pnsons
and other correctional programs natul'aII¥ were c~n
sidered. Once the courts agreed to revIew. correctional decIsions, it was predictable that an mcreasing number of offenders would ask the c?urt for
relief. The courts' willingness to become: mvolved
in prison administration resulted from mtolerable
conditions within the prisons.
Over the past decade in particular, a new and
politically important professional group,. the lawyers, has in effect been added to correctIOns, and
it i:s not likely to go away. The Supreme Court
of the United States has manifested its powe~ul
concern that correctional processes avoid the 10fliotion of needless suffering and achieve standa~ds
of decency and efficiency of which the commumty
need not be ashamed and by which it will be
better protected. Stimulated by the initiati~e. of
Chief Justice Burger, the American Bar ASSOCiatIOn
has embarked on an ambitious. series of programs
<J

~~nal

stim~l~ted

to involve lawyers in correctional processes, both in
institutions and in the community.
Federal and State legislatures have concerned
themselves increasingly with correctio~al codes a:,o?
other correctional legislation. The Nat:onal Coun~~tl
on Crime and Delinquency in .1972 dra~ted itS
Model Act for the Protection of RIghts of Pnsoners.
But . more important than all these, lawy:rs and
prisoners are bringing-and court~ ~re. heanng .and
determining-constitutional and CIVtl ng~ts aC~I?ns
alleging unequal protection of the law, ImpOSItion
of cruel and unusual punishments, and abuse of
administrative discretion.
.
A series of cases has begun to hold correctl~nal
administrators accountable for their decisionmakmg,
especially where such decisions affect !irs~ amendment rights (religion, speech, commumcatIOn), the
means of enforcing other rights (access .to co~nsel
or legal advice, access to leg~l maten.al.s), ,.cruel
and unusual punishments, demal of CIvIl ng~ts,
and equal protection of the la.w. ~he emergmg
view steadily gaining support smce It was enunciated in 1944 in Coffin v. Reichard,2 is. t.hat t~e
convicted 'Offender retains ail rights that c.ItI~ens 1I1
general have, except tbose that must be IlmI~e~ or
forfeited in order to make it possible to admmister
a correctional institution or agency-and ?~ ?en~r
ous sweep will be given to pleas of admm!s.trat.tve
inconvenience. The pace and range of such lItIgatron
recently has increased sharply. The ~ands-off ?~C
trine that used to insulate the (;orr~ctlOnal .admImstrator from juridical accountability ]S fast disappear~
ing.
bIt
Correctional administrators have een s ow ..0
accept this role of the courts and man,Y of rhe
specific decisions. It is understandab~~ dIfficult to
give up years of unquestioned autho~Ity. Yet ~he
courts in intervening, required correctional adn;mistrato~s to reevaluate past polic~es and practIce~
that had proved unsuccessful. WIthout the courts
intervention and the resulting public awareness of
prison conditions, it is unlikely that. t~e present
public concern for the treatm,ent of cnmm~l, ~ffen
ders would have develnped. 1 hus, t.he cour~s mtervention has provided corrections WIth publIc att~n
tion and concern. In the long run, these cases ~nng
new and influential allies to correctional. rererm.
Increasingly, these new allie:sof correc~ions are
fitting themselves better for. thIS c~ll~bor~tIOn. The
law schools begin to prOVIde tram~n~ m cor;ectional law. The American Bar ASSOCIation prOVl?eS
energetic leadership. The Law Enfo~c~r;te?t ASSIStance Administration supports these ImtI.atIv~s. !~e
Federal Judicial Center develops creative JudICIal
: 143 F. 2d 443 (6th Cir. 1944). Cert. del).ied 325 U.S.
887 (1945).
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training 'programs, and judicial administration fina1ly is acknowledged as an important organizational problem. Federal and State judges in increasing number attend sentencing institutes. Bridges
are being built between the lawyers and corrections.
What it comes to is this: Convicted offenders
remain within the constitutional and legislative protection of the legal system. The illogic of attempting
to train lawbreaK;ers to obey the law in a system
unresponsive to law shOuld have been recognized
long ago. Forcing an offender to live in a situation
in which all decisions are made for him is no
training for life in a free society. Thus the two sets
of alternatives before the judiciary in most cases
involving correctional practices are the choice between constitutional principle and correctional expediency, and the choice between an institution
tliat runs smoothly and one that really helps the
offender. In exercising their proper function as supervisors of the criminal justice system, the courts
have upset practices that have stifled any real correctional progress.
The courts will and should continue to monitor
correctional decisions and practices. The Constitution requires it. The nature of the .judicial process
dictates that this supervision will be done case by
case. A period of uneven and abrupt change and
uncertainty will inevitably result. Some court rulings
will indeed make administration of correctional program!'! more difficult. To hoid hearings before mak'ing decisions that seriol!sly affect an offender is a
time-consuming task. Allowing free correspondence
and access to the - press by offenders creates the
risk of unjustified criticism and negative pUblicity.
Eliminating inmate guards (trusties) requires the
expenditure of additional funds for staff. Correctional
administrators could ease the transition by adopting
on their own initiative new comprehensive procedures and practices that reflect constitutional requirements and progressive correctional policy.

The Need for Cooperation in the System
It is unrealistic to believe that the tensions and
misunderstandings among the components of the
criminal justice system will quickly disappear. Ther~
are-and will continue to be-unavoidable conflicts of view. The police officer who must subdue
an offender by force wilt never see him in the
same light as the correctional officer who must win
him with reason. The courts, which'must retain
their independence in order
oversee the practices
of both police and corrections,. are unlikely to be
seen by either as a totally sympathetic partner.
On the other hand, the governmentalinstitutions

to.
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designed to control and prevent crime are closely
ernmental authorities-Federal, State, and local- turally intertwine. This is true for both adult and
and irrevocably interrelated, whether they function
that are responsible for it. This balkanization com- juvenile offenders.
D,welopment of further alternatives to the trudi~
cooperatively or at cross-purposes. The success of
plicates police planning, impedes ~e.v..elopment ~f
tional
institution, and diversion of offenders from
each component in its specific function depends on
expeditious court processes, and dm s re~p~n~l
it,
.will
increase this pressure toward an integrated
the actions of the other two. Most areas of disbility for convicted offen~ers among ~ m~lhphcltY'
statewide
correctional system, regionalized to match
agreement are the result of inadequate understandof overlapping but barely mte.rcommulllcatmg. a~en
ing both of the need for cooperation and of the
) cies. The organizational strl'Lcture of the crImmal the demography and distribution of offenders in the
i justice system was .well-suited to the front~er so~iety State. Administrative regionalization of such struc~
existing interrelationships. The extent to which this
misunderstanding can be minimized will determine
I in which it was Implanted. It has survlved m a turally integrated statewide correctional systems
in large measure the future course of our efforts! complex mobile, urban society for which it is may be necessary in the more populous. or larger
States 10 link each regional system with the needs,
against crime.
1
I grossly ~nsuited. Accordingly, this report seriously opportunities, and social milieu of the particular
The Commission recognizes that correctionai';'i! addresses large-scale organizational and administraoffender group. Regionalization greatly facilitates
progress will be made only in the context of a "1 tive restructuring of cOl:rections.
criminal justice system operating as an integrated
.
One set of solutions is to accept the present bal- maintaining closer ties between the offender and his
and coordinated response to crime. Thus corl'eckanization of corrections, recognizing its strong po- family (as by visits, furloughs, and w'ork release)
tions must cooperate fully with the other compolitical support in systems of local patronage, and. to than is possible otherwise.
In sum, the task of achieving an effective funcnents in developing a system that uses its resburces ~{ prescribe defined standard~, buttressed by stateWIde
~' inspection systems to attam those standards. Loc~l tional balance between State and local correctional
more effectively. If there are persons who have comJ jails provide a good example. At the very least, If authorities is complex and uncertain, yet it offers
mitted legally proscribed acts but who can be better
served outside the criminal justice system at lower
they are to be retained for the u~convic~ed, they opportunity. It will require political statesmanship
cost and little or no increased risk, then police,
I must be subject to State-controlled InSpectlOn proc- that transcends partisan, parochial, and patronage
courts, corrections, legislators, and the public must
! esses to insure the attainment of minimum stand- interests. But whatever the interagency relation1
work together to establish effective diversion proards ~f decency and efficiency. A further control and ships may be, the enunciation of precisely defined
grams for such persons. If persons are being desupport that might be ~dded is State subsidy to fa- standards and goals for those agencies will aid in
tained unnecessarily or for too long awaiting trial,
cilitate attainment of defined standards and goals attainment of effective and humane correctional
processes.
the elements of the system must work together to
J by the local jails, the carrot of subsidy. being added
remedy that situation. If sentencing practices are
to the stick of threatened condemnatIon and clocounterproductive to their intended purposes, a
sure. However, these measures are but compromises.
comprehensive restructuring of' sentencing proceThe contrasting mode of organizational restruc- Overuse of Corrections
dures and alternatives must be undertaken.
turing of corrections is an integrated State correcThe correctional administrator (and for the presThis perspective is in large measure responsible
tional system. There is much support for movement
ent
purposes, the sentencing judge. too) is the
for the broad scope of this report on corrections.
in that direction. For example, it is recommended
The time is ripe for corrections to provide the
in this report that supervision of offenders under servant of a criminal justice system qUIte remarkable
benefits of its knowledge and experience to the
probation should be separated from the courts' ad- in its lack of restraint. Historically, the criminaloth,er components of the system. Such issues as di- : ; ministrative control and integrated with the State law has been used not only in an effort to protect
: !
citizens but also to coerce men to private virtue.
version, pretrial release and detention, jails, juveI correctional system.
Criminal law overreaches itself in a host of "vicnile intake, and sentencing, traditionally have not
If prisons, probation, parole, and other con- timless" crimes; that is, crimes without an effective
been considered within the scope of correctional
munity
programs for adult and juvenile offenders complainant other than the authorities. This appliconcern. But corrections can no longer afford to
are
brought
under one departmental structure, there cation of the law is a major obstacle to develop!
remain silent on issues that so vitally affect it. Thus
is
no
doubt
of that department's improved bargain1
of a rational and effective correctional system.
this report on corrections aadresses -these and
, ! ing position in competition for resources in cabinet ment
When
criminal law invades the sphere of private
other issues that have previously been considered
: {
and legislature. Other flexibilities are opened up; ca- morality and social welfare, it often proves ineffecj
problems of other components· of the criminal jus:l
reer lines for promising staff are expanded, to say tive and criminogenic. What is worse, the law then
.tice system. It could be said that they are addressed
t '~
'! nothing of interdepartmental inservice training pos- diverts corrections from its clear, socially protective
from a correctional perspective, but in a broader
sibilities, Above all, such a structure matches the function. The result is unwise legislation that ex~ense they are presented from a criminal justice
- tends the law's reach beyond its competence. Manideveloping realities of correctional processes.
'::
system point of view.
An increasing interdependence between institu- festations are seen in relation to gambling, the use of
J tional and community-based programs arises as -drugs, public drunkenness, vagrancy, disorderly
'II
their processes increasingly overlap; as furlough and conduct, and the noncriminal aspects of trouble~
OBSTACLES TO CORRECTIONAL REFORM
work-release programs are expanded; as institu- 'some juvenile behavior. This overreach of criminal
; {
tional release procedures grow more sophisticated law has made hypocrites of us all and has confused
f and graduated; and as more intensive supervisory the mission of corrections. It has. overloaded the
Fragmentation of Corrections
arrangements are added to probation and parole entire. criminal ·justice system with inappropriate
supervision. Institutional placement, probation, and cases and saddled correctioqs with tasks it is unOne of the leading obstacles to reforming the crim- . !
suited to perform.
inal justice system is the range and variety of govJ parole or aftercare grow closer' together and struc-
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The unmaking of law is more difficult than the
making; to express moral outrage at objectionable
conduct and to urge legislative prolscription is politically popular. On the other hand, to urge the
repeal of sanctions against any objectionable conduct is politically risky since it can be equated in
the popular mind with approval of that conduct.
But corrections, like the rest of the criminal justice
system, must reduce its load to what it has some
chance of carrying. Too often we are fighting the
wrong War, on the wrong front, at the wrong time,
So that our ability to protect the community and
serve the needs of the convicted offender is attenuated. It is for this reason that a major emphasis in
this report is placed on developing diversions from
and alternatives to the correctional system.
It is particularly urgent to evict from corrections
'many of the alcoholics and drug addicts who now
clutter that system. They should be brought under
the aegis of more appropri.ate and less punitive
mechanisms of social control. The same is true of
truants and other juveniles who are in need of
care and protection and ~Jave not committed criminal offenses. They should be removed from the
delinquency jurisdiction of the courts as well as
corrections.
At the same time, the rapid expansion of' 'those
diverse community-based supervisory programs
called probation and patole is needed. Most States
still lack probation and parole programs that are
more than gestures toward effective supervision and
assistance for convicted offenders. Standards and
goals for correctional reform depend largely on the
swift, ,substantial improvement of probation and
parole practices.

Overemphasis on Custody
The pervasive overemphasis on custody that remains in corrections cl,'eates more problems than it
solves. Our institutions are so large that their operational needs take precedence over the needs of the
people they hold. The very scale of these institutions
dehumanizes, denies privacy, encourages violence,
and defies decent control. A moratorium should 'be
placed on the construction of any large correctional
institution. We already have too many prisons. 1f
there is any need at all for more institutions, it is
for small, community-related facilities in or near
the communities they serve.
'
There is also urgent need for reducing the population of jails and juvenile detention facilities. By
using group homes, foster care arrangements, day
residence facilities, and similar community-based resources, it should be possible to eliminate entirely

the need for institutions to hold young persons prior i .~ institutions. Although the institution must be used such a facilityih the neighborhood is likely to rouset
to court disposition of their cases. Likewise, by other: '.hI, only as a last resort, its prograt;1s .must ~ot. be profound opposition. The criminal offender, ad:n
or juvenile is accorded a low level of commumty
methods discussed in this report, it will be prncti.'
ch attention is essenttal If the lUSt1tu- tolerance ~hen he no longer is an abstract idea
Su
ted
I
ec .
'f
. t
cable to greatly reduce the use of jails for the j neg
tion is to serve as the beginning place or rem egra-~
adult accused. By placing limitations on detention 'I tion and not as the end of the line for. the offen~er. but a real person. Planning must ~e. done, an? goals
and standards drafted, in recogmtton of thIS fa~t.
time and by freely a11~wing commu~ity resources~; ·,<i
The principle of commun.ity-based corrections
Responsible community relation~ must b.e bUllt
agen~i7s, . and. individual~ to perc?l~te. the walls of, ,\f also e~[ends to prisons and JaIls. We must make
into
all correctional plans. The anhdote to mtolerthe Jail, It will be pOSSible to mInnlliZe the social ;,; those institutions smaller, for only then can they
ance
of convicted offenders is the active involveisolation of those who must be jailed.
'
cease to hold the anonymous. We mu~t n;nke them ment of wide segments of the community in support
Nevertheless, it must be recognized that at our' I more open and responsive to com~umty lUfl~ences,
present level of knowledge (certainly of adult of· I for only thus can we make it pOSSIble fo~ pnsoners of correctional processes. With imagination and a
Willingness to take some risks, members of minority
fenders) we lack the ability to empty prisons and
and staff alike to see what the commumty expects groups, ex-offenders, an~ other hi~hly mo~ivated
jails entirely. There are confirmed and dangerous ' i
of them.
citizens can play an effective supporting, role III coroffenders who require protracted confinement be· ,
rectional programs.
. ,
..,
cause we lack alternative and more effective methPart of this process of opemng up the l~stitUtion
ods of controlling or modifying their behavior. At '\ Lack of Financial Support
to outside influences is the creation of a WIder base
least for the period of incarceration, they are ca- ~J
for
staff selection. Obviously, recruitment of mempable of no injury to the community.
II The reforms envisioned in this report will not be
bers
of minority' groups is vitally importa~t and
Even so, far too many offenders are classified '
achieved without substantially incre?s~d g?ve~
as dangerous. We have not developed a means of : i ment funds being allocated to the cnmmal Jushce must be energetically pursued. Of rarallel Imp.ordealing with them except in the closed institution. I system and without a larger portion of the total tance women must be employed In commumtyToo often we have perceived them as the stereo- , 1 being aUocat.ed to corrections. There i~ little sense based programs and at every level of the instituti,on
type of "prisoner" and applied to all cJenders the If in the police arresting m.ore offenders 1.f the cnurts (for men and women, for adults and you.ths) from
institutional conditions essential only for relatively!'! lack the resources to bnng them to t.nal and cor- top administration to line guard. Corrections must
.
few. Hence, this report stresses the need for develop- .~ rections lacks the resources to deal wah them effi- become a full equal opportunity employer.
Correctional
a<;lministrators
have
tended
to
ISOment of a broader range of alternatives to the in- i ciently and fairly. Happily, the Feder.al Go~e~n
stitution, and for the input of greater resources of 'o! ment, followed by many States, already IS prov1dmg late corrections from the general public-by high
walls and locked doors. In light of the community's
manpower, money, and materials to that e n d . ,
important leadership here.
.
Budgetary recognition is being. given to th.e sIg- ambivalence toward corrections, lack of effort at
Community-based programs are not merely a sub- ,
I 1
stitute for the institution. Often they will divert of- :,~ nificance of crime and the fear It produces m the collaboration with community groups and individual
fenders from .entering the institution. Bu~ they also 'I s.ocial fabric. For example, statutory provisions noW citizens is particularly unfortunate. In altt,lost every
have important. functions as part of the correc- i 1 require that at least 20 percent of the Federal funds community there are individuals and soctal groups
tional process. They facilitate a continuum of serv-j disbursed by the Law Enforcement Assistance Ad- with exceptional concern for problems of somal
ices from the institution through graduated release .1 mini~tration to the States to aid crime control be welfare whose energies must be called upo~ .. A
allocated to corrections. It is clearly - a proper role lobby for corrections lies at hand, to be mOblh.zed
procedures-such as furloughs and work release-to
community-based programs.
' , for the Federal Government to assist States by funds not merely 'by public informati~n and 'p~rs~aslOn,
Large institutions for adult and juvenile offenders ; I;. and direct services to increase the momentum of but also by encouraging the actlve partiCIpatIon of
have become places of endemic violence. Over- .j the movement toward community-based corrections the public in correctional work.
There are yet other advantages in suc~ a detercrowding and the admixture of diverse ethnic } and to remedy existing organizational .ineffici~ncie.s.
Two other obstacles to reform ment mentIOn In mined community involvement in correctlOns. Obgtoups, thrown together in idleness and boredom, is
I
the basic condition. Race relations tend to be hostilej this litany of adversity and the 'm~ans of over- stacles to the employment of ex-offenders will be
coming it. Uke the other impediments to change, lowered. Probation and parole caseloads co~ld be
~nd ferocious in the racially skewed prisons and
reduced if paraprofessionals and volunteers, lllc1udJails.
: these obstacles are not intractable, but, like the rest,
ing ex-offenders, assist. And the "~ine-to-five on
they
must
be
recognized
as
genuine
problems
to
be
Increasing political activism complicates inmatereckoned with if they are not to frustrate progress. weekdays" syndrome of some probatIOn and parole
staff relations. Knives and other weapons proliferate
aI1.d ate used. Diversion of tbe less violent and more i. t They are first the community's ambivalence, and services can be cured, so that supervision and supstable from institutions;,v,rill leave in the prisons and )l second, the 1a~k of knowledge on which planning port can be available when most needed.
jails a larger proportioli of hardened, dangerbus, 1\1 for the criminal justice system can be firmly based.
and explosive prisoners. The correctional adminis- \'1
Lack of Knowledge Base for Planning
trator thus confronts 'a stark reality. While making ). t
needed changes to benefit the great majority of in- 11
Ambivalence of the Community
In this catalog of problems in corrections to be
mates, he must cope with a volatile concentration 1 i
If asked, a clear majority of the community solved the need for a knowledge base must be
of, the most diffic~lt o,ffenders, whose hostility isj1
would probably support. halfway houses for those seriou~ly ~onsidered. Research is the indispensable
directed against the staff;·
I, i,' offenders who are not a serious criminal threat but . tool by which future needs are measured and met.
For these reasons and others, continuing atten- ,~
still require some residelltial control. But repea~ed
Chapter 15 surveys present correctional knowledge
tion must be paid to conditions within the remaining
experience has shown that a proposal to establIsh
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and prescribes means to determine which of our
correctional practices are effective and with which
categoriesof offenders.
Lackef adequate data about crime and delinquency, the consequences of sentencing practices,
and the outcome of correctional programs is a major
obstacle to planning for better community protection.. It is a sad commentary on our social priorities
that every conceivable statistic concerning sports is
collected and available to all who are interested. One
can readily find out how many lefthanders hit triples
in the 1927 World Series. Yet if we wish to know
how many one-to-life sentences were handed out to
the 1927 crop of burglars-or the 1972 crop for
that matter-the facts are nowhere to be found.
. Baseline data and outcome data are not selfgenerating; no computer is self-activating. Research
is of central significance to every correctional
agency. It is not, as it so often is regarded, merely
a public relations gimmick to be manipulated for
political and .budgetary purposes. It is an indispensable tool for intelligent decisionmaking and deployment of resources.
It is time we stopped giving mere lip service to
research and to the critical· evaluation of correctional practices. To fail to propound and to achieve
ambitious research and data-gathering goals is to
condemn co~rections to the perpetual continuance
of its present ineptitude.
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THE PLAN OF THIS REPORT

This report deals with the problems and prospects
of corrections in four parts. Each part carries
standards for improving corrections.
Considered first is the setting for corrections, including the rights of offenders, the possibilities for
diverting offenders out of corrections, pretrial release and detention, principles of sentencing, and
the classification of offenders.
Part II treats the need for changes in major
program areas of corrections. Basic to this section
is the principle that large institutions should be
phased out and remaining institutions used only
for dangerous offenders. Hence, programs based in
the community will be the major methods of dealing with offenders. To make such programs work
and to promote public understandinKd(JLtl:1,e problems of offenders and of corrections generally, concerned citizens must play an essential role.
Part III covers elements basic to improvement of the correctional systl~m as a whole and
each of its components-effective organization and
administration,optimum use of manpower, acquisition of a knowledge base, and an adequate statutory framework.
Part IV sets forth priorities and strategies
by which the Commission charts the way to making
corrections an effective partner in the efforts of the
criminal justice system to reduce crime and protect
the community.
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Part I

1

Setting
for
Corrections

1
1
1

1
1

Chapter 2

1

Ri~lhts

of
Offenders

1
1
Y.

Th~

prisllner', destiny should be placed measurably

Increased assertion and recognition of the rights in hh <1\\ n hand,; he must be put into circumstances where
he will he able, thfllugh hi~ own exertions, to continually
of persons under correctional control has been an
hi'i own condition. , . ,
insbtent force for change and accountability in cor- hetter
XL A ~y~t~m )f prison discipline, to be truly reformatory,
rectional systems and practices. TradItional methods Dl\l~t gain the will of the prisoner. He is to be amended:
of doing things have been reexamined~ myths about but how is this pos,ible with his minu in a state of hostility?
XI \'. The prisll ner\ self-respect should b~ cultivated to
both institutionalized offenders and those under
the \lImo'it. ,lOd every effort made to give back to him his
community supervision have been attacked and ma!1hond. There i~ no greater mistake in the whole comofte . proved to be without foundation. The public P,l\" of penal discipline, than its studied imposition. of
has become increasingly aware of both prisons and degradation as a part of punishment. .. ,
prisoners.
More recently, the American Correctional Asso~
Although the process by which the courts are
ciation
and the President's Commission on Law En~
applying constitutional standards to corrections is
far from complete, the magnitude and pace of forcement and Administration of Justice issued warnchange within corrections as the result of judicial ings about respect for offenders' rights.
In 1966, the American Correctional Association's
decrees is remarkable. The correctional system is
being subjected not only to law but also to public Manual of Correctional Standards declared:
scrutiny. The courts have thus provided not only
The administrator should always be certain that he is
redress for offenders but also an opportunity for not acting capriciously or unreasonably but that estabmeaningful correctional reform.
lhhed prncedures ~re rea~onable and not calculated to inIn theory, the corrections profession has ac- fringe upon the legal rights of the prisoners. . . ,
Until 5talutory and case law are more fully developed,
cepted the premise that persons are sent to prison
as punishment, not for punishment. The American it h vitally important witdn all of the correctional fields
Prison Association in its famous "Declaration that there should be established and maintained reasonable
of Principles" in 1870 recognized that correctional norms and remedies against the sorts of abuses that are
likely til develop where men have great power over their
programs should reflect the fact that offenders wt!re fe\low~ und where relationships may becl'lme both mechanhuman beings with the need for dignity as well as ical and arbitrary. Minimum standalds should become
reformation. The following selection of principles more unifnrm, and correctional administrators shoulu play
is instructive:
17
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pr~priate evaluations. And, "to the extent that courts ; . • ~
belIeved the offe~ders' complaints involved priviIn 1967, the President's Commission on Law l~tgeStratherfthall nghts, there was no special neces-i
~nforce~ent and Administration of Justice empha- Sl y ? c?n ront correctional practices, even when I,'
sIzed the Importance of administrative action.
they ~nft;nged on basic notions of human rights
~nd dIgnIty protected for other groups by constitu- j
~orre~tjonal f1d[l1ini$tr~tors should develop guidelines detIOnal doctrine.
linmg prisoners rights wIth respect to such issues as access
This lega~ view of corrections was possible only J
i? legal ?laterials, correspondence, visitors, religious ptact!ce, medICi\) care, and disciplinary sanctions. Many correc- ~ecause socIety at large did not care about correc'
tllmal sY51~ms have taken important steps in this direction,
tlOns. Few wanted to associate with offenders or '
but tbere IS a long way to go.
ev.en to know about them. The new public con- _' J
Such !lctions on the part of correctional administrators
v.;IH enable the, courts to ~ct in a reviewing rather than a s:lOusnes~ (and the accompanying legal scrutiny) .1
directly supervIsory capacity. Where administrative proce- dId not smgle ou.t corrections alone as an object o f f
dur~8 are adequate, courts arenol likely to intervene in the refo.rm: ~ather! It was part of a sweeping concern
ments ?~ correctional decisions. And where well thought- ~or lU~lVIdual nghts and administrative accountabilt
o.ut pOliCIes regarding prisoners' procedural and subslantiv\) Ity which began with the civil rights movement and
1
nght.s .bave. been est~bltsbed, courts are likely to defer to
s?bsequentI~ was reflected in areas such as student J
ndmmlStrafJve eXpertIse?
nghts, publtc welfare, mental institutions, juvenile .,
Despite the recognition of the need for reform
court systems, and military justice. It was reinabuse of offenders' rights continued. It remained forced by vastly increased contact of middle-class
.
f~r t~e judiciary to implement as a matter of con- groups w!th correctional agencies as bypro ducts of {
StltutIOnal law. what the corrections profession had other natIOnal ~r?blems (juvenile delinquency, drug
J
long .accepted III theory as appropriate correctional abuse, and polttlCal and social dissent). The net
!
practIce,
result was a climate cOD!,:1ucive to serious reexami- ,i
nation of the legal rights of o f f e n d e r s . !
A~plying criminal sanctions is tbe most dramatic
~xerc~se of the power of the state over individttal
(
EVOLVING JUDICIAL
1
lIbertIeS. A!t~ou~h necessary for maintaining sodal
REGARD FOR OFFENDERS' RIGHTS
order, admm.lstenng sanctions does not require g;!nI
e.ral suspenslO~ ?f the freedom to exercise b~sic I!
Until recently, an Offender as a matter of law ng~ts. ~mce c.nmznal sanctions impinge on tbe most,
was deeme.d. to have forfeited virtually all rights ba~Ic. nght-lIberty-it is imperative that other re[I
upon conVlctlon and to have retained only such stnctlOns. be used sparingly, fairly, and only for
;
rights as ~ere express!y granted to him by statute some SOCIally useful purpose.
or correctIOnal authonty. The belief was common
~ventually tbe questionable effectiveness of cor- . I
that vh:tually anything could be done with an of- rc::ctJOna! systems as rebabilitative instruments, comi
fender.m the name of '~correction," or in some in- bmed wlth harsh and cruel conditions in institutions
stances ICpunishment," short of extreme physical could no longer be ignored by courts. They bega~
i
abuse. ~i~. was protected only by the restraint and to redefine .the legal framework of corrections and
responSIbIlIty of correctional administrators and ~lace restrictio?S on previously unfettered discre- ,I
theIr staff. Whatever comforts services orprivileges f1on. of corre~tJ.onal administrators. Strangely, cor- . f
the offender received were ~ matter' of grace--'in rechonal. admIDlstrators, charged with rehabilitating t I
the law's view a privilege to be granted 'or withheld aenCdogCnal'trl}Ongl ffor ffoffednde;s,. Phersistently fought the :'.
by the sta.te, Inhumane conditions and practices r • •
I 0 ~ ,en ers ng ts~broughout the juf
were permItted to develop and continue in many dlcla! pr~~ess. ThIS stance, combmed with the gen- 1.1
systems.
eral mabIlIty of correctional admir.istrators to dem- i:l._,I
The courts refused for the most part to intervene. onstrate that correctional programs correct shook f
JlIdg~s felt that correctional administration was a public and judicial confidence in corrections. '
'...'1
technICal I?&ttcr to be left. 10 experts rather than to
The past few years have witnessed an explosion l I
cOllrts j whIch were deemed ill-eqUipped to make apci!nrdel.qtl?oensts bfYtho~enderfis for judicial relief from the :
s 0
elr con nement or correctional pro- i j
gram.
More
dramatic
is the increased willingness h
I. ;American Correctional Association; Manual oj Correc?f .t~e co~rts to respond. Reflect(\:.ei. of the new
:IQlltll. Sta,!dards (W~s?ington: ACe, 1966), pp. 266, 279.
~resldc~ts Comml~lon on Law Enforcement and Ad- j\ldlcmlattItude toward sentenced offenders is the
;"1
nllnlsd~ntlon of Jushce, Task Force Report: Correctiolls fact that in the 1971-72 tenn, tbe U.S. Sut
(Wnslungton: Government Printing Office, 1967), p. 85.
preme Court decided eight cases directly affecting
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convicted offenders and at least two others which
have implications for correctional practices. In all
eight cases directly involving corrections, the offender'S contention prevailed, five of them by unanimous vote of the Court.
The Court unanimously ruled that formal procedures were required in order to revoke a person's ~
parole,a that the United States Parole Board must
follow its own rules in revoking parole, 4 that institutionalized offenders are entitled to access to
legal materials,5 and that~offenders committed under
special provisions relating to defective delinquents 6
or sexually related offenses 7 are entitled to formal
procedures if their sentences are to be extended.
With one dissent, the Court also ruled that prison
officials are required to provide reasonable opportunities to all prisoners for religious worship,S and
that prisoners need not exhaust all possible State
remedies before pursuing Federal causes of action
challenging the conditions of their confinement. D
The Court also held that a sentencing judge could
not use unconstitutionally obtained convictions as
the basis for sentencing an offender. tO
Two additional cases have potential ramifications
for the rights of offenders. Tn Argersinger v. Hamlin,
407 V.S. 25 (1972), the Court held that the State
must provide counsel in criminal trials for indigent
defendants regardless of the seriousness of the offense charged where a person's liberty is at stake.
Throughout the correctional process various officials
may make decisions which increase the time spent
in confinement. This· effect on the offender's liberty
may require appointment of counsel and other procedural formalities.
In Jac~son v. Indiana, 406 U.S. 715 (1972), the
Cour.t held that indefinite commitment of a persolJ
who is not mentally competent to stand trial for a
criminal offense violates due process of law. The
Court noted that the State had the right to confine
such an individual for a reasonable time to determine if he could be restored to competency by
treatment out, if he could not, he must be released.
In the course of his opinion, agreed to by the six
otner justices hearing the case, Justice Blackmun
commented: "At the least, due process requires
. :that the nature and duration of commitment bear
some reasonable relation to the purpose for which
'Morrissey v. Brewer, 408 U.S. 471 (1972).
, Arciniega v. Freeman, 404 U.S. 4 (1971).
• YOllnger v. Gilmore, 404 U.S. 15 (1971) affirming Gilmore
Y. LYllch, .319 F. Supp. 105 (N.D. Cat 1970).
McNeil v. Director, Patllxelll illstitutioll, 407 U.S. 245
(/971).
I Wi/wording v. Swellson, 404 U.S. 249 (1971).
·Crlll. v. Beto, 405 U.S. 319 (1972).
• Humphrey v. Cady, 405 U.S. 504 (1972).
,. U.S. v. Tucker, 404 U.S. 443 (1972).

the individual is committed." The effect of such a
rule if applied to correctional confinement is yet to
be determined.
These cases demonstrate the distance the law
has come from the older view that courts ought
not intervene in correctional activities. However,
the real ferment for judicial intervention has come
in the lower courts, particularly in the Federal district courts. Broadening interpretations of the Federal civil rights acts, the writ of habeas corpus, and
other doctrines providing for Federal court jurisdiction have facilitated tbe application of constitutional principles to corrections. And it is in these
courts that the "hands off" doctrine has been either
modified or abandoned altogether.
Contemporaneously with the increased willingness
of the courts to consider offenders' complaints came
a new attitude toward offenders' rights. As first
enunciated in Coffin v. Reichard, 143 F.2d 443
(6th Cir. 1944), courts are more readily accepting
the premise that "[a] prisoner retains all the rights
of an ordinary citizen except those expressly 01'
by necessary implication taken from him by law."
To implement such a rule, courts have found that
where necessity is claimed as justification for lirn,iting some right, the burden of proof (of the necessity) should be borne by the correctional authority.
Administrative convenience is no longer to be acct~pted as sufficient justification for deprivation of
rights. Additionally, correctional administrators are
subjected to due process standards which require
that agencIes and programs be administered with
clearly enunciated. policies and established, fair
procedures for the resolution of grievances.
A concomitant doctrine now emerging is that
of the "least restrictive alternative" or "least drastic
means." This tenet simply holds that, once the corrections administrator has demonstrated that some
restriction on an offender's rights is necessary, he
must select the least restrictive alternative. to satisfy the state's interests.
This change of' perspective has worked major
changes in the law governing correetional control
over' sentenced offenders. By agreeing to hear offenders' complaints, the courts were forced to evaluate correctional practices against three fundamental
constitutional commands: (1) State action may not
deprive citizens of life, liberty, or property without
due process of lawi (2) State action may not deprive
citizens of their right to equal protection of the
law; and (3) the State may not inflict cruel and
unusual punishment. Courts have found traditional
correctional practices in violation of all three commands. The standards in this chapter examine the
various issues which have been-or in the future
no doubt will be-the subject of litigation.
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nizes that 99 percent of those persons sentenced to
co~finement will one day return to the free society.
ThiS ~act alo?e r~quires that offenders be prepared
for remtegratlon mto the community. An important
Courts
~recedent to successful reintegration is the estabThe courts perform two functions within hsh~e~t . of p~rsonal rights prior to release. Thus
~he criminal justice system. They are participants the ~udIclal phIlosophy which provides that offenders
In the proc~ss of trying and sentencing those ac- retam ~11 i1ghts of free citizens unless there are
cused. of CrIme; and ~t the same time they act as compelhng r.easons for restrictions is compatible with
guardwn of the requirements of the Constitution an.d supp~rtlve of the correctional philosophy of the
and statutory law, In the latter role, they oversee remtegratlOn of offenders into the community. And
the criminal justice system at work. It was this t~erefo~e corre~tional administrators have a profesfunction which inevitably forced the courts to eval- SIOnal. mterest In completing the implementation of
uat~ correctional, practices .a ?ecade before they ~he. ~Ights of the offender that is begun by the
subjccted the pol ICC to constitutIonal scrutiny. Thus JudICiary.
Ad?itionally, correctional administrators are rethe courts have not only the authorit.y but also
the responsibility to continue to judge corrections sp~nsIble for the welfare of offenders committed to
their . ~harge. Judicial decisions which improve the
against constitutional dictates.
It should be recognized, however that the Con- conditIOns under which an offender labors should
s~it~~ion rcq~ires only minimal standards. The pro- be welcomed, .rathe~ than resisted, by correctional
hibItIon agatl}st cruel and unusual punishment has offi.c~rs. Ma~nce Sigler n.oted in his address as
not to date. requircd affirmative treatment programs. retmng president of the American Correctional
If c~urts view their role as limited to constitutional Association in 1972:
requIrements, litigation will merely turn filthy and
In committi~g. ?ffenders to us, the courts have assigned
?eg:adi,ng institutions into clean but unproductive us the responSIbIlity for their care and welfare. All of us
InSlll~ltl?ns. Courts, however, have a broader role. ~ave a,cknowledged that responsibility. It is inconsistent and
A cnmtnal sentence is a court order and like any J11-a~vlsed fo!, us to fight every case that comes along incourt ?r~er should be subject to continuing judicial volvmg the rights of oUr clients. After all, who is supposed
to be most concerned about their welfare?
sup.crvls\On. Courts should specify the purpose for
Th~ c~rrections profession has a critical role to
which an offender is given a particular sentence and
should exercise control ~o insure that the treatment play In Implementmg the rights of offenders. No
of the offender is consistent wit.h that purpose. A statutory mandate or judicial declaration of rights
sentence for purposes of rehabilitation is hardly ad- c~n be effectively realized and broadly obtained
vanced by practices which degrade and humiliate wl.thout the understanding, cooperation, and commitment of correctional personnel. Corrections will
the offender.
On the other hand, litigation alone cannot solve have to adopt new procedures and approaches in
the problems of corrections or of offenders' rights. su~h areas as discipline, inmate grievances, censorThe process of case-by-case adjudication of offend- ShiP, and access to legal assistance. Traditions
ers' grievances inevitably results in uncertainties schedules, and administrative techniques will hav~
a~d lesS-l?an-Comprehcnsive rulemaking. Courts de- to be reevaluated and in many instances modified
Cide the Issue before them. They are ill-equipped or . abandoned. Line personnel will have to be
to en.ter bron.d mandates for change. Similarly the t:amed to understand the substance of offenders'
sanctIOns aVUllnble to·· courts in enforcing their de- rights and the reasons for enforcing them.
Correctior:s, at the same time, is provided with
crees are limited. While some courts have been
forced t? appoint~asters to oversee the operation an opportumty ~or meaningful progress. Most prisof a prtson, full Implementation of constitutional ons are degradmg, not because corrections wants
and correctional practices which aid rather than them to be but because resources for improvement
degrade ~ffenders requires the commitment of funds have not been available. Judicial decrees requiring
and pubhc support. Courts alone cannot implement change should make available additional resources
I? the last analysis, the Constitution may requir~
offenders' rights.
either an acceptable correctional system or none
at all.
Correctional Agencies
IMPLEMENTATION OF OFFENDERS' RIGHTS

,Implementation ?f offenders' rights is consistent
WIth good correctIOnal practice. Corrections has

J.~m to one which recogA'#~;oc .....
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Legislatures
Full implemelltatlon of offenders' rights will re-
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quire participation by the legislature. The inefficiencies and uncertainties of case-by-case litigation
in the courts over definition of offenders' rights can
be minimized if legislatures enact a comprehensive
code which recognizes the new philosophy regarding
offenders. Legislatures have generally been slow in
modernizing correctional legislation, but pressure"
from the courts should stimutate badly needed reform.
Legislatures may well discover that in the short
run a constitutionally permissible system of corrections is more costly than the traditional model.
Legislatures can insure that only the minimal dictates of judicial decrees are met, or they can
utilize the opportunity provided to commit the
resources necessary to provide an effective correctional system.

Affirmative and organized efforts must be made
by community leaders, corrections officials, legis·
lators, and judges to influence public opinion. Ac~
ceptance can be fostered by improving the public's
understanding of offenders' problems and of correctional processes. This chapter's standards on visiting
and media access aim at improving such understanding as weH as removing limitations on the
exercise of basic rights. Correctional institutions
and programs should be opened to citizens' groups
and individuals, not for amusement but so that
c.itizens may interact on a one-to-one basis with
offende.rs.
In the final analysis, the offender's social status
may be the most important determinant of reintegration. Any person will respond with outrage,
hostility, and nonconformity to a community that
continually rejects, labels, and otherwise treats
him as an outlaw.

The Public

While the Constitution prescribes conduct by government rather than by private persons, the public
has not only a stake in implementing offenders'
rights but also a responsibility to help realize them.
Most people think of corrections as a system that
deals with violent individuals-murderers, rapists,
robbers, and muggers. To them the philosophy of
"eye for eye"' seems correctionally sound. This attitude may account for public tolerance of deplorable conditions in correctional facilities and the rigid
disabilities imposed upon released offenders. But
even" a philosophy of retribution does not require
blanket suspension of constitutional rights.
On the other hand, many people believe minor
criminal incidents should be dealt with compassionately, especially where youthful offenders are iQvolved. They realize that most offenders are involved in crimes against property rather than
against persons and thus present a smaller risk to
community safety than those perceived as being

STANDARDS FOR OFFENDERS' RIGHTSAN EXPLANATION

The standards in this chapter are expressed in
terms of the legal norm needed to protect the substantive rights under discussion. This norm may be
implemented by statute, judicial decision, or administrative regulation. Case law and precedent are
relied on heavily. Where they are lacking, the intent
is to set standards that should withstand judicial
review. The emphasis is on a framework to define
the rights of offenders subject to correctioq.al control, consistent with concepts of fundamental legal
rights, sound correctional practice, and humane
treatment of offenders.
The standards presented are meant to cover
adults, juveniles, males, females, probation, parole,
institutio!1S, pretrial and posttrial detention, and all
community programs. Unless specifically qualified,
general statements of rights cover all offenders in
these categories.
violent.
An attempt has been made to achieve maximum
To the extent that the community continues to
discriminate on the basis of prior criminality, ef- breadth and universality in defining standar~s.
forts toward reintegration will be frustrated. There Nevertheless, distinctions between adult and juvemust be recognition that society does not benefit nile offenders, between pretrial and post~onviction
in the long run from attempts to banish, ignore, or prisoners, and between offenders in institutions and
degrade offenders. In pan such a response is a self- those under community supervision have been necfulfilling prophecy: if an offender is considered a essary in several cases. In some instances the difsocial outcast, he will act like one. Removing legal fen~nces stem from the nature of correctional conobstacles is of little benefit if individual employers tact. For example, it is unnecessary to define
will not hire ex-offenders. Statutory provisions for rights concerning institutional safety or censorship
community-based programs are for naught if no of offenders living in the community. In other
one wants a halfway house in his neighborhood. cases distinctions are based on the type of offender,
Efforts to improve the offender'S ability to reiate such as special protection to keep juveniles sep;lto others mean little if family and friends go not rate from adults or limitations on controls for prewish to assoc\ate with him.
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trial detainees as opposed to prisoners serving sentences.
ized treatment can avoid discretionary power over
those t~ bl'! treated, but such power must be conThThe standards can be divided into five categories
e first t~ree govern the right of offenders to seek tro~led In order to avoid arbitrary and capricious
actIOn.
the protectIOn of the law within tbe judicial system
Access to tbe ~ourts, and the corollary rights of . Standar~ 2.15 through 2.17 are directed toward
access to legal services and materials are set fortb. Implementmg the basic first amendment rights of
These three are fundamental if the remainder of tbe offenders; ?o~rts have been slow in responding to
standards are to be implemented. And not unex- offenders InSIstence that they retain such rights.
pectedly, these methods of ensuring tIle right of Freedom ~o spe~k ~nd to associate in the context of
access. to tbe COUtts were among tbe first to be a c?rrech~nal InstItution are particularly controrecogmzed as constitutionally mandated.
verSIal ~ubJects. Communication with the public at
. Standards 2.4 through 2.10 relate to the condi- !arge dIrectly and through the media not only are
t~ons under which a sentenced offender llves. Since Important p~rsonal rights but have public significance.
t e greater the level of confinement the more de- The correctIOnal system of the past, and too often
pendent the offender is on the state for basic needs
of the present,. has isolated itself from the pUblic.
!hese standards have special force for institutional~ To ~nhst. publiC support for correctional reform,
lzed offe~d~rs: Whe~ever the stat~ exercises control t?at IsolatIOn must be abandoned. Full implementaoy~r an mdlvldual, It should retain some responsi- tIOn of the offender's rights to communicate not
bIlIty (or his welfare. The standards are directed
~nly ~uppo~s th.e notion that he is an individual but
toward that end.
likeWIse
asSIStS In bringing the needs of corrections
S~andards 2.11 thrOUgh 2.14 speak to the dis- to the public's
attention.
cre~lOnary power which correctional agencies exSta.nda~d 2.18 addresses the question of remedies
erCIse over offenders and how that power is to be
regulated and controlled. No system of individual- for vIOla.tIOns. of ~ghts already declared. It is directed pnmanly at Judicial enforcement.
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Standard 2.1
Access to Courts
Each correc~tional agency should immediately develop and implement policies and procedures to fulfill
the right of persons under correctional supervision
to have access to courts to present any issue cognizable therein, including (1) challenging the legality
of theil' conviction or confinement; (2) seeking
redress for illegal conditions or treatment while
incarcerated or under correctional control; (~)
pursuing remedies in connection with civil legal
problems; and (4) asserting agait'lst correctional or
other governmental authority any other rights protected by cOllstitutional or statutory provision or
common law.
1. The State should make available to persons
under correctional authority for each of the purposes enumerated herein adequate remedies that
pennit, and aie administered to provide, prompt
resolution of suits, claims, and petitions. Where
adequate remedies already exist, they should be
available to offenders, including pretrial detainees,
on the same ~asis as to citizens generally.
2. There should be no necessity for an inmate
to wait until terminatiol/l of confinement for access
10 the courts.
3. Where complaints are filed against conditions
of correctional control or ~gainst the administrative
a-tiion.~ or treatment by correctional or other governmental authorities, offenders may be rel1uired

first to seek rel~our~1e undel' established adm~i1j\istra
tive procedures and appealls and to exhaust th~ir
administrative remedies. Administrative remedies
should be operative within 30 days and not in a
way that would unduly delay or Il3mper their use
by aggrieved offenders. Wlltere no reasonable administrative means is avail:able for presenting llnd
resolving disputes or wher'e past practice demonstrates the futiUty of such means, the doctrine of
exhaustif?l~ should not apply.
4. (}"lf~ticders should not be prevented by correctiollial authority administrative policies or actions
from filing timely appeals of convictions or other
judgments; from transmitting pleadings and engaging in correspondence with judges, Qther court officials, and attorneys; or from instituting suits and
actions. Nor should they be penalized for so doing.
S. Transportation to and attendance a~ court
proceedings may be subject to reasonable requirements of correctional security and scheduling.
Courts deating with offender matters and suits
should cooperate in formulating arrangements to
accommodate both offenders and correctional management.
6. Access to legal services and materials appropriate to the kind of action or remedy being pursued should be provided as an integral element of
the offender's right to access to the courts. The right
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of offenders to have aCI~ess to legal materials was
affirmed in Younger ". Gilmore, 404 U.S. 15 (1971),
which is discussed in Stalndard 2.3.

Commentary

.;

The law clearly acknov(Iedges and protects the
right of prisoners and offenders to reasonable access
to the courts, The doctrinf,~ has been affirmed by
the Supremr; Court, Ex pa\rte Hull, 312 U.S. 546
(1941) and Is adhered to ~y State courts as well.
The guarantee is visibly evident, at least in the
area of postconviction rem ~dies, by the dramatic
increase in the volume· of prisoner petitions now
~led annually, in th,~. Fede~al .cour,!s (from 2,150
10 1960 to more than 16,000 111 1970, when they
constituted 15.3 percent. of i all civil filings in the
Federal courts). Access is Ie/ls evident in assertions
of claims rrelated to civil pr<)blems of prisoners or
their treatment while under confinement or correctional supervision.
The chief problem relates not to the genera'
principle as much asto implementation. The standard
is framed to address major problf;ms of implementation other than those of contact with counsel and
access to legal materials, which are treated in. other
standards.
First, the problem of ad(!quate remedies is addressed by calling for their creation, where nonexistent, or for reasonable access by offenders when
available. Many States, for example, have complex
and unwieldy' remedies for challenging conviction
or confinement' and could benefit by comprehensive,
simplified systems for postconviction review such
as proposed by the American Bar Association's
Standards Relating to Post-Conviction Remedies
(project on Minimum Standards for Criminal Justice-1968).
In the area of civil actions, the standard takes a
position contrary to the practice in many States
(in some cases judicially approved) preventing offenders while confined from filing civil suits unrelated to their personal liberty.' When offenders
must wait years to commence actions, they are
placed under great disadvantage in gamering witnesses and preserving evidence. The practice is a
considerable burden to the effective provision of
civil legal services to prisoners. Similarly, the prevailing situation in most States that precludes prisoners from attacking indictments brought under
detainer also is disapproved.
The principle that, in asserting right of access
to courts, offenders must first use and 1;xhaust
administrative remedies is incorporated in the
standard. This requirement is necessary for assuring
use of less costly, more speedy, and possibly more

·1

responsive administrative grievance or negotiation
machinery such as that suggested in these standards.! '\~
It is seen as a legitimate qualification to the right; I
of access to courts and an important protection to . 01
maintain the integrity of. correctional authority or
other nonjudicial apparatus for remedying abuses .
and legitimate grievances. Where no such reasonable administrative mechanism exists, the exhaustion principle should not apply.
Finally, the standard affirms the impropriety,
established in numerous cases, of restrictions on
the right of access through administrative policy or
procedure. This would include such practices as
prior staff screening bf petitions for regularity or
objectionable content, delay in parole hearings for
prisoners who seek postconviction writs, and delay
in tnmsmitting petitions or failure to do so for
inmates in disciplinary segregation.

Related Standards
The following standards may be applicable in
implementing Standard 2.1.

2.2 Access to Legal Services.
2.3 Access to Legal Materials.
5.9 Continuing Jurisdiction of Sentencing Court.
16.2 Administrative Justice.
16.3 Code of Offenders' Rights.

Ref,erences
1. Almond v. Kent} 459 F. 2d 200 (4th Cir.
1972) (Prisoners may not be forced to sue
through a State-appointed committee rather than
individually in presenting a claim for mistreatment under the Civil Rights Act.)
2. American Bar Association. Standards Relating
to Post-Conviction Remedies. New York: Office. ~'·r:(
il'~
of the Criniinal Justice Project, 1968.
... if;'.·
3. Campbell v. Beto} 460 F. 2d 765 (5th Cil!.. d~~
1972) (Reversed lower court's refusal to docket an
impoverished offender as defined by the Fed-·
eral Civil Rights Act, which, if true, stated a good
cause of action on its face.)
4. Cohen, Fred. The Legal Challenge to Correctiolls. Washington: Joint Commission on Correctional Manpower and Training, 1969, pp. 67-69.
5. Dowd 1,1. U.S. ex rei. Cook, 340 U.S. 206
(1951) (prison regulations may not keep inmate
from filing timely appeal.)
6. Ex parte Hull, 312 U.S. 546 (1941) (Invalidated regulation that all habeas corpus petitions be approved by parole board lawyers as
"proper drawn.")
7. Goldfarb, Ronald, and Singer, Linda. "Redressing Prisoners' Grievances," George Washington Law Review, 39 (1970), 231-234.
8. Nationai Council 'on Crime and Delinquency.
Model Act for the Protection of Rights of Pris·ollers. New York: NCCD, 1972, Sec. 6.
9. Note, Washington University Law Quarterly}
417 (1966).
10. Smartt v. Avery} 370 F. 2d, 788 (6th Cir.
1967) (Invalidated parole board rule delaying
parole hearings one year for prisoners unsuccessfully see~ing writ Of habeas corpus.)
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hibited only if legal counsel i; reasonably available
in tbe institution.
6. Tbe access to legal services provided for herein should apply to all juvenilt\s under correctional
control.
7. Correctional authorities should assist inmates
in making confidential contact with attorneys and
lay counsel. This assistance includes visits during
normal institutional hours, uncensored correspondence, telephone communication, ~\Dd special consideration for after-hour visits wher(\ requested on the
basis of special circumstances.

Standard 2.2
Access to Legal Services
Each co~rectional agency should immediately develop an~ IDlp!ement poUcies and procedures to fulfill • the tight of offenders to have access to legal
~s.slstance, through counselor counsel substitute,
~Vlth problems or proceedings relating to their
custody, control, management, or legal affairs wbile
~nder correctional authority. Correctional author'
hes. should faciiiiate access to such assistance
a.sslSt offenders affirmatively in pursuing their legal
rights. Governmental authority should furnish adequ.ate ~dtorney representation and, where approprmte, lay. reprcf.lentation to meet the needs of offcmlers . wltbout .the financial rcsources to retain
such assistance Jllivately.
T~e ~rocecdings or matters to which this standard
apphes mcJud(~ ~he following:
1. P?st~onviction proceedings testing the legality
of conviction (Ir confinement.
2. Proceedings challenging conditions or treatn!e~t under t;onfinement or other correctional superVISIOn.
3. P~obation reyocation and parole grant and
revocatton ItlrOceedmgs.
. ~'. Discip1i~ary proceedings in a c()rrectional
f~cnlty that Impose m~jor penalties and d
.
bons.
epnva~

an~

. ~. Proccedings or consultation in connection with
clvd legal problems relating to debts marital status
property, or other personal affairs ~f the offender:
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social security claims is virtually nonexistent except
for a few experimental l~gal aid, law school, or
bar association programs. The offender must take
his place at the bottom of the ladder of the still
~ modest but growing national commitment to provision of legal services for the poor. In summary,
prisoners generally must represent themselves, even
though many are poorly educated and functionally

illiterate.
The standard asserts a new right to representation for major disciplinary proceedings within correctional systems and to civil legal assistance. Here
the principle of "counsel substitute" or "lay representation" is accepted, consistent with those
court decisions that have examined the issue, the
realities of effectivl~ correctional administration, and
Commentary
limited attorney resources for such services. The
Right to and availability of counsel, both in Supreme Court indirectly sanctioned lay reprecourt litigation and critical phases of administrative sentation, even in court actions, when it held in
decisionmaking on offender status, has been a major Johnson v. Avery, 393 U.S. 483 (1969), that States
trend in the current expansion of prisoners' rights. not providing reasonable legal service alternaThe presence of counsel assures that the complicated tives could noi bar assistance to other prisoners by
adversary proceeding is carried out properly and "jailhouse lawyers."
Recognizing the large and probably unmanagethat the factual bases for decisionmaking are accurate. Tbis standard seeks to address virtually all able burden 0\,1 existing attorney resources, the
issues noW the subject of debate and does so with- staI?dard validates supplemental use of lay assistance
out distinction between the indigent and nonindi- (law students, tr~ined correctional staff, "jailhouse
lawyers," or other paraprofessionals) even in matgent offender.
The emphasis on a full range of legal se:vices ters requiring formal attorney representation. In
In the exercise of the foregoing rights:
is consistent with the opinion of today's correc- this regard, a recent judicial observation in a Cali1. Atto~ey representation should be required for
tional administrators. When Boston University'S fornia case dealing with right to counsel in parole
?ll proceedmgs or matters related. to the foregoing
Center for Criminal Justice conducted a national revocation is instructive.· The ruling, In re Tucker,
Items 1 to 3, except that law studcWlts, if approved
survey in 1971 among correctional leaders (system 5 Cal. 3d 171, 486 P. 2d 657, 95 Cal. Rptr. 761
rule of court or other proper authority, may proadministrators, institutional wardens, and treatment (1971) stated:
Vide consultation, advice, aa,d initial representation
directors), majorities in each category expresse.d
Formal hearings, with counsel hired or provided, for
to ~~enders in presentation of pro se postconviction
the view that legal serVice programs should be ex- the more than 4,000 parole suspensions annually would
petitions.
.
.
panded. Corrections officials stated this expansion alone require an undertaking of heroic proportions. But
2. In all proceedings or matters described berein
would provide a safety valve for grievances and that is only ti1e beginning. For if there is a right to counsel
~ounsel SUbstitutes (law students, correctional staff'
help reduce inmate tension and power structures. at parole revocation or suspension proceedings, no reason
mmate paraprofessionals, or other trained paralegai
They also said it would not have adverse effects in law or logiC can be advanced why a prisoner, appearing
before the Adult Authority as an applicant for parole and
persons) may be used to provide assistance to aton prison security and would provide a positive seeking to have his indeterminate sentence made determitorneys of record or supervising attorneys.
nate, shQuld not also have legal representation. The conexperience contributing to rehabilitation.
. 3 .. ,Counsel substitutes may provide representaRepresentation of offenders in postconviction sta- . clusion is inescapable that my dissenting brethren are in
!Ion ID proceedings or matters described in foregoing
tus always has lagged considerably behind that of effect insisting upon counsel for a potential of 32,000 appearances ,\nllLlaUy: 28,000 parole applicants and 4,000
Items 4 ~nd 5, provided the counsel substitute has
the criminally accused. Although indigent defend- parole revokees. This monumental requirement would stagbeen one~ted ~nd. tr~ined by qualified attorneys .
ants constitutionally are entitled to appointed counsel
ger ~he imagination.
or ed~c?honal IDsbtutions and receives continuing ,
at their trial or appeal, lawyers have not generally
This standard rejects that view. If the crimisuperVISion from qualified attorneys.
been available to represent offenders seeking post4. Major deprivations or penalties should include
conviction relief or challenging prison or supervision nal justice system must provide legal counsel in
loss of "good time," assignment to isolation status
conditions through civil suits or administrative pro- every instance where a man's liberty may be jeoptrans~er to another institution, transfer to bighe;
cedures. Where the right is asserted as part of ardized, a clear reading of Argersinger v. Hamlin,
~ecunty or ~ustody status:, and fine or forfeiture of
administrative procedure (for example, parole rev- 407 U.S. 25 (1972), wou1d indicate that its duty
mm.ate earnmgs. Such proceedings should be deemed
ocation and forfeiture of good time), 'counsel often should not end there. The system must and can
to 1?c1ude ~dministrative classification or reclassiis flatly denied, even when the offender has the find ways to meet the cost involved. In other situaficab~n ~cbons essentialiy disciplinary in nature;
tions where liberty is not directly at stake, those
means to retain his own lawyer.
that IS, lD response to specific acts of misconduct
Access to representation for those confronted by serving as counsel substitutes would be required to
by the offender.
private legal problems such as divorce, debt, or
27·
5. Assistance from other inmates should be pro-
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this
facet of the attorney-client relati .J
f;ceivc reasonable training and continuing supervion. \!
SIOn by attorneys. The opportunity this presents ShIP be emphaSIzed.
for ~roadening of perspectives on the part of correctIOnal staff and a new legitimacy and vocational
path for the trained "jailhouse lawyer" may prove References
t? be ~aluable byproducts. In addition, full coopera~. American .Bar Association. Standa'rds Relat.
tIon. wIth correctional authorities by public defender
~ng tqP,:obatzon. New York: Office of the Crim·
programs, civil. legal aid systems, law schools, bar
mal Justice Project, 1968, Sec. 5.4.
groul's, and federally supported legal service offices
~. American. ~ar Association. Standards Relat·
~or tb~ p~or will be necessary to put the standard
mg to ProVldllt!J ?eiense Services. N~~w York:.
mto p\~actJce.
Office of }he Cnmmal Justice Project, 1968, Sec..
Car~~ful. defi~ition of those major disciplinary
412 on Collateral Proceedings" and Appendix
penaltJtls ,mvolvmg the right to representation has
\
B on "Sta~dards for Defender Systems."
been undertaken. There is general agreement on
3. Argersmger v. Hamlin, 407 U.S. 25 (1972) :.
the substance of these penalties, including solitary
~. Bosto~ Universit¥ Center for Criminal Justice:
confinement, loss of good time, and institutional
.PerspectIves on Pnson Legal Services." Unpub.
t~~nsfer. Reasonable minimums have been ~stab
lIshed paper, 1971.
.
~Ishcd that wouI~ permit handling limited penalties
5. Comment, "The Emerging Right to Counsel
m. these categorIes by less formal procedure and
at ~arole Revocation Hearings," Houston Law "
Without counselor counsel substitute. The Federal
Revlew, 9 (l971), 290.
.
syste.n: and several State systems already are making
6. Jacob.' Bruc~ R., ~nd Sharma, K. M. "Justice i
p~O~lsI.on for representation while considering major
?fter Tn~l:. Pnsoner s Need For Legal Services ;
dlsclplmary sanctions.
m the Crzmmal Correctional Process," Univ'ersity i.
It will be noted that "classification proceedings"
of Kansas Law Review, 18 (1970), 505.
'
7. Johnson v. Avery, 393 U.S. 483 (1969)'
c?n?ot be used under the standard to avoid disclplmary sanctions where the basic issue involved is
<:"he:e State provided no reasonable altt~rna
~~y~, It could not prohibit the operations of the
offender misconduct. A preferred status also has
JaIlhouse lawyer.")
been estab1is~ed for use or attorneys rather than
8.. Mempa v. Rhay, 389 U.S. 128 (1967)
counsel,substItute, wherever possible. '
(RIght. to cou.nsel affirmed in deferred)
In .the juvenile area, the standard makes clear
sentencmg/probatlOn
revocation proceedings conthat right to counsel applies to the "person in need
ducted
by
State
courts.)
of sup~rvjsion" category or other juveniles under
9. Note, Duke Law Journal (1968),343.
corr~ctJonal custody for noncriminal conduct. .
~~7.Note, Stanford Law Review, 19 (196'1),
Fmally, the right tp free and confidential access
between offenders and attorneys througb visits, cor11. Note, Wisconsin Law Review (1967), 514.
resp~nd~nce! and, where feasible, telephonic commun~cahon IS niade clear, Beyond that, a policy of
specml accommodation is suggested where the cir- Rel.ated 'Standards
CU!llstances of the legal assistance being rendered
reason~b.lY support s.uch a preference" as in afterThe following standards may be applicable in '
hour VISits and speCial telephone calls. Past inter- implementing Standard 2.2.
[eren,ce in some jurisdictions with confidential and
2.1 Access to Courts.
free 'mmate-attorney access is documented in recent
2.3 Access to Legal Materials.
case law-for example, In re Ferguson 55 Cal
5.9 Continuing Jurisdiction of Sentencing Court
2d 663, 361 P. 2d 417, 12 Cal. Rptr, 753 (1961)
6.2 Classification for Inmate Management.
.
(State supreme court forbids authority to censor or
12.3 The Parole Grant Hearing.
scr~en letters to attorneys) and Stark v. Cory,
}2.4 Revocation Hearings.
16.2 Administrative Justice.
38... P. 2d 1019 (1963) (Electronic eavesdropping
16.3 Code of Offenders' Rights.
of attorney interviews banned)-and thus warrants
<~

I

. l

Standard 2.3
Access to Legal Materials
Each correctional agency, as part of its responsibnity to facilitate access to courts for each person
under its custody, should immediat~ly establish
policies and procedures to fulfill the right of offenders
to have re~sonable access to legal matcrials, as

Commentary

In 1971 the Supreme Court unanimously affirmed
a lower court ruling that California'S failure to
provide an adequate law library in State institutions was a denial of the equal protection of ,the
laws guaranteed: by the fourteenth amendment,
follows:
1. An appropriate law library should be estab- since only wealthy inmates could ex.ercise their
lished and maintaill1led at each f~cility with a design right of access to courts. The court thus settled the
capacity of 100 or more. A plan should be devel- legal principle, although it did not resolve the adoped and implemented for other rcsidential facilities ministrative problem of what constitutes an adeto assure reasonable access to an a4equate law quate law library.
The standard, in providing for an actual law lilibrary.
brary only at those correctional facilities which
2. The library should inc.ude:
a. The State constitution and Sf.ate stat- can or do house 100 or more persons, recognizes
utes, State decisions, State procedural rules 21nd ' a major dilemma. As sta,ted, the standard would
decisions thereon, and legal works (discussing include all of the prisons now in operation and
one-eighth (500) of the county and municipal
the foregoing.
b. Federal case law materials.
jails. Thus, the total number of complete law librarc. Court rules and practice treatises..
ies would approach 1,000.· Establishment of this
d. One or more legal periodicals to .facili- number of law libraries will be a major and costly
undertaking, but the right to such access is undetate current research.
e. Appropriate digests and inde"~~s f9r
niable.
In Younger v. Gilmore, 404 U.S. 15 (1971),
the above.
3. The correctional authority shol'lld malke ar- a library containing the f6llowing list of titles was
rangements to insure that persons under its supervi- deemed an inadequate collection:
sion but not confined also h~ve access to legal materi1. The California Penal Code.
als.
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2. The California Welfare and Institutions Code.
3. The California Health and Safety Code.
4. The California Vehicle Code.
S. The United States and Califonlia Constitutlon~
.
6. A recognized law dictionary.
7, Witkin's California Criminal Procedures.
S. Subscription to California Weekly Digest.
9. California Rules of Court.
10, Rules of United States Court of Appeals
(Ninth Circuit).
11, Rules of United States Supreme Court.
12, In addition, offenders had access to other
set:; of legal materilds from the State Law Library
although many of the sets available for offender
use were incomplete.
Correctional authorities should consult with law
Ilbrarians as well as with the appropriate State law
omci~1 to deter~ine the contents of an appropriate
IS clear that a single prescription as
law hbrary.
to. what would constitute a standard law library
will not suffice for all States. At a minimum, copies
of State and Federal criminal codes, State and
Fcdl!rnl procedure and pleading treatises, and recent State and Federal decisions or reporters containing stich decisions would be necessary components. Tn the case of juveniles or women, modified or
nugmented collections may be required to assure
that materials relevant to the individuals concerned
nrc available.
A leading law book publisher bas estimated the
cost of nn adequate institution law library at $6,000
to $10,000. It must be recognized that maintelUince of law. libraries is required to sustain their
usefulness1aild'that annual new acquisitions could
total. from 10 to 12 percent o[ the initial cost. Libran?ns nnd supervisory personnel represent other
ongomg Cbst factors.
The standard suggests that the interests of those
incarcerated in relatively small institutions can be
met ,by d.evelopment an~ implementation of a plan
(or sccurtng legal matenals on an as-needed basis.
Such n plan could invotve transporting inmates,

!l
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when necess.ry. to an existing law library (county
bar association, district judge's office, law school)
etc.) in the vicinity of the facility in which the;l
are incarcerated. These ideas do not exhaust the
"
Ii~: .of possibilities. For example, mobile library fa~lht1es and mas~er libraries with full and prompt delIvery of materIals to smaller institutions also may
be considered. The adopted plan should have the
potentiaL to meet the inmates' needs and the correctional authority should be committed to its implementation.
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Related Standards
The following standards may be applicable in
implementing Standard 2.3.
2.1 Access to Courts.
2.. 2 Access to Legal Services.
5.9 Continuing Jurisdiction of Sentencing Court
16.3 Code of Offenders' Rights.

Standard 2.4
Protection Against
Personal Abuse
where such offenders are identified, insure greater
Each correctional agency should establish immedisupervision.
ately policies and procedures to fulfill the right of
3. Implement supervision procedures and other
offenders to be free from personal abuse by cor- techniques tbat will provide a reasonable measure
rectional staff or other offenders. The fonowing of safety for offenders from the attacks of other
offenders. Technological devices such as closed. cir"
should be prohibited:
1. Corporal punishment.
cuit television should not be exclusively relied upon
2. The use of physical force by correctional staff
for such purposes.
except as necessary for self-defense, protection of
Correctionai agencies should compensate o~endanother person from imminent physical attack, or ers for injuries suffered because of the intentional
prevention of riot or escape.
or negligent acts or omissions of c.:orrectional statI.
3. Solitary or segregated confinement as a dis.:
ciplinary or punitive measure except as a last resort
and then not extending beyond 10 days' duration.
Commentary
4. Any deprivation of clothing, bed and bedding,
light, ventilation, heat, exercise, balanced diet, or
The courts recently have recognized a number of
situations in which individual conditions of correchygienic necessities.
5. Any act or lack of care, whether by willful tional confinement (for example, use of the strip
act or neglect, that injures or significantly impairs cell and beatings) or a multiplicity of conoitions
the health of any offender.
under which prisoners are housed and handled can
6. Infliction of mental distress, degradation, or amount to the infliction of "cruel i\lnd unusual
punishments" prohibited by the eighth amendment.
humiliation.
Correctional authorities should:
In tnis area particularly, standards should be more
1. Evaluate their staff periodical1y to identify prohibitive than judicial interpretation O'~ the eigh~h
persons who may constitute a threat to offenders amendment, because they give credence to the new
and. where such individuals are identified, reassign philosophy of corrections as a reintegraHve force,
rather than a punitive one. This standard enumer~
or discharge them.
2. Develop institution classification procedures ates a variety of punitive activities which, at least
tbat will identify violence-prone offenders and
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on an individual basis, may fall short of the eightll
amendment ban but which should be included in
thc legal protections available to the offender.
The list of prohibited activities in the standard
commences with the basic ban on imposition of
corporal punishment (now recognized by the statutes and regulations of most jurisdictions) and
proceeds to disapprove the use of any physical force
beyond that necessary for self-defense; to prevent
imminent physical attack on staff, inmBtes, or other
persons; or to prevent riot or escape. In these instances, utilization of the least drastic means necessary to secure order or control should be the rule.
The standard would fix a firm maximum limit
on the use of solitary or segregated confinement
(10 days) somewhat less than the general norm
recommended in the 1966 standards of the American Correctional Association. This refers to "solitary" as a disciplinary or punitive imposition now
utilized in all State correctional systems, rather than
"separation" used as an emergency me.asure to protect the offender from self-destructive acts, from
present danger of acts of violence to staff or other
inmates, or voluntary reasons related to fear of
subjection to physical harm by other inmates. Action of this emergency nature should be sanctioned
l)nly with proper determinations of key institutional
admin.istrators and, when appropriate, continuing
medical and psychiatric reviews. In all cases, soli~
tary confincment SllOUld be the least preferred alternative.
Adoption of the. standard would go far toward
curtailment of excessive use of the most widespread,
controversial, and inhumane of current penal
prnctices-cxtended solitary confinement. One recent model act-NCCD's 1972 Model Act for the
Protection of Rights of Prisoners-has refused to
recognize any disciplinary use whatsoever of solitary confinement. Courts as yet have failed to classify solitary confinement as "cruel and unusual
punishment," except when conjoined with other inhUmane conditions, although several decisions have
viewed extended periods of isolation with disapproval and some court orders have fixed maximum
periods for such punishment. The standard recogniZes, in setting its relatively modest maximum,
that most cases require much shorter use of punitive segl'cgation as 11 disciplinary measure and en~
jolns correctional authorities to minimize use of the
technique.
The Commission recognizes that the field of corrections cunnot yet be persuaded to give up the practice of solitary confinement asa disciplinary meas~
ure, But the Commission wishes to record its view
that the prnctice is inhumane and in the long run

i.
, !
brutalizes those who impose it as it brutalizes those: I pensate offenders for injuries suffered by the lack
upon whom it is imposed.
'{ ! f appropriate care.
.. t
Two further prohibitions would assure offenders; f o Only the correctional a;~thority is in a pO~ltlOr 0
t t inmates and the need to do so IS c e~r.
against deprivation of the basic amenities of hu- 1
b~ e~ers of c~rrectional institutions agree that lOmane institutional Hie. Under one, all offenders,;,
se
k
n one another-often sexually moeven those in disciplinary status, would be ac- .~'~
I?at~
;tta~res
c~mmonplace
and facilitated by lack
corded the right to basic clothing, bedding, sanita- ' ·1
tl~a
:rsona1
sunervision
or
lack
of concern on the
tion, light, ventilation, adequate heat, exercise, and '
o
of super:isory personnel. In many cases ~he
diet as applicable to the general confined populapar law standard of a foreseeable risk of harm m~
tion. Under the other prohibition, affirmative ac-,
to~
.
specific individuals has not been properly
tion or willful neglect that impairs the physical or :
vo
vl~ndg
I'n the face of the pervasive and constant
mental health of any offender would be banned. ;
..
app Ie
threat apparently eXIstIng today.
Extreme abuse in these areas prompted the court
decIsions declaring that "strip cell" practices or :
shocking isolation, sanitary, or nutritional regimes l
References
as a punitive denial could amount to "cruel and '
unusual punishment."
1 American Correctional Association. N!anlla~
The last prohibition recognizes that mental
of correctional Standards. 3rd ed. Washmgton.
abuse can be as damaging to an offender as physiACA 1966. Chapter 24.
..
cal abuse. The infliction of mental distress, degrada2. ~notation, "Liability .of prison AuthontIes
tion, or humiliation as a disciplinary measure or as
for Injury to prisoners Directly Caused by Asa correctional technique should be prohibited.
sault by Other Prisoners," 41 ALR 3rd 1021
The standard requires correctional authorities to
1972
take affirmative steps to diminish the level of vio(3 D ).. John. "Sexual Assaults in the Phila. aVIS,
'ff' V
" Trans
lence and abuse within correctional institutions. To
delphia Prison System and SherI sans,
minimize the problem of staff-caused violence, the
Action, 6 (1968), p. 8.
S ~
correctional authority should institute screening pro4. Comment, "Prisoners' Rights: Persona~ eCU1cedures to detect staff members with potential perity," University of Colorado Law Revlew, 42
sonality problems. Staff with such problems should
(1970), 305.
. d "R d
not be assigned to duties where they would interact
5. Goldfarb, Ronald, and Singer, Lm a.
e. resswith offenders in situations that might trigger an aging Prisoners' Grievances," George Washmgton
gressive response.
Law Review, 39 (1970), 186-208..
.
Protecting offenders from the violent acts of
6. Hirschkop, Philip J., and Mil~eman,. ~~c~~el.
A. "The Unconstitutiona1ity of PrIson LIfe, Vl~other offenders is mom difficult. A variety of measures !lndoubtedly is necessary, including physical
ginia Law Review, 55 (1969),795.
(E D A k
7 Holt v Sarver, 309 F. Supp. 362 . , r.
changes in some institutions (converting to single
1~)70), aff'd., 442F. 2d 304 (8th Ci~. 1971)
rooms or cells) and changes in staff scheduling (extra
(Totality
of poor personal safety, phYSIcal, and
night duty staff). A precise program taking into
rehabilitative
conditions deemed .to ~ender. whol.e
account the situation in each institution should be
State prison systems as unconstttutIonal ImpOSIdeveloped. A more "normalized" institutional ention of cruel and unusual punishment.)
.
vironment with positive inmate-staff relationships
8 Jackson v. Bishop, 404 F. 2d 571 (8th Clr.
probably is the best safeguard against frequent vio1968) (Use of strap as punitive device banned.)
lence. In any event, a person convicted of crime
9. Jackson v. Hendrick, 40 Law We~~ 2710 (Ct.
and placed under the authority of the state should
Common Pleas Pa. 1972.) (Total bvmg, health,
not be forced to fear personal violence and abuse.
overcrowding 'and program deficiencies render
Existing law does not clearly establish that the
Philadelphia'; entire 3-!ac~lity penal system cruel,
correctional authority is responsible for protecting
inhumane, and unconStItutIonal.)
persons sentenced to incarceration. Most law in this
area has been developed in the context of a civil
suit in which an injured prisoner is seeking to recover damages from the correctional authority. In
many cases, the prisoner has been able to recover
where negligence or intent on the part of correctional authorities is shown. Correctional agencies
should be required to respond in damages to comj'
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10. Jorda~ v. Fitzharris, 257 F. Supp. ~74
(N.D. Cal. 1966.) (Strip cen confinement Without clothing, bedding, medical care and adeuate heat, light, ventilation, or means ~or keepfng clean deemed cruel and unusual pun.lshment.)
11. National Council on <?rime an? Delmqu~ncy.
Model Act for the Protect lOll of Rlghts of przsoners. New York: NCCD, 1972. Sees. 2 and 3.
12. Ratliff v. Stanley, 224 Ky. 819, 7 S. W. 2d
230 (1928).
13. Riggs v. German, 81 Wash. 128, 142 P. 479

(1914).
.
C ft
14. Singer, Richard G. "Bringmg the ons 1 u~
to Pn'son' Substantive Due Process and
·
t Ion
.'
f C' . t'
.
the Eighth Amendment," Umverslty 0, lflcmna I
Law Review, 39 (1970), 650.
.
15. Tolbert v. Bragan, 451 F. 2d 102~ (5t~ CIr.
1971) (Severe physical abuse of pnsone.rs bl'
their keepers without cause or provocatton IS
actionable under Federal Civil Rights Act.)
16. Valvano v. McGrath, ?25 F. SUp? 408
(B.D.N.Y. 1971) (CorrectIOnal. a~thon~y ~r
dered to present plan for impartIal 1flveStIg~tIOn
and prosecution of charges ag~inst correct1o~al
officers and supervisors re the mIstreatment of 10mates.)
U S 349
17. Weems v: United ~t~tes, 217. ..
(1910) (Condemned chammg: of pnsoners a?d
"hard and painful" labor for making false entnes
in a public record.)
18. Wright v. McMann, 387 F. ~d 51? (2d
Cir. 1967) (1 month confin~ment ~n stnp cell
under conditions similar to FItzharrIS cas~ held
cruel and unusual if proved.) See also Wrzght v.
McMann, 460 F. 2d 126 (2d Cir. 1972), where
the conditions alleged were proved.
Related Standards

The following standards may be applicable in
implementing Standard 2.4.
2.1 Access to Courts.
6.2 Classification for Inmate Mana.g~~ent.
9.3 State Inspection of Local FacilItIes;
14.11 Staff Development.
16.3 Code of Offenders' Rights.
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, Correctional authorities are not unmindful of that constitute' a threat to the health or morals of
\ their obligation to avoid endangering the health the community.
1of those they supervise. Principles and standards
j of the American CorreGtional Association, the Naj tional Council on Crime and Delinquency, and the References
i National Sheriffs' Association leave no doubt about
I what constitute.s gqod practice. Given the general
1. American Correctional Association. Manual of
J level of sanitation and health in the United States,
Correctional Standards. 3d ed. Washington:
'i the current tolerance of deficient conditions, particACA, 1966. Principle XVI and chs. 26, 32.
2. Matter of Savoy, Doc. No. 70-4804 (D.C.
1ularly in local jails and detention facilities, ifi inJuv. Court, 1970) (Court finds lack of "big
I explicable.
·1 Overcrowding, which the standard implicitly promuscle" recreation facilities for indoor physical
activity unacceptable for juveniles in pre-hearing
. i hibits, is especially harmful. It exacerbates health
detention.)
I hazards and also contributes to tensions in the instil tutional context. It is recognized that the require3. Mattick, Hans. "The Contemporary Jails of
the United States: An Unknown and Neglected
d ment of the standard for each inmate to have his
own room or cell cannot be achieved immediately.
Area of Justice" in Daniel Glaser, ed., Handbook
I But as the use of facilities for pretrial confinement
of Corrections (Rand McNally, forthcoming),
draft page 63.
and service of sentence declines (as recommended
j throughout this report), the goal should become
4. National Council on Crime and Delinquency.
A Model A ct for the Protectioll of Rights of
achievable. All new construction, of course, should
Prisoners. New York: NCCD, 1972. Sec. 1.
incorporate the requirement of this standard.
Medical literature indicates that recreation is es5. National Sheriffs' Association. Manual 011 Jail
Administration. Washington: NSA, 1970. Ch.
! sentia! to good health. All standard correctional UtXX.
erature recognizes the value of a well-designed and
6. Sinclair v. Henderson, 331 F. Supp. 1123
comprehensive recreation program for incarcerated
(B.D. La. 1971) (Federal Court condemns lack
~ offenders. Nevertheless, what most often stands out
of outdoor exercise fol' death-row prisoners in exabout correctional institutions-especially jails-is
the amount of time when no program is being contended confinement as "cruel and inhuman" punishment.)
ducted and no organized recreation program is
7. United Nations Department of Economic and
j available. Courts have included recreati~n programs in evaluating the adequacy of institutions,
Social Affairs. Standard Minimum Rules for the
1 particularly access of persons in solitary confinement
Treatment of Prisoners and Related Recommenj to physical exercise.
dations. New York: UQited Nations, 1958. "Ac.j Thfl nonliving areas of the correctional facility
commodation. "
I also shOUld be designed and maintained with"
1,!
health and safety in mind. Kitchens, especially,
\ must be operated in accordance with the highest Related Standards
! standards. Vocational educatiolx. shop, and indusThe following standards may be applicable in
i
trial areas of the correctional fadlity should be operated in accordance with Federal and State occu- implementing Standard 2.5.
, pational safety laws.
2.1 Access to Courts.
5.9 Continuing Jurisdiction of Sentencing Court.
~",(
The standard recognizes that the States usually
, legislate comprehensively in the health area; there8.3 Juvenile Detention Center Planning.
9.3 State Inspection of Local Facilities.
1 fore, specifics are minimized in favor of a general
9.10 Local Facility Evaluation and Planning.
I.'
statement of essential factors. The standard does
11.1 Planning New Correctional Institutions.
.' state a remedy that should be available in the case
11.2 Modification of Existing Institutions.
of any unhealthful institution. Cou'rts of equity
16.3 Code of Offenders' Rights.
have power to take control of, or close, buildings
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Standard 2.5
Healthful Surroundings
~acb correctional agency should immediately ex.
11m me ~n~ take action to fulfin the right of each
pers~n lD Its custody to a hellithful place in which
to h~e •. A:fter n reasonable time to make chan es
a rcsldentud facility that does not meet the
~,
ments sci fortll in Slate IleaJtiI and sanitati~~q~lre.
should be deemed a nuisance lind abated
aws
The .fllcility should provide each inmate with'
1. u's own roo~ or cell of adequate size.
•
2. !Ie~t or coohng as appropriate to the season
to lIIallltmn temperature in the comfort range
3. Natural and artificial Bight.
.
4, Clean and decent installations for the maintenance of personal clennUness
oppor~unitins
I S. Ue,crea,f.ional
I
.. and equipment;
W len C IInahc cO!llrJitions pemtit recreation or ex.
ercise in the open nir,
.
,
Healthful surroundings, approl,riate to th
provided ~/~~j
pose of the area, nl50 should
~ther areas of the facility~ Cleanliness and occu a
tlOnal henlth and safety rules l'houJd b
. I~ dwith.
~
e comp Ie

be

i
I

Commentary

i

Custody means more than possession' it means

~are. When a judge grants custody over ;n offender
. a the correctional authority, he is at once declarmg that the correctional authority has power over
the offender and that this power must be used to
promote the ~ealth of the offender. The obligation
of th~ correctIOnal authority to a pretrial detainee~onvlCted .~f. no crime-<:an be no less. Yet correctional facllItzes are remarkably health-endangering
~ .a 1972 study, "The Contemporary Jails of th~
m~ed ,~tates: An Unknown and Neglected Area of
JuStice, Hans Mattick states:
P~rhaps the most pervasive chlU"acteristic of jails and
~ dtrc:ct consequence of their general physical condition
IS th~lr ~tate of sanitation and cleanliness. Some old jail~
can e ke!'t tolerably clean and some new jails are filthy
to ~he pomt of human degradation but, in general the
sanItary condition of jails leaves much to be desired' Th
?eneral low level of cleanliness in jails has an imm~diat:
Impact, not only on the health and morale of the inmates
and staff .Who are confined together in the jail, but has the
most se~lOus and widespread effects on the surrounding
commumty.

Independent comprehensive smety and
't
(ion in
f
h
sam a. spec Ions s ould be performed aunuall b
qunhlicd personnel' State or local •
y Y
food
d' I h '.
IOspectors of
! me Ica J ousmg, and industrial safety who
.Especia!ly in facilities for juvenile confinement,
are IIIdepcndent of the correctional agenc Cor
f~ure
t~ Implement the highest standards may have
r~CUonal facilities should be subject to ap~iicabl;
~felong Impact for the inmates, who are in formanlc and local statutes Or ordinances,
tive years of life.
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!i poses; medical treatment, .inc1ud~ng mino: surgery,

{ was provided by unsupe!"lsed pn~oners Wlt~out api propriate training;. medical .supphes ~ere m short
1supply; and few If any tramed medical personnel
! were available.
- .
1 Medical care is of course a basic human nece~slty.
It also contributes to the ~~ccess of any co~r~ctional
. ~ program. Physical .dis~~ilitle~ or a~)Uormah~les may
ii contribute to an mdlVldual s socially deVIant bel I havior or restrict his employment. In these cases,
: _ I medical or dental treatment is an integral part of the
overall rehabilitation program. Most incarcerated ?f1fenders are from lower socioeconomic classes, which
have a worse health status generally than more afReferences
=-?( fluent persons. Thus, there is a greater need for med1. Alexander Susan. "The Captive Patient: The
I ical and dental services than in the population at
Treatment
of'rlealth Problems in American Pris..\ large. Sinl,;;e "care" is implicitly or explicitly par~ of
ons" Clearinghouse Review, 6 (1972), 16. (Concorrectional agencies' enabling legislation, medIcal
tai~s citations to numerous judicial opinions upservices at least comparable to those available to the
.
holding offenders' rights to medical care.)
,_ general population should be provided. The smndard
2.
American
Correctional
Association.
Manual
of
should not be "what the individual was accusto~ed
Correctional Standards. 3d ed, Washington:
i'
to." Finally, unlike persons in the free commumty,
ACA, 1966. Ch. 26.
those who are institutionalized cannot seek out
3. McCollum v. Mayfield, 130 F. Supp. 112
needed care. By denying normal access to ~uch serv(N.D. Cal. 1955) (Refusal of prison. authoriices the state assumes the burden of assunng access
ties to provide inmate with needed medical care·
to ~uality medical care for those it. so restricts.
actionable under Federal Civil Rights Act.)
o! ~edjcation should be under strict medical super·
A clear affirmative responsibility is imposed on
4. National Sheriffs' Association. Manual on Jail
VISIon.
the correctional authority. It extends beyond treatAdministration, Washington: NSA, 1970. Ch.
Cov!!rage of any governmental medical OJ!' health i
ment of i"iuries and disease to include preventive
program should include offenders to the same ex·'
XX.
medicine ~nd dentistry, corrective or restorative
5. Newman v. Stale, 12 Grim. L. Rptr. 2113
tent as the general public.
medicine and mental as well as physical health.
(M.D. Ala. 1972).
.
Medic~l services should be part of the intake
Sneidman,
Barney.
"prisoners
an~
~edlcal
6.
procedure at all correctional facilities. Regardless of
Treatment: Their Rights and Remedies, ColoCommentary
the hqur, trained practitioners should be availab!e t'J .
rado Bulletin, 4 (1968), 450.
.
investigate any suspicious conditions. Even relatively
7.
South
Carolina
Department
of
CorrectlO~s.
One of the most fundamental responsibilities of :
brief delays in securing medical care can have and
The Emerging Rights of the Confined. Columbta:
a correctional agency is to care for offenders com- ;
often do have fatal c o n s e q u e n c e s . .
mitted to it. Adequate rp.edical care is basic, as food !
1972. Ch. 16.
The specific provisions of the standar~ should b.e
8. Talley v. Stephens, 247 F. Supp. 683 (E.D.
and shelter. are basic. Withholding medical treat-:
read against the requirement that correctl?nal me?lArk. 1965) (Arkansas pri'lon official ?rdered t~
ment is not qnlike the infliction ·of physical abuse. ;
cal services should be comparable to servlce obtamprovide inmates with reasonable medl~al cond~
Offenders do not give up their rights to bodily in- •
able by the general public. The medical p.rogram Of
tions and not work those in poor phYSical condItegrity whether from hqman or natural forces beeach institution should accommodate pnvate COk
tion beyond their capacity.)
cause they were convicted of a crime.
sultations and privileged com~unications bet",:ee~
With medical resources in short supply for the
medical staff and inmates. In view of the usuallinufree community, it is not surprising that the level of !
tations on the range of staff medical specialists, the Related Standards
medical services available to committed offenders I
correctional authority should be able to purchase
The following standards may be applicable in
is in many instances far below acceptable levels. ~l the services of other medical practitioners. ConA 1970 survey conducted for the Law Enforcetracts should be considered for prepayment for all implementing Standard 2.6.
2.1 Access to Courts.
ment Assistance Administration showed that nearly \
services provided over a specified period v?t~ vari5.9 Continuing Jurisdiction of Sentencing Court.
half of all jails in cities of 25,000 or more population·
ous practitioners or medical groups to maxnruze the
8.3 Juvenile Detention Center Planning.
have no medical facilities.
individual's options for care and minimize prob9.3 State Inspection of Local Facilities.
A recent Alabama decision, Newman v. State,
lems of billing. Access to nonstaff physicians .s?ould
9.10 Local Facility Evaluation and Plan.ning,
12 Crim. L. Rptr. 2113 (M.D. Ala. 1972) docube available to all inmates, regardless of abIlity to
11.1 Planning New Correctional Institutions.
mented conditions which the court found "barba11.2 Modification of Existing Institutions.
pay.
rous" as well as unconstitutional. Medical services
While the use of nurses and paraprofessionals is
16.3 Code of Offenders' Rights.
were withheld by prison staff fo~ disciplinary purcontemplated by the standard, they should be under
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Standard 2.6
Medical Care
Each correctional agency should take immediate
steps to fulfilltlte right of offell..aers to medical care.
This shouldillclude services guaranteeing physical,
mentlll, and social well· being as well as treatment
for specific diseases or infirmities. Such medical care
should be comparable in quality and availability
to that obtainable by the general public ~nd should
include at least the following:
1. A prompt examination by a physician upon
commitment to a correctional facility.
2. Medical services performed by persons with
nppropriate training under tile supervision of a
licensed physician.
3. Emergency medical treatment on a 24·hour
basis.
4. Access to an accredited hospital.
Medical problems requidng special diagnosis,
services, or equipment should be met by medical
furloughs or purchas~d services.
A particular offender'S need for medical care
ShOlild. be determined by a licensed physician or
other ullllropriatcly trained person. Correctional personnel should not be authorized or allowed to inhibit nn offender's nccess to medical personQel or
to intf!rfere with medical treatment.
Complete and accurate records documenting all
medical examinations, medicalilnl!ings, and. medkal
trenlment should be maintained under the supervision of the physician in charge.
The prescription, dis~!epsing, and administration

the supervision of a licensed physician. He should
also supervise the collection, retention~ and .dissemination of medical records and the dlspensmg and
prescription of medicines. In~r~~ries in many ins~i
tutions serve as sources for ilitClt drugs, and stnct
procedures should be adopted to avoid this possibility. This may require the elimination, or reduction in the use, of offenders as staff in medical
programs.
Offenders should not be discriminated against in
governmental health programs. Legislation p~ovid
ing for government assistance should be appltcable
to those convicted of crime.
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By all accounts, even in programs with small
caseloads, the amount of direct interaction between
'. r a correctional worker and probationer, parolee, or
. j participant in another community correctional proi. ',. J gram is small. The paucity of the~e contacts eIimin: .' I ates security as a justification for any special search
power in the correctional authority. Having few or
! no contacts with the offender means that searches
of a supervised offender in the community are for
law enforcement rather than administrative purposes. An entire body of law regulates the conditions under which government may invade an individual's privacy_ The standard states that in the case
of these offenders, except where periodic searches
(in the case of former addicts, for example) are
specifically authorized by the court or paroling authority as a condition of release, the correctional
authority must comply with the requirements of
the fourth amendment regarding searches.
In correctional institutions, the acquisition of contraband by an inmate is power. The limitation of
i
contraband facilitates maintenance of control and
, safety. Some contraband is inherently dangerous to
institutional security. All weapons fall into this category. In other instances, possession of contraband
may be a source of power to manipulate other inmates.
Establishing this need, however, does not justify
carte blanche searches of inmates and their property. Indeed, since the threat is predictable and
ongoing, the correctional authority has ample opportunity to evaluate the security requirements of
the institution and plan and implement countermeasures.
In View of the constitutional issues possibly in-,
volved, the standard recommends that the corrections department seek judicial review or consult
the officer charged with providing legal advice to
the department. At the State level, the officer should
be a member of the attorney general's staff. At
the local level, the appropria.te person would be the
district attorney or the corporation counsel.
The recommendation of a judicially approved
plan for administrative searches is not unlike the
rules governing such searches in the free community.
In Camara v. Municipal Court of the City and
County of San Francisco, 387 U.S. 523 (1967),
and See v. City of Seattle, 387 U.S. 541 (1967),
the Supreme Court held that general regulatory
searches such as housing inspections must be conducted pursuant to a judicial warrant, which can
authorize area searches if the governmental interest
"reasonably justifies" the search. The court stated:
"If a valid public interest justifies the intrusion contemplated, then there is probable cause to issue a
suitably restricted search warrant."
f

i

Standard 2.7
Searches

I

Each co~rectional agency should immediately des.uch property is authorized by institu.
vel?p and Implement policies and procedur~s govhonal regulations.
ernmg searches and seizures to insure that th . hts
(5) Publication of the plan.
of persons under their authority are observed e ng
Any search for a specific law enforcement pur.
I.' U.n!ess specificalUy authorized by the 'court as
a c?'Mhuon of release, persons supervised by Cor- pose or one not otherwise provided for in the plan
rect.IO~!lI m,,'horities in the community should be sho~~d be CO~ducted in a~cordance with specific re .
sU.bject to the same rules governing searches and ul~tlOns which detail the officers authorized
er and conduct such a search and til
sel~res that. are applicable to the general public. or
in h' h h '
e manner
w
IC t e search IS to be conduct"d Onl t
• CorrectlOnnl agencies operating institutions
management officials should be authoriz~d to ~rdo:r
s~~uld dev~lop and present to the appropriate judi- such
searches.
~Ia.' auth~nty or the officer charged with providing
ega! advice to the corrections department for ap~
pro't'a) a plan for making regular administrative Commentary
~:arcll~s ~f f~cilities and persons confined ill correchonl'll mstltutlOns.
Three situations should be distinguished when
a. The plan sbo!Jld provide for:
discussing searches of persons under correctional
(1) A.voiding undue or unnecessary supervision:
!or~e! embarrassment, or indignity to the : When a person i~ under community supervision.
mdlvldual.
. \yhe.n a person IS an inmate of a correctional
(2) Using non-intensive sensors and InStItutIOn. and the proposed search is of the general
other technological advances instead of type, routInely conducted to prevent accumulation
of contraband (administrative search).
body searches wherever feasible.
.
(3) Cm!ducting searches no more • When a pers'
and the proposed
on IS an Inmate
frequently than reasonably necessary to ~carch relates to a particular crime, incident, or
control contra.band in the institution ~r to Ite~ of contraband (law enforcement search).
h Sl.nce the respective interests of the correctional aurecover missing or stolen property.
(4) Respecting an inmate's rights in ~ onty and the person to be searched are different
property owned or under his control, as In ea.ch of these situations, different rules are necessary In each case.
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There is no doubt that weapons and contraband
are a valid interest justifying administrative searches.
The recommendation for prior approval of an
overall plan for such searches is intended to assure
that such searches are "suitably restricted." Too fre"quent or too intrusive searches are unrelated to
contraband; they are more often used as harassment.
Requiring judicial approval of the plan for administrative searches in advance may at first blush
run counter to the general reluctance of courts to
give advisory opinions. However, the Camara and
See cases support the notion that a warrant for administrative searches may extend over a wide geographic area rather than being confined to a specific
site to be searched. Judicial approval of the correctional search plan is analogous to a warrant
procedure extending not the geographic area but the
time in which the search may take place. It is also
consistent with the Commission's recommendations
that the courts maintain continuing jurisdiction over
sentenced offenders to have a detached judicial determination of whether the frequency and manner
of administrative searches is reasonable.
Rapid progress has been made in recent years
in the development of sensors and detectors for a
variety of law enforcement purposes. Those associated with prevention of "skyjacking" and sale
or possession of narcotics are perhaps the most
heralded. These various devices generally have not
been integrated into institutional security systems.
As a result, correctional authorities continue to rely
on physical searches.
In addition to the apparently legitimate bases
for many searches, correctional authorities sometimes have other purposes, including harassment.
The balance between proper and improper motives,
between disruptive searches and less intrusive ones,
is unknown. The correctional administrator in the
past has exercised unreviewed discretion.
As a condition for approval of the plan, the
reviewing authority could require periodic reviews,
outside monitoring, and incorporation of advanced
technology. It might require further that the search
plan inc1l1de a means for controlling excessive zeal
on the pan of employees conducting the search.
Requirements for conducting specific law enforcement searches of confined offenders raise more
complicated issues. These searches, directed at solving a particular crime, involve not only correctional
interest but also the interest in a fair trial. The
offender may, as a result of a specific search, face
further criminal charges 1 and for persons in the free
society the fourth amendment would not only govern
such searches but also prohibit the introduction of
evidence at the trial which was illegally obtained.
Serious constitutional questions thus arise where
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:s~ec!fic law enforcement searches are conducted
w!thln correctional institutions without compliance
with the fourth amendment requirements.
. The Commission does not' make a recommendatIOn ,as to the extent to which the fourth amendment
apphcs to these searches within institutions The
Co~mission docs recommend that in light ~f the
seflousncss of the issues involved, only specific
top management correctional officials be authorized
to order such searches and that middle managers
and line officers not be allowed to conduct such
searches on their own initiative. The correctional
a~e.ncy should also adopt specific regulations detalhng the manner in which such searches are to be
conducted and under what circumstances.

: I,.
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Related Standards
The following standards may b e app l'lcahI e In
.
implementing Standard 2.7.
2.1 Access to Courts.
2.4 Protection Against Personal Abuse.
5.9 Continuing Jurisdic.tion of Sentencing Court.
12.7 Measures of Control (Parole).
16.3 Code of Offenders' Rights.

i
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Standard 2.8
Nondiscriminatory
Treatment
and segregation. Generally, the courts have proceeded vigorously to disapprove correctional policies clearly discriminating against racial minorities.
With the demise of the "separate but equal" doCtrine in the field of public education (Brown v.
Board of Education), it was inevitable thllt s~gre~
gated programs in correctional institutions soon
would be challenged.
Early cases dealing with juvenile training schools,
in which the analogy to education was most obvious,
brought an end to the practice. Subsequent cases
attacked the overall operation of segregated prisons
and jails. Here, also, the judicial response was to
require integration. Soon the Supreme Court confirmed this constitutional interpretation in a case
that invalidated State legislation requiring the segregation of the races in correctional institutions,
Lee v. Washington, 390 U.S. 333 (1968).
The courts have made it clear that prl:1ctices
which on the surface seem unobjectionable but
prove to be discriminatory in effect also are vulnerable to the equal protection mandate of the fourteenth 'amendment (for example, limiting prisoner
literature to "hometown" newspapers where there
Commentary
are no such periodicals for black inmates).
Factors such as racial tension, political hostility,
Perhaps the most sensitive problems in the "equal and treatment services tied to religious belief or
treatment" arena, at least in recent years, have re~ nationality may be considered when placing involved around the issue of racial discrimination

Each correctional agency shounld intmedi!l~ely develop lind implement policies and procedures assuring the right of offenders not to be subjected to
discriminatory treatment based on races religion,
nationality, sex, or political beliefs. The polkies and
procedures should assure;
1. ~n essential equality 01 opportunity in being .
considered for various program options, work assignments, and decisions concerning offender status.
2. An absence of bias in the decision process,
either by intent or in result.
3. All remedies available to noninstitutionalized
citizens open to prisoners in case of discriminatory
treatment.
This standard would not prohibit §egregation of
juvenile or youthful offenders from mature offenders
or male from female offenders in offender management and programming, exc:ept where separation
of the sexes iesults in an adverse and discriminatory
effect in program availability or institutional conditions.
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mates in situations where adequate supervision can- References
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not guarantee personal safety, but only when dei
monstrably relevant to institutional security. Until
1. G?ldfarb, Ronald, and Singer, Linda. "Re. \, \
now! .coul}S hav: recognized that correctional au?ressmg Prisoners' Grievances," George Wash· C\l
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and. d1sclpllne, cannot ignore the marked racial
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ten:lOns and aggressiveness frequently found in prisR e ev~nt to Today's Corrections?" in Outside.'
ons. The burden of demonstrating lack of bias
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when such factors are taken into account however
AssIStance Administration, 1970.
would faIt on the correctional authoritv.'
,
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So~e adj~stments in current separation of the
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~ons!dered an Important custodial requirement, but
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Model Act for the Protection of Prisoners'
In recent years less so, particularly for juvenile and
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youthful offenders. The "equal treatment" guarantees of.. the standard do not necessarily prohibit
separatIOn of juvenile or youthful offenders from
' Related Standards
mature offenders.
Discdminatory treatment based on political views
has bee~ discour~ged !n cases dealing with free
The following standards may be applicable in
spee~~ nghts and Imposition of unreasonable parole , implementing Standard 2.8.
c~n~ltl~ns. The standard includes political belief
2.1 Access to Courts.
wltlun Its broad reach. It recognizes in particular
5.9 Continuing Jurisdiction of Sentencing Court.
the mo~e "politicized" character of p~esent offende;
6.1 Comprehensive Classification Systems.
~opulatlons and the s.Agnificant impact on correc16.2 Administrative Justice.
ttonal operations of those incarcerated for criminal
16.3 Code of Offenders' Rights.
conduct related to social and political dissent.
:
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Standard 2.9
Rehabilitation
3. A correctional authority's rehabilitation program should include a mixture of educational, vocational, counseling, and other services appropriate
to offender needs. Not every facility need offer the
entire range of programs, except that:
a. Every system should provide opportunities for basic education up to high school
equivalency, on a basis comparable to that available to citizens generally, for offenders capable
and desirous of such programs;
b. Every system should have a seiection
of vocational tlraining programs available to
adult offenders; nnd
c. A work program involving offender
labor on public maintenance, construction, or
other projects should not be considered part
of rut offender'S access to rehabilitative services
whim he requests (and diagnostic efforts indicate
that he needs) educational, counseling, or training opportunities.
4. Correctional aulthorities regularly should ad~lervices.
2. Ea(!h correctional agency providing parole, vise courts and sentencing judges of the extent and
Ilfobatiolll, or other community supervision, should availability of rehabilitative services and programs
supplement its rehabilitative services by referring within the correctional system to permit proper
offenders to social services and activities available sentencing decisions and realistic evaluation of
to citizens generally. The correctional authority treatment alternatives.
should, in planning its total range of rehabilitative
5. Governmental authorities should be held reprograms, establish a presumption in favor of com- sponsible by courts' for meeting the requirements
munity-based programs to the maximum extent pos- of this standard.
sible.
43

Each correctional agency should immediately develop and implement policies, procedures, and
practices to fulfIll the right of offenders to rehabilitation programs. A rehabilitative purpose is or ought
10 b,~ implicit in e,'cry sentenc(~ of an offender unless
ordelred otherwise by the sentencing court. A correctional authority should hav~e the affirmative and
enforc.eable duty to provide programs appropriate·
to th,~ purpose for which a' person was sentenced.
Wher'~ such programs are absent, the correctional
authority should (1) establish or provide access to
such l)fograms or (2) inform the sentencing court
of its inability to comply with the purpose for which
senten<~e was imposed. To further define this right
to rehabilitative services:
1. The cOlTectional authority and the governmental body of which it is a part should give first
lpriority to implementation of statutory specific aItions 01' statements of purpose on rehabilitative

<
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6. No offender sbould be required or co~rced
fo participate 1n programs of leihabilitation or treatment nor should the failure or Itefusal to participate
be used to penalize an inmate In any way in the
institution.

Commentary

An enforceable right to "treatment" or rehabilitative services has not yet been elstablisbed in the
c~urts in .any significant measure" Although much
discussed m recent years, it remainli the most elusive
and e~hemeral of the offender righlls being asserted.
This IS so despite the firm commitment of the
corre~t~on~ profession for more thatl a century to a
rehnblhtatJon rather than a punishment goal ("Declaration of Principles of the American Prison
Associationt Cincinnati, Ohlo--18'i'0) and an expression of rehabilitative intent in most State correctional codes and virtually aU juvenile court and
co'trections statutes. Perhaps the lack of an affirmative.. legally enforceable responsibility to provide
servtc~~ a~counts for the extreme inadequacy of
rehnbilltatlve resources that bas plagued American
corrections for decades. The resources found want~
ing include educational, vocational psychiatric and
casework services.
Explicit judicial validation of a right to treatment
has b~en limited to the criminally insane or mentally
defectIve offender and, on a much narrower basis
to juvenile or youthful offenders. EVen here, th~
concept has been established in only a few cases.
It has involved few jurisdictions and has in some
cases turned on interpretation of a statutory mandate r~ther than il constitutional right. Although
the cht~~. te~al butw.ark f~r an affirmative right
to :eha~!lttattve servIces WIll remain statutory, a
su?stuntmt ~ue process. argument is increasingly
Qemg recognized. As Justtce Blackmun noted in the
Supreme COUrt opinion in Jackson v. Indiana, 406
O.S. 715 (1972): "At the least, due process requires that the naturl~ and duration of commitment
beat' some reasonable relation to the purpose for
which the individual is committed."
l?l,tinl. sugges~ions of an affirmative light to rehablhtl1twe servIces for criminal offenders seem to
have sten~med from an emerging, judicially confirmed IInght to treatment" in civil commitment
of t~e mentally ill. The first crossover probably was
n O~~rict of Columbia c~se concerning a statute
requmrtg mandatory hospital treatment of defendants acquitted by reason. of insanity. A Federal
court, .Rouse v. Cameron, 373 F. 2d 451 (D.C. Cir.
1966), found that the statute created for the defendant an enforceable right to treatment while
I
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in~titutionalized.

This ruling was followed by a .. ~
M~ssach~setts decision, Nason v. Superintendent oJ'. ,!
Bridgewater State Hospital, 353 Mass. 604 (S. Cti i
1968), ordering a more adequate treatment pro~
gram for an offender incompetent to stand trial . \
who was receiving only custodial care.
Applicability to the juvenile justice system was
suggested by two more District of Columbia cases' .
Creek v. Stone, 379 F. 2d 106 (1967) and In r; ~
~lmo:e, ~82 F. 2d 125 (1967). One involved a \
Ju~en~le ,m prehearing detention, the other an
a?Judlcated offender in a juvenile institution. A .
nght to treatment, or release if treatment could not ~."
be supp1ie~, was enunciated here. Reliance was .'
placed on t~le standard injunction in juvenile court •
acts that chlldl'en removed from home shall receive .
care, custody, and discipline equivalent to that which
should have been supplied by parents. As in the
?ther right-to~treatment cases, the deficiencies at
ISSUl~ related to psychiatric and mental health care
rather than general rehabilitative programs. However, a recent District of Columbia case, Matter
of Savoy (Docket #70-4804 D.C. Juvenile Ct.
1970)! . en.forced ~ more generalized program of
:ehabl!ItatlVe servIces against a statutory standard,
mcludmg compulsory education and recreation.
I~ . two ;ecent decisions, the tendency toward
c.arvmg a flg~t to treatment from enabling legislatIOn was continued. In one case, McCray v. State,
1~ Crim. L. Rptr. 2132 (Montgomery ety., Md.
Clr, : t 1971), involving. an institution for legally
s~n,e but mentally or emotIOnally deficient offenders,
tht'; court stated that the statute "implicitly connoted
tri.!atment and rehabilitation." It found that a total
mhabilitative effort was missing and treatment
s.ho~ld. be . accelerated notwithstanding budgetary
limItations Imposed by the State and even for re~
calcitrant and noncooperative prisoners.
In the other case, U.S. v. Allsbrook, 10 Crim. L.
Rptr. 2185 (D.CL D.C. 1971), the danger to public
safety and recidivism was stressed. The court found
that failure to provide the full rehabilitative services
c(' Itemplated by the Federal Youth Corrections Act
ror District of Columbia offenders barred further
committnents under the Act without a Justice Department certification of treatment availability.
!he.re was a further determination that this shtuation
mfn?ged on .the. court's constitutional sentencing authoflty and Justified orders to the executive branch
to provide adequate facilities as contemplatled by
the Act.
. On the other hand, right to treatment daims
m adult prisons concerning general rehabilitative
programs have not as yet received recognition. In
Georgia, Wilson v. Kelley, 294 F. Supp. 1005
(N.D. Ga. 19(8), prisoners were unsuccessful in

seeking a judicial declaration that sentencing convicts ideas of what can be provided to sentenced offento county work camps where no effort was made ders. This important corollary to the right to reto rehabilitate them was unconstitutional. And even habilitative services has long been neglected in in~
in the landmark Arkansas case, Holt v. Sarver, teraction between courts and correctional systems.
309 F. Supp. 362 (B.D. Ark. 1970), determining
Endorsement of the right to treatment does not
that conditions in the Arkansas prison system .• carry with it the right of correctional authorities
amounted to constitutionally prohibfited "cruel and' to require or coerce offenders into participating in
unusual punishment," the court lefrained from rehabilitative programs. Considerations of individordering the implementation of rehabilitative plans ual privacy, integrity, dignity, and personality sugand opportunities, although it did note that lack gcst that coerced programs should not be permitted.
of proper rehabilitative programs was a factor in In addition, a forced program of any nature is
unlikely to produce constructive results. This prinfinding the prison unconstitutional.
The standard has been formulated in light of the ciple, as applied to juveniles, must be qualified
limited but growing legal status of the right to under the parens patriae concept, but nonetheless
treatment. The standard provides that offenders it would appear to have considerable validity here
have the right to programs appropriate to the purpose also.
for which they were sentenced. Where a court
sentences a person for rehabilitation, rehabilitation References
programs should be available. Thus in the first
1. Comment, "A Statutory Right to Treatment
instance the duty is placed on correctional agencies
for Prisoners: Society's Right of Self-Defense,"
to respond to the sentencing order. If because of
lack of rt"· ')urces or other reason the correctional
Nebraska Law Review, 50 (1971), 543.
2. Dawson, Robert. "Legal Norms and the\ Juagcency c .. ~not provide appropriate programs, it
venile Correctional Process" in Cohen, Fred,
should then be required to report this fact to the
The Legal Challenge to Corrections. Washington:
sentencing court. Remedies for enforcing offenders'
Joint Commission on Correctional Manpower and
rights, provided in Standard 2.18, should then be
Training, 1969.
utilized.
The standard recognizes that not every program
3, Goldfarb, Ronald, and Singer, Linda. HRecan be available for every offender. The. test to be
dressing Prisoners' Grievances," George Washapplied should be whether the offender has access
ington Law Review, 39 (1970),208,
to some programs which are ,jappropriately related"
4. Note, Southern California Law Review, 45
to the purpose for which he was sentenced.
(1972), 616.
The right to rehabilitative services in the parole
5. SchwHzege,bel, Ralph K. "Limitation on The
or probation context is defined. Because the of~
Coercive Treatment of Offenders," Criminal Law
fender is at liberty in the community, his situation
Bulletin, 8 (1972),267.
is equated. to that of citizens generally seeking access
to social service or other community agencies. This,
of course, does not ban fipecial treatment programs Related Standards
for probationers or parolees but recognizes that it
is equally yalid to integrate them into general vocaThe following standards may be applicable in
tional, educational, and counseling programs in the implementing Standard 2.9.
community.
2.1 Access to Courts.
The standard requires that courts and sentens;ing
2.18 Remedies for Violation of an Offender's
judges be regularly advised of the true extent of
Rights.
rehabilitative services and programs available within
5.9 Continuing Jurisdiction of Sentencing Court
their adult and juvenile correctional systems. This
10.2 Services to Probationers.
requirement is needed for sentencing officials to
12.6 Community Services for Parolees.
make proper choices among the sentencing alter16.1 Comprehensive Correctional Legislation.
natives available to them and to avoid mistaken

Standard 2.10
Retention and
Restoration of Rights
J~ndl StUll' ."lIould ennet. Icgislntion immediatelv
tlS!iure nUl( no person is deprived of nny license',
permit, employment, office, post of trust or confidence, or polWcnl or jl~dici:lI rights based solely
OU fit! ncclJslltion of crirnlnnl bchnvior. Also, in the
huplcflIcnllltlon of Shmdnrd 16.17, Collalcrni Consequences of 11 CrlrniflnJ Conviction, legislation delli'Mrll: cOlI\'lctcd J)CrSOllS of civil rights should be
repented. ThIs Icgislntion should provide further
'hllt 1\ COllVkled lIud inClircerated person should
'un't' rcshH'('d to him On relcllsc 1111 rights flot other/0

wise re/nillcd.
.
'l'h~ npproprlatc co~rcctionnlnl!thority sbould;
t" With the ()erml~siofl of nn aCCllsed persOll,
tXl'lnlu (0 cmployers, fllinifies, Ilnd others the limlted nwnnlng of nn nrrcst liS it relntes to the nbove
rlgllb.
2. Work for the repenl of nil Inn's and regulndons dcprMng ncclIScd or convicted persons of -civil
tlglltS.
J. l)r()rtdc ~l~r)'lce$ to ~-"cII$ed or convicted per-

.$0I1,~ to help them refill" or e~crc[se their ch.iJ
rf"ht~. or to obtnin rcstorllthm of 'N!ir rights or {my
other Hmhlng d\-'iI (Usability thnt mil)' OCCur.

Cotllmontary

~fodt'nl rhetoric nside. punishment of the accused
t~smsloU8 bcr~m! cotlvicrion. According to the

4(;

·.1. .

In addition to loss of liberty and the direct helping the Qffender regain his rights. This assistconcomitants set out herein-and others like them- ance is analogous to the process of granting "gate
events are set in train that seriously interfere with money" to inmates being released from correctional
individuals' rights. The pretrial detainee retains the institutions. Institutional training programs have no
right to vote, but the right may be effectively lost value if the individual cannot make use of the
unless a special effort is made to transport him training. Even today, it is not uncommon to operate
to the polls or enroll him for absentee voting. Also, • training programs for licensed occupations (barbera license may lapse when renewal is due because ing, for example) that exclude ex-offenders. Many
no jail officer is empowered to notarize the inmate's probation, parole, and other community~based
correctional workers already provide help of the
signature.
The standard seeks to minimize the number and type indicated.
Federal, State, and local governments should tuke
severity of disadvantages to which accused but unconvicted persons are subject by requiring the the lead in removing all employment restrictions
correctional authority to develop and implement based solely on prior criminal conviction. Since
public sector employment is about one-sixth of
an affirmative program to protect their rights.
Civil liabilities resulting from criminal conviction total employment in the United States, to bar the
directly restrict offender reintegration. Some out- ex-offender from government jobs considerably reright employment restrictions force releasees into duces his options. Interestingly, correctional agencies
the least remunerative jobs. Prohibiting contracts will employ someone at substandard wages in prison
, makes property balding impossible. Being unable industries but refuse to employ the same person
to vote or hold public office only further aggravates on release.
the individual's alienation and isolation.
Restrictive government practices are a bad examMany individual judgments conttibute to social ple to private employers who can ask properly
stigmatization, and no standard can address those why they should hire ex-offenders who nre not
disabilities. arising from personal choice. But a "safe bets" for governmental employment. Exammyriad of official governmental actions far too broad, ple and active leadership by government is required.
counterproductive of rehabilitation and reintegraThe standard calls on the correctional authority
National JaIT C.ensus, on March 15, 1970 more than
tion into the community, and no longer justifiable itself to lead the campaign to roll back restrictions
8~,OOO uncollvICted persons were held in jails. Two- ~
still operate in this field. Indeed, the very existence that have developed over the years but are not
thl.rds of the 7,800 detained juveniles were un- r
of governmental sanctions for these continuing pun- consistent with and supportive of the current readjudicated.
ishments may produce, encourage, or buttress nega- integration approach to corrections. This is a natural
Pretrial detention imposes an immediate ceotive private actions.
role, since the correctional a1,lthority has contributed
?omic hardship on accused persons who have.
The vision of an offender leaVing a correctional to the rise of the problem Hnd therefore mUBt work
Jobs. Not only is their immediate source of income
institution, his debt to society paid, rejoining his to undo that which present views make unacceptcut. off but also an advantageous relationship with
community, and buEding a new life is a false image.
able.
thell' employers is often termint1ted. An arrest rec- .
Tn ma~y ways, the punishment an eX-C")nvict faces
Limitations on political rights and those involving
ord per se, although not proof of criminality may
is more lasting, more insidious, and more demeaning
such as the right to sue and the use of an
courts,
forever reduce ~ person's employability.
'
,
than that punishment he undergoes while incarex-offender's
record as grounds for impeaching his
The theorr IS that these persons arc being held .
cerated. The scar of the "offender" label can be
testimony,
arc
among the most onerous restrictions,
to assure theIr attendance at trial or another jUdicial '
more vicious than the physical scars 80metimes
proceeding. Again in theory, every reasonable effort '
They
involve,
in
essence, a statement by government
inflicted in confinement.
should be made to avoid inte:{ering with the lives .
Most of the civil rights and privileges lost by that offenders and former offenders, as a class, nrc
of th~se pe~~l? The overwhelming majority of
those convicted of crimes are withdrawn by specific worth less than other men. This lessening of status
det~?~lOn faclhtles lack any recreation or education i
legislation. The content and effect of such statutory on the outside reinfQrces the debasement so common
facllltles. Only half have medical facilities aVailable
provisions differ among the various jurisdictions. in the institutional setting and hardens the resentRecommendations for repeal of most of these legis- ment offenders commonly feel toward society in
an~ . '~hat little is known of the quality of existin~
~nclhties makes even this half suspect. The theory
lative disabilities are contained in Standard 16.n. general.
IS seldom recognized in practice .
Most importantly, the state is responsible for
The standard would provide a broad, positlve
The shameful fact is that these impositions faJl
program to change the existing situation. First, jt the welfare and tights of all citizens. To the extent
with greater weight upon the poor than on any
automatically would restore lost, forfeited, and sus- that the state abridges or denies the free exercise
other group. Rarely is there any compensationpended rights and priVileges. This is meant to include of those rights, for whatever purpose, it bears a
heavy burden to retain a deep interest in their fuJI
monetary or otherwise-for the losses suffered by
licenses of all types and the right to vote.
pretrial detainees, When only one course of conThe correctional authority has a major interest reinstatement and in minimizing their collateral
in seeing the offender fully integrated into the effects, once that purpose has been fulfilled. Denial
duct or mode of operation ca.n be followed, those
Who run the jails tend to treat each inmate as
community and, where restoration is not automatic, of liberty is so grave as to require greater attention
though he is dangerous.
the correctional authOIity is assigned the duty of and compensation to those so denied.
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Related Standards
The following standards may be applicable in
implementing Standard 2.10.
2.1 Access to Courts.
9.9 Jail Release Program.
14.4 Employment of Ex-Offenders.
16.17 Collateral Consequences of a Criminal •
Conviction.

Standard 2.11
Ru Ies

0

f Con duct

2. Where the state intends to prosecute, disciEach correctional agency should immediately plinary action should be deferred.
promulgate rules of conduct [or offenders under
3. Where the State prosecutes und the offender
its jurisdiction. Such rules should:
is found not guilty, the correctional authority should
1. Be designed to effectuate or protect an im- not take further punitiye action.
portant interest of the facility or program for which
they are promulgated.
2. Be the least drastic means of ,achieving thai
Commentary
interest.
3. Be specific enough to give offenders adequate
A source of severe dissatisfaction with the correctional system is the belief widely held among
notice of what is expected of them.
4. Be accompanied by a statement of the range offenders that the system charged with instilling
of sanctions that can be imposed for violations. respect for law punishes arbitrarily and unfairly.
Such sanctions should be proportionate to the gravity
Not only do such practices contribute to problems
of managing off.enders but they also violate one
of the rule and the severity of the violation.
5. Be promulgated after appropriate consulta- of the most basic concepts of due p"·OCeSS. Advance
tion with offenders and other interested parties con- notice of what behavior is expected must be given
sistent with procedures recommended in Standard so that the person being controlled may avoid
sanctions for misbehavior. Failure to be specific
16.2, AdministratiYe Justice.
. Correctional agencies sbould provide offenders will result in legal challenge on grounds of vagueness.
under their jurisdiction with an up-to-date written
Codes of offender conduct are notorious for their
statement of rules of conduct applicable to them. inclusiveness and ambiguity and as a source of disCorrectional agencies in promulgating rules of satisfaction. Rules should not repeat the mistakes
conduct should not attempt generally to duplicate of existing criminal codes by attempting to include
the criminal law. Where an act is covered by ad- every sort of behavior that is considered morally
ministrative rules and statutory law the following reprehensible. "Feigning illness" aud "being untidy,"
for example, arc of dubious threat to institutional
standards should govern:
1. Acts of violence or other serious misconduct or public security, personal safety, or operational
should be prosecuted criminally and not be the efficiency. Vague rules allow too much discretion
subject of administrative sanction.
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and often ,art: abused~ rules trivial ~n their ir.t~nt
engender hostility and lack of respect for the correctional authority.
Codes of conduct should be limited to observable
behavior that can be shown clearly to have a direct
.,overlie effect on M individual or others. Rules
prohibiting attitudinal predispositions, such as "in50lence:' should be fivoided because their ambiguity permits undue interpretative discretion. What
one perBon desctibes as Hinso'lence" another may
consider tI display oC independence indicating improved self.·perception. Ambib'llOuS or abstract prohlbltiol1'l make individual culpability questionable
because they arc difficult to communicate.
Ai; evidenced by decisions regarding the elements
of n ftlir disciplinary proceeding, courts deem an
mlvnnee notice procedure to be of compelling im~
po(tancc. Notice of the alleged violation always is
(cqulrl:'~ 10 ptepare an adequate defense. Giving
full notice of the rules beCore alleged misconduct
mny contribut.c to n reduction of disciplinary cases.
Correctional ngcl1cies~ rules of conduct l no less
thun the criminal code itself, should be enforced
\~ith penalties relntcd to the gravity of the offense.
'1 he concept of proportionality of punishment should
h" fully nppnc'lblc~ several courts have recognized
(hill disciplinary punishments in many instances are
(Ilf in e:<c<:ss or this standard.
Virtually nll corrcctionnl literuture recognizes the
need for established codes of offender conduct. 'The
trend in practice today is to maximize offen-def
participation in mlemuking. Procedures recom·
m7f~d~d !n Standnrd 16.2 for promulgation of ad·
11lll1Jstrnllve rules gencl'oUy should be applicab!c
here. They w(luld assure pnrt.icipotion by offenders
and i.)ther interested parties.

, _T~e criminal ~ode is ap~licable to those already:
convIcted of. cnme. IneVItably-because of the:
breadth of Criminal codes-disciplinary rules pro- -mulgat.ed. by correctional authorities will dup1icate·
the cnmmal law, but correctional agencies should '?
no~ attempt to promulgate parallel rules. CriminalactIOn by offenders should be subject to trial as in'
any other case, with the potential sanction and the i
appropriate formal safeguards.
l
Wbere overlap occurs, correctional administrators;
should defer to prosecution wherever possible. And·
w,herc prosecution is unsuccessful, justice require.
that further administrative punitive measures be prohibited.
:
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Related Standards
The following standards may be applicable in
implementing Standard 2.1 L
2.12 Disciplinary Procedures.
16.2 Administrative Justice.

Standard 2.12
Disciplinary Procedures
Each correctional agency immediately should
adopt, consistent with Standard 16.2, disdplinary
procedures for each type of residential fadlity it
operates and for the persons residing therein.
Minor violations of rules of conduct are those
punishable by no more than a reprimand, or loss
of cOr'lImissary, entertainment, or recreation privileges
for n.ot more than 24 hours. Rules governing minor
violations should provide that:
1. Staft' may impose the prescribed sanctions after
informing the offender of the nature of his misconduct and giving him the chance to explain or deny
it.
2. If a report of the violatiott is placed in the
offender's file, the offender should be so notified.
3. The offender should be provided with the opportunity to request a review by an impartial officer or board of the appropriateness of the staff
action.
4. Where the review indicates that the offender
did not commit the violation or the staff's action was
not. appropriate, aU reference to the incident should
be r.emoved from the offender's file.
Major violations of rules of conduct are those
llUnishable by sanctions more stringent than those
for minor violations, including but not limited to,
loss o[ good time, transfer to segregatiol'i or solitary confinement, transfer to a higber level of in-

stitutiomil custody or any other change in status
which may tend to affect adversely an offender'S
time of release or discharge.
Rules governing major violations should provide
for the following prehearing procedures:
1. Someone other than the reporting officer should
conduct a complete investigation into the facts of
the alleged misconduct to determine i,f there is prob-'
able cause to believe the offender committed n
violation. If probable cause exists, 11 henring date
.should be set.
2. The offender t;hould receive a copy of any
disciplinary report or charges of ~he alleged viola~
tion and notice of the time and place of the hearing.
3. The offender, if he desires, should receive
assistance in preparing for the hearing from a member of the correctional staff, another inmate, or
otht't' authorized person (including legnl counsel if
available.)
4. No sanction for the alleged violation should
be imposed until after the. hearing except that the
offender Play be segregated from the fest of the
population if the head o[ the institution finds tbat
he constitutes a threat to other inmates, st~ff members, or himself.
Rules governing major vio!ations should provide
for a hearing on the alleged violation which should
be conducted as follows:
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1. The hearing should be held as quickly as
possible, generally not more than 72 hvurs after
tbe charges are made.
2.. The hearing should be before an impartial
officer or board.
J. l'he offender should be allowed to present
e':Vidence or witnesses on his behalf.
4. The offender may be aliowed to confront and
cross-examine the witnesses against him.
5. The offender should be allowed to select someone, including legal counsel, to assist him at the
hearing.
6. The hearing officer or board should be required
to find substantial evidence of .guilt before imposing
a sanction.
7. The hearing officer or board should be required to fend'!\' its decision in writing setting forth
Us. findings as to controverted facts, its conclusion,
and thii srmction imposed. If the decision finds that
the offender did not commit the violation, an reference (0 the charge should be removed from the
offender's file.
Rules governing major "iolations should provide
for internal review of the hearing officer's or board's
decision. Suci)' review should be automatic. The
reviewing authority should be authorized to accept
the decisiOll, order furthei' proceedings, or reduce
the sanction imposed.

Commentary

I

II

I

II

I

The. nature of prison discipline and the procedures utilized to impose it are very sensitive issues,
both to correctional administrators and to committed
offenders. The imposition of drastic disciplinary
meUsurcs can have a direct impact on the length
of time an offender serves in confinement. The history of inhumqne and degrading forms of punishment, illcludihg institutional "holes" where o.ffenders
are confined without clothing, bedding, toilet facilities, and other decencies, has been adequately
documented in the courts. These practices are stilt
widespread.
The administration of some form of discipline
is necessl'lt)l to maintain order within a prison
institution. However, when that discipline violates
constitutional safeguards or inhibits or seriously
undermines reformative efforts, it becomes counterproductive and indefensible.
.
The very nature of a closed, inaccessible prison
makes safeguards against· arbitrary disciplinary
power difficult. The correcticmal administration has
power to authorize or deny every aspect of l~ving
from food and clothing to access to toilet facilities.
It is this power, more tban perh.ps any other within

____

dings of the hearing recorded in writing; and the
the correctional system, which must be brought un~:ht to written findings of fact. .
,';
prison discipline can range 10 degree. f~on: an
der the "rule of law."
oral
reprimand to loss of good time or dIs~Ipl1nary
Court decisions such as Goldberg v. Kelley, 397
segregation. Where the punishment to ~e Impos.ed
U.S. 254 (1970) and Morrissey v. Brewer, 408'
'ends 01' potcntially extends the penod of 10U.S. 471 (1972) have established the hearing proce- 1 ,
J
~~~ceration,
or subst;mtially. cha~ges. the . st~t~s of
dure as a basic due process requirement in signifi. :
1
the
offender
either by placmg him 10 dISCiplInary
cant administrative deprivations of life, liberty, or i
gregation or removing him from advantageous
property. There has been considerably less clarity
~ork assignments, the wider range of p~~cedural
esPbciaily in the correctional context, of what min~
safeguards should be employe.d. These deCISIons ~re
imal requirements must attend such a hearing.
critical not only tQ t1!e offender but to the publIc.
Court decisions have varied in interpretation. At
Since these procedures are designed only ~o assure
one end of the spectrum they have provided only
a proper factual basis for governmental a~tlOn, bo:h
adequate notice of charges, a reasonable investi· .
the public !J.nQ :he offender have an 10terest 10
gation into relevant facts, and an opportunity for ;
the prisoner to reply to charges. At the other they :
their implementatIon.
have upheld the right to written notice of charges, .
hearing before an impartial tribunal, reasonabl-e
References
time to prepare defense, right to confront and cross·
examine witnesses, a decision based on evidence at
1. Council on. the TJiagnosis and Evaluation of
the hearing, and assistanc~ by lay counsel (staff
Criminal DefendanL~. Illinois Unified Code of Coror inmate) plus legal counsel where prosecutable
rections: Tentative Final Draft. st. Paul: West,
crimes are involved.
1971 section 335-9 and section 340-7.
Correctional systems on their own initiative have
2. Hlrschkop, Philip J., and Milkman,. ~~cha.el
implemented detailed disciplinary procedures in· I
A. "The Unconstitutionality of prison LIfe, Vzrcorporating substantial portions of the recognized .
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elements of administrative agency due process. The
3. Landman v. Royster, 333 F. Supp. 621 (B.D.
standard largely follows this trend, emanating from
Va, 197D (Virginia case on hearing and related
both courts and correctional systems, toward more
procedures {or imposition of solitary confineformalized procedures with normal administrative
ment transfer to maximum security, padlock
confi~ement over 10 days and loss of good time.)
due-process protections in the administration of cor4. McGee, Thomas A. "Minimum Standards for
rectional discipline.
Due process is a concept authorizing varying procedures in differing contexts of governmental action.
It does not require in all cases the formal procedures associated with a criminal trial. On the other
hand, due process does contain some fundamentals
that should regulate all governmental action having
a potentially harmful effect on an individual.
Basic to any system that respects fundamental
faimess are three requirements: (1) that the individual understand what is expected of him so he
may avoid the consequences of inappropriate behavior; (2) if he is charged with a violation, that
he be informed of what he is accused; and (3) that
he be given an opportunity to {Jresent evidence in
contradiction or mitigation of the charge.
. As the consequences to the individuul increase,
other procedural devices to assure the accuracy of
information on which action will be based come
int~ play. These include the right to confront the
individual making the charge of violation with an
opportunity to cross-examine him; the right to assistance in presenting one's case, including legal
counsel; the right to a formal hearing before an
impartial tribunal or officer; the right to have pro-
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Related Standards
The following standards may be applicable in
implementing Standard 2.12.
2.2 Access to Legal Services.
2.11 Rules of Conduct.
.
5.9 Continuing Jurisdiction of Sentencing Court.
16.2 Administrative Justice.
16.3 Code of Offenders' Rights.
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Procedures for

Nondisciplinary
Changes of Status
l~nch correctional ngency should immediatel
promulglltc written rules and regulations to pr[
scribe the procedures for determining and cbangin~
()fr~nder stntlls, including classification transfers and
lU!lJOt' changes or decisions on partici~afion in tr~at
Ilumt, e(!lJclltion, nnd work programs' within thSlllne faCility.
e
1, The I'(~gullltions should:
n. Specify criteria for the several classifications t? which offenders may be assigned
nnd the pr'IVilegC!i and duties of persons in each

c1llss.
b. Specify f.requency of status reviews or
the nnture of eV~ints (hilt prompt such review.
c. Be made llvnilnble to offenders who
(lIny be nffcctccl by them.
d. Provide for notice to the offender when
his stutus is being reviewed.
c. Provide for pnrticipntion of the offender
in decisions nf£e<:ting his program.
. 2. Tho offender /shouJd be pennitted to make
ht'i \'l~ws knownregnrdlng the classification, transte!', or I,rogrnm decision un<ler considerntion. The
Qffender ShOllld luwc. nn opportunity to oppose or
SUl'port proposed chnngcs ~n status or to initiate a

review o( his status.

~L

(Administrative commitment of prisoner to hospital for criminally insane at end of prison term
, j bility for release. This is true especially in jurisdicwithout new judicial determination available to
tions with indeterminate sentence structures and
others so committed denies equal protection of
simple commitment of offenders to the correctional
laws.)
authority, without statutory or court specification of
3. Cohen, Fred. The Legal Challenge to Correckinds of institutional or program treatment.
_ lions. Washington: Joint Commission on CorrecThis standard seeks to strike an appropriate baltional Manpower and Training, 1969.
ance between the interests of the system and those
4. Goldfarb, Ronald, and Singer, Linda. "Reof the offender, specifying some basic principles of
dressing Prisoners' Grievances," George Washoffenders' rights in this an~a but with a specificity
ington Law Review, 39 (1970), 298-30l.
and degree of formality much less pervasive than
5. Morris v. Travisollo, 310 F. Supp. 857
the "due process" elements proposed for imposition
(D.R.I. 1970) (Responding to charge of discriminatory classification procedures in State
of major disciplinary sanctions.
First, the standard requires written -rules and regprison, court order required (i) regular periodic
ulations, available to the offencer, which clearly esreview of classifications, (ii) enumeration of
tablish the basis for classification and other status
privileges and restrictions of each classification,
determinations. This helps the individual under(iii) written record of classification proceedings
: !i stand the personal implications of each alternative
and notification to inmate of contemplated
choice so he can express an informed preference.
changes with reasons.)
In addition, specifying decision criteria communi6. People ex. tel Goldfinger v. Johl1ston. 53 Misc.
cates to the offender that decisions are not capricious
2d 949, 280 N.Y.S. 2d 304 (Sup. Ct. 1967)
(Court requires hearing before transferring juor arbitrary.
The effectiveness of rehabilitation is related divenile from correctional school to institution for
rectly to the offender'S understanding and accept"defective delinquents.")
ance of program objectives. An individual is more
7. Silone v. Maine, 406 F. 2d 844 (1st Cir.
likely to accept and understand the reasons for a
1969) (Juvenile entitled to hearing and assistdecision in which he participates. Therefore, the
ance of attorney in procedure to transfer from a
standard calls for notice to the offender when his
juvenile institution to a men's prison as an "instatus
is
under
review
and
a
maximum
attempt
to
corrigible. ")
are c~nduct~d, an .administrative hearing should be.
solicit his views in all of the wide range of decision8. South Carolina Department of Corrections.
~eld, lDvoh'mg notIce to the offender, an opportun.
making that may be applied while he is under corTile Emerging Rights of the Confined. Columbia:
I~y to be hea~d, and a written report by the correC·
rectional control.
1972.
tlonal auth~rlty communicating the final outcome
A formal hearing right is specified for reviews
9. U.S. ex rel Schuster v. Herold, 410 F. 2d 1071
of t~e reVIew. Where such actions, ~articularly
involving pot~ntial changes of a substantially ad(2d Cir. 1969). (Prisoner under life sentence
tr~ns[ers, must be made on an emergency basis,
verse character in the offender's degree, type, or
could not be transferred to hospital for criminally
th~s pr.ocedure should be followed subsequent to
level Qf custody. Courts already have shown coninsane without procedures, periodic review, and
t~e nction. In the case of transfers between correccern for such procedural protections in the case of
jury determination available for involuntary civil
h~nal and mental institutions, whether or not main· :.
transfers from prisons to hospitals for the criminally
commitments.)
tamed ~y the correc,tionnl authority, such procedures
insane and from juvenile institutions to adult facilshould mclude specified procedural safeguards avail·
ities.
able fo~ neW or initial commitments to the general
Related Standards
populntIon of such institutions.
The following standards may be applicable in
4. Proceedings for nondisciplinary changes of
References
statw: should not be used to impose disciplinary
implementing Standard 2.13.
s~nctIons or otherwise punish offenders for viola·
1. American Correctional Association. Manual
6.2 Classification for Inmate Management.
hons of rules of conduct or other misbehavior.
of Correctional Standards. 3d ed. Washington:
16.2 Administrative Justice.
16.4 Unifying Correctional Programs .
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2. Baxstrom v. Herold, 383 U.S. 107 (1966)
1 existence within a correctional system, and eligi-

Standard 2.13
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Commentary
The area of nondisciplinary classification and
status dete~inations long has been considered a
prop~r subject f~r the diagnostic, evaluation, and
declSlona~ ~xpertlse, of correctional administrators
~nd .spe~tal~sts. Yet decisions of thh: !dnd can have
a cn~caI effect on the offender's degree of liberty
access to correctional services, basic conditions of
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A formal procedure to insure that offenders'
grievances are fairly resolved should alleviate much
of the existing tension within institutions. The first
amendment requirements protecting the right of
persons to p,etition their government for redress
speaks eloquently of the importance attached to a
government responsive to the complaints of its citizenry. Peaceful avenues for redress of grievances
are a prerequisite if violent means are to be
avoided. Thus aU correctional agencies have not
only a responsibility but an institutional interest in
maintaining procedures that are, and appear to offenders to be, designed to resolve their complaints
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Commentary
fnstitutio?s, especially closed institutions, have a
great capacIty to produce unrest dissatisfaction and
tens~on .. B~ limiting a man's per~pective and liberty,
th~ Jnstl~utlOn focuses his attention inward and deprives hIm of the opportunity to avoid conditions
o~ persons he finds unpleasant. Unresolved minor
?Ispleasu~~s can grow to major grievances increas109 hostil!t~ and institutional tension. Too frequently, gnevances have multiplied until violence
ap~earcd to be the only means available to secure
relIef.
Open lines of communication between inmate
and st.aff can do much to keep the correctional
authonty alert to developing problems. Unfortun~~ely, a number of factors frequently limit the viabtbty of such informal means. The following are
among them:
~ Staff and inmates may not communicate effec~vclY because .of age, racial, or other differences.
St:~ may dIscount offender views and complaints
and ;U!l o~ re~use to transmit them through channels
for InvestlgatlOn.
• Investigators may be too close to Cf)ntiiti,,"~ .~
perceive the vaiidity of grievances or
of reasonable alternatives.

1. American Correctional Association. Riols and
Disturbances in Correctional Institutions. Washington: ACA, 1970. Cbs. 1, 2.
2. COilncil on the Diagnosis and Evaluation of
Criminal Defendants. Illinois Unified Code of
Corrections: Tentative Final Draft. st. Paul:
West, 1971. Sections 340-348.
3. Goldfarb, Ronald, and Singer, Linda. "Redressing Prisoners' Grievances," George Washington Law Review} 39, (1970), 175, 304, 316.
4. National Sheriffs' Association. Manual on Jail
Administration. Washington: NSA, 1970. Pp. 20,
1

24.

5. National Council on Crime and Delinquency.
A Model Act for the Protection of Rig/lts of
Prisoners. New York: NCCD, 1972. Ch. S.

Related Standards
The following standards may be applicable in
implementing Standard 2.14.
5.9 Continuing Jurisdiction of Sentencing Court.
16.2 Administrative Justice.
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fairly.
The standard is broadly drawn to include all correctional functions. While the noninstitutionalized
correctional population has numerous opportunities
to relieve tensions, there is no reason to exclude
this group from access to grievance machinery.
Moreover, persons on whom the system operates
are in a unique position to contribute to its improvement.
The standard has three main features. To encourage use of the procedure, it must be open to
aU, and no reprisals should flow from its use. Second, aU grievam:::es with merit should be investigated. A natural outcome is a report of what was
found and what is being done, with a copy to the
originator of the grievance.
Finally, someonle not directly connected with the
function being investigated should be charged with
the responsibility of evaluating the grievance. In
addition to producing a balanced report, as free as

Standard 2.14

Ench correctional agency itntnc(lintely should de"clop lind implement a grievnnce procedure The
proeed~lrc should have the following elements: •
1. l,nch p.erson being sllpel'vised by the correctionnI
nuthorlty
2 TI
. should be nble to report
- a gr'e
I vance.
_.
Ie ~ncvnl1cc should be transmitted without
I\lt~rntion, mte.rference, or delay to the person or
en,hty responsIble hlr receiving and investi!Jating
gncvnnces.
"
n. Such persoll or entity preferably should
be ,Indepcndell~ of the correctional authority.
It /ilu)tdd not, III any case, be concerned with
the day-to-dny !ldministrution of the corrections
function {hnt is the subject of the grievance.
h. The person· reporting the grievance
slu)Uld .I1ot be subject to !lny adverse !lction
1\8 n te5ult of filing the rqlort.
3. l)r()ll1ptly nfter receipt, each griev!lnce not
l)llhmtly (rh'olous should be investigated. A written
report should be Inepnred for the correctional uuthotH), IlnCl the cO\!lplnining person. TIle report
stu,mld set forth the findings of the investigntion and
',he recommc~dntiol1s ,of th~ person or cntity responsible for lllllkmg tbe Ul\'cshgution.
4. ~e cQrrectio~1111. nn~horit)~' should respond to
~I\ch sl~ch report! Ind!~atiiig whut dlc;pOSition wiIJ
J)fl uuul... At iL_ ., -_.
me rccommcndlltions received.

possible of self-serving conclusions, this step is calculated to gam credibility for the mechanism. The
standard encompasses use of an ombudsman, an
independent grievance commission, or an internal
review or inspection office.
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Standard 2.15
Free Expression

and Association
Each correctional agency should immediately de- p.ossion o. association would include regulations
velop policies and procedures to aSSUfe that innecessary to maintain order or protect other of·
dividlUd offenders are able to exercise their consti- f~nders, correctional staff, or other persons from
tutional rights of free expression and association to violence, or the clear threat of violence. The ex.
tlw same extent and subject' to the same limitations i~tence of a j~stification for limiting an offender's
tIS the public tit larg~. Regulations Jimiting an ofrights should be de.termined in light of all the cir.
(ender's right of expression nnd association should cumstances, including the nature of the correctional
be justified by n compelling state interest requiring program or institutiion to which he is assigned.
such limitation. Where such justification exists, the
Ordinarily, the foUowing factors would not consti·
Ilgency should adopt regulations which effectuate
tute sufficient justification for an interference with
the stuie interest with as little interference with an
an • offender:s rights unless present in a situation
offender's rights I.IS possible.
whICh constituted :a clear tIIleat to personal or in·
Rights of expression and associafion arc in'volved stitutional security.
In the following contexts:
1. Protection of: the correctional agency or its
1. Exercise of free speech.
staff
from criticism, whether or not justified.
2. Exercise of religious beliefs and practices.. (Sec
'
. 2• P
ro t
eclion
of other offenders from unpopular
Stundard 2.16).
Ideas.
3. Sending or receipt of mail. (See Standard
2.11).
3. Protection of offenders from views correctional
officials deem not conducive to rehabilitation or
4. Visitations. (Sec Standui'd 2.17).
S. Access t.O the public l1.trough the medin. (Secl other correctional treatment.
Stnndnrd 2.17).
4. Administrative inconvenience.
6, Engaging in peaceful assemblies.
5.' Administrativfl cost except where unreason.
7. Uelongillg to anti participating in organlzn- ~ble and disproportionate to that expended on other
lions.
offenders for similar purposes.
8. Preserving identity through ~listinguishtng dot.hCorrectional authorities should encourage and
ing, hntrstyl(!s, lInd otherchurncteristics related to facilitate the exe!'cise of the tight oi expression and
plQ'sicnl app/~!!Cc.
association by providing appropriate opportunities
JUstificlltion (or limiting an offender's right of ex- and facilities.
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Offenders' first amendment right of free expression and association has been one of the last to receive judicial review in the shift from the "hands
off" doctrine. A number of older court decisions
have upheld severe limitations on oral and written
speech, particularly in the prison context, without
consideration of the existence of any significant
free-speech rights. Nevertheless, an impressive and
continually increasing number, of recent decisions
have made it clear that the legal status of the offender (and the pretrial detainee) must incorporate the first amendment right to free expression
that may not be limited without a credible showing
of significant danger to institutional order, security,
or other major societal interests. These decisions
have been applied to offenders under parole or probation supervision and those in prisons a'nd other
institutions.
This standard recommends the appIica!biIity of
the first amendment to all offenders and detainees.
For offenders the exercise of the right and any
imposed limitations should be on the same basis
applicabJe to the general population. Recent decisions have invalidated parole conditions prohibiting expression o.lf opinion criticizing Federal laws
limiting participatiMon in peaceful political demonstrations.
In general, the first amendment as applied to
ordinary citizens protects against two different
forms of governmental regulation: (1) prior restraints, which include pre-speech Gensorship; and
(2) punishments after the fact for speech or speechrelated activities. In the correctional setting, prior
restraints would include regulations prohibiting
speech 'entirely on various subjects or censoring
mail or other written matter. Disciplinary actioD' for
speech or speech-related activities also is common.
The justifications asserted for prior restraints include protection of the public sa:fety or national
security. In some instances, censorship of material
deemed obscene has been authorized. All jurisdictJons likewise have statutory crimes involving
'spee.ch-related activities-many of which are of the
type not protected by the first amendment. Acts
providing criminal' penalties for inciting riots or distributing obscene material are typical examples. In
addition, in limited instances, persons injured by
the spoken or written word may recover damages
from the instigator through common law libel and
slander doctrines. These principles encouraging or
limiting the expression of ideas' should be applicable
to criminal offenders as well as to the general public.
Rights of expression and association are involved
in a number of differing contexts. This standard
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proposes general rules protecting such rights in any
context. More 'specific standards dealing with specific problems involved in specific contexts follow.
However, it is important to view the rights of expression and association as general rights. For example, in some cases offenders have been prohibited from wearing medallions. Some courts have
focused on whether the medallion had religious
connotation sufficient to raise a first amendment
right. Even if the medallion is not of religious significance, however, it may still be protected as a
right of general expression unrelated to religious
freedom. An, offender has the right to belong to a
political organization as well as a religious organization, and the same rules should govern correctional interference with that right. While mail and
visitation procedures often are singled out, for specific treatment and rules, they relate to forms of
communication and association and should be governed by general standards protecting free speech.
The standard recommends two general rules that
should govern the regulation of expression and association of offenders whether or not they are sentenced to total confinement. The first is that there
must be a compelling state interest before interference with expression or association is justified. Second, where such a showing is made, the authorities
should intrude on freedom of expression to the least
degree possible while protecting the state interest.
All alternative means to protect the state interest
not involving interference with these rights should
be explored.
Free speech is not an absolute right in the free
community and thus would not be an absolute right
. within a correctional program. It has long been recognized that one is not free to yell "fire" in a
'crowded theater, and an offender would not be
free to yell "riot" within'a prison. Correctional authorities would be justified in limiting speech and
other related activities if it were necessary to protect institutional security or to protect persons from
, violence or the clear threat of violence. While the
determination in a given case as tq whether limitations are necessary is a difficult one, it can be made
and should be made in light of all the surrounding
circumstances. An offender on parole or probation
or other community-based program would have
wider latitude than a confined offender. A speech
permissible in the context of a small, minimum security institution' might exacerbate the tensions in a
large maximum security prison to an unacceptable
level. Traditionally, agencies have applied a flat
rule regardless of the circumstances and the standard seeks to correct this situation.
Various arguments have been advanced by correctional authorities to support infringement of of59
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fcnders' right of expression. It has been claimed
that certain ideas arc disruptive influences on the
prison population, tending to promote violence or
other forms of attacks on institutional authority. It
has been argued that offenders oftet:l lie about
prison conditions, bringing undue and 6ften unfair
pressure on correctional administrators by persons
in the free community. Administrators also fear that
other offenders will become offended by the ideas
or speeches of a few "troublemakers" and this will
lead to tension within the prison. They also contend
that certain expression is not conducive to rehabilitation,
The first of the four arguments can be considered
worthy of support for reg~lations involving interferences with freedom of speech. Tn the confined
atmosphere of a correctional facility! with its inevitable tensions and hostilities, speech inciting riots
or violence cannot be tolerated.
Correctional administrators' fear of unjustified
criticisms. real or imngined, does not «'lone represent a sufficient justification for abridgment of the
offender's rights. A public dialogue, with its inevitable inaccuracies and mispcrceptions, is as useful
to the correctional process as it. is to the political
process. Much of the current interest in corrections
reform among the general public has been developed
because of the complaints of offenders, generally
transmitted through court proceedings. It is clear
that many such complaints arc frivolous or not supported in fact. But many arc true, A democratic
system requires a free flow of ideas-many of
which will turn out to be false. Corrections has
much to gain and little to lose by allowing and
encouraging public discussion of correctional practices.
The first amendment does not authorize prohibiting speech because the audience finds what is
:;nid offensive. PI'otection for speech is unnecessary
where there is universal acceptance of an idea. The
purpose of protecting speech is to protect diversity,
not accuracy. Offenders who eventually will find
themselves back in the free community where diversily is tolerated should not be protected from
views thcy find offensive while confined. It is not
npprQprin!.l! training for their c:ventual release. TI1
the prison setting, however, unlike free society, an
individual cannot always escape offensive views.
The audience, as well as the speaker, is confined in
t\ limited area, Where tensions are great and a
thrent of violence clear, corrcctional authorities can
nct, Speech not "conducive to rehabilitation" implies that "rehabilitation" contemplates forcing individual offenders into a preset mold. It does not.
Correctional authorities should seek to assure reasonable opportunities for disseminatgun of various

points of view. Thus facilities for oral and written1
expression should be provided to offenders on a ~
reasonable basis. Typewriters, pencii and paper,
musical instruments, and other types of material}
should be accessible to those offenders who qesire t\,
them. Leisure activities should allow for the ex.l" ;
change of ideas.
Tn a number of instances administrative incon·
venience and expense have been asserted to justify
interferences with the rights of expression and .!
association. Society incurs responsibilities whe~ it I
confines a person. Feeding offenders involves incon·
venience and expense, but no one urges that offend·
ers not be fed. Rights of expression and association
cannot be withdrawn merely because they may
require action on the part of correctional staff. In 1
addition, facilitation of expression or association i~ I .~
effective correctional treatment and should not be r' I
considered "inconvenient" but a part of the staff's \
responsibility.
l;j
The extent to which administrative expense should
iustify prohibitions on free expression poses difficult I
issues. In all the rights proposed in this chapter I .. 1
there is a distinction betwe:en what the government 1. 1
must provide and what the government must allow. j,
If the request of the offender is related to his rights I
of expression or association and he is willing to pay !
for the exercise of those rights, then the corree-)
tional authorities should not interfere. In some in- ' f
stances, however, the correctional agency sho],lId be
obligated to provide facilities or opportunities at I
governmental expense.
t
Two concepts should govern determinations as 1
to when expense justifies inaction. If the expense <I
is reasonable in light of existing resources and in I
relationship to the benefit to be obtained, the ex- / .\l
penditure should be made. Likewise, if the government expends funds to facilitate the rights of some {
offenders, it is obligated to expend proportionally!
for all offenders. For example, to allow Black Mus-f
Iims to abide by their dietary restrictions on eflting I
pork may require some nominal expenditure. Rea- 1
sonable substitutes for pork do exist. However. if
some religious faith required champagne and pheasant under glass for every meal, the cost would bel
disproportionate to the cost Of. providing meals gen- '1
erally and might be considered unreasonable.
'1
The courts generally have not had the opportu- ,1
oity to decide questions regarding inmates' rights to
organize or belong to various organizatiops and their 1'1
right to peacefully assemble. In Robert.s v. Peper- i f.
sack, 256 F. Supp. 415 (D. Md. 1966), cert. denied, 389 U.S. 877 (1967), the court found no
constitutional right to promote an organization that '.f.f
would advocate open defiance of authority within
a prison. The court does not deal with the right to ·1
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. generally where the motive does not con- impossible. Prohibiting offenders from mai?taining
orgaUlZe
.
.
their identities-defeats the pmposes of correctlOns.
.,
titute a danger to pnson .secun:y.
Correctional authorities ul1dclUbtedl~ have a ~om
S I
l' 't l'n the cases 1I1volv1Og rehglOus freedom
•
l' .
.
mp ICI
pelling interest in being abk\ to id~~tlf;' commltted
. h b'!'ty to belong to vanous re IgIOUS orgamzaoffenders. In some instances the ablhty of off~nders
IS tea I I
h l' A
.
Organizations such as Aleo 0 les nonymous
to effectuate extreme alterations in ~~p.eara~ce
tIOns.
1
h
b
and Junior Chambers of Commerce ong av~ een within a sport period may constitute a lusttficat~on
T d within institutions. The first amendment
reasonable regulations. The recomI!'endahon
~~Io~l~ similarly protect an offender's right to ?el~ng for
thus contemplates that while offenders should. be
to olitical organizations as long as the orgamzatlOn allowed to maintain individuality through clothlI1g,
do~s not present a clear and present danger t.o a hair styles, and other appearanc,e-related cnar~cter
regulatlons
11 'ng state interest. Reasonable
istics, the correctional authorities s~ould be a~tho:
compe
•
I a d"
· ne d1. to provide correctlOna
mtnlS t ra t ors
ized to prQlmote reasonable regul~tlO~s t.o n;a1l1t~1i\
deSlg
.
h'
d res
with information concernmg t e m~s.' ~roc.e ~ , ease of id.l!ntification. However; this. JushficatIon
and membership of organizations wlthl~ mstltubons should be l\ubject to the same restramt that the
be justified, provided such regulahons are apdrastic regulation be adopted'.
.
~~~d equally to all organizations and are not use~ least
There is no evidence that the requm~ments of
fo harass individual offenders or unpopular Clrga~~ sanitation-so often asserted by correctIOnal. auzations. Such regulations should relate t? the I.e~.tl- thorities to jl',lstify rules prohibiting. ~a.cial hatr or
t objectives of the agency in allocatmg facllttles
long hair-require an absolut.e pro},ubltIOn. Regula~~ eorganization ~eetings, s~heduling events, and tions assuring normal cleanl10ess should be spffimaintaining institutIonal seeunty.
..
The right to assemble is particularly sensItIve cient.
within the context of a correctional institution. The
tension bred by close confinement may be exacerReferences
bated by large gatherings of offe~ders. Thus. t~e
danger of violence may be m~re eaSIly shown wlt~m
1. Barnett v. Rodgers, 410 F. 2d 9'95. (D.C. ~ir.
the prison environment than 10 the free ~ommumty.
1969) ("Treatment tha,t degrades th\~ mm~~e, 10But the test of a clear and present dapger should
vades his privacy, anp. frustrates the ablht~ to
be applicable.
.
.
choose pursuits through which he can mamfest
In addition to the expression of partlcular Ide~s
himself and gain self-respect erode~ the very
or beliefs, the first amendment has been ~eld 111
foundations upon which he can prepare for I;l
some circumstances to assure a perso~ the nght. to
socially useful life.")
I,.
maintain his identity. Some courts, whtle not relY.1Og
2. Bishop v. Colaw, 540 F. 2d 1069 ~8th Clr.
on the first amendment, have foun~ o~h~r co~Sht~
1971) (Overturning dress code regulatIOns for
tional provisions which protect an 10dlVldual 10 h~s
schoolchildren.)
manner of dress or !pe style in which he wea~s hiS ,
3. Cohen Fred. The Legal Challenge to Correchail'. These freedoms as applied to s.choolchlldren
tions. Wa~hington: Joint Commissi:on 011 Correchave caused conflict and controversy 111 the courts,
tional Manpower and Training: 1969. h . III."
with some courts accepting the view that school au4. Goldfarb, Ronald, and Smger, Lmda. ~e
thorities have a substantial burden to j~stify reguladressing Prisoners' Grievances," George Washmg~
tions affecting appearance; Courts that have
ton Law Review, 39 (1970), 221-223. (Free
confronted similar claims by cQmr!1itted offenders
expression generally.)
.
have been reluctant to overturn prison regulations
5. Nolan v. Fitzpatrick, 451 F. 2d 54~ (lst Cl.f.
prohibiting facial hair.
. .
1971) (First a,mendment prot:cts ,pnsoners. \n
Several studies of prisons have 1Odlcatecl. t?at
speech with news media an~ 10valtdates prISon
their most degrading feature is their dehumamz10g
rule against correspondence WIth press.)
influence on prisoners. The institution for purpo~es
6. Paimigiano v. Travisono, 317 F. Supp .. 776
increasingly difficult to justify, with~raws from .con(D.R.I. 1970) (Affirming freedom of publIshers
fined offenders all semblances of theIr separate Ide~
to circulate materials {to prisonlfrs except for
tity. Offenders wear similar clothing. Each has hiS
hard core pornography.)
.
hair cut the same way. Each is given a nu~ber rather
7. Porth v. Templar, 453 F. 2d 330 (lO;h Clr.
than retaining his name. The effect of thIS approach
1971) (Invalidating parole con.diti.ons ?arrmg exis becoming increasingly clear. Offenders lose whatpression of opinion as to constItutlonahty of Fedever self-respect they have; their adjus~ment t? free
eral income tax law.)
society upon release is made more diffic~lt If not
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8; SobelJ v. ~eed, 327 F. Supp. 1294 (S.D.N.Y.
~~~~ation," Stanford Law Review, 23 (1971),
1, (71) (Invalidating application of parole condiU~~5 to. prevent parolee from peacefully partici12. V.S. ex rei. Shakur v. McGrath 303 F S
patmg In 1969 and 1970 Washington peace
303 (S.D. N.Y. 1969) (Permits in~ate m~m~~~
marches.)
of ~Jack Panther party to read party magazine
9. Soslre v. Mc<;Jilll1i.r, 442 F. 2d 178 (2d Cir.
s~bJec~ to. correctional authority's discretion on
1971) Cere defiled, 404 U.S. J049 (1972) (Afdlssemtnahon to other inmates and when and how
(inns lower court prohibiting punishment of ofPanthers can read the periodical.)
rc~dcr for constitutionally protected speech in
Wnttcn and oral form.)
10. Soslre v. Olis, 330 F. Supp. 941 (S.D.N.Y. Related .s:~mdards
19~ 1) (Requiring notice to prisoner and opporThe following standards may be applicable in
tun~ty to, be heard before withholding access to implementing
Standard 2.15.
rudlcnl literature and periodicals otherw'ise pro2.1 Access to Courts.
teetc,d as part of first amendment speech.)
Conti~u~ng J~risdiction of Sentencing Court.
5.9
11. ru~ner•. William B. "Establishing the Rule
AdmlOIstratIve Justice.
16.2
of Law In Prisons: A Manual Jor Prisoners' Rights
16.3 Code of Offenders' Rights.

,I
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Standard 2.16
Exercise of Religious
Beliefs and Practices

l
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Each correctional agency immediately should develop and implement policies and procedures that
will fulfill the right of Q,ffenders to exercise their
own r:eJigious beliefs. These policies and procedures
should allow and facilitate the practice of these
beliefs to the maximum extent possible, within reason, consistent with Standard 2.15, and reOect the
responsibility of the correctional agency to:
1. Provide access to appropriate facilities for
worship or meditation.
2. Enable offenders to sdhere to the dietary laws
of their faith.
3. Arrange the institution's schedule to the extent reasonably possible so that inmates may worship or meditate at the time prescribed by their
faith.
4. Allow access to clergymen or spirtual advisers
of all faiths represented in the institution's population.
5. Pennit receipt of any religious literature and
publications that can be transmitted legally through
the United States mails.
6. Allow religious medals and other symbols that
are not unduly obtrusive.
Each correctional agency should give equal status

and protectior. to aU religions, traditional or unorthodox. In determining whether practices are religiously
motivated, the following factors among others should
be considered as supporting tl religious foundation
for the practice in question:
1. Whether there is substanth'll literature supporting the practice as related to religious principle.
2. Whether there is a formal, organized worship
of shared 'belief by a recogniza\bll! and cohesive
group supporting the practice.
3. Whether there is a loose and informal association of persons who share common ethical, moral,
or intellectual views supporting the plmctice.
4. Whether the belief is deeply and sincerely
held by the offender.
The following factors should not bl~ considered as
ind!cating a lack of religious support for the practice
in question:
1. The belief is held by a small number of individuals.
2. The belief is of recent origin.
3. The belief is, not based on the concept of
a Supreme Being or its equivalent.
4. The belief is unpopular or controversial.
In determining whether practices arc religiously
63
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2. Barnett v.' Rogers, 410 F. 2d 995, 1001 (D.C.
a ency may be requi.red to expend money to fac!liThe first amendment as applied to the public at,
Cir. 1969) (Jail officials must make some effort
iarge authorizes some governmental interference' ~i t ~e religious worsh1p but not to support an Illto accommodate Muslim dietary restrictions.)
~vidual'S self-expression that is not founded on rewith religious practices. One of the earlier cases
3. Brown, Dulcey A. «Black Muslims in Prisons
Reynolds v. U.S., 98 U.S. 145 (1878), held that
ligious principle.
.
and Religious Discrimination: The Developing
Practices asserted. ~lerely to harass .corree~lOnal
the Mormon practice of polygamy, though reli.;
• Criteria for Judicial Review," George Washington
staff or to obtain prIVIleges not otherWIse avaIlable
giously based, was subservient to the state's inter.!
Law Review, 32 (1964), 1124.
to offenders should not be protected. However,
est in the monogamous family relat.ionship. On the
4. Frankino, Steven ]ll. "Manacles and the Mespractices founded in religious belief, even though
other hand, two recent cases have indicated that
senger: A Short Study in Religious Freedom in
unorthodox, should be allowed .. The standard atthe state's interest must be substantial before reo
the Prison," Catholic University Law Review,
tempts to list some factors WhICh would tend to
ligious practices may be condemned. In Wel.sh v.
30 (1965).
indicate a religious base and others that should
U.S., 398 U.S. 333 (1970), the Supreme Court
5. Goldfarb, Ronald, and Singer, Linda. "Redressnot be considered relevant. The standard also recgave a broad interpretation to the statute authoriz.
ing Prisoner Grievances," George Waslzingtofl
ommends that, where difficult questions arise, c?ring conscientious objection based on religious train·
Law Review, 39 (19710) 216-221.
rectional agencies should authorize. the offend?r.1Oing as an exemption from the Selective Service Act.
6. Howard v. Smyth, 365 F. 2d 428 (4th Cir.
valved to present evidence regardmg the rel1glOus
The broad definition of religious training was de. t
1966), cert. denied, 385 U.S. 988 (1Q67) (Inveloped to· avoid ~he constitutional problems of I
motivation of the practice asserted.
mate may not be punished for refusal to divulge
In the last analysis, the issue of whether a partidiscrimination between traditional religious beliefs i
names of Black Musl:ims in population.)
cular practice is religiously motiv:.ted will be .left
and those with a more unorthodox foundation. Like- i
7. Long v. Parker, 390 2d 816 (3rd Cir. 1968)
to the courts. However, Standard 2.15 recogmzes
wise, in Wisconsin v. Yoder, 406 U.S. 205 (1972), \
(If the other religions receive religious literature,
that offenders have a right to express themselves
the Court found that the State's interest in compul- !
Muslims may not lbe denied unless corrections
and to retain their identity as individuals. Thus
so:y school law.s was not sufficient to compel Amish
authority shows "dear and present danger" to
correctional authorities should grant broad leeway
children to attend school beyond the eighth grade, \
prison discipline.)
toward practices involving merely the exp~e~sion of
a practice contrary to their religious beliefs.
8. Note, Rutgers Law Review, 20 (1966)1' 528.
individuality, whether or not based on rehglOus beThe standard responds to these issues by: (1) ,
9. Walter v. Blackwell, 411 F. 2d 23 (5th Cir.
encouraging the system to make the maximum pOS- 1
1969) (Should religious newspaper later develop
~t
.
The standard also recommends that correctlOnal
sible accommodation to religious beliefs and prac- \
inflammatory effect on inmates, officials could
decisions involving the release or status of the oftices, even in difficult areas such as dietary laws; \
act to avoid violence.)
fender not be made on the basis of whether he has
(2). permitting reasonable limit~tions to meet f~e 1
10. Gittlemaker v, Prasse, 428 F. 2d 1 (3rd Cir.
adhered to a particular faith or is "religious."
legItImate demands of correctIOnal security and!
1970) (State need not provide full-time chaplain
While release and status decisions will inevitably
order but only when the burden of demonstration I,
for every denomination.)
and properly be based on an offender's attitudes
is met by the correctional authority; (3) requiring
toward law, society, and his fellow man, the fact
that new sects and smaller denominations receive \
that they are or are not religiously based should Related Standards
equal treatment; (4) prohibiting consideration of \
religious belief or practice in reaching decisions con- I . be of no consequence.
The following standards may be appplicable in
cerning prisoner status or release; and (5) invalidat- !'
implementing Standa.rd 2.16.
ing the coerced maintenance of religious practice 1
References
2.15 Free Expression and Association.
as a condition of parole or probation status. These I
11.7 Religious P:rograms.
positions stem from a recognition that, while the tl
1. American Correctional Association. Manual
16.2 Administrative Justice,
nature of confinement restricts movement and free
of Correctional Standards. 3d ed. Washington:
16.3 Code of Offenders' Rights.
aecus to religious practice, such effects are uninACA,
1966.
Ch.
29.
tended collateral consequences not related to the pur- I
poses of confinement. Therefore, the correctional I! l
authority assumes a special responsibility to per- \
mit freedom of religious practice for those it so
I
restricts.
The most difficult issue arising in protecting re- .!
Jigious freedom is the definition of what a religion
is. Courts have struggled with the definition without
I
satisfactory resolution. In the context of these standt
ards, the determination of whether a given. offen<l- \ ··.1
er's r~quest is religiously based may be important. I 1
While the standards provide for wide latitude in al- U
lowing offenders to express thoir own individuality,
where actions or needs are of religious orientation, II
correctional agencies have a broader responsibility
t
to provide adequate resources. Thus the correctional
i

1

~I

1

motivated, the correctional agency should anow the
offender to pr~sel1t evidenc.! of religious foundations to the official making the determination.
The eorrectional agency should not proselytize
persons under its supervision or permit others to do
so without the i:onsent of the person concerned.
Reasonable opportunity and access should be provided to offenders requesting information about the
ndivifies of any religion with which they may not
be actively amliatl~d.
In making judgments regarding the adjustment
or rehabilitation of an offender, the correctional
ngency may consider the attitudes and perceptions
of the offender bu:! should not:
1. Consider, in any manner prejudicial to determinations of offender release or status, whether
!lr not slJch beliefs arc religiolJsly motivated.
2. Impose, ns a condition of confinement, parole,
probation, or release, adherence to the active practice
of nny religion or religious belief.

Commentary
Religious frcedom has always been given preferred Hnd fundamcntal status in our concepts of

individlml liberty and expression. The first amendment both protccts the free exercise of religion and
prohibits the government from giving special consideration to !I pm:ticular religion.
The criminal law reflects a number of moral
judgments that have deep roots in religious doctrines.
CorrectioflS has a long history of gauging religious
beliefs to determine whether an offender is ready
to return to society. Rcligious instruction has been
utilized extensively as a correctional tool. However,
when offenders representing more diverse religious
backgrounds increased and bccame more adamant
in their demands (or religious frecdom within institutions, correctional authorities retreated. The
,Black Muslims, particularly seen as a threat to institutional order, wert\ subjected to restraints on their
religious practices.
The. area of religious freedom was one of the first
ill which courts abandoned the hands-off attitude
and cxn.mlncd the rules and restrictions of prison
lifo and correctional control. Much of the litigation
centered on the q'~i!stjon of what restrictions on
religious practices were reasonable in the prison
setting. As in the general cases on freedom of religion, courts made a distinction between the prisoner's religious belief and his more qualified right
to engage in specific religious practices. Beliefs are
for the most part free from governmental intervention. But where those beliefs are reflected in actions,
more dimcult questions arise.
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Standard 2.17
I

I

I

Access to the Pu bl ic
nllch c~rrcclionnl agency should develop and im1)lcmt:!lt irnmedinteJy policies and procedures to fulflU the right of offenders (0 comnlllnicnte with the
public. Corredionnl rcgulntions limiting such 'communication should be consistent with Standard 2.15.
Questions of right of access to the public arise
Ilrimnrlly m tbe context of regulations affecting
mull, pcrllt'llull visihHion, llnd the communications
mcdln.
MATt. Offenders 5hould have th~ right to communlcntc or correspond with persons or organizations and to 2end nnd receive leUersy packages,
bOoks,pcrlodicnls, luttI uny other material that can
be !uwfully mailed. The following aciditional guidelines should nppty:
1. Cotrcdiolllll lluthOl'ities should not limit the
volume 01 man (0 or f ..om n persu""- under supcnisIon.
2. Corrcctionri'·uthorities should have the right,
to Ins~c(:thlC()111ing Hnd outgoing man, but neither
h":()nt'll~ not outgoing mnil should be rend or
c(msQted" Cash, checks, 01' money ordef!i should
bl.\ removed from incoming l!llIil and credited to
(I(£end,mi t nccounts. If contraband is discovered in
i:Ul'icl' jn'~tlll1ing Or outgoing mail, it may be removed. Only m~gul items and items which threnten
ibc ~curUy (It tbe inlititutlon should be considered

cotltrnbntld.

, Washington Post Co. v. Kleindienst, 11 Crim. L.
not eavesdrop on conversations or otherwise inter·
Rptr. 2045 (D.D.C. 1972):
fere with the participants' privacy.
MEDIA. Except in emergencies such as instituWhenever people are incarcerated, whether it be in a
tiona" disorders, offenders should be a:\1owed to prison, an insan~ asylum, or an institution such as those
present their views through the communications for the senile and retarded, opportunity for human, jndig'·
; media. Correctional authorities should en.courage nities and administrative insensitivity exists. Those thus
deprived of freedom live out of the public's view. It is
and facilitate the flow of information between the largely only through the meuia that a failure in a particmedia and offenders by authorizing offenders, among ular institution to adhere to minimum standards of numan
dignity can be exposed. Indeed, needed reforms in these
other things, to:
, i. Grant confidential and uncensored interviews areas have often been sparked by press attention. 'Consecrecy is inconsistent with responsible official conto representatives of the media. Such interviews versely,
duct of public institutiol1s for it creqtes suspicion, mmor,
should be scheduled not to disrupt regular institu- indifference, if not distmst. Disinterest causes abuses 'to
tional schedules tinduly unless during a newsworthy multiply,
event.
The three major contexts in which the isolation
2.. Send "uncensored letters and other cbmmunicaof
the offender from the public can be dithinished
th~us to the media.
are mail, visitation, and access to media. Involved
3. Publish arti~les or books on any subject.
in these three areas are the rights of an offender
4. Display and sell original creative works.
As used in this standard, the term "media" en- to express himself and associate with others. Thus
compasses any printed or electronic means of convey- the general rules justifying correctional regulatioml
ing information to the public including but not interfering with mail, visitation, and access to media
"limited to newspapers, magazines, books, or other should be the same as those regLllating speech in
publications regardless of the size or nature of their general. The test of a clear and convincing evide,nce:
circulation and licensed radio and television broad- , of a compelling state interest· proposed in Standard
casting. Representatives of the media should be 2.15 should be applicable to these regulations. Stand··
allowed access to all correctional facilities for re· ard 2.17 addresses specific aspects of mail, visitaportifig items of pubHc interest consistent with the tion, and media access.
In discussing the rights of offenders to have access
, preservation of offenders' privacy.
Offenders should be entitled to receive any lawful to the public, the rights of tlie public to' know what
occurs within correctional programs also should be
3. Offenders should receive a reasonable postage
publication, or radio and television brQadcast.
allowance to maintain community ties.
' '
considered.
Mail. In censoring and regulating mail, correcVISITATION. Of.fenders should have the right to
communicate in person with individuals of their own
tional authorities have not limited themselves to
Commenvary
keeping out harmful or potentially dangerous ob'choosing. The follOWIng additional guidelines should
upply:
The walls of correctional institutions have served jects or substances. The censofship of mail all
1. Correctional authorities should not limit the
,not merely to restrain criminal offenders but to too often has been utilized to exclude ideas deemed
number of visitors an offender may receh'e or the
isolate them. They have been isolated from the by the censor to be threatening or harmful to oflength of such visits except in accordance with regpublic in general and from their families and friends. fenders Of critical of the correctional agency. These
ular institutional schedules and requirements.
As a result, the public does not know what is hap- efforts result in the diversion of manpower from
2. Correctional authorities sltould facilitate and
pening in prisons, and in large part the offender othel tasks and, to avoid excessive manpower
promote visitation of offenders by the following acts:
,does not know what is going on outside the prisons. drains, limitations on the volume of correspondence
n. Providing transportation for vis;'!ors
While many restrictions on communication were permitted. Censorship and limitations on correspondfrom terminal points of public transportation.
imposed under theories of institutional security, they ence directly generate inmate hostilities and serve to
In some instances, the correction'al agency may
have resulted in making correctional programs make correctional progress more difficult.
Courts began to look critically at this process
wish to pay the entire transportation costs of
more difficult. If corrections is to assure that an
when
family members where the .offender and the
it came to their attention that correctional auoffender will readjust to the free society upon rethorities
were limiting access to courts. Instances of
{!Unily arc indigen(.
lease, the adjustment process must begin long beb. Providing appropriate rooms for visita[are the day of release. To accomplish this, the failure to mail complaints, invasion of privileged
tion thnt allow case and informality ofr;:(trJ1public must be concerned about what happens in cor- attorney-client communications, and reprisals
munication in a natural environment as free
rections. Information is a prerequisite to concern. against inmates for attempting to send out informafrom institutional 011' custodial attributes as
Likewise, the offender must retain his ties to the tion about deficient conditions were documented.
possible.
community and his kmnvledge of what the free Limitations on access to religious matedal also were
c. Making provisions ·for family visits in
community is like if he iis to be able to live there discovered and'criticized.
Contraband must be excluded from correctional
private surroundings conducive to maintainsatisfactorily upon release.
instiiutions to pre,serve tlleir security and good order
ing and strengthening family tics.
Isolation of correctiona1 institutions also contaips
by limiting the development of inmate power groups
3. The correctional agency may supervise the
additiona1 dangers. Judge Gesell commented in
visiting area in an unobtrusive manner nut sbould
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often resulting from acquisition of contraband, The
standard authorizes the correctional administrator
to inspect incoming and outgoing mail for contra·
band but not to read or censor the contents.
Correctional authorities have a duty to insure that
offenders arc able to correspond with members of
the public, A reasonable postage aUowance should
be provided each olle-nder as part or an~ffirmative
program to help him retain commuilityties.
. Visitation. Whether a person is confined across
to~n in' a jail or across the ~tate in a p~~on;
coC)flnemenL totally disrupts his relationship with
his community. The longer confinement persists,
the more alienated the individual becomes. Strained
tics with family and friends increase the' difficulty
of making the ellentual transition back to the CPlli~~~

.

.

'The critieal vaJue for offenders of a program of
y;sititlg with retatives and friends long has been
recognized. Nevertheless, a .,substantial number of
jails have no visiting facilities. In many institutions
the fa<f'itics' are dcmeanipg and degrading, as well
ns violativc of privacy. This defeat;s the pu~pose
of visiting. Screening or glass partitions bet.ween the
'offendcr -and his visitqr emphasize their separation
, rather than the retaining common bOilqs and interests.
.,
Correctional authorities should not merely tolerate visiting. but should encourage it. This extends
to provicjingor paying for transportation when- the
cost ·of. traveling to the facility would be a limiting
f~\ctor. Sll<:!h n prOVision is pJainly needed to equalize
the situation of rich and ,: poor inmates. Expenses
of this type can be minimized by incarcerating offenders .in their own community or through expanded use of furlougb programs.
Other steps to encourage visits are required. Family visits will overcome difficult and expensive baby.
sitting problems. Seven-day visithig would permit
visitors to come on days when they lire not employed.
Arbitrary time limits on the duration of visits discriminate against those who cannot make frel-went
visits. Expansion of visiting hours and fitcilities in
Institutions with consistently ctQwded visiting facilities .would alleviate problems caused by inadequate
space.
Visiting ~hould not be barred under any but the
most exceptional circumstances. \\lbcre the administrator cnn meet the test recommended in Standard
2•.15 of zlenr and convincing evidence of a compelling state interest, visiting can be regulated and in
unusunl circumstances prohibited.
The standard recommends provJsiotls for famHy
visits in surroundings conducive to the maintenance
andstrengtheoing of fnmlly ties. The setting should
provide privacy and a nonimititutional atmosphere.
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In institutions where such facilities are not availJ J
able, furloughs shou!d b~ granted custodially quald 1 offer the needed protections' to the correctional au·
fied offenders in order ,to maintain family relation. i .i thority. In addition to meeting constitutional re·
ships. It is recognized that the so~alled conj~gal visit( ! quirements' offenders' access to newspapers, maga·
is controversial, partly because the concept seemsl\?! zines peri~dicals, and other printed material is
to focus entirely on sexual activity.
! i imp;rtant in maintaining ties with the community.
The furlough syst~m is far superior to tpe insti.l
tutional arrangement. However, the recortlmenda.;l
tions of this report contemplate that, as Plstitutipnal \.\ References
confinement ceases to be a common criminal sane. \ 1
tion, prisons will il}creasingly house more dangerous 1
L American Correctional Association. Manual
offenders for whom furlough program~ will not b:e
of Correctional Standards. 3d t;;d, Washington:
appropriate. Provision of settings where at} entire 1
ACA,1966.
family can visit in private surroundings could add L
2. Burnham y. Oswald, 333 F. Supp. 1128 (W.
much to an offender's receptivity to correctionall
O. N.Y. 197.1).
.
programs and strerrgtPen his family relationships.l
3. Comment, "Prisoner Mail Censorship and the'
M.edia. While m~ii and visitation allow offenders!;
First Amendment." Yale Law Journal, 81
contact with specific individuals, access to the com· \'
(1971),87.
,
munications media' provides contact with the public "I:"~
4. Fortune Society v, M.;Ginnis, 319 F. Supp. 901
generally, The public qas' a right to be informed of j'
(S.D.N.Y. 1970) (Upholding right of inmate
their government's a~tivities through customary
.to receive newsletter published by society bf
mass communicatiqns. Offenders have a right to I . former inmates.)
have their story told as well as to be informed of
5. Glaser" Daniel. The Effectiveness of a Prison
events in the free society.
and Parole System. Indianapolis; Bobbs-Merrill,
Sev~ral recent court decisions have recognized l
1964 .
. both the public's rigpt to 1cnow and tbe offender's I
6. Jackson v. Godwin, 400 F. 2d 529 (5th Cir.
right to tell. In Washing/OIl. Post Co. v. Kleindienst.!
1968.)
.
11 Crim. L. Rptr. 2045. (D.D.C. 1972), the court! 'I
7. Nolan v. Fitzpatrick, 541 F. 2d 545 (1st Cir.
struck down the Federal Bureau of Prison( t6tall ,!
1971) (Inmate right ,t'6 correspond with uews
ban against press interviews with confiqed inmates. f \
media upheld.)
The 'court oqiered that "the thfllst of new press \ I
regulations should be to permit uncensored confi· I
dential interviews wherever possible and to with· j
hold permls~ion to interview on an individual basis
only where d~monstrable administrative or disci· i I
plinary . con~iderations dominate." IQ Burnham
Oswald, .333 F. Supp. 1128 (W.D.N.Y. 1971) the t';
court req uire 4 the correctional aqthorities to show
a clear and present danger to prison order, secUrity,,"l,'
or discipline, or prior abuse of an interview right ' i
by the intnate before press interviews clOuld be pro- 1
hibiteq.
'
! I
Inmate interviews shQulq be permitted when
either Pl\cty requests the interview, assuming media
representatives show reasonable regard for the tim- If
ing, duration, and locatiop for intervl~ws. Confidentiality should be respected.
. When 'press. contacts are n~t initiated by the
mmate, hiS qeslres must be considered. The corree~iq~a~ authori~y should ?ot relefS~ infom1~tio~ a~out \.1
lOdl;tdual~ wltho~t. theIr permlssIOI}, except ,10 con- I. \
necilOO WIth a legItImate news story. In thIS tnstance II
only matters of public record shpuld be divulged. 11
I~coming information from the press and ot~er
medIa should not be controlled. The laws govermng \:
printing, mailing, and electronic commuJlications

I

I

I\
I

8. 'Palntigiano v. Travisono, 3'17 F. Supp. 776 (D.
R.I. 1970.)
~. . ltv,
9. Rowan, Joseph R. Public Relations and CUi·
zen Action in the Delinquency and Crime Field...;...
.Our Greatest Need. Undated monograph.
10. Singer, Richard G. "Censorship of Prisoners"
Mail and the Constitution," American Bar Associ·
alion Journal, 56'(1970), 105!.
11. South Carolina Department of Corrections.
Emerging Rights of the Confined. Columbia:
1972. Ch. 7.
12: Washington Post Co. v. Kleindienst, 11 Crim:
L. Rptr. 2045 (D.C. 1972.)
1'3. Stollery, Peter. "Families Come to th~ Institu·
tion: A Five Day Experience in Rehabilitation,"
Federal Probation, 36 (1970), 346.
Related Sfandards
The following standards may be applicabl~ in
implementing Standard 2.17.
8.3 Juvenile Detention Center Planning.
9.10 Local Facility Evaluation and Planning,
11.1 Planning New Correctional Institutions.
11.2 Modification 'Of Existing Institutions.
11.3 Social Environment of Institutions.
16.3 Code of Offenders' Rights.
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Standard 2.18

!,0
I

1

Remedies for

I

Violation of an

I
II!I

Offender's Rights
Each correctional agency immediately shOliJld
adopt policies and procedures, l.md where applica.ble
should seek legislation, to insure proper redress
where nn offender's rights ns enumerated in this
chnpter arc abridged.
1. Administrath'c remedies, lJot requiring the
interveution of n court, should include at least the
(oU{lwing;
. a. Procedures allowing an offender tl£) seek
redress where he believes his rights hay/! been
Or arc about to be violated. Such pro(':edurcs
should be consistent wIth Standard 2.14, Gl;evnncc ProcedUl'e.
b. Policies of inspection and supervision
to llssnre periodic evaluation of institutional
conditions and staff practices that may affect
offenders' rights.
c. Policies which;
(1) Assure wide distribul,ion and
understanding of the rights of offenders
ntn(lng both offenders and correcti.onal

staff.

_
(2) Provide that the intentional or

persistent violation of an offender's. rights
is justification fpr removal from office or
(implo!ment of any correctional w.r:-:-l\er_
(3) Authorize the payment of Claims
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j

i

to offenders as compensation for injury
caused by a violation of any right.
2. Judicial remedies for violation of dghts should I ,I
include at least the following:
i1
n. Authority for an injunction either pro· I.j
hibiting a practice viol2ltive of an offender'S "1
rights or requiring affirmlltive action on tbe part
of governmental official;; to assure compliance
with offenders' rights.
!
h. Authority for an award of damages .\
against either the correctional agency or, in
appropriate circumstances, the staff member
involved to compensate Itlte offender for injury !I
caused by a violation of his rights.
c, Authority for the 1C0urt to exercise con- I
tinuous supervision of n correctional fadlity
or program iilcJuding th(~ power to appoint a
special master responsible to the court to over-l
see implementation of offelrlders' righls<
.,
d. Authority for the court to prohibit fur- f
ther cOIpmitments to an institution or program. [
e. Authority for the court to shut down I
an institution or program and require either
the transfer or release of confined or super- '<i
"ised offenders.
!{
f. Criminal penalties for intentional viola· i

I!

II

I

.1

!.I

II
I
t

tli
I

Hons of n" otrender" right,.

~

Recognition that th.ose ~onvi~ted of criminal offenses retain substanttal rtghts IS a necessary step
toward the alleviation of the mi~e;y and de~radation evident in many of our Jads and pnsons.
However, such recognition is ineffective unless mechanisms are designed to assure that the offender
is able to enforce these rights against correctional
authorities.
The presslSre for recognition of rights for the
offender has come through, active judicial interventio~
into the correGtionaJ. system, for the most p.a;t at
the insistence of offenders. Thus, at first, tradItional
judicial relief was requested. It is not surprising
that most prl.soner rights cases arose through the use
of the writ of habeas corpus, since that writ is designed primarily to test the legality of confinement
and the offender's desired relief is, in most cases,
release. Although courts accepted the responsibility
to review correctional practices, release from the
institution was considered impractical, and courts
have attempted to fashion more flexible remedies.
Judicial action, while necessary in many instances
to define the rights available, should not be considered the exclusive method of enforcing rights once
defined. Correctional administrators also have a responsibility to insure the protectio'n of offenders'
rights. Administrative policies and procedures
should be designed to provide an effective way of
assuring that offenders are properly treated. The
standard recommends that cotTectional authorities
..
develop such mechanisms..
Certain rights, where they mvolve a conflIct wI~h
agency ,Policy established at the highest level, wIll
not be directly amenable to administrative resolution. However, particularly where staff. practices
contravene announced policies, administrative remedies would be effective. A procedure available for
handling offender grievances, as recommended ~lse
where in this report, should be utilized for determmation of these issues where appropriate. Also top management officials should assure through adequate
inspection and supervision that offenders' rights are
respected. Particularly in large agencies, administrative devices to assure review of intermediate and
line staff practices are essential.
In addition, each correctional agency should assure wide-scale understanding of the rights of offenders. Inservice training programs for correctional
staff should ,concentrate on the nature, as well as
the lustification, of the .rights of offenders. The most
effective assurance of mspect for such rights in the
long run is recognitiom by correctional personnel
that protection of these rights not only is required
by the Constitution but also is good correctional
practice.

Agency policy should specif-j that respect for
offenders' rights is a condition of employment
with the agency. Personnel policies should ins?re
that persons who- intentionally or persistently violate
offenders' rights are discharged. Where civil service
or other statutory provisions govern correctional
employment practices and require "cause" for removal, "cause" should either be defined to include
violation of offenders' rights or should be amended
to provide such definition.
Tn many instances, violations of the rights of
an offender result in injury that can be compensat'ed
in monetary terms. Offenders should be provided
with a means of filing claims with the jurisdiction
for such damages without the requirement of a
lawsuit. In many jUrisdictions, such procedures already exist for claims against other governmental
agencies. These should be made applicable to violations of the rights of offenders.
Courts have t,een increasingly willing to fashion
remedies appropriate to the right violated. F,ederal
courts have available various remedies' arising out
of Federal statutes protecting civil rights, which are
applicable to prisoner complai.nts. However, State
courts may have more difficulty in devising lflexi-·
hie yet f!ffective remedies. Where required, legislation should be enacted specifically authorizing the
remedies recommended by the standard.
Courts should be authorized tl) grant injunctions
to protect offenders' rights. This would include injunctions prohibiting conduct that violates offenders'
rights as well as requiring affirmative act~ to. assure
an offender's rights are preserved. Violation of
such orders should be subjected to contempt charges
-as in other cases.
Civil liability for violating a person's rights is'a
particularly effective remedy and should be more
widely utilized. In many irtstances, persons clothed
with governmental authority have little incentive
to comply with the rights of persons subject ,to
their jurisdiction because they have no perso~al stake
in compliance. Making governmental offiCIals personally liable for mOl~ey damages to the person
whose rights are violated provides such an incentive.
Where a govemmental employee intentionally vi?~
lates an offender's rights or the agency engages In
tac,tics designed solely to make the attainment of
offender's rights more difficult, civil liability is an
appropriate remedy_ Such liability is provided. but
rarely utilized, in Federal civil rights statutes.
Some courts have taken more drastic steps. In
some instances, further commitments to a particular
institution have been prohibited because of' intolerable conditions. Courts 1ikewise should be able
to close an institution or stop a program where
other remedies are not effective.
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Chapter 5 of this report recomme:nds that sentencing courts exercise conHnuous judsdiction over
sentene..:. I offenders to insure th,at th(~ sentence imposed by the court is carried out. It may be necessary in assuring compliance with the rights of an
offender that the court exercise similar supervisory
powers over correctional officials. In exercising this
pOWer, courts should be authorized tq appoint and
pay a special master who would be responsible to
the court. The. master could engage in such inspection and supervision activities as is de:emed appropriate to insure that offenders are plroperly treated.
Criminal penalties for most cases, are ineffective
and inappropriate. Making it a criminal offense
to violate another person's rights is advisable only
where there is intentional or willful conduct abridging the rights in question. It is unlikely that prosecutors would bring charges against correctional
officials in any but the most unusual circumstances.
Thus while criminal penalties should be available,
they should not be considenid effective remedies for
the vast majority of cases arising to protect the
rights of offenders.
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The following standards may be applicable in li ;
implementing Standard 2.18.
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Chapter 3

l' I

2.1 Access to Courts.
I !
2.14 Grievance Procedure.
I
5.9 O'm tinuing Jurisdiction of Sentencing Court.
L
14.11 Staff Development.
i
I
16.2 Administrative Justice.
I
16.3 Code of Offenders' Rights. ~

!'1 Diversion from the

Criminal Justice Process

Diversion has been used informally and unoffically at aU stages of the criminal justice process
since its inception, but without being clearly identified and labelled. Desire to accommodate varying
individuals and circumStances and to minimize the
use of coercion resulted in many deviations from
a form~l justice system model that hypothesjzed
arrest, conviction, and punishment without exception. When such deviations have been acknowledged at all, they have been called "discretion,"
"screening," or "minimizing penetration."
As used in this chapter, the term "diversion" refers to formally acknowledged and organized efforts
to utilize alternatives to initial or continued processing into the justice system. To qualify as diversion,
&uch effort~ must be undertaken prior to adjudication and after a legally proscribed action' has occurred. _
In terms of process, diversion implies halting or
suspending formal criminal or juvenile justice proceedings against a person who has violated a statute,
in favor of processing through a noncriminal disposition or means.
Diversion is differentiated from prevention in that
the latter refers to efforts to avoid or prevent behavior in violation of statute, while diversion cpncems efforts after a legally proscribed action has
occurred. For example, programs of character building for youths represent prevention efforts.

Diversion is also differentiated from the concept
of "minimizing penetration" in that the latter refers
to efforEs to utilize less drastic means or alternatives
at any poinl throughout official criminal or juvenile
justice processing, while diversion attempts to avoid
or halt official processing altogether. Probation in
.lieu of institutionalization represents an. example
,f minimizing penetration.
There are a few gray areas within this definition
which require clarification. For example, programs
aimed at increasing the use of bail or release on
recognizance instead of pretrial detention are soinetimes called diversion on the grounds that research has shown that those detained prior to trial
are more likely to be convicted than those released.
However, since pretrial release programs utilize a
less drastic means of continuing with official
processing rather than stopping official pr0gessing
altogether, such activities fall within the scope of
minimizing pene,tration.
Similarly, activities such as plea bargaining and
charge reductions have sometimes been referred to
as diversion. Again, however, such efforts are not
directed at halting all official processing and thus
should not be characterized as diversion:
Some clmfusion may arise in discussions of diversion due to efforts to remove certain categories
of behavior from the purview of the criminal law
or the delinquency jurisdiction of the courts. For
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example, where drunkenness is a criminal offense,
programs that provide alternatives to criminal processing (or a drunkenness offender would qualify
as di.version. In places where drunkenness
has been decriminalized, however, treatment programs for drunkenness in the community would not
tcchnicaJJybe diversion programs under the defini ..
tion given in this chapter since criminal processing
would not be an option. Simflarly, this regort recommends that juveniles who have not committed
,," aqts tbat would be criminal if committed by adults
shQuld not be subject to the delinquency jurisdiction
of the courts. Until that recommendation is im'plementcd, however, programs tbat avoid formal
court processiu,g for truants, "minors in . need of
supervision," etc., fit the definition of diversion.
'Unles's otherwise specified, discussion of "victimless crimes" or juvenile status offenses in this chapter
will assume that such categories of behavior are
.legally proscribed 'and that.justice system processing
may result if alternatives are not made available.
, One Jast definiti,onal note is needed. Throughout
this report on corrections, the term "criminal justice
system" b used in th~ generic sense to include the
, juvenile justice system even though it does not
technically involve a criminal process. Given the
fact that diversion programs are usually directed
toward either adults in the criminal justice system or
juveniles in the juvenile justice system, the two
will frequently be differentiated throughout this
chnpt(!¥'.

THE ARGUMENT FOR DIVERSION
The significance of diversion is evidenced primarily by the role it plays in keeping the criminal
justice system in operation. For various reasons,
people refuse to report offenses; police refuse to
make, arrests; prosecutors refuse to prosecute; and
courts refuse to convict. Yet if all law violations
were processed officially as the arrest-convictionimprisonment model calls for, the system obviously
would collapse from its voluminous caseloads and
from community opposition. Cost of resources
needed to handle violations officially would be prohibitive financially and socially.
To illustrate, consider some national data for
the year 1971. In that year, approximately
5,995,000 major felonies-murder, aggravated assault, rape, robbery, burglary, grand larceny,and
auto theft-were reported to the police. These repnrt.~ resulted in 1,707,600 arrests, with juvenile
courts assuming jurisdiction over about 628,000
cases. Among the remaining c:ases, 82 percent were
processed in criminal court. Sixty percent of the
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cases processed resulted in conviction as originally
past are based on humanitarian interests, eXp'eriem~e
charged, and 11 percent for a lesser charge. l
has ,demonstrated that humanitarian. intentions alone
On t~~ basis of these figures it can be estimated
, do not guarantee either more humane treatment
that nearly 30 percent of all reported offenses result:
or more successful programs. The juvenile court and
in-a~rest, and almost one-third of all arrests in i
its procedures wer~ d.evel~pe~ to divert childre.~ and
criminal convictions. Not included among criminarl
youth from the crImmal JustIce system. Yet, It has
convictions are cases handled by juvenile courts.!
been found that the court itself often infringes on
The figures also fail to account for multiple reports \ .
the rights of the child. and involves a problem of
against single offenders, and they are co~promised i
stigma equal to those associated with.a child being
by the notoriously inadequate records kept by most,'
handled through criminal procedures or processes.
agencies. Nevertheless, they convey some impression f
Califo'rnia juvenile court' practices offer an excel,·
concerning the extent to which the arrest-conviction.l , lent example of the injustice experienced by many
\' " children and youth coming into the justice system for
imprisonment model is circumvented in practice.
Preadjudication dispositions (diversion) occu~ in!
'behavior that would not be an offense if engaged in
both the juvenile and adult justice system an{1 for 1)
by adults. Recent figures show that arrests for
many of the same reasons. First, even with the best·
major offenses equivalent to adult felony offenses
legislative formulations, definitions of legally pro·
accounted for only 17 percent of all juvenile arrests.
scribed conduct are likely to be ambiguous. The
Arrests for offen~es generally comparable at the
decision to divert out of the justice system is affected . adult level with misdemeanors accounte~ for 20
by many factors including the nature of the of!'emse, ,~ . percent. The remaining 63 percent was made up of
the circumstances of its commission, the attitud.e,of
arrests of youths who were "in need of supervision." 2
the victim, and the character and social status of
In many of the cases the juveniles referred to as
the accused. The use of discretion is encouraged
being in need Qf supervision were treated in exactly
by the stigma associated with official processing .._The
the same way as, or worse than, those ref~rred for
stigma may seriously limit the social and economic
felony. and misdemeanor offenses.
opportunities of the accused or impose upon him
A study of the fates of serious delinquents
deviant roles leading to further antisocial acts. Fin· ". (youths adjudicated on the equivalent of serious
ally, the volume of cases processed is so large as to ". criminal charges) and youths in need ·of supervision
require some screening of less serious offenders in
(ju~eniles charged with acts that would not be
order to allow law enforcement, courts, and cor·
criminal if committed by adults) in 19 major cities
rections to concentrate on the more serious cases.
revealed the following results: a
,
1. Youths in need of supervision are more likely
to be detained in detention facilities than serious de-:Inadequacy of the Current System
, Iinquents (54 percent vs. 31 percent);
2. Once detained, youths in need of supe~ision
Essentially, the argument generally put forth
are twice as likely as serious delinquents to be
for diversion is a negative argument against the
detained for more than 30 days (51 percent vs.
existing system. The assumption is that the present
25 percent);
justice system is so bad that any alternative for
3. Youths in need of supervision are more likely
diverting most offenders out of it, is better than
to receive harsher dispositions in juvenile court and
any that will move the offender farther into it. In
to be sent to confinement placement than serious
the current literatUire and knowledge in the field,
delinquents (2S percent vs. 23 percent), with the
there is evidence to support this assumption. But as
average length of stay being much longer for the
the justice system becomes more rational, as called
nondelinquent group.
for by this Commi:ssion, a method 01' process is
Such findings raise serious questions about the
needed by which eq[uitabl~ and logical choices are
way the resources of the juvenile justice system are
made to exclude individuals who truly do not need
being utilized. If evidence could convince us that
the services and relsources of the justice system
. current criminal and juvenile justice and correcagencies, even though they may need forms of help
tional 'practices were effective in altering socially
from outside the juslke system. Thus far, no classi·
disapproved behavior, it is possible that we would
fication schema or system has successfully ad· , .~ontinue to support such treatment of troublesome
dressed this issue.
'California Department of Justice, Crime and Delinquency
Although many of the diversion programs of the
I,

Federal Bureau of Investigation, C~ime ill the United
States: Uniform Crime Reports, 1971 (Washington: GOY'
ernment Printing Office, 1971), pp. 35, 61, 115. Referred to
hereinafter a.s VCR, with appropriate date.

1

ill California, 1970 (Sacramento: 1971), pp. 71-110.
3 Statement by Allen F. Breed at the Critical Decision Maker
Conference sponsored by the U.S. Youth D~velopm\lnt and
nt:linquenl;y Prevention Administration, Los Ang01es, May
24., 19'12.

persons. However, the best of current evidence
points strongly in the opposite direction.
More than three-fourths of the felonies processed
in criminal.courts are committed by repeaters. Recidivism rates ordinarily are highest among offenders
discharged from prison at the expiration of their
sentences, lower among parolees, and lowest among
probationers. 4 It therefore seems clear that prison!)
are failing to achieve their correctional objectives.
In spite of the vocal support given rebabiIifation and
reintegration of the offender into community life,
the -fac,t remains that many prisoners, adult and
juvenile;1ive under conditions more debilitating than
rehabiIitating-conditions that encourage patterns
of immorality, dependency, manipulation, irresponsi'
bility, and destructiveness.
In 'recognition of this, much effort has recently
been directed toward improvement of institutional
programs. Among the programs developed in the
last few decades are psychiatric therapy,group
counseling, casework, role playing, and academic and
vocational training. Prisoners, if sufficiently motivated, can gain pro{idency in an occupation. But
they may be unable to find related employment
when released. Or they may not have learned how
to get along with other people or how to perform
the various nonoccupational tasks necessary for
success' in the community.
Programs may alleviate some pains of imprisonment and foster better institutional adjustment. Life
in the free community, however, is an entirely
different matter. Prison virtues such as dependency,
subordination, and compliance are not always rewarded· in the world outside. Thus a good prisoner
. does not necessarily make a good parolee or, a
good citizen.
The result'is that prisoners who receive special
"treatment" in the institution apparently hav(~ about
the same recidivism rates as those wbo do not. G
Even where treatment is institutionally successful,
its effects seem to dissipate once the offender returns to the community. An illustration is the Fricot
Ranch Project in California, which initially produced a drastic reduction in reddivism rates for
offenders who received intensive treatment. A year
after release the group that received treatment had
• See National Council on Crime and Delinquency, Policies
and Backgrollnd Information (Hackensack, N.J.: NCCD,
1972), p. 14; and. California Assembly, Committee on Crim·
inal Procedure, Deterrent Effects of Criminal Sanctions
(Sacramento: 1968).
• See, for example, Waltr:r Bailey, "Correct,ional Outcome:
An Evaluation of One Hundred Reports," Joumal of Criminal Law, Criminology, and Police Science, 57 (1966). 153160; Gene Kassebaum et aI., Priso/l Treatment and Its
Outcome (Wiley, 1970); James Robison and Gerald Smith.
"The Effectiveness of Correctional Programs," Crime and
Delinquency, 17 (1971). 67-80.
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a recidivism rate of 37 percent, compared with 52
percent for a m\ltched control group.a Five years
after release, however, the recidivism rates were
88 arid 90 percent, respectively.
Neither do long sentences', with or without "treatment,'~ necessarily protect society better than short
ones. Ih fact, if offense type, previous record, and
similar variables. are held constant, the probability
of recid~vism. increases with the length of the sente.nce. 7 And the greater the number of times an
offender is confined, the greater the risk of failure.
If, on the whole, the effects of incarceration are
harmfl!l, the prison, instead of deterring crime, may
deter ~he offender's· successful commllnity performance. Diversionary methods, accordingly, work better
thah incarceration. Diverted offendtlrS do not have
to cohtend with the prison's criminogenic environment. Their Jives are disrupted less seriously. Contacts with the community are not severed. StigmatizatiOln is less severe. It seems that the earlier diversion
OCGurs in the criminal or juvenile justice system,
the greater its relative advantages.

The Dilemma of the Treatment Modlel
Even with such growing evidence of the counterproductive effects of incarceration and other forms
of correctional treatment, there has been substantial
reluctance to adopt alternate methods of dealing
with criminal and quasi"criminal behavior. One
reason for this reluctance centers around a deeply
rooted adherence to a treatment model as the answer
to problems of crime and delinquency.
Many efforts to correct the deficiencies of the
justice system are seriously limited by the medical
model adopted for the correctional system. Tremendous pressures are put on staff and resources to offer
"treatment" to those persons who are made subjects
of the .iustice system. As a result of the assumption
that all persons who find themselves within the correctional and justice system are necessarily in need
of help or "treatment," many persons argue that
there carnot be a diversionary program without in
fact offering some kind of alternative s'ervice or help.
Perhaps the classic example of this dilemma is
in relation to children with delinquent tendencies.
At' the moment there is considerable doubt in the
• Carl F. Jesness, "Comparative Effectiveness of Two Institutional Programs for Delinquents," ul}published paper, 1972.
T See, for example, Carol Crowther, "Crimes, Penalties, and
Legislatures," Annals of the American Academy of Political
alld Social Science, 381 (1969), 147-158; Paul Mueller,
Adl'anced ReleaS1!s to Parole (Sacramento: CaliflJrnia De. partmcnt of Corrections, 1965); Dorothy Iaman and Robert
DickQver, A Study of Parole Outcome as a FUncfion of
Time Served (Sacramento: California. Department of Cor-
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field of juvenile justice as to whether these children
timately, even revocation. At each critical step, rectional Association without uniform methods,
should be subjected to "help." Yet, there is a con.
fforts should be made to exhaust and select the theories, or procedures beipg given to descri1;le
sistent unwillingness to legislatively remove these·
fess rejecting, less stigmatizin~ recourses bef~re tak- specifically at what points diversion shoul.d. occur,
children and youth from the system until such time
ing the next expulsive step. ThIS becomes partIcularly who should be diverted, under what condItIOns, to
as there is some other treatment to provide help;:
impqrtant duri?g. that .sh?rt ti~ne ~etw~en ar- what programs, and for what purposes. National
Apparently doing something, no matter how bad, ii
rest and adjudIcatIOn wItIun whIch dIversIOn for standards to guide the continuing development of
diversion programs are essentiaL
perceived as being better than doing nothing, even
appropriate cases can be planned.
though evidence does not support this position.
I
., Legislative or administrative action that excluded , i
these childreh and youth from the "help" of the j A pClsitive Argument for Divell'sion
IMPLEMENTATION OF DIVERSION
justice system would force development of what.
The positive argument. for divers.ion is that ~t
ever private or community alternatives were needed. (
For communities interested in maximizing the
gives society the opportunIty to consIder the POSSI- planned use of diversion, it is necessary to identify
Both .indecision and ambivalence enable the fi~ld
to avoId facing the issue of legislatively excluding * bility (If reallocating existing :eso~rc~s. to programs the points at which diversion may occur and the
from the juvenile justice system juveniles and ! that pnomise greater success 10 brmgmg about cor- individuals or groups primarily responsible' for it at
youths who have not committed acts thiat wouid be ~! rectional reform and social restoration of offenders. each of these points. There are three main points
criminal if committed by adults-a d(~cision that· I Given the choice between expanding the capacities at which diversion may occur: prior to police conof police., courts, and institutions to the point where tact, prior to official police processing, and prior to
would reduce workloads and offer greliater oppor·
they could accommodate the present and projected official .court processing. Analysis of each of these
l
tunitv for constructive work with delinquents re.
rates of criminaJ activity and the opportunity to potential points of diversion yields three basic
maining \~vithin the system.
Our sodery reflects a phenomerton thatt sociologist [ establish diversion programs with public funds, the models in terms of responsibility for diversion:
economi,;s of the matter clearly favor a social policy community-based diversion programs, police-based
Erving GDffman 8 has identified as "ritual mainte·
~
nance," v,v,hich he describes as a universal feeling i decision for diversion. For example, the Project diversion programs, and court-based diversion prothat whenl some sort of antisocial or' disapproved 1 Crossroads diversion program in the District of grams. While each of these models usually involves
Columbia had a per capita program cost of approxi- more than one agency or group, programs will be
act occurs; something must happen. What happens
t
$6.00 per day. The per capita cost of in- grouped according to who initiates and is primarily
mately
need not necessarily be punitive, nor must it nec- . !
stitutionalization
in D.C. correctional facilities was
essarily be therapeutic. The point is that there are
responsible for their operation.
to
$17.00 a day at the time. Furtheraveraging
close
alternatives to both punishment and treatment and .
a wide rangle between these two extremes if a will- ·1 more, the recidivism rate among Crossroads particiingness exists to consider them. The aIternativesl pants was 22 percent, as opposed to 46 pefc.;nt Community-Based Diversion Programs
run a gamut from reprimand, release, fines, and I among a control group which did not receive project
services. 9
For a variety of reasons, many illegal acts that
informal supervi.sion to. forms of custody and reo t
is an opportunity. It is not a solu- come to the attention of citizens are not reported
striction on freedom. Some imply treatment, but . 1 Diversion
tion. to Tf it is seen exclusively as a solution, diver- . to the police. A national victimization survey was
many do not. Most imply a Willingness to consider I·
sion
programs, like their correctional predecessors, conducted on a sample of 10,000 households from
noncriminal program dispositions-forms of help that '
will
fail.
To develop a system that utilizes diversion July 1965 through June 1966.u These studies at~
are often best offered by non:'justice system agencies,
groups and individuals.
1 ! in a planned and constructive fashion, there must tempt to estimate the number of unreported offenses
Society niust act in some visible way against I be a radical overhaul in the nature and character by asking persons if they or members of their famibehavior' that is defined as illegal. Action is a nec- Ii of some of today's most cherished social institutions. lies were victimized by crime during the preceding
Commitment to diversion is a commitment to the year. Some of the results are given in Table 3.1,
essity; treatment is not-not neces&arily.
!.
with comparable statistics from the Federal Bureau
To the extent that the foregoing has validity, ! principle of change.
Probably the most significant contribution to the of Investigation.
the strategy and argument for diversion presents
Two facts stund out in the comparison. The relaitself; namely, every effort should be made to keep I field ,of criminal justice today would be development
juveniles an.d adults out of the justice system. sec-l! of a schema that systematically, and on a selected tive frequencies of specific serious crimes uncovered
basis, effectively screens subjects out of the crimina! by the victimization survey are fai.rly similar to
ondly, every effort should be made to minimIze
justice
system in terms of their real danger to those obtained by the FBI from police agencies. Ofa juvenile's or an adult offender's penetration into ..
society
rather than the prejudices of individuai fenses are ranked in an identical order. However,
the correctional system. This does not suggest that f.
members
of the criminal justice system .. As we now the survey found a much greater number of offenses
the agents of the system simply take advantage of t 1
operate,
diversion
is advocated in the funding stand- \ than were reported by the police-2,116.6 offenses
ambiguities within the existing system. It doest
ards
of
the
Law
Enforcement
Assistance Adminis- per 100,000 population as compared with 974.7
suggest that planned programs be developed as
tration, the Xouth Development and Delinquency offenses.
alternatives to ,needless processing into the justice .!.
There can be little doubt that a lar~: number of
system. To this end, every available alternative must 'J Prevention Administration, and the American Corbe explored at each decision point; i.e., po1ice can- .( • American Correctional Association, Juvenile' Diversion: A law violators go free because people fail to report
tact, arrest, intake, detention, jail, court wardship, .q Perspective (College Park, Md.: ACA, 1972), pp. 1-2.
offenses .
conviction, commitment, probation, parole, and, ul- ;J '" AI/en F. Breed, "Diversion: Program, Rationalization, or 11 Philip H. Ennis, Criminal Victimization ill the United
ExclIse?" address to the National Institute on Crime and
$,'
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• Erving Goffman, Asylums (Doubleday. 1961).

r~'t Delinquency, Portland, Or., June 19, 1972.
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States (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1967), p. 8.
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Table 3.1 Comp!lrison of Victimization Reports and
Police Data on the Amount cf Crime.

Offense

Homicide
Forcible Rape
Robbery
Assault
Burglary, Grand
.Larceny, Auto
Theft

Rate per 100,000 Population
Victimization
FBI
Survey
Reports

(Too few cases)

5.1

42.5
94.0
218.3

11.6
61.4
106.6

1,761.8

790.0

Source: Philip H. Ennis, Criminal Victfmizatioll in the
UntIed States, (Washington: Government Printing Office,
1967), p. 8.

One of the main reasons for failure to report
offenses, according to the survey, is that many
people believe the authorities are unwilling or unable to do much about crimes that have occurred.
Such attitudes are especially prevalent in disadvantaged areas where. the crime rates are highest.
On the other hand, it is becoming increasingly
clear th.at numerous responsible individuals and
groups do not report some illegal incidents to the
police because they think the matters can be handled
better outside the criminal justice system. While some
of this reaction may be characterized simply as
toleration or lack of concern, much of it is quite to
the contrary. That is, community agencies and residents around the country are seeking pianned alternatjves to official criminal justice processing that
they hope will have better results. Such citizens and
agencies are taking action of varying degrees of
formality to increase the community's capability to
respond to unwanted behaviors.

School Diversion Programs
One of the oldest community-based diversion
models centers around the school. Since the school
as a social institution is responsible for young people a large portion of the day and is highly concerned with their socialization, and since many behaviors that are categorized as delinquent are
school-related. (truancy, incorrigibility, vandalism),
most schools maintain procedures for dealing with
the majority of their behavior problems without
recourse to legal authorities.
For ex:ample, 40 percent of the offenses com-
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mitted by Los Angeles school children and
to the attention of the authorities in 1968involving cases of drug violations, assault
school personnel, damage to school property,
were processed without referral to the police.
Schools utilize counseling, disciplinary action, fam.
ily conierences, special classes or special
referral to community social service agencies, and
whole range of other techniques before finally
.
sorting to police help. While most schools
do not think .of themselves as operating nl\'P.ro"".l
programs, they are doing just that when they deal·
with illegal behavior unofficially.
There are, in addition, other agencies or groups
that are organizing diversion efforts as at. least one.
of their stated objectives.

Comprehensive Youth Service Delivery System
An example of a major prevention-diversion ef·
fort is to be found in projects currently being funded
by the Youth Development and Delinquency Preven·
tion Administration of the US. Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare. Called Compre.
hensive Youth Service Delivery Systems, pilot proj.
ects are being established in Florida, Oklahoma.
and California to develop a network of youth servo
ices which will create the ties between service insti·
tutions and the recipients of the service. They have
as their objective a 2- to 3-percent diversion rate
per year from the juvenile justice system as meas·
ured by reduced arrests and filings before the juven.
ile court.
The program specifically incorporates these basic
ingredients: 1.) diversion of youth from the juvenile
justice system within a given target area by 2 t()
3 percent per year; 2) development of an integra·
tive, jointly funded youth service system containing
programs and services that enhance both prevention
and diversion activities; 3) involvement of youth
themselves in the planning, development, and exe·
cution of the programs and service delivery sys·
terns.
As designed, the programs are intended to elim·
inate the need to label children as delinquent before
rendering service. Units of State and local government traditionally have been constrained in their
delinquency prevention and diversion effort~. because they had no jurisdiction to intervene with a
juvenile or his family until the youth committed one ..
or a series of delinquent acts. The basic idea of this ..
.project is to provide a broad range of services, pre·
ventive, rehabilitative, health, tutoria1, etc., to all
youths, delinquent and nondelinquent, in a nar·
" Ec\win M. Lemert, Instead of Court: Diversion in luvenile
Illstice (Rockville, Md.: National Institute of Mental Hefilth,
Center for Studies of Crime a.,d Delinquency, 1971).

rowly restricted target ar~a. contai~ing l~rge percentages of children and famlhes at fISk wIthout regard
to traditional eligibility requirements.
It is the aim of such projects to coordinate all
service programs to youth in the target areaFederal State, county, city, private-and determine
from m~del experimentation which agencies should
eventually operate these services-private or public
sector, local or State government, etc. The underlying hypothesis of the program is that crime and
delinquency are due not so much to a lack of resources as to a failure on the part of the system to
adequately focus. on the needs of youth at appropriate times and places in ways that make existing
services effective~ The projects propose to provide
new resources to the police and courts, on a 24hour, 7-day-a-week basis, that will enable these
agencies to divert children and youth.

Community Responsibility Programs
Community responsibility programs are increasing throughout the United States. Frequently Iocatep
in predominantly low-income minority communities
(particularly in Ca1ifornia, Illinois, New York, and
Puerto Rico), these projects are designed to assist
youth involved in delinquent activities. The main
focus of the programs is community involvement
and community responsibility for their own children
and youth. A panel of community members, both
youth and adult, act as judges listening to cases of
youthful offenders who have been referred- by various agencies, most frequently by -law enforcement
agencies'. Minors who have committed violations of
the law appear before the citizen panel which determines the minor's responsibility. If it is determined
that an alleged act did in fact occur which in some
way injured the community, the youth may be required to carry out some useful community work
under supervision. He is also asked to undergo a
program of counseling with volunteers, paraprofessionals, or even established agency personnel on an
informal basis.
Programs of this nature, greatly expanded through
funding by the Office of Economic Opportunity, the
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, and the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, are
increasingly gaining citizen support and public
agency respect. In addition to evidencing an ability
to deal with youthful offenders outside of the justice system, the community responsibility and concern for delinquent activities within Jhe community
also has a tendency to reduce the total volume of
crime and delinquency within that area. It is hypotheSized that some of the success of such programs
is due· to the fact that juveniles respond better to

members of their own community than to personnel
of the justice system, who are seen as part of the
establishment. Many adult drug treatment programs
have similar qualities and procedures..

The Youth Service Bureau
Of all of the recommendations made by the President's Crime Commission in 1967, none was regarded with more hope for diverting children and
youth from the juvenile justice system than the
Youth Service Bureau. Yet, in 1972, a national
study was able to identify only 150 bureaus spread
throughout the United States and supported by only
$25,000,000 of Federal funds. 13 The Youth'Service
Bureau does not appear to be the Nation's most
popularly supported diversion effort.
The Youth Service Bureau was intended to be a
community agency to provide those necessary services to youth that would permit law enforcement
and the courts to divert youthful offenders from the
justice system. It was intended to involve the entire community, its agencies and resources in effective programs of crime prevention, dIversion, rehabilitation, care, and control.
Today; the future of Youth Service Bureaus appears to be financially uncertain, and those bureaus
that are surviving tend to be related to establi!;hed
agencies. Those related to tbe police, probation, or
the courts are expanding and show the greatest
evidence of being able to offer acceptable alternatives to justice system processing. Some may be
incorporated, with comprebensive youth service de'livery systems.
The national study reports that on the basis of a
national 500-case sample, a majority (87 percent)
of the youth who were provided services were between the ages of 12 and 18. Approximately 79
percent were of school age, and the predominant
source of referral was self, friends, or family. Schools
referred approximately 21 percent and police only
13 percent Prbblems at home, incorrigibility, runaways, not getting along, and school problems accounted for 28 percent of the referrals.
Preliminary data indicate that Youth Service Bu-reaus are providing an alternative service for children in need of supervision. Whether or not they
have been able to establish a new agency to serve
children and youth effectively on a continuing basis
is a que"tion that only time will answer.
Sherwood Norman, The YOllth Service Bureau (Paramus,
N.J.: National Council on Crime and Delinquency, 1972),
See also .WiIliam Underwood, A National Study of Youth
Sen'ice,~ f/iJreillis (Washington: U.S, Youth Development
and Delinquency Prevention Administration, in process).
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Police-Based DivElrsion Models

In addition, some juvenile courts are, excluding
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arrangement, however, has met with mu'ch use a bl y. can be. reso1ve d ml~re eff. e.c t IV~Y Y SOCIa 1~1 attitudes and interests; the perceIved seventy 0 f
in the past. On a national basis, less than 2 percent service agencies or counse Ing clInICS.
program of I.•. {h ffense' and the policies of courts and oth0f
of arrested juveniles are referred to other com- this kind has recently been instituted in Kinnl t e ~'es 18 '
·
'd th
f IS agencl
.
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munity agencies by police departments,14 and prob- C OU?ty (S ea.tt[)
e W as h Ington to avO! . e use 0 \,.~
Recently there has been an Increase m the numably even fewer are served through police-run di- offic~al sanctlO?S unless they are necessary for com·
ber of po1ice agencies acknowledging the crucial
version programs:
mumty protectIOn or offender control.
'. ., role of individual police discretion, and some have
The reasons for past police reluctance to engage
The same o~*ctive applies to adult o~enders:
begun to develop policies to guide and s~ructure its
in formal diversion efforts are numerous and under- Eve? where. gUIlt. pr?bably could be es.tabhshed by
use. A number of those a~enci~s have arnved at the
standable. Perhaps the most common reason re- a tnal, .officlal sanctIOns are often aVOIded to pre- (A point of adopting formal dlverslOn programs.
lates to community and police perceptions of the serve the offender's community ties, keep neighbor-tl
.
police role. Where the role of police is defined hood peace, protect a wage earner's job, maintain hj Family Crisis Intervention Projects
mainly in terms of rigorous detection and appre- family unity, or provide treatment without marring f::)
Tbere are indications that the police, by identihension of all violations of law, rather than such the lawbreaker's record by a criminal convj,ction.l·;1f~
fying conflict situations at an early stage of developresponsibilities tempered by roles in preven- Again, the primarry responsibility for initiating in·
ment, can prevent the escalation of violence. A contion, fairness, community interests, individual cir-, formal procedures, instead of official sanctions, is
spicuous
example is the Family Crisis Intervention
ctlmstanccs, and the like, it is not surprising that' delegated to the police.
'l~j
Project
in
New York City.19 Officers from a highdiversionary efforts are not made highly visible.
For example, the police commonly use alter.,,!
Sometimes, a choice not to process an offender natiYes to arrest, such as reprimanding a suspected \. J risk precinct are trained to work in teams .to inofficially even appears to be contrary to the law. offender, referring him to his family or other agen- 1.,' t tervene in family disturbance calls attemptIng to
resolve the conflict on the scene. If unsuccessful,
Thus for example, the Wisconsin statutes provide cies, requiring that he make restitution to the victim
that a police officer "shall arrest . . . every person or that he seek some kind of treatment. There are i'! they refer the. antagonists to a community agency.
Th'~ New York program has been successful in
found . . . in a state of .intoxication or engaged in many situations in which arrest is clearly inappro.j
any disturbance of the peace or violating any law priate. This is normally true when the police are J many other titief; induding Oakland, Denver, and
of the state or ordinance . . ." Some places, such trying to resolve conflicts between .husban. ds and F.'l Chicago.
In the New York experience, not one homicide
as the District of Columbia, make it a criminal Wives, landlords and tenants, busmessmenand .i
offense for a police officer to fail to make an arrest. customers, or management and labor. It is often;~i occurred in 926 families handled by intervention
These impediments to a police role in diversion the case when the police are questioning people':1 teams. Nor was a single officer injured, even though
are compounded by such real problems as: the collecting information, engaging in surveillance,ask·/ the teams were exposed to an unusually large number of pangerous incidents. Families having had
conflicting demands on police manpower and re~
ing for assistance, or atte.mptin g to .remove persons . . .
sources posed by law enforcement and diversion from the scene of a crime or an accident. In these .•. ; experience with tbe teams referred other families
objective~; the lack of police officers with training
circumstances, the police are called upon to play f to the project, and many troubled individuals
in the behavioral sciences; and the general absence the rCiles of counselor, technical expert, or referral", sought out team members for advice. It is believed
of ('voperative relationships between police depart- agent. The more effective they are in those roles,} that police-community relations were improved as a
result and that a number of incidents were averted
P1C!nts and community groups.
the less often they need to rely on arrest, force, and
To state that police involvement in formalized other legal sanctions.
. ' J that otherwise might have led to arrests.
diversion programs has been minimal is not to minW. hen. a. n offense J.s repo. rte.d, the. poli.ce n.eed. to ·.• •·.
imize the very considerable impact of police dis- decld:! If It warrants investIgatIOn. LikeWIse, It mustJ, The 601 Diversion Project
cretion not to arrest.
be determined if the offender should be arrestedl 1;;1
The County of Santa Clara, California, proposed
Studies show that informal procedures aimed at if he should be taken into custody, and if he should ~
a project for funding to the State planning agency
avoiding arrest are especially prevalent in rural be detained. Before any court action can occ~r, the ~'.':.;.i
"See Irving Pilia.vin and Scott Briar, "Police Encounters
areas, small cities with a large upperclass popula- nature of the official charges must be decided. On
tion,15 and large metropolitan communities where each of these issues the police have access to a $1 with Juveniles," American Journal of Sociology, 70 (1964),
206-214; Lyle Shannon, "Referral in a Middle-Sized City,"
the police force has not beet! highly professional- variety of alternatives.
IJritish Journal of Crimillology, 3 (1963), 24-26; Robert
ized. 16 Similar results are obtained in other studies.
Terry, "Discrimination in the Handling of Juvenile OfJv,1any police officer~ ha.ve doubts about the ef:
fechveness of prosecution and are reluctant to make 1,0\1 fenders by Social Control Agencies," lournal of Research
II UCR, 1971, p. 112 (includes all offenses except traffic
itt Crime alld Delillquency, 3 {1967), 218-230; nnd Wayne
.
an arrest unless they believe it necessary. Judgmen!s{ La Fave, Arrest: The Decisioll to Take a Suspect into
and neglec;t cases).
"Nathan Goldman, The Differential Selection of luvenile conCerning. .the necess. it.y of an arrest are influenced :~.~'. Custody (Little, Brown, 1965).
.
Offenders (New York: National Council on Crime and
by numerous subjective factors. Probably one of the ( ... Donald Black, "Production of Crime Rates," American
Delinquency, 1963).
most important is the attitude or demeanor of the '. Sociological Review, 35 (1970), 733-748; Donald Black and
to James Q. Wilson, "The Police and the Delinquent in Two
Albert Reiss, "Police Control of Juveniles," American SoCities," in Stanton Wheeler, ed., Controlling Delinquents sus~ected offender .. If the sus'pec~ is contrite, coop- ~f ciological Review, 35 (1970), 63-77.
(Wiley; 1968).
erattve, and comph~nt, tile lIkelthood Qf. an l!rrest
"Morton Bard, TraininlJ Police tlS Specialis/s ill Family Crisis
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Jlltel'l'f!lItiol/ (Washington: Government Printing Office,
1970).
.
,0 "Predelinquent Diversion Project," proposal submitted by
Santa Clara County Juvenile Probation Department, 1972,
and funded by the California Council on Criminal Jus·
tice, Sacramento. The name of the project derives fr?m
Sec. 601 of the State Welfare and Institutions Code, which
deals with juveniles with delinquent tendencies.
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A Police Y outb Service Bureau
The first Youth Service Bureau to be affiliated
with the local police department was started in
July of 1971 in Pleasant Hill, California. Like
other Youth Service Bureaus, the Pleasant Hill
bureau is designed to divert young offenders and
potential delinquents from the regular channels of
juvenile corrections. In place of the traditional
methods of dealing with teenagelawbreak~rs, the
youth service bureau offers a variety of counseling
programs, including family and school visits by .the
bureau's staff. In addition to offering. counseling,
tutoring, job assistance or other professional help,
the bureau has initiated a wide variety of delinquency-preventive programs, including special
classes for girls exhibiting delinquent· tendencies.
classes in drug education, a speakers bureau, and
police-youth rap sessions.
The program is staffed by two civilian aids and
three policemen. The initial emphasis is to curb
truancy and the number of runaway teenagers.
Guidelines for the police department have been

!.

f,

that would divert 77 percent of those children arrested and previously r.eferred to the probation department. 20 Referred to as the 601 Diversion
Project, 12 law enforcement agencies in the county
receive a reward commensurate with the degree of
reduction in referrals of children "in need of supervision" to alternative COmml.l11ity-based programs.
The funds received by the law enforcement agencies are used to purchase services for the children
referred from other private and public agencies or
resources. The probation department administers
the program, and aU 12 law enforcement agencies
voluntarily participate in its design and implementation.
The program identifies a kind of police behavior-diversion of children in need of supervision
f~om the juvenile justice system-and rewards
those engaging in the approved behavior. Further,
the proposal identifies levels for performance; i.e.,
77 percent reduction from past practice of law enforcementagencies. The program specifies objectives, outlines activities, and requires evaluation for
reimbursement. It proposes a planned diversion to
identified programs. It is highly visible as well as
measurable.
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drafted which provide for the referral of all runaways to the bureau. A youth may be sent to
juvenile' hall only when he presents a danger to
himself and others.
In its first year of operation, 49 percent of the
arrests by the Pleasant Hill police-about 294were of juveniles; Of these, 80 percent were handled within the police department. The other 20 percent of the youths were sent to juvenile hall or cited
to probation.
The Pleasant Hill Youth Services Bureau is being
funded jointly by the Federal Government and the
city. Sixty percent of the bureau's $89,000 annual
budget comes f.rom a Federal grant administered
by the California Council on Criminal Justice. The
remaining 40 percent has been allocated to the
bureau by the Pleasant Hill city council.2l.
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California Police Diversi~n Program

Another example of a police-based diversion pro':
gram is occurring in Richmond, California. The
Richmond Police Department's Juvenile Diversion
Program, funded on a pilot basis by LEAA
and subsequently aided by the California Youth
Authority, is testing the feasibility of the police
providing direct helping and counseling services to
youth involved in predelinquent and certain delinquent activities. 22 Program elements include crisis
intervention, behavior management training for parents, counseling, tutorial services, and employment
assistance. These services traditionally have been
provided by other agencies such as probation staffs,
the school department, or paroling authorities. The
·.intent is to provide direct services and eliminate
the wasted hours, days, and weeks of time that
sometimes expire before offenders referred for service actually receive service.
The basic thrust of this project is that the police
are on the cutting edge of the entire juvenile justice
system and are in this sense the primary gatekeepers
to that system. With adequate resources and properly trained 3taff, the police feel they are in the
position to provide 24-hour services of a· helping
nature to youthful offenders who are at risk of
coming into the formal juvenile justice system if
care and service are not immediately provided.
Los Angeles County Diversion Program

Early in 1970, the Los Angeles County Delinquency and Crime Commission recommended that
the Los Angeles County Department of Community
Services and the Los Angeles County Sheriff's De,. "Police Department Opens YOl1th· Bureau," Contra Costa
Times, Nov. U, 1971.
"Information supplied. by the California Youth Authority,
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enter into discuss~ons' re!ative to the J to deal with agencies offering direct services and the offenses mentioned were responsible for 45 perestablIshment of a county-wide delmquency pre.),
those with aggressive outreach and followup serv- cent 'of the 8.6 million arrests that occurred in
vendon program. After careful examination of num· I't ices, rather than umbrella agencies engaging in re- 1971 in the United States. 25
ero.us p~evetl~ion ~trategie$, it was d~termin.ed that
referral.
a JuvenIle dlverslOn pnN,'am wouln prOVide thdJ
Civil Commitment
most effective and mutually beneficial prevention 1: !
effort directly applicable to' the .highly diversified; ~ Court-Based' Diversion Models
Criminal justice concepts are being revised beareas and the 1% million people served directly 1.
cause of the increasing tendency of courts and the
by the 14 sheriff's stations in Los Angeles County.!1 r.~~
The opportunity to divert does not cease even
public to hold authorities responsible for the conse24
The decision was made to focus on juveniles as
after an arrest· has been made. . Many arrested
quences of their decisions. This is perhaps best evithe :a~get population ~or ~he Los Angeles County I offenders are diverted at a later stage in the judicial
denced in the rapid expansion of civil commitment
Shenff s Department dlVerslOn program. An import. l,j . process. Whether or not these various di'scletions
and other procedures based on a medical model
ant first step in planning the program was analysis
constitute diversion is another question. In some
that holds that some types of deviance, instead of
of the current juvenile disposition data for the de. it cases, the district attorney, the. court, the public
indicating· criminal intent, are symptoms of illness.
defender, and others have specific programs aimed
partment. . ,!his analysis revealed that the depart.
Civil commitment can be described as a proceme~t tradItIonally "counsele~ and .released" the least! t at diverting people out of the criminal justice sysdure, theoretically noncriminal and employed withsenous 55 percent of all Juvemle arrests. About II tern. They have a' specific target population and
out stigmatization, for diverting selected types of
25 percent were released to the custody of their ~~ i specific.' programs to which offenders can be di~
deviants from the criminal justice system. SUl~h diparents and a non-detained petition filed with the hi verted. To the· extent that these activities are forversions can occur either .before or after trial. The
prob.ation departm~n~. requesting a juvenile court f:. i ..~ mally designed to divert a defined offender popula- offenders-juveniles, drug abusers, sex offenders,
heanng. The remammg 20 percent of the cases
tion, they are diversion programs, as the term is
and the mentally ill or retarded, for example-are
represented the most serious of the offenders. Be. .• J used in this chapter.
hospitalized for treatment instead of being impriscause they were viewed as a hazard to themselves or . {
Diversionary methods have been used most exoned. Community protection is promised by removal
the community, these offenders were referred to '.'1' tensively for persons accused of white-collar of- of the "sick" person and by therapies aimed at resjuvenile hall for detention via detained petition re-. ! .. fenses, shoplifting, family disturbances, 'misdequests.
. ' . meanors of all kinds, and first offenses. They are toration of health or normalcy before the patient is
returned to free society.
By more detailed analysis of the characteristics j employed at aU stages of the judicial process. In
Yet there are sonie doubts about the wisdom of
of the juveniles comprising each of the above three.1 m~llY cases diversionary decisions have such low
civil commitments. Such commitments are ordingroups, it appeared that a significant portion of the I·.f visibility that it is difficult to describe them and
arily viewed by the patient as involuntary, and his
~outh,!n. the ~i~-ra.nge ?f se.riousness appeared to.be.l,.,.:. ~.;,.i nearly impossible to assess their value. However, rights may be violated even though no criminal
m a high-nsk SItuatIOn m regard to developmg . .~~ ~pme of the decisions reflect more or less standardcharges are made against him. Moreover, there is
delinquent lifestyles. Although many of the juven- . . t ized pOlicies, and they are indicative of general
much concern that the treatment given may not be
iles in this area would not be termed delinquent, ; trends in informal procedure.
any different or any more effective than that rerecords indicated that they were the most likely of 1'1
Minor offenses have long been characterized by a
. ceived in many correctional facilities. Although
all those in the non-delinquent category to havd:I low incidence of official sanctions. This is especially
these charges present some problems, the Commisfurther contacts with law enforcement and thus cre;:"1 true of what have been called crimes without vicsion endorses the use of civil commitment under
ate the "cycle of failure" which ultimately leads to a .J tims and class crimes. Victimless crimes include
.l liquor and drug violations, gambling, numbers rack- certain conditions. A discussion of this concept may
delinquent and criminal lifestyle.
be found in the Commission's Report on Police and
. On the basis of this information and in an effort'l ets, prostitution, homosexuality, and so on. Class
in the chapter dealing with drug abuse in its Report
to break the "cycle of failure," it was decided to,.j crimes involve offenses categorized as vagrancy,
on Community Crime Prevention.
select a target of 10 percent of youths in this cate' ';1 drunkenness, disorderly conduct, and suspicious begory to be diverted to community-based organiza·:! havior.
tions trained specifically to provide personal, non;
These offenses are notoriously resistant to law Pretrial Intervention Programs
stigmatizing supportive g u i d a n c e . , l enforcement tactics. Unless they seriously disturb
Many pretrial programs aimed at reducing crimAn important aspect of the program was the'! the public conceptions of order and decency, they
inalization have been developed. Their main procdecision to make complete referrals as opposed
are not likely to arouse official reaction. Indeed,
ess is screening cases appearing on the first armerely "forwarding problems." That is, the depart- [,1. the authorities sometimes may try to regulate these
raignment calendar to select those that are good
ment assumed responsibility for gaining extensive
activities to minimize their public visibility. In spite
prospects for diversion. The screening is done by
knowledge of community resources, making evalua·
of sporadic and half-hearted enforcement, however,
interview with some corroborative investigation. Intions of them, communicating directly with agencyl ,. ~ee Martin Gold, Delillquent Behavior ill all. American terviews are conducted· by different personnel in
person~el to fa~i1iar~ze them with problems at hand, 1 ell! (BrOOks-Cole, 1970); Eugene Doleschal, Hidden Crime, different programs-probation officers, public depreparmg the Juvemle to accept the agency, and
C:mne alld Delinquellcy Literatute, No.2 (New York: Na- fenders, prosecuting attorneys, court staff, law stufollowing up after refe.rral to see that contact ac- . ~'J honal Council on Crime. and Delinquency, 1970)- Roger
tually was carried out. The decision was also made 'I' Hood and Richard Sparks, Key Issues ill Crir:zinology dents, ex-offenders, VISTA 'Volunteers, or special
.. (McGraW-Hill, 1970); Clarence Schrag, Crime and Justice: project employees.
~;' American Style (Rockville, Md.: National Institute of MenCourt-based diversion programs are administered
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either directly by the court or by public or private
agencies working in cooperation with the court. For
example, Project Crossroads, to be described
shortly, began as an independently administered
diversion resource that accepted referrals from juvenile court intake and judges. In 1971, when
the project's grant was terminated, its staff and
program were incorporated in the local court system.
The purpose of the growing number of pretrial
diversion programs is to provide the court and individuals involved with a chance to minimize the
exercise of coercive power and still have the opportunity to try to treat the behavior problem that was
the' basis for concern. They also fill the usual service gap between apprehension and trial. These
projects have built-in safety mechanisms (Le., they
are based on conditional diversion) to increase the
likelihood that state interests are not jeopardized.
Pretrial intervention projects basically operate in
two ways. In a number of the projects, no formal
charges are lodged. Instead, after an individual
has been arrested, he is screened on a number of
criteria to determine whether he is eligible for participation in a formal diversion program. Such
screening criteria vary, depending on the scope and
range of the particular project. For example, a project may be willing to accept only juvenile first offenders or offenders who have not committed offenses in certain categories. If an individual meets
the particular criteria, the project staff explains the
program to the individual. If he is interested in participating, the staff will ask the court to defer formal
charging. If the individual successfully completes the
program, which usually involves regular participation in certain activities and acceptance of assistance, the staff will ask the prosecutor to dispense
entirely with the case. For those individual& who
do not wish to participate or who iridicate a desire
to participate but then withdraw or are terminated
unfavorably, charging will proceed as otherwise
would have occurred.
In the other model, formal charges are lodged but
individuals are screened for eligibility in a particular intervention project. If they and the court agree,
further criminal proceedings are suspended pending
the outcome of the individual's participation. In
thes'e programs,' successful completion of the program results in a request that charges be dropped.
Unsuccessful participation results in regular proceedings on the charges.
The attractive feature of both approaches is that
further opportunities to avoid criminalizatioll are
introduced without the. prosecutor and the court
having to terminate their interest and authority in
the matter. The individual is able to avoid criminal

pros~cution

and at the same time avail himself of
whatever services he may need. In this sense, the
programs are planned interventio,ns, not simply the
result bf chance fluctuations in the broad range of .
discretions represented in the justice system. ,
The added services require more staff and better
facilities, of course, but they protnise greatly increasing use of pretrial intervention beyond the
present level, which is approximately 10 percent of
the cases on the arraignfnen~ calendar, accbrding
to the reports from several cities. Such intervention
requires skill and patience on the part of sta~,
since many clients are alienated, suspicious, unable
to present themselves effectively, and initially resistant to any kind of social agreement that involves
making a commitment dn their part.
Department of Labor Pretrial Intervention
Projects

Under the Manpower Deveiopment and Training
Act, the Manpower Administi'ation of the Department of Labor has funded some of the most notable .
pretrial intervention projects. These projects aim at ..
giving first offenders a chance thtough their performance in sp6cial diversion programs, to get into
a lifestyle of worthwhile employment and stability
with the help of manpower services and trai· ,ng.
Pretrial intervention projects have been funded
for an average of 18 months with the hope that
local sources will pick up the funding once Federal
funding stops. This was the case in the first two,
Project Crossroads in Washington, D.C., and the
Manhattan Court Employment Project in New
York City, which were experimental and demonstration projects. Sponsorship for pretrial projects
can include cities and counties as well as private
nonprofit corporations.
Project staffs include both paid workers and community volunteers with responsibilities in one of
the folle.wing areas:' screening of potential participants, counseling, employment services, and education. Nonprofessional staff members with backgrounds' similar to those of the offenders are used
in what have been traditionally professional occupa- .
tional roles.
Program counselors screeil all defendants prior
to each day's arraignment. If an eligible defendant
wants to participate in the program, the counselor,
with the approval of the prosecuting attorney, makes
a recommendation to the judge in arraignment
court for a continuance of the case to permit the
defendant to participate in the project (usually for
90 days). The enrollment criteria vary. Different
projects have considered such factors itS sex, age,
residence, employment status, present charge. pre-

trial release status, and previous record. Accused order to enable the Council to concentrate upon a
offenders have peen accepted while facing such var- critical problem area.
The New Haven criminal justice community reious charges as petty larceny, attempted auto theft,
receipt o~ ~t~le~ property, ~se. of false pretenses, sponded favorably to the idea of establishing a local
forgery, soliCItatIOn for prostitutIOn, attempted b~r Pretrial Services Council. The agencies which desglary, 'simple assflult, unlawful entry, and destructIOn ignated local representatives included:
New Haven Department of Police Services
of property.
At the end of the prescribed period of the conDepartment of Corrections
tinuance,the participant's counselor may recomDepartment of Adult Probation
mend one of the following three actions to the
Sixth Circuit Court Prosecutor's Office
Sixth Circuit Court Public Defender's Office
court:
New Haven County State's Attorney's Office
• Dismissal of pending charges based on satisfacNew Haven County Public Defender's Office
tory proJect participation and demonstrated selfNew Haven Legal Assistance Association
improvement.
Judicial
Department; Circuit Court Clerk's Oft1ce
• Extension of the continuance to allow the proConnecticut Bail Commission
\
gr!lm staff more time to work with the person (usuNew Haven County Bar Association
ally for an additional 30 to 90 days).
Yale Law School
• . Return of the defendant to normal court processing, wit~out prejudiCe, because of unsatisfactory per- A full-time professional staff was hired to assist the
formance in the program .
Council in program planning and implementation
Of 753 y~ung first offenders enrolled in one of under the close supervision of Council members.
the first projects, charges were dropped for 468 Federal assistance under the provisions of the Omniwho completed the program successfully, w~ile 285 bus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act was secured
to enable the project to get underway.
offj:!nder~ were r~turned to face prosecutt~,: ~e
The Pretrial Servic~s Council is designed to
cauSe of unsatisj'~tctory perform'ance. The reCIdIVIsm
rate (using a IS-month period following arrest as serve a double function for the New Haven crimth~ base) was 14 percent lower for project parti- inal justice sy::;tem. First, the Council improves the
cipants than for a control group of first offenders. 26 ability of New Haven criminal justice agencies to
Recentlv pretrial pilot projects have been funded both coordinate and cooperate in upgrading the
by the J~anpower Administration in Baltimore, pretrial criminal process. Second, the Cou~ciI
Bostop, Cleveland, Minneapolis, San Antonio, ~nd through its staff can institute and operate pIlot
tnB San Francisco Bay Area. A similar prolect projects which require interagency coordination.
The New Haven Pretrial Diversion Project is the
has been funded in Newark, N.J., by the Law En. first program developed by the Pretrial ~ervi~es
forcement Assistance Administration.
Council. It is modelled after successful dlversIon
programs which have been operating in New York
New Haven Pretrial Diversion Program
City anq Washington, D.C. for over four years.
An interesting example of a spin-off from the The program is designed to channel eligible depilot projects funded by the Manpower Administra- fendants into a specifically developed set of servtion is the establishment of the New Haven Pretrial ices focusing upon employment and counseling.
Diversion Program in the Sixth Circuit Court in
The ultimate goals of the program are to assist in
New Haven. 27 The program was deveioped by the reducing congestion in the Circuit Court System;
New Haven Pretrial Services Council, a body estab- avoid unnecessary prosecution, trial, and the delished to bring together representativ~s' of the crim- velopment of conviction records; and lower the
inal justice system and other interested agencies to recidivism rate in the defendant population.
focus on the problems of pretri~l criminal justice.
Formation of the Council in 1971 marked the
first effort in New flaven to develop a form~l SPECIAL PROBL~M AREAS
mechanism for coordinating activities of local crimiThe preceding section!! of this chapter have
nal justice agencies. The decision was made to focus
upon the pretrial stage of the criminal process in dealt with diversion programs or models in terms
of the groups or agencies having primary res~on
"Manpower Programs for Offenders (Washington: Mansibility for them (police, courts, or co~um~y).
power Administration, U.S. Department of Labor, 197?-), To develop II c~ear picture of the ways III whIch
p. 12.
diversion programs may operate, it shoul4 be usen Information from Pretrial Diversion Program, Sixth Cirful
to focus on selected special problem areas to
cuit Court, New Haven.
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illustrate the variety of programs that are being
implemented in respoIlse to those problems. The
following section focuses on programs that provide
alternatives to criminal or delinquency processing
for drunkenness, drug abuse, and mental i1Iness.

Public drunkenness accounts for more than 2
million arrests each year. 28 The fact that most persons arrested for drunkenness are homeless and indigent chronic offenders 29. suggests that drunkenness
and related offenses should be treated through social service rather than law enforcement agencies.
nut a shortage of money in the social services leaves
the problem to the police, courts, and jails. The
policies oilocal police departments determine tie
number of arrests, the criteria. for arrest, and the
manner of handling a drunkenness offender.
To reduce the number of drunkenness arrests, the
President's 'Commission on Law Enforcement and
Administration cif Justice in 1967 recommended
the c"reation of community detoxification centers
operated under the auspices of local police depart;..
ments. no The proposed centers were to provide medical and social services for the rehabilitation of
drunkenness offenders and reduce the involvement
of the criminal justice system in the solution of
social ills.
Experimental programs intlh1ree cities-St. Louis,
Washington, D.C., and New YOI;k~present models
for the diversion of public iD:ebrfi~tes.
;

I

:

:.'

Detoxification Centers
::'. .
St. Louis and the District IOf CI1JlBlninnnTillna
St. Louis opened the first po]ilce-spoDsored. detoxification center in 1966 far -the dli,veirsionof
drunkenness offenders.~l The project wasf:imnded oy
the Office of Law Enforcement Aiss;,staillUce (now
the Law Enforcement Assistance Admill1liisfira~tion.) to
provide medical and rehabilitative semces for a.
projected 1600 cases. In 1967 the State of Ilfr11issouri
;.
'{,

.. ',
,. Robert T. Nimmer, Two Million Unnecessary 1!i:1.;rrestS'
(Chicago: American Bar Foundation, 1971), p. 1. ,,:.
,. Gerald Stern, "Public Drunkenner-:s: Crime or". Health
Problem?" Annals of the America", Academy of political
and Social Science, 374 (1967), 14g.
" ,
,0 President's Commission on Lp,w Enforcement and Adininistration of Justiee;'The Challenge of Crime in a ,Free
Society '(Washington:· Government Printing Office, 19(7),
pp. 236~237~
. . '
.. Data on St. Louis and. Washington centers from Nimmer..
Two Million Unnecessary Arrests, and Helen Erskine, Al~
coholism and the Criminal Justice System: Challenge and
Response (Was·hington: Law Enforcement A!,sistEl.nce Administration, 1972).

took over funding for the present facility in the SI.
Louis State Hospital.
Persons arrested on a drunkenness charge in St.
Louis now have a choice between treatment. at the
center and criminal prosecution. For those Who
choase to undergo tr.eatment, criminal charges are
suspended pending completion of the 7-day program. At the center, patients are given food and
medical care, with optional counseling and referral
services.
The District of Columbia received Federal funds
for a similar detoxification program shartly after
the creation af the st. Louis center. In Washington,
a 1- to 3-day program is available to "walk-ins"
and is mandatory for intoxicated persons picked up .
by the police.
AHer spending a day at the center, where medical
attention and food are provided, some patients are
released. Others stay for 3 days, and those patients
in more serious condition are referred to a subacute
treatment unit of an alcoholism treatment hospital. •
The goal of the program is not to cure alcoholics .
but to divert nuisanc~ cases from jail and court
and, at the same time, to offer short-term care for
recuperating inebriates. Before the detaxification
centers opened, public inebriates in the District or
Columbia generally spent 30 days in jail. Critics of
the centers feel that a 3D-day sentence at least gave
an. offender the opportunity to "dry out" and a
place to sleep. Now the large turnover and volume
of cases make rehabilitation difficult, if not impossible.
St. Louis claims that its graduates have shown
some impravement in health and drinking habits,
but the short treatment period in both cities pre·
cludes complete withdrawal from alcohol. St. Louis
spends $40.00 per patient day for 7 days as com·
pared to the District's $20.00 per patient day for a
maximum of 3 days. The St. Louis center has been
mUlch. more expensive to operate than the previous
arrest system; the District has reduced costs by aver
4~,percent.

The courts and jails have benefited from the
detoxification programsi now that all public drunk,e!JtI1IeSS offenders in D.C. and those who .prefer
treatment to arrest in St. Louis are routed through
the centers .. No police· time is saved, however, as
police are still responsible for keeping inebriates off
the: streets. Police dissatisfaction with the new procedure causes many inebriates to be ignored.
In addition to the lack of police support, both
pmgrams suffer trom a lack of money. Overcrowding is a chronic problem in both' centers., in effect
reducing them to corrals for herds of. llii.~9rtunates.
A minimum of services is provided an~jIi(Uvidual
<programming is nonexistent.
.

Manhattan Bowery Project
The Manhattan Bowery Project in New York
City is a detoxification center operated by the Vera
Institute of Justice in cooperation with public agencies. Created in 1967 and receiving money from
Federal, State, and local sources, the prngram is
now supported by the New York State Department
of Mental Hygiene and the New York City Community Mental Health Board. Its stated purpose is
to provide both emergency and long-term medical
and rehabilitative services to homeless alcoholics in
the Bowery.32
A rescue team consisting of a recovered alcoholic
and a plainclothes police officer patrols the area
offering transportation to the center to persons
severely intoxicated or in need of medical aid,
Agency and self-referrals are admitted, but 75 percent of the patients are recruited on the street. All
cases are voluntary.
The program consists of 3 days of intensive care
and treatment foHowed by a day or two in the
aftercare unit. There is an emergency health clinic
on the premises which serves anyone in need, intoxicated or not. The aftercare unit offers counseling and referral services and transportation to other
agencies upon release.
About 67 percent of the inebriates appraached
on the street accept aid, and, upon release, over
half af the patients accept referrals. The cost of
treatment is about $38.00 per patient day, and the
staff claims credit for overwhelming reductio.n in
drunkenness arrests in the Bowery.
Conclusions
The response to the valuntary aspect of the
Bowery and District of Columbia programs demonstrates the willingness of many problem drinkers
to accept t~eatment, if only for free room and board.
Opening tlie D.C. center to walk-ins has resulted in
a patient popUlation that is 50 percent selfreferred. 33
With the virtual decriminalization of public
drunkenness in St. Louis and Washington, the next
logical step is to remove it completely from the
realm of the criminal justice process, entrusting
care af;d cure to social service agencies that can
bette!;' address long-range projects for housing and
employment. Prison does not rehabilitate drunkenness affenders and neither doeS forced, short-term
treatment. To rehabilitate problem drinkers, an alternate lifestyle must be offered, and the problem
"Criminal Jus~ice Coordinating Council of New York City
and Vera Institute of Justice, The Manhattan Bowery Project (New York: CJC, 1969).
"Nimmer, Two Million Unnecessary Arrests, p. 20.

drinker must bring with him a desire to chancre his
C>
habits.
Until the distribution of public monies makes
feasible a tra.nsfer of responsibility, drunkennes~.
offenses will continue to drain law enforcement re~:'
sources. Diversion of such cases into therapy may, .
in the long run, prove to be the most practical
means of dealing with this problem.

Drug Abuse
Narcotics offenses have became more and more
prevalent in recent years, burdening the criminal
justice system with cases that might better be treated
medically. Drug offenders today come from, middleclass suburban as well as urban core areas and thus
create public interest in preventive and rehabilitath;e programs. Diversion inta therapeutic programs
offers drug offenders an alternative to criminal prosecution. It completely avoids legislative and judicial
entanglements, imprisonment, apd the controversy
over legalization of the possession of some drugs,
especially marijuana. Dealing with the social and
medical ~spects of drug abuse is a positive appraach
with potential benefits both for society and for the
individual.
In establishing a p1an far diversion, several questions must be resolved: when diversion is appropriate; whether treatment should be voluntary or imposed; whether there shauld be a specified length
of treatment; and whether it should be available to
anyone, including non~offcnders. For the success of
any diversion scheme for narcotics offenders, eligi. bility requirements must be clearly defined. The population to be served mustt be a cohesive group with
similar problems and treatment goals. The nature of
the pending charge is also crucial: hard-core addicts
should be treated separately from first offenders
charged with possession. The goal of any diversion
plan is to reorient the offender in society and to
spare the criminal justice system the time and expense of prosecuting cases that are medical, rather
than criminal, in nature.
Dlinois Drug Abuse Program
The lllinois Dangerous Drug Abuse Act in 1967
provided a diversionary procedure for narcotics offenders, especially heroin addicts, and in 1968, the
Illinois Drug Abuse Program (IDAP) was established. Financed entirely by the State Department
of Mental Health, the program provides for group
therapy, methadone maintenance, and medical and
social services in halfway houses and therapeutic
communities. After 1968, Federal funds made
available through the Narcotic Addict Rehabilita87
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tion Act were channeled to the program through the
National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH). IDAP's budget increased from $185,000 in 1968 to
$2.4 million in 1971, with the Gtate gradually assuming more financial responsibility. By 1972, the
budget increased to $4.5 million, with NIMH funds
accounting for only 14 percent.a.j
IDAP has been expanded to trea.t users of amphetamines, barbiturates, and hallucinogenic drugs
so that by July, 1971, about 2,000 individuals had
received treatment in over 20 clinics. In 1972,
IDAP had resources and facilities to handle 3,000
patients. Twenty-five percent of the pati(;!nt population are referred from criminal court.
The structltre and function of every agency invo'!ved are defined by State law. The court determines eligibility for offenders according to statutory requirements. Not eligible are offenders
charged with violent crimes, drug-related criminal
conspiracy, sale of specified drugs or sale of drugs
to young pCl'sons, or possession of more than a certain quantity of specified drugs. Two or more previous convictions for violent crimes or a pending felony charge disqualify a person from treatment, as
do two previous enrollments in a drug program
withi(1 any consecutive 2-year period. 35
An IDAP intake representative screens arrestees
fOT drug use. Potential candidates are interviewed
and given a medical examination to detect signs of
addiction and to determine the likelihood of rehabilitation. The Illinois law (Ill. Rev. Stat. ch. 911;2,
120.3-4, Smith-Hurd Supp., 1972) incorporates the
Federal definition of addiction: "habitual use . . .
so as to endanger the public morals, health, safety,
or welfare" and "loss of self-control with ref~rence
to. . . addiction."
IDAP reserves the right to refuse any candidate,
a safeguard against overcrowding its facilities. If
IDAP approves a referral, the court makes a final
ruling, either continuing the case for the duration
of treatment or granting convicted persons probation, with drug treatment a condition.
To treat offenders who are technically ineligible
for treatment, IDAP has contractual agreements
with government and private agencies. One such organization is Gateway Houses Foundation, a private
nonprofit corporation operating three therapeutic
communities for first offenders charged with possession of marijuana and other drugs. IDAP operates
31 Except as otherwise noted, information on IDAP is from
American Psychiatric Association and National Association
for Mental Health, The Treatment of Drug Abuse: Programs, Problems, Prospects (Washington: Joint Information
Service, 1972),pp. 127-152.
,. \Vayne Kerstetter, "Diversiun of Narcotics Offenders Three
Formats," unpublished paper prepared for the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, 1971, ~ 8.
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two multimodality residential centers, one in doWn.
All Day top programs depend on a preliminary
lending credence to the argument for diversion of
town Chicago and one outside the city. These cen.
36
interview
with each candidate to determine his
drug offenders.
ters serve narcotic drug users, non-narcotic drug .
Willingness to accept treatment, and all reserve the
users, those who have been detoxified by metha..
right to refuse a referral. For preconviction referDaytop ViUage
done, methadone-maintained patients, and those
rals, charges are dismissed at a hearing after the
In 1963 Day top Village be~an atreatmen.t pr?- completion of drug treatment.
now abstaining from drugs. Some of the staff are
gram for convi~t~d d~g .addlcts on'probatlon. 10
rehabilitated addicts.
the Second JudiCIal DIstnct of New York. Ong- Narcotics Treatment Administration
The maximum referral period is 2 years for pre.
inally
financed by a $~90,OOO research. grant
adjudication cases. Under the statute, treatment can.
through the National Instlt?te of Mental Health,
The District of Columbia's Narcotics Treatment
be -successfully, completed at any time during that
Day top Village is now a prIvate nonprofit founda- Administration (NTA) differs from the models deperiod. If an offender leaves the program or if
tion receiving funds from the New York State Nar- scribed above in its primary goal: to treat all the
IDAP dismisses him, pending criminal charges are
cotic
Addiction Control Commission. It opera~es addicts in the community, regardless of their prebrought to court. If a person faithfully participates
three
residential
communities i.n the New York. City vious offenses and program failures. The only prein the program for 2 years but cannot be certified
area with a combined capacity for 550 patlents. requisite for enrollment is a desire to break the
cured by staff, the court exercises discretion in drop..
Th~ average annual intake for the years 1969
drug habit, and failure in treatment does n'ot result
ping the charges or resuming prosecution. The ma~i\
thr~ugh 1971 was 500 addicts; the annual dropout in expulsion.
mum term of treatment for persons assigned to the
rate was 50 percent. 57
•
•
NT A's long-term objective is to enable every parprogram as probationers is 5 years or the length
The program is no longer restrIcted to probatLop.- ticipant to live a life free of illegal drug use and
of probation, whichever is less.
ers. There are no set eligibili~y requirements, but arrest and to function as a contributing member of
The program's minimum goal is to turn out law..
persons involved in violent cnmes or th~ sale of society. Beginning with one clinic serving 100 paabiding citizens. Its maximum goal is to enablei~
narcotics or dangerous drugs are automatIcally e~7 tients, the program has expanded its service.s to
patients to lead productive, drug-free lives. Its mul.
eluded. Reduction of these charges,. ~owever, . 1& treat 3500 addicts in 12 centers and four prIvate
timodaIity approach serves the patients' diverse
common
practice to allow for ~dml~slon. to the contradt facilities. as With the exception of the most
needs, and its flexibility allows for modifications,
program. Judicial and prosecutonal dIscretion de- affluent residential area, heroin use is spread
termine referrals after recommendation from tilt: thl'Oughout the city. Because heroin addiction is
Cook County Statets Attorneyts Program
Day top court liaison officer. There is no statutory known to be related. to criminality, NTA treatment
provision for diversion, but about 25 to 33 percent centers are strategically located in areas with high
The Cook County State's Attorney's Program for
of the patients are referred from court as proba- crime rates. 39 A few are outside the core area where
the Prevention of Drug Abuse depends on judicial
tioners and parolees. Almost 75 percent of the pa- heroin use is not yet rampant.
and prosecutorial discretion rather than statute. The
tients have been arrested for drug offenses, and 50
A budget of $7 million in 1972 supported ?nits
State's Attorney's office works with the director of
percent convicted of that crime.
. .
for methadone maintenance, methadone detoxIficathe program to divert from prosecution first offend·
The preadjudication diversion proceuur.e I~ l~ tion urine surveillance only, and total abstinence.
ers charged with possession of small amounts of
formal. The court liaison officer meets WIth mdl- The~e is no waiting list for voluntary patients. They
marijuana, stimulants, depressants, and hallucino·
vidual 'candidates to evaluate their eligibility and . are sent immediately to a holding facility and begin
gens. The Illinois Cannabis Control Act offers
Willingness to be treated. If the ,Person .is a~proved methadone maintenance until the appropriate treatguidelines to determine whether the quantity of a
for admission to the program, hIS case IS. adjourned ment modality is determined. Each week about 175
drug in an offender's possession is for personal use
for 2 months. Adjournment must be renewed every heroin users volunteer for treatment. 40
or for sale.
2 months and renewal is based on his progress at
Each day NTA representatives screen all defendEligible offenders must waive the right to a speedy
Day top. After 6 to 8 months of compliance with ants entering Superior Court to identify heroin users.
trial, and the court continues the case for the pro.
program requirements, his case, is dropped:
The court approves the administration of narcoti~s
gram's 2 or 3 months' duration. Participants attend
Daytop's program includes daily meetmgs at the tests, and eligible offenders are releas~d to NT A s
five weekly group therapy sessions and submit urine
Village,. chores, seminars, c1a~ses, a~d encounter Criminal Justice Intake Service on ball. Thorough
samples for up to 3 months. Arrest, absence from·
groups led by a staff of former addlc~~. Younger examinations are performed, and a counselor regroup ther!lpy, or traces of opiates, arpphetll'
participants (under 20 years) and marIJua~a users fers each patient to the treatment facility nearest
mines, or barbiturates in the urine are cause for; re~
report to storefront day-care centers for dally ther- his home that can best serve his needs. NTA opmoval from treatment and either a resumption
apy. These storefronts have a dual purpos.e: to re- erates separate units for those not yet 18 years old.
prosecution or enrollment iIi a more intensive p['()!
orient offenders into their everyday enVIronment
gram, such as IDAP or Gateway Hpuse.
,
without drugs and to force community awareness of ,. Comptroller General of the U.S., Nar~otic Ad1ictio/l
and Rehabilitation Programs 1/1 Was/llngton.
The State's Attorney moves to nolle proseqUI
the drug problem and Day top's program. Although Treatment
D.C., Report to Subcommittee No.4, House Committee on
charges against persons who successfully complete
the number of c'ases diverted through Day top has the Judiciary, 92 Cong" 2 sess., 1972.
treatment and refrain from further arrest Failure
been small-l00 cases in 1969-it serve.s as a hope- "Barry S. Brown, Robert L. DuPont, and Nicholas J.
in the program does not influence the court,. in cases
ful alternative to criminal processing of drug of- Kozel "Heroin Addiction in the City of Washington," unpublished paper for Narcotics Treatment Administration,
where prosecution is resumed. The State~s Attorfenders.
Washington, 1971.
.
ney's Office plans to expand the process of div~rtin.g
•" Robert L. DuPont, "Trying to Reach All the Her~m
~rstetter . "Diversion of Narcotics Offenders," p: 25.
users of "soft" drugs from prosecution. ApproxI~
"APA~NAMH, The Treatment of Drug Abuse, pp. 83'7103 , Addicts in a Community," unpublished paper, Narcotics
mately 80 percent of the cases have been succeS'sful,
24~':"244.
.
Treatment Administration, Washington, 1971, pp. 2, 5.
I
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Six bureaus at NTA provide medical, management, youth, research, information, v,nd special
services. The Special Services Bureau supervises and
coordinates counseling, criminal justice referrals,
and patient referrals to other programs and agencies. Legal advice is available through Legal Services to Addicts, a special project of NTA and the
Washington Lawyer's Committee for Civil Rights
under Law.~l A central computerized data bank
compiles information from all facilities for program
evaluation including patients' arrest records, employment status, urinalysis reports, and length of
treatment.
.
From May, 1970, to November, 1971, NTA
studied the progress of 450 adult and 150 youth
patients, selected at random. 42 Most. of the adult patients were enrolled in methadone maintenance;
most of the youths were in a methadone detoxification program. After 1. 8 months, 46 percent of the
adults were still in treatment; 19 percent were
meeting all program goals of abstinence from illegal drug use, no arrests, and employment or training. Twenty-seven percent of those still in treatment
failed to meet one or more treatment goals, usually
employment. Twenty-eight percent of the sample
had been arrested within the study period.
In the youth sample, 18 percent remained in the
program for 18 months, with only 1 percent satisfying all treatment goals. Twelve percent of those
in treatment failed to meet one or more program
goals. Ninety-two percent were arrested within the
study period. No followup data concerning dropouts
are available.
Results of the study seem discouraging, but in
.a city with an estimated 20,000 addicts, sUccess will
not be immediate. NTA has extended its original
city-wide treatment deadline of 3 years to 5 years
and blames its failures on inadequate planning and
management. Since 1971, efforts have been made to
broaden and restructure existing services, with expansion of referral services and recruitment of a
highly professional staff as priorities.
Public endorsement is essential if NTA is to
reach the entire addict population. Because of the
cooperation and interaction of law enforcement
and social service agencies with NTA, duplication of
efforts has been avoided and criminal prosecution
of addicts reduced.
Conclusions
Drug treatment programs have been springing up
around the Nation to deal with the growing problem
U Comprehensive Plall for Law Enforcement and Criminal
Justice i/l the District of Columbia (Washington: Office of
Criminal Justice Planning, D.C. Government, 1971), p. 197.
<I Comptroller General, Narcotic Addiction Treatment, Pi?
22-24.
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of drug abuse. One resl1lt of the widespread interest
has been a duplication of services between Stat.e
and local, public and private agencies. Coordin'.
tion and cooperation among social service and law
enforcement agencies can greatly reduce waste and
confusion and improve the potential capabilities
of treatment programs.
The President set an example in 1971 by creat.
ing a White House Special Action Office for Drug
Abuse Prevention responsible for the overall plan.
ning, policy, and budget of all Federal drug pro·
grams. Although the multiplicity of approaches to
tre~tment is extensive, a variety of modes is neces·
sary to reach the large numbers of addicts, because
no "cure" for addiction exists. With multimodality
treatment, a patient failing in one type of treatment
may succeed in another. 43
Criminal prosecution does not rehabilitate the
drug user; in fact, his knowledge of drug use may
be .increased after a prison term.44 Diversion into
treatment programs may not break the habit of
every addict or prevent his return to drug-related
crime, but it does offer an alternative for those who
may desire rehabilitation.

Mental Illness
Cases involving mental illness are an appropriate
field for diversion, but few statutes or consistent local
policies exist to facilitate ·its development. A short·
age of money in social services, rec,! tape involved
in commitment procedures, and general ignorance
regarding mental disorders combine to place emergencies in the hands of the police. A doctor's certif·
icate is required for commitment to a mental hos·
pital, and in most States even emergency admissions
require either a doctor's certificate or a court order
or both. To expedite commitment, some social service agencies recommend filing a disorderly conduct
complaint against a person in need of care, leaving
the responsibility for psychiatric examination to the
court. Obviously, this solution is unfair to the indio
vidual and a burden on the criminal justice system!!
Insane and mentally incompetent offenders can
be excused from criminal prosecution, but they are
" Roger E. Meyer, Guide to Drug Rehabilitation: A Public
Health Approach (Beacon Press, 1972), .p. 37.
.. John P. Bellassai and Phyllis N. Segal, "Note, Addict Di·
version: An Alternative Approach for the Criminal Justice
System," Georgetown Law Journal, reprinted in TASe:
Treatment Alternatives to Street Crime (Washington: Spe'
cial Action Office for Drug Abuse Prevention, 1972), pp.
18-61.
•• Arthur R. Matthews, Jr. "Observations on Police Policy
and Procedure(; for Emergency Detention of the Mentally
Ill," unpublished paper prepared for the Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration, 1972, p. 18.

processed through jail and court before an official
diagnosis is made. Diversion of such persons from
the criminal justice system at the outset, eliminating
the record of arrest, would be more humane and
expedient.
Police Emcrgency Programs

University of TIlinois, operates a crisis intervention
program offering services 24 hours a day to youths
referred by the police:ls
To deal effectively with the problem of menta1
illness, public health services must be funded and
staffed with professionals to treat those persons who
cannot afford private care and those who have
neglected a mental disturbance until it has reached
a dangerous stage. The police deal with cases of
mental illness daily because people have nowhere
else to go or are unaware of existing social service
organizations. The public must be made aware of
available services so that the mentally ill may receive treatment before crises arise.

State laws provide for emergency detention, authorizing a police officer to take into custody and
transport to a mental health center for short-term
detention anyone he considers to be mentally incompetent and an immediate danger to himself
or to other persons. Admissions procedures at most
receiving centers, however, preclude expediency. A
signed petition is usually required, and police of- Community Mental Health Centcrs
ficers, whose legal authority ·ends at the center, reBecause of their location in inner-city neighborfuse to sign.
The Los Angeles Police Department, in coopera- hoods where few residents are familiar with mental
tion with the county hospital, has assigned a detail health services and even fewer can afford private
of seven officers to expedite cases of mental illness. 4G care, community centers are ideal facilities for the
All such cases are screened by the hospital detail diversion of the mentally ill. The National Institute
for disposition: release, arrest, or admission to the of Mental Health has recently sponsored community
hospital for 72 hours of emergency detention. De- health centers in urban areas and plans the opening
tail officers do not receive special training, but they 'Of 2,000 centers by 1980, some with satellites
are made familiar with admissions procedures and in storefronts, some with day-care programs, all
the guidelines for determining a need for hospitali- with an informal atmosphere. Services will be free
zation. California law provides for emergency de- or priced according to a patient's ability to pay;
tention, and the Los Angeles Police Department funds will be contributed by State and Federal govhas taken the responsibility of acting as petitioner ernmer'~; existing agencies will cooperate with prifor admission when no family member or friend vate organizations and public agencies on local,
of the offender is available. The final decision for State, and Federal levels. An example is the St.
admission is left to the admitting physician, 50 that Joseph Hospital Mid-Houston Community Health
Center which has satellites offering screening and
the petition is a mere formality.
intake
services~ur welfare, vocational rehabilitaNew York and San Francisco have reception fa49
cilities in large hospitals to accept emergency cases tion, and employment counseIing.
Public
relations
is
an
important
element in the
brought by the police. An admissions staff percommunity
center
project;
the
center
must be
forms psychiatric examinations, and police officers
file an application or petition for admission. 41 Be- known and accepted by the neighborhood residents
cause the judgment of the hospital staff is the basis in order to accomplish its therapeutic and educafor admission, a policeman's signature is only a for- tional goals. At some centers, local leaders-teachmality. He is not held responsible for the admission, ers, clergymen, proba~ior.t: oftlcers-are a liaison to
and the court and health officers are eliminated the community. Many centers recruit foreignspeaking and ethnic personnel to create better relafrom the process.
Most hospitals, however, do not have sufficient tions and communication with the public. Rehabilistaff for round-the-clock admissions and, as a re- tative programs fOI; reentry into society as well as
sult, in many jurisdictions police officers spend vocati'onal training and counseling are part of the
hours waiting for a psychiatrist to examine an of- treatment for the mentally ill. Job placements and
fender. In States where laws do not provide for on-the-job training are secured for patients, with a
speedy admission to mental hospitals, cooperation goal of reducing the future rate of hospitalization
between the police and receiving centers is neces- and arrest. The spread of available services in comsary to reduce police involvement. For example, the munity health centers should reduce the number of
'~eaton, Ill., police department, in cooperation .. Models for Delinquency Diversion (Athens, Ga.: Institute
wIth the Graduate School of Social Work of the of Government, University of Georgia, 1971).
National Institute of Mental Health, Office of Program
Planning and Evaluation. The Mental Health of Urban
America (Chevy Chase, Md.: NIMH, 1969), p. 76.
40

~ Matthews; "Observations on Police Policy," p. 26.

"Matthews, "Observations on Police Policy," p. 23-24.
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police contacts with the mentally ill. In addition it
will offer to police officers a receiving facility for
~m!li~ble offenders without complicated and lengthy
admissions procedures.
NIMH has heavily funded local public facilities
and encouraged the development of comprehensive
programs to serve the poor. Public awareness and
support depend on local agencies. Hospitals that receive emergency cases brought by police officers
must cooperate by eliminating the red tape in admissions. Public health and law enforcement officials
must press to erase legal barriers to fast service for
the needy. The public must learn that programs for
the mentally ill exist, eliminating the need for police
intervention.
Wj1atever arrangements are made to coordinate
police and social service efforts, provisions must in··
sllre a clear and simple procedure for police to follow without the fear of liqbility. Vague regulations
and unnecessary restrictions must be eliminated for
the success of a diversion program.

STRATEGIES FOR CHANGE

Every day correctional agencies, legislators, the
judiciary, and law enforcement have the option to
modify procedures in the interest of doing a better
correctional or justice job. Frequently, the modifications require no additional .funding since they
r,epresent changes in policy, procedure, or law,
which often have more to do with changing behavior
aqd attitudes toward it than individllal treatment
per se.

cept, 11owever, is very important. In writing statutes .;'f
regarding legally prescribed acts, for example, the t
legislature should provide that the police may make 1,:
an arrest, rather than that the v shall do so.
.
Decriminalization also could be applied to class
crimes such as vagrancy and disorderly conduct. ' ,1'
Definitions of these offenses are lacking in clarity, '1
and the laws are applied in a capricious manner . ;f
for purposes having little to do with the protection of !
society. The same thing is true of many juvenile .' i
offenses listed under ambiguous categories such as ~J
"ungovernable," "runaway," or "curfew violation." '1'-1
Indeed, it seems probable that indiscretions of ·1'
these kinds could be handled better without official -:1'
court intervention by counseling and social and men- ....
tal health agencies. The stigma of an official court 'I
hearing should probably be reserved for violations
that are defined without regard to age, that is, for :t
acts that would be crimes if committed by adults. fcC!
It is unlikely that the .rights of juvenile~ assured by . f
decisions such as Gault can be meaningful if the l
definitions of offense categories are unconstitution.j
ally vague.
"1
[!
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Legislative Authot'iz~tion of Diversion
Programs

Lj
f

l

<"1

Another important way that legislatures can en- I '1
hance and extend diversion is by authorization or ':t
creation of diversion programs. Formal legislative
authorization of diversion programs introduces safeguards unlikely in informal diversion techniques. I
By increasing the visibility of diversion and specifY-I'i
ing broad c_!;ih~ria of eligibility and procedure,pro- "!
te<.:ti?n a~tlb.~t qjscriminatory or r~n.dom application:
of dlscre.tt9:'. ;". (tl!f.Oduced. In addltto. n, forl1!al pro- trli.-.'j
grams' are 1.~,~:Jl',;h more amenable to research and ·',1
evaluation. [;' J>llt.,., legislatures can not only author-'!
ize diversivh im:,grams but also provide funding . ".~
for staff and facilities to operate them.
A good example is a bill introduced in the 92d . ~
Congress to provide opportunities for diversion of 1'1
Federal defendants. The legislation would have
authorized automatic diversion of Federal first of- .1J
fenders who meet certain criteria, and funding for.l
diversion programs within the administrative fritilic- . . ,'
work of Federal district courts. Although the bill)!:
did not come to the floor in' J.972, it is expected' j :
that similar kgislat~on will be introduced in 1973.\

I

J

Political-legal Strategies
Probably one of the most potent strategies available for proponents of diversion programs is the
political-legal approach. If in fact there are indi-'
viduals within the justke s.ystem who need not be
there, then one of the most obvious solutions is to
c.11ange the law regarding the behavior that brings
th'~se individuals into ~he justice system. The State
of Connecticut offers a specific example with its
rec:ent statutory enactment that.permits law enforcement agents to deliver an intoxicated person (alcohol or drugs) to a treatment faciiity rather than
a cust~dial facility. Unfortunately, however, the legislative mandate was not supported with reSQurces
for treatment centers or massive educational programs or administrative direction to insure that the
law was followed. An eltcellent theoretical model
for diversion was subverted since the idea could
npt be translated into a "reai" program. The con92

. ilJ..'

I' I
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Administrative-Policy s t r a t e g i e s J

practice'-~

Every organization and agency engages in ac· r·. •·.... t
tivity that is governed by admiI1istrative
and policy. Law is not the limiting constraint; tradi-j

kI

,t

tion and practice are. Many of the new programs of
law enforcement consciously violat,~: traditional
practice. An administrativ~ dec!sion 1", made to
change the way regular busmess IS tr['41sacted. Procedures are changed, not law. Take for instance
the chief of police in a large metropolitan area
who, in written orders, instructed his field force to
ignore persons selling flowers at the public freeway
entrances, a misdemeanor in the State. By administrative order a diversion program of "no action"
was operationalized. Take for example another police chief. who established a policy that juvenile behavior that would constitute misdemeanors for adults
would be referred to the local Youth Service Agency.
He made no exceptions; on the contrary, he demanded a lengthy written explanation by officers
violating his new departmental policy.
A colleague in an adjoining city went even
further. He declared the same policy and set a limit
on the distance offenders could be transported to
custody. Interested in improving the "street time"
for his force, this chief set a five-mile limit on the
distance officers could travel to deliver prisoners
to custody, unless they presented a serious threat to
property, other persons, or self. He, too, required
written explanations for exceptions.
Probation department intake units frequently employ crisis intervention teams, volunteers, and advocates as substitutes for' detention and petitions.
All of these practices reflect administrative decision,
policy, and program. They are new administrative
ways of taki.ng care of old justice system practices.
An interesting example of an administrative strategy, ·funded by the Youth Development and.
Delinquency Prevention Administration of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, is
operating in St. Louis, Missouri. The jm'eriile court,
in cooperation with the Research Analysis Corporation, has developed a program patterned after the
European program of house arrest. Called the "House
Deteation" program, children who would otherwise
be held in detention are offered help and control at
home and school by paraprofessionals pending some
dispositional decision before the juvenile court.
Whether or not the court acts is determinedbv the
..
juveniles' behavior while in house detention.
The project makes extensive use of paraprofessionals and sets qualifications for employees. It seeks
to find individuals within the community· who have
the same c:ultural and socioeconomiC backgrounds
as the youth being supervised. Hired ona full-time
basis, the paraprofessionals are paid salaries equal
to those received by regular employees working in
the detention center. AlthoJ.1gh they have no 9ffices
(hence, no regularly scheduled office hotlrs), they
are required to provide services to t~eir clients

when needed. Caseloads of five children and/or
families permit the paraprofessionals to be almost
another member of the child's family. The limited
caseload permits the worker to become involved ill
real problem-solving activities with the client, his
family, the school, law enforcement agencies, and
others. Practical in approach, the paraprofessional's
efforts are directed at the immediate resolution of
the practical problems that may have led to the
child's arrest. GO

RAMIFICATIONS OF DIVERSION
It is obvious that diversion is both a new idea
and a very old practice. It is also obvious 'that prevention, diversion, screening, and minimizing penetration are closely related concepts that become
easily confused by those attempting to deal with alternatives to criminal justice processing. Each, however, is predicated on the assumption that the existing system is often destructive and that it is better to
direct many offenders, to programs that are less stigmatizing, less restricting, less punitive, than it is to
escalate them through the justke system. Unfortunately, however, diversion may be used as an excuse
for not addressing the very real problems associated
with the development of effective preventive, correctional, differential care, custody, and treatment
programs. Many programs that are labeled div~r
sion did not originate as formal efforts to divert
people from the criminal justice process but came
about through .ambiguities in the law or the discretionary practkes of individual agents of the justice system. Real programs of diversion specify 09jectives, identify a target group, outline means and
activities for achieving the goals, implement programs, and produce evidence of a plan to at least
attempt to evaluate whether or not the means employed are successful in achieving the goals desired.
Because of the variety of diversionary methods, it
is essential that the community obtain reliable information concerning their effectiveness in crime
control. Information is needed regarding diversion's impact on the justice system, the role diversion piays in crime prevention, and the relathle
rates of success on cases diverted from the system
at different stages as compared with cases subjected to varying degrees of criminalization. Such
information is not now available, nor will it be
available until records are kept on diversion as well
as on cases processed officially.
When two or more control methods appear to be
.., Information from Youth Development and Delin'!uency
Prevention Administration, U.S. Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare.
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about equally effective, researchers need to decide
between them. Research involves experimental design and random assignment of cases to alternative
treatment or control methods, and it requires most
of aU that judgments of authorities be assessed in
terms of their empirical consequences, not their
intended effects.
In the absence of research and experimentation,
the assessment of correctional policies is largely a
matter of guesswork. But the evidence that does
exist suggests that diversion may warrant consideration as the preferred method of control for a far
greater number of offenders. Moreover, it appears
that diversion plays a significant role in crime prevention and in maintaining the justice system
so that it is not swamped by its own activity.
Diversion provides society with the opportunit::
to begin the reordering of the justice system, by redistributing resources to achieve justice and correctional goals-to develop truly effective prevention,
justice, control, and social restoration programs.
Perhaps the single greatest contribution that diver-

sion can make during the next decade is to make , "I
society more conscious and sensitive to the deft· f ~
ciencies of the justice system, and hence to: force ! ,~
radical changes within the system so that appIOPri.ll. •.•.
ate offenders are successfully diverted from the sys. -".' ~
tern while others are provided with programs within
j
the system that offer social restoration instead I, .-'-1.
of criminal contamination.
f ;

J
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OTHER REPORTS OF THE COMMISSION
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In considering this chapter the reader is referred
f
to other reports of the Commission which deal with
I
diversion under varying definitions. In particular
the reader should consider the chapter on diversion
in the Courts report and the standard on diversion .,:1
in the Police report. The Community Crime Pre·
vention report discusses diversion in many of its
1-<,·'f
chapters; those on drug abuse and youth service hi
bureaus should be of particular interest to the
1.--{
reader.
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b. The means to be used to evaluate the
Each local jurisdictiollll, in cooperation with reoutcome of diversion decisions.
lated State agencies, should develop and implement
c. A requirement that the official making
by 1975 formally organized programs of diversion
the diversion decision state in writing the
that can be applied in the criminal justice process
basis for his determination denying or approvfrom the time an illegal act occurs to adjudicatiorr.
ing
diversion in the case of each offender.
1. The planning process and the identification of
d. A requirement that the agency operatdiversion services to be provided should follow gen- .
ing
diversion
programs maintain a current and
erally and be associated with "total system planning"
complete
listing
of various resource dispositions
as outlined in Standard 9.1.
available to diversion decisionmakers.
a. With planning data available, the re3. The factors to be used in determining whether
sponsible authorities at eac~ step in the criminal
an
offender, following arrest but prior to adjudicajustice process where diversion may occur
should develop priorities, lines of responsibil- tion, should be selected for diversion to a noncrimimd
ity, courses of procedure, and other policies program, should include the following:
a. Prosec!ltion tflward conviction may
to serve as guidelines to its use.
cause
undue harm' to the defendant or exacerb. Mechanisms for review and evaluation
bate
the
social problems that led to his cr&minal
of policies and practices should be established.
acts.
c. Criminal justice agencies should seek
h. Services to meet the offender's needs
the cooperation and resources of other com~
and problems are unavailable within the crimmunity agencies to which persons can be divertinal justice system or may be provided more efed for services relating to their problems and
fectively outside the system.
needs.
c. The arrest has already served as a de2. Each diversion program should operate under
a set of written guidelines that insure periodic·review
of policies and decisions. The guidelines should
specify:
a. The objectives of the program and
the types of cases to which it is to apply.

sired deterrent.
d. The .needs and interests of the victim
and' society are served better by div~~'siui'i ihan
by official processing.
e. The offender does not pr·esent a substantial danger to others.
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f. The offender voluntarily accepts the
offered alternative to further justice system
processing.
g. The facts of the (:llIse sufficiently establish that the defendant committed the alleged
act.
11
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Commemtary
Alternatives to criminalization should be developed for use from the time an illegal act occurs
to adjudication. These procedures should be preferred oyer traditional punitive measures for those
offenders who do not present a serious threat to
o~:lers.

Diversion programs should be a part of the same
planning process that is performed for the rest of
the criminal justice process, and particularly corrections. The methodology is outlined in Standard 9.1,
Total System Planning. Planning for diversion
should include the procedures to be used and the
points at which diversion may occur. As with other
correctional programs, systematic review and evaluation of policies and procedures should be provided for. The community should be represented in
the planning process, and the community resources
that may be used in the program identified and enlisted.
A number of factors justify noncriminal treatment, counseling, or r~stitution programs. The existing system has failed to achieve reformation in
any large number of cases; it is discriminatory in
nature; and it is costly in relation to outcomes. Personalvalues, costs, and humanitarian interests also
, . ..contribute to the arguments for diversion.
Most of the diversion processes operating today
are informal and are not mandated by statute. On
the contrary, they are the result of ambiguities in
existing legislation as well as the broad administrative discretion of officials administering criminal
justice. The discretionary decisions are influenced
by a variety of factors, but of most importance is
the scarcity of system resources. Diversion often occurs because of the pragmatic and pressing realization that there are not enough resources to handle
the potential, if not actual, caseload.
It is impossible to specify all of the factors which
might be desirable in determining whether or not
diversion Js a correct alternative .. In general, however, there seem to be guiding principles which
help determine the desirability of diversion to formal justice system processing. They relate to existing programs, visibility, stated goals, methods for
measuring success, and finally, the willingness of
specific communities to participate in the develop-
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ment of rational, community-based alternatives to
justice system processing.
If diversion programs are to perform as they are
intended, then the decisions of those referring to
these programs must be subject to review and evaluation. In a similar vein, decisionmakers cannot make
referrals outside their system unless they have necessary information about alternative programs and
the authority to make decisions referring cases out
of the system. Guidelines outline the information
necessary to meet the requirements of both of these
conditions.
The first step in establishing accountability is to
disclose the basis of decisions. Too often the rationale for discretionary decisions is undisclosed
and unstated. Simply requiring written statements
for each decision forces the process to become more
open while it also permits administrative OJ- judiclal
review. Review can be through the courts, th,~
legislature, or whatever source seems most appropriate in seeing that goals have been achieved and
standards complied with.

Related Standards
The following standards may be applicable in
implementing Standard 3.1.
6.3 Community Classification Teams.
7.2 Marshaling and Coordinating Community
Resources.

7.3 Corrections' Responsibility for Citizen Involvement.
8.2 Juvenile Intake Services.
9.4 Adult Intake Services.
15.5 Evaluating the Performance of the Correctional System.
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Chapter 4

, I

Pretrial

Release
and Detention
witit persons who are detained awaiting trial. Law
enforcem~n.t.agencies are ill-equipped to do so. Their
training stresses apprehension of those suspected of
crime. It is difficult for police to respect the presumption of innocence when, by arrest, they have
already made the decision of probable guilt. The
way in which police administer local jails gives little
evidence that they are either willing or able to operate pretrial release and detention programs effectively.
The courts should not be burdened with additional administrative responsibilities. While they have
supervisory functions over the entire system, they
should be primarily a reviewing agency for executive branch decisions.
This leaves the alternative of utilizing corrections or creating a new agency to administer pretrial programs. Corrections has much to offer if its
responsibility for the pretrial process is made clear.
The experience of correctional administrators as
middlemen in dealing with imprisoned persons on
one hand and with the legal system on the other,
could become a powerful lever for pretrial c·hange.
CORRECTIONS' INTEREST IN PRETRIAL
Corrections
daily
witnesses
inappropriate
DETENTION
detention-the jailing together, through police and
judicial decisions,of persons who are substantial
No other component of the crimilj.,al jtJstici:) §Y~':"JbJeats to community safety and many who pose
tem is as logical a choice as corr~Gti:oi1s fOJ: deaili;igmirliri'HU<Iisk or none at all. Corrections knows the
Among the problems plaguing the criminal justice process, few match the irrationality of decisionmaking, the waste of resources, and the unsystematic efforts at reform that characterize the pretrial
period. Yet in the context of a report on corrections,
questions may well be raised as to the relevance of a
discussion of the pretrial stage of criminal procedure and administration.
The question is a fair one. By tradition, the
detention of unconvicted persons has fallen outside
the jurisdiction of corrections, the courts, and police.
Judges seldom order persons detained pending irial;
they simply set bail. Prosecutors and defenders do
not lock people up; they merely argue their recommendations to the court. Sheriffs and wardens make
no detention decisions; they only act as custodians
for those who fail to guin pretrial release. Taken
together, these abdications relegate the pretrial process to the role of stepchild in the criminal justice
system and explain why the problem remains so
troublesome.

tense and damaging atmosphere brought by the
commingling in a single security institution of accused and convicted persons, of petty offenders and
hardened recidivists, and of the myriad pathologies
that surface inside a local jail. It has become common knowledge that these institutions, which account for by far the most incarceration in the United
States, are also the worst in physical facilities and
programs.
In the past few years, corrections in some areas
has moved toward taking over or consolidating the
local detention facilities' in which sentenced misdemean ants and persons awaiting trial are housed.
In the process, corrections' has been gaining both a
critical stake in maintaining, and a major opportunity for reforming, the pretrial criminal process.
The profession that traditionally has concentrated
its skills on the security, punishment, and correction
of convicts has begun to enter a new field.
Corrections also has come to realize the importance of devising alternatives to the confinement of
individuals. Much of this report deals with ways to

avoid incarc~ra~ion as a sanction for persons sentenced for cnmmal offenses. In most instances the
financial, human and social costs of detentio~ far
outweigh any benefit the public receives from total
con~nemen~.l Corr,-ections is now basing its plans on
a ~Ide ~a?ety or community-based programs offenng mInImUm custody and maximum services
programs which are even more desirable and neces~
sary for persons awaiting trial than for convicted
.
offenders.
Evidence continues to mount that decisions made
prior to trial will have a dramatic effect on sentenci?g. and other decisions made subsequent to a
convIctlOn .. Thus the corrections component has a
rea~ stake In t?~ pretrial processes in light of its
major responsIbilIty-the correction of persons
found gUilty of crime. An eady study of bail in the
District of Columbia offered tentative conclusions.
Of 2~8 defenda~ts convicted, 83 had been admitted
to ball before tnal and 175 were detained prior to
1 Neil Fabricant, "Bail "s a Preferred Freedom and the
Failures of New York's Revision," Buffalo Law Review
18 (1969), 303, 304-307.
'

Table 4.1 Sentence, by Jail Status and Charge

At Liberty Before Trial

Charge
on Which
pUilt
Determined

Suspended
Sentence
(Percent)

Prison
(Percent)

Detained Before Trial
Suspended
Sentence
(Percent)

Total
'Cases

Prison
(Percent)

Cases

94

73

Total

Felonies
Assault
Dangerous Weapons
Larceny
Narcotics
Robbery
Others

42
30
42
41
22
43

58
70
48
59
78
56

26

6

10

9

40
17
18
14

7
3
12

91

11

93
100
97
88

107
16
59
17

87
75

159
43
357

Misdemeanors 1
Assault
Dangerous Weapons
Larceny

68
49
72

32
51
28

134
65
193

13

25
14

86

tOll!Ce: Cha~les E. Ares, Anne Rankin, and Herbert Sturz, "The Manhattan Bail Project: An Interim Report on the
Se of Pretnal Parole," New York UniVersity Law Review, 38 (1963), 67, 85.

~:~~;r~. all

charges enter the court as felonies, the charges are often reduced and defendants plead guilty to mis-
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trial. Of the bailed defendants, 25 percent were re~
leased on probation after conviction while only 6··
percent of those detained were released on proba':
tion. 2 A 1963 study of New York practices indicated that detention before trial had an effect both
on sentence and on conviction rates. S Table 4.1
indicates the findings of the effect of pretrial deten'Bar Association of the District of Columbia, Junior Bar
Section, The Bail System of the District of Columbia, Report of the Committee on the Administration of Bail,
Washington: 1963.
'Charles E. Ares, Anne Rankin, and Herbert Sturz, "The
Manhattan Bail Project: An Interim Report on the Use
of Pretrial Parole," New York University LalV RevielV, 38
(1963), 67, 85.

tion on sentence for specific crimes. Table 4.2 indicates the New Yprk figures regarding 'dispositions.
It is true, however, tQat factors which may indi~ ,
cate that the persop. s~01.!ld be released awaiti~g
trial are also relevant to sentence, It could be
argued, therefore, that it is not sqrprising that per.
sons released on bail fare better. Tpis would mit~gate
the causal relationsQip' petween detention per se .
and sentence. Hpwever, two other studies have
sought to isola~e detention as a factor, and both indicate that even where all' indivigual has charac- '
teristics which should mitigate a ~entence (i.e., rio
previous record, family stability, employment stih
bility) , the fact of pretrfal detention has an ad.
verse effect. Tab.le 4.3, from a ~tudy of arraignments

Table 4.2 Case Disposition5, by Jail~ Status and Charge

At Liberty Before Trial

Charge
Assault
Grand Larceny
Robbery
Dangerous Weapons
Narcotics
Sex Crimes
Others

Percent
Not
Convicted

,

Percent
Convicted

23
43
51
43
52

b

Total
Oases

Percent
Not
COIlvicted

Percent
Convicted

59

126
96
35
23
33
49
47

77

57
49
57
48
90
70

10

30

Detained Before Trial
Total
Cases

41
28
42
43
62
86
22

72

58
57
38
14
78

128
156
100
21
42
28

23

Source: "The Manhattan Bail Project," p. 84.

Table 4.3 Relationship Between Detention alid Unfavorable Dispositio~ When Number of Favorable Char·
acteristics is Held Constant
Number of Favorable Characteristics
None

Three

Two

One

Bail

Jail

Bail

Jail

Bail

Jail

Bail

Jail

Disposition

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

Sentenced to prison
Convicted without
prison
Not convicted

[72]

82

26

73

17

52

6

[ 6]
[22]

2

16

42
32

8
19

44
39

24
24

48
46

Number of
defendants

(18)

(197)

(68)

(110)

(62)

(~7)

1

(l2~)

Source: Anne Rankin, "The Effect of Pretrial Detention," New York University Law Review, 39 (1964), 654.
'Brackets indicate the number of cases is small and the percentage should be read with caution.

(2)

in Manhattah's Magistrate's Felony Court between
October 16, 1961 and Septembet 1., 1962, indicates
such an effect. 4
An additional study conddctetl by the Legal Aid
Society of the City of New York for purposes of a
suit. challenging the constitu~iona1ity of the New
York baH system reached similar results when other
factors were isolated. 5
In addition to' these tan~b1e effects from pretrial
detention it is ncit unreasonable to assume that the
attitude of a person detained prior to trial is markedly different from that of a pers,!n Who was at liberty. TIle man who has met with the indecent conditions typical of jails is likely to have built up
considerable animosity toward the criminal justice
system and the society that perpetuates it. Correctional services are not easily applied or productive
where such an attitude exists.
Three goals for pretrtal reform can be isolated.
1. Deterttion. and other restrictions on liberty
should be minimized to an extent consistent with
tHe public iriterest. As noted throughout this report,
iricarceration as a criminal sanction is widely overused. While con.fihement is necessary for the small
percentage of offenders who are dangerous, it has
all too often been considered the standard response
to crime. In the pretrial process the detention of persons awaiting trial is far too frequent and in practice is generally based not on any real ot imagined
public interest reql.1irement but on the financial resources.of the accused.
2. T~e trea~ment of persons awaiting trial should
be cdnsis~ent with the presumption of innocence.
But persons awaiting trial in most jurisdiCtions are
considered to be in the same class as persons already convicted and sentenced. They are housed
together in the same degrading and inhumane facilities, they are deprived of the basic amenities of
life, and they are treated as though their gullt had
already been established. This is self-fulfilling prophecy, as the deprivations make preparation for
trial more difficult and enhance the risk of conviction and harsher punishment.
.
3. The time prior to trial sliould be a constructive
period in the life of the accused rather than one of
idleness: Mariy persons awaiting trial require or
could utilize assistance that only the state can provide. Many suffer from difficulties relating to alcohol, drUgs, or physical or mental problems or
?efects. Frequently their confinement results from
mability to cope witt financial, employment, social,
I Anne Rankin, "The Effect of pretrial Detention," New
'york University Law Review, 39 (1964), 641, 654.
. Bellamy v. The Judges arid JUstices Authorized to Sit
III the New York City Criminal COllrt, New York Supreme

Court, Appellate .DivisiQIl, First Dept., 'Plaintiff's MemorandUm, Motion No. 10864.

or family responsibilities. Yet few persons awaiting
trial are accorded access to assistance. If detained,
they are housed in local jails that typically have
few resources, and there appears to be a feeling
that programs for persons not yet convicted are
neither authorized, desirable, nor deserving of
high priority.
While corrections should have a major role in
seeking attainment of these objectives for reform
of the pretrial process, cooperation of law enforcement and judicial agencies is essential. Police will
determine .in some measure the number of persons with which the pretrial process must cope. Police also have an opportunity through the use of
noncustody techniques to divert minor offenders
from any form of pretrial detention. The decision to
detain or release an individual prior to trial will and
should remain with the judiciary. The court's appreciation for and understanding of alternatives to detention will in large measure determine the success
of programs for the pretrial process.
The political decision to construct new physical
detention facilities for persons awaiting trial or to
make elaborate and expensive alterations in existing
facilities plays fcritical role in reforming the pretrial process. There are substantial and increasing
pressures for cq,hstruction expenditures. Many jails
have long outlived their usefulness. Courts are increasingly demartding that facilities be brought up
to humane and; decent standards. Federal funding is available for assistance in the construction
. process.
Thus it is a good time for construction of new
jails, and yet it is a bad time. Expenditures for new
detention facilities may commit a jurisdiction to the
use of detention as the principal method of handling persons awaiting trial even though alternatives
to detention have not been fully studied and implemented. The nature and conditions of pretrial detention are being seriously questioned by courts, and
constitutional standards when fully explored and
implemented may make new detention facilities
obsolete. Thus any jurisdiction that makes major
expenditures for pretrial detention facilities does sa
at some risk.
This chapter focuses on recommendations for
comprehensive review and reform of the entire pretrial process. Such reform must consider the problems of the person awaiting trial from many perspectives. It must deal with the decision to detain
as well as the decision to build detention facilities. It must pursue alternatives to detention as well
as alternative means of treating those detained
prior to trial. The chapter does not undertake a de ..
tailed history or analysis of the bail :;ystem or the
jail system in the United States. This has been care-
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fully studied and organized by others.o Alternatives
to the bail and jail system have been proposed,
implemented, evaluated, and found succ.essful in
enough jurisdictions that recommendatlOns for
wholesale adoption are practical without extendeq
elaboration. 7

. PROBLEMS IN PRETRIAL DETENTION

I,

. L,

Pretrial detention today is a no man's land in
both the administration and the reform of the criminal justice process. It lies at the intersection of
conflicting values and concerns-the right to bail,
the risk of flight, the presumption of innocence, the
safety of the community. The decisionmaking pro':'ess is splintered among a wide array of individuals
and institutions. The management of jails and the
treatment of unconvicted prisoners are the responsibility of a sheriff or correctional warden. The
composition of the pretrial detainee population, and
the terms and timing of their release, flow from the
decisions of the police, the judge, the bondsman,
the prosecutor, and the defense lawyer. The laws
and rules that determine the flexibility or rigidity of
the pretrial process are made by legislators, courts,
anc~ political leaders.
The fragmentation of responsibilities contributing to pretrial detention makes the plight of pretrial detainees typically worse than that of convicted prisoners. Coordinated efforts to redress the
balance are required.
The current picture of detention before trial is a
mass of contradictions. In terms of the number of
persons affected per year, pretrial custody accounts
for more incarceration in the United States than
does imprisonment after sentencing. s In many jurisdictions, the rate of pretrial detention is rising at
the same time that postconviction imprisonment is
dropping. Despite the crisis in public budgets, new
• See generally, Comment, "Bail: An Ancient Practice ReeX!lmined," Yale Law Journal, 70 (1961), 966; Caleb Foote,
"The Coming Constitutional Crisis in Bail," University oj
PennsylVania Law Review, 113 (1965), S59; and Hermine
H. Meyer, "Constitutionality of Pretrial Detention," 'GeorgetOWII Law JOl/mal, 60 (1972), 1139.
, David McCarthy and Jeanne J. Wahl. "The District of
Columbia Bail Project: An Illustration of Experimentation
and a Brief for Change," Georgetown Law Journal, 53
(1965), 675; Gerald Levin, "The San Francisco Bail Proj.
ect," American Bar Association Journal, 55 (1969), 135;
Ares, Rankin, and Sturz, "The Manhattan Bail Project,";
and Bail alld Summons, 1965, Proceedings of the Institute
on the Operation of Pretrial Release Projects (New York:
Vera Foundation and U.S. Department of Justice, 1966),
"The 1970 National Jail Census (Washington: Law Enforcement. Assistance Administration, 1971), p.l shoWS that
half of the adults f,tnd two-thirds of the juveniles confined
in jails on March 15, 1970, were pretrial detainees or other
unconvicted persons .
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multimillion-dollar pretrial jails, larger thah their
antiquated predecessors, are being built or planned,
At the same time, a decline in postsentcnce im·
prisonment is producing forecasts of or recommen·
dations for the abandonment of some maximum se·
curity institutkmsfor convicted offenders.
Thes,e paradoxes inevitably exact a high price
ia citIZen disrespect for law. How" else can a rational
person view a system of justice that detains vast
numbers of accused persons in maximum security
institutions during the, period of their presumed
innocence, only to release most of them when they'
'
'
plead or are found guilty?
Excessive detention is only one aspect of a seriously flawed pretrial process. Uncontrolled rele~se
can produce a high rate of defaults in appearanl~e,
for trial, thus flouting the historical purpose of b!)U'
and jeopardizing the integrity of the judicial
In periods of rising crime and delayed
dockets, outright release facilitates the prompt con·
tinuation of criminal careers, often rooted in addiction, which demoralize the police and endanger tbe
community. Overwhelmed prosecutors may oppose
pretrial releasB because detention is an incentive
to a qui.ck plea of guilty. Citizen cooperation with
the police is discouraged when a seemingly guilty
person whom a victim has helped arrest is promptly
released on bail and returned to the streets.
The problems of excessive detention are caused
or compounded by a number of widely ackno~l,
edged institutional defects in the system of pretna1
iustice. These include:
'. Excessive reliance on money bail.
• Confusion of responses to criI:ne on bail.
• Substantial trial delays.'
• Abridgment of de,tl'linees' rights.
• Overuse of the criminal process.
• Haste to build large new jails for pretrial detention.

Excessive Reliance on Money Bail
By perpetuating excessive reliance on money bail '
and professional bail bondsmen, the pretrial system continues to detain large numbers of poor persons by setting the price of freedom too high. The
pretrial process lacks the kind of candid judicial
decision typicaUy issued after conviction when tbe
sentencing judge states explicitly whether a per~on
is to be released or incarcerated.
The constitutionality of this money-based a1terna~
tive to decision making has been cast .in seri~~S
doubt by the Supreme Court's ruling in Tate t
Short, 401 U.S. 395 (1971), which invalidated postconviction imprisonment based 0'11 the inability ,~o
pay a fine; and by a district court decision 10

Ackies 'Y. Purdy, ,3:22 F. Supp. 38 (S.D. Fla. 1970), committee on Constitutional Rights of the Senate
,which voideQ the' ,us~of master bail bond schedules Committee on the JudiciaryY
The unresolved legal status of pretrial detention
for setting cOl1ditions of pretrial release.
In the decade since bail reform was introduced to deter future crime requires resolution of a number
by the ManhaWm Bail;Project, release on a promise of conflicting values and issues. These include:
to appear (release on'i.'~c()gnizance, or ROR) or in • The historical purpose of bail to insure appearsome places on 10 perC,~ilt cash deposits, 9 have be- ance at trial.
"
come significant alternatives to money bail bonds. • The right to bail under Federal 'law and most
However, the criteria for these options for the most State constitutions.
part have been applied either too conservatively • The presumption of innocence prior to trial.
(releasing mostly persons who could have posted • The longstanding relevance of the prior criminal
bond anyhow)1° or t()9 carelessly (with substantial record in rules governing the setting of bail.
increases in the default'l'ate).
• The seriousness of the current charge and weight
The, reform effort. g~rierally has been hindered of the evidence against the accused.
by inadequate bail-setting information,. too narrow • The record, from parole systems and other seta range of decisional options to match the variety of tings, in predicting human misbehavior.
risks presented, too little supervision of persons • The relative merits-in expressing a community's
released, and too little enforcement against those concern over pretrial crime-between a system exwho default The principle of replacing money bail , pressing that concern in the setting of monetary bail
by pretrial reform is sound, but the range and and one acknowledging it openly by ordering deadministration of reform measures in some places tention.
has been deficient. l1 A comprehensive system of conSeveral factual and policy questions regarding the
trolled pretrlal release has ,a' vast untapped poten- selection of subjects for preventive detention comtial. Bringing today's system up to that level would pound the difficulty of forecasting its appropriate
greatly reduce needless detention of persons unable legal role. Should detention be limited to alleged
to make money bail.
crimes of viol~nce 'or be extended to persons
charged with crimes against property? Will suspected
drug addicts-who are said to compose a major
Fear of Crime, on 8a},1
portion of the detainee popUlation in many jails,
and whose detention is believed essential to thwart
A second factor that promotes substantial pre- incessant th~fts to support expensive habits-be
trial detention is public fear that persons released_ held in lockups or hospitals or be treated on an
pending· trial will commit crimes. This concern has 'outpatient basis in the future? What alternative
long motivated judges to set intentionally high bail measures short of detention will become available
to ke~l? some arrested persons in jaiL It is a practice in the next decade to reduce the risk released perwhich, though widely used, is of doubtful constitu- sons pose to the community? It would be foolhardy
tionality.
to invest large sums in enlarging today's detention
This practice, preventive detention, has produced capacity without informed projections on questions
much dissatisfaction with the' administration of pre- like these,
trial justice. Some oppose it as" an unwarranted
The Commission has not taken a direct position
abridglllent of the pretrial presumj:i'fion of innocence, on whether preventive detention (i.e., the detaining
since it predicates detention on pOssible future guilt
of persons found to be "dangerous") should be
before the current charges have been adjudicated.
implemented. This chapter is based primarily 011
Others oppose it as an ineffective protection against
the traditional concept of pretrial programs-aspretrial crime, since successful criminals can simply
suring the presence of the accused for trial. The
buy their freedom from bondsITli:m. The arguments
Commission is not unaware of the controversy over
J?r and against the present system are collected in
the constitutionality, advisability, or necessity of pretwo valuable compilations by Senator Ervin's Subventive detention. It is recognized that in theory
~ r~ this system the accused risks his own resources by paypreventive detention seems to run counter to many
mg 10 percen,t of the ?aiJ in cash or placing his own propof the major principles recommended in this report.
erty as security for hiS appearance. See Charles Bowman.
S d d
d ' . f d·
.,
fd
"The lIJinois Ten Percent Bail Deposit Provision," UlliI'ertan ar s an . cntena or e!ermmatlOns 0 anger~!IY 0/ JIlillois Law Journal, (1965), 35.
..
"ousness are difficult formulatlOns at best. The result
See McCarthy and Wahl, "The District of Columbia miili.">:' . - - - - .
. .:""
j,ro)ect, " 7 0 4 - 7 0 5 , '
",:'" Ibid., and Amendmellts to the Bail Reform Act 0/ 1966,
,PrC'I'l!ll(il'e Detelltioll, Hearings before the Subcommittee
Hearings before the Subcommittee on, Constitutional Rights
~nd~~nstitUtional Rights of the Senate Committee on the
of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary, 91 Cong., 1
u lClary, 91 Cong., 2 sess. (1970).
sess. (1969).
P'
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possibly could be more detention instead of less.
On the other hand, we know that the present
system of money bail is essentially a preventive
detention system, with judges setting bond inordinately high to insure detention prior to trial. This
form of hypocrisy runs counter to the need for the
criminal justice system to breed respect rather than
DtostilHy for law.
The Commission feels, however, that it may be
premature to recommend a system of pretrial preventive detention. In most jurisdictions, implementation of this chapter's recommendations will bring
abou't major change in the pretrial process. Defects
in the pn:;sent system may be eliminated. Development of voluntary treatment programs, supervised
release, and partial confinement alternatives may
diminish the need for preventive detention. The
cxperience in the District of Columbia, which now
has preventive detention, is inconclusive. 13 Its legality
remains in question.

Delayed Trials

\!

The overcrowding of jails in urban settings is
closely linked to the notorious inability of court
systems to process criminal cases promptly. The
elements of delay are numerous, among them incessant continuances, inefficient use of judicial system personnel, long delays in trial calendars, and
lengthy interludes between the finding of guilt and
the imposition of sentence. 14 Through increased re- .
sources and modern management techniques, a substantial reduction in trial delay, in the average
period of detention, and hence in the size of a
detainee population, has been predicted.
In addition, speedier trials can reduce the risk
that released persons will get in trouble in the
interlude before trial. A number of studies have
concluded that crime on bail, or the rearrest of
pretrial releasees, is reduced substantially when trial
follows shortly after arrest. As delays increase beyond 60 days, the rearrest rate rises sharplyY
Thus, a more efficient court process can reduce the
need for any detention in many cases.
With such important values at stake, it is surprising to many that the speedy trial prescribed
by the Constitution is more rhetoric than fact in
most communities. A number of factors are responsi\, Nan C. Bass and William F. McDonald, Preventive Detelltiol/ ill tile District of Columbia: The First Tell MOllths
(New York: Vera Institute of Justice and Georgetown
Institute of Criminal Law and Procedure, 1972).
\I Speedy Trial, Hearings before the Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary,
92 Cong., I sess. (1971).
\. McCarthy and Wahl, "The District of Columbia Bail
Project," pp. 715-718.
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ble. Most new criminal justice funds in recent years
have been channeled into law enforcement, not.~
courts. 16 Increasing the ability of the police to make
!
arrests without compensating for the additional
t
burden thrust on the courts aggravates judicial in,.
capacity t.o try criminal cases currently and to dis- "" I
t
P ose of them on their merits.
The setting of time limits within which cases are
!
either to be tried or dismissed has often been legis-il'
lated or proposedY But such limits either are
waived by consent, beset with exceptions, or im-!
posed so as to pressure overworked prosecutor~ ~I
into negotiating inadequate dispositions. A major !
issue in the field is which part of the problem to
!
address first: establish effective time limits, add
new resources, or revamp inefficient prosecution :"j
and court management procedures. Because each ' '1
has its advocates and all compete in the legislative I
arena, the speedy trial goal remains elusive., "II
As with bail reform and preventive detention,'
the most valuable compilation of studies on the 1\'1
subject of speedy trials has been published by Sena- 1
tor Ervin's Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights. IS "t
Even without new legislation, a number of the proj-f,
ects and proposals contained in that volume could [
contribute notably toward expediting criminal trials I
and reducing interim detention. This problem isi
addressed in detail in the Commission's report on f
courts.

t

Abridgment of Detainees' Rights
The rights of prisoners convicted of ctime are
the subject of a substantial range of standards
promulgated by the United Nations, Federal and
State constitutions, judicial ~ecisions, statutes and
administrative rules, and various professional organizations. (See Chapter 2, Rights of Offenders.)
With rare exceptions, however, codifications of
prisoner rights have dealt exclusively with convicted offenders in prisons or have obliterated the
distinction between accused and convicted persons
lodged behind bars. Most litigated attacks on conditions of confinement have focused on sentenced
offenders and on postconviction prisons. Pretrial
jails and detainee rights appear to have been dis11
covered only recently by the judicial process.

,)
1
I

1

I
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'II

t
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I
:t,
if
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\. See Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, 3rd An·
IIl/al Report, Fiscal Year 1971.
IT American Bar Association Project on Minimum Standards
for Criminal Justice, Standards Relating to Speedy Trial
(New York: Office of the Criminal Justice Project, 1967),
sec. 4.1.
"In Speedy Trial, Hearings before the Subcommittee on
Constitutional Rights, 1 9 7 1 . ·
.. See generally, William TUrner, "Establishing the··Rule of .~
Law in Prison: A Manual for Prisoners' Rights Litiga' 'l

,~l
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By the same twist of irony that finds pretrial release alternatives struggling to catch up to the wide
array of programs called corrections in the comm'Unity, pretrial detainees have been fighting an uphill battIe-through violence as well as law 2°_to
gain equality inside institutions with their posttrial
counterparts.
But even if such equality were achieved, it probably would not suffice much longer. "Pretrial detainees do not stand on the same footing as convicted
fnmates,"
according
to Brenneman v. M adi[fan, 11 Crim. L. Rptr. 2248 (N.D. Cal. 1972).
This pretrial decision, by District Judge Alfonso J.
Zirpoli, builds on recent Federal decisions in Ohio,
Arkansas, and Rhode Island and suggests that many
costly and sweeping changes in pretrial institutions
will henceforth be required by the Constitution.
Some of the principles embodied in the·decision are
stat,~d as follows:.
Incursions on the rights of a pretrial detainee, other
than those arising from the need for custody (instead of
bail) to insure his presence at trial, are unconstitutional.
Except for the right to come and go as he pleases, a pretrial detainee retains all of the rights of the bailee, \1"·.d
his rights may not be ignored because it is expedient or
economical to do so. Any restrictions and deprivations of
those .rights, beyond those inherent in the confinement itself, must be justified by a compelling necessity• . . .
The court is aware that according pretrial detainee~
those rights to which they are constitutionally entitled will
entail additional expenditures of available resourc-:s. Notwithstanding the legitimacy of this concern, the vesent
existence of deficiencies in staff, facilities, and finances
cannot e~cuse indefinitely depriving pre-trial detainees of
the maximum enjoyment of the rights accorded to all citizens who are unconvicted of any crime. . • ,
E?ough has been said to establish the right of pretrial
detainees to be free from any privations and restrictions
which are not absolutely necessary to insure their presence
at trial.

. At ~?e conclusion of the Brenneman case, Judge
Zirpolt s order gave Sheriff Madigan and the Board
of Supervisors of Alameda County, California, 90
days from May 12, 19721 within which to submit
" propose d ru Ies for the treatment of pretrial detainees" that meet constitutional standards. The detailed impact of the decision thus remains to be
dete~I?ined in the months and years ahead. But
traditIonal rules, management techniques, and res~urees f?r the administration of jails holding pre~r~al detamees are now open to question, and every
J~Ii planned on the pattern of the past runs the
rI3~ that its security hardware and architectural
deSign, qS well as restrictions embodied solely by its
tion," Stallford Law Review, 23 (1971), 473; and Charles
~. HOllen, "Emerging Prisoners' Rights," Ohio State Law
"vllfIlal, 33 (1972), 1.
OBarker v. Wingo, 407 U.S. 514 (1972): Val l'Gna v. Mcralh, 325 F. Supp. 408 (E.D. N.Y. 1971).

rules, will be challenged in court and declared' UIlconstitutional.
Today, the status of the person presumed innocent is generally worse than that of a sentenced
person confined in the same facility and far worse
than that of a person confined in a felony institution
afte.r .convicti~n. for a serious offense. Thus a judicial
declslOn requIrIng only that persons awaiting trial'
should be accorded treatment and opportunity equal
to that .of convicted felons would cause major
changes In the construction and operation of jails.
Court decisions demanding a higber standard for
persons presumed innocent than for convicted persons would make obsolete existing facilities a'nd programs, as well as many presently planned for future
construction and implementation. .
A few illustrations will suggest the scope of the
~roblem face~ ?y each administrator and jurisdictIOn now bUildIng, planning, or contemplating a
new pretrial jail.
Take, for instance, the matter of classil1cation.
Most jailEl have been built to a single security system (often maximum), which assumes for administrative convenience that all detainees pose the same
risk of escape or institutional misconduct. Sentenced
offenders in the same institution, or in the same
jurisdiction's other correctional institutions, are
us.u~ny classified on a variable security basis, from
minImum up. Some dassification systems offer wide
variations in instiMional freedom, individual and
group .a~commodations, recreational and work op'pcrtUnItles, etc. In this light, a pretrial institution
that uniformly imposes greater security classifications
and constraints on accused persons than on minimum-security sentenced offenders in tbe same jurisdiction may be unconstitutional.
.
Similarly, sentenced offenders are generally classified by degrees of dangerousness, age, vulnerability to assault, illness, and ability to reform. Persons awaiting trial <u': gener1lly classified in one
~Iass, under the rationale th:it they are all presumed
Innocent and no informati!on base is available for
distinguishing one detainee tmm another. The result
is that young persons are detPlined with alcoholics.
petty offenders with drug addlcts,il!!H)~ent persons
with hardened criminals.
Another .area in which many pretrial detainees
in cities are worse off tban convicted offenders is
indoor confi?ement. The high cost of inner-city land,
the economIeS of skyscraper jails, and interests of
~e~l1rity ar.e among the reasons why many pretrial
Jails offer little or no opportunity for outdoor recreation. Pretrial detainees thus are denied ingredients
of personal health and individual freedom found
in many postconviction prisons in the United States .
These deprivations, even though cemented in the
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First, pretrial jails in all parts of the coun.try
choice of a jail site and the architect's plan, may hold, for a few days or for many month~, alcoholIcs,
be unconstitutional.
. . .
heroin addicts, marijuana users, prostItutes, menFinally, the criminal justice system dlscnmm~tes tally ill persons, homele~.s men, r~na~ay o~ n~glected
against the pretrial detainee in the length of time children and others whose pnnclpal VIctims are
he serves. In most States, the sentenced felon au~o themsel~es.21 In a larg.e proportion of such cases,
matically earns "good time" credit wh~n he ~~Olds the person is destined for a lon.g cycle of .release,
disciplinary action, and he may ob~am addihonal arrest. and return, at :a substantial cumula~lVe cost I
credit against his sentence by. e~ce~tiO~al perform- to the public and with doubtful benefit to ~Im or to
ance. More important, by parhclpatlOn 10 work and his community. Whether the ~ore ?ppropna~e s~lu
treatment programs, he may be able. to secure an tion is hospitalizatiorl, detOXificatiOn, le~al!zatton,
early release from the. parole authOrIty or even a or alternative methods of social control,. It IS clear
pardon from the execuhve.
.
that secure detentiolland endless proce~s1Og of su~h
The person awaiting trial has n? su~h amelt~rat persons by criminal justice agencies neither curtatls
ing options. The period of deten.Uon IS determl!l~d crime nor promotes justice. Instead, the problems. of
by the pace of judicial procee?mgs or. the. ablltt~ all involved-the jailer, the court, the accused,· the
of his family and friends to rmse suffiCient money lawyers, and the po1i<:e--are compou~ded.
.
bail. He seldom has an opportunity ~o have ~he
A second categOl:y of inapproprIate. detentIon,
detention decision reviewed; indeed. 10 most m- to some extent overlapping the first, dIrectly constances no affirmative decision to detam v:a~ ma?e. cerns problems of poverty and unemployment. PerThere is no parole board to act as an ~d~lmstrahve sons with short priclr criminal rec~rds (or none at
check on the judicial officer's determmatlon, of the all) who are accusedi of property cnmes and clearly
amount of bail, the length of detention req~l~~d, or lack economic opportunity, often are sentenced,
the case for delay in the trial. Programs t.O Improve if convicted, to prolbation, work release, a halfway
his position for return to the commumty ~r for house or other community-based progra~s that
leniency in sentencing generally are not a~allable. addre~s the need ft;)r job training, job ~ndm~,. or
His ties to the community become stramed or stable employment. Yet these helpful d:SpO.sI~l.ons
totally severed.
.
all too frequently nre preceded. by pret.nal Jathng.
The longer a sentenced offender remams con- The promise or delivery of assistance IS not confined the better his chance for release. The long~r sidered until the tradition-bound s~stem h~s run
a pe~son is detained awaiting t~~al, the ~et.te: hIS its course and the person pleads gt1llty or IS conchance for further confinement II a convictiOn revicted.
. d
sults.
I
Such a system is increasingly, r~cogn~ze. as a
The foregoing illustrations are, at present, specu a- senseless dissipation of scarce cnm10al Just!ce retive and scantily developed for purpo~e of con- sources. Crime contml suffers when the time ~f
stitutional challenge. But they are. tYPical of t~e prosecutors and judge\! is consum~d and new ma~l
kinds of inquiries detainees ~nd. their ?ttorn~ys Will mum security institutions are projected for pretnal
be presenting to the courts With 10creasmg frequency populations, including large numbers of p~rs.ons
in the years ahead. They may seem far-fetched or destined to be removed entirely from th~ cn~.mal
outrageous to wardens and sheri~s plagued ?y t.he process or willing to accept correctional dISPOSItIOns
tense, overcrowded, contraband-ndden pret~lal ~n without the need for prosecution, trial,. aD;d formal
stitutions of today. But they represen~. Vital 1n- sentence. On repeal of unnecessary cnm~nal ~aws
terests of both the detainee and the cItIzen con- arid development of procedures for pr~trIal divercerned about a system of law which for t~e most sion, funds saved by reduced constructIOn and enpart has only two alt~rnatives. in dealing WIth p~r forcement requirements .can be routed toward
sons charged with CrImes while they are aWaItmg
effective crime reduction.
trial-security detention or free?om on t~e stree~.
So long as these polar alternatiVes prevaIl,. multImillion-dollar expenditures for secure detentIon. fa- Haste to Build New Jails
cilities for accused persons will remain a nsky
. I
Before embarking on costly changes, a ratl~n~
investme'nt of p~b1ic funds.
system of justice should ask many. preh~~
Unnecessary Use of Criminal Sanctions
nary questions. What purpose was the ongmal J
Many persons detained both ?efore ~nd. after
conviction are those for whom routme apphcahon of
the criminal process is wasteful. At least two classes
of detainees meet this description.

"See Hans W. Mattick, "The Contemporary Jails of ~s:
United States: An Unknown And Neglected Ar~a ,of J •
tice" in Daniel Glaser, ed., Handbook of Crunln%g}.
(forthcoming).
.,

designed to serve? How well or poorly has it performed and why? What alternatives are available
to perf~rm those functions that remain valid today?
What competing demands and cooperative arrangements should influence the allocation of limited
resources?
There is substantial information on which to base
answers to these questions. Few institutions in
society have been so repeatedly studied and condemned-and left for future generations to remedyas the local jail. For more than a century, executive
commissions, legislative inquiries, and private research have detailed the physical and human dimensions of the problem and the case for change. Two
of the best analyses have appeared within the past
year: Mattick's The Contemporary Jails of the
United States: An Unknown and Neglected Area of
American Justice; and Rothman's The Discovery of
the Asylum. 22
. These studies of prisons and local jails demonstrate that in neither concept nor practice have they
been successes worth duplicating. At the same
time, there is no indication that incarceration can be
completely abolished. A search of intermediate
solutions, combining the best of new programs and
avoiding errors of the past, would seem a reasonable expectation from leaders of the jail management
profession.
Important steps in the direction of linking new
construction for detention with new programs for
release are contained in the Omnibus Crime Control Act· of 1968 and in the guidelines for its administration issued by the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration and the National Clearinghouse
for Correctional Programming and Architecture. 23
Each urges that a plan for pretrial constmction simultaneousl:!' incorporate bail reform and other com!!lunity alternatives. The difficulty with these standards is that they are addressed basically to
administrators (sheriffs and correctional personnel)
who lack jurisdiction over, or political power to
influence, other indispensable measures for a com"prehensive \,riminal justice process. Thb subject is
;f..~liscussed hi more detail in Chapter 9, ..Local Adult
InstitutioMl..

SOME EXAMPLES O.F REFORM
The thrust of this chapter is for comprehensive
reform of the pretrial process. And it is just such
"Mattick, Contemporary Jails"; and David J. Rothman,
!"e Discovery of the Asylum (Little, BrowrJ, 1971).
., Frederic D. Moyer et aI., Guidelines for the Planning
(/lId Design of Regional and Community Correctional Cenlers for Adults (Urbanlt~ University of Illinois Department
of Architecture, 1971).
.

reform which is notable by its absence. Yet comprehensive reform cannot take place over night.
Many jurisdictions have begun programs which have
alleviated the hardships of an exclusive money bail
system for pretrial release. Such programs are
primarily based on the premises that detention is
overused and that a person's financial resources
ought not determine his status awaiting trial.
Programs now operational, generally in larger
metropolitan areas, are of three basic types. In a
few jurisdictions, police :lfe encouraged to issue
citations in lieu of making arrests, thus diminishing
the amount of detc:ntion from the moment ,the accused comes in contact with the criminal justice
system. In man) more cities and counties, programs
which allow selected defendants to be released
merely on their own promise to appear fOt trial have
proved successful. In a few locations, bail bondsmen
have been replaced and defendants are allowed to
deposit 10 percent of their bond with the court, most
of which is returned when they appear for trial.
Table 4.4 indicates the number of ROR (release
on own recognizance) programs which were operational or planned in the United States as of October
30, 1972. Also indicated are the number of summons and citations in lieu of arrest programs operational. Most programs are either city- or county-wide
in scope.
No attempt is made here to catalog or describe
all of the various programs currently in operation.
However, a. few representative programs are de~cribed to give some indication of how such programs operate and the hope they provide for future
more widespread reform.

Citation in Lieu of Arrest Programs
1. Oakland (California) Police Citation Program.
In Oakland, police officers are authorized to issue
citations in lieu of arrests for misdemeanor crimes
where basic criteria are met. The defendant is
instructed where to appear for booking and charging. If the field officer decides to take a defendant
into physical custody, the stationhouse officer is also
authorized to release on a citation where warranted.
The program was instituted in February 1970. At
first there was a high rate of failure to appear for
booking or "trial (17 percent), but by May 1971, the
rate had fallen to 4.5 percent. (See the Commission's report on the police.) .
2.Stationhouse Release. A number of citil:s have
programs which utilize only stationhouse r~lease.
In each case the arresting officer takes the defendant
to the police station, where the defendant can be
booked and then released with a citation to appear
for trial. The Manhattan Summons Project in New
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Table 4.4

Operational and Proposed ROR Programs and Summons·Citations in Lieu of Arrest.
Number

Programs
State
Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Coldrado
Connecticut
Delaware
D.C.
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
N. Carolina
N. Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
S. Carolina
S. Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
W. Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

Operational

Number

Programs
Planned

5
1
2

1*

Release on own Recognizance (ROR) Programs
1. Manhattan Bail Project. The Vera Institute
ROR program in New York City pioneered this form
of pretrial release. A 1964 report on the Vera program provided the following figures:

,
,

;L'~"
,

~

..

.L.L·,.

The results of the Vera Foundation's operation show
that from October 16, 1961, through April 8, 1964, out
of 13.000 total defendants, 3,000 fell into ttie excluded
offense category, 10,000 were Interviewed, 4,000 were recommended and 2,195 were paroled. Only 15 of these
failed to show up in court, a default rate of less than 7/10
of 1 percent. Over the years, Vera's recommendation policy
has become increasingly liberal. In the beginning, it urged
release for only 28 percent of defendants interviewed;
that figure has graduaIly increased to 65 percent. At the
same timer, the rate of judjcial acceptance of recommendations has' risen from 55 percent to 70 percent. Significantly,
the District Attorney's office, which origimilly concurred
in onIY':,about half of Vera's recommendations, today
agrees with almost 80 percent. Since October 1963, an average of 65 defendants per week have been' granted parole on Vera's recommendations."

7
1
9
1

3
1
2
5

1

5
1
4

2
1
1

' . . D <I.a,
t fronl the Office of Economic Opportunity Pre-Trial Release Program.
Som,<,t:.
*Statewide program, ,

i

Number
SummonsCitations
Operational

York and the Sunnyvale (California) Citation Program operate in this manner. In the Stmnyyale program, almost 50 percent of those arrested are released by the station officer, and the "jump" rate
(failure to appear) is approximately 7 percent. 24
In the Manhattan project, 36,917 summonses
were issued in the first 2 years in which the project
was in operation citywide. Of these only 5.3 percent
failed to appear on the return date of the summons,
and when those who failed to appear because of
hospitalization or con:finerilent by another agency
are subtracted, the failure tate falls to 4.6 percent.
It is estimated that in these 2 years the police department saved over 46,000 8-holir police tours
valued in excess of $2.5 million. 25

1

2. Philadelphia Common Pleas and Municipal
Court ROR Program. The Philadelphia program,
modeled on the Manhattan Bail Project, provides
for release on a promise to appear at trial of selected arrested persons Whose ties to the community
suggest that it is reasonable to expect them to appear when directed. The program is a device to
eliminate tlie necessity for money bail and applies
to all felonies and tnisdemeanors.
Arrested persons are interviewed at the police
"Halldbook for Expansion of Pretrial Release in the Sail
Francis,co Bay Ared (Berkeley, Calif.: Association of Bay
~rea Governments, 1971).
"The Maizhattall Summons Project (New York: Criminal
Justice Coordinating Council of New York City and Vera
~nstitu~e of Justice, 1970), p. 2.
.
Damel Freed and Patricia Wald, Bail in the United Stqtes:
1964, Working paper for the National Conference on Bail
and Criminal Justice, (New York: Vera Institute of Justice
and U.S. Department of Justice), pp. 62-63.

station by the staff of a pretrial services program,
who obtain and verify information regarding the
accused. The information sought includes residence,
family ties, employment, and prior record. The interviewer submits copies of his report to the coutt,
the district attorney, the public defender, and the
ROR program agency. A point system which places
values on ties to the community is applied to each
accused, and from that system a recommendation
is made to the court ail to whether the accused
qualifies for ROR. The judge at arraignment can
then either accept or reject the recommendation.
The ROR investigators verify more thoroughly
the information concerning defendants who 'are detained after arraignment. Further interviews may
also be conducted. Where warranted, the interviewer may recommend that a petition be flIed on
behalf of the defendant requesting the court either
grant ROR or reduce bail. The pretrial services
staff also follows up on persons released on ROR.
Each released defendant is obligated to report by
telephone to the ROR main office. ROR staff also
contact fJefendants to remind them of their court
date.
In the first year of .the program ROR staff interviewecl36,252 arrested persons and initially recommended ROR for 17;175, or 47.4 percent. The
court granted ROR to 13,041 of those recommended
for such release and not otherwise discharged from
custody.
During the same year, ROR defendants had a
total of 24,790 court appearances scheduled, and
bnly 7.4 percent failed to appear, of which 5.6 percent were willful failures. 21
3. San Francisco Bail Project. The ROR program
in San Francisco is modeled after the Vera Institute program and the results have been similar.
From August 1, 1964, to July 31, 1968, 6,377
persons were released dn their promise to appear.
Ninety percent returned for trial and only 1 percent evaded justice altogether. 2~
Release on 10-Percent Cash Bonds

1. Illinois 10-Percent Cash Bond. The Illinois
Legislature in 1963 adopted the first 10 percent
cash bond program. Under normal bail procedures
where a bail bond was obtained from a private
bail bondsman, the accused paid 10 percent to the
bondsman, who then became financially responsible to the State for the accused's appearance at
trial. If the accused failed to appear, the bail bonds'" Information supplied by the Pretrial Services Division,
Philadelphia Common Pleas and Municipal Court.
'" Gerald Levin, "The San Francisco Bail Project," American, Bar Association Journal, 55 (1969), 135.
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man forfeited the entire amount of the bond. If
the accused appeared, he did not recoup the 10
percent he had paid the bondsman. Thus, the bondsman and not the accused had the financial interest
in the accused's appearance. Studies of the .M~
nicipal Court of Chicago for the year 1962 tn?lcated that bondsmen wrote 51,161 bonds for which
they were entitled to receive fees of $18,513,965.
For the same year, the bondsmen forfeited
$183,938 for failures to appear. The cost to those
accused of crime was $1,667,458.
The Illinois cash bond program allows the court
to accept the personal bond of the .accused and a
deposit of 10 percent of the bond tn cash. When
the accused appears for trial, 90 percent of the
deposit is returned, the remainder g~ing. toward
the cost of operating the program. ThiS glves the
financial incentive to the accused rather than the
professional bondsman.
In the year 1964 the Report of t~e .Clerk .o~ ~he
Circuit Court of Cook Cbunty, Cnmmal DIVISion
indicates that 600 surety bonds were written while
686 10-percent bonds were accepted. Of the surety
bonds 6.3 percent were forfeited, while only 5.4
, of the 10-percent bonds were f orf'
percent
elte d.29
2. Philadelphia 10-Percent Program. Phi.la~el
phia operates a 10-percent bond program SImIlar
in nature to that pioneered by minois. The program
began on February 23, 1972: The. following figures
document its record from mceptIOn to May 31,
1972.30
4,346
Number of defendants held for bail
3,552
Number making bail and released
Number making baH by posting
3,111
10 percent
Rate of those on bail who posted
87.6%
10 percent
Number of court appearances !lched3,058
uled for 10 percenters
201
Number failing to appear
6.6%
Percent failing to appear
Percent intentionally failing to
5.5%
appear
Fugitive rate (those failing to appear
2.2%
and not apprehended)
The Philadelphia experience also indicates that
by retaining a I-percent fee in all cases and all forfeited 10-percent deposits, by collecting 10 perc~n.t
of the full bonds which are forfeited, and by mvesting the money generated, the program produces
,. Charles Bowman, "The IIIinois Ten Percent Bail Deposit
Provision," UJlil'ersUy of Illinois. Law F?rll11l ~1~~5), 35 ..
'" Information provided by Pretnal Services DlVlslOn, Phlhldelphia Common Pleas and Municipal Court.

more than enough income to'flnance itself. Further·
more, iit is estimated that defendants and their fam·
ilies wi.ll save at least $1,500,000 as a result of the
program each year.
The success of these and other bail reform programs throughout the country provide sufficient evi·
dence to support more widespread implementation
of such programs. :rhe fact that such programs have
thrived where attempted makes the pace of progress
in p(l~trial reform in this country disappointingly
slow.

STANDARDS FOR REFORM
Within the past decade, defects in pretrial justice .
have been attacked from many sides, by many pro· .
fessions, in many places. Through legislation, litiga·
tion and administrative action, strands of change
hav~: begun to emerge. The categories inclu~e b~1
reform, preventive detentio~ statutes, pretn.al dIversion programs, speedy tnal rules, expa~sI~n ,of
detainee rights, and modern jails. ~et n~ JUI;sdlc,
tion. in the United States is confrontmg tnese Issues
in a comprehensive fashion, There ~re no mod:ls
of systematic planning for reform III the pretnal
handling of accused persons in general, or, of pretrial detainees in particular. Instead, pIecemeal
cbanges of uneven quality are being u~ged. by sep·
arate organizations, some openly pushmg 10 opposite directions, others proceeding unaware of the
counterproductive consequences that can flow from
"success" in a unilateral mission.
.
The problems resulting from compartmentalized
puetrial reform seem all too evident. :rhe problems
are too pervasive, the cost of attemptmg t~ remedy ..
all of them at once is too large, and the mterplay
and potential conflict among sirnulta?eous changes
(like more release and more detentIon.) are often
,too unpredictable. No community should tolerate a
situation in which each court and each agencf
spends public funds ~nd .adopts pub~ic rules UnIlaterally, in its own dIrectIon and at ItS own pace,
aloof from a process of cooperative change.
For these reasons, the standards proposed in this
chapter are designed as a package. They shoul~ be
arranged by all parties concerned into combmations or sequences of priority anci be monitored by
a system that acknowledges accountability to the
public, It is essential that th.e .standards b~ a?a~t
able to immutable characterIStIcs of each Junsdlction. But changes of doubtful valid!ty, such as construction of facilities based on the system of the
past, should be promptly reconsidered, delayed, or
discontinued.

Standard 4.1
Comprehensive
Pretrial Process Planning
Each criminal justice jurisdiction immediately
shopld begin to develop a comprehensive plan for
improving the pretrial process. In the planning
process, 'the following informati:m should be col.
lected:
1. The extent of pretrial detention, including the
number of detainees, the number of man.days of
detention, and the mnge of detention by time
periods.
2. The cost of pretrial release programs and
detention.
3. The disposition of persons awaiting trial, in·
c1uding the number released on bail, released on non·
financial conditions, and detained.
4. The disposition of such persons after trial in·
eluding, for each form of pretrial release or deten·
tion, f.he number of persons who were convicted, who
Were sentenced to the various available sentencing
alternatives, arid whose cases were dismissed.
5. Effectiveness of pretria1 conditions, including
the number of releasees who (a) failed to appear,
(b) violated conditions of their' release, (c) were
arrested during the period of· their release, or (d)
were convicted during the period of their release.
. 6. Conditions of local detention facilities, includ·
109 the extent to which they meet the standards
recommended herein.
7. Conditions of treatment of and rules govern·

ing persons awaiting trial, including the extent to
which such treatment and rules meet the recom·
mendations in Standards 4.8 and 4.9.
. 8. The need for and availability of resources
that could be effectively utilized for persons await·
ing trial, including the number of arrested persons
suffering from problems relating to alcohol, narcotic
addiction, or physical or mental disease or defects,
and the extent to which community treatment pro·
grams are avaiJable.
9. The length of time required for bringing a
criminal c,ase to .trial and, where such delay is found
to be excessive, the factors causing such delay.
The comprehensive plan for the pretrial process
should include ~he following:
1. Assessment of the status of programs and
facilities relating to pretrial release and detention.
2. A plan for improving the programs and facili·
ties relating to pretrial release and detention, in.
c1uding priorities for implementation of the recom·
mendations in this chapter.
3. A means of implementing the plan :md of dis·
couraging the expenditure of funds for, or the continuation of, programs inconsistent with it.
4. A method of evaluating the extent and success
of implementation of the improvements.
5. A strategy for processing Jarge numbers of
persons awaiting trial during mass distulrbances, in·
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. Likewise, constitutional issues are surfacing that
may dramatically alter the requirements for deten~
tion facilities for persons awaiting trial. Courts have
held in some jurisdictions that persons awaiting
trial cannot be confined with persons already can·
victed. The nature of confinement als.o may be
subject to constitutional attack. Facilities fo: hous·
ing persons awaiting trial may need to be tar less
secure and. far more humane.
Reform in the judicial process to speed trials may
alleviate some of the overcrowded conditions in de·
tention facilities. New attitudes toward detention as
a means of assuring presence at trial likewise may
Commentary
decrease the detainee population.
The person awaiting trial is subjected to the crimThus the pretrial process is a mix of interrelated
inal justice system, and yet he is not l~gally a pa:t factors that cannot be considered or dealt with
of it. His innocence is presumed, but hiS freedom IS separ(lte1y. Comprehensive planning, with proper
restricted. In most jurisdictions, a police agency has assessment of present techniques and coordinated
control of his body; a judicial officer and then a implementation of new means of handling persons
private bail bondsmfli1h~~~ control of his liberty; awaiting trial, is required if public interest is to be
and the prosecuting aiJd defense attorneys have con- served.
trol over how long this siUtus will continue. In no
The planning process should be undertak~n. by
other area of the criminal justice system do so many an agency representing all elements of the cnmmal
separate agencies have such diverse responsibility justice system that presently deal with pers.ons
with so little beneficial efTeet. The necessity for com- awaiting trial. Thus law enforcement, prosecutIOn,
prehensive, broadly particlp!!tory planning is no- courts, and corrections should be involved as well
where SO critical as it is In the pretrial stage of a as defense attorneys and the community at iarge.
criminal prosecution.
...
Participation by all agencies involved will facilita.te
For toci long the pretrial process has consisted implementation of the plan in a coordinated man·
of either detention or release on money bail. An nero
effective system of handling persons awaiting trial
Tn many jurisdictions such planning agencies a~·
should include various forms of nonfinancial re- ready have been established pursuant to the Omnl'
lease programs, provision for services and treat- bus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act. .of 1968,
ment programs, and rules requiring the expediting which requires comprehensive planning at the State
of criminal trials. Many jurisdictions are contem- level for the entire criminal justice system. A
plating large expenditures for physical detention fa- broadly representative planning agency at the State
cilities. Implementation of alternativts to both d~ level is required before States ca~ receive .Fede~al
lention and money bail should make much of thiS assistance. In many States, planmng agencies With
broad representation also have been establis}1ed at
expenditure unnecessary.
With detention the only existing alternative to the regional or metropolitan level to aSSIst the
release on money bail in many jurisdictions, there State agency in compreh!!nsiveplanning. Where
are mounting pressures for large expenditures to local agencies exist, they would provide a. natural
improve old detention facilities or construct new focus for improving the pretrial process. Sm~e the
ones. The proliferation of responsibility in the pre- presc~ibed factors can vary widely ~,.~thin a .given
trial process increases the likelihood that, without State (in terms of numbers of premal detamees,
comprehens~ve planning, programs and facilities
resources available, etc.), such planning should be
will be developed that will shortly become obsolet~. accomplished at the locai level wherever possible.
The sheriff or other law enforcement agent responsIble for detention knows only that his jail is overcrowded and that courts are increasingly finding References
conditions in local detention facilities short of con1. Freed, Daniel J., and Wald, Patricia M. Bail
stitutional requirements. His answer is to call for a
in the United States: 1964. Washington: US.
new and expanded jail. His agency has little exDl;lpartmentof Justice and Vera Foundation,
perience with forms of community supervision or
1964.
other nonfinancial release alternatives. But l~se
2. Moyer, Frederic D., et a!. Guidelines for the
.of such alternatives may make new physical faciliPlanning .and Design of Regional and Cornman·
ties unnecessary.

eluding a means of utilizing additional resources on
a temporary basis.
The comprehensive plan for the pretrial process
should be conducted by a group representing all
major components of {he criminal justice system
that operate in the pretrial area. Induded should be
representatives of the police, sheriffs, prosecution,
public defender, private defense bar, judiciary, court
management, probation, corrections, and the community.
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ity Correctional Centers for Adults. Urbana:
University of Illinois, Department of Architecture,
1971. Part C.
3. President's Commission on Law Enforcement
and Administration of Justice. Task Force Report: The Courts. Washington: Government
Printing Office, 1967.
4. Preventive Detention, Hearings before the
Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights of the
Senate Committee on the Judiciary, 91 Cong.,
2 sess. (1970).
5. Speedy Trial, Hearings before the Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary, 92 Cong., 1 sess. (1971).

Related Standards
The following standards may be applicable in
implementing Standard 4.1.

2.1-2.18 Rights of Offenders.
3.1 Use of Diversion.
4.8 Rights of Pretrial Detainees.
4.9 Programs for Pretrial Detainees.
5.8 Credit for Time Served.
5.10 Judicial Visits to Institutions.
6.3 Community Classification Teams.
7.1 Development Plan for Community-Based
Alternatives to Confinement.
7.2 Marshaling and Coordinating Community
Resources.
9.1 Total System Planning.
9.4 Adult Intake Services.
9.10 Local Facility Evaluation and Planning.
13.2 Planning and Organization.
15.1 State Correctional Information Systems.
15.5 Evaluating the Performance of the Correctional System.
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jurisdiction for the indefinite future to perpetuating
past detention practices. Construction represents a
long-range commitment that should not be made
until other alternatives are explored and pursued.
The standard contemplates that new construction
should be accomplished only after alternatives for
handling persons awaiting trial are properly planned
and implemented.
. References

1. Freed, Daniel J., and Wald, Patricia M. Bail
in the United States: 1964. Washington: U.S. Department of Justi~e and Vera Foundation, 1964.
2. Moyer, Fredenc D., et a1. Guidelines for the
Planning and Design of Regional and Community
Correctional Centers for Adults. Urbana: University of llIinois, Department of Architecture
'
1971. Part C.

Standard 4.2

3. President's Commission on Law Enforcement
and Administration of Justice. Task Force Report: The Courts. Washington: Government
Printing Office, 1967.

Related Standards
The following standards may be applicable in
implementing Standard 4.2 .

3.1
4.1
4.3
4.4

Use of Diversion.
Comprehensive Pretrial Process Planning.
Alternatives to Arrest.
Alternatives to Pretrial Detention.
4.8 PJghts of Pretrial Detainees.
4.9 Programs for Pretrial Detainees.
9.1 Total System Planning.
11.1 Planning New Correctional Institutionli.
11.2 Modification of Existing Institutions.
t

Construction Policy
for Pretrial
Detention Facilities
Each criminal justice jurisdiction, State or local as
appropriate, should immediately adopt a policy that
no new physical facility for detaining persons awaiting trial should be constructed and no funds should
be appropriated or made available for such constrUction until:
1. A comprehensive plan is developed in accordance with Standard 4.1.
2. Alterl;1ative means of handling persons awaiting trial as recommended in Standards 4,3 and 4.4
are implemented, adequately funded, and properly
evaluated.
3. The constitutional re€iuirements for a pretrial
detention facility are fully eJ:~Hnined and planned
for.
4. The possibilities of regionalization of pretrial
detention facilities are pursued.

Commentary
For reasons difficult to explain fully, construction
of a facility to incarcerate people seems easier to
accomplish than the implementation of programs
to allow them to retain their liberty. While the
maintenance of jails is generally more expensive
and the initial costs high, too many jurisdictions
continue to build buildings instead of helping
people. Throughout this report it is recognized that
114

confinement is not a successful or promising method
of handling persons drawn into the criminal justice
system; it is an admission of failure. The confine·
ment of individuals, whether awaiting trial or after
sentencing, should be imposed only where no other
alternative is appropriate.
Nothing commits a jurisdiction to a course of
action for a longer period of time than capital im· ..
provements. The magnitude of the initial invest· .
ment requires that the facility be used. Jails are not
multipurpose facilities. Once constructed, they insure
that confinement therein will be a major response
to accusation of or conviction for crime.
In most jurisdictions, facilities now used for de·
taining persons awaiting trial are far below ac·
cepted standards of health and d,:;cency. This stand·
ard, in urging that construction. be delayed pending
intelligent planning, should not be construed as a
recommendation that substF.ndard f.acilities be per·
petuated indefinitely. The standard is intended to
address the evil of deteation itself, whether in an
antiquated, insecure, and unsafe facility or in a
modern, sanitary one.
Improvement of existing facilities or adaptation
of other types of structures for housing pretrial de·
tainees may be required in some jurisdictions. The ..
standard is intended only to discourage the type of .
construction and improvements that may commit a .
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Alternatives to Arrest
Ench criminal justice jurisdiction, St!1lf:e or' loc!lII !liS
nppropriate, should immediately de,reliop a policy,
and seek enabling legislation where~ecessDlT:Yr to
eIlCQuruge the usc of citations in lieu of tllrtest: 31IT,d
detention. This policy should provide:,
'.' ,
1. Enumeration of minor offensesfror whJ:dt a
pollce officer should be required t? ~ss~]e Il ci:tatliloll1
i.n lieu of making un urrest or detatnmg the: accused
~lDless:

u. The accused~nils, til) identify himself
or supply required in[omn:nltloli1j
b. The accused refuses to sign the citation;
,
c. The officer 1l)lns rC)uson to believe that
the continued libertj' of the accused const:i~
tutes un unreasonableri'sK;, of bodily injury to
himself or others;
d. Arrest and, de\\ention arc ~ecessary to
carry out ndditiQ!1lllflil[ legitimllt~ iD\'estigative
action; <
• d<
e. The accused:, has no ties to the JUrIS ICHon yeusonably suflidient to ,assure bis appearance and there is n sl!Ilbstantial risk tbat he will
refuse to respond to the cItation; @r
f. It appears the accused has previously
fniled to respond to a citation Or a summons
or hns'\'iolated the conditions or any pretrial
relenseprogram.

,

. .

t

2. Discretionary authority for police officers tOJ
issue a citation in lieu of arrest in all cases where , t
the officer has reason to believle that the accused willI
respond to the citation and does not represent 0 I
clear threat to himself or others.
,t
3. A requirement that a police officer mil~ng an ~l
arrest rather than issuing a, citation specify, tbe~l
reason for doing so in writing. Superior (jffice~ I
should be authorized to reevaluate a decision .to
rest and to issue a citation at the police station JD "
Iteu of detention. .
'~
4. cri, minal penalties for WillfU,1 failure to re· f'
spond to a c i t a t i o n . ,
5. Authority to make lawful senrell inci~ent to i '[
an arrest where a citation is issued in ~ieil. o~ ar!~s!:
Similar steps should be taken to establisli polic) {
encouraging the issuance of sUinm~ns in Ii~ti of ~t- t
rest ~arrants where an accuS:d IS not In polIce
custody. This policy should prOVide:
'.
Ji
1. An enumeration of minor. offens~s for, W~IC~ fi
a judicial officer should be requued to ISsue a sum ,: i
mons in lieu of an arrest warrant unless
finds ]

2!' f

,·
I

't

.t

he

that:

.• 'II
a. The accusea Ii~s previously wIllie,~
failed, to respond to, a. ~itation or summ~ns o.
has violated the co~ddlons of any pretrIal rt
lease program.
b. The accused has no ties to the com·

J

;~

,',.,

:i
,:

~~

munity and there IS a reasonnbIiC ,likelihood that the interest of both Ule public and the accused
that ite win fail to respond to a summons.
would be better served by another mcans of inic. The where~bout$ of the accused is un. tiating the criminal justice process.
known or the nra:est \\farrnnt is necessary to subThe increasing use of the automobile made the
ject him to the jurisdi,~tion of the court.
traditional arrest procedures impractical for traffic
d. Arrest and detention are necessury to offenses. All agencies developed a procedure wherecarry out, additional legitim1\te investigative by the accused could be issued a citatiop, which in
action.
effect was a promise to appear at a certain time
2. Discretionary authority for judicial officers to for formal proceedings. Unfortunately, use of the
issue a summons in lieu of an arrest wunant in citation in lieu of physkal arrest seldom was made
all cases wher~ the officer lIas reason to believe that applicable to other are!-lS of misconduct and only
the accused will respond ~o the summons.
gradually began to be utilized in juvenile cases and
3. A requirement tlDat a judicial officer issuing some cases of regUlatory violations suc!} as infraca warrant instead of II sumlijons state his reason tions of housing codes.
for l)oing so in writing.
With the exploding pop'.1IatioJ1s and resulting
4~ Criminal penalties for willful failure to respond
problems in pretrial detention facilities, the possito a summons.
bility of utilizing citations for more serious cases
To fucilitate the use of citations and summons was given greater consideration. 10 early 1964, the
in lieu o~ arrests, police agencies should:
New York City Police Department in conjunction
1. 'Develop through administrative rules specific with the Vera Institute of Justice began the Mancriteria for police officers for determiriing whether hattan Summons Project, an experiment to deterto issue ~itations or to req~cst issuance of a sum- mine the feasibility of releasing persons charged
mons in lieu of arrest.
with minor offenses. The ties of the accllsed to the
2. Develop training programs to instruct their community were the criterion used to determine
officers in the need for and use of the citation and whether a given defendant could be relied on to
summons in lieu of arrest.
appear in court voluntarily. The success of the pro3, "Develop a method of quickly verifying factunl gram influenced activities in other States. Four'lilw
information given to police officers which if true enforcement agencies in California experimented
would justify the issuance of a citation in lieu of with pretrial release on the basis of individual evalarrest.
uation of the defendant's reliability, and 96 to 98
4. Develop a method of conducting a reason- "percent of those released voluntarily appeared for
ab~e investigation, concerning the defendant's ties to
trial.
the community to present to the jiIdicial officer at
A number of factors have mitigated against usc
the time of application for a summons or an arrest of the citation in lieu of arrest. Primarily, except
warrant.
for provisions expressly limited to traffic violations,
police have not been given specific legislative authority to adopt citation procedures. The lack of
Commentary
general authority to exercise this form of discretion
The strategy for minimizing the detention of per- seems to stem from a feeling tha~ it is improper
sons not yet convicted of a criminal offense must to delegate such powers to the patrol officer. And
begin at the point of first contact between police even where police have been granted authority to
officer and accused. The tradition in most jurisdic- issue citations, experience has indicated they are
tions is that a physical arrest initiates the criminal reluctant to use it.
justice process. L~gal rules normally authorize an
The standard recommends that 'legislation be enarrest without a warrant for a misdemeanor com- acted to indicate clearly that the public policy is to
mitted in the officer's presence or where he has encourqge use of the citation in lieu of arrest. Thus
reasonable grounds to believe that the person has legislation should be enacted making the citation
committed a felony. Rules governing police arrest the primary form (!)f initiating the criminal jllstice
customarily do not reflect concepts relating to process at least for minor offenses, with physical
whether the person represents a risk of nonappear- arrest and detention authorized where spe.cific facts
ance at formal judicial proceedings. With the range indicate sUQstantial risk of nonappeqrance.
of activity governed by the criminal code, it is difNumerous factors may suggest in an individual
ficult to justify the assumption that the public in- case that the issuance of a citation is not appropriterest is served by the physical arrest of all criminal ate. Where the accused is um:ooperative and relaw violators. In fact the high economic, social, and fuses to provide information that would justi£y is~m
human costs of pretrial detention would indicate ance of a citation, the officer is unable to determine
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the extent of the risk. Likewise where the accu~ed
refuses to sign the citation, he has in fact refused to
promise to appear when required. In some circumstances, the officer may reasonably believe that a
physical arrest is necessary to protect himself or
others. In those situations, it is unreasonable to expect the officer to issue a citation.
The officer ha~ little time to verify facts. While
.the right to bail may require that the risk of nonhppearance be the only factor relevant to pretrial
rele~se, the use of citation may be more restricted
by the lack of time available for deliberation and
the need in some circumstances to effectuate custody
to let tempers cool or to }';:event immediate further
criminal conduct.
In some cases, the physical detention of an accused is necessary for purposes of further investigation, such as appearance at an identification
lineup, or additional questioning. Where such procedures are lawful and authorized, they should constitute justification for not issuing a citation. However, where such procedures can be accomplished
other than immediately on apprehension, the citation should state that the accused must appear at a
certain time for participation in further investigating activities.
One of the best indications that an accused will
voluntarily appear for .trial or other proceedings is
the' fact that he bas ties to the community in which
he is arrested. A person with property, employment,
relatives, or other such community connections is
less likely to flee than the person with no community tics. Thus where the accused cannot show any
community ties, the officer should be ~uthorized to
detain him, at least until such information can be
developed.
When a police officer fails to issue a .citation and
makes a physical arrest, he s!1Quld be required to
indicate in writing his reasons forg.oing so. This
repprt should allow his superior cilUCers to reexamine the case, once the ac<:used is brought to the
police station. Superior officers with m0!'e time to
deliberate and to verify information should be authorized to issue a citation at the police station and
release the accused. This allows an internal administrative review and insures the releasfl of those
persons who are unable, in the short time available,
to convince the officer on the street that their ties .
to the community indicate little risk of flight.
In many jurisdictions, officers at the station house
are authorized to grant "station house" bail, which
is a monetary bond to insure appearance at an
arraignment. This standard does not recommend
such procedures but would substitute the issuance
of citations for bail. Money t'l!iil authorizes only the
release of those financially able to make bond
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rather than those who represent it good risk of voluntary appearance. The citation procedure focuses
more appropriately on the factors that should be
considered in releasing those a.ccused of crime.
In situations where law enforcement officers request the issuance of an arrest warrant before placing the accused in physical custody, the magistrate
or other judicial officer should be authorized to issue
a summons in lieu of the warrant. Such a summons
would be, in effect, an order by a judicial officer to
the accused to appear at a designated time and place
for a hearing, trial, or pretrial investigation. Legislation authorizing such a procedure exists in almost
half the States, but, as
the case of legislative authority granting the discretionary issuance of the police
citation, it appears to be seldom used. Those States
authorizing such a procedure limit its use to relatively minor offenses sucb as traffic violations and
misdemeanors. In the Federal system, a distinction
is made between the authority of the U.S. commissioner and the district court. Under Rule 4(a) of
the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, the commissioner is authorized to issue a summons upon
the filing of. a complaint only upon the request of
the U.S. attorney. Upon the filing of an information
or the return of an indictment, however, Rule 9(a)
requires the clerk to issue a summons if either the
U.S. attorney or the court so directs.
The primary reason that the procedure is so infrequently used seems to be that, in those few cases
in which a complaint is represented to the magistrate, there is no dlity imposed on the prosecutor,
police officer, or the judicial officer himself to make
a consciolls choice between a warrant for arrest and
a summdns. Legislation should be enacted encouraging the use of the summons rather than arrest
where there is no apparent need for physical custody of the accused.
Implementation of this procedure requires that
the jud\cial officer have a certain amount of basic
information so that he can make an intelligent
choice between the alternatives. The prosecutor or
police official who applies for such warrant should
be required to accompany the request with the results of a brief investigation of the defendant'S
personal background and stability in the community.
If the judicial officer shOUld discover that the
defendant has no meaningful tit;s with the community, he may issue a warrant. Likewise, a warrant
may be necessary to obtain jurisdiction over an accused person whose \ whereabouts are unknown.
Physical custody, where deemed necessary for any
of these purposes, should be viewed only as temporary until further proceedings can be instituted
to consider other forms of pretrial release.

m

If . a person accused of crime has previously
failed to respond t~· a citation, ~mmmons, or other
form of volu:ntary pretrial release conditions, he
represents a greater risk of nonappearance than a
person without such a history. Evidence of failure
to appear should justify physical custody but should
not make it mandatory. More deliberate proceedings before judicial officers focusing primarily on the
risk of flight should develop further information
that may make release on personal recognizance
appropriate.
Limiting the use of pretrial detention and physical arrest through th~ use of citations and summonses cannot be accomplished without the full
cooperation of the appropriate law enforcement
agencies. Police d:epartments should insure through
administrative rules and regulations that their officers understand the need for and use of citations
and summonses. Likewise, procedures should be developed to allow verification of facts presented to
officers on the street and in pmviding facts to judicial officers at the time an arrest warrant is requested. In addition to the nature of the crime
and the likelihood of guilt of the accused, such
reports also should contain information necessary
to determine whether the accused represents a substantial risk of flight.
Many law enforcement officers on the street have
instant communication to national inventories of
stolen ~utomobiles and other crime information.
Agencies that can provide their officers instantaneously with the license number of a car stolen across
the country should be able to verify the address
of a person living in the same community. Much of
the information necessary to determine the extent

?f ties the accused has with the community already
uncovered during routine police investigations.
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Standard 4.4
Alternatives
to Pretrial Detention
Each criminal justice jurisdiction, State or loc.al
as appropriate, should immediately seek enabling
legislation and develop, autlto.rize" and encour?ge
the use of a variety of alternatIves to the detention
of persons awaiting trial. The use of these alternatives should be governed by the following:
1. Judicial officers on the basis of infornlation
available to them should select from the list of the
following alternatives the first one that will reasonably assure the appearance of the accused for trial
or, if no single condition gives that assurance, a coma
bination of the following:
a. Release on recognizance without (urther conditions.
b. Release on the execution of an unsecured appearance bond in 2in amount specifled.
c. Release into the care of a Qualified
persoll or organization reasonably capable of
assisting the accused to appear at trial.
d. Release to the sup(\rvision of a probation officer or some other public official.
e. Release with imposition of restrictions
on activities, associations, movements, and
residence reasonably related to securing the appearance of the accused.
f. Release on the basis of financial security to be provided by the accused.
120

g. Imposition of a~ly other restrictions
other than detention reasonably related to se·
curinIJ the appearance of the accused.
o
•
h.
Detention, with release durmg
hours for spedfied purposes.
i. Detention of the accused.
2 Judicial office~'s in selecting the fonn of
pret~ial release should consider the nature and circumstances of the offense rharged, the weight of
the evidence against the accused, his ties to the
community, his record of convictions, if any, and
his record o,~ appearance at court '{Iroceedings or of
flight to avoid prosecution.
3. No person should be aUowed to act as surety
for compensation.
4. Willful failure to appear before any court
or judicial officer as required should be made a
criminal offense.

Commentary
\

. '~'he traditional system of releasing persons await·
ing trial is money bail. The evils, hardships, and
inefficiencies of money bail have been tho:O~g~IY
documented el~ewhere. Tn theory, money ball IS!"
tended to insure the presence of the accused for
trial. Tn practice, it makes release prior to trial de·

pend not on the risk of nonappearance but on the ularly true where the accused has substantial ties
financial resources of the accused.
with the community.
The practice of . compensated sureties-bail
Where the judicial officer desires assurances in
bondsmen-adds to the oppression of the system. addition to a personal promise, an unsecu.red apThe determination of whether a person is detained pearance bond should be t:equired. Execution of
prior to trial rests with them; not with the courts. such a bond without required security would not
The extent to which the accused is financially com- discriminate against indigent defendants. An unmitted to appear is determined by the amount of secured bond would not require immediate cash
collateral the bail bondsman requires for writing or other property but if violated would result in
the bond, not how high the bail is set.
a civil judgment against the accused in the amount
Society has a rightful interest in insuring that of the bond. Such a condition would not require
person.s accused of crimes are available for trial. the intervention of a compensated surety.
The accused .on the other hand is presumed innocent
Release on recognizance and unsecured appearand should not be detained unless he represents ance bonds should be the appropriate release condia substantial risk of not appearing when required. tions in the majority of cases. Particularly for minor
In most instances, money bail is irrelevant in pro- crimes where the sanction is slight and the public
tecting or promoting either interest.
safety is not jeopardized, there is little reason to
The existence of effective alternatives to money impose additional conditions on the accused. Where
bail has been adequately demonstrated in experi- it is unlikely that detention will be used as a sancmental programs throughout the country. "Pilot" tion after conviction, it is difficult to justify detenprojects to "test" alternatives to money bail are no tion prior to trial. The disruption in a person's
longer required. Numerous alternatives have been life during the period of his presumed innocence
implemented, tested, and found effective. Imple- should not be greater than that likely to be suffered
mentation on a broad scale would greatly improve if convicted.
'
the criminal process prior to trial and eliminate
Where more serious offenses are involved, society
unnecessary pretrial detention.
may have greater interest in insuring that the person
After 3 years of operation, the Vera Foundation's
appears for trial. Additional conditions should be
Manhattan Project reported that, out of 10,000
authorized where found to be necessary. Placing
defendants interviewed to establish their ties with
the accused under the care of a private citizen or
the community, 4,000 were recommended for reorganization may assist him in appearing for trial.
lease merely on their promise to appear when and
"Experience indicates that, particularly in large metrowhere required. Of the 4,000 persons, 2,195 were
politan areas, some persons accused of crime fail
actually released and only 15 did not appear volunto appea( owing to misunderstanding or forgettarilyati their trial. This is a default rate of 7/10
fulness. This may be especially true for persons
of 1 percent. As the recommendations for release
who are not familiar with American processes or
on personal promise increased, judicial acceptance
language. A third person responsible for insuring
of the· recommendations increased. Chicago initithat the person appears at trial should solve most
ated a release program in early 1963 for defend- such problems. .
ants charged with misdemeanors and experienced
Tn some cases, more expert supervision may be
similarly favorable results. Numerous other cities
have established release-on-recognizance programs. thought necessary. Thus placing a person awaiting
trial under the supervision of a probation officer
Congress enacted th,. Federal Bail Reform Act
or other public official should be authorized.
of 1966, which authe; .!d the utilization of various
Periodic reporting to such an officer w.ould give
alternatives to money bail. Similar legislation should
additional assurance that the accused will appear
be considered by all States.
for trjal.
Legislative authority for alternatives to money
Tn a few cases, it may be necessary additionally
bail should be drafted to encourage the use of nonto impose conditions that substantially interfere with
financial conditions and discourage the use of detenthe liberty of the accused but do not result in total
tion or money bail. The statute should require that
detention. While a person is. presumed innocent,
the jUdicial officer impose the least onerous condisociety's interest in assuring his presence at trial may
tion. consistent with the risk of nonappearance reprequire that restrictions on activities, associations,
resented by the' individual accused. The standard
movements, and residence be imposed. These should
recommends a list of alternatives in the order they
be utilized only where they are clearly related to
should be considered.
the risk of nonappearance. The Constitution may
In many instances, the personal promise of the require an affirmative showing of such relationship
accused to appear should be sufficient. This is partic- in the record.
'.
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Likewise, partial confinement should be preferred
over total detention. Programs comparable to work
release for sentenced offenders should be available
if required in a particula.r case. The ~ccuse? could
be left at liberty for speCific purposes mcludmg employment, consultations with counsel, and o.ther
legitimate purposes but be req~ired to be d~ta~n.ed
during his leisure hours. Agam, such restnchons
should be related directly to the risk of nonappearance. (See Chapter 9, Local Adult Institutions.)
Tn' some instances, financial conditions may be
more appropriate. Generally, financial conditions
are appropriate only where the accused has financial resources and the risk of loss represents a
major incentive to appear .at trial. These sar;te
individuals generally have ties to the commumty
which also would make the risk of flight remote
without financial commitments. However, where
financial conditions are deemed important, they
should be personal commitments of the accused and
not of a third-party surety. Thus the accused should
be forced to risk his own resources by paying 10
percent. of the amount of bail in cash or placing
his own property as security for his appearance.
The compensated surety is unnecessary and undesirable. In no event should the amount of financial security imposed exceed the financial ability of
the accused.
Legislation also should allow courts to be creative
in the use of conditions if they are related to
society's interest in having persons appear at ~rial
and if they represent an alternative to ?~tenh~n.
The physical custody of a person awaitIng tn~l
should be the last resort where no other means IS
available to obtain reasonable assurance of his
presence for trial.
The standard also recommends that legislation
totally prohibit a person acting as compensated
surety for persons awaiting trial. Criminal law administration is public business and ought not to be
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delegated to private individua'ls where no safeguards protect the person involved. Private bondsmen
have not been accountable to the public, nor have
they felt obligated to pursue the public interest. The
abolition of the bail bondsman would improve the
system of criminal justice.
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f. Likelihood of guilt or weight of evidence
as appropriate, should immediately develop proce.
(1970).
against the accused.
dures governing pretrial release and detention deci.
g. Prior criminal record.
sions, as follows:
h. Prior record of compliance with or
1. A person in the physical custody of a lawen.
Related Standards
violation of pretrial release conditions.
forcement agency on the basis of an arrest, with or
i. Other facts relevant to the likelihood
The following standards may be applicable in
without a warrant, should be taken before a judicial
that he will appear for trial.
officer without unnecessary delay. In no case should
implementing Standard 4.4.
3. Pretrial detention or conditions substantially
the delay exceed 6 hours.
infringing on liberty should not be imposed on.a
4.3 Alternatives to Arrest.
2. When a law enforcement agency decides to person accused of crime: unless:
10.5 Probation in Rele~se on Recognizance Pro·
take a person accused of crime into custody, it should
a. The accused is granted a hearing, as
grams.
immediately notify the appropriate judicial officer
soon as possible, before a judicial officer and
or agency designated by him. An investigation should
is accorded the right to be represented by coun.
commence immediately to gather infonnation rele.
sel(appointed counsel if he is indigent), to
vant to the pretrial release or detention decision.
present evidence on his own behalf, to sub.
The nature of the investigation should be flexible
pena witnesses, and to confront and cross.
and generally exploratory in nature and should pro.
examine the witnesses against him.
vide infonnation about the accused including: ,
b. The judicial officer finds substantial
a. Current employment status and em.
evidence that confinement or restrictive condi.
ployment history.
tions are necessary to insure the presence of the
b. Present residence and length of stay
accused for trial.
at such address.
'
c. The judicial officer provides the de.
c. Extent and nature of family relation.
fendant with a written statement of his findings
ships.
.
of fact, the reasons for imposing detention or
d. General reputation and character ref.
conditions, and the evidence relied upon.
erences.
4. Where a defendant is detained prior to trial
e. Present charges against the accused or where conditions substantially infringing on his
and penalties possible upon conviction.
liberty are imposed, the defendant should be au.
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thorized to seck periodic review of that dedision by the prosecution. And the U.S. Supreme Court rethe judicial officer making the original decision. cently has held, in Argersinger v. Hamlin, 407 U.S.
The defendant also should be authorized to seek 25 (1972), that counsel is required in any crimina]
case, including misdemeanors and other petty ofappellate l'eview of such a decision.
5. Whenever a defendant is released, pending fenses, if postconviction detention is to be imposed.
trial subject to conditions, his release sJlould not The right to counsel before pretrial detention is
ordered would seem to follow. As more alternatives
be revoked unless:
a. A judicial officer finds after a hearing to money bail are implemented, the factual basis
tbat there is substantial evidence of a willful for pretrial decisions becomes more critical and
.violation of one of the conditions of his release more complex. The person's ties to the community
or a court or grand jury has foulJld probable and the risk of nonappearance pose factual ques·
cause to believe the defendant ha~1 committed tions. Procedural formalities become even more es·
sential.
a serious crime while on release.
In line with the previous recommendation that
b. The violation of conditions is of a
the
presumption against incarceration and in favor
nature that involves a risk of nonappearance or
of
community
release proposed for those convicted
of criminal activity.
of
criminal
activity
be equally applicable to those
c. The defendant is granted D9ticc of the
alleged violation, access to official records re- not yet cOllvicted, the standard requires the judicial
gilrding his case, the right to be represented by officer to specify in writing his findings, reasons for
counsel (appointed counsel if he is indigent), to decisions, and the evidence relied llPpn where he
subpena witnesses in his own behalf, and to orders detention or substantial conditions. This will
confront and cross-examine witnesses against force the officer to conside.r the full ramifications of
his decision and also provide a basis for judicial
him.
review.
d. The judicial officer flrovides the deJudicial review should be available "{here deten·
fendant a written statement of the findings of
fact, the reasons for the rel'ocation, and the tion or substantial conditions ar~ imposed. In the
first instance, the judicial officer making the original
el'idence relied upon.
. decision should periodically review his own deci·
6. The defendant should be al1lthprized to obtain
sion. Unlike the sentepced offender, the pr~triii1
judicial review of a decision revoJcing his release detainee does not have a parole boarcj that can
while awaiting trial.
ameliorate a long prison sentence or consider post·
7. The judicinl officer or the reviewing court decision developments. Appellate review of preshoulll be authorized to impose d,ifi'erentor additional trial decisions also should be authorized.
conditiolJs in lieu of revoking the release and detainIt has previously been recommended that various
ing the defendant.
alternatives to money bail be implementeq in all
iurisdictions. In many instances, this wilIb~ in t~e
form of community release 011 certajn coqditions,
such ;:IS periodically reporting to a probation office·r
Commentary
or avoiding certain activity. In additiOij, implicit in
Tht:oughout this report, a major thrust of the rec- every pretrial relea&l! is the condition that the person
ommendations has been the development of pro- will not commit another criminal offenSe. The standcedurulsafeguards for corr'ectional decisionmaking. ard recommends that ~lternatives to detention should
The Commission believes t.hat such safeguards not be authorized as sanctions for Violation of the~e
only protect the offender bt;lt also insure effective de- conditions. However, the possibility ~f revocation
cisions based on accurate; information. Such pro- of release is provided for. The decision to revoke
cedures are even more important in dealing with per- . release during tpe pendency of pretrial procedures
has a seriou~ effect on the defendant. The added
sons not yet convicted of ~,rime.
The stanqard proposes use of substantially the burdens pretrial detention holds for one accused
samc procedures in pretrial detention decisions as of crime are well documented. These are no less
arc recommended for many posttrial determina- detrimental to his ties with the community and his
tions. In many ip.stances where the decision to de- preparation for trial if an initial release is revoked.
tain or rclease prior to trial is a part of the arraign- A revocation decision may have a direct influence
ment .or preliminary hearing, many of the procedural on the sentencing decision if he is convicted. Thus
trappings wilt automatically be applicable. The procedural safeguards are essential. The standard
riglit. to retained or appointed counsel is firmly recommends procedures substantially similar to
est.ablished for felony cases at all critical stages of those required by the courts for revocation of parole.
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(See Cpapter 12.) It would appear that no less
would suffice for decisions revpking pretrial release.
While the Commission has taken no position on
the issue of whether detention on the basis of
"dangerousness" ought to be authorized in the first
instance, it does recognize that offenders who continue to commit serious offenses while on pretrial
release represent an unacceptable risk to the public
safety. The lack of· standar9s ~o determine dangerousness .or likelihood of future criminal conduct is
not a cOlllpelling argument in the face of repeated
crimes dllring the pretrial period. Once a person is
released and commits a subsequent serious offense,
his propensity for future criminal conduct has been
well enough established to warrant more flexible
detention criteria. The standard tht)s would allow,
but not require, detention after there is a showing
of probable cause th~t the offender has committed
an offense while on pr7trial release.
.
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Related $tandards
The following standards may be applicable in
implementing Standard 4.5.
2.1 Access to Courts.
4.4 Alternatives to Pretrial Detention.
12.4 Revqcatjon Hearings.
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Standard 4.6
Organization
of Pretrial Services
J~lIch Stllte should enact by 1975 legislation
specifically establishing the administrative authority
over lind responsibility for persons awaiting trial.
Such Icgislntion should provide as follows:
1. The decision to detain a person prior to trial
should be made by a judicinl officer.
2. Infonnution-gathering services for the judicial
ofiicer in mnking the decision should be provided
in the t.,rsl .instance by the law enforcement agency
and verified and supplemented by the agency that
develops presentence reports.
3. COIJlrts should be authorized to exercise confhming jllrisdiction over persons awaiting trial in
the slime manner nnd to the same extent as recommended (c)r persons serving sentences after convicHem. Sec Standard 5.9.
4. Ill' 1983. fncilities, programs, and services for
those uwniting trinl should be administered by the
Stllte corrcl~tional agency under II unified correctional
system.

Commentt:.ry
Persons awaiting trinl historicatiy have been the
re.sponsibiUty of no single agency. The sheriff or
warden of the holding facility exercises physical
controlo\,er them; the court controls their Uberty.

Neither has felt obliged to provide services. Correctional agencies considered their responsibil~ty as
involving only convicted persons. The result IS that
persons awaiting trial have been ign( .·ed.
The lack of clear-cut administrative responsibility and overlapping claims to jurisdiction have made
reform in this area particularly difficult. On the
other hand, present elements of the criminal justice
system have the knowledge and capability to effe~
tively handle persons awaiting trial if their responsIbility to do so is made clear.
The Commission recommends that legislation be
enacted specifying which agency has the respons,ibility for the various services that should be prOVIded
to persons awaiting trial. The specification should
minimize the necessity for the creation of a new
governmental organization to provide such services.
Requiring existing agencies to provide services for
persons awaiting trial will allow efficient utilization
of investigative and treatment resources. Treatm~nt
services provided on a voluntary basis prior to tna1
can be coordinated with programs for sentenced offenders. Information gathered for purposes of release prior to trial can be used for .sentencing purposes.
This coordination of' functions should not authorize similar treatment for sentenced offenders
and persons merely accused of crime. The pre-

sumption of innocence and the necessity for a fair agencies. Improvement in institutional management
trial require that persons awaiting trial be treated and program implementation are essential to an
differently. Some types of information on the per- effective pretrial detention system. Counseling and
sonal background of the accused should not be other programs should be available on a voluntary
developed prior to trial. (See Standard 5.15.)
basis to pretrial detainees. A system of communityConditions for release that might legitimately be based resources for partial confinement and comimposed on sentenced offenders should not be au- munity supervision programs should be made availthorized for those awaiting trial. Thus in larger able to persons not yet convicted of crime. State
jurisdictions it may be advisable to establish sepa- corrections departments in most States already have
rate divisions for providing services to persons await- had experience in est(\blishing and operating such
ing trial. With proper administrative rules and programs. (See Chapter 9, Local Adult Institutions.)
planning, coordination of the resources of the crimiChapter 5 of this report recommends that
nal justice system is preferred tn the diversification courts exercise continuing jurisdiction over sentenced
of separate agencies. Such coordination an.d unifica- offenders, to insure that the purpose and nature
tion, on balance, offer the best \~hance of reform of the sentencing order is carried out by correctional
of the pretrial process.
agencies. (See Standard 5.9.) The judicial order
The standard recommends thut the agency which releasing or detaining a person accused of crime
conducts presentence invesHgations should be re- deserves similar supervision. Judicial officers should
sponsible for investigatir.ms to determine whether continue to evaluate the need for detention or
a person should be rel.eased pending trial. In other other forms of control of persons not yd..convicted.
chapters this report re{~ommends that consideration Such persons should be authorized to. si:~k judicial
be given to separating imrestigatory from supervisory review of the nature of such control during the prepersonnel in the probation system. Such separation trial process.
would facilitate the deveLopment of investigative
expertise that could be utiFized in a system of pretrial release. In some local,ities special projects in- References
volving law students and other community volunteers have been developed to do hwestigations for
1. American Correctional Association. Manual
purpose of pretrial release. Where successful, the:;:;
of 'Correctional Standards. 3d ed. Washington:
should be continued under the administrative reACA, 1966. Ch. 2.
sponsibility of the agency providing presentence. in2. llIinois Unified Code of Corrections Sec. 375-2
vestigations. It has been noted elsewhere that staff
(Tentative final draft 1971). (Authorizes estabwho conduct presentence investigations. and make
lishment of standards for and inspection of local
recommendations on sentencing must maintain the
detention facilities by the State department of
close confidence of the sentencing court. For this
corrections. A comparable provision was subreason,~qirect judicial supervision over this function
sequently enacted in Illinois.)
mp.y be desirable .. rhe same holds true for pretrial
3. President's Commission on Law Enforcement
investigations. As this chapter indicates, the deciand. Administration of Justice. Task Force Resion to detain a person accused of crime is a judicial
port: Corrections. Washington: Government
decision, and the recommendation of the investigaPrinting Offlce, 1967.
tory agency may be critical.
4. "Proposed Speedy Trial Act," sec. 895, in
Chapter 13 of this report recommends the unifiSpeedy
Trial, Hearings befe·re the Subcom.lllittee ~
cation of correctional programs and facilities. Standon
Constitutional
Rights of the Senate Judiciary'
ard 9.2 proposes eventual placement of jails and
Committee.
92
Cong.,
1 sess. (1971) (Section
detention facilities under the administration of a
authorizes
judici~!
'.::reation
of a separate "pretrial
State department of corrections. Local jails tradiservices agency.")
tionaIly have been the responsibility of the sheriff
or other law enforcement agency. Lack of expertise
and of resources has made the local jail the most
disgraceful feature of American corrections. And Related Standards
yet this is where persons not yet convicted of crime,
The following standards may be applicable in
and presumed innocent, are detained. Unification
of ther.e facilities into a State system of corrections implementing Standard 4.6.
provides the best hope for substantial reform.
2.1 Access to Courts.
A system of pretrial detention also can benefit
4.4 Alternatives to Pretrial Detention.
from the experience and expertise of correctional
5.9 Continuing Jurisdiction of Sentepdng Court.
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5,10 Judicial Visits to Institutions.
9.2 State Operations and Control of Local Instiwtions.

,:

10.5 ProbatJnn in Relea1e on Recognizance Pr()..
grams.
16.4 Unifying Correctional Programs.

Standard 4.7

'

Persons
Incompetent to Stand Trial
Each criminal justice jurisdiction, State or local as
appropriate, should immediately develop procedures
and seek enabling legislation, if needed, governing
persons awaiting trial who are alleged to be or are
adjudica~ed incompetent to stand trial as follows:
1. Persons awaiting trial for a criminal offense
who are alleged to be incompetent to stand trial
should be eligible for bailor other alternative forms
of release to the same extent as other persons awaiting trial. Where the court orders an examination
and diagnosis to determine competency, the court
should impose on the pers~n the least restrictive
measures required to assure his presence for trial
and for effective examination and diagnosis. Outpatient diagnosis should be given preference over
inpatient diagnosis.
2. Persons awaiting trial for a criminal offense
who have been adjudicated incompetent to stand
trial should be eligible for bail or alternative forms
of release to the same extent as other persons awaiting trial. Where the court orders treatment to return
the person to competency, it should impose the least
restrictive measures appropriate. Outpatient treatment should be given preference over inpatient
treatment, and detention should be imposed only
upon substantial evidence, tbat:
a. There is a reasonable probability that
the person will regain competency within the

t,
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time limits recommended herein and detention
is required to assure his presence for trial;
or
b. There is a substantial probability that
treatinent will return the person to competency
and such treatment can be administered effectively only if the person is detained.
3. Each jurisdiction should adopt, through legislation or court rule, provisions which:
a. Require periodic review of cases of
persons adjudged incompetent to stand trial. '
b. Set a maximum time limit for the treatment of incompetency. Such maximum
limits should not exceed 2 years or the maximum prison sentence for the offense charged,
whichever is shorter.
c. Provide that when the time limit expires or when it is determined that restoration
to competency is unlikely, the person should
be released and the criminal charge dismissed.
d. Provide that where it is believed that the
person adjudicated incompetent is dangerous
to himself or others and should be detained,
civil commitment procedures should be instituted.

Commentary
As noted in the narrative to this chapter, the
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person awaiting trial is caught ~n~omf~rta?ly between various elements of tbe cnmlnal Justice system. The person accused of crime who is i?competent to stand tdalls in an ~ven more a?1bl~o~s
position. He becomes the captive of both the CnI;lInal law and public health systems, neither of whIch
wants to assume full responsibility for his welfare.
The criminal justice system cannot deal with. him
in a manner consistent with due process untIl he
is competent to understand the trial and assist his
counsel in its preparation. On the other hand, health
officials are often reluctant to allocate already scarce
resources to individuals who, if treated, will be subjected to prosecution and p('lssible punishment.
The result at present is that· many individuals
languish for long periods either in jail or mental
institutions, uncared for and untreated, even
though they have never been convicted of a crime.
In many instances individuals remain confined in
these conditions for a period longer than the sentence
which could have been imposed for the crime they
allegedly committed.
Tn most jurisdictions, the prosecutor, defense,
or judge on his own motion may raise the issue of
the defendant's competency to stand trial. Where
such issue is raised, the defendant generally is confined for a dingnosis, on the basis of which the
court determines whether he is able to stand trial,.
If he is adjudged incompeten~, a majori.ty ?f ~he
Slates require that he be committed to an IIlstttutlon
until "cur(!d." Rules governing his rigbt to speedy
trial arc suspended. When he is certified as, able to
understand the proceedings, he is then prosecuted for
the offcnse charged. In many instances, the: time
that has elapsed makes prosecution or defense difficult. Witnesses have died or disappeared. Evidence
hus deteriorated, In many instances, trial for the
offense even while the defendant is incompetent
would have less seriolls ramifications for the defendant than an adjudication of incompetency.
The U.S. Supreme Court ,has recently reviewed
the procedures applicable to persons alle?ed. to be
incompetent and has found them constItutIOnally
deficient. In Jackson v. Indiana, 406 U.S. 715
(1972). the Court invalidated Indiana's procedures
as violations of equal protection and due process
or law. On the issue of equal protection, the Court
stated:
• , • we hold that by subjecting Jackson to a. more
lenient commitment standard, and to a more stnngent
stnndard of release than those generally applicable to ,all
others not chnrged with offenses, and by thus' condemmng
him In effect to permanent institutionalization with~ut the
showing required for commitment or the opportunIty for
relense afforded by [civil commitment statutes] Indiana deprived petitioner of equal protection of the laws under the
fourteenth amendment.
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The Court thus suggests that persons accused of
crimes cannot be treated differently than persons in
the free community who suffer mental illness.
On the question of due process the COUlt announced:
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We hold . . . that a person charged by a State with a
criminal offense who is committed solely on account of
his incapacity to proce.ed in t~al cannot be held m~re ~
\
than the reasonable penod of time necessary to determIne
whether there is a substantial probability that ,be will attain
that capacity in the foreseeable f~~ure. !f it i.s detc:rm!ned "'I
that this is not the case, then the i)rate must either Institute
th~ customary civil commitment proceeding that would be
required to £ommlt indefinitely any .ot~er. citizen, C?r release
the defendant. Furthermore, even If It IS det.ermmed that ~ 1
'I
the defendant probably soon will be able to stand trial,
f
his continued commitment must be justified by progress
I
toward that goal.

"I

I
II

The Court thus indicates that detention must be
i
limited in time and justified on the basis of the
state's interest in having a competent defendant l,"~
to stand trial. rMention beyond the needs of this {~
interest can be justified by other state interests re- ~
flected in civil commitment procedures, but then
those procedures, not criminal procedures, should ['1
be uti1ized.
The basic thrust of the standard is to treat persons
alleged to be incompetent to stand trial (or those 'I
aJready adjudged incompetent) the same as any
other person who is accused ~f a :rime but has not
f
been tri:ed. Only minor modIficatIOns of the rulesl
of: criminal procedure need be made to carry out i'l
the additiomil state interest of attempting to return
an incompetent to a state of competency.
t!
Too often where incompetence is raised, the auto' ~lt
matic response is to confine the person in an lnsti- l
tution either for purposes of diagnosis or, after '."
adjudication, treatment. Neither diagnosis nor tre~t- 1,'1
ment requires confinement in all cases. In many m- '(
stances a better diagnosis or treatment program can
be implemented on an outpatient basis. A presump- t~,:
tion against detention and in favor of th~ least !
restrictive measures to effectuate the state mterest
should be as applicable to incompetents as it is tOl
sentenced offenders and other persons awaiting trial'l
Detention should be imposed only when it is required !
for assuring the person's presence for trial or .the!
nature of the diagnosis or treatment program reqUIres !
confinement. The U.S. Court of Appeals for the!
District of Columbia has ruled in Marcey v. Harris,
,
400 F. 2d 772 (D.C. Cir. 1968), that the Federal lt,
bail statutes require an alleged incompetent to be I
granted bail.
h ,i
After a person is adjudged incompetent, t. e !
state has an interest in attempting to treat him
in order to return him to competency to answer for . ~
the alleged crime. Where treatment has a reasonable :{
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chance of being unsuccessful, however, confinement
based on treatment should be prohibited. It is not
only wasteful of treatment resources but, as suggested in Jackson v. IndiaJla, unconstitutional. Thus
where incompetency is established, further inquiry
should be undertaken to determine if treatment will
be successful in the near future and whether such
treatment requires confinement. Again the presumption should be against detention and in favor of less
restrictive means.
A person may be incompetent to stand trial and
still not be a danger to himself or others. Confinement under the guise of treatment where the court
believes the accused to be dangerous would appear
to violate the eHual protection rationale recognized
by the Supreme Court in Jackson., All jurisdictions
have provisions for the institutionalization of persons
who are dangerous owing to mental illness. These
procedures should be equally applicable to those
accused of crimes. Different standards would clearly
violate the dictates of Jackson. While it is recognized that civil commitment procedures are far
from models of governmental humanity and that
confinement in mental institutions may be as dehumanizing as confinement in a correctional facility,
the principle of similar treatment of persons accused
of crime and those not so acc'lsed supports this
recommendation. Recommendations regarding the
operation of mental health facilities are outside the
scope of this report.
The interests protected by the right to a speedy
trial are twofold:
• A person should not be forced to spend long
periods with the burden of an impending criminal
prosecution hanging over him.
• As indicated earlier in this section, the lapse
of a long period between the offense and the trial
may make both the prosecution and the defense
more difficult.
Traditionally rules governing the right to a spe~dy
~rlal have provided that a period of incompete.::.y
IS not to be considered when determining whether
the trial occurred within a reasonable time. Further~10re, most courts do not allow a person adjudged
Incompetent to consent to trial during his incompetency. The result has been that periods of "treatment" for incompetency have extended far beyond
what the maximum prison sentence would have
been if the defendant had been convicted. If, sub~equently, the defendant does regain his capacity, he
IS unable because of the passage of time to present
an adequate defense. Rules should be deveioped to
resolve both of these difficulties.
The Court recognized, in Jackson that tn:::atment
could be pursued only where it has reasonable
chance of success and then only for a limited

period. Wllik· the Court was not willing to rule on
what a permissible period would be, the Commission recommends 2. years or the maximum prison
Sentence for the offense charged, whichever is
shorter. It is difficult to justify forced treatment for
I~xtended periods of time where conviction for the
offense would result in probation or a minimal
prison sentence. Misdemeanants are particularly
disadvantaged when there are no limitations on
tmatmcnt for incompetency. If treatment cannot
be successful in 2 years, it is difficult to see what
interest society has in continuing its option to prosCC4'te the offense.
The issue of a speedy trial for an incompetent
person is a difficult one. Due process prohibits convictkm of an individual who cannot understand
the proceedings and is unable to cooperate with
coum~el. OIl tbe other hand, depriving this person
of the\ opportunity to present an affirmative defense
that \\1ould prove his innocence is wasteful of resources, makes identification of the guilty party
more difficult, and is unfair to the accused person.
The standard recommends that the COlJ.rt periodically re'view the cases of persons who have been adjudged incompetent to stand trial and, where
restoration to competency seems unlikely within
the immc'diate future, discharge the accused or commence civ'il commitment proceedings.

1. Comment, "Competency to Stand Trial: A
Call for Reform," Journal of Criminal Law,
Criminolo gy, and Police Science, 59 (1968),
569.
2. Comme nt, "TIlinois' Alternative to Indefinite
Pretrial Commitment of Incompetents," University of Illinois Law Forum (1971), 278.
3. Engelberg, Steven L. "Pretrial Criminal Commitment to i\1ental Institutions: The Procedure in
Massachuset\~ and Suggested Reforms," Catholic
University L{j!w Review, 17 (1967), 163.
4. Jackson v'. Indiana, 406 U.S. 715 (1972).
(Detention must be limited in time and justified
on the basis oe State's interest in having a competent defendant to stand trial.)
5. Kaufman, Harold. "Evaluating Competency:
Are Constitutlional Deprivations Necessary?"
American Crimi,nal Law Review, 10 (1972), 465.
6. Marcey v. H.arris, 400 F. 2d 772 (D.C, Cir.
1968).
7. Matthews, Arthu.r R. Mental Disability and the
Criminal Law.' A Field Study. Chicago: American Bar Foundation, 1970.
8. Pate v. Robinson, 383 U.S. 375 (1966) (Hearing required on issun of incompetency.)
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9. Texas Code Crim. Pree. Ann. Sec. 46.02
(Supp. 1971) (Al1?wi?g def~ndant to requir~ a
provisional determmatlOn of mcompetencywhlch
is binding on the State but not on the defendant.)

Related Standards
The following standards may be applicable in
implementing Standard 4.7.

2.1 Access to Courts.
3.1 Use of Diversion.
4.4 Alternatives to PretrialDetention.
4.5 Procedures Relating to Pretrial Release and
Detention Decisions.
4.8 Rights of Pretrial Detainees.
9.4 Adult Intake ServIces.
9.7 Internal Polic!es (Local Adult Institutions),
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Standard 4.8

I Rights of
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Pretrial Detaihees
Each Stide, criminal justice jLirlsdiction, and facil-

Ity for the detention of adults should immediately
develop policies and procedures to insure that the
rights of persons detained while awaiting trial are
ovs~O'ed, as follows:
, 1., Persons detained awaiting trial should be entitled to tlie same rights as those persons admitted
to bail ~r other fontl of pretrial release except where
the ,nature of confinement requ!res modification.
2. )Vhere tnodlftcation of the. rights of persons detahled awaiting trial is r~qliired by the fact of confine'nent, such modification should be as limited
as possible.
3. T.tie..duty of s~owing t~at custody requires
ntodm,~llltion of such rights should be upon the detention agen~:ly.
.
4. ~ersons detained aWllitWg trial should be accorded the same rigbts recommended for persons
convicted of crime as !iet forth in Chapter 2 of
this replJr¢. In addition, the following rules should
govern detention of persons not yet convkted of a
crfmihal offense:
a. Treatment, the conditions of confinem.ent, and the rilles of conCluct authorized fOr
~ersonsqwaiting trial should 'lie reasonably and
necessariiy related to the interest of the state in
Si.ssuring the person's presence at trial. Any action or omission of governmental oftkers deriv-

ing from the rationales of punishment, retribution, deterrence, or rehabilitation should be
prohibited.
.
b. The conditions of confinement should
be the least restrictive alternative that will give
reasonable assurance that the person will be
present for his trial.
c. Persons awaiting trial should be
kept .separate and apart from convicted and
sentenced offenders.
d. Isolation should be prohibited except
whel'e ~here is clear and convincing evidence of
a danger to the staff of the facility, to the detainee, or to other detained persons.
5. Administrative cost or convenience should not
be considerr~ a justification for fa~Jure to comply
with any of ~!Ie above enumerated rights of persons
detained awaiting trial.
6. Persons detained awaiting trial should be auth~rized to bring class actions to chaUenge the nature
of their detention and aUeged violations of ~heir
rights.

Commentary
The last few years have seen a dramatic expan·,
sion of the courts' willingness to evaluate correctional
practices and policies in light of constitutional re-
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quirements. In most cases, wholesale alterations
have been required. Most lawsuits have been
brought by sentenced prisoners seeking release or
an amelioration of the conditions of their confinement. Only recently have the courts focused their
attention on the plight of the pretrial detainee.
The person confined awaiting trial is more often
than not detained in a local jail-the correctional
facility that suffers most from lack of resources, programs, and professional personnel. Living conditions
are intolerable. Yet, the person awaiting trial is
presumed to be innocent of the offense charged.
In many juris~ictions his detention results from the
fact that he is poor and thus unable to produce money
bail. 'He has traditionally, however, been classified
with sentenced prisoners housed in the same facility.
Chapter 2 has recognized the principle that a
person sentenced for commission of a crime should
retain all the rights of a free citizen except those
necessarily limited because of confinement. A person not yet convicted would have an even stronger
claim to retention of such rights. With implementation of the recommendations of Chapter 2, the
ciassilicalion of pretrial detainees and convicted
offenders for similar treatment wbuld not be so constitLltionally sLlspect as it now is, Even so, the pretrial detainee may be entitled to additional or more
far-reaching legal rights than a person convicted of
an offense.
Persons awaiting trial should not be considered
in a class with those serving a sentence. Proper
classification would contemplate that persons detained awaiting trial should be treated more like
those persons released on bail or other form of pretrial release. Obviously, the fact of confinement will
force some dissimilarities, but only those differences
that confinement inherently requires should be allowed. And where it is asserted that confinement
does require modification of such rights, the burden
of justifying it should be on the detention agency.
To be justified" the least restrictive means needed to
accomplish the state interest should be imposed.
The standard provides first that the rights of sentenced offenders outlined in Chapter 2 be fully
applicable to persons detained awaiting trial. These
rights are: full access to courts and legal services;
protection against vadous forms of physical abuse
and inhumane treatment and living conditions; procedural protections against arbitrary administrative
action; and substantial rights of free speech and
expression. In recent months courts have made
various of these rights directly applicable to pretrial detainees.
The'standard recognizes that additional protections should be granted to those awaiting trial. Detention before trial is based on the state's interest
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punishment, retribution, deterrence, or rehabilita_ '!
tion. None of these rationales can be applied to
justify treatment of a person not yet convicted of' j
' ":,:
an offense.
The standard proposes two specific recommenda- I
I
tions for the treatment of persons awaiting trial. . 'I'!
First, they should not be r.onfined with convicted
offenders, and second, the.:r' fihould not be placed in
isolation except in the most exceptional circumstances. Implementation of these recommendations J
may require a substantial outlay of public funds,!
Many jurisdictions today have only one detention,;
facility for both pretrial detainees and sentenceli 1
offenders . As Standard 4.2 recommends, however,
construction of pretrial detention facilities should be (i
considered only after careful review and implementation of a wide variety of alternatives to detention.
Chapter 2 recognizes in several instances that
administrative cost and inconvenience, where sub·
stantial, may justify some modification in certain i
rights available to free citizens. For example, where!
r
th~
religbiou s t~icltates of a sentendcedboffendehr t :. ['..
qUIre su s t an la expense over an a ove w a IS
provided to other offenders, the standard would not
require such expenditure.
L
j
! ,
In considering whether administrative cost and I')
inconvenience should justify alterations or limita- .,
tions on the rights of persons awaiting trial, the
presumption of innocence dictates thlit different ~ J
rules be applicable. Conviction for an offense against
society may place some limits Oi1 the expenditures Ii"
an offender can reasonably require. Society au·
thorizes detention of presumably innocent persons .' i
solely to assure presence at trial If the cost in t
authorizing such detention fully respective of the!
rights of pretrial detainees is prohibitive, then i
society should develop some alternative means of ~;l.
providing that assurance.
One of the reasons why pretrial detainees were
not as active in seeking judicial redress for violation 1
of their constitutional rights is that the period of
pretrial detention often is too short to allow pursuit
of judicial remedies. By the time the court could
render a decision, the detention would be completed
and the complainant would be either a sentenced
offender or a free citizen. The device of a class
action whereby the lawsuits can be brought on
behalf of all members of a class-in this instance
an persons detained awaiting trial-should be au, 'j
thorized for pretrial detainees to anow judicial de·
terminations of the appropriate standards. Such ·. . 1
action was authorized in Jones v. Wittenberg, 323 I
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F. Supp.

93 (N.D. Ohio 1971). Class actions have

been widely used in other areas where indJ'['vl'duals
would find litigation a burden.
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his correctional improvement once convicted.
To encourage detainees to participate in programs of benefit to them, safeguards must be implemented insuring that such participation does not
prejudice the ultimate determination of guilt or
innocence. Thus the fact of participation or statements made during participation in such programs
should not be admissible at the trial of the offense.
However, progress in voluntary treatment programs
prior to trial should be available to the judge for
purposes of sentencing.
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Related Standards

The following standards may be applicable in
implementing Standard 4.9.
2.9 Rehabilitation (Rights of Offenders.)
6.3 Community Classification Teams.
9.8 Local Correctional Facility Programming.
15.5 Evaluating the Performance of the Correctional. System.
16.4 Unifying Correctional Programs.
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lack of pmgmm "sources. Yet the availahility
of such programs for voluntary participation by lLJ
pretrial detainees may be of critical importance. ..1.1(·.
Enforced idleness in detention facilities breeds ,
hostility and contempt for the legal system that , !
permits it. Persons detained awaiting trial are generally disadvantaged at sentencing and are more
apt to be sentenced.to confinement than are persons
who were at liberty prior to trial. By providing af- t.·.
firmative programs or services to such persons, the
likelihood of their obtaining release before trial or tq I
of obtaining probation if convicted should increase. 11
1£ the person's offense arose out of marital difficulties, .~
family counseling during the period prior to trial '
may be extremely important to his future reintegra- :/~
tion into s o c i e t y . l
Corrections has long considered its function to!
begin after conviction. Tn most States, State correetional departments do not have administrative au- t 1
thority over those awaiting trial. The Commission
elsewhere has recommended that corrections be uni-!
fied at the State level and that local jails be placed .1
under State administration. This chapter recom-I'.t
mends that pretrial detention facilities likewise be •. •.J
organized within the correctional system. Corree-",
tions resources and services, particularly if upgraded
C;ommentary
as recommended in this report, could be valuable t
The person detained awaiting trial generally finds additions to pretrial detention programs. What hap- \. . •~.
pens to an individual prior to trial may well affect ·1 '.,
himself in a local jail-an institution noted for

Each State, criminal justice jurisdiction, and
agency responsible for the detention of persons
awaiting trial immediately should deyelop and implement progrmns for these persolrns as follows:
1. Persons awaiting trial in detention should not
b{) required to participate in any progl'3m of work,
treatment, or rehabilitation. The following programs
and sen'ices should be available on a voluntary basis
for persons awaiting trial:
a. Educational, l'ocational, and recrealionul programs.
b. Treatment programs for problems associated with alcoholism, drug addiction, and
Illentnl or physicul diseuse or defects.
c. Counseling programs for problems arising from marital, employment, financial, or
sociul responsibilities.
2. Participation in voluntary programs should be
on a confidential bnsis, nnd the fact of participation
or stntcmcnts made during such participation should
not he used at trial. Information on participation
and progress in such programs should be available
to the sentencing judge following conviction for the
purpose of deterniining sentence.
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2. For defendants detained while awaiting trial
time Jimits of shorter duration than that provided b;
statute.
3. Time limits within which the various pretrial
procedures mutit take place and a means for altering
such limits in individual cases"

Commentary
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Standard 4.10

1,1
tl

Expediting Criminal Trials

t"1

Euch State should enact legislation, and each
criminlll justice jurisdiction should deyclop policies
nnd l)rocedures, to expedite criminal trials lind thus
minimi1Al pretrial detention. Such legislation und
policies rind procedures should include:
1. Time limits in which a defendallilt must be
brought to trilll. The limits that can be imposed cffectil'ely will vary nmong jurisdictions depending on the
number of crhninnl cases nnd the nynilnbility of judiCilll, prosecutorinl, lind defense resources. As an
objcctiye to be nchieved by 1978, sufficient resources should be available so that the time limits
imposed would not exceed the following:
n. For felony prosecutions, 60 days from
the urrest, receipt of summons or citntion! or
filing of nnintlictment, information, or complnint, whiclle\'er comes first. In misdemeanor
cnses, 30 days.
b. In felony prosecutions, 60 days from the
filing of new cllIlrges nrising out of the same
conduct 1\fter the original charge was dismissed
upon motion of the defendant. In misdemeanor
CIlSCS, 30 dnys.
c. In felony prosecutions, 60 days from
1I declnrntion of a mistrials order for new trial,
or remnnd from nn appeal or collateral attack
if the: defclldnnt is retried. In misdemeanor
cnses, 30 dllYs.

2. Periods which would be excluded in computing t \
the time lor trial. Such periods should relate to the
complexity of the case and the rights of the prosecu· t~!
tlon and defense for a fair t r i a ) . !
3. Authorization for the temporary assignment
relocation of judges, prosecuting attorneys, defensel
counsel, and other officers essential for tbe trial of a!
criminal case to a jur~sdiction where crowded dockets ,~
prohibit or make difficult compliance with the time_!
limits for bringing defendants to trial.
Each criminal court or, where appropriate, the
highest court of each jurisdiction should promulgate . \
rules assuring criminal defendants a speedy trial on
aU pending charges. Such rules should include the i
recommendations of this standard not adopted by leg· fl
islation and in addition the following:
.!
1. To the extent practical, scheduling of cases in '"
f
accordance with the following priority:
."
a. Criminnl cases where thc defendant ,
is detaincd awaiting trial.
,i
b. Criminal cases where the defendant
is at liberty awaiting trial and is believed to !
present unusual risks to himself or the pubIi~. ' ,
c. Criminal cases where the defendant IS 't
subject to substantial conditions or supervision
awaiting trial.
?~
d. All other criminall:ases.
;t
e. Civil cases.~t
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No reform of the pretrial release and detention
system can be effective without expediting the trial
of criminal cases. The person accused of a crime
always will remain in an ambiguous position. The
mere accusation, of criminal conduct is enough to
cause the accused to suffer humiliation, discrimination, and disruption .of his life. His employment and
family relationships often are threatened. In addition, the pressure and anxiety due to the pending
trial and pretrial procedures can cause severe
emotional strain. Recent disruptions in the Tombs
in New York City and in the District of Columbia
Ja,i1 ,stemmed in part from delay in prosecuting
crIminal cases.
So~iety also. h.as an interest in the expeditious
handltng of cnmmal cases. Any deterrence associated with enforcement of the criminal law is generaUy conceded to arise from swift and sure punishm,ent ,rather than the intensity of the sanction.
LikeWIse, the ability to effectively reconstruct
~vents for the determination of guilt or innocence
IS severely hampered where there is lengthy delay
between offense and trial. The victim is often less
~vilIing to cooperate. And where the accused is
mnocent, the guilty person is less easily identified
and apprehended,
The delay in many courts is a product of three
factors: (1) participant strategies, (2) lack of resources, and (3) court management techniques.
An three factors must be addressed if criminal
cases are to be efficiently and fairly tried.
Bo.th prosecution and defense may have much
~o gam by delaying the trial of a case. If the accused
IS detained awaiting trial, delay creates increasing
pressure for a plea of guilty, On the other hand
:h.e c~a~c~ of conyiction should the {;ase go t~
nal du:umshes as time elapses. Thus trial s~rategies
may serIously delay the proceedings.
. I,n. many jurisdictions, prosecution, defense, and
JUdiCial resources are woefully lacking in relation
to the number of cases pending. The requir,ements
for a fair trial assume that both sides will have
adequate time to prepare their cases. Where the
~ffice of prosecutor is understaffed such preparalion IS
. d·ffi
I cult. In some areas, the' number of at-

torneys able or willing to handle the defense of
criminal cases is limited. Where there is a public
defender's office, it is usually as overburdened as
the prosecution. In some instances, the number of
judges is far less than needed, Delays caused by
lack of resources can only be solved by the infusion of new funds.
It is widely recognized that courts also have
neglected to improve the management of their caseload. The era of the judge who acts both in a
judicial capacity and at the same time administers
the court is coming to a close. Professional administrators increasingly are being hired to assislt the
courts in efficiently handling their workload. Such
reforms will have benefit to both criminal anQ civil
litigants,
The standard attempts to provide recommendations addressing each of the three factors contributing
to delay of criminal cases. It is first recommended
that the legislature enact time limits within which
criminal trials must begin. The legislature also
should specify reasons that would justify an extension
of t~e time limits imposed. There are several justificatIOns for the postponement of a criminal case
that carry out sound public policy. Legislation enunciating such justification in detail would assist
i~ assuring that ~elays 'caused by participant strategl~s do not depnve the defendant of his right to a
falr and speedy trial or society of its right to an effective determination of guilt or innocence.
In enacting such legislation, the legislature should
be aware that inflexible rules cannot be drafted,
The varying complexities and issues of criminal
cases demand some discretionary authority for the
co.ur~s._ Commit:nent of ~he judiciary to expediting
cnmInal :~ses ,IS essential to the success of any
reform. However, the legislature should provide
the initial guidance.
On the other hand, it is unrealistic to assume that
legislatures will impose arbitrary time limits that
are impossible to comply with. The limit established will have to be related to the resources availa?l~. Such ~es?u~ce~ and caseloads vary from jurisdictIOn to JUrIsdictIOn. The Commission therefore
recommends that within 5 years each jurisdiction
provide ~ufficient resources so that a 60-day limit
for felomes and a 30·day limit for misdemeanors
with recognition of justifiable extensions., are feas~
ible.
The imposition of time limits for prosecution and
trial of criminal cases is not a new concept. Several
Sta~es h,ave enacted such provisions. For example
CalIforma requires trial within 60 days after an
indictment (Cal. Penal Code Sec. 1382,) Several
States have separate limits for the filing of an indictment and the beginning of the trial. For example,
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Iowa Code Ann. Sec. 795.11 795.2 allows 15 d;',1ys
for indictment. 60 days for trial.
~rbc standard recommends that courts adopt
rules designed to expedite criminal ~rialS that arc
more specific than those enacted lOt? statutory
law. Each judIcial district within a ,partIcular Sta.te
clln Wilor the limil'i for trial accordmg to the ava}labnity of resources and the cascload of that p~rhc
ular distrlct. Time limits likewise can be esta?hshed
for presentation of mot!ons~ htari~gs on Incompetency, aod other. pre,tnal proceedmgs that ofte~
delay the actual tnal Itself. Development of pro
cedures such as the pretrial conference extensively
ut11lzed in civil cases wC)uld facilitate as well as
expedite the trin~,
.
The standard does !,tot attempt to prOVIde detailed recommendatior:1.s on improving judi~ia.l malltlgement techniques, since another CommISSIOn report covers the ,courts. .How~v:r, it 1s suggested
that priority be gnfen to al} cnmmal cases and that
special attention b~ accorued, cases ~here .the person Is detained awaiting tnal or IS belIeved. to
represenl a d1,lnger to himself or the communIty.
One solution to the pr:oblem of the allegedly dangerous person accused of crime .is to expedite the
triol of his offense and thereby limit his opportunity
for further criminal activity.
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Chapter 5

The following standards may be applicable in
implementing Standard 4.10.
f
,I
4.4 Alternatives to Pretrial Detention.
'
f
!
5.1-5.19 Sentencing.
." i

Sentencing

\I

In a very real sense, a major part of this report
on
corrections deals with the imposition and execu1"1l'i tion of sentehces. Approximately 90 percent of those
J convicttld of felonies and probably a larger propor.~ tion of misdemeanants plead guilty either on their
1 own initiative or as the result of plea negotiations.
Thus for only a few offenders does the criminal
justice system concern 'itself with formal procedures
to determine guilt. For all offenders, sentencing is a
crucial concern.
~
Under the formal model of the criminal justice
process, the sentencing court makes the critical
decision on sentencing criminal offenders. In practice, a wide variety of other officers, institutions, and
:c forces impinge upon or influence the sentencing
1
it judge's discretion. The police decision to arrest can
have sentencing ramifications. Strategies to divert
offenders fWm the formal criminal process preclude
1
direct judicial participation.
'j It is being recognized increasingly that the deci:,'} sion to detain an offender prior to trial may have a
,J direct influence on the nature and extent of the
~l sentence eventually imposed. As noted in Chapter
·'1 4, pretrial detention appears to be closely correlated not only with confinement as the eventual
1 ?isposition but also with the length of incarceration
Imposed by the court.
The prosecutor often has a direct impact on the
l
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sentencing decision. His determination of the charge
and other commitments arising out of plea negotiations will limit or influence the sentencing judge's
discretion. Where legislation provides for mandatory sentences, the role of the prosecutor in determin~
ing sentence is magnified.
Under sentencing structures in which the court
imposes an indeterminate sentence, correctional administrators often determine, to a greater extent
than the court, the actual sentence to be served. When
a court imposes a sentence of confinement, the parole
board will decide the length of time actually served
in confinement. Once parole is granted, the board's
policy regarding revocations and recommitments for
violation will determine whether the offender remains in the community. The role of the paroling
authority is considered more fully in Chapter 12.
This report, in several chapters, urges elimination of a number of interferences with the model
of a judicially imposed sentence. When implemented,
these reforms will place greater emphasis on and
attach greater significance to the role of the sentencing court. Thus many standards proposed in this
chapter must be considered with reference to other
standards in. this report.
Even with the many impingements and restrictions on the exercise of judicial sentencing discretion, the courts now make, and wilL continue to make,
141
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probation or parole. With little
the \
legislature or little training in sentencmg techmques. \
the judge must select the proper sentence on the "
basis of his personal view of the p~rposes of the ~
criminal law and the effect of a particular sentence .;
on a particular offender.
., J
The legislative branch bears a larg~ respo~slbl.l. I !
ity for the lack of a coherent s~nten?iiJg pO~lcy ID II
most jurisdictions. Statutes prOVide httle gUIdance
in terms A what the sentencmg courts are expected - t
to accomplish through the imposition of a criminal
sentence. Few procedural safeguards have been ,·1
legislatively imposed to assure accurate an~ useful \
information for sentencing. MO~feove.r, lefslat?res!
all too often have enacted a proll eratlOn 0 vanous 1
maximum and minimum sentences unrelated to the 1
gravity of the offense.! Inco~sis~e;'lcyin l.egislativ.ely
authorized sentences makes JudiCIal consistency 1m·
possible.
The result-widely confirmed and deplored 2_ ! J
CURRENT STATUS OF SENTENCING
is the grossest kind of sentence disp.arit~, both wit?in
In view of the cmda! and complex nature of sen- and between jurisdictions. Disparity m ~entencmg -,I
tencing decisions. the cur rent state of th.at process has been attacked and an[}lyz~d. extenSIvely.. AI-j f
in this country is nothing Jess than ~~paJltng. In the though the American Bar ASSOCIatIOn, th.e Natton~1 \!
V,tst majority of jurisdictions, the deCISI?n ?s t? where Council on Crime and Delinquency, van~us Presl' ' j
tend hoW a man may spend years of hIS life IS made dential commissions, and many oth~r mteres~ed
by one nHln, whose discretion is virtually u~checked groups have criticized this situation, Its alteratIonj
or unguided by criteria, procedural reqUIrements, has been slow and arduous. a
!
In the last decade alone, three major studies ,of U
(1I' further review.
. '
A sentence can be meted out WIthout anr Infor- sentencing have been pub~ished, an~ the mat:nal
mation before the judge except the offende.r s name in this chapter draws heaVily on theIr ob~ervahons, 11
and the crime of which he is guilty. Oftenltmes, ~he and recommendations. In 1962, the Amenca~ ~a" I j
information base for sentencing deci~jons conSIsts Institute, after a decade of study of the cnmm~!! i
largely of hearsay and unreliable .testIn~ony: so~e justice system, pl"Oposed a "Model Penal Cod~, , I
evidence used mny have been selze.d In VIOlation part of which suggested ways out of th~ senten~mg
of constittHiOHnlly or stntutorily presc:l~ed st~ndards. morass. In 1963, the Natio~lal ,~ouncil on Cn~e II
Resourcl~s for obtaining reliable addItIonal mforma- and Delinquency published ItS Model Senten~lng 1
Act." Finally, between 1966 and 1970, the ~m~ncan !
tlon may not be available.
FllIthcrmore, the reliability and accuracy of the Bar Association produced a nurr~b~r of Significant!
available information often goes ~nchallen~ed. The publications in its Project on MInJmum Standards , I
judge is not required to indicate elther the mforma- for Criminal Justice.
.'
I
lion he is considering or the reasons for the sentence
Only in the last few years has ~ny constitutiOnal
imposed. The evidence need not be sho,":n or .de- focus been placed on the sentenctog prl>cess. The I
scribed to the defendant or his counsel. It IS subject early concept was that due process applied only to ,1.;
neither (0 cross-examination or rebuttal: In t.oo. many the accused in a criminal trial. Once he was con·
jurisdictions. so long as a sentlmc? ,Is wltlll.n th~ victed, he was no longe~ protected by .the panoply 1
mllximum allowable under the law, " IS not dlrectl~ of rights that until that time had been .hIS.. t
la I
Several rationales, besides the stnct In erpre .
reviewable by another court or Ot~0,: age.nc~ even
j
If it is blllled on misinformation, blUS, preJudice, or
Edmund C. Brown and Louis B. Schwartz, IISente?c~ng '!
ignornnc:c.
."
The law governing selection of the appropriate under the Draft Federal Code," American Bar AssoclOtlQn '" i
56 (1970), 935.
521f
sentencing alternative is chaotic. In sam? St~tes, =}oumal,
See discussions under Standards 5.6-5.g and 5.23-.
milndt\tory sentences allow the court no discretion.
.
S d ds for t
In others, the Judge hns full disc('cti?n as to the nature ~below.
See American Bar Association Project on tan ar
i
!lnd extent of the sentence to be Imposed: He may Criminal Justice Standards Relating to Sentencing Al1e~lI~ ,
choose from. numerous optio~s, ran~tng. from Ih'es and procedll ,egs) (New York: Office of the Crimina "",_i
I
suspended sentence to incarceratIOn for bfe Without Justice Project, 196 •

critical decisions regarding c~imjnaI o~eii~:rs. For
the most part, the court WJII determl~e w~ether
a given offender is confined Of supervls~d ,m
community. or all the possible sentencmg van alions, this is the most decisive. Furthe~, for a g~od
number of offenders, the. courts :-VIll, de.termme
the maximum length lof t.lme dUring whIch the
state may ex.,m:ise controlL
.
These decisions arc extremely dIfficult. '!hey require the court to chOOlle between competmg. general principles that serve' as ba~es ~or sentenctogdeterrence, reintegratiol1l. retnbutlOn-and, once
the appropriate principl~i is selected,. t~ apply the
proper sentence to implellllent that prm~lple to ea.ch
specific case. This requires, on the baSIS o~ the. 10fornHltl,on noW generally available, more Imagmation lind intuition than skiil1.
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lion of the language of the Constitution, suggested
that:
. h'In t'tte JU
• dge' S d'IS'1. Sent,;,1.cing is a matter WIt

creHan and is virtually unreviewable, either substantively or procedurally.
2. Sentencing is effectively an administrative
matter and subject to the rules governing other
administrative agencies-the concept having been
established when few constitutional guarantees applied to administrative agencies.
3. Sentencing per se is not really a judicial but a
quasi-judicial, quasi-legislative, quasi-executive function , not susceptible to judicial review and hence
.
not proC',eduraIlY.$ubject to due process pl"Otectlons.
4. Ii the judge has discretion in sentencing, any
sentence less than the maximum is a "privilege" or
"grace" and is not subject to due process protect~on.
These outmoded concepts have governed sentencing procedures too long. Formal safeguards to assure the accuracy and reliability of information on
which a sentence is based are as important as the
safeguards provided for the determination of guilt.
Particularly in light of the broad discretion granted
to sentencing courts in most cases, basic fairness requires that a reexamination of sentencing procedures
take place.

ROLE OF LEGISLATURE IN SENTENCING
Many of the suggestions and standards in thi~
chapter will require consideration by the appropriate legislature. Three aspects of sentencing are
particularly dependent on legislation: (1) articulation of the goals of the sentencing process; (2)
authorization of a variety of sentencing alternatives;
and (3) articulation of the general criteria to be
used in determining sentence.
The legislature's responsibility includes a clear
articulation of the goals of the criminal justice system in general and sentencing in particular. The
power of the state should not be exercised over an
individual without some socially useful purpose.
Once the purpose of sentencing is determined, the
courts must have a number of alternatives for the
disposition of criminal offenders. Many possible alternatives require specific legislative authorization
and procedures for the protection of offenders subjected to them. In addition the legislature can assure
fulfillment of the established goal if appropriate
criteria are determined for guiding and structuring
sentencing decisions.
'Standards for the adoption of legislation governing these three aspects of sentencing are contained
in Chapter 16. Legislatures, of course, have additional responsibilities and can make greater contri-
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butions to the process of sentencing through implementation of other reforms. Many of these are
considered in this chapter.

EFFECTIVENESS AND EQUALITY OF
SENTENCES
Problems confronting sentencing judges revolve
around two interrelated issues: sentence effectiveness ::tnd sentence equality. Most jurisdictions today refuse to deal with these difficult issues. The
result is to force sentencing judges to wrestle with
the problems without the benefit of a clear declaration of public policy or provisions which limit or
check their discretion.
Whether any particular sentence is effective depends ,on the purpose for which it is imposed.
Throughout the history of criminal law, there have
been competing purposes for applying the criminal
sanction. Imposition of punishment has been defended on the basis of retribution, deterrence, incapacitation, rehabilitation, and reintegration. Surprisingly, littI':'! information is available to show that
punishment or confinement achieves any of these
purposes except incapacitation and retribution.
The Commission believes that restrictions on
liberty should be justified by some legitimate purpose and 'that the state in imposing sanctions should
bear some burden of proving that the means employed have some reasonable relationship to the
purpose selected. This requires not only an articulation of what those purposes are but also a measured
application of sanctions in general.
The standards seek to insure that the goals of the
criminal sanction are articulated in a general way
by the legislature and then more specifically by the
sentencing court for each case. The standards also
seek to limit the discretion of courts in imposing
sentence consistent with the present level of information about the effect of sanctions.
At present, many States authorize extended
periods of confinement for many offenses. Individual sentences can range to 50 years or more.
(Where more than one offense is proved, consecutively imposed sentences can subject an offender to
the State's control for hundreds of years.) There is
little justification for such long terms, regardless of
the purpose for which sentence is imposed. And
in fact, even with long sentences authorized, few
offenders actually serve extended periods of time.
The gap between sentences imposed and sentences
served, as shown in Table 5.1, indicates the lack
of agreement regarding the purpose and effects of
criminal sanctions. It also reflects the broad disparity in sentences which currently exists.
143

Some difference between sentence imposed and tions of criminal law is to institutionalize retributime served is supported by the need to individual- tion to avoid private vengeance, it is doubtful that
ize sente/nce and to give some discretion to parole increasing the length of sentences will have any
boards to release individuals when they are ready. tangible effect. Pure retribution is related directly
However', the longer an offender is subjected to ab- to what society comes to believe is a substantial
solute discretion, the more frustrated and dependent punishment. Five years for most offenses allows
he becomes, making his reintegration into society sufficient play for this purpose without foreclosing
more difficult. The recommendations of the Com- the possibility that the offender can be successfully
mission seek to allow discretion to operate where returned to the free society.
it bears a reasonable relation to legitimate goals
There are, obviously, offenders who must be
pf the system but to limit and check discretionary isolated from society; there are those for whom
decisions in order to avoid arbitrary and counter- present knowledge does not provide effective treatproductive actions.
ment. The standard designates three categories of
Table 5.1 provides information on felony offend- offenders for whom such incapacitation is approers released from State correctional institutions in priate. and it would not prevent long confinempnt in
1970, derived from National Prisoner Statistics: those cases. But the wholesale use of incapacitation
Slate Prisoners. A dmissiolls and Releases. 1970, as a goal in sentencing is counterproductive. Ninetypublished by the Federal Bureau of Prisons. The nine percent of those confined will eventually be
publication is based on voluntary reports by ,State released, and their attitude toward society at that
correctional agencies, and only those States which point may well determine whether they continue
reported fully to the Bureau are included in the to endanger the public safety. Long periods of isolatable. Since many factors help to determine both tion from society as an answer to increased crime
the length of sentence imposed and the amount of may be self-defeating.
time actually served, comparisons between States
Extending selltences to serve as a deterrent to
can be highly misleading. For example, since the criminal conduct is one of the most difficult issues
figures deal only with offenders sentenced to con- facing the criminal law. Those studies that have been
finement, a State which has an active probation done indicate that no generalization can be made
system and confines only the most recalcitrant of- about the deterrent effect of any sanction. 4 The
fenders could be expected to show longer sentences threat of punishment has different results dependthan a State which has only a few community-based ing on the nature of the offense and the offenders.
programs and imprisons almost all convicted of- While punishment may deter white-collar crime, it
fenders.
may have little effect on crimes of passion. Tn addiWith these caveats in mind, it is possible to state tion, the certainty of punishment may l,ave a far
with some' assurance from the table that in many greater deterrent effect than the severity of punishStates a substantial proportion of offenders released ment. The fact remains that if society had to bear the
In 1970 had been sentenced to 5 years or more but burden of showing that increased restrictions on
a relatively small percentage had actually served liberty deter crime, it would undoubtedly fail. In a
more than 5 years. A very small percentage had free society, long prison sentences cannot be justiserved 10 years or more. (See Table 5.1.)
fied on the basis of speCUlation concerning deterThe standards in this chapter recommend that rence, particularly where the detrimental effects of
legislatures authorize a maximum sentence of 5 impris{)nment for the individual offender are known
years for felonies unless courts find that a particular and demonstrable.
The entire tenor of this report is that incarceraoffender is in a special category for which a longer
period of incarceration is allowed. It seems clear tion is not an effective answer for most criminal
from the table that implementing these standards offenders. It is neither effective in reducing criminal
would not substantially alter the pattern of present behavior nor efficient in the utilization of scarce
sentencing practice. But the standards do require resources.
The effectiveness of sentences is thus irrevocably
that legislatures articulate the purpose of sentences
they authorize and that courts state specifically the tied to the purposes established for the criminal
purpose of sentencing each individual. These actions law. The standards seek to ventilate the nature of
~ould do a great deal to make sentencing provi- the problem and the proposed solutions and make
SIons consistent with actual practice and would do them matters of public action and concern. Basic
much to alleviate disparity in sentencing.
There are those who argue that long sentences • For a review of the literature on deterrence, see Fran' :in
?ught to be imposed for the purposes of deterrence, E. Zimring, Perspectil'es all Deterrellcc (Rockville, Md.: National Institute of Mental Health. Center for Studies of
Incapacitation, or retribution. If one of the inten- Crime
and Delinquency, 1971).
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Fortunately many States, stimulated in part by
Model 'Penal Code and the Model Sentencing Act,
are under.taking massive r~Yisions of th, eir cri£?inal
codes whIch should contnbute to a more ratIOnal
and equitable sentencing process.
'j
A second cause of dtsparity is the lack of com· l J
munication among judges concerning the goals and I
desiderata of sentencing. It is not uncommon for j j
DJSPARITY OF SENTENCES
judges sitting in the same courthouse to hand out ~
To deal with the problem of sentencing disparity, alarmingly differ,lmt sentences in what appear to be 1",1
the issue first must be defined. As used here, a very similar situations. These differences, of course, \1
simple difference in sentence m~t<~d .out to ,two .of- account for much of the "judge shopping" which is !
fenders convicted of the same cnme IS not dlspanty. an everyday occurrence in courthouses across the i
It is only when the difference iSI not justified, in country. Some of this disparity, attr!but~ble to the
terms uf the records of the ofJenders involved, that philosophical outlook of the sentencmg Judge, can· \
not be dispelled. But at the least some dialog should
the difference becomes dispnri(y.
The very issue of individuulizartion of sentences, be initiated between judges within the same jurisdicfought lor morc than 50 years, leaCis to this dilemma, tion to address some of the variables and factors
lind it is not easy to convince an offender who has contributing to certain of the more harmful dis· , i
j
received n harsher sentence, perhaps justifiably, that crepancies in the sentencing process.
A third cause of disparity is the lack of com· f '
his record is significantly different from that of the
t,
inmat.e who Wlll: treated "easier." The difference is munieation between sentencing courts an d the cor· i
rectional
system,
and
the
insularity
engen~ered
!
;
important. though, because if the inmate perceives
justifiable individualization as arbitl'ury difference, thereby. During the first few years after the aovent I i
his chances of reformation are thereby reduced. Of, parole, when State statutes generally provided 1
Moreover. it connot be denied that there arc wide- for parole eligibility after an offender had served '
lipread and \JOjllstithl~lc differences in sente.nc~s his minimum sentence, judges, wary and distrustful"
meted out. by different Judges on every level. Wlthm of the entire process, would set the minimum sen· \: t
or between jurisdieli(ms, among courts with essenti- tence excessively high (e.g., imposing a sentence
nlly the sume sentencing powcrs, the discn:pan~y of 9 1/2 to 10 years), thereby effectively precluding I
between sentences imposed for the same cnme IS the granting of parole. That distrust persists in somel '
areas today.
~;:
extensive.
Much
effort
is
also
expended
in
guessing-and
Disparity arises from severl1l ca.uses. The most
notable of these is legis).ative inaction or inattention outguessing-developments in th~ correction~l s.ys·
to sentencing statutcs. Consider the inequities re- tern. Where there is little offiCial communICatIOn
between the sentencing courts and the parole board,
venled in the following ac';!ount:
for example, each must guess what motivates the
Tn Colorado. (or eX(lInple, :' recent leghllatiyely spo~s~red other to act. The parole board may regard one
inquiry revenled the followmg rather shocking provIsions:
one convicted or first degree mil rder must serve 10 ):ears judge as too lenient, another as very harsh.. and
hc:rore he first bccomcs eligible for par(,le: One convicted evaluate minima or maxima fixed by these Judges
(If II lesser degree of murder may be forced to serve 15 accordingly. Such assessments often are made with·
years (IT more. DcstrtlCtion of n house with nrc is punish- out any real knowledge of the actual factors ,
flb\e b}' (t mallimum of 20 years: oestru(:tion of the same
normally considered by the judge in making e .
hl)\l~e with explosives cnrrles n lO-yenr m~ximum ••• [In
luwlI] bUrning or lin empty isolated dwelling may lead to sentencing decision. This, in turn, can lead to mlS' ~,
n 20,ycilr sentence white the bUrning of n church or school understanding, with the offender as the victim of the
curries only 11 10'Yctlf inaXinlUm ••• The MOde.1 Pena! Co~e ignorance perpetrated by this anomalous situation.
mqlliry ilHO burglary statutes revealed that m Cahfornla
A fourth reason for disparate sentences, an~ f~r
II btl)' who broke into a passenger car tc:,g;al the contents
sentencing
dispositions that often prove unr~ahs.tlcl
of lhe glove compartment subjected himself to n. ma;'<imurn
of 15 years: If he stole the entire car, hI! could only be is that most judges are unfamiliar with the Inslttu·
selltenccd to IO!
tions to which they sentence offenders. Bec~use 1
Such discrepancies urisc from the failure of the judges do not visit such institutions and get l~ttle
legislnn1rc to review o~ftcr pr~.!.isions of the criminal information from prisoners, they know very ht.tle
code before passing n new statute, usually enacted about institutional conditions. Fortunately, the m·
in response to SOllle specific instance of misbehavior. crease in prisoners' rights suits, the mounting p.res· 11
sure and publicity concerning the need for pnso~
• ,~(;~',~i;;;d;-R('latlng to Stntt!lcing Almlrath'l'S and Procc- reform, championed by the President; the Attome)
;/IIUS. p.. 49.
H

n!Jsumptions about the role of the criminal law and
of crimiml! sentencing will only be proved or
found wanting if the system articulates in opell
fashion what it thinks it is doing and for what purpose.
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General, and the Chief Justice of the United States,
and more recent increases in the numberot visits
to such institutions by the judiciary, are removing
this cause of disparity.
A fifth reason for disparity appears to be lack of
information about available sentencing alternatives.
A survey of Federal court judges made shortly after
the passage of laws authorizing the use of new alternatives revealed that many were not familiar
with th\'~e new options. As familiarity increased,
so did use, and disparity between dispositions by
judges who had been cognizant of these possibilities
and those who had not decreased sharply.
The standards set forth in this chapter are directed toward bringing about more rationality in
the sentencing process and are related to the problems of disparity. The more appropriate a sentence
is for an offender, the more likely it is to be consistent with sentences for similar offenders under
similar circumstances. Particularly important for
solving the disparity problem is the standard recommending the development of criteria for sentencing
decisions and the articulation of the rationale f,or particular sentencing decisions by trial courts. This ventilation of the sentencing decision not only provides

a check on the judge's own decisionmaking process
but also serves as a basis on which review can be
undertaken. Standards recommending that sentencing
judges visit correctional facilities and programs and
that they exercise continuing jurisdiction over sentenced offenders will lessen disparate sentences.
Even with implementation of the substantive recommendations, disparate sentences will continue
as long as courts base dispositions on inadequate
or inaccurate information. EVen if all judges of a
particular jurisdiction were of one mind regarding
the importance of particular factor'S to the sentencing decision, offenders similarly situated still would
not receive similar sentences as long as procedures
for evaluating offenders authorized the use \of unreliable information. Procedural reform in the sentencing process thus is related directly not only to
fairness but to sentencing effectiveness and equality.
The standards that follow are divided into t1]ose
that address the substance of sentencing and those
that would regulate sentencing procedures. Standards requiring legislation should be implemented
by 1978, unless otherwise stated, while those not
requiring legislation should be implemented immediately.
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tencing by trial judges. Through expanded use of
presentence investigations and services that should
be available to sentencing courts, sentencing can
utilize teachings of various disciplines. Sentencing
councils and sentencing institutes will have the effect
of bringing differing judicial perspectives to questions of sentencing. Appellate review of sentences
and the development of criteria for selection of the
appropriate sentencing alternatives should minimize
sentence disparities. With adoption of these reforms,
the tradition of the single sentencing judge should
be retained.
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The following standards may be applicable in
implementing Standard 5.1.

6.3 Community Classification Teams.
16.7 Sentencing Legislation.
16.8 Sentencing Alternatives.
16.12 Commitment Legislation.

Standard 5.1
"fhe Sentencing Agency
States should enact by 1975 Icgislation abolishing
jury sentcncing in all cnses and nuthorizing the trial
judge to bcur full rcsponsibility for scntcnce imposition within fhe guidelines' establishcd by the legisla~urc.

Commentary

,I
I

l

.t.

Although 13 States still allow jury sentencing
in noncapita! cases, the jJractice has been condemned
by every serious study and analysis of sentencing
in the last half..century. Jury sentencing is arbitrary,
nonprofessional, and based more often on emotions arising [rom the offense or the offender than
on needs of the offender or available resources of
the correctional syst0m. Sentencing by jury leads
to grossly disparate sentences without effective means
of control and leaves little latitude [or development
or sentencing policies.
The jury often is protected from information that
~llly~e . relevant t? ~ .sentencing deci~ion but .is
:nnOll1tSSlble as prejUdiCIal to the questIon of guIlt
or innocence. There are grounds too for suspecti.ng
that, where the jury participates in sentencing de:-:
cisions, doubts about the guilt of the accused are
resolved by a light sentence, seriously undermining
the rule thut requires showing of guilt beyond a
rCl\sonable doubt to convict.

It
}!
In the vast majority of jurisdictions, most formal 11
sentencing decisions are made by the trial judge. .>;\
It is unlikely that this tradition will be abandoned,
but it is not without its difficulties. Judges are ap· 1
pointed or elected on considerations generally un· ~!
related to their abilities to sentence criminal of· !
fenders. Most are lawyers with little training in
the behavioral sciences. Few have had much ex· .·1
perience with the administration of criminal justice. C,I
Many standards developed in .this chapter are [oJ
designed to provide judges with the resources, in·
formation., and experience to make more effective I
sentencing decisions. With prop,er re~Dgnition ,of
the limitations of judicial sentencing as well as ilS_i;
strengths, the tradition of sentencing by the trial :.1
judge can be retained without serious disadvantage. ,J
There have been suggestions that the ~illgle sen·
tencing judge should be replaced with a specialized .• !
tribunal of more than one person, to determine sen· ,1
tences. It is argued that these tribunals could bring!
various disciplines and perspectives to bear on the 'I
nrnhlptn" of "pntE'nl'inlT T .ikp.wi"p' exnertise could i
b~~b~ii~" up' i;~ ~'-~-p~~f~li;-d - trib~n~( to '-;ninimize
sentencing dispadty.
fAl
The Commission recognizes the force of these sJ
arguments in the context of past practices. Within ~l .
this chapter, several techniques are recommended ~
to alleviate some difficulties associated with sen' ii
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Standard 5.2

!
\j

ativcly to probationary or other community
supervision.
g. The victim of the crime induced or
facilitated its commission.
h. The offender has made or will make
restitution or reparation to the victim of his
crime for the damage or injury which was sustained.
i. The offender's conduct was the resuit
of circumstances unlikely to recur.
j. The character, history, and attitudes of
the offender indicate that he is unlikely to commit another crime.
k. Imprisonment of the offender would
entail undue hardship to dependents.
J. The offender is elderly or in poor
health.
m. The correctional programs within the
institutions to which the offender would be sent
arc inappropriate to his particular needs or
would not likely be of benefit to him.

I'

t Commentary

Sentencing the
Nondangerous Offender

!

.1

It is well-documented and almost universally rec-

'!~

States are the highest in the Westem world. This
results from a number of factors including the high
maximum sentences authorized by statutory provisions. To be assured that 'the very dangerous offender is incapacitated, legislatures in effect have
increased the possible maximum senteriC(! for all
offenders., This dragnet approach often results in
imposition of a high maximum sentence on persons
for whom it is patently excessive. The wide flexihiIi.ty exacerbates the disparities in sentences that
lienously handicap correctional programs.
The President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice (the Crime
Commission) reported in 1967 that more than onehalf of all persons confined in State prisons in 1960
had been sentenced to maximum terms of at least
10 years. But of those released in that year the average length of time actually served in confinement
was h~ss than 2 years, and only 8.7 percent had
actually served.5 years or more.
Lowt:lring the authorized maximum term will not
unduly restrict the court's discretion as it affects the
Ihength of time actually served in prisons. It will,
owever, reduce the excessively long sentences
Served bJ( some offenders for whom such sentences
are inapipropriate. It also will diminish disparate
treatment of similarly situated offenders.
The standard retains the concept that for specific
offenders who are considered dangerous, a more
extended term of i,?prisonment should be authorized.

1 ognized that the sentences imposed in the United
,

!

2. A provision against the use of confinement
State penal code revisions should include a pro\
vision that the maximum sentence for any offender as an appropriate disposition unless affirmative -1
not specifically found to represent a substantial justification is shown on the record. Factors that ::
dnnger to others should not exceed 5 years for felon- would justify confinement may include:
a. There is undue risk that the offender
ies other than murder. No minimum sentence should
;~
will commit another crime if ltot confined.
be authorized by the legislature.
.!
b. The offender is in need of correctional
The sentencing court should be authorized to imservices
that can be provided eff,ectively only . j
pose n maximum sentence less than that provided by
in an institutional setting, and such services are •. 1
:r;tntute.
I
reasonably available.
Criteria should be established for sentencing 0(·1
c. Any other alternative will depreciate
fenders" Such criteria should include:
\
the
seriousness
of the offense.
1. A requirement that the least drastic sentencing
3. Weighting of the following in favor of with· I
nlternntlve be imposed that is consistent with public
;-1
safety. The court should impose the first of the holding a disposition of incarceration:
.~
a.
The
offender's
criminal
conduct
neither
~ollowing lliternatives that will reasonably protect
1
caused nor actually threatened serious hann.
the public safety:
b. The offender did not contemplate or
n. Unconditional release.
{
intend
that his criminal conduct would cause
b. Conditional release.
,
I
or threaten serious harm.
c. A fine.
. c. The offender acted under strong provd. Release under supervision in the comocation.
munity.
,l
d. There were substantial 2ronnds tcud·
c. Sentence to a halfwav house or other
ing to excuse or justify the offender's criminal
residential facility located in- the community.
conduct, though failing to establish dellense.
f. Sentence to partial confinement with
e. The offender had led a Illw-abiding
Uberty to work or participate in training or
life
for
a substantial period of tilme before
education during aU but leisure tIme.
.
commission of the present crime.
g. Total confinement in n correctional
f. The offender is likely to resp'()nd affinn·
facility.

.1

J
I
:i

(See Standard 5.3). The American Bar Association
the National Council on Crime and Delinquency'
and .the A,?eri~an La~ Institute have proposed sen~
tencmg legIslation baSIcally consistent with this standard ..The standard also adopts a qualified version of
the mdeterminate sentence with authorization for
the court to impose a maximum less than that authorized by law.
The indeterminate sentence has come under increasing attack in recent years. The opponents' argument is b.ased on ~ssentially two factors: (1)
the uncertamty of the mdeterminate sentence affects
the offen?er's morale and makes his planning for
release dIfficult; and (2) the breadth of the discre~ion authorized by indeterminate sentencing, subJects the offender to the use of power that is
unc?ecked and often abused or misused by correctl~nal st~ff and parole boards. It is certainly true
that.m the c~mtext of present sentencing practices
t~e mdetermmate sentence magnifies the opportunIty for abuse and creates serious restraints on correctional effectiveness, However, generalized criticism of indeterminate sentencing as the major
source of the diffi~ulties oversimplifies the problem.
The indeterminate sentence authorized by State
laws varies from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. In most
States, statutory provisions place a maximum limit
on. th.e sentence that can be imposed by the court.
ThIS IS an attempt to make the sentence proportionate to some degree with the crime. Elsewhere it is
P?inted out that the inconsistencies of maximum
s~ntences s~t by legislatures within a single jurisdictIOn make It hard to di~cern" any legislative intent
regarding the gravity of various offenses. But the
maximum, whatever it is, provides some check on
the discretion of the sentencing court. Even in States
where the court is required to impose a set term
the a~thority for parole prior to completion of th~
te:m Imposed ·makes the sentence in effect indetermmate.
California comes the closest to the original notion
of the indeterminate sentence. There most offenders
sentenced to imprisonment are subject to confinement for life with authority granted to the Adult
Authority to ,establish subsequently the length of
sentence to be served. The Adult Authority is
granted additional authority to alter the sentence
at any time.
State laws fixing parole eligibility will determine
in large measure the time an offender actually will
serve. Provisions for "good time;; credits earnable
during confinement also can have an impact. But
whatever the laws provide, the actual practices of
t~e various agencies granted discretionary power
WIll determine" the effectiveness or abuses of the
indeterminate sentence. Thus an indeterminate sen151
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tence may have drastically different effects on the
offender in one State lhan in another.
This report recognizes throughout the need for
development of legal devices to control, review, and
structure correctional decisionmaking power. The
need is equally applieabll; :.., the sentencing decision.
The Commi,"sion accepts the concept of indeterminacy! notwithstanding the validity of many criticisms of current practice. The major reason for
this position is that the alternative-a pure determinate Sentence that could not be altered~would leave
IiUle room for correctional administrators or parole
boards to release the offender when it appears to
them that he is capable of returning to society. As a
result. offenders would serve longer sentences than
necessary-a situation to be avoided wherever pos-

lf

the court, especially in view of the large proportion It
of offenders who plead guilty.
·•••.•...
It is becoming increasingly clear that the confine-!
c
ment of most criminal offenders, at least under '·1
present circumstances, offers little of benefit to the Q·.'f.·.
offender or the public. This report has recommended '
elsewhere that incarceration be considered the alter- tl
native to be used only when no other disposition [.
would protect the public. The length of confinement I
is likewise of critical importance. To remove discre- .
tion of the court to set the sentence anywhere be- .~
tween no confinement and confinement for the maxi- t<,
mum term conflicts with the view that only as much
confinement as is absolutely necessary should be .~~
imposed,!
Judicial control over the minimum is a mor~ >.
difficult question. While most recent sentencing pro- j
sible.
,
This acceptance of the indeterminate sentence posals agree that legislatively imposed minimums .. 1
should be considered with reference to the recom- are detrimental to the criminal justice system, the: 1
mendations that would eliminat.'~ abuses inherent question of \vhether the judge should be able, inI
in broad discretion without unduly restricting the apptopriate cases, to impose a minimum sentence .{
benefits of individualized sentencing techniques. has caused great controversy, The American Bar t
Thus standards that authorize appellate review of Association advisory committee split on the issue'f
sentences to minimize disparities, suggest more wide- the majority choosing to support judicially imposed j
scale and effective usc of statutory criteria for de- minimums in rare instances where public protec- 1. ,
cisionmnking, grant offenders greater participation tion requires it. The Model Sentencing Act docs not 1
in decisions that affect their sentences, and generally authorize a minimum sentence. The Model Penal r~.!
reduce authorized maximums would tend to alleviate Code provides n legislative minimum of one year.
many dimcullies presently experienced with inde- with judicial authority to raise it.
The major argument in favor of a judicial mini- t
terminacy while retaining the flexibility to individualinurn is that, in the rare case in which an offender
ire sentences.
Tn considering sentencing alternatives, two is an obvious threat to the community, the cornfurther issues involve the sentencing court's authority munity will be reassured if the court provides. a .
to set (1) n maximum term less than the statutorily period of time in which the offender may not be reapproved maximum and (2) a minimum term to leased on parole. It is understandable that some I
be served prior to parole eligibility. The standard . jurisdictions may wish to provide judicial authority .1•
for minimum sentences for dangerous offenders. 1
authorizes the former but not the latter.
I
Or'! the surface the question of judicial control Standard 5.3, which authorizes extended maximums ;:!
ovcr the maximum sentence appears to center on for certain offenders where the court makes affirma- 'r
whether the court or the paroling authority should tive findings of dangerousness, would allow a judi- '.,!
;1
determine the best time for an offender to be re- cially imposed minimum sentence.
The traditional sanction imposed for violation!
lonsed. Proponents for removing judicial control of
t.he mnximum argue that the parole board can de- of the chriminal law in hthis ~ountry was confindement·
d
termine more easily the precise point when. an of- A ny ot er sentence t at 10 some way mo erate!
the
nature
or
extent
of
confinement
was
considered
•. t
fender should be released. Likewise it is argued
thot sMtencing disparities will be diminished if the a lenient act on the part of the state. It is more
Sentencing court has no control over the maximum. clearly recognized today that confinement is unneces- !
On the other hnnd, it nppenrs that, by remOVing s,ary and inappropriate in a large number of cases,
judiciul Control over the mnximum, discrctionis Supervision in the community has been demon- ;~
,:t
transferred not to the paroling authority but to the strnted to be at least as effective in insuring future
prosecutor, Ivfuny offenders who pleua guilty do so iaw-abiding conduct without the human degrada- ~J
been usc they hope that the sentencing court will be tion, hostility, and public expense associated with :.>::.
lenient, Where the court's power is removed, the confinement. Confinement thus should be considered "
dcfcndunt 'must negotiate for a reduction of charge the alternative to be used when no other disposition '.
by the prosecutor. Thus the prosecutor has more will protect the public safety. The Commission ttl
control over tht! eventual maximum sentence than considered addressing itself to the question of using
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a death penalty to deter or punish murderers. However, because of the unresolved constitutional and
legal questions raised by recent legal decisions the
Commission decided not to speak on the subject
but rather to leave the question to be resolved by
possible referendum, State legislatures, or courts.
The standard provides criteria for making the
sentencing decision. The broad grounds listed in
Item 2 indicate the general factors that should be
present before confinement is imposed. The three
criteria are derived from the Model Penal Code
and also were proposed by the National Commission
on Reform of Federal Criminal Laws. The more
detailed factors to be weighed against incarceration
in Items 2-a through 3-1 are derived from the same
sources. An additional factor reads: "The correctional programs within the institutions to which the
defendant would be sent are inappropriate to his
particular needs or would not likely be of benefit
to him." It is hardly productive to have a court
sentence an offender to incarceration so that he
may receive Cltreatment" if such treatment is not
available. The court should determine before imposition of sentenc:e whether its sentence can be met
in any way by the correctional system. Absence of
?eneficial . programs should weigh heavily against

.Superior Court Judge Charles Z. Smith of Seattle, Wash.,
tned to make the punishment fit the crime.
. \y~en James M. Tidyman, 32, was found guilty of ex~lb~lI~g obscene movies, Smith sentcnccd him to two years
In Jail. bUl suspended the sentence on the condition that
the ~efendallt contributed 100 hours of service to a charity
of hiS choice and establish a $2,000 tnlst fund to be tlscd
to purchase educational films for area schools. The case
has been appealed.
".r.~y approa..::h to sentencing," Smith said, ··is that prison
or J.UlI. should be used only if it is necessary."
. Similar crime-related sentences have been handed down
10. New York's Bronx Criminal Court by Judge Louis A.
Cioffi, who has ordered graffiti scrawlers to perform various
clean-up chores.
. Judges in. Florida have been among the leaders in seekIng alternatives to prison.
A Miami woman found guilty of abandoning a refrigerator in which a 3-year-old boy suffocated was sentenced
to two years' probation with the proviso that her criminal
rec~rd would be cleared if she found and reported at, least
10 Illegally abandoned iceboxes.
Within a month, Earline Clark, a divorcee with two sons
had more than fulfilled the judge's order. "She had not only
found and reported 10, she's found about 15 and shc's still
looking." reported Asvistant State Attorney Terry McWilliams.
. .
The re~rig:r~to: ?unt was McWilliams' idea. "Putting
someone In Jail Isn I. really constructive," he said, "and
you rarely get a chllnce to really see a debt repaid to
society."

IOcar~eratton.

. Th.e standard recommends that sentencing agenImpose the least drastic alternative consistent
with the public. :safety. Item 1 of the standard proposes that dunng the sentencing deliberation the
court should approach the problem of disposition
by considering each alternative beginning with the
one providing the least amount of state control and
impose that alternative unless the court believes the
public safety would not be adequately protected.
Each alternative in ascending order of severity
~hould be considered until the appropriate sanctio!!·
IS found.
An Associated Press 'story carried in The Waslzington Post, Wednesday January 3, 1973, reported
that there is a "small but growing number of judges
thr~~ghout the country who are seeking alternatives
to Jal! sentences for defendants convicted of a variety
of cnmes." Excerpts from the article follow.
CIeS

.Several judges have sentenced people convicted of minor
to perform some kind of community service. Commissioner Marrie Matcha of Citrus Municipal Court in
West Covina, Calif., said he. and Judge Sam Cianchetti order
?bout 10 to 15 percent of deferidants found guilty to work
!n s~~ools, hospitals or charity programs rather than sendlfig [/lem to jail or fining them.
Another California jurist, Los Angeles Superior Court
Judge Richard Hayden, sentenced a pickpocket to wear
gtoves or mittens whenever he was in a crowd. Under the
~;ntence, Hayde~ said, police c?uld arrest the pickpocket
I they caught him bare-handed 10 a crowded area.
Hayden said he hasn't heard of the man since.
cr~m.es
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Related Standards
The following standards may be applicable in
implementing Standard 5.2.
5.3 Sentencing to Extended Terms.

5.4 Probation.
5.5 Fines.
6.3 Community Classification Teams.
16.7 Sentencing Legislation.
16.8 Sentencing Alternatives.
i6.10 Presentence Reports.
16.11 Probation Legislation.
16.12 Commitm(mt Legislation.
16.14 Community-Based Treatment Programs.
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Sentencing
to Extended Terms

t
.-II

State penal code revisions should contain separate
pwvisionfor sentencing offenders when, in the in,l terest of publJc protection, it is considered necessary
: \ to incapacitate them for substantial periods of time.
'1 The foUpwing provisions should be included:
q 1. Authority for the judicial imposition of an extended term of confinement of not more than 25
years, except for murder, when the' court finds the
11 incarceration of the defendant for a term longer
~l than 5 years IS required for the protection of the
public and that the defendant is (a) a persistent
felony offender, (b) a professional criminal, or (c)
;!l a dangerous offender.
2. Definition of a persistent _felony offender as
;1 a person over 21 years of age w.ho stands convicted
tt of a felony for the third time. At least one of the
prior felonies should have been committed within
~,' _ the 5 years preceding the commission of the offense
%1 for which the offender is being sentenced. At least
two of the three felonies should be offenses involving
the infliction, or attempted or threatened infliction,
'1 of serious bodily harm on another.
3. Definition of a professional criminal as a person over 21 years of age, who stands convicted of a
!elony that was- committed as part of a continuing
illegal ,business in which he acted in concert with
other persons and occupied a position of management, or was an executor of violence. An offender
-i

:I H

-J

1

1:54

should not be found to be a professional criminal
unless the circumstances of the offense for which
he stands convicted show that he has knowingly devoted himself to criminal activity as a major source
of his IivelihoolJ or unless it appears that he has
substantial income or resources that do not appear
to be from a source other than criminal activity.
4. Definition of a dangerous offender as a person
over 21 years of age whose criminal conduct is
found by the court to be characterized by: (a) a
pattern of repetitive behavior which poses a serious
threat to the safety of others, (b) a pattern of persistent aggressive behavior with heedless indifference
to the consequences, or (c) a particularly heinous
offense involving the threat or infliction of serious
bodily injury.
5. Authority for the court to impose a minimum
sentence to be sCfi'ed prior to eligibility for parole.
The minimum £lentence should be limited to those
situations in which the community requires reassur"
ance as to the continued confinement of the offender.
It should not exceed one-third of the maximum
sentence imposed or more than three years.
6. Authority for the sentencing court to permit
the parole of an offender sentenced to a minimum
term prior to service of that minimum upon request
of the board of parole.
7. Authorirj for the sentencing court in lieu
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or the ImJ)Osltion of a minimum to recommend to the
board of parole at time of sentencing that the offender not be paroled until a given period of time has
been served.

Commentary

I

The traditional American approach to sentencing
legislation has been to establish maximum sentences
in contempitHion of the most dangerous offender
who might commit the offense in question. Th(; result
has been sentences authorized and imposed far in
excess of what is required to satisfy both the p1lblic
snfcty and the offender's needs. Standard 5.2 rec"
ommends that, as a rule, no sentence should ex·~eed
5 years.
On the other hand, there arc soIr.~ offenders
whose aggressive, repetitive, violent, or predatory
behavior poses a serious (hreat to the community.
Tn mnny instances, these offenders arc not responsive
(0 correctional programs. Public safety may require
that they be incapacitated (or a period of lime in
excess or 5 years. This standard provides that different upproaches should be authorized for such
offenders when there is supporting evidence.
The arguments for incapacitating the "dangerous
offender'! are threefold:
L Modern American statutes contain excessively
high .maximum sentencing provisions largely aimed
at controlling the "dangerous" offender, but unfortunately often ensnare the nondangerous offender
us well, needlessly increasing the period of his incarceration.
2. Current attempts to classify tl1e "dangerous"
offender in terms of sexual crimes or by "habitual
offenderH laws arc undeniably ineffective and have
become so distorl\oin their application as tt.i be
meaningless.
3. Clear authority to sentence ~he "dangerous offender" to a long"term of incapacitation may induce
the legislature to agree more readily to a signiI1cl1ntly shorter sentence for the nondangerous offender,
The concept of providing separate approaches
for dnngerot1s offenders is not new. It has been proposed· by the Model Sentencing Act, the, Model
PennI Code, and the study draft for the revisio,; of
the Federal crim/oallaws. The present sta,ndard is
pnttcrned after the latter, with the exceptioll that
for u finding of dangerousness .a psychiatric report
indicuting that the offender is "mentally abnormal"
would not be required. The exception reflects the
POSitlOIl. .that psychiatric "JabeIJng" is not enlightening or conclusively reliable as to the potential or
\lctl.lul dtmgcrousness of, individuals. The court
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should base its finding on material in the presen.
tence report, which should reflect a pattern of be.
havior indicating the potential threat that the of.
fender mayor may not present to the public safety.
Virtually every State has a "habitual offender"
law. Approximately half have special provisions
dealing with sexllal offenders or "sexual psycho.
paths." The goals of these statutes are similar and
raise similar problems. They provide for extended
incarceration, often life, often without. eligibility for
parole; they require a finding that the defendant
fits within the specified category; they seek to pre·
vent the return to the community of persons deemed
especially dangerous. In the case of the sexual of·
fender, :;pecific psychiatric findings are required,
while in the case of the recidivist, the danger is
presumed from the fact of his repeated criminality,
"Sexual psychopath" laws follow a general pat·
tern: they accept as a premise the theory that a
"sexual" criminal is likely to repeat his crime unless
removed from society for many years. The laws
have been criticized fnc vagueness, overbreadth in
application, and as imposing: cruel and unusual
punishment. Nevertheless, a majority of States now
have sexual psychopath laws of one kind or another,
Both "recidivist" and "sexual psychopath" laws
are aimed at the removal of potentially dangerous
offenders from the society !Lhey otherwise might
harllss and damage. But each is grossly overbroad,
poorly defined, often resulting in mismanagement
and'distortion of the criminal process and perpetua·
tion of the arcane concept that the recidivist is
automatically a danger to society, while the first
offender is not. A repeater bad-check artist is hardly
to be considered as dangerous to society as the
professional killer who has been apprehended for
the first time in his life. Within the spectrum be·
tween those two extremes lies an infinite variety of
combinations of dangerousness and recidivism.
Different jurisdictions have accepted, to different
degrees, the general premise that recidivism an~
sexual psychopath statutes, per se, are unwise, and
have adopted some changes in the current law. Th~,
for example, Congress, in the Organizeq Crime
Control Act of 1970, provided for increased sen·
tences for "dangerous special offenders" who include
(a) recidivists, where the last cril!le committed was
within five years of the present offense, (b) persons
who commit acts "as part of a pattern of conduGt
which was criminal.. . which constituted a SUQ'
stantial source of his income and in which he mani•
fested special skill or expertise," or (c) ~ cri~e
committed as part of a larger conspiracy. TIlinols'
Proposed Criminal Code (1972) provides for some
extended terms for those involved in crimes involving serious bodily injury, while Ohio's proposed

code would make the factors outlined in the model extended maximum term, the imposition of a judistatutes criteria for imposing the highest possible cial minimum. While mandatory legislative minisentence permissible under existing law.
mums are not recommended because of their inThe standard authorizes extended maximum sen- flexibility, in rare instances a court may find it
tences beyond 5 years if the court finds that the desirable to impose a minimum sentence to preclude
defendant is a danger to the public and he fits early parole. When the advisory committee which
within one of the three categories ot offenders to studied sentencing for the American Bar Association
which the standard is applicable: persistent offend- split on the issue of judicial control of the minimum
ers, professional criminals, and dangerous offenders. sentence, the majority recognized that in ~ome inThe "persistent offender" definition should replace stances a court may feel the community needs
the broad, all-encompassing, and often abused reassurance as to the incapacitation of a particularly
"habitual offender" provisions existing in many dangerous offender. The standard authorizes such
States. The defendant must have been convicted of imposition for that purpose, with the restriction that
three felonies. One of the prior felonies must tbe minimum may not exceed 3 years or one-third
have been committed within 5 years of the third of the maximum imposed.
•
conviction. This is to avoid instances where two
To avoid the rigidity of the minimum sentence,
felony convictions separated by 10, 15, or 20 years the standard would allow the court to authorize
from the third result in extended confinement. There parole for the offender prior to expiration of his
is little in such a situation to indicate that the of- minim!lm sentence if requestec! to qo so by the
fender is re ql1y dangerous. The persistent offender paroling authority.
problem centers not so much on the number of
The standard alsl') provides that in lieu of such
offenses as on the pattern of continued criminal judicial imposition of a minimum sentence, the court
behavior with no indication of reform.
be authorized to recommend to the board of parole
Likewise 'it is required that two of the three at time of sent~ncing that parole be denied for a
convictions be for offenses involvip,g serious bodily given period of time. This would allow the court to
harm, either actual or contenwlated. The interest express community feelings without making the
of society in lengthy incapacitation of those who sentence unduly rigid.
persist in acts dangerous to life or limb is clear.
However, it is less clear why an extended term
shoulq be imposed for bad-ch~ck pas~ing or like References.
felonies not involving personal safety of others. On
1. Fahr, Samuel M. "Iowa's New Sexual Psybalance, ~he generalS-year maximum authorized by
chopath Law-An Experiment Noble in PurStandard 5.2 would appear sufficient.
pose," Iowa Law Review, 41 (1956),523.
The definition of professional criminal is directed
2. Katkin, Daniel. "Habitual Offender Laws: A
toward persops involvep in organized crime. The
Reconsideration," Buffalo Law Rel-iew. 21
nature of the activity sugg~sts that nonnal ap(1971),99.
.
pmaches to criminal sentencing are inappropriate.
3.
Nationlll
Commission
on Reform of Federal
The professional criminal is not susceptible to corCriminal Laws. Study Draft of a New Federal
rectional programming. Hjs activity is based on the
Crimi,!al Code. Wasbington: 1970.
calculations appropriate tot a business enterprise. T~e
4. Note, Howard Law Journal, 16 (1970), 166.
lengthy incapacitation of such offenders not only is
5. Note, New York University Law Revif;?w, 40
justified but is perhaps the only' appropriate sanc(1965), 332.
tion.
~. Tappan, Paul W. "Some Myths about the
The definition of dangerous offender is an atSex Offender," Federal Probation, 19 (1955), 7.
tempt to ayoid psychiairic definitions of mental abnormality, which are not nj!cessarily accurate and
whose terminology mllY prqdQce judiciql reactions ~elated Stan~ards
that can result in bighly iqap'propriate sentencing.
The history of the offencler as contained in the preThe following stanflards may be applicable in
sentence report should indicate whether or not he implementing Standarq 5.3.
has a longstanding p'attern of behavior threatening
5.2 Sentencing the Nondangerous Offender.
to thepublic. As ~tated in Standard 5.19, the court
16.7 Sentencing Legislation. .
should be required to state in writing the reasons
16.8 SentenCing Alterpatives.
for the sentence imposed.
16.10 Presentence Report.s.
This standard lilso authorizes, in addition to an
16.12 Commitment Legislation.
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Standard 5.4
Probation
Each sentencing court immediately should revise
its policies, pmcedures, and practices concerning
, probntion, and where necessary, enabling legislation
should be enacted, liS follows:
1. A sentence to probation should be for a specific term not cxc!!cding the maximum sentence authorized by Inw, except that probation fOl' misdcmellmlllts mill' be for II period not exceeding one
yenr.
2. 'fhe court should be authorized to impose such
conditions as nrc necessary to provide a benefit to
the olfender ami protedion to the public safety. The
court 1I1so should be authorized to modify or enlarge
th~ conditions of probation at uny time prior to expirntion or termination of sentence. The conditions
imposed in an indiVidual case should be tailored to
meet the needs of the dcfendnnt and society, and
mechllnicnl imposition of uniform conditions on all
defendnnts should be avoided.
3. The offender should be provided with a written stlltclllent of the conditions imposed and should
be grunted an explanation of such conditions. The
offender should be lluthorizcd to request clarificaHon of lln)' condition from the sentencing judge. The
oilemler should also be nuthodzed on his own initiative to llctition the sentcncing judge for a modificatlQn of the' conditions imposed.
4. l)rocetiures should be adopted authorizing the
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revocation of a sentence of probation for violation
of specific conditions imposed, such procedures to
include:
'
a. Authorization for the prompt confine·
ment of probationers who exhibit behavior that
is 11 serious threat to themselves or others and
for allowing probationers suspected of violations
of a less serious nature to remain in the com·
nllmity until further proceedings arc completed.
b. A requirement that for those proba·
tioners who are arrested for violation of probation, a preliminary hearing be held promptly
by a neutral official other than his probation
officer to determine whether there is probable
cause to bciieve the probationer violated his
probation. At this hearing the probationer
should be accorded the following rights:
(1) To be given notice of the hear·
ing and of the alleged violations.
(2) To bg heard and to present
evidence.
(3) To confront and cross-examine
adverse witnesses uhless there is substan·
tial evidence that the witness will be placed
in danger of serious harm' by so testifying.
(4) To be represented by ~o~nsel
and to have counsel appointed. for him if
he is indigerd.

, (5) To have the decisionmaker state
hiS reasons for his decision and the evidence relied on.
c. Authorization of informal alternatives
to forma! !'e~ocation proceedings for handling
~lIeged VIOlations ~f minor conditions of probatIOn. Such alternatIves to revocation should include:
(1) A formal or informal conference
with the probationer to reemphasize the
necessity of compliance with the conditions.
(2) A formal or informal warning
that further violations could result in revocation.
.
d. A !equirement that, unless waived by
the probatIoner after due notification of his
rights, a h~aring be held on all flIIeged violations
of probah,on where revocation is a possibility
to deternllne whether there is substantial evidence to indicate a violation has occurred and
if, such, ~ violation has occurred, the appropriate
dlsposJtlOn.
~. A req?irement ~hat at the probation revoc,ahon hearmg the 'J'}robationer should have
notice of the alleged 'Violation, access to official
records regarding his case, the right to be repr~sellted by counsel including the right to appomted co?nsel if he is indigent, the right to
s?bpena Witnesses in his own behalf, and the
rIg~t to .confront and cross-examine witnesses
agamst hIm.
f. A requirement that before probation is
revoked the court make written findings of fact
based upon substantial evidence of a violation
of a condition of probation.
,
g. f\ut~orization for the conrt, upon find.
mg a vlOlahon of conditions of probation to
continue the existing sentence with or ,;ithout modification, to enlarge the conditions
or to impose any other sentence that was avail~
?ble to the court at the time of initial scntenc109, In resentencing a probation violator the
following rules should be applicable:
'
,
~1~ . Criteria and procedures governmg Imhal sentencing decisions should
govern resentencing decisions.
(2) Failure to comply with conditions of a sentence that impose financial
obligations upon the offender should not
result in confinement unless such failure
is due to a willful refusal to pay.'
(3) Time served under probation
supervision from initial sentencing to the
date of violation should be 'credited agai':lst
the sentence imposed on resentencing.

,5., ProbatIon sho~ld not be revoked for the comm!sslOn of n ~ew cnme until the off!.'oder has been
tned and conVicted of that crime. At this time criteria
and procedures governing initial sentencing. decisions
should govern resentencing decisions.

Commentary
The thrust of this report is that probation will bec,ome the s~andard s~ntence in criminal cases, Confinement wIll be retatned chiefly for those offenders
who c~nnot .saf~ly be returned "to the community,
Prob~tlon, With Its emphasis on assisting the offender
to adjust to the free community and supervising that
process, offers greater hope for success an'd less
chance for human misery, But probation, to meet
the ~~allenge ahead. must be carefully and fairly
admInistered.
.. Probat!on, i~ ? sentence in itself, In the past
In most JUrIsdIctIOns, probation was imposed only
~fter the court suspended the execution or impositIo~ of sentence to confinement. It was an act of
lel11ency moderating the harshness of confinement.
It shou!.d n?w, be recognized as a major sentencing
alternattve ~n ItS own right. It should be governed
by the maximum tcrms established by the criminal
code, If ~he offense in question provides for a 5ye~r maximum for confinement, the same maximum
should be applicable to probation. In misdemeanors, however, the maximum term generally is set
~o low that probation supervision would be meanIngJ,ess, Thus the standard would authorize probation up to one year as a sanction for misdemeanOi'S, As sentences of confinement can be terminated
through the parole system, the court similarly should
be ,authorized ~o discharge the offender from probatIOn at any time the court determines the supervision of the probation officer is no longer
necessary,
The, conditions imposed are a critical factor in
probatIOn, In too many cases, courts mechanically
adopt, ,standard conditions for all probationers.
ConditIOns should be tailored to fit the needs of the
?ffender and society, and no condition should be
Imposed unless ?ecessary for these purposes.
~tatut~s should give the court great latitude in
Imposing sentence, particularly where juveniles are
concerned, For most teenagers, jails are too severe
and fi~es ?re usually paid by parents. Othc'r forms
?f retrIbutIOn have :nuch more meaning; e.g., washIng school, buses, c!eaning up parks, or serving a~
attendant In a hospItal emergency room, Conditiontl
tha~ are unrelated to any useful purpose serve
maInly to provoke the probationer and make unnecessary work for the probation offi<;:er, Courts
should be empowered to modify conditions as they
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deem appropriate and as the offender's circumstances change.
The American Law Institute's Model Penal Code
and the study draft of a, new Federal criminal code
prepared by the National Commission on Reform of
Federal Criminal Laws contain lists of generally
appropriate probation conditions which should be
authorized for imposition in a particular case.
The probationer should at all times be in a
position to comply with the conditions of probation.
This requires that he be provided with predsc
explanations of the conditions imposed and that he
have the continuing opportunity to request further
clarification from the sentencing court. The probation'er likewise should be authorized without the
permission of the probation officer to request the
court to modify the conditions. This authority is
consistent with the view that the court should
exercise continuing jurisdiction over all correctional
programs.
Where an offender violates the established conditions. his probation may be revoked. However,
implicit in the grant of probation on conditions is
the assurance that unless a violation occurs, the
probation will continue. Thus procedural safeguards
to assure that an alleged vinlation did in fact occur
nrc critically important. The Supreme Court has
recognized in two important cases that the Constitution requires some minimal procedural safeguards.
III Mempa v. Rlla)" 389 U.S. 128 (1967), the
Court decided that the right to counsel extended
to probation revocatiun. Tn a more ret;'ent case,
Morrissey v. Brewer, 408 U.S. 471 (1972), the
Court outlined in detail the pl'O~edural aspects
constitutionally required for parole revocation. The
revocation of probation and parole Hre similar in
nature and the standard adapts thc procedures
required in the one casr! to the other.
Therc are two critical decision points incident
to probntion revocation-the decision to arrest
unci the revoc:ation hearing. The arrest disrupts the
probationer's lies to thc community and may determine in large measure his ability to remain on
probution after further procecdings arc conclud!ed.
Authority should exist to allow the probationer to
continue in the community until a final determination has becn made regarding whether he did in
fact violate a condition and if he did, whether
confinement is the appropriate disposition. Where
there is a serious threat to the public safety, detention Illay be unavoidable. However, if the probationer is detained awaiting his revocation hearing,
Il preliminary hearing should be, held ~o detemline
whether probllblc cause exists to believe he violoted n condition. This preliminary hearing, with
160
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the attributes listed in the standard, is constitution_ -1
ally required in parole revocation by the Morris!iey r
decision. The 20urt in Morrissey did not determine
the question of whether counsel was required, but!
the Commission believes that cI'Junsel should be 'I1
afforded at the hearing to p'totect the probationer's I
interests.
!,
The standard also indicates the rights to be
[
granted the probationer at his hearing before the!
sentencing court to determine whether his probation . i
should be revoked. Here again the procedural safe- ,t
guards recommended are constitutionally required.
Where revocation is not contemplated, as in the case i!
of violation of minor conditions, some informal 'l
procedures should be authorized to allow the judge
to meet with the probationer informally and recmphasize the importance of the conditions imposed.
If the probationer is found to have violated his
probation, the court should be able to consider the
sentencing alternatives that were available at the
original sentencing. In resentencing the offender.
all of the procedural safeguards and devices should ,
be applicable. Sentencing councils, for example. 1
may be utilized in determining issues of resen- 'Ii
tencing probation violators.
I
The standard further recommends that if pro- .,, ii
bation is revoked, the time spent under supervision I
prior to the violation should be r;:redited against !
the sentence. This is consistent with the recom- : :
mendation that probation be considered a sentence
rather than a form of leniency. The fact that •(
confinement remains as the enforcement technique ' i
for assuring compliance with probation conditions 'I
does not justify the imposition of state control , i
over the defendant for a longer period of time il
than the legislatively imposed maximum. For ex- I
ample, a defendant found guilty of an offense with '.,
a 5-year maximum is placed on probation for 31
'\
years. At the end of 2 years he violates a probation :i
condition and is sentenced to confinement. Without ft.i
the appropriate ';'Iedit, the court could sentence him!
to 5 full years of incarceration. Thus the individual ti
who is granted probation-presumably because he. ':1
was the better risk-would be subjected potentiallY :1
to more state control than the person sentence d ,!
immediately to c o n f i n e m e n t . : !
Revocation of probation for the commission of a
new offense or offenses often is used in lieu of ,'[
formal trial procedures. The Commission believhes :1
that this is a misuse of revocation procedure. Ten
offender should be charged formally and tried for ~.l!
new criminal violations. If the offender is found "I
guilty, the court may use the criteria and proce- :.~l
duws governing initial sentencing decisions in de- ]
termining his resentencing decision, including those ~

I

I

contained in Standard 5.6, Multiple Sentences. If
the offender is found not guilty, the charges should
not be used as a basi~, for revocation.
References
1. American Bar Association Project on Standards for Criminnl Justice. Standards Relating to
Sentencing Alternatives and Procedures. New
York: Office llf the Criminal Justice Project,
1968. Sec. 64.
2. American Law Institute. Model Penal Code:
Proposed Official Draft. Philadelphia: ALI, 1962,
Art. 301.

3. Mempa v. Rhay, 389 U.S. 128 (1967).
4. Morrissey v. Brewer, 408 U,S. 471 (1972).
5. National Commission on Reform of Federal
Criminal Laws. Study Draft of a New Federal
Criminal Code, Washington: 1970. Ch. 31.
Related Standards

The following standards may be applicable in
implementing Standard 5.4.
2.10 Retention and Restoration of Rights.
2.11 Rules of Conduct.
10.2 Services to Probationers.
16.11 Probation Legislation.
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lions. the fine is a revenue device unrelated in
.·~actice to concepts of corrections or crime reducp.
•
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Standard 5.5

to

Fines
111 cnnf!ting penal code revisions, State Jegislafurl:$ should determine the categoric~ of offenses !or
I: whld. n fine is un appropriate sanchon and provide
11 IltuximUIll fine fo!' ench category.
.
edlcrin (or the imp()sition of a fine also should
be cnoctcd, to include HIl! following:
.
,1. A finc. should b!', imposed where It appears
to be a detcrnmt ngllinst the type of ~ffense involv.ed
,or nn llilpropriate correctional tcchmque for an 1Ildlvidunl offender. Fines should not be imposed for
tile purpose of ohtnlning revenue for the govern•
ment.
t. A fine should be imposed only if there IS n
rCllsonnble cllnnC(\ that the offender will be uble to
pay without undue hardship for himself or his deIU!lltients.
•
3. A.. fine shouM be imposed on1r where f.~~e
posltton Wlllllot interfere serlous)y with the otT~nder s
ability to make reparntioJl H restitution to the

ID!-

,'lett....

.

.

'L(,,"lsln!toll authorizing the illlposition of filH:s
ulso SilOUld include the following provisions:
.1. Authority for the court to Impose n fine .paytlble lnlnstRliments.
2. Aldhorlty for tbe court to retoke. part or ~1I
of u fine onc.e imposed in order to 1;i'\lold Itn1:dshlp
either to the defendllnf or others.
3. A prohibItion ngninst court ~mposition of such
sentences as "30 doUnrs or 30 dnys."

I,
.1...

.

If the fine is to be an effective tool in dealing'
with criminal offenders, it must be employed
cautiously and intelligently.
1. ,
The thrust of the standard. is to provide for
1t fines the 'same standards as imposed for imprisonment-legislative criteria with appropriate restraints
on judicial discretion. The standard lists factors
,1 that should be considered in imposing a fine.
The fine, like any other sanction, should be related
\
t
to
the offense and the individual offender. It should
,},
be viewed as a correctional tool and applied only
where it is likely to have some beneficial effect.
Tmposition of fines pure~y for the production of
revenue has little to recommend it when the goal
of the criminal justice system-reduction of crirrie
-is considered.
A fine will have little beneficial effect jf it is
levied on an· individual who does not have the
ability to pay. A large proportion of offenders
confined in local jails are there for nonpayment
of fines. A sentence impossible
fulfil! serves
neither society nor the offender. Mechanically
applied, it serves merely to single out the poor for
incarceration.
4. Amhority for the imprisonment of a pers~n
It is similarly inappropriate for the state to
who intentionally refuses to pay a fine or who faIls
compete
with the victim of an offense for the
to nHlke a good-faith effort to obtain fund.s ne~~ssary
resources
of the defendant. If the defendant is willfor payment. Imprisonment solely for mability to
ing
or
ordered
by the '!ourt to provide restitldo.n
pay n fine should not be authorized.
.
or reparation to the victims of the offense, no
Legislation authorizin~ fines ~gainst .c?rp~raborls
additional fine should be imposed unless the defendshould include the followmg specml provls~ons~
1. Authority for the court to base fines. on sales,
ant can meet both obligations.
profits or net annual income of a corporation wher~
. The standard governmental response to nonpayappropriate to assure a reasonably even impact m:
ment of fines is imprisonment. The Supreme Court
the fine on defendants of various means.
..
in Tate v. Short, 401 U.S. 395 (1971), has recog2. Authority for the court to proceed agamst
nized that this process unjustly discriminates against
specified corporate officers ~r agai~st the assets of ~ the poor. Likewise, it is an inefficient way to collect
the corporation where a fine IS not paId.
a~ebt, because imprisonment of the offender makes
itirnpossible for him to earn the wherewithal to pay.
Private creditors learned long ago that imprisonCommentary
ment for debt was unproductive.
Legislation should be enacted authorizing the
The fine is· as traditional a criminal sanction as
,I
state to utilize the same means as private creditors
imprisonment and, when mechanically. appli~d, as
to recover an unpaid fine. This would include such
counterproductive. The law of fines. IS. as tn:o n·
.\
civil
remedies as garnishment, attachment, and other
sistent and chaotic as that estabUshtng prtson
collection
measures. The fine should become a lien
sehtences •.I:ittle guidance. is given !o ~h~ c~urts ~o~
on
the
property
of the offender subject to normal
the impOSitIOn of fines; In most Junsdlctlons, Jal
foreclosure
procedures.
Imprisonment should be restands as the. only means of collection.
.
served
only
for
t.~ose
offenders
who intentionally
Little is known about the impact o~ fines. How
refuse to pay anne or fail to exercise good faith
ever, a sanclion based on the financial means. 0
in obtaining money with which to pay it, Courts
the defendallt can have disparate and de~t~ct1;ve
should be specifically granted the power to impose
results, particularly for the poor. In many lunsdlc,

1

f

fines to be paid in installments and to modify or
revoke a fine when conditions indicate that the
.offender for justifiable reason.s cannot meet the
obligation. '
Restricting theavaiiabiIity of the fine and the
measures authorized to, collect it cfeates the risk
t/1at the ultimate result will be im·position of incarceration on indigent offenders in lieu of imposing
what the court believes to be an uncollectable fine.
This may occur because all too often courts that
generally utilize fines have no other alternative than
imprisonment. Probation services and olher community-based·· progra'ms are generally not available to misdemeanor courts. The standard I1ejects
incarceration where its imposition is based solely
on the person's wealth. Imprisonment should be
imposed where~ imprisonment serves a' sentencing
_ objecti~e and then only when no other alternative
is appropriate. A person's wealth should be an
impermissible factor in sentencing.
Special provisions may be considered for the im-'
position of fines against corporations. The fine is
perhaps more appropriate against corporations than
individuals because the e(:onomh;: .sanction relates
to the purpose of most business organizations. However, for the fine to have any impact it must be substantial enough to discourage the conduct deemed
criminal. Fines related not to the offense but to
sales, profits, or net annual income of the corporation may be· appropriate, and legislation should
authorize the sentencing court to consider these
factors.
'Collection measures for fines levied against
corporations should include the ability to enforce
the fine against the corporation's officers or asset~.
States should undertake studies and experimentation in the use of fines, to determine their actual
effectiveness in persuading offenders to avoid
future misconduct. With selected lndividuals the use
of fines may be more effective in this respect than
other sentencing alternatives.
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Stnte legislatures should authorize sentencing
courts to make djspo~itiori of offenders convicted
of multiple offenses, as follows:
1. Under nonna~ circumstances, when an offender
is convicted of ml!Jitiple offens,esseparately punish.
ahile, or when an offender is convicted of an offense
while under sentence on a previous conviction, the
court should be authorized to impose concurrent
sentences.
,2. Where the
. court finds
• on substantial evidence
that the public safety reqUIres a longer sentence, the
court .should be authorized to impose consecutive
sentences. However, a consecutive sentence should
not be imposed if the result would. be a maximum
sentence more than double the maximum sentence
authorized for the most serious of the offenses in.
volved.
3. The sentenCing court should have authority to
allow a defendant to pJead guilty to any other offenses
be has committed. within the State, after the con.
Currence of the prosecutor and after determination
tbat the plea is voluntarily made. Tlie court should
take each of these offenses into account in setting
the sentence. Thereafter, the defendant should not
be held further accountable for the crimes to which
be has pleaded gUilty.
. 4. The sentencing court should be authorized to
Impose a sentence that would run concurrently witb

out·of-State sentences, even though the time will
be served in an out-of-State institution. Wilen apprised of either pending charges or outstanding detainers against the defendant in other jurisdictions,
the court should be given by interstate agreements
the authority to allow the defendant to plead to
those charges and to be sentenced, as provided for
in the case of intrastate criminal activity.

Commentary
A perplexing problem, in terms of both substantive criminal law and sentencing policy, has been
presented by the "multiple" offender. Several situations, each distinct, but each raising the same
basic point, can be hypothesized:
1. The offender commits one criminal "act," but
it causes two injuries, such as detonation of a bomb
that causes both personal and property damage.
2. The offender commits the same offense several times, as when a bank teller embezzles a large
sum of money over a period of time.
3. The offender commits several separate acts,
all within the same "transaction," as (a) entering
a bank with the intent. to steal, (b) stealing, and (c)
escaping in a (d) stolen car (e) across State lines.
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. 4. TI:IC offendcr commits one "act," punishable
by two or more jurisdictions, as when a defendant
robs -a federally insured bank, which is 'both a
Fedcral ?t:ld a State crime.
S. The offender commits different crimes, at different times, in different jurisdictions.
The problem of the multiple offender is complicated by a number of factors and legal doctrines
that come into play when an offender is charged
with more than one offense within the same jurisdiction. Depending on the circumstances, the prGse, ' culiog attorney may wish to consolidate all related
offenses into one action to make efficient use of
prosecution and judicial resources. The defendant,
on the other hand, may believe himself to be prejudiced by having too many offenses consolidated
in the same trial, reasoning that the jury may believe that, with so many charges, one or more has
to be true.
However, the opposite attitudes may prevail. The
prosecutor may wish to sever the trial of related
offenses in order to have more than one chance
, of conviction, or because, although prepared ror one
ollense, he lacks evidence for support of the other.
Tn addition, the prosecution may seck to obtain
consecutive sentences with more than' one trial to
increase the punishment. The defendant may
wish to consolidate all offenses either to avoid having
to suffer through more than one trial or in the belief
that he wiII receive a lesser sentence if all offenses
are tried together,
Multiplc offenses that cross jurisdictional lines
arc even more complex. When two jurisdictions are
involved, there generally are two prosecutors and
two courts that must decide the extent to which
offenses can be consolidated. And where two sepal'llte States are involved, resolution of the issue
may depend on the availability of interstate agreements authorizing consolidation. The allocation of
the expense of the trial and eventual correctional
progrnlU also are factors that make interjurisdictional consolidation of offenses difficult.
Whatever justification there may be for severing
vnrious offenses for separate trial, from the correctional standpoint the consolidation of trials would
result in more ~ppropriate sentences. An offender
standing trial fot' additional offenses is not likely
to be receptive to correctional programs, Also a
plan for reintegrating the offender into the community is not practicable if he faces further' confinement in another jurisdiction or further trial on
pending charges.
One result of multiple trials is the potential for
consecutive sentences, An offender sentenced to
one teml of years subsequently is sentenced to another term to be served after completion of the first.
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There is little Nstification for this result other thali
to exte11d ..the period of t::onfi,Iiement. Such an ex- ;,a
tension, if based solely on thle fact that mo,ce than
one offense was committed, rl~gardless of the needst
cf the particular offender or the requirements of,!
public safety, amounts to the imposition of sanction purely for punishment purposes.
"
In addition, the ability to impose consecutive sentefncehs often is subject to lthle lchdi~r~ng. discretion!
o t e prosecutor or fi ne ega
stlOctlOns as tOj
whether two acts amount to separate offenses or '!
are in essence merely one offense. The definition "
to determine this question is not free from doubt. : 1
Thus, in Gore v. United States, 357 U.S. 386j
(1958) the Supreme Court found that the govern-[
ment could prosecute for three separate and dis-!
tinct offenses arising out of one ~\Ule of heroin: (1),\
the sale of the drugs not "in pursua~~e 0hf a w?~te1J -'iI,:
order;" (2) the sale of drugs not 10 t e ongmal
stamped package;" and (3) the sale of drugs with
the knowledge that they had been unlawfully im- ,I,
ported.
.
1
Multiple prosecutions are further complicated by,)
concep. ts of double J'eopardy. (See two 1970
decisions-Ashe v, Swenson, 397 U,S. 436, and ~,l
Waller v, Florida, 397 U.S, 387.)
,!
The standard does not seek to solve the difficult
problems involved with the joinder and severance ,.I
of various offenses as it relates to factors other than
sentencing. However, it is recommended that, re- '.,1
gardless of whether various offenses are tried to- i
gether or separately, consecutive sentences should \
not be imposed in most instances and that provi- '.
sions should be available to consolidate all offenses
for purposes of imposing sentence.
The presumption should be in favor of concurrent __
sentences for multiple offenses, This report has recog- . \
nized the need for extended terms for certain dan- 1
gerous offenders in Standard 5.3. Sentences beyond ; j
the maximum of 5 years normally should be im-1
posed only where the recommendations and specific ',<:
findings of Standard 5,3 are met.
'.,
It is recognized that authorization of consecutive '(
sentences provides another means for extending the . [
recommended 5-year maximum. Like the American '/
Bar Association which similarly wrestled with the
problem, the Commission concludes that "the offender who has rendered himself subject to mult.iple sentences may pose the same type of unusual . I
risk to the safety of the public [as the dangerous I
offender]." (Standards Relating to Sentencing Alter- i
natives, p-. 177). Consecutive sentences should, hoWever, be'iimited to preclude a maximum sentence of!
more than double the maximum for the most se-J
\
riodus502yrenhs~, Undledr the rlecdommendatit~~ls of Stetanncdes-J
<tr
., t is wou prec u e consecu lve sen
'.1

I

'I

I

I

I

'I
I,'.

j

resulting in a maximum of more than 10 years
Extended, terms up to 25 years could of course'
be imposed under th~ ,recommendatio~s of Stand~
ard 5.3 and as much as 50 years for this type of
offender under the present standard.
This standard would allow the court to sentence
the offender on all charges pending or for crimes
yet undetected by authorities within the State to
which he, wishes to plead guilty. The provision does
not reqUIre, as a prerequisite to this "taking account,': that the court either notify, or receive information from, the prosecutor or other interested
officials in the other intrastate jurisdictions in which
charges may be pending. Although this undoubted~y would .be prudent and sound judgment, no reqUIrement IS made because of possible bureaucratic delays unrel~ted to the need for sentencing the offender. If the CrImes have been commUted-within
the. State,. one court will be as capable as another
of l~pOSlng t?e ap'propr~ate sentence. If guilt is
~dr~lItt~d to CrImes lllvolvmg the kinds of conduct
mdlcatlng that the offender is "dangerous," the.
court should .delay . its ,decision. until a full presen~ence report, Includtng tnformatIon on those crimes,
IS prepared and entered.
An example of a consolidation procedure is Fed,cral . Rule of Criminal Procedure 20(a), which
proVIdes that:
-(I. def~ndant ~rre.sted or held in a district other than that
I~ which the Ir:dlctm.e!lt or information is pending against
him may state 10 wntlOg that he wishes to plead guilty or
?oi? contende~e, to waive trial in the district in which the
I~dlct~~nt or IOformation is p,ending, and to consent to ihe
dispOSition, ?f the case in the district in which he was
arrested or IS held.

. Although. t~e wording of the rule does not'lequire
It, t~e pr?VI~IOn has been uniformly interpreted' to
allow a drstnct court to r;onsolidate any number of
offenses pending in different Federal jurisdictions
and sentence for all of them at once, The rule,
however, does not allow a Federal court to consolidate State and Federal offenses, At the very most, a

Federal court has the authority to make a Federal
sentence run concurrently with a previously impose,d State sentence, and a State judge has a Gonc.omitant power. This, however, still requires the
lIm~ and effort of two judges and is relatively ineffiCIent.
The st~ndard also attempts to deal with interstate multIple offenses in th~ same manner as intra~
state offenses. There are substantial differences
however, that will require interstate compacts an-ci
a.greements. Pending development and implementa~lOn of those agreements, courts should be authorIzed to seek the consent of prosecutors of other
States with pending charges or outstanding detain~rs to ~entence the offender and give him the same
Immumty from further prosecution on those charges
that he receives within the State,
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Standard 5.7

'1

,fendants. Agam, the plea will have little connection
. with any feeling of repentance.
This e:nigm~ also ha~ a legal twist If defendants
who. plead gUIlty ~re, gIven consideration for doing
so, It may be o~Jected that this penalizes the defenda.nt .who d.oes not plead guilty and seeks his
constitutIOnal rIght to trIal. This potential constit _
tipnal ~roblem adds additional weight to the reco~
~eI!.da.tion that the guilty plea not be considered
m settmg sentence.
,Relief of the difficulties caused by deiay in th~
tna1 process sho~ld not depend on the Willingness
?~ those who .are Incarcerated in deplorably crowded
Ja,lIs; beset wI~h financial problems, and quite likely
WIthout .sufficlently eager and helpful counsel, to
plead gUIlty to t~e charges placed against them. To
rely on the coerCIve effects of such factors and then
re~a.rd t.hos.e who succumb is demeaning to the
crImmal JustIce process.
'

i\
'j

I
1

'Effect of
Guilty plea in Sentencing
Sentencing courts immediately should adopt a
policy that the court in imposing sentence should
not consider, as a mitigating factor, that the defend·
nnt pleaded guilty or, as an aggravating factor, that
the defendant sought the protections of right to trial
nssured him by the Constitution.
This policy should notprevel,lt the court, on sub·
stantial evidence, from considf!ring the defendant's
contrition, his cooperation' wif,h authorities, or his
consideration for the victims of his criminal activity,
wheth~r demonstrated through a desire to afford
restitution o"r to prevent ul'~,r;~emly public scrutiny
and embarrnssment to them. Tbe fact that a defend·
ant hus pleaded guilty, however, should be consid·
ered in no way probative of any of these clements.

Commentary
If a guilty plea were an indication of true contrition, showing some movement toward acceptance
of responsibility for the criminal act and some repcntance for its perpetration, there would probably
be little question as to whether a sentencing court
should consider the plea in setting sentence. The
mere fact of the pleu itself would justify inferences
about rehabilitation prospects. Several practicalities,

;!
,j

il
;1"

1. Alschuler, Albert W. "The Prosecutor's Role

Related Standards
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implementing Standard 5.7.
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:1
however, make this assumed connection between
1
plea and contrition exceedingly tenuous.
The first of these factors is that many pleas are :1
the result of the well-established and bitterly con- ,1
tested practice of plea bargaining. In such a setting, ;1
the plea has virtually no external symbolism at all. 1;
It may indicate an admission of guilt but not neces- H
'\
sarily repentance or regret. The second factor is ;\
that guilty pleas, even when not the result of a .£
bargain between prosecutor and defendant, may be 11
the result of an assumption by the deJendant that ~I
the judge will be more lenient. If a judge expressly}
acknowledges that any person who does not plead tj
guilty will receive the maximum, any guilty plea if
stemming from that announcement clearly is less :,£
than voluntary and should be invalidated. But even ~
if the court does not take that drastic step, the guilty,,!
plea has no direct bearing upon repentance and, if ~
, that is the purpose of considering the plea in determining the sentence, it should not be placed into, 1
the calculus of the decisionmaking process.
~, ',
Another factor associated with guilty pleas is .~
the current condition of other parts of the criminal ..1
justice system. For several reasons, including bail 1::
system inequities, overcrowded dockets, and judges ~
who do not spend a full day in trying cases, de- ~
fendants who do not plead guilty may spend ~

;!

1
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Standard 5.8
Credit for Time Served
SentenCing courts immediately should. adopt .a
policy of giving credit to defen~an~ ?gamst their
maximum terms and against theIr nummum terms,
if any for, time spent in custody and "good time"
earned under the following Circumstances:
1. Time spent in custody arising.out of the c.harge
or conduct, on which such charge IS bas~~ prror to
arrival at the institution to which the defcnda~t
eventually is committed for service of se~tence. T~ls
should include time spent in custody prror to. trIal,
prior to se~tendng, pendi~g appeal, ?nd prror to
transportation to the correctIonal autho~rty.
2. Where an offender is serving multIple sentences,
either concurrent or consecutive, and he successfully
invalidates one of the sentences, ti~e .spent in custody
• should be credited against the rcmammg sentence. .
3. Where an offender successfully challenges. hIS
conviction and is retried and resenteD.ced, all ti~e
spent in custody arising out of the .f?rmer conv~c
tion and time spent in custody awmtmg th~ retrml
should he credited against any sentence Imposed
following the retrial.
. .•
The court should assume thi;1 responsIbIlIty for
assuring that the record reveals in all instances the
umount of time to be credited against the offender'S
sentence and that ,such record is ~eIivered to. t~e
correctionul authorities. The correchona~ authorrtie.s
should ussume the responsibility of grantmg all credIt

consistently been the view that, where an individual time spent in custody. into consideration anyway.
is held in custody and subsequently found innocent, However, offenders are often not apprised of the
the government in only unusual situations has an granting or refusal of credit.
~bIigation to recompem,e him for. his inconvenIt would seem a minimal· requirement to assure
ience, loss of income, and other injury.· It is of that offenders be informed how their sentence is
course impossible to return to him the time he has arrived at. By allowing discretionary credit, the
lost. However, it i& poss\ble to credit an offender. problems of disparate treatment are encountered.
with such time wheh~he is found subject to a sentence Offenders not receiving credit for time spent in
custody' feel discriminated against and are less reof confinement,
The" usual occasion for; the application of the ceptive to correctional programs. The ~tandard thus
principle of granting credit arises out 'of "pretrial de- recommends that the court assume responsibility
tention. In many areas, a large percen\~age of ac- for insuring that the record reveals the amount of
cused defendants await trial i.n jail, for the most credit due 'and that ·the correctional authorities be
'- part because they are poor and unable to make pqil., ' required to. grant such credit and to inform the
' l
Reforms in the procedures applicable to pretrial re- offender that they have done so.
An increasing number of courts are deciding that
lease should minimize the number of those detained,
but aJ' proposed reforms contemplate some individ- the refusal to. grant credit for pretrial detention viouals -who \ViIi await their trial in confinemel1t. Fair- lates the equal protection and due process clauses of
n'ess, if nothing more, requires that in the event . the Constitution. This is particularly true where
th';se individuals are sentenced to confinement they the reason for detention is that the accused is in- .
receive credit for the time: they served awaiting digent and uhable to make bail., In Workman v.
trial. Credit also should be granted for time spent Cardwell. 338. F.· Stipp. 893 (N.D. Ohio 1972), the
in detention between the trial and sentence, pending' court held the statute authorizing the granting of
appeal, or awaiting transfer to the institution to good time unconstitutional because it limited credit
which the defendant is sentenced. Approximately for time served to the period following the verdict,
24 States now provide some form of credit for this thus denying ,equal protection' to the indigent who,
peri,od either on a mandatory oasis or at the dis- had to serve time before the verdict because he
cretion of the sentencing courts.
could not make bail. The decision must, however,
There are ilUmerous other instances in which be further considered in view of the Supreme Court
due an offender at the earliest possibl~ time and
credit for time served should be granted. For ex- decision in McGinnis v. Royster, 12 Crim. L. Rep.
of notifying the offender that such credIt has been
ample, an offender' may be serving concurrent sen- 3143 (Feb. 21, 1973).
grnn~d.
W
tences of 5 years for two offenses-armed robbery
Credit as recommended in this standard sho~
In many jurisdictions, bail reforms have resulted
and burglary. If after serving 2 years, he chal- in persons awaiting trial being released from conbe automatic and a matter of right and not subJect
lenges the, burglary conviction .and is successful, finement but subject to various conditions and levels
to the discretion of the sentencing court or the
those years should be credited against the armed of supt.rvision. In many instances the supervision is
correctional authorities. The granting of credit sh?ul:
not depend on such f.actors as the offense commlfte
robbery sentence. Where consecutive sentences are minimal and, for all practical purposes, the indiimposed, the need for credit is even more obvious. vidual is as free as a citizen not accused of a
or the number of prior com'ictions.
• .
Time spent under supervision (in pretrial
If the sentence for armed robbery was to be served crime. In some cases, however, conditions for pretervention projects, release on recogniza~ce and b?;'
after the sentence for burglary, it could be argued trial release are substantial and involv~ serious reprograms, informal probation, etc:) prIOr 0 tn.
that the offender still had 5 yearw, of confinement stricticms on liberty. Where superVision is substanshould be cor.sidered by the court III Imposmg sen·
remaining. Credit for the time served under an in- tial, courts should be authorized to grant a measure
tence. The court should be authorized to gr?nt t~c
valid conviction should be granted against other of credit for such time against the sentence imoffender credit in an amount to be determmed In
sentences validly imposed.
posed. Because of the varying intensities of superthe discretion of the court, depending on the length
The standard also provides that, where an of- vision, the award and the amount of credit for this
and intensity of such supervision.
fender successfully challenges his, conviction, is re- period should be left to the discretion of the sentried and resentenced, he should receive credit for tencing court.
time spent under the invalid conviction. The SuCommentary
preme Court has held in North Carolina v. Pearce)
This standard provides recoromend.ations. on ~!~~
395 U.S. 711 (1969), that credit in this situation References
extent to which time spent ;11 custody In vanous "I
is constitutionaliy required.
cumstances should be credited against a sent~nce t~
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Related Standards
The following standards may be applicable in
implementing Standard 5.8.
5.2 Sentencing the Nondangerous Offender.
5.3 Sentencing to Extended Terms.
5.4 Probation.
5.19 Imposition of Sentence.
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'Standard 5.9
'.

Continuing Jurisdiction
of Sentencing Court
Legislatures by 1975 shouid authorize sentencing
courts to exercise continuing jurisdiction over sentenced offenders to insure that the correctional program is consistent with the purpose for which the
sentence w~s imposed. Courts should r,!taih jurisdiction also to determine whether an off'eniler is subjected to conditions, requirements, or autbority that
are unconstitutional, undesirable, or not rationally
related to the purpose of tlie sentelllC'(', when an
offender raises these issues.
Sentencing courts should be 8uthmized to reduce
a sentence or modify its terms whenever the court
finds, after appropriate proceedings in open court,
thilt new factors discovered since the initial sentencing hearing dictate sv.ch modification or reduction
or that the p'ilrpose of the original Hentence is not
being fulfilled.
Procedures should be establishccg allowing the
offeilder or the correctiCllns.i lIgency to initiate proc.eedings to request the court tl) exercise the jurisdichon recommended in this stand.ud.

Commentary
The sentence imposed 'by the coU'.rt is binding
on two parties, the offender and the' correctional
agency. The offender is required to serve the sen172,

tence imposed. The correctional agency should be
required to execute the sentence the sentencing
court envisioned. The inherent power of a court
continually to supervise its own orders should apply
to the sentencing decision. Either party should be
entitled to return to the court when the other party
violates the order. This would allow the offender
to return to the court if proper treatment and rehabilitation programs contemplated by the sentence
were not made available. Courts have not exercised
this power.
This standard establishes the concept that the
court should have continuing jurisdiction after the
sentence has been determined and imposed. In so
doing, it rejects the teachings of early judicial precedent that the judiciary should keep hands off correctional institutions. The hands-off doctrine never
was sound and has been consistently rejected by
many courts during the last 5 years. This standard
substitutes the view that the sentence is analogous
to decrees in equity cases, subject to further judicial
scrutiny if the conditions of the decree are breached.
Based upon reverence for federalism and separation of power, the hands-off concept permeated
litigation during the 1950's and early 1960's. It
was further exacerbated by the courts' belief that
no effective judicial remedy was available by
which complaints of prisoners concerning their in-
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carcerationcould be heard. Today, however, these
tenetS' no longer are viable. A series of Supreme
Court cases, first in other areas arld then in th.e
field of correctional law, concluded the issue, and
both Federal and State courts now are examining
prison conditions in light of constitutional standards.
Many aspects of corrections, however, still are
deemed beyond the scope of judicial review, including, for example, decisions as to the substance
of institutional punishment, parole release, and
others. Courts hesitate, moreover, to review simple
negligence in medical service and tort cases. This
standard would reverse that position, by the simple
recognition that a sentence to incarceration implicitly carries with it· stipulations that the inmate will
receive decent medical treatment, fair nutrition, and
equitable handling of his complaints and grievances;
'that, in other words, he will be treated as a human
being with human and constitutional rights. Unfortunately, this is not always the case in contemporary penal institutions.
An analogous area in the law is the theory of
"guardianship" in cases involving children. Although .adult in the eyes of the law, prisoners are,
in many senses, sJlbject to the kind of control that
. parents and others exercise over children and for
that reason are in need or a higher level of judicial
supervision. Furthermore, just as the courts of domestic relations consider the "best interests of the child,"
sentencing courts under the sentencing scheme elaborated in this chapter would be under an obligation to consider the "best interests of the offender." This parallel situation suggests strongly that
there is a parallel judicial power.
The concept of judicial review of prison and
parole decisions is not in any way derogatory of the
professionalism of correctional personnel. Rather,
as Judge David Bazelon of the U.S. Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia explained. in allowing judicial review of similar determinations by
medical personnel in treating mentally ill persons:
Not only the principle of judicial review, but the whole
scheme of American government,reilects an insthutionalized
mistrust of any such unchecked and unbalanced power
over essential liberties. That mistrust does not depend on
an assumption of inveterate venality or incompetence on
the part of men in power, be they Presidents, legislators,
administrators, judges, or doctors. It is not doctors' nature.
but hUman nature, which benefits from the prospect and
the fact of supervision . . . . Judicial review is only a

Safety catch against the fallibility of the best of men; and' .
not the least of its services is to spur them to double~check
their own performance and provide them with a checklist by
which they may readily do so. Covington v. Harris, 419
F. 2d 617, 621 (D.C. Cir. 1969).

If the court' is properly to exercise continuing
jurisdiction over the sentenced offender, it must be
authorized to modify or shorten a sentence. The
Commission is aware of the possibility of abuse. of
this power. As the American Bar Association recognized, a court could impose a long sentence for publicity purposes one day and then quietly reduce il
the next. Thus provisions granting the authority to
reduce or modify a sentence should be carefully
drafted to require either (1) a showing of new factors that affect the original sentence, or (2) conditions that are unrelated to or inconsistent with the
purpose of the. original sentence. These findings
should be made in open court and on the initiation
of either the offender or the correctional agency,
Other standards requiring that the court indicate in
writing at the time of sentencing the purpose of its
sentence would assist th~ court in further proceedings.

Standard 5.10
Judicial Visits to Institutions

References

1. American' Bar Association Project on Stand·
ards for Criminal Justice. Standards Relating to
C<aurt systems should adopt immediateIv and
Sentencing Alternatives and Procedures. Nell'
~orrectional ,agencies should cooperate fully· in the
~mpleme~tahon of, a policy and practice to acquaint
York: Office of the Criminal Justice Project, 1968.
Sec. 6.1.
ludge~ wIth the correctional facilities and progmms
2. Lay, Donald P. "A Judicial Mandate: Re·
to which ,th,ey sentence offenders, so that the judges
habilitation." Trial, 7 (1971), 17.
may o~tam firsthand knowledge of the consequences
3. Mosk, Richard M. "The Role of Courts in
of the~r sentencing decisions. It -is recommended
that:
Prison Administration," Los Angeles Bar Bulle·
tin, 45 (1970), 319.
~t h1.1~u.r~ng the first year of his te~ure, a judge
4. Note, University of Pennsylvania Law Review, J s. o~ VISit all correctional facilities within his juris110 (1962),985.
;1 diction or to which he regularly sentences offendr:rs.
5. Note, Yale Law Journal, 72 (1963), 506, .;.',1 2, Thereafter, he should make annual, unan, nounced visits to all such correctional facilities and
A shoul~ converse with both correctional staff and
~! committed offenders.
Related Standards
.~! 3•. No j~dge should be <!xcluded from visiting
Th0 following standards may be apphcable 10 ({ and mspectmg any part of any facility at anv time
implementing Standard 5.9.
;c ~~ fro~ talking in private to- any person' inside
2.1-2.18 Rights of Offenders.
~ efaclhty, whether cffender or s~aff.
16.3 Code of Offenders' Rights.
16.7 Sentencing Legislation.
Commentary.
16.12 Commitment Legislation.

.
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Half ~ c~ntury ago, George Bernard Shaw re-

n

:l ~ar~ed In ~IS preface to Sidney and Beatrice Webb's

, . ngbsh Prisons under Local Government:

,

JUdges spend their lives in consigning· their fellow
reatures to pr'so
.
I
ns,. an'd wh·en some whIsper
reaches them

C

that prisons are horribly cruel and destructive places and
that no creature fit to live should be sent there they' only
rem~rk ~alm~y that prisons are not meant to be comfortable,. whl:h IS no doubt the consideration that reconciled
Pontius Pilate to the practice of crucifixion.

While this situation has changed somewhat in
5.0. years, then~ are still many judges who have not
vl~lted the penal ins~itutions to which they sentence
offenders. This standard seeks to correct the situation by. requiring such visitations at least once-at
the start of each judge's tenure.
The desirability of visitations is undebatable The
only issue is whether such visitations should be ~ade
mandato!y, upon whom, and (particularly in large
St.ate~ With m.any different institutions) to which instltutlOns the Judge should be directed. The standard
a~opts 'the ,:,iew. th~t .some personal familiarity
With t~e phySical InstltuilOns themselves is essential.
. ~or ~hls. reason, Standard 5.12 requires that sentencmg mstItutes be convened in penal institutions, to
allow persons connected with the criminal justice
sys~em to .ob~erv~ and live in, if only for a few
days, the InShtutIon to which men are forwarded
~rom the other parts of the system. The same reasonme:. compels the adoption of mandatory visitation.
Hopefully, the State administration will be able
to coordinate visits to the "nonlocal" institutions
bringing together all new judges at least regionally:
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if not sta~ewide, and gIVIng them a tour of the
major facilities in the State. The judges should not
be given "show" tours but should be able t? determine on their own the impact ~f sente~Cl~g .and
imprisonment on individuals, without ltmltatl~ns
placed upon their doing so for so-called secunty
reasons. Firsthand knowledge of institutions and
the atmosphere. thp.y convey should be a prerequisite to sentellcing power.

References
1. American Bar Association Project on ~tand
ards for Criminal Justice. Standards Relatmg to
Sentencing Alternatives and Procedures. New

York: Office of the Criminal JustiGe Project, 1968. i
Sec. 7.4.
,!;
2. Hyde, Laurenc~ M., Jr. "If Prisoners Could .~
Talk to Judges," Judicature, 51 (1968), 257.
3. Loveland, Frank. "Treatment Resources in ~
Prisons and Jails," Federal Rules Decisions, 40 ]
(1966), 440.
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Related Standards
The following standards may be applicable in implementing Standard 5.10.
'
2.1-2.18 Rights of Offenders.
.
9.10 Local Facility Evaluation and Planmng.
11.1-11.10 Major Institutions.
16.7 Sentencing Legislation.
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Standard 5.11
Sentencing Equality
The following procedures should be implemented
1. Appeal of a sentence should be a matter of
by 1975 by court rule or legislation to promote riglhit.
equality in sentencing:
2..Appeal of a selIltence of longer than 5 years
1. Use ,of sentencing councils for individual sen~ under an extended-term provision should be autotences. (See Standard 5.13.)
m'atic.
2. Periodic sentencing institutes for all sentencing
3. A statement of issues for which review is availand appellate judges. (See Standard 5.12.)
able should be made public. The issues should in3. Continuing sentencing court jurisdiction over clude:
the offender until the sentence is completed. (See
a. Whether the sentence imposed is conStandard 5.9.)
sistent with statutory criteria.
.
4. Appellate review of sentencing decisions.
b. Whether the sentence is unjustifiably
As an alternative to review of sentences through
disparate in comparison with C!!lses of similar
normal appellate procedures, a jurisdiction may
nature.
~ish to establish a sentencing appeals board whose
c. Whether the sentence is exccssRve or
sole function would be to review criminal sentences.
inappropriate.
If such a board is established it should consist of
d. Whether the manner in which the sennot less than three nor more than seven members
tence is imposed is consistent with statutory
Who would serve staggered 6-year terms. Appoint:;md constitutional requirements"
ment should be made through a procedure that
assures competence and protects: against political
pressures and patronage. The recommendations set Commentary
forth below, applicable to appeUate review of sentences by courts, should be. applicable to a sentencAfter determination of guilt or innocence, an isingappeals boar:d •
sue stipulated in more than 90 percent of crIminal
.• Procedures lor implementing the review of sen- cases, the most important decision for the offender
tences on appeal should contain the following pre- and the public is the sentence. In the past, when
cepts:
sentencing alternatives were limited, the major con1,76
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cern was whether the maximum term imposed was could be utilized if the courts became unable to
excessive. With development of a variety of sen- handle the workload.
The third argument against the review of f;··n.
tencing alternatives, selection of the type of sen'tences is that there are no standards upon w:.kl1
tence also becomes critical.
As the sentencing decision becomes more complex, such a review can be based. The Commission recomthe likelihood of disparate sentences increases. An mends elsewhere the en~ctment of statutory criteria
offender who believes he has been sentenced un- .for sentencing patterned after the Model Penal Code
fairly in relation to other offenders will not be and the articulation of more precise sentencing cri.
receptive to reformative efforts on his behalf. Ar- teria by the courts. The Commission also recombitrary sentencing decisions, based on irrelevant mends that sentencing decisions be supported by
factors" also are counterproductive to the entire cor- written statements indic:ating the rationale of the
, decision. All of these devices will provide a suitable "
rectional process.
A number of techniques have been developed foundation from which a reviewing agency can deand utilized to reduce disparate and irrational sen- termine the appropriateness of the sentence imposed,
tencing. In some multijudge jurisdictions, sentencing
The American Bar Association in its recent study
judges meet in sentencing councils and discus~ the of appellate review found that in 21 States an apsentences of individual offenders. The discu/I>sion pellate court had, at one time or another, reviewed
acts as a check on the attitudes and practl'(j,es of the merits of a sentence but "review is realistically
available in every serious case" in only 15 States,
the single sentencing judge.
In many jurisdictions, all sentencing judgf_s peri- Even where specific statutory authority exists,
odically conduct sentencing institutes to f~onsider courts have moved with great caution. In many inbroad principles and approaches to sentencing. stances, it is suspected that appellate court deciThese provide useful training, particularly for new sions based on other grounds were highly influenced
by the apparent inappropriateness of the 'sentencing
sentencing judges.
'
Both sentencing councils and sentencing institutes decision.
should be supported and authorized by legislation,
Affirmative reasons support, appellate review as
but either can be conducted without specific statu- well. Appellate review would require articulation
of reasons for sentencing decisions and ultimately
tory authority.
Courts have been reluctant to consider the sen- would resu.lt in the growth of a body of law or sentence or its effec.t on the offender once it is im- tencing principles to guide judges throughout the
posed. Many appellate courts refuse to construe 'State: Furthermore, appellate ,review may be contheir general appellate jurisdiction over criminal stitutionally required. Several Supreme Court cases
convictions as including the power to review the have reversed the imposition of sentences that were
sentence imposed. Others oppose the review of "disproportionate" to the offense. While they are
the appropriateness of the sentence on appeal.
unclear, these decisions could form the basis of ,a
The arguments against appellate review of sen- constitutional requirement that every sentence be
tences are not persuasive. Arguments based on the reviewed to determine whether it is consonant with
fact that the trial judge has participated in the trial the peculiar facts of the: offense for which the deand has more than the "cold record" before him fendant has been sentenced.
Whether or not th,e appellate court should be alare equally applicable to all appellate decisions.
Sentencing is no different in this respect than the lowed to increase sentence is one of the most conquestion of guilt.
troversial issues surrounding appellate review.. In
Many are fearful that the exercise of the appellate England, the courts had the power to increase senpower as to the appropriateness of the sentence tences upon review for more than 50 years, but such
would lead to a large number of frivolous appeals. authorization was repeal1ed in 1967. In the United
However, the successful reversal of an inappropri- States, some States, including Connecticut, Maine,
ate or grossly excessive sentence is hardly frivolous and Maryland, allow the appellate court to increase
in tern18 of correctional programming or the of- sentences, while Nebraska, Illinois, and Iowa do not.
fender's interests. Also, if offenders do not appeal The American Bar Association House of Delegates
on the sentence, they are likely to appeal on more rejected by a vote of 95 to 75 the recommendasubstantive grounds.
tion of a special committee that the power to inThere is no convincing evidence that the judicial crease should not be authorized.
system could not survive general appellate review
Where the power to increase does exist, it is selof sentences. Establishment of a special board to dom u~ed. No system without theauthbrity to
review sentencing decisions is one alternative that increase the, sentence has moved to adopt such
178

power. However, the Commission has chosen not

to take a position on this issue.

Appellate ReView of Sentences. New York: Of~ce of the Criminal Justic;e Project, 1968.
2. Brewster, Leo. "Appellate Review of Sentences," Federal Rules Decisions, 40 (1965), 79.
3. Mueller, Ge;hard O. W."Penology on Appeal,
Appellate ReVIew of Legal but Excessive Sentences," Vanderbilt Law Review 15 (1962)
"
671.
4. Not~, Yale Law Journal, 69 (1960), 1453.
5. PreSIdent's Commission on Law Enforcement
and Administration of Justice. Task Force Repo!'t:., The Courts. Washington: Government
Pnntmg Office, 1967.
6. Sobeloff, Simon E. "The Sentence of the
Court: Should There Be Appellate Review?"
t3~erz('an Bar Association Journal, 41 (1955),

R controversial iss~e in. establishing the apparatus for appellate reVIew IS to determine whether
~he. ~un:ct~on should be handled by an existing
JudICIal tnbun~l or a n~wly established nonjudicial
body. Connecttcut, MalOe, Maryland, and Massachusetts placed the power into the hands of a specially created "court," staffed primarily by trial
judges; the remaining States simply added to the
power of the ~lrea.dy existing appellate courts. The
American Bar 'Association preferred the latter
scheme, arguing that division of issues between a
"legal questl()o" tribunal and a "sentencing" tribunal might create. serious jurisdictional conflicts and
that distances would be' prohibitive if there 'were
only one tribunal within a jurisdiction (citing particularly the Federal system).
7 .. Thomas, U. A. "Appellate Review of Sen" While this viewpoint has validity, there are adten~es and the Development of a Sentencing
vantages in experience and uniformity in having
Polt~y: The English Experience," Alabama Law
one board of fixed membership determine all senRevzew, 20 (1968), 193.
te~cing appeals within the State of jurisdiction, App.Ol~tment of pers~ns from a wide variety of disclplmes weU may lficrease sentencing effectiveness. Related Standards
Experimentation with this concept shou1d be undertaken as an alternative t? normal appellate channels.
The following standards may be applicable in
implementing Standard 5.11.
5.9 Continuing Jurisdiction of Sentencing Court.
Referenc~s
5.12 Sentencing Institutes.
5.13 Sentencing Councils.
1. American Bar Association Project on Stand16.7 Sentencing Legislation.
ards for Criminal Justice., Standards Relating to
16.8 Sentencing Alternatives.
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number of persons may attend. Consideration
should be given, therefore, to localized (e.g., 15cOllnty) institutes, although these should be discouraged if a statewide meeting is feasible. On the
other hand, several surropnding States may hold a
joint institute. While there will be some differences
in outlook and perhaps in statutory constructions in
sentencing provisions, an inters~ate meeting will al-.
low those dIfferences to be tested in open discussion.
The agenda of such institutes should include discussions of the purposes of sentencing a~d how
these purposes might pest be served; the kinds of
dispositions for various types of offenders' alternative dispositions that should be availabl~ to the
courts; resources that the courts may use in obtainin~ addi.t!on~l. information n.eeded to make appropriate dIsposItIons; the relatIve effectiveness of alternat~v~ t.yP~~s of c~rrections~.progra111s; procedures
for mInImIZIng pretqal detentIon; evaluation of corrections programs observed through judicial vis·ita-.
tions; recommendations for penal c:ode revisions'
ri~hts of offen~ers throu~hout the correctional proc~
ess; comparatIve sentencing pra(::tice iill tpe United
S~ates; and ntany related issues. Nationally recognized experts in fields of knowled~e related to sen-

,I

Standard 5.12

tencing and corrections m~.y be invited to attend
institutes as resource persons.

References
1. American ~ar Association Project on Standards for Crimif!al Justice. Standards Re{ati~g to
Sentencing A.lternatives and Procedures. New
York: Office of the Criminal J~stice Project,
1968. Sec. 7.3.
2."Pi\pt Institute 0!1 Sentencing," Federal Rules
Decisions, 26 (1959), 231.
3. 28 U.S.C. Section 334.

Rel",:t'ed' Standards
The rollowing standards may be appplicable in
impleffil!!nting Standard 5.12.
5.10: Judicial Visits to Institutions.
5.11 Sentencing Equality.
16.',1 Sentencing Legislation.
16.8 Sentencing Alternatives.

Sentencing Institutes
Court systems immediately shouICla(Iopt tlie
practice of conducting sentencing institutes to provide judges with the backgroull11d of information
they need to fulfIll their sentencing responsibilities
knowledgeably. The practice should be governed
by these considerations:
1. Each State should provide for a biennial sentencing institute, which all sentencing judges should
be eligible to attend without cost or expense.
2. Each. iudge who has been appointed. or elected
since the la;t convening should be required to att1!nd
the institute in order to acquaint himself further
with sentencing alternatives available.
3. The institute should concern itself with all
aspects of sentencing, among which should be establisiunent of ml{)re detailed sentencing criteria, alternatives to incarceration, and reexamination of sentencing procedures.
4. Defense counsel, prosecutors, police, corn~c
tional administrators, and interested members of
the bar and other professions should 'be encouraged
to attend. A stipend fGr at least SGme persons, including students, shduld be established.
5. TG the extent pGssible, sentencillginstitutes
shGuld be held ina maximum lOr mediurlt security
penal institution in the State.
180

Commentary
Since enabling legisiation was passed by Congress in 1958, numerous sentencing; institutes have
been held for the Federal judiciary, and the pattern
has been copied by several States. These institutes
have been quite successful and can inake a meaningful contribution to the irrlprovement of judicial decisions and the effectivl~m!s:s of the correctional
system.
The institutes are intended primarily to acquaint
judges with sentencing alternatives available to
them. However, the meetings should be open to
other criminal justice persortnlel; particularly prosecutors and ~oIice. Much is misunderstood about
s~n~en~il'lg, pt e, oPpoditunities it prefsent~, and, m
ImItatIOns. olIce an prosecutors 0 ten uO not appreciate the difficult' dilemmas, competing principles, and limited options facing the. sentendng
court. They too. could benefit ftQrrl ,such institutes.
Persons representing professions and fields touched
by the correctional system, incI\1ding social worke:rsj
psychoiogists, and psychiatrists, shOUld also, partici~
pate to enhance communication among. all cancerned with corrections and conv.U::ted offenders.
To be truly effective, the il\\stitutes should be
statewide. In some States, howlwer, this may be
very difficult or impOllSlbic. particularly when a large
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Standard 5.13
Sentencing Councils

,i

Judges in courts 'fI.ith more than one judge immedia~ely should adopt a policy of meeting regularly
in sentencing councils to discuss individuals awaiting
sentence, in order to assist the trial judge in arriving at an appropriate sentence. Sentencing councils
should operate as fonows:
1. The sentencing judge should retain the ultimate responsibility for selection of sentence, with
the other members of t"e council acting in an
.
advisory capacity.
2. Prior to the meeting of the council, all members should be provided with presentence reports and
other documentary information about the defendant.
3. Tlte council should meet after the sentencing
hearing conducted by the sentencing judge but prior
to the imposition of s-~'ntence.
4. Each member' of the council should deve~op
prior to the mee~ng a recommended sentence for
each case witll the factors he considers critical.
5. The council §hOlllld dis~uss in detail those cases
about which thel'e is a subst~ntial diversity of opinion
among council members.
6. The counciltllrough its ~iscussions should
develop sentencing critega.
7. The council should keep re~ords of its agreements and disagreements and tbe eitect of other
judges' recommendations on the sentencing judge's
final decision.
182

Commentary
The United States alone among Western countries places the sentencing. decision in the hands of
one person, the trial judge. The Commission has
recommended that this tradition be retained, believing that other reforms when implemented will
insure less disparate sentences and more structured
sentencing decisions.
There are, in addition, means of providing. sentencing judges wjth the opportunity to benefit from
group judgments on sentencing matters. The sentencing institutes recommended in Standard 5.12
will insure discussion of general sentencing problems among many sentencing judges. The present
standard recommends that more courts utilize the
technique of sentencing councils to bring group
judgments to bear on individual sentencing decisions.
Sentencing councils were developed originally in
the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of
Michigan" ,The judges of that court meet regularly
in panels of three to discuss pending sentencing
decisions. The sente,ncing jUdge retains all responsibility for the ultimate sentencing decision, his two
colleagues acting in advisory capacity. Experience
in the· Eastern District and elsewhere indicate that
two major benefits are' derived from the use of

councils. First, sentences rend to be less disparate cussions of any length would be necessary only in
among participating judges. Second, the discussion unusually complex cases where the criteria develof individual cases results in the development and oped are not directly applicable.
articulation of sentencing criteria and standards as
each judge is forced to relate his reasons for selection of a particular sentence.
References
This standard proposes that, wherever feasible,
courts utilize sentencing councils. In single-judge
1. Americ?rt Bar- Association Project on Standjurisdictions, council participation on all sentencing
ards for Criminal Justice. Standards Relating to
decisions on a regular basis may be burdensome.
Sentencing Alternatives and Procedures. New
However, even here, difficult cases may justify the
York: Office of the Criminal Justice Project, 1968
inconvenience of nearby judges traveling to convene
Sec. 7.1.
a council. Care should be taken not to delay unduly
2. Doyle, Richard F. "A Sentencing Council in
the imposition of sentence, particularly where the
Operation," Federal Probation, 25 (1961), 'l.7.
accused is detained. Thus courts must balance the
3. Levin, Theodore. "Toward a ~1ore Enlightbenefits of the council against the burdens and the
ened Sentencing Procedure," in H. Perlman and
potential delay in the proceeding.
T. Allington, eds., The Tasks of Penology. LinThe council will not be effective unless all parcoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1969.
ticipants are provided with all available information
4. President's' Commission on Law Enforcement
on the offender, including a copy of the presentence
and Administration of Justice. Task Force Rereport. The. standard recommends that the council
port: The Courts. Washington: Government
not . be convened until after the sentencing
Printing Office, 1967.
,hearmg. Where a transcript of that hearing is avail'able, it should be distributed. However, imposition of
sentences should not be unreasonably delayed while Related Standards
awaiting the typing of a transcript.
The council should be continuously aware of its
The following standards may be applicable in
dual function-advising on individual cases and de- implementing Standard 5.13.
veloping sentencing criteria. Participants should at5.2 Sentencing the Nondangerous Offender.
{empt to articulate in detail the reasons for their
5.3 Sentencing to Extended Terms.
It,commendation in a particular case. Informal
5.4 Probation.
records of the discussions and conclusions would be
5.5- Fines.
useful.
5.6 Multiple Sentences.
,.' Once detailed criteria are developed and agreed
16.7 Sentencing Legislation.
'Upon, the council meetings should be shorter. Dis16.8 Sentencing Alternatives.
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itabilitative programs of various institutions, and
similar programs.
i.Views of the person preparing the report as to the offender's motivations and ambia
tions, and an assessment of the offender's '2Xplanations for his triminal activity.
j. A full description of defendant's criminal record, including his version of the offenses
'
and his expll!nations for them.
k. A recommendation as to disposition.
,!
6. The short-form report should contain the ini
formation required in sections 5 a, c, d, e, h, i, and k.
i
7. All information in the presentence report
, l should be factual and v,~rified to the extent possible
··1 by the preparer of the report. On examination at
f the sentencing hearing, the preparer of the report,
1 if challenged on the issue of. verification, should bear
i the burden of explaining why it was impossible to
'j verify the challenged inform~ltion. Failure to do so
;!,' should result in the refusal of the ClJlurt to consider
the information.

h
l

j

I
I
II
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Standard 5.14
Requirements
for Pre~entence Report
and Content Specification

Commentary
;.11

~.:l .
.

Sentencing courts immediately should develoIJ.
standards for determining when 3. presentence report
should be required and the kind and quantity of
information needed to insure more equitable and
correctionally appropriate dispositions. The guidelines should reflect the following:
1. A presentence report shQ1.lId be presented to
the court in every case where there is a potential
sentencing disposition involving incarceration and in
all cases involving felonies or minors.
2. Gradations of presentence reports should be
developed between a full report and a short-form
report for screening o[fenders to determine whether
more information is desirable or for use when a full
report is unnecessary •.
3. A full presentence report should be prepared
where the court determines it to be necessary, and
without exception in every (~ase where incarceration
Em' more than 5 yi!ars is a possible disposition. A
short-form report, should be prepared for all other
eases.
4. In .tlle event that' an offender is sentenced,
f.!ither 'initially or on revocation of. a .less confining
sentence, to either community supervision or total
incarceration, the presentence report should be
made a part of his official file.
5. The full presentence report should contain a
complete file on the offender-his backg.round, his

'"
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prospects of reform, and details of the crime for
which he has been convicted. Specifically, the full
report should contain at least the following items:
a. Complete description of the situation
surrounding the criminal activity with which
the off~\gder has been charged, including a full
synops'is o~ the trial transcript, if any; the of·
fender's version of the criminal act; and his ex·
planation for the act.
b. The offender's educational backgwund.
c. The offender's employment background,
incimling any military record, his present em·
ployment status, and capabilities.
d. The offender's social history, including
family relationships, marital status, interests,
and activities.
.
.
e. Residence history of the offender.
f. The offender's medical history and, if
desirable, a psychological or psychiatric report.
g. Infonnation about environments to
which the offender might return or to which
he could be sent should a sentence of nonin·
carceration or communHy supervision be im·
posed.
h. Information about any resources avail·
able to assist the offender, such as treatment
centers, residential facilities, vocational train·
ittg services, special educational facilities, reo
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t~ere were some. instances in which it would proVIde no useful mformation beyond that already
available to the court.
. The standard accommodates both views. In
SImple cases, extensive presentence reports are a
waste of resources. The standard thus provides that
short-form. reports should be prepared in most instances, WIth the court authorized to insist on a
long report where it deems this necessary
Requirement of the standard for a fUII presentence !eport .when the possible sentence exceeds 5
years IS. conSIstent with the provisions of the Model
SentencIng Act and the Model Penal Code. It seems
reasonable to require that the court be fully in,
formed in such instances.
The ~ind and quality of information to be included In a presentence report wiII vary with its
~se and the nature of the decisions depending upon
It. Most authorities, however, agree on the basic
content requirements. The requirements for both
the fuU presentence investigation and the simpler
short-form report are put forth in the standard.
The standard strongly urges verification wherever possible, of information contained in' a presenten~e report. The need for verification cannot
be .demed. The law books are bulging with cases in
WhICh ~ fact~?l1y erroneous presentence repott has
Ie? to ImposltIon of a harsher sentence than otherWIse would have been handed down.

. Pl~esentence rep~rts are precisely what the name
Imp les: reports WrItten prior to sentence to inform
the judge of wh~t may be pertinent facts concerning
the offender, hIS past, and his potential for the
fu.ture. The purpose is to provide a range of evalualive and descriptive information and consideralions the judge could not possibly obtain in mere Reference~;
courtroom exposure to the offender. Such information is essential if the decision is to be a knowledge,1, ~vjen, Victor H. "Some Guidelines in Preable one.
P~~Ing Presentence Reports," Federal Rules DeSome State statutes specifically require presenCtSIOns, 37 (1964), 177.
tence reports for certain classes of convicted de2. Sharp, Louis J. "The P!"esr.:ntence Report."
fendalilts, such as felons, but most do not. In tbe
Federal Rules Decisions,. 30 (l96~), 242.
~atter ju~sd.ictions, the percentage of cour,ts and of
Judges wlthm those courts using such repo}·ts varies
g.reatIy. Federal courts appear to be the most COn- Related Starldards
sl;;t~!lt. users, with presentence reports being prepared In almost 90 percent of the cases.
The following standards may be applicable in
The importance of the presentence report: to in- implementing Standard 5,14.
formed decisionmaking in sentencing led the
5.2 Sentencing the Nondangerous Offender .
drafters. of the ~odel Penal Code to require such
5.3 Sentencing to Extended Terms.
reports In most Instances. The American Ba.r As5.19 Imposition of Sentence.
sociation disagreed, however, pointing out that
16.10 Presentence Reports.
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guilt is adjudicated. This avoids the unseemly final
rush to avoid removing the offender from the community for the few days between adjudication and
sentence.
The economics are sufficiently encou;:aging: approximately 97 percent of those defendants who

:j

agieed to this practice in the Federal system either

f
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i
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pleaded or were found guilty. Since the standard
itself restricts the advance .preparation of these reI ports to defendants who presently are incarcerated,
preparation of the report prior to gUilt adjUdication
may be a distinct benefit to him in terms of removal
..'ij from a local jail facility. This benefit would seem to
'., outweigh the possible inconvenience to the investi'l
gative department.
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1. Note, Georgetown Law Journal, 5~ (1960),
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Standard 5.15

Relat~d

Standards

The following standards may be applicable in
implementing Standard 5.15 .
5.16 Disclosure of Presentence Report.
5.17 Sentencing Hearing-Rights of Defendant.
16.10 ~resentence Reports.

t
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:1

Preparation
of Presentence Report
Prior to Adiudication
Sentencing courts immediately should develop
guidelines as to the preparation of presentence reports prior to adjudication, in order to prevent possible prejudice to the defendant's case and to avoid
undue incarceration prior to sentencing. The guidelines should reflect the following:
1. No presentence report should be prepared unti!
the ddendant has been adjudicated guUty 6£ the
charged offense unless:
a. The defendant, on advice of counsel,
has consented to allow the investigation to proceed before adjudication; and
b. The defendant presently is incarcerated
pending trial; and
c. Adequate precautions are taken to assure that nothing disclosed by the presentence
investigation comes to the attention of the prosecution, the court, or tlle jury prior to adjudication.
Z. Upon a showing that the report has been available. to the judge prior to adjudication of guilt,
there should be a pre.sumption of prejudice, which
the State may rebut Itt the sentence hearing.
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During this period, the defendant may be held in
detention waiting for completion of a report thai
may suggest probation. To avoid this, probation . :
offices often conduct investigations prior to the de- :1
i
termination of guilt, always with the consent of the )
defendant. The practice, of course, raises fears that ,1
the court may see the report before guilt is deter- ~ 1
mined and be inHuenced by the information it con- \.•
tains. Rule 32 of the Federal Rules of Criminal
Procedure, specifically provides that the trial judge
shall not be given the presentence report pripr toil
the time the jury returns with its verdict.
This standard accepts the practice of preadjudication investigation but rejects a recent position of "!
the Supreme Court that the burden should fall toH
the defendant to demonstrate prejudice if the report :.Ijl
has or might have been read by the adjudicating
judge prior to the determination of gUilt. The Com- 1:1
mission's position seems appropriate because: (1)
the defendant does not really have the knowledge "j
necessary to demonstrate prejudice; and (2) the "
practice of reading these reports prior to guilt ad- ~
judication is apparently so wide!lpread that steps :ij
must be taken to stop it, since the danger of pre- ~I
judice, particularly to undereducated and disad- ~
·'~{·r
Commentary
vantaged defendants, is rather obvious.
However, the idea of preparing a report in a~, ~
Preparation of a presentence report is time- vance is a good one, particularly since it may allow 'lij
consuming and may require several weeks of in- the defendant to obtain a sentenGe of nonincarcera- ~,
vestigation, information-gathering, and analysis. tion or community supervisi:on shortly after his y
186
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Standard 5.16
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Disclosure
of Presentence Report
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Sentencing courts im.,.ediately 'shonldadopt a
procedpre to infonn the defendant oflbe basis for
"is sentence and afford him the opportunity to chal- '
lenge it.
1. The presentence r~port and all similar docume"ts should be avaiJ.able to defense counsel and
the prosecution.
~. The presentence report should be made a'Vailable to both parties within a reasonable time, fixed
Jly the court, prior to the date set for the ~e!<iencing
hearing. After receipt of the report, the defense
counsel may re~uest:
a. A presentence conferen~e, to be held
withi" the time ren~aining before the sentencing hearing.
b. A ~ontinuance of one week, to allow
hinl furth(.lr time to review the report and pre"ure for its rebuttal. Either request may be
ma~e otlllly, with !,!otice'to the prosecutor. Ute
requelit for a continuance should be granted
only:
(1) If defense counsel can demonstrate 'surprise at infonnation in the repo",; 2nd
,
(2) If ~e defendant presently is incarcerated, he consent~ io th~ request.

188

Commentary
Whether the contents of presentence reports
should be revealed to defendant or his counsel has
been a continuing subject of debate by judges and
criminologists for more than a quarter of a century.
Those opposing disclosure point to the possible
"drying up" of sources from whom confidential information supposedly is obtained; the possible
"dragging out" of sentencing with an "acrimonious,
often pointless," adversary proceeding; the undermining of the relationship between defendant and
his ultimate probation officer, if the officer originally
recommends some incarceration; and possible psychological damage to the defendant.
Those favoring disclosure respond by saying that
there is no "drying up" in those districts where disclosure now is made; that the spectacle of a court
I,"elying on "hidden information" that turns out to be
erroneous, as in Townsend v. Burke, 334 U.S. 736
(1948), cannot be tolerated; that the main sourC!)S
for the information are the defendant' himself and
. the "public records"; and that there is need. for ~s
surance that the report correctly interr.rets the mf0 1111ation gathered.
All three recent studies of sentencing have dealt
with the issue. The Model Sentencing Act' does not
make disclosure m~ndatory in the ordinary case t
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but it is mandatory where the sentence is for more
than 5 ye~rs for the so-called I'dangerous" offender.
The Model Penal Code provides that the court
"shall advise the defendant or his counsel of the
factual contents and the conclusions of any [investigation] . . . " The American Bar Association's

Standards Relating to Sentencing Alternatives and
Proced/1res (Sec. 4.4) suggests that the report
should be available for inspection by the defendant
pr his attorney but allows exclusion of some parts
of the report "which are not relevant to a proper
sentence . . . diagnostic opinion which might serimisly di!'irupt a program of rehabilitation, or sources
of informqtion which has been obtained on a promise of confidentiality."
Courts are similarly divided, although most seem
to agree that disclosure is not constitutionally required. Some States statutorily reqQire disclosure,
but the vast majority leave disclosure entirely within
the judge's discretion. The current practice among
such courts is mixed.
'i'l;is standard, consistent with the view that the
sentencing procedure should be a major step toward
reintegrating the offender into the society, adopts
the position of requiring full disclosure, without
exceptions as to confidentiality. Several reasons
prompt this decision.
First, if the offender is to be convinced that his
reintegration into society is desirable, he must be
convinced that the society nas treated. him fairly. If
he is sentenced on information he has not seen or
had any ch~nce to deal with and rebut, he cannot
believe that he has been treated with iITlpartiality
and justice.
'
Second, the argument that sources may "dry tIP"
is unconvincing. Two thoughts compel this conclusion: (1) those jurisdictions which have required
disclosure have not experienced this phenoqlenon;
and (2) more importantly, if this same evidence
we!e given as testimony qt trial, there would be no
prCltection 6r copfidentiality. Concepts of fair trial
reqtlire that flIl such information be brought forward in open court and subjected tq cross-examination and scrutiny. There is no reason to require less
in the sentencing procedure, where the offender's
liberty is at stake.
A third fear 01 those opposing disclosur~ is that
certain information may be pamaging to the en~~joned relationship between offender and probatwn officer. Two observations seem appropriate
h~re:
'
1. If complete candor is required for such a relationship, allojd'lpce of disclosure surely begins the
relation~hip on the wrong foot.
2. The Jes~ drastic alternative, recommended in
the chapter 011 p~'pbation, 'is to separate the function

of presentence report, preparation and the supervision and tr~,1!.tment role of the probation officer.
This standard also discusses the timing of disclosure, recommending that defense counsel be afforded a reasonable time in which to verify the
facts and garner his materials. If the report contains
material unknown'to the counsel, he may request a
continuance of a week, unless his client pres~ntly
is incarcerated and does not agree to the continuance.
The purpose of disclosure is to allow the defem;e
coullsel to prepare rebuttal. If, however, there is no
major disagreement over the salient facts in the report, it may be wise to provide, as does the ABA
provision from which this standard is drawn, for a
presentence conference. Similar conferences have
been used in Alabama, for example, with bereficial
effect. These conferences, however, should be held
at the discretion of the court; their primary purpose
should be to save time.
If defense counsel requests a presentence C!:mference, it should be granteq if there appears to be
a substantial possibility of obtaining stipulations as
to most facts concerning the defendant and the report; otherwise, the request should be penied. A
record of the resolution of al1Y issue at such a COllference should be preserved for inclusion in the
record of the sentencing proceeding.
Referenc!,!s

1. Hincks, Carroll C. "In Opposition to Rule 34
(c) (2), Proposed Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure," Federal Probation, 8 (1944), 3.
2. Kat}dn, Daniel. "Presentence Reports: An Analysis of Uses, Limitations and Civil Liberties Issues," Minnesota Law Review, 55 (1970), 736.
3. Lorenson, Willard D. "The Disclosure to Defense of Presenten'ce Reports in West Virginia,"
West Virginia Law Review, 69 (19(57), 159.
4. Note, Columbia ~aw Review, 55 (1958), 702.
5, Parsons, James B. "The Presentence Investigation R~port Must be Preserved as a Confidential
Document," Federal Probation, 30 (1964), 3.
6. Sharp, Louis J. "The Confidential N at)lre of
Pres~ntence Reports," Catholic University Law
Reviewl 5 (1956), J47.
7. Stanley, Edwin. 'Dissent from the ABA sentencing ~tandards recommendation, in American ~ar:
Association Project on Standards for Criminal
Justice, Standards Relating to Sentencing Alternatives and Procf!dures. New York: Office of the
Criminal Jl!stice Project, 1968. Pp. 303-305.
8. ZAstrow, William G. "Disclosure of the Presentence Investigation Report," Federal Proba'
tion, 35 (1971), 20.
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Standard 5.17
Sentencing HearingRights of Defendant
Seltiencing courts should adopt immediately the
practice of holding a hearing prior to imposition of
sentence and should develop' guidelines for sUlch
hem'ing reflecting the following:
1. At the hearing the defendant should have
these rights:
a. To be represented by counselor appointed cOimsel.
b. To present evidence on his own behalf.
c. To subpena witnesse§.
d. To call m' cross-examine the person
who prepared the pre§cntence report and any
persons whose information, contained in the
presentence report, may be highly damaging
to the defendant.
e. To present arguments as to sentencing
alternatives.
2. Guidelines should be provided as to the evidence that may be considered by the sentencing court
for purposes of determining sentences, as follows:
a. The exclusionary rules of evidence applicable to criminal trial should not be applied
to the sentencing hearing, and all evidence
should be received subject to the exclusion of
irrelevant, immaterial, or unduly repetitious
evidence. However, sentencing decisil.;lQs should
be based on competent an~ r.elia.ble eyidence.
190

Where a person providing evidence of factual
information is reasonably available, he should
be required to testify orally in order to allow
cross-examination rather than being allowed to
submit his testimony in writing.
b. Evidence obtained in violation of the
defendant's constitutional rights should not be
considered or heard in the sentence hearing
and should not be referred to in the presentence
report.
c. If the court finds, after considering the
presentence report. and whatever information
is presented at the sentence hearing, that there
is a .need foi' further study and observation of
the defendant before he is sentenced, it may
take necessary steps to obtain that information.
This includes hiring of local physicians, psychiatrists, or other professionals; committing
the defendant for no more thali 30 days t~ a
local or regional diagnostic center; and order·
ing a more complete investigation ()f the de·
fendant's background, social history, etc.
Commentary
This standard would give the defendant those
rights the Supreme Court hats considered "funda-

mental" whenever "grievous loss" might be in- felt that "she has never used [heroin] but has
flicted upon a person by a governmental agency. been the chief supplier to the Western Washington
Some of these rights-such as hearing and counsel- [State] area." Although the trial judge advised dealready have been recognized in the sentencing fense counsel of the basic content of this informaarena. Others have not yet been accorded constitu- tion, the report itself was not disclosed.
tional status.
On appeal, the Ninth Circuit reversed, and reThe right to present witnesses on one's own be- . manded, stating that:
half seems to be such an essential ingredient of
1. The government had the burden of proving
fairness that it scarcely needs justification. Al- this allegation;
though there is no clear holding from the court
2. The entire presentence report should be disthat allocution is constitutionally required, the Fed- closed; and
eral Rules of Criminal Procedure require it, and so
3. The current information in the report in no
do most, if not an, States. The ability to present way substantiated the allegation.
witnesses is simply an extension of that right.
The sentencing hearing is not to be considered
The right to rebut, however, goes beyond the a trial, and purposeful delaying tactics should not
right of allocution. The casebooks are replete with be tolerated by the trial judge. The sentencing hearinstances in which information in presentence re- ing should allow sufficient opportunity for the deports has been erroneous, but the defendant has fendant to know the allegations and information
had nO opportunity to challenge or rebut the ma- raised against him and to have an equitable chance
terial in it. The key case is Townsend v. Burke, to respond.
334 U.S. 736 (1948), in which the Court held that
The constitutional requirements governing the
it was a violation of due process for th~ sentencing procedures at sentencing hearings stem from
court to rely on erroneous information in sentencing Williams v. New York, 337 U.S. 241 (1949), in
a defendant who was without counsel. The opinion which the Supreme Court validated the use of hearwas vague, and it was not clear whether the ab- say evidence contained in a presentence report and
sence of cOllnsel was a determining factor in the information received out of court and thus not subCourt's decision. However, at that time appointed ject to challenge by the defendant. The Williams
counsel was not required in such felony cases. Fur- case was a particularly difficult decision since it
thermore, the Court declared that:
involved 3- sentence of death by the judge who
ignored the jury's recommendation for life imprisIn this case, counsel might not have changed the senonment. Since Williams, the court has imposed a
tence, but he could have taken steps to .see that the conrequirement that defendants be represented by
viction and sentence were not predicated on ,ilisinforrnation
counsel during sentencing proceedings.
or .misreading of court records, a requirement of fair play
which absence of counsel withheld from tNs prisoner.
The [;tandard goes beyond the Williams decision.
ft
is not, however, an attempt to prophesy what
It is difficult to see how counsel could have taken
fut'~re courts may determine due process requires
such action without information before him upon
which to determine that the judge was misinfomled; but rather to resolve issues related to effective senthus, the Townsend decision strongly implied that tencing, It is true that the sentencing process inthere is both a right to present witnesses at a sen- volves fine.. and delicate judgments about an offender; courts often are apprised of information
te~cing procedure and perhaps even to subpena
witnesses. The latter ability would appear to be directed toward sentence that would be inadmissinecessary if the hearing is to be fair and compre- ble on the issue of guilt.
The standard does not recommend that all of
hensive.
the
exclusionary evidence rules 'regulating the flow
Examples of erroneous or questionable material
of
testimony
in the criminal trial be made applicable
contained in a presentence report are numerous.
to
sentencing
proceedings. However, the decisions
One of the most notorious cases in this regard is
regarding
the
imposition
of sellltences are not unlike
United States v. Weston, 448 F.2d 626 (9th Cir.
the
type
of
judgments'
made
by regulatory adminis1971), in which the defendant was c.onvicted of retrative
agencies
both
at
the
Federal
and State level.
c~iving, concealing, and facilitating the transportaThey
are
based
on
opinion,
judgments,
expertise,
tion of heroin. Prior to reading the presentence report, the trial judge announced his inclination to and factual information. The Federal AdministraImpose the minimum permissible sentence. Yet the tive Procedure Act, which governs hearings of Feddefendant ultimately received the maximum sen- eral administrative agencies, authorizes all evidence
tence-four times greater than the minimum. The to be admitted other than what is irrelevant, imchange in attitude was prompted by a statement in material, or unduly repetitious. The standard recthe report that the Federal Bureau of Investigation ommends the same for sentencing.
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In addition, the structure of sentencing envisioned in these standards, with statutory criteria and
the requirement for findings of fact and articulated
reasons for the imp'l)sition of a particular sentence,
dictates that judicial decisions be based on competent and reliable factual bases. Thus, while almost
any information is admissible in the sentencing proceeding, the eventual decision should have an adequate factual foundation.
One aspect of the William.'; case runs contrary to
many of the standards recommended in this chapter.
In that case, the defendant was not allowed to
confront and cross-examine the probation officer
who fil,ed the presentence report. There was no
evidence that he was unav<l.ilable to testify. If sentencing decisions are to be based on reliable information and are to be seen from the offender's perspective as fairly arrived at, the offender should
be entitled to challenge information used to his
detriment, including cross-examination where that
is reasonable. The standard recommends that, although hearsay information may be admitted, where
the person providing the information is reasonably
available, he should testify personally in open
court. The Supreme Court recently held in Morrissey v. Brewer, 408 U.S. 471 (1972), that a
parolee is entitled to confront and cross-examine
witnesses against him when his parole is revoked.
This decision and those requiring counsel at sentencing hearings may forecast a constitutional requirement of this magnitude.
The standard also deals explicitly and directly
with an issue which has arisen lately in several
court decisions. In Schipani v. United States, 315F.
Supp. 253 (E.D. N.Y.), ajj'd., 435 F. 2d 26 (2d Cir.
1970), a Federal court held that evidence seized in
violation of a defendant's fourth amendment rights
nevertheless could be admitted as evidence against
him in the sentencing procedure, The court gave
several reasons for its holding, but the prime thought
was that deterrence of unconstitutional police conduct-which the court saw as the prime purpose of
the fourth amelld~~nt-had been served by .the first
exclusion of the evidence from the defendant's trial
and that forbidding its use a second time would
not further deter police misconduct.
There is some reason to doubt the validity of the
court's' reasoning even if one assumes that the purpose of the fourth amendment is, in fact, to deter

police malfeasance. But the premise is wrong. The'
fourth amendment protects individuals from invasions of their privacy and courts from being tainted
by the use of unconstitutionally obtained evidence.
The integrity of the judiciary is compromised when
it bases its decisions on materials found in violation
of the Constitution.
The final provision of the: standard allows the
court to use any existing resources to obtain further
information about the defendant. The provision is
patterned after the ABA recommendation, which
iIi turn is based upon the provisions of several
State and the Federal courts. Use of a period during
which the defendant can be observed by trained
professionals who can better assess his c~pabilities
and suggest a program of sodal reintegration is a
salutary measure, which again focuses on the individualization of the sentence. The standard recognizes that some courts will not have resources
available to· perform these services, and therefore
allows the court to appoint local professionals to
conduct such information-gathe~ring as they can.

...,.;'1

Sentencing HearingRole of Counsel
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Related Standards
The following standards may be applicable 'il,1
implementing Standard 5.17.
5.16 Disclosure of Presentence Report.
5.18 Sentencing Hearing-Role of GounseJ.

Sentencing courts immediately should develop and
implement guidelines as to the role of defense coun.
sci and prosecution in achieving sentencing objec.
tives.
1. It should be the duty of both the prosecutor
and defense counsel to:
a. Avoid any undue publicity about the
defendant's background.
b. Challenge and correct, at the hearing,
any inaccuracies contained in the presentence
~
report.
J
. c. Inform the court of an! plea dis;~ilssion
I
which resulted in the defendant's guilty plea.
'1
d. Verify, to the extent possible, any in.
formation in the presentence report.
, .2. The prosecutor may make recommendations
({ With respect to sentence. He should d~sclose to de.
~ feqse counsel any information he has that is favor.
able or unfavorable to the defendant anrl is Rot
~ contained in the presentence report.
l 3 ; It should be the duty of the defense counsel
~ to protect the best interest of his client. He should
! consider not. only the immediate but also the long~ range interest in avoiding further incidents with
the criminal justice system. He should, to this end:
a. Challenge, and contradict to the extent
~
possible, any material in the presentence report
or elsewhere that is detrimental to his client.
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b. Familiarize himself with sentencing al.
ternatives and community services available to'
his client and, to the exten~ consistent with
his pssition as an officer of the court and a
servant of society, recommend that sentence
which most accurately meets the needs of his
client and enhances his liberty.

Commentary
As already has been noted, most defendants
plead guilty. Thus the sentencing decision becomes
the critical proceeding for these offenders. Yet
many, if not most, defense counsel, whether appointed or retained, appear to consider their job
"finished" when the guilty verdict is rendered. From
.that point on, a case ceases to be an action at law
and becomes a social problem, the belief being that
a "social problem is not fit grist for the lawyer's'
mill. "
In Mempa v. Rhay, 389 U.S. 128 (1967), the
Supreme Court recognized the role of counsel in
sentencing) eVen where the judge had no real
authority to do anything other than sentence the
defendant to 10 years and make a recommendation
as to his possible parole date. Nevertheless, the
Court required counsel to be present at that hearing,
and to "marshal the facts" and otherwise "aid and
193
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assist" the defendant. If counsel is constitutionally
required at such a hearing, -:vhere. ~ven marshaling
the facts cannot prevent ImposItion of a prefixed sentence, then surely he has a significant role
to play in the hearing~.. suggest~d in thes~ stand~rds:
Th e gathering and use of facts IS a lawyer s speCIalty,
in presenting alternatives to incarceration, defense
counsel rarely will have an equal.
The dilemma lies in determining what is in "the
best interests" of the client. Here the counsel must
weigh the short-term interest of the defe~dant
against the possible lon~-term ,benefit. . WhIle a
sentence of nonincarceration ObVIOusly WIll be the
short-term desire of the client, the defense counsel
~ho becomes familiar with the lack of alternatives
in the community, for example, may feel compelled
to suggest a sentence that is more confining but
is likely in the long run to help his client to avoid
further difficulties with the law.
The key point, however, is that defense couns~l's
job does not end with th~ pronoun~e~ent of gUIlt.
Rather, it begins there In the majorIty of cases.
The concept that sentencing is a social issue t?
which lawyers cannot or should not make a contrIbution is a myth of another day.
The other provisions of this standard are relatively noncontroversial. The prosecutor and defense
counsel owe a duty both to the court and to the
defendant to be cautious in their remarks to the
press that might prejudice the defendant's sentencing possibilities. The ABA's similar standard
(Standards Relating to Sentencing Alternatives and
Procedures) says that "the prosecutor, no les$ than
the judge, has the duty to resist clamor by the
media of public communicati~ns" (Sec. 5.3B) ~nd
that "it is inappropriate for elthe:! the prosecutIon
or defense counsel to retry and individually sentence in the media of public communication" (Sec.
5.3G).
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Disclosure by the prosecutor of information
favorable to the defendant is constitutionally reo t
quired in the guilt-adjudication stage of the criminalt
justice process; this standard extends the dutyj
logically to the sentencing process as well. This .t
recommendation is consis.tentwith the approach .1
of this chapter that sentencing usually is at least as .~ I
important to the defendant as earlier stages of the t
process.]
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H Standard

5.19

H

Imposition of Sentence

d Sentencing courts immediately should adopt the
;1 policy and practice of basing all sentencing decisions

;1 on an official record of the sentencing hearing. The
record should be similar in fonn to t!)e tll'ial record
Related Standards
{~ but in any event should include the foUowing:
1. A verbatim transcript of the sentendng hearThe following standards may be applicable in
iug
including statements made by all witnesses, the
implementing Standard 5.18,
H
defendant nnd his counsel, and the proselcuting at5.16 Disclosure of Presentence Report.
J.~ tomey.
.
5.17 Sentencing Hearing-Rights of Defendant.
;i 2. Specific findings by the court on aU cOllltroverted
itt issues of fact and on all factual questions reo quired
! as a prerequisite to the selection of the sentence
1 imposed.
.
~ 3. The reasons for selecting the particular senJl tence imposed.
:1 4. A precise statement of the tenns ofl th,e sen~. t tence imposed and the purpose that sentence is tn

11

n
n

;, serve.

)

5. A statement of all time spent in custody or
sGpe~ision for which the defendant is to
receIve credit under Standard 5.S.
6, The record of the selltencing hearing should
~¥ be ~~de a part of the trial record and should be
aVadall]e to the defendant or his counsel for pur~ \Xlses of appeal. The record also should be trans. ~ mitted to correctional officials responsible for the
1
;, care.or custody of the offender.
Wund~r

,i

J
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Commentary
As illustrated throughout this chapter, the imposition of the criminal sanction traditionally has been
cha'racterized by broad discretion, inarticulated
premises, and few protections for the defendant.
Thus, while elaborate formal procedures are meticulously required for the determination of guilt-a
process in which about 10 percent of those eventually sentenced participate-the sentencing decisions
have not heen subjected to legal restraint for the _
most part. The result has been ineffectiveness, disparity, ana confusion.
The process which is the concern of most standards in this chapter culminates with imposition of
sentence. Statutory criteria have little value for
sentencing if courts do not follow Lhem. Presentence
reports are meaningless unless they are accurate
and in fact serve as the foundation for the sentence
imposed. Sentencing disparity will not be resolved
through the appellate process unless appellate
tribunals have not only standards to apply but also
an idea of the standards applied by the sentencing
court. All of these recommendations require that
the court advance its -arguments and factual findings
for a particular decision. Furthermore, correctional
agencies will be in abetter position to carry out the
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order of the court if they know the rea~ons upon
which that order is based.
The standard does not impose procedures unknown to the jUdiciary. Courts are used to resolving
difficult factual questions and articu1ating their
findings. Issues just as complex and just as subject to opinion and judgment as sentencing questions
are resolved daily by courts of law. The tradition of
the written opinion is one of the most substantial
safeguards required in Anglo-American jurisprudence to protect against judicial abuse. The sentencing decision should be subjected to the same
requirements.
The standard thus requires that a verbatim transcript of the sentencing hearing be made and preserved. This facilitates not only the sentencing
court's decision but also the appeal of the sentencing
dcdsion. The standard also requires the record to
show findings of fact. reasons justifying the sentence,
and the purpose the sentence is intended to serve.
Experience with articulating these items not only
should assist in the implementation of appellate
review of sentences but also should make courts
more careful and less mechanical in their sentencing
decisions. With time, courts will develop morespecific criteria than that provided by statute to govern
sentencing decisions. This will reduce the need or
desirability of appealing sentences in many
instances. By articulating the purpose of the sentence, the court will, in addition, have a standard
by which to govern its review of correctional practices under the Commission's recommendation in
Standard 5.9 that the court maintain continuing
jurisdiction over sentenced offenders.
The official record of the sentencing hearing
should be part of the record of trial of the offense

and should be. available to the defendant for appeals
and to correctional agencies for guidance. Infor.
mation developed by the senten~ing court may be
useful in classifying confined offenders or in Sup~r.
vising those subject to community-based programs,
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,; Chapter 6

R~latf;!d Stand!lrds

The folloWiI1g stllnqards may be applicapJe in
implementingStandard 5.19.
5.2 SentenciI!g the Nondangerous Offender.
5.3 Sentencing to. Extended Terms.
5.7 Effect of Guilty Plea in Sentencing.
5.8 Credit for Time .Served.
5.9 Continuing Juris'diction 'ot Sentencing CO\lrt,
5.11 Sentencing Equ:ility.
5.16 Disclosur~ of Presentence Report.
5.17 Sentencing Hearing-Rights of Defendant.
5.18 Sentencing Hearing-Role of Counsel.

IGlassificatlori

;t of Offenders

1•. , . Theoretically, Classification is a process for deter;. 1
mining the needs arid requirements of those for
! whom. correction has been ordered and for assigning
them to programs according to their needs and the
Classification is conceptuaHzed
as a system or process by which a correctional
:i agencYI unit, or componedt determines differential
:1 care and handling of offenders. To date, however,
':. f~ there has been considerable confusion about cla~;
"I sifidlHon systems in corrections.
Or1e df the basic problems experienced by correct tiohs in adbpting the concept of classification as a
H useful cob~ctional tool is that too often the purpose
, which a classification system might serve has not
~tl' been specified.
j
Most cotrectiortal classificatiort schemes in use
h today are referred to as.' classification systems for
it treatment purposes, but even a cursory analysis of
~1 these scHemes and the ways in which they are used
"reveal~ that they would more properly be called
:.'.' classification systems for management purposes.
This judgment does not impiy tQat classification
~~ for management purposes is, tindesirable. In fact,
ii that may be the only useful syst~ri1 today, given
~ the current state of knowledge about crime and
~ffen~ers. It is important; however, that correc.\1 I!pnsbegin to acknowledge the bases and purposes
of claSSification systems that are in use.
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There is another problem with trying to answer
the question: Classification for what? While it is
often conceded that no generally valid and useful
system of classification for treatment now exists,
there seems to be broad agreement within the
corrections field on the d~sirability of finding such
a system. It is also pointed out that a number of
serious and dedicated social science researt::hers
have been working for years on developing
"treatment-relevant typologies" of offenders, and
there is a possibility that they will reach a consensus
on the basic components of a classification system
and types of offenders fairly soon. It is one of the
ironies of progress that just as the development of
"treatment-relevant typologies'" at last appears
likely, there is growing disenchantment with the entire concept of the treatment model.

DEVELOPMENT OF CLASSIFICATI,ON, ,
Classification may be said to have developed in
response to demands for the reform ot corrections
that began to be heard in England in the mid-16th
century. Blasphemy, gambling, drunkenness, lewdness of officers and keepers, and their cooperation
h supporting prisoners' vices were reported as
commonplace in the jails and prisons. To overcome
these practices, committees from time to time rec197
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ommended that neophytes should be separated from
hardened offenders, and that prisoners should be
separated by sex, age, and type of offense. Crude
as it was, this was the beginning of classification.l
Both elements of the prison reform movementChristianity, especially the Quakers, and Utilitarianism under the leadership of Bentham and otherswere interested primariiy in abolishing the more
brutal methods of correcting prisoners. Their interest
led also to the introduction of methods of classifying
offenders.
The first practical efforts toward classification
were based less on theoretical concepts regarding
the caUSe of crime and possible ways to correct
it than on the practical necessity of managing
people. The eady classification schem~s did, in
fact, eliminate many abuses of the Bedlam type of
institution that preceded the modern prison. But
like most innovations, this solution itself generated
problems. 2

Segregation as Classification
Traditionally, administrators of correctional agencies have taken the position that men and women
and youths should be separated from each other.
The "Standr,.rd Minimum Rules for the Treatment
of Prisoners" adopted by the First United Nations
Congress on the Prevention of Crime and Treatment
of Offenders, August 30, 1955, provides an example
of an allocation scheme that is characteristic of what
is normally accepted as classification.
Separation of Categories. The different categori.:s of prisoners shall be kept in separate institutions or parts of
the institution, taking account of their sex, age, criminal
record, the legal reasons for their detention, and the necessities of their treatment. Thus. (a) men and women shall
so far as possible be detained in separate institutions. In
an institution which receives both men and women, the
whole of the premises allocated to women shall be entirely
separate; (b) untried prisoners shall be kept separate from
convicted prisoners; (c) persons imprisoned for debt and
other civil prisoners shall be kept separate from persons
imprisoned by reason of criminal offense; (d) young prisoners shaH be kept separate from adults.'

Specialization not Classification
One of the obvious trends in the history of
American jails and prisons was the development of
specialization as vadou5 groups of prisoners were
withdrawn from the first penal institution, the jail,
Edwin H. Sutherland and Donald R. Cressey, Principles of
Criminology, 6th ed. (Lippincott, 19(0), p. 327.
• Jolm P. Conrad, Crime and Its Correction (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1965), p. 17.
• Unittld Nations Department of Economic anti Social Affairs,
Standard Minimum Rules for tlie Treatment of Prisoners
and Related Recommendations (New York: UN, 1958).
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grants were placed in houses of correction, State ~
institutions, under various names, were established !
for juvenile delinquents, insane offenders, young
adults, women, Negroes, defective delinquents, mis. j
demeanants, the sick, and others labeled as crim.!
inals.
~
In development of the specialized institution, the J
criteria for selecting inmates have included political -!
status, seriousness of the crime, age, race, sex, and
the offender's mental or physical condition, Sup. ~
porters of specialization were motivated mainly by
two principles: prevention of contamina~ion of one
type of offender by another; and adaptation of work t
methods and facilities to the characteristics of special!
offender groups.
,1
Although t.he trend toward specialization may '-'1
be desirable, the principle cannot go unquestioned!
because the most prevalent example is assignment f
of offenders on the basis of the seriousness of
their offense rather than the availability of programs!
or their individual needs. State institutions general1y <I
care for felons, county ano municipal institutions I
for misdemeanants. This differentiation is far from
satisfactory, for current knowledge dictates that!
offense is not a suitable index of an offender's !
character, dangerousness, or needs.
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Rise of the Treatment Model

:,o-t¢l

The adoption of the treatment model in correc· : t
tions has been trenchantly described in Struggle
for Justice, prepared for the American Friends
Service Committee:
!
1

I
!

. . . the concept of reformation as something achieved
through penitence or the acquisition of working skills ~d
habits has been de-emphasized be,cause of developments In
social and behavioral science. Varying scientific or pseudoscientific approaches to crime, although in conflict with one
another and unconfirmed by hard scientific data, view
criminals as distinct biological, psychological, or social·
cultural types.
Such theories all share a more or less determin~stlic premo
ise holding that man's behavior is caused by socia or psy·
chological forces located outside his consciousness and !here·
fore beyond his control. Rehabilitation, therefore, is deemed
to require expert help so as to provide the inmate with the
understanding and guidance that it is assumed he cannot
a!:;hieve on his own.
.
The individualized treatment model, the outcome of thiS
historical process, has for nearly a century been the ideological spring from which almust all actual and proposed
reform in criminal justice has been derived . . . . Like. o~e!
conceptions that bl!come so entrenched that they slip 1m'
perceptibly into dogma, the treatment model' has been as;
sumed rather than analyzed, preached rather than evaluated.
• Struggle for lustice, A Report on Crime and Punishl11;nt
in America prepared for the American Friends Service
Committee (Hill and Wang, 1971), pp. 36-37.
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Adoption of the treatment model has had major
implications for correctional operations. As it gained
prominence, the stated purpose of classification
moved from segregation of various categories of
offenders from each other to that of implementing
different rehabilitative strategies. Under the new
model, prisoners are received in the correctional
system, diagnosed, classified, and assigned to tre:atment based on their classification,
In the process of trying to implement this model,
correctional systems turned to the social work profession for assistance and introduced the caseworker
into the penal situation to diagnose and treat the
offender. This attempt to incorporate casework
theory into penal institutions has been warped,
however, by a failure to absorb two of the most
basic tenets of social work. The first of these is
that, for casework to be effective, the individual
must perceive that he has a problem and be motivated to seek help; this is the principle of
voluntarism. The second is that the goals of the
casework process must be established b? the client;
this is the principle of self-determination. In its
zeal to "help" those in chargt:, corrections made
the assumption that all offenders are "sick" .-and that
all can thus benefit from casework services. With
this assumption apparently came the belief that the
two basic social work principles could be ignored.
The result has been a treatment system in which
virtually all offenders are forced to accept "help"
(or at least subjected to classification for treatment
as if they were going to get help) and in which
the goals of that heip are set by correctional staff.
Although faced with an enormous and growing
body of evidence of its ineffectiveness, corrections
has refused to reexamine this mode of operation.
Instead it has continuously complained about the
ungratefulness and recalcitrance of its clients who
refuse to change while so many generous attempts
are being made to change them.
Current treatment concepts in penal settings put
the offender in a "Catch 22" situation. In order to
use them as a foundation for practice, -it is
necessary to assume that all offenders are sick.
That is, "We know you're sick. If you deny that
you're sick, you're really sick. But if you acknowle?ge that you're sick, then you really must be
SIck or you wouldn't admit it."
The fact that there is so little knowledge about
causes of criminal behavior and how to eliminate
it means that systems of forced treatment based
on that small amount of knowledge will necessarily
be extremely subject to abuse. Furthermore, since
the overriding goal of institutions remains that of
maint~ining order and control, it is not surprising
that In large measure classification schemes are

based on this objective and are used to the extent
that they coincide with it.
For the offender, on the other hand, the main
goal is release. Thus his secondary objective becomes that of trying to figure out what he is
supposed to do to obtain release and then do it,
or appear to do it. Most get bogged down on the
first part; that is, trying to figure out what they are
supposed to do. Given the fact that the offender is
classified and assigned on the basis of subjective
judgments by the treatment staff and that their
judgments tend to shift as it is administratively
convenient to do so, the individual can. feel no
confidence that whatever course of behavior he may
try to follow will in any way help him to reaGh his
goa\. Furthermore, he is likely to be judged less
on his behavior than on his "attitude," his demeanor,
his degree of "contrition," his "desire to change,"
or some other subjective factor.
In addition, "diagnosis" and cttreatment" concepts
tend to lead staff to focus on intrapsychic problems
when most offenders' crimes are probably at least
equally related to such ~nvironmental factors as
poverty and lack of ~ducation or other opportunity.
And When the proble-m actually is mainly intet1.ial
and psychological, correctional institutions are seldom an effective place tb deal with it.
Ol'iginally hailed as a major revolution in the
field, adoptron of thi~ treatment model in correcti'ons
has undoubtedly had positive impact in moving the
system from one in which virtually no individualization occurred to· one in which some attempt is
made to account for _individual differences. Howev.er, corrections has failed so miserably to improve
its use and understanding of such tools as classification and advanced social work theory that their
mode of application today is increasingly being
recognized as counterproductive.

SOME CLASSIFICATION PROBLEMS
Running a Smooth Ship
It is around the problem of agency and personnel
convenience, or "running a smooth ship," that a
classification system supposedly geared to offenders'
needs runs headlong into preo<;:cupation with administrative order and convenience. Organizationally, it is difficult for correctional programs responsible for offering services to many persons to individualize services for a specialized few, In public
education, this problem frequently is expressed by
the classroom teacher, who says .he cannot deal with
the disturbing or distracting child because he upsets
the routine designed to accommodate the other
29 students in the classroom.
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Traditionally, security and custody have been·
primary concerns in establishing the direction of a
correctional program. In recent years, development
of greater skills and availability of more sophisticated information about offenders have made it
possible to view security requirements from a new
perspective, but much more progress· is needed if
successful reintegration of offenders into the community is to he a realistic goal.
A classification system or scheme cannot be
adapted to an organization until the agency has
spelled out its goals realistically and in a language
clearly understood by offenders and staff. Within
the framework established by these goals, a classification system can be devised to select those
penions whose needs can be met within the agency's
goals. Each agency then can tailor its programs to
support the goals.

Involving the Offender
Offenders should be invCilved in assessing their
own problems and needs and in selecting programs
to resolve them. Almost without eXQeption, classification systems exclude the offender himself from
their operations. He is an object, subject, or ward;
seldom is he given an opportunity to participate in
assessing the problems he presents to himself and
others. His conception of the classification process
imposed on him greatly affects results of programs
offered him. Whe,ther or not correctional agencies
see themselves as offering meaningful opportunities for offenders, the latter often view such
0':' wtunities as furthe'r actions of a vengeful
society.
Even superficial analysis of most current classification programs in correctional services would
indicate that decisions regarding offenders' needs
are made on the basis of court policy, agency policy,
an ..;! management convenience. So much emphasis
is placed on the attitude of the committing court,
the public relations of the agency, bedspace requirements, and release quotas tbat correctional
staff seldom involve the offender in determining
what might meet his needs for growth and development. These practices completely frustrate and nullify the purposes of classification and turn the entire process into an exercise concerned with form
rather than substance.
i

Discriminatory Decisions
Discriminatory program decisions are made on
the basis of ethnic background, offense pattern, and
staff reactions to the offender's personality quirks.
These discriminatory practices, planned or not, tend
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to be inimical to effective classification systems that
would organize resources around the offender's
needs and not around the needs of the agency's .. J
.'
administrative structure or its employees.
A thorough analysis should be made of those
factors that influence decisions affecting the offender. Subjective and irrational influences must be)
eliminated where possible. If subjectivism is the
only available basis for action at the moment, it .•,
should be recognized and research initiated to re- . i
place ignorance with knowledge.
!
~f

c~rths!stentt from one. center to another. Persons
aft:r an individual's' basic dispositional and program
WIS mg 0 use a gIven classification system •
another geograph.ical area experience difficulty ;~ aS8I~~n;tei1~s have been. made. Persons assigned to
a!rIvmg at meamngful program plans from inter- an lO ... tlt~tton are c1as~.lfie.d among themselves; pervIews. Consequently, many correctional administra- S~!1S assIgned. to protlatlon are classified amon
tI,emselves, etc. Thus. ?ne of the most productiv~
tors a~d researchers are seeking ways t
standahrdlze and computerize the classification ap~ and relevant opportuOltIeS for use of a classification
proac .
?st~m has already been bypassed. For classification
o ave any real meaning, it should take place
A uniformly a~plied classification system can
bef~re
the offender's commitment to a formal corlead to m~re effdec~l~e management, assignment, and
rectlOnal agency.s
progra~mmg
eClsl.ons. It can add precisiol',i to
It is imperative that classification systems be
t
evaluatlve research. m the corrections field C
'd
. d'
. urren
eVI e~ce 10 lcates th~t the ~ost efficient ways to deveI?ped. for the whole of the correctional system.
Difficulties in Application
:1
combme .d~ta for rnakmg claSSIfication decisions and Classlfic~tlOn systems that operate effectively at the
One of the difficulties with classification is that, ,I
for pre?lctmg problems are based on actuarial or commumty level. will help select those offenders
even after agency goals have bl!en clearly estabmechamcal (computer-based) methods co b' d whose ne~ds can be met best through specific
. I cI assIfication
.
m me
programs lO the community setting. They will 'allow
lished and commitment has been made to a sped- f
WI'th sequentIa
rules.s
thos~ wh? n.eed 24-hour control to pass on
only
fic classification program, there continues to be a.!
Cor~ections p~rsol1neI from necessity have bewide range of latitude for response to overall ;:j come mterested In the possibility of dealing with to correctIOnal mslltutions.
decisions by 'agency personnel. Because of Ihis! programs and persons simultaneously· that .
'
IS,
.
latitude the classification process frequently breaks . i ~ tT
IIZln?
a Gl'ft
aSSl cation system that would
make
down.
~I ~t posslb.le to match subjects and programs. Exper- CONTRIBUTIONS OF CLASSIFICATION
Correctional staff by necessity are concerned ,;\ le?ce s~gg:sts that when such differential programClassification systems can be useful in a number
with making judgments as to appropriate levels of H mm.g IS maugurated, the overall success rate
custody, needs for edClcation or vocational training,
achIeved by offenders may be increased particularly of ways. Foremost is the requirement that the
suitability for counseling, and readiness for parole, ,:{ ,":hen. the offender i~ i?cluded in det~rmining the agency or, program adopting a classification scheme
~onceptu?I1;;/: the problem. with ~hich it is dealing
In making these judgments, the staff plan the i./ dlrect~on and extent OJ: hIS own program.
offender's education or training program on the :1
UltImately; the full utilization of classificati07: lO) te.rms of the compl~x Issues It presents. Simple
SO.utlOns . are no longer acc~~ptable. The
t f
basis of academic achievement scores, vocational il systems reqUlres a better application of technology
'O'lC
t }"
b
'ItS very nature, forces the ac
0
r
l:
1.
ep
ua
1'Zl~g,.
Y
develpreference inventories, and other devices that reall¥
F9 too long, the cl)rrectiona.I system has mail1~
provide little information on how to change an
t:lned a~ archa!~ system of keeping offenders' rec- opment of a langtiage and a system by which proboffender into a nonoffender. Security classification
~Ids. ~l11S tradlhdl1al paper system prcvides rela- le~s are appr~ached. In effect, it should render
ratIOnal th:r~ which otherwise is a random operation.
decisions are made on the basis of escape record~,
LlVdy lIttle us~ful information on the offe,lder but a
An?ther advantag; is that classification can make
coupled with an 3,ppraisal of the seriousness of the
great d~al of mformation about tb,: prejUdices and
commitment offense, even though this information
p~.r~ep~lOns of. c~rrectiotlal workers. Effective handlmg large numbet5 of offenders more efficient
never has been proved a reliable indicator of the r utIlIzatlOn of ob~ecttve data, maoe more usable by through a grouping pr(;tess based on needs and
inmate's custody requirements or potential for fuiure '!~ ~()dern electromc data processing, could substan- ~robl:ms. From an admini5trative standpoint, clasviolence.
bally move. the &rt of classification to its next slficatlO.n systems can provide for more orderly
Amenability to a counseling progra!fl is deter!evel, wh:rell1 the p~i.mitive art form is converted proce~smg and handling of individuals. From a
Into a rudImentary SCIence.
financIa1 ~t~ndpoint, classification schemes can enmined by the availability of the program; tbe
offender's willingness to participate, and the counselIn co~si.de.ring the significance of classification ~bl~ admmlstrators to make more efficient use of
or's Willingness to make his services available~ :1 ~st.em~, It IS Important to recognize that the process ,Jmlted resources and to avoid providing resources
In ~\ractice, it has been demonstrated that certain .t,. ·.' ~1?SI m the community and that judges, probation for offenders who do not require them. From a
forms of counseling are of little value to some l 0 cIa. 5, and intak~ workers of voluntary social rese~rch standpoint, they can permit comparative
studIes.
inmates and actually detrimental to others.
agenCl~s make decisions important to classification
O?e o~ the basic characteristics of an effective
every Clay. In most cases, these decisions are made
~n
the basis of SUbjective data, formulated within a classlficatlO.n s.ystem is its potential usefulness as
Need for Comprehensive Syste",
:~ .ramework that has little consistency with or mean- ~ commul1lcatI~ns device. No part of the correcA major difficulty with present c1assifi.cation pro· -I I~g:. to the total correctional system. Any classifica- tIonal ~ystem IS ~n. end in itself. The goal of
cedures is the need for lengthy int0rviews \\;tb j,.~I(Jrl s¥stem. m~st .consider influences and input developl.ng a contmuum of assistance, care, and
rom tne enhre Ju~bce system and not just a single supervISIon cannot be accomplished until the various
each subject. It is extremely difficult to impart to
par.ts of the system are able to communicate instaff the degree of knowledge needed to make- J, component such as corrections.
reliable evaluations and program plans. Needs for , ·;od~ ~asic problem with classificati-on procedures telhgen.t1y .. T~is statement is true within segments
staff training have taxed the capacity of correctional ; _ay IS that usually they are not c',mducted until of an InstttutlOn or parole operation. It is equally
I F
agfllcies. Additionally, many classification decision~ j1,~. lea
CI:Si/i·' Jesness, . Development 01 a Sequential [-Level • Allen F. Bre~d, "The Significance of Classification Proceat reception centers have not proved accurate or t Youth cAatlo" fPro/ect SEQUIL) (Sacramento; California dures to the FIeld of Corrections," unpublished consultant;s
paper prepared for the President's Commission on Law E _
a
ut honty, 1970).
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true of communication between probation depart~
ments and courts, courts and State correctional
agencies, aod correctional agencies and private
organizations that have resources to meet offenders'
needs outside the criminal justice system.
Classification af'iords administrators a system for
bringing order to a series of mUltiple and often
unrelated activilies. When used properly, it can
help overcome a tendency for various elements of the
correctional bureaucracy to operate in a vacuum
with little effort to unite independent but complementary components.
Organizationally, the classificat!on system can
be use'd to link administration, staff, and offender
with a program providing planned experiences for
the offender. These experiences must reinforce each
other to move the client toward a planned program
objective. This feat is not possible unless there
is a basic theoretical plan that can be translated into
program strategies and communicated in language
common to all persons involved with the offender.
Essentially, classification should insure a more
effective pooling of relevant knowledge about the
offender and the development of a more efficient
method by which all important decisions and activities affecting him may be coordinated."' Ideally, it
shou'ld provide offenders with a means for changing
themselves rather thiln subjecting them under coerdon to so~called /ltreatment."
An ideal correctional system would match offender types successfully with program types. Society
must be protected against incorrigible offenders, ,?ut
.it should not aggravate the problem by lockmg
up those who would do better in the community.
A ne~d to isolate offender types works both ways.
An effective classification process would identify
offenders who must be kept out of community
programs, as wen as those who should be kept in
them. I~ wou1d acknowledge that a screening proc~
ess is sml1cient for the. decisions needed for most
offenders and that classification as theoretically
conceived is needed only for a comparative few.

CLASSIFICATION FOR MANAGEMENT
PURPOSES
Classification systems useful solely for management purposes are distinguishable from those designated as useful for treatment. The term "management" means effective control of offenders to avoid
further law violations while the agency is respons~
ible. In contrast to management, the term "treat~
ment" refers to attempts to change the individual
offender or aspects of his environment to assure

~, "The Significance of Classification Procedures,"

long~term lawful behavior, beyond the period of
diction device) is a classic example of increased
dire<;:t agency responsibility. Most if not all c1as.
~sing Warren's' interpersonal maturity classifimech.anical ~ffi~i.ency f~r l~r.ge numbers but has only
catIOn system for juveniles, Jesness conducted a
sificatlon schemes in use today are geared in actual
margll1al rehablhty for mdlVldual prediction.
practice chiefly to assessing risk and facilitating the
The case management system (RAPS) used by study in which inmates of a boys' training school
were assigned living units on the basis of delin~
management of offenders.
t?C Federal. Bureau ~f Priso~s is. a modified opera- quent
In a community setting, management primarily
su~type. An attempt was made to develop
tlbnal versIOn of thiS claSSificatIOn approach, alinvolves control of offenders to prevent further law
though not a prior probability approach in the pure and descnbe the management techniques most useviolations while protecting society and the offender.
sense. to RAPS was initiated several years ago in ful in dealing with each subtype. Warren and the
This orotection means, for example, that high
an effort to develop a descriptive method of staff of the Community Treatment Project have
surveniance shQuld be employed only for those
classifying inmates in order to allocate resources developed a treatment model defining nine delinwh'o require it to prevent further o~enses, low
rationally. Need assessment now is based on four quent subtypes and prescribing both differential
management and treatment techniques for various
surveillance for those who represent lIttle or no
coded ele~ents. "l~': is for rating and represents subtypes
in the commu.nity.l1
threJat to others. All these management decisions
the profeSSIOnal OpInIOn of staff; "A" refers to the
require an implicit or explicit classification system.
age of the offender; "P" refers to the number of
The difficulty with an implicit classification system,
prior commitments; and "S" to the nature of the CI'ossification for Risk
of course is that it offers no way of checking the
sentence,
.
system's 'accuracy. There is no built-in selfOriginally, offenders were placed in categories
It is stated elsewhere in this report and in 'many
correcting process.
labele~ "intensive," "selective," or "minimal," other documents on corrections that perhaps the
Prior probability (base expectancy) approaches
accordtng to staff judgment of the likelihood of greatest contribution to corrections today would
are examples of classification systems useful for
change. The bases for these judgments were sub- be development of a scheme or system that would
management purposes. Decisions on whether groups
jective and, predictably, there was considerable effectively diffc:.rentiate among offenders as to their
of offenders are to be handled in the community or
variation in decisions.
risk of recidivism or their potential dangerousness
in an in~titutional setting can be made most rationThe three categories used carty in the RAPS to other~. It is argued ~hat such a ~chemc, applied
ally by cottsidering, among other things, the risk, of
program have been replaced by Categories I, II, and
further violation. Surveillance level on probatlOn:J m. Category I denotes the greatest expenditure of at the .tlme of s.entencmg, would greatly increase
sentencmg effectIveness, cost~effeetiveness of coror parole and related aspects of cas~loa~ may be! resources above the. essential level; Category If
determined in part by knowledge of VIOlatIOn prob- " denotes some expenditure above the essential level; rectional programs, and safety of the community.
Although this theory is basically sound, it preability. Prior probability classification systems may ~! and ~ategory III· denotes expenditures at the
sents
a number of proplems. Not the least of these
be used not only as an aid to administrative de- . ! essential level. The revised system .is designated
is
that
se~tencin¥ decisions are not made solely
cisionmaking bu t also as a check' on whether or .l to allocate available resources among offenders on the
on .the baSIS of nsk or a desire to protect others.
not management decisions have a desired effect,s ;1 basis of objective assessment of relative need.
A number of studies using this approach in con- H .The bl~rea~l.js d~vel?ping a computer application SOCIety also expects the courts to maintain individj;Jnction with psychiatrically oriented c1assifica~ion cli usmg ?bJectlVe cnterlH for determining offender ual liberties, satisfy a common notion of justice in
systems have impHcatiol1,s for selection of s7ttmgs ' categones. Need assessment is based on the RAPS the sense of equal and consistent treatment mainan image as "fair" institutions ~aintain
in which various offender subgroups can be handled ·i,l elements.' E.ach element is given a numerical rating. tain
e declarative and condemnatory functIons of the
t!t
best. The Borstal studies described by Simon and'! and the ratrngs of the four elements are combined
the Highfields study tl are examples of research test-.! to give a code that determines the appropriate ?riminal law, seek a deterrent effect, and operate
ing the differential response of selected offenders "{ classification for each offender and the extent to In ways that are reasonably cost-effective. Many
of these goals are by no means fully consistent With
exposed to different correctional settings.
.,
~.l. which available resources will be used for him.
~~e goals of ~rotecting society and reducing recidCourts, like other components of the Justtc~ I
The RAPS system is in the process of evolutionsystem, are reluctant to depend on assessment d:- ~l ary development. Evaluation of its ultimate value as IVism. The dilemma created. by these conflicting
vices that may suggest action. contrary to their £! a correctional classification tool and means of al- goals of th.e criminal sanctioning system has been
well described in a recent article by Martin A.
own experiences and beliefs. Judges, like parole U locati~g res~urces will require further testing and Levin.
boards correctional administrators, and caseworkers, ~:f expe~lme~tatlOn. RAPS is an example of a
contin~e to base decisions on hunch, prejudice, il classification. system elaborately designed for the
, . • from what we know about the type of ofand personal belief rather than fact or the' need
management of offenders rather than for attempting fenders who are most likely to fall into the recidivating
group. one clearly could derive the following policy to reof the offender.
to relate the causes of crime to treatment methods duce
recidivism: Incarcerate for the longest terms the
Understandably, criminal justice workers need
and reSQurces.
youngest offenders, (wpecially if they are black or have a
to be reassured that classification devkes are r:~
Se.vel'a~ of the social perception and interaction nClfcotics ~Iis(ory. But such a policy, however effective it
liable before they are willing to stake part of t~elr
claSSificatIOn systems have been used in making ~Ight be In. reducing !e~idjvism, is obviously unacceptable
success or professional status on how such deVICes
m~nagement
recommendations
or
decisions. If the court IS to remaIn In our eyes a fair and nondiscriminatory i~s.titutio~ Wh~ch exercises a due regard for equality
work. Base expectancy (a probable success preGibbons bases his typologies of juvenile and adult an~
md~vldual .hberhes. Conversely, the same findings of
offenders on patterns of social roles as defined by SOCIal sCIence WIth regard to reducing recidivism would dlcs Francis H. Simon, Prediction Methods in Criminology, !n·
1
eluding a Prediction Study of YOllllg Mell Oil ProbatlOl
offens~, behavior, criminal career and selftt Marguerite Q. Warren, Interpersonal Maturity Level Clas(London; H.M. Stationery Office, 1971.)
concept or attitude.
'
sification: JUI'ellile Dz'agllosis and Treatment of Low. Mid"H. Ashley Weeks, Youthful Offenders at Highfields (Ann.
l~S
dle, alld HIgh !"la/urify Delinquents (Sacramento: California

Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1963),

.. Bureau of Prisons, Policy Statement, bec. Hi, 1969.

Youth AuthOrity•.1966).
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of interpersonal maturity, characterized in terms of
social and psychological development, ranging from
the interpersonal reactions of a newborn infant to an
ideal social maturity level.
There is no single obvious or proved way to cJas~
sify offenders. The decisions to Sort out deviance by
means of Variable X rather than Variable Y can be
made only in terms of some logic or rationale, some
argument in defense of a particular choice of varia~
hies. It is not possible to be certain in advance of re~
search that a particular system is causally significant.
This aspect of classification or typology justifies the
use of the term "calculated risk." It is out of this
kind of risk~taking by social scientists, theoreticians,
practitioners, and correctional administrators that
knowledge and skill advance. Eventually a cIassifica~
tion scheme should be developed that would seek to
explain the cause (or, more likely, causes) of an jn~
dividual· crime while hypothesizing programs that
will reduce the potential for further megal behavior
by the offender.
Current research in offender classification is severely limited and inadequate, but it provides evi~
dence of the priority assigned to identifying "treatment~relevant" subgroups in heterogeneous offender
populations. Only by some form of grouping is it
possible to interpret research findings and test the efficacy of correctional practice. From a theoretical
and management standpoint, a desirable classification system would be one that permits an organizalion to provide p'lanned, specified programs for dif~
ferent types,of offenders in ways that aIIow for pro~
gram evaluation.
. Theoret!cians, practitioners, and researchers are
constantly seeking some meaningful grouping of of~
fenders into categories to offer (1) a step in the di~
reelion of an explanatory theory with a resulting aid
to prediction that follows from understanding, (2)
implications for efficient management, (3) effective
differential programming strategies, and (4) greater
precision for maximally effective research,21

mine how each type of problem interacts with the
others, with the "treatment" given, and with the
probability of reconviction. 13
.
.
O. S. belle of Manitoba Penitentiary, Canada, is
14
studying prosocial and antisocial ihmates. Several
studies have been conducted utilizing the Schrag
model, which includes grouping inmate~ into prosocial, antisocial, asoc.ial, and pseudoso~lal types on
the basis of their attItudes toward others. A number
Thus, society is faced with ~ number of crucial of studies have used the Quay classific~tion of juvensocial policy determinations. GIVen the ,facts stated ile offenders into psychopathic, neurotic, subcultural,
above a common response is to declare that the and immature-inadequate categories.
•.
McCord, McCord, and ZoIa proposed SIX dIfferent
publi~ policy must be to continue to incarce:ate
large numbers of offenders for purposes o~ puntsh~ treatment plans for six d~erent off,ense types,IS
ment retribution deterrence, or ccmdemnahon, even Gibbons suggested differentIal treatment ,metho,ds
thou~h they do' not present a high risk to the for a variety o~ subtypes defined by thel.r socml
role.10 Freeman, Hildebrand, and Ayre d.escnbl~ a tysafety of others.
There are other alternatives that can be enter~ pology with corollary treatment .tech~Iques. Th.e
tuined, however. tfcurrent sanctions in use ot~er underlying dimension of this c~asslficatton .scheme IS
than imprisonment do not serve to deter or pUnIsh a continuum of levels of emotIOnal maturIty or ego
adequately, then new sanctions s.houl? be explored. autonomy.
.
Just as society devised use of ImprISont;tent as a
MacGregor develops a typology of fa~l~y patterns
response to the ineffectiveness and brutahty of cut~ that sets forth propositions by which familIes may be
ting off the hands and fee: of ofie?ders, s~ ot~er classified for treatment plannii1g.1~ Hunt and Ha~dt
forms of sanction can be tned. PartIcularly 10 VIew relate developmental state to delinquent behaVIOr
,
of the fact that imprisonment appears to serve f~lly and delinquency orientation.19 The a~tho~.s ~ave
only one of the above listed purposes-pun:sh~ made some specific speculations o~ t~e Imp'lcatlO~S ',.*ij
ment-surely ~nore effective and less brutal aher- of their theoretical models for speCIfic dIfferentIal
.:~
natives can be found. An institutionalized response 'treatments for delinquents.
.'
.
1,·,!
.'
,
The
work
of
Warren
and
her
associates
In
the
Calto crime is a necessity; incarceration is not..
.'
This may be a major chal1~nge to .classIf1c~t~on iforni'a Youth Authority's Community T~eatment f
in the future-to find alternat~ves to mca.rceratlOn Project is based on the theory of levels .o~ mterperfor various types of offenderS which ~Jl1 better sonal mattfrity,J!D a formulation ~escnbmg a .seserve to punish, to deter, to express dIsapproval, quence of personality integratjons m normal chtldor to reduce the probability of recidivism.
hood development. This classification system focu~es .~
on ways in which the individual is able to p~rcelve ;
himself and the world and understand what IS happening among others, as well as between hi~self and
CLASSIFICATION STUDIES INCREASE
others. The theory identifies seven succeSSIVe stages

tate that judges incarcerate for the! shortest (e~l11s possible
IIl1der fiJe law whiles over 40 who have conl'mtled '.n~I~~er
or sex crimes/ These groups have extremely low recldfvlSm
raleS and such a policy would also save the. state money
in incarceration costs. But there is little doubt that most
people would consider such a policy wrong-both because
it discriminates against the young and t~e ~lac~ and b:cause it does not sufficiently express socIety s dlsapprov~1
of such grave crimes as murder or rape."
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CLASSIFfCATION AND THE COMMUNITY
The determination of action needed to deal with a
given offender's antisocial acts varies widely among
communities throughout the United States. The deci~
sionmaking ,process that brin·gs people into the
correctional system often is bused on divergent atti~
tudes and philosophies, not only of the community'li
power structure but also of the community itself. All
agencies tend to select or reject certain people ,or
problems. The operational policy of each agency in
the correctional continuum becomes in effect a conII

Warren, Correctional Treatment ill Community Seltings,

tributing part of the <basic correctional classification
system.
Each community, through the creation of cert:'iin
social agencies and the exclusion of others, de-fmes
for itself the offender types it is willing to sUi;tain.
The degree to which the community will provide
care and services for its offender population fluctuates with its basic values, understandirtgof the
problems, and leadership. Over the years, correctional programming has undergone radical changes
in emphasis and direction that can be related directly
to society's awareness and understanding of the offender's needs. Any change of policy or attitudes toward offenders or development of new programs by
a community wiII alter population projections for
correctional institutions, change tile normal fio;.v in
and out, and modify the types of clients that must be
served.
For correctional programs to be advanced, some
concerns of the citizenry, the courts, and the political
body, as well as those of correctional agencies must
be satisfied. Persons in the criminal justice system
must undertake massiv~ public orientation and edu~
cation programs concerning offenders' needs. They
must contribute to the refinement of existing selection instruments that help keep offenders in the com~
munity unless they are specificaUy found to represent
a serious threat to others:
Many of the issues discussed depend more on pro~
gram development, attitudinal change, and financial
readjustment than on refinement of selection. instru~
ments for assessment. Just as staff and administra~
tion must understand and accept the logic of a c1assi~
fication system, so too must the public be willing to
support the purposes of the agency using the system.
Both moral and finanCial support of the public are
required to carry out any comprehensive c!assifica~
tion system successfully.

CURRENT CLASSlFICATION PROCEDURES
Classification ?rocedures generally are carried out
through one of four organizational arrangements:
classification units within an existing institution; clas~
sification committees; reception-diagnosis centers;
and community classification teams.

Classification within an Existing Institution
The first organizational alternative involves classi~
fication clinics or reception units in the institutions to
which offenders are committed. In the State systems
u!'ing this arrangement, there are certain minimum
requirements for "diagnosis," orientation, and protec~
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uon from contagion through quarantine,~! ,although
the necessity of the latte!." is being increasingly questioned.
The reception unit is primarily a diagnostic section l administered by professional personnel whose
functions are to make diagnostic studies and treatment recommendations. For this process to be of
value and utility, it is considered essential that upon
admission there be thorough study of offenders by
competent staff; differentiation based on methods
enhancing utilization of available programs; treatment based on careful study of individual inmates;
an .effective orientation program for all inmates;
and, finally, development of. syst.ematic research to
explain criminal behavior and determine appropriate
treatment programs.
The classification unit system suffers from a number of defects that virtually deprive it of usefulness.
Reports typically are submitted to administrative au~
ti1orities, who mayor may not follow the recommendations. Even when high-quality diagnostic work is
produced, the results may not be applied, because
diagnosis has not been linked directly or operationnlly with available programs. 'The system also becomes the victim p{ institu\\ionalization. Procedures
usually are rigid. 100 mal1)Y inmat~s are kept too
long in the reception unit and process. The procedures take on the character of an assembly line, with
little selectivity in adapting the process to the individual inmate. Invariably the research component is
completely lacking, and there is no check on whether
the process really is fulfilling its purpose.

I

The Classification Committee

,'

ff

I
I

II

I
f

The second organizationaL arrangement is the
institutional classification committee, which studies
individual case records and collectively makes judgments as to the disposition of inmates in the institution, Professional personnel on the classification
committee help develop the diagnostic evaluation
and have a direct responsibility for translating this
material into
recommendations for
inmate
progrums. 23
Although the ~ommittee's composition may vary,
it generully consists of indMduals whose know1edge
llnd skills a!."e relevant to the offender's particular
problem. It may include social workers or sociolo~
gists, the slIpervisor of education, a vocational supervisor, a recreational supervisor, a chaplain, a medi:. American. Ptison Association, Committee on Classification
Ca$c and Case Wc.rk, HQndbook on CltmijicCl/ion ill Correa/follOi ins(jflltions (New York: American Correctional AssociD,tion. 1964.)
;~ Elliot Studt, Shcl<'2on Messinser, nnd Thomas P. Wilson,
C,Unit: $I:orch faT' Community in Pri$Olf (New York: RusseltSage FOUndation, 19/58).

-:k;,
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cal officer, a psychiatrist) or others. The committee
presupposes a plan and theory of cIassific::\tion con~
determines Jnmate security ratings, assigns individu.
sistent
thro~ghout th~ ~¥stem. Such an approach tion, attitude, and :aptitUde tes~. Tlee basis of the in~
als to educational and vocational training programs,
places a !najor responSI~~lIty for collecting diagnostic t~ke w(.)rk~r's judgment may I)r may not be clear in
and decides where they wilt work in the institution.
mformatlOn, o~~ne !acIllty, thereby requiring ,a high h~s own ~md. In any case, institution and personal
Like other classification systems in use, the com.
bI~S are mvolved, beca~se the worker rarely is apdegree of specraltzation.
mittee procedure becomes institutionalized, and depn~ed of the result of hIS recQmmendations. Even if
.
While.
th~
rec~ption
center
concept
was
progrescisions are made with little more consideration than
sive for Its tIme, It has become obsolete. The system he ~s, only an experienced wot.;ker is capable of renthe old deputy warden or yard captain used to give
is administratively convenient and efficient in that a denng ~llch judgments in a manner beneficial to the
them when he alone had full authority over these
limited staff can provide services for a large number correctl~:mal system. Only I:;nen explicit criteria form
matters. Since the classification committee processes
of ?ffend.ers. However, this very administrative the basiS of recommendations is the system's maual[ inmates, it works under the pressure of limited
efficlen~)~ lS largely accountable for its obsolescence. ag~.nent able to check assumptions, analyze relationtime and is necessarily restricted in its discussion of
and pass along pertinent data to inexperienced
Tradi~onalIy, the reception and diagnostic center ShiPS,
workers.
issues and interactions with individual inmates. The
has pr?vlded summary reports including info;:mation
committee members are departmental representa,
. The central diagnostic facility is also in conflict
~ on SOCIal background, criminal history, initial adjusttives of administrative divisions and seldom know
~l1th
current theory over the importance of developCl ment to custody, ~edical .examination, pSyl;:hological
the inmate whose case is under consideration. There109
~nd
programming correctional efforts at the coma:sessment, vocatIOnal skll.ls, educational level, reHfore, their decisions are based primarily on informamU?Ity level: Many theorists in the :field argue that a
1
glOUS back¥~o.und and attit?des, recreationaiintertion in case records.
~ ;S~ and abilIties, and psychxatric evaluation. Today, valtd claSSIfication system, universally applied
The demands of time, program routine, and
throughout the whole of corrections, WOltld be more
It l8 ~ot ne~essary that any of these components of
useful.
workload-and the institutionalization of personnel
Ii the dl~gnostlC report be completed in a diagnostic or
themse1ves-prevent effective performance of servo ~ receptIon center. A number of the items usually are
ice. The result is that a large number of ranking inproduce~ by probation and parole officers
the Community Classification Teams
stitutional personnel are tied up in a process that ac.~ comm~ntty. Although. me.dical exa~inations and psycomplishes very little in effective programming Jl cho!oglcal an.d psychzatnc evaluatIOns require pro. Another organizational arrangement for classificafor the individual inmate, although the system in .its
fesSIOnal servIces, these services also are available in hon that is now emerging suggests that with developway does promote the orderly management of large
the .local community through both contract and ment of a rea~istic classification system used throughinstitutional popUlations.
pubhc agency programs.
out a correctIOnal system, the classification function
In concept, the effectiveness of a classification
Th.e, re~eption center, because of the ceaseless can involve a much wider-range of personnel and recommittee in carrying out its responsibUities prerepeh~on. tn. the ?ature of its work, becomes even sour~\'!s t~an previously Supposed. For instance, a
supposes considerable interaction with the offender,
mor~ InStitUtionalized than other forms of the classi- classI:ficatI?n team consisting of parole and probation
yet rarely does he have an opportunity to react
ficatlon process. Schedules are adhered to rigidly
office.r~ ~lght coUect the social history, While local
meaningfully with the committee. Even when a brief·,
and offe~ders a~c kept too long in the centers waitin~ practltlOners could provide necessary medical and
interview between the inmate and the committee is
for the dragnostic skills or services of a limited num- psychiatric. examinations. State and local institution
permitted, the offender is asked to respond to a few
~r of persQns. The process itself is uniformly exten- personnel, 10 cooperation with the other members of
perfunctory and ritualized questions and is given litsIVe a~d t1~orough for most offenders, and more in- t~e, community classification team, in tum would retle if any opportunity to initiate questions that might
formatJo? IS produced than can be used effectively VIew the appropriate correctional programs available
reveal a great deal about the way the offender pef~
for cIassJiicatIon pUrposes, considering the current to meet the offender's needs.
ceives the world and himself. And contrary t(l the
lack of co~r~ctional knowledge and resources.
. The ~ommunity-based classification team concept
concept that classification decisions must be based on
The ~utthty of much of this work is evident in the IS sup~nor t? :urrent practi;e. It has already begun
the needs of individual inmates, committees habitusepara.tIOn of !he study and diagnostic process from to emerge wIthm the correctIOnal system and may be
ally base their decisions on administrative needs and
operatIOnal umts. Independent institutions usually do generally realized within the next 5 years. Indeed, to
convenience.
not rely on information developed at the diagnostic the extent that community correctional programs be~
;enter c.\nd may repeat clinical evaluation::; and stud- come the pl1,r.tem, offenders should not have to be re~
les.
mo~ed to a State diagnostic center or institution for
Reception-Diagnostic Centers
,The a~onymlty .of inmates in\~he reception center reVl,ew and study. The classification process itself can
lS pervasive. The Impersonality clf the assembly line be adapted to the needs of offenders\ most of Whom
A third organizational arrangement for the classIprocedure permits them little opportunity to feel that fo~ th~ purposes of community~based programs, re:
fication function emerged during the late 1940's
they have any role or indiyidufll involvement in the qUlre lIttle more ~han screening for risk and, matching
and early 1950's with development of reception
prOCess. (For a description of varying reception cen- to resources.
centers. 2f By this method of operation, all offenders
ters, see Chapter 11, Major Institutions.)
are committed to a central receiving institution for
Reception and diagnostic centers lise whatever restudy, classification, and recommendations for train~~rc:s are avaiiable to them in choosing the "reha- A Uniform Classification System
lug and "treatment" programs, and tb~ institution to
which the individual should be assigned. The process
approach for a given offender. Typically,
A wi~ely a~cepted classification system could
.
eclSlons
are
based on the recommendations of an
"William E. Amos and Raymond Manella, Delinquent.
serve a VIta,1 research function. At present, persons in
~takeworker
who
has
subjectiver-v
weighed
a
collecChildren in Juvenile Correctional Institutions (Springfield.
lion f •.
J
lIt: Thomas, 1966).
o 0plmons and perhaps employed a few educa~ the c~rrectlons field are frustrated in their attempts
to budd an empirically based boqy of knowledge,
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partly because research findings are not comparable, Cross-Classification Approaches
<f ing,but it also appears that a time of c
Availability of a reliable, valid, commonly accepted
,
,
onsensus
Sociologists a'nd psychologists continue to be in ::~l among typologIsts, 10, which a rational correctional
Cl:lssification procedure that is simple to apply could
improve this situation vastly,
conflict over the appropriate theoretical basis for .I,.!.i.f•. model may be begun, IS approaching,
The need for an efficient, reliable classification various approaches, Sociologists accuse psychologists .,~
Offender. typol~gies represent an important
system generally is conceded by practitioners and re- of taking insufficient cognizance of environmentar
method of ~ntegrattng and increasing knowledge in
searchers alike. Such a system would lead to more factors, while psychologists aCCll$e sociological ty- ~.'~ the correc~lOnal ~eld: Ultimately, typological apeffective assignment and management decisions, It pologists of haying insufficient regard for intra- .,l
proaches
WIll flounsh
10 relationship to th ' f 'tf]
,
"
elr rUI uwould enable correctional administrators to guide in- psychic factors, Nevertheless, a few investigators are ·:.". .·.i. ness 10
prodUCIng
Improved management, d'ff
' I
I erentta
,
attempting
to
link
theoretically
the
sociological
and
_
mates into programs that have been found approprogrammmg, ·and schemes for crime preven ti' on, I n
priate (or others w.ith the same characteristics, It also psychological situational variables necessary for a
1 ana1YSIS, a Q()od cIassifi. catl'on sy t
' one
"
.
s em IS
:f theast
would help minimize the "shotgun'\ approach that satisfactory classific,ation system.
that
enables
a
correctional
ageticy
to
ut'l'
't
I'Im,
.
Ilze
IS
Tn an effort to explore the feasibility of developing :
assull'!cs that all inmatcs derivc equal benefit from
Ited
manpower
to
maximize
its
impact
0
ff
d
a
more
uniform
basis
for
classification,
a
conference
I
n
0
en
ers,
program, innovations.
A large number of classification schemes are in on typologies was held in 1966 under sponsorship of :.If.
existence today, They have been fully described and the National Institute of Mental Health, Conference r
summarized in other works and will only be high~ participants, im.~luding many of the fO'remorlt theor- . •. ,
lighted briel1y here to give some indication of their ists in behavior classification and typology, identified .f
variety and orientation. Contemporary classification many areas of agreement. On the basis of review and J
schemes include several different systems that may cross-tabulation of a number of classific.~.~i6n sys·
the va- H
be grouped according to the underlying dimensions terns, preliminary consensus was reached
Iidity
of
six
broad
bands
that
cut
across
the
various'
of (he system's logic.
1. Prior probability approaches represented by systems, These six bands distinguish the following II
the Borstal studies, the base expectancy studies of major types of offenders: asocial, conformist, antisot.hc California Youth Authority and Department of cial manipulator, neurotic, subcultural identifier, and;)
Corrections, Glueck prediction tables, and configura:' situationaI.2U.~i:1
It should be noted that most of the typolo~es dis- ~i
tion analysis procedures developed by Glaser,
cussed
were based on studies of juvenile boys. Only Rl
2. Reference group typologies represented by
Schrag and Sykes and the social class typologies rep- Hunt, Schrag, and Warren 27 specifically included ~!
girls or women, but these investigators have found
resented by Miller.
3, Behavior classification covering a wide range the bands to be equally appropriate for females. :1
of groupings varying in specificity from those based Schrag's typology is based primarily on adult offend- .~
on offense types to conformityInon-conformity di~ ers, although it has been applied successfully to institutionalized juveniles by some of Schrag's 'followers, ~
chotomies represented by Roebuck~ McCord,
The original form of Warren's typology (interper. ~
McCord, and Zola; Ohlin; and Reckless.
sonal maturity levels without subtypes) was found to
4. Psychiatrically oriented approaches repre~ be appropriate for adult a:s well as juvenile offenders. ~~
sented by the works of Jenkins and Hewitt, Redl,
The fact that cross-ela.ssification is possible is even ¥
Erickson, Aichhorn, Makkay, Reiss, Argyle, Bloch more impressive when one considers the varieties of ~
and Flynn, and the Illinois State Training School methods used for deriving the subtypes-theoretical
Treatment Committee,
formulations, empirical observation methods, and
5. Social perception and interaction classifica- multivariate analysis procedures, Additionally, it is'~
tions of Gough and Peterson, Hunt and Hardt, Sar- important that similarities are evident in the descrip'i
bin, .Peterson, Quay and Cameron, Gibbons, Studt. tions of the etiological and background factors and
MacGregor, Sullivan, Grant and Grant, Warren, and the "treatment" prescriptions for simil~r SUbtypes, as ~
Russon.
well as in the descriptions of offender characteristics !
.
Tn rlddition to' the. five groupings, some investiga- across typologies,
There is evidence at both the theoretician and ~
tors, using a more eclectic approach that includes
combinations of several of the dimensions listed. practitioner level that the field js ready to move to- )
have p~oduced empirical-statistical typologies. ward developing programs based on categorizing the ;
Among these investigators are Hurwitz, Jesness, and range of problems represented in the offender popu' !
Palmer, In a recent paper, the Gluecks make a case lation, Not only is there a ready ear for conceptualiz, :
!
(or this approaQh and appear to be moving toward ,. Marguerite Q. Warren, "Classification of Offenders as an ~
Aid to Efficient Management and Effective Treatment,· 1.
development of such a typology,25
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the development of a classification system that can
be used commonly by all correctional agencies.
Commentary

Standard 6.1
Comprehensive

Classification

Syst~~ms

Each correctional agency, whet~el' communi!y.
based or institutional, should immedlatdy reeJ[amlDc
its classificatiG!1 system and reorganj~eit along the
foJlowingprinciples~

1. RecognizinJ!,that corrections is ~ow charac~er.
izcd by a lack,/" knowledge and liefiClent resources,
and that cll'-:.sificatioit systems .t~ler~forc are ~ore
useful fOl' f.;ssessing risk and faclht~bng t~\e effiCient
mnnagen//eut of offenders than for diagnosIs of caus~·
Hon Bnd pirc.~!!riptions for remedial treatm~mt, class~
fication shouid be designed to operate ~n III practicable level llnd for realistic purposes, gUlde~1 by the
nrinciple that:
'1
•
a .. No offender should receive more survel lance or "help" than he requires; and
. b No offender should be kept in I) more
secure' condidon or status than bis potential
risk dictates.
2 '[he classification system s~ould be devl!!loped
und~r the management cOl1cepts discus.sed in Chapter
13 and issued in written form so thutlt can be made
public and shared. It should specify:
a. The objectives of the. system. based on
a h)'pothesis for the ~ocial n:mtegratlon of offenders detailed methods fm: achieving the objectives: aod a monitoring aud evalu~tio? mechw
nnism to determine whether tbe objectives are
being met.
2[0

A good classification system should be able to ask
three basic questions: (1) What caused the offender
to break the law? (2) What kinds of help, if any,
does the offender need to keep him from further law
violations? and (3) If he neecis assistance, where
can the offender best receive the help he needs?
All three questions are of major importance and
are listed in the sequence in which they should be
answered. Unfortunately for the offender, most classification systems seek only the answer to the third
question, and ev(;n then consideration centers chiefly
on the resource,s available where the offender will be
assigned. The field of corrections does not yet have
the knowledge or the techniques to answer the first
questirm by other than educated guesswork, and deficiencies in correctional resources and initiatives dis··
cP")rage attempts to answer the second questionadeqllately.
Therefore, correctional administmtors shnuld
(1) acknowledge handicaps of the field in devising
a truly scientific classification system and (2) adopt
the realistic view that the only objectives obtainable
b. '[/he critical variables ~f the typology
with present knowledge and techniques are assessto be used.
.
ment of risk and efficient management of offenders.
c. Detailed indkatot's of the components
The same intellectual honesty should be used to
of the classification categories. .
.
acknowledge that involving the offender with the
d The structure (commIttee, UDlt, team,
corrections .system actually is experienced by him as
etc.) ~nd the procedures for balancing the
~ fform of punishment, despite the most sincere modecisions that must be made in relation to prOt
~ lives of correctional personnel to offer "rehabilitative
gramming, custody, personal security, and re~ treatment." And "rehabilitative treatment" too often
source allocation.
f
is an exercise in semantics lacking in substance.
3 The system should provide full coverage 0
1
Tl\~refore, to subject the offender to more surveilthe 'offender popnlation, clearly delin~ate~ ~ateg~d
~ lance or security than he requires, and to. coerce him
ies, internally consistent groupings, sJmphctty, a
i into subjecting himself to "treatment" that he does
.• . "d 1
a common language. .
4. The system should be consiste?t with mdlVl ua ,t not want, and perhaps does not need, may pron duce results counter to those intended by the cIassifidignitv and basic concepts of faIrness (b~se~ 0
cation system.
..
objective judgments rather tban personal pr~Judlce~~.
J
The
correctional
agency
should
develop
its cl~~sisystem should provide for maximum I •
5 • The
.
."
th nature
fication
system
with
the
assistance
of
all
possible
advolvement of the individualm determmmg e .
and direction of his own goa~,. and mec~al1ls~ ;! vice-from lawyers, offenders, community representfor appealing administrative deCISions affectmg hlm i atives) professionals, etc.-as indicat~d in Chapter 7.
d The result should be issued in written form, so that
6. The system should be adequa!ely staffed, an
the agency staff should be trained in its use.
.'
everyone concerned will know its objectives, its as7. The system sbould be sufficiently objective ~ sumptions, and its policies and procedures. The critiand quantifiable to facilitate research, ~emonstrad ~ cal variables should be identified ~ecause the logic
tion .model building, intrasystem companso ns , an
represented by selection of these variables is derived
,
ki
administrative decisionma ng.
. •
in f~om certain behav~9rat assumptions. Detailed, spe8. '[he correctional agency should participate rd t cific indicators of the components of the cIassificaor be receptive to cross-classification research towa
lion categories also~hould. be presented, so that the
i
.
1

i

!
1
1

!
I

1
t

f
,j

system's utility can be verified by empirical evaluation.
Furthermore, a contemporary classification ~cheme
must have a clear hypothesis (a reasoned· guess)
concerning what is needed to achieve the social
reintegration of the offender, along with a plan
of care, custody, and programs that should be
checked or reexamined (!ontinuously to determine
the scheme's effectiveness and appropriateness.
Finally, the system should be sufficiently objective
and quantifiable as to facilitate research and decisionmaking. It also should be flexible enough to contribute and be adaptable to cross-c1assificatioh research that will enable corrections eventually to
adopt a common classification system. Until offender
classification is handled in some generally acceptable
way, it is impossible to compare programs used in
various parts of the country. Cross-classification
agreements by leading typologists will open the path
for significant advances in correctional programming.
They can become a means by which the communitybased program is encouraged and central diagnostic facilities, institutions, and procedures deemphasized.
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Related Standards
The following standards may be applicable in
implementing Standard 6.1.
2.9 Rehabilitation.
'"
9.8 Local Correctional Facility Pr?gr~mmmg,
11.3 Social Environment of InstItutIOns.
12.7 Measures of Contr~l:
13.1 Professional CorrectlOnal Management.
14.7 Participatory Manage~ent..
.,
15.5 Evaluating the Performance of the Correc.
tional System.
. .
16.1 Comprehensive Correctional Legtslatlon.
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Standard 6.2

.j

'iJ

1

Classification
,I for Inmate Management

;1
'i
~l

;1

Each corr~ctiona' agency operating institutions
for comm~tted offenders, in con'nection with and in
addi~o!1 to implementation of St!m~arrJ 6.1, should
r~examine arid reorganize its classification system
immediat~iy, as follows:
'.
1. The use of reception-diagnostic centers shoQld
be discontiqued.
Z. Whetber a reception unit ~r classification coptmittee
t~am is utilized within the in~titutio~, t~e
administranon's classification issuance described in
Standard 6.1 also'should:
'.,
a. Describe tbe makeup of tbe unit, ~eam,
or committee, as well as its duties and respon~i
bilities,
b. Define ~ts responsibilities for custody,
~mployment, and vocational assignments.
c. Indicate wbatpbases of an inmate program may be changed without unit,. team, or
committee action. .
. .
. d. Specify proce4ures relating to inmate
transfer f#om one prpgfam to another.
e. Prescribe fQrm and content of the classi-

or

~cation jDtervie~.

f. Develop written policies regarding initial inmate c.assification andrecl$sification.
3. Tfl~ purpose oJ b';iti~ classification should be:
...... a. To $creen inmates 'for safe and appro212

priate placements and to determine whether
these programs will accomplish the purposes for
wh~ch in!'1ates are place~ in the correctional
system, and
b. Through orientation to gJi~'e new inmates an opportunity to learn of the programs
available to thept and of the performanc~ expec(ed to gain their release.
4. The purpose of reclassification should be the
increasing involvement of offenders in communityb~sed programs as set forth in Standard 7.4, Inmate
Involvement hi CompJUnity Programs.
5. Initial classification should not take longer
than 1 week.
.
6. Reclassification should be undertaken at intervals not e~ceeding 6 weeJcs. . .
7. The isoliltiDn or quarantine period, if any,
sllould be as ~rief as p,ossible but GO longer than 24
hours.

Commentary
This standard is intended only to supplement
Standard 6.1, Comprehensive Classification Systems,
wIth particular applicability to major institutions. Jt
frankly recognizes the corrections system does n,?t
now have the. knowledge to identify the c~uses of
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crime with any precision, or either knowledge or resources to relate correctional programs specUically to
these causes. Under such drcumstances the goal of
classification is set realistically as the screeliing of inmates for risk and their appropriate placement in
programs involving increasing degrees of community
involvement.
The medical model of treatment, which many
correctional agencies have attempted to follow in
structuring c1as~it1('ation, is rejected as inappropriate
and incapable 1)£ fulfillment due to corrections' lack
of knowledge and. resources. On the other hand,
corrections has the capability to screen offenders for
risk and to place them appropriately in programs involving different degrees of risk and to use classIfication as a method for managing offender populations.
The traditional "treatment" programs~dtication,
vocational training, employment-are fiot seen as
necessarily rehabilitative in themselves. But these
learning experiences may be useful assets in enabling
offenders who are given opportunities to change their
own behavior and who benefit from them to persist
in a lifestyle that will avoid future involvement with
the criminal justice system.
In view of this rejection of the treatment model
nnd in consideration of the characteristics of today's
reception-diagnostic centers as discussed in the narrative of this chapter, the use of such centers should
be discontinued. They are unrealistic in concept,
considering the handicaps of corrections in making
llCCUl'fite evaluations and program plans. And they
consume resources and time th~t can be put to better
use.
No position is taken here as to the respectiv~
merits of the use of reception units within institutions
or classification committees and teams. Undoubtedly
the methods to be used for at least several more
years will involve some variation or combination of
thesc. arrangements. However, their objectives
should be set forth specifically and related directly to
assessment for risk and appropriate program placement.
To reduce the unproductive expenditure of time
on classification, the period allocated to this procedure should be reduced to a minimum, no longer
than 24 hours for quarantine and no kl1ger than 1
week for initial classification or screening. The recommendation for reclassificatic!l-at intervals not
cxceeding 6 weeks-will require more effort on the
part of many correctional agencies. The intent is to
provide a continuous followup and reassessment of
inmates, with a view to making program changes as
quickly as possible and involving inmates incr~asingly in community programs.
.
The objectives of this standard, taken with Standard 6.1,are to:
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1. Generate ways to improve management practices.
2. Differentiate among offenders by needs and
problems rather than traditional classification categories.
3. Provide for efficient management grouping of
offenders.
4. Enable staff to offer consistent, planned assistance and facilitate tbe individual training and behavior chanrre of the offender.
5. P;~l relevant knowledge more e.ffectively, advance theory, and enable an agency to maximize the
impact of research.

,
I
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Related Standards

State and local correctional agencies should .estab-

H lish jointly a~d cooperatively b:r 1978, in connection
~l with the planning of community-based programs

;}
.~

I

The following standards may be applicable in implementing Standard 6.2.
1
2.9 Rehabilitation.
~
2. t 3 Procedures for Nondisciplinary Chan,~~~ of
~
Status.
~
6.1 Comprehensive Classification Systems.
~
!
11.3 Social Environment of Institutions.
:!
16.4 Unif.ying Correctional Programs.
~

1

discussed in Chapter 7 and Chapter 9, classification
learns in' the larger cities of the State f01' the
purpose of encouraging the diversion of selected
offen'!ers from the criminal justice system, minimiz~
ing the use of institutions for convicted or adjudic:l(ed offenders, and programming individual
offenders for community-based programs. Establishment of community classification teams should be
governed by Standard 6.1, Comprehensive Classification Systems, and the following considerations:
1. The planning and operation of community
classification teams should involve State and local
correctIonal personnel (institutions, jails, probation,
nnd plllrole); personnel of specific community-based
programs (employment programs, halfway houses,
work-study programs, etc.); and police, court, and
public representatives.
. 2. The classification teams should assist pretrial
mtervention projects illl the selection of offenders
for Cliversion from the criminal justice system, the
~ourts in identifying offer.ders who do not require
mstitutionalization~ and probation and parole departments and State and local instituti{)n~l agencies
In original placement and l,eriodic reevaluation and

!

.,
I
I

reassignment of offenders in specific community programs of training, education, employment, and related services.
3. The classification team, in conjunction wSth
the participating agencies, should develop criteria
for screening offenders according to:
a. Those who are essentially self-correcting and do not need elaborate programming.
b. Those who require different degrees
of community supervision and programming.
c. Those who require highly concentrated institutional controls and services.
4. The policies developed by the classification
team and participating agencies also should consider
the tolerance of the gem~ra\public concerning degrees
of "punishmen'''' that must be inflicted. In this connection the participation of tbe public in developing
policies, as discl1ssed in Chapier 7, would be useful.
5. The work of the classification team snould
be designed to enable:
a. Departments, units, and components
of th~ correctional system to provide differential
care and processing of offenders.
h. Managers and correctional workers to
array the clientele in caseloads of varying
sizes and programs appropriate to the clients'
needs as opposed to those of the agencies.
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L No offender should receive more surveillance
or "help" than he requires.
2. No offender should be kept in a more secure
condition or status than his potential risk dictates.
3. Strategies should be developed by which traditional court, probation, and institutional decisions ,1
may be changed to accomplish correctional goals.
.:, iI,
4. Training should be implemented to insure thaI
correctional workers commit themselves to a
planned correctional process based on the offender's ~l
needs and not on age, sex, race, or offense.
l'
5. Consideration should be given to the real restrictions imposed by Inw, resources, or manpower. \1"
As with other efforts involving the community, the :,!
planning and operation of commun.ity classification
should be accomplished with the assistance of af- '{
fected and interested groups-police, courts, and q
public. Their support is essential to the successful ·1
operation of community-based programs, and they ;1
Commentary
can assist in bpening the doors to further resources.
For full effectiveness, the teams should participate :t
As they operate at present, most classification
schemes are designed to decide what should be done in aU types of processes that channel offenders into ':1
with those persons who are committed to institutions. community-based programs-diversion, sentencing ,
Few systems are intended to determine which of- and disposition, and placement decisions of correcfenders need not be processed into or through the tional agencies. The program resources of a comexisting correctional 'system, or what sp(~cificany munity need coordination and consistency in opera- ~}
should be done for those adjudicated or convicted tion as well as the increased flexibility that a c1assifi-:j
and immediately or subsequently placed in commu- cation team would make possible.
For efficiency, and to avoid counterproductive andj
nity~based programs.
It is assumed that the present criminal justice sys- needless interference in the lives of offenders, the If
tem is so harmful that any alternative which diverts classification team should adopt realistic criteria to J
selected offenders from it is better than one which prevent allocation of resources to offenders who do ~:!
moves them farther into it. In the current l,iterature not need them and to aSSure that expensive, inh.er- '
and knowledge of the field there is more than ample ently damaging instituticnal controls are imposed;
evidence to support this assumption. However, a ra- only upon those offenders who require them in the
~
tional method is needed by which choices can be interest of public safety.
As with institutional classification, the community ';
made to exclude offenders who do not need a correctional agency's services. As yet, no system has been classification team is intended primarily as a means ,
devlsed to serve this purpose, except those described for screening offenders for risk, with appropriate ~
as prior probability theories (base expectancy ap- placements, and for managing large groups of o~proaches) or in <:onnection with individual pretrial fenders. The objective is to give offenders opportum- ::1
ties tbo chandge themselves dratht~r tlha~ tOthattemaPstt, aIDS
intervention programs.
e p,
Also, when an offender is placed on probation or h as een one so unpro liC Ive Y In
. ;}
eventuaJly is paroled, it is left largely to the initiative coerce behavioral changes.
In addition to its responsibility for assigning
arid resources of the probation or par01e officer to
determine what should be d0~e with him. Similarly. offenders to various community programs, the c1as- 'l:
when institutionalized offenders in a preparole or sification team should have a role in observing the ,
prerelease status are placed in institutionally spon-. operation of these programs and recommending neW ~,'.
sored community-based programs, there usually is programs, changes, or innovations that may be more ~
little coordination with other existing community- responsive to the needs of offenders. These programs j
based programs. It is useful now to advocate a classi- are largely in the initial stages of development) an? l
fication scheme that would assist all such efforts. The many adjustments should be anticipated as expen-1
' ~
scheme should identify offenders who represent low ence and res1!lltch ac~umulate.
The membffrship,)! the classification team should
risks to others and who do not require expensive
custodial or c(lrrectional programs, following these not be fixed, bvt made up of changing representatives 1
principles:
of the participating agencies. This arrangement
c. The system to match client needs and
strengths with department and community resources and specifically with the skills of those
providing services.
6. The classification team should have a role in
recommending the establishment of new community
programs and the modification of existing programs
to involve volunteers, ex~offenders, and paraprofessionals as discussed in Chapter 7 and elsewhere in
this report (sec Related Standards), It should also
have an evaluative and advisory role in the operation of community programs as they affect the fulfillment of the needs of offenders assigned to them.
7. The org~nization of the classification team
should be flexible and involve rotating membership
and chairmen selected on an alternating basis among
participating agencies,

~,

I"

would be a useful device in the training of agency
personnel and in insuring wide participation in and
the harmonious functioning of community classifica~
tion and community-based programs.
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The following standards may be applicable in
implementing Standard 6.3.
2.9 Rehabilitation.
. 3.1 Use of Diversion:
5.9 Continuing Jurisdiction of Sentencing Court.
6.1 Comprehensive Classification Systems.
7.1 Development Plan for Community-Based Alternatives to Confinement.
9.4 Adult Intake Services.
9.7 Internal Policies.
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14.8 Redistribution of Correctional Manpower.
16.14 Community~Based Treatment Programs.
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Part II
Correctional

Programs

Chapter 7

Corrections and
the Community
Revised public and professional expectations of
corrections have brought about a transformation in
its means and ends during the las! several years.
Tradition required institutions merely to hold prisoners until ordered to release them. Nmv both
the public and the' correctional staff expect prisoners to DC, at least, no worse for the correctional
experience and, at most, prepared to take their
places in society without further involvement with
the Taw. Tradition required probation and parole
merely to provide some form of nominal supervision.
Now it is expected that the experience of probation
and parole will provide the offender with positive assistance in making a better adjustment to his
circumstances. (Probation and parole arc discussed
in detail in Chapters 10 and 12 respectively.)
These revised expectations have led to an awareness that corrections must be linked to the community in every phase of operations. These links are hard
to forge because correctional agencies of all kinds
traditionally have maintained an isolation from other
human service agencies.
In a sense this entire report is a discussion of what
is conveniently referred to as community-based
correction'>. The Commission considers communitybased corrections as the most promising means of accomplishing the changes in offender behavior that
the public expects-and in fact now demands-of
corrections.

Dissatisfaction with incarceration as a means of
correction has grown to a point \vhere some SUites
have almost completdy abolished incarceration for
some classes of offenders. In other States. experimental programs have been .~uccessful enough that
oncc-overcrowded prisons and reformatories now arc
unused. Clearly, thl~ future lies with comll1uni(vbased correctio;lS.
.
The institution model for corrections has not been
successful in curbing potentia! crime. But at least it
exists, with its physical plant and identified processes
of reception, classification, assignment. custody,
work, academic and vocational training, religion, and
recreation.
The substitute models arc talked about and arc
occasionally used. But community-based corrections
is not well organized, planned, or programmed. This
task is the challenge of the future, Required is a
complicated interplay among judicial and correctional personnel, those from re' ~ted public and private agencit:s, citizen volunteers, and civic groups.
This interplay of the corrertional system with other
parts of the public sector and greater involvement of
the private sector, including civic participation in Jj.
mensions not foreseen in the correctional world just
a few years ago, requires leadership in the entire
criminal justice field to collaborate in the exploitation
of all pnssibilitks for successfully changing repression to reintegration. POlicymakers must understand
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the essential clements of a sound community-based
correctional system as well as they now understand
the orderly management of the prison.
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As used in this chapter, the term "communitybused corrections" includes all correctional activities
tbat take place in the community. The community
base must be an alternative to confinement of an offendet at HOy point in the correctional process.
At ,the beginning of his experience as a subject of
criminttl justice decislonmaking, the offendu has not
even been defined as such. A police officer decides
whC!thC!t to urrest or give him a summons. A magis~
(rnte rules orthis eligibility for release on his own re~
cognizance or on bail. Released ill either of these
wnysl J10 mny or may not'recelve correctional att;;n~
tio.lt. Some communities have court employment projects. Some have informal probation for cettain types
of juvenile olTellders. More h1iVc diversion programs
for .ulcoholics nod narcotics addicts. Such preadjudi~
clition progrnms Me discussed in Chapter 3.
Aftet conviCtion and commitment to the control of
the corrections agency, the now officially defined of~
fender may be placed in the oldest community-based
correctiollal program, supervision under probation.
Probation service is described iii Chapter 10. This
chapter stresses probation as 11 foundation on whictl
to build t\ Wide range of community-based services.
Most persons confined to custodial control are potential pnrticipunts incoml11unity·.bas~d corrections
through work- and study-release programs, family
visiOng furloughs, und reentry ptogramming.Finally,
well-established parole services constitute the community-bilsed programming core for offenders released from relatively lengthy custody.
This enumorution of major program components
docs not exhuust the potential of communitY correctional services, but the central principle oUhe definidOlleS clenr. Coinmunity~based correctional progrnn'is embrace any uctivlty in the community directly
uddresscd. to the offender and aimed at helping
him to become a law-abiding citizen. Such a program
"lay be under offichll or private auspices. It may be
administered by n correctional agency directly or by
t\ lloncorrectionnl service. It may be provided on direct referral from ll.cotrection ugcncy or on referral
from tlnothct clement of the criminal justice system
(police or courts), It may call for changing t.he oftender through some combination of services, for
controlling him by surveillance, or for reintegratil:lg
htminto (he community byphlciog him In a social
1i{tt.HIUOIl ttl which he can sntisfy his requlr,ements
without law viotntion. A c:ommunitY~based program,

-

'.,

m~y

ati~n. FOf gen~rations tbis task has been attempted
mamly by placmg some offenders on -'obation instead of sending the111 to prison. Wnen offenders
have been incarcerated, parole has made it possible
for them to serve part of their terms in the community, in the belief that assistance of a parole officer
will help them to choose a law-abiding course.
There has been a growing realization that prison
commitments for most offenders 0:111 be avoided or at
least abbreviated without significant loss of public
protection. 2 If the committed offender eventually
returns to the community, it is best that his commitment remOVes him for as short a time as possible.
The principle has evolved: incarcerate only when
RATIONALE FOR CORREC1'IONS
nothing l~ss will do, aDd then incarcerate as briefly
IN THE COMMUNITY
as possible. The services provided by ptobation
The movement toward community-based correc- and parole should strengthen the weak, open new
tions is a move away from society's most ancient re- channels to the erratic, and avoid openly reinforcsponses to the transgressor. For thousands of years, ing the intimidation that is latent in the relationsociety relied mainly on banishment, physical pun- ship between the offender and the state.
The objective is to motivate each offender by the
ishment, or the death penalty to accomplish the goals
of criminal. justice. The world is now too small for incentives that motivate most citizens toward orderly
. any society to eject anyone. Our culture has so social life. In large part these incentives derive from
changed that we no longer consider imposing capital an economic philosophy ill which a day's pay for a
penalties on the sweeping scale that seemed appro- day's work forms a unit in a prospect of lifetime
security. Such employment is the necessary, if not
priate to our ancestors.
Out of the realization that the old ways were un- sufficient, basis for conventional life in America.
acceptable there emerged the prison, a pJace for arti- Empbasis on the employment of the offender is a
ficial banishment or civil death. Nearly two centuries response to the common-sense awareness that the
of experience with the penitentiary have brought us unemployed offender is a probable recidivist.
But community-based corrections cannot be Iimto the realization that its benefits are transient at
Hed
to the services of an employment office. A man
best. At its worst, the prison offers an insidiously
who
has committed a crime and been caught and
false security as those who were banished return to
the social scene of their former crimes. The former c.onvlcted has suffered a blow to his self~esteem that
prisoner seldom comes back the better for the may be masked by bravado or indifference. He has
,experience of confinement. The effectiveness of the good rea~on to believe that conventional persons
will reje;;{ ~im, and he therefore seeks out the un~
pri~on as a school for crime is exaggerated, for the
criminal can learn the technology of crime far better convcntio.,al. In the prison he has no choice; he
on the streets. The damage the prison does is more must associate witb the unconventional. In thl~ cotn~
subtle. Attitudes arc..l brutalized, and self-confidence munity, probation and parole resources shou,ld make
is lost. The prison is a place of coercion where com- accessible a whole range of social support services as
pliance is obtained by force. The typical response needed.
The difficulty of the task is obvious. Pal! more is
to coercion is alienation, which may take the form
required
than the one-to-one contact between probaof .active hostility to aU social controls or later a
tion
or
parole
officer and the offender. The of~
passive withdrawal into alcoholism, drug addiction,
fender's
predicament
stems from the combination of
or dependency.l
personal deficits and social malfunctions that produced a criminal event and a social status. Most per~
Mitigating Damages Done. by Prisons
sonal deficits characterizing offenders are also
commonly found in nonoffenders. The social mal~
One of the tasks of corrections is to mitigate alienfunctions of unemployment, discrimination, eco~
nomic inequity, and congested urban living affect
l ~lthough these views are too well known to require demost citizens. The offender, like other citizens, must

gramming. Some kinds of offend€rs, especially the
most notorious, often could perfectly well be released without jeopardizing public safety. But their
release will not be c01,lntenanced because public demands for retribution have not been satisfied. Offenders in custody should be there predominantly because public protection seems to require it.
Decisionmakers must disentangle these objectives to
assure that use of community~based correctional programs is not denied for irrelevant reasons.

embrace anyone or any combination of these
processes.
The use ot ~ontrol and surveiilance is basic to a
sound community cor:ections system._ Both policyrt::-,kers and the pub/tc must understand that the
elimination of incarceration does not eliminate control.

SIGNIFICANCE OF

COMMUN3lY.BASED CORRECTIONS
In this chapter, the significance of communitybased corrections will be assessed from three· aspects: humanitarian, restorative, anCi managerial.
The criteria of success in each differ markedly.
The humanitarian aspect of community-based
corrections is obvious. To subject anyone tocusLodial coercion is to place bim in physical jeopa~dy,
to narrow drastically his access to sources of p~r~
sonal satisfaction, and to reduce his self-esteem.
That all these unfavorable consequences are the out·
come of bis own criminal actions doe:s not change ~
their reality. To the extent that the oeender can be ~
relieved of the burden of custody, a humanitarian 1,.~
objective is reali?:ed. The proposition that no one ~.
should be subjected to custodial control unnecessar- 1
ily is a humanitarian assertion. The key question is 1.f,:
the definition of necessity, which must be settled by ~
the criterion of public protection.
The restorative aspect concerns measures ex- l
pected to achieve for the offender a position in the I
community in which he does not violate the laws;
These measures may be directed at change, control, ... }
or reintegration. The failure of offenders to achieve 1,\\
these goals can be measured by recidivism, and their I
success is defined by reaching specific objectives set l
by correctional decisionmakers.
The managerial goals are of special importance
because of the sharp contrast between the per capita
costs of custody and any kind of community program. Any shift from custodial control will save
money. But the criterion of correctional success is
not fiscal. A major object of correctional programs is
to protect the public. Therefore, any saving of public
funds must not be accompanied by a loss of public {
protection. When offenders can be shifted from custodial contt'ol to community-based programming
without Joss of public protection, the managerial criteria require that stl.ch a shift be made. Otherwise
ptlblic funds wUl have been spent without satisfying a
pUblic objective;.
It is necessary here to note that public protection
is not always the sole objective of correctional pro-

i

till.'ed documentation, those seeking a recent and persuasive
bn.ef are. referred to Haris W. Mattick, The Prosal'c of
~nson Vio/WlCe, University of Chicago Law School Occa-

SIOnal Paper, 1972.

• See, for example, Heman G. Stark, "Alternatives to Institutionalization." Crime and Delinqllency, 13 (1967), 323.
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find a way to Hv¢ with his defidts and with the disorderaround him, If correctioOli is t.o mitigate a,tiena~
Han. It must mobilize the community services that
can make such all outcome possible.
To a much huger extent than ha.l; been tealized,
social support services must be given outside the of-
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simply being under official jurisdkCtion constitutes a
the available statistical studies and analyses on varyThe disadvantaged began to assume positions on
punitive experience for nearly all offenders.
ing punishment and prison confinement practices in
boards of public and private agencies designed to
The deterrence of potential offenders has not been
ditIerent localities offer some basis for comparison.
serve them but formerly run for them by persons of
supported by evidence. Despite many attempts, espe- ,
We can conclude that, at the least, there is no esmore affluent status. "New careers" provided altercially in the controversies over capital punishmen~
lablished statistical base relating crime rates to t,he
native routes for low~incomepersons to social and
no onb has ever proved that the threat of severe pun-"
t!~yerity of dispositions imposed by courts in different
ec~n?mic
mobility througb r~vised employment and
ficial correct1onal apparatus and inside the commu- isbment actually deters crime. Indeed, there is evilocales. Sophisticated studies of this problem are curtrammg
schemes.
The pervasive ideology proclaimed
nity. Schools must accept find help reilJtegrate the de- dence that swiftness and certainty have much greater
rently being conducted by Solomon Kobrin at the
to the. formerly powerless tbat "you, too, have
lInquent instead of exiling him to reform schools. deterrent effect than a long prison sentence.s This
University of Southern California. Using complex power, If you choose to exercise it."
UnioM and employers must open doors to adult of- raises the serious question of how just it is to adhere
mathematical mod~ls he has arrayed different jurisThis !r~nd\ visible in civil rights concerns, in welrCl1ders instead of restricting their employment to the to a policy that can be supported only by assump.
dictions according to the degrees of severity of crimifare
actlVlsm, and in student unrest, bas its countertion.
most menial ~Uld insecure labor. II
nal sanctions imposed. The studies also take cognipart in correctional systems, and for the first time the
Corrections cannot continue to be all things to the
But even if we allow that some crime is deterred
zance of known variables that may be related and
voices of the inmate and the ex-offender are being
o.frcnder. The correctional structure must change by the criminal justice system, the deterrent potenthat otherwise could account for differences. In genbeard. There are prisoners' unions and racial and
from n scC'ond~class social system consisting of a tiality of the prison is grossly exaggerated. The arguerall the summary of the study indicates that again ethnic ex-offender groups in all American cities. This
corrcctionnl bl.1rcaucrncynnd a dependent popula- ment sbould be framed properly in tenns of the sta{here is no known relationship between severity of
as yet undocumented movement offers powerful'new
tion of offenders subject to official control nodserv- tistical chances of getting caught. In the case of most j punishment and the deterrence of nonoffenders.s
allies for correctional reform if professionals in
ice. Although the pattern of tho future is not yet crimes other tban homicide, the chances are much I
corrections. choose to take that view instead of the
denr, It $ccms to consist ot a brokerage service in less than even. Tn most communities a criminal can .~'.
frequent,
defensive reaction to exclude.
ROLE OF THE COMMUNITY
which (he (\gcncy opens up to the offender com- reasonably assume that, even with repeated law vioToday
American prisons contain, for almost the
lations,
his
chances
of
getting
caught
are
relatively
munity services where such services exist, or helps
IN . CORRECTIONS
1
Drst time in our history, substantial numbers of
c.reate hew services for the entire community where slight. The prospect of incarceration or other punish- #:
The recent shift in big· Nation's values-particu- young persons of middle and upper socioeconomic
none existed before;, This enlarged theory of cor- ment is distant.
~
larly
in .corrections' vieWs"Clf ~nminality-helps ex- levels, largely through pros~cution of the Nation's
Documentation of tbe foregoing is available) parfee lions will be unf~lmiliar to many correctiorta] and
plain]
the rationdale and current emphasis on citizen youth for drug us.e. Another new set of allies for
ticularly
with
reference
to
the
failure
of
jmprisoncommunity agency personnel. but it offers the only
te{lsonnble prospect' for dealing more successfully ment in primary deterrence; that is, the discourage- 1• IOVO vement an community programs. Within this correctional reform thus exists today: concerned
general context, the various roles citizens play and parents and friends of such youths, along witb a vast
with the serious problem of the recidivist offender. ment of further criminal activity by those punished at
corrections'
responsibility to involve the public can body of parents who fear. that their children might be
le~st once. Available studies suggest strongly that jube
understood
better.
among those .iailed or imprisoned in. the future.
risdictions making extensive use of probation instead
This group is perceived by correctional staffs as
6
of
the
past
decade
have
bad
draCircumstances
do
not
experience
increased
recidivism.
of
prison
Community-Based Corrections asOeterref'lts
matic,impact on corrections. The poverty pl'Ograms less threatening than minority group ex..offenders.
Similarly, studies of confinement length do not esofthe 1960's, which failed to win tbe war on poverty The reforms they urge may be listened to with
There remain two additional public policy consid~ tablish tbat7 lengtbier prison terms result in decreased
but
made strong impressions on the Nation, are of greater attention. But coalitions are to be expected.
crt'ltions In the rutlonnle for community-based recidivism.
particular
import for corrections. The ideology un~ These young persons learn militant and disruptive
Secondary deterrence-the discouragement of firstcorrections: the deterrence or intimidation of the of~
derlying those programs suggested that persons of te~hniques very quickly and will employ them jf they
time
criminal
behavior
by
persons
who
may
fear
fender who Is (;au~ht nnd the dctcrrcnc-e of potClltial
minority origin and low socioeconomic status sys- observe that rational discussion does not accomplish
offenders. It mily be legitinmtely argued that the punishment-is a more elusive subject. However,
tematically are denied access to higher status iil' th~ desired reform.
milder punishment nspccts of: eommunity":based pro~
'Corrections has a unique opportunity to enlist
American society. They thus are persistently overrepgrnmswlli nt:lt sufficiently deter either the actual or ~ See District of Columbia Department of Corrections, In·
such
potential SUpporters and to organize their wideresented
among
those
who
experience
mental
and
Progmm and Post-Release Performance of Work-Release
potcntinl offender.
spread
conceril into constructive aid for improving
physical illness, educational failure, unemployment,
For the, offender who ha:; been under control, de~ {nmales: A Preliminary Assessment (Washington, 1969);
the correctional system. This audience js a prime
and crime and delinquency.
and Gordon P. Waldo, Theodore G. Chiricos, and Leonard
terrence c~n be measured by whether he commits E. Dobrin, "Community Contact and Inmate Attitudes,"
Programs that attacked such systematic exclusion source for volunteers. These citizens have political
furlher crthl~:). Current measurements batdly support unpublished study, Florida State Universi~, Tallanassee, c.
From
higher status used varied techniques. Emphasis influence· and know~how about influencing policy at
the contentioll t.hnt incarceration deters. Butt regard- 1970. For a ten~ative assessment of community-oriented
on cultural awareness attempted to promote dignity local and State levels. The corrections system must
programs,
see
LaMnr
T.
Empey,
Alternatives
(0
lnc;:arc;,a'
tess of rhtsfindin!h ~1~ one should minimize the deand pride among minority groups, inserted minority design and implement public information systems to
lertent cOrrect of· livrilnstltutional control by the JiOli (Washington: U.S, Department of Health, EducatIOn,
and Welfare, 1967).
history
into America's records, and resulted in new present facts and interpretations. If the potential of
corrccUotH\1 system. 1l1deed~ tlle deterrent effect of • See Franklin E. Zimrins, Perspectives on Deterrenct
group cohesion, political clout, and often militant this group in aiding the correctional cause is to be re~
proper control within the community, coupled with (Rockville, Md.: National Institute of Mental Health, Cenreactions with newly discovered strength. The "max- alized, agencies must inform the public of their needs
rcl.tlls!ic opportunities for the offender to make an ter for Studies of Crime and Delinquency, 1971), p. 89.
imum feasible participation ll emphasis of poverty and welcome participation.9
ndjustmcnt there, may be expected to be consic;lera- • See Frank R. Scarpitti and Richard M. Stephenson, "A
programs,
although ultimately failing to achieve what
Study of Probation Effectiveness," Journal of Criminal Law,
bl<:. not ~mly on the basis of theoretical UiiR1'Jmptions Crimin%cy, DlJd P{}lice Science, 59 (1968), 361-369; and
It called for, made official the acknowledged but
but also u.s lndicutcd by prctiminnry studies which California Criminal Statistics Ilureau, Superior Court PrQoften ignored rights of all Americans to have a say in Sociof Service Agencies
offer SUS,Gcslive findings.· And thee~pcrience of ba(iol! andlor Jail Sample: One Year Fo/lowup fot Se·
~r
own destiny.
lected Counties (Sacramento: 1969).
Other social services agencies also have an impact
T Ltl1>fll.T' T. Empey, Altemalives to Incarceration, p. 2. ~
on corrections. As community-based treatment pro'Solomon Kubril1, "The Deterrent Effectiveness of Criminal
•Set JCWQU T. FTl\s.s. "/, Uusinessman.'s Interest in Come- nlso Carol Cro\vther~ "Crimes, Penalties, and Legislatures;"
1.l1stice Sanctioning Strategies," unpublished paper, UniverH()Il'S,~ ('I'(ml'wHl lkllnqfli'II~)'. 6 (196Q), 35 1. for the em• This involvement has already begun on many fronts. For
AllJlflls 1)/ the American Academy of Political and Social
,I11y of SOUthern California School of Public Administration,
phlyer'$ vi\}w~.
a typical report, see "Citizen Involvement." CrimInal fll.~
Scit:llc~. 381 (1969). 147-158.
l:lls Angeles, 197.2.

I
I
f.',:.

lic£, Newsletter, March 13; 1972, p. 46.
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. grams increase in number and variety, correctional
petsOnl1e1.and offenders will interact increasingly in
formal ano informal ways with professiona1s from
other human service arcas such as welfare, education. health. and employment. As institutional walls
disintegrate, figuratively speaking, the- boundaries
betweco. the various human service arcas will disappear as well-and correctional problems wilt come
to be the problems of a range of professionals serving communities.
Another group of allies thus is identified: colleagues in related fields, many ·of whom have had
rcltltivcly limited contact with the world of com~c
Hons. While there has been some professional mobility between welfare and corrections, or corrections
and rehabiIHutfon work, such relationships will become closer and more common as community-based
programs develop. Concerns for meeting human
needs arc shared; common problems are faced in
Various settings. Social welfare personnel, broadly
l.lcfincti,clcarly nrc alHes of corrections. Their spe~
¢inl talents nnd experiences w1l1 add enormously to
the slI'cngth of correctional reform movements.

Education
In sirnl1ar vein. greater interest and concern for all
correctional Issues can be fostered among educators.
Corrections is relnted to education on many levels.
Schools lire a frequent point of contact for direct
. services, particularly with juveniles. Universities arc
training nnd rccruiting grounds for future;"correctionnl personnel and increasingly arc involved in inservice education. Various high school and college
progrnll15 are part of lhe services offered in correctionnl settings. And, perhaps most importantly of all,
the Nation's schools provide citiz~ns with their basic
kO(.)wledge ot the community they live in: itsprob~
lcms,ils government, its criminal jlJstiGe concerns.
Correctional personnel should make conscious attempts to rchlte eff()ctively to educational personnel
to Insufq thut the public is informed fully about
correctional issues. Such (,~fforts will be repaid many
times Qver,
A finnl. word must be said about American citizens
in general. The Nation recovered from the wartime
tra\I1M5 of the 1940's and entered the 1950's, an era
ofnpnthetic uffiucnce. in which many persons
thought Amqricn .finally hUd realized her goals and
(;ould rest all her laurels in comfortable unconcern.
The 1960's, however, challenged that assumption
nod generated n national concern With issues of race,
poverty, vlolence, lind international responsibilities.
The Nntion,now into the 1970's, .is bruised and
ljlmkefl .In confidence but hopefully prepllred to set
Us house i.n order in quIeter, morc ratiQnul wnys than

in the frenzied 1960's. Few houses require ordering
more than the Nation's prisons.

'I

workable rationale. The confusion about individual
social causation underlies some of the lack of ~icipation. I~plem~ntation of community pr~grams
Involves conSIderatIOn of geograph~~ ~r~a. t,> be cov"I:1 coherence. Contemporary ,~orrections has not ,inte- ered!
numb~r of i~,;!i.~iduals reqliired from the comgrate~ it? theo.retic~l base ami its practice. Deilpite
1 the
Corrections and Correctional Per.sonnel
m~~lty, whIch persons must become involved\ availshift .tn SOCIal SCIence theory, notions of interven)
ablht~ of programs 'from other agencies, etc. A sysin¥
in c?mmunity circumstances have not been apTn addition to increased public concern, correc-f
t~mat~c procedure for making these decisions is out:.
dons' view of how to solve the problem of criminaIt plIed WIdely. Rather, the emphasis has been on hued ~n Ch~pter 9, .l:ocal Adl,llt Institutions. A genchanging the individual-on a "treatment" philosobeh~v!or ,has codntributed ~o acceptance o~ citizen j
eral. dISCUSSIO~ ?f cItIzens' v~ried rolea and the corpartiCipatIOn an commumty programs. Smce the I phy that lar~ely ignores the enormous potential of rectIonal admmlst~ator's responsibility for Involving
the commumty as the place for reduction of criminal
1920's, research concerning crime and delinquency
them. shoul.d prOVIde overall guidance in assessing
has undergone a gradual shift from the individual per:! behavior.
what IS aVaIlable and possible.
It already seems clear that substantial numbers of
se as the object of study to the environment in which ;1
he has his origins. Clifford Shaw, who discussed indio! offenders can be treated in the community safely efvidual c.riminals from a social point of view in the i fectivelYl and at substantially lowered cost to' the
taxpayer,13 Th~se are sufficient reasons to justify RESPONSIBILITY OF CITIZENS
1920's and 1930'S,10 and Richard Cloward and
Lloyd Ohlin, who provided a sophisticated theoreti·l use of C?m~u~lty pr~grams. and facilities in prefer. In a democratic nation, responsibility for provical framework for the understanding of crime causa- dJ ence to mStltlltl::ms. ~/lth theIr well-documented pertion in the 1960'S,11 illustrate this shift spanning the :1 sonal costs to mdlVlduals and ,<:ocial and financial sIOn ~~necessary ~~blic service§ is shared broadly by
costs to communities. ·Experimentation accompanied ~he cltJzenry. DeCISIOns are made directly by public
last 50 years.
In that period, the view of social as opposed to in-i by adequate research and documentation increas- mter~st and demand for services, or indirectly by
dividual causation of human behavior has come [Q~l·f ingly will aid correctional systems in allocating re- p~bllc negle~t. In the case of correctional services, as
Wlt~ .educatIOn,. health care, and welfare needs, the
represent a majority opinion. Crime is conceived as ;1 sources more effectively.
Many
correctional
leaders
feel
a
sense
of
optideCISion
regardmg type and quality of service is delinked more to social factors tban to factors in the in- ,'{
dividual. This concept does not ignore psychological\ H mism regarding the future. Problems of the field are t~rmined ultim~tely b¥ th.e public's will. An objecphysical, or other individual characteristics, but can. ,1 more visible than ever before instead of being hidden tIve,. th:refore, m consldenng ways to improve crimisiders them as they occur in a particular setting.
;1~i behind high walls and locked gates. Some correc~ nal )ustlce standards, and goals must be attainment of
This change in concept supports a somewhat dif· ill. tio~aT administrators may object to public airing of an mfor~:d a?d c.oncerned public, willing to insist
ferent correctional thrust: if the social milieu to a >: their problem.s, but they are aware that old programs on exer~ls1l1g Ils nght to make informed decisions
are not workmg and that new insights and methods concermng correctional services.
substantial degree causes criminal behavior, the soare needed.
Historically this objective has not been realized
cial milieu itself must be attacked and changed. This
Perhaps
the
greatest
significance
of
the
move
toand
a IT,l~ssiv~ public information campaign to bring
rationale suggests that the correctional system must
ward community corrections is the implicit conse- about Citizen Involvement will be required to reverse
involve itself in social reform to control and prevent
quence th~t Communities must assume responsibility the patterns of the' recent past. In an earlier era the
crime. Further, it requires an understanding that, if
fo: the problems they generate. The failure of c?mmunity directly exercised law enforcement' and
behavior is reiated to events and circumstances in
pnsons. to rehabilitate was blamed unfairly on c?rrecti?nal responsibilities: for example, the relithe offender's milieu, changing his behavior in isolaco.rrect!on~l personnel.; responsibility for community glO~s tnbunals of New England, with punishments of
tion from that world will not solve the problem. Evi~
dence of behavioral change in the isolation of the , programs IS shared Widely. Corrections must be in- banIshment, public pillories, and even executions'
creasingty conceived as part of the la.rger social sys- and the citizen posses of the frontier West, with thei;
total institution is meaningless. It is behavior at
X ~em. Pl~.)blem and person, crime and criminal, are "out. of t~wn by sunset" sentence or execution by
home, on the job, and on the streets that matters.12
The shift in correctional thought that underlies the i Imbedded in community life and must be dealt with hangtng. These are weB-documented examples of citchange to community-based correctional program- ~ there-this is tbe thrust of corrections for the future. izens acti~~ t.o maintain public order and safety.
Community programs have two operating (as opming also can be understood by considering empiriAs the. :atlOn developed in size and complexity,
cal evidence as to .the effectiveness of current pro- i bosed to programmatic) objectives: to use and co- these functIOns were delegated to public servants,
grams in cantr011ing crime and the promise of new f ?rdinate exist~ng community service agencies offer- suPP?sed experts with specialized knowledge and
patterns. Corrections is a large, uncoordinated &et of I m~ resources 10 areas such as family planning, coun- certam personal characteristics. The sheriff's staff
sellllg, gen~ral social service, medical treatment, legal and the police force replaced the pDsse; the court
subsystems, with large gaps in service, irrational fesource allocation, inadequate information, and a ii repre.~ent~tlOn, and employment; and to involve other ~y.stem replaced church tribunals and posse justice:
agencies l~ the mission of corrections. The varying
range of treatment modes that lacks a consistent and
l~i1s, workh?uses, and prisons replaced the public
l
a??
changmg nature of communities limits the feasipillory, baOlshmcnts, and summary executions. A
,. See, for exami'le, Clifford R. Shaw, Tire Natural History
~ty of setting precise standards for community paroj a Delinquent Career (University of Chicago Press. 1931). 1
professional criminal justice system came into being.
~
11 Richard A. Cloward and Lloyd E. Ohlin, DI:/inquency and
~ :lThe final lvord on costs and effectiveness must await full
. Nowhere in modern times has a public infonnaOpporllWUy (Glencoe, II\.: Free Press, 1960}.
f. ~mplementation of commUnity-based correctional variants. ~lOn program to bring about citizen involvement
I' A consideration of some of the issues raised here from , nee,however, two publications of the District of Columbia
the vieWpoint of corrections may be found in Milton Burd, ~ wepartment of Corrections: "Costs, Benefits Recidivism in. In the criminal justice system been fully implen'llln. "Realism in Community-Based Correctional Services." ~ uao rk Release, Prison College Program." Newsletter, 1an- mented and documented. In some areas however
Aww(,t of tbe American Academy of Fon/kal and social i: )l1ry;:ebruary 1972, p. 2; and Cost Analysis of the D.C.
the involvement of citizens in correctionai decisjol1~
Scicmcl!s, 381 (1969), 71.
, ~orf\ Release Progran,.
and community-based experiments has been deV5.
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f)cribed bv the c()('(cetional unit responsible for
recruiting 'Und utilizing voiunteers.14

Ovcr the years. tbe public bas come to feel mtle
SChlie of responsibility for these services. To a eon1&idembJe extent it has come to view the criminal justice system itS tm adversary-an institution to be outwWcd Md opposed rather tnun a servke controlled
by and organi7.cd to serve tbe interests of individual
cltiZ(!flS unci the general public. One bas only to listen as the young discuss the police and their elders
talk of circumventing tax laws 'or traffic regulations
to realf7.c the extent to which the American public
views tbe criminal justice system as '%em" and not

"us/'
"
The citizctlry must be involved again, in more
constructive ways than in the past, in determining
the policies of the entire criminal justice system. The
pnrlic1poting public should be able to exert a real innUlmcc on the shupe of any community program, not
oltly .in the planning stages but at all crucial junctures
involving nctuaJ operations. Because of their reprelicntntivc status, citizens, must be considered as a
resource (,ttl which the eventual success of a program
/TcttVily depends. Opinions and reactions of citizen
purticiparHs eM ptovide a useful index to levels of
public tolerance, insights into ways of affecting certllin attitudes. ;lIld suggestions for new techniques to
gellerate rurther public participation.
The .imlllediate aim of administrators should ~e to
00,08u1t as muny public representatives as possible
during nil stages of a program from planning through
opetution. This shml\d not be token participation for
the snkc of tlppcarance, or confined to indivjdu~ls
Ilnd .organiziltions rcprcsentirtg a single commu1l1 t y
sector. It is especially important not to limit parHci~
pillion to persons nsso~iated with the p~wer ccn:ers
of the community or with whom correctIOns officials
have closest rtlpport and can eXiJcct to be in least
conflict.
The corrcctiol1lll administrato);, launching new
progmms faces 1I con~kt thnt may be inherent in
~!)y cffort to offer services for convicteil persons:
~le limit 0\1 innovation beyond existing levels of
public acceptance. The. casiest program:; to launch
nrc those thnt do not reqUire radical adjustment
of ntUtudcs toward the offender.
'rho correc/ionnl tldministmtor cannot abdicate his
responsibilities for the cUSt06) and activities of of~
fenders commit teo to his care. Nor can he give only
lip service to c;omnlunity hl'lolvement while actually
ignoring pnbHc fears and wishes. Complex decisions
uNtcquircd-determinntions of initial eUgibHitYt
conditions for pnrticipation, selection of nctivities,
flS

extent of custody and supervision, revocation proceedings, standards for evaluation, and program
changes. These deciSIons must be made while keeping legal rights of offenders legitimate community
cot. ms, and aqmrnistrative prerQgatives in balance.
But programs cannot be geared toward existing af·
tiwdes with the assumptipn that attitudes never
change. The abjJjty of corrections tQ rpake an
increasing impact on the problem of orime reduction
must hOt be limited by unwillingness to risk un·
charted territory, even when it appears potentially
hostile 01" politically undesirable.~. Community support
or opposition leading to !lcbieveiment or fQlstration is
related directiy to the Il1anager's skills t1 mediating
among the variety of forces representedMld his un'
derstanding of the varying roles citizer,s play.
j

The Community as Po!icy.Ma~~ . .

A variety of specialized policymaking roles currently are undertaken by citizens, often at the request of criminal jm~tice officials. In such situations,
lay citizens function in task forces or study groups
and serve ffi general advisory role to the government.
A by-product, perhaps more important than this advisory objective, is the creation of an ever-larger
pool of citizens who have in~depth knowledge of
corrections issues. They provide mllch-needed feed·
back to corrections, especially regarding lay thought
and opinion.
.
.
It is important that meaningful roles be assigned
without expecting the advisory body merely to ~b.
ber stat'1l.p th~ decisions that the correctional admmistrator has made. Community involvement that is
only a facade will be discovered quic!dy. Therefore,
administrators shOUld carefully analyze) in advan,~
of creating citizen committees, the areas in which
their input is desirable, if not essential. De(;iSiops 1o
be left to the agency shou.ld be spe~if1ed and comm\l'
nicated to the committee.
Frequently) advisory bodies are comprised of
"[eading citizens" representing only one element of
the community rather than a cross-section, In recent
years, the necessity of broad representatio~ has been
recognized, and most groups seek appropnate membership of minorities, ex-offenders, women, and special community intere.st grotlPs.
.
.
A somewhat different mQdel is the citizen organIzation that is not sponsore4 governmehtaUy but isa
voluntary association of private citizens with shar¢
concerns. The State citizen councils on crime llnd delinquency affiliated with the National Co~nqi1 on
Crime and Delinquellcy are examples of this type of ;t
;~'S¢;.1;-;xumple. nue!>! COllnty (Pa.) Departme,nt of citizen participation. They are characterized f~~
(·OtrtC'tiM~",Clti:.i'II T'o!untel:rl'rognam, FUl;:t Sheet 1-72,
quently by "blue-ribbon,j opinion leaders, WIde ~
1'1' '2,
~

I
1_1,

membershiPI and support from voluntary contributions. They usually confront on1y problems of specifically local concern. Sometimes they provide service
functions in the "prisonet's aid" tradition. Frequently such councils have strong, if informal, and
mutually supportive links to State correctional systemS.
~.
.
Tn the past few years, all Strttes have created instrumentalities of one kind ot jil10ther for developing
and aQministering State plans for utilization of funds
from the Law Enforcement AssIstance Administration, These agencies have taken a variety of forms,
but invariably involve citizen participation, often in
concert with professionals from law enforcement, the
juaiciary, and corrections. This involvement represents another model or citizens serving in advisory
roles.
I
In some cases, speCial boards have been created
with advisory and policymakbg objectives for subparts of the criminal justice system, such asjuvenlle
collrts, local correc;tiohal agencies, or branches of
State systems or institutions. At the local level, a
broad spectrum of citizenry can be involved, in contrast to the "important person" membership of the
State and Federal commissions. No data exist on
how widely this mechanism is employed, but where
used, as in the county juvenile justice commissions
in California, it 1s viewed as effective in interpreting correctional issues and enlisting .local community
support,

The Citizen as Reformer
The penal and correctional reform gt'oups springing lip in recent years ate yet another model of citizen participation. They may have no formal or infOt,
mal links with the correctional system, may even be
organized to oppose correctional pfvgrams and to att~ck current practices. Such groups vary widely in
philosophy and are characterized by extremely diverse membership patterns in different areas of the
Nation.
Church memberships, radical political entities, a
range of ethnic organizations, counterculture youtb
movements, and ex-inmate associations have taken
up the cause of penal and correctional reform. The
Scope of this reformist movement is undocumented
but represents a ground swell to be observed with in~erest by the public and by professionals in the crimInal justice system. In the tradition of the great
r~!onn moveri1ent~ of American history, such as abolitIon of slavery arid child laborl penal reform groups
~f today have ample evidence of wrongs to be
Jlgjlted, of underdogs to be aided, and of inequities
to be restored to balance.

This involvement of mahy citizens in penal reform
clearly is an important way in which citizens relate to
poHcymaking for the criminal justice system. The
correctional administrator-so long removed frQ\m
any public scrutiny and vested with unquestioned
?iscretion-probabiy has great dilnculty in respond ..
mg constructively to some of these groups. For ex~
ample) some of them oppose any improvements in
corrections in the belief that they will serve only to
perpetuate an inherently bad system. Yet the goal of
the administrator and penal reformer is the same:
protection of society through protection of individual
rights. With common cause, the efforts of both
should be directed toward soiution or problems
rather than toward quarrels with each other. Pf.ofes~
2ionals in cOirections long hnve decried public apa~
thy and lack of knowledge.
When the public cries out in protest against inade~
quacies of the system, expressing concern and scek~
ing fuller knowledge, administrators have tended to
close the doors more tightly, feeling that criticism
reflects personally on them. Correctional personnel
react with hostility to accusations, confrontations,
and adverse publicity, despite the fact that the reformers are saying only what professionals have said
to themselves for decades.
To be criticized publicly is painful, The challenge
to correctional administrators is to utilize constt'Uc~
tively the public concern lying behind the criticism.
Appropriate strategies must be planned and implemented. The almost unprecedented public concern
for improving .correctional services (Ian be put to
constructive use. Dissipating energy and resourcell by
reacting defensively can only delay progress, Coura"
geous and enlightened correctional leaders (with
very tough skin) are neede:d to accomplish this dif~
ficult task.
Citizens in Direct Service Roles

Involvement of citizens in direct service roles with
correctional clientele is not a new phenomel1on but a
revived one. All students of elementary criminology
and penology know of pr01.idon's origins in the
goodhearted endeavors of the Boston shoemaker,
John Augustus, in the mid-19th century. Hh willingness to take re{;ponsibility for an alcoholic who had
been sentenced to incarceration and wa:; released
into his care was a first step. GraduaUy more citizens
were enlisted to follow his example, but in tfme their
work was assigned to hired professiona~s. In the century following AJlgustus' invention, use of the volun~
teer in direct service fell away, to be rev~ved only in
toe mid-20th century.
Use of volunteers in corrections today is massiVe.
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Estimates of the National Information Center on
Volunteers in Courts suggest that citizen volunteers
outnumber professionai5 four or five to one, and
that, exclusive of law enforcement agencies and
above the misdemeanant court level, approximately
70 percent of correctional agencies have some sort of
volunteer programY The varieties of such pr~
grams are .impressive, including one-to-one bIg
brothers, pen pals, aviation training for delinquent
boys, group programs of many kinds, basic and continuing education offerings, and k,gal services.
Some of these roles s.upplement professional responsibilities (teaching services and supervisory
roles), while others are roles unique to volunteers
(friendship situations). Other citizens play less direct service roles, serving as fund raisers or organizers of needed services, goods, and facilities. In recent
years, institution doors that were formerly closed
have been opened to group~ of citizens in volunteer
roles, induding Alcoholics Anonymous and other
self-help groups, ethnic culture programs, and
church organizations. Such programs have the double
effect of enhancing citizen involvement with the
correctional system and providing needed services to
correctional clients.
CQrrectional administrators must define roles in
which volunteers can serve.'6 They must recruit,
train, ancl properly supervise volunteers across the
entire range of programs, from intake to discharge,
from highly skilled roles to simpler relationships,
from group social events to intensive. casework, including library work, teaching, legal service, and culturul activities. The range seems endless. It is a mistake to conclude that volunteer services are entirely
free. Constructive use of volunteers requires careful
analysis of needed tasks, exhaustiv.:: searching out of
resources, and careful guidance.
Much attention in recent years flas been given to
the role of the volunteer, and iii growing amount of
literature is available to aid administrators. The National Information Center on Volunteers in Courts
located at Boulder, Colorado; the National Council
on Crime and Delinquency, Hackensack, N.J.; the
Commission on Voluntary Service and Action, New
York, N.Y.; and the National Center for Voluntary
Action, Washington, D.C., an further volunteerism.
Each has substantia! material to assist correctional
agencies, such us research information, organization
and mallagement aids, training guides, and audlovisI> Iv[iO H. Scheier et al. Guidelines atld Standards for the
Usc 0/ Vollll/teers ,'tI Correctr'Olla( Programs (Washington:
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, 1972), pp. iii, 5.
\' Por one scheme of classifying these roles, see Vincent
O'LcllrYI "Some pirections (or Citizen Involvement in Corrections," Anl/als of tire American Acnde/tlY of Pofiticnl atld
Social Science. 381 (1969), 99. The paper also presents
possibilities for expanding these roles.
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uai materials. The literature in this area is richer
scriptions, it still must be said that very little pUblic
ects have been instituted in only a fraction of the
than in most other suggested areas for citizen ininvolvement has yet been permitted or realized.
Nation's courts.
volvement.
Agencies generally are responsible to administraThe information program should go beyond the
The interested reader should also refer to this
tive branches of government and only indirectly to
usual
p:ess releases and occasional public bearings.
Commission's Report on Commuruty Crime Preventhe legfslature. and pUblic. An unconcerned public
Corrections
must assume an educational role, a
tion. The chapter on citizen action in that report
has been relatively unaware of correctional issues.
change a.gent role, .for it is clear that drastic changes
contains an extensive discussion and listing of citiCorrectional agencies have operated with little public
are reqUIred to bnng the community~based correczen-initiated and citizen-organized activities in prescrutiny and in general have enjoyed that autonomy tional process into being.
venting and reducing crime.
while simultaneously complaining about the lack of
.The chang~ agent role also involves working withpublic support for their endeavors;
Volunteer roles increasingly are played by ~~ .vider
prIvate agenCIes that too often have offered services
range of citizens. Formerly a province of the middleGiven the realities of rising community concern
in a. way that !avors other groups in the general popor upper-class person desiring to perform useful sen',
and citizen involvement, these circumstances are
ulatIOn over mmates or former inmates. By selecices for those less fortunate, volunteer services now
likely to be altered drastically in the years ahead. 1t tively. serving in~ividual clients who are not as ptobare provided in increasing amounts by youths, mi. -I is in the general interest of correctional programs for
lem-ndden or dIfficult to deal with, these agencies
nority groups, organized labor, university students
citizens to exercise their prerogatives as participants
hav~ burdened governmental agencies with a disproand staff, and local community groups of all kinds.
'j in a democratic society. The correctional systems of portionate
number of offenders. It is reasonable and
There ate many ways in which community intoday bear a heavy burden of responsibility for the appropriate to seek a redistribution of caseloads so
volvement has been elicited or suggested. Some, such
ladck of indvolvhemlednt with tdhe community in past dee- that the private sector assumes a greater share
reas tax credits for employers, require statutory au- :1 a es an S ou
expen extra effort to make sponsibility for those with the major social disabilithorization. Trade adv~sDry councils have been '-'! amends.
tIes of conviction and imprisonment.
formed to oversee training techniques, procure
1
It goes without saying that corre~tions officials
equipment, and establish links between corrections :1
shoul~
al~o work acti.vely with private agencies and
and the public in connection with i'ndustrial :\ Correctians' Information
orgamzatlOns that are concerned with such matters
programs.H Volunteer counselors have been used
and Change Agent Role
as prisoner aid> police, probation, or parole. These
successfully as institutional counselors and parole ~i
g:oups
~sually h~ve specialized units that provide
aides.
Correctional agencies must provide a continuous either dIrect serVIces or access to sources for job
Professional person!: in education, religIon, medi- ~l flow of information to the public concerning issues placement, treatment for alcoholics and drug users
cine, psychology, law, and other fields have donated ~ a.nd alternatives involved in implementing correc- residential counseling facilities, foster homes, en:ler~
services. University departments have established ·1 tlOnal programs, so that citizens may participate ingency housing, hospitalization, vocational and therainstitutional field placements in which interested 'i telligently in the major decisions involved. For ex- peutic counseling, and similar services.
students are supervised jointly by correctional and :~ ample, a major difficulty in instituting various types
The change agent model should include massive
academic officials in work-study programs. (See l:~ af community-based treatment centers is communipublic education efforts through the communications
Chapter 14.) Aid organizations concerned with sp~ ,;1 ties' refusa\ to have centers located in their territory.
media .and intensive educational-organizational efcialized problems such as alcoholism, drug abuse, .~ Suc~ resistance will not be overcome immediately, forts WIth the many subcommunities-ethnic racial
family breakdown, and prisoner rights have set up ;1 but Involvement of many citizens can be expected to sp~Gial interest group$-for support of gcner~l com~
units within institutions.
~ bring success eventuaIly.18
munity corrections and specific projects. This conThe two main roles for citizen participation- ~
Similarly, experience has shown that :limply being cept _of correctional responsibility to educate and
policymaking and direct service--directly interact ;~ able to prove that new techniques can be efficient in serve as a catalyst for change requires a sophistiwith one another, each making the other increasingly * re.ducing crime or costs of crime control does not cated understanding of society as a system and of
effective. The p~rson who works as a volunteer can ,\~ guarantee their acceptance. Bail reform measures, . criminal justice, including corrections, as an. integral
have a more effective voice in policymaking by his ~ dfor example, have been carefully evaluated and have part of the larger society.
increased understanding> and the informed citizen j emonstrated beyond question that costs of jail inPerhaps most of all it involves commitment on the
will be more willing to undertake volunteer activities .1 c~rceration can be reduced without increasing the part of correctional personnel, from top administraas he understands the need for bridges between com· , nsk to society.19 In addition to such cost effective- tor to line worker, to the new role of change agent.
munity and correctional client.
f ness,
reform substantially reduces the inequities The commitm~nt extends to efforts to chan,ge those
1 of ~ Jalling.system that systematically discriminates aspects of socIety that are related to crime causa.~ against the poor. Still, release on recognizance projtion-poverty, racism, and other inequities.
RESPONSIBILITY OF CORRECTIONAL
. However, the step from recognizing a problem to
for example, Marshall Fels, Tlce CommU"ity--Site
SYSTEMS FOR COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION ~l liSee,
~~d SOurce of Correctional Rehabilitatio1l (Olympia: Wash- Implementing its solution is difficult. For the most
part, the community alternatives that have been de~ ~gton Department of Social and Health Services, 1971).
Correctional systems themselves must assume re- £ ~e The Ma"hattall Bail Project (Criminal Justice Coord i- veloped to date simply are minor variations on some
sponsibility for enlisting broad !:ommunity support i ~ah~g Council of New York City and Vera Institute of older ideas. For example, the phrase "alternatives to
for correctional programs. Despitt:! the a~ove de- i ;.SII:e,t 1970); David McCarthy and Jeanne J. Wahl, "The incarceration"still is used, reflecting corrections'
i l;tnc of Columbia Bail Project," GeorgetowlI Law Jourpreoccupation with institutions. As the National
n Iude P. West and Iohn R. Stratton, eds., The Role 01
; ~a! 53 ~1965), 675; and Geraid Levin, "The San Francisco
Correctional industries (Iowa City: University of IoVIa. } I~~ ProJect," American Bar Association Journal, 55 (1969),
Council on Crime and Delinquency points out, the
1971), p. 3.
emphasis should be reversed-uimprisonment must
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be viewed as an altemathre to community
treut.mcnt.";!O Work-release usuaIly is still limited
to the last few weeks before re1~ase from an institutfon. some halfway houses resemble. smaH ~eniten
tiurles rather than open commumty resIdences.
Implementation ~f the rundamen.tally diJfe:ent ~et of
assumptions imphed by commumty correctIons IS the
challenge for this decade.

IMPLEMENTATION OF
COMMUNITY-BASED CORRECTIONS
A basic principle underlying the philosophy of
communjtv~based corrections is that all efforts con-
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sistent with the safety of others should be made . Ito
reduce involvement of the individual offender wrth
the institutional aspects of corrections. The alienation and dehumanization engendered in jails) workhouses, prisons, even. probation services, i~ to. be
avoided wherever possIble. TM less penetratIOn mto
the criminal jnstice system the better.
.
A second basic principle is the need for extensIve
involvement with the multipJe aspects of the community. beginning with the offender and his world
!\Ild extending to the larger social system.
As a final basic principle, it is apparent that community-based programs demand radically new roles
for inmates, staff, and citizens. This must be made
explicit in altered job descriptions, ne~ patterns of
{roining. different p~rformance expectatIOns.
The principle implies changes. in re.cntitme~t.
Since corrections needs 10 relate lllcreasmgly WIth
the various fllcets of the community, its work force
must jncrca~ingly represent those facets. This means
greatly expanded recruitment from .minority a~d e~o
nomically disadvantaged groups, WIth all that Impbes
for I.ocation of services (such as prisons), for innovative training, und for new kinds of stuffing patterns.

Community Alternatives to Confinement
Oiversion, probation, and parole-the majo~ com ...
munity alternatives-and the usc of communtty resources and services that should characterize these
programs, nrc discussed in detail in Chapter 3, Di*
version from the Criminal Justice Process, Chapter
10,Probntion l nnd Chapter 12, Parole, and will not
be (e:pc{tted here.

a substantial part of an offender's day but do not include "Hve*in" requirements, are another community_
based necessity. The clients are persons who need
more intensive services than probation usually can
offer, yet are not in need of institutionalization.
School and counseling programs, day treatment centers with vocational training, and guided group interaction programs are among the treatment mm!es
used, many with related services to families.
Many such programs are described substantially in
corrections literature. 21 Essexfields and Collegefields community descendants cif. . cne Highfields residenti~1 program, were based on group' dynamics theory and utilized peer group pressures to modify
behavior. The Provo experiment in Utah used similar theoretical approaches. The programs, ln brief,
involved intensive daily programs of work or school
and counseling sessions. ES5f?'xfields in Newark,
N.J., used employment in a county mentaHlOspital;
CoIleg!;fields, a shorHerm project, used an academic
program adapted for individual student needs, as th\~
heart of the program.
Each of these projects has demonstrated success
in treatment outcomes sufficient to warrant further
experimentation. Each clearly showed that intensive
programs in communities are at least as effective as,
and usually somewhat better than, institution·
alization and that offenders who otherwise would be
in penal settings can be treated safely in the community. To date, these types of programs ha:e been
used most extensively with adolescent populations.
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Foster and Group Homes
Juvenile judges frequently have felt it necessary to
commit youngsters to an institution when ci.rcumstances in the parental home were tot<llly unsmtable.
Foster home development and more recently tbe
group home, when used for aiding delinqu~nt yo~ths,
are attempts to prevent unnecessary mstitutlOn·
alization.
Foster homes, also extensively used to meet child
deoendency needs, are operated under a range of ad·
mi~i~.trative arrangements, public and private, State
and 'local, ~ourt and correctional. A project co~·
ducted by the Merrill Palmer Institute 22 of DetrOIt
sought information concerning the nature of suppor·
tive services required for successful foster home care
of disturbed and delinquent young persons and ap-

~
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The Community Correctional Center
The popularity of the "community correctional
center" concept in recent years has led to a bandwagon effect with rapid growth uf a wide variety of
,I p~ograms. Delinition, therefore, becomes increasingly
~ difficult. For purposes of this report, the term is used

;'

I

t "See John E. Hargardine, The Attention Home 01 Boulder,
!

Saul Piilnick, Robert F. Allen, and Neale W. Clapp. !
fi ld
d
"Adolescent Integrity from Highfields to Essex e san.
Co\1egefieYds." paper presented to the National Conference
on Social Work, 1966. See also LaMar T. Empe)' and
Maynard L. Erickson, The Provo Experiment (Heath,
1972}.
. '.
:: "The Det;roit Foster Homes Projeet nf the Merrill Palmer J1~..
[nstitute," unpublished report.
.
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NonresidfmtinlPl'ogrnms
Structured correctional programs, which supervise
;;'N-;t!onal Coun<;iI on Crime l\ltd Delinquency, Policies and
IJf1C'Al:ft;lIIf1d Ill/ormilliol/ (Ha<;kensack. N.J.~ NCCD,. 1(72),
11. l.S.
'
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plied the information on an experimental basis. Particular attention was given to the need for training
foster parents, an area usually neglected, and appropriate psychiatric and educational support was deveIoped.
In most jurisdictions, foster care has been far less
intensively aided than in the Merrill Pa1mer experiments. Foster care appears to be considered a less
useful tool than the more, recently developed group
homes. These quasi-institutions often are administered by agencies with house parents as paid staff, in
conttast to foster homes where a monthly or daily
room and board fee is customarily made to foster
. parents. The theoretical assumptions underlying the
group 'home are related to child development stages.
Most delinquency occurs in adolescenc,e when family
ties are loosening as adulthood approaches. Transfer
to a new family situation, as in the fOster .home, is
felt to be less desirable than the semi-independence
from family that is possible in the group home, along
with a supportive environment and rewarding experiences with adults.
~'_ . ,
The group home model usuaUy has six to ten
young people living in a home owned or rented by
agencies and staffed by employed "parents" or counselors, supplemented by other necessary professional
~ervices obtained mostly through existing community
resources. Correctional agencies in Minnesota and
Wisconsin use such group homes extensively. California has systematized the use of group homes
through a classification related to particular types of
youth. A group home variant in Boulder, Colorado.
the Attention Home, is supported mainly by volunteer contributions of funds and personnel. 23
Evaluation of such e.fforts generally is positive.
Costs are high rela~i\'e to nonresidential treatment,
but not as high in most cases as institutional care
and, in the case of Boulder where community resources are extensively used, considerably less.

Colorado (Washington: U.S. Department of Health EducaU'
d
f
'
on, an WeI are, 1968). Andrew W.Basinas, "Foster
Care fO.r Delinquents," Social Service in Wisconsin (1968).
79 N I C •
: ; Ie s hnstiansen, Jr. and William Nelson. luveniles
~, Group Homes (Minneapolis: Minnesota Department of
Corrections. 1969); John W. PearsOIl and Ted Palmer, The
U I
se 0 Group Homes lor Delinqut·nts (Sacramento: California Youth Authority, 1968).

to mean a relatively open institution located in the
neighborhood and using community resources to
provide most or all of the services required by of~
fenders. The degree of openness varies with offender
types, and use of services varies with availability and
offender needs. Such institutions are used for multi*
pIe purposes-detention, service delivery, holding,
and prerelease.
. The lines between community-based and institutIonal. programs are blurring substantially. Because
of the!r newness, projects of this nature have gener*
ated l1ttIe evaluation, minimum descriptive material
and few guideJi,nes. TVey do, however, provide ~
flexible and the;m:ticail~ sound design with potential
for meeting varied correctional needs.
The Institute for the Study of Crime and Delinquency, Sacmmento, California, has undertaken a
lengthy study to develop a model community-based
. treatment program for young adults, with attention
to architectural design as well as services and manoriginally
agement concerns. 24 The project,
planned to develop a model prison,eventually came
to envision a blurring of lines between institution
and c<;lmmunity. This was done intentionally to tailor
the amount of "freedom" to the needs of each indi*
vidual. An offender progresses from secure facility to
open community residence gradually in systematic
p,hases. Decisions on individual programs are shared
by offenders, staff, and citizens. The model l'epre*
sents a kind of amalgam of institution and community-based programs.
A comprehensive projec,t undertaken by the De*
p~rtment of Architecture, University of TIIinois, and
supported by Law Enforcement Assistance Administration funds, has developed "Guidelines for Planning and Design of Regional CommunIty Correc-'
tional Centers for Adults." Its concepts are discussed
more fuliy in Chapter 8 of this report, Juvenile 1n*
take and Detention, and Chapter 9, Local Adult 1n*
stitutions.
Many types of community correctional centers are
in existence today, using such facilities as jails, parts
or all of hotels or motels, floors or wings of
YMCA's, surplus army barracks, and former fraternity houses. Some are used as alternatives to
penal service, others as adjuncts to institutionalization. They serve m.any types of offenders, usually in separate facilities. An interesting variant in
Minnesota is a "restitution" house where offenders
live while working to earn funds to compensate vic*
tims.
~. See Harold B. Bradley et al., The Non-Prison: New Approach to Treating Youthful Offenders (Sacramento: lnsti.
tute for the Study of Crime and Delinquency, 1970).
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Community Adjunds to Institutions

The program activities d~scussed sO' far have been
desfgnt:::d generally to' serve as alternatives to' the use
of lhe 1MtHulian, A major assumption throughout
this report is that most persons committed to correel4mwJ authority ~:m be served effectively and ceQl10micnfly in community seuirlg.'l. The. itnplicatiol1'.~
require a brief review,
1t seems obvious that institutional populations will
be made up increasingly of hard-core criminals and
persons difficult to control. Prison will become the
finnl resort. HO'wever. an but a very small fraction of
JtlsLitutionaUzcd individuals ultimately return -to' the
eommunity, nnd it is therefore essential that institutional programs also involve the community,
The notion dmt isolating individuals frem the
<:ommunity jnflucnccs that made them engage jn

crime and that exposing them to the influences of
pri'ion will reform them is no longer acccptcd.2~
rn~te;1d. llS this report SO often notes, prisen~ have
proved to be criminogenic in themselves. For this
reason. admjnlstrutors have been seeking alternative
experiences for inmates.
MMY of the: programs in usc today favQr the tradithmul v{ITues of work, training, and educatien.
While rejnte~rtition efforts must encOmpass standants that society accepts and endorses, correctional
admillistrators should not impose their own value
ilYIiCems on the potential range of community progrnms. To do so may·.restrict the br.\:adth and lnnoV~ltiVC cliMaclcr of'what is off()f(~d. "
tnstcllc.l, lhe rnnge of activities permitted in the
Inrgcr community should be conSIdered, For example. som~ offenders might pnrticipate with nonoffendCfS in privnte. group t.herapy, consu1t with their own
lawyers. c(1(1duct investigations in connection with
their ()\vn trillls, ncgotiutc with community institutiolls, rnrticipate in school activities, nttend social
functions, IInu engage in ulhtclics
the community.
Some of these idctls may seem unrealistic and foreil,tn {\) lOday's conception of thc inmate's rolc. How('vcr. the hypothesis is thut the benefit to be derived
when nn offender's feelings ot hopclessness and powerlessness nre diSSipated by virtue of his having n
mcttsure of control over his \ow,," destiny will far outwet~h ndminlstrntiveanxieties nnd burdens.
'the institutional custodial c1inHlte that so clearly
sepnrutes the keep~r from the kept should be re~
plnecd in $Ignificnnt measure by one of mutuality I1S
sinff nod. o.ffenoers work together In responsible citizen roles that nrc menningful to both parlies.
The concept of "bridging" is used to denote pro-

in

/. For a !lhlor;v OJ this (unttion of the insHllltlon. see Pnvid
1, Rolhmnn. 'tJrt' m~CII'NY (1/ tilt' Asylum: SQcial ONla
fIhll Dis(lf(/rr illlll~ N~\i' Rl'publtc: (LitHe, lJrown, 1972).

grams that establish links between hnprisoned inmate, institution. and free society, to afford the in.mate experiences expressly intended to maximize his
reintegration potential, Inmates participate in training, work, education, or other activities that provide
as many normal transactions and experiences with
community persons and organizations as possible.
The number and variety of community resources
lhatcan be developed for these purposes is virtually
unlimited.
The bridging concept contains the reciprocal notions of inmates relating outward to the community
and of opening the institution to community access.
As bddging from (he prison to' the outside is intended to normalize interactions with community resources, so bridging into the prison is intended to
transform traditional prison activities into more nor·
mal patterns of life. Families and neighbors, employers and teachers, ministers and counselors enter
'th.e prison, participate in its life, and bring the ongoing community life into the formerly insulated institution.
Bridging activities provide much-needed diversifi·
cation of options for inmates. Staff and program can
be augmented significantly by utilizing more fully the
opportunities available outside the walls or by bringing them inside. Inmates have the opportunity to try
out socially acceptable roles in a planned transitional
process.
The dependence fostered by institutionalization
can be reduced. Inmates are allowed to discharge a
meaSure of social and personal responsibility byassuming financial obligations and a larger measure of
control over their destinies, thus contributing to their
self-esteem and an awareness of their stake in the
community,
Citizens who participate in bridging activities become involved in correctional services and decisionmaking. Greater public participation should result in
Increased understanding of and support for these
programs. Such public involvement also will prepl1re
communities for a certain amount of conflict and
failure, for bridging concepts imply risk of an unassessed nature, Expectations of total success will lead
only to disillusionment, but realistic optimism for potential gains must be retained. (See Chapter 11.
Major Institutions.)
Work Release
Work~release

programs began to be used exten·
sively in the 1950's. The practice pennits selected
inmates to work for pay outside the institution, returning each night. PrisO'ner employment is not neW;
the work gang for hire is a welJ~known feature in
penal history. The work...;release concept differs

markedly, however, 1n allowing regular civilian emploY01ent, under specified circumstances for selected
] low-risk inmates. Initially used mainly' with misde.j mean ants, work release now is f,Ised widely with
J feCons and youthful offenders. 26 Other versions simi;') lat in intent, provide for weekend sentence~, fur~l loughs,.and release for vocational training or educa1 lional programs. AU help to reestablish links to the
community for the incarcerated.
;1 11: a few instance~, commercial manufactUring op.;{ erattons have been mtroduced into prisons. Honey) well, Inc., has loaned a computer to a Massachu':1 setls prison for use by inmates to do programming
il and data processing for various departments of State
q go~ernI?ent, an up-to~date version of "state use."
Umon Involvement in such efforts is crucial' it will
~I add a much needed dimension to employm;nt pro;1 grams ?nd represent a further potential resource for
ht correctLonal programs.
:r
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Family Visi!s'

M
~.,t • Prisons. are aU~mpting in a variety of ways to as-
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the relntegratron of offenders into family circles,

~l as well as the work world. Prison visiting always has
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b.een allowed, frequently under less than favorable
Circumstances, with minimum opportunities for privacy and personal communication. Conjugal visits
l?ng ~ave been the practice jn Mississippi instituhons but have not been allowed elsewhere in this
country until recently. A relatively new California
sche~e allows ~ntire families to spend up to two
days tn..cottage-hke houses on prison grounds.~'
.. Family c~unse1ing programs for inmates and famIhe~ are avallabl~ in many States. A family life education program ~n Hennepin County, Minnesota, is
USC? WIth ad~lt mmates, their families, and with juvemle probatIon caseloads.~9 Adlerian group coun_f

'i ~The pr~blem

of predictability i~. these endeavors may
;~ pose specific burdens on the admInistrator which are not
~ pOsed by • progra?1s confined largely to institutions or
.~ olbe~ carned on III the community with more control and
~~eIIlan~e. However, some scientific certitude may be in;.; ~. UC~d mto the sc:leclion process. See, for example. Isaac
.:; SaIr, nc., Del'elopl1lellt of a Scoring System .to Predict
} ~Iccess 011 Work Release: Filial Report (Washington' D C
,~ n epart~ent of Corrections, 1971),
• "
d' C I
J, IheDescfIb
~ • ; • 10. 0 umbus B. Hopper, Conjugal Visiting at
i~ H ,fISSISSIPP~ Stale Penitentiary, (privately printed) and
c~f,J~r, Se-: ./~l Prisoll: The Mis.sissippi Experiment' lVith
"lilY f;~9)Vl$/tl1/g (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State Univer:!: ";1 .. ' See also NeCD News. April 1972, "Con~ ~u"a Vrstts: More to Them than Sex."
,., See. for c:xample,"Th
;!! r.art •
e F am)'I y V'"
ISltlOg Program at the
t~ i~ I amm Correctional !nstitute, Tehachapi, July 1968,"
ff De A/lll/taJ Research R:l'lew, 1970 ~Sac.ramento: California
~~:~ent of Corr:ctlOns, 1970), p, 43.
11 habil·tR.l~hard
E. ErIcson and Davia O. Moberg, The Rel
~ lTieot aft/DCII of !,arolee~' (MinneapOlis: Minnesota Depart'
0
arrectIons, 1969), p. 42.
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seI.ing methods, with involvement of even very young
chlldr.en, u~derlie this attempt to assist the offender
and hiS famIly.
Volunt~~rs .of Americfl programs for youth involve famliles In somewha~ similar ways, with special
SUll??y eve~ts. such as pICnics or parties to which
famll1es are mVlted for sbcializing,
, In. the Swedish penal system, where family visitat1~n IS taken for granted, some institutions even perm.lt ~usba?d an(l wife to live together .if both are instlt~tlOn~lJzed, M~st interesting is their "holiday"
pohcy-mmates, like other citizens, are entitled to
a t,,:,~ w3~ek vacation at the bea(;h accompanied by
familIes.' Such programs seem startling to American obser;ers but are sensible if assisting families
thro~gh d!fficult days and preparing them for stable
relatlonslups are desirable goals.
Educational Programs

An e~ucatio.nal bridging program is the Newgate
m,od~l, J? WhICh mini~universitles are established
wl~hln pnson walls to serve higher educational needs
of mmat~s, Newga~e programs are located across the
country In State and Federal institutiollS. 3t Each
uses different procedures, but the common thread is
use of e?uca~ion as the major tool.32 Opportunities
for cOlitm~atlOn of colI.ege on releas(~ are arranged.
and extenSIve support given. Evaluation evidence developed thus far is positive; a serious limitation of
the program, however, is its very high cost.
Students from Augsburg College, MinneapoJis, ns
part of their regular curriculum attend classes held in
the,penal institution with inmates and prison officers
as fello~v st~dents.33 While a range of courses are
taught I,n thiS "co-I~arner" model, the criminology
c~urse IS of most mterest-a$ a living laboratory
WIth mutual benefits to all students.
Ethnic Programs

. In recent years, with heightening cultural and ethnIC awarene~s.' various ~ir;?rity consciousness groups
have f?rmea to the Natwn s prisons, many involving
e~te~sIv~ contact with similar groups outside. En~
ncnmg m ~any ways and clearly of potential assist,. Kri!n!"a!l'~tJ!!/I. 1968 (Stockholm; Swedish Correctional
~dmtnls~n~tl(tn 1969) •. Has summary in English.
S~e \~J1ham L. Chuborne, "Special Course at American
Unlve.rsltY-L,orton Inmates Learn about Outside Life,"
Febntary 19, 1972.
. There remains s?me disagreement among professionals as
to t~e most effecllve approaches 10 be adopted in the ed-.
IlcatlOnal area. See Nell' York Times March?6 1972
54. "Prison ~fficials Back Reform ~f Educ;atto~ for' r~:
males but DIffer on Details."
Jl Connie Scho:n, "Things Volunteers Do," American Jour1Iai of CorreCl101! (1969), 26-3 L
!!,OS/llllg(OI/ l'OSI,
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.ance to the rciJltegratio~i of inml1~e:' ~th the,if
community. lwch pro~rali1s a~e. sensItive !ssues m
correctional circles . .Pnsons mIrror the, ractal ,unl":st
of the Nation in aggravated fonti assoc1ated WIth tne
tensions of an:dety and fear. close quarters, lack
of privacy, and hOUfS of idleness. Cultural. groups,
smmgthenil1g the individual's awar~nes;s ~f h~s grouR
Identity and nt/sing q~estions of drSCfmlJrlatlOn, ,p~
otcmial sourCeS of dIscord. But they li!e nonelhe
kS!J vilnl links to the self-help potentIal of such
groUps on tbe outside.
"re-releuse Program1l

the Federal prison system piopccrcd in the dev~l
opment of prerelease programs m the early 19?0 s,
In severnl cities small living u~ils, we:~ o:ganlzed,

usually in leased quarters, to whIch indIvIduals could
b~ transferred for the final months of, a Jler:t,c?ce, as
putt of preparation for rele~e. SpecIal on';ll~?t~odn
pmgrnms and employment asslstanc~ ,wcrepro Id, '
wflh grtluunlly incrcnsing opportumttes to ~xerclse
decisiol1mnking. 1,'be purpose was ,t? phus: tnm~tes

into communit)' life under 5Upervlslon, With, asslIl.turlce u.s I,ieclieo. Such centers are used increaslllgly 111
S(nte progn\ms,
, d'
,
The Califomin system has reorgaruze Its seCVIccs
to eJvc Its field staff: (parole personnel) ,greater r~
spollsibilitl' for inmate progrnmming dunng ,the lust
6 Tn()uths of confinement, in essence convertmg that

~]

period into a release-planning phase, Arrangements t
have been made to permit temporary rele?se at any
time in the last 60 days befor~ the .o~clal release "',f
date thus petmitting more flexible tlmmg as plans J
are developed, Inmates Witilin 90 days of ,r~tease 'w
may make unescorted trips to home commumtles on
3-day passes to facilitate release ,Plans, another way .~
of easing into the Dften dIfficult postreleaseI

:1

,t
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Short-Term Retum of. Parolees

J

Related closely to prerelease planning is r~c:nt ·1:J
development in many States of programspemut!tng '}
the short-term return of parolees who have mad~ a
misstep that is potential cause for parole revocatIOn
and return to the pris.on, Frequently, prerelease facilities are used for this function. The return to a rel- :1
atively open institution allows the par~lee a br~ather, :'£I
more supervision than in the commun,lty, and ttm~ to "f,I
Ian a new and bopefully more effectIve teentry IOto '1
fhe community. Research indicates that short-tenn 'If
'd
returnees -10 Calt'fornl'a do as welt "on second rele,• ase d
as those released after a long penod of relmpnson,
;:1.,1
roent:'l~

I

Development plan
for Community-Based
Alternatives
:f to Confinement
:f
a Each St~tj~ correctional system or correctional
:'t

;-Norman Holt, California Prerelease Furlol/gh P~ogra~
lor State Prisoners: All EI'aTUalioll (Sacramento: California
Department of Corrections, 1969). . ,
j,1 California
Department of CorrectH~ns. Shorl-Term Rt·
111m Unit Program (Sacramento: 196PJ.
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Standard 7.1
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system of otl~er units of government should begin
imlUt'diatcly to analyze its needs, I:esources, and
gaps in servic:e and to develop by 1978 a systematic
plan with timetable and scheme tor iniplementing
a range of Illternatives to institutionalization. The
plan should specify the services to be provided
directly by the correctional authority and those to
be bffered througb other community resources.
Community advisory assistance (discussed in Standard 7.3) is essential. The plan should be developed
within the framework of total system planning discUssed in Chapter 9, Local Adult Institutions, and
State planning discussed in Chapter 13, Organization and Administration.
Minimum altematives to he included in the plan
should be the follOWing:
1. Diversion mechanisms and prG~rarns prior to
trial and sentencE'.
2, Nonresidenthll supervision programs in addition to probation and parole.
3, Residential altern~tive§ to incarceration.
4, Community resources open to confined populations
. and institutional resOUrces available to the
entu'e community.
5, Prerelease programs,
6, Community facilities for released offendt'rs in
the critical reentry phase, with provision for shortleon return as needed.

Commentary

Many correctional systems currently are llsing
community-based programs as part of their array of
services in pursuit of reintegration, But few, jf any,
provide u full range of alternatives, and there is little
evidence of systematic planning for development of
the most appropriate and most needed programs at
local and State levels. Rather, programs have sprung
up as grant funds have been available or as a result
of the specialized interest of a staff member or administrator, There is ft clear need to systematize on a
State level the orderly development of community
corrections, with full consideration of specific local
needs,
The purpose of such effort is to insure that: (1)
no individual who does not absolutely require institutionalization for the protection of others is confined;
and (2) no individual should be subjeCted to more
supervision or control than he requires, Overrestriction of offenders may have been practiced because
alternative programs and understanding of offender
needs have been lacking or inadequate, This situation should be changed by development of a systematic plan for creation of varied community-based
programs that will best respond to the range of of.fender needs and commu!1it'y interests.
Each such plan should include a detailed implementation scheme and timetable for each alternative
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progrnm. At a minimum, the plan should contain

release, study release, halfway houses, or release to
participate in other ongoing activities or programs
1, Formal nnd informal diversion mechanisms such as those in Item 4.
6. Community facilities and programs' for reo
find programs for all. decision. points prior to sentencing. C(msidel'~\tion should be given to police discre- leased offenders in the critical reentry and aftercare
tion to divert and to police-rurl service programs, phase, with provision for short-term return rather
IIlJmmoos in lieu oC arrest. provision of intake serv- than reincarceration,
Implications of implementing such a plan are sub.
ices, guidelines for probation officers or other court
intake pct50nneii release on personal recognizance stantial. The standard therefore calls for developor to t1 third party in lieu of baH or detention, court- ment of a plan that can be implemented over a
based diversion programs and otber pretrial inter- 5-year period. The fiscal implications of the plan invention projects. inrormal Rcrvices (consent decrees, v01ve mainly reassignment of staff responsibility and
InformnL probation. etc.), suspended sentences, use hiring new staff as required. Such a plan
lines instend of supervision, etc. AU of the above and its results should achieve cost savings by reductire discussed in more detail in Chapters 3, Diversion ing construction and operation costs of large institurmm the Criminal Justice Processj 4, Pretrlal. Re- tions and by increasing use of existing community reo
lcn~e und Detention: 5, Sentencing; 8, Juvenile In- sources.
lake (l,Tid 'Detention; 9, Local Adult Institutions; and
l(), Probation. They are nl50 discussed in. -varying degrees in this Commission's reports on Police, Courts, References
nnd Community Crime Prevention.
1. Burdman, Milton, "Realism in Community·
2. Nonrcsidential programs of supervision such
Based
Correctional Services," Annals of Ihe
II'! probation; supervision by u private citizen or citiA
merican
A eadem)' of Political and Social Sei·
zen group such as nn employer, a relative, a "big
ence,
381
(1969),
71.
brother." or il local social service agency or neigh2.
Fels,
Marshall.
The Communi'ty-Site alld
borhood center: assignment to day care, a sheltered
Source
of
Correctional
Rehabilitation. Olympia:
\V()rk~hop. or ~)lher nonresidential counseling, educaWashington
Department
of Social and Health
tiOIl. or trnining program.
Services,
Special
Projects
Section,
1971. This pub·
3. Rcsidentinl altcrnnllves to incarceration such
lication
relates
to
the
training
of
personnel for
IlS foster nnd group home arrangements; halfway
community-based
programming.
lHHlSCSl fcsidentinl educational programs on college
3. Moyer, Frederic D., and others. Guidelines for
cttmplIsc:;; and community-based correctional Icenthe Plallningand Design of Regional and Com·
tefS.
munity Correctional Centers for Adults. Urbane:
4. COlnmunily resollrces made available to conUniversity of TIlinois Department of Architecture,
fined populntion nnd inslitutiontll resources open to
1971. This document focuses on correctional
t.he community, which serve tIS effective bridges to
centers but also contains much of more general
community lifc. with inmntes nnd community rcsiinterest in corrections planning for community
dcrWi pnrticip(\ting together in such progrnms as:
programs.
n, Civic, recreational, nnd social activities
4. National Institute of Mental Health, Center
Iluch us. chambers of commerce, sports, concerts,
for Studies of Crime and Delinquency. Commul!spcnkets. crafts c1osses, and art shows and sales.
ity-Based Correctio1lal Programs: Models and
b. Edllcntioll nnd training programs such
Practices. Rockville, Md.: NIH, 197L
Ill:! udull basic education, Gcnentl Equivalency Di5. Nelson, E. K. "Community-Based Correctional
ploma (OED) trnining. ethnic studies, high school
Treatment: Rationale and Problems," Anllals of
nnd cc,)l1cge courses, and vnrious Job and skills
the American Academy of Political and Social
training programs.
Science, 374 (1.967), 82-91.
c, Special interest and sclf.improvement
groups such us Alcoholics Anonymous, "T_
grotlps." group cOllv,Yicling, social action and polit- Related Standards
iCHI orgUIlizMlons, women's liberation groups, welThe following standards may be applicable in
tnrc rights orgnnizations, ethnic or cullurnl groups.
tI. Religious groups, meetings. nnd serv- implementing Standard 7.1.
ices.
3.1
Use of Diversion.
e, opportunities for inmates to volunteer
4.2 Construction Policy for Pretrial Detention
tIS (utOrsl hospital ;lides, or similar .servicc activity.
Facilities.
S. l'rerckase programs including furloughs, work
4.4 Alternatives to Pretrial Detention.

6.3
8.2
'9.1
9.4
10.2

provi!;ion for the followIng programs:

Community Classification Teams
Juvenile Intake Services.
.
Total System Planning.
Adult Intake Services.
Services to Probationers,

12.6 Com~unity Services for Parolees.
13.2 Planmng and Organization.
~5.5 Evaluating the Performance of the Co
_
tlOnal System.
rrec
16.14 Communir.y-Based Treatment Programs.
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with the a~encies and institutions with which offenders COlne In contact.
Co~~unity progra,ms and servkes to broaden opportu~ltles and exp~nence for the offender should be
pJan~ ...d and coor~mated, to provide efficiently the
contin.uu~ of se~lces so urgently needed for successful rel?tegration, Overspecialization perpetuated
bycompetmg or unrelated bureaucracies must be replace~ by ~l.Jtally res~e~~?l coo~dinated procedures
that dlmllH.. b the pOSSIbIlItIes of Insensitive handling
of offendets by tbe community and corrections.
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Refefenc~s

1. Fels, Marshall. The Community-Site and
S?I~rCe
Correctional Rehabilitation. OlympIa. Washington Department of Social and H ItI
,,~ . e S
. IP .
ea 1
~"rv:c s, pecla
rOJects Section, 1971. This pubItcatton :elates to the training of personnel for
~ommunJty-based programming.
'

at

Standard 7.2

2. Moyer~ Frederic D., and others. Guidelines for
the Plannmg
and
. C
. DeSign of Regional an d C0111-

mu!uty. orrect/onal Centers for Adults. Urbana:
Umverslt~ of Illinois Department of Architecture,
1971. ThIS document focuses on correctional centers ,but also contains much of mare generat interest In corrections planning for community programs.

Related Standards
The following standards may be applicable in
implementing Standard 7.2.
•
4.1 Comprehensive Pretrial Process Planning.
9.8 Loc~l Correctional Facility Programming.
10.2. ServlCes to Probationers.
12.6 Community Services for Parolees
14.5 Employment of Volunteenl.
.

Marshalirqg
and Coordinating
Community Resources
·1:,:·F

r

~~Ilch Slatt! C4fredilmlll system ()r the sy.!!tems of

()Ulcr .inlts of governntent should luke llpproprillte
.\\c;i(m JmmtdlnfCly to establish cffcdivc working
rdlttiunships with thu major social Institutiol1s, crgl\"b~lUOJ1~t nnd ngcnclcti of the (:ommunitYt includ-

tng (he foU(1wfng:

1* Employment resources-private industry, lahoI' ,mlom, emploYllHmt services, civil service 5Y5.~J1\II.

'

li l~lu(:t1th)nnl.rcs(mr('ctl-vocntional Rnd te(tr
$econdnry coUegc nnd uni'Vcrsity, ndulf basic
tdQc~lthm, prltntc Jmd commercial truining~ governfltent 'ln~ prtvn(e job dc'Vclopment and skills framing.
,3. 80cilll wcUnr('. !\cnkes--pubUc ll$sistnnce t
)tolldng, rehnbllUnUon services, mental health scrrtet~f tQUUS~nng nsslstnncc: neighborhood centerSt
unemploJ'»tel'it compcnsntion,pdvate $'odnl service
AgC;'ld()s(!f ~ln kinds •
w

nlet.l.

. 4. 'I'he hn'?' (luf(m:t)mcnt

$y~fem-Fcdernl,

State;

t\nd ttlCltl Inw c:uforcClnent personn~r, pntticulari)'
JPtdlllit~d unUs: providing pnblh; infomlatiOJh diver,.
1I10n; tUt~ $e('\'l~e.*i t.O juveniles.
S. Otbcrrele"nntcpnntrtmlty orgnnhntiom\ and
gr{)tip5~,thok nnd (uUurn! groups, recreationnl nnd
$(ldlll u.,:;nldn~tlon!i) rc:ligious And sen~bctp groups,
~na {ltb~ts .h~"Qttd to poUtk1l.1 or sod~l nction.
Af .h~ lnllnngf,nlent level, comctional ngel1cleS
~hQu141 ~~~ 'Qbl'roh'~ l'cp~entath·t$ ~{ thcs~ toJU-

nmnity resources in polley development and! inter·
agency procedures for consuitationf coordinated
planning, joint action, and shared programs a~
fucilities. Concctional authorities also should enllsi
the aid of such bodies in fo:rmation of a broad. .,
bID/ed and aggressin lobby that will speak for correctional and inmate needs and support community ~

1

programs.
At the operating level, correctional agencies should
initiate procedures to work cooperatively in obtaill·
ing services needed by offenders.

\~orrectional

~

!

Commentary
The fact that many variables beyond the direct
control of correctional staff impinge on and influence
offenders' adjustment in the community is well docu·
mented. Substandard housing, irrelevance or una·
vailabillty of education, job restrictions and discrhni·
nation, racial prejudice, exclusion of ex-offendell
Crom community agency programs, and inconsistent
or unfair practices of law enforcement agendes ~n
can contribute to an offender'S failure. Instead of hlr·
lug a large number of additional correctional staff
members to perform the services already provided to
nonoffenders, it is much wiser for correctional ngen·
ci.e.'\ to try to develop eff.ective working relationships

!
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,~en l~'eU informed. about corrections and correc~

Sfandard7.3
Corrections'

Responsibility for
Citizen Involvement
f;'u¢h Stll'e rorreeti<Hml system should create 1m·
mtdluMy; (I) II ",uUipurpose plJotic inCormnfion

~lHt tlducn~l()n unlit to inform the gcuer~1 public on

practices for volunteers, including personnel
re.cords, advancement opportunities, and other
reW2fds.

3. The uoH should be responsible fur providing
for
supervision of offenders who arc serving in volun·
tH'¢'tcU)"IJe retibhUH~t to gt;llcrnl reform efforts and
teer
roles.
~~dfk (()ntmu«lty,.bu$cd projects; {Iud (b) un ad4. The unit should seek to diversify institruIdonal
)tIlnbtrutln~ ull1t rC5ponsiblc (or sceurlng citizen invol"ement it! n vllde~y of wfiys within corrections, programs by obtaining needed resources from the
Jnctudhlg luh'tsory "nd pon~)'lnnking rorc~, direct conununity that can be used in the institution ~tnd by
"tn'Jce roles, tmd COO(H!!1dive cndenvol'S ",Uh cor· examining and causing the periodic reevaluation of
uny proc~dutes inhibiting tbe participation of inreetJ()l1tlt cU~nts.
1. "hc unH rcsponsible for $tturlng citizen in- mntes In any commlJnity program.
S. The unit should lead ill ~stablishing and operat.
~f)tv"ll\(mt $\lould develop n.,d mnke public n written
ing
communityQbased progrnm~ ~manating frtf;;i ~
polley on $rJ~dhm protC$$t ten." of sen'ice, tasks,
in.~tit'ution
or from a 5!l~ellite '!a~Uity and, on ~i1 Cll*
NtlHHltllbUlUc!i1 tlnd ~uthOHtl' fQr flny advisory or
going
basiS,
seek to deveiop ))ew opportunities lor
PQU~ym"kln~ ~)(\y.
~. 'th~ dUke" involvement unit, shQuld be spedf~ tommuhity contacts enabling umlate participants and
teulfy 1\~ti(fI~& t.he Jrllmi\gel~umt of vohlntcer per.. \.':ush)~tul sbd[ to ~gu'atilC anG maximize nonnal
~u~U1d ~C!"'n~ln direct licorice (npncitie5 wlth cor· intera.ction with community residepts and in.'ititu·
dons.
[«flotttll ~U~l"ftle! {(I h,,~h.lde:
w. l)c$fgn ,nnd tt)Qrdintilion ot voluntter
fl1$b.
b. ~f.ffU'ng iUld .seltdlon fl'f Ilppto liJ'iale Commentcny

enrrcetlcmnl issueS mId to orgllntlc blJpport for nnd

1
{

t

I'

f
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t.· . • .·

I
~

lkt$~.

'co. Orient_don to the lI)'Mem .,n\1 traIning
(tqutred {<)r pllrt!tuJtu:" task~.
d. t't6fU$i()nnt S~~l'Vtsion of ,'otunleer

M

~f~ft.

tt. Dc;Vtlopmt"t or llJlproprlnte: personnel

Correctional systems have hidden themselves and
their problems behind walls, legal procedures, anJ
f¢ur tactics for many years, To the maximum paSS!"
hIe ex.tent. citizens have been systematicallY eX'"
eluded. fn nddition. the general public never has

:zen and vo!u~te~r efforts, the reader is referred to
tlOnallssues, and tfllS lack of infonnation has led to the
CommIssIon
C·
•
d " s Report on Communl'ty
.,
nllle
apathy and lack of understanding, occasionally to in~ P
r~ven tIon an m partJ(::ular to the ch~pter 0
dignatioll and hostility.
actIOn.
n CI',.'lZen
It is o?vious tha~ com.munify support is required if
co~muOity correctIons IS to become a reality. Edue.atlon prograJ?s of the past, such as crime preven. References
lIOn we~ks with speakers, spot announcements on
the m:cila, press coverage, and so on, have not ac1•. Biderma~, Albert, and others. Report 011 a
compltshed the goal of an informed pUblic. Such ef~
:llo! Study lfl the Distritt of Columbia Ott Victimforts should be continued, but only as a small part of
IzatlOIl and Attitudes towards Law Enforcement
the ove;alI .commu~ity involvement program.
prepared for the President'S Commission on Lu~
Publtc informatIOn and pUblic relations work
~nforc:ement and Administration of Justice. Washshould be personalized and issue-oriented' in effect
Ington! Government Printing Office, 1967.
a :omm~nity organ.izati?nal eff~rt to bring about
2. Chamber of Commerce of the United States
eh"n,ge. Lhe new. dIrectIOn requIres bringing com~
~Jarshallnls Citizen Power Against Crime. Wash~
mUOlty members mto corrections in a wide array of
~ngto~t CCU:S! 1970. This handbook, aimed at (he
:ofes: as observers .for information purtposes, as pol~
IIltelllg:nt CIVIC . leader, devotes one chapter to
lCY»,Jakers und adVIsors) as ~ctive participants in opcorrections and IS n reasoned and informed document.
:rahons, and as volunteers 111 a range of direct servIces to offenders,
3. C;htln~ber ~f. Commerce of the United Statcs.
, Such co":,munity participation is required not only
fv!arshalll1g ,ctllzen Power to Modernize Correc~
mcomm~lllty-based correctional programs but even
ttollS. Washington: CCUS, 1972.
more 50. m ,correctional institutions. In institutions,
4. Luger, Milton, "Utilizing the Ex-Offender as a
community mvolvement can play a crucial role in
Staff,~ember: Community Attitudes and Accept"norm~li~ing" the environment. and developing of~
ance In OfJende;s as a Co;rectional Manpower
fcnders .tles t~ the community, as well as changing
Resource. Washington: Jomt Comml'sinn on
e.ommumty attttudes toward offenders. Major institu.
Correctional Manpower and Training, 1968.
tlOns sel.dom have enough money and expertise to
5. McIntyre, lennie. "Public Attitudes towards
aecomp1J~h the t~s~s for which they are responsible.
~aw and Law Enforcement," Annals of the AmerCommu?lty partIcIpation in institutional programs
Ican Academy of Political and Social Science 374
(1967), 34-46.
- •
;hour~ Ul;prove institutional programs, break down
J~olation, and help the offender explore the possibllj.
6. M?frison, !unc. A Survey: The Use of VoluntICS for his adjustment to the community.
teers lIZ !uve~llle Courts I'll the United States, TucVolunteer groups should be encouraged to assess
son: Umverslty of Arizona, 1971.
~eeds a,nd review all activities, programs, and faclIi~
7. Scheier, rvan, and others, Guidelines alld Standties to ln5Ure their suitability in light of community
ards for tlte Use of Volunteers ill Correctional
stand~rds and .off~nd7r needs. Volunteers already are
Programs. .~ashington: Law Enforcement AssistlI~ed .m some mstltutIOns and as aides to adjunct !nance t?dmlOlstration, 1972. The volume contains
shtll,honal pro~rams, such as work release" that are
extensIve and detailed descriptions of projects
earned out wlthin the community. In a~MWon in
across the Nation, as well as sources and adsomI! Juns
•. d'lctlOns
.
,
they serve as assistants in proba~
dresses for further information.
:( trO?, parole, .and other community-based alternatives
8. Youth Development and Delinquency Preven'1 to mcarccratlOh.
ti?n .Administration. Volunteers Help YOlith.
Voluntee~ .shoul? b~ jj~troduced an a large scale
"Yashmgton: U.S. Department of Health, EducaII Into the traditIOnal mstltutlOn and its community eX~
tton, and Welfare, 1971.
H tension activities. They are &n invaluable source for
,1 development andlmplementalion of further areas of
:.~ ~mmunity participation. Such action requires atten- Related Standards
~ ti~1\ to concerns of custody, security, recruitment
The foHowing standards may be applicable in
~! ~ection, training, nature of involvement and simi~ implementing StandEird 7.3.
-" IIr factors to safeguard the prescnt rra~ile public
acc:Ptanee of tbe bridging concept and expand it
6.3
Community Classification Teams.
if If~ mcl?~e m~ny more inmates than now are able
11.4 Education and Vocational Training.
13.2: Planning and Organization.
'I i}partlclpate 10 these programs.
Ft t
14,7 Participatory Management.
or echniques and procedures on organizing C'ltl' ~
16 .14 Community"Based Treatment Programs.
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indicate thRt he can be moved forward rapidly with.
out havi!lg to go through al~ the successive stages.
7. Throughout the process, the primary emphasis
should be on individualization-on behavioral
cbanges based on the individual's interests, abilities,
and priorities. Offenders also should be afforded
opportunities to give of their talents, time, and efforts
to !lthers, including other inmates and community
residents.
8. A guiding principle should be the use of positive
reinforcement in bringing about beha,'ioraI improve~
ments rather than negative reinforcement in tbe
form of punishment.

,I,
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Commentary
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Standard 7.4
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Inmate Involvement
in Community Programs

I

Corrl!ctionul :lgel1cies should begin immediutely
to dcvcfol' arnlngeH1cnts and procedures for offend~
crs sentenced to ci)rrectional institutions to assume
increasing individual responsibility and community
contnct. A variety of levels of individual choice,
supervision, and community contact should be $,ecilied in these nrrangemcnt£, with explicit statements
1~ to how the transitions between levels are to be
llccmnplished. })rogrcss from one level to unother
should be based Ol1 specified bebavioral criteria
ruther tban on sentence, time scn'ed, or subjective
judgments regarding tltti~udes,
The I!rrnngemellts nnd procedures should be illQ
corporated in the dnssificlltion systcm to be used
ut an institution and reflect tbe followhtg:
1. When nn offender is received at 11 correctional
institotion, he 1$houlii meet with the classification
uuit (i::mnndttee, team, or the like) to d~velop a
plul\ [or incr(!llsing personal res~onsibilityand com~
nttmU" c:ontnct.
'2. :\t the initilll meeting, belmvi!)ral objectives
SllOUld bccstllhJished, to l>c accomplillhcd within n
specified period. After that time another meeting
should be heM to mnkc ndjustments in the individunl's plrm which, assuming that the ot,jectivcs have
been mef, will provide for transition to a lower level
()f custody :p.nd increasing person~1 responsibility
llntt C()l1\lllUuity h~:~{)I\'ement.
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If there is one thing on which the criminal justice world is agreed, it is the difficulty of evaluating
"readiness for release." In large part, the difficulty is
related to the Heither/or" philosophy evident in current practice. Today, some person or group of personS must decide whether an Inmate is Of is not
ready for release. While it is true that mechanisms
such as partial release programs, halfway houses,
and parole sometimes ~re used, their use generally is
~:i~e!:;o individuals wh~se release date already has

i
3. Similarly, at ~egular timeinfervals, each in·
mute's status should be reviewed, alld if no strong
reasons exist to the contrary, further favorable ad·
justments should be made.
.
,
4. Allowing for individual differences in time and
progress or lack of progress, t~e inm~te ,should m~ve
through a series of levels broadly cncompassmg
movement from (a) initial security. involving few
outside privileges nnd minimal con~act ,,:jth community participants iii institutional programs !o
(h) lesser degrees of custody with participation in
institutional and community programs involving both
citizens and offenders, to (c) partiaiwrelease prOgrams tinder which he would sleep in the institu·
tion but havl! maximum participation tn institution~1
ann outside activities involving community resl'
dents, to (d) residenc~ in a halfway house or sitl~'
lar noninstitutional residence, to (e) residence ID
the community at the place of his choice w~tb moder·
ute supervision, ~md finally to release from corree·
tio~a) supervision.
S. Tliepresllmptlon should be in favor of ,de'
creasing levels of supervision and increasing levels
of individual responsibility.
'
6. When an inmate fails to meet behavioral objectives, the team may d<!cideto keep' him in fhe
same status for another period or move hini back.
On the other hand, his behavioral achieveinents IlIay

Given the acknowledged "unnaturalness" of a
prison environment, inability to assess release readiness is not sllrprising. The range for exercise of individual choice ~nd responsibility is limited in todav's
institutions.
•
Officials charged with assessing release readiness
thus have meager grounds for evaluating an individual's likeHhood of responsible behavior in the community. They have tended to be inclined favorably
toward offender,~ who evidence cooperation:' and a
"gooq attitude." But, given the inStitutional environ~ent, a "good adjustment" is not necessarily indica!IVe of the behavior to be expected on the outside.
fhe tendency to reward cooperation also may stem
more from concern with smooth operations than'
from belief about its relationship to outside adjust~
ment.
i
Attempts to assess offenders' attitudes probably
ar~ even less successful than assessing behavior.
GIVen the state of knowledge about causation con~
trol of criIl1e, and individual motivations, "eval~ative
,assessments\> of psychological states are of question~
able usefuJness. The tendency has been to rely on an
offender's verbalization of contrition, strong desire to
ch~nge, and agreement with staff values as he percelve~ them. This is perhaps the ultimate "con
game," involving' extremely high stakes. If the offender says tile right things, hewiIl be released' if
not, he will have a period of months to prepare

for

h!s next perfOlmaQce. The ritual is made even more
dIstasteful by the "faddisrn" and inconsistency frequent!y characteristic of treatment teams and hearing
exammers. Thus, an offender may rehearse his part
~ell, o~ly to learn that the script has been changed
Since hiS last appearance.
Correct~ons has failed to utilize fully the theories
and expenence of other areas of the behavioral sciences-such as child development education train~
jng, and social work-particularlv' with refer~nce to
behavior modification and pos{tive reinforcement
and the importance of the individual's increasing assumption of responsibility and choice as prepr.ration
for full independence.
Within a slight range of variation, offenders either
are greatly restricted (incarcerated) or have few restrictions (probation and parole) in their o(Jl)Ortu~ity, to. exercise individual choice. Such a \harp
c;Jlstmction c1'!arIy is not in the interest" oOhe individual or the community. Corrections musi, acknowledge that the only reasonable way to assess an individual's ."r~adiness" for a particular progfldm is to
allo~ hIm progressively' more responsibility and
chOIce under controlled conditions. The either/or approach should be modified greatly.
The offender's goal (release) c".mently is related
chiefly to factors of time, attitude of staff and parole
board, sentence, and absence of major disruptive or
violent behavior, except for the very indirect and delayed reinforcement of "good time." New motivations for change should be introduced in the form of
more immediate rewards.
The Non-Prison: A New Approach to Trt'ating
Youthful Offenders provides a good example of recent thought on how to avoid extended periods O'f incarceration followed by an abrupt transition to community living. The book presents a model for ["oid
transition of a cohort of offenders and staff through a
community correctional center, using a group process in which each individual offender develops a
program plan and schedule with the advice and consent of the rest of th~ group, including both staff and
~nmates. A series of transitional phases etpphasi.zing
progressively more responsibility and choice is used,
~ith continuing but decreasing amounts of supervjslon, to process a group of offenders through the residential portion in a few months. While this mDdel
was designed for youthful offenders meeting certain
criteria, the approach has broad applicability.
Implementation of the standards recommended in
Chapter 5, Sentencing, would allow incorporation of
a series of levels, with varying amounts of supervision and individual responsibility and choke, into all
correctional programs, including institutional confinement. In fact, it is at the institutional level that
such a change is most strikingly needed.
245
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For example, an individual arriving at a correc~
tional irlstitution would meet with a committee or
(cnm to develop an individualil"cd progress plan. The
plan would ;ncorporate specific behavioral objectives
to be mct in a specified period of time, preparatory
10 transition inlo a new level with different or addl~
tional behavioral objectives.
Such a plan might specify that for a certain period
o( time, the individual would be assigned medium security status, in which he would follow a regular
IiChedule and partIcipate in an educational .and training aptitude and interest program. Depending on the
individual's prcterences, he also might agree to accept responsibility for part of a certain recreational
activity, observing inmate advisory council meetings,
O!' other such activities. It should be stressed that
each plan might be different from every other plan,
Dec.luse cllch should emphasize those activities and
responsibilities the individual· fdt to be important,
interesting, ot rewarding. A date would be set for the
next such team meeting when n new and less controlling plrtn would be developed, assuming the basic belmviorll/ objectives were not violated.
At the next mecling, the individual would make
program choices such as whether to take educational
courses.• participate in vocational training, join a
group therapy session, begin to participate in an arts
and crafts progrnm, rtc. Again, he would help determine II daily schedule, bot this time with more flexibility built in, He would aho have the option to
beglri participating in institutional-community progrmns itt the institution and certain types of such activities in the community.
At the following meeting, assuming no major
problems under the existing plan; further changes
would be made. The inmate mIght progress now to
t~ttcmding tin adult education eoorse at a nearby high
school to which he would be provided transportation.
He also mIght wish to seek n position on the inmate
ndvisory council or to undertake supervision of an
evening recreational period jnvolving community and
institution residents. In this phnsc, his allowable partlcipation In (:ooperativo programs would be greater,
but he would still be subject 1.0 regular supervision.
The next phase might involve full-time attendance
al n lOCi'll school, eligibility for furlough, and continumton of the tlctivities begun in the third phase.
A possIble next step would be renssignment to n
htllfwny house or community correctional center,
wller/'} progression would continue in assuming individu(\l responsibility and choic<; until a release to the
tOlnmunity with supervision. was made, foHowed by
\'cknso from nil correctional supervision.

The above case is merely H\ustrative. There would
be great variation in the rate and detail of individUal
plans. In general, however, current rales of progression should be speeded up greatly. There also
might be some backward steps when change had
been made too quickly and behavior problems reo
sulted. The important point, however, is that a number of transitional phases would be employed instead
of the current one or two, greatly separated in time,
by which individuals now typically move from confinement status to that of free citizen.
The advantages in terms of protection of com.
ml.l,nity interests are obvious. Many of the random
practicer, of release today would be eliminated. and
an offender proved to be responsible would be released. The advantages to the individual involved
also would be substantial. It would give him animmediate, realizable goal to work for, and above all,
hope and feelings of worthiness as an individual reintegrated into society.
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Youth crime is one of the Nation's most troubling
problems. The United States has a long tradition of
dealing differently with juveniles than with adults who
are in difficlilty with the law, in the hope that juveniles can be rechanneled into becoming law-abiding
citizens. However, many of the methods of dealing
with juveniles in. this country have come to be viewed
either as counterproductive or as violations of the
rights of children. Thus there is a pressing need for
national standards to improve the quality of juvenile
contacts with the justice system.
.

Related Standards

SIZE OF THE PROBLEM

The following standards may be applicable in
implementing Standard 7,4·.
4.9
Pl'Ograms for Pretrial Detainees.
6.2
Classification for Inmate Management.
8.5 Juvenile Detention Policies and Programs.
9.8
Local Correctional Facility Programming.
11.3 Social Environment of Institutions.
11.4 Education and Vocational Training.
. 16. t 4 Community-Based Treatment Programs.

In 1971, persons under the age of 18 accounted
percent of all arrests. They accounted for
50.8 percent of all arrests for crimes against property and 22.8 percent of arrest for violent crimes
against persons. In specific offense categori~, more
youths under 18 tI'1an adults were arrested for bur;.
glary, larceny, auto theft, arson, and vandalism. l
. Moreover; youth crime appears to be increasing
faster than total crime. The National Commission on
F~deraI Bureau of Investigation, Crime ill the United
fot 25.8

j

Stales: Uniform C,,'me Report, 1971 (Washington: Govern!I1ent Printing Office, 1971), pp. 34, !ZO. Reic::rred to here-mafter as VCR with appropriate date.

the Causes and Prevention of Violence found that
from 1964 to 1967, arrest rates for the four major
violent crimes (murder, forcible rape, robbery, and
aggravated assaUlt) increased by 15.4 percent .for all
urban whites over 10 years of age and by 20.6 percent for such whites in the 10 through 17 age
bracket. For an urban blacks over 10, the arrest rate
for these crimes increased by 23.0 percent as against
48.5 percent for all urban blacks aged 10 through
17.2
Tbese statistics are hard to interpret. Recording
techniques are not uniform, and police practices differ. Crime statistics are known to be economically
and racially skewed because middle- and upper-class
juvenile delinquency tends to be bandIed on an informal basis and not recorded in official statistics. Furthermore, recent population changes indicating an
increase in the number of persons aged 10 to 24,
which are the most crime-prone ages; may well be
reflected in the overall increase in juvenile crime. In
other words, there may be mare delinquency because there are more young people.
It can be said with some assurance that the statistics do not show an increasingly violent and vicious
juvenile popUlation. In 1971, 22.8 percent of all
; National· Commission on the Causes and Prevention of
Violence, Crimes of Violence (Washington; Government
Printing Office), vol. II, pp. 181-182.
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"Adjustment": The term refers to matters whicb
are
settled or brought to a satisfactory state so that
were under the age of 18. The corresponding figure
parties are agreed without official intervention of the
(or 1970 waf) 22.6 percent. a
A fact of major significance to this rc~r..rt on· court.
"Court": The court having jurisdiction over chilcorrections is (hat young recidivists commit more seriOU!! offenses than one-time delinquents. Because dren who are alleged to be or found to be delinmost youngsters mature out of delinquent behavior quent. It is the thrust of this chapter tbat juvenile
on their own and because present intervention pro- delinquency procedures should not be used for negtums ore admittedly inadr:quate, a recent study sug- glected children or those in need of supervision.
"Delinquent act": An act that if committed by an
gests, it may be more effective to leave the first
offenders aJooc,4 If they were disregarded, re- adult woule! be called a crime. In this chapter the
sources eould be concentrated on delinquents with term "delinql1ent acts" will not include such ambiguthree or more ofTIcial police contacts, who account ities aod noncrimes as "being ungovernable," "trufor n high proportion of serious crime.
ancy," "incorrigibility," and "disobedience."
This is not to say that all youths who come into
"Delinqwent child": A child who is found to have
conflict with the law should be ignored. Many of committed an act that would be considered a c.rime if
them m~lY want or need some kind of help. However, committed by an adult.
processing through the juvenile justice system may
"Detention": Temporary care of a child alleged to
be precisely the opposite of what most of them need. be delinquent who requires secure custody in physiIt is widely believed that the first contact young cally restricting facilities pending court diliposWon or
persons have wilh the justice system may be one of execution of a court order.
the most significnnt events in their lives. As a result,
"Dispositional hearing": A hearing 'held subseresource investment at this crucial point seems to
quent to the adjudicatory hearing in order to det(;rpromise the greatest yield, assuming that what hap~
pens to a child apprehended for his first offense may mine what order of disposition should be made cOInweli decide whether or not he will become a full- cerning a child adjudicated as delinquent.
"Residential child care facility": A dwelling otJ.1er
fledged delinquent.
Thus this report will focus on the first stages of ju~ than a detention or shelter care facility, which provenile involvement with the justice system-those vides living accommodations, care, treatment, :and
thnt occ!)r prior to adjudication. Spcciiically, the maintenance for children and youth and is licensed
focus of this chaptor will be on mechanisms that to provide such care. Such facilities 'include fCister
move jU1eniles away from official processing (use of family homes, group homes, and halfway houses.
"Petition": An application for an order of (;ourt
discretion by police. intake screening, informal dispositiolls) nnd on who! happens before adjudication or for some other judicial action. Hence, a "delinto thos~ tor whom official processing is deemed nec- quency petition" is an application for the court Ito act
essary (filing a pctitioli nnd release or detentiori),
in the matter of a juv(~nile apprehended for a delinquent act.
"Shelter": Temporary care of a child in physically
unrestricting facilities; pending court dil'posifiion or
DEFINITIONS
execution of a court order for placement. Shelter
The words Hchild "youth," and "YOllngstcr/, are care is used for deptmdent and neglected IchiIdren
used sym:mymously (hro\lghout this thapter and de- and minors in need olf supervision. Separat/~ shelter
note R person of juvenile court ase~. Juvenile court care facilities are also used for children apPlrehended
Inw$ define 1.\ Hchild" as any person under the speci- for delinquency who n.eed tempor.ary shelter but not
fied ugc, flO matter how nlatut'e or sophisticated he secure detention.
\nny seem. Juvenile jurisdictions in at least twothirds ot (he Stutes 3nelude children under 18; the
others tdso include youngst<:rs hchv.ccu the ages of
'THE JUVENiLE jUSiiCE PROCESS
t Sand 21.
HAdjudict\lory hennns'\~ A hearing to determine
The pOllee, courtl probation office, pUblic and priwhether tbe nllegntions of n petition are supported
vate
social s\~rvice at~encies, schools, and parents all
by the evidence beyond n reasonable doubt Or by n
affect
the juvenile Justicel process. The court has tbe
prcpondcftlnco of the evidence,
ultimate autho'pty in the, process, but the other agenl"UC~ p. 1181 UeR 1~'1i. p. t 2(,.,
des nCCllPY a i~,\'ucial role in the decision making procI M(\t\irt 11 Wolfsnng, l"Ollflr iJ:lld ViOlti?I<;t: (Wl\shin~t(li'l,

penlOrt') arrested for the four major violent
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police encounters studied) 72 percent were citizen~
initiated. Only 28 percent were initiated by police on
pat~ol. In view of this evidence, police work with ju:1 There is evidence that the police handling of ju- v~~lles should be regarded more as responding to
·1 venile offenders is more a function of informal CItIzen requests than as being initiated by police.
police-community relations, the nature of tr"
While discreHon n0t to arrest in the field is vital to
J community, and its geographical location than obthe successful and equitable operation of law en~
'! servance of abstract principles of law enforcement. 5 forcement, discretion to release is equally vital ·after
~i For example, it has been found that the proportion
a child has been arrested and brought to the police
of juveniles arrested who are referred to court de- station. At the present time, police "staticn adjust'I
peml':i on the type of community and the relationship ments" (referral to community resources or other
:f of police and the public there. Rural communities, interdepartmental handling by police) occur in 45 to
+} where there is apt to be a high degree of personal 50 percent of all juvenile contacts in the Nation as a
,I relationship between citizens and police, tend to have whole. 9 A study of Washington, D.C., juvenile dej significantly fewer court referrals of arrested juveniles tention needs by the National Council on Crim~ and
\ than do communities with a high degree of imp~r Delinquency found that exercise of police discretion
sonality in contacts between police and public. hl . r~"ulted in court referral of only 50 percent of young
;j each case, police reflect their perception of commun- persons who had been arrested. 10 Finallv. an anal\! ity attitudes toward delinquency, exercising maxi- ysis 0f~national data on juvenile disposit[~n~- found
l
mum discretion in homogeneous rural areas and less that 46 to 50 percent of juveniles arrested were re~ in urban areas where the popUlation is heteroge- ferred to the court, wilih considerable variations deneous and therefore perceptions of the citizenry are pending on community size and, to some extent, on
geographical region. l l
., likeWise varied. 6
1
Some empirical indices, however, show that even
In recent years, there has been a movement in
in high-density metropolitan settings poHce exercise some areas to guide and structure the exercise of po\1 considerable discret~on. Most large police d'Cpart- ..licediscretion. Depl).rtments have established written
. inents have specialized divisions for handling juve- policies and review procedures to protect against dis~
~ niles. Officers of these divisions often deal only with criminatory treatment and to make dispositions more
H youths who are referred to them by patrol officers. appropriate. In addition, numerous police agencies
J Most police-juvenile arrests in the field (Le.: on the are now engaging in formally organized diversion
street) are made by patrol officers. 7 It is up to the programs. A number of such police-based diversion
patrolman to decide whether or not to arrest a partic- programs are discussed in Chapter 3, Diversion from
ular suspect and to refer him to the youth division the Criminal Justice Process.
for a potential referral to the court having jurisdicWhile some have criticized police discretionary
tion OVer juvenile matters.
and diversion policies as inappropriate to the police
While most available research on juvenile justice role, the trend today is clearly toward support of
tends to focus on events occurring after the police such policies. There is increasing recognition of the
field encounter, a recent exploratory study of police value of police authority to channel youths into com- control of iuveniles in Boston, Chicago, and Wash- munity resources or other nonjudicial alternatives,
ingtort,D.C .• showed that only a small fraction of the Police should be allowed to exercise as much discrelegally liable j~veni1e suspects are arrested. 8 A tion in the use of informal disposition as the safety of
second significant finding corroborated earlier evi- the community permits. Jurisdictions that lack enadence that most police work with juveniles stems blJng legislation should. seek to establish it in ·order to
from citizen complaints. Of a total of 281 juvenile- facilitHte early police screening techniques and to de~
velop criteria .and programs for their use.
'W.illiam 1, Chambliss and John T. LieU, "The Legal
Th(J judiciary often vests law enforcem~nt agenProcess in the Community Setting," Crime and Delincies with responsibility for controlling admissions to
1lie/fcy, 12 (1966), 310-317.
Nathan Goldman, The Differential Selection of JU~'enile
detention centers when court or probation office serOU~nd.ers for Court Appearance (New York: Nationa] vices are not available. Police frequently have com~
founcil on Crime and Delinquency, 1963), p. 129.
plete control of intake on weekends, during nignt
Juveniles and the

Law Enforcement Process
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An ~ltceptiCln to this situation is the active "youth patrol"
~tabhshed in some cities in recent years, whose function
~s to police juveniles and prevent delinquency.
Donald 1. Black and Albert J. ~eiss, Jr., "Police Control
~~ JUVeniles," American Sociological Review, 13 (1970),
-17. It shoufd be noted that the authors define arrest
~ tra,nsportation of a suspect to a police station, not as
he formal bl]l)king or charging of a subject with

a crime.

P

National Institute of Mental Health, Center for Studies

of Crime and Delinquency, Diversion from the Criminal
Justice System, (1971), p. 22.
'0 National Council on Crime and DelinCJ,uency, Regional
Detention (AUstin, Texas: NCCD, 1971).
U Thomas P. Monahan, "National Data on Police Dispositions of Juvenile Offenders," Police, 14 (1969), 36-45.
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volving civil and criminal principles and specifically ~
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hours, and on holidays-periods dudng which most
detention decisions have to be made. Theoretically,
the judichlry should specify the rules and regulations
for control or detention admission, but few jurisdictions have exercised this judicial prerogativc most
leaving intake control to police discretion.
The detention decision should not be made by law
enforcement officers, whose professional backgroullds arid missions may differ considerably from
those of court or social service personneL'2 Since
the ultimate responsibility for detention of children
rests with the court, it will need to assume full responsibility over juvenile detention and admission
control on a 24-hour basis. The objective is to sepatote the "detecting and catching" function from the
IIdetaining, adjudicating. and correcting" function.
j

The Juvenile Court Proclgss
In 1971 1,125.000 juvcnile delinquency cases,
~xcluding

trnmc ()fTenses, were handled by more than
2.900 juvenile courts. I:' This represented an increase in the number of juvenile court cases over the
previous ;'car. an amount exceeding the increase· in
child pqpulation. Rural court cases increased by 11
percenl. cases in urban courts by 5 percent. About
:;8 percent of delinquency cases referred to juvenile
" courts in 1971 were handled nc.mjudiciaJly (without
filing n petition). Some variation was notcd accordins to region: urban and scmiurban courts tend to
hnndle a larger proportion of cases nonjudicially
Ihun do rural courts.
Between 1970 and t 971. the number of delinquency cnses renehing the courts increased by 7 percent •. compared with a 3 percent increase jn cases
hnndlcd Informally. This may mean that more serious cnses nrc being brought before the courts, that
inerensed concern with due process as a n~sull of the
Gault decision. 387 US. 1 (1967), may contribute
to n concomittll1t emphusis on formality, lor that recent cmphnsis on diversion techniques and community-bused programs affects mostly those t~ases that
never reach the COllrls. The question remains as to
why so mnny youngsters nre brought before the
court when informal community altem(ltives have
bccm recognized as more desirable for most

juveniles. H
.
'The JUYenile court proceeding 1s not a criminal

proceeding.

n is

u spqclal statutory. proceeding in-

~~~

'. U.S.

Oepnrtmenf of Henlth. Educntion, nnd Welfnre.

Youth Development nnd Delinq\lcnc.YPt:evention Adminlstflltfon. Dlt·trtlllR }'Qwlt irom ·the Correcf/"onat SYstem,
On!). p. 45.
'
.
,
.~ U.S. Oepartmenl of Health, E,ducll,tion, and Wet(are.
11l\,('lIlt~ C:OIm Statfstlcs [97 [ (1972), pp. 2, 6. Cited herein-

n(ler by title.
14

U.s. Cl'litdrcn'$ llutenu, Standards Jor Jm'cnl/e
Cmufs (1970), p. s.
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designed to determine what is in the best interests of
the child brought before the court under the princi.
pie of parens patriae. Juveniles frequently come In
contact with the courts for behavior tbat would not
bring them before the law if they were adults. Offenses such ~ tr~ancy, curfew. violations, r~nning away,
teenage dnnkmg and smokmg are cases In point. D.e.
pendency and neglect by parents also can bring a
child into juvenile court judsdiction, and 130900
cases in these categories were reported in the U~ited
States in 1971.11; It shOUld be noted that dependency and neglect cases will not be considered in this
chapter.
The juvenile court's location in the judicial structure varies considerably among the States. It may be
a division of the circuit court, the probate court, or
the family collrt system, or it may constitute a separate system, Depending on the caseload, its judges
may be assigned only to juvenile proceedings, or
they may have additional functions. The location is
less important than the purpose: to provide the court
system that addresses delinquency with separate fadlities and personnel to perform its special functions.
Two crucial issues in regard to j~~enile court jurisdiction are the upper age limit of persons who may
be brought before it (usually 16, 17, 18, or 21) and
whether it has concurrent jurisdiction with criminal
courts. These two factors determine whether a juvenile court can waive its judsdiction over some juveniles in favor of their being prosecuted as adults
on criminal charges and, if so, at what age. The lower
age limit of the Illinois "waiver statute" is 13, but it
is doubtful that many waivers are granted in cases
involving 13-year-olds.
There may be constitutional problems in concur·
rent jurisdiction. After the juvenile court grants
waiver and a juvenile is acquitted by a criminal
court, the juvenile court should not be able to reassert jurisdiction on the basis of the same conduct.
California has avoided this issue by providing con·
current jurisdiction over an a!!eged juvenile offendet
with the qualification that the juvenile court must
first hear waiver arguments. If it grants u waiver, ·the
criminal court asserts its jurisdiction, but the juvenile
court is precluded from ever reasserting jurisdiction
on the same alleged offense. if the juvenile court de·
nies waiver, then the criminal court's jurisdiction is
forever terminated on the particular alleged
offense. lll
t> J//I'ellile Court Statistics 1971. p. 5.
'
." Waiver is defined here. as the process by which a prost·
Clllor files a petition asking the court with jurisdiction om
juvenile delinquency matters to waive its jurisdiction, so
that the juvenile may be tried as an adult in a criminal

~)l'oceeding.
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INTAKE SERVUCES
Intake servkes should be formally organized
under the C011rt to receive and screen all children
and ~ouths referred by police, public and private
agencJes,.parent.s, and other sources. Intake services
sho~ld dlyer~ 8.~ many youngsters as possible from
the Juvemle Justice system and refer for court action
only those for whom such action is deemed necessary: Court referral on a delinquency petition should
not Involve youngsters who have committed acts that
would not be considered crimes if committed by
adultis.
. In"a~e services .should function in close cooperatton With ~ther prIvate and public agencies, such as
you~h service bureaus and family and mental health
servH~e.s, toward t.he goals of delinquency prevention
and crime reductIOn. Intake services should be able
to pur~hase needed services, including substitutes for
detentIon.

"t
,~

~

Role of Intake Personnel

A recent survey reveals that 42 States have statu(ory provisions .regarding the court intake process,
but there are wJde variations with regard to intake
procedures, criteria, and personne1. l r While
smalle: ~?urts s~metimes rely on "good primary
screenmg by pollee, schools, and other agencies and
may have no intake personnel at all, most larger
court systems have separate intake sections or departments with specially trained staff.18
. Practic~lly. all jurisdictions require that the decision to adJudl?at~ b~ based on an intake report) but
there are few mdlcatiOns as to who shall conduct the
study. :r~n States have no specification at all; in 10
~thers thIS ~e~ponsibmty is given to "the court"; and'
In the .remalOlOg States the responsibiFity is given to
probatIon officers.
. There is considerable c~nfiict about when refer\'lng a case .for judicial hearing is in the best interests
of the publIc and the child. 19 .Sinc(~ individual stato}
: utes p;?yide little guidance, the concept of /Cbest inter~ts IS so vague and inclusive that it may be con~
?UCIV~ to. su~jectivc, arbitrary, or irrational choices
In det.:rmmalion of whether to file a petition. In an
;ffort to remedy the problem, clearer definitions of
:ntake. criteria are needed. Also needed is a closer
an~lysls of the central figure in the process-the pro~l1on officer-and his role in the judicial system,

:j

1s'EIYCe Z. Ferster. Thomas
' OffiCial
.
Jnethan
' . ' "separatmg
,,~~nJle C;ourt Intake," Iowa
:eliil~·~hendan, Standards lor
1> I d~en~s ~ureau Publication
mf~eslde!1t s Commission on
Ii nJsl~allOn of Justice, Task
Ilquel/cy and Youth Crime,

F. Courtless and- Edith N
• Delinquents:,
and Unofficial
Law Review, 55 (970), 873,
JUI'enile and Family Courts
437, 1966. p. 139.
'
Law Enforcement and AdForce Report.' Juvenile De1967, p. 21.

In all but th~ smallest jUrisdictions, intake services
s~ould be provl~ed by specialized staff who are as-

Signed only to mtake functions. Other staff mem~
bers should be assigned to prepare social study reports,. to represent the child in court, a.nd to be responSible for supervision.
IrJ~~e_ personnel should have the (oHowing responSIbIlItIes:
1. Tbey.should fflake. a determination of whether
~he: m.at~er m questIOn falls within the delinquency
Junsdlctron of the court.
. ~'. If the matter is not within the delinquency jurlsdl~hon of the court, the juvenile should be released
to hIS parents. In some cases, intake staff may assist
the youngster and his parents by making a voluntary
referral to another section of the court (that handles
depende~lcy, neglect, etc.) or a service program such
as a famIly or mental health service, a public welfare
agency, or a youth service bureau,
3. If. th,e ~a.tter appears to be within the delin~
quency JunsdlctIon of the court, intake staff should
make an a.ssessment of what action is appropriate in
the followmg order of priority:
'
a. Dismissal of the complaint as too
minor or otherwise so circumstanced as to
w.arrant dismissaL.
.
b. Referral to a nonjudicial agency for
services.
. c. Utilization of any of the other formal
or mformal dispositions available to the court
ot~er than a delinquency petition. Among them
~Ight . be p~rticipation in a formally organized
diverSIOn program, a consent decree, or informal probation.
d.. A decision that·a formal court hearing
.
IS reqUired and subsequent filing of a delinquen.cy petition. As a general rule, formal proceedmgs appear appropriate where:
Accusations are in dispute, and, if borne
out, court-ordered disposition and treatment
appear desirable.
Detention or removal from the home is indicated.
The nature or gravity of the offense warrants official judicial attention.
The juvenile Or the parents request formal
adjudication.
~'. Sc:ee~in? of children for whom a delinquency
petltIon IS filed to place as many in their parentai
homes, a shelter, or nonsecure residential care as is
consistent with the safety of others.
.5. If no other alternative can be achieved for a
child for wh?m.a .delinquency petition is filed, place~ent of t?e IndIVIdual in detention pending a detentIOn hearIng.
<.
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6. Prep:u'ation of a report for the court to be
used at the detention hearing, presenting the reasons
why detention was deemed necessary.
Tile probation officer may be charged with gathering ar~<J presenting evidence in an adjudicatory hearing ana at the same time be expected to develop the
child's confidence and cooperation. While States vary
on views, statutes, and practices as to the degree to
which a probation officer should assume responsibility ill evidence gathering, he usually is asked to function in contradictory capacities. 20 This situation
should not be perpetuated.
Because the intake scrvices personnel would be
involved in many informal dispositions, a built-in review tequircment should be developed to provide a
check on the system. Such a mechanism could effectively limit unwarr:anted uses of discretion, in which
considerations of institutional or other requirements
ruthet than Ihe nI!cds of the individual youngster are
the determining factor in the decision making process. The specific nature of this authority, which
could lake,! the form of an advisory or review board
appointed by the respective State agency or depa.rtenent, is less important than the fact that, in the interest of coordination and program effectiveness, it
should be incorporflted into the administrative unit
huving overull responsibility for intake services.

Role of the Prosecutor

Ii
i~.'

The prosecutor's role in delinquency matters differs from his role in adult courts in that most juvenile cases come to his attention through the ~uvcnile
intake worker instead of by direct referral from poUce.
Under this arrangemcnt, if the intake officer
thinks the case shQuld be referred to court, the prosecutol' determines whether there is a legal basis on
which to file n petition. If there is not, the child
slwuld be divertcd from the system.
The prosecutor's role in the adjUdicatory process
for delinquency matters is discussed in the Commission's report on Courts.

Initial Screening

Children coming to the attention of the police and
gonertltly mny be classified into two principal

~ourts

c::ttcgolies: those nccllscd of committing acts that
would be considered crimes if committed by adults,
\ltld those who nrc not acclIsed of any offense. The

;; i~inh() (fh,\~gc!s <;()JIlPlnin;'lt$ with the responsibility of
~i\lhering: c\'l?e(lc~. to SUR. rtnlle~ntions. NeVa?R has. a

lhird person llwestlgnte the ,J\C{$. SIX $fn,tes reqlllte an tn\'c,'>tinaUt)l\ <'If thecirc:ulllsinncC:1s of the offenSe. by the intake
offiC:llr.
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Tatter category can be further differentiated into
those who have broken certain rules applicable only to children-such as running away, truancy,
curfew violations, and teenage drinking or smokfng-and those who have violated neither laws nor
rules but who are labeled for various reasons as "persons in need of supervision" (PINS), "minors in need
of supervision" (MINS) , "incorrigible and beyond
control," or found to have been living in an "injurious envhonment" or in "situations dangerous to
their morals or those of others."
Despite the obvious inequity of the situation, most
jurisdictions do not differentiate legally between delinquent and nondelinquent children. While the
Standard Juvenile Court Act long has called for separation of the nondelinquent child from those who
have violated the law, by requiring that the former
not be placed in institutions primarily designed for
the treatment of delinquents, continued indiscriminate grouping constitutes a national disgrace. Even if
great care were taken to provide separate legal categories by statute, it is doubtful that such differentiated labeling as PINS or MINS would be any less
stigmatizing or injurious than being adjudicated delinquent because, in most States, they are detain~d
and institutionalized together.
For this reason, statutory changes totally removing
the nondelinquent child from the court's jurisdiction
in its quasi-criminal role should be sought.
In defense of maintaining the status quo, it could
be argued that certain youngsters requite authQrita·
tive handling by the court because, without its finn
guidance, many might tum to a career in delinquency and crime. It could be said further that ~b·
sence of "MINS provisions" could conceivflbly result
in more children behlg charged with violations of the
law, much as aqult ckoholics are now being charged
with disorderly conduct because alcohQlism haS been
removed frorn the statutes as an offense.
While th~se arguments seem plausible eno~gh,.
they mask a number of disconcerting truths. FIrst,
there is no empirical evidence of the beneficial effect
of authoritarian handling of juveniles by the courts
and very little knowledge about the effectiveness of
any particular program. Second, there is ample eVIdence to demonstrate an inverse relationship between· age and recidivism alnd to show that t?e
younger a person is when he lirst experiences offic~!I1
contact with authorities (arrest, detention, or conVICtion for any offense)\ the mote likely he is to continl!e
on 8. path of delinquency and crime.21 Third, it is
common practice in 90 percent of this country's juvenile court jurisdictions to detain children in jail in the
Daniel Glaser, the Effectiveness of a Prison and Parole
System (Bobbs-Merrill, 1964), p. 37.
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absence of special detention facilities/ 2 and most existing detention facilities look more like maximum
security institutions than places conducive to the sodal and physical well-being of youngsters. The conclusion is inescapable that society does not have the
right to inflict such dispositions on its nondelinquent
children.
There is another persuasive legal reason for exduding the nondelinquent child from court jurisdiclion. The Gault ruling grants such safeguards as the
right to notice, counsel, and confrontation, and protection against self-incrimination to any delinquent in
danger of incarceration or loss of liberty. Even
though in Arizona, where Gault occurred, the delinqueacy label inclUdes tqe incorrigible or truant child,
court actions have not consist,ently required the same
protection for nondelinquent children as for delinqueats. However, since nondelinquert minors at present share the same risk of confinement, particularly
at the preadjudication detention level, such safeguards conceivably will be afforded in the future.
Such a turn of events, however, might involve legal
difficultie.s in light of due process standards and the
constitutional vulnerability of such concepts as
"incorrigibility." 23
Immediate statutory changes must be sO}.lght, so
that c;h~ldren accused of noncriminal offenses no
longer come under the court's delinquency jurisdiction. Further, detention of such children in jail
should be prohibited under penalty of law.
Analyses of current practices would indicate that
laking no action with nondeUnquent children may be
preferable' to taking any action. Clear-cut policies
must be established that would result in automatic
referral of those nondelinquent children who are
deemed to require service to tbe appropriate private
aqd public human resources agep.cies. ~bm~ such
agencies already exist and neeq to be expanded; for
example, mental h~alth anq family services, public
welfare, and a number of private organizations. Others are emerging, such as youth service bureaus that
can fl!nction as service brokers, resource developers,
and intervening agents on behalf of the children.
The role of intake servi~es in this process is clear.
They provide a vital link in the chain of human servi~es by providing for reception, screening; and referral. Intake $ervices shOUld have full authority to
$Creen out all nondelinquent children to Incire appropriate programs, and as m~,ny quasi~fielinquent children as may lle feasjple. Since intake services should
be available arolHld the clock, the majority of referrals and dispositions should be resolved on the day
'Or evening of intake.
"Sherwood Norman, The Youth Service~ Bureau (l'aramus,
1'1].: National ('ouncil on Crime and I)eljnquen~y, 1972),

P.132.

"lu\1enile Court Statistics, 1970, p. 5.

How often and how appropriately youngsters are
screened out of the juvenile justice process will depend largely on whether suitable services and other
options are actually available in the community. A
major concern of those who favor retaining court
jurisdiction over nondelinquent children is the need
for "protective custody" in many cases in which delinquency is not at issue. This is particularly true in
regard to runaways and other youth who are having
problems in their relationships with their own families.
While the number of community services and
agencies providing alternatives to detention still is
small, there are some precedents. For example, day
care facilities with case work and group work services are gaining in popularity and offer the advantage of allowing youngsters to stay in their own
home~ during evenings. Further, public and private
agencies functioning as shelters for ru~away juveniles provide short-term living accommodations and
offer juveniles and their parents counseling which
may lead towarq the child's successful return to his
home. Finally, programs conducted at a community'S
YMCA and similar agencies can furnish low-security
residential centers for youngsters lacking adequate
! ;
parental supervision.
.. Without the existence of such programs, neglected
youth surely would be shunted into detention programs. Existing community agencies also can accept
voluntary placement of "incorrigible" or "beyond
control" youngsters in periods of crisis, thereby
avoiding detention and involvement with the juvenile
ju~tice system.

Pre-Judicial Dispositions
After court intake personnel have sifted out nondelinquent and social problem cases that can be
served better in oth-er programs, a number of other
avenues to minimize penetration into the justice system should be explored. Since more than half of ;;tIl
juvenile cases presently referr~d to the couri:s are
being handled nonjudiciaUy (without formal hearings), it is estimated that improved intake services
coulq substantially reduce the number of cases referred for adjudication by ipcreased lise of nonjudicial alternatives.
Through this process, inappropriate complaints
would be kept from tpe courts; fewer children would
experience the official or informal sanctioning proc..,
ess of the jj.ldicial system, and more children would
be diverted into delinqu~ncy prevention and sodal
service programs. A tangible reduction of probatiop,
officers' caseloQds could be achieved, thus freeing
the officers to give greater ~ssjstance to yo~ngsters
requiring th~ir help. The intake wor~er should be
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concerned primarily witll an assessment of whetber a
particular complaint should 'be dismissed or referred
for adjudIcation and whetber nny of the other for!Ual
or informal dispositions available to the court might

be applicable.

Analysis of existing legal provisions [or informal
adjustmertt yields a bewildering array of terms us.ed
to denote similar processes: informal adjustment, m~
(ormal probation, informal disposition, informal supervision, unofficial probation, counsel and advice,
and consent decree. The term "informal servire" will
be used here to denote any provisions for continuing
efforts of the court to provide informal adjustment
without the fillng of a petition. 24 The consent de~
cree represents a more formalized order for casework
supervision, which would be included as "informal
servlcc" because a formal determination of fact is
not involved.

Jnformal Adjustment
Most jurisdictions empower intake staff to "ad~
just'l at intake certain cases that in their judgment
do not warrant official action by the court. Minor
first offenses or trivial cases would be suitable for
such informal disposition. Only three States (Illinois,
New Mexico, and New York) specifically permit
complainants to overrule a probation officer's recom~
mendnticms by giving them the right to file petitions.
However; the courts' responsiveness to citizen com~
plaints undoubtedly results in filing of unnecessary
petitions soleiy to placate the complainants. 25
'fhercfore, it would be advantageous if, as already
has occurred in many States, intake staff were
officially vested with the power to dismiss complaint'l
llltl!. seem arbitrary, vindictive, out of proportion, or
nguihst the best interests of the child.
The bui1t~in reviewing body suggested above could
be par(iculnrly useful asn check on arbitrary or un~
warranted discretionary decisions. Tn some jurjsdic~
lIoJ1S this nuthority is vested in court IIreferees," who
periodically review informal decisions and function
ilS n recourse for legitimate complninants. 26 Infor~
mnl adjustments nrc generally arrived at through a

;lS~\tdiln R.. Gough. "Consent Decrees lind Informal
Service in the J'tlVl;:nil~ Court: Excurslons toward Balance,"
Ulll\'(ts1t~· of Kawms

I

E1yc;e

conference with voluntary participation of all parties."
-. -:
· t he con f erence are exc1uded"tF
Statements rna de durmg
from any subsequent adjudication proceedings, and If
1
there is reasonable time limit between date of com- . . . 1
plaint and date of the conference.27
.
Fifteen States provide statutory authority for ad- •. ;
justment proceedings. The TIlinois Juvenile Court Act
(IIT. Ann. Stat., Ch. 37, para. 703~8, Smith~Hurdi
Supp, 1967) provides an excellent example of thisl
approach:i
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'-'Armar Probation

Informal probation, another method of nonjudicial
handling of juvenile caseS coming to the attention of
the court, permits informal supervision of young per~
sons by probation officers who wish to reserve judg~
ment regarding the necessity for filing a petition
until after a child has had the opportunity for some
informal treatment. There are several recognized ad~
vantages to this type of disposition;
! • It does not interrupt school or job attendance.
I . It avoids the stigma of a delinquent record and a
delinquent reputation.

t(i11'

Rel'iell', 19 (1971). 740ff.

.z. Fc\'Slcr nod 'Thomas F. Court tess,

"'The Intake

}lI'ocessIn Ihe Affluent CotlnW Juvenile Court," Hastings

.,t<w' J(l!t.rI{ct/. 22 (I97l}, t.I27.
fl 'rhe ~ferec S),s{en)ls eurrently beins used with success

hl it nUlllber of jurisdictions, among them the Court of
C(\mmonPlcQ,!\, Division of Domestic Relations, Toledo.
Ohio, ~\.I\dPima CcUntl'l Arizona.

(1) The court may authorize the probation officer to
confer in a preliminary conference with any person seeking
to -file a petition under Section 4-1, the prospective reo
spondents and tJlher interested persons concerning the ad· 'f
visability of filing the petilion. with a view to adjusting
suitable cases without the filing of a petition.
1
(2) In any case of a minor who is in tempornry CUs·
tody, the holding of preliminary conferences does not op· . !
crate 10 prolong temporary custody beyond the period
permitted by Section 3-5.
.
rJ
(3) The probation officer may not prevent the filing of"~
a petition by any person who wishes to file a petition . !
under this Act.
.j
(4) This Section does not authorize any probation officer . I
to compel any person to appear at any conference, produce . 1
nny papers, or visit any p l a c e . .
'\
(5) No statement made during a preliminary conference .' 1
may be admitted into evidence at an adjudicatory hearing
I
or at any proceeding against the minor under the criminal '..:.,';
laws of this State prior to his convktion thereunder.
_;
(6) Efforts at adjustment pursuant to rules or orders of . ,
cOllrt under this Section may not extend for a period of. (
more than 3 months.
-,

1

.!

• It does not reinforce antisocial tendencies, as for~
mal adjudication has a tendency to do.
It is less costly than formal probation.
Informal probation may be differentiated from in..
formal adjustment in that the former generally de~
•
b
•
notes some kmd of brief "pro ationary penod" dur··
ing which the child must fulfill certain requirements,
such as attending school, or obeying his parents',>
while informal adjustment generally denott;,s ali in..
formal disposition without any probationary period,.

I •

I

.1

t!

Opponents of informal probation and similar in··
formal dispositions point to the possibility of inher~
ent coercion and legal double jeopardy, since viola~
flons of the rules of the disposition may lead to
• • .

activation of formal adjudicatIon proceedmgs. 20
However, because of the general desirability of in~
formal dispositions and of a wider range of informal
and quasi-formal methods of handling juveniles.
courts SllOUld either maintain or establish informal
probation procedures. To assure equity and protec~
tion of rights, the following procedural safeguards
should be observed:
L The facts of the case shouid be undisputed,
and all parties including the juvenile should agree to
the informal probation disposition. sD
2. The juvenile and his parents should be ad~
vised of their right to formal adjudication procedures, should they so desire.
3. Self~incriminating statements made during the
informal process should not be used if formal adjudi~
cation procedures ensue after the informal settlement attempt.31
4. A reasonable time limit (between 3 and 6
months) should be placed on the informal probation
period.82

Little is known about the success or failure of informal adjustments, and no definite criteria are avail- :~i
able for assessing the eligibility of youngsters. Most ~.;
recommendations are rather vague and permit the 'I
probation officer considerable latitude. Seriousness If
of the act. prior police and court encounters, paren- JI
tal and child attitudes, and age of the child are com- J
monly listed as factors for consideration. One recent 11
analysis of the juvenile intake process indicates that ~
more than half the juvenile cases in a sample of 170 ~
handled on an informal basis were closed at intake. ..~
17 percent were closed after a short period of infor·
mal handling, and 13 percent were placed on infor- .~
mal probation. 28 Among the major reasons forcase closure at intake were: family able to cope with 'i
the problem (20.4 percent); no further difficulties::
since referral (11.8 percent); child a nonresident (8 l
percent); and offense being minor (6.6 p~rcent). An 1
analysis of the major reasons for closing cases after a 1
period of informal handling revealed that about half l. "National Council on Crime and Delinq(]ency, Council of
of them experienced no further difficulties. Petitions . ~ Judges. Madel Rules for Juvenile Court (New York: NCC.D,

j

1

1969),p • .15.
for formal court action were filed on the other half.:" 1
, ". Moae! Rules, p. 40.
"w. Sheridan. l.egislalil'e GlIide~ for Drafting Family ~nd .1 .. Sheridan, Legislalive Guides,

JUl'f!llile Court

Act~

(U.S. Department of Health, EducatIon
and Welfare, 1969). paragraph 13(d).
,. Ferster and Courtless, "The Intake Proct)ss in the Affluent
County Juvenile Court."

J
'

''.1

5. A petition on 'he original complaint should

.... ",

t

Informal Service

tl

-

paragraph 26.
.
"Uniform Juvenile Court Act, 1?aragraph 10(b); National
Council on Crime and Delinquency, Council of Judges,
fUMes /{Jr juvenife Court Judges (New York: NCeD.
963),pp. 40-41.

not be allowed after an agreement has been worked
out with all parties involved. 33

·;'1:;1
.
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Consent Decrees
A consent decree is a more formal order for case~
work supervision or treatment to be provided eithet'
by the court staff or another agency. It is approved
by the judge with consent of. the parents and child.
The court does not make a formal determination of
jurisdictional fact or a formal dispo!)ition.
The consent decree provides another method of
disposition that can ease the caseload of the !i!ourt as
well as provide an intermediate approach for cases
too serious for informal handling but not grave
enough for formal probation or institutionalization.
This additional procedure serves to protect the
public as well as the youngster and eliminates the
stigma associated with findings of delinquency.a.,
Official responses to certain types of behavior ini.
tiate processes that may well lead juveniles to further
delinquent conduct. Youngsters often simply out~
grow delinquent behavior patterns. 35 Discretion in
official intervention and labeling therefore is advised,
lest describing a youth as delinquent to family, peers,
and neighbors create a selMulfilling prophecy. In the
absence of c1ear~cut evidence that official sanction
reduces delinquency or is otherwise beneficial to the
child, formal adjudication and official pronounce~
ment of delinquency should be avoided.
It should be stressed that consent decrees do not
-conflict with th~ Gault decision which established
that, in any action jeopardizing a youngster's liberty)
a written notice of the charge be given at the earliest
possible time, informing him that he lws a right to
counsel and the privilege of confronting and cross~
examining the witnesses against him, as well as the
right against self-incrimination. Consent dect::ees ap~
pear appropriate in situations where:
• Services beyond those available through oth~r in~
formal adjustments appear desirable.

>, Model

Rules, p. 15.
Sheridan, Legislative GUides, paragraph 13.
,. Recent relevant works include: .T. Martin. Toward a
Polilical Definition of Juvenile Delinquency (Wa~hington:
Department of Health. EdUcation and Welfare, 1970); Eliot
Freidson, \'Disability as Social DeViance," in Marvin B,
Sussman, ed., Sociology and RehabilitatiQIl (Washington:
American Sociological Association a"d Vocational Rehabilitation Administration,.. 1965); John T. Kitsuse, IISocjeta\
. Reaction to Deviant Behavior Problems of Theory and
Method," in Howard S. Becker. ed., The Ot/zl!r Sidl!: Per.
spectil'es 011 Del'iance (Free .Press of Glencoe, 1964); Jack~
son Toby, "An Evaluation ·of Early Identification and Intensive Treatment Programs for Pl'edelinquents," Social
Problems, 13 (1965), 160-175; Edwin M. Lernert, HUm(m
Devia1lce, Social Problems and Social Con/raJ (Prentic;eHall, 1967), p. 42.
I!
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• Neither the needs of the youngster nor the protection of the community requires his removal from
home.
• There is no dispute as to the facts that. brought
the youngster before the court.
• Written consensus of all parties can be reached
on the decree.
Procedurally, consent decrees sho':lld exhibi.t these
features; 30
• The youngster should have right to counsel and
right to a formal proceeding.
• The youngster and his parents should be apprised of their legal rights and the fact that the decree could not result in the removal of the child from
his family.
• StatemenL<; !Y!V<iil in connection with the case
should nev~r b~ used by the State to establish jurisdiction .in any court but would be admissible only at
later dispositional hearings.
• No decree should be issued unless the facts are
legally sufficient to confer jurisdiction upon the court
if proved in trial.
• Decrees should spccify clearly that they do not
constitute an adjudication of an offense or impDse
probation.
• Decrees should be in force for an average of 3 to 6
mortths and never longer than a year, with renewals
requiring the consent of all parties.
• Decrees sbould be entered only with the explicit
consent and participation of the child and his par·.
ents, who should have a clear understanding that
they have the right to withdraw from the program in
favor of adjudication at any time.
• Once a decree is entered upon, the State has lost
the right to reinstitute the case, unless there is willful
noncompliance with the terms of the decree by the
juvenile and in that event the fact of noncompliance
should 'not be relevant to the question of
udjudication. 37
• Decrees should explicitly preclude the filing of
petitions, since the latter negate the goal of removing
juveniles fro III the adjudicative system. as
Use of consent decrees has not been without its
critics. an It is argued, for example, that stigmatization .is possible as long as records on the transactions
arc maintained. Statutory provisions to destroy such
records would eliminate this problem. The objection
is mude that unofficial handling might tend to dupli.. Gough, COI/sellt Decrees, contains an excellent assessment
of current prnctice in the U.S.
~l W. Sheridan, Legislative Guides, paragraph 33(d) provides
that in cases in which children violate consent decrees, the
()riginnl charge may be petitioned to the court "just as if
the consent decree had n,;"er been entered."
.. vOUgh, ConSel/1 Decrees. p. 738.
~ Ferster. Courtless, and Snethen, "Separating Official and
Unofficial Delinquents," p. 885.
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cate existing child welfare servi.:.es or 'even prevent
communities from developing alternative programs.
However, consent decrees and similar court services
should not be seen as dispositions in lieu of ~ther
programs but simply as improved mechanisms for
making full use of them.
Tb~re is another, more serious criticism regarding
the use of consent decrees: being a relatively informal procedure, the consent decree can lend itself
to unwarranted uses of discretion in which considerations of the court rather than the needs of the individual youngster may be the determining factor in
the decision. To insure that the decree serves the
public interest and is beneficial to the child, no consent decree should be issued Wi.t~lOut a hearing at
which sufficient evidence appears to provide a proper
foundation for the decree. A record of such a hearing
should be kept, and the court in issuing the decree
should state in writing the reasons for the decree and
the factual information on which it is based.
While the previously discussed informal services
are utilized at least to some degree by most jurisdictioris, court personnel should explore further the
possibilities of formally organized diversion programs as discussed in Chapter 3, Diversion from the
Criminal Justice Process.
Constitutional Rights Qf Juveniles

Gault asserted a juvenile's right against self-incrimination and his right to counsel. In addition, the
young person is entitled to the same warnings provided by the Miranda decision, 384 U.S. 436
(1966), for adults: i.e., a child in custody needs to
be warned of his right to counsel and the right to remain silent while under questioning. Special care
needs to be taken that the child understands these
rights. Juveniles are under great pressure to cooperate when in custody, even after Miranda warnings,
and they may need adult advice from unbiased
sources. In addition, parental interests sometimes
may be different from the child's, so that their advice
as to actual waiver for the child may not necessarily
protect the child's rights. In view of these serious
reservations, the Model Rules for Juvenile Courts,
published by the National Council on Crime and Delinquency, recommend that all extrajudicial statements to peace and court officers not made in the
presence of parents or counsel be rendered inadmissible in juvenile court."'O
In the initial intake interview, when an intake officer decides whether or not to refer to the court for
formal petition, the parents and the' child should be
allowed to answer- questions without their statements
being used as evidence in any formal adjudication

I. NceD

Council of Judges, Model Rules, p. 82·.

that may result. This recommendation dovetails with
those of the Mociel Rules for Juvenile Courts, extending them to in.take services and the entire preadjudication disposition process. Only in this man't
ner can the dispositional decision be made with ade:1 quate information. Thus, the juvenile can take ad., vantage of the :informal disposition possibilities, if
:~:,.! offered, and yet not lose his right to remain silent if
formal adjudk:ation results.
Because a child's liberty is at stake, a child and his
J parents should have the right to counsel at each
'i phase of the formal juvenile justice process, deten"I tion, adjudication, and disposition hearing. u The
right to counsel should be a non-waiverable right. In
! the interest of an equitable and more uniform proc:.;!{'
ess, a juvenile taker; into custody should be referrefl
immediately to court intake services. Professionally
~.'·l! trained personnel must again inform him of his rights
. in a version of Miranda that, it is hoped, he can una derstand. His parents, if not already present, should
M be notified immediately and informed of their child's
rights. At this point, the intake worker would gather
~ the information necessary to decide whether or not
~ an informal disposition is desirable.
In all situations, the chUd and parents should be
apprised of his options and the possibli~ consequences of each. One option is formal diap())itionthe filing of a delinquency petition or equivalent
court proceeding. The moment this option is chosen,
counsel should be provided. If the alleged offense is
such that informal disposition is possible, it is not
likely that a formal hearing will be chosen. .
Assuming the juvenile chooses the informal pro.' ceedh~gs, he should be informed that he can, at any
time, l~rminate such a disposition and request formal
adjudication. The restraints placed on his freedom as
" a result of such disposition should be minimal, since
no t.ldjudication has actually occurred. Obviously,
SUi';!! dispositions can be used only where both paren~s and child are willing to cooperate.
As a general rule, fonnal proceedings appear appropriate where:
, Accusations are in dispute, and, if borne uut,
c?urt-ordered disposition and treatment appear destrable.
'Detention or removal from the home is indicated.
, The nature or gravity of the offense warrants
official judicial attention.
'. The juvenile or the parents request formal adjudIcation.
To avoid arbitrary decisions, general criteria

i!

u~h'
S
i IS recommendation is supported by Section 19 of the
tandard Juvenile and Family Court Act, as well as the
r~ent juvenile court legislation in Alaska, California I1IinOIS, New York, and Utah. See ~del Rules, p. 82.'

should be specified by State statute, with authority
being granted to intake personnel to set more specific
crite,r,ia as experience dictates.

OVERVIEW OF CURRENT DETENTION
PROBLEMS
Many agencies have advocated that detention be'
limited to alleged delinquent offenders who require
secure custody for the protection of others. Howe.ver, as noted earlier in this chapter, most jurisdictions use detention not only for juveniles who have
committed delinquent acts that would be considered
crimes if committed by adults, but also for children
who have committed acts deemed by the court to be
conducive to crime (truancy, disobedience, incorrigibility and tIre like), who are frequently categorized
as "persons in need of supervision" (PINS), or "minors in need of supervision" (MINS).
Although data on the extent of ihis problem are
scarce, indications are that youth in the PINS group
comprise at least 50 percent of most detention home
populations. 42 This estimate does not include the
number of children detained in jails or other holding
facilitil~s in areas not hving detention centers. This
situation is now increasingly recognized by correctional administrators, the judiciary, and behavioral
scientists as detrimental to the goals of delinquency
prevf!ntion and as a major obstacle in implementation of intake services planning.
Residential detention care should be a service exc1usi'vely fot the court in its delinquency jurisdiction
arid should never be utilized for dependent or neglected children or those in need of supervision.
Shelter care serves th~ court as needed, and it presents more options by providing access to a wide
range of private and public child welfare services
and family agencies.
. It is essential to change current detention practices
in many jurisdictions--use of detention in the absence of other suitable community services and facilities (foster family, group homes, or boarding
houses) and its application for punishment purposes
without court referral.
In 1969, a nationwide survey identified 288 detention homes throughout the country, which admitted
approximately 488,800 per year}a While the latter
number may not be precise, it nevertheless represents a considerable increase over the 317,860 reported for 1965. 44 The estimated average daily
., Working figures from National Clearinghouse for Correctional Programming and Architecture.
.'
"Nicholas A. Reuterman, A National Survey of Juvenile
Detentio" Facilities (Edwardsville, Ill.: Southem Illinois
University, 1970), p. 39.
., National Council ;')0 Crime and Delinquency, Correctioll
in the United States (New York: NeCD, 1966), p. 15.
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populatk'm of 13,567 jn 1969 also was slightly higher
t11M the 1965 estimate of 13,\lOO. Tbe n~arly halfmillion children beHeved to ha\'e been admitted to
·rJctention homes in 1969 represent approximately
two~thjrd5 of all juven~les taken j?to c~stody in. t~al
year, Since: nine out of ten of the Juvemle court JUtlSdictions in this country detain too few children to
warmnt construction of detcntion homes, it is estim.ated that al least 50,000 and possibly more than
t 00,000 children of juvcnife court age are held in
j.~lts .nnd police lockups ,each year.4n,Acc~rding to
the 1970 Nati.Ollal JailCensuf),,7,800 Juvemles were
conJincd··on Murch 15, the cens~us date, in 4,037
jnils. Of the juveniles detained, 66 percent had not
been adjudir:ated}tI
'
Nineteen Stutes have statutes permitting detention
of juveniles in jail, provided they are segregated
from the adult pcypulation. At the other end of the
spectrum, Connecticut, pela.~are, }lho?e ~sl.and, ~nd
Puetto Rico do not keep Juve01les m Jails. Nme
States 'favc statutory or administrative prohibitions
against keeping juveniles in jails, but these prohibi.!'lons often am violated.
.
About half of the 288 juvenile detention facilities
rcportc{l in In! 1969 survey we~c constll!ctcd specif..
ieaH), for Ihnt purpose. The rest were converted from
other types of facilities. Detention homes usually are
located h1 urban areas and nrc frequently o[ poor

:1.

quality.

.

According to thl~ 1969 survey, detention homes
have nn average capacity of 61.~: Administratot'S
rcport~dly were more concerned about custody than
uny o~hcr gonl. A comparative analysis of th.e h0!lle~'
cnpncitics ;md their average daily populatIOn mdl4;ntCi{ tlln! larger homes tend to be overcrowded.
While smpJlcr ones arc not.
.
Ant\ly~ing staff paHerns, the survey revea1s that 37
percent of ~hc homes with II capacity greater than 20
p~rsons do not meet recommended minimum staff
requirenlcnts.~8

Only 44 percent. Of detention home wo('kers me~t
tho recommended Olmimutn of a college degre~ III
t~'Nl\li;';7\rc()u!'~i1 on Crimennd Dt:Utlq~ncy, J:";re~Jol')'

(II

c j

I

JIII'Miit DtHctlfiOil CCtlNrs in the United S(a:'(s (New
York: NeeD. t9tiS). 1'. ill.
'" l.aw Enforceml:nt Assistant\) Administration. 1970 NatilUurl Jail ('('lIs/ls, l 971. p. 2.
<I Reillel'll\al'1, Na/{Otltl( Sl~rvr.;y. p. 81.
~'D~(lendiflg on th~ s()urce. a rtlnseof 13-2() staff members
is rc'cQmm~nded for homes with 'Il 20-bed cnpacity. See
1. J. l)owne')1. l)etlm({{)1f. Care In Rurql Amls (Wnshlngton:
('lovertlnletH. Printing OfIicc 1964); National Council on

Crime ,\I\lt Delinquency, SltU:dnrtf.t and Ouides for the Dew)tiol1o/ CMldlt(l allel YOllth (New York: NSCO,1961),
and J. J. Dowti.e)' nnd O. ,D.. Nel~on, "Detention and Ret'c!)tiofl C'entcl'$" in A SfMy(,j tile i)iviJ.{an of YOI/.#~
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social work,' psychology, or education. 49 The annual salary is between $4,692 and $6,684, an extremely low figure considering the job responsibility
and tbe high 'qualification requirements. Finally, only
21 percent of the homes report a regular means of
personnel advancement, such as a civ.il service or
.
merit system,
Very few d~tention homes eVen approach the recommended standards of providing recreation, education, group discussion, individual guidance, constructive work activities, and voluntary religious services.
Four out of fiW;} ,have education programs that are
part of the pub,~c school system, as recommended by
most standards. Only one out of three conduct edu.
cation programs on a year-round basis, contmry to
most recommendations. fio
Considering the known deletelri0kUs eff~c!s ~f ikn-

~

'0

dors
cages. HousiOS usually is arranged in units • ReleaSe of as many children as possible to tbeir
holding 12 to 24 youths each. Dayrooms tend to be parents or guardians.
ne to
:.1.!
located d
h sIle~p.ing areas, and they may be • Release to a third party with the consent
the
.f equippe WIt te eVlslon sets, lounging areas, and parent or guardlian and the child.
;i table games. In some detention homes, tne day room • Diversion into temporary nonresidential pro!
doubles as dining room, wit.h furnishings being grams or pIa m t' t h . II
.
.~ , II'Jhited to a few fixed table-chairs and a telev'I'sl'On set.·
ce en In 0 P YSlca. y unrestrIcted resi'1
dential care of all children who· need shelter but not
~ As a rule, girls are kept separate from boys. How- se~ure custody.
,
~ ever, a few more innovative centers permit joint use
Fu.rther, the i.ntake services staff should be given
':1 of dayrooms on the premise that mixed relationships sufficlCnt. authonty a~d fundi~g 'to enter into agree1 will aid in developing much-needed abilities to relate m~nts Wlt~ other SOCIal service a~encies for approto the opposite sex.
pnate services.
Some
homes
have
counseling
programs.
A
few
While e.m~iric:ll studies on this topic are few,
;~
feature rehabilitative programs. Recreation provi- there are IndicatIOns that appropriate predetehtion
~i
sions range from none to gymnasiums, outdoor rec- screening available on a 24-hour basis could effec:~
reation, game r09ms, and swimming pools. An analy- tively reduce US(~ of detention by at least 2S
.~ sis of educational programs confirms earlier findings percent. 51
of limited and mixed quality.
In summary, it is obvious that juvenile intake and
niles are placed into such facilities in their jurisdicdetention practices throughout this country are char- The Question of Bail
tions. However, a total of 23.6 percent of detention ~ acterized by great disparity or even an absence of
Intake processes in many jurisdictions prior to
centers reported that they serve as regional detention
serVice. The need to organize and integrate the mul~ Gault reflected indifference and perfunctory rubber,facilities for juveniles, an increase over a previously
titude of programs and activities into a coherent and stamping of pOlice decisions. While a number of
rcpOl'tcd 6.9 percent.
1 jJl~egrntedd w~ole .is grcabt, particularly if the goal of jurisdictions have found the Gal/It guidelines reasonaThe most recent survey of youth detention ~omes (¥. cnme fa uctlOn IS to c achieved, The prevailing
ble and workable and have extended their applicaconstructed in the Jast 10 years is currently being
c.oneept of the detention center, with its overempha- tion to the preadjudication stage, unacceptable praccompleted by the American Foundation Institute of
,IR on scc.urc. custody and neglect of its other pur- tices still predominate throughout the countryY
Corrections. Preliminary findings of, the study
ported obJcctlves, such as progrnms and guidance. is For example, in some instances court orders to de(which attempts to assess how well physical facilities \1 counterproductive,
tain juveniles still can be obtained by telephone calls.
meet program needs) corroborate earlier reports of ~
Further, individual States are divided on whether or
administrative preoccupation with security, which is
not juveniles should be entitled to ba.il. Since Gault.
The Dete,ntion Decision
complemented by high-security physical settings.
however, juveniles are entitled to due process, and
Officials account for this emphasis by citing severity
S.tandnrd 16.9, Detention and Disposition of Ju- alt safeguards should be provided through a formal
of discipline problems, seriousness o( the' charges,
vClllles,
sets forti, criteria for the detention decision. hearing. Furthermore, in view of the recognized disand expectations of the public. Since many of the deBri~fIy, it proposes that the delinquency jurisdiction ruptive experience of detention. counsel shOUld insist
tention centers are located in urban areas, walls are
of
the court should be limited to those juveniles who on a formal detention hearing.
used te' provide perimeter security, and all outdoor t
The right to bail has plagued the adult criminal
commit
acts that if committed by an adult would be
areas are fenced off or walled i n . i
justice system for decades. Few have rcalized~ that
criminal.
and
that
juveniles
accused
of
delinqll.::nt
Major activity areas within the homes;-sllch as
cDnduct should no~ under any circumstances be d0- the same issue is Involved with the detention of
reception and diagnosis, housing\ commumty cont.a:! ,!
t~incd in facilities for housing adults accused or con-. juveniles.5~ In view of the recognized inadequacies
(le~al services, family visiting), and resident acttVlvJ(:ted of crime. The decision to detain prior to of the bail system as it is now generally practiced for
ties {counseling, recreation, education)-are sepa· -l.
adjudication of delinquency should be based on the adults, it w:)uld be more prudent in juvenile justice
. rated from each other. Precautions are taken ta I following criteria.
to pursue some of t.he new developments in the area
insure that disturbances within intake areas and h.,Jug- :
of
bail program alternatives such as release on own
• Detention should be considered as a last resort
ing units do not hinder other activities, and circularecognizance, or release to a third party, than to imwhere no other reasonable alternative is available.
tion spaces are defined to facilitate safe movement of
pose an essentially faulty and discriminatorv system
t Detention should be used only where the juvenile
detainees and close supervision from control cente~.
has no parent, guardian, custodian, or other person on the juvenile process.
Young persons are housed in dormitorie:;~nd 1U ·1
abJe to provide supervision and care for him and to "Nati~ollncil on Crime and Delinqllem;y. Rerdmw/
multiple and single occupancy rooms. Individual t
aSSure his presence at subsequent judicial hearings. Delellll(l((. pp. 2. 13.
rooms range from bedrooms to cells similar to those
• Detention decisions should be made only by the "William H. Ralston. Jr... "Tntake: Informal Disposition
found in prison; Le., grilled or soiid steel doors, :fi~ed
or Adversuf)' Proceedings?" ('rime and /)t;'lillqll(·n",·. 17
COurt or intake personnel, not polite officers.
Cl91f). J60-167.
.
furniture, toilet-sinks. and barred windows. Dormlt<;
• Juveniles should not be detained in jails, lockups. ',' Nine States cXpressly allow bait for children. nnd three
ries
ra.nge
from
doUble
bunk
b~ds
along
wide
corn.
t\r other facilities used for adults,
have provisions thaI imply IhM bail is applicable l<J chilThus in the predetention screening process, the dren, In three States bail 15 expressly denied to children,
•• NCCD. Standards imd Guides Jor Detentioll, pp. 4~-49.
f?llowing priorities should be favored over deten- anti eight States do s,' by implication, ppwisions of the
WI A. J•. Kahn, Planning Community Servicp,s for Chrldren
lInn:
remaining Statc') and the District of Columbia arc silent
w Troubli! (Columbia University Press, 1963), p, 289.
on thi~ point.
,f
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ill the inte.rest of a fair
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proc-

ess, cctcntiem hearings always should be separate
. (rom the adjudicatory and disposition hearings.

The Detention Hearing
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lhot lo~g delen.lion. periods nre unnecess~ry,
th:lcnlion hearings ordlnnrlly should be afforded wIthin 24 h()ur~ after a child is detained. The period
should not exceed 48 hQurs without n court order.
Every dfol'l slmult:1 he made to. dispose of these
hearings during. the day of ndmission. This reco~
I11cndation should pose no particulnr problems In
jurbdicLions where the court is in operation regularly
throughout the work week. However, small rurnl
connties, where hearings tend to be held on an "as
l1CCUl'tl .. or olher irregular bHSis. will need to realign
Judicial oOiccrs so thnt detention bearings can be
held nt nny time during the work week. even though
other juvenile enses nrc not heard, Current discriminntory prnctices resulting from the happenstance of
p;t;\.)grnphicnJ It)catlo~ sholl~d be d.iscont!n~ed:
Whcn~!\'er court IS not l.O session Within, (be 24iHH!l' period, tho chlfd ordinarily should be relca~ed
from detention.
The need for speedy hcuring makes it all the more
essentiut/hat intake personnel notify court personnel
prQmptly whenever children ure being detained. Ac~
<;ording tn the M\)(I cl Rules of Juvenile Courts, they
sho\lld .llso ootnil*, scheduling ot the detention hear..
ing nnd fwtify HIe pnrcnls nod tbe child.
P!'()('If:

;i

!

by ',heNationnl Council on Crime and Delinquency
provides that children may not be h~ld in a shelter or, ,
detention facility without a court. order (or more than
411 hours, excluding SundllYs and holidays. Califorriia
requires that a child admitted to detention must re~
ccivc a hearing on tbc next judicial day after filing of
a petition. TIIinois has reduced this requirement to 36

hours.
tn view or the consensus of most jurisdictions on
the gravity or detention and the wel1-documi!nted

(

,I

Although there is considerable variation tlmong
States. there is consensus regarding the detrimental
effects on children of undue delays ~n hearing. The
StuJldan.l Juvenile and Family Court 'Act proposed

f:;'"

DET~NTION

Mt)st corrc::ctionut nelministrat()rs agree that there
tIre too mnny maximum security faclIitics for juveniles nud adults nUke on Slute and locallevc1s, Many
urge Ii hi1lt 10 th~btll!dlng of massive C{lflcrcte and.
sh;cl 1llstitlHions. The existing instilutions in too
mUll)'

ins.tunces urc monuments to the mistakes of

the past nnd to nn "edifice complex." the propensity

for trying to solve social problems by building an en~
closure to keep them out of sight and mind. s'l
It is particularly important for jurisdictions to
think twice before building or enlarging juvenile de~
tention centers 55 . because of an unfortunate but
verified. tendency, where new detention space is constructed, to detain. more children and to keep th~m
confined longer. Another tendency in detention cen~
ter p)anning and construction! hitherto ac.cepted
without,question, is the assumption that secunty can
be obtained only through hardware. Whenever secUl:fty is ,achieved primarily by physical means, the
options for individualized treatment and flexibility
decrease proportionately.
... ,
Practical experience and cost conslderattons mdlcate that the problem of security can be resolved
best by an open system of communication and a
combination of adequate staffing patterns, selected
technological components, and physical ":Lel:!ns. A
range of physicilJ restrictions should pe available, $0
thnt nssignments can be based on individual charac~
teristics and needs in clear recognition of the fact
that very few youngsters r~quire detention in the
physical equivalent of a maximum security ~rjson!
Appropriate environmental .settings are perhaps
even more important for juvenile offenders than for
adults. Beca,use cif the youngster's sensitivity to external stimuli, consideration of the environment be,comes especiqlly important. Detained children m?y
already have had difficulty in coping with their soctal
and physical environment. Subjecting thell1 .to a :oreign world of barbed wire, steel oars, and mflexlble
brick and mortar can serve only to alienate them
even more from society.
Ideally, facilities should be located i.n a child's
community and provide as nearlY,as possIble .a home
environment. Architectural plannmg and deslg~ features can proviqe meaningful cues to both chIldren
and staff in this respect.
:
In view of the dynamic relationship be.tween p~'o
grams and physical c:n~ironment, 'p.hyslcal, deslg~
. must be flexible, permlttmg adaptablhty to progralll
change. Physical' design als,Q must proceed on the
premise that the child and his r~l?tionship. to staff arc
the primary determinui'l,tsof faCIlity pl~nntng, .
.
Criteria for evaluation nnd planmng of juvemll'
detention centers and such supportive facmti~s as
group and shelter homeS need to be based on an as'
sessment of the total needs of a service ph,nnin~ area
and its capacity to provide required services. (See
Standard ~.1, Total System Planning.)
,

Facility Plarining
Location

.

Detention centers should be near juvenile court
and probation facilities. The optimal solution will depend on an analysis of a service area's needs. Centers should be close to the residential areas from
Which the youngsters come, in order to facilitate
. family visiting, community supportl and maximum
utilizatii:ln of community resources. Ease of access is
also important for both fuH- and part-time professional staff; thus, centers should be located near junior college!>, univetsities, ,and teaching hospitals. Additional location considerations involve availability of
volunteers, community workers. and paraprofessionals.
Finally, locatiori planning for a center should invalve special considenHidh of the reintegrative function of its program. This function is riot served by
'Iotating the center on a vast area of Jand remote
from the community and its support. The center
must be ncar the community it serves. Proximity to
the community should be achieved not only in
terms of travel distance and \iJ1kages with community
services but also in visual terms. The degree of acccptapce; or rejection and the sense of normality or
abnormality that accompany the juvenile program
w,iII, in large rneaslIfe,be communicated by physical
planning ano design features.

! '..
.

,I

~

~.

Living Area, Modules, and SIt?cping Spaces

Residential programming should be supported by
uffll/lgirlg il1dividual sleeping spaces in "clusters,"
thus establishing small groups, Cottnselors should be
located in eacli cluster, providing for close interacdo~ within the unIt. Variations call for planning and
deSign that establish clearly ipentifiable modules.
each having small-group size. Long corridors with
room after room lining their length are completely
obsolete.
Consistent with indivldmil safety and with program requirements. indiVidual occupancy should be
provided
all juvenile detention centers. The single
room is favored by many administrators because
it:
• .AlIows privacy and a place of respite.
• Encourages expression of .irldivk!ualitv (ind person~)iiy through room decorations.
.
• ~enotes territoriality. [he right to demarcate
one.s personal space.
"George Snleebey. "Youth Correction\\1 Centers: A, N:\~
Dimension in Rehabilitation," Calijomia Yout/! A/(II/fir!I~
• Reduces the possibilhies for assaults.
QtI(/I'/l'rly, 22. (1969), 26-30,
. d r .~ . !trtiUst be stressed thnt the concepts of single
,_\ Shen\'o~)d Norman. TlJiJlk Twic(! bC'ior(' You B/Il~ ~1
!~m and programming are inseparable. There is no
clllill's" /I De(e/ilio}) Ceur!!)' (New York: National COllnel
<lcubt
that staff hold -the key tb any program, regardnn Crime rind Delinquency, 1968).
fess of the physical environment in which it takes

in

place. The argument that donnitones \vould automatically increase resident-staff interaction is unac~
ceptable. Any staff bent on increasing the barriers
between themselves and the residents would do so,
regardless of the type of sleeping facilities avaifable.
Finally, great care should be taken that individual
rooms do not convey a punitive' and hostile atmo- '
sphere. Steel doors or bars, tile walls, single unit toi~
lets, and small windows are prototypes'of maximum
security penitentiaries. They have no place in a ju~
venile detention center. Pleasant rooms and selflocking doors with master keys should be provided.
Community Rclations and Security

Facility design should sUPP9rt a high degree of in~
;:;:;action with community resources, families, and
'/olunteer workers. Sinc\~ a stay in a center frequently
is the child's first contact with the juvenile justice
system. the need for a natural relationship with the
outside world is paramount. It is, recognized today.
that security docs not depend absolutely on the phys~
ieal environment. but is based on a combination of
staffing patterns, technological devices. and design.
In general, the follo\\~ing design prOVisions shOUld
be considered.
• An open communication ~~ystem is 'the basi~ of
any good security system.
• Repugnant physical environment~ will encourage
rather than deter escape attempts.
• Security shOUld be as unobtrusive as possible, Se~
curity glass, for example, is preferable to steel bars.
.' Entrances and exits should be monitored without
resort to guard stations.
• Entry spaces should welcome visitors and resi~
dents rather than repel them.
• The need for security hardware decreases in proportion to staff increases and interaction.
Use of Existing Facilities and Resources

Facility planning should take into account exis.ting
residential facilities in the community. Such facilities
can serve as group or shelter homes or as small rcsident~al detention centers. Among the many advantages is the fact that these facilities are already residential in character.
Community acceptance also is more easily ob~
tained when the proposed facility will not require
construction that might deviate from existing physical patterns. Arrangements should be encouraged by
which correctional agencies can lease such stn\Cture:;. Finally, the prospects of early occupancy in
!feu of time~consuming construction and attainment
of an appropriate environment for the program are
significant determinants.
Facility space programming should start wjth full
investigution of community reSources. 1n progrn'm
261

planning, priority should be given to provj$ion of educational. medical, counseling, and other services
from 'the normal range of e?dsting community services.
New construction and renovation of existing facilities should be based on consideration of the functional interrelationships between pro,gram, activities
(i.e., sleeping, dining, counseling, visiting, recreaVoion) and program participants (Le., staij and
!l'oungslers). Adequate consideration of these factors
<:an gO" far toward. bringing about the achievement of
increased staff-resident interaction.
Activity Spaces

,

l'
,

I1.1
I'

tI

tI

The detention center should have a school program that is part of the. city's or region's public
school sY('lem. Library resources should be provided
in the center. Recreational. activities should include
gymna&iums (where population size permits), multipurpose activity rooms, and ample outdoor recreati(mal space. Activities encouraging indr,idual crea::
livity should be fostered, and opportunity for arts
und crarts. musk and drama, and writing and entertainment should be featured. Religious services
:;hould be provided for individuals who desire them.
Recognizing that the needs" of the individual'
child will Ouctuate at various points. facility planning
and design should provide ranges in environmental
condition:;. Faciihy spaces need to be differentiated
in their size and intended usc. A range of options.
for resident as wel1 as program staff. would allow 1';elecl.ir1l1 of an environmental setting most conducive
to.sl1t\C!lurcd or unstructured program activity at a
pnrticulur time. Such differentiation would help to
avoid repetitions and monotonous institutional quality.
Primary consideration should be given to providing spaces conducive to individual and smali group
tlctivity and a number of large group functions. Selo<.:tlvlly then can become an individual. group, and
slaff function.
1~col10l1l,ic

Considerntions

Economic considerations call for institutionalization of the smallest number of chlldrcn. In 1971
the estimated cost of maintaining 0. minimum staff
for a detention home with an average daily population of 12 children wns about $120.000 per year.
Tht' per capittt cost of care 'enme to $27.25 per day.
Current construction Costs for l)eW centers arc estimated nt a rock.;btnto!ll figure of $10,000 to an astMishing $30,000 per resident/lit
:" Working figmcs 'from Nntional Clearinghollse for C~ir
r~ctionnl . Progrnmming lind Architecture.
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Construction 'costs show regional variatinns and,
more importantly, vary according to the amount ofl
security and detention" hardware. If community re- i
sources are utilized, total cost per r,esident can be
t
held to apprboximatel y $~d'OOO. tlo $8,000 per year. ~
Community- ased nonreSI enha program costs are "1
estimated at $400 to $700 a year.
.!r
These h.cts speak plainly for the need to detain ·f
only those youngsters who really need detention, for ' 1
i
the use of suitable existing facilities rather than :1
building new ones, and finally for diversion of the' f
largest l.1,-,mber of children into community-based
nonresidential p r o g r a m s . '

1. .Inspection should cover administration and
records, facility operation, programs health and
medical services, food service, housing,' and attitudes
and performance of staff.
2. .ultimate responsibility for inspection should.
~est wIth. the, St.at~, ~lthough States may wish to have
, Ju~ges ~!th Junsdlc~IO~ over delinquency matters appomt CItizen commiSSIons to conduct inspections in
their own counties.
.
.
'3.' Inspe~tion should be made qua.rterly.
4. Juvemles should not be detained in a condemned facility under penalty of law.

" lack. ?f communication with, f.lnd sometimes even
hostIhty toward, other agencies. As a .result, special
efforts must. be undertaken to bridge the gap, so that
all cornmumty resources can be pooled to tackle the
problem of delinquency control.
.

Staff Development

Ac~ording to a recent survey, only 46 percent of
?etentIOn homes provide any kind of in-service trainI~g program for their staff. 57 Those with capacitIes l.ess than 20 tended to provide no training at alL
In VIew of the great need for upgrading personnel
"
.
S.tates
and. indiv~dual jurisdictions need to undertak~
STAFFING FOR INTAKE' AND DETENTION
ngo~ous, IntenSIve staff development programs in-'
The key to success or failure of programs always v~lvIng every. empl~yee. While most of the training
r{ will remain with the staff.
WIll be of the mservlce type, special efforts should be
:;1
Stringent standards for hiring intake and detention made to develop junior college or university t~aining
U personnel. s?ould be established, as discussed in pro.grams through regularly scheduled seminars, sab~! '!lore detlUI In Chapter 14, Manpower. Job specifica- baticals. f?r promising employees, or other contrac\ tlOns shoul~ call for speci~lized professionals who tual t~ammg programs. In addition, expenses should
H should receIve salaries that are commensurate with be pmd for pr?f(~~sionajs to attend workshops, coni}, their ed~eation, ~raining, and experience and compa- ' f~rences, ~nd In'stltutes. Professional training materable with salanes for administrative and oovern- nalsand Journals should be subsidized. (See Standment~1 posi.tions requiring similar qualificati~ls. All ard 14.11, Staff Development.)
p~rsonne:l, Including the directors, should be hired
Without re~a~d to political affiliation and promoted
Staff Ratios .
~n the baSIS of well-defined merit systems. Job func~lOns and sp~eres of comp.e~ency and authority
Si?~e youn¥S.ters in detention must be under su~hould b.e ~~ecified clearly, With particular attention
pe!"lsion
continuously, the size of staff should be adto coordmatlOn of activities and teamwork
eq~ate
for
that purpose. The National Council on
Wl)ile h,ighly qualified administrators a~d superviCn.me
and
Delinquency
r~commellds sufficient non) f sors are VItal to the success of any program, lower,~, echelon personnel who have direct and continuous reslde~t staff to meet ma~imum capacity needs of
eqntact with the chftdren are the real basis of the det.:ntlOn homes and a total staff-child ratio of 3 to
4, It not 4 to 4, depending on the size and nature of
~' program .. Th~y, therefore, are either the strongest or the facility. 58
,: weakest Imk I~ the program and are chiefly responsiAs its title indicates, this chapter is intended to
, ble for the SOCIal climate prevailing in the facility.
co~er onl~ juve?i1e intake and detention. The adjudicatio? of Juvemles and other related issues are cov"
er~d I? t~e COI?mis~i?n's report on Courts. The postCoordination With Other Agencies
a~JudlcatlO~ dISpOSitIOn of juveniles is discussed in
Another important personnel consideration is thiS report I~ Chapter 5, Sentencing, and in Standard
nee~ for c~ordinaticn and cooperation with othe~ 16.9, Detention and Disposition of Juvenile.s.
s?C tal sen:Ice ~gencies. Too often, the effectReuterman, National Survey, p. 145.
hveness of Juvemle corrections has been inhibited by :: NCCD,
Standard:; and GUidehp. 52.

J

"

Citizen Ad,,"isQry Boards

A vital clement in good planning is the use of citizen advisory panels. Ideally, such committees include representatives of community leadership and a
broad cross-section of the citizenry, including exoffenders and professionals as well as interested lay
persons. Experience shows that such committees
allay public anxiety that may inhibit progress and innovation.
These committees also raJ1y. community suppprt
for adequately staffed and programmed detention facilities and alternatives to incarceration. Furthermore, they can furnish positive, active support for
those clements required for a successful reintegrative
pha\\e. They have been found invaluable in raising
financial support and securing active participation
for special projects. They also aid in creation of jobs.
stipe'nds, scholarships, and loans. On occasion, placing program opponents on committees has helped to
change their attitudes as they became more aware of
center objectives. services. and problems.
Environmental Impact

All applicable health and safety codes should be
complied with in the planning and design of any juvel1ilc facilities. Pertinent State and Federal regula·
tions should be given equal attention. The Environmental Policy Act of 1969. for example, requires
careful consideration of the environmenta.l impact of
any proposed construction. "Impact" is defined in
terms of social, physical. or aesthetic chamcteristics.

:
II;

Inspection of Facilities

Enabling legislation should be developed within
each State to enforce standards for all juvenile int(lke
and detention services, operations. and faciJitj,e.~·
(See Standard 9.3, State Inspection of Local Facili·
tics.) .
Inspection activities Should be planned with the
following considerations in mind:
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Role of Police
Intake. and Detention
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1. Under the prOVISions of Gault and Miranda,
Each juvenile court jurisdiction immediately
,:1,
should take the leadership in working out with police should first warn juveniles of their right to ';':'1
coun~el and the right to remain silent while under .
loca~ police agencies policies and procedures govern\
cllstodial questioning.
~ng the, discretionary diversion authority of police
2
•.
The
second
act
after
apprehending
a
minor
,1
Om!;~~S and separating police officers f!rOm the detenshould be the notification 9f his parents.
tf
tion decision in dealing with juveniles.
n
3 •. Extrajudicial stateme'1ts to police or court of· if.1
1. Police agencies should r.!stablish writt~n policies and guidelines to supPIJIrt police discretionary fieers not made in the presence of parents or counsel II
authority, at the point of fi'cst contact as well as ai should be inadmissible in court.
4. Juveniles should not be fingerprinted or photo· :1
the police station, to diveh1 juveniles to alternative
community-basetk Wlrograms and human resource graphed or otherwise routel-} through the usual arullJ ~.,
~
agencies outside iIbe juvenile justice system, when booking process.
5.
Juvenile
records
should.
be
maintained
physic.
the safety of the community is not jeopardized.
ally separate from adult case records.
l>isposition may include:
a. Release on the basis of unfounded
charges.
Commentary
~
b. Referral to parents (w~lming and release).
.
.
There is empirical evidence of wide variations 1n
c. Referral tell sodal agencies.
police dispositions of juvenile offenders, which a~e
d. Referral to juvenile court intake sell'V- understandable in view of the great number and diversity of police departments. There also is good evi- ,f
ices.
Z. Police should nc,t have. discretionary author- dence that police ofJ:lcers exercise a great deal of dis- ~
ity to make detention decisions. This responsibllity cretionary power in the decisionmaking process and '
rests ,vith the court, whkh should assJlme control are highly responsive to community. perceptions or
crime and delinquency and to citizen complaints.
.,
over. admissions on a 1l4-bour basis~
In the pub1ic interest, police should be able to eX- "~
When police have tilken custody of a minor, and
ercise discretion in their· decisions to apprehend, ar- ~
p~ior to disposition ul)(ler Paragraph 2 above, the
rest, and refer to the court juveniles suspected of law i
following guidelines shoulili be ob~erved.
~
•
'1,
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viplations. The use of this discre~ionshQuld be en-'
2. ~randstatter, A. F., and Racielet, Louis A.
couraged, and guidelines should be established to asp,olzce and Community Relations: A Sourcebook
sure a'more uniform quality of implementation. The
. Beverly Hills, Calif.: Glencoe Press, 1968.
.
police should be able to relea.;e juveniles outright if
~. Coffey, Alan R.; Eldefonso, Edward; and Harthe charges are· unfounded, othe.~wise to release them
tinger, Walter. Police-Community Relations. Ento th.eir ~aren.ts or refer th~m to social agencies and
glewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 1971.
f?r~al dlVersIOn programs outside the juvenile jus4. Eldefonso, Edward. Law Enforcement and the
tice system.
'
'. .
Youthful OfJelider: Juvenile' Procedures New
Police should not have the authority to make de.
York: Wiley, 1967.
tention decisipns. In view of the known destructive
5. R~,,:,itt, ~illiam H. A Bibliography of Police
effect of ~etention on children, this decision must be
Ad~11lI1lstratlOn, Public Safety and Criminology.
reserved ror court personnel. The latter should asSprIngfield, TIL: Thomas, .1967.
. sume full responsibility for detention admissions on a
6. 'Keni1~y, John ~., and Pursuit, Dan G.' Police
~4-hour basis t~ preve~t .needless detention of juvynWork. with J.uvemles and the Administration of
!les .. The dete?tion .decisIOn should be made by proJuve~zle Justice. Springfield, Ill.: Thomas, 1954.
f:s~lOnally tram:d personnel who under ~ourt super7. !<mg, Everett M. The Auxiliary Police Unit.
VISIOn should dIvert as many children and youths
Spnngfield, Ill.: Thomas, 1960.
from the juvenile; justice system as the well-being of
8. Shimeta, Kenneth L. "The Wisconsin Juvenile
the youngst.ers a?~ ~afety of the community permit.
Law Enforcement Consultation Frogram " Police
W?e!1 a Ju~e?Ile IS taken into police custody, and
(1964-65),9.
"
pen?mg a deCISIO? as t? d~sposition under police dis9. Watso:~, Nelson. A. Police and the Changing
cr.etlOnary authonty, hIS nghts and those of his parCommunllY. Washmgton: International Associaents must be observed. The juvenile should be
tion of Chiefs of Police, 1965.
warned of his right to counsel and his right to remain
10 .. Wilson, O.W." and McLaren, Roy Clinton.
s.i1ent ~uring. questioning. The parents should be noPollce Administration. New York: McGraw-Hill
tified Immedlate~y that he is in police custody. Any
1963.
'
statements he mIght make out of the presence of his
parents or counsel should be inadmissible in juvenile
court proceedings. Juvenile records should be kept Related Standards
separate from adult case records.
The following standards may be applicabie in
implementing Standard 8.1.
References
3.1 Use of Diversion.
7.2 Marshaling and Coordinating Community Re1. ~aron, ~homas J. The Control of Police Dissources.
cretIOn. Spnngfield, Illinois: Thomas, 1966.
8.2 Juvenile Intake Services.
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Standa'rd 8~2
Juvenile Intake S~rvices
Each juvenile court jurisdiction. immediat~ly
should take action, including the purS~lt of .ep.~bhng
legislation wherl! necessary, to estabh~h wdhm the
court organized intake services oper~tmg as a part
of or in conjunction with the dete~tIon cen!~r. Intake services should be geared to th~ provISion of
screening and referr:al intended. to d~ve~ a~ many
youngsters as possible from the juvemle JustIce system and to reduce the detention 0,£ youngsters to
un absolute minimum.
' .'
'
1. lntake personnel should have' authOrity and
responsibility to:
a. Dismiss the complaint when th~ ~a~er
does not fall within the delinquency jU.rlsdlction of the court or is so minor or the CIrcumstances such that no intervention is required. .
'
b. Dismiss complaints which see?, arbitrary, vindictive, or against the best mterests
' .
of the child.
,
c. Divert as many youngsters as pt1sslble
to another approprinte section of the court or to
aliernative programs such as mental ~ealth and
family services, public welfare agencies, y~uth
service bureaus, and similar public and private
ngencies. ,
.
.
2. Intllke personnel should seek in~ormal se~lce
dispositions for ,as many cases $ possible, .pro.vlded
the safety of the child and of the commumty IS not

(,I.·'~· ,
~'

.'
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endangered. Infomml service denotes any proviso
ion for continuing efforts on the part o! ~he C?urt at
disposition withou~ the, filing of a petItIon, mclud·
ing:
a. Informal adjustments.
b. informal probation.
c. Consent decrees.
3. Informal service dispositions should have the
following characteristics:
a. The juvenile and his parents should be
advised of their right to counsel.
b. Par'ticipation by all concerned should
be voluntary.
,C'. The major facts of the case should be
undisputed.
.
h.
d. Participants should be advised oft ,elf
right to formal adjudication.
.
e. Any statements made during the m·
formal process should be excluded from any
subsequent form~jl proceeding on the original

~

~
',1

It

i

~
~

c\\)mp1~i~'reason~ble time limit (1 to 2 months)
should be adhered to b;etween date of COm"
plaint and date of agreement.
f ~:
g. Restraints placed on tbe freed~m ~ \'
juveniles in connection with informal dISPOSI",
tions should be minimal,
b. When the juvenile and his parents

..

.

~====.:;q,~ -,~-.~-,.

'agree to informal· proceedl~gs, they should be
during the usc of detention, as well as appropriateinformed that they can terminate such disposine!>~ and results of informal dispositions.
tions :it any time and request formal adjudica7. Predetention screening of children and yoilths
tion,
referred for court action should place into their
4. Informal prohation is the informal supervision
parental hOll1e. a shelter. or nonsecure residential
of a Yl?ungster hy a probation officc.r who wishes to
care as Illan~' ~'OImgsters as may be c(fnsistent with
resen'~ judgment on the need for filing a, petition
their needs and the safeh of the cOl11lllunitr. Deten.
until rJfter he has had the opportunit\" to determine
tion prior to adjudicatio~ of delinquenc~ ;houJd' he
whether informal treatment is sufficie'nt'to meet the hased on these criteria:
needs oUhe case.
a. Detention should be considered a last
5, A consent" decree denotes a more formalized
resort. ,where no other reasonahle alternative is
order for casework supervision and is neither a fornvnilahle. '
,
\
mal determination of jurisdictionaf fact nor a forillal '
h. Detention should he used only where
disposition. In additiOl. to the characteristics listed in
the juv'enile has no parent, guardian: cUsto.
paragrnph 3, consent decrees should he governed
dian.
or other person able to provide supervisb" the following considerations:
ion and care for him and able to assure his
,
ll. Comp:iance with the decree should har
presence at subsequeut judiciillhearin'g!'i.
further proceedings based on the events out ,of
. c. Detention decisions should be made
which the, proceeding,.. arose.
only hy court ':lr intake personnel, not hy
h. Consummation of th~ decree sl1'ould
police officers.
not result in suhsequent removal of the chil!1
d. Prior to first judicial hearing, the jufrom his family.
,"enile ()rdiilllril~ should Iiot he detained longer
c. The decree should not he in force more
than overnight.
thnn 3 to omonths.
e ..Juveniles should' not be detained' in
d. The decree should state'that it docs not
jails. lockups, or other facilities used for adults.
constitute a formal adju<lkation.
e. No consent decree should be issued
without a hearing at which sufficient ('vidence 'Commentary
appears to provide a propel' foundation for the
decree. A record of such' hearing should be
Court and detention prnclicL'~ for juvenile,
kept, .and the court in issuing the decree should
throughout the country arc characterized hy great
state in writing the reasons for the decree and
disparity and frequently a tot<~1 lack of services, The
the factual informu·fion on which it is basrd.
common
concept (if the detention ccnter. with it"
6. Cases requiring judicial action should be reovercmphasis
on secure cllstody and relative neglect
fcrred to the court.
'
of other purported objectives-such ~s programs.
a. Court actiOl~ is lndicated when:
,\!uidnnce, and observation-is counterproductivc,
(1) Eithcl' the juvenile or his parents
COllrt intake services and detention activities should
request a forml'lI hearing.
he intcgrated and organi7.ed if the goal of delinquency
(2) There arc substantial discrepan- is to be achieved.
cies about the allegations. or denial, of a
Man\' children who commit offenses.' and man\'
serious offense.
whose :-tctions would not constitute crimes if cOl11l11it'(3) Protection of the community is
led by adults. are brought before the courts evcn
an issue.
though they could be helped better through other
(4) Needs of the juvenile or the
means. Often the court is used as a substitute wh~n
gravity of ' the offense makes court attenneeded services either do not exist in the eomnHtnit\"
tion appropriate.
or have not been made available to these chiltln:li,
b. Tn all other instances, court action
This practice flot only has destructive effects on chilshould not be indicated and the juvenile should
ur~n but also adds unnecessarily to th~ workload of
be diverted from the court process; Under no the court.
circumstances should children be referred ta
Intake screening service,; should be nH1(k availacourt for behavior that would not bring them
ble to every child who is referred to the court. These
'
" before the law if the)' were adults.
services should assess the child's situation and in
Under the supervision of the court, review and
every possible instance arrange for diversion to altermonitoring procedures should ~'v.:1!uate the effectiyenative programs and agenci~s outside the juvenile
ness of intake services in accomplishing the diversion
justice system, The serviecsnlso should nvoid the deof children from the juvenile justice s~'stem and re-

tention of children Whenever possible. nnd the cri207

1:~,~1'~

f: •. ;

;,L,~'!.l'·

( 'I "

.:
tc:riu set forth in this standnrd should be used for this
purpose.
t'
1
Children should be referred for court ac Ion on y
when there are compelling reasons for doing so-:~t
the request of the child or his parel~ts, when the:e I~
a denial or significant di$crepancy 111 the ?l1egatlons
of a serious offense, or when the protection of the
comm unity dictates.
.
Throughout the process the legal ngh~s of the
child.should be observed. and informal a?Just~1ent5
should be sought. with the safegu~rds proVided 111 the
standanJ. Consent decree~ partlcul?rly should be
worked o~t with the direct parti~i'patlon of .the court
in the form of n hearing and n written statement as to
the hases for decrees.
.'
.
I n the case of preadjudication infol mal adJustments, preservation of the child·s. right !O demanc! .n
formal adjudication of his status 17 pa;t1cularly c.ntlcal rn all likelihood this preservatIOn IS con~tltutlo~
required. because the Supreme Cou-rthas held 111
Klopfer v. Norlh Carolilla, 386 u.s. 2~3 (1966
[hat preproseclltion programf- for adults vIolate their
right to a speedy trial unless the accused can demand
11 formal trial at any time.
.
To guide the development of court servlc~~ to
children intelligently, these servic~s a~d the'declslo,ns
affecting children nt every P01l1t 111 ~he proc~ss
should be monitored and cvaluated't..Ul1Iform statIstics should be compiled and researc" un~ertaken to
c\eterh1ine the effectiveness of these. services on the
recidivism rate.

all;
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The following standards may be applicable in
implemehtirtg Standard R.2.
3.1 Use of Diversion.
s.1 SerHencingthe Nondangerous Offender.
5.4 Probation.
7.2 Marshaling and Coordinating Communit),
ReSOlirces.
9.1 Total System Planning.
13.2 Planning and Organization,
14.11 Staff Dev¢Iopment.
'
15.5 Evaluating the Performance of the Correetional System.
.
16.9 Detention and Disposition of Juventle~.

Ii \.;
"

Standard 8.3

i~ Juvenile Detention
Center Plan ning

1
,~

J"

When total system planning conducted as out.

1 Hned in Standard 9.1 inllicates need for renovation
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Related Standards
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nmnity should he used in preference to new construc.
tion.
of. existing detention facilities ~\J 2ccoinmodate an
• 6. Facility programming sh<l'uld be based on in.
expanded function involving intake services or vestigation of community resources, with the con.
shows need for construction of anew juvenile deten- templation of full use of these resources, prior to
lion facility, each jurisdiction should take the follow. determinntion of the facilit)"s in. house program re.
ing principles into cQnsideration in planning the, quirements.
indicated renovations or new construction.
7. New construction and renovation of existing
I. The detention facility should be located in a facilities should be based on consideration of the
residcntiai area in the communitv and near court functional interrelationships between program activi.
nnd communit), resources.
.
ties and program participants.
2. Population of detention centers should not ex.
8. Detention facilities !ihould be coeducational
ceed 30 residents. When populntion fl!quirements and should have access to a full range ,of suppor.
signifkantly exceed this number, development of til'e programs, including education, liiJmr~',' recseparate components under the network s)'stelt:J con. reation, arts and crufts, music, drama, writing, and
cept o~tIined in Standard 9.1 should be pursued.
entertainment. Outdoor recreational areas are es3. Living area capacities within the center should sential.
itot exceed 10 or 1.2 youngsters cacho Only indil'id.
9. Citizen advisory boards should be established
ual occupane~' should lie provided, with single rooms to' pursue development of in·house and communit~,.
and programming regarded as essential. Individual based programs and alternatives to detention.
rooms should be p,~easant, adequately furnished, and
10. Planning should comply with pertinent State
homelike rather than punitive and hostile in atmos. and Federal regulations and the Environmental
phere.
Polic)' Act of 1969.
4. Security should not be viewed as an indispen.
sable quality of ,the physic~lI environment but should
be based on ~ ~ombination of staffing patterns, tech. Commentary
nological devic~s, and physical design.
No social problem area is more in need of coordi5. Existing residential facilities within the com- nated and uniform planning than that of youth crir'I1e
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and juvenile delinquency. This ?Ianning sho~ld ~eek
to cncompass a total system phIlosophy, takmg mto
considcration the full r51nge of delinquency co?trols
needed in a particular planning area and the .ultlmate
goal of delinqucncy prevention .. T~e pl~nmng ~f a
detention center cannot be donc m IsolatIOn or wIthout fully assessing the total service needs for ~he pr~
delinquent and delinqucnt youths. As ou.tlmed m
Standard 9.1, the planning process should mclude a
thorough assessment of present practices, an evalu~
tionof resources, an analysis of trends based o.n SUTfkient statistical information, and an exploratIOn of
community-based alternatives to dispositions currcntly being made.
.
.
The total system planning concept al!:;o Imp~tes coordination with and input from courts, probatton departments. law enforceme~~ agencies,. State corr~c
lions agencii!s. and public and pnva~e ~gencI.es
already involved in treating and pieventt?g JuvenIle
delinquency. Planning efforts also shou.ld mclude t~e
participation of social welfare agencIes, academIC
and vocational education departmen~s, mental. health
scrvices, employment agencies, pubhc recreatIon departments. and youth groups.
Thc planning should emph.asize community..based
programs and treatment. WhIle the success of ~hese
programs has yct to be documented throu~h ~en~ed.
cmpirical research, there are suffic!ent mdlcatlOns
that they can achieve the goals of dehnqu.en,cy ~educ
tion and those of reintegration and resocla!lzatlOn of
delinquents. Detention and incarceratIOn have
known deletcrious effects, and therefore youngste.rs
t;hOllld be div8'rted from i.he juvenile justice system m
every possible instance. For ~hose who n:ust be retained in the system. all pOSSIble al~ernatlves to de"lention should be u&ed. For eCOl101TIlC reason~ alone.
full exploitation of community resources IS warranted.
.
'1
The expansion or construction of a detentIOn faCI ity should not be undertaken unl.es!; total sy.ste~,
planning cfforts indic?te ~onclu~I;~ly. that, It ,IS
needed and that no reSIdentIal faCIlItIes 111 the comm,unity can be adapted to meet the .need. The site or
the structure to be used for detentIOn should b@: 10caled near court and community resources and in a
residential area.
.
The center !;hould not he planned for a populatIon
in eXcess of 30. Where the req~lirements of an unusually large metropolitan area exceed th~t number.
sepnrate facilities, small in size and forn:tmg a n~t
work system, should be considered. Living umts
within the facilities should accommodate 10 to 12
youngsters. or less, each in ~ s~parate .roo~: Living
unit design should reflect prInCIples of faclhty pro-

gramming. The individual rooms should. be. designed
and furnished normally, Whatever securIty IS needed
should depend more on staffing patt~rns, u~obtrusive
technological devices, and the phYSIcal deSIgn of the
structure than on traditional security equipment.
Within the facility the design should reflect the interrelationships among in-house program activities
-sleeping, dining, counseling, visiting, recreationand between staff and youngsters. The entire facility
should be designed for coeducation.
As in any other type of correctional planning, citizen advisory bodies should be used to de.velop programs and activities and to enlfst communIty s.upport
and resources. Due consideratIOn should be gIVen to
State and Federal regulations and the Environmental
Policy Act of 1969. With respect to .the I~tter, adher·
ence to the principles set forth m thIS standard
should prevent difficulties in obtaining clearance for
construction.
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I. California Department of the Youth AuthOiity.
Gllidelines for Inspecting .Tl/l'enife Halls. Sacra· 1
}
mento: 1969.
. " if " .
2. "Designing Facilities-The Detenho~ Center
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylval11a, 1971,
unpublished.)
.
3. National Council on Crime and Del.tn·
E!lch jurisdiction immediately should reexamine
its pfrsonnel policies and procedures for juvenile
qucncy. Standards and Gllides for the DetelltlOlI
of Children and Youth. New York: ~CCD .. 1961.
intake and detention personnel and make such ad4. Planning and Designing for .Tuvel1l1e .7ustrc~, reo
justments as may be indicated to insure that they
port prepared by the Management and ~eha~lOral
are compatible with and contribute toward the goal
Sciences Center, Wharton School, UnIversIty of
of reintegrating juvenile offenders into the comPennsylvania. Washington: Law Enforcement As- .; munity without unnecessary involvement with the
. . juvenile justice syst~m.
sistancc Administration, 1972.
5. U.S. Department of Health, Educa~lOn and.
Personnel policies and procedures shouiJ reflecl
Welfare. Youth Development and Dehnq~e.qf?
the following considerations.
Prevention Administration. State Respo/1srbrlli}
1. While intake services and detention may have
for Juvenile Detention Care. Washington:. Go\'separate directors, they should be under a single
crnment Printing Office. 1970.
administrative head to assure coordination and tbe
pursuit of common goals.
,2; There should be no discriminatory employRelated Standards
m~nt practke on the basis of race or sex. .
.3. All pel'sounel should be removed from political
The following standards may be applicable in
iuftuence and promoted on the basis of a merit
implementing Standards 8.3.
system.
2.5 Healthful Surroundings.
4. Job specifications should call for experienced,
7.1 Development Plan for ~omml.lnity-Bpsed
specialized professionals, who should receive salaries
Alternatives to Confinement.·
.
commensurate with their education, training, and
7.2 Marshaling and Coordinating .'tommuntty . eXperience and comparable to the salaries of adResources.
• ~in.istrative and governmental positions requiring
9.1 Total System Planning.
Slllllia. qualifications.
9.10 Local Facility Evaluation and Planning.
5. J{)b functions aneLspheres of competency and
. autllority should be clearly outlined, with stress on
teamWork.

i

Intake and Detention
Personnel Planning

6. Staffing patterns should provide for the use of
professional personnel, administrative staff, indigenous·community workers, and counselors.
7. Particular care should be taken in the selection
of line personnel, whose primary function is the
delivery of programs and· services. Personnel should
be selected on the basis of their capacity to relate to
youth and to other agencies and their willingness to
cooperate with them.
8. The employment of rehabilitated ex-offenders,
new. careerists, paraprofessionals, and volunteers
should be pursued actively.
9. Staff development and training programs
should be regularly scheduled.
10. The standards set forth in Chapter 14, Manpower, should be obserYed.
Commentary
As the trend in juveni!e intake and detention increasingly emphasizes the diversion of youths, the
use of community-based nlternativeo to detention,
and the earliest possible reintegration of the juvenile,
the need for professionally trained workers becomes
.
critical.
While well-developed programs administered in
exemplary facilities are essential, the key to success
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or failure always will be the staff. To obtain qualified
and motivated staff, the standards" set forth in
Chapter 14. Manpower, should be observed. This
standard cites only those considerations thaf ure
particlllRr~y important for juvenile intake and detention personnel.
Because referrals to juveni~e court typically include large numbers of minority group youngsters,
staffing patterns should be reasonably representative
of those groups. It also is critically important to have
11 good balance of male and female staff members as
a part of normalizing intake procedures and detention. Selection criteria should include ability to develop constructive relationships with juveniles and to
work on a cooperative basis with other community
agencies.
I n view of a tradition of neglect in the aref) of staff
training, particular emphasis should be placed on the
development of training programs for all juvenile inta,~e and detention personnel. Wherever possible,
outside resources such as community colleges and
universities should be used.
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The following standards may be applicable in
implementing Standard 8.4.
14.1 Recruitment of Correctional Staff.
14.2 Recruitment from Minority Groups.
14.3 Employment of Women.
14.4 Employment of Ex-Offenders.
14.5 Employment of Volunteers.
14.6 Personnel Practices for Retaining Staff.
14.7 Participatory Management.
14.9 A State Coordinating Agency for Crimina~
Justice Education.
14.10 Intern and Work-Study Programs.
14.11 Staff Development.

~

Local Adult Institutions
Remote from public view and concern, thc jail has

e~olved mo;c by default than by plan. Perpetuated
without major change from the d~ys of Alfred the

Great, it lias been a disgrace to every generation.
C?I?nists br~ught to the new world the concept of
the JaIl as an Instrument of confinement, coercion.
and correction of those who broke the ~aw or were
merely nll!sances .. In the early 19th century, the
Am~~lcan innovation of the State penitcntiary made
pUnitive confinement the principa~ response to crimina~ acts and removed the serious offender from the
local jail. Gradually, with the building of insane asy~ums. orphanages, and hospitals. the jail ceased to be
the repository of some social casualties. 1, But it
continued to house thc town's minor offenders along
w~th the poor and the vagrant, all crowded together
Without regard to sex, age. and history, typically in
squalor and misery.
,. Many European visitors came to examine and admire the new American penitentiaries. Two observc:s-Beaumont
and
Tocqueville-also
saw,
Side by side with the new penitentiaries,' jai~s in the
o!d familiar form: " . . . nothing has been changed:
disorder, confusion, mixture of different ages and
moral characters, all the vices of the old system still
: For Un account lif'tlii:nJevelopment, see David J. Rothman
:iJ(' /)i,I'(,OI'('I',\' of tI,t' Asylum: Social Order allil D;sorde;;
III liIe Nt'1I' R('[lII,,~lic (Little, Brown, 1971).
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exist." In an observation that should have served as
a warning. they said:

1 here

is evidently a deficiency in a pri~on system which
()ffcr~ anon:alies of this kind. These shocking contradictions
proceed chiefly from the want of unison in the various parts
of government in the United States.'

By and large. the deficiencies the two travellers
found remain today, the intervening decades having
brought only the deterioration of jail facilities from
lise and age. Changes have been limited to minor
variations in the clientele. Jails became residual organizations into whic~ were shunted the more vexing
and unpalatable SOCial problems of each locality.
Thus, "the poor, the sick, the morailv deviant and
the merely unaesthetic, in addition to the truly ~rimi
nal-al~ end in jail." 3
Although larger urban areas have built some facilities for special groups of offenders. in most parts of
the country a single local institution today retains
the dual purposes of eustodial confinement and mis~emeanant punishment. The most conspicuous additions to the jail'~ function have been the homeless
: Gustave de Beaumont and Alexis de Tocquevil1e 0/1 the
l~ellit~"lIi{/r." System of tIJe Vllited StMes alld Jt3'A [lplicat~()11 II/ Fmllce. H. R. Lantz, cd. (Southern IJIinois Universily Press, 1964), p. 49.
• Ha.ns W. Mattick and Alexander Aikman, "The Cloacal
Region of American Corrections," Annals of the American
Acmh'IIIY of Political alld Social Sciellce, 381 (1969),. p. 114.
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and the dru.nks. Thus jails are the catchall for social
and law enforcement problems.
Jnils arc the intake point for our entire eriminal
justice system. There arc more jails than any other
type of "corn.:ctionar· institution. Indecd. the curre~lt
trend toward the decreased usc of confinement In
major State institutions promises to increase thc si~e
and scope of the burden jails must bear. Perhaps this
is a short-krln cxpedient that will not become pe~
l11anent. There arc some faint ~tirrings of hope that It
will not be so. For the first timc since the colonial
cm. attcntion is being given to thc place when~ social
problcms originate-thc community-as the logical
location for solving these problcms.

MAJOR CHARACTERISTICS OF THE JAIL
A jail c~:nsus conducted in 1970 by t~e U.S. Bureau of the Census under an agreeml~nt with the Law
Enforcement Assistance Administration found 4.037
jails meeting the dcfinition of "any facility op.eratcd
bv a unit of locnl government for the detentIOn or
c~rrection of adults suspcctcd or convicted of a
crime anti which has authorit)' to detain longer than
48 hours." I These institution-s ranged from Ncw
Yp;k City"s festering "Tombs" to the infrequcntly
litiJized small municipal lockup.
With morc than 4.000 jails. implcmenting recommendations and standards delineated in this chapter
will require localities to make precise 5pe~ification of
their needs and resources. The prescriptive contcnt
of this chapter will consist of clements that may be
combined into n suitable~olution for any givcn situation. Therc is no single answer to the problems of
jail~.

. Local control, mUltiple functions, and a transient.
heterogeneous population have shaped the major organizational characteristics of jails. Typically. they
arc lJnder the jurisdiction of the county government.
1n most instances. the local area has neither the nccessary tax basc from which to finance a jail adcquately nor sufficient size to justify even the l11?st
rudimentary correctional programs. Local control Inevitably has mcant involvement with local politics.
Jnils are \eft in a paradoxical situation: localities cling
tenaciouslY to them but arc unwilling or unable to
meet eve;, minimal standards. "The problem of
American jails. put most concisely. is the problem of
local control." "
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, Natil1lwl
Jail C('IlSIIS, 1970; (1 Report 0/1 II,e Nalioll's Local Jails
(/Ilcl Typl'S of IIl//lateS (Government Printin£ Otpce, 1970).

I

PI'. 6 - 7 . .
. . ,
:. Hans W. MattIck, "Contcmporary ,!aJls In, ~hc Umted
~tatcs: An Unl;.ntlw·n and Neglcctet.!' Area of Justice," in
Daniel Glaser. cd .. Halllihooko! Correclioll.l' (Rand McNally. forthcoming). draft page 144.
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Bevond their formally acknowledged tasks of

corrc~tion and detention, jails have been adapted to

perform a variety of "social welfare" tasks and pro-",
vide easy answers to law enforcement problems. For
example. Stuart Queen, a jail critic of 50 years ago.
noted the "floater custom" in California counties by
which transien' '/ere arrested. brought to the jail,
and from there "ordered to disappet!f." r. Similarly,
Sutherland and Cressey observed the "Golden Rule
disposition" of misdemeanant arrest in which the individual is held with no intention of bringing him to
trial but only until his condition change:;; (as with
drunkenness. disorderliness. etc.).' Such uses, as
well as detention of suspects and witnesses. arc understandable responses to diflieulties encountered by,
law enforcement personnel. They arc, however,
short-term expedients that rarely solvc anything.
Because of their mUltiple uses, jails house a population morc diverse than any other corn:,ctioltal institutions. The 1970 jail census found that, of 160,863
persons held on thc census da~e: 27,460 had nol
been arraigned, 8,688 were aWaltll1g sOlne postconviction legal action, 69,096 were serving sentences
(10 496 for more than n year), and 7,800 were
.itJv~nilcs." Thus accused felons. and m~sdem.e~n
ants and juveniles all arc found 111 American JUlls.
often unsegregatcd from eaeh other_
However. jail populations do share commo~ socioeconomic characteristics. Inmates are tYPically
poor, undercducated, lind unem~ioy~d. Minority
groups arc greatly overrepresented. Fifty-two percent (83.079) of the inmates in the 1970 census
were unconvicted, awaiting arraignment or trial. .,
It is crueial to note that the population of a Jml
bears no necessary or logical relationship to the size
of the gencral population it serves. A ~tudy .of Nebraska's county jails found that counties With the
largest popUlations do not necessarily ~ave the lar~
est number of jail inmates. n The NatIOnal CounCil
on Crime and Delinquency recently advised that area
population growth is not a suitable basi~ for projecting future jail population. "Jail populatIOns are controlled mo~e by statute and court practices than thc~
are by population growth." 1n Variations in. law cnforcement}Jfactices. availability of alter~atl~es. (detoxification centers. State misdemeanant II1stltutJOns.
etc.), and attitudes of the local citizenry also affect
• Stuart A. Queen. Th" /'r(ss/IIR of Ihe COllllly Jail (Banta.
1920). p. 7.

"

"

I

'Er\win Sutherland and Donald Cressey. PrinCIples II
Crilllillology. 6th cd. (Lippincott. 1960). p. 364.
'NClliollClI Jail C"nslls. 1970. pp. to-II.
.
,; Nebraska Commission on Law Enforcement and Crt~'
ina 1 Justice. For Beller or For Worse? Nebraska's M,s'
C/{'IIIL'(I/Ilillt Correclional Syslell/ (Lincoln, 1970),pp. 97-:10~i
,., National Council on Crime and Delinquency, A Rl!li/O/l11
Approach III J(lil IlIIp/"Ol'el11e/lt in SOlltlt Mississippi: A
Plall-!l'[ayhe a Dream (New York: NCCD, 1971). p. 40.

jail admissions. It is doubtful that variations in crime
rates cause' the large disparities in jail' population
among ~ocal~ties. These facts' require considerable
flexibility in planning for the future.
For the most part, jails are not places of finai deposition. In Illinois, an estimated 169,192 jail confinements ,occurred during 1967.11 Extrapolating
from these and other States' figures, an estimated 1.5
to 5.5 million jail commitments occur in this country
annually.12 The obvious result is a highly transient
jail population. Yet the lllinois survey found that
pretrial detention can stretch into years through legal
maneuvering by both prosecution and defense. In
ge'neral, the processing rate of any given jail depends
on local practices and on availability of alternative
placements for certain popUlation groups.
In many of the jail riots in recent years, a trial has
been a major, if not the only, demand by inmates.
Nor is this demand surprising. The great number of
men who spend months and even years in 'jail awaiting trial exacerbates miserable jail conditions. In the
District of Columbia Ja.il in the spring of 1971, 80
percent of the inmates were there awaiting triaL At
the same time, the jail was housing 1,100 inmates in
a facility designed to hold 550. 18

anywhere else. The staff seems; at best, indifferent·.te> the
horror over which it presides. This; they say, is the job
society wants' them to do., The facilities and ,amounts of
time available for recreation and· exercise ,are limited,
sometimes by a guard's whim. Except for a 'few privileged
prisoners on various details, there is no means by which
an inmate inay combat idleness-eertainly nothing that
could be called education, counselling or self-help."

categones of pnsoners who receIve better treatment than
others.
'rheeating and liYing conditions would not be tolerated

'

The sad fact is that conditions in the D.C. Jail
are by no means unique.
/

Physical Facilities

The most striking inadequacy of jails is their
abominable physical c~hdition. The NatiomH Jail
Census found that 25 percent of the cells in use in
1970 were built before 1920. 15 And the chronological age of the facility is aggravated by the manner in which it is used. Jails that hold few persons
tend to be neglected, and those that are overcrowded
repeatedly push their equipment anti fixtures beyond
the breaking point. Given the fact that most jails are
either overutilized, and hence overcrowded, or are
using only a portion of their capacity, it is not surprising that inost of the physical facilities are in crisis
conditioit.
The National Jail Census found 5 percent of
jails included in their survey overcr9wd·:~d, with the
JAIL CONDITIONS TODAY
propensity to be overcrowded increasing with design
In addition to the problem of local control, the capacity.16 On the other hand, on. four census
principal problems facing the Nation's jails today are dates, a survey found 35 percent to 45 percent of
condition of physical facilities, inadequate personnel, Idaho's jails unoccupied,l1 Neither the situation of
P90r administration, and underutilization of alterna- the overcrowded urban jail nor that of the underutilized rural fadlity will be ameliorated merely by contive programs and dispositions.
A study of conditions in the District of Columbia structing new buildings. The means of delivering
Jail which was undertaken for the American Civil detention and correctional services must be reexamLiberties Union by volunteer lawyers and law stu- ined. Otherwise, the new will merely repeat and perpetuate mistakes of the old.
dents documents the results:
In nearly all jails, the available space is divided
The District of Columbia Jail is a filthy example of man's
into inflexible cells or cage~like day rooms. Rows of
inhumanity to man. It is a case study in cruel and unusual
cells compose self-contained cellblocks that face a
f~~:~~.ment, in the dtmiaI of due process, in the failure of large cage or "bullpen." The arrangement is deThe Jail is a century old and crumbling. It is over- signed "so that a relatively small number of staff can
croWded. It offers inferior medical attenti.on to its inmates,
insure the secure confinement of a comparatively
when it offers any at all. It chains sick men to beds. It large number of inmates." 18 Items are passed into
alIOws-forces-men to live in crowded cells with rodents
and roaches, vomit and excreta. It is the scene of arbitrary the bulIpens througl;, slotted doors, largely preventand capricious punishment and discipline. While there is ing contact between siaffand inmates.
little evidence of racial discrimination (the Jail "serves"
Many jail cells have neither toilets nor wash b!is:he male P?pulation of the Di~tric.t o.f Columbia and, is, .. ins. The majority of inmates have access to shower
herefo:e, vlrtual.ly ?,n all-black l~stIt\lhon), there are some facilities less than once a day. These inadequacies

Hans W. Ma.ttick and Ronale! Sweet, Illinois Jails: Challenge imd Opportunity for the 1970's (Washington: Law
Enforcement Assistance Administration, 1970), p. 49.
UMattick, '~Contemporary Jails," draft p. 47.
uAmerican Civil·:Liberties Union, ,The Seeds of Anguish:
An ACLU Study of the D.C. Jail (Washington: ACLU,
1972), pp. 3,5.

U

.. The Seeds of Anguish, p. 1.
10 National Jail Census, 1970, p. 4.
,. National Jail Census, 1970, pp. 4-5.
11 Idaho Law pnforcement Planning Commission, Stale a!
Idaho lail SUI'l'eybf City and County Law Enforcement
Agencies (Boise, 1969), pp. 12-13.
lS Daniel Glaser, "Some"Notes on Urban Jails" in Daniel
Glaser, ed., Crime ill Ihe City (Harper and Row, 1971),
p. 238.
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combined with the short supply or complete lack of
such items as soap, towels" toothbrushes, safety razors, clean bedding, and toilet paper, create a clear
public health problem, not to mention the depressing
psychological effects on inmates. Mattick declares
that, "If cleanliness is next to godliness, most jails lie
securely in the province of hell." He points out further dish-eartening physical conditions in jails:
Considering that sanitary fixtures are a necessity, yet
are often absent, it is not too surpri~ing to find that other
facilities for handling and treating prisoners, some of which
arc not as indispensable, are also lacking. Only the largest
j~ils have such luxuries as ciassrooms, an ~dequate infirmary, a laundry, a separate dining area, recreation space,
and a chapel.'"

Lack of Adequate Stuff
The neglect of local jails is as apparent in staff as
dismal physical facilities. Jail employees almost
irivariably are untrained, too few in number, and underpaid: They are second-level victims of the societal
arrangements. that perpetuate the jaiL20
A 1970 jail survey in California round 25 percent
of the deputies and 41 percent of the nonsworn personnel ih 58 county sheriff's offices engaged in custodial activities. 21 Although these are full-time employees, assignment to the jail frequently is ohly one
of severai roles they must perform. Moreover, "the
law enforcement psychology of a policeman is to arrest offenders and see to it that they get into jail; the
rehabilitative psychology of a correctional worker
should be to prepare an inmate to get out of jail and
take his place in the free community as a law-abiding
citizen." 22 When law enforcement officers are not
used, the soluticn has been to hire low-paid custodians who are even less qualified than those they replace.
While staff-inmate ratios often appear satisfactory,
tJIe need to operate three shifts and the erratic nat~re of many ertlployees' duties must be considered
in interpreting such figures. Nationally, there were
5.6 inmates per full-time equivalent employee in
i970. State ratios ranged from 1.~ to 11.4.23 Interpreting these ratios on the basis of a 24-hour, 7-day
operation gives an average of Ph full-time
workers per shift with an average of 40 inmates. 24
Given the nature of jail architectur~ and the mimerous duties the employees ,must perlormboth inside
and outside the facility, these staffing levels are simply too low to permit regular supervision of inmates.

iti

,. Mattick, "ContemporarY Jails," draft page 67.
,. Mattick alld Sweet, Illinois Jails, p. 368.
.. Ca1ifornia~ Board of Corrections, A Study of California
County Jails (Cali~ornia Council on Criminal Justice, 1970),
p. 1 0 2 . ·

.
., Mattick and Sweet, Illinois Jails, i>p. 255-256.
., Natiollal Jail Censlls, 1970, p. 9.
"Ma,ttick, "Contemporary Jails," draft page 74.

In Nebraska, staff members were aple to s~e ~ll
oners from their station in only five of the 90 county
jails. 25 During the night,h(ck of supervision be.
comes more acute. In ldabo1 for exampl~, only .32
percent of the jails had a fuli-time staff member pres.
ent. at night. 20
•
Professional workers; t60 bfte~ missing from jail
staffs, are necessary for the initiation and operation
of any reintegration or referral program and for
training other staff members. A 1965 survey by
the National Council on Crime and Delinquency fer.
reted out ~nly 501 professional jail employees in the
Nation. These employees were primarily social w()rk.
ers and vocational and academic instructors, with a
scatte~irig of psychologists and psychiatrists. 27 Allo!
these professiorlals were working in the larger urban
jails.
.
This should not be construed as an argument for
jails staffed by psychologists and, social workers. The
skills involved in relating tr"another human being are
inexact, and professionals do not monopolize them,
although training provided by the. professional staff
to fellow jail employees can be helpful. The need is
to break the now-ancient pattern of uninterested and
reluctant jailemjJloyees who lack the minimalirain·
ing needed for the efficient performance of an ex·
traordinarily difficult task.

,

pris:

kangaroo courts flourished in many jails and still 40
in sqme.
While most sucr "judicial" trappings have gOlle the
way of many traditiqns, the basic features remain 'in
.r force. Jail impates face m~ny uncertainties arising
l from a threatening environment and an ambiguous
relationship to tlie m?,chlnery of the criminal justice
l
system. Under the~e conditions, individuals experienoed i!1 crime anp?ccustomed to life in State penitentiaries assume p'0sitions· of leadership and control.
The" "custodial·' qonvenience" philosophy is
:f marked by a~ almost fa:natic concern with security,
~t bqt Qne practice totally' contradictory to security is
founq in. many jails. To operate and maintain the
jail, s"elected inmates are granted the rank of trusty.
Tiley haye free access, througbout the jail and frequently to ~p.e outs'ide fiS well. All too often, the re,! sult is a· jag run by its inmates. In most instances,
If tm~ties, or at least tpeif !'qarq boss" or forem~n, are
~f' weil schooled iq ppson life, and jailers lpust offer
: • ths.m privileges in ·return for cooperation.
I~ ,'.'CiIstodial convenience" also dictates a solution
~r for th'e multitude of social and medical problems enjf teting the jail. Hete too, inmates are left to solve
lhe!r mutuar"proble111s, with t~e elderly, siclc, intoxicated, suicide-prone, and addicted all thrown toiJ gether. The assumption is thai they somehow will arAdministration by IJCustodlal Convenience" ,~>j, range to t~ke care o'f each other.
1*
Jail inmates do riot have the opportunity for even
The fundamental principle underlying the rela· I:.. the' momentary 'or limited privacy available to most
tionship between jailers and inmates is that of "tus- ~ pris!:ln inmates.~articipation and conformity to the
todial convenience," in which "everyone wno clln, 0 prevailfng . exp,ectations .of the jailhouse subculture
takes the easy way out and makes only the minimal ~ are Iilfindatory for all.ao The daily routine genereffort.".2S Because of insufficient staffing and fund· ~ ally is one of unrelieved idleness. Card playing, conr
d"
'd
ing and the lack ·of effective screerting for incomIng JI
'" ;!I>'~·. v~rsa Ions, me ItatIqn, an. occasionally televi~ion
inmates, the popUlation is separated into several . viewing are the only options, available. In the Nation
large groups and placed in specific cell blocks. Each
as a whole, 86 percent of aU jails counted in 1970
division'represents an, attempt. to replace continuous, '~'>'." qad no'recreational facilities·, and 89 percent had no
or even frequent, staff supervision with a maximum .~ educational facilities.a1
security setting. With such an amingement, .jailers
Even acknowledging the resource limitations, such
effectively. abandon their control and concentrate 1 so!ution~ produce reprehensible results. When the
sOlely on any untoward occurrences.
I.~'. " poli~e qepartment and the district attorney's office
Thus tQe inmates are left to work out their 'own . stu~ied sexual assa~lts in the Philadelphia jail system
interl1al order. For this reaso·n, "control over inmate
dUrmg 196~, they found that such assaults were epibehavior usually can b~ achieved by other inmates j denii(\ '''As Superintendent Hendrick and three of
more immediately, directly, and completely in jails 1 the warqpn~ admitted,virtually every slightly built
than in other types of confinem~ht institutions', ~uch
yopng Il1an c9imriitted by the courts is sexually upas penitentiaries or State hospitals." 20 In past feras,
pr?8cheq within a day or two after his admission to
.
.
l.~ B!~son. ~any qf these young men are repeatedly
"Nebraska Commission on Law Enforcement and Crimina ;~rap,ed by gangs of inmates." 32
Justice, For Better or for Worse?, p. 27.
..
~
~,
'" Idaho Law Enforcement Planning Commission, laalJO I OJ J~1n. R. 'Kimb, erly and David B. Rottman, "Pattern.. 5 of
Jail Survey, p. 9 . 1 Belt
.~ President's Commission on Law Enforcement and d· 1 1'6 aVlOr in· Isolating Organizations: An Examination of
minist[ation of Justice"Task Force Report:. CorredlOllS i 'n' r~e County Jails," (University of Illinois Department of
(Washington; Government Printing Office, 1967), p. 164. i ~Mo~Ogy, .1972)..... :-'
"MattiCK, "Contemporary Jails,'; draft page 88; .
•.
J..
.'AI~IIOllgl J{lil Censu~,J910, p. 191.
i S···~n~. Da.vis, ':Sexual Assaults in the Philadelphia Prison
,. Glaser, "Some Noteo Qn Urban Jails," p. 239.
yst~ms and. Shenff'sVans," Trans-Action, 6 (199 8), p. 9.
~i
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Daniel Glaser has captured the overall effect of
current jail conditions as follows:
The major costs to society from iail conditions probably
stem not from the clear violations of moral norms that the
inmates suffer there, but rather, from the prolonged idlen!;ss of the inmates in highly diverse groups cut off from
much communication with outsi"e~s. In this inactivity ancl
crowded ness day after day, those mmat(ls most committed
to crime "brainwash" the inexperienced to convert initial
feelings of guilt Qr shame into smug nationalizations for
crime. Also, jail prisoners become extremely h<\bituated· to
"killing time," especially during pretrial confinement. Thus
deficiencies of ability to support themselves in legitimaf~
employment, which may have contributed to their criminality, are enhanced at their r~lease. While reformatories
and prisons are often called "schools for crime," it is ':J. fitr
more fitting label for the typical urban jail."

SHORTCOMINGS OF STATE
SUPERVISION
In addressing the needs presented by current jail
conditions, the trend toward seeking change through
State-set standards and inspections of local jails is
open to question. The Passing of the County Jail,
published 50 years ago, was no isolated utopian
exercise but the product of an era of jail reform, written by an experienced and tough-minded practitioner. The book assessed the growing State involvement in local correctional efforts that had occurred
hi the preceding two decades. Stat~ boards of charities und corrections had been established in several
States and charged with inspection of jails. Results of
inspection surveys were published in California and
IUinois. In Alabama, a State prison inspector was
granted broad powers by statute to oversee jail activities, including the right to set standards. By and
large, however, these measures did not meet expectations.
In the faU of 1911, the National Clearinghouse for
Criminal Justice Planning and' Architecture attempted to assess tqe status of current State inspection efforts. Letters sent to the 50 State agencies responsible for corre~tions requested them to send a
copy of any jail standards in use or to notify the
cleadnghouse if no standards existed. Twenty States
replieq that they had no responsibility for local jails
and no statewide standards were in force. Three
States provided standards govemip,g planning 'and
COllstxuction but not operatiop, Two States replied
that; whjle minimal standards existedl they were old
and, in pne instance, were about to be replaced by
pending legisl~tion. (Sec Figure 9.1.)
339laser, "Some

Not~s

on

Urb~n

Jails," p. 241.
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FIGURE 9.l. EXISTING STATE JAIL STANDARDS*
OPERATIONAL STANDARDS
YES
NO

FACILITY
PLANNING AND CONSTRUCTION
YES
NO

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California

•

Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Dist. of Columbia
Florida

•

Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa

•
•
•
•

Kansas
1,

Kentucky
LOl..\isiana

!,',

Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
MinnesotC1
Mississippi
Missouri'

•
•
•
•
•
•

Montancl
Nebraska
Ne:vada

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

5

•

•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

New Hampshire
New Jer5ey
New Mexico
New Yor~
North Cafolina
North Dakota
Ohio

•
•
•

•

•

•
•

'*Survey conducted by National Clearinghouse for Criminal Justice Planning and Architecture, Fall 1971.
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•

Oklahoma

!!

Oregon

•

Pennsylvania

~I

Rhode Island

III

South Carolina

~t

H
tf
~

•
•

South Dakota
Tennessee

~

•
•
•
•
•

Texas

:u

Utah

if

}l

Vermont

;, ~",

Virginia

It

q
';;

Washington

}!

West Virginia

~

•

Wisconsin

i

Wyoming

t

•
•
•

•

F,h.CILITY
PLANNING AND CONSTRUCTION
YES
NO

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•

~~

_';A:
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Twenty-four States replied with copies of their
current standards. One State answered that the need
~ for standards had been eliminated through State op" eration of all county jails.
Standards now in use vary considerably-from
~ minimal statutory requirements to detailed instruc~
tions, from. mimeographed sheet to printed book.
But such standards neglect the myriad connections
.1 jails have with other components of the criminal jusit
tiee system. Many standards are vague and thus diffieult to enforce. Several State agencies theoretically
responsible for such enforcement complained of inl sufficient funds to carry out the inspection function.
The all too .frequent difficulty in identifying the spe~ eific dep~rtment of State government responsible for
supervision is probably indicative of the quality of
~ the inspection servk~s. 34 "
Existing State standards and inspection procedures
~ may have alleviated some of the most glaring physi1 ,cal defects in local jails. However, they do not
!"constitute a program of action; they fail to cover
~ the large complex of processes ~nd ug.endes to
~ \,,~ich the jail is related. Furthermore, they inevit~b\ly involve political considerations. Standards and
~ Inspections aimed at institutional procedures are
only two necessary components of the process by
IVhich jails may be dramatically reformed. Minimal
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Natio:f]al Clearinghouse for Criminal Justice Planning,
"Spring 1972 Survey of State Jail Standards," unpublished
SOurce documents, Urbana, III., 1972.
11

standards that bclude only a small portion of the
problem's components inevitably will perpetuate a
haphazard;approach to jail reform.
For individuals seeking reform of local adult corrections, precautiol1'J must be taken not to set off in
the wrong directir.lO. Hans Mattick has articulated
well what must be avoided.
At least two kinds of investment should be postponed
in any statewide jail reform program based on a phasedstage implementation of State standards: the building of
new jails and the hiring of more personnel. Investment in
new jails, or the major refurbishing of old ones, would
merely cement-in the old problems under somewhat more
decent conditions ..... Increasing the number of personnel
in existing jails would only have the effect of giving more
persons a vested interest in maintaining the status quo and
contribute to greater resistance to futUre change. By and
large,! new buildings and more staff should come only after
the potential effects of criminal law ,reform and diversion
alternatives have been fully considered. Such colIateral reforms, combined with an increasing tendency toward regionalization of jails, would require fewer jails and fewer,
but better qualified and trained, jail personnel.'·

This position may be difficult for some to accept
because at first blush the answer to poor jails seems
to be to build better ones; the resp0m1i?, to inadequate
personnel, to hire more. It must be remembered,
however, that this is not the first generation to c.onfront the plight of American jails. Concerned individuals have been speaking out for at least a hundred
years. But, for the most part, the situation has not
"Mattick, "Contemporary Jails;" draft page 147.
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improved. New jails have been built, but they now
present the same problems as those they were built
to rephice. History shows clearly that only a different
attack on the problem holds real promise. The new
approach must involve all components of the criminal justice system.

TOTAL SYSTEM PLANNING
As indicated earlier, the composition of jail. popu··
lations varies widely, depending on law enforcement
practices and community values. If, as this Leport recommellds, confinement is an alternative of last resort
and is limited to offenders representing a threat to
others, the dangers of a piecemeal approach to problem solving are obvious.

Nature of the Proces~\

f .

~

:.'.1· •
I
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In this discussion, "system" is defined as a group
of related and interdependent activities, actions, or
events organized to achieve a common purpose. The
range of these items necessary to explain phenomena
under examination dei.~rmine the system's "scope."
For some purposes, th~ scope may be limited to a
State corrections system; for others, to the State
criminal justice system. Throughout this discussion,
corrections will be considered a subsystem of the
criminal justice system. "C",mponent" will be used as
a generic term to refer to activities, actions, events,
and subsystems.
"Total system planning" is a process that defines,
analyzes, and develops responses to problems of a
specific service area. The process is open ended.
That is, it describes the interactions betvleen activith~s or components of one gystem and those of another. Changes in any single component of an open
system or a related system will affect all other components. For example,. arraignment scheduling directly affects the number of persons awaiting· trial
and consequently the detention capacity required.
Similarly, jail population may be reduced by divert~
ing alcoholics from tni;! criminal justice system to a
detoxification center that is a component of a health
services system. The system reBulting from the planning process must be open to link offenders' needs
with. definitive solutions.
Results from one step in the planning process may
be affected subsequently by feedback from those of
another step. In the above example, creating detoxification programs may change judicial practices that
previously were considered a constraint on reducing
jail popUlations. Feedback emphasizes that planning
is a process, not a discrete event.
Functional integration, at lea,.'i.t within & . geographic area, is required to implement the results of

the planning process. Part of solving a corrections
problem (e.g., overcrowding) may involve changing
a court procedure (e.g., rescheduling arraign.
ments). A crime prevention program operated by a
criminal justice system c.omponent may involve cer.
.tain activities of the education, housing, and employ.
ment systems. Different systems and subsystems
often must work together to attain a solution to a
common problem. Thus their functions will overlap
or be complementary.

~l<
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difficulty of functional integration (police, courts,
corrections, health, welfare).

Steps in Planning
The process of total system planning for a corrections service area is summarized in Figure 9.2. There
:.. are six phases:
:.
Problem definition.
Survey.
Analysis.
Coordination for Planning
Program linkage.
System concept.
When the total system is not limited to a political
Physical translation.
subdivision, interjurisdictional cooperation in plan.
f
Each
phase involves a definition of the context
ning (for example, city~county, multicounty, SLate·
local) is required. The term "coordination" is used i{ (for example, the service area), an end product
intentionally to reflect a somewhat less structured . . ,i (statement of the problem), and a course of action
working relationship than that implied by "integra•. .t (how to allocate planning funds). Each end product
.1
and course of action determines what is to be Qone
tion."
in the next phase. Subsequent phases may affec't
Open-endedness implies that the planning process
prior ones through the feedback mechanism; for exshould account for interactions between systems and
ample, an initial service area demarcation (Phase 1)
their components in different political jurisdictions.
may
be modified by an analysis (Phase 3) of survey
Related practices in different jurisdictions should be
data (Phase 2).
examined for their effects on the flow of offenders
Identifying the service area to be covered is the
through a system. For example, one jurisdiction de·
initial step of the planning process. This step will decides to defer prosecution of narcotics-related offen·
termine the scope of the overall effort and result in a
ses and supply treatment programs, but a contiguQus
preliminary stat.ement of the correctional problem
jurisdiction continues to prosecute them aggressively.
being addressed.
To decrease the likelihood of getting caught, the ad·
. Given the diversity, quantity, and quality of data,
dict has only to move to the jurisdiction that does not
the
survey and structured analysis of its res1illts are
prosecute, and drug treatment programs there
7ritical st~ps, on which subsequent decisiQn~ regardquickly become overloaded.
109 plannmg, program development, and construcThe planning process should consider the consist·
tion are dependent. Lack of objectives and use of
ency of related practices between jurisdictions, even
~bsolete
planning standards will perpetuate ineffecthough changing them mp.y be unlikely. This aspect
tive programs and inflexible facilities. There are alof an open system adds an intergovernmental com·
ways information deficiencies (unreliability lack of
plication to an intragovernmental operation.
coverage, inconsistency) that force "best' guesses"
The service area concept is basic to total system'
based on professional judgments. Tables, graphs,
planning. Service areas are demarcated by the scope
charts, and diagnlms should be used to organize surof a particular problem that frequently crosses juris·
dictions. Underlying the concept is the realization , vey data for the decisionmaker and to highlight inthat social problems and their solutions do not aon·
gaps.
These products
should result from Phases 2 and
fine themselves to geopolitical boundaries. Each servo .ri.• formation
3:
ice' area may have distinct problems and resources,
',An inventory of existing correctional programs in
but there is sufficient commonality to warrant sub\1 tlie service area.
system coordination.
In the simplest case, an agricultural economy and ~ '. An assessment of current law enforcement, judiclal, and detention practices as represented by types
low population density.may be conducive to regionalized correctional services. The m'.lltistate Standllld I.. ~f ~lfe~ders flowing through the system.
n Inventory of programs and resources not part
Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA) represents
of the criminal justice system.
the other extreme. The SMSA is an integrated eco'
~ A..• projection of criminal J'ustice system populanomic and social unit containing several distinct but
interdependent communities or cities. Total system '. hon.
~e~e four items are used to assess the community's
planning Ior an SMSA is indeed possible. "Local"
. criminal justice problems can be related conceptually ~ ..blhty to meet specific program needs .
and operational coordination developed. But the dif- .~ The. "program linkage" phase (phase 4)
shOUld Include examiillition of alternative correcficulty of interjurisdictional planning is added to the
t
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tional se~ic.e n~tworks. For example, the population
of. local InstttutIOns can be reduced by diverting certaIn classes of offenders from the criminal justice
system. An alternative flow for alcohol-related offenses would emphasize aftercare and social service
programs not available in a jail. For offenders not diyerted, th~ potential for community alternatives to
Incarc~rat!on should be examined, including summons In heu of arrest, release on recognizance and
release to a third-party volunteer.
'
The underlying objective is to divert, either from
the criminal justice system entirely or from incarceration, as many offenders as possible. Representatives
of ppblic and private 'social service agencies, ,commumty groups, and professional organizations should
be involved in developing these alternatives. Public
interest and support is an important element in a
planning process that contemplates extensive use of
community-based progra1.ui!!.

A VISION OF THE FUTURE
Following an analysis of program relationships,
there are two further steps in the planning process:
system conc~pt (develbpment of definitive programs) and physical translation. When a community
is "Y~rking to achieve social change, development of
a VISIon of what the future could look like is undoubtedly more effective than continuing to present facts
that contradict the old way. Thus, while the details
of programs or "deliVery systems" developed will
vary dep~~di~g on ~h~ service area's requirements,
the COmmtSSIOn enVlSlons emergence of community
correctional centers as a basic component of local
adult corrections. A community correctional center
is more a concept than a place. To illustra.te,
the community correctional center concept may be
structured on either a regional or network approach.

The Regional Approach
Where resources and offenders are not sufficient
to justify separate rehabilitation programs, localities
may pool on a regional basis. Regionalization consolidates existing facilities through cooperative interjuris dictional planning and, in some cases, operation of
a new in3titutional complex. A Regional Approach
to Jail Improvement in South Mississippi: A PlanMaybe a Dream describes one regional arrangement
for five contiguous countieS. 36 The report rec.ommends building a new facility in one of the service
area's five counties. The host county maintains jur.. National Council on Crime and Delinquency, A Regional
Approach: A Plan-Maype a Dream (New YOlk: NCCD
1971~
,
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isdictional control, and the other counties contract
with it for their correctional services. The Liberty
County, Georgia, Regional Detention Center is another example of planning a regional facility under
difficult conditions. This center will provide correctional and staff training services to 14 primarily rural
counties.37 In numerous States, a statutory authority
for multijurisdictional jails currently is in force. In
North Carolina, for example, such authority has
been available since 1933 but has never been
used. 3s
To encompass the planning required in such an
approach and to provide the resources it requires,
governmental responsibilities for local corrections
must be redistributed. At the two extremes, the underutilized rural facility and the crowded urban facility clearly are incapable of furnishing the services
required. However, regiof'llization is not without
complications.
In some respects, a regional community correctional center is a contradict'lotl in terms. In regions
comprised of scattered medium·~~zed cities, it will be
difficult to keep individuals involved in their home
community. To facilitate reintegration, the inmate
must interact continually with his community and
must be allowed furloughs to find postrelease employment and housing. The distribution of jobs over
a large territory makes work-release programs
difficult, though not impossible.
A frequent objection to regiona1izat~(jn is the time
and cost involvedl .. ~ol\lj'!G p;;'uple to and frtlm facilities. A systematic analysis of cost factors should
be part of the planning process and be included in
the overall cost projections for any delivery system-regional or network.

I"
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The Network Approach
In major metropolitan areas, the corrections program can be developed on the basis of a network of
dispersed facilities and services geographically located to perform their functions best. The traditional
correctional institution, with its inclusion of all functions in a single facility, creates an unnatural physical and psychological, environment. For example, in.
the free community, boarding schools are not used
for adult education, and individuals rarely work in
the same building in which they live. Correctional
institution arrangements may be convenient fm' management, but they are unrealistic for the inmate.
It is inconsistent with the intent of community

(J

"Liberty County, Georgia's Regional Detention Center
Lightens Burdens on Area Jails," American County, 36
(1971),9-11.
.. Allan Ashman, North Carolina Jails (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Institute of Government, 1967),
p. 17.
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corrections to provide all rehabilitation services in
one building. The range of facilities within a network
provides for offenders' special needs, including the
potential for some total institutionalization. An addi·
tional variable is provided by the progression of an
offender from one program or facility to another.
Within the service area, a network is established,
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the coordinating point.
Following survey of program needs, inventory of ;
diverse area resources, and development of detailed ~
program linkages, the planning process must trans· 11
late thi(s inform atio n into, phFY~ical rges20u)rcTehreqfui~e- !:\
ments p h ase,
e aClli· .:
6 sh own In 19ure .,
ties planning process will not be discussed in detail,).
but the essential components are summarized in Fig· ~1
ure 9.2. For details, reference is made to the Uni·jl
versity of Illinois publication, Guidelines for the '.:~
Planning and Design of Regional and Community r
Correctional Centers for Adults. 89
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Where at all possible, court intake personnel ~
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tion between court and corrections staff by virtue of :!
proximity and functional relationships that must be
developed to attain an integrated local adult corrections system.
.Screening is the initial phase of intake services.
Both diversion from the criminal justice system and
referral to appropriate community fe:sources are '
predicated on an effective screening process. An in· t: ACTION
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stances it is neith~g' desirable nor necessary to Pl'o- .
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service delivery system, a number of functions need :~l
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diverse activities now operating there.
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ity and police levels as well as court-based divers~on community classification team~ for the State correcprograms. The latter involve sus~e?sions or ?~Idmg tional system, as discussed in Chapter 6, Offender
as "dangerous" to others, it is astonishing how little available to offenders in community programs on a
of criminal charges while an indlVld~a.1 partlclpa~es Classification. Again, these functions require COoperuse has been made of work release, study release, vqluntary basis as well. A model for such an arin !1 ilpecified program such as job trammg. If the 10- ation and assistance from other personnel of the
"weekender" sentences, and similar programs that rangement exists in the community mental health
dividual completes the program successfully, a rec- community correctional center.
field, where it has been found that major problems
take advantage. of community resources.
ommendation is made to the court that charges be
States should adopt work-release statutes such as or recommitment can be avoided by opening up fadismissed. NGW York City's- Court Employment
Wisconsin's pioneer Huber Law, which authorizes cilities to those who feel a temporary need for them.
Project ,10 and similar programs elsewhere demon- Residential Care
daytime release for work, with return to jail in the Such an option is also fully consistent with the move
strate the feasibility of increfni~ii.g alternatives to conevening. Earnings are used to finance the program to alleviate the abrupt transition from totai confineCommunity correctional centers will provide fOllr
finement without a concomitant increase in danger to
and to meet the cost of the inmate's room and board ment to freedom in the community.
types of residential care: services to persons awaiting
the community.
and support of his dependents, with any remainder
trial; services to persons serving sentences; prereIn other cases, an individual may be referred to
being deposited in the inmate's account. Such stat. lease ,services to persons moving from major institunon-criminal justice agencies when it appears that
utes should also extend to school or training pro- COMMUNiTY CORRECTIONAL
tions;' and services to short-term returnees., While
their services would be more appropriate: For examgrams, medical treatment, job hunting, and family CENTER PROGRAMS
many of the services offered and conditions required
ple, alcoholics, addicts, and the mentally ,ill should will,apply to all. residential services, there are certain
visits.
'
The community correctionfll center n~t only
.
be referred toheaIth or social service agencies.
"Weekender" programs, which enable offenders, to should be located in a community but also should be
distinctions.
Both referral and more formalized diversion proiremain in the community during the work week part of it. The center would not duplicate services algrams offtJr the opportunity for utilizing. resour~~s Persons Awaiting Trial
while returning to jail over the weekend for punish- ready available from government or private sources.
that appear more likely to be successf~l 10 mee.tm.g
ment, should also be used much more extensively. Psychotherapy, education, and skills training can be
an individual's needs than the resources of the cnmJJudging from current practice, "weekender" sen- brought to the center, or residents can participate in
Adequate screening, referral, diversion and
nal justice system. Such programs help! him. to a~oi'd pretrial release procedures should greatly reduce the
tences need not be authorized by statute, although programs being operated at other locations. Inthe interruption of iife patterns and t~e stigmatiza- number of persons detained pending trial. Fot that
States may wish to formally recognize the practice by creased community participation would improve the
tion associated with criminal proceed~ngs and COI)- part of· the accused population that is denied pretrial
potential for reintegrating inmates.
law.
viction.
'
In addition, early release opportunities, such as
release, the best way to keep populations low: and
Confined individuals also can receive services
Intake personnel also serve an imp,0rtant .funct~(m jail sta-ys short is speedy trial. (See Chapter .4,
parole or release to a small halfway house, which are . from community organizations-Alcoholics Anonyin providing services to the courts for cases 10 w.h~ch Pretrial Release and Detention, and the CommIsgenerally available for felons in State institutions mous, family service 'organizations, legal aid, neighthere will be criminal proceedings. After the deCISIOn sion's Report on Courts.)
should be offered to community correctional center borhood centers, vocational rehabilitation agencies,
,
has been made to press criminal charges, intake staff
Those detained should be housed separately from
inmates. Such programs are less costly than incarcer- and others. Such groups can work with the individual
perform social investigations to aid the: court in mak- convicted offenders. Females and juveniles should be 5i
ation, can serve as incentives for inmates, and avoid while he is in confinement and after release.
ing pretrial release decisions. The role of intake staff separated in housing from adult males. An~one r~- :.i
the dangers of protracted unnecessary confinement.
The center would also coordinate the various
and procedures used to increase use of relea')~ on re- ceived for detention who is mentally or phYSically ill
For toe long the local jail has been ,used as a place correctional services now based in the community.
•
cognizance, police summons release, supervised re- or is an alcoholic or drug addict should be routed to. ;~!
of total confinement .for all who were sent there. A classification committee would include center staff,
lease bail and other pretrial release· programs are more appropriate fa<;:ilities.
.:1 Much nior~ imagi'nation and variety need to be em- .parole and probation officers, and representatives of
discu'ssed in Chapter 4, Pretrial Release and Det~nEvery effort must be made to insure that nothi~g 'I
ployed to assure that sentenced offenders are not volunteer groups and relevant government agencies.
tion.
.
in the treatment of pretrial detainees implies gUIlt
worse off when leaving than upon arrival.
In this way, the various organizations working with
After arranging for the pretrial rel~ase of ~ll per- and that the exercise of their rights is maximized to :~!'
the inmate could meet as a group and make joint desons possible, imuke staff must provIde services to the extent possible. (See Chapter 2, Rights of Of- fI
Prerelease from State Institutions
cisions. This type of classification committee is used
those for whom pretrial detention has been dee~ed fu~~~.
in the Vermont community correctional centers 41
~
As jails evolve into communi!y correctional cen- and is recommended in the California jail
necessary. At this point, the desirabi~ity of locatmg
ters, serVing as a coordinating point for community standards. 42
intake services within a community correctional cen- Sentenced Offenders
:1 correctional
services, their desirability as a prereter becomes obvious, since the momep.t the decision
The overall goal of the community correctional
lease resource wiII increase accordingly. Individuals center is to furnish physical and social environments
to detain 15 made, intake staff- should :begin to work
Elsewhere in thi' report, the nee~ is stressed to reoriginally assigned to State institutions should be conducive to the individual's social reintegration.
with other personnel at the community correct~onal serve confinement for the fewest· number of con- \{
transferred to the community correctional center in Central to this goal is the provision of a safe, positive
center. Typically, those brought to local correctIonal victed offenders possible. Chapter 5, Senten~!ng,
{l their
own community to facilitate the reintegration environment in which the individuals have a chance
facilities bring with them unresolved problems th~t presents the. numerous dispositional altern~tlves "I
process. All of the partial release programs described to express and develop their innate abilities. The emdemand immediate attention. The very fact of their available to the courts that are preferable to Incar- 11
above should be available to such offenders.
arrest may have created problems. The staff of the ceration. Traditionally misdemeanants have be.en
phasis is not on traditional training, instruction, or
community correctional center must deal with them. sent to local jails, while felons were sent to State madjustment to institutional requirements but rather
Short-Term Returnees
Beginning with intake staff, the ??~munity ~orrec stitutions. With increasing use of dispositional alteron:
tional center should serve as a cnsls mterventlOn re- llatives, local correctional facilities may be able to, ",~,~
The remaining type of person for whom the com- • Accurate observation of the individual.
source. While such services should be available to serve both types of offenders. Eventually, th~ com- Ii
• Intensive staff-client interaction.
anyone reaching court intake, pe:sons being detained munity correctional center may replace the pnson as :i~ 'munity correctional center should be a residential • Opportunities for reality confrontation and realoption is an offender in the community who needs a
:\ire particularly likely to need assistance.
the place ot incarceration for felons who cannot be'
short period of support, structure, or supervision. ity testing.
Court intake personnel also provide presentence released immediately to the community.
...
~
.. See Vermont Department of Corrections, Biennial Report
investigatio~ reports to the courts as d.iscussed ~n
At present, however, local correctional facilities if Parole boards should view a short return to a com- for tile Two Years Eliding lllne 30, ]970 (Montpelier, 1970).
Chapter 5, Sentencing, and should be mvolved 1ll can be expected to house mostly misdemeanant of-. 2 munity correctional center as a desirable alternative pp. 15-16.
to recommitment to ~~tate institution in many cases '" California Board (If Corrections, Minimllm Jail Sial1dard:r
•• See Court EmploymentProjeGt, Quarterly Report: De- fend~rs with relatively s~ort sentences. Given. the ,~,', '
of parole violation. Ideally, this option should be (Sacramento, 1971), pp. 18-20.
factthat
very
few
of
these
individuals
are
percelvep
~
cember 1, 1970-Fcbruary 28, 1971 (New York, 1971).
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coming or removing legal or other restrictions placed
• Discussions.
on ex-offenders are examples of the kinds of services
• Choice.
that should be available through the community
• Positive leisure-time options.
correctional center.
• Optimal liviltg and constructive learning situations.
Facility Design Suited to' Program Goals
• Community and group interaction.
There is Qne additional function that community
Facility design that separates residential from procorrectional centers should perform. Numerous obgram areas would not achieve program gea1s, and
servers have commented that-more often than
desig'n, based mainly on securi~y controls and survei!not-tilDe, rather than need, is the factor which S!glance functions is inappropnate and counterprounals the end of correctional service. Thus, many m, uctive. The physical setting supportive of contemdividuals may be released from ,correctional custody
porary program activities will not be found by
or supervision with no provisi~ns being made to
examining past models. Replicating such models has
help them in any way after theIr sentence. h~s exph·ed. While it is true that the vast majorIty of only produced failure and will continue to do .so ..
The physical environment is of profound slgmfioffenders today are only too glad to be free from
cance
to the support and encouragement of program
correctional control, some offenders ~ay want or
need additional services. Commumty correc- goals. Only by provision of adequate and appropriate
tional centers should be authorized to offer services space can a broad array of human activities essential
to ex-offenders for at least one year after the expira- to correctional programming be realized.
More details on facility design are offered in
tion of their sentences. Employment assistance, famStandard
9.10.
ily counseling, aid in finding housing, or help in over-

,

,

State and local corrections systems and planning
agencies should immediately undertake, on a cooperative basis~ planning for community corrections based
on a total system concept that encompasses the full
range of offenders' needs and the trverall goal of
crime reduction. Total system planning for 3 particular area should include the following concepts.
1. While the actual methodology may vary, total
system planning should include these phases:
a. A problem definition phase, including
initial demarcation of the specific service area,
as determined by the scope of the problem to
be addressed. Its identification results in a
preliminary statement of the correctional problem.
b. Data survey and analysis designed to
obtain comprehensive information on popula,. tion trends and demography, judicial practices,
offender profiles, service area resources, geographic and physical characteristics, and political and governmental composition. Such infori'mation is needed to assess service area needs
and, capability and to determine priorities.
c. A program linkage phase involving examination of various ways to meet the problems identified. The linkages should emphasize service area resources that can be, used to
provide community-based correctional programs
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as alternatives to incarceratf.on. identification
and development of diversion programs by program linkage will have significant implications
for a service area's detention capacity and program requirements.
d. A definition and description of the correctional delivery system' for the service area
developed on the basis of results of the previous phases. Facility and nonfacility program
requirements should be included.
e. Program and facility design, which proceed .from delivery system l!efiilition. The' resulting overall community correctional system
design will vary with specific service area
characteristics, but it should follow either a
regional or a network. approach.
(1) A network service delivery system should be developed for urban service
areas with large offender populations. This
system should have dispersed componeuts.
(programs and facilities) that. are. integrated operationally and administratively.
The network should include all components necessary to meet the needs of clientele and ,the community. Court intake,
social investigation, and pretrial release
and detention programs shquld be located
near the courts. Other residential and non-
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residential components should be located
in th~ clients' communities or neigbbor~loods and should use existing community
resources.
(2) A regionalized service delivery
system, should be developed for service
areas that are sparsely populated and inc1udea number of cities, towns, or viUages.
Such a system may be city-county or
multicounty in composition and scope. Major facility and program components should
be consolidated in a central area or municipality. Components should include intalte and social investigations services, pretrial release services, pretrial and posttrial
residential facilities, special programs, and
resource coordination. Extended components, such as prerelease, work/ ed~ca
fion release, alcohnlic and narcotic addict
treatment, and related program coordination units, SllOUld be located in smaller
population centers with provision for operational and administi'al~ve coordination
with the centralized components. The centralized system component should be located in close proximity to court services
and be accessible to private and public
transportation.
2. All correctional planning should include consideration of the physical, social, and aesthetic impact imposed by any facility or network. Such
consideration should be based on the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969.
3. All planning efforts should be made in the
context of the master plan of the statewide correctional planning body.
4. Indi-/idual program needs, such as detention
centers" snQuld not be considered apart from the
overall correctional service plan or the relevant
aspects of social service systems 01ealth, education,
public assistance, etc.} that have potential for sharing facilities, resources, and experience.
5. AU community correctional planning should
give hig},est priority to diversioil [rom the criminal
justice system and utilization of existing community
resources.

Commentary
The need for a more coherent approach to correctional programs has long been recognized. Historically, correctional reform has been limited to minor
variations on a discordant theme. Seldom have underlying concepts and assumptions b~ell<examined
criticaUy."New" comI11unity~ba:seq;p1ro:gr:a:mS" S'ome~

times are only institution-based activities with mini.
mal ties to the c o m m u n i t y . ,
Clearly, a logical, systematic planning approach 1&
needed, one that recognizes changing concepts
and changing priorities and provides a means for de.
veloping more effective programs and facilities. Total
system planning should be undertaken to encompass
the entire scope of an area's needs and resou'rces.
The objective of community corrections is to max.
imize offenders' access to local resources, n.ot as an
alternative to incarceration but as a solution itself
~his goal requires more integration of criminal jus:
trce components (statewide and within each service
area) and coordination with other social service de·
livery systems.
This new focus has significant implications for en·
vironmental planning and the resulting correctional
facilities. The physical environment contributes to
program effectiveness and therefore should be adapt·
~ble to ~hanging needs and flexible enough to accept
mnovatIOn. Stereotyped or standardized institutions
isolated from society and emphasizing security are
obsolete. Facilities should provide a location for in·
dividualized programs, a normalized atmosphere,
and resocialization. These factors imply conditions
comparable to community living and minimallimitations on individuals' actions.
A correctional delivery system developed for the
specific needs, resources, and priorities of each service area is required. Whatever its scale, the new
correctional environment cannot be limited to a sing1e program or facility. Rather, the planning emphasis should be on development of a network of alter·
native means of solving correctional problems in
which facilities play a supporting but secondary
role. The tota1 correctional environment should in·
clude interrelated components designed to solve specific problems and provide varying levels of support.
More detailed iilformation on total system planning may be found in the narrative of this chapter
and the University of Illinois publication, Guidelines
for the Planning and Design of Regional and'Community Correctional Centers for Adults.

sessing the Effectiveness of Corrections. Washington: Government Printing Office, 1970.
4. Minnesota Department of Corrections. Comprehensive Plan for Regional Jailing and Juvenile
Detention in Minnesota. St. Paul: 1971.
5. Morris, Norval E. The Honest Politician's
Guide to Crime Control. Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1970,
6. M~yer, Frederic D., et at Guidelines for the
Planmn? and Design of Regional and Community
Correctzonal Centers for Adults. Urbana: University of TIlinois, 1971.

Related Standard$
The following standards may be appLicl:l.ble in
implementing Standard 9.1.

3.1 Use of Diversion.
6.1 Comprehensive Classification Systems
6.2 Classification for Inmate Management:
6.3 Community Classification Teams.
7. 1 D~velopment Plan for Community-Based
AlternatIves to Confinement.
8.3 Juvenile ~~tention Ce?ter Planning.
9.10 Local ~aclilty EvaluatIon and Planning.
10.4 Pmbatton Manpower.
11.1 Plann~ng New Correctional Institutions.
13.2 Planmng and Organization.
15.1 State C?rrectional Information SysteD;ls.
1.5.,5 Evaluatmg the Performance of the Correctional System.
16.1 C0?'l~rehensive Correctional Legislation.
16.4 UIl1~ymg Correctional Programs.
16.6 RegIOnal Cooperation.
16.14 Community-Based Treatment Programs.

References
1. Broward County (Florida) Board of Commis·
sioners. Broward County Community Correction
Center: Feasibility Study. Fort Lauderdale, Fla.:
Anson, Grove, Haack and Associates, 1972.
2. Hawaii State Law Enforcement and Juvenile
Planning Agency. Correctional Master Plan. Honolulu: 1972.
3. Law Enforcement Assistance Administration.
. c,:-£?#!side Looking In: A Series of Monographs As·
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References
1. Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental
Relations. State-Local Relations in the Criminal

Justice System. Washington: Government Printing
Office, 1971.
2. Alexander, Myrl E. "Jail: History, Significance"
in Proceedings of the American Correctional Association.' 1967. Baltimore: ACA, 1967.

Related Standards
The following standards may be applicable in
implementing Standard 9.2.
6.3 Community Classification Teams.
9.1 Total System Planning.
14.1 Recruitment of Correctional Staff.
15.1 State Correctional Information Systems.
16.4 Unifying Correctional Programs.
16.6 Regional Cooperation.
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State Operation
and Control of
Local Institutions
All local detention and correctional functions,
both pre-and postconviction, should be incorporated within the appropriate State system by 1982.
1. Community-based resources should be developed initially through subsidy contract programs, subject to State standards, which reimburse the local
unit of government for accepting State commitments.
2. Coordinated planning for community-based
correctional services should be implemented immediately on a State and regional basis. This planning should take place under jurisdiction of the State
correctional system.
3. Special training and other programs operated
by the State should be available immediately to
offenders in the communit~· by utilizing mGhi!e
service delivery or speciali:wd regional centers.
4. Program personnel llhould be recruited from
the immediate communitl' or service area to the
maximum extent possible. Employees' ties with the
local community and identification with the offender
population should be considered essential- to com.nunity in\'olvcmcnt in the correctiomd. program. At
the stlme time, professional senices should not be
sacrificed, and State training programs should be
provided to upgrade employee skiDs.

sUnied r.esponsibility 1,oroperating locally based
correctional institutions., The impact of this development should be major al'i\d far-reaching. The larger,
more urbanized States, may encounter greater difficulty in achieving State control of correctional services, but coordination anio;ug all components of the
local criminal justice syst(':m and various levels of
government and the development of needed resources can bccur in no other way.
Unin State control is achieved, increased State
participation in funding, inspection, and standardsetting will provide for the transition. Staff training,
sponsOrship of special programs, and supervision of
~ll planning activities should be immediate State
responsibilities.

~

U

H
H
~t

n

Commentary

::

~

Traditionally, the need for prqvision of services to"·
offenders has been recognized only after adjudication ~I
and sentencing to major State corre~ti~nal in~titu"
tions. The needs Of an alleged offender or convlcteq ~i
misdemeanant haVe been seriously negleCted. Cpm-. l
munities should redirect their efforts to prqvide a full ;l~
continuum of 'services thrbqghout the crim!na\ justice it
process.
~
Few local communities, parti~ulll:rly those in ;t
sparsely settled areas, can be expected to have suffi- ~
cient resources to resolve the problem and provide 1
appropriate se'rvices. ~ven in ripher' communities, ,
local control has proved a miserable fa~ure'l~eid!h~r ~
the regional nor ,the network sqlution (out me In ~
Standard 9.1) [ohilly compensates fo~ ,the general
lack of funding and progra~ innovation typical 'Of 1
local governIlleht. If total sy~tem phpinin~ is to ~e 1
achieved, the State and Federal goveh!m~nts m?st :~,:
increase funding for and guidance to lpcal juris~ic- 'I
tions. In the interim, all pI~nning shpuld be at least i
regional in s c o p e . '
'l
By late 1972, Alas}ca, Connecticut, Delaware, i.~
Rhode
Isiand,
an? ' Yeqnont' had ~- ~.
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'I 'the only promising short-term method of stimulat-

"

t

iog improvement.
it
Standards for facilities' and operational perform! aoce prevail in virtually every other public institu':':, tional sector. School systems are governed by a variety of codes and enforced standards. Regulations
',t cover personnel qualifications and certification, pro~ I gram activities, and the health and sa.fety aspects of
11 facilities. Medical facilities are subJ'ect to compliance
':1 with recognized performance standards for both staff
and facility. These institutions are inspected regu,! larly. It should be no different in the area of correc~I tions. Therefore, professional standards for program
:1 operations and environmental conditions should be
II legislated and enforced.

,\'

I
I
I

'I

"

'i'

References
1. Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental
Relations. State-Local Relations in the Criminal
Justice System. Washington: Government Printing
Office, 1971.

Related Standards
The following standards may be applicable in
implementing Standard 9.3.
2,1-2.18 Rights of Offenders.
6.2 Classification for Inmate Management. \
7.4 Inmate Involvement in Community Programs.
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Standard 9.3
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State Inspection

':I

of Local Facilities
Pending implementation of Standard 9.2, State
legislatures should immediately authorize the formulation of State standards for correctional facilities
and operational procedures and State inspection to
insure compliance, including such features as:
1. Access of inspectors to a facility and the persoos therein.
2. Inspection of:
a. Administrative area, including recordkeeping procedures.
b. Health and medical services.
c. Offenders' leisure I>Ictivities.
d. Offenders' employmlent.
e. Offenders' education, and work programs.
f. Offenders' housing.
g. Offenders' recreation programs.
h. Food service.
i. Obseryation of rights of offenders.
, 3. Every detention facility for adults or juveniles
shoul~ have provisions for an outside, objective evaluation at least once a year. Contractual arrangements can be, made with competent evaluators.
4. If the !!yaluation finds the facility's programs
do not meet prescribed standards, State authorities
should, be informed in writing of the existing conditions and deficiencies. The State authorities should
"\
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be empowered to make an inspection to a,,,nain
the fads about the existing condition of the facility.
5. The State agency should have authority jn
require those in charge of the facility to take necessary measures to bring the facility up to standards.
6. In the event that the facility's staff fails to
implement the n2cessary, changes within a reasonable time, the State agency should have authori~'
to condemn the facility.
7. Once a facility is condemned, it should be uo·
lawful to commit or confine any persons to it. Prisoners should be relocated to facilities that meet estab·
Iished standards until a new or renovated faciIi!)'
is available. Provisions should be made for distribu·
tion of offenders and payment of expenses for relocated prisoners by the detaining jurisdiction.

~

11

,1

~
~
,~

Commentary
Because existing jails and local short-term institutions arc consistently deficient in meeting modern '{
program standards, improved levels of performa?Ce
must be sought. The objective of State opera~!On I
and contrOl. of local facilitic,S is a long-range Ob~eC-1
tivc that may take 10 years or more to accomph~h. "
rn the meantime, a system of State inspection, wIth,
effective procedures for enforcement, seems to be . ,
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Standard 9.4
j!ldult Intake Services

-
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administered

intake

screening

serves the following purposes:
1. Diverts noncriminal and sociomedical problem

',':")

Each judicial jurisdiction should immediately take
action, including the pursuit of enabling legislation
where necessary, to establish cen~rally coordinated
and directed adult intake services to:
1. Perform investigative services for pretrial intake screening. Such services should be conducted
within 3 days and provide da~;! for decisions regarding appropriateness of summons mlease, release on
recognizance, community bail, conditional pretrial
lielease, or other forms of pretrial release. Persons
should not be placed in detention solely for the
p~lrpose of facilitating such services.
2. Emphasize diversion of .!llleged offenders
from the criminal justice system and referral to
alternative community-based 'programs {halfway
houses, drug treatment programs, and other residential and nonresidentinl adult programs). The principal
task is identifying the need and matching community
services to it.
3. Offer initial and ongoing assessment, evaluation, and cI~ssification services to other agencies as
requested.
4. Provide. asseSSI~lei1t, evaluation, and classification services that assist program planning for sentenced offenders.
5. Arrange secure residential detention for pretrial detainees at an existing community or regional
cm:rectional center or jail, or' at a separate facility
for pretrial detainees where feasible. Most aUeged
296

offenders awaiting trial should be diverted to reo
'ease programs, and the remaining population should
be only those who represent a serious threat to the
safety of others.
The following principles should be followed in
establishing, planning, and opl!:rating intake 'Services
for adultsl
1. Intake services should be ~dministratively part
of the judiciary.
2. Ideally, intake services sbould operate in con·
junction with a community correctional facility.
3. Initiation of intake services should in no way
imply that the client' or recipient of its serVices is
guilty. Protection of lite rights of the accused must
be maintained at every phase of the process.
4. Confidentiality should be maintained, at all
times.
5. Social inventory and offender classification
should be a signfficant component of intake services,
6. Specialized services should be purchased in the
community on ,3 contractual basis.
7. The following persons should be available to
intake service programs, either as staff members or
by contract:
a. Psychiatrists.
b. Clinical psychologists.
C. Social workers.
,d. Interviewers.
e. Educationspecialists.

~

I
1

I!.

•

~ng. c.o~munity-ba~ed programs responsive to both
mdlvldual and sOCietal needs within a service area
They make possible a major redirection of offende;
flow and r'~source allocation.

cases and other individuals who can better be served
References
outside the criminal justice systf:m.
2. Reduces detention populaticln to that required
1. American Bar Association. Standards Relating
for c?mmunity safety and to guarantee appearance
to
Speedy Trial. New York: Office of the Criminal
for tnal.
Justice
Project, 1967.
Intake services should offer nonresidential services
2.
American
Bar Association. Standards Relating
to community-based programs for improved decito Pretrial Release. New York: Office of the. Crimisionmaking and system performance. They emphanal Justice Project, 1968.
size early investigation and reports as the basis for
3.
Ares, Charles E.; Rankin, Anne; and'Sturz,
pretrial decisio,ns and posttrial dispositions. MisdeHerbert.
"The \1anhattan Bail Project: An Interim
~eanant presentence reports provide screening servReport on the Use of Pretrial Parole," New York
Ices necessary to reduce jail populations. Intake
University Law Review, 38 (1963), 67.
services ~hould .inc1ud~ mobile teams that provide
4.
Hawaii State Law Enforcement and Juvenile
regular diagnostic servICes to outlying districts. For
Delinquency
Planning Agency. Correctional Masexample) Community Corrections Research Center
ter Plan. Honolulu: 1972.
Inc:, Baton Rouge, Louisiana, serves a fiveoparish
5. Moyer, Frederic D., et a1. Guidelines for the
region.
Planning
and Design of Regional and Community
~e~ognizing that the bail system as presently con~
Correctional
Cctlius for Adults. Urbana: Universtitblted is inherently discriminatory and hence underIlllMis,
Department of Architecture, 1971.
sity
of
utilit~d, intake services provide the mechanisms for
6.
SL
Louis
M~tmp'blitan Police Department. The
!~Qro\l.lrlg its ~se. I?forn1ation obtained through the
St. Louis Df#('f,;rjfk:1.ltion and Diagnostic Evaluation
~[!I't[~l mtake mterVlew and evaluation by the staff
Washington: Government Printing Office
Center.
provide a more rationa~ basis than the present sys1970.
'
te~, for decision about an ;jQdividllal's eligibility for
ball, re~ease On ret':l):gt0.zal)lCe, daytime release, release
to a third party, 01" other alternatives and referrals. Related Standards
~ased ~n, more complete information, periodic judiCial reVIeW of detainees' eligibility for bail would ac. The following standards may be applicable in
celerate case processing. Operating intake services implementing Standard 9.4.
on a 24-hour basis would be accompanied by ex2.1-2.18 Rights of Offenders.
panded ~se of night co~rts and "on call" arrange3.1 Use of Diversion.
ments WIth lower court jUdges and magistrates and,
6.3 Community Cla(.sification Teams.
consequently, would further reduce jail population.
9.1 Total System Planning.
Intake services offer the potential for implement9.5 Pretrial Detention i\dmission Process.
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With few exceptions, prevalent practice in urban
ceeds to consideration of diversion at initial intake.
high-volume detention centers is no better than that For p~rsons subsequently processed, these steps
in rural a~eas with ~1UC~ smaller workloads. In the s?ould m~lude humane approaches to prisoner handurban settmg, handlIng IS typically perfunctory and
mechanical, overly oriented to process and move- hng, ke~pmg ne~essary records, efficient and sanitary
ment, with little differentiation between individuals pro~ess:ng, medical examination, and individual inand. their parti~ular p:oblems or needs. In the rural tervlewmg designed to humanize the entire process.
settmg, processmg tYPically involves primitive procedures and few resources with which to assess individ- References
lJal problems. In ehher situation, there are compelling arguments in favor of humane treatment and the
1. M~yer, ~rederic D., et al. Guidelines f9r the
pr~tection of individuals from exposure to a variety
Planl1lng
ana Design of Regional and Community
Qf tlls common to such places.
c.orrectlonal
Centers for Adults. Urbana: UniverIn~rea.singly,. the ;:ourts are finding violations of
sity
of
11liJ1ois,
1971.
'
COlls~ltutlOnal n~hts In ~onnection with 'handling and
2. Richmond, Mark. Classification of Jail Prisonhousmg of pretnal detamees . Segregation is required
ers. Washington: U.S. Bureau of Prisons, 1971.
on several levels. ~he typical jail population, which
collects po;rerty-stncken and socially deprived members of society, presents a host of considerations that
Related Standards
must be met in the admission process.
. ~rotection of the individual, of society, and of inThe following standards may be applicable in
dlvldu~l~ from one another while detained calls for
implementing Standard 9.5.
~ecog?ltIon of these. n.eeds and their incorporation
IOta Impro~ed admiSSion and detention practices.
2.1-2.18 Rights of Offenders.
:ostarrest mt~ke processing should be a series of
6.3 Community Classification Teams.
Judgments, actIons, and decisions which begins with
9.1 Total System Pianning.
considerat,ion of diversion at the ;treet level and pro9.4 Adult Intake Services.

Standard 9.5'
Pretrial Detention
Admission Process

,

"

':t

County, city, or regional jails or community correctional centers should immediately reorganize
their admission processing for residential care as
follows:
'
1. In addition to providing appropriate safeguards
for the community, admil:,:s50n processing for pretrial
detention should establish condithms and qualities
conducive to overall correctional goals.
2. Detention center admission staffing should be
suffici~nt to avoid use of holding rooms for periods
longer ~han 2 hours. Emphasis should be given to
prompt processing that allows the individual to be
aware of his cir~umstances and avoid undue anxiety.
3. 'The admission process should be conducted
within the security perimeter, with adequate physical
separation from other' portions of the facility and
from the discharge process.
4. Intake processing should, include a hot water
shower with soap, the option of clothing issue, and
proper checking and storage of personal effects.
5. AU personal property and clothing taken [tom
the individual upon admission should be reeorded
,and stored, and a receipt issued to him. The detaining facility is respo!1sible f!)r the effects until they
are returned to their owner.
6. Proper record keeping in the admission process
is necessary in the interest of the individual as well
as the criminal justice system. Such records should
include: name and vital statistics; a brief personal,
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sodal, and oceupational history; usual idenHty data; ,
results of the initial medical examination; and reo
suIts of the initial intake interview. En1phasis
should be directed to individualizing tbe l~ecQrd·
taking operation, since it is an imposition on the
innocent and represents a component of the cor·
rectional process for the guilty.
7. Each person should be interviewed by a
counselor, social worker, or other program staff
member as soon as possible after reception. Inter·
views should be conducted in private, and the in~
terviewing area furnished with reasonable comfort.
S. A thorough medical examination of each per·
son should be made by a physician. It should be
mandatory that the physician's orders be follo'Y ed .

Commentary

A review of prevailing practices, present facilities,
and resources to meet cC,'lltemporary processing
needs for pretrial residential care reveals an appalling weakness of services. Admission processing
standards today are a vestige of practices of the past.
They have developed frol1~ lack of techniques, inadequate or nonexistent resources, and indifference,
This sadly neglected but critically important area requires immediate and drastic reform.
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Commentary
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Standard 9.6.:·
.

,

Staffing Patterns
J!o,;cry jurisdiCtion operating locally based corinstitutions and programs should iminediately establish these criteria for staff:
J. All personnel shmdd be placed on a merit or
c~vil service status, with all employees except. as
noted below assigned to the facility on a full-time
basis.
2. Correctional personnel should receive salaries
eqmll to those of. persons with comparable qualifications and seniority in the jurisdiction's police and
fire departments.
3. Law enforcement personnel should not be assigned to the staffs of local correctional centers.
4. QualificatilPns for correctional staff members
should be set at the State level and include requirement of a high school diploma.
S. A program of preservice and in service training
and staff development should be given all personnel.
P'fovision of such a program should be a responsibility of the State goverament. New correctional
workers should receive preservice training in the
fundamentals of facility operatiOl\', correctional program~ing, and their role in the correctional process.
WUh all workers, responsibilities and salaries should
htcrcase with training and experience.
6. Correctional personnel should be responsible
for maintenance and security operations as well as
for .the bulk of tbe facility's in-house correctional
programming for ~esidents.

~ecti(}nal

In choosing staff members, the objectives of the
cOl)1munity corrections concept should be the chief
criteria. All levels of staff positions should be filled
with residents of the community. Administrators
should be persons who are., or are willing to become,
integrated into the community. Salaries should be
competitive and attractive enough to draw highly
qualified individuals. The professional services of
psychologists, psychiatrists, and medical doctors
should be obtained from community practitioners on
a contract basis.
The presence in the facility of personnel from
State agencies providing employment, vocational
training, mental health, and public welfare services
should be encouraged. Where appropriate, their services should be purchased from the other agencies
by the State department of corrections. This effort
will help the facility become a locus for activities
aimed at providing services to resid~nts and nonresidents.
The State should establish employment qualifications and provide for pretraining and inservice training programs.

"Of all the essentials for the operation of a jail,
none is more important than personnel." The perceptiveness of this observation by the National Sheriffs' Association Manual on Jail Administration, (p.
8) is magnified when the needs of a community
correctional center are considered. Current patterns
of jail staffing are sadly deficient. Amelioration of
tlie basic ills requires immediate action to provide
enough trained and qua1ified staff oriented to corrections rather than law enforcement. As this is accOmplished, staff roles must be restructured. The State
should provide preservice training and ongoing staff
development and participatory management programs.
Those persons in the most frequent contact with
inmates have a significant impact on the nature and
effects of incarceration. A new and significant treatment role for the correctional workers who will replace traditional jailers is envisioned. Working under
the supervision and with the advice of appropriate
professionals, the correctional worker will be engaged not only in housekeeping and security tasks
but also iIi inmate counseling and in operating programs both internal and external to the center pro- References
per. Truax and Carkhuff have demonstrated that
7. In aU instances where correctional personnel ~ individuals with no professional or college-level edu1. Maryland Community Correctional Center. Arengage in counseling and other forms of correctional ~ cation can be developed as competent counselors with
chitectural Program for the Urban Model. Baltiprogramming, professionals should serve in a super· if approximately 100 hours of training. Many variamore: 1972. '
visory and advisory capacity. The same professionals .~ tions on .this training format have emerged; espe2. Truax, C. B., and Carkhuff, R. B. Toward Efshould oversee the activities of voiunteer workers ~, cially for the development of personnel to operate
. fective Counseling and Psychotherapy. Chicago:
AIdine, 1967.
within the institution. In addition, they them~eh'es
telephone-based crisis centers mid residential drug
3. National Sheriffs' Association. Manual on Jail
should engage in counseling ~md other activities as ~ abuse treatment centers.
Administration. Washington: NSA, 1970.
The correctional workers should be supported by
needs indicate.
i
8. Wherever feasible, professional services shouId 1Fe administrators, secretarial and maintenance personnel, volunteer workers, and a variety of professionals
be purchased on a. contract basis from p.~'actalitioners
who supervise and counsel correctional workers as Related Standards
inthe community or, from other government agen·
cies.Relevant State agencies should be provided ; wen as provide direct services when needed. Such an
The following standards may be applicable in
arrangement will maximize interaction between
space in the institution to offer services. Similarly,
implementing Standard 9.6.
C?:rect'lonal
workers
and
residents
not
requiring
traother criminal justice employees should be encour·
dItIonal psychological and casework service. Staff
6.3
Community Classification Teanis.
aged to utilize the facility, particularly parole and '
members of both sexes should be utilized to meet
13.1
Professional
Correctional Management.
probation officers.
priXacy requirements and make the institution as
14.2 Recruitment from Minority Groups.
9. Correctional personnel should be involved in
normal as possible. '
.
14.3 Employment of Women.
screening and classification of inmates.
Where the various capabilities of the community
14.4 Employment of Ex-Offenders.
10. Everv correctional VJorker should be assigned
cor;ections program are scattered among seyeral 10145 Employment of Volunteers.
to a specifi~ aspect of the facility's program'ming, i catIOns, staff provisions should be matched to the
14.7 .Participatory Management.
needs of each component.
14.11 Staff Development. '
such as the educational program, recreation activi·
ties, or supervision of maintenance tasks.
11. At least une correctional worker should be ~n
the staff for every six inmates in the average daily
population, with the specific number on duty ad·
justed to fit the relative requirements for tbree
shiits.
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resources (State ag.!ncies, medical societies, profes- be mi~i~ized in the policies governing their rights
sional groups, hospitals, and clinics). Specifically:
and pnvlleges, rules of conduct, communication with
~I
a. Each inmate should be examined by the outside, and levels of sanitation and safety.
;f
a physician within 24 hours after admission
Both pretrial detainees and convicted offenders
I
to detennine his physical and mental condition. are entitled to the same rights and privileges as ordiIf the physician is not immediately available, nary citizens, except those necessarily limited by vir.. !
a preliminary medical inspection should be ad- tue of their confinement and safety of others. Conministered by the receiving officer to detect any c?mitantly, the exercise of those rights limited by
;'!
injury or illness requiring immediate medical at- virtue of confinement becomes the responsibility of
1i
tention and possible segregation from other the center to provide: i.e., access to medical and
inmates until the physician can see him.
dental care, counseling and welfare services, food,
i!
b. Every facility should have a formal clothing, shelter, recreation, education, safety, and
n
sick call procedure that gives inmates the pursuit of family and social relationships.
opportunity to present their request directly to
The system of using trusties is long outmbded.
d
a member of the staff and obtain medical at- Those inmates most likely to be selected as trusties
;1
tention from the physician.
may also be those with the greatest potential for
J
c. Every facility should be able to pro- reintegration. If a man merits the confidence tra3\
vide the services of a qualified dentist. Eye- ditionally given to jail trustie.s, he belongs in a reglass fitting and other special services such as lease program.
~t
provision of prosthetic devices should be made
Elimination of the use of trusties will require
iI
available.
adoption of more modern operational procedures.
H
d. Personal medical records should be Meals, for example, can be prepared through a
%1
kept for each inmate, containing condition on central food service, with only the minimal prepara"
admission, previous medical history, illness or tions involved being performed at the center itself.
injury during confinement and treatment pro- Such a program has been successfully implemented
vided, and condition at time of release.
in Vermont and ought to be followed and extended
fj'
e. All personnel should be tl'ained to ad- to other aspects of facility operations.
..
minister first aid.
~ 5. Three meals daily should be provided at re~l gular and reasonable hours. Meals should be of References
~~ SlIfflcient quantity, well prepared, served in an at1. Ashman, Allan. Legal Aspects of Jail and De~ tractive manner, and nutritionally balanced. Service
,tention Services. Chapel Hill: University of North
should be prompt, so that hot food remains hot and
Carolina Institute of Government, 1968.
ff cold food remains cold. Each facility should also
2. California Sheriffs' Association. Jail Manual.
~ have a commissary se'rvice.
Rev. ed. Los Angeles: Los Angeles County Sher;! . 6. The inmates' lives and health are the responiff's Department, 1968.
sihility of the facility. Hence the facility should im3. Moyer, Frederic D., et al. (Juidelines for the
plement sanitation and safety procedures that help
Planning and Design of Regional and Community
protect the inmate from disease, injury, and personal
Correctional Centers for Adults. Urbana: Univere~ danger.
sity of Illinois, 1971.
~ 'J~ Each detention facility should have written'
4. National Sheriffs' Association. Manual on Jail
1i
.~ prolisions that deal with its management and adAdministration,· A Handbook Designed to Ease
ministration. Proper legal authority, legal custody
the Difficult Task of the Jail Administrator. Wash·f and charge of the facility, commihnent and ·.Jnfineington: NSA, 1970.
ment rules, transfer and transportlltion of inmates,
5. Pappas, Nick (ed). The Jail: lis Operation and
~. aud emergency procedures are among the topics
Management. Washington: U.S. Bureau of
i that should be covered,
Prisons, 1970.
~ 8. The use of an inmate trusty system should be
prohibited.
~
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Standard 9.7
Internal Policies
Every jurisdiction operating locally based correctional instHutions and programs for adults should
immediately adopt these internal policies:
1. A system of classification should be used to
provide the basis for residential assignment and program planning for individuals. Segregation of ~ivers.e
clltegories of incarcerated persons, as well as IdentIfication of special supervision and treatment requirements, should be observed.
a. The mentally ill should not be housed
in a detention facility.
b.SiJice local correctional facilities arc not
equipped to treat addicts, they should be divcrted to narcotic treatment centers. When drug
users arc ndmitted to the facility because of
criminal charges not related to their drug use,
immediate tnedical attention and treatment
$hould be administered by a physician.
c. Since local correctional facilities all'e not
proper locatioM for treatment of alcoholics, all
such offenders should be diverted to detoxification centers and given Ii medical examination. A1cohoUcs with delirium tremens should
be transferred immediately to a hospital for
proper treatment.
..
••
d. .Pdsonert? who suffer from vanous dISabilities shouldh1U'e separate housing and dose
supervision to prevent. mistreatment by other
inmates. Any potential suicide risk should be
under careful sllptlrvision. Epileptics, diabetics,
ltnd persons with Gther special problems ~bould

3.02

1!

be treated as recommended by the staff physic.
ian.
e. Beyond segregating these groups, serious
and multiple offenders should be kept separate
from those whose charge or conviction is for a
first or minor offense. In particular, persons
charged with noncriminal offenses (for. ex·
ample, ·traffic cases) should not be detained
before trial. The State government should in·
sist on the separation of pretrial and posttri~!
inmates, except where it can be demonstrated
conclusively that separation is not possible and
every alternative is ~eing used to reduce pre·
trial detention.
2. Detention rules and regulations should be pro·
vided each new admission and posted in each separ·
ate ama of th~ facility. These regulations should
cover items discussed in Chapter 2, Rights of Offend·
ers.
3. Every inmate has the right to visits from
family and friends. Each facility should have at
least 14 regular visiting hours weekly, with at least
five between 7 and 10 p.m. Visiting hours should
be expanded beyond this minimum to the e:dent
possible. The environment in which visits take ?~?ce
should be designed and operated under condltlOI1.5
as normal as possible. Maximum security arrange·
ments should be reserved for the few cases in which
they are necessary.
.
4. The institution's medical program should olJ.
tain assistance from external medical and health

n
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Related Standards

j

,Commentary
The residents of community facilities and programs, even .those whose- guilt has not yet been es!ablished, already are. being punished through their
Involvement in the system. This punishment should

The following standards may be applicable in
implementing Standard 9.7.
2.1-2.18 Rights of Offenders.
6.3 Community Classification Teams.
9.3 State Inspection of Local Facilities.
16.3 Code of ~ffenders' Rights.
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Commentary
Local correctional facility programs link the
sentenced and pretrial offender to activities oriented
to his individual needs-personal problem-solving
socialization, and skills development.
'
To match individuals with the most appropriate
programming and to monitor progress, a central decisionmaking group is required. Such a group is in
operati?n in the State of Vermont's community
correctIOnal centers, and has been described in this
way,

:t . classific~tion
}
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Standard 9.8
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Local Correctional
Facility Programing
Every jurisdiction operating locally based corre~
tional facilities and programs for adults should immediately adopt the following programming practices:
1. A decisionmaking body should be established
to follow and direct the inmate's progress through
the local correctional system, either as a part of or
in conjunction with the community classification team
concept set forth in Standard 6.3. Members should
include a parole and probation supervisor, the administrator of the correctional facility or his immediate subordinates, professionals whose services arc
purchased by the institution, representatives of community organizations running programs in the institution or with its residents, and inmates. This body
sholdd serve as a centra' information-gathering
PQhd. It should discuss with an individual inmate
allll1ajor de~isions pertaining to him.
2. Educational programs should be available to
all residents in cooperation with the local school
district. Parliculr,l emphasis shm~ld be given to selfpacing learning programs, palckaged instructional,
materials, and utilization of volunteers and paraprofessionals as instructors.
3. Vocational programs ShOl.lldbe provided by the
appropdate State, agency. It is desirable that overall
direction. be provided on thEI State level to allow
variety and to permit inmaf;estotransfer among
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Educational programming which relates to the
needs o~ the client and contributes to his ability to
'~ cope WIth community living is needed in local
,i1,'
correction~l facili~ies. Self-pacing learning programs,
~packaged mstructIonal materials, utilization of volun~ leers and,paraprofessionals, are particularly desiraJblc eleme?ts of such programming. Educational
J
programmmg should be geared to the variety of
~ educational attainment levels, more advanced aoe
~ I~~el~, and div~rsity of indiv~dual problems. The f~
~, clhty s. p~p~la~lOn should be mcorpon:ted in the proi
gr?m JunsdictlOn of the local school-district. Under
I ihls arrangement, maximum coordination of adminIstrative and instructional effort· and investment is
• more likely to be attained.
~. The building or rebuilding of solid ties between
~ !?e offender and his community is served by voca1. \Ional and academic education programs to amelior~ a~e de~cieneies in educational, occupational, and so1 clal SkIlls. Vocational deficiencies and training needs
should be d,etermined on the basis of thorough apti1 tude and skIll testing. Individual strengths and weak-

1
institutions in order to take advantage of training
opportunities.
4. A job placement program sbould be operated
at all community correctional centers as part of the
vocational training program. Such programs should
be operated by State employment agencies and local
groups representi!1lg ~mployers and local unions.
5. Each local institution sbould provide COILuse!·
ing services. indIviduals sbowing acute plroblems
will require professional services. Otber individu·
als may reqqh'e, on a day-to-day basis, situational
counseling that can be provided by correctional
workers supervised by professionals.
6. 'Volunteers sbould be recruited and trained to
se!'ve as counselors, instructors, teachers, alld recrentional therapists.
7. A range of activities to provide pbysical eler·
cise should be available '"atbin the facility and
through the use of local recreational resources. Other
leisure activities should be SUltlportedby access 10
library materials, television, writing materials, plaY'
ing cards, and games.
8. In general, internal program!; should be aimed
only at that part of the instiflutional population un'
able to take advantage of, ol,lgohJg programs in the
(!ommunity.
9. Meetings with the adm.inistrator or appropriate
staff of the institution should be avaVlable to all
iudividuals and groups.

A
team at each center develops an indiVidual plan for every sentenced person. This team is made
up of thtet.center sUtPherihtenbdl~nt, .a parole supervisor, and
represen a Ives 0 f 0 er pu IC or private agencies in the
area, such as mental health, vocational rehabilitation alcoholic reh~bil!tation.' and employment security.
'
In coordtnatIon WIth the superintendent and officers at
the cen,ter, the probation-parole officer who later will be
responsible
street supervision if the inmate is released
~n parole, Implements the plan outlined by the classificalion team. He reports any difficulties or special problems
and ~Ugg~sts necessary changes in the treatment plan to the
clasSIficatIon team .

!

1

'1

?esse~

should be e:xplored fully. Vocational counselmg wI!l be necessary. ~o relate offenders' aspirations.
to aptitudes and abilltIe!l. The correctional administrator s?ould pro~ide training opportunities relating
to. re~l Job potentIals rather than requirements of institutIOnal production or' maintenance.
WeII~planned recreatlional activities aid in the general, adjustment process and are acknowkdged es~
sen.tJ?l~ to m~ntal and physical health. Recreational
actlVltIes rangmg from Itable games to athh:tics should
form a ~r??ram ~on:ponent of every loc~l facility.
SuC? actIVItIes. assist m normalizing the ph;rsh:al and
SOCial correctIOnal milieu, Maximum use of' both
staff and equipment of community resources should
be sought.

References
1. ~awaii State Law Enforcement and Juvenile
Delmquency Planning Agency. Correctional Master Plan. Honolulu: 1972.
2. Institute for the Study of Crime and Delinquency. _ Design for Change: A Program for
CorrectIOnal Management: Final Report-Model
Treatment Program. Sacramento: ISCD, 1968,
3. Maryland Community Correctional Center. Archite('!ural Program for the County Model. Baltimore: 1972.
4. M~yer, Frederic D., et al. Guidelines for the
Planmng and Design of Regional and Community
. Correctional Centers for Adults. Urbana: University of Illinois Departmtmt of Architecture, 1971.
5. Vermont Department of Corrections. Biennial
Report for the Two Years Ending Jllne 30
1970. Montpelier: 1970, pp. 15-16.
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Related Standards
The following standards may be applicable in
implementing Standard 9:8. _
4,8 Rights of Pretrial Detainees." ..
4.9 Programs for Pretrial Detainees.
6.3 Community Classification Teams.
7.4 Inmate Involvement in Community Pro-'
grams.
9.3 State Im:pection of Local Facilities.
9.7 Internal Policies.
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Commentary

Work release, educational release, and other
forms of program release are based on recognition
,1
that institutions can not replicate l~ommunity living.
,t The institutional setting offers only an overstructured
~;I envi(onment for the custodial control of those rep~. resenting a threat to others. Full adjustment to community living is served best by transitional programs
l that gradually decrease the level of supervision. Such
programs are variously referred to as work release,
day parole, work furlough, daylight parole, prerelease work, and day work.
.~
Experience with these programs has revealed the
f! importance of community acceptance. Accordingly,
,~ a significant portion of the planning should convey to
& the community the program's purpose and the need
~., ~,' for active support. Successful work-release programs
.. often have used citizen advisory boards or committees in selecting a work-release location, obtaining
financial support,. locating jobs, .and linking the
~ programs to the rest of the community.
~I
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Standard 9.9

I

I

Jail Release Programs
Every jurisdiction operating locally based correctionl1j lacilhies and programs for convicted adults
immediately should develop release programs drawing community leadership, social agencies, and
business intere'St into action with the criminal justice
system.
1. Since release programs rely heavily on the
participant's self-discipline and. personal responsibility, the offender should be involved as a member of
the program planning team.
2. Release programs have special potential for
utilizing specialized community services to meet offendl~rs' special needs. This capability av\[)ids the
necf;ssity of sen-ice, duplication within .mm~ctions.
,j. Weekend visUsand home furloughs should
be planned regularly, so that eligible individuals
can maintain ties with family and friends.
4. Work release should be made available to
persons in aU offense categories who do. not present
a serious threat. to others.
5. The offender in a work-release program should
be paid at prevailing wages. The individual and
the work-release agency may agree to allocation of
earnings to cover subsistence, transportation cost,
cOlPpensation to victims, family support payments,
and spending money. The work-release agency
shOUld maintain strict accounting procedures open
to inspection by the client sndothers.
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References
1. Case, John D. "Problems of Corrections" in

6. Program location should give high priority to
the proximity of job opportunities. Various modes
of transportation may need to be utilized.
7. Work release may be operated initially from
an existing jail facility, but this is nota long·term
solution. Rented and converted buildings (such as
YMCA's, YWCA's, motels, htltels) should be con·
sidered to separate the transitional program from
the image of incarceration that accompanies tbe
traditional jail.
8. When the release program is combined with
11 local corredional facility, there should be separate
access to the work-release residence and activity
area§.
9. Educatioi\al or study release shouid be avail·
able to aU inmates (pretrial and convicted) who
do not present 'a serious threat to others. Arrange,:.
ments with the local school district and nearh7
coUeget; should allow participation at any l~veI required (literacy training, adult basic education, high
school or general educational development equiva·
lency, and college level).
10. Arrangements should be made to encourage
offender participation in local civic and I\locial groups.
Particular emphasis should be give,n ~o involving
the offender in public ed~cation and the eommum~(
in corrections efforts.
"

Hearings before Subcommittee No. 3 of the Committee on the Judiciary, House of Representatives,
92nd Cong., 1st Sess., on Corrections. Part I:
Corrections Practices, Their Faults and Shortcomings. June 23, 1971.
2. National Sheriffs' Association. Three Papers on
Modern Corrections in an Old Jail. Washington:
NSA,1971.
3. South Carolina Department of Corrections. An
Outline of the Community Pre"Release Programs.
Columbia: 1970 .

Related Standards
The following standards may be applicable in
implementing Standard 9.9.
6.3 Community Classification Teams.
7.2 Marshaling and Coordinating Community
Resources.
7.3 Corrections' Responsibility for Citizen Involvement.
7.4 Inmate Involvement in Community, Programs.
9.1 Total System Planning.
15.5 Evaluating the Performance of the Correctional System.
16.14 Community-Based Treatment Programs.
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Local Facility
Evaluation and Planning

t
•

Jurisdictions evaluating the physical plants of
e"isting iocal facilities for adults or planning new
facUities should be guided .by the following considerations:
1. A comprehensive survey and analysis should
be made of criminal justice needs and projections
in n 'partkular service area.
n. Evaluation of population levels and
projections should assume maximum usc of
pretrinl release progrnms and postadjudicntion
alternatives to incarceration.
b. Diversion of sociomedical problem
cnses (alcoholics, narcotic addicts, mentally ill,
and vagrants) should be provided for.
2. Facility planning, location, and construction
should:
a. Develop, maintain, and strengthen
offendersf ties with the community. Therefore,
convenient access to work, school, family, recrention, professional services, and community
nctiYitie$ should be maximized.
b. Increase the likelihood of community
llcceptnnce, the availability of contracted ~ro
grams and purchased professional services,
and attractiveness to volunteers, paraprofessionals, and profcssional staff.
c. Afford easy access to the courts and
legal services to facilitate intake screening, pre-

\
.~

sentence investigations, postsenterlce program·
ming, and pretrial detention.. , ' .
~
3. A spatial "activity design" should be 0r,ye!oped.
a. Planning of sleeping, dining, counselifig,
visiting; movement, programs, and other fune·
tions ShOldd be directed at optimizing the con·
ditions of each.
b. Unnecl~ssary distance between stall
and resident flerritories should be eliminated.
c. Transitional spalCess~ould be provided
that can be uSled by "outside" ~nd imitate piutici'
pants and give a feeling of openness.
:
4. Security elements and detention provisions
should not dominate facility design.
a. Appropriate levels of security should be
achieved thlrough a range of u~obtmsive n'u~as·
ures that avoid the utiiqliitous "cage" and
"closed" environment.
b. Environmental conditions comparable
to normal living should be provided to support
development of normal beh~vio,r patterns.
.
c. All inmates should be accommod~ted In
uldividual rooms arranged in residential clUsters
of 8 to .24 rooms to achieve separation .of ,ac'
cused and sentenced .persons, male and !el11a1e
offenders, and varying. security levels audto
reduce the depersonalization of iDstitution~
living.

U. A range of facility types and tbe quality
aml kin~s of spaces ~omprising them sh0!ll~ be
developed to provide for sequential movement
of inmates through different prQgrams and
physical spaces consistent with their progress.
5. Applicable health, sanitation, space, safety,
cOlJstructiC?n, environm<!ntal, and custody codes and
r~gulations must be tak~n into account.
6. Consideration m,!st be given to resources available and the most efficient use of funds.
a. Expenditures on security hardware
should be minimized.
b. Existing community resources should
be used for provision of correctional services
to tbe maximum feasible extent.
(!. S"'a~ed use of facilities with other social
ag~nc~es not conventionally associated with
correc~ions should be i;tvestigated.
. d. Facility de~ign should emphasize flexibility and amenability to ch~nge in anticipation of fluctuating conditions and needs and to
achieve highest return on capital investment.
7. Prisoners should be handled in a manller consistentwith humane standards.
a. Use of closed-circuit television and
other eiectrollic surveillance is detdmental to
program Qbjectives, particularly when used as a
substitute for direct staff-resident interaction.
~xperience in the use of such equipment also
has proved unsatisfacttny rot' any purposes
other- than traffic control or surveil!ance of institutional areas wllere inmates' presence -js not

b. Inc1Mdual residence space should provide sensory stimulation and opportunity for
self-expression and personalizing. the environment.
.
8.. Existing community facilities shou.d be explored as potential replacement for, or adjuncts to,
a proposed facility. .
9. Planning for network facilities should include
no single component, or institution, housing more
than 300 persons.

the greatest number of persons have contact with the
criminal justice system.
The poor quality of the jail environment is related
only in small part to its age. Recent construction
often has been based on. outmoded concepts. Concern for complete control and surveillance and the
withdrawal of decjsionmaking from the residents are
antithetical to the development of responsible lawabiding citizens. Excessive concern for costs and custodial convenience results in an emphasis on routine
that thwarts any individualized approach to behavior
change. Virtually no correctional programming or
voluntary programs or services have been offered to
pretrial detainees. The result has been an inefficient
system, economical in its daily operation but tragically expensive in its ultimate effects. Not only has it
failed to corriet, but it actually has furthered criminal careers.
. Goals of the criminal justice system will be served
better by reserving incarceration for dangerous and
persistent offenders who present a serious threat to
others. Facility planning, therefore, will be most effective when based on maximum utilization of alternatives to incarceration for diverting the many mi~or
offenders to more appropriate programs. Such planning is required particularly at the pretrial level,
where innocence is presumed under the law. At the
postadjudication level, a broad range of aIternative
programs offers the potential for expanded noninstitutional treatment of most offenders.
Contemporary facility planning must recognize the
requirement of security for the community as well as
the need for the most efficient expenditure of limit~d
public funds. At the same time, it must recognize~
that community safety is jeopardized when~ver first
offenders, misdemeanants, perpetrators of victimless
crimes, and the accused are treated uniformly as
dangerous individuals.
The processes of analyzing the need for and the
program and architectural planning of new local facilities are cjiscussed in greater detail in Guidelines
for the Planning alld Design of Region(l[ and Community Correctionai Centers for Adults.

Commentary
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Probation

l

Extensive use of institutions has been giving way
to expanded use of community-based programs during the past decade. This is true not only in corrections,. but also in services for the mentally ill, the
aging, and dependent and neglected children.
The moveme:nt away from institutionalization hos
occurred not only because institutions are very
costly, but also because they have debilitating effects
on inmates, who have great difficulty in reintegrating
themselves into the community. Therefore, it is essential that alternatives to institutionalization be expanded in use and enhanced in resources. The most
promising process by which this can be accomplished in corrections-probation-is now being
Used more as a disposition. Even greater use can be
projected for the future.
Broad use of probation does not increase risk to
the. community. Any risk increased by allowing offenders to remain in the community will be more
than offset by increased safety due to offenders' increased respect for society and their maintenance of
favorable community ties. Results of probation are
as good, if not better, than those of incarceration. 1
'See National Council on Crime and DelinqUency, Policies
and Background Information (J:la,ckensack, N.J.: NCCD,
1972). Pi'. 14-15.
.
.
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With increased concern about crime, reduction of recioivism, and allocation of limited tax dollars, more
attention should be given to probation, as. a system
and as a sentencing disposition.
Although probation is viewed as the brightest
hope for corrections, its full potential cannot be
reached unless consideration is given to two major
factors. The first is the development of a system for
determining which offenders should receive a sentence of probation. The second is the development of
a system that enables offenders to receive the support and services they need so that ultimately they
can live independently in a socially acceptable way.
Currently, probationnas failed to realize either of
these. Probation is not adequately structured,
financed, starred, or equipped with necessary resources. A major shift of money and'jnanpower to
community-ball.ed corrections is nece:,l'aryi( probation is to be adopted nationally as the preferred disposition, as this Commission recommends. The shift
will require strengthening the POSitiOfl of probation
in tile framework of government, defining goals and
objectives for the probation system, !ind developing
an organization that can meet the goals and objectives. In this chapter, (;onsideration will be given to
what must be done if pil'Obation is toJulfiU its potentialas a system and as a disposition.. .
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DEF~NITIONS

In corrections, the word "probation" is used in
four ways. It can refer to. a disposition, a status, a
system or subsystem, and a process.
Probation as a court disposition was first used as
a suspension of sentence. Under probation, a convicted offendds freedom in the community was continued, subject to flupervision a~d certai.n conditi.ons
established by the court. A shift now, 1S OCCUrrIng,
and probation is being u.sed increasingl~ ~s a se~
tence in'itself. Tht! Amencan Bar Assoclatron Project on Standards for Criminal Justice defines probation as:
o

~

..

/."

A sentence not involving confinement which imposes
conditions and retains authority in the sentencing court to
modify the conditions of sentence or to re-sentence the
ofTender jf he violates the conditions, Such a sentence should
not involve or require suspension of the imposition or execution of any other 'sentence. , , ,
A sentence to probation should be treated as a final
judgment for purposes of appeal and' similar procedural
purposefi.'

Probation as a status reflects the position of an offender sentenced to probation. For the offender, probation status has implications different from the status of either free citizen or confined offender.
Probation is· a subsystem of corrections, itself a
subsystem of the criminal and juvenile justice system. Unless otherwise specified, "probation" will be
used throughout this chapter to refer to the probation subsystem. When used in this context, probation
refers to the agency or organization t~at ad~linisters·
the probation process for juveniles and adults. .
The probation process refers to the set of functions, activities, and services that characterize the
system's transactions with the courts, the offender,
and the community. The process includes preparation of reports for the court, supervision of prtlbationers, and obiaining or providing sen/ices for
them.
The terms written report or "report" will be
used to denote both presentence investigation reports and social studies prepared for the courts. The
term lip resentence investigation report"is used for
. those dealing with adults and "social study" for those
dealing with juveniles.
"Intake" refers to the process of screening cases
prior to court appearance, in order to take or recommend a course of action. It involves dir.h''4etion to resolve a matter informally, to arrange cO~',rt-based di~
version sen'lees, or to proceed with a court hearing,
It also may include investigative or assessment activities and pretrial release or detention decisions.
'
• American· Bar Association Projec;.t on Stnndards for Criminal Justice, Siandards R.elating (0 Probntion (New York:
Institute of Judicial Administration, 1970), p. 9.

EVOLUTION OF PROBATION
Probation's origins go back to English common
law and the efforts to alleviate the severity of criminal sanctions. The earliest probation device appears
to have been "benefit of clergy," which was used
originally to release clergymen from criminaY court
on the theory that only church courts had jurisdiction over their personnel. Later, "benefit of the
clergy" was extended to include anyone who could
read.
Judicial reprieve, another device used in the Middle Ages, was the precedent for the practice of suspension of sentence, which was brought to America
from England. Recognizance practice also was developed in England, apparently in the 14th century, involving release with some type of surety or bail to
assure good behavior.
John Augustus, a Boston shoemaker, is recognized
as the father of probation in this country. As a volunteer, he asked the court to release certain offend'ers he thought he' could assist. Practices he began
using in 1841 have stood the test of time: investigation and screening, interviewing, supervision of those·
released, and services such as employment, relief,
and education, His efforts were so sllccessful that.
legislation formally establishing probation and providing for paid staff was enacted in Massachusetts in
1878. By 1900, six States had enacted probation ]lcg~
islation; four dealt with adult probation and two related only to children.
.
Probation as a disposition and a system is essen~
tia11YB, development of the 20th century. The filtstAl~
rectory of probation officers in the United States,
pt:blished in 1907, identified 795 probation officers,
mostly serving juvenile courts. Some were volunteers, some welfare workers, some attached to
courts, and some employed part-time. By 1937 more
than 3,800 persons were identified as probation
officers, of whom 80 percent worked full-'time and
the rest had additional duties such as sheri/LI, welfare
worker, minister, attendance officer, or attorne;y. Iri
1947, the directories began to include both probation and parole. In 1970, nearly 25,000 pers'ons
were identified as probation and parole personnel,
and only 2 percent had other duties such as ciJunty
welfare worker or sheriff.
.
As probation use increased, growing interest \\n its
effectiveness-ieveloped. One demonstration of itseffectiveness was the Saginaw Project conducted in
Michigan between 1957 and 1962. The project,
staffed by trained workers with manageable workloads, had three objectives. First, probation shtruld
be used for 70 to 75 percent of convicted offenders.
Second, there should be no increased risk to Cc\mmunity safetv. Third, actual tax dollar savings should
be achievel by reduced construction and mainte-

nance of institutions. All objectives were accomplished. a ,
Fol1owup studies of probation elsewhere indicated
that failure rates of persons on probation were relatively 10w. 4 Although many of these studies were
not conducted under controlled conditions, with definitive information about variables such as service
rendered and matched groups of offenders, the gross
evidence cannot be discounted.

commissioners and judges of the court of common
pleas must concur on appointments.
In New York State the State Division of Probation
is in ~he executive bra~ch as are all local probation
agenCIes except those 111 New York City which are
in the judicial branch.
'
Su~h variations appear to have arisen as emphasis
was gIven to one or the' other of the two traditional
functions of probation officers: to provide presentence r~ports and other services for the courts; and to
GOVERNMENTAL FRJt'AEWORK OF
supervise ~nd provide services for probationers.
PROBAtiON
These are dIfferent tasks with different objectives.
Variations occur within probation itself. There
The position of probation in the government
may ?e one .agen~y for all offenders or separate
framework varies among the States. The continuing
agenCies for Juvemles and adults. Adult probation
controversy over the most appropriate placement of
may be divided into one agency for felons and anprobation centers on tWo main issues: whether it other for misdemeanants."
should be a part of the judicial or executive branch
. The question of where probad'rin should be, placed
of government; and whether it should be adminism the framework of government becomes more crititered by State or local government.
. .
cal as its use expands and staff numbers increase. It
In all States, corrections components and subsysis time to take a serious look at where nrobation
tem;?', except probation and some juvenile detention
could function most effectively, rather than using
fadlities, operate within the executive branch. Prochance and history to support the status quo.
bation is found in the executive branch in some
States, in the judicial in others and under mixed arJudicia! vs. Executiv~ Branch
rangements elsewilere.'
..
In the debate over the appropriate governmental
State governments operate most subsystems" .of
corrections. The exceptions are probatijon, jails;a:nd branch for the probation :lystem; those who favor the
some juvenile detention facilities. Juvenile probation judicial branch give the foJIowing rationale,
1. Probation would be more responsive to court
usually developed in juvenile courts and thus became
.a local function. As adult probation services devel- direction. Throughout the probation process, the
oped, they, generally were combined with existing court CQuid provide guidance to probation workers
statewide parole services or into a unified corrections ansi take corrective action when policies were not
department that also included parole and institutions. followed or proved ineffective.
2. This arrangement would provide the judiciary
The exceptions were in major cities that had already
created probation organizations for the adult courts with anPLutomatic feedback mechanism on effecand States in which probation responsibilities were tiveness of dispositions through reports filed by pro~
divided.
bation staff. Judges, it is urged, may place more trust
Variations in the way probation has been orga- in repoT.'ts from their own staff than in those from an
nized and placed within the government framework outside agency.
3. Courts have a greater awareness of needed rehave. created differences between States as wen as
,
,1 States. Ohio provides an example of the com- sources and iHay become advocates for their staffs in
pllCat~d arrangements that have developed. There, obtaining'better services.
4. Inc:reased use of pretrial diversion may be furJuvemle probation is a local function in the judicial
branch, but the State aid program is in the executive th(~red by placing probation in the jUdicial branch.
branch. Adult probation can be either a State or Courts have not been inclined to transfer authority
local function. A State agency in the executive and therefore may set more stringent limitations on
branch can provide probation servke to local courts, the discretion of nonjudicial personnel to release or
~r they ?lay establish their own. Where local prqba- divert than on judicial staff.
The arguments for keeping probation in the judition eXists, the control may be shared 'by both
branches in an arrangement under which the county! cial branch, which center around the direct relationship between the courts and probation, are not per'Natio.nal Probation and Parole Association,· Michig?1U
suasive.
Subsystems of the criminal justice system in
COUnCIl, The Saginaw Probation Demonstration Pro;ect
New York: National Council on Crime and DelinquerJcy
the executive branch are able to work effectively
(t
963).
' with the courts.
'See Robert L. Smith,. A .Quiel Revolution (Washington:
Those who oppose placement of probation within
U.S, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1972). the judiciary argue that:
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1. Under this arrangement judges frequently become the administrators of probation in ffteir jurisdictfons-a role for which they usually c}re i11equipped. The current trend toward use of court, adininistrators reflects the belief that judges cannot be
expected to have the time, orientation, or training to
perform two such distinct roles.
2, When probation is within the judicial system,
the staff is likely to give priority to services for the
courts rather than to services to probationers.
3. Probation staff may be assigned functions that

bation in the executive branch of government are 1~
more persuasive. Such placement would facilitate a
more rational allocation of probation staff services'f
increase interaction and administrative coordination :1
with corrections and allied human services, increase ~<
access to the budget process and establishment of ,~I
priorities, and remove the courts from aninappro- ~
priate r o l e . ' fJ
For these reasons, this report calls for inclusion of I:
probation departments within unified State correc- ;
tional systems. (See Chapter 16, Statutory Frame- \'1

subpenas, and running errands for judges.
4. Courts, particularly the criminal courts, are
adjudicatory and regulatory rather than service-oriented bodies. Therefore, as long as probation re~
mains part of the court setting, it will be subservient
to the court and wj\J not develop an identity of its
own.
Another class of arguments supports placement of
probation in the executive branch of government,
rather than merely opposing placement in the judicial branch.
1. AU other subsystems for carrying out court
dispositions of offenders are in the executive branch.
Closer coordination and functional integration with
other corrections personnel could be achieved by a
common organizational placement, particularly as
commllnity~based corrections programs,increase.
FUrthermore, job mobility would be enhanced if reluted functions are admini~trf\ti.vely tied.
i, 'The' ·,executive .Bnincb ,'contains, the allied'
hUman service agencies -inc1ucii'ng social and rehabiIitation services, medical services, employment services, education, and housing. Wher~ probation also
is in the executive branch, opportunities are incr~ased for coordination, cooperative endeavors, and
comprehensive planning.
,
.
3. DeCisions
involving resource allocations
an d
establishment of priorities are made by the executive
bnH1ch. !t, initiates requests to the legislative bodies,
either local or State, for appropriation of funds, and
by so doing sets priorities for allocating limited tax
doUars. When probation is included in the total
corrections system, more rational decisions about the
best distribution of resources can be made.
4, Probation a(~ministrators are in position to
negotiate and present their case more strongly, if
they arc in the executive branch. When probation
is part of the court system the judge, not the probationadministrntor, is responsible for presenting the
btldget request and acting as negotiator. The latter
is not a role W1ditionaUy undertaken by the judiciary,
On balance, the arguments for placement of pro-

I,:,'
and Chapter 9 for adults) recommend that staff per- 'I
State reimburses local communities up to 50 percent
forming services for the courts (as against services to
of the operating costs for probation programs, propretrial releasees and probationers) should be under
vided that local communities meet State staffing
the administrative control of the courts.
standards. This subsidy has nearly doubled in the
This is, jn the Commission's view, the prope'f
last 6 years and has resulted in an increase of probalong-range objective. It would do away with the cur·'.
tion staff in the State from 1,527 in 1965 to 1,956 in
1972. 5
rent duality of roles for probation staff. However, in
view of the c'urrent variety of local arrangements, it
The States of California and Washington use a difmay for the present be appropriate for personnel
ferent approach in providing revenue to local juriscarrying out services,to the courts to be employed by l' dictions. These States attempt to resolve a problem
the prob~ti9n division of a unified State corrections '1 that is inherent when probation is a local function;
system but detailed to perform court services. If
namely, that financing probation is a local responsiwould be es,'>cntial in such an arrangement that pro- .i bility. However, when juveniles or adults ar~ sent to
bation staff take· direction from the court and the i correctional institutions, these are usually adminiscourt administration in establishment of policies, ~ tered and financed by the State. A consequence often
procedures; a'l.d performance standards for carrying
is the shifting of financial responsibility from the
out their tasks and that the probation division be! local government to the State government by senrespollSive to the needs of the courts, Where such an
tences of incarceration rather than probation,
arrangement appears to be desirable, written agree- . ,~
California and Washington have developed pl:Obaments setting out and defining the relationship betion subsidy programs in which counties are re.imtween the court and the corrections system should
bursed in proportion to the" number of individuals
that remain in the community rather than being sent
be developed and agreed to by both.
to State institutions. The subsidy program in California was developed as a result of a study that indiState vs. local Administration
cated that some individuals eligible for commitment
to State correctional institutions could safely be reFow
t'
batlO11
' and that with good probation su" States I'n whI'ch probatl'on l'S a local function
atned
on pro
have provided any leadership or supervision for propervision, they could make a satisfactory adjustment.
bation agencies. Tremendous variations are likely to
It was estimated that at least 25 percent of the new
exist within a State in terms of number of staff emadmissions to State correctional institutions could reployed J'n count'l'es of, sl'ml'l:"~
'size, quall'fication's of
. in the community with good probation supervi,4.
mam
personnel employed, and relative emphasis on serv"
sion.
ices to courts and probationers. County probation
The California Probation Subsidy Program was
agencies often are small and lack resources for staff
instituted in 1966 by the State's youth authority. The
training and development, r,esearch and program
youth authority was authorized to pay up to $4,000
planning, and, more basically, services to the probac
to each county for every adult and juvenile offender
Honers.
not committed to a State correctional institution. The
State Efforts to Set Standards
counties were required to demonstrate a commit,!nent to improved probation services, including em~
Attempts to bring about some degree of uniform'
!'p!oyment of additional probation workers and reducity have been limited. In a few States where probalion of caseloads. In addition, each· county had to
tion is a local function, standards are set by the State
'Information supplied by. the New York State Division of
in either the judicial or executive branch. For examProbation.
..
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pIe, in New Jersey the judicial branch is responsible
for setting standards for its local probat!on systems,
while in California the responsibility js placed in the
executive branch.
The degree to which local probation systems comply with State standards is dependent upon the 1'ewards and sanctions used. As a reward for meeting
specified standards, the State may provide either 'revenue or manpower. Michigan assigns State-paid
probation officers to work alongside local probation
officers. The more common practice, however, is di-

demonstr~te i~novative

approaches to probation,

',

wIth hard-core adult and Juvenile offenders.
<?aliforn~a estimates that, even with expanded pro~
batlOn serVIces, the cost of probation runs little more
than one-tenth of the cost of incarceration, approximately $600 per person annually for probation, compared to $5,000 annually for institutionalization. In
all, the program has resulted in substantial savings to
taxpayers. In the six years between 1966 and 1972
California canceled planned construction, closed
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~aved in these ways, while probation subsidy expend~; 1\,: i

Itures came to about $60 million. Furthermore, aL~
though there has been a general decrease in commit~
ments to State institutions throughout the United
States, t1le decrease is sharper in those counties in
California that participate in the subsidy program.
The decr.ease. in those counties almost doubles that
of California counties not participating in the subsidy'
program. 6
The State of Washington has had a similar experience with the probation subsidy program begun in
January, 1970. Its purpose was to reduce the num~
ber. of commitments to'institutions from county juvemle courts. In the 2 years the program has been in
operation, there has been a marked reduction in the
number of children and youth sent to State institutions. To illustrate, in 1971, the State received 55
f
7
percentewerc~mmitments than expected.
i~dvantages of State Administrafion
Even in those instances where the State provides
financial incentives to local jurisdictions, as 'io California, participation of counties is discretionary. Unif
. .
ormlty In probation, can be achieved only when
.
there IS a State-administered probation system, wh'lch
also has a number of other distinct advantages.
AState-administered system can more easily organize around the needs of a particular locality or remon wI'thout. haVI'ng t0 cons I'der 1QcaI pol't'
o'
I lcal'Impe diments. It also can recommend new programs and
implement them without requiring additional approval by local political bodies.
,
A State-adtninistered system provides greater assurance that goals and objectives can be met and
that uniform policies and procedures can be developed. Also, more efficiency in the disposition of
resources is assured because all staff members are
• Smith, A Quiet Revolution. gives the background of and
experience under California's probation subsidy plan.
T Information supplied by the Washington State Department
of Social and Health Services.
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State employees and a largC!r agency can make more
flexible use of manpower, funds, and other resoufl:cs.
When it is ...:::nply not possible for a State to administer a probation system, the State, through. a
designated agency in the executive branch, should be
responsible for developing standards for local probation systems that provide for a minimum acceptable level of functioning. State standards have a
greater chance of being implemented if the State indicates a willingness to share the costs with local governments when standards are met and maintained.
Tn addition to setting standards for local jurisdictions, the State agency should be responsible for establishing policies, defining statewide goals, providing starr training, assisting in fiscal planning and
implementation, collecting statistics and data to monitor the operations of local probation agencies, and
enforcing change when necessary. Through these
means, a state~supervjsed program can bring about
somc degrec of uniformity in operations throughout
the State, but not to the same degree as a State-administered proglam.

PROBATION ADM~NISTRATION
The complexities of administering a probation system have been reffected in several studies. A poll
conducted for the Joint Commission on Correctional
Manpower nnd Tmining .indicated that administratOI.'S felt the need for more training, e~pecia.lly in
public udministration.~ "Another study revealed
support ·for two different types of education for administrators. One group advocated social work eclucution, apparently representing a concern for substantive practice matters. The others advo~ated
pllblic administration because of a concern about
mnnngcrial responsibilitics. p

J
,

Need for Administrqtors to Formulate Goals
The administrator is expected to formnlate goals
nnt! bosic policies that give direction and meaning to
the agency. If these goals are not formulated specifically. they nre made by default t for 'staff will create
their own framework. Should policies and goals not
be developed quickly or wel! enough, persons Clut~
side the ngency may determine policies, with or wjth~
out consideration of long-range goals.
~ JOInt Commission

on Correctional Manpower and Trl\in-

ill!!. C(}frt't:Jitm$ 1968: A Climllle lor C/uwge (Washington:
JCCMT, J968}, p. 30,
• Hermlln }liVen and Abrahnm Alcnbes, The Crisis of QualIfied MO,lIpawl!i' for Criminal hwtc:e: An An(llytic Ass(!ssmelll lI'ith Guidelllll!,r lor New Policy (Washington~ GovemInent Printing Office, 1969), vol. 1.
"'. ... ·.····
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Unfortunately, cleady defined objectives for probation systems rarely are set forth. The probation
administrator has contributed to variations in philosophy, policy, and practice. Often staff members of
the same agency have different perceptions, with top
management having one view, middle management
another, and line personnel reflecting some of each.
Probation staff members bring to tbe organization
their own backgrounds and the beliefs they acquired
before becoming employees. These in turn are modi~
tied by other staff members, judges, law enforcement
officials. personnel of other parts of the correctional
system,' probatiohers, complainants and witnesses,
lawyers, and the news media.
If an administrator has failed to define goals and
policies for his orgF.lJlization, dysfunction within the.
organization must follow. Some dysfunctioning (i
tooted both in tradition and rapid growth.
.
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Trclining for Probation Work
Since the 1920's there has 1?een an emphasis on
sodal work education as a prerequisite for entering
probation. The preferred educational standard was a
master's degree in social w()rk. This emphasis was
palralleled by the concept of professionalism. To
achieve professionalism, staff melT!bers had to be
provided opportunities to increase their knowledge
and skills. Such a thrust created a staff expeqtatjon
that they would have opportunity to use tpe increased knowledge and skilis. However, as probation
systems grow in size, agencies tend to develop the
characteristics of a bureaucracy that increase COllstraints on staff behavior which result in frustration.
New graduates of schools of social work have
been reluctant to enter probation. Newer staff memberssent by probation agencies to graduute schools
of social work often leave the agency as soon as they
fulfill any commitment made to secure the education.
Such workers are likely to express their reason for
leaving as frustratjon over the lack of opportunity for
using their k"now]edge and ski11s.
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Dysfunctions in Probation Operation
Training emphasiS has been at a ~taff level, and
this too can contribute to dysfunction. More emphasis has been placed on training probation officers
than on equipping executives and middle-level man- .
agers with skills to administer effectively. Organizational change must 'begin with the executtvesand
middle management if probation officers are to have
an opportunity to use increased knowledge and skillS
acquired through training.
.
Another dysfunction may result from the chapge

from one-to-one casework emphasis of the probation therefore try to expand their own role and services.
officer to the group emphasis needed for an adminis- This leads to two results, both undesirable: identical
trator. Many staff members are promoted from the services are duplicated by probation and one or
ranks of probation officer to supervisor and adminis- more other public service agencies, and probation
trator. If effective organizations are to be developed, suffers from stretching already tight resources.
supervisors and administrators should meet and
Some probation systems have assumed responsi~
work with staff on a group basis. If the supervisors bility for handling matters unrelated to probation
and administrators do not have the skills to do this such as placement of neglected children in foster
effectively, they will revert to the pattern of one-to- homes and operation of shelter facilities, both of
one relation~hip.
which are the responsibilities of the child welfare or
Another form of dysfunction may stem from pro- other public agencies. Probation also has attempted
motion of a probation officer to a supervisory or ad- to deal directly with such problems as alcoholism,
ministrative position. Ideally a supervisor should re- drug addiction, and mental illness, which ought to be
ceive trafning that enables him to create a supportive handled through community mental health and other
atmosphere for the probation officer, both inside and specialized programs.
outside the agency. The probation officer who has
These efforts to expand probation'S role have not
been promoted but given no training for his new role been successful because there is not enough money
has a natural tendency to see himself as doing bis job to provide even the traditional basic probation
\vell by concentrating on internal matters. Support services.
and supervision of staff may consist of nothing more
than shuffling papers, reporting statistics, and giving Overemphasis on Casework
lJasic training to probation officers.
One result of the influence of social work on probation has been an overemphasis on casework. Development of child guidance clinics in the 1920's and
SERVICES TO PROBATIONERS
1930's influenced partic~larly the juvenile courts and
their probation staff.
The Current Service System
The terms "diagnosis" and "treatment" began to
appear in social work literature and not long after in
Many problems have prevented development of a corrections literature. Those terms come from the
system for providing probationers with needed re- medic~l field and imply illness. A further jmplication
sources~ For one thing, the goal of service delivery to is that a good probation practitioner will und~rstand
probationers has not been delineated cleady and the cause and be able to remedy it, just as the medigiven 'the priority .require1:l. Services to- probationers cal p'ractitioner does. EssentiaIIy, the medical aphave not been separated from services to the court proach overlooked any connection between crjple
Generally, both services are provided by the same and such factors as poverty, unemployment, poor
staff members, who place more emphasis on services housing, poor heulth, and lack of education.
to the court than to probationers.
A review of the literature of the 1930's, 1940's,
Because the goal for service delivery to probation- and 1950's indicates that the casework method beers :has not been defined clearly, service needs have came equated with social work, and in turn, casenot been identified on a systematic and sustained work for probation beCame equated with a tberapeubasis. Priorities based on need, resources, and con- tic relationship with a probationer. A study manual
straints have not been set. Measurable objectives ' ~d published by the National Probation and Parole A$ways of achieving them for various target groups sociation in 1942 reflects this equation in the table of
have not been specified. Moreover, monitoring and contents. The title& of three of the chapters are: IjSoevaluation of services have been a1most nonexistent. cial Casework," "Case Stlldy and Diagnosis," and
Another problem is the lack of differentiation be- "Casework as a Means of Treatment" 10
tween services that should be provided by probation
The Iiter(!ture discj.lssed the development of social
and those that should be delivered by such agencies work skills in interviewing, creating therapeutic reiaas: mental health, employment, housing, education, tionships with clif!nts, counseling, providing insight,
and private welfare agencies. Becaus(' of community and modifying behavior. When practitioners beg~n to
attitudes toward offenders, social agencies other than view themselves as therapists, one consequence WtlS
probation are likely to be unenthusiastic about pro- the practice of having offenders come to the office
Viding services to the legally identified offender. Probation offices usuaUy lack ~ufficient influence and " Helen D. Pigeon, Probation and Parole ill Theory /!luI
Practice (New York: National Probation and P!lrole Assofunds to procure services from other resources and ciation, 1942).
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rather than workers going into the homes and tbe grees. Requirements for prior experience may he
quent section challenged the assumption of a casenonexistent or extensive.
communities.
load standard. Four levels of workloads were estabAlthough the literature refers to probation officers
Furthermore, few criteria exist as to what is aclished: (1) ideal (50 cases); (2) intensive (25, i.e.,
working with employers, schools, families, and oth- ceptable performance.This deficiency makes it necbalf the ideal); (3) normal (100, twice the ideal);
ers in the probationer's life, the chief concern is the essary for individual probation officers to set their
and (4) minimum supervision (with a ceiling of 250
relationship between probation officer and proba- own standards and gives them a great deal of latitude
cases). Persons in minimum supervision caseloads
tioner. Indeed, if probation staff members see case- in working with probationers. Therefore it is difficult
were required only to submit a monthly written rework lis their model, it may well be asked how much to assess the degree to which any probation officer
port; no contacts occurred except Wh0ii requested by
contact and what kind of contact they should have has been successful in positively influencing a probathe probationer. It Was found that offenders in minitioner.
with persons other than probationers.
mum caseloads performed as well as '~ho"e under
Recently u much bronder view of social work
The expectation that probation officers must know I normal supervision. The minimum and ideal casepr:\cticc has bcen developed, a view that social what their probationers. arc doing is traditionaL If a ~ loads had almost identical violation rates. In the inworkers in corrections have faken a.n active role in probationer is arrested, the first question likely to be ~J tensive caseloads, the violation rate did not decline,
developing, After a 3-year study of social work cur- asked is when the probation officer last saw his
but technical violations increased.
riculum sponsored by the Council on Social Work client. The probation officer is expected to account
The study indicated that the number of contacts
Education in the 1950's. the report of the project on for wkhat is knbown , hor morbe speci~callYt.f~rt' whaot iSf between probationer and staff appeared to have little
"Education for Social Workers in the Correctional not nown, a ou t t e pro atlOner s ac IVl les. ne ~ relationship to success or failure on probation. The
Field" snid:
consequence is that a probation officer quickly learns l';f conclusion Was that the concept of a caseload is
"The social task in corrections seems to call for that he must protect himself. The system demands ' meaningless without some type of classification and
socinl workers ruther than for caseworkers or group accountability when prob$ltioners get into the public ~ matching of offender type, service to be offered, and
workers. AI! social workers in corrections work with view through alleged violations or new crimes. Pro- f, staffY
individuals, groups and communities, with less em- bation staff members recognize that a high level of 1 But the caseload standard remained unchanged
phasis on the use of one method than is characteris- visibility exists, that they are answerable for their deuntiL the President's Commission on Law Enforcetic of many social work jobs." 11
cisions, and that, if the matter comes to the attention
ment and Administration of Justice (the Crime
A task force organized in 1963 by the National of thc court, the decisions will have to be justified.
Commission) recommended in 1967 a significant but
Association of Socinl Workers to study the field of
sometimes overlooked change by virtue of the
lIociul work practice. in corrections suggested that the The Cascload Standard
phrase "on the basis of average ratio of 35 offenders
offender's needs and the service system's social goals
per officer." 14 The change was to a ratio for staffshould determine methodology. The task force stated
One impact of the casework model has been a
ing, not a formula for a caseload.
thut SOCiAl wl')fkcrs should have an array of profes- standard ratio of probationers to staff. The figure of
. Agencies are now considering workloads, not casesional skills-bused on knOWledge, understanding, 50 cases per p:obation officer first appeared in the
loads, to, determine staff requirements. Specific
attitudes, and yalues requll'~d for professional use of literature in 1917. It was the consensus of a group of
tasks are identified, measured for time required to
the skills~[rom which they could draw on appro- probation administrators and was never validated,
accomplish the task, and translated into numbers of
priate occasions to meet the offender's needs and the The recommendation later was modified to include
staff members needed.
goals of the probation systetn. l2
investigations.
When casework was applied to probation, a blurThe caseload standard provides an excuse for 1 The Decisionmaking Framework
ring of roles occurred between the probation officer officers with large caseloads to explain why they
und the probation agency. When each probation cannot supervise probationers effectively. It also is a
The framework for making decisions about probaofficer is assigned a certain number of cases, it is im- valuable reference point at budget time. Probation
tioners
varies widely from agency to agency and
plied that he has full responsibility for all individuals agencies have been known to attempt to increase
within
a
single agency. Some decisions about a case,
concerned. He is expected to handle all the problems their staff and reduce the size of the caseload withsuch
as
recommendations
for probation revocation or
that the offenders in his caseload present and to have out making any effort to define what needs to be
termination,
may
be
made
only by the head of the
the necessary knowledge and skills. The role of done and what tasks must be performed. Caseload
probation'
agency,
while
other
decisions about the
the agency .In this arrangement is unclear.
reduction has become an end unto itself.
same case may be made by any of a number of staff
No one person can possess all the skills needed to
When caseloads alone have been reduced, results
workers. Consequently, many probational! personnel
denl with the variety Qf complicated human problems have been disappointing. In some cases, an increase
may not know who can make what decisions and
presented by probationers. This situation is compli- in probation violations resulted, undoubtedly due to
under what circumstances. Part of the di:fficulty may
cated by the diversity of qualifications required by increased surveillance or overreaction of well~mean
come from statutes that define the responsibilities of
jurisdictions throughout the country for appointment ing probation officers. Some gains were made when
a probation officer more explicitly than those of an
to the position of probation. officer. The require- staff members were given special training in case
ments range froln high school or less to graduate de- management, but this appears to be the exception.
,'IJames Robison et aI., The San Frallcisco Project, Research
The comment has been made that with caseload reReport No. 14 (Berkeley: University of California School
)1 alliot Studt, Education lor Social Workers ill tile Corof Criminology, 1969).
duction, probation agencies have been unable to
m."lio/lft! Field (New York: Council on Social Work Edu11 P~esident's Commission on Law Enforcement and Adteach staff what to do with the additional time availacntion. 1959), p. SO.
ministration of Justice, The Challellge 01 Crime ill a Free
ble.
l ' G, W, Cnrter, Fields 01 Pmc/ice: Report of a Workshop
Society (Washington:' Government Printing Office, .1 %7),
The San Francisco Project described in a subse(New York: NaHannI Assoclntion of Soc;;ial Workers, 1963).
p. 169.
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agency. In addition, probation administrators often
do not establish a clear decisionmaking framework.
The decisionmaking patterns vary not only for
staff but for the offender placed on probation. If the
system views its task as surveillance of the probationer, he has low status in any decisionmaking.
The decisions are made for and about him, but not
with him. If the system is oriented toward service,
using the social work model, his role in decisions still
is likely to be circumvented. This occurs despite the
social work concept that the client has the right to be
involved in what is happening to him, that is, self~de~
termination.
This paradox exists because the probationer has
an assigned status restricting his behav~or. Probation
conditions, essentially negative in nature although
often expressed in a positive fashion, are imposed on
him. The probationer may have to obtain permission
to purchase a car, to move, to change a job, and this
necessity restricts his choices of action. The probationer, therefore, has the task of adapting to an assigned status while seeking to perform the normal
roles of a self-sufficient individual in the community:
working, being a parent or a family member~ paying
taxes, obeying the law, meeting financial obligations,
etc. Technical violations of probation c9nditkH1S can
result in revocation and commitment to a correctional institution.
If the client consults a noncorrectionaI social
agency, .he has the right to explain his problems and
to terminate the relationship with that agency if he
chooses. A probation client legally is required to ap. pear o.9t not legally required ,to ask for help. He may
or may not be ready to receive hetp~'Iie may be- eL1,~
couraged by staff to use resources of other community agencies, but the decision rests with him.
He may, however, be required to utilize some services offered by probation, such as psychiatric examination or testing. He may have some goals, but they
are accepted by probation staff only if they are consistent with the conditions of probatjon qr with the
notions of the probation system, which usually
means the probation officer. In short, the probationer's right to participate in decisionmak~ng has been
limited by probation conditions and the rate assigned
him by the probation s,taff or the system.
Although probation staff members may be receptive to the social work: concept of self-determination.
they are aware that they occupy a position of authority. The very words "probation officer" signify authority, indicating an assigned role of power over another individual.
Furthermore, propation staff members may not be
aware of Oli sensitive to what it means to be a probathe interaction between parole
tioner. A study
staff and parolees indicated that most staff were rela-
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ti'lely l.InaWMe of the difficulties of being a parolee.
Staff and parolees saw the difficulties of parolees dif*
ferently, Significantly, theparo!ees seemed more
aware than the staff of what the staff could do and
consequently to whom they could turn for expert in*
formatkm and advice when needed.]ll
For: the most part, the probation system has
tended to view offenders as a homogeneous group.
The assumption has been that aU require the same
.kind of service; namely, treatment on a one-to-one
basis, ConfusIon exists about the form of treatment
to be used and what it is supposed to accomplish.
Discussion with most probation staff members revords their difficulty in explaining what the.y do to
Hfrtattl u probationer and why. They speak of a relationshjp wjth each probationer as an end in itself and
the sole means of providing services to individuals.
Probation staff members also perceive the periodic
contact they must make to account for the probationer's presence in the community as helping, treating, or rehabilitating the probationer.
Probationers are a heterogeneous group, The
needs of juveniles differ from those of adults; girls
nnd women hnve different needs than boys and men.
There may be some common needs but one means,
cnsework, wilt not meet them all. For example,~ase
work is not a sntisfactory technique for the probationer who hilS a drug problem. The problem of a
probationer may not be interpersonal but one that
should be met through s.pecific help such as a job,
employment training, or e~h,lputJon. Reducing caseloads alone tbimprove ,supervision does not necessarily result in better probation services. Research in
. (he past decnde provides evidence that other appronches arc needed.
The emphasis should be on classification of offenders und development of appropriate service programs, which usually are labeled "treatment." The
impetus for this shift has been slowed by lack of resetn:ch and the ideology of the caseload standard. A
recent monograph from the Center for Studies of
Ctimelind Delinquency at the National Institute of
Melitn] HcnHh, provides a good summary of the various models that hnve been or are being tested. 'G
These include specialized supervision programs,
gUided group interaction programs, and delinquent
peer group programs, as well as out-oE-home placement nnd residential treatment. The monograph also
covers specialized units in probation and parole such
us the California Community Treatment Project and

the Community Delinquency Control Project of the
California Youth Authority.
J
Classification of probationers is only one approach
! to typology. Another is identification and classification of the probationer's needs. To date, this has not
been done systematically by .any probation agency;
what have been identified as basic needs usually are
derived from anecdotal reports concerning individual
offenders.
A third approach to the typology question involves the question, "Who is to be changed?" To
date' the primary target for change has been the probationer, A suggestion has been made that the typological approach might be applied to families and to
the community.ll

Future DirG<Hons for Service Delivery
To implement an effective system for delivering
services to all probationers, it will be necessary to:
1. Develop a goal-oriented service delivery system.
2, Identify service needs of prob3tioners systematically and periodically, and specify measurable objectives based on priorities and needs assessment.
3, Differentiate between those services that the
probation system should provide and those that
should be provided by other resources.
4. Organize the system to deliver services, including purchase of services for prob~tioners, and organize the staff around workloads.
5. Move probation staff from courthouses to residential areas and develop service centers for proba.
tioners.
6. Redefine the role of probation officer from
caseworker to community resource manager.
7. Provide services to misdemeanants.
Developing Goals
The probation services system should be goal-oriented, directed toward removing or reducing individual and social barriers that result in recidivism.
among probationers. To achieve this goal, the probation system should prOVide a range of services
directly and obtain others from existing social institutions or resources. The goal should be to help
persons move from supervised care in their own
communities to independent living.
The probation system must help create a climate
that will enable the probationer to move successfully
through transitions from one status to another. The

Ii l3l1iot Shtdt, J>eQP[c ill the ParQle Action SYstem; Their
:l'flSks (Iliff Dl(clIItIl(ls (Los Angeles: University of California
fnslltul¢ of Government and Public Affairs, 1971).
I~Elentl01' Harlow, J, .R,obert Weber, anc} Leslie T. Wilkins,
('()mltlllllity·8ase/l CQrrectional PrOllr(llIl.r: Models and

1f

PIVINlccs(Wasllll'ls~on!

Delinquency, .1967), pp. 21-25.

Government Printing Officl,!~ 1971).

S~ymour Rubenfeld, Typological Approaches and Delillqucllcy COrllrol: A Status Report (Rockville, Md.: National
Institute of Mental Health, Center for Study of Crime and

first is from the status of an individual charged with
committing an offense to that of a probationer living
iLl, the community but not completely independent.
II T6e iinal transition occurs when probation is terminated and the probationer moves from supervised
care to an independent life. The goal should be to
maintain in the community all persons who., with
i<
sU~lport, can perform there acceptably and to select
for some type of confinement only those who, on the
basis of evidence, cannot complete probationer status successfully, even with optimal support.
With this goal in mind, the practice of commitmei.\t to an institution for the initial period of probatiOlt (variously known as shock probation, split senten(;e, etc.), as the Federal and some State statutes
permit, should be discontinued. This type of sentence defeats the purpose of probation, which is the
, earliest possible reintegration of the offender into the
community. Short-term commitment subjects the
probationer to the destructive effects of institutionalization, disrupts his life in the community, and stigmatizes him for having been in jail. Further, it may
add to his confusion as to his status.

,

Differentiating Internal and External Services

Direct probation services shOUld be defined clearly
and differentiated from services that should be met
by other social institutions. Generally the kinds of
services to be provided to probationers directly
through the probation system should:
• Relate to the reasons the offender was brought
into the probation system.
• Help him adjust to his status as a probationer .
• Provide information and facilitate referrals to
needed community resources.
• Help create conditions permitting readjustment
and reintegration into the community as an jndepend~
ent individual through full utilization of all available resources.
In addition, probation must account to the court
for the presence and actions of the probationer.
Other needs of probationers rela(ed to employment, training, housing, health, etc. are the responsibility of other social institutions and should be provided by them. Therefore, most services needed by
probationers should be located outside the system itself. These services should be available to probationIdent!fying Needs of Probationers
ers just as they are to all Citizens, but some social jn*
stitutions have created artificial barriers that deny
.:ro plan for services, a probation system must ini- ready access by persons identified as offenders.
I
thite and maintain an assessment of needs of its tarEmployment is an example. Some probation agenget group, the probationers. This assessment must cies have created positions of job developers and
- be ongoing because needs ch~nge. :,n invent~ry of employment finders. Probation systems should not
needs shou{d be. developed by tnvol~mg probatI~ners ~ttempt to, ~uR1icate$~ry'~i::es already created by law
r.ather tha~ rely~ng solely on. prob~tton staff to Iden- '. and supPds'e~y availab:fe:;to alI .. p.ersons. The responhfy what ~t belIeves p.robatlOners pro~lems to be.. sibility of the system ~ncf its staff:should be to enable
More specifically, needs assessment reqUIres:
the probationer to cut through the barriers and re~
• Knowledge of the target. group in terms of su~h ceive assistance from social institutions that ma§' oe
factors as .age? .race, educatIon,. employment, famtly all too ready to exclude him.
status, a~aJla?lhty of transport.atlOn.
The probation system has a responsibility to as• IdentIficatIOn of what se.rvl~e.s the offend~r most sure that probationers receive whatever services they
wants and needs to remove mdlvldual and SOCIal bar- need. To mobilize needed resources for helping pro, riers.
bationers, the probation system must have funds to
• Identification of services available and conditions purchase services from an individual vendor, such as
under which they can be obtained.
a person to provide foster care for a probationer or a
• Determination of which needed and wanted serv- psychiatrist to provide treatment, or from agencies
ices do not exist or are inadequate.
or social institutions, such as marital counseling,
From an assessment of needs, problem areas can methadone maintenance, education, and training.
be highlighted and priorities determined. This proc* The potential for purchasing services for groups has
ess makes it possible to specify how the various been largely untapped. For example, juvenile probaneeds identified are to be met; whether directly tioners with reading difficulties may need diagnostic
through the probation system or through other social testing and remedial help. If these cannot be proinstitutions; for what number or percentage of the vided through local schools, the probation agency
target group; in what period of time; and for what may have to locate a resource and purchase the
purpose. Specifying objectives provides a means for needed testing and remedial help.
ev~Iuating whether the system was able to accomFor older probationers who are unemployed or
plish what it set out to achieve. If an objective is not underemployed, probation staff may interest a uni~et, the basis for pinpoiriting possible reasons is pro- versity or college in developing special programs.
VJded.
These might include courses to provide remedial ed-
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ucaUon or vocational training. depending upon the
identified need of a given group of probationers.
Marty other kinds of sr.ryic;es may be purchased.
Regardless of the service purcbased f it is essential
that provisIon be made for monitoring and evaluation of the services to insure that tbey are, in fact,
being provich~d and that theY meet the specified ob~
jective.

Organizing the System to Deliver Services
To meet the needs of the increased number of in-

dividuals that will be:, placed on probation within tbe
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next decade, the probation service system must be
organized differently than it has been. With the recognition that needs continually change, that the probation system itself will not be able to meet all the
needs of the probationers, that many of the needs
cnn be met through existing community resources,
that new resources will have to be developed, and
that some services will have to be purchased, the system should be organized to accomplish the following
work activities:
• Needs assessnlent-.ongoing assessment of probulioners' needs and existing community resources.
.. Community planning and development-establishing cJose working relationships with public and
private social and economic groups as well as communily groups to interpret needs; identifying needs
for which community resourcell do not exist; and, in
concert with appropriate groops, developing new reSO\lrces.
. ..
• Purchnse of services-entering into agreements
1wd monitoring and evaluating services purchased.
• Direct services-receiving and assessing probationers; obtaining and providing information, referral, nnd followup; counseling; and supervising.
Differentiating work activities permits staff assignments to be organized around a workload rather
tbnn a caseload. Tasks directed toward achieving
specific objectives should be identified and assigned
to stall' to be curried out in a specified time. This activity shOUld be coordinated by n mtmager who
makes un assessment of the staff members best able
to enrry Qut given tasks. Thus, the manager should
'know the capacities and capabilities of his workers
Md their specific areas of competence. He also
should be nble to help his. subordinates work together as n team rather than as individuals.
A trend in modern organizational theory is to use
tcams of staff members with different backgrounds
Ilnd responsibilities. Teams of individuals from varying disciplines and with differing skills may be as~
sembled for a given task and project and disbanded
when the project is completed. T.he leade~hip within
the team mny chunge, wlth n junior person serving
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as the team leader if there is particular need for his . t form several functions: In helping a probationer obknowledge and s k i I l s . i tain needed services! the probation officer will have
[n examining the various functions within the Pto~
~ to assess the situation, know available resources,
bation service delivery system it becomes apparent
contact the appropriate resource, assist the probathat there is a range of jobs requiring different kinds
t tioner to obtain the services, and follow up on the
of knowledge and skills. Paraprofessionals and those :1 case. When the probationer encounters difficulty in
obtaining a service he needs, the probation officer
in other "new careerll occupations can provide servo
ices complementary to those of the probation J will have to explore the reasons for the difficulty and
officer. The potential for assigning a group of proba- iJ take appropriate steps to see that the service is deU,,tioners to a team of probation officers, paraprofes,
ered. The probation officer also will have to monitor
siona1s, and other new careerists, headed by a team n and evaluate the services to which the probationer is
leader who does not function in the traditional social\} referred.
work supervisory role, is worth testing.
H The probation officer will have a key role in the
·'1
delivery of services to probationers. The change in
iJ
responsibility
will enable him to have greater impact
LOE:ation of Services
'.1
on probationers, As community resource manager,
Probation services should be readily accessible to iJ he wiIl utj]jze a range of resources rather than be the
probationers. Therefore they should be based in that ,Ii~ sole provider of services-his role until now and one
part of the community where offenders reside and ,h impossible to fulfill.
near other community services. Staff serving proba- 'I
tioners should be removed from courthouses and :11 Services to Misdemeanants
separated from staff providing services to the courts. ~~
The group that comprises the largest portion of
Services to probationers in rural areas may have :J
the
offender population and for which the least servto be organized on a regional rather than the tradi~
ice
is
available are misdemeanants. Misdemeanants
tional county basis. Service centers should be located
in ihe more populated areas, with mobile units used ~1 usually are: given short jail sentences, fines, or susfor outlying districts. In such areas, where transpor- ~1 pended sentences. Even in jurisdictions with means
tation is a problem, it is important that probation .~ to provide services to misdemeanants, probation is
used in a relatively small percentage of cases. The
and other community services be in the same physii\ rationale usually given is that misdemeanal)ts are not
cal location.
.
Services to offenders should be provided in the :~ dangeromi to the community. But they are a major
evening hours and on weekends without. the usual ~ factor in the national crime problem: they tend to be
repeaters; they tend to present serious behavior
rigid adherence to the u;cognized work week. The
f
problems;
as a group, they account for a large exproblems of offenders cannot be met by conventional
office hours. Arrangementt~ should be made to have a 1 penditure of public funds fr arrest, trial, and connight telephone answering service available to proba- f finement 'with little or no benefit to the community or
~ the offender. The offense has been the determining
tioners.
~ factor rather than the offender.
1
If probation services continue to be provided as
Probation Officers as Community Resource
they now are, it will not be feasible to meet the varManagers
ied needs of misdemeanants, many of whom come
froltldisadvantaged groups and lack opportunities
The responsibility for being the sole treatment
for training and jobs. However, with a probation
agent that has traditionally been assigned to the proservices system that draws upon a range of resources
bation officer no longer meets the needs of the crimito meet probationers' needs, as described in this
nal justice system, the probation system, or the ofchapter, it will be possible to provide services to
fender. While some probation officers still will have
misdemeanants. Misdemeanants should be p1aced
to carry out counseling duties, most probation
on probation long enough to allow for effective inofficers can meet the goals of the probation services
tervention, as indicated in Chapter 5, Sentencing.
system more effectively in the role of community tesource manager. This means that the probation
officer w1ll have primary responsibility for meshing a
probationer'S identified needs with a range of avaiIaSERVICES TO COURTS
bleserviceS and for supervising the delivery of those
services.
,
The services of probation to the courts tradition~
To carry out his responsibilities as a community
ally have taken the form of reports. Originally, the
resource manager, the probation officer must perprobation officer submitted orally to the judge infor~
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maHon ;/sed for screening candidates for probation.
With trlC: expansion of probation, tbe process became
formalized, and written reports were prepared. The
report became a record available to any probation
officer handling the same case, but the agency limited outside access, thus establishing the confidentiality concept.
The initial purpose of investigation and report was
to provide information to the court. However, other
uses were proposed and adopted. A written report
could assist the probation officer to whom a probationer was assigned, the institution to which he might
be sent, the paroling or aftercare agency whep the
person was considered for release from an institution, and researchers,
Consistent efforts have been made througb the
years to improve the reports. Both private and public
agencies have published documents setting forth
what the contents should be. The National Council
on Crime and Delinquency, originally organized as
the Nati9nat Probation Association, was the first private agency to do so. The American Correctional
Associr,:l,tion has focused on standards for the presenteo'ce report. The American Bar Association
Project in 1970 also' published presentence report standards, The U.S. Children's Bureau was the
first Federal agency to publish standards for I>ocial
studies. The Probation Division of the Administrative
Office of the United States Courts has published ma~
terial on presentence reports for the Federal probation staff that has influenced probation personnel nationwide. Many State agencies also have published
standards.
The efforts and products of the various organizations have been influenced by people who shared the
same education and sometimes had overlapping
memberships or roles in both private and public sectors. Social work was the common background for
many of the individuals who had key parts in determining what information was to be included in the
written report. Their frame of. reference was a social
work model that involved strong emphasis on the
person's life history.
Several criticisms have been made about the usual
process of investigation and report. The literature
emphasized the need to w!rlfy; this has been carried
to extremes; e.g., staff members would attempt to
verify the education of a 45-year-old defendant. Another criticism has been that investigations and reports became equated, so that the report contained
almost all information secured in the process of .investigation. Critics would ask, for example, why reports had to contain information about the defendant's deceased grandparents, including where they
were born, where they had lived, and what work
they had done.
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Publications recommending what the contents of

reports should be sometimes called for information
not Meded by the judge, The U.S. Courts Probation

Division lists two categories of data--cssentiaI and
nptionHl. According to ihis pUblication essential

f

I

data should appear in all reports while documenting
optional data would depend on the requirements of a
specific case. Under "health" the following is listed
IlS essential data~
Idlmlifying information (height, weight, complexion, eyes,
hit/r, sen til, tattoos, posture, physical proportions, tone of
voice, munner of speech).
Dc(,!Od,mt'$ general physical condition and health problems baSed on defendant's estima,te of his health, medical
reports, probation o/llcer's observations.
Use of flarcotics, barbiturates, marijuana.
Sneilll implications of defendant's physical health (home,
c()01mnnit)', employment, association)."

Tho last three Hems presumably are of value to
the judge, but it is doubtful that the court requires
the identiRyillg inform<1tion of the first item.
essehtiQI~ and NonessehtiQI Information

't
f~

(0

,

tf the decisIons to be made can be specified, the
informution teguircd can be determined. The information 1\ctually required )s what a person needs to
know. Nonetheless other lt~totmation invariably is
obtained thnt is nice (0 know. This distinction was
raised in the decision game played in the course of
the San Fmncisco Project carried out by the United
States Probation Office, Northern District of Californiil nnd the School of Criminology, University of
California at Berkeley.~o
The project stuff selc!Cted cases previously referred
tor presentence reports. The contents of the reports
were nnnlyzed and classified under 24 subject headings commonly \Ised by the probation staff. The information for each heading was reproduced on a file
card, The cards were then arranged with the captions
visible so that all 24 titles could be shown at the
same time to the probntion staff. l3y selecting a caption find turning the card, thG probation staff could
read the information on that particular subject. They
wcre nllowcd to select any cards they wished for
making disposition recommendation on that particular ~nse, and in nny order.
.
The results upset some ot the assumptions. Some
probation om\:~rs used only one card in making recommendations. The lllC)st cards used by any proba~
tion officer Was 14. The average number of cards
u~icd to make n recommendation for disposition wa.s
.., At\rninisll'al\ve Office of the 11,S. Courts. Division o[ Probalkln. TIw Prc'S('IIIt'IIC(! Inl'l.'stigalic/II Repor~ (Washington:
AOtJSC, 19(5), p. 17 \
.
It R~'1blson ct. nl., Till.' Sail Francisco Project.

4.7. Sjgnificantly~ only one card-the offense-was
used in every case.
The study indicated that probation officers are.
using fewer pieces Qf information in r:::comrnencling
disposition than was previous~y ass~med. The offelise
and prior record are two key factors. Attitude, qlj)_
ployment history, and marital hisfOry are factors of
moderate importance. It would ap.pear that most
data tradit.ionally collected and presented in written
reports actually are not used by staff to develop recommendations for disposition.
Articles in correctional publications emphasize the
diagnostic aspect in making good ~nvestigations and
written rep.orts, with the apparent impIlcation that
probation workers opera.te from a different" theoreti~
cal basis than that used by a judge. One study examined presentence reports In an effort to discern
differences and simihlrities in the theoretical frameworks underlying tqe operation of the probati~n
officer and the coprt. The analysis revealed no differ~
ences. The finc~ings suggest thilt the work of a probation officer in preparing pr~sentence reports is not
based on diagnostically oriented casework. 20
In 1970, 66 judge~ o~ courts with misdemeana~t
jurisdiction and 65 judges of courts with felony jurisdiction in New Y9rk City responded to a question.
naire asking them to list information they deemed
(1) essential, (2) desirable but not essential,anp
(3) of little or no value for presentence reports. Sl~
teen different items, under captions generally used by
probation staff and judges, were given on the qu~
tionnaire. Only 10 items were .listed by 55 percent or
more of the judges with felony jur:sdiction, Whil~ the
judges in the ather courts selected only eig~t items.
The topics rated /1igpest· were: offense, drug US~ or
involvement, employment history, prior record, and
mitigatipg circumstances. The result was a recommendation that presentf!nce reports shou'ld focus on
those items, limited in ilUmber, deemed essential l1y
the judges. 21
A study asking probation officers to rank the mqst
important information used ill selecting recommenqations for juvenile cases indicated that informatipn
about an offense was first, family data second, apd
previous delinquency problems third. Tpe same
group of officers. when asked what they thought the
court wpuld consider most impClrtant, ralJkep present
offense first, previous: delinquemcy second, and the
child's attituqe toward the offense third. In both
rankings the least important of those ,,!spects qu~"YOM Cor"~l, "The PreseQtence Investigation' in Court: A
Correlation between the Probation Officer's Reporting and
the Court Decision," unpublished doctoral thesis, Columbia
University School of Social Work. 1969.
., D;ua ir(:lm unpublished repprt.on ~he study results.

tioned were child's interests, activities, and the indiVidual officer, is accountable for the written
religion. 2:1
report.
, In a stud~ about criteria for probation officers'
Good administration would use other staff to i:olrecommendatioris on juveniles, an analysis was made
lec~ basically factual information and thus free proof the data contained in the reports,23 The jtems
batIOn officers to use their sl"Jils more appropriately.
most often recotdea were objective: such as age, sex, For example, other employees could collect prior
religion, race, the delinquent act, family co.mposi- police and court records, emph)yment records, and
tion, school and church attendance, and economic
school records. The probation, officer's time could
sititat!~ri. Missing :ven;- such subjective items as per..
t?US be used for in~erViewing defendant, family, po;sohahtIes of the child. and parents as welt as personal
l~ce . Officer? complaming witnf~SS, and those persons
relationships within the fail!ily. Yet, according to the slgmficant m the defendant's current situation.
literature, that subjective materia1 supposedly is the
JIlost, important in understanding a child and his pa'"
thology add in developing a treatrrlent plan.
Prepleading Inveztigations
The evidence suggests that written reports shouid
ccn!ain. o~lr t?at information relative and pertinent
In sc:me criminal justice systems the investigation
to ~he deCISIOn being made by the judge. Thus, pro- and wntten report are completed before an adult
babO? agencl~s shptild first ask the judges to identify def~nda'nt pleads or is found guilty or befote a juthat mformatlOn needed by the I;ourt. The evidence vemle has the first hearing. The practice for juveniles
indicates judges want to know the "here and now" of ~n~oubte.dly d~vel?ped from the c?ncept of a "prethe offender, not a detailed life history.
l!mmary lOvestlgatlOn before the filIng of a petition,"
The American Bar. ASSOciation project calls for the language contained in some statutes. This practice
two categories of written report. The first is a short- raises legal questions: a child is questioned about his
form report used for disposition or lor screening to acts, supposedly delinquent, before tbe COUr',.cven
seleC't. those cases requiring additIonal information. has determined the allegations to be proved. The
The 0,)cond category is a more complete investiga- problem becomes complicated when the child or his
tion. The latter report, if properly used, would be family are questio}red by intake staff, even though
prepared in only a limited number of cases. The the allegations have been denied.
ABA re~ommendation should be adopted. The use
The practice in the adult courts has developed
of the two reports has been discussed in Chapter 5
through the requirement that a defendant indicate
~~ci~
, befo~ehand whether he wiII plead guilty, There is
A.lt~ough correctional institutions and paroling au- cenSlderable doubt about the desirability of making
tHont~es may challenge the brevity of reports, those an investigation that includes questioning the defend~
agenCIes have the responsibility to identify their ac- ant about the offense for which he has not yet been
tual informatiorta.\ needs. When that is done the in- found guilty. The argument is that this practice enaformational requirements of institutions and parole bles probation to have the report available more
C3.n be met Probation staff, or the investlz:ating readily after the plea is entered.
:llfficers who may be assJgned this responsir, i~ly in
While there may be some strong reasons for con~
the (utur'!, can always collect more information than dueting prepleading investigations, especially when it
will be .in~luded in a repbrt designed for a judge. A increases the possibilities for diversion, the practice
supplemental report might be made for the correc- should be governed by the safeguard.; presented in
tional institutions and the paroling authorities.
Chapter 5, Sentencing.
•

Resporisibiiity for Wfitten Reports
At preseritprobatio~ officers do the investigation
and ptepare the written report. The judge may hold
lbe probation officer accountable for the report's
cohtents. Go~cl administrlltive practice dictates that
staff ~nd judges understand that the agency, and not
II

'

SeY~our Z. Gross, "The Pre-Hearing Juvenile Report:
~~bahon Officer'S Conception," Imlrna{ of Research ill

~~flIne and Delinqut'ncy, 4,(967), 212:-217.

• Y!)ria Cohn. "Critenia for the Probation Officer's Recbm~endations to the Juvenile Court Judg~;' Crime and
elmquency, 9 (1963), 262-275.
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Confiden'tiality
Tnfluenced by the practice followed by doctors and
!awyers, probation systems and staffs began operat~
mg on a principle of confidentiality. The purpose was
to assure offenders and others that information given
to probation staff would not be releasedindiscrimi~
nately and, accordingly, that probation staff might be
trusted. However, the relationship in probation is
different from ~}1at between a doctor or lawyer and
his client, where the information is privileged. A probation officer receives information only because he is
an employee of an organization. Thus the informa~
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tion bekmgs properly to the agency itself, not to the
stuff member.
Confidentialliy of written reports has been a sub~
jcct of debate for years and has been tested from
time to time in the courts. The conflict is intensified
by variations among States. For juveniles, there is
often a provision protecting records or placing responsibility on the judge to decide whether .::ounsel
for a child can see the social study. In some States,
the law provides the judge with the option of disclosing the presentence report in whole or in part.
Many probation staff argue that disclosure will
"dry up" sources of infQrmation who fear retaliation
if the defendants learn the sources of information. It
is also argued tha't disclosure could damage the offender, his family, and the potential relationship with
the probation officer; and. as a result, probation staff
might produce superficial reports.
Those advocating disclosure believe the defendant
has the right to be aware of any and all information
being used to decide his disposition. The point is also
made that the offender has the right to refute damaging information or to clarify inaccuracies or misstatements.
The arguments have been examined by the ABA
project, the American Law Institute in dl'afting its
: Model Code, and the National Council on Crime and
. Delinquency in its Model Sentencing Act. All recommend disclosure.
The question has come before the court in variolJs
States as well as before the Fedcral courts. No decision ever has been rendered establishing any constitutional right for an offender to have access· to the
written report. Significantly. however. the Supreme
Court of Ncw Jersey in its decision, State v. Kunz,
55 N.J. 128, 259 A.2d 895 (1969). has mandated
disclosure of the presentence report. The issue of
disclosure is disctlssed in Standard 5.16 of Chapter
5. Sentencing.

Cases Requiring Reports
'fhe written report is used according to statutes
which generally establish one of three categories:
1, The judge can decide whether or not to have a
report.
2. There must be a report in certain kinds of
cases regardless or the disposition.
3. Probation as a disposition can be used only jf
a written report is used.
Requiring a written report before a disposition of
pr:obntion can be used may not be as valuable as requiring a written report before an individual can be
sent to a correctional fl'cility. Rumney and Murphy.
iii tl folloWllP study in 1948 of the first thousand

The first edition of the Standard Juvenile Court
Act, published in 1926 by the National Probation
Association, provided a procedure for a preliminary
inquiry
and investigation before the filing of a petiOur studies failed te disclose any significant difference
tion. The comment was made that the court had an
with resp.,r.t to outcome a5 between those who were released 0,' (Jrobation following investigation by a probation
inherent right to exercise discretion before accepting
vflicer <lnd those who were released on probation by the
'~ official jurisdiction, and that the practice of screening
COllrt withollt preliminary investigation."
had grown so widespread that it should be recognized in law.
If the principle is adopted that probation should
Screening of cases at intake continued, and use of
be used as disposition of first choice and a correc"unofficial
probation" became so common that it was
tional facility only as last choice, it becomes essential
"
formally
recognized
by the U.S. Department of
that a written report be required whenever a court
Health,
Education,
and
Welfare in reporting national
contl~mplates a disposition involving commitment to
Juvenile. court statistics. The term continued until
an institution. That is, institutionalization should be
challenged by the Advisory Council of Judges of the
justified.
National
Probation and Parole Association in 1954.
Other potentials for the written report still are unThe
judges,
representing a cross-section of courts
tapped. Greater use should be made of dispositional
throughout
the
country, declared that granting pro~
alternatives such as fines. Information relevant to tht
bation
was
a
judicial
function and should not be condefendant's potential for paying a fine could be pro'\
fused
with
a
nonjudicial
service rendered for a lim~
vided in the written report. Research should be used
l
ited'period
of
time.
The
phrase
"nonjudicial service"
to identify reporting elements that would allow more
differentiation among offenders as to appropriateness ~ was used 3 years later by the U.S. Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare in reporting juvenile
of various dispositions.
court statistics. The term "informal service" also is
used. (See Chapter 8, Juvenile Intake and Detention.)
Juvenile Intake
"Standards for Specialized Courts dealing with
Children,"
a 1954 publication from the Children'S
The process of screening cases at the juvenile
Bureau,
offered
ideas to rectify some abuses that had
level and effer.;ting adjustments without formal court
developed.
The
publication indicated that referra.l of
intervention appeared almost as soon as the juvenile
a child or family to a social agency shouln be voluncourt Was created. This process commonly is called
tary, attendance at any conference in an effort to
"intake." It appeared in different forms as juvenile
adjust a matter should be voluntary. and conditions
courts were created in different communities. Essenshould not be impo!ied on any of the parties,
tially it involved discretion to look into a matter and
Guides for Juvenile Court Judges, published hi
resolve it informally.
Many factors led to the practice of adjusting ju1957 by the National Council OIY Crime and Delinvenile cases. Some matters were too trivial to warquency, presented guidelines for a screening process
iant action other than a warning oot to repeat the
and, for the first time, criteria for selecting cases for
act. Parents sometimes came with th~ir child to the
diver~ion or judicial handling. The book provided
court seeking advice or direction rather than any distbat.m all cases handled nonjudicially, voluntary acciplinary action by the court. In some situations, bece~tanee by all parties was essential, the allegation of
cause favorable home conditions existed, the odds
delmquency or neglect should not be disputed, and
were favorable that results of informal adjustment
the parent or child must be aware of his right to a
would be as good as or better than formal court acc~urt hearing. The time during which the matter
tion.
~l~h~ be handled nonjudicially was limited; no nonThe process called "intake" has been practiced in
JUdlclal service should extend beyond 3 months withdifferent ways by various courts resulting in a variety
out review by court.
of procedures. In some places, jt was limited to
~,
Guidelines have since been made statutory in sevscreening out cases, In other places, the process was
eral
States. Although the intake or screening process
expanded tOi "unofficial probation," which meant in"
~lay
be carried out in a juvenile court because of the
teraction among a child. family. and probation officel'
Judge's
decision to do so, the preferable pattern is
with all the ingredients of probation as a dispositiOtl
for
~
s~atutory
provision or a rule providing for the
by the court except formal court action.
nOIIJudlCial service. This is particularly true when the
statute or rule includes the provision that no report
"Jay Rumney and Joseph D. f...furphy., ProbaliOJ, (lnd
Socil!( Adjustmellt (New Brunswick. N.J.: Rutgers Univer·
from staff at intake can be made available to the

juveniles and adults placed on probation in Essex
County, New Jersey in 1937, found that:

a

judge until after a headng has been held to deter~
mi'3,e .the. validily of the allegation~ of the petition.
. Cntena fO.r sei~cting cases to be handled nonjudiclally-that IS, wlthout the filing of a petition-are:
.* There is need for a relatively short period of servIce.
• The matter is not an emergency, and the offense
has not ha~ serious repercussions in the community.
• All partIes cooperate and a disposition involving
change of custody is not in question.
Criteria for selecting cases to be handled judi~
~ially, with filing of petition and formal court hear~
mg, are:
• Either party indicates a de~ire to appear before
the court.
• !~ere is a dispute about the allegations of the
peuttOn.
• A serious threat to others is involved.
. Decisionmaking at the point of intake is extremelv
lmportant. Two basic decisions must be made and
both involve a considerable amount of discr~tion.
The first decision is relatively simple: does the matter fall within the jurisdiction of the court? For exaJ?P~e, if the allegation is delinquency, is the child
wIthm the age range for that particular State? If
there is jurisdiction, the second question is whether
official intervention and the authority of the court
are required.
These key decisions require that competent staff
be assigned to intake work. The staff rrmst be skillful
interviewers, have a broad knowledge of resources
available, and be able to make decisions quickly.
Intake screening requires continuing staff training..
The criteria staff must use are subjective. That subjectivity permits a latitude that tends to widen unless
!he staff engages in a continuing process of examin109 how and why they make decisions at intake,

Adult Pretrial Services
Probation staff have provided services prior to
hearings in juvenile matters for some time, but they
have been reluctant to do so at the pretrial stage for
adults. The contrast is sharpest in the area of detention, both prehearing and pretrial.
The premise usually is expressed in faw that a
child is to be released to parents unless there is substantial probability the child will not appear in COUl:t
or would commit, before the time of the court hearingl an act that would be a crime if done by an adult.
Probation staff members assess a child's potential
and may be authorized by a judge or by statute to
screen children away from detention. Many children
therefore are not detained.
The opposite prevails for the adult. When ar-

sity Press, 1952), p. 252.
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rested l the adult Iitct;iHy has to prove to the court he
should be released, Proof usually is provided in the
form of baH or bond. The number of people annually
passing through the jails of this country is estimated
at no less than one million and as high as four and a
half million. The distinguishing feature about the jail
inmate is thllt he 1s poor and cannot afford bail.
Many sweller; have indicated that at least half of the
inmates awvitlng tdal in jails are there only because
they do not have enough money to post baiI.1!t;
As presently constituted, the jails in this country
hwvc been described as a menace to the society they
nllegeoly I1rc scrvjilg. Jailing; people awaiting trial becUllse they cannot afford balf iii ineffective, inhu~
mune, and perhaps unconstitutional. T.o those sent to
jail. the experience is psychologically and sociologically devustating (tnd tit the same time provides oppOll"H.wities to acquire an education in crime.
Vnrious strategies for decreasing the jail popui&tion have been advllllccd, including: decdminali!tltion of such offenses as drunkenness and vagrancy;
diversion just after a defendant's arrest; greater use
of summtHtS by the police rathef than arrest; bail reform; and rclense on recognizance (ROR). The
Vera Institute or Justice, in its Manhattan Bait Bond
Project in r 961 to 1964, focused attention on
the juuge's need for information at the time of a('rnignment. The courts long have had the authority to
release jndividuuls on recognizance. The Vera study
indicated (hut when infmmation about the defendant
wus provjded to the judge, th£l possibilities of nOR
incrensed. Tnfonnntion was collected and was withheld from the court in some easel) and not jn others
to determine the outcome, Four times as many individunls were rclea~cd on recognizance when the in~
fl)rmntion was provided. 26
_ The Manhattan IHlil Bond Project proved that information could be secured easily and given to the
judge at. arraignment or shortly thereafter. The results of that project had n~1tional impact. The project
WflS replicated throughout the country, usually under
the sponsorship of private groups, Only a small
numhol' of probation agencies have undertaken this
type pretrial service.
The ADA project has recognized that adults are
jailed unnecessnrily pending trial and proposed that

or

;, See.

for exnmple. CII!cb Foote, "Compelling Appearance

in ('ourt; At:lOlinistl1l\ion of Btlil in philndelphin," Ullivrrsft), nll't'IIIl$yl\'(l/Iia L1III' RCI'it-lI'. 102 (1954). 1031; Alfred
Rn.min. "Bllil AdmlnistnHion in Illinois/' lIIilloi.r Bar Jourlwl. 53 n 1)65), 674: Charles O'Reilly and John Fla.nagan,
;\It'n (/.[ DI!(~IIt"olf: ...{ Stud;v of ('r(tcrill for tile Rt:1ease on
1~('('IIJllli:'l1lll'I' of Persons Itt I)efclltioll (Chicago; Citizens'
C'()l1\Olitlee fur l~mplt.)ymel\t. 1967).
'" (,hMJe~ Ares unll J'li:rhert Stllrz, "Bail lind the ~ndigent
A~\I$ed," ,VaIl'Ot/lll I'mbllIIQ/t (Iud Par('/e A;;sodatiOlI 101lrm!i~
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release on recognizance be considered in every case.
Their standards include provision for investigation
for that purpose. The quickest way to expand ROR
programs may be for probation personnel to collect
information for the jl1dg e for pretdal decisioIis.
Probably the largest publicly ad!l1inistered release on
recognizance program is that conducted by probatica
in New York City.
Staff othe(' than probation officers should be employed for ROR programs. In New York City the
position of investigato(', not probation officer, is
used. The ratinnale for using an investigator is that
only'a limited amount of information is collected and
discretion in U'sing the information is quite limited.
As the defelndant has not been tried, information
about the <;.rime mnst be excluded frqm any ~OR investigation. Infol-mation as to tbe defendant's stability in the community is sought" including length of
residence, empi{)yment, family, prior record, and refcrem::eS.
ROR programs could and should be expanded to
include supervised release, in which the cffender is
accountable to an agency while he is awaiting hear.
ing or triaL It would be more economical to supervise many defendants in the community who now are
jailed awaiting trial; certainly it would be less damaging.
1

MANPOWER FOR PROBArlON

The Commission's general positions on manpower
fot' corrections are discussed in Chapter .14 of this
report. Only those manpower issues which have special force for probation are considered here.
The recommended shift of emphasis in sentencing
to probation will require, among other things, a considerable expansion in the size of probation staffs.
Hence it is essential to take careful account of ways
in which the manpower base may be expanded and
how staff may most effectively be utilized.
Education for Probation Work

Since the turn of the century, social work education has been specified by hiring agencies as the pr~
ferred training for probation. By 1967, the PreSIdent's Commission on Law Enforcement and
Administration of Justice identifit;;d the master's de·
gree in social work as the preferred educationat
~~~~oo.

.

In the course of a 3-year study" the Joint ComnllSsian. on Correctional Manpower and Training fou~d
that the preferred standard was not being met III
most agencies. Moreover, the evidence indicated
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that graduate schools of social work could not turn
out sufficient .M.S.W!s to meet the demand. Joint
Commission studies indicated that pe('sons with
bachelor's degrees can do and are doing probation
officers' job~ effectiY~ly. It therefore recommended
the undergraduate degree as the standard educational requirement for entry-level professional work
in probation. 27

New Careers in Probation

• Escort-such as accompanying probationer to
an agency.
• Data gathering-collect information, such as
school progress reports, from outside sources and
disseminate it to probation staff.
• Agency and personnel develop\;llent-such as
taking part in staff meetings for training and research
acti vities. 28
?ther tasks could be assigned; for example, accountmg for L1e presence of the probationer in the community.

Probation and other subsystems of corrections will
need many more personnel than are likely to come
to them from colleges and universities. And there are New Careers for ROR Reports
other good reasons .why persons with less than colIf probati?n is to provide the information judges
lege education should b~ employed for work in pro~
bation.
need at arraIgnment to conside(' possible release on
Allied human services which have faced similar ('ecognizance of adult defendants awaiting trial, new
needs for more workers have come to realize that career opportunities should be introduced. For exmany tasks traditionally assigned to professionals can ample, a separate group of staff members-none of
perfectly well be handled by people with less than a whom need be probation officers-collid be trained
college education, even some who have not grad- to interview, investigate, and report to the judge on
uated front high' school. Moreover, these people ROR investigations.
cften have a better understanding of the client's
problen1s than professionals do. Hence progressive
agencies, particularly those in education and health, Use of Volunteers
have made concerted efforts to recruit people with
Probation began through the efforts of a volun1 tess t~an a prof~ssional education and to set up career lines by which these paraprofessionals may ad- teer. More than a century later probation is turning
O!1tce again to the volunteer for assistance. Many
vance.
.
Probation has lagged behind in this movement. But p~ople are ready and wiiiing to volunteer if asked
the shift from a caseload model to one based on of- and provided the opportunity.
In addition to serving a~ probation officers, volunf~nder classification should encourage the introductIO~ of new career lines into the probation system. teers can perform many other tasks that would exThiS would follow tb~ Joint Commission recommen- tend the scope of current services to probationers.
, d~tion that agencies set up career ladders that will Many volunteers have special skills that are exgIVe persons with less than a college education a tremely helpful to probationers. And the very fact
~hance to advance to the journeyman level (proba- that they are volunteers creates a sense of personal
tIon officer) through combined~ work-study pro- equality very different from the superior/inferior attitude that usually characterizes the relationships of
grams.
probation
officers and probationers.
. It has been amply demonstrated that parapfQfes~
Volunteers can provide direct service to one proslonaIs can be used in probation . The National Insti~
tute of Mental Health funded a program for the bationer, to selected small groups of probationers,
Federal Probation Office in Chicago, to employ para- and to individuals or groups outside probation.
p:ofessionals in both full-time and part-time capac- Tutoring a child is an example; offering advice on
Ities. The results were so promising that Congress has buying a car or borrowing money is anothe('. Serving
appropriated funds to include paraprofessionals as a as receptionists in a probation service center and
speaking before professional organizations are still
regular part of the staff in fiscal 1973.
A recent study identified four groups of tasks that other examples.
For specific programs involving the use of volun~
can be carried out by staff other than probation
teers the reader is referred to Chapter 7 in this report
officers. The tasks are related to:
'. Direct service-for example, explain to the indi- entitled I'Corrections and the Community." The
reader should also consult the "Citizen Action"
"dual and family the purpose of probation.
~loint Commission on Correctional Manpower and Train109, A Time 10 Act (Washington: JCCMT. 1969). p. 30.

New York State Division of Probation, The Paraprofessiol/al Demonstration Project ill Probation. New York City:
1971.

'8
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should movement into management positions be restricted only to those iii probation officer titles. Such
a restriction limits recruitment of many competent
indivlduals
and screens out staff members in other tiA Choke of Tracks for a Career
tles. The system should not depend solely on promoAt present, the ollly way to advance in a probation tion from within. For the most effective utilization of
tlgCJ)C), in tenrl5 or sulary u.od status is to be pro- manpowerf individuals with necessary education and
moted to M adminislt'tltfve or supcrvlsory job. A background should be able to enter the system at the
more intelligent manpower policy would permit thos,e level for which they are qualined, in services delivery
employees who atC do!ng a service jo~ ~hc~ like a}ld or management
.ate probubly best qUllllfled for, to contmue In S~rvICC
to probationers. with the knowledge that they will. reCf!i.vc salMY raises In linc witb their performance State Responsibility

chapter in the Commission's Report on Community
Crime Prevention.

tbere.

The State should be responsible for manpower
planning and utHization, including staff development.
mJllistrntiotl. Hoth traeks should offer the reality of Efforts to resolve manpower problems have been
mivnnccmcnt in terms of money, stntus, nnd job sat- pi\':cemeal, and the States have provided little leadership. Probation agencies have tried to solve the
jsfnction.
lndiYidunls desiring to go into administration problem through such devices as increasing wages,
':Ihould be :Ible to do so 011 the basis that they are in- reducing workloads, and providing more training.
tcrcstcu in mnllugcment nnd have acquired the These devices, however, do not get at the root of the
knowTcdgc and skills necessary to carry out manage- problem: designing a range of jobs directed toward
ment rcsr,onsibilities. The fact that they have re- meeting agency goals through a more effective servmuin~d in n cctWitl position (usually probation ices delivery system. that also provIdes workers with
otliccr) for u specified period should not a,utomati- a sense of accomplishment and opportunities for cacully I.}unll!)' them for management positi.ons. Nor reer development.

Employees should have the choice of two tracks in
fheir cMeer-direct services to probationers I or ad~

.,

;
".>;

Standard 10.1

"1

Organization of Probation
Each State with locally or judicially administered
probation· should fake action; in implementing
StUll/lard 16.4, Unifylng Correctional Programs, to
place probation organizationally in the executive
branch of State government. The State correctional
agency should be given responsibility for:
1. Establishing statewide goals, policies, and
priorities that can be translated into measurable
objectives by those delivering services.
2. Program planning and development of inno~
.alive service strategies.
3. Staff development and training.
4. Planning "for manpower needs and recruit~

ment.

,

5. Collecting statistics, monitoring services, and
conducting research and evaluation.
.
6, Offering consultation to courts, legislative
bi>dieSj and local executives.
1. Coordinating the activities of separate systems
, fnr. delivery of services to th~ courts and to probatlollers until separate ~taffs to perform services
tQ the courts are established within the courts sy§~

~

; tell).

During the period when probation is being placed
; under direct State operation, the State correctional
". agency should be given authority to supervise local
. ~roblltion. and to operate regional units in nlraJ
areas Where popUlation does not justify creation

i

or continuation of local probation. In addWon to the
responsibilities pr~viously listed, the State correction'al agency should be given responsibility for:
1. Establishing standards relating to personnel,
services to courts, services to probationers, and records to be maintained, including format of reports
to courts, statistics, and fiscal controls.
2. Consultation ~o local probation agencies, including evaIualion of services with reconnnenda~
tions for improvementt assisting local systems to
develop uniform record and statistical reporting procedur/~s conforming to State standards; and aiding
in local stnff development efforts.
3. Assistance in evaluating the number and tYI)es
of staff needed in each jurisdiction.
4. Financial assistance through reimbursement
or subsidy to those probation agencies meeting
standards set forth in this chaptf!r.

Commentary
The position of probation in the government
framework varies among the States. A longstanding
debate as to the most appropriate placement of pro~
bation continues. The controversy centers on two
main issues: whether probation should be a part of
the judicial or executiv~ branch of government and
331
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whether it should be nominh;tered by State or local
units.
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Those who support placement of pro allon 10 t e

judicial branch contend that:

"
I. Probation would be more responsive to the
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courts.
2, Rclntionsnip of probnlj,on staff ,to the cnurts
ercutc!) un automatic feedback mcchal11sm on the cfrectiveness of dispositions.
3. Courts will have greater awnrencss of rclIourcesnccded.
d'
4. Courts might allow their own ~tafI more IScrctloo thnn they would ullow to mem'o,~rs of an out-

side ngcllcy,

•

.

!t

planning strategies requires uniformity of standards,
reporting, anq evaluation as well as resource alloca· :1
tion.
:f
The other chapters in this report dealing with
court intake services (Chapters 8 and 9) rec- ,I
om mend that specialized intake units should bees. 'il
tablished under the administrative control of tbelt
court system. Until this recommendation is imple- ::1
mented, the probation system should be org~n~zed l,t
under a common administrator to reflect twO"dlstlOct ~
responsibilities: to provide services to. the court and ~i
services to probationers. Different staffs should serve i~
each sector, and each staff should be located near the :;1
sector it serves.
>~

q

.~

5. If probntion were IOcorporated .lOl0 a depart-

ment

or

corrections, it might be 1;ISSIgned a lower

priority Ullin it would hnvc as part of the court.
On lhe other hond. placement of probation in the
judiciary has certain disadvantage!,:
t. Judges tlrc not equipped to administer proba-

tion.

,

2. Services to probationers nmy recclve lower
priority thnn services to the courts..
.
3. Probation staff may be assIgned dutIes unreluted to probation.
.
4. Courts arc adjudicatory nnd regulattve rather
than st!rvicc:-oriented bodfcs,
P!:\ccment in the executive branch h~s ,these fealUreS to recommend it:
t. Allied human servk~ agencies arc located
within the executive branch.
2. All other corrections subsystems arc located in
the executive brl\nch.
3. More eoordhinted and eUcctivc program budgeting tiS well ns incrc{\sed ability to negotint~ fully in
the resource nl\ocntioll process becomes pOSSIble,
4. A coordinllled continuum of services to offcntlers nod better utilizntioll of probation manpower

References
1. American Bar Association Project on Standard:; for Criminal Justice. Standards Relating (0
Probation, New York: Institute of Judicial Ad·
ministration, 1970.
.
2. American Correctional Association. Manual
of Correctional Standards. 3d eel. Washington:
ACA, 1966.
.
d D l'
3. National Council on Cnme an
e mquency.
Model Act for State Correctional Services. New
York: NCCD, 1966.
4. Nelson, Elmer K, Jr., and Lovell, Catherine
H. Developing Correctional Administrators. Wasb·
ington: Joint Commission on Correctional Manpower and Training, 1969.
,
5. President's Commission on Law Enforcement
and Administration of Justice. Task Force ~eporI: Corrections. Washington: Government Pnnting Office, 1967.
.
.
6. Smith, Robert L. A QlIlet Revo[utlOll-Proba·
tioll Subsidy. Washington: U.S. Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare, 1972.

nrc fncilitfitcd.

When cOlllpnred. these arguments tend to support
plncing probation in the e.xcc~ltiv~ branch: The potential for increased coorchnntlOn 11\ plannlOg, better
utiUzntioll of mntlpOwcr lind improved services to of~

f~ndC'rs cnnnot be dismissed.
A Stntc~ndOlinistercd probation system
tided ml\'(tntagcs over lOCill ndministrntiol1.

has de~
A lotal

system plannins. appronch to probntion as n sub~ys
l.em {)f cmrcett\)jlS is needed. Such planning reqUIres
State leadership. Furthermore. impiementation of

Related Standards
The following standards may be applicable
in implementing Standard 10.1.
6.1 Comprehensive Classification Systems.
'9.1 Total System Planning.
'
13.2 Planning and Organization.
.
15.1 State Correctional Information Systems.
16.4 Unifying Correctional Pro~rams,

1
)q
'~

i:t
~
:i

I

Standard 10.2

]j

)1
~

Services to Probationers

Ii

~

l
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1
~

$

~

~

1
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Each probatiolL ,,<>ystem should develop by 1975
a <goril.ori'ented service delivery system that seeks
to remove or reduce barriers confronting probationers. The needs of probationers sbould be identified, priorities establisbed, and resources allocated
based on established goals of tbe probation system.
(See Standards 5.14 and 5.15 and tbe narrative of
Chapter 16 for probation's services to tbe courts.)
1. Services provided directly should be limited
to activities defined as belonging distinctly to probation. Other needed services sbould be procured
from other agencies that have primary responsibility for them. It is essential tbat funds be provided
for purchase of services.
2. The staff delivering servic.:es to probationers
in urban areas sbould be separate uod distinct from
the staff delivering services to the cOlllrts, althougb
they may be part of tbe same agency. The stuff
~elivering services to probationers sbould be Rocated
1R the communities where probationer5 live and in
service centers with access to programs of allied
human services.
3. The probation system should be organized to
deliver to probationers a range of senrices by a
range of staff. Various modules sbould be used for
organizing staff and probationers into workloads or
fask groups, not caseloads. The modules sbould inclUde staff teams related to groups of probationers

amll diifferentiated programs based on offender typo)-

ot:l:ies•
4. The primary function of the probation officer
should be that of community resource manager for
pmbationers.

C(')mmentary
A major problem facing probation today is that
the: purpose of service to probationers has not been
defined clearly. In practice, services to probationers
usually have been located in courthouses and provided by the same probation officers who provide
services to a court. Each probation officer with a
cas(~load in effect becomes the probation system to
his probationers. He is placed in an untenable position because he does not have all the skills and
knowledge to meet all their problems and needs.
The services needed by probatiom~rs have not
been identified cle:arly. Probationers have not been
asked regularly and systematically to identify their
needs.
At present, probationers are assigned to caseloads
of individual probation offic~rs. Although this helps
staff' keep track of probationers, it does little to influence conditions in offenders' lives that make the differe[!ce between success and failure, Staff' members
333

lIhoulij give greater auention to the social institutions
nod barriers in the probationer's life,
'fhe probaliotl omcer's role should shiH from that
of p"'inatily counseling aod surveillance to that of
Ulfmn£,dng community resources.
To aid the probation officer as a community re!lourel: manuger, the system mUsL be organized to deJiver certain services that properly belong to probaliom to secure needed services from those socitll
ngcl1cies nlfCmdy charged with responsibility for their
provbion to all citizens. such ,as schools. health services. employment. and related llcrvices; and tc purcha~e tlpeciaI services needed by probationers. The
relation!lhips among staff. probaiioners. and the commuoHy should take mnny forms and not rely solely
on, the cnselouu,
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Related Standards
The following standards may be applicable in implementing Standard 10.2.
2.12 Disciplinary Procedures.
6.3 Community Classification Teams.
7.2 Marshaling and Coordinating Community ,~
Resources.
"
.~~
8.2 Juvenile Intake Services.
1
Each State should develop adl.litional probation many cases, their eventual graduation to the ranks of
9.4 Adult Intake S e r v i c e s . !
II manpower. and resources to assure that the courts
felony offenders.
12.6 Community Service for Parolees.
~
13.2 Planning and Organization.
;~ may. use probation for persons convicted of misde"Misdemeanant offenders have the same problems
meanors in aU cases for which this dispositian may as felony offenders, and the probation services made
~
~ be appropriate. AU standards of this report tha: " available to them should be governed by the same
.l apply to probation are intended to cover both mis- standards, policies, and practices applying to felony
1 demeanant and felony prrt'L'ation. Other than the
probationers. No misdemeanant should be sentenced
~ possible length of probati,on terms, there should be ~o confine~ent. ~nless a presentence report support~
} no distinction between misdemeanant and fl~lony mg that dispOSItIon has been prepared. Misdemr.an~ probation as to orgaJlization, manpower, or services. ants placed on prbbation should receive the same
~
priority and quality of services as those accorded fel~
~
ony
probationers. The agencies responsible for felt
Commentary
ony probation should also have responsibility for
*
1
misdemeanant probation.
f:
In many communities and even in entire States
pr.obation cannot be used for persons convicted of
nusdemeanors. And where probation is authorized as Refei&nceS
a disposition for misdemeanants, it is not employed
by the courts as often as it should be. Probation
1. Dressler, David. Practice and Theory of Proagencies dealing with misdemeanants are likely to
bation and Parole. 2d ed. New York: Columbia
have even less in the way of staff, funds, and reUniversity Press, 1969 .
i SOurces than those agencies dealing with felons or ju2. Joint Commission on Correctional Manpower
f venile offenders.
and Training. Perspectives on Correctional Mani. • I~ terms of the cases processed by the criminal
power and Training. Washington: JCCMT, 1970.
JUStice system, misdemeanants make up a larger
3. Newman, C. L. So'!Jrcebook on Probation, Pagroup of offenders than felons and juvenile delinrole and Pardons. 3d ed. Springfield, 1Il.: Thomas,
quents combined. The failure to provide probation
1968.
~, funds, and resources to misdemeanants ,results
4. President's Commission on Law Enforcement
In the needl6Ss jailing of these offenders and, iIi too
and '\dministration of Justice. The Challenge of

Standard 10.3

Misdemeanant Probation
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111 0 1"r.u Society. WusllingtM! Oovern~ impJementing Standard 10.3.
m(b' I.ttinting Office, 1967.
.
2.12 Disciplinary :Procedures.
5. Pre!jklent'5 C<>mmis5ion {)/l Law Enforcement
5.4 Ptoba:t1on (Sentencing).
MU Aumini.slrati01l or 1ustice, Task Force Re
5,14 Requirement for Presenf~nce Report and
l1ort: CO(fcctllms. Wash~ngton: Government
Content Specification.
Printing OfJiec. 1967.
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ReJoteu $'ondart:J!
The fol1owing stabd.. rds may be applicable in

10.1 Organization of Probation.
10,2 Services to Probationers.

16.4 Unifying Correctional Programs.
16,1 J Probation Legislation.
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Each State immediately should develop a com~
prl)hcnsive Immpower development and training
program to recruit, screen, utilize, train, educate,
and evalua,te a fuU range of probation personnel,
including volunteers, women, and ex-offenders. The
program should ..ange from entry level to top level
positions and should include the fonowing:
1. ProviSion should be made for effective utilh:alion of a range of manpower on a full- or part-time
bnsis by using a systems ~pproach to identify servjc~ objecth'es and by specifying job tasks and range
or personnel necessary to meet the objectives. Jobs
should be reexamined periodically to insure that
organizational objectives are being met.
Z. In addition to probation officers, there should
be new career lines in probation, aU built into
career ladders.
3. AdvanC~J.llent (salary and status) should be
along two tracks: service delivery and administration.
.1, Educational qualification for probation officers
should be graduation from an accredited 4-year
tolll)ge.

Commentary
~Ithough the number of persons employed in probat/on has risen continually; an even sharper in-

crease should occur in the next 10 years. Use of pro~
bation as the primary disposition or sentence dictates
an increase in staff. New career staff members can
help meet the need of adult court judges for informa~
tion at the time of arraignment. Paraprofessionals
(individuals who do not have academic credentials
for appointment as a probation officer) are being
employed now in token numbers. These paraprofes~
sionals should become part of every prObation
agency.
Efforts to resolve manpower problems have been
piecemeal. Solutions have been sought through na~
tional studies, such as the one conducted by the Joint
Commission on Correctional Manpower and Train~
ing. State and local governments have sought solu~
lions through increasing wages, reducing worklcads,
and providing more training and education. A better
approach would be the development of a manpower
program in each State that includes effective job
classification. A good plan would include recruitment
of more young persons, recruitment and promotion
of minority groups and women) and use of part-time
and volunteer personnel.
A systems approach to manpower planning is re~
quired, which means probation goals and objectives
must be specified by the State. Each objective must
be analyzed and related to tasks that must be performed to achieve the objective. The tasks should be
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cxnrnhttd in tettltlJ or performance .standardsE level
ot CCtllpkxHy of th~ ta$k~ und. the educ.aliotl, cxperi~
em.'f. t.tnd trttinilig neC~MU')( to penomt the task.
O!tc~ ldctHjflc.d~ $lmUur insk§ ,Call be grouped ~I'ld or~
,,;I,I1;tcO into )olm thtm (Hffettltll levels or jobs can be
organlr..ed into CUr\!eB.
Alter t{t(!ftlitmctlt. there must bere[evant training
m:l(~ ~·due"!iomd opportuni!ics for the staff. Pefllons
('mf>fl,)y~d ut .he entfY level mustbc given the oppettunily to acquire lbt! !mowIcdge tU'Id :skills needed to
adV.lim:-\t, Staff memb1;:Ni $houJd 11iive the choke of
lWet frnck~~ dlret;:t ~crviee to probatjoners or !ldminisrmtim)' H~df Iruck should h'lve sufficient salary and
~talu~ to provlde C()fl1irmjng job satisfaction.

and TraIning. Perspectiwis on Correctlaruzl MatJo
power and Training. WI'1lshington: JCCMT, 1970.
S. Joint Commission Oll Cort!1.ctional Manpower
and Training. A Time to A. ct. Washington:
JCCMT, 1969.
6. Piven, Herman, and Alcabes. Abraham. The
CrisIs of Qualffied Manpower for Criminal Ius.
(ice: A n A nalYJic Asse;ssment with Guidelines JOT
New Policy. Washington: Government )?rlntlllg
Office, 1969. Vol. 17. U.S. Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, 1JIfferential Use of Staff inPamily and
Child Welfare ServIces. Washington: USDHEW1
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Related Standard"
J Fillt. Jenn St.~loc!ii. "A Systems Approach to
Matlpnwer UdJilUUon," in Working Papers No. J:
N(J(imrat Stm{v of Social t!t'i!lfarc and Rehabl/itQ4
fltm Workt'f,t, W.(1rk (ltui OrganIzational Contexts.
\\"l~hhlp,turl: OovernmentPritHing Office, 19712, Hur.::, J~:In SlJlfocsi. "Issues tn Mllnpower De~

vel(Jpmcnt Pwgrttm Plunning," in Working Paperr
No, /; ly'alitmat Study of SocialWet/(lre anti Re~
}mbllilutlwl Warkt"(.f. IVark aitd Organizational
('OiUtX/,t.
Wnshiugton: Government Printing
OfJIcc.1911.
,3 Finc-. Sidney A. UA Systems Appmuch to Manpuwer Devc.tupmem in Human Services." Public
Wei/are', 28 {l970}. 81-91.
4. Jtlint COltlfllisSIOfl on Correctional Manpower

The following sttmdards may be applicable ill
implementing Stand~lrd lOA.
6.3 Community Classification Tf,laIns.
7.2 Murshaling and Coordinating Community
Resources.
10.2 Services to Probationers.
13.2 Planning, and Organization.
14.1 RecruiwJlent of Correctional Staff.
14.1 Recruitment from Minority Groups.
14.3 Employm,ent <;If Women.
14.4 Employment of Ex-Offenders.
14.5 Emplo:yment of Volunteers.
14,7 Participatory Management.
14.8 Redistribution of Correctional Manpower
Rcsour¢es to Community-Based Programs.
16.4 Unifying Correctional Progral\Os.

Standard 10.5
l

f

,~~ Probation in Release on
Recognizance Programs
. Each probation office serving a cQmmunity or
llIefropoJitnn area of more tban 100,000 petsons
that does not nIr~ady have an effective release on
recognizance program should immedi~t/;'Iy develop,
in cooperation with the court, additional staff and
procedures to investigate arrested adult defendants
for possible release on recognizance (ROR) while
llwaiting trial, :0 :woid unnecessary usc of defen~
lion tn jail,
1. The staff used in the ROR im'cstigutions should
not be probation officers but persons trained in inteft'Vicwing, inyestigatiol!. techniques, and report pre-

pait.ltion.
2. The staff should collect information reJating
10 rlefendant's residence, past and present; employ-

ment stt\tus; financial condition; prior record if
any; and family, relatives, or others, particularly
those living in the immediate area who may assist
him in attending court at the proper time.
• 3.. Where appropriate1 staff making the investigation should recommeQd to tbe court any conditions that should be imposed on the defendaI!t if
released on recognizance.
, 4. The probation agency should provide pretrial
tn(ervention servi~s to persons released Oh recn-gni-

lance.

Comm~ntQry

Bail historically has been used to insure the appearance of an adult defendant at the time of trial, al~
though courts long have had the authority to release
individuals on their own recognizance. When bail is
used, the court really delegates the decision about
release to a professional bondsman. Although bail
may be set, the bondsman is not required to writ~
the bond. If he ref.uses to do so, the defendant can~
not be released.
The Yera Institute of Justice, through the Manaattan Bail Bond Project, demonstrated that information could be collected easily and provided to
judges at the time of arraignment or shortly thereafter. The project showed that When this information
was provided, the possibilities of releasing the jndi~
vidual on recognizance increased. The project and
other studies have demonstrated that the release of
the indlvid~al awaiting trial influences the outcome
of the case and, when found guilty, the type of sen~
tence imposed. Defendants released on recognizance
are less likely to be sent to correctional institutions..
The American Bar Association through its project
on Standards for Criminal Justice states that ROR
should be considered in every case and unnecessary
detention avoided.
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l'robadol1 agencies can collect the information for
the judge for these pretrial de.c~iol1s and should be:
caUc4 upon !" provide that sCcY·lce. It is the quickest
means or c):t?aruJjng the practice of relensl! 011 recognizance. Speciully tmlned investigators or other per1I001i should be used for the invc;>Jtigation, rather than
ptobottiorl officers. The infc)rmation needed and its

usc ~It¢ :more limited. than
Hem prnctice colJc.cts.

that which regular proba-

In addWon to providing needed information to the
court, the proh~tion agency should assist the offender released on r~(;ognlzat1c~ to find employment
if he needs it, uno provide other intervention ser~
vices, utiliz.ing community resources thal will contribute townrd his community reintegration, Such
flcrviccs (lrc discussed further in seVeraL other chapters,including Chapter 12. Parole.
ROR progrilms should be expanded rapidly in
IJtonll communities that hllve not undertaken bail re~

form.
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Related Standards
The following standards may be applicable in
implementing Standard 10.5,
3.1
Use of Probation.
6.3
Community Classification Teams.
7.2
Marshaling and Coordinating Community
Resources,
9.4
A.dult Intake Services.
16.11 Probation Legislation.

Chapter 11

Maior Institutions
The term "major institutions" as used in this
chapter does not refer to size but to State-operated
pennI and correctional institutions for juveniles,
youths, and adults (as distinguished from detention
centers, jails, work farms, and other types of facilities
which in almost aU States are operated by local governments). Names used for major institutions differ
from State to State. Institutions for juvt:niles carry
such names as youth development centers, training
schools, industrial schools, and State homes. Institutions for adults variously are called prisons, penitel1~
tiaries, classification and re;;:eption centers, correctional institutions, reforrl1<~N)ries, treatment centers,
State farms. and others. Aitogether there are about
~OO major juvenile and 350. major adult correctional
Institutions in the United States.
This chapter also discusses maximum, medium,
and minimum security institutions. It is difficult to
make clear-cut distinctions, however, in view of the
enormous diversity. Generally the terms refer to rel.ative degrees in the use of security trappings and
procedures. All th::ee security ciassifications may be
I
used, and usually are, in the same institution. Moreover, what may be considered maximum security in
~ one State may be considered only medium security in
. ~nother. Some so-called minimum security institutions might actually be considered medium seclJrity
by some authorities. The t.erminology-maximum,
medium, minimum-is. as imrJrecise as the wide vari-

r
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ety of names that may be used formally to designate
individual institutions. The terms indicate the rough
classifications traditionally used.

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE
Institutionalization as the primary means of enforcing the customs, mores, or laws of a people is n
relatively modern practice, In earlier times, restitution, exile, and a variety of methods of corporal and
capital pUnishment, many of them unspeakably bar~
barous, were used. Confinement was used for detention onlv.
The -colonists who carne to North America
brought with them the harsh penal codes and practices .of thejr homelands. It was in Pennsylvania,
founded by William Penn, that initial attempts were
made to find alternatives to the brutality of British
penal practice. Penn knew well the nature of confinement because he had spent six months in Newgate Prison, London, for his religious convictions.
In the Great Law of Pennsylvania, enacted in
1682, Penn made provisions to eliminate to a large
extent the stocks, pillories, branding iron, and gallows. The Great Law directed: <I, • , that every
county within the province of Pennsylvania and territories thereunto belonging shall • . . build or cause
to be built in the most convenient place jl~ each
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respective: cQunty a sufficient house for restraint,

labor, ,and punishment of all such persons as shall be
thereunto commited by lows."
In time WjJljam Penn's jails, like those in other
Pluts of the New World up to and including the pres-

ent. became pJaces where the untried, the mentally

iIl t the promiscuous, the debtor, and myriad petty of-

I

fenders were confined indiscriminately.
Jn 1787 1 when the Constitutional Convention was
meeting in Philadelphia and men were thinking of institutions bllsed on the concept of the dignity of man,
the Philadelphia Society for Alleviating the Miseries
of Public Prisons was organized. The society believed that toe sole end of punishment is to prevent
crime and that punishment should not destroy the offender. The society. many of whose members were
influential dtizens. worked hard to create a new penology in Pennsylvania, a penology which to a large
degree eliminated capital and corporal punishment
as toe principal sanctions for major crimes. The penjtentlury was invented as a substilute for these punjsbmcnts.
Io the first three decades of the 19th century, citizens of New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey,
Mnssachusctts. and Connecticut were busy planning
anti building monumental penitentiaries. These were
not cheap instu.llations built from the crumbs of the
public treasury. In fact) the Eastern State Penitel'itiury in Philndelphia was the most expensive public
building constructed in the New World to that time.
States were extremely proud of these physical· plants.
Moreover, they saw in them an almost utopian ideal.
They were to become stabilizers of society. They
were to become laboratories committed to the improvement of (11\ mankind,!
When these new penitentiaries were being planned
and constructed, practitionc;rs and theorists held
three factors to be the primary contributors to crimi11::\1 behavior, The first was environment. Report
after report on offenders pointed out the harmful e.ffeets of family, home, and other aspects of environment on the offender's behavior. The second factor
usunUy cited WtlS the offender's lack of aptitude and
work skills. This quality led to indolence and a life of
crime. The third clluse was seen as the felon's ignot(\ncc of right and wrong because he had not been
taught the Scriptures.
The social planners o( the thst quarter of the 19th
century designed prison architecture and programs
to create an experience for the offender in \vhich (1)
there WQuid bc~\") injurious influences, (2) the offender would leqrn the value of labor 1\nd work
I \::or l\ hlstory of lhc.se develQpmcnts t See David Rothman,
till' .mJ¥:O~'C't.\' of lilt' I.t/Slillltiorl: Sli1.:la[ Order and Dis-

ordrr in

(Itt!

Nt'\\' Repllhlic <Uttle, Brown, 1971), chs. 3

nnd'l,
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skills, and (3) he would have the opportunity to
learn about the Scriptures and accept from them the
principles of right and wrong that would then guide
his life.
Various States pursued this triad of purposes in
one of two basic methods. The Pennsylvania system
was based on solitary confinement, accompanied
by bench labor within one's celL There the offender was denied all contact with the outside world
except that provided by the Scriptures, religious
tracts, and visits from specially selected, exemplary
citizens. The prison was designed painstakingly to
make this kind of solitary experience possible. The
walls between cells were thick, and the cells themselves were large, each equipped with plumbing and
running water. In the cell were a \vork bench and
tools. In addition, each cell had its own small walled
area for solitary exercise. The institution was designed magnificently for its three purposes: elimination of external influences; provision of work; and
opportunity for penitence, introspection, and acquisition of religious knowledge. 2
New York's Auburn system pursued the same
three goals by a difi'erent method. Like the Pennsylvania system, it isolated the offender from the world
outside and permitted him virtually no external contact. However, it provided small cells in which the
convicts were confined only on tnc Sabbath and
during nonworking hours. During working hours in"
mates labored in factory-like shops. The contaminating effect of the congregate work situation was eliminated by a rule of silence. Inmates were prohibited
from communicating in any way with other inmates
or the jailers.
The relative merits of these two systems were debated vigorously for half a century. The Auburnsystern ultimately prevailed in the United States, because it was less expensive and because it lent itself
mOl'e easily to production methods of the industrial
revolution.
But both systems were disappointments almost
from the beginning. The awful solitude of the Pennsylvania system drove men to insanity. The rule of
silence of the AVburn system became increasingly
unenforceable despite regular use of the lash and a
variety of other harsh and brutal punishments.
Imprisonment as an instrument of reform was an
early failure, This invention did, however, have some
notable advantages. It rendered obsolete a mydad of
sanguinary punishments, and its ability to separate
and hold offenders gave the public a sense of security. It also was thQught to deter peopie from crime
by fear of imprisonment.
• Harry Elmer Barnes, The Story of Punishment (PattersonSmith. t 972). th. 6.

Imprisonment had many disadvantages, too. Principal among thep.1 was the phenomenon that so many
of its "graduates" came back. The prison experience
often further atrophied the offender's capacity to live
successfu1ry in the free world. The prison nevertheless has persisted, partly because a civilized nation
could neither turn back to the barbarism of an
earlier time nor find a satisfactory alternative. For
nearly two centuries, American penologists have been
seeking a way out of this dilemma.

TYPES OF INSTITUTIONS

Table 11.1. Date of Opening, State M:urimum Security Prisons StiIJ in Operation.

Date of Opening
Prior
1831
1871
1901
1931
1961
Total

to 1830
to 1870
to 1900
to 1930
to 1960

to date

Numb\~r

of Prisons

6
17
33
21
f.s
21
Il3

Maximum Se(;urity Prisons
Source: American Correctional Association, 197 J ,Directory

For the first century after invention of the penitentiary most prisons were built to be internally and externally secure. The early zealots who had dreamed
of institutions that not only would reform the offender but also would cleanse society itself were replaced by a disillusioned and pragmatic leadership
that saw confinement as a vaiid end in itself. Moreover, the new felons were seen as outsiders-Irishmen, Germans, Italians, and Negroes. They did not
talk or act like "Americans." The prison became a
dumping ground where foreigners and blacks who
were not adjusting could be held outside the mainstream of society's concern. The new prisons, built in
the most remote areas of the States, became asylums,
not only for the hardened criminal bilt a·lso for the
inept and unskilled "un-American." Although the
rhetoric of reformation persisted, the be-all and
end-aU of the prison was to hold.
From 1830 to 1900 most prisons built in the
United States reflected that ultimate value-security.
Their principal features were high walls, rigid internal security, cage-like cells, sweat shops, a bare minimum of recreation space, and practically nothing
else. They kept the prisoners in and the public out.
and that was all that was expected or attempted.
Many of these prisons were constructed well and
have lasted long. Together they form the backbone
of our present-day correctional system. As Table
iLl shows, 56 of them, remodeled and expanded,
stlll are in use. They currentIyhouse approximately
" 75,000 of the 110,000 felons in maximum security
~ facilities. Today 56 percent of all State prisoners in
1
America are in structures built to serve maximum
1
k security functions. (See Table 11.2.)
~
Any attempt to describe the "typical" inaximum
tSl:curity prison is hazardous. One was constructed
f almost two centuries ago. Another was opened in
1972. The largest confines more than 4,000 inmates,

of COl'rectiollal illStillltiolls alld Agencies of AmerIca, Callada and GI'('ol Bd/aill (College Park, Md.: ACA. 1971).

another less than 60.:1 Some contain massive undifferentiated cell blocks, each caging as many as 500
men or more. Others are built in small modules
housing less than 16. The industries in some are
archaic sweat shops, in others large modern factories. Many provide absolutely no inside recreation
space and only a minimum outside, while others
have superlative gymnasiums, recreation yards, and
auditoriums. Some are dark, dingy, depressing d~lO
geons, while others are well glazed and sunny. In
one the early warning system consists of cow bells
Strung along chicken wire atop the masonry wall.
while in others closed circuit television and sensitive
electronic sensors monitor the corridors and fences.
Maximum security institutions are geared to the
fullest possible supervision, control, and surveillance
of inmates. Design and program choices optimize security. Buildings and policies restrict the inmate's.
movement and minimize his control over his environment. Other considerations, such as the inmate's
individual or social needs, are responded to only in
conformity with security requirements. Tl1.lstworthiness on the inmate's part is not anticipated: the opposite is assumed.
Technology has brought mtlch to the design and
construction of these institutions, and development
of custodial artifacts has far outpaced skill in reaching inmates and in using rapport with them to maintain security or control. A modernmaximuffi security institution represents the victory of external
control over internal reform.
• Data from American Correctional Association, 1971 DI.
rectory of Correctional blSlitlitiOIlS amI Agef/cie$ (If tire
Uniled SIllies of America, Canada, and Great Britain (Col-

lege Park. Md.: ACA, 1971).
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T'he pri§on itlVari:loly Is surrounded by n masonry
wId! (" double fence with manned towers, Electronic
~f)§lt)g deyjc~! Md Jjghts impose tin unremitting surveillance and cott1roJ. Insjd~ the institution, the need
for tlCCUrilY ha~ dictated that men live in windowless
cell~. not !Oom~. :Ooors, whIch would afford privacYr
firc replaced by grill'Cso[ tool"l'csi5tant steel. Toilets
;U',C lJU~r'''lIc4. Showers are taken under supervj,

sioJl.

Control,

flO

diligently sought in these facilities, is

Table 11.2. Population or State Correctional Facili.
ties for Adults, By Security Classification of Inmates.
.,'~

.;! •

'"'*...-_--------------

Classification

fnmates

Maximum

109,920
57,505
28,485
195,910

tJ()t limited m stroctund considerations. All activity is Medium
weighed in terms or its relationship (0 custody, Din- Mjn;mum
ing is no exception. Men often sit Oil fixed backless Total

stoots lind eut wHhout forks and knives at tabJes de~
void of condiments.
test sccuritybe compromised by intrusions from
outside. specht! devices are buill to prevent physical
COr1t,,(,'t with vhitors. Rclt!tivl,!s often communicate
will) inmat.es by telephone and !lee them through
double htycp; of gluss. Any contacls allowed arc
under the guard's w~1tchful c:yes. Body searches pre~

eeac tlnd rottow such vIsits.
Jnccmnl movement is limited by strategic place-
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mellt of bnrs und grilles defining precisely where an
irmmtl! may go. _Arcus of inmate concet1tration or
p(l"!iibJ~ illegnl activity ure nwnitorcd by correctional
VmCCf$ or by .closed circul( television. "Blind
tiJHHS"".,.st11()~1! M( capable of supcrvlslon-an~ nvoidto In the: design of Uie S(Clire institution. Places for
pl'ivncy ('r small group DcUvlly nrc structurally. it not
opcrntionnlty, precluded.
. Maximum security Institutions. then, may be
vi~weti (IS lho~e fadlitics chnrnCl(!ri7.ed by h1gh pcrimeter security, high internal security, llt\d operatingregulations thut eurtnH tnQvemt!1t and maximize control.
.
Tn his. musterful de1i~ripHon or penit<;mtindes ill the
United Stnles, TocqueviUe wrote in 1833 thnt, nside
from COI'(\Il\tJn interests. the several Stutes "preserve
their lndlvldunl lndependct\ce, nnd each of them
l!i s(w(:r-dgll nH\ster to rule itself ilccordtng to lts
mvtt. plcmmre'. • . • 13y the side of one Stnte, the
1Hmilentinricsof which might serve .11$ n model,
W~ find tlnother whose prisons prescnt the exnmple
or ('\-'crYlhing whIcht)ught to be avoided. ~"
HI: Wll8 riShl in 1833. His words s@ ring true in
1912.

Ml)dh.ltn Seevr1fy Correctional Centers
Sio~

(ite tnrty ltlth eellltll'j'. lllenns of hOllsing thr.;
other tbnn nmxiumm security priSQIlS

{'ff~nderltt

~ (lll~l~\ii;'~l~ll~a\m)(\'\l -:md t\h:~t$ de: Toequ~vme. On 1/11'
1M U}i(r~ll SillIes ami Ir~ Apptka-

fiifll)/tllfin,,)' .t'lt;tfrili 111

lltUt iff rlrtflff'. U. R, bflt~, ~.
1it)l t'I\"t'J. t 9<l4). p. 4~l,

(Southern Illinois Uni\'cr-

Percent of
Total Population

56
30

15
100

S()tlfCe! ACA. 197 J Directory and poll taken by the Amer.
ican Foundation'S Institute of COrl'.:ctions, which contacted
the head o( every Slale department of corrections. -
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ha.ve been explored. Developments in the behavioral
sciences, increasing importance of education, domi.
nance of tbe work ethic, and changes in technology
have Icd {o modified treatment methods.
Simultaneously. field service-parole and probation-increased. Institutions were set up to handle
special inmate populations, men and women; youtbs
and adults. Classification was introduced by employing psychological and sociological knowledge and
skill. Pretrial holding centers, or jails, were separated from those receiving convicted felons. Differ·
ent levels of security were provided: ma.ximum,
medium, minimum und open. Much of the major
correctional construction in the last 50 years has
been medium security. In fact, 51 of the existing 110
medium security correctional institutions were built
ufter 1950. TodaYI over 57,000 offenders, 30 percent of all State inmates, are housed in such facilities. (See Table 11.2.)
Today medium security institutions probably embody most of the ideals and characteristics of tbe
eurly attempts to reform offenders. It is in these facilities that the most intensive correctional or rehabilitation. efforts are conducted. Here inmates are ex·
posed to a v.arl~ty of programs intended to help tbe~
become useful members of society. But the predominant consideration stiU is security.
These institutions are designed to confine individuals where they can be observed and controlled. All
hnvq perImeter securiiy, either in the form of masonry walls or double cyclone fences. In some cases
electronic detcct(ng devices are installed. Towers 10.. cuted on the perimeter are manned by armed guards
and equipped with spotlights.
Il1ternru security usually is maintained by: l~k~,
bars, and concrete walls; clear separation of aCtiVl#
t1cs~ highly defined movemCIlt. paths botb indoors
j
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and outdoors; schedules 8ild head counts; sight1ine
supervision; and electronic devices.
Housing areas, medical and dental treatment
rooms, schoolrooms, recreation and entertainment
facilities, counseling offices, vocational training and
industrial shops, administration offices, and mainte·
nance facilities usually are clearly separated. OccasionallY they are located in individual compounds
complete with their own fences and sally ports. A
complex series of barred gates and guard posts controls the flow of traffic from one area to another.
Central control stations keep track of movement at
aU times. Circulation is restricted to specified corridors or outdoor walks, with certain spaces and
movement paths out of bounds. Closed circuit television and alarm networks are used extensively.
Locked steel doors predominate. Bars or concrete
substitutes line corridors\, surround control points,
and cross all external windows and some internal
ones.
Housing ttnits in medium security institutions vary
from crowded dormito.ries to private rooms with furniture. Dorm!.tories may house as many as 80 per-.
sons or as few as 16. Some individual cells have
grilled fronts and doors.
The variations found in maximum security institutions also are seen in medium security correctional
facilities, but they are not so extreme, possibly because the latter were developed in a much shorter
period.
Several he.llrtening. ~eyelopments have occurred
recently in'the medium security field. Campus-type
plants have been designed that largely eliminate the
crampe:d oppressiveness of most confinement.
Widely separated buildings are connected by meandering pathways, and modulated ground surfaces
break monotony. Attractive residences house small
groups of inmates in single rooms.
Schools, vocational education buildings, gymnasiums, and athletic fields compare favorably with
those of the best community colleges. Yet external
security provided by double cyclone fences and jnternal security enforced by excellent staff and unobtrusive building design protect the public from the
inmates and the inmates from each other.
If confinement to institutions is to remain the principal sanction of our codes of criminal justice,
medium security plants and programs such as these,
nor the traditionai "minimum security" prison farms,
shOUld be the cornerstone of the system.
Minimum Security Correctional Centers

. The facilities in this group are diverse but generally have one feature in common. They are relatively

open, and consequently custody is a function of classification rather than of prison hardware. The principal exceptions are huge prison plantations on which
entire penal populations serve time. Minimum security institutions range from large drug rehabilitation
centers to small farm, road, and forestry camps located throughout rural America.
Most, but not all, minimum security facilitiea bave
been created to serve the economic needs of society
and only incidentally the correctional needs of the
offenders. Cotton is picked, lumber is cut, livestock
is raised, roads are built, forest fires are fought, and
parks and State buildings are maintained. These are
all legitimate tasks for prisoners, especially while,our
system still (1) receives large numbers of offenders
who are a minimal threat to themselves and to the
general public, and (2) holds men long after they
are ready for freedom. Moreover, open facilities do
serve therapeutic purposes by removing men from
the stjfiing prison environment, separating the young
and unsophisticated from the predators, and substituting controls based upon trust rather than bars. AU
these aspects are laudable.
However, these remote facilities have important
deficiencies. They seldom provide educational or
service resources other than work. Moreover, the predominantly rural labor bears no relationship to the
work skills required for urban life. Separation of the
prisoner from his real world is almost as complete as
it would have been in the penitentiary.
One remarkable minimum security correctional
center was opened in 1972 at. Vienna, 111., as a
branch of the Illinois State Penitentiary. Although a
large facility, it approaches the quality of tbenon~
penal institution. Buildings resembling garden
apartments are built around a "town squarcl" complete with churches, schools, shops. and library.
Paths lead off to "neighborhoods;; where "bomes"
provide pilvate rooms in small clusters, Extensive
provision has been made for both indoor and out"
door recreation. Academic, commercial, and vocational education facilities equal or surpass those of
many technical high schools.
This correctional center has been designed for 800
adult felons. UnfortunatelY, most of them will come
from the State's major population centers many
miles away. Today this open institution is enjoying
the eupboria that often accompanies distinctive newness. One may speculate about the future, 1lowever,
when community cQrrectional programs siphon from
the State's prison system many of its more stable and
less dangerous offenders. Fortunately, this facility
will not be rendered obsolete by such a developmevt.
The nonprisonlike design permits it to be adapted for
a variety of educational, mental health, or other
.human service functions.
345
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()n~ sencndiltutiol1 about tbe future of ?linimum
~e('u(jty f~lcmtil~~ $ccnts wammttd. As socIety finds

"

¥tfU more nr.mil1JitituUorml ;trld rommun1ty~ba$.cd sO'tution!1 to Uti probtem~1 the fUrl'll open institutions
will lx.':{;{ime hurdef :md httrder to populate. Already
tblty, flrc "perming, nmher beiow tbeir rll!~d tapaci~
(je~ than un!f other type of correctional facilIty.

II1.tifuHont for Woman
Thi! new role oil women may ittfiucm;e profoundly
rcquin!WMDlS o( corrections, For whntC!vcr
rellfjem!f. the tr(ll\~tJle!1( given to women by {he crimi-

thl': !uum~

nal JUIiUel.'! liYfi!f:Jil b!a b\!ctl different rrom that given

f '

men. V'l!rhnps f;::Wcf commit crimes. Certainly six
men tire uuc~(ed for every w<mran. The r.tUo is still

(I

higher for imlh.:Uncnl,1j. Mel convicUoM,nnd 30 times
I'm1f(~ men (hon w{)men ure confined iii Stute correeliunal flI!lrlwtiofl'j. Morwtrtn in 1971 incarc.erated
(mly ~jght women~ West Virginiu. 28; Ncbr~sk~. 44~
MilH1C~(lCi\. 11~, nvcn populous Pennsylvutllu lncmrtl'rnfcd ~)fily 12'1 women. b
TmnMww muy be different. As womell jncrcns~
mgly its!mmc rtHln~ (oles previously seen as mal,:,
their involvement in crime may increase And their
ttt!ntmltnt Il( the hands of the agencies ()f justice
ehange. A pos5ible-. it lUlfortunnte. result could be an
mcrcnsc in the usc: or imprisonment for women.
(\mec(iollul insticutions for womel\ ptcsent a micrOeOJml or Americull penn} pmt:Uce. In this mlnia
lun: nm~fcl. tbe ~\bsurdhics and irrntiooalities of the
~miro 'liyst¢rn nPP(ltlf in nil their ludicrousness. Iu
one Stmc. Ill" few women offenders M1! seen to be $0
d~ms.enm~ us (0 requite (ionrincmcnt in a separate
wins. of the mt'(J'~ peni(¢flt,lary. 'n~ere tboy ttre ~bttt
tip in c~Hs nml, c~n ctmlUOJ1; WHhout recrentlOn.
s.cc'Vjc:cs, ur mellninsful t1ctivity.
In otller pIIlC~~, ilCW hut scplwHe fllcitities for
women brlve been built that perpetuute the philoso-

I,

a

Compared to women's institutions in other States,

first one. at Elmira, N.Y., was designed as a ma:d-

the prisons just described demonstrate the inconsi$tcney of our thinking about criminals in general and

mum security prison and then converted into a re-

women prisoners specifically. One center~the
Women's Treatmer.t Center at Purdy, Wash.vividly demonstrates that offenders can be viewed as
civilized human beings. Built around multilevel and
beautifully landscaped courtyards, the attractive
buildings provide security without fences. Small
housing units with pleasant living rooms provide
space for nonnal intcraction between prt'Sumably
normal women. The expectation that tbe women will
behuve like human beings pervades the place. Edu.
caUan. re~reatjonf and training areas are uncramped
and well glazed. Opportunity fot interaction between
staff and inmate is present everywhere.
About 200 yards away from the other buildings
tIre attractive apartments. each containing a living
rOom, dining space, kitchen, two bedrooms, and a
bnth. Women approaching release live in them while
working or attending school in the city. These apartments normally are out of bounds to staff except on
invitation.
The contrasts among women's institutions demonstrate our confusion about what cdminals are like
nnd what correctional responses are appropriate. Tn
six Swtes maximum secu.rity prisons are the correctional sorution to the female offenders. At least IS
other States use open institutions e~clusive1y.
This contrast raises questions about the nature of
correctional planning. What is it really based upon?
The propensities of the offender? Th~ meanness .or
enlightenment of the general population? The mggardliness of the pUblic? The broadness or narrowness of the administrator's vision? Whatever the rea·
son, the architecture of these correctional institutions
tells us either that women in State A are profoundly
different from those in Slate B or that the correetiotlallcudership holds vastly differing human values.

phy, the Ove(itHOIH1l1n\'ltho(!S,lt~1! hardwnre. nn?, tftc
repression Qf the Stme penttcntmry. Tbese facdltlcs

Youth Correction Centers

teli:'lthion, 1nmnIes .sit endlessly playing curds. sew~
lnS', cUr i\l~( \'¢get~tit1g.
'A W(lfil;:lJ) st1perlntend~lH bus obs.erved lhnt ,these
iMtiR\tiom~ lfu:mid ft.:letisQ e~\1htll.i\!¢ly to Sun. Fran~
ef~ct:'1 {'If t.~~ Vegi.ls beet'usc: the inmntes huve bCi!ll
P~P'jU'tU fur homosexunlHy
c~lrd dealing. Every,.
thin~ ttm~\u S\lt:n ptaees~,thell:' sally }X)rts. control
\."em~lJ. nurrow ct'lrddot'$~ smnllceHs, restrictive
\'i'£mnsroom~--'!i.l)CUS llRJSQN' ,in ctlpilal letters.
y·('t (Mitt in~HtuttQn~ '\,'ere l\otbuitt in ti\(! 19th cen·
tUl)l, '''hry itWt lleW'~

The reformatory movement started about a cen·
tUry tlgO. With the advent of the penite~tiary, impriSonment had replaced corporal pUOIshment. The
reformatory concept w~ desi~tled to re'p}ac7 pum5~'
ment through incarceratIOn With rehablhtauon. ThIS
neW movem.ent Will> aimed at the young offender,
aged 16 (0 30. Its: keystone was education and voca'
Homll trruning to make the offender more capable of
living in the: outside world. New concepts-parole
nn.d indeterminate sentences-were introduced. A~,
inmate who progressed cOl,lld reduce the leng~ o~
his: sentence. Hope was tl new treatment dynamIC.
The pbysical plant in the eady t:eformatory e:a
was. highly secure, One explanation given is that tbe

fi~ ~Am'('lumted by cotlcertinn fcnees. and the
wom,¢'n'~ tl\ovemetlt~ ute monitored by t;losed circuit

0:

, ,,,fA,) 1r.>'11 lJm:t'mo'
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formatory. Other States that adopted the reformatory
concept also copied the physical plant. Huge masonry waiis l multi-tiered cell blocks, mass movements, "big house" mess halls, and dimly lit shops
were all part of the model. Several of these places
are still in operation. Later, in the 1920's, youth institutions adoRted the telephone-pole construction
design devetc;iped for adults; housing and setvice
units crisscross an elongated inner corridor. More recently campus-type plants, fenced and unfenced,
have been constructed. Some of these resemble the
new colleges.
Most recently built reformatories, now called
youth "correction" or j'training" centers, are built to
provide only medium or minimum security. (Howevt'r. the newest-Western Correctional Center,
Morganton, N.C.-is a very secure 17-story facility.)
These centers usually emphasize academic and vocational education and recreation. Some supplement
these with counseling and therapy, including operant
conditioning and behavior modification. The build~
iogs thcmsClves are central to the program jn pro~
viding incentives. At the Morganton center, for
example, as a youth's behavior modifies he is moved
from the 17th floor to the more desirable 16th, or
from an open ward to a single room, etc.
Overall plant, security, and housing, ml weUas education. vocation a.! training, and recreation space,
ate similar in youth centers to those provided in adult
ccnters of' comparable custody classification. -The
only major difference is that some youth institutions
provide more programs. The amount of space, thereforc, often exceeds that of adult centers. Some youth
centers have highly screened populations, and the
center provides only one fum~tion-to increase educational levels and vocational iikills. The eff{~ctiveness
of sH~h centers is highly dependent on inmate selection, placing a heavy responsibility on the classification process.
FacjJjties and programs in the youth correction
centers vary widely from institution to institution and
from State to State. While some provide a variety of
positive programs, others emphasize the mere
holding of the inmate. In the latter, few rehabilitative
efforts are made; facilities are sparse and recreational space is inadequate. The general atmosphere
is repressive, and the physical plant prohibits p!!)gram improvement
Youth institutions, include at least two types of
'minimum security facilities, work camps and training
tenters, whicb present a series of dilemmas. In work
camps, outdoor labors burn up youthful energies.
~ut these ('..amps are limited severely in their capacity to provide other important needs of youthful of-

fendf.}fS. Moreover, they are located /in rural Am!':rica, which is usually white, while yo/uthful offenders
frequently are not. The other type ioE minimum security youth center has complete tt-aining facilities,
fine buildings, attractively landscaped surroundings,
and extensive programs. These, tOlD, usuaUy are remote from population centers. Thqugh they probably
represent our most enlightened torm of imprisonment, quite possibly they soon will be obsolete.
Even today the various States/ are finding it difficult to select from their youthfut inmate popUlations
persons who are stable enough/for such open facilities, Man~ are operating, ther1~fore, far ~elQw normal capacity. Walkaways pres~mt such serIOUS problems that insidious internal c(imtrols, more irksome
than the visible wire fence, hav;:: been developed.
These open clmters serve ';~hree important functions:
1. They bring the individl,lal every day face to
face with his impulse to escapb life's frustrations "by
running away.
!
2. They remove youths temporarily from community pressures that have overwhelmed them.
3. They provide sophisticafed program opportun~
Hies usually not available ,othclrwise.
In the near future, it is tei be hoped, these three
putposes will be assumed by ~small and infinitely less
expensive community correctional programs.

Institutions for Juveniles
Almost all human services in America have fol~
lowed a similar course of development. When facr;d
with a social problem we seek institutional solutions
first. The problems presented by children have been
no exception. Early in OUf national development we
had to face the phenomenon of. child dependency,
and we built orphanages. Children would not stay
put, and we established the "Home for Little Wanderers." When children stole we put them in jails,
filthy places where the sight of them incensed pioneer prison reformers. They turned to a model already COmmon in Europe where congregate faciHties,
often under the auspices of religious groups, cared,
for both dependent and delinquent children.
The first such facility in America was established
in New York in 1825. Reflecting its purpose, it was
called the "HouSe of Refuge." Others followed, coinciding almost exacdy with the first penitentiaries.
The pioneering juvenile institutions were just about
as oppressive and fc)rbidding, emphasizing security
and austerity. By today's standards th\~y were basically punitive. In time they tended more toward
benign custodial care along wHh providins the essentials of housing and food. They became I:haracter347
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regim:eo .. lifestyle predicated on traditional middle-class
values. Compensatory education, often better than
fn "I!: 1ijUt:r tSl!\:;uf,,~ of lbtl191h century t attempts that available in the rornmunity, equips the child
tIt minimizi! (hI! mlt,~1iivc institutional cbnr'tlcteristic.s with tools necessary to face the world again, some
Jrd ttl th!:' mJHpti(lll of ¥bc 1·,c.oU1Igt.'! con~pt.H How;· day. This kind of corrcctltonat treatment requires exm~ W;l~ pw\'id~d !n !maUer bulfdfog.~. <j,House par...
pensive and ext.ensive plants capable of provi.diog for
{:nlf,<" atmed iff !jimulaHng home·like atmospheres,
the total needs of children over prolonged peril'Jds.
Ihi-. model hnl/ rctn:.ined rmo today conthlUC!t :1.1} a
The second philosophy similarly assumes t':tat the
(.mnmOti. pcrbltptl the predominant. lYf)C or jnsutu- child's problems are rel;Hed to the environment, but
flml for juvenile dcHnqucl1ht,
it differs from the first model by holding that the
rt1~tlhil'on~ for lh~ deHtHIUcnl chlld usunlly bave young.~ter must learn t.o deal with those problems
vU'IUy dlffereflt d}((m<;ti!d$t1c~ than tho$c holding where they ,are-in th,! community. Institutions, if
mJult!J' OntO lb~y .Ir~ located on a campus spreading required at all, should be in Or' dose to the city. They
uvcr mllll)' r~tI'Cfil, Thl.'! houtling units provide qua.rters should }jot duplicate anything-school, recreation,
(ur fiftHtll!'r gtoupt.. il'lv;.ttinbly le:ss than 60 nnd frc~tl.wfHty fc.",ji Hum lCt oneu they also provide apart ..
rn~lH~ (orcotw:gc ntnfLD1ning {r<:qucntly is a fune-

ltun nf (OUul',/! life. cJimitlnling the need (or the large
('Culmt dillil1g rooms, ClriHc!i seldom me: .rount,! on
th<.' futmg¢' door$ ottd wind(lw8. although sometimes
thl:>' nrC' .covered hy detcnUtm screen.'), Security is not
th~ Mit(f's major preoccupation.

Play llelth dol the U!amlly nrnplc ncrcagc. Other

fCl);llur~C~

for U!hJ~t1t'~f such M gymnnsiums llnd
t\wimntillg pool~. llrc common. Additiotud recren"
lHtn:al at;tiliity orten i'i undl:rtaken in ncnrby towns.
tl;lrk'l. ~H~.,m... umt fC!Um... Tenms from youth instihHhm.. tI~mtlly fltay in public iiehool lc(}gucs~!ndin
lttmummity C'ompt'tUion. The prlnCipnl programem~
phn'ljs r.tt Ih('l\c children"s tenters quite JHllul'ally 1m')
heen l:duc~ltkm. ntlU mllnY buve line. di,versificd

builllinp.$, both ll~uth:mic nnd v()cntionnl.
F1;tcrior i'iccurity vn(icli. but mO"'lt juvenile centers
tm\'C'nn tlrliflcii'll b:lrrier~ scpnmtiog thol11 (rom th~
\'ollHmlnil), l'Il hlr1!e, Sp;ice freqnently provides such
f.thtHll
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entertainment, clinical services-that is available in
the community. The child's entire experience should
be ortc or testing himself in the very setting where he
will onc day live. The process demands that each
child constantly examine the reality of his adjustment
with his peers.
The first model dings to the traditional solution.
Yc:t jnstilutions that serve society's misfits have
never experienced notable succqss. One by one, .institutions have beert abandoned by most of the other
human SCl"'/ICCS and replaced by community progrnms. The second model, still largely untested,
mOves corrections toward more adventurous and
hopeful days.

Reception and CJassification Centers

Reception and classification centers are relatively
recent additions to the correctiouul scene. In earlier
times there were no State systems, no central departments of corrections. Each prison was a separate
fi h:tl'.ril':r. how~v('r. ns .tlHmy· juvenile centers nrc in
entity. usuall» managed by its own board, which rerunl} wuinSl r:CflC(!"ij dtJ t!xist. cspccinHy where the ported directly to the governor. If the State had more
Il1fifintlit\1l hordern Ii popuillied lmm. UsunHy they do than one instifution, either geography or the judge
tun t!llVC' l,lwers, WnlknWll)>S nrc (ltlite freqtHmt and determined the appropriate one for the offender. As
&:uuw (;nmjtIlifllhl~ tUlnoy~m.·c to neighbors. who the: number nnd Vt100ty of institutions increased,
f;\tm~limc"l hold pnNk liunr-eriptions to mise. fl)QnitlY classification systems and agencies for central control
I(lt frnt\i.~$·
evolved. StUlluter, the need for reception and c1assi.
At thtl rbk or M(:~inlpHnC't\Uon tbis section ..dc- Renlion centers seemed apparent,
'(,~;'ri~twn llfcd<linimlnt but tt)nfiictilig philosophies
Not all such centers operating today are distinct
nllOut th~ .enre of delinquent cllildren. This i~ done :md scpn.mte facilities. Quite the contrary. In most
he~mus.C' d\\~y $,uRt~( profo\\ndly different directions Stntes the reception and classification function is
t
!:\mt (;{l"~er.l\1i."ntly dlffe~nt fncllhy r<:qtlj~ments for performed in a sectIon of one of its insututions111t' fUHtft'.
.
Qs:nnUy n maximum security facility. Most newprisOnchM il~ nmt~ tn th~ e~diestpl'(lcepts or both ooers, ther/tfore, start their correctional experience
!h~f!tnit~t.iilfY nnd tc(ormuloty ~yst(!m5, Tt holds in the nlO~!t confining, most severe, and most deth~t tb~ priwntwjl ('nWiC !.)r:deUfHluelll~bl)vi()r is lhe pressing p~lrt of the State's system. After a period Qf
thitd'l ~nvinmnl~nt. {md tbtl: 1it:\!i)ndl'.\ty tnUSf! is hi~ ooSctva(iQll. testing, and interviewing, ~n assignment
im.tllHty ttl ~~~ wilh:ch~t t~Wir('!tUllent. 11\0 res.. is made. supposedly reflecting the best marriage befm'll-M: l:s H'vnwhj~ it)~mUtioni ilt thi;fm~t remote tween tbe: inmate's needs and the system's resources.
n~;l$, wh~«, It'!~ ehild il!- prol~led from ntlv"ts¢ en ..
Totlay 13 separ:.\t.e reception cenfers for adult ie!\'ff{~fUl\~ntGl tnfht~o~~ ~md ~:q:\t)se\i to n wlloJest)me ons. (most of whkh nrc new) arc in opemtion. Their
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designers have assigned priority to security on the

warden feels that 4 or 5 days shOUld be sufficient. It

.~ premise t~at ':a n.ew fish iShan unkndown fis~." Gedner~ seems unlikely, considering the limitations of
~

ally these mstItutlQns are t e most epressmg an re~
gressive of all recently constructed correctional facil~
•.• jries in the United States, with the possible exc~ption
:; of county jails. Nowhere on the current correctional
,~ scene are there more bars, more barbed wire, more
electronic surveilJUlice devices, more clanging iron
doors, and less activity and personal spal.:e. All this is
~ justified on the grounds that the residents are still
J unknown and therefore untrustworthy. Moreover.
:.:
~ their stay will be short.
~ A notable ex.ception is worthy of brief description.
~ Opened in 1967, the Reception and Medical Center
~at Lake Butler serves the State of Florida. The plant
1 is. campus style with several widely sept1rated bui1d~
t jogs occupying 52 acres enclosed with a double cy4 clone fence with towers. There is \1 great deal of
i~ movement as inmates circulate betwe~n the c1assification building, gymnasium, dining room, clinic, can~
, teen, craft shops, visiting area, and dormitodes.
Housing is of two varieties. Three-quarters of the
men are assigned to medium security units scattered
around the campus. One maximum security building
accommodates the rest.
i
Men not specifically occupied by the demands of
~ the classification process arc encouraged to take p~ut.
.\ in a variety of recreational and self~betterment activ~
ities conducted all over the campus. An open-air
visiting patio supplements the indoor visiting facility
that ordinarily i~ used only in inclement weather. Re~
lationship oetween staff and inmates appears casual.
Movement is not regimented. Morale appears high,
and escapes are rare.
The contrast between this reception center and
one in an adjacent State is vivid. In the Medical and
Diagnostic Center at Montgpmery. Ala., the inmate
spends the entire reception pciriod in confinement ex~
ccpt when he is being tested or interviewed. Closed
circuit television replaces contact with correctional'
persohnCl-a contact especially needed during reception. Tn that center escapes and escape attempts
are almost as common as suicide efforts. A visitor.
observing the contmst between these two neighboring facilities, might speculate on the relative merits
of the new correctional artifact vis-a-vis the msponding human being and be heartened that malll is not
},et obsolete in this, technological age.
• As pl1ysical. plants contrast, so does the sophistica~
lion or the reception and classification process. Djt1gl\ostic processes hl reception centers range from a
medical examination anc;l a single inmate-caseworker
interview without privacy to a full battery of tests,
interviews, and psychiatric and medical examinalluns. supplemented by an orientation program. The
process takes from 3 to 6 weeks, but one competent

I

temporary behavioral science! that the process
rants more than a week.

I

THE FUTURE OF INSTITUTIONS
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For Adults
From the standpoint of rehabilitation and rcinte~
gration, the major adult institutions operated by the
States represent the least promising component of
corrections. This report takes the position that more
offenders should be diverted from such adult institll~
tions! that much of their present populations should
be transferred to community~based programs, and
that the construction of new major institutions should
be postponed until stich diversion and transfers have
been achieved and thc need for additional institutions is clearly established.
However, the need for some type of institution for
adults cannot be denied. There will always be a hard
core of intractable, possibly unsalvagemble offenders
who must be managed in secure facilities, of which
there are already more than enotlgh to meet the
needs of the foreseeable fllture. These institutions
have and will have a difficult task indeed. Neverthe~
less, the nature of imprisonment does not bave to be
as destructive in the future as j~ has been.
With growth of community~'vased corrections, em~
phpsis (Al institutional programs should decline.
However, the public has not yet fully supported ~he
emerging community-oriented philosophy. An outdated philosO{'1Y continues to dominate the adult institution, thus perpetuating a number of Gontrudictory assumptions and belief!' £onc;crning institutional
effectiveness.
One assumption is ·that the ~\')mmitte0 offender
needs to change to become a functIoning member of
the larger law~abiding society. But'it seems doubtful
that such a change really can take place in the institution as it now exists.
Another assumption is that. the correctional system wants to change. EVf~n though research results
have demonstrated the ~leed for new approaches,
·traditional approaches have created inbred and selfperpetuating systems. Reintegration as an objective
has become entangled with the desire for institUtional order, security, and personal prestige. As long
as the system c~ists chieflY to serve its oWn needs,
any impending change represents a threat.
Correctional personnel who are assigned responsibility for fhe "treatment" of the committed offender
traditionally have taken the attitude that they know
what is best for him and are best qualified to pres349
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cribe solutions to his problem. Descriptions of offender problems compHcd by personnel also have
been trndHional-luck of vocational. skills, educationul dcfidcncies, bud attitudes. etc.
Aside from the contrudic(ory a'iSumptions prevailing ill the correctionlll field, adult institutions arc
plugucd by physical shortcomings described previously in tnib, chuptcr. Adult facilities generally arc
nrchitccturully UnliqUillCd. overcrowded, inflexible,
too lurge for effective management, and geographically bolated from metropolitan areas where rel>()urCClt Hrc most reudily available.
A major problem in adult institutions is the long
;o\cl1tcncc, often related more directly 10 the type of
crime c()mmittcd than to the offender. How can vo~
entjollal training and other skiU-oriented programs
be oriented to n job markct 20 years hence? What
<;h"uJd be done with a man who is capable of return~
ing (0 society but must spend many more years in an
institution'?
Conversely. individuals sentenced to a minimum
lerm often need a great deal of assistance. Little can
be aceomplishr.d at the institutional level except to
muke the offender aware of his needs and to provide
H link with c0n11l1unity resources, For these offenders. the renl (tSSistMcc should be performed by community resource agencies.
Correctionul auministrntots of the future will face
II different institutJonal popUlation from today's. As a
result of diversion nod community-based programs,
the committed offender cnn be expected .to be older.
/nore cxpl!ricnccd in criminnl activity, and more difficult 10 work with. The staff will have to be more
skilled. ,lOU smaller cnscload ratios will hav~ to be
rl1{Jintllincd. Persollncl standards will change because
of new needs.
If n 11CW type of institution is to be substituted for
the pdson, the legitimate needs of society, the sys~
(cm. and the committed offender must be considercd.
The major iss\.~s 4\1.'0 discussed 1n detail and appllca~
ble standards tortnulntcd in several. other chapters.
pnrticulurly Chapter 2. Rights of Offenders; Chapter
5. Sentencing; Chnptel' 6, Offender Classification;
Chllpl~r 7. Corrections unt! the Community; Chapter
12. 'P()role~ Chopter 13. Organization and Adminis·
trutiotl; Chapter 14, Mnnpower~ Chapter 15. Re"cnroh (\lid -Development, Information and Statistics;
und Chnptcr 16, Statutory FrM:cwork of Correc~

!lons.
F~r

Juveniles and Youths

Usc of Stale institutions for juv<:nilcs. and youths
shOUld be dis-cQurnged. The emerging trend in treatment of young olTcndcrs is diV'ersion from the crim~
350

inal justice system, When diversion is not possible,
the focus should be on community programs.
This emphasis reverses assumptions as to how
youthful offenders should be treated. Previously
there was a beavy emphasis on the use of institutional settings. Now it is believed that young otTenders should be sent to an institution only when it can
be demonstrated clearly that retaining them in the
community would be a threat to the safety of others.
The nature of social institutions is such, however,
that there is considerable delay between a change in
philosophy and a change in practice, Despite major
redirection of manpower and money toward both diversion and community programs, progress is slow.
Use of major State institutions for juvenile delinquents is declining, but it seems likely that these facilities will continue to be used for some offenders
for some time. Therefore, standards for their improvement and operation Hrc reqUired.
Arguments for diversion and alternatives to incarceration largely are negative, stemming from overwhclming disenchantment with the institution as a
setting for reducing criminal behavior. Many arguments for community-based programs meet the test
of common sense on their own merits, but are
strengthcned greatly by the failing record of "correctional" .institutions. As long as institutional 'Itreat·
meni" is a dispositional alternative for the courts,
there must be a continuing effort to minimize the inherently negative aspects and to support and maximize the positive features that distinguish community
programs from institutionalization.
The failure of major juvenile and youth insHtutions to reduce crime is incontestable. Recidivism
rates, imprecise as they may be, are notoriously high.
The younger the person when entering an institution,
the longer he is institutionalized, and the farther he
progresses into the criminal justice system .. t.he
greater his chance of failure. It is important to dIstinguish some basic reasons why institutional program~
continuously have failed to reduce the commission of
crime by those released.
Lack (If clarity as to goals and objectives has had
marked influence on institutional programs. Programs in youth institutions have reflected a variety ~f
objectives, many of which are conflicting. Both SOCIety and the other components of the criminal justice
.~ystcm have contributed to this confusion.
A judge may order a juvenile committed as an ex. .1
anmle to others or because thel'e are no effectzv~
:a,~
teriiatives. The polic~ officer, whose function is to
provide community protection, may demand incarceration for the temporary protection it provides for
the public. The public may be fearful and jncen~ed
at the seriousne.~s of an offense and react by seeking

retribution and punishment. To the offender, commitment means he has been banished from society.
Institutions do succeed in punishing, but they do
not deter, They protect the community temporarily)
but that protection does not last. They relieve the
community of responsibility by removing the young
offender, but they make successful reintegration unlikeJy. They change the committed offender, but the
change is more likely to be negative than positive,
While it is true that society's charges to tbe
correctional institution have not always been clear or
consistent, corrections cannot continue to try to be
aJr things to all publics. Nor can the institution con~
tinue to deny responsibility for articulation of g?als
or objectives. The historical tendency of correctIOns
to view its~lf as the passive arm of other state agents
has resu!.ted in almost total preoccupation with maintaining order and avoiding scandal.
Youth institutions have implicitly accepted the
objectives of isolation, control, and punishment, as
evidenced by their operations, policies, and programs. They must seek ways to become more attuned to their role of reducing criminal behavior.
That the goal of youth institutions is reduction of
criminal behavior and reintegration into society must
be made explicit. This pronouncement is not sufficient to eliminate their negative aspects, but it is a
necessary first step.
Another contributing factor to the failure or major
youth institutions has been their closed nature. The
geographic location of most institutions is incompatible with a mission of services delivery. Their remote
locations make family visitation difficult and preclude the opportunity to utilize the variety of community services available in metI:'Opolitan areas,
They have been staffed largely with local residents,
who, unlike the young offenders, are predominantly
white, provincial, and institutionally oriented.
Most existing institutfons were built before the
concept of community programing gained acceptance. They were built to last; and most have outlasted the need for which they were established. For
economic reasons, they were constructed to hold
large numbers of people securely. Their structure
has restricted the ability to Change and strongly influenced the overall direction of institutional programIng.
Many administrative policies and procedures in
youth institutions also have contributed to their
closed nature. The emphasis on security and control
of so many people resulted in heavy restrictions on
Visiting, mail, phone calls, and participation with
community residents in various activities and programs. For reasons that are now archaic, most institutions have been ttAally segregated by sex for both
residents and staff.

Ail these factors have worked together to create
an environment within the institution totally unlike
that from which the population comes or to which H
will return. The youths, often aliet1nted already, who
find themselves in such institutions, experience feelings of abandonment, hostility, and despair. Because
many residents come from delinquent backgrounds,
a delinquent subculture flourishes in the closed institution. This in turn. reinforces administrative preoc~
cupation with security and control.
Large institutions are dehumanizing. They foster
an increased degree of dependency that is contrary
to behavior expected in the community. They force
youtbs to participate in activities of little intere'st or
use to them. They foster resident-staff relationships
that are superficial, transient, and meaningless. They
try to change the young offender without knowing
how to effect that change or how to determine
whether it occurs.
With the shift in emphasill to changing behavior
and reintegration, the major ;\nstitution's role in the
total criminal justice system must be reexamined.
Changing that role from one of merely housing society's failures to one of sharing responsibility for their
reintegration requires 'an attitude change by the
corrections profession. The historical inclinatioh to
accept total responsibility for offenders and the resulting isolation clearly arc counterproductive.
T~e public must be involved in the correctional
process. Public officials, community groups, universi. ties, and planning bodies must be involved in program. development and execution. Such sharing of
responsibility will be a new operational role for institutions. This refocus implies substantive changes in
policy, program direction, and organization.
The institution should be cmerated as a resource
to meet specific needs without "removing responsibil~
ity for the offender from the community, Direct involvement of family. school, wor~, and other social
institutions and organizations can hlwe a marked
positive impact on decreasing the flow of delinquents
into corrections and on the correctional process.
Community responsibility for offenders implies
more than institutfonal tours or occasional parties. It
implies participation in programs with institutional
residents both inside the institution and in the com~
munity. Education, recreational, religious, civic,'
counseling, and vocational programs, regardles!) of
where they are held, should have both imititutional
and community participants. Public acceptance of
community-based programs is necessary, especially
when they operate next door.
The institution always has exister in a chal',~ng
wOlrId, but it has been slow to reflect change. Corrcc~
tional administrators require the impetus of qom351
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munify development to respond and adapt to chang-

ing conditions and needs.

As diversionary arid community programs expand,
major institutions for 1uvenile and youthful offenders

face art increasingiy difficult task. These programs
remove from the institution tbe most stable individu-

als who previously had a moderating influence on
others' behavior.
The most hardened or habitual offender will represent an increasing proportion of those committed
to institutions where adequate services can be provided by a professional staff, train.ed paraprofessionals and volunteers. AIl·staff and pl:lrticipants must
be prepared to serve a "belping" role.
More committed offenders than ever before have
drug abuse problems. The ability to cope with this
phenomenon in nn el1vis:onment isolated from the
community has not been demonstrated. The aid of
community residents must be enlisted in innovating,
experimenting, and finding workable solutions.
Few treatment opportunities have becn offered fot
the intractable offender. Common practice is to
move such individuals from the general population
and house them in segregation or adjustment centers.
The concept of an ongoing treatment program for
this group is recent but will become increasingly impOl·tant as institutional populations change. The
understanding and tolerance of the community wilt
be crucial in working with these individuals.
It is no ~urprise that institutions have not been
successful in reducing crime. The mystery is that
they have not contributed even morc. to increasing
crime. Meaningful changes can take place only by attention to the factors discussed here. Concentrated
effort should be devoted to long-range planning,
based on research and evaluation. Correctional history has demonstrated clearly that tinkering with the
system by changing individual program areas without
attention to the larger problems can achieve only int:;idental and haphazard improvement.
{~
i

:~

~

THE CORRl:CTiONAL DILEMMA
A major obstacle to the operation of an effective
correction at program is that today's practitioners are
forced to use the means of un older time. Dissatisfaction wlth correctional programs is related to the permtlllcllCC of yesterday's institutions-both physical
nnd ideological. We are saddled with the physical remains of last century's prisons and with an ideologicnl legacy thut equates criminal offenses with either
moral or psychological illness. This legacy leads
inexorably to two conclusions; (1) the sick person
IlHist be given "treatment" and (2) "treatment"
shOUld bD in an institution removed from the community,
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Jt Is time to question this ideological inheritance,
If New York has 31 times as many armed robberies
as London, if Philadelphia has 44 times as many
erimil1al homicides as Vienna, if Chicago bas more
burglaries than all of Japan, if Los Angeles has more
drug addiction than all of Western Europe, then we
must concentrate on the social and economic ills of
New York, Philadelphia, Chicago, Los Angeles, and
America.
This has not been our approach. We concentrate
on tccorrecting" and "treating" the oltender. This is a
poor version of the "medical" model. What is
needed is a good version of the Hpublic health"
model, an attempt to treat causes rather than symptoms.
If the war against crime is to be won, it will be
won ultimately by correcting the conditions in our
society that produce such an inordinate t~.mount of
criminal activity. These conditions indude high unemployment, irrelevant education, racism, poor
housing, family disintegration, and go'Vernment corruption. These, among others, form thl~ freshets that
make the streams that form the rivers lthat flood our
criminal justice system and ultimately its correctional
institutions.
Public policy during the coming de'cades should
shift empha~is from the offender and concentrate on
providing maximum protection to the public. A morc
just society, offering opportunity to all segments,
would provide that protection. The prison, call it by
any other name, will not. It is obsolete, I~annot be reformed, should not be perpetuated through the false
hope of forced "treatment," and should be repudiated as useless for any purpose other than locking
away persons who are too dangerous t() be allowed
at large in free society.
For the latter purpose we already have more
prison space than we need or will need in the foreseeable future. Except where unusual jus~ification can
be proved, there is no need to build addntiona:l major
institutions-reform schools, reformatolries, prisons,
or whatever euphemisms may be used to designate
them-for at least 10 years. Further, the use of
major State institutions for confinemen~ of juveniles
should be totally discontinued in favor of local
community-based programs and facilities.
In view of the dearth of valid data to substantiate
the rehabilitative effectiveness of institutional programs, we have no basis for designing more effective
physical facilities. Under these circunlstances, new
construction would represent merely a crystallization
and perpetuation of the past with all its futility.
Under prevailing practices~ institutil:>nal construction costs are excessive. They now (un as high as
$30,000 to $45,000 pel' inmate in some jurisdictions,
Costs of operation vary widely, from $i,QOO pet

year per inmate to more than $12,000. 6 Construction of new major institutions should be deferred
until effective correctional programs to govern planning and design can be identified, and until the
growth of a more selected inmate popUlation dictates. The potentially tremendous savings should be
expended more productively in improving probation,
parole, and community-based programs and facilities.

PLANNING NEW INSTITUTIONS
It cannot be overemphasized that unusually con-

vincing justification of need should be ri'!quired as a
logical precedent to planning a new institution. Yet
there are many impediments to recognizing this rationality in planning. One of them is fragmentation
of the criminal justice system.
The traditional division of the entire system into
sever?1 parts-police, courts, institutions, and field
service!: -and more fundamentally, the concept that
the criminal justice system exists apart from society
and unto itself, have created an administrative and
organizational climate that allows the construction of
new institutions with Wtle or no real consideration of
other possible solutions.
The most fundamental question to be addressed in
the planning of institutions is the reason for their existence. They obviously represent the 'i;J"rshest, most
drastic end of the spectrum of possible correctional
response.
Different St~tes have different philosophies. Some
rely heavily on incarceration, others do not. (See
• Table 11.3.) Some concentrate on size and security;
others build more vadcd facilities.
This absence of correctional consistency poses a
serious handicap to the administration of an equitable criminal justice. system,
If protection of society is seen as the purpose of
the criminal justice system, and if it is felt that this
protection requires sequestration of some offenders,
then institutions must eXist to carry out this purpose.
~mmediately the planner is confronted witb tbe queshon, "What kind of institutions?"
Of fundamental importance to any planning are
the values and assumptions dictating the policies.
Programs and structural responses are fixed by those
policies. Their underlying values affect a11 subsequent planning and implementation. For nearly two
, ~lI,turies this Nation has used the correctional insti; ~ution as its primary respons~ to illegal beh'avior. It
: . IS long past time for legislators, administrators, and
. planners to collect and examine the results of this

~taderiyed ~rOma2-yea;

lO~

study of more than
{nstitUlloos by the American Foundation Institute of Correr-Hons.

Table 11.3. Comparative Usc of State Correctional
Institutions.

Ratio of Prisoners in
State Institutions to
State Pop!41ation

Number of
States with
Ratio

I to 2,501 and over
1 to 2.0Ql-2,500
1 to 1,501-2,000
1 to 1,001-1,500
1 to 501-1,000

1
4
8
21
16

Sources: Data from 1970 Census and ACA 1971 Directory.

vast institutional experience. Scholarly evaluation
currently available suggests that our prisons have
been deficient ill at least three crucial areas-conception, design, and operation. These areas and two
others-location and size-should be given serious
consideration in all correctional planning.

I

I

r

t
I

I1
I

Conception

I

The correctional institution has been poorly conceived, in that it is intended to hide rather than heal.
It.is the punitive, repressive arm whose function is to
do the system's "dirty work."

!
!
\

I

Design

(

The designers of most correctional institutions
generally have been preoccupied with secui"ity. The
result is that they create demoralizing and dehumanizing environments. The facility design precludes any
experience that could foster social growth or behavioral improvement. Indeed, institutions more often
breed hostility and resentment and strip inmates of
dignity, choice, and a sense of self-worth.
Operation

The punitive function and design of correNtonal
institutions is reflected in their operation. Containment and control command a lion's share of resources. Activities aimed at modifying behavior and
attitudes or at developing skills often are limited or
absent altogether. The daily routine is dominated by
frustration, idleness, and fj;!sentment, punctuated by
the aggressive behavior such conditions breed.
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C"Jtrecdomd irutituUoJ1S orten are dC!li.gned and 'Watl to isolate .the prisoner-and he was isolated.
wltb litHe consideration of their place in ewm though his prison waUs pressed tightly against

COrllltl'UCfed

tbe overAll eorreclfo.!tJ $ystem, Some system needs
sm~ dupJicllf4!tf, while <>theft; go llnmet. Many ndmin·
buatocn of maximum and medium security centers
!tmC! HHtt only 20 to 2S percent of their jnmatc$ need
that'IcvC!l of tlecurity. Yet centers offering community
progmm.il·utc cxtr.cmely ticarce or noq.ex.islent
Improper design mny prev.ent ~)') 111o;titution from
(»WJUflg Its nsltigned ftwcdon. Dlle of dormitories in
mAximum 5l:CUrity pri!;!fJ;;I!'~ fot example, permitf,
physical violence and exploitlttion i.O become a way
of life. Conversely. inmates who Ute- JlIo{considerco n
thrclIt to others may be housed in single insid~ cells;
wj{JJ fixed furnillJre, securi{y~type plumbing, and

srillc.d fronts und {rOOfS.
.
. rn!lthulioll~ intended rts "(:orJ;«:tiou centers'; may
lmv/! no m,,(e than tWQ or three (:1~IS$rOOlni' lInd a
t.mnU number of poorly equipped shops to sCfile as
ItHmy as tllhoUliand illm~He$, This is token rehablIHa~
{jon. P:,j"ograms nod facUities provided by "centers"
thut hold perso!):! 24 bou.rs a day from on~ yelle to
muny yellrs mny be loudly Inadequate for occupying

the; city streets.
During the last century, rural settlngs\ usually were
chosen for new correctional institutions. This re~
HiOtlOncss may have been relatively unimportant
When America was predominantly a farm country.
Lifestyles-rural and urban-had not yet hardened
in their contrasting molds. At a time wben the prison
was viewed at most exclusively as a place of quarantine, wbere bctter than the remote reaches of a
State? "
'
These no kmger are valid reasons, nor 11ave they
been.for a quarter of a century. America has become
increasingly urban. Lifestyles and values, born not
only of population diversity but of ethnic differences,
create gaps of understanding wider than the miles·
separating city dweUers from farmers.
The rllctoric, if. not the purpose, of corrections
also has changed. The ultimate objective now being
expressed no longer is quarantine but reintegrationthe adjustment of the offender jn and to the real

world.
But ill 1972 correctionallnstitutions still are being
builtin some of the most isolated parts of the State~.
... trucHon. Ilnd fnlldc.q»ntc progruming nnd sttl!f1ng Powerful political leaders may know litt{e about
ll!lmny m:eouni lOt failure to design and build inst~.,. "reil1tcgration/' but they know a pork barrel when
they see one. Urbanites rf!$ist the location of prisons
tuUI'n~(o tlC:fVC their as..~i~ncd functions adequ(ttely.
Fuud uHm.;uUons muy be insuffidc:nt because costs in the cities. They may agree on the need for \(reinte.
tutunknown. Spa¢i.'\ mlty be progrnmcd wIthout grntion" of tbe ex-offender, but this objective ill forknowledge l}f the ncw~t needs for n particular activ~ gotten when city dwellers· see a prison in their midst
ify. PlfltHlI.ml +.lnd progrnmcrs mny develop sdl£:meS as increasing street crime and diminishing property
without consulting ~~hitects tltld cngineers. Archi values.
The serious disadvantages of continuing to conteeti! may be ellgaged without being given adequate
struct correctional institutions in bparsely populated
guUI/;'lIne~.
it'lle .ttchltcct often is il1experiem:edin design and arcns include:
<:(¥rlstmctlt)~\ (,)f corrc~tionnl fncHitics, To O\lCfc:ome
L The impossibility of using urban academic and
tlds lu\!k be may vis.it I·'U lnstltutioll serving an cn~ social services or medkal andpsycb,atric resources
lk~ly diffefttH purpose. BrrQrs nrc repeated and
of the city.
tomfmUt'h\'U bccllulie few insthudons arc worthy of
2. TIle difficulty of recruiting professional staff
t'nmlntion. New IlHst~kes und itlconsiMcncies, thcrc members-teachers, psychologists, sociologists! sofort~ {tre huilt on top or e;d$ting. OMS.
cial workers; researchers, nurses, dentists, and physi.
cinns-towork in Tural areas.
3. The prolonged interruption of offenders' con·
locatio.,
tacts '\vlth friends and relatives, which are important
L~nnon hlt~ a strong hlflucnce on nn institution's to the relntegration process.
4. The absence· of meaningful work~ and 5tudyIntnI ()p!:tntion. Most !t~{ltions ar~ chosen for ren..
tmn~ ~i'lth)g: no ~hltionship to I'ndomtlity (')( pInn- relense programs.
5. Most importantly, the consignment of correcning. RtsuU:t of pour ;$ite select~Qt\ include inaccessi~
bUit~,. sH!tltlng' f~Hlkuhy.nnd lack of community tions to the status of a divided house dominated by
rurn! white guards and administrators unable to Qnorknttlti'ol1'i.
tl~ fhe elJ:lfly dnys.of A'meric.n~$ prison hls{ory. pco.- Jerstand of commuolcate with black. Chicau<t.
iU:JttinrI~r~ ~\H'~ bum where the lltople were-Philn- P~terto 'Rk;un, and other urban minority inmates.
Other hUman services long since have moved
4.dphin. P,ttsburgh, (x)lutnbus, Trenton\ Baltimore.
nnd ll.f~htn(;nij, The- urbattloendon had. nothing to away f.rom dependence upon the congregate rural illcUo \\itl1 th~ prtvtlUing theol.'Y Qf penology_ The iden stituuon. Almshouses of old have been replaced with

the inmute's trme. Here idleness is a way of life.
Luck or {tmets, lmphn1.urd planning~ faulty con-
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famity assistance; workhouses, with employment in- with the person who has policy responsibility and
surance; orphanages, with foster homes and aid to who can assist him with his personal difficulties and
dependent children; colonies for imbeciles. with day requests, he will feel that the facility's prime purpose,
care and sheltered workshops. Drugs have made ob- is to serve the system and not him. The reverse also
soleN! the dismal epileptic facilities and the tubercu- is true: if the superintendent does not have contact
losis sanitariums of yesteryear. Asylums are rapidly with the inmates, his decisions will be determined by
yielding to community mental health approaches.
demands of the system and not. by inmate needs.
All of these human services changed beca~~e isoThe size of the inmate housing unit is. of critical
hUed institutions proved to be unsuccessful, expen- importance because it must satisfy severa, condisive, and even counterproductive 8$ responses to tions: security, counseling, inmate 'social and inforspecific human prOblems. they a1.so changed because . mal activitie.s, and formal program requirements, Albetter trfatment methods were developed, making though security conditiol1s -traditionally have beel1
the isolated institutions largely obsolete and treat~ met with hardware and electronic equipment, these
men! in the natural community setting feasible and means contradict the purposes pi corrections and
advisable.
should be deemphasized. Security is maintained betAnd so it should be with corrections.
ter by providing small hoqsing units' where personal
supervision ana inmate-staff contact are possible and
disturbances can be contained easily.
Size
Informal counseling is easier in the small housing
Traditionally, institutions have bt::en very large, unit because the inmate-counselor ratio is not ar.
often accommodating up to two and three thousand threatening as i.n the. mnssive cellblock and negative
l.1Jmates. The inevitable conseauence has been devel- group pressure on the inmate is minimized.
Many institutions are poorly cooled, heated, I:Ind
opment of an organizational ~nd operational mons!rosity. Separation of large numbers of people from ventilated. Lighting levels may be below uGceptable
society and mass confinement have produced a man- limits. Bathroom facilities· often are insanitary, ~oo
agement problem of staggering dimensions. The ten- few, and too public. Privacy and personal space
S(oJ', and frustrations inherent in imprisonment are hardly ever are provided because of overd,ding
lfmgnlfied by the herding together of troubled peo- preoccupation with security. Without privacy and
ple. Merely "keeping the lid on" has become the real personal spa.Ge, inmates become tense and many
operational goal; The idea! of reform or rehabili- begin to react with hostility. As tension and hostility
tation has succumbed to that of sheer containment, a grow, security requirements increase; and a negative
cycle is put into play.
goal of limited benefit 10 society.
,
The usual response to bigness bas been I;"egimentation and uniformity, Individuals become subjugated A REVIEW OF CORRECTIONAl.
10 tbe needs generate.d by tbe institution. Uniformity STANDARDS
is translated into depersonalization. A human being
ceases to be identified by the usual points of refer~,
Correctional practice in the United States seems to
ence, such as his name, his job, or family role. He'! defy standardization. Each State is viitualIy independbecQmes a number, identified by the cellblock where ent in its choice of correctional options. The U.S.
he sleeps. Such practices wflect maladaptation re- Bureau of Prisons operates Federal prisons and has
sulting from size.
no mandate to regulate State institUtions. The Na~
Almost every warden and superintendent states tional Bureau of Standards has made studies for
tbat his institution is too big. This hugeness has been corrections but has .no means of influencing change.
the product of many factors, including economics, The L~w Enforcement Assistance Administration,
!andavailabiHty, popUlation or the jurisdiction, the under the provisions of the Safe Streets Act, has proInfluence of Parkinson's Law, and an America.n fct- vided the impetus for State and local governments to·
~h that equates bigness with quality. (A half century determirie their own approaches to corrections aHd
ago, one State built the "World's biggest wall" only to I.Jtber crim(inal justice problems. Consequently, the .
bow to another jurisdiction that gleefully surpassed it efforts of L1?AA in large part have been directed to
two years later.)
monitoring the fiscal and not the programmatiC
; Any attempt to establish an optimum size is a aspeC'ts of its grants.
meaningless exercise unless size is telttted directly to
In 1970 Congress created allew section of the
the in.stitution's operation. The institution should be Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act. This
small enough to enable the superintendent to know section (Part E)autborlzed LEAA to make grants
eVery inmate's name and to relate personally to each to States that incorporate(i "advanced techniques"
persOn in his charge. Unless the inmate has contact and "advunced practices" in a comprehensive Stflte
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cotrcl;lions -pJan. The st<lndatds in this report can
M:rvc tiS possible guideposts for tbe advanced tech·
niqucs m:llJ prm':Liccs, This pmmis.t.'! of correctionsre((mn wiff be mct, {lnd Part E funds can be used by
Slates to implement the standards postulated in this
ChH(Hct and Ihj~ report.

The Constitution of the United States reserves to
Ihe State!! tht: power to promote the health, safety,
mmnfs. and general welfare of it.s cltizcns-the so~
ci.lllc-$.l p~)lice powclf-,,-urrd in farge part because of
thjr, power lIIH.! the implication:; of FcderaHsm, the
h;:f',i~htlive lind exccu(ive branches of the nationaJ
gm'l,'rmncnt never'have been authoritative in estab~
H\Hng Of enforcing c(ll'rectiol1at standnrds. The judid:tIy is becoming so, The Fcderal Judiciary, how-

{.·vcr. j~ urn wing UpOll the "due process" and "cruel
,\lid uflllfillni punishment" nmcndments to the Consti.tnlton to define new standards for corrections and,
mon: inlporlllntly. is cnforc;ing them. Judges see the
C(Hl\titutiol1 ns the uftilllatc Source of certain correclIunal I'lturl<.htrd'l articulated in various court dccif1hm\, Thu~ jn IJolt v, Sarvt'" 309 F. Supp. 362
eRD. Ark. 197()). uff'u.;' 442' F. 2d. 304 (8th Cir.
11)71). the J)j'l riet C(,~rt, with the ultimate concurrl!J1CC of the Fcderol Court of Appeals, held that imprhonnh:nt in the Arkqnsas $tllte Pris~'m System con..11tul,-,u "c.rucl and unusual ptlni~hment" and gave
the SHHc two yenrs to c\)rrcct the sitllatlon or release
all prtsoners then \ncarccrtltcd ill the Stnte facilities.
Some statutes nl~o Me n source of standards.
Every jurisdicfion hus. it.~ ()Wll laws spelling out certain rNjuircn1CfHS for the correctional establishment.
A few cxtunptcs sht)w they usually arc explicit.
All

pri\IlI)Cf'i

who nre suffering from MY disease, shall

he '>C8n'}~!lled (film the prisol1cl's whu nrc in good physical
~Imlhli!ll) "
AU Ilri~l1t,e\"S

who tlftl found or considered to be hahitu:ll
lirillllllllh. e"jHuclincd •.~hnll be 5cgfcgntca, and not allowed
lit he Hllhwg or tnintdc with those of opposite inclination.

('\cty Wltnfcll shalt provide thnt $.uch person shnll have.
tW() llou" dldl}', physical ~,.cn;ise in the open.
Nn prl~tII\!)'I' sl..tall be cllIlI.ined in 1\ cc:!t (}ccupic:(\ by. mote
thlln mw illl,H"!d,\j,,r:
.

ilt JCl\~t

Thc~e, nnd other stuudnrd-scHillg statutes are honnrcd mosl frequently in the breach. In April, 1972.
fnr exmtrpk. th~ Court of Comnmn Pleas in Philadt::lphia found in that dty's prison syst.em 161 "ioln!ions of Stute stIltutes. Together. said the court, these
tr~mScgr~'~sl(\lis added up m the violation of those

p~}ifhh')Os

of both State

~nd F~dernl Constitutions

d<:nUng wHh cruel nod unusunl punishment,S .
The United Nmioos tllso hns developed policy
l\tutemcnt~ HUH nUempt to set standards for corrce..
lju~I~;t~,~'-p;nn, SCl'\t. Al\u.. Tide 61. ch. 1, SC:C$. 2. 4, and
Iut

"

'r)-Q~

'{'HuH tif t'mt!lllml l>lc,ms for the County of Phi.l~delphin.
t)C'mt\~h;ll\il\. F<lhtu\\l1' Tetm 19H # 1.1-2431, Complntnt
\!\ 1:\\\1\\)1 ICh\!.S A~tionl, !\led April f. 1972,

_->
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tional practices. Usually they are broad, idealistic,
and ignored.
Private groups have<,contributed richly to the articuhltion of. correctional standards. The objectives
of these groups vary. An association of correctional
professionals will have a different orientation than a
group of civil libertarians or a manufacturer of security equipment. Each promotes those standards
most in accord with its own objectives. The presence
of so many interest groups, coupled with the lack of
sped&: enforceable legislation at the State level, has
resulted in an unorganized profusion of standards
that sometimes are helpful but often are confusing.
None provides the comfort of unquestioned authority
or SUbstantiated research.
Currently existing standards seem to be more oriented to administration than to goals or to offenders.
This is quite natural because neither inmates nor
philosophers llsuaIly serve on principal standardwriting committees. Individuals who do serve have
careers and professional fortunes tied up in the operation of institutions. Results are cQlored by the limits
of vision indiv.iduaIs bring to -the tusk. Fundamentar,
essential changes at the goal level likely will come
fmm a body not restricted by aQ" oper;ational orientation. Change, for a variety of reasons, seldom comes
from Within and hardly ever without resistance .
Tn view of the foregoing chapter it appears inappropriate to set forth formal standards appJyjng to
the creation of new major institutions. Despite such
arguments, construction of additional institutions
probably will continue to be considered by some jurisdictions. A standard applying to such planning,
therefore, is suggested herein. but it can be no more
thatt a statement of principles,
More appropriate is the standard for modification
of existing institutiops to provide a more humane environment for persons who must be confined. If
proof cannot be offered that these institutions are
serving a rehabilitative purpose, they must at least be
operated to minimize the damage they do to those
confined. If the institutions can even be neutralized
in this respect, it' wilt be an tl,ccomplishment far e;(ceeding any that has occurred so far in American
penology. It also will be an essential landmark in the
quest fOt:" a solution of the correctional riddle. s
~

Mtmy of the standards that follow reflect the work of nn
intensive on-site study of over 100 of the newest co~'
tional jnstitlltions mnde in 1971 by the American Foun~a.

lion Institute of Corrections, Philadelphia. An e"tenSl\'t
study with a multidisciplinary I)rientation, this project ex'
amined HIe relutionship of correctional architecture and
pfi.lgram. The ~xperience and opinions of archite~ts, psyt~hlliogists, correctionnl administrators, officers, counselors.
a!ld inmates were used in the formulation of standards. A

book based on the study is William G. Nagel, The !few
lit the Modem American. pnsQn
{Walker, 1973).
Recf8l1ri/: A Critical Look

.

"

Standard 11..1
Planning New
Correctional' Institutions
Each correctional agency admAnistering State institutions for juvenile or adult offeriders shmdd adopt
immediately a policy of not building new major
institutions for juveniles under any circumstances,
and not building new institutions for adults unless
an analysis o{ the total criminal justice and adult
corrections systems pro~uces ;1) clear finding that
no a!ter!lativ~ is possible. In tJte latter '.nstance,
the analy~is should conform gen¥raUy. to the "total
] system planning" discl!ssed in Chapier 9. If this
~ effort proves conclu~ively that a new institution for
f adults is essential, these factors should characterize
~ ,he planning and design process:
~
1. A collaborative planning effort should identify
~ the purpose of the physical plant.
2, The size of the inmate population of the proq jected institution should be small enough to allow
security without excessive regiment1>tion, surveil1 lance eqUipment, or repressive b;lrdware.
3. The location of the institution should be selected on the basis of its proximity to:
a. The communities from wbich the in,!nates come.
b. Areas capable of providing or attracting, adequate number~ of qualified line and
professional staff members of racial and ethnic
origin compatible with the inmate population,
and capable of supporting staff lifestyles and
community service reqiliremen~s.

i

I
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c. Areas -that have community servkes
amI activities to support the eorrectionaJ goaJ~
including social services, schools, hospitals, uni.
versities, and employment opportunities.
d. The courts amI aUXiliary correctional
agencies.
c. Public transportation.
4. The physical environment of a new institution
should be designed with consideration to:
a. Provision of privacy and pers{mal
space.
b. Minimization of noise.
c. Reduction of sensory deprivution.
d. Encouragement of constructive inmate.
staff relationships.
e. Provisioll of adequate utility servIces.
5. Provision also should be made for:
a. Dignified facilities for inmate visiting.
bi' Individual and grQup coullseling.
c. Education, vocational training, ~nd
worksh,ops designed to accomnlOdate small
numbers of inmates and to fadlitate supcrvi·
sion.
d. Recreation yards for each housinJ!
unit as weD as larger rccreational facilities
acc(Jssible to the ciltire inmate llopulation.
c.Medieal and hospital facilities,
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Commentary
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The facts set forth earlier in this chapter lead logiadult.~ should be built and .existing institutions for juveniles should be closed. The primary purpose to be
licrved in d(!~jling with juveniles is their rehabilitation
and reintegration,a purpose which cannot be served.
satisfactorily by State institutions. In fact, commitment to a m'ljor institution jg more· likely to confirm
juveniles in delinquent ilnd criminal patterns of behavior.
Similar C'onsideratiorIs apply to adults, but it is
recognized that for the safety of the public some of~
fenoers must be locked away, The Commission considers that sutllcient security-type institutions .already
exist fot:' this purpose. Howcver it is conceded that
in tare inslnnccs a State may no't have any institution
ttwt cnn be modified under Standard 11.2 for satisfactory service, and further, may have its existing facilities condemned by court ordlu.
Tha,dcci!lion (0 build a new major institution for
adults should be the result of <I planning process that
reviews the purposes of corrections, assesses the
physicol plnnts and operations of existing institutions
t~nd programs in light of these purposes, examines all
possible u\(crntltiv!!s, and identifies a dear and indispensable role for a new institution. The process
should consider corrections as part of a broader
humrm service network and as an integral system.
((lther than 110 aggregate of isolntcd entities.
The popu'1ntion of eXl~ting institutions find fheir
operation sho\lld be examined to evaluate the appropriateness nnd effectiveness of programs with reference to inmate needs, rnrticlllarl)' the need for CliS~
tody. All inmates currently held in institutions who
do not require contillcmen! should be removed to
community programs. This .?rocedure may maKe it
possible to dose work cumps and prison farms and
H't relense substnntial numbers of people from these
fncllltic.'t ntld medium security institutions. Inmates
hOllsed io mnxirilllm security prisons but not requiring high secudty Sllould be transrerred to medium
s~curity institutions or rl!teased to community facilities find progru11ls if they do not constitute a threat to
j

others.

rr

thh proceSs establishes n

need far

~l

clcnrl~t

identifiable

new physical plant. its planning and de-

sign should in~lude. the simu1tnncr:~s participation of
!\dmhtistrfitol('S, nrchitcc'ts. planners, inmatl's. C;OI1l~
numity representatives, trod th(jSt~ involv¢d in dc.vel~
opIng lind tfp~ratit1g inmate proSrnms. nnd activities.
This cQllaborative process should set forth the
purpose of tbe new physical plant-in terms of its
e;arrccUoll~t l"ole. type of inmAte population, geo~
sr~{phlc area. to be SCl:Vcd,' and its rellltlOt1ship to
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community-based transitional programs and to other
clements of the correctional system. The design of
the new institution should fit this purpose.
The projected institution should be small enough
, to enable the superintendent to develop a personal
relationship whh each inmate. It should facilitate the
effective operation of its programs and the efficient
use of its professional staff. It should also fit in with
its enVironment with respect to the size of the. buildings and the levlel of activity they generate. The
number of inmates housed in u single spatially dIScrete unit should hot exceed 26, and for speciaJ program requirement~i, the maximum should be lower.
In Slates where it is feasible, a location for the
institution not more than an hour's travel time from
the homes of a majority of its inmates should be
selected. The surrounding area should be able to
support the community program emphasis of the institution and offer services and a lifestyle attractive
to staff, "Phe institution should not be located in
small. closed communities with limited services and
poor schools and recreational and cultural activities,
It should be neal' enough to courts and auxiliary
correctional agencies to facilitate the transfer of inmates to and from jails and courts and supporting
programs. It should also be located on public transportation routes to facilitate visits to inmates by families and friends.
The design of the institution should provide for
privtlcy and personal space by the use of single
rooms with a floo\" area of at least 80 square feet per
man, and a clear 1100r~to-ceiling height of 8 feet.
Dormitories should not be used, All rooms should
have solid fronts and solid doors with glazed observation pane1&. Toilets and showers should have mod·
esty screens. The furnishings provided should enable the inmate to personalize his room.
Noise should be minimized by eliminating sources,
placing sound barriers between activity spaces, decreaSing size of spaces, and using noise·'~bsorbillg
. materials, Noise levels should be low enough not ta
interfere "'lith normal human activities-sleeping.
dining, thinking, conversing, and reading.
Sensory deprivation may be reduced by providing
varicty in terms of space. surface textures and colors.
and both U1:tificial and natural lighting. The jnstitU'
tion should be spatially organized to offer a variety
of move.ment options', both encJosed al'ld outdoor.
Lighting in individllal rooms shOUld be occupat)lcOlltrolled as weU as centrally controlled. All rooms
should have outside windows with areas of 10 square
feet or more. The setting should be "normal" att~
hUman, with spaces .and mtlterials as similar as pOSSIble to their nOll"institution counterparts.
Constructive :inmate-staff relationships may be
encouraged by designing activity spaces to accommo-

date only the n~mber of inmates that can be appro~
priately supervised. (For example, dining halls
holding more than 100 should be avoided.) Physical
Ji separation of staff and inmates should be minimized .
. Utility s~rvices should furnish adequate heating
air conditioning, and ventilation for all areas includ~
jng inmate housing. Temperatures should not exceed
80° at any time or 70° during normal sleeping
hours. A~equate toilet facilities should be provided
in all areas. Lighting levels should be 50-75 footcandies.
Program spaces should be designed to facilitate
. their special purposes, Visiting areas should be large
enough to avoid undue restrictions on visiting hours
.and tl) provide dignified) private surroundings without undue emphasis on security. Separate areas
should be provided for individual and group counseling. Edu{)ation, vocational trainirlg, and work. areas
should be designed for small groups of inmates and
furnished with modern equipment laid out to facilitate supervision. Outdoor recreation spaces should
be pro.~ided for each housing unit, with larger spaces
that .wIlI accommodate the entire inmate popUlation.
MedIcal and hospital facilities should meet American

.'

~
~

hospital. accreditation standards~ even though they
may not be large enough for formal accreditation
(usually requiring more than 25 beds).
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The following standards may be applicabl~ in
implementing Standard 11,1.
2.5 Healthful Surroundings.
2.6 Medical Care.
6.2 Classification for Inmate Management.
7.4 Inmate Involvement in Community Programs.
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The use of such facilities should be reexamined Reiferences
with a view"toward reducing commitment rates and
1. Moyer, Frederick, and Flynn, Edith, eds. Corincreasing parole release rates. The u.se of State .inrectional
Environments. Urbana: University of Illistitutions should be limited to adult offenders who
nois
Department
of Architectur~, 1971.
must be incarcerated for immediate or long-range
protection of the public. The use of State institut.i,?ns
for juveniles should be phased out, and the r:esponsi- . RelatetJ "Standards
bility for these" offenders transferred to local comThe following standards may be applicable in
munities.
.
implementing Standard 11.2.
The adult institutions should be studied periodi25 Healthful Surroundings.
cally to determine the specific purposes they should
2.6 Medical Care.
serve in the correctional system, and institutions that
6.2 Classification for Inmate Management.
are badly lo~ated or cannot be modified should be
7.4 Inmate Involvement in Community Proabandoned. The remainder should be modified to fit
grams.
the crite,:ia of Standard 11.1.
9.1 Total System Plan"ning.
The entire process of reexamination should be ac9.8 Local Correctional Facility Programing.
complished through the collaborative planning effort
9.10 Local Facility Evaluation and Planning,
specified in paragraph 1 of Standard 11.1.
13.2 Planning and Organization.

Standard 1'1.2
Modification
of Existing
Institutions

L

~
. f

EHch correctional agency administering State institutions for jllvenHc or adult offenders should undertake immediately a S-year program of ree'Xaminiug existing institutions to minimize their use, and,
for those who must be Rncarcerated, modifying the
institutions to minimize the deleterious effects of
excessive regimentation and harmful physical environm(!nts jmposed by physical plants.
1. A collnborative planning effort shouM be made
to (lctermine the legitimate role of each institution
in the correctional system.
.
2. If tbe ll'Verage population of an institution is
tl}O huge il} facilitate the purposes stated in paragraph 2 of Standard 11.1, it should be reduced.
3. Consideration should be given to the abandor.meot of adult institutions that do not fit the location criteria of pnragraph 3 of Standard 11.1.
4. All major institutions for juveniles should be
phased out over the S-year period.
S. The physical environments of the aduit institutions to be retained should be modified to achiev1e
the objectives stated in paragrapb 4 of Standarl['J

1'1.1 nsto~
ll.

Provision

of privacy and persoDlid

space.
h. Minimization ()f noise.
c. Reduction of sensory deprivation.
d. Reduction in size of inmate activiity
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spaces to facilitate constructive inmate-staff
relationships.
e. Provision of adequate utility services.
6. Plant modification of retained institutions
should also be undertaken ~o provide larger, more
'dignified, and. more informal 'visiting facilities; spaces
for formal and informal indhr:idual and group coun·
seling, education and vocaiiomd training, workshops,
recreational facilities, and medical and hospital fn·
cilities; and such additional prog1<'am spaces as may
fit the identified purposes of the ·Institution.
"'
7. A reexamination of the pUrposes and physical i
facilities of each existing institution should be under- ~
tnken at least every S years, in connection with
continuing long-range planning for the entire cor· ~.
rectians system.
i

1
~
f

Commentary
Most existing major institutions were built with
undue emphasis on custodial security and the control
of large numbers of inmates. Experience has demo~·
strated that confinement under these Circumstances 15
more destructive than rehabilitative and that substantial numbers of offenders can be handled more
effe(!tivelyin the community without endangering
public safety_

~

t

~

1
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custodiaJly qualified .offenders to maintain .emotional involvement with families. .
g. Telephone privileges, inc1uding reas~n
able provisions for long-distance calls, should
be exten(Jed to all inmates.
h. No limitation should be imposed upon
the amount of mail o.ffenders may send o.r re.
~
celVe.
4. Each institution should' make provision for
t tbe unique problems faced by minority'offifnders and
; take these problems into consideration in practices
and procedures•.
a. Subcultural groups sho.uld be formally
recognized and encouraged.
b. Ethnic studies courses should iJeprovided. .
c. Staff members representative of minority groups in the institution· shQuld be
hired and trained.
.d. Minority resident$ of the community
should be involved actively in institution programs.
5. The institution should. actively develop the
. maximum possible interaction bet,ween community
'. and institutio.n, including involvement of communify members in planning and in intramural and ex(romural activities.
a. Instltutio.nally based wotk-rel<!ase and
study-rehmse programs with an emphasis on
commtmity involvement should be adopted or
expanded.
. b. Ex-offenders and indigenous paraprofessionals should be used in instiwtional pro.grams and activities.
c. Joint programing between the institution and the community should be developed,
including such activities as drug counseling
sessions" AJcobo~ics Anonymous meetings, recreation programs, theatre groups, and so. oil.
d. Offenders Ilhould be able to participate
in educational programs in the community, and
communiQI members should be able to participate in educational programs in the institution.
e. Police officers should become involved,
acquainting offenders with p(;rtinent sections of
the law and in general playing a supportive
role.
'
f. Offenders should have opportunities to
l.\"~vel to and to participate in worsbip services
or locrll churches, and representatives of the
churcbes should participate in institutional sm,'vices.
g'. The lnstitutionsho.uld cultivate active
participation of civic groups, and encourage the
groups to invite offenders to become members.

~.

1
1

Standard 11.3

Social
Environment
of Institutions

'J

Each corrcctionnl agency operating juvenile or

ndult institutions, and each institution, should undertake hnmcdiately to reexar.l1ine and revise its policies, procedures, and practices to bring about .un
institutional socinl setting that ",ill stimulate offenders to change their behavior and to participate on
their own initiative in programs intended to assist
them in reint$"lgrating into the community.
1.. The io!)tituHon's orgariizutional structure should
pennit open communication ,and provide for maxiflllUIl input in tlr.e decisionnmking process.
u. Inmate advisory committees should be
(J(!velopcd.
h. A policy of participative management
should be adopted.
c. All ombudsman independent of insti..
tutional udministration should receive and process inmate and staff complaints.
d. lnmate newspapers and magazines
,
should be s'uPl1orted.
2. The correctional agency and the institution
should mnke explicit t~eir correctional goals and
ptogrnm th!'!!s!~
R. Staff recruitment and training should
emphasize \l\ttitudes that suPpoq these goals.
b. Perfcmnauce standards should be de,veloped ff)rprograms and staff to measure program effectiveness.

""\I

c. An jntf!nsive public relations campaign
should make extensive use of media to inform
the public of the agency's goals.
d. The institution administration should
be continuously concerned. with relevance and
change.
3. The institution should adopt policies and prac.
tices that will preserve the individual identity of the
inmate and normalize institutional settings.
a. Each offender should be involved in
program decisions affecting 'kdm.
b. Offenders should be identified by
name and social security number rather tban
prison number.
c. Rules governing hair length and the
wearing of mustaches and beards sbould be
libel,"alized to reflect respect for individuality
. and cult"l,"al nnd subcultural trends.
d. Where possible, uniforms !lhould be
eliminaied and replaced with civilian dress,
with reasonable opportunity for individual
choice of colors, styles, etc.
e. Institutio.nal visitation should be held
in an environment conducive to bealthy rela·
tionships between offenders and their familieS
and friends.
f: Home furlough should be aUo.wlld 10

b. Tbe institution should arrange for representatives of government agencies to render
services to offem!ers by traveling to the institution or by enabling offenders to appear af
agency offices.
i, The institution sbould obtain the participation of busi:1ess anil labor in intramural
and extramural pr~grams and activities.
. j. The institlJtion should see!, the partidpation of volunteers in instit~tiollal ,programs
and activities.
~ ...
.
6. The institution should apply only the minimum amo.unt of security measures, both physical
and procedural, that arc necessary for tbe protection of the public, the staff, and inmates, and its disciplinary measures should emphasize rewards for
good behavio.r rather than the threat of punishment
for misbehavior.
a. Comm~tted offel;lders initi~lIy should be
assigned the Heast restrictive eustodial level
possible, as determined by the classification
process.
b. Only those mechanical' devices absolutely necessary for security purposes s!lOuld
be utilized.
c. Institutio.nal regulations· affecting inmafemovements and activities should not be
so resirictive and burdensome as to discourage
participation in program activities and to give
offenders a sense of oppression.
d. Standard 2.1.2 concerning Disciplinary
Procedures sho.uM be, adopted, including the
pro.Dlulgation of reasonable rules of conduct
and disciplinary bearings and decisions respecting the rights o.f off~nders.
e. An incl,!ntive system sho.uld be developed to reward positive behavior and to reinforce desired behavioral objectives.
. f. Security Ilnd disdpUnary policies and
methods sho.uld be gear(~d to support the obJective of social reintegration of tbe offender
rather than simply to. fnaintain o.rder and serve
administrative convenience.

Commentary
The incarcerated person feels alienated, angry,
and isolated in an environment which he does not
understand and which does not understand him.
Often staff members in rura,! institutions have little
sem,itivity concerning the problems of persons from
large cities. Minority offenders feel that staff, predominantly white, do not understand minority cul~
tures.
The principles governing institutional programs
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and operation must be used in coping with that alien- whether the program objective is reintegnition or ,1
ation if there is to be SUccess in resocializing offend- pu~ishment. :roday .cor~ectienal agencies generally :.,'•. jl.
ers. In its' simplest form this means involvement, InSIst that theIr functIOn IS treatment. However, insti- _
fairness, and self-determination. Without involve- tutions are ruled by punitive laws, operate in agen- if
ment the necessary el.ement of motivation to, change cies organized to carry out punishment, and perform A
is an impossible goal. Coercion may bring about con- their functions in ways that reinforce punitive atli. ~
,f
formity; ·it often docs in institutions, However, high tudes.
recidivism rates indicate that conformity'often disapThe issue has been accepted, worked with and :l
pears in' free society where individuals must" make around, ignored, and hidden in a cornet too long. I
decisions, the opportunity to commit crime exists, Expectation of an ability to punish and correct con.!
(Ind coercion is not so obvious.
currently has contributed to the ineffectiveness of '~
. Jnmate advisory committees provide an opportu- correctional p r o g r a m s . "
Without a clear and precise definition of goals, it
nity for airing complaints and presenting suggestions
and requests directly to administrators. Administra- is unrealistic to expect organizational structures, pertive policies, rules, procedures, and attitudes can be sonnel practices, pregram resources, and decisiondiscussed directly. The committee's principal value making procedures to accomplish a specific purpose.
lies in involving offenders in matters concerning their For this reason, a priority for institutional programs
welfare.
must be a cleal; statement of purpose.
:'1
1
With the adoption of a reintegration philosophy .
Recent experience with institutional uprisings emphasizes the urgency of providiflg acceptable outlets and program thrust, personnel should be recruite~ll
for group ten.sions: Many disturbances arise over and trained to perform accerdingly, Effectivene.ss of t
canteen privileges, laundry, and other ordinary mat~ staff and programs in implementing the reintegration ~
ters. These could be avoided through direct involve~ objective should be measured by performance stand- .~
ment of inmates in administrative decisions regarding ards. The policy should be w1dely publicized to ob·
such matters. Many benefits can be derived. Inmates tain public; support and avoid misunderstanding as to
can observe responsible decisionmaking by adminis- institutional goals. The administration should contintrators and provide an additional creativ(~ input for ueusly be alert to changes inside and eutside the institution that affect the realization of I)bjectives and
managers and administrators.
The entire institutional stay should be oriented to- that may require changea in personnel policy or proward the offender's return to the community and the grams.
problems existing there. At present, both inmates
A major consideration in institutions is the factor
and staff usually are preoccupied with problems of of time and its effects on a cemmitted offender. The
daily routine and the technical requirements of the longer an offender is exposed to the negative instituinstitutional process.
tional environment, the less likely he is to adjust pas- :1
Closed institutions tend to close the minds of their Hively to the outside world when re1eased. Institu- '1
captives-both offenders and staff. Institution- tienal regimentation produces a loss of individual
alization becomes an end in itself, reinforced by identity and opportunity fer individual decisionmakstaff-sponsored values.encouraging repressive and .ing and choice. Administrators presuppose that the
regimented beha-:.. ior. This repression and regimenta- offender is unable to make worthwhile and beneficial
tion is irrelevant and counterproductive to the of- decisiens for himself." Initiative and the will to "
fenc,ler's adoption of a nondelinquent or nencriminal~ change also are negated. Therefore, the offender l
isiic lifestyle in the ·community, where he must be loses hope, and his world generally revolves arouod t
able to make his own decisions.
a day-to-day existence based on surviving in the in- ;,1
.~
Institutions must be opened up, and fresh points stitution and obtaining release.
of view obtained in the deCision making precess. PolSince self-concept, the wayan individual perceives i
icies affecting the entire inmate body should be de~ himself, is an essential element in human behavior, it •
vel oped in consultation with representatives of that must be considered in the operation of any corree· f
body. "Decisions involving an individual should be tional system .. Through the years, prison standards 1
made with his participation. Employees should also have had negative effects on effenders' feelings and .;,
have a voi.ce, and a participative management policy attitudes about identity. Standard uniforms, prison
should be adopted. An independent check on pol- numbers, standardized haircuts, extreme regimenta'
icies, practices, and procedures suggests the estab- tion-all are general efforts to equalize appearanc~s
lishment of un ombudsman office serving both and reduce institutional life to a routine that wIll
inmates..and employees. Open discussion should be cause the fewest problems and the least work for
encouraged in inmate newspapers and magazin~s.
personnel and administrators. These standardizations
A major decision for cor~~ctional administrators is have produced rage and vielence.
j
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The correctional administr,ation's desire to main~
tain order in a facility often leads to. continuation of
inadequate policies. Inmates often must identify with
the negative or destructive elements in the prison·in
order to be heard. Recent prison disturbances exemplify .the negative ferces that develop within the
walls. Identity and positive change can develop
when inmates are involved in the correctional system's programs, when they have reasonable freedom
of choice, and when they have positive incentivesall aimed at normalizing the institution.
The institution by its very nature interrupts the relationship between the committed offender and his
family and friends. The institution helps to destroy
these relationships by excessive restrictions on mail
and visitation, While severing positive relationships,
these restrictions have virtually forced the offender
to develop strong ties with other committed effenders in substitute relationships.
A result of this' abnor-mal situation is institutionalization, affecting staff as well as offender. Although
staff members leave the institutien at the end of their
shifts, their lives continue to revolve around it. This
breeds a narrow view of the the values of human
existence.
. M:l'iOrity groups have consistently been dispropor~
tJOnately represented in cerrectienal institutions as
compared to their o\-crall· representation in society.
Typical of this situation are figures such as those for
California' Youth Authority wards for December 31
1971; 48 percent in institutions are white, 30 percent
black, 19 percent Mexican-American, and 3 percent
other.
.
M~ny correctional institutions do not respend con~
st~uctI,vely t~ the cultural and behavior patterns of
m~nonty reSIdents. Most staff members are white
mIddle-class persens residing in suburban or rural
~ommunities near the institution. Their understand~
!nf of various cultural values and their interaction
'With minorities is almost nonexistent. Tl-Je resident
fro!l1 an ~Ir~an minority group views the remote instit~hon as alten, with little sensitivity to or concern for
hIS needs.
A person's self-image and identity depend in part
on h?w ~e is accepted socially by others and how his
ct~nte er racial group is regarded. Manifestations of
allCnation and hestility of many minority individuals
are related to a negative self-image.
In recognition of the minority groups that make
up a s~bstantial (in many instances prepondemnt)
prop.ortlOn of the institutional popUlation, courses in
ethnIC s~udies Sh(hlld be provided, and the formation
ofethmc or subcultural groups in the institution
shOUld be supported and assisted. Staff members who
~nderstand minority problems and who come from
t e same minority groups.should be hired and

-.... '~""""".~-.' :[nll··
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trained: ',Representatives of· minerity groups in the:~
l~
commumty should be involved in institutional pro.~
grams.
The ..historical stance· of institutions has been to
'; 1
ac.cept all Who are corrimitted JegaUy. This has implIed acceptance of respol1lsibility for the control of
those .o~.enders and, in adrlition, acceptance of re~
i, sponslolhty for the community behavier of those re~
··1
)
leased. In recent years the correctional corl1munity
:has b~~u.n t9 q'uestion the wisdom of taking this res~~ns~blltty. ~ff9r.ts should be made to ?hift r~sponsi-,
blhty back to Its rIghtful place-the community. t
. If the offe~der is lobe successfully reintegrated,
h~s communIty cannot abdicate responsibility or
0;
Withhold resources. To disch~J;ge its responsibility,
the cemmunitymust not allow the offender to be cut
off from it. The cerrectional institution must be part
of the com~unity's. criminal justice system, not a
place of banIshment.· It must not be viewed as the
it
sole. ag~nt .bri~ging about behavior change. At best,
the l!1stl.tUtlOl1 IS a temporary and limited supplement
to community resources.
. ~he. community should be intimately involved in
InstItutIOnal planning and pregrams. Work~ and
s~udy:release programs. sh~ul~ be used wherever pos(i
SIble In preference to InstItutIOnal work and educational pregrams. Ex-offenders and paraprofessionals
who have an understanding of the problems of offenders should be used for a variety of roles in both
c~mmunity-based .and institutional pregrams. Commlinity agencies and representatives should have a
primary role in related activities in .the institution.
Members of the commilnityshoufd be allowed to
take educational courses available in the institution,
and the community should accept inmates in its own
educational classes. Police officelrs, who are the comm,unity representatiVes w1th most frequent contact
WIth offenders, should participate in 1nstitutional
programs to encourage mere constructive relationships and a better understanding of the law among
offenders. Offenders should have access to. church
services in the community, and the community
churches shou1d participate in the institutional reli~
gious services.
Offenders should be allowed to become active in
cemmunity clubs and civic organizations, in order to
help normalize their relationships' with other community members. The servicf 'i of all government
agencies should be as available to offenders as they
are to other citizens. Business and labor can be of
assistance in the operation ef institutional programs
and the eventual reintegration of the offeilder into the
community, Volunteers of aU kinds can be recruited
and trained to assist in a wide variety of institutional
and community-based programs.
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Correctional administr.ators are responsible for
what takes place in their institution and are under
pressure to "look good." They must protect the security (,[ the institution an~ society as .well
the
prisoners' rights. They often !nterpret thel; role m security and discipline as attamment of umform com"
pIia~~e with a set of official rules, policies, and regulations regimenting staff and inmate behavior.
Custody, discipline, and security have been recog~
nized as the primary duties of a correctional officer
and have taken precedence over other .functions. T~e
custodial officer sees his role as guardIan of order m
the immediate environment through strict and swift
enforcement of clear-cut formal rules of behavior.
However, corrections experts generally agree that
the correctional officer can be the most significant
factor in an inmate's attitude toward "treatment."
Daniel Glaser believes the correctional officer has
the greatest potential of any staff' member for positive effect on the inmate.
Community demands for protection have helped
to produce unWillingness on the part ?f the correctional .administrators to relax secunty measures.
However, this is a reciprocal arrangement-community apprehension could be alleviated t? .a lar~e
extent if the public were encouraged to part!{:lpate 10
institutional activities.
The demand for security and discipline has
created an atmosphere of hostility and anxiety within
the institution. When security is increased, inmates
feel final loss of persona] autonomy and find few
positive channels available through which to direct
their grievances. So they communicate through negative means-by escaping, rioting, or disobeying regulations. These actions further excite community
imagination, thus leading to further pleas for intensified security.
Thus, security has become a self-perpetuating
phenomenon. Intense security creates an atmosphere
conducive to offender behavior that requires still
more security.
This destructive cycle should be reversed. Newly
C'~mmitted offenders, instead of automatically being
placed under a high degree of security, should be assigned the least restrictive level feasible. Increased
custody classification should be imposed only when
the offender shows an attitude or behavior indicative
of a need for increased security. Mechanical devices
for security, nOw used greatly in excess of actua~ requirements, should 'be eliminated wherever pOSSIble.
Buildings can be modified to incorporate securityiu
less obvious ways. When technical security is necessary, it should not be overpowering and should ~ot
be substituted Ior personal contact between secunty
staff and offender.
Institutional regulations often tightly control the
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movements of inmates within the institution, as well
as placing severe limitations on tbe hours at which
movement may occur. These restrictions may be
tightened still further as ali official reaction to isolated incidents. The net result in time is an atmosphere of repression reinforced by other practices
that accompany such rigid restrictions. This not only
arouses feelings of resentment among inmates but
also effectively discourages. their willing participation
in institutional programs.
Both security and disciplinary measures in the institution should be designed to support the development of a social environment as normal as possible.
This involves the development of positive incentives
for inmates to comply with necessary security restrictions and behavioral requirements. The traditional
objective of administrative convenience should be a
subordinate consideration. When infractions occur,
they should be dealt with under the procedures prescribed in Standard 2.12, which are intended to inSUre fair decisions arrived at with due respect to .the
rights of offenders.
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Standard 11.4
Education
and Vocational
Training
Eacilll[l!stitutioll fm: jilltveniles or adults should reimmeiUately its educational auld! vocational
trainilillg J:llli'ogi'ams toiiinlsumre that they meet standar-tls
filJiat win i1ndiividul:lIEilzeediucation and training. These
programs sJrnould becgeared direcfily to the reintegratiml
tlilJe offendler 'finlto the community. It is recognized tbat tecbJll]ii]!ues and practices for juveniles
mSlY be -somewhat dlM~eltent from those required for
adults, i&lInt the priirnciip~es are similar. Usually the
programs c·~or j\mellllii~es and youfIts are more adequately e'«jnnippcd:l\lIll11d staffed, but this distinction
should nott \.cl!llilllffillilue. It is assumed that intensive
efforts wm'l~e IIlllll:lldfe to upgrade adult institutions
and thatjuvetllUe iril1st:iltrJtions
be phased out in
favor of commllllmity prIDlgrams Illnd facilities.
1. Each ins4ntl\lltiOllit: should ,bave a comprehensive, continuoillS. ef!1l'Jlcational program for inmates.
a. TI~e educational department of the institutionsb€JlllJlld establish a system of accountability to incnuiidle:
(l)An annUl!.!ll internal evaluation
of achic.l'ement data to measure the effectiveness of the instruction progran,
against. stated peit'formance objectives.
. (2) An appraisal comparable to an
accreditation process, employing· com~
mUDity representatives, educational department sts:JJi1 and inmate students to
evaluate. the system against specific",obexamim~

or

wm

jectives. This appraisal should be repeated
at I(!ast every 3 years.
b. The educational curriculum should be
developed with inmate involvement. Individu·
alized and personalized programming should
be provided.
c. The educational department should
have at least one learning laboratory for basic
skill instruction. Occupational education
should be correlated with basic academic sub·
jects.
d. In addition to meeting State certifi·
cation requirements, teachers .should. have ad.
ditional course work in social educatIon, read·
ing illlstruction, and abnormal psychology.
Teachers in juvenile i~stitutions also should be
certified to teach exceptional children, have
experience tea.ching inner city children, and
have expertise in educational technology.
te. Each educational department should
make arrangements for education programs
at local colleges where possible, using educa· .
tional opportunities programs, work-study pl'O< ).
grams for . contillming education, and lVor~···
fudough programs.
. f. Each educational department sho~1d
have a guidance counselor (preferably a certifi·
cated school psychologist) fmc! a student per·
sonnel .worker. School records of juveniles

should be available to these persons at the time
h. AU vocational training programs should
.of commihnent.
.
have
a set of measurable behavioral objectives
g. Social and coping skills should be part
appropriate to the' program. These objectives
of the educational curriculum, particularly conshould comprise a portion of the instructor's persumer and family life educatior..
formance evaluation.
2. Each institution shOUld have prevocational
i. Vocational instructors should be liand vocational training programs to enbance the
c.ensed or cre~entialed under rules and regulaoffender's marketable skills.
tIOns f01'pubhc education in the State or jurisa. The vocatitonaI training program should
diction.
be part of a rei!ntegrative continuum, which
j. Active inservh:e instructor training proincludes determimution of needs, establishment
grams sllOuld provide vocational staff with in~
of program objectives, vocational training,
formation on the latest trends, methods, and
and assimilation into the labor market.
innovations in their fields.
b. The voc~\tionai training :curriculum
Ie. Class size should be based on a ratio
should be designed in short, intens.ive train~
of 12 students to 1 teacher.
ing modules:
I. Equipment should require the same
c. Individual 'prescriptions for vocational
range and level of skiDs to operate as that used
training programs iihould Include integration of
by private industry.
academic work, rlemedial reaning and math
m. Trades advi~ory councils sholJld inhigh school graduatioli, and strong emphasi~
volve labor and management to assist and
on the socializatiofl of the individual as well as
advise in tile ongoing growth and development
development of tralle skills and knowledge.
of the vocational program.
d. Vocational/ programs fOl: offenders
n. Private industry shomitJd be encouraged
should be intendl!d to meet their individual
to establish training programs with'n the resneeds and not thie needs of the instructor or
idential facility and to commit certain numthe institution. Individual programs should be
bers of jobs to gra'iluates from these training
de\'cloped in cooperation with each inmate.
programs.
e. An incentive pay scale s'hould be a
o. The institution should seek active copart of aU on-the-job training programs for
operative programs and community resources
inmates.
in vo~~tional fields with community colleges,
f. Vocationnl programs should be selectfederally funded projects such as Job Corps
ed on' the basis (J)i the following factors related
Neighborhood Youth Corps, and Manpowe;
to incJ:'easing offeillders' marketable skills:
Development Training Act programs, and pri(1) V ()Icational needs anaDysis of the
vate community action groups.
inmate popUlation.
p. On-the-job training and work release
(2) Jol~ mlllrket analy~iis of existor work furloughs should be used to the fullest
ing or emer~:ing occupations.
extent possible.
(3) Job penormance or specificaq. An active job placement program
tion analysis, induding skills ami knowlshould be established to help residents find
edge needed to 11cquire the occupation.
employment related to skills training received.
g. Vocational education and training pro3. Features applicable both to educational and
grams should be made relevant to lthe employ- vocational training progrllms should include the
ment world.
foDowing:
(1) Programs of study about the
a' Emphasis should be placed on prowork wodd and job readiness should be
grammed instruction, which allows maximum
included in prevocational or orientation
flexibility. in scheduling, enables students to
cnurses.
proceed at their'· own pace1 gives immediate
(2) Work sampUng and tllol technolfeedback, and permits individualized instrucogy programs slhould be complleted before
tion.
assignment to a training program.
b. A variety of instructionalmateriaJs-(3) Use of vocati(lJlal sJdU clusters,
including audio tapes, teaching machines,
which provide the,~tudent with the
books, computers, and television~should he
opportunity to obtain basic skills and
used to. stimulate individual motivation and
knowledge for job entry into several reinterest.
lated occupatipns, should be incorporated
c. Selected offenders should participate
into vocationar training programs.
in blstructional roles.
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d. Community resources should be fuOy
utUized.
e. Correspondence courses should be incorporated intoeilocational and v(}cational
training programs tlJ make. available to inm.ates
specialized instruction that cannot be obtamed
in the institution or the community.
f. Credit should be awarded for educational and vocational programs equivalent to
or, the same as that associated with these programs in the free world.

Commentary

reassignment of clerical tasks from professional to
clerical staff also can free educators to educate.
Educational depart.ments of institutions should
measure the effectiveness of their programs in
achieving their stated objectives. This effort should
be done by internal evaluation and by ,an appraisal
process involving thejnmat~students themselves and
independent outsiders, The student also should have
a role in developing the educational curriculum and
in determining their own participadon. The educational curriculum shquld be related to vocational
instruction.
Teachers not only should be requ,red to· have
State certification, but they should have special edu·
cationalpreparation .for dealing with the particular
needs of offenders. They should be required to meet
the performance standards prevailing in the best
schools in the community. Supplementary resources
should be available; including guidance counselors.
The curriculum should not be restdcteu to tradi~
tional academicsubJ' eets, but particuiar stress should

The role, quality, and relevance of educational p~ograms in major institutions have not kept pace wlth
the social, economic, political, and technological
chang'es and expectations of society. Traditionally,
. th
education is only one part of a larger program lfl e
correctional institution and generally must compete
for the individual's time during the standard working be placed on consumer and family life and other so·
cial education courses.
.
hours.
The status and priority established for institutional
Offenders typica1ly lack marketable skills for em·
education is not commensurate with today's demand ployment as well as the basic education necessary to
and expectation. Staffing and organization of educa- develop these skills. They have been "losers" in
tion departments lack diversity. Teachers are em- school and are caught up in th~~ cycle of cultural and
pl.oyed in the general categories of elementary or high economic deprivation. In institutions they are trained
school classes. Subjects taught are highly traditional too often in a skill for wllich th\~re are no jobs at all
and uninspiring. Libraries generally are open on!y or no jobs in the community to which they will reo
during regular school hours and closed to students m turn. Often the job is being phased out as obsolete.
the late afternoon and eveniilgs and on weekends
In today's technological society, ;the occupational
and h o l i d a y s . '
structure is changing rapidly, ~lnd both men and
Diverse abilities, severe behavioral problems, so- women are experiencing increilSed job mobility,
cial deficiencies, and the ever-changing populatio?- of !=>ver t~e nex;t several years the focus of vocational
a correctional institution require the best~quahfied .' mst.metlOn .1~11l change, as ~ewer young people make
staff available. Performance standards specifying job' lastmg declslOns about theIr future at an early age.
responsibilities must be provided for every staff. Vocational pr~grams §houldexpose. offenders to a
member to insure appropriate levels of service and number of skills..-A mucbcloser mvolvcment of
elimination of inefficiency.
.
labo~ and indu~try in. plannin~ program~ and much
Some dramatic changes have taken place in the less lHve~tment m. e~Ulpment will b~ requ.l[ed.
.
characteristics of offenders. A rising demand by the
Vocallonal tram.mg shoulci be given In short, mdisadvantaged for their share of education has, forced tensive modules. Each module should include a pr~·
institutions to look to the communities for additional test" a written statement of what the student will
programing resources. Race and family incr/me often know .when .he completes ~he unit, written objectives
have determined the quality and quantity of educa- fOf; thiS achl~vement, CUrriculum cont~nt, a posUest,
tion available in the community. Cortections has and a recychng process. Students passmg the pretest
an opportunity to make education available to should not contiq.ue with t?~t unit .butm?v~on to
persons from low-income areas.
~he next module:Sho~ trammg modules 1~ mterest
A major educational effort requires attention to tnventory, vocatlOnal mterest, and vocationalopcosts, which will be higher than in the regular educa- portunities should·be provided to offer the student a
tional system owing to' technical expertise required. variety of choices for his own, employability.
.',
additional training, and use of learning laboratories
Vocational training should be gear~d to the mdi·
and skHl centers. It often will be possible to .adjust vjdual requirements of each offender, rather th?Ji ~o
current operating budgets to cover minor outlays for meet such institutional considerations as :filling~v~l.
equipment. Elimination of unnecessary taslcs aI1d able spaces in particular programs. The trmlling
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progtams themselves should be related to the actual
needs of o~~l1ders and of the job market in the
communities.to which they will return.
Vocationalprograms, like the institution's edu\~a
tional prograiils, should have measurable objectives,
and the instrlictors should be as highly qualified as
the instructor~ of similar programs in the State public
education sy~tems. The community also should be
involved, in¢luding trades advisory councils and
other representatives of business and labor. Voca·tional trainin,g resources of the community should be
used wherevgr possible.
A job plas~ment service should help inmates find
jobs in the community related to the training they
have received. A furlough or work··release program
should be established to place inmates in outside employment at the earliest possible time.
Both educationa1 and vocational training programs
should be modernized. A widespread technique is
the use of individually programed instruction allowing the student to progress at a suitable pace and
providing imme~j.ate feedback. This approach has
been tested by the Rehabilitation Research Foundation in Alabama,with apparently successful results.
A variety of ins~ructional materials should also be
used. Additional fi¢xibility should be provided by the
Us;: of correspondence courses supplementing instruction given in the institution.
Credit for the completion of educational and vocationalprograms wiU help offenders compete for jobs
on release and add credibility to their training.
The use' of ~elected offenders in instructional
roles, such as the' preparation of educational and
training materials, can give them a sense of personal
satisfaction and self-esteem. Their empathy with fellow offenders can create an effective bond that facilitates the learning process.:;,
Development of cooperativ~ programs involving
community resources should be',pharacteristic of progran.ls· and follow through after, release. Community
r,esidents should serve on advisory boards for vocational training, assist in postincarceration employment placement, and provide talented offenders and
ex·offenders with needed educational opportunities.
The Department of Corrections in North Carolina,
for example, has developed. a cooperative arrangement with the Department of Community Colleges to
make available to offenders and ex~offenders a wide
variety of academic, technical, arid;'"vocational pro-

grams.
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Reiated Standards
The following standards may be applicable in
implementing Standard 11.4.
2.9 Rehabilitation.
6.1 Comprehensive Classification Systems.
7.4 Inmate Involvement in Community Programs.
12.6 Community Services for Parolees.
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i Special Offend~:t;.Jypes

,
~8~
}
Each correctional agency opej;~;tiJ:lillg major institu..
,. lions, and each institution, snfliJWfltt/I}Eeexamine ~Jin.
mediately its policies, procedures, ai~d pfograms£or_
the handling of special problem offeli)1td1ers-the ,~d
t diet, the recalcitrant offender, the elVifo(tio:naJIyliJJist lurbed, and those associated withorgaJl1ih:ed crime+and implement substantially the following:
'.
~.
1. The commitment of addicts to correcfi(JlJJi:aI
institutions should be discouraged, and correct!«;Jp~2J1
administrators should actively press for the deveJrOlPment of alternative ",ethods of dealing with addl~fs,
preferably community-based alternatives.· Recognizing, however, that some addicts will commit(.!rim~li
sufficiently sedous to warrant a fonnal sent~l1I.ce
and commitmelit, each jnstitu~ion must exp~rime~t
with and work toward the (hwelopment of institl:rtional programs that can be related eventually .to
community programs foUoVfing parole or release and
that have more promise in dealing effectively with
addiction.
a. Specially trained and qualified staff
should be assigned to design and supervise
dmg offender programs, staff orientation, i~t
volvement of offenders in working out Htcir
own programs, and coor4ination of institutional
and co~nmunity drug programs.
b; Former:-·dr~g offenders should be re.cruited and trained as cbange agents to ~rovide

f
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program credibility and influence offenders'
behavior patterns.
c. In addition to the development of social,
medical, and psychological information, the
classification process should identify motiva~
tions for change and J:'ealistic goals fer the reintegration of the offender with a drug problem.
d. A variety of approaches should provide flexibility to meet the varying needs of different offenders. l'hese should include individu~l coupseling, family counseling, and group
all'proache$.
. c. Programs should emphasize "alternaw
:fives" to drugs. T~ese should include opportunities to affiliate with cultural :md, subcultural
groups, social action alliances, and similar
groups .tha~ provide meaningful group identiikation and .neW social roles which decrease
the desire to rely on drugs, Methadone and
othel' drug maintenance programs are not appropriate in,institutions.
. f. TJtemajor emphasis jn institutional programs fQr drug users should be the eventual
involvetnent '. of the users in community drug
treatment programs upon their· psroJe or release.
.
g. Because of the inherent IinJitations and
past failure'. of institutions to deal effectively
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-----------with drug addiction, research and experimenta~
tion should be an indispensable element of institutional drug treatment programs. Priorities include:
(1) Development of techniques for
the evaluation of correctional therapeutic
communities.
(2) Development of methods for
surveying inmates to determine the extent
of drug abuse and treatment needs.
(3) E,'aDuaiion of program effective~
ness with different offender types.
2. Each institution should make special provisions oth!!r than mere segregation for inmates who
are serious behavuor problems and an immediate
danger to others.
a. The classification process should be
used to attempt to obtain an understanding of
the recalcitrant offender and to work out per.
formance objectives with him.
b. A variety of staff should be provided
to meet the· different needs, of these offenders.
(1) 'Staff selections should be made
through in-depth interviews. In addition
to broad education and experience backgrounds, personal quaUties of tolerance
and maturity are essential.
(2) Continuous
on-the-job
staff
evaluation and adm.nistrative flexibility
in removing ineffective staff !liFe needed to
me..t the stringent demands of these positions.
(3) Training programs designed to
implement new knowlel1ge and techniques
are mandatory.
c •. Recalcitrant offenders who are too
dangerous to be kept in the general institutional
population should be .housed in a uni~ of not
more than 26 individuai rooms providing safety
and comfort.
... (1) Good surveiUance and perimet~r security sJtould be provided to permit
staff time· and efforts to be concentrated
on the oifenaers' ~ problems.
(2)No . indh-:idJial should remain in
the unlt longer than is absolutely u,ecessary for the safety of others.
(3) Wherever possible the inmate
of the speci;tI· uni! :should participate in
,regular recreati~n~ sc,.ool, training, visit.
ing and other' ~nstit..tion programs. Individual tutorial or inten~ive casework services .should also be available.
(4) . Tranquilizers and other medication should be used only under medical
direction and supervision.
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d. Procedures should be established 10
monitor the programs and services for recal. ; j
cit.rant offenders, and evaluation and research
should be conducted by both internal staff
and outside personnel.
3. Ear.h correctional agency should provide for the
psychiatric treatment of emotionally disturbed of.
fenders. lllsychotic offenders should be transferred
to mental health facilities. Correctional institution
treatment of the emotionally disturbed should be
under the supervision and direction of psychiatrists.
a. Program policies and procedures s~ould
be clearly defined and specified in a plan out.
lining a continuum of diagnosis, treatment, and
aftercare.
.
b. A diagnostic report including a physical
examination, medical history, and tentative
diagnosis of the nature of the emotional dis·
turbance should be developed. Diagnosis should
be a continuing process.
c. There should be a program plan for
each offender based on diagnostic evaluation;
assessment of current needs, p~"joritles, and
strengths; and the resources available within
both the program and the correctional system.
The plan should specify use of specific activities;
for example, individual, group, and family
therapy. Need for medication, educaUonal and
occupational approaches, and recreational
therapy should be identified. The pJan should
be evaluated through frequent interaction be·
tween diagnostic and treatment staff.
d. All psychiatric programs should have
access to a qualified neurologist and essential
radiological and laboratory services, by con·
tractual or other agreement.
e. In addition to basic medical services,
psychiatric programs shorJld provide for educa·
tion, occupational therapy, recreation, and
psychological and so~ial services.
f. On transfer from diagnostic to treatment status, the diagnostic report, program·prescription, and all case material should be reo
viewed within 2 working days.
g. Within 4 working days of the transfer,
case management responsibility should be assigned and a case conference held witll aU involved, including the offender. At this time,
treatment and planning objectives should be
I
deve!oped consistent with the diagnostic prO~ram prescription.
h. Cases should be reviewed each month
to re~ssess original treatment .goals~ evaluate
progress, and modify pro~ram ~s needed.
. i. AU staff responsible forpro'Viding serf.ice in alMng unit should be integrated into a

multidisciplinary team and should be under
the d:rection and supervision ~f a professionally
trained staff member.
j.Each case should have one staff member (counselor, teacher, caseworker, or psychologist), assigned EO provide casework services.
The psychologist or caseworker should provide
intensive services to those offenders whose mental or emotional disabilities are most severe.
k. Reintegration of the offender into the
community or program from which he came
should be established as the primary objective.
I. When an offender is released from n
psychiatric treatment program directly to the
community, continued involvement o~ a trained
therapirt during tbe first 6 months of the f/atient's reintegration should be provided, at least
on a pilot basis.
4. Each correctional ag~ncy and institution to
which convicted offenders associated with organized
crime are committed should adopt speciaJ policies
governing their management during the time they
are incarcerated.
a. Because of the particular nature of
organized crim~ and the overriding probability that such offenders cannot be rehabilitated,
primary recognition should be given to the incapacitative purpose of incarceration in these
cases.
b. Convicted offenders associated with
organi1ed crime should not be placed in general institutional populations containing large
numbers of younger, more salvageable offend~
ers.
c. Education and vocational training
would appear inappropriate for these offenders,
and their "program" should involve primarily
assignment to prison indu~tries or institutional
maintenance, particularly. where they are unlikely to have contact with impressio"ab1e offend~rs.'

~

d. They should not b~ considered eligible
for such community-bfjsed progmms as ,,-"'Jrkor study-release, furloughs or other privileges
taking them into the community.
e.. They are ent.ltled to the S3me rights as
other committed offl,mders. See Chapter 2.

C~mmentary

Addicts
Drug abuse tJ;eatment jn an institutional setting

bas yielded little success. Traditional staff attitudes
regarding the addict as beyond help have reinforced

the negative self-image of users and contributed to
the inherent difficulties of institutional drug treatment programs.
In recent years penalties for narcotics violators
have grown more severe. The result bas been a large
c.ommitment of offenders with drug problems to penal
institutions. In addition, many offenders confined for
offenses not related to narcotics are drug users. Cur~
rently in many institutions more than 50 percent of
committed offenders have drug problems.
To deal effectively with the drug abuser's problems will require a treatment continuum. Many innovative programs now are being undertaken in the
community by a variety of agencies and organizations. The drug abuser and his needs should be identified in the institution, and a program initiated that
will be continued on release.
As long as drug users are sentenced and committed to institutions, correctional agencies and institutions must attempt to devise programs that will deal
with the problem and provide the basis for later
treatment in a more appropriate community setting.
Staff, including ex-offenders, should be especially selected and trained to work in drug programs. Every
institutional resource with potential usefulness
should be brought to bear. An effort must be made
to align drug users with group affiliations that can
substitute for the drug subculture. Because no solutions have yet been developed that provide effective
treatment for addicts in correctional institutions) the
c:Qrrectional agency and institution should encourage
Initiative I,lnd innovation on the part of persons operating these programs. Research and experimentation
should be a fundamental feature of every drug treatment program.
The Recalcitrant Offender
This offender may be found in virtually every
major institution. He poses a constant danger to
other inmates and the staff, and also to the public.
because of repeated a:ttempts to escape from the
institution. While not psychotic, he resists any attempt to control or influence him. He reacts with
exceptional hostility to the slightest request for
reasonable behavior. He frequently en~ourages
other inmates to behave rebelliously and resorts
to physical intimidation to achieve his own ends.
Physical control of these offenders is essenthd
because they are a threat to themse1ves and others.
The belligerence and hostiUty that these offenders
manifest must be diluted as much a$ possible. This
can be done by breaking down the larger group of recalcitrant offenders into smaller groups, instituting
one-to-one counseling, and increasing the staffing
level. Some form of .reality therapy may be appro375
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priate because it is more easily understood by the offender.
It may be necessary to 'place such individuals on
varying amounts of medication, either tranquilizers
or stimulants. This action should be taken only on a
very selective basis by a qualified psychiatrist. As
treatment progresses, medication should be withdrawn gradually, although privately administered
medication may continue when the individual returns
to the community,
Highe'r staff ratios, intensive counseling services,
and special individual housing will involve much
higher costs. The principal effort must be to improve
all programs so that these individuals can be handled in the general institution popUlation. This may
involve reappraisal of staff functions throughout the
institution and reallocation of resources.
Emotionally Disturbed Offenders
"

These offenders are found in most institutions for
juveniles or adults but in much fewer numbers than
is popularly thought. They are committed to correctional rather than mental institutions because of
a diagnosis or finding that they are not sufficiently
disturbed to require commitment to a mental hospital. Although these offenders are e::"pected to receive psychiatric treatment (and this often is a factor
in court's decision to commit), such facilities and resources haye been nonexistent in correctional facilities until the past two decades and still are so in most
institutions.
As psychiatric services for diagnostic purposes became available in some correctional systems, the response of the correctional systems was to transfer the
most seriously disturbed offenders to mental institutions. This decision was motivated by the fact that a
large proportion of highly disturbed offenders were
prone to violent and destructive behavior and highly
oriented toward escape. However, as State mental
hospitals developed "open institutions," they began
to discourage admission of disturbed offenders for
whom more· secure facilities were required. The result was that f.ew offenders in need of psy~hiatric
treatment were accepted or satisfactorily treated by
mental hospitals. Attempts to share treatment re~ sponsibility for mentally disturbed offenders between
corrections and mental health agencies have seldom
been satisfactory.
These factors led many State correctional systems
to develop their own diagnosis and treatment resources. Two patterns developed. The first approach
was· to identify a discrete living unit within a larger
institution as an intensive treatment center. The second was t() develop a sing1e-purpose institution for

;.¥j
lional training programs,. as well as most related SGrvall offenders deemed in need of special psychiatric
services.
t ices, would appear inappropriate. Instead, offenders
i
who come from the world of organized crime should
The single psychiatric facility was more efficient in
terms of pooling psychiatric resources, maintaining a ~ be assigned to prison industries or to institutional
maintellance assignments where they can be kept ochospital treatment theme, and providing clear program direction. It suffered because of isolation.
cupied constructively. They should not be considered
t. eligible for community-based programs or other acExperience has shown that both the specialized
treatment unit and the single-purpose psychiatric in- .~ tivities taking them into the community.
~
The problem of structuring the incarceratio,n of
stitution have disadvantages.' Some basic principles
t such offenders so that they will not have communica .
must be recognized for both.
j non with their outside affiliations is inhercntly diffi1. High-level administrative support is necessary.
cult and probably impossible. This would require
2. The program must be able to handle disturbed
~ that they be kept in total isolation so that they could
offenders who display aggressive or assaultive behavI
not send messages out through inmates being reior.
~
leased,
corrupt employees, or correspond or vis~t
3. Specific policies and procedures must assure
with
family,
friends, or attorneys. This would mean a
close contact between the psychiatric program and
denial of the constitutional rights to which they have
the larger system it serves.
1
the same entitlement as other offenders. In this reCosts related to the severely disturbed offender
I
spect, communication between the incarcerated crimimay range from $SO to $75 per day. Unfortunately,
!
nal and his outside associates will continue to be a
i
the alternative 1s inadequate service or none at all,
1
problem to institutions an d society.
PrOvision of adequate services means that there is a
§
large investment of staff time in these offenders with
a consf~quent loss of service to other offenders. The
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Related Standards
The following standards may be applicable in
implementing Standard 11.5.

2.1-2.18 Rights of Offenders.
5.3 Sentencing to Extended Terms.
6.1

Comprehensive Classification Systems.
Classification for Inmate Management.
14.11 Staff Development.
15.5 Evaluating the Performance of the Correctional System.
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b. Programs ~thin the facility s110UJd be
open to both r.exes. .
c; Stuff (if both sexes should be hired who
have interest, ~bility, and training in coping
with the prl,)blems of both male and female
offenders. Assignments of staff and offenders
to programs and activities should not be based
on the sex of either.

Commentary
• '-1!.
?
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The problem of female offenders has reached critical proportions. The neglect that has characterized
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Standard 11.6
Women in Maior Institutions
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Each State correctional agency operating institu.
tions to which women offenders arc ;;:ommitted
should reexamine immediately its policies, procedures, and programs for women offenders, and make
such adjustments as may be indicated io make
these policies, procedures, and programs IUl!lre relevant to the problems and needs of women.
1. Facilities for women offenders should be considered an integral part of the overaU corrections
system, rather than an isolated activity or the responsibility of Gn unrelated agency.
2. Comprehensive evaluation of the woman offender should be developed thl'ough research. Each
State should determine diffel'ences in the needs
hetween male and female offenders and implement
diff'ercntialpl'ogramming.
3. Appropriate vocational training programs
should be implemented. Vocational programs that
promote depeiuJency and exist solely for admini.
strative case should be abolished. A compl'ehensive
research effort sbould be initiated to detennine the
aptitudes and abilities of the female institutional
population. This infonnation should be coordinated
with Jabor statistics pl'edicting job availabnlity. From
data so obtained, creative vocational training should
be developed which will provide a woman w~!h skills
necessary to allow independence.
4. Classification systems should be investigated
to determine their applicability to the female of-
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fender. If necessary, systems should be modified
or completely restructured to provide infonnatioD
lIlecessary for an adequate program.
S. Adequate diversionary methods for femnle
offenders should be implemented. Community pm·
grams should be available to women. Special at·
tempts should be made to create alternative pro·
grams in community centers 2Dd halfway houses
or other arrangements, allowing the woman to keep
hel' family with her.
6. State correctional agencies with such small
numbers of women inmates as to make adequate
facilities and programming uneconomical should
make every effort to find alteniatives to imprison.
m~nt for them, including parole and local residen·
tial fncilities. Fol' thase women inmates for whom.
such alternatives cannot be 4l:lupioyed, contractual
arrangementssbouJd be made with nearby States
with more adequate facilities and programs.
1. As a 5 wyear objective, male and female in.;ti·
tuthms of adaptable design and comparable pOpll'
lations should be converted to coeducational facUi·
ties.
a. In coeducational facilities, classifica'
tion and diagnostic procedures also should give
consideration. to offendel'S' problems with relation to the 9pposite sex, and coeducational
programs should be provided to meet those
needs.
~'?

female corrections becomes more alarming and more
visible in light of the rapidly changing role of women
in our society.
The criminal justice system no longt:r' shoilld ignore the inequities providing differential sentencing
of women on certain charges, inadequate institutional programing, and !ack of available research.
Women's instituti0ns, owing to their relativels
small population and lack of influence, have been
considered an undifferentiated part of the general ij)~
stitutional system and therefore have been SUbjected
(0 male-oriented facilities and programing. Special
requirements of the female offender have been totally
ignored. Male domination often extends to administration of the institution.
Moverrlent toward integrating men's and women's
institutions' has be~n very slow. There has, however,
been a change in the administrat01s. Twenty~four of
the 34 State women)s facilities operating in 196.6
were headed by men. In 1971, only 8 of the 34
State institutions for women offenders listed in the
American Correctional Association's directory were
hellded by nlen.
Tbe majority of women imprisoned are still incarcerated for crimes such as larceny, forgery, fraud,
prostitution, embezzlement, drunkenness, and drug
violations. Therefore, it is alarming that attempts at
diverslcnary measures have concentrated almost
solely on male offenders. The need fol' alternatives to
incarceration for women is essential.
A female offender often must allow her children
to be placed in foster homes or child care agencies.
Asurvey of 41 Pennsylvania county correctional services for women conducted by the American AssociaJion of Univerisity Women indicated that approximatl)ly 80 percent of institutionalized women have
~lliW.ren for whom they are responsibJle. In most in~~a:n~~s, the woman offender is not allowed to participate)n the decisionmaking process that determines
the custody of her children.
Women in American society are taJ:lght to define
themselves in terms of men and therefore depend on

assistance. In: institutions, intensive group counseling
should focus on self-definition and self-realizati.on.
Included in such an approach should be the acquisition of social and coping skills-in.-eluding family life
education and consumer training..;.;;..that will prepare
the woman to deal with society without reliance on a
welfare system or a temporary male guardian.
Of primary concern in women's prisons is the almost total lack of meaningful programing. Work
assignments serve institutional and .systemwide
needs.
Women do the laundry, sewing, and other "female" tasks for the correctional system. Such nrograming does nothing to prepare a woman for
employment and in fact greatly increases her dependency. According to Edith Flynn:
Rehabilitative programs aimed at the achievement of
personal and vocational self-sufficiency wO~Jld seem to be
a better bet for the development of an effective operational treatment theory than futile attempts to produce a
more successful adjusment in terms of the woman's dependency on significant others.

Institutional programs that provide a single~sex
social experience contribute to maladaptive behavior
in the institution and in the community. In sexually
segregated facilities it is very difficult for offenders,
particularly juveniles and youths, to develop positive,
healthy relationships with the opposite sex. A coedu~
cational institution would provide a more normal situation in which inmates could evaluate tbeir feelings
about themselves and others and establish their identity in a more positive way.
The correctional objectives, methodology, problems, and needs essentially are no different for females than for males. The correctional system should
abandon the current system of separate in.stitutions
based on sex and develop a fully integrated system
based on all offenders' needs. The coeducational
program cilln be an invaluable tool for exploring and
dealing with social and emotional problems related
to identity conflicts that many offenders experience.
Coeducational programs such as those in the Ventura and Los Guilucos schools of the California
Youth Authority have demonstrated clearly that a
mixed population has a positive prog1'am impact.
The Federal system also has converted at least two
institutions, one for juveniles at Morgantown, W.
Va., and one for adults ~.t Fort Worth, Tex., to coeducational fadlities. It is recognized, however, that in
jurisdictions. with a relatively large number of male
institutions and a small number of women prisoners,
coeducational arrangements cannM be universally
feasible.
Such States should consolidate their requirements
and programs for women prisoners through inter379
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state or regional contracts. Several States are now
using such arrangements.
One major problem in corrections is the relatively
small proportion of women employed in the field. It
will be difficult to change staffing patterns as long as
institutions are planned and operated for only one
sex. Developjng coeducational prograllliJ not only
will serve to improve programs, but also will require
more women in correctional positions.
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Related Standards
Tne following standa.rds may be applicable in
implementing Standard 11.6.
2,1-2.18 Rights of Offenders.
6.1 Comprehensive Classification Systems.
14.3 Employment of Women.
16.4 Unifying Correctional Programs,

1, ':~~~~~y:':

Standard 11.7
Religious Programs
Each institution should immediately adopt polic~
ies and practices to insure the development of a
full range of religious programs.
1, Program planning procedures should include
religious history and .practices of the individual, to
maximize hi5 opportunities to pursue the religious
faith of his choice while confined.
:2. The chaplain should play an integral part
in institutional programs.
3. To prevent the chaplain from becoming institutionalize(i and losing touch with the significance
of re,ligion in .free society, sabbaticals should be rcquired. The chaplain should return to the com·munity and participate in religious activities during'
tbe sabbatical. Sa1Jbatical leave also should ind,ude.,:
. further stu"ies, includlngstudy of religions and sects
alien to the cJ!apJain but existing in his instjtution.
Funds should~e jirovideq for this purpose. ,,','
.' 4. The chajJiainshould locatc religious resources
: in the civilian ciimmunity for those offenders whc:
desire assistance on release.
S. The 'correctional administrator should develop
an adaptive attitude toward the gl'owing numbers ·of
religious seds and beliefs and provide all reasonable
assistance to their practice.
6. Community representatives of aU fa.iths
sh:ould he enc()uragedOto participate in religious
&erv;ces an~ other activities within the institution.

Commentary
Religion in the institutional setting has suffered
from a lack of interest and participation by staff and
offenders.
.
A review of recent corrections literature, reveals
virtuaUy no information on innovative religious programs. Brief attention is given to the number of
chaplains ando the physical facilities necessary for
worship, but no attempt is made to grapple with tpe
changing role of the chaplain in the institution. With
the reintegration philosophy, the need for change becomesapparent.
Long ago, the issue of a possible conflict in institutions with the principle of "separation of church and
state" was resolved. The constitutional right to freedom of religion requires that those denied free access to the religious worship of their choice by virtue
of their confinement by the state must be afforded all
reasonable assistance in pursuing their faith while
confined. In fact, the principle has been establishe9
that the state must maximize the exercise of individual rights in this regard because of the involuntary
restrictions on movement and association it enforces.
Traditionally institutions have provided the services of three chaplains, Protestant, Roman Catholic,
and Jewish. Owing to the difficulty in providing
chaplains for every faith that might be represented in
381
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an institutional population, the chaplains were directed to provide ecumenical services so that all individuals could worship in their own way. Until
recently, this resolution proved to be reasonably
satisfactory,
An increase in the number of confined persons
identifying with religious groups or sects associated
with ethnic, cultural, or subculti11al groups and not
affiliated with the three major faiths has raised questions about the efficacy of this traditional resolution.
While having chaplains for all faiths probably still is
not feasible, the increased diversity increases the responsibility of existing chaplains and ad~inistr~to~s
to provide all' reasonable assistance to satisfy this diversity, Purchase of religious materials, food selection, and other practices must reflect existing needs
to the extcnt possible. Inclusion of community representatives of various faiths in institutional programs
should be pursued. In short, all reasonable efforts

must be made to accommodate varying religious
practices and beliefs.
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Related Standards
The following standards may be applicable in
implementing Standard 11.7.
2.16 Exercise of Religious Beliefs and Practices.
6.1 Comprehensive Classification Systems.
7.4 Inmate Involvement in Community Programs.

Standard 11.8
Recreation Programs
, Eac~ instituti.o? should develop and implement
)mmed13t~ly poh~I~~ and practices for the provision
of recreation activIties as an important resource for
cbanging behavior patterns or offenders.
1. Every institution should have a full.time
trained and qualified recreation director with reo
sp~n,sibility for the total re~reation program of that,
f~ctllty. He also should be responsible for integrahon of the program with the total planning for the
offender.
, 2. Program planning for evel'Y offender should
IDclud~. specific information concerning interests and
capabdlta\!s related to leisure·time activities.
,3. Recreation should provide ongoilllg interaction
WIth the community while the offender is incar.
cerated. This can be accomplish~dby- bringing vol.
~nteers and .community members into the institution a~d taking offenders into the' community for
,rec~eatlO"al activities. Institutional restriction in
polIcy and practice which bars use of community
t,~ecreational resources should be relaxed to the max.
~
Imum extent possible.
4. The range of recreational adivities to be made
available to inmates should be broad in order to
J m~et a wide range of interests and talents and
& ~~mulat~ the development of the constructive use of
} ,Isure time that can be followed when the offender
i
IS . reintegft'ated into the community. ReiCreationai
[,

1
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activities to be offered inmates should include music
athletics, painting, writing, drama handcrafts and
s~milar pursuits that reflect the I~gitimate leisure.
htDe activities of free citizens.

Comm.entary
. Historically recreation activities in major institutions served only an incidental purpose. Usually
most forms of play were prohibited. And prior to
Worl? War II, with punishment as the predominant
funchon of the institution, prison administrators
found it difficult to ju.stify recreation programs.
Prisons offered e~sentially three forms of recreation:
the yard, the library, and the auditorium,
In more recent years committed offenders have
. been allowed to participate in a variety of recreational activities. Such activities have been accepted
as a means of alleviating the mono'tony of prison life
and as a safety valve to release pent-up em()tions.
~ecreation has gained added significance as a potential resource for helping offeriders face personal
problems and learn new behavior patterns. Dr. Karl
Menninger, in The Crime of Punishment, has stated:
The proper direction of re,creation and play is both
corrective and preventive as far as mental health is concerned. We do not understand play scientifically, but we
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know it is very important and must be taken seriously. A
balance of work and play is what men live by. It makes
it possible for us to live, love and control our aggressive
tendencies and thus enables us to have good mental health.

Correctional institutions have an obligation to as~
sist inmatcs by providing programs that will enable
tbem to develop skills and attitudes conducive tdcrealive use of leisure time.
.
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The following standards may be applicable in
implementing Standard 11.8.
2.5 Healthful Surroundings.
6.1 Comprehensive Cla,ssification Systems.
6.2 Classification for" Inmate. Management.
7.4 Inmate Involvement in Community Programs.
15.5 Evaluating the Performance of the Correctional System.

Sta nda rd 11.9
CQunseling
I
Prograrns
Each institution should begin immediately to develop planned, organized, ongoing counseling programs, in conjunction with the implementation of
Standard 11.3, Social Environment of Institutions,
which is intended to provide a social·emotional
climate conducive to the motivation of behavioral
change and interpersonal growth.
1. Three levels of counseling programs should lie
provided:
a. Individual, for self-discovery in a one'..
.
to-one relationship.
b. Small group, for self-discovery in an
intimate group setting with open communication.
c.Large group, for self-discovery as a
member of a living unit community with responsibility for. the welfare of that community.
2. Institutional organization should support coun" ;.s~ling programs byrcoordinating group living, education, work, and recreational programs to maintain
an overall supportive climate. This should be accomplished through a participative management
approach•.
:3. Each .instiNtion should have a full-time coun~Jing supervisor responsible for developing and
ma!ntaining an overall institutional program through
tralDing and supervising staff, and volunteers. A
" bachelor's .degree with training in social work, group
, Work, and counseling psycnology should be required.
Each unit should .have at least one qualified coun-
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selor to train and supervise nonprofessional staff.
Trained ex-offenders and paraprofessionals with
well-defined roles should be used.
4. Counseling within institutions should be given
higiJ priority in resources and time.

Commentary
The term "counseling" has been used to describe
a wide range of correctional activities. It is used here
to mean planned use of positive, interpersonal relationships through which verbal techniques can be
applied to promote adjustment. Activities leading to
interpersonal maturity of the offender should be
differentiated from routine advice. Conditions in
which this growth may take place should be established.
.
More specifically, counseling programs should
provide a variety of opportunities for. offenders based
on their individual needs as determined by the individual himself and competent differential diagnosis.
Any counseling experience should offer the opportunity to ventilate troublesome feelings verbally and to
develop feelings of self-esteem by being treated as a
worthwhile person whose opinions are respected.
Such an experience may help alter stereotyped perceptions of all authority figures as cold, hostile, rejecting, demanding, and autocratic.
385
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Group counseling experiences give offenders the
chance to observe that others share similar problems
and that these problems can be resolved. Group sesSiOflS also allow experimentation with new social behaviors and roles in a nonthreatening setting. They
provide feedback to the individual on how he is perceived by his peers 3nd how his own comments and
behaviors affect the way in which others view and
treat him. Finally, all offenders should be given the
-opportunity to interact in counseling situations with
members of the outside social world, including family
member5 and volunteers, to humanize and normalize
the institutional experience as much as possible.
Offenders' social lind emotional adjustments frequently suffer from very limited and often damaging
interpersonal experiences. Conflicts in the struggle to
resolve problems of identity and interpersonal relationships often lead to frustration and stress. These
pres!)ures frequently produce anger, hostility, and aggressive behavior and are major contributing factors
to delinquency and crime.
The cost of irvplementing a good counseling program can be kept low by selecting a highly caF'lble
counseling supervisor who can choose and train existing staff for counseling duties. Minor alterations
can convert, portions of living units to counseling rooms. Some equipment such as tape recorders
and videotape for feedback purposes also would be
helpful.
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Related

Standard~

The following standards may be applicable in
implementing Standard 11.9.
6.2 Classification for Inmate Management.
14.4 Employment of Ex-Offenders.
14.5 Employment of Volunteers.
14.7 Participatory Management.

;I Standard 11.10
J

1J Prison Labor and Industries
1
f

Each correctional agency and each institution
operating industrial and labor programs should take
steps immediately to reorganize their programs to
1 &upport th~ reintegrative purpose of correctional
i institutions.
1. Prison industries should be diversi.fied and
§ job specifications defined to fit work assignments
~ t~ offenders' needs as determined by release plan'; nmg.
1 2. AU work should form part of a designed
training program with provisions for~
a. Involving the offender in the decision
concerning his assignment.
b. Giving him the opportunity to achieve
on a productive job to further his confidence
in his ability to work.
.
c. Assisting him to learn and develop his
skills in a number of job areas.
d. Instilling good working habits by pro-·
vi ding incentives.
.i3. J~int bodies consisting of institution management, lIunates, labor organizations, and industry
~hould be responsible for planning and implementImg a work program useful to the offender, efficient,
, and closely related to skills in demand outside the
prison.
.~ . 4. Training modules. integrated into a total train109 plan for individual.offenders should be provided.
Such plans must be periodically- mon1itored and flex-
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ible enough to provide for modification in line with
individuuls' needs.
S. Where job training needs cannot be met within
the institution, placement in private indlJlstry on
work-furlough programs sbould be implemented consistent with security needs"
6. Inmates should be compensated for aU work
performed that is of economic benefit to the correctional authority or another public or private entity. As a long-range objective to be implemented
by 1978, such compensation should be at rates
representing the prevailing wage for work of the
same type in the vicinity o~ the correctional facility.

Commenicuy
Work in prisons serves a variety of purposes that
often are in conflict with each other. Its functions
have been to punish and keep the committed offender busy, to promote discipline, to maintain the
institution, to defray some operating costs of the
prison, and to provide training and wages for the offender. To accomplish anyone function, it has been
necessary to sacrifice one or more of the others. Unfortunately, the job training function has not had the
highest priority.
Until 30 years ago American prisons were busy
places. In the late 1920's and early 1930's Federal
387
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and State Jaws were passed to eliminate alleged un-

fair competition arising from the sale of prisonmade
goods. From this blow the prisons have not recovered. The .result has been that only a few offenders in
Jnstifutions have productive work, while the others
are idle or engaged in trying to look busy at routine
housekeeping tasks.
The most prevalent system or prison industries
today is state use. Under this system, the use or sale
of pdsonmadc products is limited to public agencies.
This system is designed to avoid direct competition
with free enterprise and labor. It often is inefficient.
Machinerv is not modern, and the plant js overstaffed with inmate workers who produce inferior
goods at excessive costs.
Recent developments indicate that organized labor
and other business interests may no longer be concerned about prison products competing in the free
market. There is evidence that free labor and indus~
try arc w1l1ing to become involved in planning, upduting, and evaluating prison industry programs as
well as cooperating in work release, job training, and
job placement. Such cooperation should be pursued
actively.
Prison industrial and employment programs
should be reorganized to provide skills and work experience related to the kind of work offenders will do
after they nre released. This involves upgrading the
training involved in these programs and modernizing
the mnchinery.lnstitntional industries should undertake the manufacture of products that are also manufactured on the outside by companies that might be
expected to hire offenders when they are released.
Such companies may be persuaded to establish factory branches at institutions and thus provide a continnum of employment from institution to free community.
Eventually, hopefully by 1978, inmates performing work of economic benefit to the State or to another public or private entity should be compensated
nt prevailing wages for the same w(Jrk in the area
surrounding the institution. The ability of correctional agellcies to implement this objective will .depend on the development of more efficient institutional industries, better training for inmates, more

skilled supervlSlon, and motivational techniques.
Achievement of this goal might be accompanied by
the establishment of an obligation on the part of the
inmate to reimburse the State for a reasonable share
of its cost in maintaining him.
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Related Standards

The following sta!1dards may be applicable in
implementing Standard 11.10.
6.2 Classification for Inmate Management.
7.4 Inmate Involvement in Community Programs.
13.1 Professional Correctional Management.
13.2 Planning and Organization.
.
15.5 Evaluating the Performance of the Correctional System.
16.13 Prison Industries.

Almost every offender who enters a correctional
institution is eventually released. The only relevant
questions a,re: When? Under what conditions?
. Most offenders released from .a correctional institution re-enter the community on parole. In 1970,
the latest year for which complete data are available,
almost 83,000 felons left prison; 72 percent of them
were released by parole. Nineteen percent were released by discharge and 9 percent by other forms of
conditional release.1 Parole is the predominant
mode of release for prison inmates today, and it is
likely to become even more so. This trend can be
highlighted by comparing the figures for 1970 stated
above with those from 1966, when 88,000 felons left
prison; 61 percent were released by parole, 34 perl cent by discharge, and 5 percent by other forms of
~ conditional release. 2
1 A 1965 study by the President's Commission on
Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice (the
~ Crime Commission) showed that slightly more than
., 112,000 offenders were then under parole supervi-
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Natiollal Prisoner Statistics: Prisoners in State and Fed-

era{ illstitutiolls for Adult Felolls, 1970 (Washington: Fed~ral Bureau of Prisons, 1970),p. 43.

~. 'Natiollal Prisoner Statistics: Prisoners in State and Federal
fns/illl/ions for Adult Felot,s, 1966 (Washington: Federal
~ Bureau of Prisons, 1968), :p, 43.
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sion. By 1975, the Commission estimated, this number would be more than 142,000.8
J'hese figures include only those offenders sentenced to State prisons. They do not include youth
committed to juvenile institutions, virtually alI of
whom are released under some form of supervh:inn
at the rate of about 60,000 a year.
None of these figures include persons sentenced to
jail, workhouses, and local institutions. More than
one million persons were released from such facilities in 1965, according to the Crime Commission. It
is in these facilities that some of the most significant
gaps in parole services exist.
The National Survey of Corrections. made for the
Crime Commission found that almost all misdemeanants were released from local institutions and jails
without parole.' Of a sample of 212 local jails, the
survey found, 62 percent had no parole programs at
all. In the 81 jails that offered pt1role, only 8 percent
of the inmates actually were rekased through this
procedure. 4 There is little reason to believe the situation has changed radically since 1965, althouglJ efforts have been made in several jurisdicticlns to eXPresid!!nt's Commission on LaW Enforcement and Administration on Justice" Task Force Report: Corrections (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1967), pp;' 6-8. Pub·
lication referred to hereinafter by title.
• Task Force Report: Corrections, p. 61.
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tend parole services to jail populations. The need for
parole services is acute at the misdemeanant level.
Parole has been attacked as leniency, but its proponents argue that it is both humanitarian and designed to protect the public. They advance these arguments on two grounds. First, virtually everyone
convicted and sent to a correctional institution will
return to the community. He can be turned loose by
discharge with no continuing responsibility on his
part or the State's, or he can. be releaseO under supervision at what appears to be an optimal time and
be assisted in reintegration into the community.
From this perspective, parole is simply a form of
graduated return to the community, a sensible release procedure.
A second major argument is that the sentencing
judge cannot anticipate what new information may
be available to a parole board or what circumstances
might arise to indicate the optimum release date.
Unlike the judge, a paroling agency has the advantage of being able to observe the offender's behavior.
Furthermore, decisions on release made at the time
of sentencing may be more angry than rational.
Greater objectivity in appraising the offender may be
achieved by a parole board when the passions that
may have been aroused by an individual's offense
have cooled,
Available evidcnce supports the view that parole
does not lead necessarily to a lessening of the
amount of time inmates actually serve in prison. In
fact, one major criticism of present parole laws is
that their administration tends to result in more severe penalties in a crLninal justice system that alrcady imposes exten"ive State contro1.
Inmates released on parole in the United States in
1964, the last time national data of this kind were
available, actually served slightly more time than
those released through unconditional discharge
(Table 12.1), The table does not show the additional time served by offenders returned to prison
as parole violators, a hazard to which those discharged unconditionally are not subject. In the
major proportion of parole revocation cases, violation of parole rules rather than new felony offenses
cause the offender's return to prison to serve more
of his sentence. Thus arguments are made that the
sentencing structures supporting extensive parole use
should be severely modified because of their capacity
to inflict additional and unwarranted "punishment."

DEF.INITION A.ND HISTORY
The classic definition of parole was provided in
the AttQrney General's Survey of Release ProcedUl.'es 10 1939 as "release of an offender from 3.
penal 01: correctional institution, after he has served

Table 12.1. Number and Types of Releases in 1964
and Median Time Served

Median time

Type of
release

Number

served

Discharge

22,883
42,538

20.1 months
21.1 months

Parole

Source: National Prisoner Statistics, State Prisoners: Ad.
missions and Releases, ]964 (Washington: Federal BUreau
of Prisons, 1967.)

a portion of his sentence, under the cQntinued cus·
tody of the state and under conditions that permit his
reincarceratJon in the event of misbehavior." 5
Though some jurisdictions impose limitations on parole use, offenders generally can be released on
parole and repeatedly returned to confinement for
parole violation until the term of their original commitment has expired.
Yet to many, parole is still seen as "leniency"
for offenders. Others contend that, in wen-operated
systems, different types of offenders should serve differing periods of time, and the more dangerous and
violence-prone should serve more time. This is seen
as a proper use of sentencing and parole flexibility.
To actually understand parole and to ma~e it a mO.re
effective instrument of public po~icy reqUires sophiSticated knowledge of all its processes, procedures,
and objectives. Understanding is obscured by the use
of such value-laden terms as leniency, harshness,
punishment, or coddling. AU of them oversimppfy
what is a complex administrative, legal, and political
issue.
Parole resembles probation in a number of respects. In both, information about an offender is ga~h
ered and presented to a decisionmaking auth?:lty
with power to release him to community supervISlop
under specific conditions. If he violates those conditions, the offender may be placed in, or returne? to,
a correctional institution. Parole, however, dlfie~
from probation in a significant way. Parole implies
that the offender has been incarcerated in a correc~
tional institution before he is released, while proba.
tion usually is granted by a judge in lieu of any kind
of confinement.
Recent development of informal institutions (halfway houses, etc.) used by both courts an~ parole
boards make the distinction between probatIon and
parole increasingly difficult to sustain. To add further
confusion, some jurisdictions use the term "bench
• At/orney General's Survey ()f Release Procedures (Was~.
ington: Government Printing Office, 1939), vol. IV, p. ,

parole" to refer to a form of minimally supervised
probation.
.~
Parole and probation also differ significantly in
! terms of who makes the decision. Parole is almost al.,' ways an administrative decision; the granting of pro·'bation, a court function.
! The power to determine when an offender may be
~ released from an institution, to fix the conditions of
;,1
his supervision, and to order parole revocation all most always passes from the court to an agency
l within the executive branch. In the case of adults this
agency is usually a parole board; in the case of juveniles, an institutional official. As a condition of
probation, a sentencing judge may require an oi, fender to spend some time in an institution before he
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ation, authority to fix conditions and powers of revocation and discharge continue with the court after
the offender is released from confinement. Therefore, the case almost always is classified as probalion.
Parole also needs to be distinguished from one
other kind of release. In a number of jurisdictionsNew York, Wisconsin, the Federal system-adult offenders are automatically released under supervision
when they have served a portion of their sentence
and have earned a specified amount of time off for
good behavior. Legislation specifies the calculation
of "good time," and the parole authority exercises no
discretion In the matter. The procedure is called
"mandatory" or "conditional" release and is used to
provide supervision for those offenders who have
been denied parole, are ineligible for it, or have previously refused it. Although released automatically,
such offenders may be returned to serve the remainder of their terms if they violate any of the release
conditions. The advantage of mandatory release is
that supervision is provided for those not paroled. Its
main disadvantages are that time under supervision
usually is short, and inmaies are' released simply because they have earned time eff for good behavior,
with little regard for their readiness to return to the
community.
'The beginning of parole in the United States generally is identified with the Elmira Reformatory in
New:York, which opened in 1876. In the Elmira systern, sentences were indeterminate, dependent on
".marks" earned by good behavior. Release was for a
six-month parole term, during which the parolee had
to. report .regularly to a volunteer guardian or spon-

~o~lmira drew wide attention by its new approach to
Imprisonment, which was markedly different from
the tradition of incarceration fora term fixed at the
time of sentence. The designation of certain institu-

tions for youthful felons as "reformatories," and the
accompanying practice of permitting indeterminate
·sentences and parole, spread rapidly through the
'United States in the last quarter of the 19th century
and the beginning of the 20th. This sentencing system, including its provisions for parole, soon was extended to prisoners of all ages. By 1922, parole laws
had been passed by 45 States, and in 1945 Mississippi became the last State to dl.'veiop parole legis~a
tion.
This does not implyo however, that either parole
laws or practices have developed uniformly. States
still vary widely in the proportion of inmates, released under parole supervision. In 1968, for example, the National Prisoner Statistics of the Federal
Bureau of Prison.s showed that among offenders released in the States of Washington, New Hampshire,
and California, more than 95 percent were released
under parole supervision. During the same period,
less than 10 percent of inmates released in Oklahoma were released on parole. In Nebraska the comparable figure was 20 percent. Nationwide, releases
to parole supervision were approximately 60 percent
of a11 releases.
The history of parole for juvenile offenders is different from that for adults. For juveniles, parole usually is traced to the houses of refuge for children in
the latter part of the 19th century. From these settings, children were released to work for Several
years in private homes. Total control of the child
was vested in the family to whom he was released. It
was the family't; respoilsibility to determine when he
had earned his freedom.
The child protection programs developed later assumed many of these activities. Although in recent
years juvenile programs have become more correctional, they have continued to be involved closely
with child welfare activities. 6 In many Sts\tes, juvenile aftercare services are the responsibility of the
welfare department or a similar agency containing a
broad range of services. In these settings, delinquency is seen as merely a symptom of Ii young
person's need for State services. Labels such as "delinquent," "dependent," or "neglected" are de-emphasized. The general thrust is to treat these children
within the context of child welfare.
Juvenile parole authorities usually are more than
willing to distinguish their services from those for
adults. Juvenile officials typically use the term "aftercare" as a synonym for parole, but in many ways the
difference is more than semantic. The problems presented by the young releasee aTe different from those
• See Anthony Platt, "The Rise of the Child-Saving Movement: A Study in Social Policy and Correctional ReforI!l."
Allllais of the American Academy of Political and Soi::al
Sciences, 381 :21 (January 1969).
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of the adult offender. School attendance and vocational training programs are much more likely to be
a central feature of programs for juveniles, while
employment is the 'major concern for adult
offenders.; The two concerns might be c~rsorily
equated. But no one may be. legally reqUlred. to
work' while school attendance IS compulsory for JUvenil~s. In fact, chronic truancy is a juvenile
"crime."
Juvenile and adult parole services usually are not
organjzed similarly. The National Survey of ~orrec
tions showed that in 1965 parole boards deCIded on
the release of juveniles in only two States, although
such boards released adults almost everywhere in the
country.

SENTENCING STRUCTURES
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Any parole system and set of standards designed
to improve its functioning can be unde~stood. an?
evaluated only in terms of the structure III whIch It
exists. All parole systems, no matter how autonomous, are part of a larger process-not only of
corrections generally, but also of a complex s~nte~c
ing structure involving trial courts and leglslabve
mandates. The structure and functions of parole systems and their relative importance in the jurisdiction's total criminal justice picture all depend largely
on the sources of sentencing authority and limits on
sentencing alternatives and lengths. 8 In most jurisdictions for most offense categories, the sentences
that cad be imposed and the proportion of sentenc~s
actually served are determined ?y a balan~e of deCIsion-making powers among legIslatures, tnal courts,
and parole authorities. As noted in Chapter .5, .th~re
is 110 sentencing structure common to all Junsdlctions The relative importance and power of parole
deter'minations vary markedly from one jurisdiction
to another and within jurisdictions from one offense
category to another.

Variations in Structure
Throughout the history of American criminal justice there have been various models of "ideal" senten~ing structures proposed in different jurisdictions.
Some have been tried, all have been debated, most
have been modified. But there is still no uniform
sentencing structure. The Model Penal Cod~ of the
American Law Institute, the Model Sentencmg Act
1

See William Arnold, Juveniles

1970).

all

Parole (Random House,

• See Chapter 5 of this report. See also Daniel Glaser, Fred
Cohl!n and:'Yincent O'Leary, The Sentencing al/d Parole
Proces~ (W~shington; U.S. Department of Health, Educa"
tion, and Welfare, 1966).
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proposed by the National Council ~n Crime a~d ?e.
linquency, suggestions ,of t~e . Cr~me . C:om;mlsSIOrt,
and the American Bar A.ssoclatlon s Mmlmum Stan·
dards for Sentencing are recent attempts to propose
sentencing'structures suitable for all offenders in all
jurisdictions. Because there have been no common
standards for sentencing structures and proc;esses, es·
tablishing standards for parole functions is extremely I
complex.
<
It might be possible to reach agreem.ent on mat· .~
ters such as structure and composition of parole ;j
boards, appropriate workloads, staff training ~nd de·
velopment, and proper procedures for grantmg and
revoking. But it must be remembe~cd that t~e mean· .•
ing and importance of the parolmg function vary:
from one postconviction system to. another. For ex· .~,.i,.
ample, in jurisdictions where legIslatures set l~ng ~.J
maximum terms that trial judges cannot modIfy, :1
where good-time laws are stringent, or where pardon il
is alm;st unheard of, parole bbeco~es nllot tObnly lIilit
I'mportant method of release ut VIrtua y" e 011),' ,
method. Furthermore, where sentences are IOI1,p,., It ~
may mean that parolees must be supervised Illr ~
decades.
l;f
The situation is different in systems that have rela· I
tively short legislative limits on sentences, with 7t
iudges empowered to fix upper terms le'Ss than statu· ~
tory maxima, and with liberal good-time allowances i
or frequent use of pardon. I~ such ~ases paro!e de· ~
terminations may play a relatively mmor par.t I? d~v.
erall release processes. In short-sentence Jur;s Ie· ~
tions, parolees terminate supervision fairly qUlcklY,l
In jurisdictions in which minimum sentences .are .not ~
required by either legislation or cou.rt determmatI~n, i
parole authorities have wide discretIon to release In' ~
mates at any time.
Variations also exist among jurisdictions in regard 1
to institutionalized juvenile delinquents, but they are
not nearly as disparate as in the ca.se of. adults. dThe
extent of control by the State over Juveml'e offen ers
generally is fixed by age rather !han by ot'fe~se.
most jurisdictions juvenile commItments do not ~a.ve i
fixed minimum terms, so that release authontIes
have wide discretion.
. i
But laws relating to juveniles are by no means. Un!'
form in all jurisdictions. For example, the Natto~a1 {
Survey of Corrections reported that in five States JU'f
veniles can be paroled from State training schools.
only with the committing judge's approval. In three
release ,
State.s , the time a J'uvenile must serve beforehare
1J
is fixed in advance by the court. In effect, t ese
minimum sentences.
f
The sentencing system finally adopted is crucial t~
the parole function because it fixes the amount an j
the character of discretion a parole system ca~e~~: I
cise. Seeking to eliminate the abuses that lurk

cretion, some persons would eliminate any form of
discretionary release after sentencing by the trial
judge. 9 Howeve1i, most authorities hold that discretion is inevitablle; the task is to limit and control it.
From this view, many more problems arise when the
entire releasing decision is placed in the hands of the
trial judge or made dependent on a system of totally
fixed sentences set by the legislature than if the decisian is shared with a parole authority.iG
On the other hand, most parole officials do not
want the amount of power implicitly delegated by
completely indeterminate sentencing. They feel that
the awesome task of determining sentence limits
should be left to judicial and> legislative, branches.
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Sentencing Cc)nsistent With Parole Obiectives
The sentencirlg system that seems most consistent
with parole objectives has the following characteristics:
1. Sentence limits set by legislation, with the
sentencing judge having discretion to fix the maximum sentence, up to legislative limits.
2. No minimum sentences, either by mandate or
by judicial sentencing authority.
'"
3. Comparatively short sentences for most offenses, with a legislative maximum not to exceed five
years for most offenders.
4. Mandatory release with supervision for offenders ineligible for parole, so that they are not held
in an institution until their absolute discharge date.
, 5. All parole conditions set by the paroling authority, but with opportunity for a sentencing judge
to suggest special conditions.
6. Legislative prohibition of offenders' accumulating consecutive sentences if it interferes with minimum parole eligibility.
7. Legislative provisions for alternatives to reimprisonment upon parole revocation.
8. No offenses for which parole is denied by legislation.
In general, the intent of such a system is to give to
the legislature and sentencing jtl.dges the authority to
set outer limits of sentence but not to restrict parole
authorities by setting minimum terms. At the same
time, the sentencing structure provides supervised
release for those offenders whom parole authorities
cannot conscientiously release under regular parole
criteria. The sentencing structure may provide for
~ended terms for dangerous offenders, though pa-
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See Struggle for Justite: A Report on Crime and Punish·
in America, Prepared for the American Friends Servo
Ice Committee (Hill and .Wang, 1971), ch. 8.
"See American Bar Association Project on Minimum Stand·
ards for Criminal Justice, Sentencing Alternatives and Pro·
cedures (Institute for.JudiCiill Administration, 1967), Sec. 3,
PP. 129-199.
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role eligibility reql!h:ements should remain f'ollghly
the same in these cases.
A syst,em of this kind would give parole authorities discretion over the release of offenders whom
trial courts decided need incarceration. Yet it would
be a limited discretion. Parolees would not be under
supervision for excessive time periods nor, if parole
were denied, would they be incarcerated for unnecessarily long terms.

PURPOSES OF PAROLE
The objectives of parole systems vary widely.
Without clearly stated and understood objectives, the
administrator cannot make the most basic decisions
regarding effective resource allocation. Even a casual
attempt to' Ciarify the purposes of parole will reveal
that objectives frequently are in conflict. One of the
parole administrator's chief ta5ks is to minim.ize this
conflict.

.,.
A Basic Purpose':, Redudion' ~f Recidivism
Few things about PHrole {woke consensus, but
there is some agreement that one objective and measure of success is reduction of recidivism. Even this
consensus quickly becomes less firm when two specific functions are examined: (1) provision of supervision and control to reduce the likelihood of criminal acts while the offender is serving his sentence in
the community (the "surveillance" function), and
(2) provision of assistance and services to the parolee, so that noncriminal behavior becomes possible
(the "helping" function).l1
To the extent that these concerns can be iiUegrated, conflicts are minimized, but in the day-to-day
activity of parole administration they frequently
clash. Decisions constantly must be made between
the relative risk of a law violation at the present time
and the probable long-term gain if a parolee is allowed freedom and opportunity to' develop a legally
approved life style. Resources are needed to clarify
the choices and risks involved. Key requirements for
this kind of assistance are development of clear definitions of recidivism and creation of information
systems that make data available about the probabilities of various types of parole outcome associated
with alternative decisions. (These requirements are
discussed in some detail in Chapter 15.)

Varied Concerns of Parole Boards
Reducing the risk of further criminality is not the
sole concern. In fact, it actually may be secondary in
American CorrectiC)nal Association, ;'r!anua[ of Correctional Standards (Wr)shington: ACA, 1966),p. 114.
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some instances. A wider variety of concerns was expressed in a questionnaire completed by nearly half
the parole board membltrs in the United States in
1965, who were asked to indicate what they considered the five most important factors to be weighed in
deciding on parole. Table 12.2 shows the items selected by at least 20 percent of those responding as
being muong the five most important considerations.
The first three items selected as being the most important were related to the risk of violation. However, the next four related to three other concerns:
equitable punishment, impact on the system, and
reactions of persons outside the correctional organization.
Table 12.2. Items Considered by Parole Board Members to be Most Important in Parole Decisions

Item

Percent Including
It~)m as One of
Five Most Important

Fairness and Propriety

1. My estimate of the chances that

the prisoner would or would not commit a serious crime, i£paroled.
2. My judgment tha( the prisoner
would benefit from further experience
in the institution program or, at any
rate, would become a better risk if
confined longer.
3. My judgment that the prisoner
would become a worse risk if confin~d
longer.
4. My judgment that the prisoner had
already been punished enough to "pay"
for his crime.
'
5. The probability that the prisoner
would be a misdemeanant ,and a burden to his parole supervisors, even if
he did nott;ommit any serious offenses
on parole.
,
6. My feelings about how my decision
in this case would affect the feelings
or welfare of the prisoner's relatives
or dependents.
7. What I thought the reacHon of the
judge might be if the prisoner were
granted parole.

' 92.8

87.1

71.9
43.2

35.3

Parole programs are part of larger systems of
criminal justice. They are governed by concepts of
propriety and modes of conduct arising from American culture and law. Especially in recent years, parole systems have been expected to conform with
practices that enhance the ideals of fairness and reflect hallmarks of American justice such as procedural regularity, precedent, and proof.
Most recently these issues have been reflected in
increased sensitivity to inmates' or revokees' rights
to counsel, the right of a hearing on parol(;l grant and
revocation, and disclosure of information used in decisionmaking. Reflecting tlus emphasis, some parole
board members may even refuse to consider at a parole violation hearing evidence that might have been
secured by questionable search procedure. Comparable issues also arise in establishing conditions for parole supervision, which are expected to meet the
, tests of relevance, reasonableness, and fairness.

1
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33.8

Appropria,,~

20.9

Source: National Parole Institutes, Selection for Parole
(New York: National Council on Crime and Delinquency,
1%6).

A number of other studies have noted the same
phenomenon. 12 Most parole board members c<:msidSee Robert Dawson, Sentencing: Tlte Decision as to Type,
Lellgllt, and Conditions of Sentence (Little, Brown, 1969).

U

through decisions seeking to equalize penalties for
offenders who ha'll'/'similar backgrounds and have
committed the same offense but who have received
different sentences.
Alternatively, decisions to grant or deny parole,
particularly in well-known cases, often may hinge on
the question, "Has thi.s person served enough time
for. the act he committed?" Considerable differences
in these matters exist from one system to another, as
well as among individuals in the same system. Such
concerns uSt.~ally are less apparent in, and perhaps
less relevant to, juvenile agencies. However, in many
parole systems, maintaining an appropriate system of
sanctions directly or indirectly underlies most JGcisionmaking. How significant these considerations are
depends on the kind of sentencing framework in
which the parole system is operating.
In addition to issues of equity, parole decisionmakers sometimes respond to actual or anticipated
public attitudes. Such concerns for public acceptance
of parole generally, and case decisions specifically,
govern the kinds of risks that are acceptable and the
actions considered feasible by parole decisionmakers. This public reaction issue is particularly acute in
cases affecting society's core beliefs. Criteria having
1 little to do with the question of risk may be used by
~ parole officials in dealing with certain cases, particuj lady those involving crimes seen as "heinous." The
l concern is more for meeting general social norms
} and responding according to public expectations.

er risk a paramount concern, bu.t other factors assume such importance in certain cases that risk becomes secondary. A weU-known inmate convicted
and sentenced for violation of a public trust may be
denied parole repeatedly because of strong public
feelings, even though he might be an excellent risk.
In another type of case, an offender convicted of a
relatively minor crime may be paroled even though
a poor risk, because in the opinion of the board he
has simply served enough time for the offense committed. To some analysts these other-than-risk consider~tions are viewed simply as contingencies that
arise from time to time; to others they involve
objectives central to parole decisionmaking. In either
case, considerations other than risk assessment figure prominantly in parole decision making and must
be accounted for in any discussion of objectives. To
judge from questionnaires returned by parole board
members and from studies in the field, there seem
to be at least three core sets of concern other than
reducing recidivism,18 which significantly and regularly impinge upon most parole decisionmakers.

f

Sanctions ,and Public

i

I

Expectation's

i

~.

Though it seldom is stated openly, parole boards
often are concerned with supporting a system of appropriate and equitable sanctions. 1'his concern is ~e·
flected in several ways, depending upon a jurisd!~'
tion's sentencing system. One of the most commo)}!S

$.

.1

" Keith Hawkins, "Parol~ Selection: The American Expe~'
ience," unpublished doctoral dissertation, CambridgeUm'
versity, 1971.
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thi~d set of concerns that influences parole deci-

s~onmakm~ relates to support of other criminal jush~e operations. Parole boards playa crucial role as a

ORGANIZATION OF PAROLING
AUTHORITIES
Most persons concerned with parole decisionmaking for juveniles are full-time institutional personnel.
Only a few juvenile jurisdictions have noninstitutional personnel determining parole relea'l~s.
Different circumstances prevail in. the adult area.
For example, adult boards tend to carry many more
direct State-level administrative responsibilities than
do, releasing authorities for juveniles. Table 12.3
shows that in 1965, 14 adult parole boards supervised probation services for the courts of the State.
Few parole decisionmaking groups for juvenile offenders had a similar responsibility. The table also
shows the historical link in many States between
parole and the clemency or pardon authority of
the governor. Many boards carried out advisory
functions for the governor in executive clemency
matters and in one State, Alabama, the board granting paroles also had the power to pardon. '
Although there is considerable variety in the organizational settings in which parole decisionmakers
work" at least two dominant organizational strains
can be identified-the institutional model, which
largely predominates in the juvenile field, .and the independent model, the most common in the adult
field. Considerable controversy hru~ .arisen around
these two models. IS

kin~ Of. system regulator, influencing other parts of
the J?stlce system, from police to prisons. For examp.le, .In some systems where a parole board has extens.lVe con~rol over the amount of time a large proporhon of mmates will serve, institutional popUlations
can change dramatically depending on board policy.
~9,t only do parole board decisions influence institubonal size, but they also reinforce behavior that can
h~ve profound effects on the kinds of programs sustamed. Inmates are more likely to participate in a
program ~he parole board explicitly values than in
one to WhICh the board pays no attention.
. Institutional staff members have an obvious stake
~ the programs in which inmates are involved.
Ven.ce they too are affected by parole decisions.
r anous parole officials are sensitive to the correc/onal impact of their decisions and some take this The Institutional Model
~or into account in their decisions.14 In some inIngen~ral, the institqtional model perceives pa"Keith H k'
"
.
for p' aw InS, Some, C0I!sequences or a Parole System
role
as bemg bound closely to institutional programs. '
Of Pnson Management," in' D. F. \-Vest, ed., The Future

1
,
>

of the Justice System

stances, boards will be reminded forcefully of their
effect on inmates and institutions. For example, it is
not uncommon during times of high prison tension
(as after riots), when parole policy is under attack
by inmates and sympathizers, for boards to become
more "liberal." In such instances, the degree of risk
acceptable for parole, conditioned by pressures
within the institutions, shifts perceptibly. Parole
boards directly affect parole supervision staff by the
kind of offenders they release and revoke, and by the
policies surrounding these actions.
System maintenance and other basic concerns
cited clearly influence parole decisionmaking. However, questions of risk. fairness, public expectation,
and system maintenance are not the only considerations affecting parole authorities. Of great importance as well are the beliefs they hold concerning the
sources of criminality, strategies for changing offenders, and the nature of the relationship between the
correctional system and the offender. '

-0'

qro/e (London: Gerald DuckWorth, 1972).

.,. Task Force Report: Corrections, pp. 65-66.
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Table 12.3. Responsibilities of Adult Paroling Agencies Other Than Parole, 1965
Additional Responsibility

l

~ .

Holds clemency hearings
Commutessenteflces
Appo;.nts parole supervision staff
Admin'isters parole service
Paroles from' local institutions
Grants or withholds "good time"
Supervises probation service
Grants pardons, restora~ions, llnd
remissions
Fixes maximum sentence after 6 months
May discharge prior to sentence
expiration
Sets standards<:for "good time"
Acts as advisory board on pardons
None

Number of
Boards

28
24
24
20
19
17
14

1
1

1

1
1
5

Source: National Council on Crime nnd Deliquency, Correct/oil ill Ihe Ulliled Slates (New York: NeeD, 1967),
p. 215.

It places the release decision with the correctional
facility's staff. Parole is simply one more of a series
of decisions affecting the offender. The persons most
familiar with the cases make the releasing decision;
and this makes it p'ossible to develop a rational and
consistent set of decisions that affect the inmate. The
Crime Commission reported that 34 of 50 States
used this form of organization in the juvenile field.
The major arguments raised against the institutional model is that too often institutional considerations, rather than individual or community needs,
infiuence the decisions. Overcrowdh'lg in the institution, desire to be rid of a problem case or to enforce ..
rehittvely petty rules, or other concerns of institution
management easily become the basis of decisionmaking. Institutional decisionmaking also iends itself to
such. informal procedures and lack of visibility as to
raise questions about its capacity for fairness or,
what may be as important, the appearance of fairness.

The Independent Authority
.'1'"

In the adult field, a good" deal of reform was associated with removing parole decisionmaking from institutionai control to an independent ~~lthority. Unddubtedly niuch of the basis for this "reiormcame
from the view that paroling authorities were being
sWliyed too easily by institutional considerations or

.
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were not being objective enough. is The change
was so complete that today no adult parole releasing
authority is controlled directly by the operating staff
of a penal institution.
Whatever its merits in fostering objectivity, the independent parole board also has been criticized on
several counts. First, the claim is made that such
boards tend to be insensitive to institutional pro'
grams and fail to give them the support they require.
Second, independent boards are accused of basing
their decisions on inappropriate considerations, such
as tile feelings of a local police chief. Third, their re- ,.
moteness from the institutional program gives inden~
pendent boards little appreciation of the dYllamica!n
a given case; their work tends to be cursory, with the
result that too often persons who should be paroled
are not, and those who should not be paroled are released. Fourth, the argument is made that independent systems tend to place on parole boards persons
who have little training or experience in corrections.
Lack of knowledge about corrections, combined
with the distance of the parole board from institutiomil programs, builds unnecessary conflicts into the
system. The rapid growth of partway release pro·
grams and halfway houses has increased the probability of those conflicts. In shott, critics of the inde'
pendent model assert that important decisions are
being made 'concerning the correctional system, its
programs, and the offenders;-in it by persons far reo
moved from the system who have little appreciation
of its true nature.

The Consolidation Model
While these arguments and their rebuttals con·
tinue, an alternate system has gained considerable
support in recent years, tending to cut the ground
away from both major,.models. This system is linked
with a general move toward consolidation. of all
types of correctional services into distinctive departments of corrections that subsume both institution
and field programs. The consolidation model, eI.l1erging from the drive. toward centralized administration,
typically results in parole decisions being made by a
central decisionmakingaut.hority organizationally sit·
uated in an overall department of corrections but
possessing independent pmVGis. The directQr. of
corrections may serve on such a releasing authonty,
or be may designate a staff member to do so. In ~he
youth field, the centralized. board may have polIcy
responsibilities for institutions as well as parole· decl'
sionmaking.
. . .
Proponents of the consolidation model argue that
there is increased concern for the whole correctional
"AI/ortley General's Survey of Release Procedures (1939),
vol. IV, p. 49.

system in departments where parole releasing authority is part of a centralized system. They claim
that sensitivity to institutional programs seems more
pronounced in consolidated systems than in completely autonomous ones. They also contend that removal of parole decisionmaking from the immediate
control of specific correctional institutions tends to
give greater weight to a broader set of considerations, a number of which a.re outside direct institutional concerns.
Although variations in organizational or administrative arrangements may be required to meet special
circumstances, certain general organizational requirements seem clear. AmDng the most essential requisites is that the organizational structure of parole
authorities should foster close coordination between
parole decisionmakers and the increasingly compl.Jx
set of programs throughout the correctional network.
Yet sufficient autonomy should be preserved to permit parole boards to act as a check on the system.
T1.:- trend in this country clearly is in the direction
of consolidation. More than 60 percent of the State
parole boards responsible for release of adult offenders now function in common administrative structures with other agencies for offenders. 17 This
trend enhances integration of correctional operations. If parole boards are to function as useful and
sophisticated decisionmaking units that balance a
wide set of concerns, they also must achieve and
maintain so~e degree of autonomy from the systems
with which' they interface. This issue involves appointment and tf;}nure methods, as well as the tasks
and functions for which parole authorities take responsibility.

Articulation of Criteria for Decisions
. Articulation of criteria for making decisi<Jns and
developtnent of basic policies is one of thq chief
tasks that parole decisionmakers need to undertake.
While discretion is a necessary feature of parole
board operations, the central is!'lue .is how to contain
an~ control it appropriately. Few parole boards have
artIculated their decision criteria in much detail or in
Writing, even though research has shown that criteria
e~i~t. Parole board members tend to display, with
s.hght variations, a consistent response to case situahons of which they may be only marginally
aware. lS

liN
. at'IOnaI

Probation and Parole Institutes, The Organiza-

~O/l of Parole Systems for FelollY Offenders in ti,e United
a/aleS. 2~ ed. (Hackensack, N.J.: National Council on Crime

r

Delinquency, 1972). Unless otherwise stated, factual
on State parole systems given in this chapter are from
1?'5 public.atic}!l.
DO/,,,,,G61tfredson and·.Kclly Ballard "Differenccs in Pa~ole Decisions Associated with Deciston Makers," Journal
f Research ill Crime alld Delinquency, 3 (1966), 112.
~ta

Articulating the basis of decision systems is crucial
to improving parole decisions, because criteria must
be specified before they can be validated. For example, 75 percent of 150 board members queried in
1965 by the National Probation and Parole Institute
asserted that rapists generally were poor parole risks.
Research data have shown such an assumption to be
wrong.
Articulation of criteria is crucial to staff and in~ates alike. The notion of an inmate's participation
III a program of change depends on an open information system. His sense of just treatment is inextricably bound with it. As one parole board member 'put
it:
It is an ess~ntial element of justice that the role and processes for measuring parole readiness be made. known to
the inmate. This knowledge can greatly facilitate the earnest
inmate toward his own rehabilitation. It is just as impor-tant for an inmate to know the rules and basis of the
judgment upon which he will be granted or denied parole
as it was important for him to know the basis of the
charge against him and the '\;;"idence upon which he was
convicted. One can imagine nothing more cruel, inhuman,
and frustrating than serving a prison term without knowledge of what will be measured and the rules determining whether one is ready for"release . . . . Justice can never
be a product of unreasoned judgment.'"

And without valid information on the basis of parole
decisions, correctional staffs hardly can be expected
to deal realistically with offenders or to shape meaningful programs with them.
.
!n most parole systems, board members are so
heavily committed to case-by-case decisions that
these additional,tasks, and those to be suggested subsequently, will require a substantial alteration in
work style. Smaller States will need to shift from
part-time to full-time parole boards. Other States
will require additional personnel at the parole deciu
sionmaking level.

Need for Appeal Procedures
Besides the pressure for clearly articulated policies, .there also is a rapidly developing demand for
mechanisms by which correctional, and specifically
parole, decisions can be appealed. The upsurge of
cases being considered by the courts documents this
need. 20 The courts can and will test at least certain
aspects of parole decisions. Yet if parole authorities
arc to develop correctional policy consistent with
correctional needs and judicial standards, they need
'" Everette 'M. Porter, "Criteria for Parole Sel...:ction" in
Proceedillgs of the American Correctional Associatioll (New
York: ACA, 1958) p. 227.
'" For examples' of this grqwth in interest by the courts,
see Comment, "The Parole System," Pellnsylvania Law Re\,iew, 120 (1971), 282.
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tive public offices are also seen in deciding on the
best method of selecting parole board members:
mit appeal procedures.21
•
.
1
first, how to secure appointees with expertise and
Where the volume of cases warrants It, a parole
LE ..AUTHORITY PERSONNEL
willingness to challenge the sjstem when necessary
boaEd should concentrate its major attention on pol- PARO
raiher than merely preserving it; second, how to
ic,j! development and appeals. The bulk of c~se-by
The most recent data available on members of ju- I . select parole board members who will be responsive
(dilse dccisionmakit1g should be done by he.aymg ~x venile parole releasing authorities indicate tha~ ~y .f~r..
10 public concern, as expressed through elected ofIa:miners rcsponsible to the board and fa~lhar with the largest number are full-time staff of JUvenile·
ficials, without making politics rather than comits policies and knowledgeable as to correctional pro- correctional institutions. 22 In several States, such
'netence the basis for appointment.
gr:a:ms.
as California and Minnesota, youth commissions pa"Parole decisionmakers too frequently have shown
Hearing; examiners should have statutory power to role juveniles. In others, such as Wisconsin and llIithe negative possibilities of both dilemmas. 1n many
'!?JI'a:nt, deny', or revoke parole, subject to parole nois the same board is responsible for release of
instances they have become so coopted by a correcboard rules and policies, In cases of offenders serv- both juveniles and adults. 23 The issues of appointtional system that there is no independent check.
ing long sentences, those inv~lved in cases of high ment, qualifications, and training raise pre~isely the r;. against abuses of public or offender interests. Too
public interest, or others designated by the parole same questions for juvenile release authonty mern~
many times appointments have been governed by paboard: two or more parole members pers?~ally bers as they do for board members responsible for
tconage considerations, a dangerous criterion when
~hould conduct thc hearings and make decISIOns. adult release.
.
human freedom is at stake and the most difficult
Hearing cx.aminers operatfng in teaI?s of ~wo. should
In 41 States, adult parole board members are armoral, legal, and scientific issues are involved.
handle the large part of day-to-day mtervlewmg and pointed by the governor. In seven jurisdictions, they
If parole authorities are to have the competence
decisonm:aking for the board. Inmates and parolees are appointed in whole 0, in part by the department
required for their tasks, specific statutory qualificashould be entitled to appeal dccisions to the parole of corrections.
lions for board members must be developed. In 24
board, which could hear cases in panels or en banco
A similar problem exists with any part-time memSlates there are no statutory requirements for parole
As action is, takcn on these cases and the sys~em of ber of a paroling authority. In 18 States, parole
members responsible for the release of adult offendappeals refined, the board shouid further artl~ulate board members responsible for the parole of adult
ers. In one State generalized references to character
its policies against which unwarranted uses of discre- males are part-time employees. In six others only the.
are made. In another 21 only the broadl;!st references
tion. could be checked.
to experience or training are enunciated.
chairman is a full-time employee. Part-time board
.Instead of spending his time routinely traveling members tend to be located in the smallest States,
. According to the findings of the first National Pafrom institution to institution hearing every type of but there are exceptions. Tennessee and South Carorole Conference in 1939, board members "should be
case, the board member should be deciding appeals lina, for example, with part-time boards, have larger
selected on the basis of their integrity and compeand hearing cascS of special concern. He should be populations than several other small~r States that
fence to deal with human and social problems, withdeveloping written policies and using monitoring sys- have full-time boards. If parole services were ex-< out reference to political affiliations." 2{ More retems by which decision outcomes could be observed tended to local jails and one board was r;tade recently the standards proposed by the American
and strategies for improvement developed. The use sponsible for jails, traini?g schools for ?elmquents,
Correctional Association required that parole board
of the board fot all types of appeals from correc- and adult prisons, a full~tJme board woulCl be needed
membenl should "command respect and public confidence," be "appointed without reference to creed,
tional decisions (loss of good time, denial of privi- in virtually every State.
For larger States, the relevant question is, ~hat is
color or political a.ffiliation," possess "academic
feges) also should be considered.
In smaller systems, many of these activities would the optimum size of the parole decisionmakmg au- i. tr~ining which has qualified the bO.ard member for
have to be carried out by the same persons. How- thority? Almost half of parole boards f?r .ad?lt. of- . \ professional practice in a field such as criminology,
education, psychiatry, psychology, law, social work
ever, procedures can and should be d.evelope~ to as- fenders consist of three members; 18 Junsdtcttons
have
five
memb~rs;
si~
have
seven
members;.
and
and sociology," and "have intimate knowledge of
sure attention to each separate functlOn-pollcy deYork's,
consists
of
12
memcommon
situations and problems confronting
one
parole
board,
New
. velopment, hearings, and appeals: Only a few of
Some
parole
authorities
argue
thatbQar~
offenders."
25
bers.
these crucial activities no», are camed out by the avcould
grow
indefinitely.
But
with
a
shi~t
in
emphasIs
No
single
professional group or discipline can be
erage parole board. They are critically needed, and
recommended as ideal for all parole board members.
the kind of syst.em described here would greatly fa- toward policy articulation and appeals, It would seelll
Avariety of goals are to be served by parole board
cilitate their attainment. Parts of such a system have prudent to hold the size to a manageable level. Few,
if
any
State
boards
should
exceed
five
members.
As
members,
and a variety of sk!l1s are required.
been used successfully by the California and Federal
w~rkload
expands
beyond
the
capacity
of
.these
Knowledge
of at least three basic fields should be
the
parole boards and other governmental agen~ies.
te 4.
members",.hearing
.
examiners
should
be
apPo,?
:epresented
on a parole board: the law, the behavAn advisory group, broadly representative of the
The largest States might need 20 hearingexammers
IOral sciences, and corrections. Furthermore, as a
community and specifically including ex-offenders,
or more.
board assumes responsibility for policy articulation,
should be established to assist the parole board by
monitoring and review, the tasks involved require
reviewing policies and helping shape and. implement
Qualifications of Board Members
!::fSons who fire able to use a wide range of deciimprovement strategies developed,. This ~hld of .1i~k
Two dilemmas that are common to most. appoin' IProc(;'1!dings, National Parole Conference,i939 (Leavento the public is critically needed 1f senSIble pollcles

to ¢~tabtish se1i rcgulaticHl systems, including interw

uEdward Kimball nnd Donald Newman, "Judiciall InterventiQn ill Corr~ctional Decisions~' Threat and Response,"
Crime alld Delinquency, 14 (1968), 1.

are to be developed. and support for
achieved.

:: National Council on Cri!11e and Delinquncy, Cor;e~~jon
in the United States (New York: NCCD, 1967), p.
.
"Correction ill the United Slates, p. 86.

~'orth, Kan.: F!!deral Prison Industries, inc., 1970), p. 113.
/lIIerican Correctional Association. Manllal of C01:recOlla! Standards, p. 119.

sionmakihg tools; such as statistical materials, re,:,
ports from professional personnel, and a variety 'of
other technical information. In general, persons with
sophisticated training and experience are required:•.
In this context,' the standards suggested' by the
American Correctional Association should be statu..
torily required for each jurisdiction.
Hearing examiners require less specialized education and training. More critical in these roles are persons with educational and experiential qualifications
that allow them to understand programs, to relate to
people) and to make sound and reasonable decisions.
1'hese roles should offer particular opportunities ·for
ex-offenders and for those persons most sensitive to
the implications of offenders' lifestyles.

Making the Appointment
A critical question concerns who should make
the actual appointment to the parole board. Two
basic choices are the governor or the head of the department of c::orrections. Appointment by the governor provides the board increased autonomy and
greater responsiveness to . public influence. But it increases the likelihood of lack of coordination with
the corrections agency, oversensitivity to public reactions, and appointment of unqualified personnel. Selection by the director of corrections, who is himself
selected on the basis of professional qualifications, is
more likely to secure appointment of knowledgeable
persons, protection from political influence) and
some ~hielding from an undue concern for;'tlUblic
criticism. The major disadvantage is the possible RPpointm6nt of a "rubber stamp" decisionmaking
body.
Some type of device must be employed if competent board personnel are to be selected. Each State
should require' by law that nominees for pa((~le
board positions nrst be screened by a committee
broadly representatiVe of the community. Representatives of groups such as the State bar and mental
health associations should be.included, as well as
repres(!ntatives of various ethnic and socioeconomic
groups. The law. should require that appointments be
made only from the approved list of nominees.
Terms of Office, Salary
A number of other suggestions to improve parole
board appointments have becn made and should be
adopted. Ol1e of these is to provide parole board
mem~~ts with substantial terms of office, as long as
12 years, quring which they cannot be removed except for good cause. 26
2. Phillip E. Johnson, Federal Parole Procedures (Washing-

ton: Administrative Conference-of the United States, 1972).
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A matter of particular importa?7 e
attracting
well-qualified persons to parole pOSitIOns IS the c~m
pensation. According to the most ~ecent data aVailable, the median salarj for full-t~m~ parole board
members is $19,000 a year. ThIs 15 not a salary
which in 1972 can attract the type of personnel
needed for parole decisionmaking posts. The salary
for such positions should ?e .eq~i~alent to that of a
judge of a court of general JUrIsdLction.
TrainIng for Board Members

Improvement in the performance. ?f parole ~e.m
bel's depends heavily on the availability of a tram1O.g
program. Tne National Probation a~d P~role ~n~tt
tutes have undertaken to provide bLenmal trammg
sessions fOf new members. But much more needs to
be done in this area. Ongoing training is needed by
both new and experienced board members.
.
An effective ongoing program ~~ould mform
board members of recent legal declslon~ and advances in technology and acquaint them wlth current
correctional practices and trends. Because of the r~l
atively small number of parole board members 10
euch State, such u program would have to be national in scope. An exchange program of parole
board members and hearing officers also should receive support. Recent experiments ca.rried O?t by ~he
National Probation and Parole Institutes; 10 wh~c?
parole board members had the opportumtr to VlSlt
other States, proved to be valuable expenence for
participants.

others, especially those with many correct!onal insti·
tutions boards are split into smaller working panels,
each of which conducts hearings. In several jurisdic.
tions a single parole board member may conduct a
hearlna unless the case is regarded as unusually im·
portant, when a larger subcommittee or the entire
board conducts the hearing. In the Federal system
and in California, the parole boards appoint "hearing
officers" to assist in some hearings. The number of
cases considered in a single day by boards or panels
for adult offenders ranges from 15 to 60.
Information Base

seriousness of the crime or promote disrespect for
the law.
3. His release would have substantially adverse
effects on institutional discipline.
4. Hi~ continued correctional treatment, medical
care or vocational or other training in the institution
will ~ubstantially enhance his capacity to lead a law~,; abiding life when released at a later date. 28
I
Recently the National Commission on Reform of
W
Federal Criminal Laws substantially endorsed the
presumption and the four considerations of the
Model Penal Code. It offered in addition the p[(JJviso
'f that, once an inmate has served the longer of five
" years or two-thirds of his sentence, he should be paroled unless the board is "of the opinion that his release should be deferred because there is a high likeI lihood that he would engage in further criminal
l conduct." 29

t

i

t

Information available to the parole board at the
time of a hearing typically is prepared by institu·
tional staff. It is usually based on reports on the of·
fender's adjustment to prison life. Some .. parole
boards request special investigations elf r~lease; plans ~
for all inmates, while others prefer to ~~It~ntil they
make a tentative decision that parole IS mdIcate.d. A .~
few States have reports prepared by P!Ofes51Onal!f
clinical personnel. Since these profeSSIonals ar~ j
scarce, most reports prepared for parole board~ are
written by caseworkers who actually have relatively g
little opportunity to observe inmat~s.
.
Glaser has suggested use of reVised reportmg sys· ;)
tems, wherein staff members who have the n:t0s t CO?' %
tact with inmates would be involved most directly In ~
providing data for the board's decisionsP With
the increasing stress on reintegration, ~ost par?le t
board members need a great deal more 1Oformation "1
about community services available to relea;sed. of- ,
fenders, as wen as on feasible programs. that ml~ht 'I
be undertaken. This lack is not solely an. information 1
gap; unfortunately, the basic problem IS that com·
munity resources are m e a g e r ' i

i

t

Procedural Guidelines

In the past few years there has been a noticeable
increase in complexity of procedural requirements
for parole hearings. Of those jurisdictions holding
personal interviews, for example, 21 now permit the
"assistance" of attorneys in behalf of the inmate.
Seventeen allow the inmate to be represented at the
hearing by persons other than counsel whom he feels
will help him present his case for granting parole. A
verbatim re;(.lrd of proceedings is made in 11 jurisdict(ons.
Development of guidelines for desirable parole
hearings should attend to several concerns simultaneously. First, such hearings should provide parole
authorities with as much relevant and reliable inforTHE PAROLE GRANT HEARING
mation about each caSe as possible. Second, the
The parole hearing is a critical ,~~~ent" for inhearing process itself should carry the hallmark ?f
mates. At this point they are legally . eltgI~le for re~ fairness. Not only should it be a fair determination 10
lease, their case is studied, they are interviewed, and Right to a Hellring
(substance, but to the extent possible it also should be
the decision is made. In all States except Texas,
perceived by the inmate as fair .. Third, as far as pracIn most jurisdictions the offender has no statuto~
GQorgin, and Hawaii, adult felony offenders. are p~es
jticable
the hearing should enhance the prospects for
ent at hearings at the time of parole c~nsIderation. rights in the parole consideration process, exsept In , ;an inmate's successful completion of his parole.
Four States screen files and grant intervIeWS only to some instances the right to a personal ap~earan:
To these ends the hearing can make a number of
eligible inmates who seem to merit parole considera- before the parole board. Yet at these heanngs, t ,
contributions~ The manner in which the imp ate is intion. All othc,w States hear every offender at least traditional stance has' been that the inmate and~s
terviewed and notified of decisions affecting h1m can
oncc l even tlH)st" 'l.(alikely to be rele;ase~. Many 1'a- record must make an affirmative case, for parol~. .:
support or undermine respect for the system of jusrole authorities see an inmate seV(';ral tImes dunng Model Penal Code represents a turn-around m t~t
tice. Any opportuni£y for the offender's active particthe course of his sen.tence. In fact, a. number of traditional assumption that the burden of pro.
ipation in decisions can greatly affect his commitStntes provide for at least annual review of each (however e:~raluated) rests on the inmate. It promen~ . to the plans made. I!J, the, final analysis, his
poses that an inmate is to be released on par~le when
case, no nl&tter how remote release may be.
':commitment
is·.the crucial factor in whether or not
Formal hen ring procedures are much less com,mo,n he is first eligible unless one of the followmg four.
these plans will be' c'arried out.
,'lith juveniles. More often,. primary emphasiS IS conditions exist.s:
. . . . . - will'
In ke~ping with the reintegration emphasis, a
L There is a substanttal mdication lhat 'he
placed on written reports otstaff conferences at
i>Ameri(}a'rtLaw
Institute, Model Penal Code, (philadel·
not conform to conditions of parole.
. " e
which the youth mn), 01,' may not be pre~ent.
phia: ALl, 1962).
2. His release at that time would depreCIate th
Procedures followed at p~role heanngs for adult
!>Nalional Commission ·Qlj"Reform of Federal Criminal
,
,
P .
nd Parolt
Effectiveness of a. TIson a,.
offenders nre extremely diverse. In.some States, each 2T Daniel Glase~."The
laws, Final Report (Washington: Government Printing Of,fice, 1971), p. 300.
parole applicant is heard by the full parole board. In System (Bobbs~Merrill, 1964), ch. 9 . '
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modern corrections system should embrace a wide
variety of alternative programs, not only for institutions, but also for release or partway release. Except
in rare cases it will probably be too cumbersome for
a parole board to approve specific actions in detail.
With community corrections, halfway houses. prerelease centers, split sentences, and similar developments, the line between parole and prison already is
becoming blurred. It therefore appears necessary
that the parole board increasingly test the appropriateness of programs and match individuals with
them by criteria fixed in advance, rather than try to
make clinical decisions on an individual's readiness
for release.
The Automatic First Hearing

A number IOf practical steps for parole hearings
flow from these changes in overall correctional processing. Every inmate should routinely be seen by a
parole authority during the first year of incarceration. This revi'ew should be automatic and no application by the' inmate should be required. Such a
hearing might result in consideration of early parole.
More often, it would be devoted to a review of the
particular objectives and programs developed by the
inmate and staff. An).' program involving release for
long periods should involve the parole board hearing
staff.
.
The important element of this first, automatic
he?ring is that the board approves program objectives and program categories for offenders rather
than attempting to make detailed clinical judgments
about each case. The objective of the hearing, however, should not be to coerce the inmate to subject
himself to specific institutional treatment programs.
The traditional ineffectiveness of such programs does
not make participation a good basis for a parole decision.
A particularly critical determination during this
initial interview is scheduling another interview or
hearing, .if one is necessary before the inmate's release. It should be increasingly common to approve
an inmate's program, including a full-time parole release date, as far as a year jn advance without requiring another hearing or ftltther interviews by the
parole board. If the objectives of the program are
met, administration of the parole board's plan would
be left to the offender and institutional and field
staffs. Should substantial.variations occur- or -important new information develop, the board could be
notified and a new hearing scheduled. On the oth~r
hand, not all release dates can be predetermined· at
an initial interview. Additional hearjngs may be required either because of the length of the inmate's
sentence or by the circumstances of a particular case.
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In such instances, a new hearing date would be fixed
after tbe initial interview. In no case should more
than a year transpire between hearings.
Under this plan; the parole board would function
more to monitor the decisions of otbers than to make
detailed judgments in individual cases. The plan
should also reduce the number of individual release
hearings conducted by board representatives. This is
particularly important since there is a practical limit
on the number that can be conducted in a day. An
effectiVe hearing requires close attention of board
representatives, institutional staff, offenders, and
other persons involved in tailoring programs and releases to individual cases. It also requires careful recording of plans and decisions. With a system of this
kind, no more than 20 cases should be heard in a
day.

Prompt Decision and Notification
If this system is to work, it requires involvement
of at least two representatives of the parole authority
who are empowered to grant parole in all but tbe
most exceptional cases. A current problem in a number of parole jurisdictions is that only a single representative of the parole authority actually hears offenders' cases. He is not able to take final action on
tiny case \,Intil he returns to a central point where
other board officials can join him in making a decision. Hence there is often inordinate delay, while the
inmate and others involved must simply mark time.
Not only does such delayed decisionmaking lower
morale, but also available parole resources may deteriorate and no longer be open to the inmate when
the parole finally is granted. The job that was waiting
is lostj the chance to participate in vocational education programs is gone.
Delay in making parole decisions should be eliminnted. The key lies in sufficient decisionmakingpower
being allocated at the point of hearing. In almost
nil Cases two examiners can perform the necessary
hearing functions if they can agree.
Allied to prompt decisionmakiflg is the manner in
which an inmate is nCitified of determinations affecting him. About half ofthe State jurisdictions now inform inmates of the decision and the reasons for it as
SQon as it is made, lilt the hearing itself. This practice
is relutively new. Formerly, the almost universal
practice was to seiad word of release or deferral to
tho inmate through a board representative or an
institutiunal official. Such officials ·have no way of
clnrifying the meaning of the decision or its implications to tM inmate. This task can and should
be done only by parole decisionmakers, not by others
trying to represent them. Parole authorities should
explain the. r(~usons for their decisions directly to
the inmate nnd answer any questions he has.
402

Written Decisions
Also critical in this respect is the necessity for pa.
role decisionmakers to spell out in writing the reasons for their decision and to specify the behavioral
objectives they have in mind. Currently only about
12 parole boards dealing with adult offenders document the reasons for their decisions. It should be a
universal practice. It is important for future hearing
representatives to have available the reasoning of
prior hearing officials.
Likewise, it is important for institutional officials
to have the written parole opinion to assist them in
shaping future programs for offenders denied parole.
It also is important for board self-evaluation; research should be able" to measure the relationsbip between reasons for actions and subsequent events and
decisions. Board documents provide a basis for
checking the reasons for decisions against the criteria
used. This is particularly crucial in a two-tiered system of decision and review in which appeals can be
made.

Due Process Requirements
Provisions for sharing the bases of decisions with
offenders, making a written record of proceedings,
requiring written reasons for decisions, and allowing
a two-tiered appeal process not only are good administrative practice but also are consistent with legal requirements of procedural due process. They may
come to be viewed as legally necessary. So far, however, courts have been restrained in requiring elabor·
ate procedurai safeguards during parole consideration. For example, the Federal Second Circuit Court
of Appeals in the recent case of Menechino v. Oswald, 430 F. 2d 403 (2d Cir.1970), in referring to
the parole board's function said:
It must m!!.ke the broad detennination of whether r:ha·
bilitation of the prisoner and the .interest of society gen·
erally would best be served by permitting him to serve
his sentence beyond the confines of the prison walls ra~er
than by being continued in physical confinement. In makmg
that determination, the Board is not restricted by rules of
evidence or procedures developed for the purpose of de·
termining legal or factual issues.

However, the Supreme Court, in a recent case ~n
volving parole relvocation hearings, laid down stnet
procedural requirements to safeguard due procesS.
(See subsequent section on revocation.) It may well
be that such requirements will be deemed necessary
for the grant hearing as well.
. .
Trends in court decisions are difficult to predlct~
Certainly in the last few years appellate courts have
ordered changes in parole proceedings, particut.ar~)'
those surrounding revocation. There is sound baSIS Itt
correctional terms alone for ~lements in the parole

:1',

hearing that embrace some characteristics of administrative hearings occurring at other points in the
. criminal justice process. The value of information
, disclosure, for example, does not rest simply upon
legal precedent. Parole boards have as much stake in
the accuracy of records as other criminal justice
officials. Evidence indicates tbat decisions are much
more likely to be documented carefully and fully
whea information is disclosed and when those whose
interests are at stake have a chance to examine and
, test it. Rather than resulting in an adversary battle,
disclosure more often than not provides information
not contained in the report. This is an important addition for decisionmakers.
Information sharing underlies much of the emphasis in modern corrections that is moving toward an
open, reality-testing base. From this perspective, it is
expected that offenders will be given available evidence and facts. In the average parole file little material is so sensitive that it cannot be reviewed with
the inmate. Of course, if there is a need to treat with
caution professional material such as certain types of
psychiatric reports, it can be held back.
The suggested procedures of the American Bar
Association for disclosure of presentence investigation material seem eminently suitable for the parole
hearing stage. Materials could be withdrawn when
deemed necessary, with a notation made of this fact
in the file. In case of appeal, the full parole board
would be notified as to what material had been withheld from the inmate and could take this into consideration.

Representation also can contribute to opening the
correctional system, particularly the parole process,
to public scrutiny. It is important that more people
become personally involved in the correctional process, since the reintegration movement rests on the involvement of community resources and representatives. Involvement of persons from the outside also
provides opportunity for remedy of any abuses in parole processes.
Ultimately the credibility of a parole system will
rest on its openness to public scrutiny. For these reasons, a system of providing, or at least allowing, rl(presentation for the offender at parole hearings should
be sponsei'd l;y parole officials. Because of the diversity in pawle eligibility and program administration among parole systems, the precise interviews
with inmates at which representation is appropriate
or feasible will vary. But the principle of allowing
representation when crucial decisions regarding the
offender's freedom are made should guide the board
in fixing policies. Lawyers are only one possible kind
of representative; citizen volunteers also could serve
as offender representatives.
The idea of representation at hearings may be annoying to pamle officials. Implementation may iiicrease costs. On balance, these inconveniences seem
a small price for the prospective gains. Assuming
representation, the board should be able to prevent
abuses in the conduct of hearings. It is crucial for parole boards to develop appropriate policies for
information disclosure, forms and methods of representation, and procedural rules to be followed at
the hearings.

Representation
The issue of inniate representation by lawyers or
other spokesmen causes difficulty for many parole
board members because it seems to create an unnecessarily adversarial system out of essentially a "clinical" decision process. However, several arguments
for representation can be advanced. Tbe offender's representative has the freedom to pursue in{onnation, develop' resources, and raise questions
that are diffic1,llt for an inmate in a helpless position.
To the extent that the information base can be enlarged by representatives and issues sharpened and
tested more directly, there is likely to be improvement in the whole process of parole board decision~aking. Equally important, however, is the
Impression of fairness given to the inmate who is
represented. Indeed iIi many cases it is more than
Simply a feeling of fairness. It is clear that, in too
many situations, the laCK of ability to communicate
, Well, to((participatefully in the hearing, and to have
'
a sense CiUUU and careful consideration, is extremely
detrimental.

Model for the Parole Grant Hearing.
The bearing examiner model can be easily
adapted to parole systems from administrative law.
Hearing examiners playa central role in an administrative agency's treatment of controversy. Matters
are scheduled before the examiner who conducts a
full hearing and then prepares a report Which contains findings of fact, conclusions of law, and recommended order. This report, the transcript, and t~e
evidence introduced constitute the exclusive basis for
decision. The hearing examiner makes the i~iHal decision which, unless appealed to the fuli Board or
Commission, becomes the decision of the agency.
A~party dis~a.i.isfie~ .w.i~h the recommendations or
findings of the hearing:~'eX~minerl ~an· appeal his decision to the fuil agency board ~hich, .being charged
with the· responsibility for decision, may overturn the
findings of the examiner. The full board does not
hear the matter de novo, but on briefs and arguments. The final order of the board can then be
appealed to court by a dissatisfied party. Court re403
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FIGURE 12.1.

HEARING EXAMINER MODEL

-

Parole Eligibility

•

Hearing Examiner

both adults and juveniles rested primarily on the
"privilege" or "grace" doctrine of the parole grant.
To many parole officials, revocation did not warrant
much concern with due process, proce~.ural regularity, or matters of proof, hearing, and review.
~
In 1964 a study of parole board revocations
I showed that there was no hearing at all in at least
·~.: seven States. In those States providing a hearing, the
alleged violator frequently was returned to prison directly from the field on allegation of the field agent
or on a warrant issued by the board. An actual hearing or review of this return by the parole board did
not take place until weeks, sometimes months, after
!! the parolee had been returned to the institution. 30
In most cases, then, revocation was a jait accompli
q by the time the board's representative next visited
the institution to review the revocation order and of1 ficia\ly declare the parolee a violator.
1
In a small minority of cases, board members canceled the warrant or field complaint and permitted
1 the prisoner again to resume parole. However, since
the parolee had been moved to the institution, emi ployment and family relationships already were disif turbed. In effect a canceled revocation Clrder meant
1 that the parolee once again had to be transported to
his local community and begin the readjustment process all over again. Counsel rarely was permitted to
represent the alleged violator at such hearings. Any
1 witnesses to the alleged violation almost always were
r seen outside the hearing at the parole board offices,
, rarely subject to confrontation or cross-examination
I by the parolee. While at the time of the survey some
States allowed parolees to have "assistance" of law. yers, no jurisdiction assigned counsel to indigent parolees.

I
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+
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view would detcrmine whether there .is substantial
evidcnce on the rccord as a whole to support the
agcncy decision, or whcthe.r it is erroneous as a
mnttcr of law.
Adaptation of the administrative law model for
lise of hearing examiners in parole grant hearings is
represented in Figure 12.1.
When a parole grant hearing is scheduled, a hearing examiner should conduct a full personal hearing
with the inmate~ his representative, and approoriate
institutional staff members. Contents of any ~ritten
rcports supplied to the hearing examiner should be
openly disclosed and become a part of the record,
except that the parole board may estabiish guidelines
under which certain sensitive information could be
withheld from the inmate with notation of this fact
included in the record.
A verbatim transcript of the proceedings should
be mudc. The hearing examiner should make his decisiOn on the basis of c1'iteria and policies established
by the parole board and specify his findings in writing. He should personally inform the inmate of his
decision und· provide him a copy of the full report.
The hearilug examitle.r's report, with the transcript
and evidence, should constitute the exclusive record.
If th~ de'cislon of the hearing examiner is not appealed by \Ihe inmate Qr the correctional authority
withintlvc days ufter the hearing, the decision of the
henring examiner should be final. If the decision is
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not accepted by the inmate or the correctional authority, appeal should be made to the parole board.
The full parole board should review the case on the
record to see if there is substantial evidence to support the finding or if it is erroneous as a matter of
law. The order of the parole board should be final.

1

!
l

REVOCATION HEARINGS
Until the late 1960's, procedures in many jurisdic~
tions for the return of parole violators to prison were
so informal that the term "hearing" would be a misnomer. In many instances revocation involved no
more than the parole board's pro forma approval of
the request of the parole officer or his field staff supervisor. In many jurisdictions the revocation decision represented almost unfettered discretion of parole authorities. In addition to minimal procedural
formality, the grounds for revocation also were nonspecific, involving such assessments as "generally
poor attitude" or allegations of "failure to cooperate," rather than specific breaches of conditions or
commission of new offenses.
This was particularly true in revocation of the
aftercare of juveniles, where the decision to r~voke
was viewed primarily as a casework determination.
Ostensibly, it did not involve a breach of conditions
but was simply an action for the youth's welfare.
This general stance of casual and quick return of
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Intervention by Appellate Courts

i.\
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Since the 1960's there has been considerable ap-

1 pellate court intervention in the parole process gen-

I

erally and in revocation procedures specifically. This
. new. v~gor is consistent with a general distinction in
admInIstrative law between granting a privilege (as in
;
par~le) and taking it away once it has been given
~a~.m revocation). Courts generally have he.1d that
1mbal granting or denial of a privilege can be done
much more casually and with fewer procedural safeguards than taking away a privilege once granted.
Development of court-imposed requirements for
procedural due process in parole revocation has been
~O!ll~what erratic. One of the important leading cases
l~ the .Pederal jurisdiction was Hyser v. Reed, deJ ~ed 10 the D.C. Circuit in 1963 (318 2d 225,

1

"Ronald Sklar, "law and . Practice in Probation and Pa_~l~ ~evocation Hea.rings," lournal of Criminal Law and
. ntnlllqlogy, 55 (19611.), 75.

235). The decision in this case generally supported
the common position that revocation was strictly a
discretionary withdrawal of a privilege not requiring
adversarial hearings at which inmates are represented by counsel and so forth. This part of the decision was consistent with both the law and the general
sentiment of most parole authorities at the time.
What Hyser did do, however, was to deal with the
venue question of where the revocation hearing
should take place.
The court supported the U.S. Parole Board practice of conducting a fact-finding hearing on the site
of the alleged offense or violation of condition, with
review at the institution only if the first hearing determined the offender should be returned. This decision was sensible, particularly in those cases involving a mistakt} or failure to find any infraction. If in
fact the parolee did not commit the al1eged infraction
he could continue his parole uninterrupted.
Subsequent to the Hyser decision, however, courts
in some Federal and State jurisdictions .reversed the
first part of the decision; namely, the lack of any
right, constitutional 01' otherwise, for due process to
be applied at revocation proceedings. Most courts
that departed itom Hyser in this regard did so on the
basis of the Supreme Court decision in a case involving "deferred sentencing" or probation revocation.
In Mempa v. Rhay, 389 U.S. 128(1967), the Supreme Court held in 1967 that a State probationer
had a right to a he'aring and to counsel upon allegatio,n of violations of probation. A number of courts
interpreted the principle of Mempa to apply to parole as well.
The extension of Mempa procedural requirements
to parole revocation was fairly common in both State
jurisdictions and in various Federal circuits. In almost all cases, conformity with Mempa requirements
meant a reversal of former legal positions and a
major change in administrative practices. For example, the New York Court of Appeals, resting its decision on the Mempa case, reversed its former position
and required the New York Pllrole Board to permit
inmates to be represented by counsel at revocation
hearings, People ex ret. v. Warden Greellhaven, 318
NYS 2d, 449 (1971). The rationale most often used
as a basis for the requirement of procedural due process, at parole revocation was expressed in another
Federal Circuit Court case, Murray v. Page, 429 F.
2d 1359 (10th Cir. 1970):
Therefore, while a prisoner does not have a constitutional
right to parole. once paroled he cannot be deprived of. his
freedom by means inconsistent with due process. The minimal right of the parolee to be informed of the charges
and the nature of the evidence against him and to appear
to be heard at the revocation hearing is inviolate. Statutory deprivation of this right is manifestly inconsistent with
due process and is unconstitutional; nor can such right be
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lost by the subjective determinnlion of the execil<tive that
the case (';If revocation is "clcar."
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By arid large parole officials have resisted att~mpts
by courts, or others, to introduce procedural d~
process requirements into parole rc'vocation and at
other stages of parole. Resistance has rested not simply on encroachment of authority but also on the
po&sible negative effects of stringent proced~r~l requirements on ~i1role generally and on admInIstrative costs, Some parole officials argue that elabDrate
revocillion hearings would create demands on the
purote board's time grossly incommensurate with
personnel and budget. Other opponents of proceduml elaborateness have argued its negative effects
on the purpose and use of revocation.
Resistance to increased procedural requirements
in revocation apparently is diminishing, whether by
pctsl!.asion or court order. As of 1972, 37 jurisdictions allow counsel for adult inmates at the time of
parole revocation. Nineteen permit disclosure of the
record t.o the offender or his lawyer. Thirty-two
States provide for the right to ht:ar witnesses., In
sotne places due process procedures have been extcnded cven to the operation of juvenile aftercare revocation. For example, in Illinois a juvenile parolee
is notified in writing of the alleged parole violation
nnd of the fact that he has a right to a hearing.
The Stt\te of Washington has developed perhaps
the most elaborate system for handling adult parolees accused of violation. It affords them the following rights and procedures: the right to a hearing before parolp board members in the community where
the violation allegedly occurred; the right to crossexamine witnesses: the right to subpena witnesses;
the right to assistance of counsel, including lawyers
provided at State expense for indigent pa,rolees; and
tae right to acc(~ss to all pertinent records.

Supreme Court Decision
The Supreme Court on June 29, 1972 dealt with
several crucial issues relating to parole revocation in
the calle of Morrissey v. Brewer, 408 U.S. 471
(1972). Two parolees appealed;:,\n appellate court's
decision on tbe ground that theh: paroles were revoked withoUi a hearing and that they were thereby
deprived of due procezs, The appellate court, in affirming the district court's denial of relief, had reasoned that patole is only "a currcctional device authorizing service o( sentence uutside !\. penitentiary"
and concluded that a parole~r who is diU~ still "in
custody," is L t t$ntiU(~d to a lull adversary hearipg,
as WOUld. be mandated in a criminal proceeding.
Tn reversing the Court of Appeals decision, tpe
Supreme Court held th?t;
. .
the liberty of,~., parolee, although indeterminate,

includes many of the core values of unqualified liberty and
its termination inflicts a "grievous loss" on the parolee and
often on others. It is hardly useful any longer to try to
deal with this problem in terms of whether the parolee's
liberty is a "rii5ht" or a "privilege." By whatever name
the liberty is valuable and must be seen as within tbe
protection of the Fourteenth Amendment. Its termination
calls for some orderly process, however informal.

,

the final decision on revocation by the parole authority. This hearing must be the basis for more than determimng probable cause; it must lead to a final evaluation of any contested relevant facts as determined
~, to warrant revocation. The parolee must have an op"'.·"l!ortunity to be heard and to show, if he can, that he
i .• did not violate the conditions, or, if he did, that cirIn considering the question of the nature of the i cumstances in mitigation suggest the vjolation does
process that is due, the Court delineated two impor- f not warrant revocation. The revocation hearing must
tant stages in the typical process of parole revocabe tendered within a reasonable time after the paroltion: the arrest of the parolee and preliminary hear- I ee is taken into cu§tody.
ing; and the revocation hearing.
1 The minimum requirements of due process for such
While the Court stated it had no intention of 1 a revocation hearing, as set by the Court, include
creating an inflexible structure for parole revocation ,; (a) written notice of the claimed violati!:ms of paprocedures, making a distinction between a prelimirole; (b) disclosure to the parolee of evidence
nary and a revocation hearing was an important deagainst him; (c) opportunity to be heard in person
cision, since many of the jurisdictions that do grant 4 and to present witnesses and documentary evidence;
hearings grant only one. The Court also laid out a ;,!' Cd) the right to confront and cross-examine adverse
number of important points or steps for each of the
witnesses (unless the hearing officer specifically finds
above two stages which will undoubtedly apply to fu· I good cause for not allowing confrontation); (e) a
ture parole actions.
f "neutral and detached" hearing body such as a tradiIn regard to the arrest of the parolee and a pre- i tional parole board, membe.rs of' which need not be
liminary hearing, the Court indicated that due projudicial officers or lawyers; and (f) a written statecess would seem to require some minimal prompt inment by the factfinders as to the evidence relied on
quiry at or reasonably near the. place of the alleged ! and reasons for revoking parole.
parole violation or arrest. Such an inquiry, which the ,
Court likened to a preliminary hearing, must be conIssues Still Unresolved
ducted to determine whether there is probable cause
or reasonable grounds to believe that the arrested
The Court left several questions unresolved. The
parolee has committed acts that would constitute a ~
extent to which evidence obtained by a parole officer
violation of parole conditions. It specified that the
; in an unauthorized search can be used at a revocahearing should be conducted by someone not directly
tion hearing was not considered. Nor did it reach or
involved in the case.
decide the question whether the parolee is entitled to
In interpreting the rights of the parolee in this
the assistance of retained counselor to appointed
process, the Court held that the parolee should be
counsel if the parolee is indigent.
given notice of when and why the hearing will take
Whitt" the Court did address certain feature& of
place, and the nature of the alleged violation(~). ~t
r
the parole revocation process prior to a formal revothe hearing, the parolee may appear and speak In ?IS
cation hearing, it did not specify requirements for
own behalf. He may bring letters, documents, or mthe process by which offenders are taken and held in
dividuals who can give relevant information to the
custody. Present law and prac~ice in many jurisdichearing officer. On request of the parolee, persons
tions empower individual parole officers to cause the
who have given adverse information on which parole
arrest of parolees for an alleged violation and to hold
revocation is to be based are made available for
them in custody for extensive periods. .
questioning in IJis f-1'&sence uniess the hearin.g officer
. It is a power that needs care1ul control because it
determines that the informant would be subjected to
IS easy to abuse, especially in those cases in which
risk of harm if his identity were disclo~ed.
the arrest does not lead to a hearing, in which there
The Court also specifi~d that the hearing o~cer
is no reView, and in which the parolee simply is
should have the duty of making a summary or digest
held for a while in jail and then rele!lsed back to paof what transpires at the hearing and of the s~b
role status. This is a practice called "jail therapy" by
stance of evidence introduced. On the basis of the 10Which the parole officer "punishes" the parolee briefly
formation before him, the officer should determine
(if he is a drunk,. for example, he may be held in
whether there is probable cause to hold the parolee
"protective custody" over New Year's Eve), then refor the final decision of the parole board on revocal~ascs him back to community status. While this
tion.
..
short-term confinement may not be undesirable in all
The Com't .!laid tiler€: must also be an opportunity~', eases, the lack of administrative control over its use
for a heal'ing,' if it j~ desired by the parolee, prior to
is•.
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The use of all arrest and hold powers should be
carefully narrowed. Parole field agents should be
able to arrest and hold only when a warra'i1t has been
secured from a representative of the parole board on
sufficient evidence. The warrant or similar document
requiring parole commissioner approval of administrative arrest should be universally used. At present,
only about half the State jurisdictions require such a
warrant; in the remainder the parole agent can pick
up an alleged violator on his own initiative and have
him detained ty signing a "hold" order. Initial twostep review of administrative arrest should be established, with appropriate p(Ovisions for emergency
situations but with no application to law enforcement
officer arrests for new offenses.
It must be remembered that taking no action and
returning the parolee to the institution are not the
only two courses open. The work of the California
community treatment programs shows that the availability of alternative measures-short-term confinement or special restrictions-can be extremely useful
in dealing with parolees instead of causing them a
long-term return to an institution. Likewise, the
Model Penal Code suggests that jurisdictions develop
alternatives to the no action 'Is. full revocation dilemma. Such alternative modes need to be developed
and formalized and used much more extensively.

ORGANIZATION OF FIELD SERVICES

Transfer of Adult Parole
to Correctional Departments
One of the clearest trends in parole organization
in the last few years is consolidation of formerly autonomous agencies or functionally related units into
expanding departments of corrections. Some of these
departments have been made part of still larger units
of State gove~nment, such as human l't~sources agencies, which embrace a wide range of programs and
services. One clear indication of this trend is the
number of States that have shifted administrative responsibility for parole officers from independent parole departments to centralized correctional agencies.
Most recently the States of Oregon, New York,
and Georgia have made such transfers. A number of
smaller States still have parole supervision staffs responsible to an independent parole board. Practically
every large State now has adult parole field staff reporting to the same administrative authority as the
personnel of the State penal institutions. Today, the
majority of parole officers at the State level work for
unified departments of correction.
The emergence of strong and autonomous correctional agencies represents aft important step toward
407
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removal of a major block to needed correctional refornt-fragmente,d and poorly coordinated p~ogr~ms
and services. It is important that such consoltdatIons
continue, particularly among the servi~es available
for misdemeanants where the more senous program
gaps now exist. H~w quickly and effectively consolidation will take place depends largely on development of coordinated corrections units in large
urbanized regions or absorption of these facilities and
servic«?s into State programs.

Juvenile Parole Organization
The problems in parole services for juv~n~le delinquents had some of the same charactemitlcs. The
National Survey of Corrections found tremendous
shortcomings in juvenile aftercare programs. In some
States young persons released from training schools
were supervised by institutional staff. In others they
were made the responsibility of local child welfa;e
workers, who simply included these youngst;rs m
their caseloads of dependent or neglected chIldren.
In some States no organized program of juvenile parole supervision existed. Whether distinct juvenile
correctional agencies should exist or whether such
services should be carried out as a regular part of
welfare services has been a matter of controversy for
years. 31
•
.
The events of the last years have vIrtually ended
that argument. Distinct divisions and departments ~f
juvenile correctional services are p.mergmg. There 1S
less agreement about whether SUGh departments
should be combined with agencies serving adult of~
fenders. Yet it is widely agreed that separate program
units should be maintained, even if adult and juvenile programs are combined in a single agency. Statewide juvenile correctional services embracing both
institutions and field aftercare represent an established trend that should be supported.
Consolidation is not simply a matter of administrative efficiency; it facilitates important parole objectives as well. From the reintegration perspective,
the ·task of parole staff is to intervene between t!te
offender and his world and, if needed, to work WIth
him to find satisfying and legal modes of behavior.
Confinententis minimized and made to serve as
much as possible the goal of dealing with problems
in the community. Prerelease activities and community~based correctional facilities, through which offenders can participate increasingly in community
life, are central. To be effective, both of these progra~s require extensive involvement of field staff. It
is no longer sufficient to wait for. the "transfer" of a
case from an institution to a parole staff. The system
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." See, for example, State of New York, Governor's Special
Committee on Criminal Offenders, Preliminary Report
(1968), pp. 61-66.
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now must work in such a way that heavy expenditures of field staff energy in the community and with
the offender are made for many months prior to his
"release" pn parole. This requires a close interrelationship between institution and field staffs.

'fie ant advantages in being able to influence staff
programs for offenders. Ty.0g staff to locally based institutional resources can
IO rk well for both probationers and parolees. Howwo
. suffi·
ver in urban areas where case voI ume IS
Clen,t
:pecialized staff who work with speci~c instituti.ons
are needed. Such tasks demand conSIderable tIme
and require field staff to become inti~~tely fa~iliar
with institutional personnel and partICipate actIVely
in their programs.

~I ward more 'consistent

Linking Institutional and Field Staffs

. o- - -o.

couched in such phrases as "helping the offender"
and "developing a positive relationship," organizational controls tend to be attached to activities designed largely to foster the surveillance work of the
agency or protect it from outside criticism. Parole officer performance most often is judged by the number of contacts that have been made with parolees,
often with little regard for the quality of events that
transpired during these contacts. Complete and
prompt reports showing compliance with agency policies such as written travel permits for parolees, are
valu~d highly and require a major investment of. parole officer time,
The result of this kind of administration is a rigid
chain of command that is regimr.mted, standardized,
and predictable and that allocates power to persons
on the basis of their position in the hierarchy. The
parolee, being the lowest, is the least powerful.

The lack of continuity and consistency of services
between institutional and field services has been a severe problem to many judsdictions. It ~ften is further'complicated by what could be descfloed as rural
Caseload vs. Team Assignments
vs. urban perspective. Institutions generally are located miles from population centers. The manpower I
The caseload-tne assignment of individ~al ofthey tend to recruit is drawn largely from small town
fenders to individual officers-is the almost UnIversal
and rural areas. The result is that institutional staff
l device for organizing the work of parol~ officers.
may have little understanding of city and esp~cial!y
This concept is being modified importantly m a nu~
ghetto life. In contrast, most field workers lIve III 1
j
ber of offices through development of team ~upervl
or near the large population centers in which most t sion. A group of parole officers, som.etimes augoffenders reside, and more field workers than insti· t mented with volunteers and paraprofessIOnals, takes Flexibili~y in Organizational Structure
tutional workers are f!'Om minority groups. This culcollective responsibility for a parolee group as large
tural difference' contributes to feelings of mistrust,
A . correctional policy that assumes parolees are
as their combined former caseloads. The group's rehostility, and incredulity that handicap communicacapable
of maki:ng a major contribution toward setsources are used differentially, depending upon indition between institutional and fiald staffs.
ting
their
own objectives and sees the parole agenvidual case needs. Decisions are group decisions and
A number of steps are needed to overcome this
cy's
main
task
as helping the parolee realistically test
generally involve parolees, including the parolee afcommunication breakdown. An ongoing series of
and
attain
those
objectives also must place a prefected by the decision. Tasks are assigne? b~ gr?up
joint training sessions involving field ~orker~ ~nd
mium
on
developling
an organizational structure that.
assessment of workers' skiIIs and parolees objectIves
institutional counselors can be helpful m achlevmg
promotes
flexibility.
This
means th~t manager~ m.ust
and perc~ptions.
~
.
mutual understanding. Promotions from institutional
learn
how
to
administer
a
decentralIzed organIzatIon
Under the reintegration model, for example, vanservices to field services and vice versa also can have
ous groups or organizations such as employer~, that must adhere to broad policies and yet allow for
some effect in building communication channels.
..
schools or welfare agencies may become someone s a high degree of individual autonomy.
The
dilemmas
that
arise
when
a
manager
tnes
thIS
Most important is that institution and fiel~ staff
"caselo~d" and the. major targets of his. activities.
be under common administrative direction. It IS not
style
of
administratillm
are
many.
Their
res~l~tion .reCommunity' representatives are dealt with directly,
enough that they be simply linked administratively
are directly involved, and help to shape programs. quires a sophisticat\~d knowIedge of admlnIst~atlOn
at the top; linking must be at the progr'am lev~l as
The parole office, instead of being located in a State and organizational techniques. One of the hlg~est
well. This can be done in several ways. One IS tl)
office building, shifts to the community. The st~ff be- priorities for effective development of com?1umtypr Dvide thai. both institutional and field service~
ccmes expert in knowing both the fo~ma~ and ~nfo~ based services lies in providing managers WIth preregionalized and placed under common admlmsmai power structure of the commumty m whIch It cisely this kind of skill .
Nelson and Lovell summarize the issues well:
trators in each area. Obviously, in States where there
operates and '''f)rks closely with police, schools, emare only one or two institutions! problems are co~;',.,
ployers, and 1 .. obation officers. Such functions have The correctional field must develop more collabo~ative" less
pounded for the whole commumty-based thrust.. 11\;0
a significant impact on the kind of manpower an.d hierarchical administrative regimes in order to Implement
even here sume program consolidations are POSSItraining required for field staff. For example, ther~ ~s its reintegration programs. The hierarchi7al format was
developed to achieve th~ g~~l of product.lOn and. orderly
ble by devices such as placing all institutional pro..
a heavy involvement of volunteers as tutors and J.ob task performance. Whe.n md\V1dual change IS the pnme purgramming responsibilities under full conttrol of the
finders that requires a staff able to use and work WIth pose of the organization, this format is inappropriate for
head of parole field services for the last months of
people cannot be ordered to change strongly patterned. at·
Such personnel.
. .
the inmate's confinement.
,.
. The emphasis.in a traditional parole agency IS dI- titudes and behavior. Nor is change apt to come about
The stress on linkin;1 institutional and c:ommumty
through the ritual performance of a series of tasks. •.. .
rected toward the proper administration of the sp~ Power
must be shared rather than hoarded. Commumcasupervision also has iJ.llplications .for .systems that
cific caseload assigned to each individual officer. It IS tion must be open rather than r~stricted. Thus. the mancombine probation and parole servIces I!l a .co~m?n
an administrative style familiar to most larg~ .~u agers of reintegration programs will need the skills of coadministrative unit. Although this combmaltlon ISlOreaucracies. Front-line workers have responsIbIlIty optation, communication, and collaboration."
frequent among juvenil.e services,. i~,. 38 States th~
for specific and clearly defined tasks and are checked
Resistance to reintegration-style programs can be
same State agency camee;: respOnSIlJ111ty. for the su
by their supervisors to see that those tasks arl~ car- widespread. Take fPi: exaI?ple a job funr.:tio(l th~t
pervision of adult parolees .:-nd probationers. HaVri.ed out. The superyis()fs are under the command of has been interpreted traditIOnally as one of survetling these services in a single .. 'Sency has gre~t eCj
middle managers who ih turn report to someone :r. Elmer K. Nelson and Catherine H. Lovell! Developi~g
onomic advantages and provides1 ·an even qU~!Ity.o
above them .
Correctional Administrators (Washington: Jomt Commis. service to all areas of a State. : 'here also are slgAlthough 'the rhetoric of the organization is sion on Correctional Manpower and Training, 1969), p. 14.
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lance, head-counting, and maintenance of order.
Management says the job is best accomplished by a
new set of techniques-including relaxed, open and
free communication, and decisionmaking involving
parolees. Staff members should perceive themselves
less as policemen than as counselors. It is highly
likcly in such a case that some staff will resist the
changes.
Persons who sec tp.emselves as professionals also
,can be major obstacles to change. The trend toward
a reintegration mndel and away from a rehabilitation
l7'lodel has been frustrating to several traditional professional groups who perceive their "expertise" as
being challenged or, at worst, rejected. Meetings are
held to organize opposition to "nonprofessional practices" and to changes that are "untested" and that
have strayed from the "tried and true." It is not surprisingthat administrators sometimes capitulate. But
"let's 110t rock the boat" or ·"let's wait till next year"
arc the cliches of timid leadership that Je~q to stagnant bureaucracies. It takes great skill a:l'ld'perseverance to change an agency. There is qq. substitute for
intelligence, skill, and above all, cO~.'l!a:gc.

COMMUNITY SERVICES FOR pAROLEES
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A significant number of parolees can do very well
without much official supervision, according to repeatedly validated research. a.1 Many offenders can
be handled in relatively .large caseloads simply by
maintaining minimum contact with ,them and attending to their needs as they arise. Most of these parolees probably should be released from any form of
supervision at all. Outright discharge from the institution would be an appropriate disposition and
should be used much more frequently than it is. Failing that, minimum supervision can and should be
employed for a significant group.
For those parolees requiring more intensive help,
the emphasis in recent years, and one worthy of support, hus been toward effecting as many needed
services as possible through community resources
available to the general population. To the extent that
offenders can gain access to these opportunities on
the same basis as othcr citizens, the additional blocks
that arise when parolees attempt to move into the
mainstream of community life are reduced.
Moreover; more resources usually are available to
programs designed to deal with a broad public spectrum. For example, vocational training programs operated by correctional agencies cannot begin to offer
the rnnge of services offered by government agencies
to economically deprived groups in general. Skills
O.

See Joseph D. Lohman, Albert Wahl, and Robert Carter,

Tl/ll Sail Francisco Project: The Millimum SUpervisioll
C(UelOdld, Research
Califorrl~a, 1966).

Report No.8 (Berkeley: University of

developed in programs for these groups are usually
much more marketable. Job placement is also more
likely to be operating effectively.
Finally, using such services allows flexibility and
speed in adapting to needs. It avoids creation of ad.
ditional specialized bureaucracies on State payrolls
that respond more readily to their own survival
needs than to changing needs of offenders. Provision
of funds to parole agencies to purchase resources in
the community represents an important new ap·
proach to the problems of securing needed services.
From this perspective, ill major task of parole
officers is to make certain that opportunities in com·
munity services and programs actually exist for paro·
lees and to prepare and support parolees as they un·
dertake these programs. Offenders often are locked
out of services for which they apparently qualify ac·
cording to the criteria established by the agency, not
because of 1,tny official policy barring them but be·
cause of covert resistance to dealing with persons
thought to be troublesome. Mental health agencies
deny a£sistance to offenders on grounds that such
persons Ctliihot benefit from their programs. Public
employment offict;s often are reluctant to refer to an
employer a person viewed as unreliable. Public
housing reSOll\,:(;eS may be restricted because of
biases against persons with records.
Considering these reactions and the discrimination
that too often exists against minority group(mem·
bers, who constitute a significant portion of the of·
fender population in many areas of the country, the
need for a parole staff that is willi.ng and able to play
the role of broker or resource manager for parolees
is clear. This need involves more than skills at per·
suasion or aggressive argument. It also requires a
knowledge of the sources of power in a community
and the ability to enlist those sources in changing
agency behavior.s4
Undoubtedly, the trend toward creating new ways
of delivering services to meet human needs-mental
health, family counseling" physical rehabilitation,
employment, and financial assistance-will modify
the parole officer's tasks in several important respects. Human service centers designed to deliver a
wide range of programs will develop.35 Part of the
task of parole staff will be to support such efforts and
play an appropriate role in a coordinated human·
services delivery system. Increasingly, the parole
officer's unique responsibility will be to make certain
'I John M. Martin and Gerald M. Shattuck, "Community
Intervention and the Correctional Mandate," consultant
paper prepared for the. President's Commission on UlW
Enforcement and Administration of Justice, 1966.
.. U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Wel(~~,
Community Service Adrriinistration, Toward a Comprelren·
siv~Servjce Delivery System through Buildillg tll,e CommUllity Service Cellter (1970).

that offenders obtain the benefit of available resources, to counsel parolees about the conditions of
their parole, and to help them meet those conditions.

Financial Assistance
Perhaps the most common problem immediately
confronting offenders released from adult correctional institutions is the need for money for the most
basic needs-shelter, food, and transportation. Most
States provide new releasees with transportation,
some clothes, and modest gate money totaling perhaps $50. Inmates fortunate enough to have been assigned to programs in which money can be earned in
prison frequently are much better off financially than
those who were not. Those who have participated in
worK-release programs usually will have saved a portion of their salary for the time of their release.
. Data that show parole failure rates clearly related
to the amount of money an offender has during the
first months of release can be explained in a number
of ways.36 Nevertheless, it is a consistent finding
and, in the day-by-day existence of parolees, lack of
funds is a critical problem.
A number of solutions to this problem have been
tried over the years, the most common being a loan
fund arrangement. Although there are several difficulties in administering such a fund, it is a practical
necessity in every parole system until arrangements
for sufficiynt "gate money" or other subvention can
be provided.
The most practical and direct way to meet the
problem is to provide offenders with opportunities to
earn funds while they are incarcerated. For those
who are unemployed, funds should be provided,
much in the manner of unemployment compensation, when they are first released until they are gainfully employed. The State of Washington recently
has adopted precisely such legislation. It should be
agopted in every jurisdiction.

Employment
Closely related to the problem of finances is that
of getting and holding a decent job. While it isdifficult to demonstrate experimentally a precise relationship between unemployment and recidivism, the
gross picture does show a fairly consistent link between unemployment and crime. a• Hence every
. parole system should IDaintain its own measures of
unemployment rates among its popUlations.
For the offender already on the street, the most
critical skill required of a parole officer is directing
.~ Glaser, The. Effectil!eliess·of a Prison. alld Parole System,
'" 'Pp. 333-348.

"Glaser; The Effectiveness of
ch.14.

(1

Prisoll and Parole System,

him to a wide variety of services available in the
community. A prime resource is the State employment service. Almost everywhere such services have
commitments at the policy level to extend special assistance in the placement of parolees.
However, the test of these programs is found in
the day-by-day working relationships between local
employment personnel and parole officers. How well
they cooperate is colored by the attitudes of local
employment department staff but more importantly ...
by the skill of the parole staff in maintaining relationships. A wide variety of other programs exist; for
example, those sponsored by the Office of Economic
Opportunity, the>Office of Vocational Rehabilitation,
and the large number sponsored by the Department
of Labor. The key issue in using these programs is
good communication at the local operational level.
The most acute employment problems are those
associated with persons about to be released on parole. It is a time of great strain on the parolee. The
difficulty of finding employment often is an additional source of anxiety because the most common
reason why offenders are held beyond the date fixed
for their release is that they have no job to go to.
Many States have developed systems of "reasonable assurance," under which a definite job is not required before an inmate is released, provided some
means can be found to sustain him until one can be
found. This generally is a far better practice than
holding him until a job is promised. Parolees find it
much easier to .get a job if they can personally interview employers. Research consistently has shown offenders do as well, if not better, if they can find their
own job. 3s
Partial release programs in the community go a
long way toward eliminating many of these problems. While the offender still is confined, he has the
chance to make contacts in the community, be interviewed by employers, work directly with a parole officer, or actually begin an employment program
through work release. In terms of a broad correctional strategy aimed at coping with employment
problems, prerelease programs are of pivotal importance.
Another activity that has grown in recent years,
under sponsorship of both private and public
sources, is job training programs in institutions that
are connected to specific job possibilities on the outside. The Office of Vocational Rehabilitation has
programs in a numbe( of institutions. The Department of Labor has made numerous efforts in this
area. Such programs ru~ed to be supported because
of the large-scale resources and expertise they represa John M. Stanton, "Is It Safe to Parole Inmates Without
a Job?" Crime alld Delinquency, 12 (1966), 149.
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sent and the network o~ ~elationships they possess in
the free community.

Residential Facilities
Another major need of many newly released offenders is a place to live. For some, the small, community-based residential facility is extremely useful
in a time of crisis.
Young persons particularly need to have a place
to go when events begin to overwhelm them. Such
centers also can be useful for dealing with offenders
whO! m!$)1 have violated their parole and require
som~ control for a short }?criod, but for whom return
to an institution is unnec~ssary.
To the extent that stich facilities can be obtained
Ol~ n cont.ract basis, the 'flexibility and, most probably, the program qualitylncrease. For young offenders especially, 'bed Space in small group facilities ca,n
be secured chrough many private sources. This IS
less true for adults, and development of State operated centers may be required.

Differential Handling
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Making:

all programs work requires a wide variety

or resources, differential programming for

offenders,

nod a staff representing a diversity of backgrounds
nod

skills. Some

offenders may be better handled by

specialized teams. Drug users of certain types may
be dealt with by stuff who· have considerable familiarity \1;;'th the drug culture and close connections
wilh vnrious community drug treatment programs.
Oth~r offenders may require intensive supervision by
officers skilled at maintaining close controls and surveillance over their charges. While the latter may be
~'lsigncd to a specialized caseload, assignments to
specialized treatment cascloads in general should involve n great deal of self-selection by the offender.
Arbitrary assignments to "treatment" groups easily
Can resu.lt in the offender's subversion of program
objectives. An ongoing program of assessment and
evuluation by staff and. parolees is needed to make
certain that offenders n('c receiving the kind of proShun most appropriate for them.

MEASURES OF CONTROL
There is an increasing tendency to minimize use of
coercive mettsurcs nnd find ways by which offenders'
soals and aspirations Can be made congruent, if not
identical, with agency goals. These trends can be
seen in. the shifting emphaSis of parole rules, the
clearest tmmiiestntion of the coercive power of pa-

rolo.

Until the 1950's parole rules heavily emphasized
conformity to community values and lifestyles with
little or no relatinnship to the reason why a person
originally committed a crime. One State's rules, only
recently amended, give the flavor of such conditions.
They provided in part that:
The person paroled shall in all respects conduct himself
honestly, avoid evil associations, obey the law, and abstain
from gambling and the use of intoxicating liquors. He shall
not visit pooL halls, or places of bad repute, and shall avoid
the company and association of vicious people and shall
at least once each Sunday attend some religious service or
institution of moral training.

In the 1950's many rules of this type were replaced by more specific conditions such as requiring
the parolee to obtain permission to purcbase a car.
Until the late 1960's almost every State had a long
list of parole conditions. 39 As "tools of the parole
officer," these conditions gave reason to expect that
violations would occur often although official action
would not be taken unless the parole officer felt the
case warranted it. Problems of differential enforcement were bound to occur, ~nd did. A great deal of
ambiguity developed for both parolees and parole offleers as to which rules really were to be enforced
and which ignored. Studies have demonstrated that
officers tend to develop their own norms of pehav.ior
that should result in return to prison. These norms
among parole officers became very powerf~ll forces
in shaping revocation policies. 40
.
The recent trend has been toward reducing rules
and making them more relevanfto the facts in a sp~
cific parole case. Part of this move undoubtedly h~,
been stimulated by the interest of the courts in pa..
role conditions. Conditions have been struck doWn
by the courts as unreasonable, impossible of per,
formance, or unfair.' Additional principles constantly
are being developed, as when a FederaL court r~
cently restrained the State of California from prohibiting a parolee from making public speeches Hyla~d
v. Procunier, 311 F. Supp. 749, 750 (N.D. Cal!f.
1970).
Severai States have reduced the number of parole
conditions considerably. In 1969, 45 jurisdiction~
prohibited contact with undesirable associates; today
35 do so. Ten States removed the requ~rement of
permission to marry or file for divorce. Oregon, as a
specific example, has removed nine discernible ge~'
eral conditions, including the requirement of penws'
sion to change residence or employment, to operate.1!c

"Nat Arluke, "A Summary ·of Parole Rules," ]ollmalof
'/Ie Natiol/al Probmion and Parole Association, 218 (Jan'
uary 1956), 2-9.
.
., James Robinson and Paul Takagi, "The Parole Violat~r
as an Organization Rejecf'in Robert Carter and L~~he
Wilkins, eds., Probation and Parole: Selected Readmg$
(Wiley, 1970).

motor vehicle, or to marry; the proscription of liquor
or narcotics and contacts with undesirables; and dictates that the parolee maintain employment, support
his dependents, and incur no debts. Idaho has removed seven such rules from its agreement of release.
Perhaps the most substantial change in procedure
occurred in the State of Washington, where the standard parole conditions imposed on all inmates were
reduced. to four. They required the parolee to. (1)
obey all laws, (2) secure the permission of a parole
office before leaving the State, (3) report to the
officer, and (4) obey any written instructions issued
by him. The State parole board imposes additional
coor.Utions
in individual cases as seems appropriate.
f
I¥: C<ii~ditions also may be added during the course of
,
,i
parole on the parole officer's application.
"
't . The advantage of this system is that both the paf roleeand parole officer know which conditions are to
be enforced, although obviously violations of the remaining rules are judged individually and may not
restllt in a return to prison. The other advantage is
that much unnecessary anxiety is avoided over rules
that rarely, if everl would result in a return to prison.
More such candor should be encouraged in parole
supervision practice.
The removal of unnecessary rules also helps to
shape the activity of the parole officer more positively. W)1en unclear or unnecessary rules exist, the
.efiect is twofold: a great deal of busy work by a parole officer; and a corruption of his rel~tionsbip with
the parolee. The thrust of tbe reintegration approach
is toward an open problem-solving relationship between tbe parole officer and the parolee in which the
parolee's objectives are clarified and tested against
the limits under which both he and the parole·officer
must live. The fewer the limits required by the parole system, the greater the opportunity of locating
alternative behavior styles that are satisfying and
meet the tests of legality. This is not to say that rules
should not be enforced, but that there should be as
much honesty in the enforcement process as possible,
Some parolees do require fairly intensive and
directive supervision. In such cases, parole officers
with the ~kill and aptitude for this kind of case
should be assigned. Some intensive supervision caseloads (12 to 20 parolees) can be differentiated as
case!oads for surveillance rather than for counseling
and support. The parolee may not be in' a position to
see the relevance of any services offered, but he can
respond positively to the knowfedge that his daily
Whereabouts and activities are under car\!f'!lI scru)., t~l!J. In the eyes of the parolee, the efficacy of intent SlVe surveiUancecaseloads resides in the credibility
of the counse1orand those he. recruits to assist. .
The need for high surveillance and intensive su-

pervision for some offenders raises directly tbe question of the extent to which parOle officers should assume police functions, such as arresting parolees,
and the associated question flS to whether they
should be armed. A 196~ survey of parole authority
members in th~ United States revealed that only 27
percent believed that parole offic·ers should be askc:d
to arrest parole violators. Only 13 percent believed
that parole officers should be allowed to carry
weapons.1-I In general, most -parole officers accept
the proposition that arrests by parole officers may be
necessary on occasion but strong liaison with po1ice
departments should be depended on in the majority
of instances when arrests are needed.
Guns are antithetical to the character of a parole
officer's job. Much concern among some parole
officers as to the need to be armed arises from their
anxiety in working in areas of cities in which they
feel alienated and estranged. This anxiety can be allayed by assigning to such districts persons who live
in the~. The RODEO project in Los Angeles, where
probation officers are assigned two community assistants drawn from the neighborhood, is an excellent
example. Because of their intimate knowledge of the
community, such workers are able to keep well infqrmed of the activities of their charges without the
necessity of llsing tactics normally associated with
police agencies.

I,c'

MANPOW~R

Problems of manpower for corrections as a whole
are discussed in Chapter 14 of this report. Here the
discussion will be limited to special manpower problems of parole systems.

···1

RecruitJtlent and Person.nel Practices

N( ~hing indicates more starkly the relatively low
priority that parole prqgrams have received in governmental services than parole officers' salaries. The
National .Survey of Corrections indic~ted qlat in
1965 the median starting parole officer salary· in the
United' States was approximately $6,000 a year. Although the studies of the Joint Commission on
Correctional Manpower and Training three years
later showed this salary 'base had risen, most of the
gain could be ~ccounted for by a national upswjng in
salary levels. It did not represent a substantia! gain
compared to other positions in government and in-

dustry.
4. National Parole institutes, Description of Backgrounds and

Some Altitudes of Paro(e Authority Members of the
Ulliied States (New York~ National Council on Crime and
.
Delinquency, 1963).
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The essence of an effective parole service lies in California Youth Authority. The program involved
thccalibcr of person it recruits. Until salaries arc classification of offenders by an elaborate measure of
made ntlractive enough to recruit and holdi compe- interpersonal maturity or "I-level" and use of treat.
tent personnel, parole programs will be soreI), handi- ment techniques specifically designed for each "Icapped. Almost half of the State agencies responsible level" type. Treatments ranged from firm, controlling
fat parole services surveyc.d by the Joint Commis- programs for manipulative youths to supportive and
sion reported serious dlfficultiea in recruiting new relatively permissfive approaches for those assigned
to a category th~t included neurotic and anxious
officers."
.
Though merit system procedures have signHkantly youngsters. \Vith certain exclusions, offenders were
dampaned political patronage influences in staff se- assigned randomly to 10-man caseloads in the comlection and promotion, they have brought a series of munity, each of which was designed to carry out
built-in restrictions. These must be overcome if a treatments consistent with a particular classification,
reintegration style for parole agencies is to be ef- or to a term in a training school followed by regular
fected •.The great difficulties attached to removing in- parole supervision:'"
competent employees and ithe lack of opportunities
The results of the project were impressive. After
for lateral entry are two examples. The most acute 24 months, those assigned to special caseloads had a
problems are those surrounding the criteria for staff . violation level of 39 percent. Those assigned to a
selection and promotion. The issue bears most spe- regular program had a 61 percent failure rate. Of incifically 011 the employment and advancement of mi- terest also was the variation in success rates among
nority group members. lipr example, in 1969, while "I-level" types. Some researchers argue thatsomeof
blacks made up 12 pcrcctlt of the general popUlation, the research results should be attributed to differonly 8 percent of correctional employees were black, ences in official reaction to the behavior of those in
and they held only 3 percent of all top and middle special case loads as opposed to those in regular
level administrative positions. 43
.
ones,15 rather than improvements in the offenders,
Some reforms arc beginning, but merit systems are Yet results in the context of other research efforts
trnditionnlly suspiciolls of new job titles and slow to described by Stuart Adams make the argument for
establish them. When a new program is initiated, ex- a differential treatment approach fairly st,rong. 4G
isting job titles frequently do not fit. The red tape
The Work Unit Parole program in efff~ct in the
and delays encounterecl in hiring staff often seriously California Department oL Corrections since 1964 didamage programs. A sense of the frustration felt by vides parolees into several classifications (based in
ndministrators who are trying to modernize their part on their prior record and actuarial expectancy
programs is captured in the statement of one State of parole success). It requires certain activities from
pnrale system head, who asserts that merit systems the parole officer for each classification_ of parolee
can be und frequently ate the single largest obstacle and thereby is able to control the work demands
to program development in community-based correc- placed on an individual officer.
.
tions.
In this system, the ratio of officers to parolees IS
approximately 1 to 35.47 Two facts about the ptogram should be noted.
Manpower Requirements
1. The ratio of 1 to 35 does not express a <;aseload. Officers are assigned to a variety of tasks that
The problems of trying to determine staffing are quantifiable. These task-related workloads are
needed to carrYOll! an effective parole supervision
the basis for staff allocation.
program is complicated tremendously by lack of
2. The workload ratios for a specific agency
agreement on objectives and knowledge of how to would depend on the kinds of offenders they have to
rcnch them. Within any correctional policy. a num- supervise and the administrative requirements of that
ber of alternative styles arc needed, ranging from
agency.
no treatment at al1,to a variety of specific and careThe important point is that the concept of a casefully controlled programs. Perhaps the most disload as a measure of workload is outmoded, especoufnging experiments in parole supervision were
those that sought to test the thesis that reducing .. Marguerite Q. Warren, "The Case for Differential Treat·
ctt$cload& to provide more intensive services would ment of Delinquents," Annals of the American Academy
oj Political alld Social Science, 381 (1969), 46.
rc{h.lc~ recidivism.
Lerman, "Evaluating the Outcomes, of Institutions
The project that broke most completely from this. ..forPaul
Delinquents," Social Work, 13 (1;168), 3.
notion WtlS th\:\ Cqm,\rIgnlty Treatment Project of the ~ Stuart Adams, "Some Findings from Correctional case·
"JotllrCommissiolloll Correctional Manpmyer and Train·
ing. A Time 1(>
Washin8ton~ (JCCMT, 1969), p. 13.
nA Tilllf' It) ".fe/. p. 14.
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load Research," Federal Probation, 31 (1967). 148.,
" California Department of Corrections, Work Unit Program, 1971 (Sacramento, 1971).
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cially in an era stressing a variety of skills and team
supervision. The task is to spell out the goals to be
accomplished and the activities associated with their
attainment, and to assign staff on that basis. Research information must continuously inform the
judgment by which these allocations are made.

E.:h:cation (md Trgining Needs

'
Both the Corrections Task Force in 1967 and the
Joint Commission in 1969 agreed that a baccalaureate degree should be the basic education requirement for a parole officer, and persons with graduate
study might be used for specialized functions. Both
also stressed the need to create opportunities for
greater use of persons with less than college-level
;'study. Many tasks carried out by a parole officer can
be executed just as easily by persons with much less
training, and many skills needed in a parole agency
jlre possessed by those with limited education. As
ob,scrved earlier, persons drawn from the areas to be
served are good examples of staff with needed specialized skills. Ex-offenders also are an example of a
manpower resource needed in parole agencies. A
growing number of agenci~s have found such persons
to be an immensely useful addition to their staffs:'8
Ways of recruiting, training, and supervising these
relatively untapped sources of manpower for parole
and other -elements of corrections are discussed in
Chapter 14.
.
,.,",',

STATISTICAL ASSISl'ANCE

,If-,'

'Proper organization, selection, and training of personnel are necessary for improved parole services,
but in themselves they are insufficient The crucial
task of making the "right" decision remains for whoever must make' it, whatever his position in the
~rganization. Although the typical parole board member deals with a variety of concerns in decisionmaking, his basic objective is to lessen as much as possible
the risk that an offender will commit another crime.
This criterion remains paramount, but it is so variably interpreted and measured that severe handicaps
impede its attainment,
To begin with, the; measures of recidivism currently used in individual jurisdiction~ vary so much·
that useful comparisons across systems,. and indeed
within systems, are virtually impossible. In one jurisdiction, only those· parolees who return to prison
are counted as failures, no matter what may have
~nspired among those parolees not returnf!d. In
"Vincent O'Leary, "Some Directions for Citizen lnvolvement in Corrections,!' A.nllals of the Americall Academy
Of Political alld Social Sciellce, 381 (1969), 99.

another, everyone who has been charged with a
violation as measured by the number of parole board
warrants issued is treated as a failure.
The length of time under parole supervision COIlfounds other comparisons. Thus recidivism variously
includes the rest of the parolee's life, the span of the
parole period only. or the time immediately following disch:uge.
The computational methods used 'in developing
success or failure ratios also can do more to confuse
than to assist understanding. In one State, recidivism
is measured by the proportion of offenders returned
to prison compared with the number released in the
same period. In another, a much, lower rate is shown
for exactly the same number of failures because it is
arrived at by computing the number of persons returned to prison in a given period compared with the
total number of persons supervised during the same
period. Until uniform measures are developed, vitally needed comparisons are not possible. Nor will
meaningful participation in policy decisions be possible for agencies and persons outside the parole system.

Uniform Parole Reports System
A major effort to help solve the problem of uniform measures of recidivism was development of the
National Uniform Parole Reports System, a cooperative effort sponsored by the National Parole Institutes. This program enlisted the voluntary cooperation of all State and Federal parole authorities having
responsibility for felony offenders in developing some
common terms to describe parolees-their age, sex,
and prior recoro-and some common definitions to
describe parole performance. Parole agencies for the
last several years have been sending this information
routinely to the Unil'orm Parole Report Center',
where it is compiled. The results are fed back to
the contributing States. Comparisons across the
States thus are beginning to be possible. This effort
represents a long step)n developing a common
language among parole systelTls.
Although this national system has made great
strides, many additional steps need to be taken· to
develop its capacity fully. The Uniform Parole Report System needs to tie into a larger network that
. includes data from correctional institutions, so that
information collected on the offender can be linked
to parole outcome and crucially needed comparative
data on discharged offenders can be obtained.
Important also is the need to tie in, on a national
basis, to crime record data systems so that fol!owup
studies extending beyond parole periods can be car~
ried out. The Uniform Parole Report System should
have access to national criminal history information
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so thnt tbe experiences of parolees who have been
classified according to a set of reliable factors can be
checked. Attempts to usc tbe usual criminal identification record alone to describe the results of parolee
performance inevitably suffer from such gross inadequticies liS to be almost completely useless. The careful definitions built into tbe Uniform Parole Report
System sbould be combined with access to criminal
dl1,tll, This would enable tracing of subsequent parolee h"istorics and could be a powerful tool for
polley dcvclbpment and research.
A comparabll! system for releases from juvenile
Institutions also is needed. Information on misdemeannnts released on parole is almost nonexistent.
DevcloptnMl of statewide statistical services in
ct)ffCctiolls is the key for such misdemeanant recordkeeping.

Uses and Limitations of Statistics
in Parole
Thus fur the stress on statistical development has
been on its uLility as a national reporting system. But
equally needed is u basic statistical system in each
parole jurisdiction to help it address a variety of cortcllrns in sufllcient detail for practical day-to-day decisiQomuklng. There arc a number of ways such data
';1M

be used.

Since the 1920's n ntlmber of researchers have
concerned themselves with developing statistical
techniques for increasing the precision of recidivism
probability forecnsting, us noted in Chaptcr 1S. Although the methods mny vary in detail, the basic
nim of the stUdies has been to identify factors that
cttn be shown to be related statistically to parole outcome nnd, by combining them, to ascertain recidivism
probability for cerUlin' parolee classes. These statemcnt.~ usually hlWe been labeled "parole prediclIons."
TypIcally, the probability statements produced by
':!tntisticlll techniques lire more accurate in estimating
the likely Qutcome of pacole than ace tl'aditionalcase
methods. Thet:e lIas. been relatively little use of these
devJces 1n the parole field, although some experi.m~l\tnti(m has been curried on in several jurisdictioi'l$.
. A ,ffinjorsollrcc of resistance to the use of prediction met.hods is found ill the nUlllrc of the parole decisian itse1f.·~ PnrolebOardmembers argue. for exumple. lhntsimply knowing the nnrrowprobability
success or InUUres is not nearly us helpful as
kJlQ\villg whn.t type of risk would be involved. For
exmnplc. they uromore likely to tolerate higher risks

or

"'"Noo,o;....s7Hnyncr.

"Wb)' .DoPnrote Board Members
Pa~ific SocioiO$ica/

1JIS in tho. uS~l.)r Prediction Scores?"
Rti'lc"\ {Fan t9$S~, 73.
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if an offender is likely to commit a forgery than if
he is prone to commit a crime against a person. Most
prediction systems depend largely on prior events,
such as criminal age and criminal record. This does
not belp a parole board that must deal with the
offender as he is today within the realities of the
decisions and time constraints available to them.
Technology is capable of dealing with a number of
the additional concerns of parole authorities and
probably will continue to make statistical information increasingly valuable. Currently a major research project is under way with the U.S. Parole
Board seeking ways in which statistical material can
assist the parole board member in his decisionmaking. Significant help lies in tbis direction, and each
jurisdiction should be made fully aware of the possibility of using statistical information in parole decisionmaking.
With computer technology and the possibility it
offers of instant feedback, the usefulness of this kind
of system should increase. It seems doubtful, however, that statistical methods in the foreseeable future can substitute entirely for the judgments of
parole board members and examiners. The impact
and the variety of elements other than the estimation
of risks are profound. The intricacies that arise in
the iudividual case make total dependence on any
statistical system highly risky at best.
Statistical predictions can be belpful in giving
guidelines to parole board members as to general
categories into which particular inmates fit, how
other inmates similarly situated were treated earlier,
and Whitt the trends are in broad decisions. This information is important for parole decisionmakers.
But most experts are convinced that the optimum
system is one in which both statistical and individual
case methods are used in m.aking decisions about individuals.
Daniel Glaser sums up the issue as follows:
I know of no instance where an established academic
criminologist, judge or correctional administrator has adVOcated the replacement of case studies and subjective
evaluation by statistical tables for sentencing, parole or
other major decisions on the fale of an offender. The many
reasons fOr insisting upon case data may be grouped into
two categories. First of all, these oflicials must make moral
decisions for the state as a whole in determining what
risks would justify withholding from or granting freedom
to a man ••.. Secondly, there always is some information
on .a case too special to be readily taken into account by
any conceivable table in estimating what risks are involved
.in a specific official flctioil. Thirdly, there are many types
of predictions besidf:s the overall prospect of violations
w'hich judges and parole board members must consider.
T.hese include the t,lpe of violation, and the consequenetS
of certain types of violations for community treatment of
other parolees."
on The EfJectil'cllcslf 01 a Prison alld Parole System, p.

304.
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I Standard 12.1
Organization of
Paroling Authorities
Each State that has not already don~ so should,
by 1975, .establish parole decisionmaking bodies
for adult and juvenile offenders that are independent
of correctional institutions. These boards may be
administratively part of an overall statewide correctional services agency, but they should be autonomous in their decisionmaking authority and separate from field services. The board responsible
for the parole of adult offenders should have jurisdiction over both felons and misdemeanants.
1. The boards should be specifically responsible
for articulating and fixing policy, for acting on appeals by correctional authorities or inmates on de·
cisions made by hearing examiners, and for issuing
alld signing warrants to arrest and hold alleged
parole violators.
. 2. The boards of larger States should have a
s~ff of full· time bearing examiners appointed under
CIvil service regulations.
3. The boards of smaller States may assume responsibility for all functions; but should establish
clea~ly defined procedures for policy development,
heanngs, and appeals.
4. Hearing examiners should be empowered to
~ SJld make initial decisions in parole grant
d revocation cases under ilie :?pecific policies of
e. parole bOlllrd. The report ([}f tEte bearing ex~mer containing a transcript of tllbe hearing and the
eJldence should constitute the exdusive record. Tb.!

ili

decision of the hearing examiner should be final unless appealed to the parole board within 5 days by
the correctional authority or the offender. In the case
of an appeal, the parole board should review the case
on the basis of whether there is substantial evidence
in the report to support the finding or whether the
finding was erroneous as a matter of law.
5. Both board members and hearing examiners
should have close understanding of correctional institutions and be fully aware of the nature of their
programs and the activities of offenders.
6. The parole board should develop a citizen
committee, broadly representative of the community and including ex-offenders, to advise the board
on the development of policies.

Commentary
Parole authorities are criticized both for being too
closely tied to the institution (as with juveniles)
and too remote from the realities of correctional programs (as with adults). Most persons concerned with
parole decisionmaking for juveniles .are full-time institutional staff. In the adult field, most parole boards
are completely independent from the institutions
whose .residents the-y serve. In fact, no adult parole
releasing authority is controlled directly by the. operating staff of a penal institution.
Parole boards that are tied to, or part of, instilu417
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tional staff arc criticized mainly on the grounds that
institutional consi'deralions, rather than individual or community needs, influence the decisions.
Institutional decisionmaking also lends itself to such
informal procedures and lack of visibility as to raise
questions ttbout its capacity for fairness.
On the other hand, independent parole boards are
criticized on the grounds that they tend to be jnsensilive to institutional programs; to base their decisions
on political considerations.!; tOi be too remote to fully
understand the dynamics of a given case; and/or that
they and their staff have little training in or knOWledge about corrections.
An organizational arrangement lying between
these two extremes is now gaining prominence. In
the new model, the parole authority is organizationlIJ1y situated in a unified department of corrections
but possesse~ independent powers. This arrangemeat
is deslrable in that paroling' authorities need to be
IIware of and involved with all aspects of correctional
progrnms. Yet they should be 50 situated organizationally as to maintain sufficient independence and
capacity to reflect a broader range of decisionmaking
concerns than efficient correctional management.
The absence of written criteria by which decisions
arc made constitutes a major failing in virtually
every parole jurisdiction. Some agencies issue statements purporting to be criteria, but they usually are
50 general as to be meaningless. The sound use of
discretion and ultimate accountability for its exercise
rest largely ill making visible the criteria used in
(orming judgments. Parole boards must free themselves from total concern with case-by-case decisionmaking and attend to articulation of the actual policies thnt govern the decision making process.
In addition to the pressure for clearly articulated
policies, there is also demand for mechanisms by
whIch paro!c decisions can be appealed. It is imporhlOt for parole systems to develop self-regulation
systems, including internal appeal procedures.
Where the. volume of cases warrants it, a parole
board should concentrate its attention on policy
development nnd appeals.
Case-by-case decisionmaking should be dane by
hen ring exnminers responsible to the board who are
familiar with its policies and knowledgeable about
cOt:'rtctionnl programs. Hearing examiners should
have statutory powee to grant, deny, or revoke parole subject to parole board rules and policies. Appeals by the correctional authority or inmates on the
decisions of hearing examiners should be decided by
tbe parole board on the basis of the written report of
thi) llcaril'lg o,·(Jlminer. The grounds for review would
be whether or not ahere is substantial evidence in the
report to support the finding or whether the decision
was erroneous as a matter of law.
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In smaller states, many of the.c;e activities would
have to be carried out by the same persons, since the
size of the system would not justify hearing examiners in addition to a parole board. How~~ver, procedures can and should be developed to assure attention to each separate function-policy development,
hearings, appeals, and decision making,
An important component of the plarole decisionmaking function which currently exists in few, if any,
parole jurisdictions is the involvement of community
representatives. Policy development offers a particularly suitable opportunity for such cit;izen participation. It is likely to improve the quality of policies and
almost certainly will improve the probability of their
implementation.

2.11
2.14
2.15
2.17

Rules of Conduct.
Grievance Procedure.
Free Expression and Association.
Access to the Public.
S.S Credit for Time Served.
6.1 Comprehensive Classification Systems.
7.2 Marshaling and Coordinating Community
Resources.
9.9 Release Programs.

13.1 Professional Correctional Management.
15.2 Staffing for Correctional Research and Information Systems.
15.5 Evaluating the Performance of the Correctional System.
16.1 Comprehensive Correctional Legislation.
16.2 Administrative Justice.
16.3 Code of Offenders' Rights.
16.15 Parole Legislation.
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R~lated Standards

The following standards may be applicable in
implementation Standard 12.1.
2.2 Access to Legal Services.
2.3 Access to Legal Materials.
2.10 Retention and Restoration of Rights.
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known to qualify an individual automatically for the
role of parole board member. The variety of goals of
parole boards requires a variety of skills. At the
least, knowledge of the fields of la-W, the behavioral
sciences, and corrections should be 'represented. It is
also desirable for persons selected to be able to utilIze statistical materials, reports from professional
personnel, and a variety of ether technical information.
Besides improving the. appointment process, it is
important that qualificf.l,tions for parole authority
membership be speJled out by law. Terms of appointment should be long and sufficient salaries provided.
Training opportunities specifically designed for
parole decisionmakers also are vitally needed. Training programs should be designed to keep board
members informed on recent legal decisions and advances in technology, as well as acquainting them
with current correctional practices and trends.
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Related Standards
The [oliowing standards may be applicable in
implementing Standard 12.2.
16.1 Comprehensive Correctional Legislation.
16.16 Parole Legislation.

IiI

Parole Authority Personnel
Euch Sfutc should specify by statute by 1975
the qunlificntions nnd conditions of appointment of
pm'ole bonrd members.
1.. I'ot'olc bonrds for adult and juvenile offenders
should consist of full-time members.
2. Members should possess academic training
in fields such as criminology, education, psychology,
psychiufry, luw, social work, or sociology.
3. Members shQ\dd have a high degree of skm
in comprehending Icglll issues and statistical infcr~
l1mtion nnd an ability to develop and promulgate
policy.
4. Mcmbers should be appointed by the governor for six-yenr terms from a panel of nominees
selected by an mlvisory group broadly representative of the community. Besides being representative
of relevant proicssionnl orgunizutions, the ad,t'isory
group should include ull important ethnic and socioecoJlomic groups.
5. Pnrole boards in the small States should consist
of no less thun three full-time member:s. In most
States, they should not exceed five members.
6. Purolc bourd; members should be compensated
nt n rute equnlt() thnt of n judge of u court of general
jurisdiction.
_
7. Heuring examiners should have bad\grounds
similnr to tllIlt of members but need not be as
spcciulized. l/heir education and experiential quaUficntlons ShOllld allow them to understand programsj
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to relate to people, and to make sound and reason·
able decisions.
8. Parole board members should participate in
continuing trail1ling on a national basis. The ex·
chnngc of parole board members and hearing ex·
atf!iners between States for training purposes should
be supported and encouragedl.

I

·r
i

!

t

Commentary
In a number of States, parole authority positions
are held by part-time personnel. With expanded responsibilities for such boards, cffective membership
wHI require a full-time commitmept of time and energy. Thus part-time parole authorities should be replaced in virtually every jurisdiction. In larger States,
the use of hearing examiners reduces the necessity
of expanding parole boards to unwieldy proportions
and makes emphasis on policy development more
feasible.
The chief obsta.c1~ to creating effective parole
authorities is the appointment of unqualified persons
to parole boards, 13. practice which can have disastrous effects. More often than not, such appointments are made by political criteria. Use of nonpartisan citizen nominatiIlg pan~ls is vitally needed in
the appointment process.
There is no one profession or set of experiences
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The Parole Grant Hearing
Each parole jurisdiction immediatelr should ~e
velop polid~s for parole release hearmgs that Include opportunities jor personal and adequate participation by the inml}.tes concerned; procedural
guidelim;s to insure proper, fair, and ihorough consideration of every case; prompt decisions and personal notification of dfccisions to inmates; and provision for accurllte ,records of deliberations and
conclusions.
A proper parole grant process should· have the
following characteristics:
.
1. Hearings should be scheduled with inmates
within one year after they are received in an institution. Inmates should appear personally at hearings.
2. At thrse hearings, decisions should be directed
toward the qU/llity and pertinence of program objectives agreed u,~on by the inmate and the institution staff.
3. Board representatives should monitor and approve programs that can have tbe effect of releasing
the inmate without further board he<1rings.
4. Each jurisdiction should have a statutory requirement, pat11erned after the Model Penal Code,
under which clffenders must be released on parole
when first eligible unless certain specific conditions
exist.
5. When a release date is not agreed UPQn, a
further hearing date within one year should be set.
6. A parole board member or ht!;!ri'flg examiner

should hold no more than 20 hearings in any full
day.
7. One examiner or member should conduct
hearings. His findings should be final unles~ appeal.
ed to the full parole board by the correctIOnal au·
thority or the inmate within 5 days.
..
8. Inmates should be notified of any deCISIOn
directly and personally by the b?ar~ ~ember or
representative before he leaves the msbtutlOn.
.
9. The person hearing the case sho~ld s~e~lfy
in detail and in writing the reasons for hiS deCISIon,
whether to grant parole or to deny or defer it.
10. Parole procet!ures should permit disclosure
of information on which the hearing examiner bases
his decisions. Sensiti"e information may be with·
held , but in such cases nondisclosure shouid
• bes
noted in the record so that subsequeot reviewer
will know what information was not available to
the offender.
11. Parole procedures should permit re~~esent~.
tion of offenders under appropriate conditIOns, If
required. Such representation should cQnf~nn
generally to Standard 2.2 on Access to Legal Services.

Commentary
Although every standard-setting body attests to
the crucial part the parole bearing plays in an e~ec
tive correctional system, substantial shortcommgs

exist in this procedure. In some jurisdictions large
numbers of inmates do not get an opportunity to
appear before parole authority representativ(!s. In
others, so many offenders are moved through parole
hearings in a single day that the process becomes
meaningic!ss. Even in jurisdictions where regular ininterviews are conducted with all inmates and the
number interviewed is reasonable, grave deficiencies
exist.
Perhaps the most pervasive shortcomings are the
undue f!mphasis in parole hearings on past events
and the. extreme vagueness about the necessary steps
to achieve parole. Badly needed are clearly defined
objectives for the inmate, attainment of which wiIl
result in his parole. This need is highlighted by the
difficulties being experienced by parole and correctional officials when parole decisions must be made
on offenders already under part-time release programs. Increasingly, parole authorities must be orien:ed to the future, spelling out what is required for
parole in a given case. They also will need to emphasize to institutional authorities the type and quality of programs to be undertaken by inmates under
the direction of correctional personnel.
In the past, most jurisdictions have operated on
the premise that the offender has no statutory rights
in the parole consideration process, except in some
instances the right to appear. before the board. Yet
the traditional stance has also been that the inmate
and his record must make an affirmative case for pa·
role. The Model Penal Code reflocts a growing dissatisfaction with this position. It proposes that an inmate be released on parole when he is first eligible
unless certain specific obstacles exist.
The notion that the preference should be for releasing an inmate on parole when he is first eligible
may require some modification if minimum sentences are eliminated, but the correctional authority, rather than the inmate, should bear the burden of
p~oof (however evaluated from . jurisdiction to jurisdiction) that an inmate is not ready for release.
Consistent with this is the concept that all inmates
should have a parole hearing within one year after
they are received in an institution. Such a hearing
might result in consideration of immediate parole.
More often it would involve review of the particular
objectives developed by the inmate and staff. The
b()ard's representative would approve the inmate's
~ategory and program objectives, especially tho~e
Involving combinations of institutional activities and
periods of temporary release.
..A particularly critical determination during this
InItial interview is scheduling another interview or
hearing, if one is necessary, before the inmate's release. It should be increasingly common to approve
an inmate's program, including a parole release

date, as far as a year in advance withe!)t requiring
another hearing or further interviews by the parole
board. If the plan for the inmate that is agreed
to by the board's representative at the initial hearing
were carried out to the institutional staff's satisfaction, parole would be automatic. Only if substantial variations occurred or new information developed would another hearing be required. In any
event, no more than one year should pass between
hearings.
The nature of these hearings, involving close attention to tailoring programs and releases to individual
cases, would require careful recording of plans and
decisions. With a functional system of this kind, a
maximum of 20 cases a day should bl; heard.
\
As to the hearing itself, iii. few jurisdictions are
parole authorities required to write the detailed reasons for their decisions. Future decisionmakers are
left with little information, and effective review is
impeded. The failure to record reasons for action
also means loss of a critical information source for
policy formation.
Closely allied to the failure to record reasons for
parole decisions is the manner in which offenders flre
notified. In many jurisdictions inmates learn of the
decision through a cryptic written communication. or
verbally through a correctional staff member who
tries to interpret the reasons for a parole action without really knowing them, instead of obtaining such
information directly from the parole authority representative who conducted the hearing.
The key to rectifying this situation lies in allocating sufficient decisionmaking power to the hearing
examiners. They should be able to make the final decision, based on board policy, and notify inmates
personally of the results before the examiners leave
the institution. In addition, the examiners should
specify the reasons for their decision in writing both
for the record and for the inmate to retain a copy.
In few States can inmates review, even selectively,
the information on which decisions affecting them are
based. In few States are offenders given an opportunity to be represented by others at a parole hearing. Effectiveness and fairness argue for the existence
of both of these provisions in every jurisdiction.
The issue of inmate representation by lawyers or
other spokesmen has b~en highly controversial. (f
the offender can have a representative who is free to
pursue information, develop resources, and raise
questions, decisions are more likely to be mage on
fair and reasonable grounds. The inmate will be more
likely to feel that he has been treated fairly and that
there is definitely someone who is "on his side." Furthermore, such representation would do much to inCrease the credibility of the parole system in the
public;'s view.
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The following standards may be applicable in
implementing Standard 12.3.
2.2
Access to Legal Services.
'16.2 Administrative Justice .
16.3 Code'of Offenders' Rights.
16.15 Parole Legislation.
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Each parole jurisdiction immediately should develop and implement a system of revocation procedures to permit the prompt confinement o[ parolees exhibiting behavior that poses a seriollls threat
10 others. At the same time, it should provide careful controls, met.bods of fact-finding, and possible
alternatives to keep as many offenders as possible
in the community. Return to the institution should
be used as a last resort, even when a factual basis
for revocation can be demonstrated.
1. Warrants to arrest and hold alleged parole
violators should be issued and signed by parole
board members. Tight control should be developed
over the process of issuing such warrants. They
should never be issued unless there is sufficient
evidence of probable serious vio~ation. In some
instances, there may be a need lO detain alleged
parole violators. In general, ho'wever, detention is
not required and is to h-e discOlhraged. Any parolee
Who is detained should be granted a prompt preliminary hearing. Administrativ,e arrest and detention should never be used simply to permit investigation of possible violations.
,2. Parolc~s alleged to have comniitted a new
cnme but without father violations of conditions
sufficient to require parole revocation should be
eligible for bail or other release pending the outcome
of the new charges, as determined by the court.
3. A preliminary heariing conducted by an in-

dividual not previously directly involved in the case
slrnould be held promptly on all aI~eged parole violations, including convictions of new crimes, in or
near the community in which the violation occurred
unless wai'i'ed by the parolee after due notification
of, his right~. The purpose should be to determine
whether there is probable cause or reasonable
grounds to believe that the arrested parolee has committed ads that would constitate a vioh,.tion of parole
conditions and a determination of the value question
of whether the case should be carried further, even
if probable cause exists. The parolee s,hould be
given notice that the hearing will take pblce and of
witat parole violations have been alleged. He should
have the right to present evidence, to confront and
cross-examine witnesses, and to be represented by
counsel.
The person who conducts the hearring sholllid
make a summary of what transpired at the hearing
and the information he used to determine whether
probable cause existed to hold the parolee for the
final decision of the parole board OIl revocation. If
the evidence is insufficient to support a further hearing, or if it is otherwise determined that revocation
would not be desirable, the offender should be
released to the community immediately.
4. At parole revocation hearings, the parolee
should have written notic~ of the alleged infractions of his rules or conditions; access to official
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tf!cardif regarding his case; the right to be repre-

sented hy counsel, incJuding the ,right to appointed
counsel if. he Is Indigellt; the opportunity to be heard
In pel'1ionj the dght to subpena witnesses in his
own hclullfj and the rigId to cross~examine wit,l(!SSCH Or' otherwi,'ic to challenge allegations or evidence held by the State. Hearing examiners should
be empowered tQ bellr and decide parole revocation
cnSes under policies established by the parole board.
1'lIroJc should not be revoked unless there fls sub!itnntlal evidence o[ a violation o[ one of the conditlon!f of parole. The hearing examiner shou'ld provide u written shdelllent of findings, the reasons for
the decision, 1I11d the evidence relied upon.
5. £llch jurisdiction should develop alternatives
to pnrolc revocnfon, such as warnings, short-time
loclll confinement, special conditions of future parole,
vnriutions ill intensity of supervision or surveillance,
fines, und referral Co other community resources.
Such IIltcrnntivc mt:IlIiUreS ~hould be utili7,cd ns
oflell ns is pruclicnblc.
6. If return to a correctional institution is warrnlllCG, dhe offender should be scheduled for sub.!iequcnt nppcHrullCCS for parole considerations
when uppropdnle. There should be 1./0 ~lUtomatic
prohihition ognillst repnrolc of a parole violator.

1,:
"
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Commentary

A grem deal

or

attention, stemmIng largely from

court interventions. has been focused recently on
Pf(,CC5SCS by which· an offender, once paroled. is
returned to confinement. For years, substantial de-

bate hus centered around the issue of whether parole
was It priYilege or ,1 right, proponents of the fornler

arguing thut parole was something to which an indi·,
vidual had no Iltatutory right and thus it could be
llumomrily revoked. Recently. however, there has
been n growing consensus that the recommitment of
n parolee J'eprescnts n S'1.1bstnntiul denial of freedom
Illld words like Hpdvilegc," "grace," or "contract"
cnnnot bhl( the loss of liberty so clearly at stake,
This has perhaps been best articuluted by the Supreme Court, in It." finding in Morrissey v. Brewer.

408 U.S. 471 (1972):
We. :ICC, lheref~re. IhtH the liberty of a parolee, althollgh
indetermlonte, inchltles many of the core values of unqunljfil';l.1 HtY.:rt)' l\\ld its terminlltion inflicts n "grievous loss" on
the }lnl\l\l:e !lOU oflen (1) others. It is hardly useful any·
Illns.cr to hy tt\ deal with this problem In terms of whether
\hv I't\r{)lce'~ liberty is l\ "risht" or a "privilege." By what·
tVclr flM'IlQ the liberty is vttluable arid must be seen as
within tbQ protection of the Fourteenth Amendment. lis
termlnntloll \:nll~ .fgr Some orderly process, Mwever in·

("fmat.

The isslIc$ of pnrolerevocntion typically are

"'t

drawn around four areas: how a parolee is taken and
held in custody, when and where he is heard, what
procedures are employed at revocation hearings, and
what the nature of the dispositions employed is.
In a large number of jurisdictions, parole officers
have wide discretion iri causing the arrest of the pa. ' ,
mlee and holding him in custody. In some jurisdic.
tions a parole warrant is issued automatically whenever a parolee is charged with a new offense, and the
existence of this warrant almost always prevents bail.
The unfairness of such an automatic procedure is
obvious.
The place of the hearing has become a critical
issue. Under former practice the parolee was heard
after his return to the institution from which he was
paroled. The hazards of this procedure to a fair
hearing and to the parolee's sense of its being fair
have inclined some parole authorities to grant hearings near the site of the alleged violation. Now the
Supreme Court requires that a preliminary hearing to
determine probable cause be held at or near tbe site
of the alleged violation.
The rights to representation, to disclosure of information, to witnessesr and to cross-examination in·
creasingly are being given to alleged parole violators
in a continuing reversal of the procedures existing
before the late 1960's. This, increased empbasis on
the components of a fair hearing usually has been the
result of court edict and is being continually . ~
strengthened.
The growing emphasis on community supervision
is encouraging a much wider use of measures 9uch
as short-term confinement or additional restrictions
and warnings instead of return to close confinement.
Such innovations should be encouraged. The possibility of reparole for offenders returned to confine·
ment also is a desirable program direction.

Standard Probation and Parole Act. New York:
NPPA, 1955.

7. Newman, Donald. "Court Intervention in
the Parole Process," Albany Law Review 36
(1972), 257.
'
8. President's Commission on Law Enforcement
.and Ad~inistration of Justice. Task Force Report:
CorrectIOns. Washington: Government Printing
Office, 1967. Ch. VIII.
~. Sklar, Ronald. "Law and Practice in ProbatlO? ~nd Parole Revocation Hearings," Joumal of
Crznllnal Law and Criminology, 55 (1964), 175.

Related Standards

The following standards may be applicable in
implementing Standard 12.4.
2.2 Access to Legal Services.
2.3 Access to Legal Materials,
2.7 Searches.
2.10 Retention and Restoration of Rights.
2.11 Rules of Conduct.
5.8 Credit for Time Served.
16.2 Administrative Justice.
16.3 Code, of Offenders' Rights.
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boards for their prime task of parole policy forma- evaluatcid on the number of contacts made with each
tion and decisionmaking.
parolee assigned to each officer. Complete and
The move to consolidate parole services should prompt reports, often emphasizing compliance with
also involVe increasing emphasis on providing serv- rules and policies, were also valued highly. Under a
iceS for misdemeanants, a function currently charac- team a~p.roach, however, parole managers must learn
i~' terized by large gaps in services. Likewjse, to assure
to admlll1ster a decentralh:ed organization tbat must
,j continuity of services for juveniles, juvenile programs both adhe.re ~o. broad polictes and allow for a high
.~ should be encompassed in statewide correctional degree of mdlVldual autonomy. Communication must
'," ~.,' agencies. This is not to say that separate divisions be open, and power must be shared. There will be
, focusing on juvenile institutional and field services no set formula for how a "casl~" should be handled
should not be maintained, but they should be organ- and strong administrative leadership will be crucial:
izationally tied to such services for adults so that
i~ consolidated planning may occur. For both juveniles
and adults, regional administration will provide for a References
J coordinated flow of services regardless of an offend1. National Council on Crime and Delinquency.
~ cr's legal status at any given time.
Model
Act for State Correctional Services. New
However, more than a common administration is
York: NCCD, 1966.
~ needed to coordi<' ate field and institution staffs.
2. National Probation and Parole Institutes. The
~ Ideological diffet,- ,.:es between the two divisions,
Organization of Parole Systems for Felony Of1, aUlgtmen!ted~?fftoo often by empirical, educational, and
fenders b~ the United States. 2nd ed. Hackensack,
1 erences, are a hazard. Badly needed are
'. cu ura
N.J.: NatIOnal Council on Crime and Delinquency
.i mechanisms that foster a focus on program objectives
1972.
'
l rather than on organizational function. These include
j training programs, common administrative controls 3. Nelson, Elmer K, and Lovell, Catherine H.
Developing C::orrectional Administrators. Washat lower levels, and personnel policies that encourage
ington: Joint Commission on Correctional Man., transfers across functional areas.
power and Training, 1969.
.~
The organization of field services also requires
4. New York, Governor's Special Committee on
fundamental restructuring in the way its services
Criminal Offenders. Report. Albany, 1968.
'\ tire delivered. Organizational patterns based on the
5. O'Leary, Vincent, and Duffee, DavId. "ManaJ noti~n of a single parole officer respClnsible for a
gerial
Behavior and Correctional Policy." Public:
~ speCific c.a~el~ad of parolees should give way to
Administmlion
Review, 31 (1971), 603.
i those faclht~tmg team methods. With a team ap6. Studt, Elliot. People in the Parole Action
proach a group of parole personnel including volunSystem: Their Tasks and Dilemmas. Los Angeles:
teers and paraprofessionals works with a group of
University of California Press, 1971.
parolees, with tasks being assigned on the basis of
. the team's assessment of services needed and staff
: most ablo to provide for them. In many cases, Related Standards
:-parole staff's efforts will be focused on various com. munity groups or organizations rather than directly
The following standards may be applicable in
on a parolee. The variety of needs p'resented by implementing Standard 12.5.
p~rolees and the objective of involving the commu7.2 Marshaling and Coordinating Community
D1ty m~re directly in programs require such methods.
Resources.
.
Movmg from the traditional caseload o.ientation to
13.1 Professional Correctional Management.
at
h
14.11 Staff Development.
. earn approac will not be easy. Formerly, the
.16.1 Comprehensive Correctional Legislation.
tasks and responsibilities assigned to individual pa16.4 Unifying CorrectionaI Programs.
r~le officers were fairly easy to manage and super16.6 Regional Cooperation.
me. Often the performance of parole officers was
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Standard 12.5
Organization of Field Services
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Shtte should provIde by 1978 fo'c the consoli<fullC/I\ of institutlonul llod pnfOVc fie'ld services
In departments or di'visions of ctu'ccctiolliul sen·ices.
Such c{lllsolidlltiofl5 should occllr Os elolScly as possH)~c, Iu opcrn'l1onnl gevels.
f.••luvcflil(~ l\flcl Ihdult COf/l'ccalbnnl servictlS may be
Pflr1 of Ihe stlme p!.lrent ngcnt.;.:\, but should be mninInlflctl liS llutOUOIlu'\US llfog-tnm units within it.
2. H.cgloflnt ndminislml\on· should be. estnblished
tlO (hnt litstHutionnl ulld h~l,l servic!es nrc jointly
lI\llflngcd nud coorclinnted lit fhe progt'um level.
3. Joint truilling progrlllns for i1l1stitutionlll nnd
field /itlllTs should be undcrtukcn, und trnl1sfers of
pers()IHlel bctW1cel1 the two programs should be enconruged.
4. Pumlu 5/crvkes should be dclh'ered, wherever
JU'UCHCIlI, under 11 teum system in which Il ,'uriety
of .lcrsons including pnrolccs, pncole mnnllgers, and
c()nnntlnlty rcprcscnt~th'es pnrticiplltc.
5. 'remus should be locnted. whcnc\'cr prneticat,
III thcndghborho()ds where parolces reside. Sp!!cific (cnlll members shQuld be llssigned lo specific
t()ttIlUll11tt~· groj,lps ontl institutions dcsigJi;iUcd by the
tcum U.I; (!S'pcch\lly signlficnnt.
6. Orglinlll.Uonnl m~d ndministrnth'e prneticcs
s.hould be Illtered to pro,\'hJc grcntly inerensed autUMmy llnd dcc;islQnnmK1llg power to Ihcpllff)le
(~ttms:.

Comme,ntar'l
Lack of coordination among correctional progrums and functions has for years been a grave illlpediment to development of effective correctional
programs. The separation of field parole services
from the rest of corrections has been no exception.
The growing complexity and interdependence of
correctional programs require more than ever that
po,role field staff be integrated more closely with
institutional staff.
As the philosophy of reintegration gains promin'
cnce , many correctional staff relationships will
change. Parole staff will be concerned with prerel,ease
activities and halfway house programs. It will no
longer be the practice to wait for the "transfer" of
a cnse from an institution to a parole staff. Rather,
the lines of responsibility between institution and
parole staff will become increasingly blurred. They
will either perform similar roles or cooperate c1osdy.
While organizational change will not automatic;~Y
create such n close interrelationship. it certainly will
facilitate the goal of functional integration.
A crucial first step to this goal is to place both of
these. units under one ,administrative bead. In a mUllber of States, some parole field staffs report to independent parole boards. These staffs should be trans·
ferred to the department of corrections to enhance
correctional program integration and to free prurole
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Attempts to improve parole outcome by providing
parolees with closer supervision have proved to
be quite fruitless. A number of parolees require little
supervision, others none at all. For those requiring
supervision, the most recent emphasis has been directed toward finding and using existing community
resources. A number of advantages accrue: better
and more relevant services usually can be obtained;
less stigma is attached to services offered by noncorrectional agencies; and more flexibility is pro\;ded when services are not entrenched in the organizational structure of a correctional agency.
To obtain these resources parole staffs must gear
their attention to other community service agencies
and develop greater competence in acting as resource
managers as well as counselors. A parole staff has a
specific task: to assist parolees in availing themselves
of community resources and to counsel them regarding their parole obligation. Parole staff also must take
responsibility for finding needed resources for parolees in the community.
Of course, the time when parole staff can function
as brokers or resource managers will be a while in
coming. In the near future, parole officers will have
locontinue to deal directly with many of the very real
problems parolees face. Chief among these is making
sure that persons recently released have adequate fi. nancial support. There are a number of ways in
, which this need can be met. Where offenders have
been involved in work-release programs, no major
: problems should be encountered. For other offenders,
however, or for those who have large families or wish
locontinue education or training, other arrangements
may be needed.
All States should consirler establishif'l:; a form of
. unemployment compensation for released offenders
until they are gainfully employed. The State of
Washington has adopted such legislation. Where this
is not instituted, loan funds for parolees should be
established. Neither of these two alternatives is
really an adequate solution. All persons confined in
correctional institutions should be given opportunities to earn funds while they are incarcerated. Adequate "gate money" should be provided for those who
have been involved in programs with no financial re'
wards. The high correlation between parole failure
and the amount of money an offender has during
the first months of release makes it clear that these
investments would be sound ones.
Apart from the immediate need for money, how. tiler. most releasees will be interested in securing em~oyment. This is not to say that all parolees should
be re-quired to obtain employment. Parole conditions
should allow parolee.s to maintain themselves by any
~I

Standard 12.6
r:,

Community

Services

for Paro~ees
Eneh Sh'ltc should begin immediately 10 develop
dh;crsc: run~e of programs to meet the needs of
pumices. These st:",ices should be d~llwn to the
grelllc~t e"lelit possible from commumty prog~a~rls
IIvllllnblc tv till citizens, with pnrole stnl{ provldmg
linkage between sen'ices nnd the pnrolecs needing
or desiring thcm.
t. Strln~CJlt re\'iew proccdurt:s should be ildopted,
sO IImt llllr(siccs not requiring supervision nre released
(rom supervision il1\lIIedintcly !lnd those requiring
minim"l nttentioll ure pInt-td in minirimrtl supervi.
slon Cl\SCIOi,ds.
.
2, Pnrolc (lniccrs should be selcC!it:d llnd trainedl
to blinn the role of community resource manager.
3. l'nrolc sluff should participate. fully in developtf1~ coordlnllted delivery system.s or human services.
4. 11Ullds shoul~ bl!: mude aVllilable (or partilees
wlljh~)ul Inter~st. clmrge. Parole staff should have auth1llrlty to willv<,1 repayment to fit the individual case.
S. Stnte funds ~hou!d be llvailnble to offenders,
so thut SOine medmnisl1l similar to unemployment
, bel1~nt..'i 11111Y be unilllhle to inmates at the time
<lIt thelrrdensc, In order to tide them over Ulltil

of 5uPI,ort, rather than a promise of a spE'cific job,

before authorizing their release on parole.
7. Parole and State employment staffs sl~ould dc·
velop Icl{ecti'Ve communication systems at the local
level. Jloint meetings and training sessions ishould be
undertaken.
8. Each parole agency should have OnEi or .~ore
persons attached to the central office to act as liaison
with major program agencies, such as t~e Office
of Economic Opportunity, Office of VocatIOnal Re·
habilitation, and Department o( Labor.
9. !Institutional vocational traillin~ tied directly
to specific subsequent job placeIWi!uts should be
supported.
.
10. Parole boards should encourage institutions
to maintain effective quality control over programs.
lL Small community-based group homes should
be uyailablc to parole staff for prerelease pro~rams,
(or crises and as a substitute to recommitment
to I1n in;tiMion in appropriately reviewed cases
of parole violation.
12. Funds should be made available to parole
staffs to purchase needed community resources for
parolees.
13. Special caseloads should be established for
I.hey find n jub.
6; AU Stutes shonhl use, nsmuch us possible, offenders with specific types o( ~roblems, such as
drug abuse.
l) ~tlulre",cllt thnt offenders have n visible means

1\

of the legal means of support availaNe to citizens in
general. But for those having difficulty finding employment, parole staff should develop working relationships with agencies and organizations in the community whose purpose is to help citizens find jobs
and should make arrangements for parolees to continue in educational or training pursuits.
An additional resource with which parole personnel should be concerned is the small, communitybased residential facility. Besides serving as the last
stage of release for many offenders, such facilities can
serve as a place to go during times of crisis for the
parolee, whether to engage in activities offered or to
live temporarily. These facilities can also be utilized
for offenders who have violated their parole and require a brief period of control short of return to an
institution. Finally, they can serve as a meeting place
for
community
residents,
offenders,
and
ex-offenders. They make an ideal place to hold
group meetings such as team planning sessions or a
drug treatment group.
Before acting to secure such needed services in
the community, it must be remembered that responsibility of parole personnel begins before an-"z'l¥ender
formally leaves an institution. They should work
with institutional staff to' assure that institutional
programs arc operating to meet the needs of the
inmates. If an offender leaves an institution with
all his needs yet to be .met, the parole officer's
task is an almost impossible one. In addition, while
community involvement efforts are under way, the
parole system may have to purchase services needed
by parolees rather than trying to provide all of them
directly. Funds for this purpose should be made
available. Finally, to make sure that services are
being provided which meet, as nearly as possible,
the needs of the offenders released, parole staff must
know what those needs are. They may find that needs
vary over time and that many of the rele::.sets at any
given time have similar problems. Special teams
should then be assigned to concentrate on providing
services to groups of parolees with like needs.

.
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R:elated Standards
The following standards may be applicable in
implementing Standard 12.6.
7.2 :MarshaUng and Coordinating Community
Resources.
7.3 Corrections' Responsibility for Citizen In·
volvement.
7.4 Inmate Involvement in Community Pro·
grams.
9.9 Release Programs.
l4.5 Employment of Volunteers.

I'

Standard

t,

12.7

!

I.

I

I

Measures of Control

"1','

Each State should take immediate action to reduce parole rules to an absolute minimum, retaining only those critical in the individual case, and
to provide for effective means of enforcing the conditions established.
1. After considering suggestions from correctional
staff and preferences of the individual, parole
boards should establish in each case the specific
parole conditions appropricte for the individual offender.
2. Parole staff should be able to request the
board to amend rules to fit the needs of each case
and should be empmyered to require the parolee to
obey any such rule when put in writing, pending
the final action of the parole board.
3. Special caseloads for intensive supervision
should be established and staffed by personnel of
suitable skiII and temperament. Careful review procedures should be established to detennine which
offenders should be assigned or removed from such
caseloads,
4. Parole officers should develop d(Jse liaison
with police agencies, so that any formal arrests
necessary can be made by police. Parole officers,
tberefore, would not need to be anned.

1

Commentary
'The chief expression of the coercive power of

t

parole agencies, and consequently a potential source
of great abuse, is found in the conditions governing
the conduct of parolees and the measures taken to
enforce those rules. Some of the major criticisms
against parole rules are that they often are so vague
as to invite serious problems of interpretation by
both the parolee and the parolc officer, and that they
frequently embrace such a wide portion of the
parolee'S potential and actual behavior as to become
unnecessarily restrictive of his freedom and do little
to prevent crime.
Any conditions set for parole continuance should
be as specific as possible and reasonably related to
the facts of the specific parole case. In formulating
conditions, the offender's wishes and interests should
be taken into account. Maximum consideration
should also be attached to guarding th~ individual's
constitutional and legal rights, remembering that
offenders retain all rights that citizens in general
have, except those necessarily limited f01: the purpose
of confinement or control.
It is of utmost importance that the parolee know
the conditions of his parole and the reasons for
them. If the number of conditions is limited to
those deemed absolutely necessary, the parolee will
understand that these conditions are meant to be
forced, a situation which is uncommon at the present
time. The removal of unnecessary rules also helps

en'·
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the pt\role of1kcritl his relationship with the parolee.
l! boni parties know and understand the reasons for
rulcii it1 tbe case in question, it is less likely that the

wm

:

~

parole .officeI'
.have to either ignore rules he sees
as frivolous or jeopardize his relationship with the
parolee by reporting them. Furthermore, the more
open th~~ parole system, the more possibilities exist
for worl;ing out postrelease arrangements that are
conducive to leading a law-abiding life. Again, this
menns thut the system will have to be ready to tolerate more diversity. Citizens in general find many satisfying Hr\~51ylcs that meet the tests of legality. Parolee!! should have the same opportunities.
Closely related to formulation of fair and effective
parole ruh~8 is the issue of their enforcement. In a
number or pnroie systems. too many parole officers
stili sec their major role as that of policemanenforcer. A.lthough close supervision may be indicated in individual cases, it should be done on a
highly selective basis. Close coordination with pol}ce
ngencics should obviate the necessity of armmg
parole ol1icers or requiring them to arrest parole
violators. To the extent that a parole agency can
reduce emphasis on surveillance and control and
stress its concern for assisting the parolee, it probably will be more successful in crime reduction.
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Standards

The following standards may be applicable in
implementing Stand!ird 17,;.7.
2.7 Searches.
2.10 Retention and Restoration of Rights.
2.11 Rules of Conduct.
2.14 Grievance Procedure.
2.15 Free Expression and Association.
.
2.16 Exercise of Religious Beliefs and PractIces.
2.17 Access to the Public.
16.2 Administrative Justice.

Standard 12.8

I!

Manpower for Parole

:·lIi
IfI:

l\

By 1975, each State should develop a compr-e.
7. Use of volunteers should be extended sub·
hensife manpower and training program whieh stantially.
would make it possible to recruit persons with a
8. Training programs designed to deal with the
wide variety of skills, including significant numbers organizational issues and the kinds of personnel reof minority' group members and volunteers, and use quired by the program should be established in each
them effectively in parole programs.
parole agency.
Among the elements of State munpower and
l~inil1g programs for corrections thnt are pre<:cribed
in .ChfiPtc~ 14, the following apply with special force Commentary
to,_parole.
1. A functional workload system linking specific
Typically, manpower allocation in parole agencies
tasks to different c~'ltegories of parolees should be has been based on a ratio of a fixed number of painstituted by each State and should fonn the basis rolees to one parole officer. Little experimental eviof allocating manpower resources.
dence is available on the optimal allocation of man2. 'The bachelor'S degree should constitute the power, and any ratio would probably be quite
reqUisite educational level for the beginning parole specific to an individual agency depending on the
officer.
character of the parolees supervised, geographic
3. Provisions should be made for the employment factors, and the administrative tasks the officer must
of parole personnel- having less than a college degree carry out. It is essential that parole agencies develop
fo work with parole officers on a team basis, carry· workload data, especially in an era of team supering out the tasks appl~opriate to their individual skills. vision, so that manpower can be reasonably related
4. Career ladders that offer opportunities for to aetivities to be done. Present workloads are too
advancement of pNsons with less than coJIege de· burdensome and immediate steps are needed in a
grees should. be provided.
number of States to augment parole staffs with addiS. Recruitment efforts should be designed ~o. pro- tional manpower.
duce a staff roughly proportional in ethnic back·
Parole manpower should consist of persons with a
ground to the offender population being served.
variety of skills and aptitudes. While a bachelor's de. 6. Ex-offenders sbouldre-c'2ive high priority con- gree generally is agreed to be the approrriate enterSIderation for employmeut in parole agencies.
ing requirement for the parole officer position, it is
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also wldcJy agreed that persons with less than a college education can be employed quite effectively to
handle a number of tasks for which they may be
uniquely qualified. However, career ladders that permit opporltlnitics for ;,dvnncement for such personnel must be established.
Minority groups in the community should be the
targets for special efforts in recruiting for parole
personnel. Not only are they familiar with the life
styles of mnny parolees but also they know both
formul und informal tesources lof the communit.y.
Major manpower resources also arc to be found in
the usc of volunteer!; and ex-offenders from the communjly.N~w andinnovn!ive training programs in organizational development are needed to integrate
successfully thr. variety of skills involved in a modern
parole agency and to deal with the tensions and conflicts which will inevitably arise from mixing such a
variety of personnel in team supervision efforts.

c "
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Related Standards

The following standards may be applicable in
implementing Standard 12.8.
10.4 Probation Manpower.
13.3 Employee-Management Relations.
14.1 Recruitment of Correctional Staff.
14.2 Recruitment from Minority Groups.
14.3 Employment of Women.
14.4 Employment of Ex-Offenders.
14.5 Employment of Volunteers.
14.6 Personnel Practices for Retaining Staff.
14.8 Redistribution of Correctional Manpower
Resources to Community-Based Programs.
14.11 Staff Development.
16.5 Recruiting and Retaining Professional Personnel.
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American corrections is a diffuse and variegated reports. which provide data on justice services at
system. Its organization and management processes . Stak' and local levL'ls, fL'veal that we have an alnHl~t
reflect tho~e conditions. The range include~ huge, incomprehensible male of departments. divisions.
centralized departmental complexes and autonomous c(1rnmissinn~. and hoards functioning at city, county,
onc-man probation oftices; separation of corrections and State levels, cevehlped and maintained without
from other governmental functions and combination the henefit of inter- or intra-governmental coordinaof corrections with law enforcement, menta! health, tion. Contributing also to this diversity are the Fedand social welfare; highly profes~ionalized manage- era! institutions dealing with both adult and jUVl'nik
mcnt methods and strikingly primitive ones.
offenders that operate independently from the funcIn !'.pite of these differences, there are commonali- tions of the State and local governments.
ties. Of ~pecial intere~t arc the stubborn problems
The national summary of the I EAA reports indiand dilemmas which Tun through the whole fabric of cdtes that there were 5.312 corrections facilities in
correctional organization. These focal problems and the United States in 1971 (4,503 for adults and ROt)
concerns will be discu~sed in the following pages.
for juveniles) and 2.444 probation and parole agencies.: While a cursory examination of these figtlrL's
may not be startling, more detailed evaluation reveals
the fact that only 16 percent of the adult and
BASIC PROBLEMS OF CORRECTIONAL
juvenile
correctional facilities are operated at the
ORGANIZATIONS
State level. with the remaining R4 percent. consisting
What h the nature of correctional organizations in predominantly of county and local jails and 100:kups,
the United States'? What arc the attendant problems dividing among the 3.047 counties in the Nation and
facing correctional agencies, and how, if at all, arc an even greater number of cities, townships, and
villages.
these problems being addressed'!
Dividing correctional activities into the two major
The answer to the fir~t quc~tinn is made clear bv a
series of statistical reports recently prepared by the dlvision~, imtitlltj()n~ on thl' ollt' hand and probation
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. l The and parole activities on the other, pf(1vide~ a dearer
understanding of the national corre<.'tion~ picture.
'TlJC\C report\, one for each State. were prepared hy the
For l'xample, LEAA statistics show that approxi-

Statistic, Divi\ion. National Imtitut(' of Un",. Enfor,'cment
and Criminal Jmti,e of the I aw Enforcement A~\i~tanl'c
Admini\trauon. For explanation~ of the limitation\ of thc
data and definItion'> \ce the Appendix of this report.

r he\e fi!!urc~ arc pro\ Idcd hy tht' I I' AA report,. J'cr~('nt·
agc, and "ther illtl'rplt·tation~ \'Cfl' {'x!rap"bted hom thl'
ori)!lIlal figure,
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mately 12 per~ent I)f adult correctional facilities in
the Nation arc plOvided at the State level, while the
remaining 88 percent arC'; provided by city and
county governments. Juvenile correctional facilities
are distributed more equally. Approximately 45 percerU of them arc provided at the State level, with the
remaining 55 percent s'~pported almost exclusively
by county governments. With I'egard to probation
and parole agencies. approximately 30 percent are
administered by State governments, with the remain~
ing 70 perce.nt at the local level. As in the case of ju~
venile correctional facilities. the county governments
perform the majority of the local functions.
While the statistical description of correctional serices confirms claims of fragmentation, isolation, and
multiple levels of delivl'ry of services, further insights into the scope of the problem can be gained
through an examination of u 1971 report by the
Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, Slale-Local Relations in the Criminal Justice
System. The information provided by this report
details the broad spectrum of organizational arrangements thut presently characterizes our correctional
Ilgencies nnd reinforces the image of corrections
established by the national statistics cited earlier.
(Sec Appendix.)

Major Issues in Organization
The summary of the Advisory Commission's
major findings indicates that in the area of organizationnl and jurisdictional problems. the following
rm\jor l~sues have been identified.
All but four States have highly fragmented correctional
systems. vesting various correctional responsibilities in
either indepcndent boards or nClncorrectional agencies.
In 41 States, lin IIssortment of health, welfare, and youth
IIgcllcies exercise certain correctional responsibilities, though
their primary rUnetion is not corrections.
In ()\Ier 40 States, neither Sinte nor local governments
hlwe full-sca1e responslbiiity for comprehensive correctional
scn'lces. Some C(lrtcClions services, particularly parole and
adult nnd juvenile institutions, are administered by State
agencies. While othcrs, such as probation, local institutions
Md jails. and juvenile detention, arc county or city responlIiuliities.
More thnn hril( of the States provide no standard-setting
or inspection services to local jails and local adult correcti~)nnl

institutions,'

The States that exercise control over aU correcnctivitics within their systems have become
five in number since the report was written. They
nre: Alasku, Connecticut, Delaw!lre, Rhode Island.
and Vermont.

HannI

~ Advisory

Intergovernmental Relations,
StIIle-tocol ~1'1(ltlo(ls {II flrl! Criminal Jllslice System (Washill~tol); OU"ernmenl Printing Office. 1971). p. IS.
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Commission on

Three basic problems emerge from this analysis of
correctional organization in the United States:
• The problem of unifying and coordinating a
highly fragmented array of services and programs.
• The problem of shifting fiscal resources from
Federal and State levels to local governments, while
guiding and assisting localities to improve the quality
of their services.
o The problem of changing correctional organizations from closed, hierarchical systems oriented to
retribution and restraint into open and flexible systems capable of rehabilitating and resocializing the
offenders committed to them.
Coordination is needed not only among correctional agencies, but between them an: the other
components of the criminal justice system. Moreover, the interrelationships between correctional
agencies and other organizations concerned with
human problems (e.g., mental health, social welfare,
poverty reduction) are of vital importance. Linkages
must be established with the private as well as the
public sector. Paradoxically, intimate relationships
between corrections and law enforcement may impede the ability of ~orrections to develop reciprocities
with the hea1th, education, and welfare complex.
Thus, coordination and unification are delicate functions, rcquiiing finesse as well as firm use of available sanctions.
The problem of financing correctional improvements is of critical importance. Ironically, the greatest fiscal capability has existed within large and senior government units, while the services most needed
are at the level of local government, whose fiscal
impotence is known to everyone.
As to the problem of rigid, stratified, and encapsulated forms of correctional organization, it must be
remembered that these organizations were in many
cases established in the late 18th or early 19th century. Com.equently their structures follow the traditional authoritarian mode!-one that was appropriate to achieve the then-held goals of revenge and
restraint. However, correctional organizations have
superimposed additional goals since that timerehabilitation and, more recently, reintegration of
offenders into the community. It is probably impossible to achieve these goals in a traditional organizational milieu. The incompatibility of these more
recent trends with the traditional physical plant and
organizational structures of corrections represents
a profound problem in the renovation of correctional systems.

Some Directions for Change
How can the organization of ,;orrectional services

be redesigned to meet the problems described
above? What can be done to overcome fragmentation and duplication of scarce resources? How can
existing finances be reallocated and new funds generated? Are there ways of changing closed and hierarchical systems? There are no easy answers, but there
are directions that can be taken with the assurance
of significant improvement over the present inadequate scheme.
To begin with, there can be a more rational and
coordinated distribution of tasks and missions among
the various governmental jurisdictions involved. The
Federal Government should relinquish most direct
correctional services for offenders, reta~ning only
those which cost-benefit analyses indicate are inappropriate for State and local governments.·
At the same time, the Federal level should greatly
increase its role in providing financing, standard
setting, technicai assistance, and manpower development tn the correctional services carried on locally.
Leadership, stimulation, knowledge discovery, information, coordination, (.md catalytic influence should
be key features of the new Federal role. There are
encouraging irlldications that the Law Enforcement
Assistance Administration is moving in this direction.
It is less apparent that the Federal Bureau of Prisons
and Federal, probation services are prepared to divest
themselves of major elements of operating responsibility.
The major arena for reintegrative programs is the
local community. Administrative power and sanction
must be placed there if such efforts are to be strong,
well articulated with local resources, and suitably
responsive to local needs and problems.
The key to such a redistribution of authority and
responsibility lies in the development of new methods of financing correctional services. The probation
subsidy program in California is one illustration of a
strong effort to strengthen county services and reduce reliance on State institutiqns. Experimentation
with varied subventions, grants, and other forms of
intergovernmental assistance will be required. A
combination of assistance and regulation--carrot
and ~tick-will be necessary to bring about the
needed changes.
There is, moreover, a major opportunity for re~onal solutions to problems which no single jurisdiction can meet unilaterally. It is essential to have
lntergovernmental agreements and flexible administrative arrangements which bring offenders to the
optimal location for-supervision and rehabilitation.
The solution to the tradWonal reliance of correc'Examples of appropriate activities might be: development
of regional Federal facilities for female offenders; and the
dev~opment of special facilitie,s for "mentally ill offenders,"
~ &?Up which has fallen bet.ween psychiatric and correctional institutions.

tions upon hierarchical, authoritarian forms of organization lies in breaking that mold in favl;)r of
more creative systems. Instead of large, isolated,
custodial institutions operating as self-sufficient, baronies, there is a need for small, community-oriented
facilities, linked in myriad ways with the resources
required for successful reentry to legitimate life.
Instead of jails which operate as appendages of
law enforcement and at best merely "warehouse" the
misdemeanants sentenced to them, the need is for
jails which are a part of integrated correctional services, tied closely to probation and parole, and providing such obvious services as medical aid, educational and employment assistance, and attention to
the gross, statistically overwhelming problems of alcoholism, drug abuse, and social alienation.
It should be noted that, while the accomplishment
of these organizational changes is a formidable task,
certain ttends and innovations already are taking
plac~. Examples of such activities are provided in
the following statement from a previously quoted report of the Commission on Intergovernmental Relations:

11
1

I
,1
"

Nine States have established regional juvenile detention
facilities while regional jails and correctional institutions
have been established in at least seven others.
Over ten States pr<wide inspection services for juvenile
detention facilities, jails, and local correctional institutions,
and a comparable number of States have stipulated minimun1"standards for jails, local institutions, and juvenile and
misdemeanant probation services.
In four States, a single State department administers all
juvenile activities; in three States, the same agency is responsible for 'administering both JUVenile and adult correctional services,'

The Commission believes that unification of all
correctional programs within a State wiIJ allow it
to coordinate programs that are essentially interdependent, better utilize scarce human and. fiscal resources, and develop more effective programs across
the spectrum of corrections. This concept is elaborated in Chapter 16, The Statutory Framework of
Corrections, particularly in Standard 16.4, Unifying
Correctional Programs.
In this section an effort has been made to examine
the organizational arrangements that characterize
corrections today. Some general perspectives and directions for change have been noted.
The following sections approach the development
and improvement of correctional administration in a
broader context Several recent theories of how to se~
cure organizational growth and change are applied to
the problems of the correctional field.

CORRECTIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
Corrections is a "human resource" organization;
• State-Local Relations ill the Criminal JUslice System. p. 17,
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that js. iL't material is people, its product, behavior.

The unique features of this type of organization
cornplicnte its structural design and management and
make both a central part of implementing programs
discussed in other chapters of this report.
Unlike a manufacturing operation, the "produclion process" consists of trained specialists operating
on intanglbles, and so organizational design must
consider the added interpersonal dimension of ernployec-<:lient relationships, Behavioral and attitudinal effects of specialists on the client ure interdependent, nnd the degree to which various functional
specialists !Ire integrated into a "team" determines
organil..;Hional effectiveness. The relation of functional integration to the effectiveness of human
resource organizt~tions places a premium on clearly
defined nnd mutually agreed-to objectives whose
identification must precede structural design. Too
frequently. orgnn17.11tion analysis begins with a set
of dillgrnftls ruther than a detailed analysis of the
problem as u description of alternative functional
groupings in relation to previously specified objective!;.
Manuging a hUman resource organization is probably (~VCI1 more dimcult thall managing other public
agencies bt'CllllSC many trnditional management tools
nrc not directly npplicab1c. Data describing effects
of the correctional pl'Ocess rclate to behavior or
attitudes and nrc subject to subjective, frequently
cOllnicting .interprctations. The feedback loops necessary fOL' j",dgirtg tht: consequences of policies arc
di01cult tel create and suffer from incomplete and
innccurntc infQnntlti()ll. There hus not been in corTcctiOllS 1U1 organized nod consistent relation between
cvulllntiv,c rcscnrchundmnnagemcnt action.
The O1nnngemcnt of corrections as a human resource orgarlization must be viewed broadly in terms
of how offenders, employees, and various organizalion processes (communications, decisionmaking,
lHld others) ore combined into what is called "the
corrq.etions process."

ORGANIZATION DEVELOPMENT
Mnnngemcnt by objectives (MBO), planning and
l:1rgnnhmtion antilysis nrc clements of a relatively
Jf\CW concept cnlled organization development (OD).
BeMis detiJ1e,.",it ns un resPQ!lse to chMge, a complex
leducntionnt strategy intended to cht~nge beliefs, attitudes, \'nlnes, Ilnd structure of organizations so that
iihey call better ndnpt, to new technologies. markets
Ilnd chnllenges und the dizzying rate of change
ilsclr...• Demands for innovntion, the trend toward
Wllfrcn ('.l. llenl\i$, O~tmi::tlt/(1It Dei'e!opmenl: Its Nall/re,
()bj«::i\'t's, mill l)t'OSP~Cls (Addison·Weslay, 1969), p.. 2.

integrated services, and disagreement over objectives
suggest that OD programs are applicable to the
correction field. To specify now this could be done
would require a separate book. Hence the discussion here will outline only the interrelations between
basic elements of OD and will concentrate on three
areas considered to be of top priority in corrections
today: organization analysis, management by objectives, and planning. However, ideally and for completeness, any contehlplated activity in these areas
should not be considered apart from the broader
concept of OD.
Organization development is based on two sets of
ideas: one reiating to groups and organizations, and
the other to individuals. 7 Organizational developmcnt views organizations as many interrelated subsystems mutually affecting each other. Problem solving, therefore, is int.erdependent. In corrections, a
simple example would be a change in the industrial
production schedule that limited the time offenders
could spend in counseling programs.
A distinction is made between tasks or functions
and the processes used to perform them. A planning
function, for example, can be performed by a task
force or a planning office, and it may begin at the operating lcvel or the eJOOcutive level. OD emphasizes
how things are done, on the assumption that wl!at~
done will be determined in large part by the process.
Tn turn, the work climate (e.g., the leadership styles
discussed later) is a determinant of which processes
are selected.
Reflecting OD's social science origins, anonymous
questionnaires and interviews are used to collect data
on work group interrelationships, employees' attitudes, etc. Findings then are discussed with employee groups to improve their insights into such organization processes as lineQstaff and executive-staff
communications, location of decisionmaking, and
perceived roles.
Within the organization, individuals are encouraged to develop mutual trust, be candid, openly discuss conflict, and take risks. A premium is placed on
the individual's self-actualization fulfillment of his
needs within the organization's overall goals and
objectives.
.
A variety of spe .::ific interventions are used to Implement these idea~ and are limited only by the creativity of the change agent. Team building, intergro~p
problem solving, surveys, reorganization, training tn
decisionmaking and problem solving, modifying work
flows, and job enrichment are examples of the types
Much of the following discussion is drawn from Arthur
C, Beck and Ellis D. Hillman, eds .• A Practical Approach
fQ Organizat{Qn Development through 'M~magement by Ob·
Jectiw~s (Addison-Wesley. 1972).
t

of techniques frequently employed. s An OD program
usually involves an outside consultant to begin with,
but it is essential to have tor develop) a capability
for continuing the program within the organization.
Generally, these techniques and processes are used
in the work situation-the functions to be performed-to integrate the factors necessary for employee effectiveness (interpersonal skills, individual
performance objectives, etc.) with the goals of the
organization. OD practitioners feel that this complex
process if; necessary to relate organization design,
plRnning, objectives, and employee performance.

ORGANIZATION ANALYSIS

the objectives of the organization, and the environment in which it operates.
As one organization analyst states, "Among the
first things to consider in the organization of work
are basic, underlying assumptions. AU too frequently
work is organized in terms of solutions, practices,
even theories; yet basic beliefs about individuuls who
make up the organization are either ignored, or are
merely implied." 9
Principles of organization analysis are as numerous
as the structures they produce. How phenomena are
interpreted depends on the way they are analyzed. In
one view, the organization is conceived as an "organism," the critical features of which are its ability to
(1) test reality, (2) interpret the test, and (3) adapt
to changes. to Another model focuses on the psychology of the individuals who make up the organization (motivations, desires, gratification, etc.).11 A
sociological view would identify the various. groups
comprising the organization, the norms governing
their interaction, and the prevailing value
systems. 12 A more mechanical interpretation of organizations sees subunits as carefully integrated con~
tributors to the production process which perform
their assigned duties routinely withou t regard for
the work of other units.
Any reorganization problem should be viewed
from all these perspectives to draw out the possible
implications or effects of the particular structure
being proposed as a solution. The exigencies of the
time may require a compromise of specific "principles" of Qrganization. For example, two basic principles frequently violated by correctional organizations are "unity of direction" and "equality of
authority and responsibility." Interposing a policy
board between the State's chief executive .and the
correctional agency limits the governor's authority
over an organization for which he is responsible to
the public. Policy authority is divorced from operationa[ authority, even though there may originally
have been sound reasons for this departure from
"principles."
Similarly, overlapping responsibilities are not, per
se, undesirable. In some situations, in fact, they may
positively contribute to a stated organizational objective. For example, the Air Force does not have sole

Organization analysis and design is a specialty that
should not be left to whim, the pressures and forces
of the moment, or the experience of individuals
whose direct personal knowledge of the organization
is limited. On the other hand, the analyst should
realize that reorganization may have salutory political
effects by giving the appearance of change while
everything remains the same.
The historical correctional proclivity for fads
shouJd be avoided in organizational design. Calling
for simple unification of institutions, parole, and
probation into a State department of corrections
has become a frequent suggestion. While in some
situations this will improve correctional services, it is
a delusion to believe that tinkering can, by itself,
effect the functional integration desired. Frequently,
sub-units of large-scale organizations carve out a
functional territory and vigorously guard it against
intrusion and change. Organization, although important, is not the panacea for all operational problems;
formally redefining roles does not automatically
change actual operations.
There are many types of organizational structures
and many ways to analyze them. Depending on the
assumptions, an organization may be divided on the
basis of region, line-staff relationships, functions, or
missions. These divisions rarely appear in pure form;
for example a regional organization' may be subdivided on the basis of functional groupings. In
corrections, it is not unusual to base organizations
on the sex, age, and offense of the clientele. Re .. • Hugh Estes, "Some Considerations in Designing an Orgardless of the type chosen, the correctional manager ganizational Structure," In Mason Haire, ed., Organization
should recognize that the specific structure should be Theor... ill industrial Practice (Wiley, 1962), p. 15.
Mas~:m Haire, "Biologkal Models and Empirical Histories
evaluated in terms of its relation to decisionmaking,
lQ

'RDhf;lt E. Blake et aI., "Breakthrough in Organization DeVelOllment: Large-scale Program "That Implements Behaviomi Science Concepts," Harvard Bus{ness Review, 42
(1964), 133-155; and Warner W. Burke, "A Comparison
of Management Development and Organization Developmenlo" JOllrnal oj Applied Behavioral Science, 7 (1972),
569-579.

of ill!! Growth of Organizations" in Mason Haire, ed.,
Moul ?", OrganL,ation l'l!eory (Wiley, 1959), pp. 272-276.
II Rensis Likert, "A Motivational Approach to a Modified
Theory of Organization and Management" in Mason Haire,
ed., Modern Organi<.atioll Theory (Wiley, 1959), pp. 184217.
u Rensis Liker~. New Patterns of Management (McGrawHill, 1961).
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responsibility for military air operations. The Marine
Corps and the Army also have organizational units
providing air services because the prime objective
for the Marines is troop mobility and for the Army,
air support of ground maneuvers. W?en, visibility
is an objective, a program-based orgamzatlOnal umt
(e.g" narcotics treatment) may be superimposed on
a functional categorization (e.g., education, counseljng).
Fnilurc to recommend a specific solution will not
satisfy the 'manager who wants a meal and not a
recipe. But there is no single or simple answer.
Rather the most appropriate organizational arrangements must be decided after the problem is analyzed
from a vO,riety of perspectives and in relation to
what the fi,articular structure is ultimately to accomplish.
The ilJllportant fenttlres in a reorganization are
the actual changes in employee interrelations and
the policies communicated to them, not the arrangement of boxes in an organization chart. Effective
work groups and interpersonal relations are not
fornlcd lind clissol.ved by policy statements. A reorgani7.,ation can'nOt be accomplished solely by pronouncc~menl. It must include a specification of what
prOCes!lCS (meetings, group discussions, timing, etc.)
will be used to implement it. Management disenchantl'l1cnt with reorganization usually arises because
these proccs~;es arc ignored.
'An organization's objecti.ves partially determine
its llHlSt effective structure. Although offenders are
nHccfcd, corrections' retribution objective relates primurily \0 serving society. A rehabilitation or reintegrati'l)n objective focuscs directly on the individual,
tlOd ,consequently organizational arrangements must
be different (rom those focusing ,on retribution.
'1"he emphasis on opening institutions to the commUf'lity increases the number of employees whose
primnry frame of reference is external to the
orglilnization. 13 Such "boundary persons" typically
have attitudes more congruent with persons outside
thc}, organization. a fact which may increase the difficulltics of resolving internal conflicts.
The emphasis on offenders' :rights implies more
thun u new office Of changed pnpcedures; it will req:uire n more independent organizational subunit
fi,nd nn uttitude of negotiation Talther than confron'mtion. The present strc-"s on innovation and the
mospccts of n continuing demand for change in
corrections require flexible organizational arrangenlents where work gr<>ups arc ViClwcd as fluid and
temporary.
~ 'flIOlllll!\ Mathiesen. A cross the Boundaries 01 Organ;;;.a11(I1IS: Art 1:.''XI,/oralOry S(ud), 01 Communications Palferrrs

in

:rll'o PelJnl htSlilll/i,:M$ (Glendessnry.

1971),

Analysis of Corrediolnal Organization
FOlr many years it has been an almost universal
practke in the corrections field to refer to "systems"
when considering the corrections process. Earlier,
the reference was to "penal systems" or "prison systems." Currently, the phrases "correction systems"
or even "criminal justice systems" are favored. This i
long-term and widespread use of the word "systems"
has tended to obscure the fact that most correction
jurisdictions are neither designed nor managed as or.
ganizational systems.
Correctional services can be described only ~
nonr;lrganized. Virtually all larger correction agencies
have organizati.on charts. that presume to depict the
flow of authority and accountability among the diverse elements that comprise each specific correction
organization. Many such organizations also have
policy manuais, job descriptions or positiQn profiles
for staff, job specifications, other organizational and
personnel documents, and standard operating procedures that reinforce the notion of organization.
But the salient characteristic of virtually all corr~c
tion organizations today is their high degree of interand intra-organizational separatism for legal, political, and bureaucratic reasons.
In substantial part this organizational fragmentation is the heritage of the legal background from
which all contemporary correction organizations
have evolved. This legal heritage limited the operational boundaries of "correctional" responsibility to
the time span between sentencing to institutional
custodv and release from institutional custody. What
may o~cur earlier is perceived as the responsibility of
legislative bodies, police, courts, and probation.
Whatever may occur subsequent to conditional release from institutional custody is perceived as the
responsibility of parole.
Among the negative consequences occurring directly or indirectly from the acceptance by most
correction manflgers of the legal frame of reference
are these:
• Managerial thinking has tended to become constricted and re;lctiye to the emergence of problems,
rather than innovative and anticipatory.
• The boundaries of the corrections field largely
have been accepted as statutorily and bureaucrati·
cally defined, rather than creatively probed and,
where appropriate" professionally challenged. For
example, definition and prevention of crime tend to
be seen as the responsibility of others. Relatively
few correctional administrators have been concerned
professionally with the existence of wide disparities
in the law and court practice regarding sentences.
• Input of offenders into correction organizations
tends to be accepted without demur, the attitude of ,
,~
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correctional managers too often being "we take what duties are principally custodial from those whose
they send us and do the best we can." This acquies- responsibilities concern offender programs. Also,
cence frequently has resulted in the sentencing of like all large-scale organizations, corrections has
juveniles to adult institutions, imprisonment of of- informal or social organization of staff and of infenders who need psychiatric or other mental health mates, frequently working at cross-purposes to the
care in institutions that lack competent staff and formal goals of the organization.
adequate facilities, and acceptance from the criminal
Fragmentation hampers the abiHty of an organizajustice process of inordinately large numbers of the tion or a group of organizations to respond to new
black and the poor.
environmental forces and stress. An organization'S
I The focus of correction organizations tends to be
ability to achieve specified obje:ctives is contingent
instjtutional, reflecting the emphasis in the criminal on its detection of and responsiveness to changing
justice process on whatever facility is perceived as environmental factors. It first must recognize and
the "appropriate" extension of the court of jurisdic- accurately assess changes that affect its operations
tion: the training school for the juvenile offender, (e.g., public attitudes toward alcoholism) and then
the prison for the convicted adult violator.
develop a response consistent with overall objectives
Traditionally, the institutional focus has been cus- (e.g., treat alcoholism as a medical problem). Simitodial, whatever may be the philosophic rhetoric of larly, as the general population's education level
the correction jurisdiction. This orientation too stems increased, correctional agencies were required to
from an historic perception of the institution as the provide college-level programs, for offenders.
"holding" extension of the courts.
The corrections field already is being substantially
The nonorganization of corrections also results affected by dramatic changes occurring in American
from political arrangements. The Federal Govern- society. The incidence of crime nationwide has risen
ment, through the Department of Justice and the at an alarming rate, and younger persons comprise a
judiciary, operates three distinct correctional agen- disproportionate amount of this increase. Therefore,
cies: the Bureau of Prisons, the Board of Parole, it reasonably can be expectf)d that the number of ofand the Probation Service. As noted earlier in this fenders requiring services will rise supst qntially in
chapter, each of the 50 States operates a correc- the immediate future. Because of the national pattions "agency." And,
through
bureaucratic tern of high birth rates from the end of World War
subdivision, many operate several separate agen- IT into the mid-1960's, the average age of offenders
cies; for example, juvenile corrections, adult cor- probably will decline somewhat, at least in the
.
rections, probation, and parole. Local governments immediate future.
present varied organizational patterns, ranging from
There have been perceptible shifts in public opina relatively complex correctional organization in ion regarding correctional operations and their efNew York City to simple detention facilities in fects on offenders. This has been reflected in growipg
small city police stations or rural courthouses.
legislative criticism and demands for reform. The juFurther separatism is the product of bureaucracy. diciary has extended the application of civil and
Even within those States with administratively constitutional rights to almost all aspects of corgrouped correctional responsibility, there nonethe- rections. Professional groups such as the American
less is the tendency to establish bureaucratic subjur- Bar Association have assumed an active role in a!iisdictions. Administratively these may be divided vocating reform and direct services to offenders.
The field of corrections faces a period of rapid
into probation and parole, juvenile corrections, and
adult corrections.
and dramatic change with a highly fragmented 6rThese maior categories sometimes are further sub- ganiz,ation qnd a substantially inappropriate managedivideq on the basis of the individual's offense, age, ment orient~tion. Considerable evidence exists to sugand sex. Hence, the "organization" of corrections in gest that the organizational arrangements and manqeach political jurisdiction tends to emphasize sepa- gerial approaches that largely characterize the corrate institutions for the adult offender, subdivided rections field today did not serve well the relatively
in turn into minimum, medium, ~nq maximum se- stable situation of the past. There is every reason
curity facilities for men ,and women. Until recently, to believe that they will serve even less well in the
State correction agencies and local facilities segre- dynamic and fluid environment of tomorrow.
gated each category of offender on the basis of race,
often in separate institutions for each offender category.
MANAGEMENT BY OB~ECTIVES
Within correctional agencies and specific institutions uf such agencies, there is ofter} a philosophic
Management by objectives (MBO) emph!lsizes a
and operatfonal separation of staff members whose goal-oriented philosophy and attitude. Goal-oriented
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management focuses on results with less concern for
method. a.'i long as it is within acceptable legal and
moral limits, Traditional management, on the other
hand, {ends Lo be task-oriented, with emphasis on
task performance without adequate regard for re-

Designing and implementing management by ob.
jectives requires the achievement of the following sequential steps:
1. An ongoing system capable of accurately iden~ults,
The purpose of management by objectives is to: tifying and predicting changes in the environment in
(I) develop a mutually understood statement re- which the organization functions.
garding the organization's direction and (2) provide
2. Administrative capability through a managecriteria for measuring organization and individual ment information system to provide data quickly to
performance, The statement is a hierarchical set of appropriate organizational members, work groups,
interrelaled and measurable goals, objectives, and or organizational units for their consideration and
subobjeclives. If prQP~rly conducted, the process possible utilization.
may be as important as the objectives themselves be3. Clearly established and articuiated organizacause it improves vertical and horizontal communi- tional and individual goals, mutually accepted
cation and emphasizes interdepartmental integration. through a process of continuous interaction between
For an MBO system to be implemented success- management and workers and between various levels
fully. it must be based on a participative manage- of management. Unilateral imposition of organizament philosophy and fulfill several specific tional goals on lower echelon participants will not reconclilions,H
sult in an MBO system but another bureaucracy.
First. the full support of top management is essen~
4. An ongoing evaluation of the organizational
tint. Indeed at each level of management the su- and individual goals in the light of feerlback from the
perior's degree of acceptance of this managerial system. Such feedback ·and evaluation may result in
approach will determine substantially whether or the resetting of goals.
not subordinates accept the system and try to make
5. A properly designed and functioning organizational system for effective and efficient service delivit work.
A second necessary condition is a goal-oriented ery. In such a system, goal-oriented collaboration
management philosophy. The motivational value of and cooperation are organizationally facilitated, and
(In MBO approach depends in great part upon giving
administrative services fully support efforts at goal
eaeh manager and employee responsibility to carry accomplishment.
6. A managerial and work cHmate highly conduout a job Without constant supervision and then assessing him on his degree of accomplishment.
cive to employee motivation and self-actualization
Third, ench superior-subordinate relationship toward organizational goal accomplishments. Such a
should be charncterLJ:cd by the highest degree of co- climate should be developed and nurtured through
operlltitm llnd mutual respect possible.
the application of a participative style of manageFourth, managerial focus should be on any devia- ment, to be discussed shortly.
tions from agreed-upon levels of goal attainment. not
7. A properly functioning system for appraising
on pcrsoonlities~ lind the evaluation system should organizational. work group, and individual progress
report uny such deviations to the manager or em- toward goal attainment.
p1<)ycc eSlnblishing the goal, not to his superior.
The fifth condition is feedback. If managers are to
be evuluated 00 the results they obtain, they require CORRECTIONAL MANAGEMENT'S
timely und ncclIrnte readings of their progress to take PLANNING RESPONSIBILITY
corrective action when necessary. Further they need
substantially accurate projections and interpretations
It is an unfortur.ate reality that most correction
of demogrnphic. technicnl, social, legal, and other agencies do not engage in planning in the fullest
developments likely to affect their progress and per- sense. While many have a general notion of where
formance.
they are going and some engage in specific aspects
Finally. to be successful, an intensive training pro- of planning such as facilities construction, few are
SrtlO1 must precede organizational implementation. A engaged in the full planning process. This process
followup consultative service should be nvailable to involves development of integrated long-range, interorganizational members or units requiring assistartce mediate-range, and short-range plans for the complete spectrum of their administrative and operain implcmentins this system.
tional functions.
Several rationalizations are offered to account for
".DavId Schreiber nnd Stanley Slonn, "Management by
Objclltive:;," }'rrsollnel Administratioll, 15 (1970), 20-26.
the lack of comprehensive planning. Perhaps the
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most common is "We can't tell what the legislature is
going to do." This "explanation" ignores the fact
that what the legislature does (or does not do) often
comes about precisely because no practical, planned,
and documented alternative has been proposed by
corrections management. Also commonly heard is
the rationalization, "There is simply not enough time
-our organization is already overworked and understaffed." But corrections management always
finds the time and staff resources to deal with crises
rising in the system.
Planning, contrary to the opinion of many, is not
something new and difficult. To paraphrase the historian Arnold Toynbee, "One of the characteristics
of being human is that one makes plans." While
the efficiency experts of World War II and the
PPB (Planning. Programing, Budgeting) experts of
the mid-1960's may lay claim to a large share of the
limelight and insight, planning is something that all
men engage in to varying degrees. One need only recall the past 50 years to recognize the, continuum of
changing planning styles that has tal.en place in the
United States:
• Long-range corporate planning from the 1920's
to the present.
• New Deal economic planning.
• World War IT military operations and production
planning.
• Fair Deal, New Frontier, and Great Society full
employment and social welfare planning.
• Suburban growth and urban renewal planning.
• Systems planning (PPB and PMS) and applkation to human resources programs.
Too frequently, planning has been left to an isolated office staffed with technicians, and the organizatiOil has received their product with reluctance.
Failure to differentiate types of planning (e.g., strategic and tactical) has led to two extremes: .either
the planning function is considered the total purview
of top management, or it is seen as the aggregation
of individual plans from many organizational subunits. In fact, it is neither. The planning process should
involve input (information, objectives, progress,
etc.) from all organizatronal units, but the major decisions regarding goals and resource allocations are
tlte responsibility of top management.
Role of the Planner

The effective planner is not an ivory tower technician, but some unique features of his role should be
recognized and supported. His effectiveness depends
in part on a sensitivity to the changing conditions
under which the organization must operate. Therefore, he is frequently seen as an "outsider" by the
rest of the organization because he continually raises

questions not immediately impinging on daily opemtions. The planner is a "devil's advocate" and questions the basic assumptions and operating practices
of the organization. In examining alternatives to the
status quo for their possible application to the organization, he is placed in the role of an unwanted
change agent.
The planner sometimes contributes to his own
alienation by not recognizing that large organizations
always contain conflicting opinions that must be
reconciled by the chief executive. There are pragmatic restrictions on what ideally should be a rational
process. Even though management decisions may be
at odds with the "compelling evidence," the planning
function should at least make the reasons for I the
decisions explicit.
The planner should be a participant-observer in
the short-term decision making of top management.
Only in this way can he be in a position to point out
the relationships between daily action and long-range
intentions. Planning can be called a manager's technique to invent the future. It can also be thought of
as a systematic examination of future opportunities
and risks and the sttategies to exploit the opportunities and avoid the risks. It wOllld appear, however,
that. planning more clearly is the rational process of
directing today's decisions toward the accomplishment of a set of predetermined short- and long-range
goals. This process depends upon how problems are
identified, broken down into manageable dimensions,
related to one another, and resolved through the
choice of a number of alternatives.
Planning and Budgeting Systems

The budget expresses in financial terms the
correctional manager's plans or goals. B1!dgeting is
an administrative mechanism for making choices
among alternative and competitive resource uses,
presumably balancing public needs and organizational requirements against available and requested
funds. When the choices are coordinated with tbe
correctional organization's goals, the budget becomes
a plan.
Like planning, budgeting is something that everyone does including the wealthy. We budget our time,
money, food, entertainment. and other requirements
with a general view' to meeting our personal and
family goals. The correctional manager is charged
with budgeting his resources to meet organizational,
staff, and offender goals.
Operating, annual, capital, or facilities budgets are
common differentiations in types of budget. The distinction largely is related to differences in timing
(annual vs. long-range), degree of uniquer~ss
(ongoing requirements vs. one-time expenditures),
447
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and difTerentiatcd financing arrangements (annual
collection vs. bonded indebtedness).
The distinction between Jine~item and program
budgets is of substantial managerial significance. The
line-item bUdget is input-oriented, focusing on specific. discrete items of expenditure required to perform a service and categorized by organizational
units. A 'program budget is output-oriented, focusil1g
on the function or service performed.
The linc-item budget tends to focus the attention
of dccfsfonmakcrs, including legislators, on specifics
such as food, supplies, clothing, artd books. The
prograril approach tends to elevate the decisionmaking foc\ls to the level of programmatic concern and
consideration of aiternative courses of actiofl.
The Program Planning and Budgeting System
(PPBS), populnr in the 1960's, is a system-oriented
effort to link planning, budgp.ting, and management by objective processes through programs.
Under this system an agertcy or organization first
would nsk itself: "What is our purpose, and what
goals nrc we nllempting to realize?"
Once our purposes or objectives have been determined, action programs to achieve these objectives
would be identified or, if nonexistent, designed.
Next. each such program would be analyzed. In
existing programs, the anulysis would be in terms of
the extent /.0 which they Were oriented to achievement of the organization's objectives. Reference
would be made to the level of effectiveness at which
they were functioning fawafd such attainment. In the
cnse of newly formulated, objective-oriented programs, the anafysis would be in terms of their anticipated costs and expected contribution to accomplishment of organizational objectives.
Finally, in terms of the decisionmaking process,
eXisting and new alternative programs would be
analytically rompared as to their respective costs
nnd nnticipntcd bene5ts. Should an alternative, on
thc basis of such a cost-benefit analysis, be deemed
preferable to an existing program, the latter would
be discarded and the alternative adopted.
Implicit in this management system is a longerrllngc programming perspective coupled with a continuous process of reevaluation of objettives, programs, and blld~etary amounts as circumstances
change.
Regqrdless of how organized and formal an organjZation's planning, there <Ire six criteria by which
managers ma.y judge the comprehensiveness und adequacy of the planning process. These crit~:da are
stated in terms of questions that should be asked
repeatedly with reference to any specific planning
laX
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.. Has the system's planning process adequately
identified the key influences in development and
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trends of American society, the region, and the State
and properly evaluated the impact of each such
influence on the field of corrections, its f\lOctional
components, and on the specific correction system
itself?
• Have the strengths and weaknesses of the system
been assessed accurately?
• Have thc capacities and capabilities of different
system functions to support the plan been projected
far enough ahead?
• Have alternatives been considered and evaluated
adequateJy?
• Is there a realistic timetable or schedule for implementation?
• What provisions have bcert made for possible future reverses?
The basis of correctional planning must shift from
individuals to a group framework, as the concerns
of the correctional manager and planner quickly
becomc more universal.
"One of the great challenges facing. . . [the planner) is the necessity of coordinating knowledge, influence, and resources on a scale commensurate with
the human problems he is addressing. . . . (These]
problems are interrelated, complex and resistant to
piecemeal efforts." 15 Clearly, a logical, systematic
planning approach is needed that recognizes problem
complexity, changing concepts, and changing priorities, and provides a means for developing more effective programs.
The objective of community corrections, for example, is to maximize offenders' access to local resources, not as an alternative to incarceration but as
a solution itself. This goal requires more integration
of erirrJnnl justicc components (statewide and within
each local area) and coordination with other social
service delivery systems. (See Chapter 9.)

Planning for the Future of Corrections
The rate of change in corrections has not reached
a pace that makes planning impossible. Many of today's problems are related directly to the failure to
anticipate the operational impact of general social
and environmental changes. The e~tension of the
range of offenders' rights, for example, was a natur~1
outgrowth of a similar movement involving racial minorities and students.
The need for a more coherent approach to correctional programs long has been recognized. Historically, correctional reform has been limited to minor
vari<\tions on a discordant theme. Reform can and
should be a continuing process, not a reaction to
U Robert Perlman and Arnold Gunn, Community Organiza'
tioll aJ1d Social Planning (Wiley, 1972), p. 238.

periodic public criticism. The planner's role as a Bureau'~ratic Style
skeptic or devil's advocate regarding underlying concepts and basic assumptions can keep the corrections
The bureaucratic management or organizational
field from a state of complacency.
climate is rule-oriented, position-focused, and downEven the best plan, however, is of little value if ward-directed in communication flow,l7 Examples
the organization's climatc, structure and employee re- are military organizations and paramilitary systems l
sistance obstruct its implementation. Employees such as many corrections agencies are. Dedicated
react negatively to changes imposed from above. So bureaucratic managers perceive their jobs as requiraccess to decisionmaking is important, even though ing loyal, unswerving, unquestioning execution of or~
the chief executive's leadership responsibilities re- ganizational policy.
quire that innovations cannot always bf: vetoed
The bureaucrat's tendency is to avoid developby subordinates.
ment of personal relationships with subordinates in
As human resource agencies, corrections must the belief that personal involvement weakens his
make a special effort to integrate various functional "authority." Rcal organizational input in the form of
specialties into an organization team that holds mu- suggestions, ideas, innovations, and danger signaI~
tual objectives vis-a-vis the client not only among usually is restricted to those few persons in high ofits members but also between members and the or- fice. Consequently, reality feedback to the top from
ganization. Accomplishing this organization climate operating organizational levels is slow at best. It ocwill requirc a participatory and nonthreatening lead- curs with considerable difficulty, if at all. Identifica~
ership style in which employee, offender, and the tion of problems and performance monitoring are
organization needs are met in a compatible way.
gained by the top decision group almost exclusively
.through statistical reports and compilations. These
reports may be incomplete, inaccurate, or even deMANAGEMENT STYLE AND
liberately misrepresentative of fact in order to show
lower echelons in a favorable light.
ORGANIZATION CLIMATE
The reasonably efficient bureaucracy is an ade~
The administrative climate prevailing in an organi- quate and sometimes excellent action system in the
zation system is substantially the consequence of the areas to wh~ch it is geared. But it is almost univ';!r~
management style favored and practiced by the small sally a poo •.' system for analyzing the need for change,
group of top managers. 16 If these managers are auto- responding to it, and gaining and holding member
crats, the system below them will reflect this fact jJ, commitment to its goals, particularly under condi~
on the other hand, they are democratic and par- tions demanding rapid alteration or modification of
ticipative, and consciously share with the men under goals.
them the making of dec:sions and the rewards of
organizational accompHshment, the organization
likely will become more democratic and participa- Technocratic Style
" ..lrO'....
tive.
A sec,ond managerial style is the techrio-.?~'ttic, in
Tradition is, of com:>e, a factor to be reckoned
with in organizations. A(titudes and modes of organi- which the manager views himself as the prinl!i:p.~l
zational behavior favored by previous administra-' expert in his organization. The technocratic manager"
lions carry forward and influence attitudes and behav- largely discounts the importance of hierarchical posiior in subsequent administrations. Still it is true that tion or rank, which he ,associates with "administra·
new management at the top can significantly alter an tion" (Le., paper work), preferring rather to define
his role as interpreting technical matters and modi~
organization'S climate.
fying
organizational programs to fit the changing
Inasmuch as the managerial style of key decisionneeds
of
the technological situation.
makers determines in a major way the climate of
The
technocrat
performs the management role as
an organization or subparts of it, it is appropriate
.the
senior
in
expertise,
relating personally with col~
to, consider management style and organizational
leagues
but
striving
to
remain
dominant through his
chroate simultaneously. Four quite different manageperceived
superior
technical
knowledge
and ability
~ent styles and organizational climates may be idento
give
specific
directions
on
jobs.
Within
the cor·
tIfied: bureaucratic, technocratic, idiosyncratic, and
.rections
field,
psychologists
and
social
workers
fre·
participative.
quently are technocratic in their managerial appli':The following discussion relies heavily upon. an unpublIShed paper prepared by Kenneth Henning, University of cation.
Within the larger technical organization where a
Georgia, for the U.S. Bureau of Prisons in connection with
jfs.c~ntribution to the National Advisory Commission on
Commal justice Standards· antI Goals.

"Warren G. Bennis, Changing Organizations (McGraW-Hili.
1966), pp. 5-10.
.
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of specialties arc operating simultaneously organizing dat,> for a rational argument, they try to
(M In mental hospitals" a !Cpecking-crder" of ex- shade the issues so that the outcome they preferap.
pertise customarily develops, certain types of experts pears to be a natural consequence of the decision.
having higher status than othGr types. Within each . maker's predispositions. A request for more ease.
6pccirilty, other persotmel arrange themselves in de- workers, for example, is justified in terms of how
llCending order of expcrtisl!. or seniority in accordance counseling may contribute to institutional security
with the status modeL When certain higher hier- and order by providing an outlet, for inmate griev.
archical positions in the organization arc occupied by ances.
individuals with lower expert status, functional and
communications bypasses develop, significantly altering the designed' or intended' structural "dation- Participative Style
ships.
The fourth management style or organizational
climate is the participative. Such a, manager is
group-oriented and perceives his managerial role as
Idiosyncratic Style
involving the integration ,of th:e work group and its
The idiosyncratic or "big daddy" manager views development into an effective team. Toward this end,
His role us administering organizational rules and reg- the participative manager believes he should main·
ulations (Iexibly to orient them to specific individ- tain an informal, friendly relationship with all em·
uals. In the best sense, he manages by attempting ·to ployees as individuals or, in the larger organization,
stlrnulat<!. guide, nnd develop individual subordinates as groups. Besides sharing informatio~ with them, he
to carry ou( their responsibilities to the. best of their solicits and respects their opinioqs about the work
abilities. Bm he may also manage by personal ma~ situation. Sometimes this manager becomes too connipulotion. The idiosyncratic manager is likely to re-' cerned, even sentimental, about his organization.
serve a substllOtial amount of decisionmaking to Since he dislikes conflict and lack of harmony, he
himself and frequently bypasses subordinates in his may tend on occasion to sacrifice the organization's
efforts to influence the behavior of individuals. sev- work' requirements in his efforts to gain or hold
crnl echelons below in the hierarchy.
member acceptance and cooperation.
This manuger's need for information to motivate,
influence, or manipulate individuals may cmlse him
to become prroccupied with direct personal contact Classic Styles in C(me~tional Management
or minute orf.~al1izational detail. He usually supposes
The two management styles most frequently used
himself to be udepl at the practice of psychology and
often belie-les control over the organization's affairs in the history of corrections, particularly in institu·
tlnd its effectiveness us a system depend substantially tional management, are the bureaucratic and idio·
upon his cnpnclty to delil with differing kinds of per,.. syncratic. But, as specialized intensive treatment institutions more characteristic of juvenile corrections
SOil ali ties or even upon his charm.
Applictltion of this style is likely to result in cer- spread to the adult field, the technocratic style may
tain problems, especially in larger organizations. become more prevalent, particularly if the .r.6id
Pirs!, like the bU(l'aucratic and technocratic mana~ hierarchical features of the bureaucracy are retained.
ger, he reserves most decisions for himself. In those While the idiosyncratic style may result in an effectlt'eaS of litlle or no pcrsot\nl ;;lterest to him, he tive managerial application in organizations of li~
relegates ruther tim\' dclcgntes, Decisionmaking ill lied size and both the irliosyncratic and bureaucratIc
delnyed while subC1;Jinntes wait for his decisions. may do so under conditions of substantial stability,
Second, the idiosyncratic manager makes his choices neither is ideally suited to the administration ?f
more on the basis of personal interest -or the per- large, complex systems under conditions of rapId
sonalities involved than on information or the or- change.
.
The idiosyncratic correctional manager is less mgun!l.nliollnl significance of the decision. Third, in the
more mnnipuhttive npp1ici;\tions of thi:; style, the sistent on lines of authority than the bureaucrat but
retains much of the decision making authority by ell-(m~ani1.ntlonnl C1.1tlScqucnccs nrc likely to be either
thtlt tbe orgnniz!ltion will lose its more interper- opting subordinates informally. He likes to "tour"
lIonally skillCtll subordinates or that it wilt tend to the institution casually, not to make a grand inspection but to keep in close touch with operations. The
deteriorate in tl pnthology ()f intrigue.
For ¢~nmp\e, custodlFLl nnd treatment staff, under gene-ral is sacrificed for the specific. He devotes ~oo
the wnlcb[ul eye of an efficiency-minded administra- much time to cases and neglects overall population
tive oflk~r begin to vi.c for positiouby playing to the characteristics and organization progress. Decisions,
nmllugci S ldh)syncrncies. Rather than assembling and consequently, are based on anecdotal experienclJs
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rather than aggregate data. His "recidivism" statis- promotions, etc., are made by their functional supertics are Christmas cards from ex-offenders.
'visors. Under these conditions, the individuaFs frame
The idiosyncratic manager prides himself on. of reference prob~bly will be his specialty, which
knowing each inmate and has an index \yith names, mayor may not be consistent with what are perpictures, etc., readily available in his office. The bu- ceived as the team's objectives.
reaucrat's zeal for. rep'?rts and statistics is replaced . It should be noted .that these managerial styles selby the idiosyncratic manager's error of omission. dom appear in their pure form. As pointed out in
Some subordinates must indulge the manager's un- Leadership and Exchange in Established Formal
willingness to abandon his career specialty. The Organizations,18 the effective manager and his subformer food service administrator may have the best ordinates do recognize their role differentiation but,
kitchen but neglects postrelease job placement of at the same time, share ill the decisionmaking
graduates from the bakers' training program.
process.
The control function traditionally assigned to
correction!: may account in large measure for the
prevalence" of a bureaucratic organization climate. The Ideal Managerial Climate
When coercion is 'the prime objective, it is efficiently
. A well-managed organization is one in which the
administered by codifying prohibited behavior and attitudes and values of the individual members are in
making routine the application of sanctions. A more substantial agreement with the organization's atti, noble objective of "equality" frequently is cited for tudes and values, and in which organizational posiuniformly following disciplinary procedures that tions are matched properly with the personalities and
may, for a particular case, be inappropriate. Even a skills of the occupants of the positions. Adequate
litreatment" purpose implies a limited degree of satisfactions for the needs of its members are pro~
coercion, because the individual has been sent to a vided. Organizational members, voluntarily and willcorrections unit to endure his "illness." If a deviation ingly, undertake to do what is organizationally necesfrom routine is passed to the bureaucrat for decision, sary. As Douglas McGregor emphasizes, "The ache self-assuredly asserts, "Rules are rules, and if we ceptance of responsibility [for self-direction and selfmake· one exception, everyone will want to do it." control] is correlated with commitments to objecA significant part of corrections' fragmentation tives." 19
call be explai!' ~d by the pervasiveness of a bureauThis is, of course, an ideal state of affairs. More
cratic mentaHty. Postrelease adjustment is consid- commonly, the organization's authority system and
ered the parole board's problem. Probation is a court its informal social system drift or are driven apart.
function. Halfway houses are run by a community The strains between the two finally become so severe
lervices unit:
.
that'an "emotional" separation of these two compoAbureaucratic management style is particularly in- nents occurs. Following such division, the lower
appropriate for a human services organization, be- echelons 'lsually organize, as in the case of a union,
cause it focuses on organizational processes rather and formally represent themselves to the authorities
: ., than what is being processed-people. The mana- as an oPPo'ling organIzation. Their goals iue to reger's intentional aloofness from his subordinates is dress grievances and bring about a more equitable
reflected by the sort of inmate-staff relations that balance between the burdens the organization imview programs as done for the offender, not with poses and the rewards and satisfaction it offers.
him. The organization has established certain activities to which individuals are assigned, regardless of
Managerial Requirements of the Fu!ure
appropriateness.
Adding behavioral change to corrections' tradiTo function effectively in today's dynamic and
~onal control function requires a structural ol.'gani- fluid environment, correctional orgaruzations must be
zational change to. permit integration of more func- flexible. If a system knows exactly what H needs to
tional spec:ialties. This is almost impossible in an accomplish and how best to accomplish i~, .and is ad,.
organizational climate that insists on a rigid cate- ministered with benevolence and esprit ~ corps, a
shgorilation of funct.ion:; and the undesirability of bureaucratically managed organization t~robably is
'li
,ared l:esponsibility. A treatment team composed of the most efficient delivery system.
~erent specialists is an attempt to superimpose an
Under conditions of rapid environmentai change,
t ~terdepartmental procedur~l arrangement on a func~ tiona} categorization. Even taking officers out of uni- "'T. O. Jacobs, Leadership and E:l;change in Formal Or(Alexandria, Va.: Human Re.sources Research·
~ (~rm olr allowing the teac!1er to participate in dis- ganizations
1970).
t C1plina!ry decisions does not obscure the fact that "Organization,
Douglas McGregor, The Human Side of Enterprise (Mcr critical judgments regarding their job performance, Graw-Hili, 1960), p. 68.
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The capacity to exercise a relatively high degree of
however, organizations cannot know exactly what
needs to be done or exactly how best to proceed. imagination, ingenuity, and creativity in the solution of
organizational problems is widely, not narrowly, distributed
The urgent requirement confronting modern correc- in the population. Under the conditions of traditional life
tions organizations, therefore, is to structure them- however, the intellectual potentialities of the average hu:
selves so that they are adaptable, their participants man being are utilized only partially."
voluntarily embrace the organization's goals as. their
The assumptions of McGregor's Theory Yare
own, and they have a capability for determining and
being
augmented and modified as greater insight into
jnt~rpreting forces impacting upon them.20 This requires cffec.tive problemsolving processes, employee human complexity is gained from research. Studenl~
participation in setting organizational objectives, of management today recognize man as more comaccess to the dccisionmaking process, and mecha- plex than either the traditional view or the Theory y
nisms fo'r testing reality (e.g. avoiding stereotyping), ' model assumed him to be. Schein has observed, "Not
'Employee part:cipation, by increasing the sources only is he more complex within himself, being posof information, will give management a fuller under- sessed of many neeeds and potentials, but he is also
standing of the altering environment and a better in- likely to differ from his neighbor in the patterns of
dication' of the organizational consequences of such his own complexity." 23 This statement is followed
changes. Mr'nagcment receives assessments from a by Schein's summary of the assumptions which underwider range of perspectives in a form aUowing per- lie the "complex man view of human nature";
sonal interat.:tion and discussion. Full commitment by
Man not only is complex, but also highly variable; he
all organization membership also will help develop has many motives arranged in some sort of hierarchy of
those strategies that arc most appropriate for accom- importance to .him, but this hierarchy is subject to change
plishment of the organization's goals under rapidly from time to time and situation. Furthermore, motives
interact and combine into complex motive patterns (for
changing conditions.
example, since money can facilitate self-actualization, for
To meet these contemporary requirements, some people economic strivings are I;'quivalent to self·
corrections must replace its older management orien- actualization).
tation and organization structure which was prediMan is capable of learning new motives through his or·
cated upon a set of beliefs about human nature and ganizational experience. Ultimately, his motivation pattern
human behavior labekd by Douglas McGregor as and the p§ychological contract he establishes with the or·
ganization is the result of, a complex interaction between
Theory X. This theory assumed that;
initial needs and organizational 'experiences.
The average human being has an inherent dislike of
work and will avoid it if he can.
Because of this human characteristic of dislike of work,
most people mllst be coerced, controlled, directed, and
threatened with punishment to get thrm to put forth adequate error! toward the achievement of organizational objectives.
The average human being prefers to be directed. wishes
10 avoid responsibility, has relatively little ambition, wants
security above all.'1

McGregor challenged the validity of these assumptions and proposed instead his Theory Y, which
held that:
The expenditure of physical and mental elTort in work

is as <'Iltural as play or rest. The average human being
does not dislike work inherently.
External control and the threat of punishment are not
the only means of bringing about ~ff'ort toward organizational objectives. Man will exercise self-direction and selfcontrol in the service of objectives to which he is
committed. The average human being learns under proper
conditions,Ilot only to accept but to seek responsibility.
Avoidance of responsibility, lack of ambition, and emphasis
on socllrit}' gcnernl1y are consequences of experience, not
inherl!llt human characteristics.
Commitment to objectives is a function of the rewards
\tsso..la!ed with their achievement.
'
sr:Por di;~ussion these prerequisites for organizationtll
health, sec; ,13cnnis, CIWIIgillg Organizations, pp. 52-55.
tl McGregor. Tlte FJumall Side of Enterprise, pp. 33-34.
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Man's motives in different organizations or different suh·
parts of the same organization may vary; the person who
is alienated in the formal organization may find fulfillment
of his Ncial and self-actualization neecls in the union or
in the informal organization. The job may engage some
motives while other parts engage other motives.
Man can become involw;d productively with organizations
on the basis of many different kinds of motives; his ultimate
satisfaction and the ultimate effectiveness of the organiza'
tion depends oniy in part on the nature of his motivation.
The nature of the task to be performecJ, the abilities and
eXperience of the person on the job, and the nature of the
other people in the organization all interact to produce
a r.e1'tain pattern of work and feelings. 'for example, a
hig:hly skilled but poorly motivated worker.
Man can respond to many different kinds of managerial
strategies, depending on his own motives and abilities I!lld
the nature of the task; in other words, there is no 'single
managerial strategy that will work for all men at aU times.

Shifts in Managerhll Philosophy
The philosophy underlying mtmagerial behavior in

c~rtain forward-looking organizations recently .has

shifted fundamentally because of the demands of
contemporary society. The change is reflected most
of all in the following three areas:
.. McGregor, The Human Side of Enterprise, pp. 47-48.
.. Edgar Schein, Organizational Psychology (prentice-Hatt,
.i 965), p. 60.

• A new concept of Mali, based 011 increased knowledge
of his complex and shifting needs, which replaces the oversimplified, innocent push-button or inert idea of man.
• A new concept of pOIVer based on collaboration and
reason, which replaces a model of power based on coercion
and fear.
• A' new concept of organizational values, based on a
humanistic, existential orientation, which replaces the depersonaIi~d, mechanis.t~c value. syste~.". _ .

from 1900 to the mid 1930's saw formation of craft
unions. Semi-skilled and unskilled manufacturing
unions were formed and became powerful forces
spurred,by the depression and "New Deal" between
the mid-1930's and 1950's. And the 1960's brought
the organization of white 'collar and service
ployees, with substantial representation of public
employees.
During the early 1960's, public employees became
Tbe history of recent organizational ex~erience
aware
of thefr potential power. Urbanization, a servclc'arIy reveals that only those managements that recice
economy
orientation, and the emphasis on eduognize the direction, magnitude, and rapidity of
change and that can marsr~al the fullest employee cation increased the demand for their services. The
commitment and effort will be able to design and di- political climate of the time was receptive, and the
rect the anticipatory, adaptive, and effective organi- civil rights' movement provided a significant spark.
zational :;ystems required. This l "ganizational climate Public employees long had witnessed the effective\Villl be conducive to asse,ssing change, deciding ness of private sector unions in making important
gains in wages and benefits.
where to go, and selecting a method to get there.
New York State acted in 1958 to recognize public
employee organizations;, and Wisconsin recognized
public employee collective bargaining in 1959. By
THE UNION AND CORRECTIONAL
the end of 1970, 40 States had legislatiolf authorizing
ADMINISTRATION
some form of .union activity by public employees.
Public employment is the fastest growing sector Eight of the remaining States had no legislation, and
in tbe American labor force today. It is widely pre- two had legislation specifically prohibiting union acdicted that by 1975 about one out of every five tivity of any kind. 2i
workers will be employed by some governmental
Two recent legislative developments involve proagen~y., Federal, State, or local.
visions for strike and compulsory arbitration when
Labor organizations for public employees have all else fails. The Pennsylvania Public Employee Regrown rapidly since collective bargaining was au- lations Act of 1970 provides for collective bargainthorized by States and cities, beginnitlg in 1958. 25 By ing and the mediation of impasses. Strikes are per1970, one-third of all public employees were mem- mitted if procedures for impasse situations are exbers of unions. Indeed, one of the fastest growing hausted and if they are not enjoined as a clear and
unions in the country is the American Federation of present danger or threat to public health, safety, or
State, County, and Municipal Employees, which has welfare. The scope of collective bargaIning under
organized in many correctional institutions.
this act extends to wages, hours, and working conUnion growth is reflected in the increase in work ditions. New York City has authorized compulsory
stoppages by public employees. In 1958, 15 work arbitration for its municipal employet';s in the case
stoppages, involving 1,720, workers, resulted in of deadlocked disputes.
:,520 lost man days. A decade later, 254 stoppages,
For years it was assumed that public employees
Involving 201,800 public employees, resulted in would not and could not strike. However, since
2,545,000 lost man days.26 '
1958, public employees have exercised the strike
Not only correctional etnployees are, or wish to be, tool (sometimes thinly disguised as "blue flu" or
organized. Demands by inmates for representation other absenteeism) in many cases, despite specific
by unions in matters of pay, training opportunities, statutory prohibitions. Such action was necessary,
complaints, and grievances are being heard in in- unions said. pecause public managers (1) fail to
creasing numbers. It is therefore essential for correc- consult with unions before adopting policies and protional managers to have some famiiiarity with the de- cedures that affect them, (2) assert management
prerogatives even when employee aims are to imvelopment of public employee unions.
Labor organization in the United States has prove service to clients, and (3) are not responsive
passed through three distinct periods. The period unless shocked or driven to action by militant, ag.
gressive public employee behavior.
"Bennis, Changing Organizations, p. 188.
Collective bargaining traditionally has focused on
~ Anthony V. Sinicropi. "Employee-Management Relations,"
matters of wages, benefits, and working conditions.
lAmnManaging Change i1l Corrections (College Park, Md.:
" eriean Correctional Association, 1971).
Public employees have extended the limits of such

em-
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Advisory

Committee on Intergovernmental Relations,

Labor-Management Policies for State and Local GovernIIJent (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1969), p. 24.

'1 Joseph

P. Golden, "Public Employee Development.s in

1971," Monthly Labor Review, 95 (1972), 63.
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bargaining substantially in recent years; and th~ future appears to hold further surprises for the public
manager. Organized professionals seek greater influence in matters of policy, goals, and staffing, previotlsly held to be the province of managers alone.
Teachers, for example, are making collective bargaining issues of such matters as the need for teacher
aides, reduction of class sizes; elimination of double
shifts, textbook selection, and policymaking.

These trends will have an increasing impact on
correctional managers in the future. They can choose
to follow the course industrial managers followed
resist uniollfzation and end up in a strong adversary
relationship. Alternatively, they can adopt a more
open stance, reduce the need for employee organiza.
tions, and work cooperatively. This latter approach
recognizes that employees have needs that the or.
ganization may not be able to meet.

i

Standard 13.1
Professional
Correctional
Management
Each corrections agency should begin immedi~ and properly implemented career development pro~
ately to train a management staff that can provide, _ gram.
at minimum, the following system capabilities:
1. Managerial attitude and administrative pllocedures permitting each employee to have more say Commentary
about what he does, including more responsibility
for deciding how to proceed for setting goals and
It is almost universally recogl1ized today in indusproducing effective rehabilitation programs.
try and the higher levels of government that manage2. A management philosophy encouraging dele- ment is a sdence as well as an art, and that the field
gation of work-related authority to the employee of management rapidly is approaching the status of a
level and acceptance of employee decisions, with the profession. There are graduate schools of business
recognition that such diffusion of authority does not and public administration all over the world, and inmean managerial abdication but rather tllat deci. numerable commercial and governmental organizasions can be made by the persons most involved tions strongly encourage, indeed often demand, that
and thus presumably best quaJified.
their managerSI have an appropriate managerial
3. Administrative flexibility to organize employ. education.
~es into teams or groups, recognizing that individuals
The .field of Icorrections, in contrast, is characterIDvolved in small working units become concerned ized by a virtual absence of professionally trained
with helping their teammates and achieving com- managers. Often, advancement into and upward in
mon goals.
management is through the ranks, with li.ttle thought .
4. Desire and administrative capacity to elimi~ given to the more difficult and professional demands
nate consciously as many as possible of the visible placed on higher management levels. Appointment
distinctions between employee categories, thereby to management positions in the corrections field
shifting organizational emphasis from an authority frequently is related to politics. Seniority and
or status orientation to a goaJ orientation.
cronyism have proved grossly inadequate as selecS. The capability of accomplishing promotion tion and advancl~ment criteria. The magnitUde and
from within the system through a carefully designed complexity of t)he tasks confronting the field of
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corrections demand the highest levels of professional
compelenc(; and managerial expertise.
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Related Standards
The following standards may be applicable in
implementing Standard 13.1.
14.6 Personnel Practices for Retaining Staff.
14.7 Participatory Management.

Standard 13.2
Planning
and Organization
Each correctional agency should begin immediately to develop an operational, integrat~d process
of long-, intermediate., and short· range planning for
administrative and operation functions. This should
include:
1. An established procedure open to as many
employees as possible for establishing and review··
ing organizational goals and objectives at least an-

nually.
2. A research capability for adequately identifying the key social, economic, and functional influ.
ences impinging on that agency and for predicting
the future impact of each influence (See Chapter 15).
3. The capability to monitor, at least annually,
progress toward previously specified objectives.
4. An administrative capability for properly assessing the future support services required for effective implementation of formulated plans.
These functions should be combined in one or.
ganizational unit responsible to the chief executive
?fficer but drawing heavily on objectives, plans, and
mformation from each organizational subunit.
Each agency should have an operating costaccounting system by 1975 which should include
the following capabilities: .
1. Classification of all offender functions and
activities in terms of specific action programs.
2. Allocation of costs to specific action program.s.
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3. Administrative conduct, through program nnalysis, of ongoing programmatic analyses for management.

Commentary
The rate of change in corrections has not reached
a pace that makes planning impossible. Many of
today's problems are related directly to a failure to
anticipate the operational impact of general social
environmental changes. Extension of the range of
offenders' rights, for example, was a natural outgrowth of a similar movement with regard to racial
minorities and students.
Planning is even more important at a time when
an organization'S basic assumptions and objectives
are being critically questioned. Reform can and
should be a continuing process, not a reaction to pe-·
riodie public criticism. The planner's role as a skeptic or devil's advocate can kee,p the corrections field
from a state of complacency.
An orgallization's climate and structure are critical
features of i.ts ability to respond to changing environmental conditiol1s. Employees react negatively to
ch~nges imposed from above, and so their access to
decision making is important even though the chief executive's leadership responsibilities require that in-
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novations cannot always be vetoed by subordinates.
Functional group'ings in organizations that deal
with human behavior are almost always ineffective.
A behavioral problem cannot be addressed by one
employee and ignored by another. As needs of special offenders are emphasized, the orga~ization will
be required to respond in. a unified way. Organizational 'subunits must be viewed as temporary work
groups with a rnutually accepted objecti~e.
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Related Standards
The following standards may be applicable in
implementing Standard 13.2.
15.2 Staffing for Correctional Research and Information Systems.
15.5 Evaluating the Performance of the Correctional System.

Standard 13.3

i

Employee-Management Relations
Each correctional agency should begin immediately to develop the capability to relate effeCltively
to and negotiate with employees and offenders. This
labor-offender-management
relations
capabHity
should consist, at minimum, of the following elements:
1. All management levels should receive in-depth
management training designed to reduce interpersonal friction and employee-offender a.Iienation.
Such MlPiug specllkally should include metholis of
conflict resolution, psychology, group dynamics,
human reIa,;ions, interpersona: communication, mo'., tivation of employees, and r,;Ia'tions with minority
and disadvantaged groups.
2. All nonmanagement personnel in direct, continuing co~tact wi,th offenders should receive training in psychology, basic coun~eling, gmup dynamics,
human relations, interpersonal communication, motivation with emphasis on indirect offender rebabilit~tion, and relations with minority groups and the
QlSadvantaged.
3, All system personnel,including executives and
~upervisors, shou~d be evaluat(ld, in part, Oill their
Interpersonal competence and human sensitivity.
, 4. All managers should rece~ve training in the
strategy and tactics of union organization, managerial strategies, tactical iespons~slo such organizaJ

tional efforts, labor law and legislation with emphasis on the public sector, and the collective bargaiQing process.
5. Top management should have carefully developed and detailed procedures for responding
immediately and effectively to problems that may
develop in the labor-management or inmate-m~nage
ment r,elations. These should include specific assignment of responsibility and precise delegation of
authority for action, sequenced steps for resolving
griev~nces and adverse actions, and an appeal procedure from agency' decisions.
6. Each such system should have, designated and
functioning, a trained, compensated, and organizationally exrerienced ombudsman. He would hear
complaints of employees or inmates who fe.:} aggrieved by the organization or its management, or
(in the case of offenders) who feel aggrieved by
employees or the conditions of their incarceration.
Such an ombudsman would be roughly analogous
to the inspector general in the military and would
r«:quire subs~antially the same degrel! of authority
to stimulate changes, ameliorate problem situations,
and render satisfactory responses to legitimate problems. The ombudsman should be located organizationally in the office of the top admini.strator.
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Corrections managements urgently need to learn
to relate to and negotiate with unibns in their systems, or to prepare to cope ",;,ith the probabilit~ of
unionization of certain of theIr employees, possIbly
their entire organization membership, There also is
the distinct probability of inmate unions forming
and seeking, with outside legal guidance and aid, to
negotiate certain terms and conditions, of their incarcerationwith institutional or correctlOnal system
mnnage'ments.
An often quoted phrase that "unions are organized from the inside, not the outside" should alert
managers to the fact that the application of appropriate modern management meth~ds may render the
organization of employees unnecessary. Employees
who truly feel a part of the organization, who find
. their work challenging and interesting, who perform
their duties in r-n atmosphere of trust, confidence,
and approval, :md who have the feeHng that their economic and security needs are of serious concern to
management are unlikely to seek redress of griev.
ances through union affiliation.
The prudent course of action for corrections, however, is to prepare to deal with employee organiza-

.,

tions while at the same time seeking, through en·
light~ned management, to make their generation
unnecessary.
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Related Standards
The following standards may be appE"lble in
implementing Standard 13.3.
13.4 Work Stoppages and Job Actions.
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Standard 13.4
.,

'vVork Stoppag~s
and Job Actions
Correctional administrators' should immediately
make preparations to be able to deal with any concerted work stoppage or job action by ~9rrectional
" employees. Such planning should have the principl.es
oullined in Standard 13.3 as its primary ,components. In addition, further steps may be necessary
to insure that the public, other correctional staff,
or Inmates are not endangered or denied necessary
services because of.a work stoppage.
1. Every State should enact legislation by 1978
that specifitally prohibits correctional employees
from participating in any concerted work stoppage
or job action.
2,. Every correctional agency should establish
formal written policy prohibiting employees from
~ngaging in any concerted work stoppage. Su~h
policy should specify the alternatives available to
e,(I1ployees for resolving grievances. It should delineate internal disdplinary actions that may result
from participation in concerted work stoppages.
3. Every correctional agency should develop a
plan ~hi~h will provide for continuing correctional
dp.erations in the event of a concerted employee
work stoppage.

been almost universally prohibited "by legr.slation,
agency policy, or common law. ~t:l the past 15 years,
however, public employee organizations and unions
have become increasingly common, and public employers have been faced with concerted work stoppages and other forms of job actions. The provisions
of Standard 13.3, Employee-Management Relations,
direct the affirmative action that correctional management should take to relate effectively to and negotiate with employees. Implementation of those
provisions should greatly decrease the likelihood that
correctional employees will resort to job actions or
work stoppages. However, due to the seriousness of
the situation if correCtional employees should so act,
legislation should be adopted to prohibit correctional
employees from engaging in any concerted work
stoppage or job action.
The courts have upheld such legislative prohibitions as well as those on apparent subterfuges for
strikes, such as mass sick calls, even when striking
employees have haq a justifiable grievance or eomplaint. Such legislation will also allow COl" i!ctional
agencies to obtain court injunctions to force employees to return to duty.
In addition, every correctional agency should develop written policy dealing with employee work
Commentary'
stoppages. Such policy should emphasize the positive
Until recently, strikes by public employees have . alternatives to employees for resolving grievances. It
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should specify the range of actions that the agency
may take in disciplining participan~ in work stoppages. Such policies should be fleXIble enough that
the agency is not bou.nd to only one course of action but should make known the full range of action~ that may be taken, including dismiss~L
Finally, because responsibiiity of mainUkining custody of offenders and providing for their care and
safety does not cease in the event of a work stoppage, each correctional agency should develop a contingency plan for continuing an essential level of se~
ices., Such a plan might involve agreements Wlth
other jurisdictions for loan of correctional staff.
Whatever the specific nature of the plan, the agency
should insure the safety and well-being of any employees not participating in the job action.
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Manpower
for Corrections

.

'

People are the most effective resource for helping
other people. In corrections, as in most other fields,
they also are the most underutilized and misappropriated resource.
Manpower problems in corrections include: critical shortage of specialized professional personnel;
poor working conditions; and poor allocation of both
human and fiscal resources. Women, members of
ethnic minorities, ex-offenders, and volunteers are
generally underutiIized as correctional manpower
and in some areas are not used at all.
Problems shared by all areas of corrections-its
poor image and conflict among personnel as to its
mission-also complicate solution ·of· manpower difficulties.
Manpower problems have been especially crucial
because they usually have not been given sufficient
recognition by persons responsible for financing and
managing corrections. Not until 1965, when Congress passed the Correctional Rehabilitation Study
Act, was a major manpower study launched. The result.~ of the study were presented in a summary volume, A Time to Act, released in 1969 by the Joint
Commission on Correctional Manpower and Training.
Originally, the Joint Commission concerned itself
. ~th remedies f(}{ the manpower shortage in correchons. However, this initial concern gave way to the
need to address pertinent issues of utilization and
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training of all personnel, old hands as weII as recruits.
Since the conclusion of the study in 1969, some of
the p"roblems noted 'there have been intensified, and
ne..y ones have surfaced. This chapter will seek to
analyze the current situation in corrections as it
bears specifically on manpower and to set forth standards by which solutions may be reached. These
standards, building in part on the 1969 study, will set
out in detail the steps to effective use of correctional
manpower.

A HISTORICAL VU:W
Correctional manpower and training programs
have developed haphazardly. There has never been
a national manpower strategy, and State and local
correctional systems have had few, if any, guidelines.
From the beginning, persons working in corrections
were there l~rgely by chance, not by choice. Most
correctional personnel were used then, as now, in
large custodial institutions. Prerequisites for employment were low. For much of this century, the
usual way to get a job in corrections was thmugh
political patronage. Vestiges of that practice remain
today.
Institutions were in isolated rural areas where it
was difficult to induce professional staff to locate.
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Manpower was drawn largely from the local population and thus reflected a rural point of view out of
line with that of most offenders, who came from cities.
.:.
..
Historically corrections pers~nnel resembled mIlItary and law ~nforcement officers. Correctional staff
members were used almost entirely in paramilitary
capacities even in the State "schools" for juveniles
and youths. Parole officers were more akin to law
enforcement officers than to "helping service" personnel. Many carried guns and wore or carried
official badges. Some correctional staff still wear uniforms and have military titles, as they did from the
beginning. At least half .of all job titles in corrections
include the word "officer"-custodial officer, parole
officer, probation officer, training officer, and the
like.
This identification with the military strongly influenced manpower and training policies and practices.
Staff members were promoted up the ranks. They
were not to fraternize with the inmates, who were to
call them "sir." They conducted inspections and kept
demerit lists. They were trained in military matters.
In all too many modern correctional institutions,
these policies and practices remain. Great conflict is
cvident as this militaristic system is confronted today
by persons urging adoption of modern organizational
concepts.
..
At times, corrections has moved toward rehabIlItation. Educational, vocational, and individual and
social therapy programs, with attendant staff, have
been introduced. As various rehabilitation strategies
gained ptominence in other fields, they were impo(ted to corrections. The history of correctional
management is dotted with treatment faqs and cults,
among them psychiatric and psychoan~lytic proorams, religious conversion, Dale CarnegIe courses,
guided group interaction, transactional analysis,
group therapy, psychiatric casework, reality therapy,
encounter groups, hypnosis, behavior modificati?n,
and operant conditioning. Reviewing staff traimng
program:; over the past 30 years is like thumbing
through the pages of survey texts in psychology and
sociology.
As correctional practice developed haphazardly,
so did its goals and philosophy. Every informed observer since Tocqueville has remarked on the confusion and contradictions that exist within the
American correctional system. And this confusion
has. profoundly affected _the recruitment and performaI').ce of personnel. People who work in corrections-and the public which employs them-are uncertain as to whether the system is supposed to
punish lawbreakers or to rehabilitate them, to protect
society or to change social conditions, or to do some
or all of these things under varying circumstances.
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Employees who have no clear concept of their :olesOur prisons are still colleges of crime, and not what
theyshoulcl be-the beginning of a way back to a proand disagree among themselves as to what their roles
ductive life within the law ..... Locking up a convict is
should be--are unlikely to perform well or to find
not enough. We must offer him the keys of education, of
satisfaction in their work. This state of affairs can
rehabilitation, of useful training, of hope-.the k{lYs he
only be made worse as the public holds them. inmust have to open the gates to a life of freedom and
dignity:'
creasingly accountable for the failures of the system.
It is difficult to plan staff training programs or to
This statement reflects the widespread and grow..
recruit personnel from specialized disciplines when ,
ing
disenchantment with the ability of closed, securconflict over organizational goals and training mis- !
ity-oriented
institutions to "change" offenders, a
sion is the rule, rather than the exception. For years,
disenchantment shared by the public, corrections oftraining has been routine and superficial.
ficials, and prisoners. Many are asking why a system
Corrections started with closed, secure instituthat
shows such poor results should be allowed to
tions then added field services in the form of probacontinue.
tion ~nd parole. In efforts to make the institutions
If, as is to be hoped, institutions playa decreasing
cOirective in nature, professionals from education,
role in corrections, there will be corresponding shifts
vocational programs, behavioral sciences, medicine,
in manpower needs. Moreover, the education and
and psychiatry were recruited. In the rush to profestraining appropriate for the staff of the developing
sionalize different correctional agencies have folcorrectional
programs will differ sharply from what
lowed th~ beats of different drummers. Professiona1~
was needed in the past.
ization could not be 'achieved under these circum,
stances.
As this report has made clear, corrections is a
The Move Toward Community-Based
multifaceted field. There are dehumanizing prisons;
Corrections
overcrowded jails, expensive and excessively staffed
reception and diagnostic cente~s, halfway hous~s,
As noted many times in this report, the communyouth industrial schools, experimental commumty
ity is recognized today as the rightful site and source
treatment programs, and field services such as profor most correctional programs. With the closing of
bation and parole. Each of these settings requires
traditional institutions, as the juvenile training
several types of personnel, and a variety of ways
schools were closed in Massachusetts in 1972, more
have been used to prepare staff. Often the progra~s
Gffenders will be treated in the community. As prohave operated in conflict, internally as well as WIth
bation and parole subsidy programs succeed, as they
each oth~r.
have in California and Washington, correctional action will center increasingly in the offender's home
community. As youth service bureaus are established
EMERGING ISSUES THAT AFFECT
to meet youth problems in urban areas, new patterns
MANPOWER
·ofservice delivery emerge.
Out of the changes taking place within the correc-, With these shifts toward community programs,
tional system and within society as a whole have . new and different manpower demands will develop.
Staff now engaged in helping inmates will do so in
emerged several issues with profound effects, and
community settings. New requirements will bring
potential effects, on correctional manpower.
new persons into the field who may help provide a

Disenchantment with Prisons
Although institutions house less than a quarter of
all convicted offenders, they employ more than twothirds of all persons working in corrections, and
they spend more than 70 cents of each dollar spent
on corrections. This gross maldistribution of human
and financial resources has strong implications for a
restructuring of the corrections system.
.
Prisons, jails, and juve11ile institutions, whlc~ are
the focal point of public concern about cor~e~ttons,
have been termed a failure by many authontles. In
his address to the National Conference on Corrections at Williamsburg, Ya., in December 1971, President Nixon said:

new image for corrections. The image of the staff
member oriented to the military and to law enforcementwilI give way to that of the community correctional worker. He will be armed with 'Jifferent skills.
He" will not be preoccupied with c:.Istody, control,
and regimentat.ion but intent on USLlg community resources as the major tool in his rehabilitative mission.
Less than one-third of all correctional staff mem. ~rs presently are employed in community correchons programs, where. they serve three-fourths of all
offenders. It is estimated that by 1975 more than 80

~old These

Truths, Proceedings of the National Conference on Correctipns (Richmond: Virginia State DepartlIie~t of Justice and Crime Prevention, 1972), p. 5.

percent of all offenders will be served in some type
of community-based program. 2 It is mandatory that
existing staff be reallocated and additional staff hired
to meet the obvious needs of community correctional
programs.

Radal Strife
Emergence of racial strife is a major concern in all
correctional programs. Television coverage of the
prison disturbances of 1971 and 1972 brought the
charge of institutional racism directly into the Nation's homes. Such charges are now being made
throughout the correctional system, in community
programs as well as institutions. Many adult and juvenile programs are faced with explosive racial situations. Staff members in some States spend more
hours of training in riot control tban in human communications or organizational development.
Minorities are found disproportionately in the
ranks of corrections: overrepresented as clients and
underrepresented as staff. Unfortunately, there are
no reliable national figures on minority group clients
in the correctional system. Estimates place the percentage high but vary with geographical regions and
urban-rural distribution of the population. For example, in California almost half of the 20,800 inmates are blacks or Chicanos. In the total New York
State system, 56 percent of all inmates are blacks or
Puerto Ricans. At least one-third of all Federal offenders are members of minority groups. a American
Indians are still being arrested and confined in
alarmingly high numbers in both Dakotas, in the
Southwest, and in Alaska, as they were in 1967. 4
In most States, the proportion of minority group
melnbers confined is much greater than the propoI'tion:.of such persons living in the State. Urban jails
us~tal1y bold disproportionately large numbers of mi-·
nority group members. In many large Eastern and
Central Atlantic cities, 50 to 90 percent of the jail
inmates are reported to be black, poor, and without
jobs. In jails in the Nation's capital, 90 to 95 percent
of the inmates are black. Juvenile institutions in the
Southwest detain proportionately far more Chicano
youths than are found in the general State popUlation. Illinois confines three times more black youths
than whites. 5 Obviously it is immediately necessary
• Allen F. Breed, statement in We Hold These TruthS, p. 91.
'State and Federal data from presentations at the National
Conference on CorrectionS .
'Joint Commission on Correctional Manpower and Training, Differences That Make the Difference (Washington:
JCCMT, 1967).
> Hans W. Mattick, "The Contemporary Jails of the United
States: An Unknown and Neglected Area of Justice" in
Daniel Glaser, ed., Handbook of Correcfions (Rand McNally, forthcoming).
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to increase the number of correctional per~{)nnel who
comle from minority groups.

Po'litical Activisim Among Offel'lders
lPrison inmates, parolees, and ex-offenders are o.rgar.lizing to demand correctional refor~ and to b~pn
to provide the "ingredient for changmg people -:giving of themselves to help each other and theIr
famllies. Offender organizations are cap~ble of activist efforts, and they are openly testmg prese~t
policies and practices within the institution~ and In
the free community. Citizen support for theIr efforts
is growing.
.. ..
.,
,
Political organizations are sptmgmg up at the local
level, but they can,be forese~n as a n~tional movement. These challenges are lIkely to mcrease. Perhaps no other development has unnerved correctional staff more than politicalization of the offender.
Staffs from wardens down, have been ill-equipped to
deal ~ith it. The old training manuals on riot co.ntrol are totally obsolete in dealing with the ~OphIS
ticated organizational skills used by many mmate
groups.:
.,. .,
h
The first eVIdence of thIS pohtIcahzatIon was t e
prison underground newspaper produced by inmates.
In some States, the prison newspapers are not subjected to censorship, and the underground pr~ss has
surfaced. The content is political in nature, WIth two
primary c.haracteristics: concern with the co~nterc~~
ture (anti-establishment in nature) and raCIal mIlItancy.

Untapped Manpower R&liOUrCes
Com:!ctions needs to look at other groups as well
as minorities for the additional manpower it needs.
More ex-offenders, women, and volunteers should be
used. These "new manpower resources," as they are
sometimes called, actually are resources that have
always been at hand but have not been used effectively by corrections administrators.
While corrections once was an operation to control, hold, survey, and regiment the behavior of .its
wards, today it is oriented incre~singly to beha~lOr
modification. When the emphasIs was on phYSIcal
control, physical strength was 3. primary prerequisite
for positions. .
This long-cherished tradition has been challenged
and is giving way. As the social distance between the
keepers and the kept has decreased, a push to utilize
once-untapped resources has surfaced.
Utilization of ex-offenders, women, and volunteers
will introduce different skills, as well as help change
the custodial image of the corrections system.
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MANPOWER NEEDS
The changing trends in corrections portend a need
for dramatic and immediate change in manpower
policy-recruiting and keeping staff, training personnel, and allowing them to participate in program and
agency management.

Staff Recruitm~nt
COfn;ctions can offer an attractive future for active, innovative persons. As. the image ?f co~recti~ns
changes, an effective recrultment serVIce WIll pomt
out the opportunities awaiting those who want to
enter a fie\ld involved in dramatic change.
...
In the past, few wanted to enter this work. ~morig
talented, trained persons, it was a second, ~11lfd, or
last career choice. Today it should rank hIgh as a
challenging career possibility.
.
According to a survey made for the Jomt Commission, persons working in corrections feel that they
help others; participate in changing a system,. making
it more responsive to society; find re~ar~mg personal satisfaction; and shape new roles: In the changing correctional system. 6 Th~se rewards s?ould offer
more than adequate incentIve for entermg corrections as a career.
,
However
the severe personnel shortage• that
still
..t
,
,
exists in the field is due in part to correctIons poor
public image and in part to the relu~tance. of some
correctional administrators to ,recruIt actively the
talented, creative, sensitive, and educated .persons
m~ed;ed to meet the challenges of the changmg cor. rectional structure.
The Joint Commission found in 1969 that:
Young people are missing from the correctional employ·
ment scene. While other vocations have tried to ~apture
the enthusiasm and vitality of the present generation of
students, the Joint Commission was unable to uncover any
broadscale effort in corrections. Only 26 percen~ ~f ·corre~·
tional employees are und~r 34 years old, ~ statJstI~ tha~ IS
particularly disconcerting in view of the fact t~at Juveml~
make up about one-third of the total,. correchona,I work
load and are being referred to correr;Llonal agencIes at a
greater rate than adults. Generation gap problems betwe.en
workers and young correctional clients will no doubt. 10·
crease if efforts are not made to recruit young people lOla
the field:

Staff Retention
Once staff are recruited and prove to be capable
• Joint Commission on Correctional Manpower and .Trai~:
ing, Correctiolls 1968: A Climate for Change (Washmgto .
JCCMT, 1968), p. 33.
T 'n
'Joint C;;ommission on Correctional Manpower and ra~l:
ing, A Time to Act (Wash~ngton" JCC~T, 1969), p.
Publication referred to here.mafter by title.

employees, the system should. try to keep them.
Corrections. bas failed in the past to retain many of
its highly trained, young, and creative staff members,
particularly those who come from minority groups.
An anticipated outcome in the effort to improve
corrections personnel systems is a change in the
image of the correctional worker-and this image
needs changing. A Louis Harris survey in 1968 revealed that both the public and correctional workers
themselves had a relatively poor image of corrections
and persons working in the field.
In a public opinion poll conducted in California by
the Field Research Corporation, corrections fared
somewhat better, but the results were hardly encouraging. Thirty-five percent of the adults queried had
fio impression of the kind of job being done by probation officers, 43 percent as to parole officers, and
42 percent as to correctional officers. Only 2 percent
of the adults thought that any of these correctional
workers were doing an "extremely good job." The
reaction among teenagers was somewhat more favorable. But of all positions in the crhninal justice fielddistrict attorneys, judges, police,. correctional officers,
etc.-teenagers as well as adults felt that the correctional officers were doing the poorest job.
As corrections moves toward community-based
programs and the institutions adopt participatory
management, the image of personnel working behind
bars should change to an image of helping offenders
help themselves to return to society successfully.
,

Staff Education
A critical point in corrections is lack of education
among its personnel. The lack of educated manpower in corrections was a primary issue when the
Joint Commission conducted its studies from 1966 to
1969. The same issue exists today, relieved only
slightly by the Law Enforcement Education Program
(LEEP) and the promise of a National Institute of
Correel:ions.
The need for educated personnel increases ,iVith
the changes in corrections. Educational standards of
the 1960's will not suffice in the 1970's.
Several problems block a simplistic solution to the
educational problems of corrections. Correctional
programs vary widely, ranging from maximum security incarceration to voluntary drug abuse treatment.
Educational requirements for personnel to run these
programs overlap in some areas, differ significantly
in others. Because of this confusion, development of
acore discipline that could prepare a person to work
in corrections or the broader criminal justice system
has been slow.
Corrections has low status in most academic circles, and most faculty members have not encouraged

stUdents to seek correctional employment. The field
generally has been viewed as a confusing array of
services, personnel, clients, and settings that befuddle
perspective researchers, academicians, and employees.

Improving Educational Programs
To improve education for existing and prospective
corrections employees, the Joint Commission made
the following recpmmelidations:
1. The undergraquate degree should be the standard educational requirement for entry-level work in
probation and parole agencies and for comparable
counselor and classification positions in institu'tions.
Preferred areas of specialization should be psychology, sociology, social work, criminology/corrections,
criminal justiCe, education, and public administration.
2. Correctional agencies shou~d. adopt a career
strat~gy, allowing persons with highschool education
or less to enter the field and participate in combined
work-study programs to work their way up in the
system.
3. Community colleges should expand their programs to provide educational opportunities for cor,.
rectional personneJ.8
Some progress has been made toward achieving
these recommendations. The bachelor's degree generally is accepted as the minimum degree for a professional position in corrections. Career ladders have
been developed in several systems, and LEEP has
provided funds and some direction to community
colleges.
Also needed is a criminal justice curriculum to
unify knowledge in criminology, social control, law,
and the administration of justice and corrections.
This will require correctional and educational
leaders to agree on at least the basic elements of
such a curriculum. It should no, include the training
content and functions that can be handled more ap··
propriately by the SUbsystems of criminal justice-police, courts, and corrections. The continued 1.nvolvement of criminal justice practitioners should be
maintained to assure th.at the theoretical content of
the curriculum keeps up with rapid developments
in the field.
Cliles for the development of a criminal jusdce
currkulum can be taken from the graduate schools
of criminal justice which have been established at
a number of universities around the country in the
past decade. These schools· generally offer interdisciplinary programs for persons with bacl1elor's degrees or first professional degrees in social science,
law, and related professional fields. Their purpose is
to develop a fundamental understanding of basic
• A Time to Act, p. 30.
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fields in criminal justice, using background mate~i?ls
in supporting disciplines. They provide opportumtIes
for research. In general, they supply the base for pr~
fessional advancement t() positions of policy determInation and agency leadership. ~urther devel~pI?e~t
of such programs is discussed m the CommlsslOn s
report on The Criminal Justice ''System. .
When the criminal justice curriculum IS re~ned
and established, it should include degree offenngs
from associate of arts through the doctorate. In addition to criminal justice operational personnel, the
curriculum should be required of criminal justice
planners so they may a~hieve t~e knowle?ge .and
skills· nececsary to assist m chartmg new dlfectI~ns
for the system. Finally, the Law Enf.orcement. AS~lst
ance Administration and other fundmg orgamzatlOns
should furnish financial support for continued program development, faculty, student loans and fellowships, and research.
Financial Assistance
The Joint Commission made many recommendations about financial assistance to educational efforts.
Correctional agencies, cpmmunity colleges, and
colleges and universities involved in the education
and training of correctional personnel were urged to
seek funds from Federal programs concerned with
corrections.
Establishment of a comprehensive financial assistance program in an appropriate Fede.ral agency 'yas
urged to provide support for persons m or prepanng
to enter the field of corrections. Such a program
should provide scholarships, fellowships, guaranteed
loans research and teaching assistantships, workstudy programs, educational opportunity grants for
disadvantaged persons, and forgivable loans to help
defray costs of college education and provide incentive for further work in the field.
Prior to establishment of the Law Enforcement
Assista~ce Administration (LEAA), educationat
programs received meager financial support, and
large numbers of correctional workers had never
taken a college-level course. Some specific problems
included these:
1. Criminology and corrections degree programs
were d~veloped erratically and frequently were te;rminated when once-interested facuIty left.
1. Social work graduates rarely chose corrections
careers, although the l\llaster of Social Work degree
was a preferred credential for probation and parole
as well as some institutional positions.
3. Sparse, .1f any, financial assistance in the form
or loans or scholarships was available to preservice
,
or inservice personnel.
4. InsHtutions of higher education rarely pro468

siaff together for training b~cause {';mployees are not
vided more than token assistance to staff developor cannot be released during regl;)l.;l:!i working hours
ment efforts in nearby correctional programs.
and overtime is expensive. Thus the barriers against
The picture has changed considerably since
training are great in adult corr,cctions.
LEAA became opera.tional in late 1968. Thousands
In the juvenile institutions field, training usually is
of inservice correctional staff have taken advantage
the responsibility of the assistant superintendent who
of LEEP loans and grants. A smaller number of prealso has little preparation for this function. The end
service personnel have participated. The largest numresult is meager training with unclear objectives. In
ber have been line workers studying for an associate
the Joint Commission surveys, 49 percent of the juof arts degree. After achieving that degree, some
venile institutions reported that they had no training
have continued work toward the bachelor's degree.
personnel.
Many field service and treatment staff have taken,
Adult and iuvenile field service staff get the most
advantage of LEEP loans and grants to pursue mastraiping attention, yet many are not provided ongoing
ter's degrees. Alt.hough most LEEP funds at first
programs. Almost all state-operated agencies have
went to law enforcement staff mer,)ers, in 1972
orientation training, but local probation and court
the balance was shifting to provide more equitable
services have few staff development programs.
assistance to conectional manpower.
This lack of staff development reflects an attitude
States are now beginning to consider incentive
of indifference about the services that staff provide to
plans to stimulate correctional employees to underthe clients of the system. It also suggests to staff
take relevant a,.::ademic work. A bill authorizing such
that management feels keeping up with the field has
a pla.a was introduced in the Connecticut State.legislow priority.
'
lature in 1971 but failed to pass. When such mcen- "
tive plans are realized, it will be necessary to insure • National Institute of Corrections
that; personnel departments reclassify on the basis of
The proposed National Institllte of Corrections
their recently acquired skills those persons who have I
can help redirect staff development efforts. The imundertaken such education.
petus for the institute came from the U.S. Department of Justice. In December 1971, the Attorney
General
proposed establishment of a nati')nal co;recS'taff Development
tions academy to serve as a center for correctlOnal
The Joint Commission survey in 1969 reported a
learning, research, executive seminars, and developpaucity of staff development programs in corrections.
ment of correctional policy recommendations.
Less than 14 percent of any category of workers ,
The idea, of a national correctional center of this
were participating in an inservice training program at
type has been expressed over the years by numerous
the time of the survey. Most staff training terminated
groups, most recently in 1969 by the Joint Commisafter the; orientation effort, and many agencies ofsion, which recommended after 3 years of study:
fered no staff. training at all. Only 4 percent of all juA network of national, regional, and !ttate training provenile agencies and 19 percent of adult agencies had
grams should be created to develop p'rograms and materials
a fuU.;time staff training person.
as well as to provide technical assistance and other supThe quality of training was not measured in ~at
portive aids to correctional agencies. Such centers should
have manpower development rather than a limited definition
study, lbut staff ranked it as no more tha;t routme
of training as their focus, and should develop close working
when queried in a Harris survey. At that time; very
relationships with colleges and universities as well as with
little Federal funding was provided to support staff
private training organiZations. Federal and state funds are
development in corrections.
.
urgently required for the development and ongoing support of these centers.·
Because educational preparation for various aspects of correctional work is in a c.onfused state, ~nd
The National Institute of Corrections still is in the
for most persons in cOl:rections is Il.ot even a reahty,
planning stage. But the concept is a very important
the importance of staff development cannot be overone, and the fact that it has developed to the point of
emphasized. Yet staff development has a very l?W
implementation represents a significant step forward.
priority as indicated by lack of commitn;ent ?f traming dollars, training staff, and staff hme III most
1 Purchase of Services
correctional agencies.
. .
An adult correctional institution with a tralO111g
Frequently large salaries are provided to correcprogmm that anything more than a plan. on paper 1, tional management to hire a psychiatrist, a clinical
is more apt to have training conducted by a correc~1 psychologist, or an education specialist. Corrections
. tional sergeant or lieutenant who probably ~as nO
shotlld reassess this practice and move toward purbackground in training methodology or objectives. If;, 'A Time 10 Act, p. 79, .
he has a program at all, he finds it difficult to get ~,
1
I
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chase of service from such highly specialized manpower. Contracts, for specialists would free funds as
well as resolve personnel problems frequently associated with keeping highly trained staff in the traditional organizational system of corrections.
.
Purchasing the services of highly trained professionals will allow corrections to draw upon the best
persons available, rather than having to set~\e for
those persons willing to work full-time within the
correctional setting. In addition to specialistL; commonly associated with corrections, a concentrated effort should be made to secure the services, as needed,
of persons skilled at handling intergroup relations,
community development, public information, -and
other activities designed to link the correctional
agency more closdy with the community.

Particip'atcl'Y Managernent
An appropriate way to accomplish the needed
change in manpower utilization is through participatory management. This concept is new and threatening to many managers, but if corrections is to be
changed to meet the realities of the 1970's, innovations are inevitable.
Some correctional systems are already experimenting with participatory management. They are
bringing together staff, clients, and manager.s to plan
and operate their new organizations. Each i~ a part
of the organization and should have a stake m I?aking it effective. In the past, most staff and chents
were not included in decisionmaking or planning organizational operation. As the reorganization of corrections proceeds, many roles for staff, off.en~ers, and
managers will change, forcing new trends m manpower development as well as providin~ a n~,w yieyv
of manpower needs. Daniel Glaser predlct~, Wlt~m
institutions there will be more collaboratlOn of Inmates and staff in management, hen(;e more inmate
responsibility and less social differenl~e between staff
and inmates." 10
The trends noted portend much for correctional
change and reflect dramatic need for changing
correctional manpower and training, for both today
and the next decade. The example is drawn clea.tly
from higher education. Since 1968, as university administrators began seriously to include students in
decisionmaking roles throughout the campus structure, student protest has diminished and student commitment to the system emerged. It is ironic that n;assive violence shook the campus before the pnson
yard, but lessons must be learned from this phe.ll?menon. A priority in corrections must be :partlclpa"Changes in Corrections during the Next Twenty Years,"
unpublished paper writ.ten for Project STAR, American
Justice Institute, p. 61.
10
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tory management sessions jf,l which managers bring
staff and inmates together to chart the future course
for tiB of them.

PLANNING TO MEET MANPOWER NEEDS
Most correctional agenci~i~j have been too preoccupied with day-to-day staffmg problems to attempt
systematic long-range plwning to meet manpower
needs. Sporadic efforts 1:" remedy pressing difficulties
through raising wa~s, reducing workloads, or other
piecemeal actions do not get to the heart of the
problems with which this chapter has been concerned.
Elements of effective manpower planning are:
• Assessment of manpower needed to meet the
agency's goal.

• Redesigning of present jobs on the, basis of task
analysis.
• Development of methods to recruit additional
manpower needed.
• Training and staff development.
These elements must be the responsibility of the
State. For only on a statewide basis can real needs
for manpower be assessed and measures planned to
utilize effectively the manpower now at hand and to
secure the additional personnel needed.
Unless there is basic consolidation to eliminate the
present balkanization of corrections, it is :Jnrealistic
to expect overall manpower planning. But at least
each system-institution, probation, parole, etc.should be working now toward long-range statewide
planning to meet manpower needs. Special needs in
manpower planning for probati{)n and parole are
considered in Chapters 10 and 12,

Standard 14.1
Recruitment
of Correctional Sf aff
Correctional agencies should begin immediately
to develop personnel policies and practices that will
improve the image of corrections and facilitate the
fair and effective selection of the best persons for
correctional positions.
To improve the image of corrections, agencies
should:
1. Discontinue the use of uniforms.
2. Replace all military titles with names appropriate to the correctional task.
3. Discontinue the use of badges and, eXlc!pt
where aoso-iuldy necessary, the carrying of weapons.
,
4. Abolish such military tenns as company, mess
,', hall, drill, inspection, and gig list.
5. Abandon regimented behavior in all facilities,
both for personnel and for inmates.
In the recruitment of personnel, agencies should:
1. Eliminate all political patronage for staff selection.
2. Eliminate such personnel practices as:
a. Unreasonable age or sex restrictions.
b. Unreasonable physical restrictions «(!.g.,
height, weight).
c. Barriers to hiring physicaUy handicapped.
d. Questionable personality tests.
e. Legal or administrative barriers to hh'ing ex-offenders.

I
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f. Unn~cessarily long requirements for
experience in correctional worlt.
g~ Residency requirements.
3. Actively recruit from minority groups, women,
young persons, and prospective indigenous workers,
an(J see that em'ployment announcements reach
these groi!!pS and the general public.
4. Make a task analysis of each correctional position (to be updated periodically) to detennine those
tasks, skiDs, and qualities needed. Testing based
solely on these relevant features should be designed
to assure that proper qualifications are considered
for each position.
S. Use an open system of selection in which any
testing device used is related to a spe~ific job and
is a practical test of a person's ability to perform
that job.
Commentary
The image of corrections as regimented and military in nature is discouraging to the recruitment of
the very types of persons most needed. Corrections
must abandon the appearances, termhlology, and
practices that have contributed to this image. These
changes will make corrections a more attractive career field to the young, to educated and talented people, to minorities, women, etc.
471

Many problems must be overcome for the successful recruitment of highly qualified staff. Prospective
staff often are driven from this field because of poor
personnel policies and practices that select out or
repel applicants.
Selection through political patronage results in the
accumulation of employees who are poorly qualified
or motivated for correctional work. The practice is
also discouraging to employees who prepared themselves for correctional careers and who wish to improve the status and effectiveness of the field.
Correctional agencies traditionally have preferred
to hire only males of mature age who met rigid
and arbitrary requirements as to height and weight
and who were free of physical defect. Agencies also
have administered personality tests that were not
originally designed for correctional recruitment and
barred the employment of persons who had ever
been arrested or convicted of even the most minor
offenses. None of these practices is based upon the
realities of correctional work. They have operated
effectively to bar persons with skills and talents that
can be put to good use in corrections. Instead of
closing the doors of corrections to these people, agencies should make an active and enlightened effort
to recruit them.
Announcements of positions available rarely get
beyond the bulletin board of the Stilte personnel
office. They neVer reach the inner City or other
places where qualified persons could apply if they
knew about job openings.
Some widely used requirements for jobs in corrections select out applicants because they do not have
extensive experience in specific correctional work.
This requirement is most widely used for supervisory
or administrative positions and results in perpetuation of a questionable seniority system. In many
cases it works against bringing into management new
employees with ;'lew ideas and the courage to champion change rather than perpetuate the status quo.
Residency requirements in this highly mobile society are counterproductive and have been ruled
unconstitutional in many cases. Yet they persist in
several States as requirements for some correctional
positions.
A challenge to unfair testing procedures for employment was upheld in the Supreme Court on
March 8, 1971, in the decision regarding Griggs v.
Duke Power Company (401 U.S. 424, 1971).
The court held that selection processes must be
specifically job related, culture fair, and validated.
Most selection processes used by personnel offices
throughout the country, and specifically in corrections, do not meet these standards. To rectify these
poor personnel practices, the National Civil Service
League proposed the Model Public Personnel Ad472

mlnis,!ation Law of 1912, whioh wnoem, 'hes, and l.vallaDle, qunllficl ; odi'Iiduru" particnlorly worn.n,
other I s s u e s . . .
.
j:
could be recruited. Part-time em~loy.ees, prop.erly
A task a~alysIs of each job ShOUld, be reqUIred to 'j", utilized, could render valuable serVIce In correctIons
produ~e a job-related test. For example, the task > as they do in other social agencies. Part-time staff
analYSIS ap~r~ach was. used by th~ Western ~nter. " could be most easily recruited for community-based
state CommISSIon on HIgher .EducatIOn for the job of . programs such as probation, where they could ease
current workloads and make real contributions as
parole agent. Each t.ask was I~olated, defin.ed, and reo
lated to the total job functIon. The SkIlls needed
members of the community into which offenders need
w~re identified, and the appropriate training f~r each
to be reintegrated.
s~Ill proposed ..The report on the task analYSIS out· r
Recruitment of qualified personnel is restricted by
hned the followmg m e t h o d : / lack of opportunity for lateral entry into the correcl
tional system in many States. While no one would
In order to observe a number of parole agents in the
. , h' . .
performance of their jobs in a relatively short period a t challenge the merits of promotlon from WIt In, It IS
fairly simple approach for the collection of job data is ; also obvious that oftentimes it is desirable to hire a
required. It can best be described as 'a three-step analysis: i,. specially qualified person from another jurisdiction.
(1) Meet the parole agent and inquire about his back- t If lateral entry is forbidden, such hiring is impossiground and his personal approach to job performance.
f ble. As the Joint Commission on Correctional Man(2) Observe activities of the agent for a period of time f
f I
and literally walk or ride with him and even participate ' power and Training pointed out, prohibition 0 atin the performance of his task when possible.
feral entry is one of the factors that helps make
(3) Record the type of task performed, how often he t corrections a closed system. Such a system contribperforms it, the duration of the task, and the degree of I utes to "a stagnant, rather than a dynamic, work
difficulty involved in performing it.
t force."
If such a task analysis were made of each major i\,
job in corrections, adequate predictive instruments 1
could be developed to test applicants for job-related ~I References
skills and knowledge.
f
1. Criminal Justice Universe Conference: ProceedMost written tests do little more than assess the ,.1
ings. Washington: Law Enforcement Assistance
applicant's vocabulary and grammar and test his 1
Administration, forthcoming.
comprehension with rudimentary exercises in logic. t
They rarely ask job-related questions, and almost !
none has been validated to determine whether the !
test actually does select persons whose adequate job ~
performance was predicted by that test.
Careful task analysis in other human service agen· I
des has shown that many tasks traditionally assigned
to professional workers can be done, and done well,
by persons with less than a college education. Corrections has done very little with reassignment of
tasks and restructuring of jobs so that nonprofessional workers can take some of the load now carried by professionals and thus spread scarce profes.
sional services. Moreover, many persons with less
than a college education can be of special use in
corrections, since they understand the problems of
offenders who are likewise without higher education.
Recruiting such personnel will help to reverse the
racial and sexual discrimination that has occurred in
staffing corrections. Recruitment efforts also should
be directed toward hiring younger people who are
finishing their education and interested in entering
corrections as a career. This would reverse the current trend of hiring people who have entered corrections as career of second, third, or last choice.
Consideration should also be given to hiring staff
on a part-time basis. Most correctional jobs today
are full-time positions. If part-time employment were

2. Griggs v. Duke Power Company, 401 U.S.
424 (1971).
3. Joint Commission on Correctional Manpower
and Training. Corrections 1968: A Climate for
Change. Washington: JCCMT, 1968.
4. Joint Commission on Correctional Manpower
and Training. Perspectives on Correctional Manpower and Training. Washington: JCCMT, 1969.'
5. Joint Commission on Correctional Manpower
and Training. A Time to Act. Washington:
JCCMT,1969.
.
6. National Civil Service League. The Model
Public Personnel Administration L.aw Proposal.
Washington: NCSL, 1970.
7. Western Interstate Commission for Higher
Education. An Operational Analysis of the Parole Task. Boulder, Colo.: WICFm, 1969.

Related Standards
The following standards may be applicable in
implementing Standard 14.1.
8.4 Juvenile Intake and Detention Personnel
Planning.
9.6 Staffing Patterns.
10.4 Probation Manpower.
12.2 Parole Authority Personnel.
13.3 Employee-Management Relations.
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Standard 14.2
Recruitment from
Minority Groups
Correctional agencies should take immediate, affirmative action to recruit and employ mino,rity
group individuals (black, Chicano, American Indian, Puerto Rican, and others) for all positions.
1. All job qualifications and hiring policies should
be reexamined with the assistance of equal employment specialists from outside the hiring agency.
AU assumptions (implicit and explicit) in qaalifications and policies should be reviewed for demonstrated relationship to successful joh performance.
Particular attention should be devoted to the meaning and relevance of such criteria as age, educational
background, specified experience requirements,
physical characteristics, prior criminal record or
"good moral character" specifications, and "sensitive job" designatiollfJ. All arbitrary obstacles to employment should be eliminated.
Z.· H ~xaminations are deemed necessary, outsid(} assistance should be enlisted to insure that all
tests, written and oral, are related significantly to
the work to be performed and are not culturally
biased.
3. Training programs, nlore intensive and comprehensive than standard programs, should be designed to replace educational and previous experience requirements. Training programs should be
concerned also with improving relationships among
culturally diverse staff and clients.

bers were found among managers, rehabilitation specialists, and line workers in 1969. It is impossible to
state an ideal figur~ lor a national standard. r:n minority recruitw,~nt because of the array of programs and
the varying numb(}r of minority clients and community residents. Judgments need to be made in each
case, but the overwhelming evidence is that an imbalance exists and must be remedied.
The qualifications set by State and local personnel
offices should be reexamined when there are problems in obtaining minority staff. New criteria might
be used, such as years of service in ghetto programs,
"self.help" efforts, and community service. The prerequisite of long years in correctional systems may
be the least valuable of all requirements. It is certain
to eliminate most minority applicants.
Excuses often are given that qualified members of
minority groups cannot be found. One State administrator from the Southwestern region told the press
recently: "Of the 128 women inmates, 48 are black.
There are no Negro matrons on the staff. We simply
have no black applicants, or they don't meet the
qualifications." Such remarkil no longer can go unchallenged.
There are other problems regarding recruitment
of minority staff. In the past, those few who were
brought into the system felt pressure to become like
their white counterparts. By doing so, they suffered
4. Recruitment should involve a communiry rela·
an identity crisis with minority offenders. As black,
tions effort in areas where the general population
Chicano, and Indian offenders have become politidoes not reflect the ethnic and cultural diversity of
cized, they increasingly have rejected traditional
the correctional population. Agencies shuuld de· . minorit.y staff. Extreme conflict has resulted in some
velop suitable housing, transportation, education, and ; institutions.' Black inmates want black staff with
other arrangements for minority staff, where these
whom they can identify. The same is true of Chicano
factors are such as to discourage their recruitment.
and Indian inmates, probationers, and parolees.
Correctional agencies must become sensitive to
this issue. They should abandon policies and pracCommentary
tices that weaken identification between members of
these groups and launch programs that capitalize on
The point need not be labored that a correctional
cultural differences as opportunities to improve their
population where minority groups are highly over·
programs rather than as problems to contend with.
represented can hardly be well served by a .staff
that is \)verwhelmingly white. But most correctIOnal
personnel today are white.
.
In 1969, the Joint Commission on CorrectIOnal
Manpower and Training reported that of the total
number of correctional employees (111,000) only 8
percent were blacks, 4 percertt Chicanos, and less
than 1 percent American Indians, Puerto Ricans, gt
Orientals. All institution administrators in the adUlt ~
correctional system were white. Since 1969, so~e, ~
changes have been noted. A few blacks now serve l~ l
administrative roles in adult corrections, but their ~
number is greatly disproportionate to the black pro· i
portion of the population, let alone the black proportion of the correctional population.
_ i.
Startlingly small numbers~ of minority group melll' t
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Related Standards
The following standards may be i applicable in
implementing Standard 14.2.
10.4 Probation Manpower.
12.8 Manpower (Parole).
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The need for a role model to admire and emulate
undeniable. All youth need heroes. So do adults.
Corrections should provide them among its staff,
rather than weed them out. Both white and minority
staff must be trained to accept this program goal.
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The Commission v..i11 find that the following situations
do not warrant the application of the bona fide occupationa! qualification exception: (1) the refusal to hire )l
woman because of her sex based on assumptions of the
comparative employment characteristics of women in general, (2) the refusal to hire an individual based on stereotyped characterizations of the sexes.

h Thus the pdnc!p2e of n~nddiscdriminthati°bn r.ecofg~izd~s
mus~ ,,-,e conSl ere
on e aSlS 0 10 1vidual capabilities and not on the basis of any stereotyped characteristics attributed to particular groups.
In the area of corrections employment, the guidelines as specified by the commission should be given
I at persons

"'.·~ ~onsiderable
weight.
These guidelines make clear that women shOUld
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Correctional agendes immediately should develop
policies and implement practices to recroit and hire
more women for all types of positions in correctjOlis,
to include the fonowing:
1. Change in correctional agency policy to eliminate discrimination against women for correctional
work.
2. Provision for lateral entry to aUow immediate
placement cf women in administrative positions.
3. Development of better criteria for selection
of staff for correctional work, removing unreasonable
obstacles to employment of women.
4. Assumption by the personnel system of aggressive leadership in giving women a full role in
correction&'.

Commentary
The Joint Commission on Correctional Man~
power and Training pointed out in 1969 that while
women make up 40 percent of the national work
force, they account for only 12 percent of the correctional work force. The majority of women work
in adult and juvenile institutions that are segregated
by sex; that is, they usually work in institutions for
female offenders. In most State and Federal institutions for males, the only women employees are
clerks and secretaries.
476

Discrimination against women as employees in
correctional institutions for males has had serious
implications for other correctional roles. The ttaditional tendency of corrections to select its I1lanagers
and administrators from the ranks of institutional
.
personnel (i.e., working up from guard to admimstrator), combined with the fact that the number of
institutions for males is much larger than the number
of im;titutions for females, has meant that women
have been effectively eliminated from management
and administrative positions. The few women correctional administrators serve only as wardens of female
institutions.

r
l

l

be hired for virtually any position in corrections.
However, given the current situation in most institulions, sex may be a consideration in making certain
assignments.
Serious objections to implementing this standard
are anticipated. Prejudices run deep, particularly in
the adult institutional field. Correctional administra
tors must take a strong leadership role in seeing that
policies, practices, and attitudes are changed substantially. Corrections must become an equal opportunity employer.
o
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Related Standards
The following standards may be applicable in
implementing Standard 14.3.
8.4 Juvenile Intake and Detention Personnel
Planning.
9.6 Staffing Patterns.
10.4 Probatiun Manpower.
11.6 Women in Major Ir.stitutions.
12.2 Parole Authority Personnel.
16.5 Recruiting anq Retaining Professional Personnel.
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The time is long overdue for a careful inspection
of the assumptions and biases that ha~le barred
women from most positions in corrections. Corre~- ;t,
tional agencies must take a c.m~ful look ~t the tasks '
to be performed for each. Or.!clipational category in
their system tc! see if sex alone consHtutes a bona
fide occupational qualification.

l

In interpreting t4e prohibition against discrimination on the basis of sex in Title VII of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, the courts have given force to
the guidelines of the Equal Employment opportunity Commission of the Civil Service Commission.
The Commission ha,s ,:put forth these guidelines:
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OOW recruits its personnel. The fear of failure should not
cause governmental units to discriminate in hiring against
those with criminal records .... Correctional agencies and
other governmental units have a c!l~ar responsibility to set
a pattern for less discriminatory e~nployment practices in
regard to offe0.ders and ex-offenders.
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Related Standards
Tbe following standards may be applicabJe in
implementing Standard 14.4.
2.10 Retention and Restoration of Rights.
10.4 Probation Manpower.
12.8 Manp'ower (parole).
16.17 Collateral Consequences of a Criminal Conviction.
.

Standard 14.4
Employment of Ex-Offenders
Correctional agencies should take immediate and
nffirm9tivc action to recruit and employ capable and
qualified ex-offenders in correctional roles.
. 1. Policies and p'ractices restricting the hiring of
cx-offendl!r£ should 'be reviewed and, where found
unreasonable, c1iminntf;d or changed.
2. Agencies not on~J! should open t~eir doors to
the recruitment of ex-offenders but also should
actively seck qualified ap.plicants.
3. Training programs should be developed to
prepare ex-offenders to work in various correctional
positions, and career development should be extended to them sO they can advance in the system.

Commentary
E"~otfenders· have knowledge 'of corrections and,
like members of minotity groups, often have rapport
witl} the offender population that gives them special
value as correctional employees. They have been
through the mill .andunderstand its effects on the
individual.
In the pa.'!t, lnnllmerable laws have barred correctional agencies from hiring persons with felony
convictions or even arrest records. While some
Stutes still have these legal barriers to the employment of offenders and ex-offenders, the greatest .obstacles come through agency policy. In 19691 fully
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half of all. correctional personnel interviewed in a
survey for the Joint Commission on Correctional
Manpower and Training objected to hiring exoffenders as full-time correctional workers. The
Commission report stated:
In light of the increasing emphasis being plac.ed on service roles in American society, it is imperative that governmental agencies in general and correctional organizalions in particular reassess their policies, practices and
attitudes toward hiring of offenders and ex-offenders.

The success of the New Careers program has
given support to this effort. New York, California,
Washington, Illinois, and otber States pioneered in
the use of offenders and ex-offenders in correctional
work. As participatory management of the correctional system becomes a reality. more offenders will
find roles in corrections. That main ingredient in
corrections-people helping peopie-should be expanded to include the recipients of the service in
helping capacities.
This program is high~risk but potentially highgain. The Joint Commission sounded the caution:
Opening up of governmental systems as an employment
prospect far offenders and ex-offenders brings with it a
certain amount of risk. The public, as well as the hiring
agencies, should be prepared for the fact that some will
not wo,k well as correctional employees. The same is tnle,
however, of the general popUlation from which corrections
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Standard 14.5,
Employment of \/olunteers
Correctional agencies immediately should begin
to recruit and use volunteers from all ranks of life
as 'a valuable additional resource in correctional
programs and operations, as follows:
1. Volunteers should be recruited from the ranks
of minority groups, the poor, inner-city residents,
ex-offenders who can serve as success models, and
professionals who can bring special expertise to the
field.
2. Training should be provided volunteers to
give them an understanding of the needs and lifestyles common among offenders and. to acquaint
them with the objectives and problems of corrections.
3. A paid volunteer coord~llator should be provided for efficient program operation.
4. Administrators should plan for and bring
about full participation of ,'olunteers in their programs; volunteers should be included in organizational development efforts.
5. Insurance plans sllOuld be available to protect
the "olunteer from any mishaps experienced during
participation in the program.
6. Monetary rewards and honorary recognition
should be given to volunteers makhlg exceptional
contribution to an agency.
480

Commentary
Probation actually began as a voluntary service in
the mid-19th century, but since that time, corrections
has used volunteers sparingly. In 1968 slightly less
than one-half of the correctional agencies in the
United States reported the use of volunteers. The
Joint Commission on Correctional Manpower and
Training found that the attitude of correctional personnel toward the use of volunteers depended
heavily on their own experience with volunteer
workers. In programs where volunteers have been
used, paid employees feel that they have made a
significant contribution and would like to see more
of them. Where volunteers have not been used,
employees are far from enthusiastic about starting
to use them.
Volunteers have come largely from the well-educated middle class. Thes(~ volunteers do contribute
greatly to the field, but their lifestyle differs sharply
from that of the members of minority groups who
make up a large segment of the offender population-individuals who are poor, undereducated, and
unskilled. This disparity suggests the need for two
types of programs. On. the one hand, recruiting of
volunteers should be intensified among minority

groups, the poor, and inner-city residents. On the
other, training must be developed to give the traditional volunteer exposure to and understanding
of lifestyles common among offender groups.
It must be remembered that volunteers can contribute much more than their services to correctional
programs. Many of those now working as volunteers
are "gatekeepers" in the community, persons who
can help offenders and ex-offenders secure jobs,
schooling, and recreation. Perhaps their greatest contribution to corrections lies in demonstrating that
offenders are people who can become useful contributors to the community, people with whom it is a
satisfaction to work. In sum, the volunteer can serve
as a bridge between corrections and the free community, a bridge which is sorely needed.
Volunteers require supervision, direction, and
guidance, just as other correctional employees do,
and paid staff should be provided to manage their
programs and activities, The development of volun. teer programs, as well as other correctional programs, should be planned with the assistance of volunteers, who have a variety of expertise to offer.
Because volunteers may be involved in a wide
variety of program activities with offenders, both in
the community and in institutions, insurance coverage should be provided for them. Also, some funds
should be budgeted to provide tangible rewards and
a variety of means of honorary recognition for
volunteers whose performances are particularly
valuable. '
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Related Standards
The following standards may be applicable in
implementing Standard 14.5.
7.3 Corrections' Responsibility for Citizen Involvement.
8.4 Juvenile Intake and Detention Personnel
Planning.
. 12.8 Manpower (Parole).
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previti:: freedom of operation for its employees. thus paving

the way for more active and meaningful achievement of

~ their goal.

~

LoW pay is a common complaint throughout the
system. :There are abundant examples of salaries
near the poverty line as defined by the Federal Gov~.
ernment, and some salaries below that level. Many
~, correctional employees have to hold two jobs to
.t make ends meet.
Such a situation is obviou'l;ly self-defeating.
Correctional systems which hope to retain capable
workers will see to it that salaries are competitive
with those of comparable occupational groups in
th~ State and are adjusted annually to meet changes
in the cost of living. The personnel divisions of some
State correctional systems now make annual salary
surveys for this purpose.
Opportunities for advancement are essential to
good job performance in any organization. The manager who wishes to make the best use of his employees will be on the alert to spot those who have
e~perience and/or skills (or could acquire them with
proper training) to fill openings above their current
level..
Sometimes, however, particularly in professional
positions and in top management, the man most

~
~

Standard 14.6
Personnel Practices
for Retaining Staff
Correctional agencies should immediately reexamine and revise personnel practices to create a
(nvorablc:organizational climate and eliminate legitimate causes of employee dissatisfaction in order
to reluin capnble staff. Policies should be developed
tbnt would provide:
1. Snlnries for all personnel that are competitive
with other parts of the criminal justice system as
well as with comparable occupation groups of the
private sector of the local economy. An annual
cost-of-living adjustment should be mandntory.
Z. Opportunities for staff advancement within
the system. The system also should be opened to
provide opportunities for lateral entry and promotional mobility within jurisdictions and across jurisdictional lines.
3. Elhnination of excessive and unnecessar'Y
pal,crwork and chains of command tllat are too
rigidly structured and bureaucratic in function, with
the Objective of facilitnting communication and dccisioumoking so as to encourage innovation and initilltivc.
4. Appropriate recognition for jobs well done.
5. Workload distribution 3ml schedules based on
flexible stnning arrangements. Size of the workload
should be only one determinant. Also to be included
should be such others as nnturc o( cases, team assignments, and the needs of oifellders nnd the community.
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6. A criminal justice career pension system to
include investment in an annuity and equity system
for each correctional worker. The system should
permit movement within elements of the criminal!
justice system and from one corrections agency to" I:
another without loss of benefits.
I,.,
;

t has no provision fot lateral entry. This is one aspect
* of the closed system that characterizes corrections

i

Commentary

f
t,

A survey conducted by the Joint Commission ~
Correctional Manpower and Training examined em- 1
ployee satisfaction as well as dissatisfaction.
t
While generally positive about their jobs, correctional
employees point out a significant number of causes for
dissatisfaction. The most commonly expressed grievance is
that there is "too much, work." Excessive caseloads and
general working conditions contribute to a feeling of'
"too much to do and too little time to do it." There is
considerable concern over the inadequacies of the correl:tional system-that is. a keen awareness that the system
fails for far too many offenders.
Significant numbers of correctional empk,yees see dis·
organization and lack of communication within and between
agencies as detracting from job satisfaction. Lack of suf·
ficient staff and financial resources, and too much agency,
created red tape are frequently mentioned.
Half of all correctional employees feel they do not have
much freedom in doing their jobs. Tn a national climate
of int;reasing concern with self-determination. it is impera'
tive for correctiOns to open up its internal operations and

t~
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as a field. Correcjjons should be opened up to permit entry ftom other jurisdictions and other elements of the criminal justice system.
Corrections is characterized by an excessively
large line complement-guards, probation officers,
parole officers, etc.-whose very numbers make adl'ancement slow and difficult. Career ladders need
10 be structured to provide opportunities for capahIe employees to advance in their personal careers
and to make greater contribution in keeping with
their abilities.
The excessive number of line wo.rkers in corrections also creates an organizational atmosphere in
w~:h too many labor in obscurity. Correctiollal admtnlstrators should establish a system for seeking
out and identifying high-quality performance and
providing a range of devic~ for recognition of this
performance-monetary awards, pay increases, letters of commendation, membership on planning and
~anagement committees of various kinds, participalion in national conferences, and the like.
Workload standards are important in planning
manpower needs and utilization. The creative use of
manpower has never been a characteristic of the
C?rrections field in general. Large custodial st~ffs

.

,I
.'.'

1

walk the cell blocks, sit in gun towers, and search
inmates. Their jobs are routine and boring, frequently resulting in cynicism about the entire system
and particularly about the men and women in their
care.
On the other hand, persons in institutional treatment roles are few in number, carry excessive caseloads, and are required to handle enormous amounts
of paperwork and duplicative report writing. In field
offices, staff members carry very heavy caseloads,
and clerical duties take much of their time. As noted
in Chapters 10 and 12, caseload standards have been
set by different bodies, but no agreement has
emerged.
Several recommendations on workload distributibn
~re in order.
Correctional agencies should experiment with
workload determinants to arrive at an effective ratio
of staff to offenders. Ratios in the past have been
based on numbers. Complexity of cases, capability of
staff, geographic location of cases,andnature of case
assignments are other determinants to be considered.
Assignment of staff to offenders on an individual
basis should not necessarily be considered the best
method.
A promising alternative is the team assignment,
which brings to bear talents from caseworkers, psychologists, teachers, offenders, volunteers, and community workers. A team might be assigned to an
area of the city where many probation and parole
cases are found, or to an institutional unit or college.
E'~perimentation is needed to compare cases having no formal supervision with those having varying
amounts and kinds of supervision. There is mounting
evidence that some persons do better in corrections
if they are not supervised by traditional staff. More
study is needed. If this evidence is borne out, staff
could be reassigned to other tasks such as job finding, community organization, client advocacy, and
social action programs.
Institutional caseloads should be established to
make maximum use of teams including counselors,
line officers, offenders, volunteers, and communitybased staff.
Vested rights in pension systems too often inhibit
employees from moving from a correctional agency
where they may have worked several years. To encourage mobility and the exchange of personnel between elements of the criminal justice system and
correctional agencies, a pension system should be
developed that would permit benefits to accompany
the employee from one agency to another. Correctional administrators therefore should support
Federal legislation and an interstate compact that
would establish a system of this kind.
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Related Standards
The foHowing standards may be applicable in
implementing Standard 14.6.
8.4 Juvenile Intake and Detention Personnel
Planning.
9.6 Staffing Patterns.
10.4 Probation Manpower.
12.8 Manpower (parole).
13.3 Employee-Management Relations.
I
16.1 Comprehensive Correctional Legislation.
16.5 Recruiting and Retaining Professional Personnel.
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Correctional agencies should adopt immediately
a program of partidpatory management in which
everyone invo.ved........managers, staff, anl.ll offenders-shares in identifying' problems, finding nmtually
agreeable solutions, setting goals and objectives,
defining new roles for participants, and evaluating
err~ctiveness of these processes.
This Jlrogram should include the following:
1. Training and development sessions to prepare
managers, staff, and offenders for their new roles
in organizational developmerit.
2. An ongoing evaluation process to determine
progress toward participatory management and role
changes of managers, staff, and offenders.
3. A procedure for the participation of other
elements of the criminal justice system in long-range
planning for the correctional syst~m.
4. A change of rnali:6Jower umizathm from tradiUonal roles to those in keeping with new management '~.ad correctional concepts.

t
tCommentary

The aim of participatory management is to give all
1persons
in the organization a stake in its direction,

i

i
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operation, and outcome. This concept is gaining supPOrt in practice. First,aJl. those affected by the organization (prison, community-based facility, train-

."

ing school) join in training and development sessions
to prepare for involvement in the system. Mutual
problems are identified, and plans ate made to resolve the problems and set goals and (objectives. All
roles are redefined to accomplish the newly stated
organizational goals. Responsibility for role fulfillment is fixed, and results are measured over a period.
Participatory management can best be defiued operationally by describing its specific objectives:
1. To create an open, problem-solving climate
throughout an organization.
2. To supplement the authority associated with
role or status with the authority or knowledge of
competence.
3. To locate decisionmaking and problem-solving
responsibilities as close to information sources as
possible.
4. To build trust among individuals and groups
within the organization.
5. To maximize collaborative efforts.
6. To increase the level of personal enthusiasm
and satisfaction in the organization.
7. To increase the level of individual and group
responsibility in planning and implementation.
8. To increase self-control and self-direction for
persons within the organization.
9. To increase the incidence of confrontation of
organizational problems, both within and among

11
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groups, in contrast to «sweeping problems under the
rug!'
In short, participatory management is a planned
effort to change an obstructing organization into
one in which individuals may pursue their own and
the organization's needs and objectives simultaneously.
When such a process is set in motion in a correctional facility; some immediate results may include
elected inmate councils, diminisbed clev,vage between custody and treatment staff, inmate-operated
community facilities, and new roles for line staff.
One large-scale experiment with participatory
management has been conducted at the Women's
"treatment Center in Purdy, Washington. The results
are encouraging.
• Managers find their jobs shifting to a coordinatillg and facilitating function.
• Line staff undergo role shifts. They find less
need for emphasjs on custody and greater need for
counseling skills and inclusion in self·help programs.
• Professional staff are freed to work directly with
inmates having special needs or to p(0vide assistance
to staff and inmates in their new roles.
• Inmates develop self~government, self-help programs, and roles as aides and community liaison.
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Standard 14.8
Redistribution of
Correctional Manpower
Resources to
Community-Based
Programs

Related Standards

Correctional and other agencies, in impJementing
the recommendations of Chapters 7 and 11 for reducing the use of major institutions and increasing
the use of community resources for correctional pur-poses, should undertake immediate cooperative
studies to determine proper redistribution of manpower from institutional to community~based programs. This plan should include the following:
1. Development of a statewide correctional manpower profile including appropriate data on each
worker.
2. Proposals for retraining staff relo.:ated by jnstitutional closures.
3. A process of updating information on program
effectiveness and needed role changes lor correeHunal staff working in community-based programs.
4. Methods for fonnal, official corr~ctions to
Cooperate effectively with informal and private correctional efforts found increasingly In the community. Both should develop collaboratively rather
tban competitively.

The foHowing standards may be applicable in
implementing Standard 14.7.
7.1 Development Plan for Community-Based
Alternatives to Confinement.
9.1 Total System Planning.
10.2 Service to Probationers.
11.2 Modification of Exjsting Institutions.
12.6 Community Services lor Parolees.
13.2 Planning and Organization.
15.1 State Correctional Information Systems.
15.5 Evaluating the Performance of the Correctional System.
16.14 Community-Based Treatment Programs.

Commentary
Most correctional resources-dollars, manpower,
lind attention-bave been invested in traditional in,.
stituti,onal services outside the mainstream of urban
Ufe. As indicated throughout this report, the trend

now is away from isolating the offender in large,
rural prisons and toward treatment near his hurne.
There are major obstacles to full implementation of
this change, however, not the least of which are the
tremendous imphcations for correctional personnel.
As stated earlier, the majority of correctional personnel are now, and have beun in the past, employed
in institutions. Given the size, physical character,~
istics, and predominant institutional attitudes toward
offenders, most of these staff have been trained and
rewarded for a custody and control orientation. In
addition, correctional staff have generally had a
predominantly rural background and, in many cases,
a lifestyle that has been heavily centered around
institutional life. Thus, a dual problem is presented
in switching to community-based corrections: a
change in job function and a change in community
of orientation.
Obviously, Ctlrrent staff cannot be dismissed and
replaced by new staff. Nor can it be assumed that
simply relocating and changing job descriptions will
solve the problem. Correctional agencies that have
made major shifts from. institutional corrections to
community corrections have learned this lessen the
hard way. When insufficient attention has bellO givel'i
to staffing ~n effecting these major program (~hanges,
problems have resulted. In l)ome cases institutional
staff have been notified only days or weeks before
487
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the insOtution in which they had been working was
closed. NaW.(!!!ly, the persons so affected have been
lingered, and som~ have become vigorous opponents
of such moves. Such opposition may serve to slow
or halt further implementation of community corrections. Thus Jack of adequate anticipatory planning
and retrllining for staff may block program change.
Too oftert advocates of reform have concentrated
solely on the political and social change strategies
necessary to convince administrators and funders to
cbange their priorities .and emphasize community
corrections programs. However, by the time agreement is reached on the desirability of moving toward
such a change, in one sense it is already too late to
begin thinking about the problems that will result
from existing staff.
It is of critical importance for correctional administrators to acknowledge the changes in the wind and
begin preparing for them immediately. The first step
required is to gather an overall picture of current
personnei, including data on education, training, and
experience. Such a statewide correctional manpower
pmfile ean theft be used in conjunction with other
information as long~range planning is done. Such
muterial can serve as a basis for developing comprehensive plans for retraining staff, both for those
already relocated and in anticipation of future man~
power requirements.
Much of this training will take the form of introduclng correctional persOI1ne! to a new role-that of
broker, resource manager, change agent, etc.-that
will be required in community corrections. If training
precedes actual relocation, consideration should be
given to \Ising rotating assignments as, for example,
moving a group of institutional staff into the coml'Iwnity with a cohort of parolees and later returning
thl! staff to Mother institutional shift. Such a project
is nOW being tried in California. Another possibility
would involve utilizing institutional ~taff in expanded
roles. such llS carrying the functions of release planfling and employment placement assistance from the
institution into the community. Thus, personnel may
tldopt, more fluid assignments so that "institutional
starr'"~ may have responsibilities that require working
111 tho community Oil a part-time basis. Many variations ure possible, but it is important that adequate
proviSions arc made for giving those undergoing
truining an opportunity to utilize and expand their
new skills.
Experlmenting with new roles for correctional
slaff ellll nl50 serve a valuable function in developing
effective relationships with private correctional efforts iI'!, the community. Administrators should realize thnt begirihillg to work with community agencies
(lnel representatives should not wait until a complete
ttansitioll to community corrections is. achieved. In
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order to plan effectively for new manpower needs, it
Related Standards
is necessary to work with community agencies to
learn what services are presently available, what
The followjng standards may be applicable in
could be done by community groups, and what the ; Jmplementing Standard 14.8.
critical roles to be filled by correctional personnel ;
7.1
Development Plan for Community-Based
will be.
.\
Alternatives to Confinement.
As new manpower programs and assignments are
9.1
Total System Planning.
implemented, evaluation component" should be in- ~
10.2 Services to Probationers.
cluded, at least on a sample basis, that will provide
feedback on actual services performed, additional
services needed, problems eiicountered, etc., as a
basis for continuing planning and training.

:;

. ",i 1,1
Modification ot: Existing Institutions.
Community Selrvices for Parolees.
Planning and Organization.
15.1 State Correctional Information Systems.
15.5 Evaluating the Ptlrformance of the Correctional System.
16.14 Community-Based Treatment Programs.
11.2
12.6
13.2
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lege may not be able to enter a 4-year college and
find a curriculum relevant to his needs. Furthermore,
many of his course credits may not be transferable.
Even. if he does pursue advanced degrees, most
personnel, systems have failed to respond positively
to this personal staff development. Many have refused to redesign the job to take advantage of the
new skills or to pay the person appropriately for
his new abilities. Thus there is little incentive to do
college-level work, and the correctional agencies
are defeating their own attempts to secure bettertrained personnel.
A plan was introduced in the Connecticut State
Legislature in 1971 to provide financial incentive
to correctional employees to pursue relevant academic work. The bill failed to pass.
While such a plan may not be feasible in some
States, it is unrealistic to expect employees to do
college-level work, frequently on their own time
and money, unless they can see the possibility of
official recognition of their efforts.
More detailed information on developing a State
plan for coordinating criminal justice education is
provided in the Commission's report on The Criminal Justice System.

Standard 14.9
Coordinated
State plan for
Criminal Justice Education
Each State should establish by 1975 a State plan
for coordinating criminal justice education to assure
a sound academic continuum from an associate of
arts through graduate studies in criminal justice, to
allocate education resources to se!:iions of t!.,e State
with defined needs, and to work f()ward proper
placement of persons completiIig these programs.
1. Where a State higher education coordinatin~
agency exists, it should be utilized to formulate and
implement the plan.
2. Educational leaders, State planners, and criminal justice $ta« members should meet to chart current and future statewide distribution and location
of academic .pmgrams, based on proven needs and
resources.
3. Award of Law Enforcement Education Program funds should be based on a sound educational
plan.
4. Preservice graduates of criminal justice education programs should be assisted in finding proper
employment.
Each unified State correctional system should ensure that proper incentives are provid.!!d for participation in higher education program!,.
1. Inservice graduates of criminal justice education programs should be aided in proper job advancement or rea§signment.
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2. Rewards (either increased salary or new work
assignments) should be provided to encourage in·
service staff to pursue these educational opportuni.
ties.
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Related Standards
The following standards may be applicable i.n
implementing Standard 14.9.
10.4 Probation Manpower.
12.8 Manpower (Parole).
13.3 Employee-Management Relations.
16.5 Recruiting and Retaining Professional Personnel.

Commentary
Higher education for correctional personnel ha~
posed two kinds of problems: the availability and
correlation of educational programs; and recognition
of work done by individuals who complete such programs. Obviously, higher education has the major"
responsibility for planning educational programs in
criminal justice as in other fields, and some universities have taken the lead in establishing graduate
criminal justice programs, as noted in the narrative
of tbis chapter. But the State correctional agency
must take responsibility for pointing out the special.
needs of its personnel to the education coordinating
.
body.
With Law Enforcement Education Program loans
and' grants, many correctional personnel have been
able to pursue academic studies. But colleges and
universities have developed their programs inde·
pendently of eac:h other, and thus great divergence
prevails. A correctional officer completing an associate of arts program at a lotal I.'ommunity col491

from the criminal justice system. Through intern~
ship ~nd wor~~study pr~grams students can partici~
pate In ~orre~tlOnal practice and reform at the grass~
roots-:-lll pnsons and juvenile institutions and in
probation and parole services.
In 1972 the National Manpower Development As~
sistlmce Program of the Law Enforcement Assistance Ad~inistration gave top priority to internshi~s
in correctIOn?1 settings in its newly adopted intern
program. ThIS movement can achieve valuable results in familiarizing students with corrections. It
can serv.e both as a recruitment technique and as
preparatIOn for the role of concerned citizen.

References

Standard 14.10

1. Criminal Justice Universe Conference: Proceedings. Washington: Law Enforcement Assistance ~~ministr~ti~n, forthcoming.
2. !omr ~~mmissIOn .on Correctional Manpower
ana TramIng. A Tcme to Act. Washington'
JCCMT, 1 9 6 9 . ·
.

Intern and
Work-Study
Programs
Correctional agencies shouldl immediately begin
to plan, support, and implement internship and
work-study programs to aUrae/; students to com~c
tions as a career and improve the relationship betwee .. educational institutions and the field of practice.
These programs should irJclu(ie the following:
1. Recruitment efforts concentrating on minority
gt:oups, women, and socially cO;Bcemed students.
2. Careful linking between the acad~mic compOllent, work assignments, and practical experiences
for the students.
3. Collaborative planning for program objectives
find execution agreeable to university faculty, student interns, and agency staft~
4. Evaluation of each program.
5, Realistic pay for studen1ts.
6. Followup with partici,lating students to en.
courage entrance into correctiional work.

t
f'

,T':

t

!f/,

Commentary
Young people are the targets of the internship
and work-study programs now being offered in a
number of social service fields. For purposes of this
stllndard, internship can be defined as a period of
practice in a clinical setting after a studi:mt has com~
pleted specific academic preparation, usually at the
!

~--~~~~::";i
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3. Law Enforcement Assistance Administration
Manpower Development Assistance Division. Re~
port on Internship Program. Washington: 1972.
4. Oberholtzer, Dwight. Beyond Experience-An
Undergraduate Internship in Adult Corrections.
Olympia: Washington Department of Corrections
1972.
'
5. Western Interstate Commission for HigheEducation. Summer Wark-Study Programs:
Boulder, Colo.: WICHE, 1970.

Related Standards
The following standards may be applicable in
impJ.ementing Standard 14.10.

'1.2 Marshalling and Coordinating Community Resources.
10.4 Probation Manpower.
12.8 Manpower (Parole).
16.5 Recruiting and R~taining Professional Personnel.

graduate level. As he works to gain proficiency
in special skills, he is usually supervised by a qualified professional. An example is an internship in
clinical psychology for correctional w o r k ,
Work-study programs now being conducted in the
correctional field are typically offered jointly by a
college or university and one or more institutions
of the State's correctional system. Under the pattern
developed by the Western Interstate CQmmission for
Higher Education, undergraduates who have some
interest in a career in corrections have a brief '
orientation, lecture, and study period on the campUs
during the summer and then go to an institution
to do paid work under supervision. They continue
study under supervision from the. campus. These
programs introduce students to the field under reallife circumstances, so· that they can confirm orreiect
it as a career choice on the basis of experience.
Summer work-study programs h@.ve been the
means of recruiting young people to a fieid that badly
needs them. Of spechil interest are programs wbich
recruit women and members. of minority groups.
While intern and summer ~ork-stl1dy programs
are not new in other fields, they have been used
sparingly in most adult correctional settings. prison
reform recently has gained popularity on the college
campuses. Students are looking for ways to confront
corrections-to cause changes. Often this search
ends in angry rhetoric, further alienating the young
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t:lA ' little status or notice
from management or line perj~,. sonne!. In so:n e organizations, only selected perl . sonnel are deslgnated to participate in training, while
ii other personnel-particularly !~pper and middle

f:om LEAA. But State and local correctional agenmust face up to meeting the bulk of training
costs as part of their regular budgets.

.CIeS

F management-are excused entirely from such activi~
[

15 ties.
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Standard 14.11

t

Staff Development
Correctional agencies immediately should plan
and implement a staff development program that
prepar~s and sustains all staff members.
1. Qualified trainers should develop and direct
the program.
2. Training should he the responsibility of man·
agement and should provide staff with skills and
knowledge to fulfill organizational goals and objectives.
3. To the fullest extent possible, tra;ining should
include all members of the organization, including
t~e clients.
4. Training should be conducted at the organiza.
tion site and also in community settings reflecting
the context of crime and community resources.
a. All top and middle managers should
have at least 40 hours a year of executive
development training, including training in the
operations of police, courts,prosecution, and
defense attorneys.
b. All new staff members should have at
least 40 hours of orientation training durin~
their first week on the job and at least 60
hours additional training during their first year.
c. All staff memh~rs, after their first year,
should have at least 40 hours of additional
training a year t~ keep them abreast of the
chunging nature of their, work and introduce
them to ('I~!rcnt issues affecting corrections.
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Chapter 15
Research and
Development,
Information,
and Statistics
Since World War II! a massive empirical attack found within the confines of anyone agency or syshas been launched on problems inherent in c~m~ tem. Continued improvement of corrections ca.n be
trolling offenders and reducing criminal behaVIOr. expected only from the appli.cation of new Ideas
Some problems have been solved.. others be~ter and models derived from basIc research and, proformulated, because of a successIon of stUdlCS. totype projects. The s~ppo~t of such r~sea~h by
Much remains to be learned, b~t the record ?f national funding agencies msures contTlb~tlOn of
nchievement insures that correctIOns never agam ideas from the private sector, the a~ade~lc comcan be the SRme. The impact of research has d~a5- munity, and other sources. Also reqUired IS ~ contically modified assumptions and changed practlcl~., tinuing hospitality to the conduct of research In the
.
This record of accomplishment will be used. as a operating correctional agencies.
Research alone cannot create a new day l~ corfoundation for new approaches to the use of tnfor~
mation in the disposition of Ilffenders.
rections. It offers the administrator opportu?l~y to
Two complementary SQ7.J.rces of research are, re- I.-::arn from the mistakes of others. The admlmst~a
quired to meet corrections' continuing n.eeds. Fl~st~ tor's task in attempting to meet. nee?s as tl~ey anse
research must be incorporated as an mtegral tn- is to utilize all tools with which mnovatlons are
strument of correctionf!l~ management. Modern a~~ , forged.
ministration dep~nds ClT,t the cdlection and anal~sls
ot lnformatioll as a basis for policy formulat~on
nnd n guide for speci.fic decisions. No informatu:ln HISTC.',RICAL PERSPECTIVES
system can replace, I;he decision maker, . but avaIlability of selected jnY/ormation, carefully In.terpreted,
Housekeeping, budgeting, and audit have always
offers an in.vllluable 7£lid to his reason and Judgment. required managers to maintain accounts and statisEvery corrcctional manager should be afforded the tics. Students of penal history can find crude data
tQots o( research I.ncthodology and the degree of sutviving from the eady 19th century. For th~ most
objectivity no agCJl1cy research program can pro- part, these statistics were maintained to repo~t o~
vide.
.
past years and to project fu~ure needs. ~rofesslOna.
Second there is need for research done outSide accuracy was neither mai?tamed nor cl~lmed~,~n d
the' ;igendy. Not' all sourccs of innovation can be lytic techniql.les were; not mtroduced until conl:ilirne

administrators saw the need for statistical projectheme continues to the preSEnt as concern about
tion in planning and implementing programs for
the
effectiveness of programs has heightened inter~
expanding offender populations.
est in their assessment.
Statistical analysis raised questions about prac~
Thus, a considerable amount of evaluative re~
lice. In the early 1950's, reviews of data in several
search
has accumulated. Most of it has examined
States suggested that the costs of incarceration might
the usefulness of specific treatment methods in
be reduced by increasing the use of probation and
achieving offender rehabilitation. The influence of
parole. Cleaily, if experiments of this kind were to
these studies has played a critical role in developbe tried, steps would have to be taken to insure
that public safety would not be impaired. Results of ment of correctional policy. Few studies have culminated in unquestionable findings. but the absence
such innovations would have to be documented and of significant conclusions has hself been significant.
verified. From the first, it has been an accepted It is especially noteworthy that treatment program
principle that significant changes in corrections must tests have been conducted in a wide varietY' of
be supported by evidence that pUblic protection incarcerative settings without establishing the" fe~
has not been diminished thereby.
habilitative value of any. The consistency of this
This principle established a continuity of statis~ record strongly indicates that incarcerative treat~
tical analysis. The effectiveness of correctional pro~
ment is incompatible with rehabilitative objectives.
gcams has been assessed for many years by count~
This conclusion is tentative, but influential. It is
ing the participants who return to criminal behavior. responsible for the present wave of interest in de~
Thus recidivism has become the ultimate criterion veloping community~based alternatives to illcarcera~
of the success of correctional programs. An tion.
agency's capability of carrying on this evaluation is
Mounting evidence of the ineffectiveness of cor~
fundamental to operational control. Unfortunately, rectional treatment programs for confined offenders
few correctional agencies are equipped to conduct
has led to a new body of opinion about tbe role
this kind of analysis. There are serious obstacles of tbe prison. This consensus holds that use of
to systematic collection of data on recidivism. Most incarceration should be limited to the control of
ot these obstacles can be traced directly to frag~ offenders from whom the public cannot be pro~
mentation of the criminal justice system. Even the
tected in any other way. It is further held that the
best statistical bureaus are blocked from attaining
changing
of offendeI:'s into responsible citizens must
complete coverage of recidivism.
take place in society, not behind prison walls. Al, Statisticai analysis of correctional operations has
though it is appropriate to provide prisoners with
opened questions that cannot be answered by sta~ opportunities for self~help, th(lfl! is no evidence
tistics alone. A statistical tabulation will present that treatment prescribed and administered by in~
reality as unsparingly as an unretouched photo- stitutional staff has any positive effect.
graph. It will not explain what it presents, nor
The impact of this consistent finding in recent
will' it indicate changes that might improve results. correctional
research cannot be overestimated. In
Research and statistics are operationally inter~ some States complete reorganization of correctional
dependent. Without the explanatory methods of re- services has resulted. Many members of the bench
search, the meaning of the statistics would be lost. and bar have changed their views about the disposi~
Indeed, decisions as to which statistics should be
tion of offenders. The Nation will have to support
collected must be based on a theoretical judgment prisons for many years to come, but the reasons
of their significance. Existence of a responsible sta~ for doing so have been altered as a result of ex~
tistical system in an agency will facilitate research. ami ned experience.
Most successful correctional research is tbe product
of systems in which statistical operations are ac~
cepted as part of the administrative culture.
BASIC R~SEARCH COMPONENTS
. .•...
The history of research related to penal pI:'oblems
Research is the process of acquiring neW knowlcan be traced from the years immediately after
World War 1. It is a brief history, but it boasts edge. In all science it begins with description of the
SUccesses beyond the expenditure of effort and re~ objects of study. In most social sciences, description
SOurces. In the twenties and thirties Sheldon and calls for measurement of events and processes. De~
EI~anor Glueck' initiated the empirical test of pro- scription of a prison, for example, might require
grali;\s by examining the experience of those ex~ discrimination of an enormous number of events
poseia to them over 'considerable periods. This comprising the flow of offenders through the proc~iessof differential control. As events and processes
. ISh~don ,.arid Eleanor' Glueck. 500 Criminal Careers
are
accurately .desc.r:ibed over an extended period,
'. iKi'loPf, 1930).
it becomes po'ssihle to attempt an explanation of
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the interaction of persons with sets of events so
that outcomes may be predicted.
From this level of understanding, it sometimes
is possible to modify the system to obt~in ~ pr:~
dictably different outcome. Such a modlficahon IS
called lIinnovation." In addition, the explanatory
procedure facilitates evaluation of ~rocess, dev~l
oping criteria for measuring success m goal attamm,ent.
.
If evaluative research is the first strand m cor.rectional self-study, experimental research also has
produc'ed fundamental change. There. has been far
too little experimentation in correctIons, ~erhaps
because theorists have been slow to recogmze the
value of the correctional system as a laboratory.
Experiments conducted by Warren 2 in C~lifornia,
McCorkle a in New Jersey, and Empey ~ m Utah
have demonstrated the relative feasibility of various
alternatives to incarceration. Each of these innovating researchers based his program assumptions on
well-developed behavioral science. theory: ~one of
the theoretical positions supportmg theIr mnovadons survived empirical test without major revision.
Nevertheless, each innovation has shown clearly
that wide mnges of offenders can be ~rograml1!e.d
safely for maintenance in the commumty, ReCidivism attributable to community programs has not
exceeded results obtained by extended incarceration at vastly greater expense. Progra~ cha~ges
based on these findings have been slow In commg,
but the impact of these studies on correctional
. _
.,
thought is fundamental.
A third strand in the analysIs of cOrrectlOns IS
reflected by u series of studies of prison communities from widely varying viewpoints. The early
work of Clemmer 6 documented the powerful forces
that socialize confined offenders to the artificial
circumstances of prison life. These observations
were followed by the theoretically oriented investigations of Schrag; 6 Sykes and MeSSinger; 7
~ Marguerite Q. Warren, "The Case for the Differential
Treatment of Delinquents," Annals oj the American Academy of Political (llld Social Science, 381 (1969), 47.
• Lloyd McCorkle, Albert Elias, and F. Love11 Bixby, The
1Ii1;/rfields S(or)' (Holt, 1958). See als? H,. Ashley ~yve.eks,
Youth/ul Offenders (it '({fghtields (Umverslty of l'v.lchlgan

Press, 1958).
~

LaMar T. Empey and Jerome Rabow" "ne Provo Expedment jn Delinquency Rehabilitation" in Proceedings oj
the 90111 Congress of C(;Treclions (American Correctional
AssoCiation, 1960). See also LaMar 1', Empey and Steven
O. Labccic The Silvf,r Lake Experiment (Aldine, 1971).
'DOnald ciemmer Tile Pdso;1 Community (Rinehart, 1958).
• Clarence Schrag,' "A Preliminary Criminal Typology," Pacific So;;ioiogicai Rt,!\tiew, 4 (1961), 11-16.t Oreshrun Sykes and Sheldon Messinger. "The Inmat~ S~
cln! System" in G. A. Grosser, ed.fTheoretical Studies m
'lie Social Orgalli::atlon oj the Prmon (Social Science Research CO\lOcil, 1960).
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Studt, Messinger, and Wilson;8 and Goffman.D
These studies have documented the forces inherent
in confinement which oppose favorable behavior
change. They confirm clinical impressions of much
longer standing and support the trend of evaluative
research 0utlined above.
The combined impact of this research on correctional policy has been far-reaching and cumuraL ve. In California it has caused the radical
redistribution of offenders from institutional to community programs under the Probation Subsidy Act.
Similarly, the deactivation of Massachusetts' juvenile
correctional facilities has demonstrated the impact
of r~search on policies that are supported only by
tradition.
It is impressive that studies producing such similar effects have been so scattered. To this day, few
correctional agencies have organized their own research sections. The notion that research should be
an instrument of administration is widely accepted,
but its implications have yet to be explored fully.
If research is seen to be a necessary component
of sound administration, much correctional research
will be done, but its nature will change. It is imi'ortant to consider the direction of these changes.
A heavy emphasis on studies to improve the
quality of management can be expected. Current
management theory stresses continuous resea~ch !or
information, verification of results, and projectIOn
of future requirenie,nts. The work of Drucke;/o
Forrester,ll and mariy other manag~ment scientists
in the context of business administration has demortstrated the gains possible from management by .~b
jectives, performance bud~ting, and accountability
for results. (See Chapter 1:3.,)
The historical role of the ,ynrrectional agency was
to administer punishment. The administrator w~
not expected to concern himself with results. Addition of industrial, vocational, and educational programs has been incidental to control .of offenders.
Administrators have seen that mamtenance of
control and absence of disorder and scandal have
constituted the limits of public expectations of correctional service.
.
There is reason to believe that the situation IS
changing. The executive and legislative branc~es
of government, the press, and other influential
groups are becomi?l,g aware of the benefits. ~f the
new managerial approach. The essence of tms ap~ Elliot Studt, Sheldon Messinger, and Thomas

P. Wilson,

C-Unit: Search for Community ill Prison (Russell Sage
Foundation, 1968).
• Erving Ootfman, Asylums (Anchor Books, 1961), pp.

1-124.

R

Peter Drucker, Managing tor Results (Harper and
1964).
. )
l~ Jay Forrester, Industrial Dynamics (MIT Press, 1961 .
10
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proach is that good management is measured by
results. The. stress on results requires information tional agency must limit information processing to
to document and verify them. In corrections, this t~~t which is essential to making advantageous deC1SlOns. Res~arch must deternline the characteristics
emphasis will call for a different order of research
of information that will increase a system's power
. fro::n that of the evaluative studies and the experito control its future. In this chapter, "information"
ments with innovation mentioned above.
means Items of knowledge with a demonstrable
Much attention must be given to design of in- utility in maintaining operational control.
formation systems and creation of meaningful feedAn "information system" includes the concepts,
back loops. During the coming decade all large and
personnel,
and supporting technology for the colmiddle-sized correctional systems in the country
lection, organization, and delivery of information
can be expected to install information systems to
for administrative use. Information divides into two
support objective-oriented management. Small agenmain categories. "Standard information" consists of
cies must adapt to accommodate this trend.
the data required for operational control. The daily
Research will bring about change in operations.
count at a prison, payroll data in a personnel office,
The achievement of a significant internal review of
and caseload levels in a probation agency are oboperations requires' all administrative functions to vious examples of standard information.
undergo a difficult transition. New categories of
In addition, an information system must be capprofessional personnel must be introduced into corable of supplying "demand information." A manrectional operations. Their criminal justice backager does not need to know regularly how many
ground will be minimal. They must be familiarized
prisoners will be eligible for release during the next
with their new environment before their technical
12 months by offense, length of term, and month of
expertise can be useful.
release, but an information system must be capable
An even more difficult transition must be made of generating such a report When required.
by present management personnel. Positions that
It follows that an information system should be
once called only for intuitive planning and decisioncapable of collecting data for statistical use and
making must be adapted to requirements of a new
providing itemized listings for administrative action.
style .. For many executives, continued effectiveness
Although the capabilities mentioned are conceptuwill depend on completion of inconveniently tech- ally simple, much is gained by organizing for comnical retraining.
puter operations. Recent studies by Hilt 12 indicate
Hesitance in facing such rapid evolution in manthe feasibility of a generic model for a corrections
agement style is understandable. Planning, budget- information system, despite differences in policy and
ing, and. administering research operations present
practice among correctional agencies. Development
opportunities for serious mistakes. Errors in perof such a generic model will aid assimilation of the
sonnel decisions are hard to rectify. Acquisition of
new managerial ideology of planning and review.
expensive equipment that does not meet agency
needs causes serious waste.
Establishment of standards will not prevent all Uses of Information
possible mistakes, but their availability will at least
An information system for corrections must supform a basis for intelligent decisions in building
research and statistics capability.
ply data for an enormous number of individual decisions. Decisions about the classification of
offenders-their custodial requirements, employINFORMATION AND INFORMATION
ment, and training-are common to every correcSYSTEMS
tional agency. In prisons and reformatories, decisions must be made about bousing, discipline, work
Language is a source of misunderstanding between
laymav and technician. In ordinary language, the assignments, alJd control. Many are so routine
Word "information" refers to any knowledge, useful they hardly seem to be decisions at all, but each
or not, pertinent or not. In research, the term is action requires certain infolmation for fairness and
efficiency.
!imited. ,to specific facts that reduce uncertainty
In virtually all correctional agencies these case
In declslOnmaking. For computer technology, the
determinations
now are made on the basis of in~rm is further limited to data prepared for processIng.
formation from a cumbersome, usually disorganized
The significance of these definitions is obvious. file. Its use is so clumsy that record study often is
Whereas in everyday life everyone is assailed with supplanted by intuition. Cle~lrly if decision makers
vast am()unts of information, both relevant andir12 Harland Hill, Correclionelics (Saicramento: American Jusrelevant to, his concerns and decisions, an opera- tice
Institute, 1972).
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are to benefit from information, a transition from
intuition to rationality must be made.
Hill puts the problem aptly: "It is generally
recognized . . . that information requirements for
management have been difficult to identify. This is
not so much because of management reluctance to
specify its infotmationneeds but tather because
management cannot always anticipate what it will
need to know." ill" Because Hill was concerned with
the information needs of correctional administra.~
tion, he undertook a survey of claimed and actual
requirements. The diversity of needs reported by
administrators making the same kinds of decisions
would have precluded implemel1tation of any system ii only claimed data needs were to be provided.
Hill therefore recommends creation of a system in
which it is possible to examine the interrelationships
between data used and decisions m&rle. 14
The process of verifying 'ltlformation requirements will introduce new elements of rationality to
the system it serves. Studies of the actual use of
information in criminal justice decisionmaking indicate that the number of items required will be
surprisingly small.
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The idea of a formal quality control capability
still is new to most correctional administrators. Until now they have relied on informed intuition and
spot inspections to guarantee maintenance of operational standards. An information system can assure compliance with standards projected by agency
plans nnd budget. Processing rates can be established for significant periods. For example, the
number of presentence investigations in a prob&tion
office or boys in a vocational training program can
be projected as norms. A later check will determine
how close performance was to the norms and can
identify some of the causes of discrepancies. When
there is close correspondence with projections,
routine reports are delivered to the manager. When
there is variance beyond established minimum tolerance, exception reports will 'Je "furnished to facilitate corrective inquiry,
The importance of quality control capability for
the .modernization of correctional mrulagement
hardly can be exaggerated. If accountability for
results is to be achieved) the administrator must
have the means of knowing how well he is delivering on his commitments. Quality control capability
assures that he is among the first to know when
discrepancies between promise and performance
begin to .appear. He will not necessarily know
whether the agency is achieving its goals. He will
U Bill, Corrcctioflctics, p. 3,
\I Bill, Correcaoflelics, p. 148.
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the following essential capabilities as being both
basically required and technically feasible:
• Point-in-time Inet results.
• Period-in-time reports.
• Automatic notifications.
• Statistical/analytical relationships.

know whether the agency is carrying out programs
intended to reach those goals.

Evaluatioll
Maintenance of internal quality control by an
information system will facilitate evaluation of goal
achievement. When program participation and execution are documented objectively, it is easy to
assure that evaluation of goal achievement is tied
to an operational reality. In the past, there has
been reason for concern over the validity of evaluations that lacked certainty as to who participated
in which program to what extent, or even whether
some element of the' program ever really existed.
Design of an information system should provide
confidence on these points.
Two levels of evaluation can be distinguished.
At the first level, the manager needs to determine
the statistical achievement of goals. For example,
he must know whether a machinist training program is turning out qualified machinists. The individuals trained can be tracked after release to
determine how many actually were employed
as machinists anfi how many become recidivists.
If the persons tdlined as machinists commit fewer
crimes than others, it may be roughly indicative of
the program's value.
At the second level is the explanatqry evaluation,
in which research instruments are introduced to
facilitate statistical comparisons beyond checking
expectations against observed outcomes. Each program has special features that must be allowed for
if its progress is to be understood. Provision in tbe
system for all the special features of all the programs in an agency will inordinately complicate the
system and the reporting requirements that support
it. However, the generic problem of correctional
evaluation calls for a solutioltl in terms of the classification of the population exposed. The intent of
explanatory evaluation is to distinguish (1) those
special features of a program that make a difference
in outcome and (2) offenders on whom programs
are and are not effective.

Design ofa Model
Correctional Information System
Design details of an information svstem do not
concern the layman. For a comprehensive account
of the problems and their solution, see Hill's sixvolume study, Corr,ectionetics, already cited. Despite
the hazards of a little knowledge, administrators
should understand the general characteristks of an
information system that effectively utilizes all current technological knowledge. Hill's \~tudies specify

PoirrMn-Time Net Results
At any point in time, the system should be able
to deliver routine analyses of program status. Such
analyses depend on having the fol]owing information in the data bank:
1. Basic population characteristics such as offense data, age, race, originating jurisdiction, educational status.
2. Frogram definition and participants.
.3. Organizational units, if any; for example, probation district offices, institutions within statewide
systems.
4. Personnel characteristics.
S. Fiscal data such as costs and budget projections.
With this information in the system, necessary
figures such as population accounting, program participation, and staff coverage at the time the report
is submitted can be delivered routinely at intervals
s~l~cted by the administrator or on his emergency
demand. Design of reports of this kind calls for close
collaboration of the administrator with the infor~
mation system manager.

Period-in:Time Reports
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The point-in-time report freezes the data at some
specific time so the adm1nistrator will know the
status of activities under his jurisdiction on the demand date. The period-in-time report provides a
s~atement of flow and change over a specified pe.,
nod. The movement of a population, the amount
and flow of expenditures, and occurrence rates of
actions or events can be delivered periodically for
review and analysis.
Few administrators attempt to manage operations without such reports, usually prepared
manually. The information system assures that the
reports will be current, statistically correlated as required, and delivered on demand.
The focus in this aspect of the system is on
events: the admission of a new inmate, his transfer, his hearing before a parole board, .his release
on parole, his transfer from one paJ,'ole agent to
another. When aggregated, data of this kind provide
an a~counting of a system's mov~ment that is esse?tial to ralional planning and control. To maintain such a system, the follpwing kinds of data
must be stored:
1. Summary ofoffimder events and results of

evenl\s, i.e., transfers to alternate control, hearings
by tlUe parole board and actions taken by the
boarcil, and releases to parole.
~. Personnel ~llmmaries, including appointments,
~sslgnments, rehef from assignments, and separatIOns.
3. Event summaries by population characteristics.
4. Event summaries by personnel characteristics.
S. Piscal events summarized by programs; for
example, expenditures for facilities and equipment
and personilel.
A system capable of routine period-in-time reports of thes~ kinds also will be capable of a wide
variety of demand information.

Automatic Notifications
As suggested above, the information system
should generate management exception reports for
immediate delivery. Such reports are initiated automatically by conditions that vary fr6m standards
previously established for the system. Four kinds
of exception reports are of particular value to the
manager:
1. Volume of assignments to programs or units
varying from standard capacity.
2. Movement of any type that varies from planned movement; for example, number of probation
awards granted for a specified period, probation
revocations, staff resignations, commitments to jail
as a condition of probation.
3. Noncompliance with established decision criteria. If policy prescribes that certain kinds of offenders should not be assigned to maximum security
institutions, the assignment criteria can be specified
in the system so that assignments in violation can
be reported immediately for administrative review.
4. Excessive time in process. A standard time
can be prescribed for completion of any process.
\VlIen an individual is in process too long, a reporL
will be g~l1erated. For example, if juvenile offenders
are not to be held in detention for more than 30
days before a court hearing) reports can be generated to alert the chief probation officer of the
approach and expiration of the time limit.
This automatic notification system can be programmed to include requirements sufficient to inundate the administrator unlem; care is taken to
establish tolerances of devifltion from standards.
Judicious design of the automatic notification capability will enable the administrator to avoid many
kinds of surprises and emergencies. The notification reports also will constitute a llseful basis. for:
the researcher in the conduct of program analysis.

Statistical/ Analytical Relationships
The interrelationships;.of data are critical to the
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interpretive process review. Not all interrelationships are significant en.ough to warrant continuous
study, but many analyses should be available regu~
larly for at,dit and planning. For example the system should report to the administrator the numbers
of probation or parole failures chargeable to given
programs. It may be of. occasional interest to know
how many offenders aged 40 or older violate parole.
but a quarterly report on this relationship probably
will be unnecessary Regular reports should be programmed and responses to special queries should be
readily retrievable.
j

f

The Technology of Information Systems

design, operation, and display. Much will be gained
by standardizing correctional information technology
for the entire Nation, with suitable provision for
the special characteristics of local legislation and
practice. For example, a State organized for statewide probation administration will have significantly
different bases for input to the system tban one that
provides for county administration of services. Nevertheless l the processes of probation will be more alike
than different. The same information system model
can be adapted to both situations.

tem should reduce drastically the time devoted to

],:
..

report review.
.
The third danger is that the information system
will create a static system of its own with special
Iesistances to innovation. Unless information review
creates a basis for innovation in the minds of the
staff, the system is not achieving its potential. It
should never be implied that desirable changes in
program cannot be undertaken because the information system might have to , ,e changed.
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Administrative Controls

f

Problems of Implementation

Correctional data collection is especially vulnerable to misinformation. Some data must be drawn
from unreliable SOUrces. Other data are susceptible
to incorrect recording; for example, dates, identificalion numbers, and spe.zial codes. An information
system that replaces manual operations without provisil:::- for verification and editing will be a dubious
asset _-J administration.
Both concepts and equipment in computer operations lend themsl;!lves to the installation of verification procedufc&. Full advantage should be taken of
the opportunity fo improve methods of recording
information for processing. But While the computer
can reduce error' by reducing the number of times
manual processing of data occurs and by verification
procedUres, human fallibility will continue to justify
utmost vigilance. The administrator's active emphasis
on accuracy is the most effective assurance that
vigilance wilI be maintained. Only his insistence on
verificatiorl processes can keep mistakes to a mini~
mum.
Administrators also must protect the system from
unauthorized access. Interfaces with other criminal
justice data banks must be maintained. But maintenance of security in handling sensitive materials
should discourage interfaces with systems outside
criminal justice or response to queries from any
but specifically authorized persons -and ~gencies.
Precaution should be taken to protect files and equipment from intrusion.

~

This chapter has urged participation of comcA system with the capabilities outlined is Gasily tional personnel in the "information revolution.!' In
achievable with current information technology. historical perspective, there is reason to believe that
Such a system has been feasible for at least 5 years, the information revolution will be as momentous for
but there have been obstacles to its implementation society as the industrial revolution two centuries ago.
in corrections agencies. The first has been laok of Without understanding the drastic changes in manmoney; the second, failure to perceive the useful- agement concepts this benign revolution is bringing
ness of an information system.
about, administrators can cripple themselves and
Benefits to management and research easily just- their agencies.
ify the considerabl~ capital outlay for equipment
Until the advent of the new technology, informa·
and software and the less significant maintenance tion tended to be enormously expensive because it
costs. Correctional agencies cannot be expected to had to be processed manually. It was usually inincrease their effectiveness or achieve full partner- complete and unreliable when it arrived on the
ship in the criminal justice system without competent administrator's desk. Now information can be made
information services. Without adequate information available to the administrator in enormous quantities
bases, correctional systems are notoriously static and with speed and accuracy heretofore inconceivain program and planning. It could not be otherwise. ble. There are three dangers inherent in this prospect.
Changes of significance cannot be planned intelliThe first is that the information will not comgently without some empirical identification of need. muuicate. The administrator must be equipped to
Unless SCime statistical basis can be found in system use what he gets. For the most part, he will get
trends and changes, there can be no basis for in- w~·at he has asked for, which will be more than he
novation but opi.nion. The resistance to change with can use unless he has been rigorously selective. He
which correctional personnel are so often charged therefore must determine exactly what reports he
is partly attributable to the inability of those who needs~ why he needs them. and in what form they
propose change to justify it.
can be most useful to him. Since the potentiality of
The current information explosion profoundly af- the information system is more than he requires, he
fects the police) prosecutors, courts, and all other must limit his appetite for its products to those he
local, State, and Federal services. Effective partici- really needs. He must require his staff to do likewise.
pation of corrections in planning for criminal justice
The second danger is that the potential to free
on one hand and for coordinated government serv- management from an unwieldy number of reports
ices 0.11 the other depends on a fully developed will be ignored beca-u~e available material
incapabillity for information processing.
teresting and suggestive. The significant service of
Dattt characteristics required by correctional sys- an information system is that it can free the adtems for construction of basic information systems ministrator from analysis of manually procellsed inm'e SUfficiently generic that statewide systems should formation. This level of analysis is the characteristic
be feasible for the larger States. In such systems activity of most administrators. With accurate, welllocal and centr(.~'~ correctional agencies of all sizes prol;:essed reports delivered by computer equipment,
Would be included. Regional systems can be estab- the administrator can become free to observe, relished for smaller States, especially where there is flect, and consult. But if he uses· the' information
u large flow Qt interstate traffic, as in New England. system to increase bis consumption of reports simply
Tho 'structure of the c{mectional information sys~ because more reports are available, his style of
temgenerally lends itself to a uniform model of operation is regressive. Use of the information sys-
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A us~.ful correctional information system will provide for delivery of a large volume of case decision
information and specialized management data of
no significance outside the agency. As already sug~
gested, tlie state of correctional information technology supports the development of statewiqe or
regional information depositories. Terminals would
serve cooperating agencies. In the interest of national
uniformity of statistical reporting, standardization of
lMormation formats should be encouraged as far
llit practicable.

At the same time, development of information
systems to serve courts and police is proceeding. The
feasibility of creating an information system to serve
all criminal justice interests has not been determined.
It is not certain whether advantages in service or
economy would accrue from such an imposing development.
At this juncture, when necessary design elements
of the correctional information system seem reasonably clear, it is possible to define three principles
that should govern future strategy.
First, if the correctional information system is to
be designed as ~n independent entity managed by
correctional personnel, provision must be made for
interface with systems in other States and regions- for
exchange ('1f information on clients moving from one
jurisdiction to another.
Second, an independent correctional information
system will draw some data from information systems serving police ana courts and will contribute
data in return. Whether this requirement is to be
served by a basic data bank serving three separate
information systems or by interfaces with police and
court systems depends on the resolution of problems
that seem ·to be barely defined. But the correctional
information system will have to design interfaces for
use by courts and police.
Third, if a consolidated criminal justice informa~
tion system is to be designed, it must be capable of
providing full support for both management and case
decision making in corrections. A system not capable
of meeting these requirements should be unaccept~
aqle.
STATISTICS
New concepts and technology for the delivery of
information to management have been considered.
But research and statistics constitute only two uses
to which information must be put. Historically, information for management has been primarily the
responsibility of the statistician. TodaYI the statistician becomes a user, rather than only the processor,
of information. It is therefore important to distinguish between the functions of an information system and the professional services of the statisticlan.
"Statistics" is defined here as a mathematical
method of ordering, analyzing, and displaying information and making interpretive inferences therefrom. This method comprises .a wide range of procedures used by the statistician. Althougb many of
these procedures can be adapted for the informa~
tion system, many special analyses should be accomplished individually.
Interpretation of the enormous volume of information contained in the system depends on the ap-
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plication of professional expertise. This kind of skill
always should be available in large systems. Mechanization of statistics cannot be expected to ferret
out the meaning of unexpected events or to bring
1."elevant and weJl~defined alternatives into consideration. The statistician benefits from the new information technology. He has not become obsolete. Just
as the information system frees the administratbr
from the personal review of an array of manually
produced reports, the statistician is freed from the
production of routine compilations that hitherto
have required his supervision and individual analysis. He now is able to assist the administrator in
such functions as:
• Evaluation of program achievement.
• Determination of workload requirements.
• Projection of future requirements.
• Choice between decision alternatives.
• Construction of special statistical instruments.
• Analysis of problem areas.
Certainly these functions do not exhaust the possibilities of professional statistical services. Nevertheless, they illustrate the range of capabilities that
the statistician can provide. Reliance on the information system alone will deny the administrator
the depth of analysis needed for an understanding
of operations status and effective development.

Evaluation of Program Achievement
Collaborating with operating staff and research
social scientists, the statistician should be responsible
for installing standard measures of achievement in
the information system. Reliability of measurements
used by the system should be reviewed periodicaIIy.
This review will be especially important if predictive
devices are installed to facilitate comparison of expectations with observed outcomes.
This evaluation technique is well suited to standardized use by information systems. A standard base
expectancy table is established to predict results
of programs for groups, using criteria such as recidivism or completion of training. Such a device
will be capable of assigning any given subject to a
class of like subjects grouped by the statistical
weighting of aggregated characteristics. Group expectancy for success 01' failure as determined by recidivism or other criteria can be expressed in percentiles.
Use of. base expectancies for comparison 'w;th
observed outcomes may be thought of as a "suft"
method of evaluation. But its economy, in comparison with the classical control group procedure, is
considerable. It eliminates the need for routine management of re!'earch controls overextended periods.
Comparison of predicted with obs.erved outcome
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affords a rough estimate of program effectiveness. '
For example, if the average expected recidivism of
a group of offenders exposed to a behavior modifica- ti
tion program is 50 percent) but the observed out- h
come is 25 percent, a prima facie indication of pro-,l!.~.
gram effectiveness is established.
f
Such an Indication affords the administrator some ~
assurance that a program previously subjected to a l'
controlled evaluation with similar results is continu- V
ing to be effective. It also may provide a rough ,~
estimate of the value of a program that has not
Vi
been evaluated under control.
This kind of evaluation has many limitations. The Ii
predictive device is valid only to the extent that the
group observed is typical of the population used as i:
the basis for the standard. For exarnpie, if the t,.:
group to be studied has been selected by accepting
only those who possess a "good attitude toward
treatment," comparison with a population containing a substantial number of subjects with a "bad
attitude" will be invalid.
t
A second objection to the use of predictive de- t
vices in evaluation rests on the tendency of the predictive. bases to deteriorate. The applicability of a "
prediction under circumstf:lnces prevailing in Year
One will not necessarily be the same for the circum- t.,.·
stances prevailing in Year Ten. Accordingly, it is !1
good practice to audit the accuracy of the predictive
device at least every five years.
A third objection is that predictive devices can
be used only for global indications of pwgram effectiveness. They cannot tell the administrator anything about a particular individual or his participaf
tion in a program. The decisionmaker ti:nfamiliar
t
with the use of predictive devices" may be tempted
to seek prognosis of individual behavior as a basis ~
for program refinement. It must be emphasized j
that the type of instrument under discussion cannot
proVide that kind of information. If it is desired
to know whether some clients benefit from ;a program while others do not, a rigorous evaluation providing for classification of both experimental and
control groups must be carried out.
The study of differential effectiveness is a particularly significant requirement in correctional eval- f
uations. Where the differentiations are standard and ~.
can be applied to the information system (for ex- i
ample, an age group, an offense category, an educa- ~
tional status), much can be done to assure that t
evaluations wmbe differentiated. But some classifi- .~
cations will bee)'(perimental aspects of the research. t
In such cases,statisticaI procedures unsuited to in- ~
formation systems must be designed and applied.
, Despite these considerations, soft comparison can I
be recommended for discrimination of program ef- I•
fectiveness 1£ provision also is made for analysis t
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and controlled investigation to verify trends. The
method should not be attempted without supervision
of a professional statistician.
The statistician's participation in controlled research on program effectiveness will be discussed
later in this chapter.

Determination of Workload Requirements
Most correctional systems stilI determine workload
requirements by tradition instead of rational analysis. With new management principles, planning and
budgeting are based increasingly on analytic concepts such as cost-benefit analysis. Criteria and
measurement have not been standardized for any
of these concepts. Much experimental work must be
done to achieve a commonly acceptable analytic
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budgeting has been an aspiration of
m,any administrators, nut it bas foundered on technical problems. Most of these. problems can be
traced to difficulties in defining goals. The multiplicity of goals in corrections and the apparent confiicts among them make resolution of these difficul~
ties improbable.
But even in the present imperfect status of cor~
rectional statistics, application of program budgeting
concepts to the study bf agency policy sheds some
light on the best workload distribution. For example, recent statistical studies in California showed
that substantial savings could be made py reducing
parole time for most classes of offenders from an
average of more than two years to a one-year
maximum. In this case recidivism rates at the end
of one year closely approximated those at the end
of two. Statistical analysis of experience over a
number of years was necessary to confirm this conclusion. The impact on workload as a result .of this
~oIicy change obviously was large.
It also is c! "that many kinds of differentiation
can be made lU the correctional workload. Most of
these differentiations will have implications for reSource allocations as well as treatment. Some offenders require no service at all, even though commit ted to custody. Others require constant medical
treatment, psychiatric supervision, maximum custody, or frequent surveillance. A statistical study of
the incidence of special requirements and the resources for meeting them can assure that needs are
met without wasting resources. It cannot be said
that this level of workload analysis is frequently encountered in correctional administration. The statistical analysis of effort and results still is the exception rather than ther-ule.

Projection of Future Requirements
The statistician's most elusive goal is projection
of future trends and requirements. Because correctional administrators do not have control over intake
and .outgo, workload prediction is especially difficult.
Unexpected intake can result in disastrously overcrowded prisons and jails. No statistician can claim
accuracy in forecasting population movement for
any period under prevailing conditions in corrections. Nevertheless, much can be done to establish
the consequences of defined contingencies.
The study of contingencies is the essence of sound
statistical projection. Reliance on straight-line projection is a pitfall for the administrative amateur
who assumes that past and present rates of growth
or decline will be the best guide to future conditions. This kind of guidance has resulted in dangerously overcrowded conditions in some correctional systems. In others, new institutions ,have been
built, only to stand unused for years for lack of
inmates to fill them.
Statistical study of contingencies depends on a
sequence of inquiries asking: «If this condition, then
what consequences when?" A wide range of conditions must be considered in this projections model.
Criminal law may impose harsh or lenient sanctions. The parole board's release policy may alter
suddenly in response to increases in some categories
of reported crime. Fluctuations in the birth rate 15
years ago or changes in economic conditions must
be considered for their impact on the commitment
rate. It is a complex model, but it offers advantages
in addition to accuracy in projection of requirements.
Through consideration of contingencies the statistician can alert the administrator to options for
legislative or policy change.
The projection of a 10-year plan for capital outlay is one of the most difficult assignments. Such
plans may em'isage construction involving many
millions of dollars. Working together, statisticians
and administrative staff can define contingencies and
establish options for various possible outcomes. The
plan should provide for systematic annual comparisons of status with expectations, from which
changes in the plan can be derived.
Any long-range plan not based on at least this
level of statistical sophistication should not be considered a plan at all. The allocation of public funds
based on straight-line projection is nothing less than
maladministration.

Choice of Decision Alternatives
Most operational decisions are determined by
policy rather than information and statistics, but
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poHcymaking should depend increasingly on the statistical study of process and outcome. If outcome
does not correspond to goals, then modifications of
process must be investigated.
It nas long been a common procedure for the
statistician to estimate the impact of changes in
legislation 01: agency policy. Such estimates must be
made in terms of a relatively small .number of
parameters, disregarding many consequences of administrative significance.
Ncw simulation models and the kinds of analysis
tbey make possible enable the statistician to increase thc precision and applicability of his estimutes. The decisionmaker is not relieved of responsibility for choice. Few decisions depend on
quantifiable information alone. In many cases the
imponderables will be more significant than the
statistics. FOI: example, it may be assumed that the
penalty for a certain offense must be increased becl.\use of public opinion. However, statistical study
of the consequences of such increase will help determine the true impact of the legislation.
Legislative and policy decisions in corrections
have potential impact on two areas. In the fiscalmanagement area, the impact is direct and easily
traced. There can be no excuse for making a policy
decision without reference to so easily measurable
an impact. The impact on the much less understood area of correctional effectiveness is difficult
1:0 measure or predict. It may be learned, for exIlmple, that a new policy will require 10 new em~
1P10yees for Ii particular program. The monetary cost
()f this decision can be easily determined. The im~
pact of the decision on the program's effectiveness
is much more difficult to assess. Provision for statistical study of noneconomic consequences of policy
changes will influence development of models by
which such measurements can be made reliable.

Construction of Statisticql In~\t~uments
Construction of base expectancy tables already
has been cited as an example of pr-edictive instruments that can be used in an infonnation system.
Explorations leading to more useful predictive devices Ilre under way. Predictive techniques are expected to become much more versatile than the
versions of the bllse e,':<pectancy model now in use.
The statistician's Irole in development and maintenance of these devices is critical. Although the
concepts are orC~Ull be standard, their application
will depend in part on local conditions. A predictive device developlld .ill California wotlld have to
be modified for lise in New England by a study of
the differing characteristk;s of the two populations.
This ~ind of stqdy requires statisticlll supervision.
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The armory of statistical instruments also should
include change indicators. Time-series lines reflecting correctional popUlation movements will aid
decisionmaking. It will be useful to maintain continuities in computing and recording rates of comtnitment of various correctional programs. Tney should
be standard features of the program audit that
should be conducted as part of the planning cycle.
Perhaps the most important instrument to be designed by the statistician is hardly thought of as an
instrument atal!. An agency's annual statistical report is a handbook of permanent importance to the
orderly evolution of policy. It should include: sections on popUlation characteristics, tabulated for
given points in time; a recapitulation of population
movement for the full year; and an nnalysis of
recidivism by offense and other characteristics. Although the administrator should determine the
areas for study) he should be guided by the statistician's recommendations for analysis and display.

Analysis of Special Problem Areas
The information system should be capable of responding to a broad range of special queries; It
should be flexible enough to -provide for crosstabulations not included in the routine reporting
schedule and to allow for rapid delivery of infortna~
Hon in response to many administrative inquiries.
The professional statistician's skill is called for when
data are needed that have not been incorporated in
the information system. This case may result from
an experimental program requiring special information processing. It alw may result from tbe perception of a new problem area; for example, the
influence of methadone on probation and parole
violations.
Although administrators and legislators may generate inquiries surpassing the capability of the information system, the main source of special problem analysis should be the exception reports the
system wiU generate routinely. The report of a variance from expectations that exceeds planned tolerance almost always will require inve~rigation of its
causes and tonsequences. The statistician's responsibility for these studies will facilitate rational re~
sponse to the situation.

Future of the Correctional Statistician
The info(mation system, once activated, will
greatly increase the need for professional statistical
services. It also will change the character of these
services. The adaptation of the generic correctional
!nformation system to the special situation of any
correctional agency is a. statistical responsibility.

The professional staff carrying out that responsibility mus!: by capable of systems analysis and design. Thes(l skills will continue to be required when
the system is operating. It is essential to the production of useful information that the system be readily
adaptable te) changing administrative conditions.
The statistician will be freed of the managerial
requirementn of a manually operated system. The
manual system stresses economical generation of the
minimum statistics required for effective management. By cClntrast, in an automated information
system the stress is on selecting, out of the enormous range of available data, the reports of greatest use to the administrator. The correctional statiEtician interprets the abundance of information
rather than attempting to find significance in
scarcity.
~tESEA,RCH

The term "research" will be used in this discussion to include the description and explanation of
hUtnan behavior. These closely related functions
obviously are important to the effectiveness of the
correctional process. Through documentation of
criminal careers and consequences of correctional
intervention, a basis is created for the explanation
of behavior. Through the processes of confirmation,
some explanatory th~ories are accepted, some rejected. Knowledge acquired through this process
forms an' empirically supported theoretical base for
correctional practice. The key concept is empiricism,
the reference of policy to experience as documented by observation. This concept is enlarged by
the empirical perception that social change alters
the meaning and significance of experience, so that
policy decisions based on the experience of 20 years
ago will not necessarily be sound today.
Introduction of empiricism for the support of
theory is immensely important for the entire criminal justice system. No human institution is more
tradition-oriented. The foundations of criminal control rest on unverified and conflicting assumptions
about behavior motivation and change. For correctional practice, these assumptions result in decisions
made with invalid justifications. For example, to
justify incareeratifln by the expectation tbat those
incarcerated wm be rehabilitated thereby is to substitute wishful thinking for realism. To the extent
that research has reduced the hlfluence of such expectations on policymaking, both public protection
and fairness to the individual have been served.
R,eplacement of assumptions by empirically tested
principles has started, but it is far from complete.

Description in
Correctional Research
Tne element of description in correctional research deserves more discussion. The information
system will capture a huge amount of detail about
individual and group events. The detail can be examined for any individual or any group, but what
is available is limited to the system's capability to
record routi:nely. The research investigator must
focus on the ante{l3;dents or consequences of an
event in order to explain it. His role is to draw on
his knowledl!'s of similar events to determine what
must be kn~wn in order to describe and acC(ount
for the ~Vfmt under study. The system may accurately record the criminal history, demographic
chara($teris!ics, an\! sentence of a man convicted of
homi;;.\ide. To make decisions about him and persons
like. him, much more must be known about his
motivations and behavior. Aggregation of these descrEptive, rletails for significant categories of offenders
is a fundamental task of research.
Similarly, consolidation of information into statistical reports constitutes an excellent picture of
the state of a system as a whole, of its experience
with the offenders it controls, and of the consequences of its policy and decisions. Such reports
cannot provide th.e administrator with a description of the system i.n sufficient detail to enable him
to explain and innovate. He does not always need
such detail. Those elements of the system that are
functioning a'~ expected can be left alone. The information sys~em can give him better assurance of
satisfactory operations than h~ ever could have
from personal,'-"inspection and staff reports. But
where change is needed, detail wi11 be required
that cannot be obtained from the information system. In assembling these data, the res~mrcher pro~
vides for fuller description of the agency's process.
His effort is guided by the experience of social
scienttsts in describing similar processes for explana··
tory pUrpOSI~~S.
An example may clarify this principle. The in~
formation system may report a sudden increase in
the par01e violation rate. It may also report that
most of this rise can be accounted for by an exceptional number of parole violations in a metropolitan center. The meaning of this change cannot
be understood without accumulation of more de~
scriptive detail. The researcner usually will have a
good idea of what he is looking for. It may be a
sudden change in employment conditions. It may be
an excess of zeal by new parole officers. But until
more facts are assembled for describing the situa~
tion, the explanation must be speculative.
If description is the. process of accumulating
507
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sufficient infonuution, to explain events and procthen explanation IS the use of descriptive information to produce the understanding necessary
for modifir;:~tion oC poH.cy and practice. Understanding does not. depend on the mere accumulation of
facts. The researchet can describe events and processes,and he can relate his description to accepted
social science principles. He can even establish new
principles trom his perception of reality. But in the
end, understandingls shared. To the explanations
the researcher derives from his perception of reality
must be added the moral, adminl:''i;rative, and fiscal
considerations observed by the administrator. The
researcher may accollnt for an ,increase in recidivism
by attributing it to 41. new parole supervisor's intCl,'pretation of policy. He may show that the interpretation js not justified by data, But jf the police
and !lourts have urged the new supervisor to
"tighten up/' reversing the change may not be a
simple mattet.
This section will focus on the functions of evaluation and innovation. It will show that research is
fundamental to both. 'rhc statistical comparisons on
which evaluative information is generated fo,r administrative revIew must be derived from accepted
principles of measurement. These principles depend
on satisfying answers to the questions: "What is an
ildcqunte deScription?" and t'What is a sufficient
C,$!5CSf

ie,

t!

Creation oC nn information system and management or a compl'ehensive statistical apparatus are
nbsolUlely nccessary to the description and explanatlail. of events and processes. They alone are not
sufficient tor these purposes. Th~ philosopher may
c()ovlnce us thut n (un description and explanation
of Ul1ytbing always will elude our grasp. But criminal jUlltic~ services constitute \1 corner of the uni~
vorse in. which certainty can be more closely ap~
proacMd than it is IlOW.

Program Evcduation

Tho rcclllirement of program evaluation capability

wlthin the informntlon and shltlstlcs system has been
cmplmsizcd. Such cnpl\bility is feasible now, but it

that nvnilablc In even the mo~t ad~
vunced correctional agcncy. The effort to achieve
(his fuuctional level should not mislead the adminlstrator into belieVing IIH1~ the ultimate evaluative
requirements hnvebeen met. Accomplishment of
this goal will give him n monitoring service. For
control! this service will be n vast contribution to a
new level of ndmmlstrntive effectiveness. The ad~
I'nini£tratot wilt know where corrective action is
Meded, and hoW urgently. He wiU not know the
rc!\S()nsfor chnllge in program outcomel nQr will
fill' exceeds
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the printout tell him what actions he should take.

His own inspections aqd review of operations may
suffice for action, but many occasions will arise
when evaluative research will be necessary for \UJU
understanding of program shortcomings. This use·of
research staff should be encouraged.
Evaluation is the measurement of goal achievement. It may be macroscopi<;: and measure tJJe
agency's achievement of the overall objectives, 'This
type of evaluation, for example, might deterrnine
whether an increased period of incarceration reduced the recidivism rate. Such evaluation usually
is not concerned with effects on individul.i1s; thE
concern is to define the benefit of the total program.
The value of the indiscriminate macroscopic measurement is limited.
The study of subordinate goals is much more
profitable. But whatever the level of gClals to be
achieved by the system, they must be prec:isely specified. This requirement seems obvious, but it is not
always clear that a program is related to its stated
objective. A recent study by Kassebaum, Ward, and
Wilner 15 demonstrates the point. These investigators
were engaged to study the effectiveness of group
counseling in reducing recidivism. A meticulously
classic research design was applied to the problem,
but no relation between program and recidivism
or nonrecldivism could be discovered. The first question asked, however, was whether there was any
reason to suppose that such a relationship might
exist. The project staff also explored the more
plausible proposition that group counseling might
produce a better prison adjustment on the part of
those exposed. Nothing of the sort could be del,Ilonstrated, probably because the program directors had
not produced a model consistent enough to study.
It is not enough that the goal be clearly defined
and logically related to the program. It also is necessary that the program itself be sufficiently consistent in definition to establish a clear relationship
to the objective.
. .
Most evaluation research is adapted from the experimental model in the natural sciences. It is asl)umed that the population to whom the pro¥ram
under study is to be applied will be defined ngo~
ously. A random selection produces an expenmental group, to which the program is administered
as an independent variable. All other conditions remaining constant for both experimental and control
groups, the program's success is measured by a dependent variable. Almost always in correctional programs this variable will be recidivism. Guttentag 16
is Gene Kassebaum, David Ward, and David Wilner, Prisolll:r Treatment and Parole Sur. . ival (Wiley, 1971).
JoI.Marcia Guttentag, "Models and Methods ,in Evaluation
Research," JOllmal of the Theory of Social Behavior, (1971),

15-95.

has pointed out the discrepancy in the assumption
that a social action variable can be controlled in
the same sense that a variable in the natural sciences
can be maintained within defined limits of consistency- No satisfactory solution to this anomaly
has been proposed. Its resolution at this stage seems
to depend on classification of the population under
study and controlled differentiation of program.
The work of Warren 11 illustrates the value of
this approach. This project concerned design and
Jest of a comprehensive community-based treatment
program for a wide range of delinquents. The test
consisted of nine substudies comparing treatment
variables between comparable and well-defined experimental and control groups. All the experimental
grou~ were treated in the community; all the control groups were confined in youth training. schools.
As a result of this elaborate design~ the strengths
and weaknesses of the total program of community
treatment could be identified. Without these discriminations, both the positive and the negative
findings in the groups treated would have been
obscured.
Not aU evaluative research lends itself to this
kind of desig.u. Ne.vertheless, it is a good rule to
recognize and define the complexity of experjence
so that something {::an be learned from it. The virtues of simplicity in research are limited. Generally,
the simpler the design, the less will be learned.

Hierarchy of
Evaluative
. Reaearch
A hierarchy of evaluative research mustrates this
principle. The best analysis of this hierarchy is to
be found in Suchman's authoritative work. IS Suchman perceived that' the utility of evaluation
depended largely on the complexity of the measurement criteria. He defined five categories of criteria
used in evaluation. A recapitulation of his analysis will illustrate the usefuiness of controlled complexity in Qe.sign.
1. At the most primitive level of evaluation, one
merely measures effort. These measurements are
mage in terms of cost, tiJne, and types of personnel
employed in the project. studies. Information of this
kind is essential to the study of a program's economics, but it tells us nothing about its usefulness.
An example from correctional practice is a study .of
effort expended on a reformatory vocational training program. The equipment, personnel, and num~er of training sessions required to achieve a specll"The Case for Differential Treatment of Deiinquents."
Edward Suchman. Evaluation Research (Russell Sage
Foundation, 1967).. '

.!l

Hied level of vocational proficiency for a varied class
of trainees would be documented. This kind of study
is not without value to the policymaker. He may ,
not know what the program contributes to achieve~
ment of his goals, but he will havtl a rough idea of
whetber he can afford it.
2. The second evaluation level is thl~ measurement of performance. The question here is whether
immediate goals of the program are achieved. In
the case of the vocational training program, the
success criterion would be the number of trainees
reaching the planned level of proficiency within the
time allotted. The significance of this simple level
of evaluation should not be overlooked. Too many
correctional administrators are unable to say 'how
their programs are operating at this basic level.
Obviously no highly specialized research apparatus
is necessary for this kind of evaluation. Such a
comparison can be maintained by the correctional
information system.
3. At the third evaluation level, the adequacy of
performance is determined. This step begins determination of the program's value for offenders exposed to it. In the study of the vocational training
program, the number of trainees who achieved the
desired proficiency and ,proved to be employable in
a related occupation after release wO\lld be determined, Until integration of information systems is
much improved from clIrrent practice, individual
followup of some kind will be necessary to deliver
this level of assessment. The conceptual basis for
this research is simple, and its relevance for plan~
ning is clear, but few such evaluations or correctional programs have been accomplished.
4. The objective at the fourth evaluation level is
determination of efficiency. This is the level of assessment that characterizes most evaluative research in corrections. Unfortunately, a shol'tcut
methodology omitting the study of effort and performance has been achieved, tbereby reducing the
value of the conclusions made. Assuming that effort
and performance are documented, much can be
learned about whether programs have definable
va1ue compared with other programs administered
to comparable groups.
In the vocational training program exampie,it
might be discovered that the expected number of
trainees reached th~ specified minimum proficiency level and were employed at their new trade
after release. But the planner will have more questions for the researcher. He- now wants to know,
"Did this employability make any difference? 1s it
possible that a comparable group of offenders who
did not receive this expensive traiping might have
a recidivism rate just as low?" Other, less crucial
questions fall into this category. It might be. asked
509
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whether a Jower and Jess expensively tlchieved proliciency levet might have produced the same number. of employable trainees. Could the minimum
proficiency Jevel for reliable job placement be
rCllched with tt shorter, le~ costly, more intensive
tr«inirlg? The po!icymaker. the vocational training

o

search in corrections have been discussed at length
because of a consensus that much mote of it is
needed. The costs \\ ~l;j be high. The temptation to
directot, nnd the researcher must collaborate care- economize is universal'; there is still an inclination to
Mly hl jdcniification and formulation of issues so limit e~atuatio~ to the opinion of .a visiting expert
IlllsWets will lead to constructive decisions.
called 10 late In the day to meet a budgetary re.
5. FinallY, (he mOlit elaborate form for evalu- quirement for evidence to support the program's
uti.ve resctlrch will include tbe study of process. value. In such a situation, the most conscientious e;;A rcscmrch design di.rccted at the links between pert is limited to brief observations, a review of
processes and results also will provide assessment existing data, and perbaps a few interviews with
of perCormttricc tldequacy and efficiency. The pur- staff and trainees. Sometimes such consultations are
pos~ is to find out the rclative contributions of proc- of great value, but they should not be mistaken for
esses to goal achievement. Although sucb a study systematic, empirical evaluations.
ordinarily will be initiated to settle administrative
fn a time of great change, when policy is shaped
issues, this kind or nnnfysis orten will produce find~ by evidence, new evaluation standards should be
ings or scielltifie signlilcance,
established and maintained. Crude and oversimpliThere arc four main dimensions of study with fied evaluation results in discrediting old programs
which process analysis usually must be concerned: without creating a basis for evaluation. At this point
• Attributes of the program related to success or in correctional history, evaluative research is a dufailure.
bious investment unless it is designed for the under·
• ReCipients of the program who are more Or less standing of operations as well as their statistical asbenefited.
sessment.
II Conditions nffccting program delivery.
9 EJiecls produced by the program.
The study of process in th(l vocational education Innovation
eXllmple would begin by considering instructionaT
tn addition to program evaluation! reSeatch con·
effectiveness. Is it possible, for example, that not tributes
to the improvemen~ of corrections by facilenough lime WtlS given to demonstrating the Use of itating innovation
in polk, and operations, The
1001s? Were classes too large for individual attcn~
scope of innovation in corrections is relatively nartion'? Does comparisQn of tho sliccess of the dif~ row. What can be done must be related to penal
rorcnt InstnlCtors in conducting the training reveal objectives. These essentially are maintenance of
mmhing?
.
:.
control ovcr offendcrs and reduction of criminal beThe second qutcgory of inquiry would cPln fo';:' a
havior. A limited range of means is available to
study of the troinccs. Can fac'tors be found that
these goals. Given the present structure of
scpnrme tIle successful from the umiUccessful? What achieve
corrections and the underlying assumptions. the
happens to them after they lelltve'? Did failure in
room for rgscarch maneuver is limited. It is a do{his .progrnm have adverse effe:cts on subsequent main of research in which the number of alterna·
conduct?
tives provided by theory is relatively small. The
i'he th1rd study dimension wo\~ld require investi- challenge
the administrator and the social sciengntion Qf nclministrntive vnrlables, Did full-time as~ tist is to to
explore existing alternatives in sufficient
slgnmcllt to the program for thr.(lC months achieve depth to gain an accurate knowledge of their pobeticr results than hnlf.time as'signment for six tentials. A further survey of the issues is much less
months? Whnt was the effect of compulsory assign~ Ukely to be profitable.
/llcnt to the progrnrn? Would Ibettet results be
There is an instructive contrast between the im{tchievedby vo{unttuy assIgnments?
pressive success of innovations in control and the
The fourth approach to proces,~ study leads to almost negligible success of innovations in behavior
U)~ see(mdnry effcctso( the progrnru, which, of change. Diversification of control methods has
CQtH'SCI nl'e o! &r~at It,nportam:e to correctional plan- moved rapidly from conception to implementation.
ning. A befotc..nnd.,tlftcr tompnrisor,\ of nUltudcs to- The reduction of criminal behavior through prownrd w~)ik tmd. {tUthotity would shed light on the grams administered by correctional agencies bas yet
u~cfu!ness of t('{(initlg for other dimel,sions of social- to be convincingly demonstrated. The role of relZIUi()'fI. Another study might be dlr(~cted to the at- search has been decidedly different with respect to
modes of ~hepr08mm failures. StHt other studies these two categories of innovation.
~no
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might examine the influence of the instructors as
role models for the trainees.
The structure and requirements of evaluative re.
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Numerous theoretical issues are involved in effective offender control. The large amount of literature on prison communities documents many of
these issues and even suggests the resolution of
some. Althougb numerous modifications have been
made during the last quarter century, few have been
derived from theoretical propositions. Humanitarian
and economic motives have combined to produce

irr ~;!~~:~~~~sw~~k_~~f::~:,r~~~npr~~~~io~ssu~~;~~~

objective of each of these innovations was reduclion of the enormous economic waste of incarceral~ tion and of some of the needless suffering it imposes
on offenders and their families. The principle underi! lying each of these innovations called for a simple
t~ pragmatism in testing. The only requirement was
F that a less costly control of offenders be imposed
l'l( without decreasing public safety. Many adminisI; trators vaguely hope these relaxed controls will have
rehabilitative effects in themselves, but the signifiI'
cant success criterion is a low level of criminal
~. incidents involving program participants. The cri.~.~\ tenon suppotting success is the conservative selec-
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The position of innovation in change of offender
behavior offers much less reason for confidence.
Theories about change of human behavior by agents
that are not supernatural are of recent origin, There
is litt1e evidence of their effectiveness in domains
other than corrections. Because change is so much
to be desired, much effort has been given to adapt·
ing the pr,actice of behavior change to the peculiar
circumstances of the offender. Most of these at·
tempts have been derived from the limited range of
. socialization theory. This range consists of three
principal groups of theories on which practice can
be based.
The first group of theories is grounded on the belief that human behavior is influenced most powerfully by administration of rewards and punishments.
This belief is so deeply embedded in the general
perception of human nature that our whole system
ot criminal justice depends on it. Despite popular
consensus on the validity . of the rewards-andpunishment theory, the punitive measures applied
have never achieved predictable successes, The pattern of results from incarceration, fines! and public
reprimand shows that, whatever the ultimate value
Of the theory, we do not know how to punish in a
way that consistently achieves desired results.
The renaissance in behavioral psychology and its
sociological correlates has indicated new avenues
for correctional innovation, The history of correc~
fions promises many interesting points of initiative
for influencing behavior. Such applications as pro~
grammedlearning and token economies are adapted

from education' and mental health. Except for some
unpromising and unattractive attempts at aversive
conditioning and behavior modification by electronic
devices, little has been done to develop teChniques
for behavior modification that are native to corrections.
The second group of theories has generated the
most research and probably the most disappointment.. These theories are based on the idea that
socialization is dependent on acquisition of insight!
and on the associated idea that criminal behavior
originates in defective socialization. A wide range
of applicatio\1s in counseling and therapy depends
on these propositions. So far, conclusions on the
value of treatments based on this group of theories
have not borne out the hopes held by the clinical
professionals. It ls beyond the scope of tbis chapter
to consider tbe reasons in the detail they deserve.
The principal factors to which failure can be attributed are the involuntary aspect of treatment, the
inapplicability of the technique to the psychological conditions addressed, lack of clarity as to the
kinds of insights desired, and the overwhelming adverse social conditions faced by many offenders. Despite their failures and the cogency of the argument
that wen-defined reasons for failure can be identified, correctional therapy proponents have mude a
less than sufficient effort to refine theory to accommodate the unfavorable empirical findings.
The third group of theories is the least developed.
It comes under the heading of "reintegration," a
concept supported by the Corrections Task Force of
the President's Commission on Law Enforcement and
Administration of Justice. 1o This set of ideas is based
on the theory that a change in the nature of the
offender's relation to the community, rather than a
change in the offender himself, is to be sought.
The focus therefore is on the interaction between
the offender and his surroundings. The objective is
to achieve a better "reintegration'! than the integration that existed before the trouble occurred.
The theory holds that nonoffenders share the same
psychological abnormalities as offenders, and attempts at rehabilitation by psychological change are
superfluous if the only intent is to reduce recidivism.
The task of the correctional apparatus therefore
should be to help the offender achieve the ~evel of
integration enabling him to choose .a law-abiding
career regardless of his psychological state.
The difficulty with these theoretical positions is
that so far they have not lent themselves to a clearly identifiable operational technique. The a priori
logic of the theory is persuasive, so far as it goes,

J. President's

Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice, Task Force Report: Corrections
(Washington: Goyernment Printing Office. 1967), p. 30-;3"
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nnd tbere should be increasing jntercstin deriving

innovations from it.

The foregoIng sketch or theoretical positions by
no mcan!! e,:;hau£ts all possible model~ available to
eorrc/;:tlons, but It does include tbose currently influentiaL Their limited value for operational use in
(,orrectlonal seuing.'l reflects a s~riOU5 constraint 0\1
prm:tical development. Two possible explanations
might nccount for this constraint. First, a theory of
sufficient power to support the social restoration of
the offender bas not bcen discovered. It .is possible
that thcre js no theory or group of theories to support th~ plilnned change of offenders or, alternately,
l() provide for thcdr reintegration without change.
The second explanation is that some attributes of
(he current correctional ex.perience and setting seem
to rule out the possibility of such change or reintegration. A method for resolving these prob1ems
hus yet to be .devised. The importance of achieving
u resolution is increasingly clear.

MAJOR CURRENT RESEARCH ISSUES
Measurement in Corredional Research.Reddivism

I
.

The paradox of correctional measurement is the
existenci! or i1 criterion variable !hat is easily recorded, sfmpJe to measure, t~nd logically relevant
bul llmt ~llso obscures research. Unllke any other
IH>c1nl service system. corrections possesses in recidivism It criterion whose salience is universally

~

ngreed upon.

l

'rbere has been considerable variation in the
way recidivism hus been measured. A standard
definition is needed. Three main factors should be
considered in devc:loping recidivism statistics: the
nlilure of events to be counted, categorization of
the bcht\vtors nnd degrees of seriousness to be in~
eluded, ana duration of the fol1owup period.
If the objective of the correctional apparatus js
reduclion of crime by reduction of recidivism, then
nil criminnl ncts committed by offenders who are
()r have been under correctional supervision should
be counted as. recidivism. But what is a reliable
eount? '~he choice is between no arrest reported
by 'he pollee und a conviction reported by the
ecmr{8. 'rb~ police nrguc for counting recidivism by
nrrt:lsts. on the bllsis that arrests represent observed
b~hnvk)1" wheretls Ihe judIcial pl'oeess results in
m\J~h lllcgnl behllVlor being excluded from a recidiviSfi\ <;OUllt bused solelY (>n convictions. Correcdonn! udlllinlstrntors .nrgue thnt ~;ecidivjsm should
be: mcusutc<J by convictions alolle because mnny
nmsts may tcpl\':sent ertoneous attribution of ilSl~

__

legal behavior to the highly visible released offender
or probationer.
In an integrated criminal justice information
system, arrests will be related to p(osecutions and
convictions or acquittals. Until that time, the use
of arrests as the data for recidivism is subject to the
objection that neither the behavior of the offender
nor its significance has been verified by court action.
In. a system of law based on presumption of innocence, such verification is essentiaL
Recidivism should be measured by reconvictions.
A conviction is a well-defined event in which a
recorded action has been taken by the court.
Further, measurement by reconvictions is established practice in corrections. It is desirable to
maintain this continuity in statistical practice. This
position is not meant to discourage measurement
of arrests or a study of the relationship of .arrest
rates of ex-offenders to release rates. The significance of 'such studies must be assessed in light of a
r.('alistic view of the nature and validity of the data
used.
Another consideration as to the nature of events
to be included relates to technical violations of
probation or parole. Technical violations based on
administrative action alone should be excluded from
a general definition of recidivism because they are
not established formally as criminal acts. Rather,
they are a reflection of administrative practices and
may indicate parole policy more than correctional
effectiveness. (Sec Chapter 12.) Technical violations
in which a sentencing authority took action that
resulted in an adverse change in an offender's
legal status should be collected but maintained
separately from data on reconvictions.
A second major problem in recidivism measurement relates to the degrees of seriousness to be
identified and their significance. The recidivist event
may vary in seriousness from Ii booking and dismissal of a minor offense to conviction for a major
felony. Many correctional administrators will argue
that~ticcess should be measured in terms of a
reduction in seriousness of an offense pattern or an
increase in the period of law-abiding behavior between offenses. This logic is not persuasive. If the
objective of the corrections system is. to change
behavior, or at least establish successful control,
nothing in its operation can or should be aimed at
converting major offenders into lesser offenders. A
program .aimed at resocialization or reintegration
should be directed at a positive result. An offense
above a determined level of s~riousness must be
charged against the system as a failure because the
program bas not reduced the burqen of crime. The
problem lies in prescribing a level of seriousness
that separates those criminal acts so minor or non~

·t

t serious as not to merit public attention from those systems will have a consistent base. A figure should
" major or serious enough to be reported.
be set that wiII not undermine the ability to get
There are several reasons for not using present feedback within a useful time frame and take coroffense groupings in a definition of recidivism. First, rective action. This is not meant to discourage
new groupings of crimes should be specified which reporting over longer periods, which provides valdivide criminal acts into cn.tegories based on the uable control information concerning reconvictions
i.' gravity of the offense. (See Chapter 16.) If this
and their occurrence aftel; the three-year period.
. recommendation were implemented, it would be a
~: simple matter to decide which of the offense cate- A Definition of Recidivism
Ii." gories should be included in recidivism rates. At
To sum up the points made here, the following
f, the present time, howeNer, there is no commonly
II accepted categorization. Different bodies utilize definition should be used.
R various groupings such as misdemeanors and felonRecldivislTl is measured by (1) criminal acts that resulted
! ies, violent and nonviolent offenses, crimes against
in conviction by a courl, when committed by individuals
h property and against persons, or serious and non- who are under correctional superVision or who have been
~ . serious offenses as defined in the FBI's I<Uniform released from correctional supervision within the previous
Crime Reports." Furthermore, these terms are used three years, and by (2) technical violations of probation
parole in which a sentencing or paroling authority took
to specify different acts in different jurisdictions. or
action that resulted in an adverse change in the offender's
The second way criminal acts may be grouped legal status.
lor reporting is to differentiate on the basis of
Technical violations should be maintained separsentence received. For example, recidivism sometimes has been defined by criminal acts committed ately from data on reconvictions. In addition, it is
by probationers or released offenders that resulted important to report recidivism so that patterns of
in conviction by a court and sentence of not less than change can be discerned. At the minimum, it should
be possible to ascertain from the statistical tables
II certain number of days of confinement (usually
: 60,90, or 180 days). Given the tJ;end toward using the number of recidivists in each annual disposi:,
connnement as the disposition of last resort, how- tion or release cohort at six~month intervals for
f mr, some fairly serious criminal acts may not the three-year fo!lowup period. Discriminations by
age, offense, length of sentence, and disposition
~ result in confinement and would therefore be ex(probation,
jail, prison commitmeht, etc.) are easy
eluded from such a definition. A mechanism for
f recording more seriou:s offenses which is not de- to make and will provide planners with trend lines
for adjustment of policy.
f pendent upon confinem~nt must be established.
~
This is not to say that measurement of recidivism
necessarily should be divorced totally from the sen- The Measurement of Success
~ (ence imposed. Particularly while offense categories
The definition of recidivism does not resolve all
l and sentencing practices are not standardized and problems
for which use of this variable is respon1 practices such as plea bargaining are used widely, sible. No matter how faithfully the definition is
! the sentence received may reveal more about the followed, only failure can be measured by using it.
! court's perception of the seriousness of the offense When recidivists are subtracted from the total cothan its designation. Ideally, some factor that com- hort, the remainder are not necessarily to be credited
~ bines the offense category and the sentence received to the system as successes. In rhetoric defending
r should be utilized.
their programs, some administrators make stateI The length of time offenders should be followed ments to the effect that although 40 percent of
{ atter their release from the supervision of the their releases failed, 60 percent succeeded. Success
courl~ or the corrections system is the third im- is .attributed to the system or the program to be
~ portant element in developing recidivism statistics.
defended. The argument is fallacious.
! Measurement of recidivism should be pursued for
Although the failures of corrections can be dif} three years after the release of the offender from ferentiated on a wide r¥lnge from the inevitable to
i, all correctional supervision. This arbitrary figure is
the accidental, they nevertheless are failures. But
chosen because the few recidivism studies that have it does not foHow that the program succeeded with
followed offenders more than three years have not those who did not fail. There are several reasons
~ revealed a significant difference between recidivism for this paradox.
First, some offenders commit new offenses, but
t before anq after the three-year point. Arbitrariness
} of the period is less important than the need to not in a jurisdiction that will report them to the
I establish a standard measure with a SPecific time agency that supervised or confined them. This com.~ frame so that comparisons among programs and mon df~ficiency may be corrected when a. national
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retrieval of criminal historIes becomes an actual-

ity, l,:)1.Jt not bcfo.tc.
Second, e1./cn though no new offense bas been
commHted t the offender may have become a public

dependent of some: other kind. He may be a client

on welfare roUsl a patient in a mental hospHal,
or nn tdcoholfc em skid row, AU these ex-offenders,
whflc not t\:GbnicuUy correctional failures. can
hMdJy be termed correctional successes.
The third, and by far th~ most frequent, fallacious
inclusion in a success roster is tbe offender who
endur:ed the program without benefit but for various

t

··l.
t
:t,':

l···

,;t··

reasOOS managed 10 abide by the law or avoid
detection in the commission of new crimes for the
{QUOWUP period or who did not require correctional
services to begin with. !tis easy to claim such indlvlduaJs n:c; successes, but unless the success can be
reluted to the program in some demonstrable way,
the claim is no infJ.ation of fact.
Ii is not implied that there is no such thing as a
corrcctionnl success. Some offenders do benefit from
programs in which they participate. Their number
is not likely to increase unJcss we study the proccs~cs th .. t produced favorable change. To decide
tlHH these individuals are statistically identical with
the spurious successeS will obscure what may be
IMl'Ilcd ftom their favorable outcome.
The first problem is that recidivism can tell us
only about correctional failures. Inevitably it is
linked llS the dependent variable in the study of
progt'llm c:ffectivc:mess. The logic is compe11ing. If
the object of penal process is reduction of recidivism,
then nehtevcment of the reduction determines
whether the cffort WIIS worthwhile.
The second problem in a study of t"cciclivism is
to tllke into ncc()unt the heterogeneity of the population. Offenders vary from those without hope
of adjusting to those whose prospects preclude a
likelihood of (I return to criminality. If we are
merely comparing the jncidence of recidivism
from yenr to yenl\ these distinctions hardly make
Il difference. But; i( the tnsk is to define a cor~
rectionnl ptogram's effectiveness, inclusion of the
cottnln (nUutcs nnd successes without distingujsh~
lug them from those with whom an element of
chl.lOc¢ was lnvolved, the likelihood of proving any~
thing is severely impaired.
1'be third prooletn is maintenance of relevance
to the experience being measured. Consider again
the voc~tionn1 h:nhting program used as an example ~Il an cm%:r section. The program's logic from
tlle) pltmner's Viewpoint wilt lead to employability,
If the otrengoris employed ntthe wotk for which
he was trnln~d .in the reformatory, he win be moti",
vn(ed to ()ujoY the \>cnefits of i'l l~w··abiding life
n.nd l~ss inclined to .ret'Utn to crimioality. This is a
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plausible sequence of assumptions and worthy of
attention can be given to process, and with useful
test. Unfortunately, documentation. is difficult. and
results.
follow-up reporting is impractical and costly. Nutn.
It will not be argued that this model is anything
bers in some groups are likely to be statistically
but valuable and necessary. It has achieved many
insignificant. The researcher probably will not fol.
.hls(oric <results, some of which have been recounted
low the program's logic to the end. A crude asin this chapter. To learn what will not work, and
sumption may be made that the program is inefwhy, is important in corrections, a field heavily
fective if a significant number of those exposed
encumbered with ineffective concepts and practices.
failed to complete it. But the failures may include
What is needed now is an armory of alternatives
those who completed the program and obtained
10 the existing structure. Evaluation research no
postrelease employment as well as those who were . longer should be limited to measuring treatment
inappropriately assigned and dropped out during
variables in laboratory tests. The evaluative tools
the first month of training. Unless the study disshould be used instead to create a model of effective
criminates success and failures at each point, noth·
intervention including consideration of the wide
ing can be learned from whatever success the
range of offender careers with which the correctional
program may bave produced.
apparatus must cope.
A fourtb, but closely· related, problem is the ! The experimental model of evaluation must be
limited inference that can be made from the study
elaborated. It is not possible here to specify the
of failure. Much can be learned from unrealized
nature of this elaboration or its minimum requireexpectations. But preoccupation with failure and
ments, if only because its design has not been
its explication obstructs the study of success.
undertaken. The need can be stated, however.
Avoidance of failure is not identical by any stretch
Policy decisions depend on identification of the
of logic with promotion of success, No profession
quantitative results of diflerential interventions in
ever improved its service through the exclusive
criminal careers. The Characteristics of criminal
study of its failures. Because they are frequent
histories differ widely. Few useful generaiizations
and expected, the failures of corrections are less i can be made.
enlightening than most.
But intervention in any Clueer is the interaction
From the foregoing, three rules can be formuof a finit(~ number or c:ontrolled processes (a jail
lated for the measurement of corrections:
term, an assignment to group therapy, a vocational
1. The study of recidivism as a measure of cortraining agreement) on the life span of a single
rectional effectiveness is primarily of administra- >.: person. Other processes outside anyone's control also
live use in the determination of whether objecare. at wor1\: at the same time. So far as possible,
tives and expectations have been realized.
all these processes must be defined. The interaction
2. The study of program success is essential if . taking place produces events that set new processes
research is to contribute to increased correctional
fu motion. This complexity must be ordered and
effectiveness.
categorized to determine which comb;tation will
3. The discrimination of program failures from
lead to the most favorable set of results for the
expected failures is essential to understanding
various I~ategories of offenders defined by decisionrecidivism. The discrimination of program successes
makers. The task is difficult and must be npis equally essential, bl\t these successes must be indi- , proached with utmost caution.
viduaIIy verified, not inferred from statistical class.
)Two reciprocal questions are as,ked:
'Which distinctions among offenders make a difference .in combinations of intervention?
Improvement of Evaluation
And which combinations of intervention proceS$es will lead to what changes affecting categories
Evaluation 1S not novel to the correctional ad·
of offenders?
ministrator. He has endured, or at least observed, a
An example may clarify the inherent difficulties.
considerable number of assessments placing his proA
matilr~ adolescent boy has been committed to
fessional opinions and judgments in jeopardy. A
CUstody for homicide. A second youth, otherwise
familiar and accepted evaluation model now exists.
compaJ:able,has be'~n committed for auto theft.
Comparison between experimental and control
Despitl~ their resemblances, they may need to be
groups, from the latter of which a program bas
includ(!d in different programs. The goal is to de~
been withheld as an experimental variable, can lead
cide. Jrom a study of a wide variety of program
toward assessment of program effectiveness. Depending on tho program to be studied, much can
cQmbinations, which will have the most likelihood
be done to complicate this model with classificao( suc;cess. Under the present research model, retion matrices and differentialinterventlons. Much \ searchers tend to aggregate both youths in a high-
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maturity group in order to study the effectiveness
of a program like group counseling.
A new research paradigm stresses discovery of
the interactions in the longitudinal careers of these
two boys that will bring about the most favorable
growth. The outcome of the interaction of aU these
interventions will be reflected in recidivism. But by
the time the reflection is seen in recidivism) a much
more profound understanding of what has happened to these two youths and others like them
will have developed. From such an understanding
comes ,discovery of the limits of what can be done
to resocialize the offender and protect the public.
The rigorous belief in recidivism as the only
true criterion of evaluation and in the experimental
model as the only acceptable methodology will be
increasingly unproductive for evaluative research.
The frantic search for escapes from controlled investigations or for meaningless refinements of recidivism will lead only to pointless conclusions. The
focus must be on creation of a methodology leading to understanding. This is a challenge requiring support of longitudinal research and a Gomplex and untried methodology. The professional
risks are c()nsiderable~ this work easily can lead
the researcher into blind alleys. But thoe need is
imperative.

Study of Treatment
Research has cast doubt on the effectiveness of
psychological treatment of offenders. The evidence
now on hand indicates that some offenders can
be helped by psychotherapy! but there is persistent
uncertainty as to which offenders are helped and
how much they are belped. The preponderance of
the research strongly suggests that most offenders
are not converted to law-abiding ways by psycbotherapy.
The emphasis since World War II on programs
derived from psychotherapeutic models thus comes
into serious question. It is important that perspective be maintained and that research continuity be
pursued in that light. Generalizing from the present body of research, tbe following propositions
seem to hold:
1. Involuntary treatment of offenders by individual or group counseling does not produce results
reflected in recidjvism measuremen.t.
2. Application of the sickness label to any offender without supporting diagnosis does not increase the effectiveness of the correctional process.
3, There are weak indications tbat some of-
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fcnders-those more ttJattlre, more intelligent, aod
mQre Jociufized tban average--<;an benefit from
psychological treatment. if they are motivated to
parHcipate.
This i~ n!)t an encouraging position. Nevertheless. it has sc\!ctnl hnpJicatlons for further research,
Tl1("~C fiCldjn&~. being essentially negative. pro1{lde
a busts. {or (ttrther study. They do not. constitute
!l plllt(orm for~' action. Unless it is concluded that
the situation is hopeless, that human beings cannot help each other, exploration of the helping
processes must be contimlcd by following the clues
prcscnUy available. Tho findings listed berein are
drawn tram studies using efficiency criteria, as outlined in nllcnrlier section. Until the study of treatmont processeS is .carried out by differentiating
categories of offenders and their interactions with
specific intervention combinations, correctional adnlinistrMors wHJ not be in a good position to desigl\ innovationS.
It th@rofore is appropdatc to examine each of
the pessimisticnlly stilt~'d tentative conclusions
about treatment in tenns of the queSl:iops they con-

Behavior Modification Theory and
Correctional Applicqtions

tion and statistics sectlon capable of periodic
reports on the consequences of policy and decisionT.he work of Gbldiamond,2° Cohenl-~ and Mc- g' Correctional administration has been relatively making. The need for complex eValuative studies
anaware of the services of management analysis and will be occasional and can be satisfied by contract
Kee 22 among others, has led to tile hope that
operations
research. The principal gains from these research.
through behavior modification techniques it will be
services
are
financial savings and better allocation
Large agencies will benefit from the establishpossible to achieve the remedial socialization of
of
personnel.
Business,
commerce,
and
defen,se
have
ment
of a professional staff capable of designing
some kinds of offenders. So far, the results of exbenefited in these ways; although the substance of and executing special U$sessment studies to amplify
plorations do not produce a clearly favorable picservice rarely is affected conceptually.
and explicate reports generated by the information
ture. One complicatiop. has been that most of these
It
may
be
a
different
matter
in
correcHons.
The
system.
More sophisticated studies of process and
explorations were conducted in custodial situations.
enormous
costs
of
incarceration
have
been
cominnovations
can be a<;:complished with varied sciUse of behavior modification techniques in Com.
pared to the modest outlays required by proba- entific staff.
munity':based corrections has been scant.
tion and parole. W!;>"1t seems to be a national moveEffective management requires periodic retroMost techniques of behavior modification have
ment
has
been
generated
by
this
contrast.
The
spective
reports on the consequences of policies
been generated either in the mental hospital or
Probation
Subsidy
Act
of
1965
in
California
may
and
decisions.
These reports will form the basis
for educational use. Although their application to
nave been the first major departure toward the for informed decisions about action alternatives.
the correctional situation is not necessarily inapgoal of reducing incarceration costs by minimizing The manager's skill in using reports of thIS kind
propriate, sufficient attention has not been given
prison
sentencing. This kind of legislation not only will determine how extensive his needs for spe~
to the nature, scheduling, and limits of the rein·
bas
reduced
prison population; it has also focused cialized research will be. Manager and statisti~
forcement repertory avaHable in the correctional
ne\v attention on improvement of probation prac- cian should collaborate continuously in planning
apparatus. Thus the use of tokens for behavior reo
for a usable information system. Its dimensions
tice.
inforcement in a reformatory may Oi' lDay not be
should
never be .left solely to the statistician's imagOther
illuminations
of
correctional
effectiveness
ft suitable application of an approach that works
ination.
can
be
expected
from
management
anaiysis.
Such
well in mental hospitals, where the problems of •
The necessity to defend correctional policy opens
manipulation for secondary gains are not so prom~ 1l topics as optimal sentencing, custodial supervision
tain. Thus:
the question of the need for research done outside
inent.
,,0 patternll, organization of probation services, and
If the involuntnry element js tbe obstacle to
t~
The explorations conducted 50 farfumish a management of c(j:;,'-effective prison industries cer- the agency. A legislative comm.ittee, a budget
treatment success, then what kind of treatment,
tainly will respond to operations research. The or fiscal office, and the press are aU interested in
conductcdlwder what circumstances) should Of.!. bU$is for continued study of an ancient correctional ~ need for studies of this kind throughout the cor~ the effectiveness. of a correctional agency in achievmmle available'? Studies prompted by this ques- problem: the usefulness of incentives and punish. I,.' rectional apparatus is acute. Long years of hap~ ing its goals, This interest may be satisfied by a
tioll must ~ initinted at iIn exploratory level be- ments in changing behavior patterns. Most of the
hazard planning, pressure on administrators to review of internally generated statistics as interfore u procedure is ready for experimental trials. offender popUlation is now managed in community!peed
changes toward managerial efficiency, and pre',·d by agency staff. But where major issues are
based programs, and the proportion witI increase. ~,
H the self..concept of sickness is an obstacle to Therefore,
increasing
vCi;satility of operations research as a dis~ at stake, an external review or findings and methfuture development in operant psychology
suc~cssrul treatment for most offenders, what self·
apline combine to make the study of correctional ods will always be appropriate. Naturally, such a
should be directed toward making behavior modi.
review almost always will depend on the data the
administration an attractive investment.
COllceptscunbe expected to contribute to remedial fication techniques available (subject to experimental
socinlizntion1 How Carl these sclf.conceplS bc fos- scrutiny) to probation and parole officers and volun- .. Perhaps the most compelling factor favoring agency can supply. The reviewer's confidence in
tered?
tary agencies ~ngaged in the treatment of the of. , mll,nagement research in corrections is the serious the integrity of the data will indicate the direction
inefficiency characterizing so many operations. This of his analysis.
l( it is true that some offenders achieve actual fender in the community.
So~~; kinds of research are beyond the proper
\~
inefficiency
wastes money and contributes to prostlJns from treatment, what is tbe process that proA familiar hazard lurks; in this strategy. It is
scope
of the most amply staffed agency research
gram
ineffectiveness.
Good
services
'~annot
be
de~
dUI:?s these gains? C~tn n theoretical formulation tempting to the correctional poIicymaker to hope
section.
For example, where poH(',y decisions must
livered
by
an
inefficient
agency.
be desitrned to «ccouot for them?
for more than he can get from. a promiSing inter·
be
made
about the redistribution of etlort at difIn ndditiol\ to these issues. and undedying each, vention, Operant psychology will not transform COf- ~
fererit governmental levels or among several -agenis the question of uttrlbution of d~linquent be- rectlons intQ a success story. Psychologists working
cies, it is inappropriate for an intramural research
bnvior to un ldentiliablepsychological state. Con- in this field should not encourage the hope that all ORGANIZATION FOR CORRECTIONAL
group
to perform the supporting analysis. Regardventional \lsychiatric thought traces delinquency to offenders will responq significantly to their ap- ,J RESEARCH
less
of
the position researched, it would be executed
tm lU",denncd state designated by such terms as proach. Much must be done b~fore it can be eer- .
under
constraint of the agency's interests. Printain
that
any
will
respond
consistently
enough
for
"pSyclIOputllY1" "behnvior disordc(S, 'lOr: "sodociples
identifying
conflict of interest apply to agenc
a
t
e
g
o
r
i
z
a
t
i
o
n
.
!
.
The
Role
of
Agency
Research
patby.H No satisfactory accounting for the state
cies
as
well
as
to
individuals.
io
Isroel
Goldiamopd,
"Self·Control
Procedures
in
personal
hns bccnaehleved, nor has guida.lce been given
for successful t!1'ntnlent .of the condition. To an ex- Behavior Prosroms," P$)'ch%gical Reports, 17 {l965), $51- 1; Implicit in the argument of this chapter is the
ii expectation that correctional management must use
tent thtn must embarras... JbeU7Sllghtfut cliniq.i:ln, U856.
H. L. Cohen et at, CASE [[-Mad.eI: A Conllngency.o!i· . le$earch if the necessities of change are to be met Research Organization in Larger Agencies
tbete is It circularity ina diasnosis that "dls- ented 24-HoUf LearnIng Envtronme!lf in cr Jw.'enile CormThis expectation easily can be miseov:1111 thnt fi subject's. delinquency is sympto- lional Institution (SUver .:.prillS', Md,~ Educational Faculty , diectively.
The minimum requirement of a research section
understood. Installation of a large scientific capa.Press,
1968).
mittIe o( the psycbopath.y tbatacco'Unts for his \:t lohn McKee, Applicatlalr 0/ Behavior TlreQf)' fa Corr«' . bility in every correctional agency is not required. is management of the information system and
clelil1q'Uet\~y. This stnte ot t\fft\irs cannOl co.ntribute (iona? Practice (Elmore, Ala.! Rehabilitation Research FOUl!'
, For all but the largest !1~genciesl the necessary re- preparation of statistical reports. These requireto ctt~td\'e rationale {or trentmertt llnd control.
c'ltion, 1971).
.v.,arc;h tools will be provided by a modest inform a- ments call for a manager-planner, who wiIlbe re-
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spotlsible for creation of the system and its
development io meet changing demands. He
should be supported by at least one professionaJly qualified systems analyst to design the structural details, and programers and machine
operators needed for the routine operation of equipmen~.

+.?

The statistical service should be integrated with
the information system. It should be supervised by
a professional statistician competent for the collection, analysis, and display of statistical tables.
He should have enough staff to audit information
and to take corrective action when error seems
to be indicated by anomalies in the data.
The independence of the research staff is essential to its usefulness. The chief should be account~
able directly to the agency executive. The relationship of research staff to policy and decision making
must be fostered by direct access to the agency
executive and to the chiefs of other staff sections.
An almost unique problem in public administration is the relationship of agency information
systems to computational services. It is uneconomic
for any correctional agency to operate its own
computer, although some agencies still have ex:clusive usc of equipment. The trcndin most States
and large counties is toward the shared use of a
computer with other government agencies. The
economies achieved by this arrangement are obvious; no correctional agency can occupy the full
potentiality of a large computer. As long as the
~ensitivi:ty of the data is adequately protected, there
IS no reason to resist a generally beneficial evolution of information technology.
As the concepts of a truly comprehensive correctional information system are seen more clearly,
statewide or regionwide information systems become attractive prospects. The concepts and technology are now available, but no concerted attempt
has. been made ~~ .create such a system. An early
reVl,ew of capabilItIes and requirements should be
made to determine whether the benefits would
justify implementation.
A completely comprehensive local and regional
information system would interface with a national
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Correctional Research in the Smaller Agency
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. The preponder~ncc of correctional service 1;1 car· r.:
fled out by counties, not by Federal or State gOY· k
ernments. Most metropolitan agencies are large l
enough to maintain information and statistics sec. i·
tions of their own. Smaller agencies should have
minimum information-processing capabilities. Sep- f:
~rate staffs. might not be justified, but with some I.'
mvestment Hi a computer tenninal and some train. l_~
•
ing of administrative staff, a reasonable information L.
and statistics capability can be expected.
L·
.
This kind of managem.ent should be facilitated
by State government. The State should store local l.'
duta with access provided through agency terminals l~
and no loss of local autonomy. Control of the sys- )tem . s?ou~d be in ~he hands. o~ representative.s of I;,
•
partICipatIng agencies. AdmlsslOn to the system H; .Each State by 1978 should develop and mamshould be voluntary, but benefits should be clear lam, or cooperate with other States in the developenough to encourage membership. A share of the Ii ~ent and maintenance of, a correctional inform ade~elopment co~ts should be borne by the State or h ~on syst.em to collect,. store, an~lyze, and display
regIOnal consortIUm. Thc move toward unified cor. ( mformabon . for plannmg, operatIOnal control, -ofrectional systems also will help alleviate the problem Ii lender tracking, and program review for aU State
of incorporating small ~genci~s.
l~ and cOllnty ~orr~ctional ~rograms and agencies.
The us~ful;tess of thIS servIce depends on training Y.'. • 1. StateWide mformation systems should be feas.and motivatmg agency personnel. The skeptical {: Ible for the larger States. Local and central corsheriff and the overburdened probation officer wiU f' rectional components (facilities, branch ofJices,
not involve themselves, even nominally, unless it is ~. programs) of all sizes should be included in such'
worth their While. The claim that additional staff is fi syst~ms. Regional (multistate) systems should be
.
needed often- will be authentic. Unless they are t~ feaSIble for smaller States.
trained, agency personnel will not benefit from the ~ 2. In all cases, the State or regional system
system, no matter how carefully it is designed. Ways !~ ;~OU~d store local, data, w.ith access providlJd through
must be found to meet these requirements realistic- ~ rmmals at vanous pomts throu~hout 'he State.
ally through grants-in-aid and administrative ex- ~ Con~r?1 ~f the system should b~ m the .hand~ of
tension services.
It pafticl~atmg agency representatives. Untd undied
COfrectwnal systems are established, admission to
1: the system should be voluntary, but benefits should
be clear enough to encourage membershi.p. A share
~ of the dev~lopment cos!S should be borne by the
ti State or reglOranl consortIUm.
~. .3. In States where data processing for the de~ partment of corrections must be done on a shared
:.! computer facility under the admirdstration of some
: other agency, the programers and analysts for
~ Ihe department should be assigned fuJi time to it
and should be under the complete administrative
i control of the department of corrections.
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criminal history file. This file, being developed Un. i
auspices of the Federal Bureau of Investi.1 .
gabon and the Law Enforcement Assistance Ad. I,
ministration; wi~ facilitate orderly management of . '.
~om~re~euslv~ mf0fmation services. Its usefulness 1\
In prmcIple wIll t;{;. great. In practice it will depend
on how well participating agencies cooperate in . ~
sharing information.
11
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4. The department of corrections should he responsible for maintaining the security and privacy
of records in its data base and should allow data
processin.g of its records only uurler its guidance
and administrati.ve authority. This should not be
construed as prohibitive, as the department of corrections should - encourage research in the correctional system and provide easy access to authorized social science researchers. (Only information
that would identify individuals should be withheld,)
5. The information-statistics function sJlOuld be
placed organizationally so as to have: direct access
to the' top administrators of the delpartment. The
director of the information group should report
directly to the agency' administrator.
6. The mission of the infonnation-statistics function should be broad enough to assume informational and research support to all divisions within
the department of corrections and to support development of an offender-based transaction system.
Priorities of activity undertaken should be established
by the top administrators in consultation with the
director of the information system.

Commentary
Achievement of correctional objectives depends
on definition and execution of plans directed to
their accomplishment. Plans must be based on reli~
able current information related to sequences of
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decisions to be made in their execution. At each
step in tbe administration of a correction pIanl large
amounts of 1oforma.Hon must be digested and rc*
lated to decision opt.ions.
Data collection, analysis, and display for cor..
rec(iollnl t1ec)sionmaking bas been a laborious
process ctlrricd out manually and having limited
vuluc for most decision makers. Availability of
equipment and lechnology for comprehensive in[ormMion systems will enable correctional administmlOrs to phil) /lno review operations more
effectively. l3ec(lUsc information requirements in corrections oilIer from those of other criminal justice
nfcaS I desigll and implementation of independent
infornHltion systems to serve the specific needs of
corrections Is recommended. However, the system
should be designed in such a way as to support
dcvel()pmcnt of an integrated offender-based transncti(m system. (See the Commission's report, The
Crimirml Justice System, on information systems.)
D;Ha chllrnctcrist1cs required by correctional systems nrl.': sufnciently generic that statewide systems
should be feasible for the larger Swtes. In such systems h)c~ll Llno central correctional components of
nil sizes would be included within one com preIwmive system, with various terminals feeding into
the ccntmJized Stale system. Regional systems can
b~ cSH\blished for smaller States, eS)Jecially where
thei-C 15 ,i IMse /low of interstate traffic as in New
Englund.
At prcscnt\ the preponderance of correctional
service is cnrried out by counlies, not by Federal
or State governments. Until unified State correc~
tionnl systems nrc Ilchieved, most metropolitan
IIgcncics are large enough to maintain information
tina statistics sections of their own. Smaller agendes shouid hnve. minill1uminformntion-processing
capabilities. Separate staffs might not be justified,
but wiLll some investment in n computer terminal
Mil $omc trnlning of tldmlnistrative staff, a reasonnblc information and statistics cupability can be
expected,
Economicnlly. the department of corrections usuully canoot justify its OWn computer. The trend
in most Stlltcs and large ctHlrlticS is toward shared
use of n .compu:':t wUh other government agencies.
A~ long us the sensitivity of the data is adequately
protected, there is 110 renson why computer centers
should not be established to serve mauy usets.
Regardtess of who nchninisters the computer iustnlltttioll t the nnnlysis und programming staff must
be under (he dil'ectc:onlrol at the informationstndstks group within the department of corr;'cc'
lions, E.v~n it the t:omputer installation is under the
tontrol of another tlgcncy, corrections st1lt has the
ro.spnnsibility ~o limit access to its data base and to

develop software to meet its information and analy.
sis needs.
Limiting access to data does not mean that social
science researchers should not be encouraged to
utilize corrections data. As long as the information
is not reported in such a way that specific individuals can be identified. full access should be allowed in order to expand the knowledge base of
corrections.
The major purpose of a corrections information
and statigtjcs function is to support administrative
decisionmaking. To accomplish this purpose, the
director of the group that oversees the information
system must have direct access to key decisionmakers in the department. The chief of the section
should be accountable directly to the agency execulive.
rnformation is needed throughout the: corrections
organization for planning, research, and daily decisionmaking. Each division within the department
has its own responsibilities and goals that consume
most of its available resources and time. Yet each
division acts on the common population from a
different perspective. As a result, conflicts about
priorities and direction are bound to arise. This
political situation can be resolved on1y by top administrators who are in a position to view the overall situation and measure it against departmental
goals. In this role they require informational support.
An information function located in a subordinate division of the department would be umier pressure to concentrate its activities on the priorities of
that division. Political pressure res\lIting from its
location within a division may produce one-sided
informational support for a policy decision and
make the activities of the information group relatively useless. It is thus of primary irnporl:ance that
the informatIon function be organizationally independent.
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Related Standards
The following standards nlay be applicable in
implementing Standard 15.1.
6.1 Comprehensive Classification Systems.
13.2 Planning and Organization.
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Standard 15.2
Staffing for
Co'rrectional Research

and Information Systems
Each State, in the implementation of Standard
15.1, should provide minimum capabilities for analysis and interpretation of. information. For all
but the larsest components (facilities, branch offices,
programs), a small information and statistics section capable of periodic reports on the consequcr!ccs
of policy and dccisionmaking will suffice. Larger
components will benefit from having a professional
staff capable of designing and executing special
assessment studies to amplify and explicate reports
generated by tbe information system. Staffing for
research and information functions should reflect
these considerations:
1. Where the component's size is sufficient to support one or more full-time positions, priority should
be given to assigning an infol'Jl1ation manager who
should have minimum qualifications as a statistician.
The manager should have full responsibility for
coordination and supervision of inputs into the
system, He also should edit, analyze, and interpret
all output material, preparing tables and interpretive
reports as indicated.
. 2. Where tbe size of the component does not
warrant tbe allocation of full-time positions to information and statistics, one professional staff memo
ber should be designated to perform the functions
Outlined above on a part-time basis.
3. The manager of the State information system
should use members of bis staff as training officers

and technical consultants. In States where unification has not been achieved, these persons should
be responsn)le for familiarizing county and local
correctional administrative and information stuff with
system requirements and the advantageous use of
output.
4. Other steps to achieve effective communicntion or information include the following:
u. Researchers and analyst~ should be
given formal training in communication of results to administrators. Such training should indude both oral and written communications.
b. The training program of the National
Institute of CQrrections should include a session
for administrators that covers new techniques
in the use of computers, information, and statistics.
c. Where feasible, management display
centel'S should be constructed for communication of information to administrators. The center should have facilities for graphic presentation of analyses and other information.

Commentary
Research and statistics are operationally inter~
dependemt. Without the explanatory methods of research, the meaning of the statistics would be lost.
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lnocedt decL'Slons AS to which stl1dstic... should be
collected must be based Ott a theoretical judgment
of their significance. Existence of ~~ responsible sta~
UntienI lSystem jn any agency will faciHtate research.
Implicit in fihe standard,> developed from this
chapIer is I.De expccultloll that correctional manngers must lUIC research if the nect~ssitle$ of change
fire to be met effectively. It is not nccessary to have
n large liclentific capability in every correctional

ugcney. For all but the largest agencies, only a
modest informationund statistics section is needed,
if it i!l crlpable of periodic reports on the conseqUMces of polIcy .md decisionmaking.

The occnsionttl need for complex evaluative studies COil be met by contract research. FUrthermore,
CVI:O the most amply staffed agency research section
Ctinuot with ptopriety perform SOme kinds of reflcnrch. For cX(lIJ1plc. where policy decisions must

·

'.i~

....

he mill.!'! llboul the redistribution of effort at differ~
ent governmentlll levels or among severnl agencies,
it is inappropriate for n research group to perform
the supporting (l11(llysis.
Am11ysis of Sliltistic{l! information concerning cor~
I'ccliounl operntions will be of little use unless it is
interpreted for ndministrtltive review and action.
Bach correctional ngen'cy withai:ccss to un informa,.
Ii()n tiYIi{cm stl()uld have assigl1ed staff members
cupable of rcviawing processed information and in,.
terprcting it fot administrative and managerial
stull.
Interprctmton of thcinrge volume of information contnlncd In tM system depends on applicati(m of professk1nlU expertise. This kind of skit!
ulwnys should he Jlvuilable in large systems. The
infortnntiofl system staff should include at least one
individual qualified us n statistician to assist the
adminislrtltor' in such functions aSi
• l::tvnluntion ,)f progrnm nchicvement.
• l)~tcnninntion of workload requirements.
• Projection of future requirements.
• C<Htstrw::tion of specit\t stntisticnl instruincnts.
• Annlysis of problen) arens.
th-:se fnnctions do tlOt exhaust the possibilities
of 11 professionn! s.tntistlcul. sC!;'Yice. Nevertheless,
(hey {If0 n sl:ul)ple of the range of capabilities tbe
stntlstlclnn can provide. It is particularly important
thflt the professionill· stnff be cnpnble of systems

nnnlysis nod desisn in order to adapt the generic
eorrectionnl informtHion system (0 the specilll situa
lion. OrUllY eorrectiomtl ngcncy. These skills will
~ondfltle to be: .requlrcd when the system is oper..
t,dllg. It is essentinl to the production of useful
M

.J
..~.
" ",1'
"

I:

information that the system be readUy adaptable
to changing administrative conditions.
For small agencies, however, statistical responsibility can be assigned to interested or profeSSionally
trained personnel who are also assigned to another
part-time function. Such employees should be pm.
vidcd with familiarization materials, usually prepared under State auspices, to insure a minimum
of competence for the performance of interpretive
duties.
State information system management should incl~de; in addition to the operational control and
development staff, persons designated for training
county aod local professional staffs in use of the
system and interpretation of output. Development
of information and statistics is useless unless they
can be communicated effectively to decision makers.
Raw data cannot be understood in terms of their
implications for policy unless supported by analysis
and interpretation. As important as it is to provide
timely information, it is more important. to communicate the results and disseminate the analysis in a
form that can be understood and used by those who
make policy decisions.
,
Formal procedures should be established to facill.
tate the dissemination. Special training in communications"""';both oral and written-should be are·
quirement for all· researchets and analysts. Training
in the use and application of the information sbould
be supplied to all administrators. The level of sophjs~
ticntion of the decision makers will dictate the relative use of the information~statistics system.
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The following standards may be applicable in F;
13.2 Planning and Organization.
14.11 Staff Development.

;

Information System

'
.
Each State, in the establishment of its informa.
lion s~'stem under Standard 15.1, should design it
(0 facilitate four distinct functions:
1. Offender accounting.
2. Administrative-management decisionmaking.
3. Ongoing departmental research.
4. Rapid response to ad hoc inquiries.
The design of the correctional information syslem should insure capability for provi'iion of the
following kinds of information and analysis:
1. Point-in-time net results-routine analysis of
program status, such as:
a. Basic population c,haracteristics.
b. Program definition and participants.
c. Organizational units, if any.
d. P~rsonnel characteristics.
c. Flsclll data.
2. Period· in· time reports-a statement of flow
~d change ove.r a. specified period for the same
Hems available in the point.in-time net results report. The following kinds of data should be stored:
a. Summary of offender events and!'esuIts of events.
b. Personnel summaries.
c. Event summaries by popUlation char..
acteristics.
d. Event summaries by personnel char:.
acteristics.

E

13.1 Professional Correctional Management.

~

Ii Design Characteristics
rof a Correctional

r;

implementing Standard 15.2.

'

i .

L'

edge Base of Corrections," Crime and Delin- !~
quency, 13 (July 1967), 444-454.
2. NaHonal Council on Crime and Delinquency ti'
Research Center. Uniform Parole Reports, An1[,
nual'Series. Davis, Calif.: 1966 to date.
r~
3. National Institute of Mental Health. Criminal
Statistics. Washington: Government Printing Of- j'
fice, 1972.

Related Standards
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e. FiscaJ events summarized by programs.
3. Automatic notifications-the system should be
designed! to generate exception reports for immediate delivery. Four kinds of exception reports are
basic:
a. Volume ~[ assignments to programs
or units varying from a standard capacity.
b. Movement of any type that varies from
planned movement.
c. Noncompliance with established decision criteria.
d. Excessive time jn process,
4. Statistical-analytical relationships-reports of
correlations between certain vadables and outcomes,
analysis of statistical results for a particular program
or group of offenders, etc.

Commentary
An information system for corrections requires
accounting for an enormous number of individual
decisions--aecisions about the classification of of..
fenders, housing, discipline, work assignments1 and
many minor decisions that require certain information for fairness and efficiency .
Correctional agencies typically make these decisions from a cumbersome, usually disorgani7..ed file.
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c:onfu$ed that it

nnd lead to refinements in the information and te-

lUoreknowlc-dgcilble decisions are to be madel more
reaclily uJitble hlrormution roustbe provided.
An infofmution sYidem includes the c{'mccpts J pernontlcl. ~HJd supporting teehno.logy fot the collec~
don t crganil-'1'Hiofl, and deUvery of information for
adrniui:tnrntiveu$e. An information system should
be cApable of collecting data {or statistical use IUld
ptt>vJding Hcmll..cd jtljtings for ndministrativc action.
Although these c,lpabltities nre conceptuafly simple,
there is much to be gained by organizing for com-

At any time. the information-statistical system
should be able to deliver routine analys~ of pto.
gram status-point-in-time net results. The point.
i.n--time report freezes the data at a specific time,
the demand date. The period-in-time report apprises the administrator of flow and change over a
specified period-the movement of a population.
the amount and flow of expenditures, and occurrence rates of actions or events. The focus of both
report.') is on events-new admissions, transfers,
parole hearings, parole releases-an acounting of
a system's movement essential to rational planning
and control.
A system with this capability also will be able
to provide a widl! variety of demand infonnation.
The system should also generate exception reports,
initiated automatically by conditions that vary from
standards establiShed for the system.
The interrelationships of data are crit.ical to tbe
interpretlve process. Regular reports should be programed, and responses to special queries shOUld
be readily retrievable.
~.

tn the ftte

o!um mun be supphmtcd byjntuitiOll:. CltadYI 1i porting system.

put~r opcradcms.

CCHllputerized informational and statistics sysfot corrections should serve four disti.nct
runctlons: offender accounting, administrativcfUul1i1gement decisionmaking. ongoing dcpartmenHli J."¢5cflrcb. uno rupid response to ud hoc inquiries,
The need .(0'1" offender accounting is inherent in
the notion of supervision. I3ccnusc correction!) is
r~!lpMsjble tor control of Hs population, it must
have available (he infornHHiml (hltt locales its populmion, AdminiS!rntivc decisions concerning instituti.on!'l Ilnd the' prognlIlils to be c,nrried· out within
eueh tlre: heavily dependent on recognizing th,e
Cbntllctcristics of the facilities' populations. For
eXlllllple. ofr(mder job placement would be greatly
facilhntcd by nn nect-mnting systGm that character-

tems

i;r..ed erich oJtender,
The usc of iufcrmotion to support Hdministl:ative/l1iuwgefmmt decisiollmnkll1g 1s discussed in the following dCj;criptlon of the report capabilities an informndort system should have All of these rep{)rts
(poinHsHimc net tesu1ts~ period~in-tlmc reports.
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f\utomntlc notlfictltiot\lI, nnd stn.tistical-nnnlyticni rc-

Intionships) nre designed to ~id. in the correctional
decl5lonm;tking process. 1n fnctl ~he primary goa! of
\lfl iflfot'tlHltiot\"stt1tis(lcs systcnlis to support adminbtrutiv~

()ecisiomnaldng.
An Informntion system should support agency
r~seurch. Evtduudon of program effectiveness dept;:!HiS tm SU'ltisdclli nnalyses of the progrumls conHmts and outcomes. 'fhe system must allow col~
Icctkm of speeinl study und sample data. Similarly.
resellrell cnll help explnin tht meaning of statistics

,.
:

'
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RelQted Standards
The following standards may be applicable
implementing Standard 15.3.
6.1 Comprehensive Classification Systems.
lO.~ Services to Probationers.
12.6 Community Services for Parolees.
13.2 Plilnning and Organization.
15.1 State Correctional Information Systems.

tn

Standard 15.4
Developm~nt of a
Correctional Data Base
Each State, in the establishment of its il/llformation system under Standard 1511, should design
its data base to satisfy the following requirements:
1. The information-statistics fUnJctions of offender
accounting, administrative decisionmaking, ongoing
research, and rapid response to questions should
be reflected in the design.
2. The data base should allow easy compilation
of an annual statistical report, including sections
on popUlation characteristics tabulated for given
points in time, a recapitulation of population mOvement for the full year, and an analysis of recidivism
by offense and other characteristics.
3. The data base shoulciincl~de all data required
at decision points. The information useful to corrections personnel at each decision point in the corrections system should be ascertained in designing
the data base.
. 4. The requiremE\nts of other cdminal justice information systems for corrections data should be
~onsidered in the design, and an interface between
the corrections system and other criminal justice
In(ormation systems developed, inciudingsupport
of offender-based transaction systems.
S. All data base records should be individualbased and contain elements that are objectively
codable by a clel'k. The procedures for coding ~ata
shOUld be established uniformly.

6. The integrity and quality of data in ellch record is the responsibility of the information group.
Periodic audits should be made and qUlllitycontrol
procedures e$tablished.
7. The corrections information-statistics system
should be designed and implemented modularly to
accommodate expansion of the data base. Techniques
should be established for pilot testing new modules
without disrupting ongoing operations of the system. Interactions with planners and administrators
should occur before introduction of innovations.
8. Data bases should be designed for future analyses, recognizing the lag between program imple~
mentation and evaluation.
- .
9. The results of policies (in teons of evaluati'on)
should be reported to administrators, and data base
\:ontent should be responsive to the needs of changing practices and policies to guarantee that the aUimportant feedback loop will not be broken.
10. The initial design of ~he corrections data base
should recognize that change will be continual.
Procedures to assure smooth transitions should be
established.

Commentary
Development of the data base is the key to a
successful information~statistics function in conee525
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lions. The data base must contain elements that
produce information necessary for decisions. To
sntis(y the four service needs, the data base should
be composed of in9ividual records, each made up of
stMdardj7~d elemcrtt.'i ,of codable data.
Criminal jU5tict:. information ana statistics systerns have b~en \;ndcr conceptual design and protolype demonstration over thc past few years. These
,~y$tems require n corrections segment of data to
complete the picture of criminal justice. administm~
tion.
The next fivc yellfs will sec the dcv~~lopmcnt of
comprehensive data systems at the State level across
the Nation. A neW Law Ertforcement Assistance
Administration program requires development of
complete offender-based transaction statistics systems to describe criminal justice operation. A major
segment of stich systems will be the corrections
input.
H the correctional information system js to be
designed 11S an independent entity, provision must
be made fOf interface systems in other States and
regions for information exchange on clients moving
from onc jUt,isdiction to another.
An independent correctional information system
witl"tfmw some data from information systems servjog police and courts and will contribute data in
rcmftl. The correctional information system will
have to design interfaces for use by courts and
police.
If 11 consolidated criminal justice information
system is to be designed. it must be capable of providing full support for both management and case
decislomnnking in corrections. A system not capable
{)f meetIng these requirements would be unaccepttlb/c.
. The I\rmory of stutisticnl instruments also should
include change indicators. Time-series lines reflectillg corrcctlonnl population movements will aid
decisi<)nmltking. ]{ will be Ui,,.tful to maintain conthmhics in computing Mti recording rates of commitment or varIous correctional programs. They should
he stnndnrdfeattires of the program audit that
$h~)uld be conducted us part of the planning cycle,
An imporlnnt instntment to be designed by the
slntisticb.~ is the ngcflcy's Mllual statistical report.
whlch is of importance to orderly policy evolution. It should include: secdons on population char~
ncteristic$, tabulated for given points in time; a re~
cnpitulntion of popu\.'.ltiQn movement for the full
yent: and un unntysis of recidivism by offense and
other chtlrnctcrl$tics. Although the administrator
should detenniuc the study guidelines, be should
begl/ideo by the statistician's recommendations for
umllysis und display.
For YCRrs, Uluch, or the dnta, nvnUable on offend~
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ers has been collected in narrative form by various
observers and compiled into an individual "record.I.
Much of this information is subjective and not COQsistently recorded for all individuals. The records of
an information-statistics data base must be controlled and consistent.,. All data should be codable
by objective procedutes. To the extent possible,
States should cooperate in development of standardized definitions and codes to facilitate interstate
comparisons, national compilations, and offenderbased transa~tion sy~items. Individual identities
must be maintained to assure that the use requirements are met.
Administrative control of the information assembled is of vital importance. Correctional data collection is especially vulnerable to misinformation.
Some data must be drawn from unreliable sources.
Other data are susceptible to incorrect recording;
for example, dates, identification numbers. and special codes. An information system that replaces
manual operations without provision for verification and editing will be a dubious asset to administration.
Both concepts and equipment in computer oper·
ations lend themselves to the installation of veri·
fication procedures. Full advantage should be taken
of the opportunity to improve methods of recording
information for process. But while the computer
can reduce error by reducing the number of times
manual processing of data occurs and by verification procedures, human fallibility will continue to
require utmost vigilance. The administrator's ac·
tive emphasis on accuracy is the most effective as·
surance that vigilance will be maintained.
Administrators also must protect the system from
unauthorized access. Interfaces wfth other criminal
justice data banks must be maintained, but main·
tenance of security in handling sensitive materials
should discourage interfaces with systems outside
criminal justice or response to queries from any but
specifically authorized persons and agencies, such
as social science researchers,
Requirements for information and analysis will
change over time. As they do, the data base must
be able to expand and change to accommodate the
new needs. Tests of new modules to the system
must be possible without disruption of ongoing operations. In addition, feedback from administrators must influence the structure and output of the
information-statistics system.,
Already, the need for conventional data "base
expansion becomes evident when reviewing tbe new
correctional programs tbat are being proposed.
Halfway houses and work furlough programs carty
their own demands for information and evaluative
statistics.

As new theories about the variables that infiuence correctional outcomes become more solidified, new data elements will need to be collected,
for research and evaluation require historical data.
In corrections, today's programs cannot be evaluated for three to five years. Therefore, it is necesi, sary to systematically capture data that will be
) required for analyses five years hence.
,~
The information-statistics system must provi9c
" feedback to administrators on the results of their
i policies and actions. It must foretell how decisions
. might be made differently. As administrators and
, planO€:rs develop new methods and programs in response to the feedback they are receiving, other
" data will be needed to continue this feedback
.
,
,
:

i process.
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Rt,lated Standards
The following standards may be applicable in
implementing Standard 15.4.
6.1 Comprehensive Classification Systems.
10.2 Services to Probationers.
12.6 Community Services for Parolees.
13.2 Planning and Organization.
15.1 State Correctional Information Systems.
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expectancy rating, psychological state or type
etc.) Evaluative measurement should be ap:

plied to discrete and defined cohorts. Where
recidivism data arc to be used, classifications
should be related to reconvictions and technical violaaions of probation or parole as required in systems reviews.
3. Assertions of system or program success should
not be based on unprocessed percentages of offenders
not reported in recidivism figures. That is, for individuals to be claimed as successes, thei; success
must bc clearly related in some demonstrable way
to the program to which they were exposed.

Commentary

Standard 15.5
Evaluating the

Performance of the
Correctional System
l~jlCh

correctional tlgcncy Immedin~cly should beJ\ln to make l,erformnm:e measurements on two
()yulunlive Icw:ls--Qvcrnll pcrfonnance or system
reviews lIS IIlcllsu{'cd hy l"!!cidivislU, and progrnnl
.rcYlcws that cmphnsizc mcusnrcmcnt of more im~
mcdiulc progi1utI gOlil nchicvement. Agencies allocating (unds for concctlol1l\l progrnms should require
such w(;n~UrcmCIJts. Meusurement and review should
tenec. thesc considerntions~
1. J~or ,'iySlcJf_ reviews, measurement of recidivism should be the Ilrimnry Cy\tluu(ivc criterion. The
hillowing ~efillHion of recidivism should be adopted
nntlounUy by nU correcti<)nnl agencies to facilitate
CI)It1I)n~1sons II.tllong jurisdictions und compilntion of
nllthmnl figures:
Rcefdh'tsm t~ m(!asun:d by (1) criminal ucts thut
resulted lu (onvittion by a court, when commi(kJ
by tndM<fuuls \~'ho jnc under cQrrectionnl sl!pe~i
siem Or Who hnvc been relcl\scd trom C~~1'ectional
$upcn'tsio(t ,,'Uhin (he pr~"ious three years, and by
(2) tc<:hnlcnl "lo1nthms of probation Or parole in
whleb n scnC~ndng or ptlroling authority took action
du,trtsuUcd in 1\11 adverse chnnge in tbe offender's
)~glll stnt1l.~.

'fccbnkal \'lolu(£on$ should be maintained sepa-

ruMy from dafn ('In rcconvktions. AIso,rccidh'ism

shou.ld be. ~ported in n mm'lner to disccmpnt ..
tcms ()f thnn~c. At n J'llh1imuUl, stntisticnl tables
~hotdd ~ prepared every 6 mouths during the 3"
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Performance measurement is critical to evalua~
rive program review. Standards of measurement
should be uniform for external review and com~
parison. This requirement is especially important
for fund~gI:anting agencies, which must make de~
cisions about program suppor.t on the basis of eval~
uated . operational performance. Unless these
~easurements are based on standard criteria, re~
vIews cannot be valid, nor can comparison be
made when necessary.
~
A distinction is made between system review
and program review. In a system review, perform~
) an:e of the entire system in achieving its goal is the
obJ:ct of measurement. In a program review, effect/veness of the program in the achievement of
an immediate objective must be measured. This
k!nd of evaluation calls for identification of speCIfic goals and appropriate measures for determining whether they are achieved. While this level
of measurement is essential for program control,
~he pro?ra~'s contribution to the system's success
lI1 meetlOg Its goals also must be measured. This
latter measurement must be made with the scale
by which the system is measured.
Recidivism is recognized universally as a useful
criterion for correctional measurement but there
has' been considerable variation in the way rec,idivism has been measured. A standard definition clearly is needed, Three main factors should
be considered in developing recidivism statistics:
the nature of events to be counted, categorization
?f the behaviors and degrees of seriousness to be
lDclud~d1 ~nd duration of the foUowup period.
RecldlVlsm should be measured by reconvictions.
A conviction is a well-defined event in which a
recorded action has been taken by the court. Further, measurement by reconvictions is established
pra~tice in corrections. Technical violations of probation or parole based on admirustrative action
1l!one should be excluded from a general definition
of recidivism because they are not established

f

t
year Collowup period, showing the number of recidivists. Discriminations by age, offense, length of sen·
tence, nnd disposition should be provided.
2. Program review is a more specific type of
evaluation that should entail these five criteria of
mensm:l!menf:
n. Measurement of effort, in teoos of
cost, time, and types of personnel f:mployed
in the project in question.
b. Measurement of performance, in terms
of whether immediate goals of the program
have been achieved.
.
c. Determination of adequacy of performance, in terms of the program's value for
offenders exposed to it as shown by individual
followup.

d. Determination of efficiency, assessing
effort and performance for varifJ)us programs
to sec which arc most effective with comparable g~oups and at wbat cost.
e, Study of process, to determine the reIath'e contributions of process to goal achievement, such as attributes of the program related 10 success or failure, recipients of tbe
program who .sre more or Jess benefited, conditions affecting program delivery, and effects
produced by the program. Program reviewS
should provide for dassi6cation of offenders
by relevant t)'P(ts (age, offense category, base

formally as criminal acts. Te~hnical violations in
which a sentencing or paroling authority took action
that resulted in an adverse change in an offender'S
legal status should be collected but maintained
separately from data on reconvictions.
. A satisfactor,Y re~olution of the degrees of serJOusness to be IdentIfied and included in recidivism
s.tati~tics has. ~et to be developed. The problem
hes 10 prescnbmg a level of seriousness that separates those criminal acts so minor as not to merit
public attention from those serious enough to be
rep?rted. Different jurisdictions currently use
vaned sets of offense groupings, and there is no
mutually exC!u~iv~ set of .groupings that is commonly
accepte,d, Nor IS It suffiCIent to report recidivism on
the bas~s of length of confinement to which a recid~
ivating offender is sentenced. Given the move toward
using confinement as the disposition of last resort
some fairly serious criminal acts may not result i~
confinement and would therefore be excluded from
such a definition. Until these problems are resolved
aIt reconvictions should be reported by type of
offense and type and length of disposition.
Measurement of recidivism shOUld be pursued for
3 yeats after release of the offender from all correction~l . supervision. While this is an arbitrary
figure, It IS chosen because t11e few recidivism studies that have followed offenders more than 3 years
have shown that most recidivism occurs within 3
years of release from supervision. It is also import~
ant that results from followup of offenders be fed
?a.ck to ~dministrators as s(')on as possible. Finally,
It IS unreasonable to hold corrections accountable for
the behavior of ex-offenders indefinitely. The 3-year
figure is not meant to discourage reportinp' over
longer periods, which would provide valuabk control information concerning reconvictions after the
3~year period. Most important here is to have a
standard reporting period throughout the country
so that comparisons can be made.
Standards of performance in corrections previously have been based largely on the collective
subjective opinions and judgments of administrators,
While elements of subjective consensus should not
be eliminated entirely from the process of Standard
setting, objective statistical measurement could provide more guidance. Research to validate measurement and to determine optimum performance
standards should be expedited in the interest of
improving sentencing policy, setting expenditure
priorities, and providing more effective services to
offenders.
The requirement of program evaluation capability within the information and statistics system can
be achieved immediately. Accomplishment of this
goal will give the administrator a monitoring service,
529
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Forcontr61 of: operations. tbis service will be a
grctlt contribution to a new level of a.dministrative
effectiveness. The administrator will know where
corrective action is needed and how urgently. Thus,
Cunctional eva!untion may measure the agency's
aehicvcment of overall objectives. Five categories of
criteria should be used in such evaluation,
At the most primitive level of evaluatlon r one
merely measures eif()rt, ThCSe measurements are
mndo In terms of cost, time, and types of personnel
employed in the programs studied. Information of
thtli kind is essential to the study of Ii program's
economics but tells nothing about its usefulness.
The second evaluation level is the measurement
of performance. The tluestion here is whet.her immediate goals of the program arc achieved, such
lll) the number of individuals completing a program
1ft which they were enrolled. Such information is
slmple to collect nod lets administrators know how
theit programs are operating nt this basic level.
At tbe third evaluntion level, the adequacy of
performance is determined. This step begins deter~
minatioo of the program's vaiue for offenders ex~
posed 10 it. Evalulltion nt this level is of cru.cinl im~
portnocc to the administrator and the public. It
offers It more refined measurement than that of the
"success" or "(!li/ure" reported by recidivism.
Criteria stich as positive iltlHude change, educational
Improvement, and bctter interpersonal relations can
be reported. Unlil integration of information systems
i$ much improved, indiyldual followup of some kind
will be necessary to deliver this level of assessment.
The objecdve uL the fourth evaluation level is
detcrminati()n of efficiency. This is the level of
nssessmcnt thnt characterizes most evaluative re~
senren in corrcGtions. Unfortunately, a shortcut
methodology omiUing the study of effort and performance has been achieved. thereby reducing the
value of the conclusions made. If effort and pcrformnn~c nre documented, much can be learned
nbom wheth<!r progrnms hnve definable value com~
pnred with other programs admInistered 1ocompar~
able groups.
Finally. the most elnbornle form for evaluative
research will include the study of process. Are..
sCluch desisn directed 1\1 the links between processes and r¢sullS nIso will pro\'ide assessment of
performance ndequacy and efficiency. What is
needed next is illftJrmation 011 the relative contributions of process to goal achievement. There are
tour mni.n dimendons of study with which process
nunlysis usually must be concerned, includingi
nUributes of the; program related to success or
!niluro, .recipient.." o( the progmn\ who are more
or len benefited; condiUorui affecting progrnm delivery; (u\d c1Ieel.sproduccq by the program.

Great caution should be used jn making claims
about correctional successes. In point of fact, recid.
ivism can tell us only about correctional failures,
Unless research and statistics can tell us about how
individuals Were affected by different programs and
bow they later developed as "successes,» corrections
cannot be expected to move forward significantly,
Avoidance of failure is not identical by any stretch
of logic with promotion of success. The attributes
of specific programs. that had positive impact on
specific offenders must be identified. Furthermore,
~Hscrimination of program failures from expected
failures is essential to understanding recidivism.
Discrimination of program successes is equally essential, but these successes must be individually
verified l not inferred from stafistical class. That is,
the fact that a cobort of released offenders had a
recidivism rate of 40 percent does not mean that
the correctional system can claim a 60 percent
success rate for its programs.
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!t\~ Statement of Recommendation
I
L
1 F~deral granting agencies active in correctioiial
research should join immediately in preparation of
h a coordinated research strategy in which general
i~ arelllS of interest and activity arc delimited, objec.,
loves are specified, and research priorities decJqred,
! This strategy should be published and reviewed
I; annuany.
The national research strategy should include at
least the following four kinds of research support:
1. National Correct~ons Statistics. The National
I; Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice
:. I!!. some other body should initiate a consolidated
t annual report including data on popUlation charac~
t feristics and movement of both adults and juveniles
!; I~rough detention and correctional facilities, proba.
lion, and parole. Exact dimensions of the report and
¥; the strategy required to achieve it should be devel.
~ oped by ~ representative group.
~ . 2. Mamtenance of Program Standards. Emphaf ~s should be placed on monitoring the implement!Related Standards
~ lion of national performance standards as recom.
The following standards may be applicable in mended in this report. Funding agencies shouid pay
implementing Standard 15.5.
dose attention to the degree to which agencies
i, ~dopt perfonnance standards derived from objec6.1 Comprehensive Classification Systems.
¥: live statistical measutement and the extent to which
13.1 Professional Correctional Management.
/hey are validated and utilized.
15.1 State Correctional Information Systems.
~~

p
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t
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3. Study of Trends in Correctionm Program

Change. Leadership of funding agencies is indispensable to coordination of research. An effort
should be made to coordinate research with changes
occurring as new programs nnd policies develop.
4. Facilitation of ImllOvation. Supporting research
should be planned and implemented at th~ S!lme
time program innovations are started. Funding agencies should require that the study of process begin
at the beginning, instead of tolerating scattered explorations after programs arc operating. While not
every project win wa~rant its own internal research
and evaluation comp'onent~ ell:perimentation with
special evaluative team"s to assist numerous agencies,.
special demonstration projects, and similar strategies
should be explored. Funding agencies also should
ptovide a continuing strategy for development.
There should be a cycle jn which review of the
state of the art and development of research in rei.
evant sciences are consideted together so that specific areas for concentration in future research can be
defined.

Commentary

I

Correotional research is not coordinated at any
level of government. Botila()ademic ~nd agency
researchers have lacked guidance on priorities) and

f
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research has 110t been systematically encouraged
~J granting agencies.

Activity in correctiCl}1'!I research at the Federal

level J8 spread among

I:
.,

C()ycttlge iii some fields is an obvious consequencel

there is

c

~

*l.
Ii

,~.

~.

,
J'

110

systematic :Htempt to exchange infor-

mation or to Mfiurc that policy is consistent and
'Understood.
The Vl1!ltly improved inCormaticm systems recommended f~Jr national implementation will create an

i'f

I

re-

rc'cllrch strategy. Although duplication of research

~

.?

J

~jUmctous agencies. The

sult Is little coordination of policy development or

~'

~

it
0'

tmprcccdented base for heuristic research. Gener~
allYl experience bas shown that it is impractical. for
even the largest agencies to maintain permanent
Ilt.tITs cupflblc oC innovative and interpretive rescnrch, 'fllcre have been a few exccptions f but
most such studies have b!~en supported by externnl
fumH;rnnting o,gencic$, often at .the initi!\tive of
locol !!Wff. llod always with local collaboration ..
This rccord htdicntes the need for a national
rcscllr;~h strntegy. Funds should not be awarded
without un expectation of specific achIevement, an
expectation thnt should be based on the improve-

ment of corrections.
A nationnHy understood reseurch strategy does
I10t

exist. Agencies granting funds for correctional

lstudics Imve not had n stmtcgy more detailed than
lUI individual pt'cfdl'cnCC for certain kinds of investlgntlorl. Such preferences do not relate to a

defini~

tlon of Ilced or It broad consensus on purpose.
Resellfch in corrections should be directed at

the improvement of effectiveness, defined here in
terms of rcmcdltll socialization of the offender as
mCfiSured by his successful reintegration. Its 'lIC-

cQmpUshmcnt depends on the maintenance of data
systems fol' mCll!mrement, evaluative research of
c:dstlng lind mnv interventions. and administrative
110d prograJll inllovutlons.
The Intention is not to eliminate the support of
scrcmllpilollS research, lfo''''~veri it is strongly recOmmended that steps bel taken as soon as possible
to crt:nte n logicnl nod cohercl1lbnsis for assigning

research

priOrities.

An

nnnua1 document, reviewing

the SlfW: of I'Cscm;ch find operations, giving fresh
cOrisidcfuJion to priotities nnd defining opportunities (or development) would pr()duce a. significant

ndvnuc:e in the !itimulntion of inter'est and activity in
C.Qfrtctions.

These rcquirem(lnL~tndiclltc the need to coneen..
(rme the llttention of funding itgcocies on foul'
~inds or rc.'icnrcll $upport. The following four anteSOril'tS sho\M cOl1stitutu the nntiounl rcsenrchstrntegy=
1. Nntionul Correcrlol's Statistics, With implementtltion or cQfrecHonnl infornmtion systel1l!} through-
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out the country, preparation and pUblication of an
annual report reflecting the size of correctional systems, intake and release rates, amount of tim\"
served, and other data wHl be a simple matter.
This report will enable both analysts and the general public to ascertain the status of correctional
systems, to compare effects of policy differences and
crime rates from State to State, and to draw inferenCes about trends and changes.
Such reports should not attempt to establish national rates or totals. They should reflect each
State's position as to correctional programs.
The design of the series should be developed
With the collaboration of an advisory group of cor.
rectional administrators and statisticians and representative academic research scholars. This advisory
group should be a permanent support to the uni.
form correcl'ional report, reviewing its content annually and recommending changes in pro~edures
or format that might make the series more useful
to its public.
2. Maintenance of Program Standards. Standards
of performance in corrections hitherto have been
based on subjective opinions and judgments of experienced administrators. The Manual ot Correctional Standards of the American Correctional Association represents a consensus of such authority.
These clements of subjective consensus neither can
nor should be eliminated entirely from the process
of standard setting. However, guidance on performance standards can be derived to a large extent
fr.1m objective statistical measurement. Where such
measurements can be designed, they should become
the basis for achievement standards. Research to
valid~lte measurement and to determine optimum
performance standards should be expedited in the
interest of improving sentencing poUcy, setting priorities for expenditure, and treating offenders IWmanely. Some studies of this kind have been initi.uted by the National Institute of ll;\w Enforcement
and Criminal Justice.
3. Study of Trends in Correctional Program
Change. Corrections is characterized by a rapid,
wide-ranging evolution in values and structure.
Some of tne eVOlutionary changes were gen~rated
outside the correctional services. They influence the
nature of objectives and the processes chosen to
~\chieve them.
Most of tb.e~e innovations have far outstripped
interpretive research. 'rhus, for example, the last
decade has seen a focus on various forms of
community-based corrections. These programs have
been .generated pragmatically, \lsually with little or
no reference to theory or experience. 'ro this day,
neither th~ concepts nor the method to evaluate or
develop these programs with research support hfiS

been found. Many are expensive and elaborate;
they cannot survive without proof of their effectiveness, which is impossible to demonstrate at a moment's notice.
. Similarly, the increasing emphasis on probation
use should motivate a great deal of innovative re~
search for development of a probation service
"technology." Hardly anything of this kind is in
sight, and tbe need becomes pressing.
Leadership of funding agencies is essential to
the coordination of research with spontaneous development. Without tbis leadership, good ideas
poorly executed will perish along with the hopeless
ideas that never should have been jmplemented.
Research alone will not save .... \rrections, and without an effort to coordinate its deployment with the
natural processes of change, the old evils of panacea
planning and objectiveless management will persist.
4. Facilitation of Innovation. Clinical treatment
personnel have initiated most correctional innovation, with supporting research usually included as a
late afterthought. For example, widespread interest
in behavior modification programs has not been ac~
companied by research that could be described by
any stretch of the imagination as definitive. Scattered eXplorations by isolated investigators have
enthusiastically documel),ted activity without assess-

ing consequences. Unless the innovator himself
perceives the need for controlled research it \VitI
not be undertaken. Responsibility for this baphazard state of affaIrs rests on funding agencies, on
correctioI1ai managers, and on innovators themselves. It will not be remedied until funding agencies require the study of process to begin at the
beginning.
Tbis emphasis does not necessarily require that
every innovative project have its own research and
e.valuation component in order to receive Federal
funds. The money might be better spent if given to
a few organizations which can carry out extensive
research and evaluation and serve as a model for
others. Another alternative is to set up teams to do
evaluations or assist agencies in doing them.
Funding agencies also must prc'.Ii,,:e a continuing strategy development. Such a [., 'ocess consists
of a cycle in whicb review of the •.:ate of the art
and development of research in relevant sciences
are considered together so that specific areas for
concentration in future research can be defined.
This process never has been applied to correctional
research strategy. Funding agencies must be responsible for discovering how the order and purpose
the)davor for corrections can be achieved through
their own strategic planning.
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volves issues of the intensity of correctional power.
What level of punishment is required to assuage
controversial problems. The lack of consistency, public desire for retribution? Is the infliction of
1comprehensiveness, and direction of these statutes human misery and degradation required?
has forced the correctional system to develop in
The means available for crime reduction vary.
spite of the statutory framework rather than be- This would again pose questions of the intensity of
I j :aus~ of it. To some extent the legisr&ture has lost punishment required.
('ll!S rIghtful control over the governmental agencies
Rehabilitation of criminal offenders is another
1.'1 involved. In other instances, progressive correc- corrections approach. Based on the theory that oftional administration has been frustrated by un- fenders commit crimes at least in part because of a
t,· realistic and outmoded statutory restraints.
lack of skills, education, or motivation, rehabilitation requires the correctional agency to provide
The Purpose of Legislation
programs to overcome these deficiencies and assist
!.
the offenders' reintegration into the free community.
Correctional legisiation has one essential taskHowever legitimate each of these ends and means
i ' "Hocation and regulation of governmental power. is, not aU can be implemented compatibly by' a
f In the context of criminal corrections the power to single correctional system. The level of punishment
?e. ~llocated an.d regul~te~ is substa?tial. !,,-n necessary to satisfy some retributive feelings may
I . indiVidual who VIolates cnmmal law subjects hlmb .
d"
.
.
C
self to possible deprivation of those attributes of
e counterpro uctIve m reducmg recidivlsm. onditions that, in theory, would increase the deterrent
f~ citizenship that characterize free societies. Alloca- eII~ect of corrections also may reduce the system's
j
Hon and regulation of correctional power is a ability to change offenders constructively. More im~
l'i sensitive undertaking for a leW'slature in a free so- portant, the failure to choose which theory is to
j: ciety. The potential for abuse of that power is appredominate in a correctional system may result in
I· parent and real; the ootenttal for effective and·
.
.
d
I, constructive reform o( criminal offenders is less failure
inconsistent an competing programs that assure
to attain any goal.
~. clear.
Each of the various pui1ishment theories has been
t
prominent at some time in corrections history. It is,
! Authorizing Corre~tional Power
however, difficult to find an instance where the
ThabTty t
.
t I
. . 1 f legislature has made the conscious choice of theory.
i. iende~s is 1~epe~d:~~r~~ea~t~~~~n~vle:gi~f~~:~~; In fact, the thrust of a particular correctional system
1 initial decision in enacting correctional legislation is is generally determined by correctional personnel
to determine for what purpose and in what manner and shifts as th~ personnel changes. These basic
. this power is to be exercised, The legislature has public policy decisions sh'ould be made by the legisthe opportunity and the responsibility, jn the first Iature after appropriate public debate. They should
instance, to establish public poHcy on corrections- not be delegated either consciously or through inthe ends sought and the means allowed.
action to administrators.
!', Two possible functions for the correctional system
Legislatures have had some impact on the selec~
) are apparent: (1) punishment of individuals who tion of correctional ends and means. In many
l' break societis rules; and (2) reduction of crime. States, statutory provisions assume implicitly a par1· The first may be justified on the basis that rules ticular policy for corrections. However, this assumpI'.. require effective enforcement mechanisms. Law vio- tion is not uniformly applied. Some statutory
<. lations, when sanctions are not properly applied by
requirements facilitate rehabilitation programs;
!~ government, may stimulate private retributive ac- other statutes make implementation of such protions. Thus government through the criminal law grams ,difficult. To have an effective correctional
legitimatizes and institutionalizes private retributive system, it is not only appropriate but essential that
.; feelings, .
the legislature (1) establish uniformly and compre!" The second goal for corrections is reduction of hensively the "public policy" on corrections and the
t·~ crime. Correctional power may reduce crime in general goals and approaches for the exercise of
1,,:0 .ways, by deterring potentia.l lawbreak.er,s from correctional power, and (2) legislate consistently
!
cnmma1 cand uc t or b y operatmg on eXIstmg 01~
with that declaration.
t~ fel)ders in such a way as to cause them not to
commit furtber crimes.
.
The Instruments of Correctional Power
Diffi~ult ~uestions are posed. regarding the means
The legislature's second major task in legislating
10 attain :eIther of these two correctional goals.
t~ Satisfaction of community retributive desires in- for corrections is to create and organize the' instru-
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enacted at varying times under varying

II conditions to solve specific and often temporarily
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The Statutory
Framework
of Corrections
Lnw is the foundation Oil which a good correcdonnl sys{c.:m is based. Indeed, it is doubtful
whether an effective correctional system could exist
without n good statutory foundation. But the reverse is not true, Good taw will allow good administration; Jt wHI not assure it. If appropriate
progrnms are authorized, but poody funded, poorly
ndministered, or poorly staffed, then little benefit
will result.
It is difficult to quantify statutory reform in

system for correctional programs should be developed and what "essentially legalO) problems arise.
The standards developed at the chapter's end are of
two varieties, general and specific. Three general
standards enumerate what types of issues are appropriate for legislation and general correctional
law reform. The remaining standards are specific
and deal directly with substantive correctional issues. They provide examples of how certain correctional issues can be resolved by legislation.

crime reduction terms. Legislation can authorize or
prohibit; it cnrll)ot implement. Correctional statutes

must seek to autborize nn effective correctional

sys~

(em and prohibit the nbuse of individual rights.
In developing standards for correctional legisla-

tion l It is necessary to benr in mind that

tionat "hlW" hns

correc~

three components in addition to
statutes. These are~ constitutional enactment, court
decisions) 1lnd ndmin:strative rul~s and regulations.
Thus
three braficbes of government have a haud
in shaping tho structure of correctional 'JIaw. tJ The
first problem. in r~con1mending a statutory framework\ therefore) is to decide which component can
best bundle the. particular issue being considered. If
th~ decision is that the mutter should be covered
by ~tntute, the question thcn becomes one of the
intent nnd tontcnt of the law.
The nnttttt!ve tiC {his chapter explains how a legal

un

I"~

CORRECTIONAL CODES
AND THE CORRECTIONAL PROCESS
The correctional code includes statutes governing sentencing, probation, incarceration, communitybased programs,parole, and pardons. These statutes
are tbe foundation on which a criminal corrections
system is built. Short of constitutional restrictions,
the legislature hus wide latitude in determining the
nature of the correctional code and its substantive
provisions. Seldom, however, has a legislature considered broad questions of the role and limitation
of legislation when enacting statutes affecting corrections.
In most States, statutes governing corrections
cannot be considered a. "code." They are collections
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merlts (or correctional decisionmaking. The goals of
correctional agc:''';;!s and the quality of their
personnel are decisions only the legislature can
make. Only after the correctional system's goals and
methodology arc determined can the nature of the
instruments for tbeir implementation be considered
adequately.

Orgllni:wtion
Once a: consistent and comprehensive goal for the
correctional system is established, the systcm's .organization is dictated by that goal. ComprehensIveness in plllnning and programming requires a unified
organization.
It is not surprising that, with n.o consisten~ly
stilted goal for corrcc/.,i;.)ns, correctIOnal agencies
grew in a haphazard manner. In many States, ea?h
correctional institution was created separately. with
.';cparate administration. Pris~n .confineme~t was the
predominanl response to cnmlnal behavIor. Each
new reform. generally a reaction to the harsh conditions of incarceration, seemed to require a new
govcrnmcnllli ngency independent of the prison administration.
.
Probation developed as an arm of the sentencing
court and subject to its control. Persons were not
"sentenced to" probation; the sentence to confinement was sllspended. The courts viewed probation
tIS n device to keep certain deserving offendcrs out
"f the correctional system, rather than as a more
appropriate nnd effective correctional technique.
The recognition that institutional confinement has
limited utility for the majority of criminal violators
makes probntion the major sentencing alternative.
It should become the standard sentence, with confinement reserved for the dangerous ofIender. On
the other hand. probation staff will draw on institutionnl resources. The lise in several jurisdictions of
sh()rt~tcrm dhlgnostic commitments prior to sentencing is one exnmple,
Institutionnl programming will be required to re~
spond to the failures of probation programs. JudicinllY imposed sentenccs of partial confinement,
where un offcl\der remains under community supervisIon during m?st o~ the wce~, with h~s. leisu~e
l.imo $pent in n reSIdential corrcctlOnu\ faClhty, WIll
req\lire· close cooperation between probation and
institutional staff. Coordination and mutua! understlltiding between all correctional personnel will
Qccome- increasingly important. Continuing court
supervision of the probation system inhibits thl') coordinution required.
Sentencing courts do have nn interest, however,
in maintaining some control ovec the development
of: presentence reports. a function noW gClnerally
pcrfi.'Cmed by probation offic;c(S. The presentence
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report forms the basis for -the court's sentencing }.
decision. The report may also contain the sentencing l'
recommendation of the probation officer.
I'
There may. be ~oo~ reasfons . for sfeparattihngt the
presentence investigatIOn unc tIon rom
a 0 f j;
supervision of probationers. Studies indicate that i '
where one officer does both, time-consuming investigations and report writing seriously interfere r1
with his ability to supervise probationers. A person 1;
directly responsible to the sentencing court could
perform the investigations as well as assist the court t~
in other judicial functions such as bail investigations. U
In many States, parole agencies developed independently. To moderate long prison sentences, !
parole boards were established and give'n authority
to release some offenders from confine:';ent if they
agreed to supervision in the community. Parole also i
was viewed as getting the offender out of the cor- L
rectional system rather than altering the nature of h;
his correctional program. Parolee supervision in the
community was administered in several instances by 11
a board of parole rather than by the correctional !<
agency. It remains under a board in 18 States.
U
Parole, like probation, is one of several correc- !i
tional tools. Prison programs should prepare an af- L
fender for parole and other aftercare programs-for l;'
reintegration into the community. Imaginative use ~,.'.
of parole conditions, such as a requirement t~at the ~
parolee reside at a halfway house, may Involve
institutional personnel directly. Effecti~e and e~- .,
cient parole planning and progr~mmmg. r~gU\re
close coordination with other correctIOnal activItIes.
"
Juvenile and adult institutions developep independently and remain autonomous in seve:al ~t~~es.
Numerous factors appear to account for thiS dIVISIon f
of correctional organization. The public is more f
often willing to support new and innovative pro- i
grams for juveniles than for adults. Proponents of
juvenile programs find it politically expedient to (
retain their autonomy. Different approaches are authorized, at least implicitly, for juveniles.
..
,I
It is assumed that adults need more pumt1ve I
measures, provisions for tighter custody, and feweri?
correctional programs. Juveniles, on the other hand,
are more salvageabJe. The agency designated to i,
administer adult program8 is thought to be custodyoriented. Juvenile programs, based more on the weI- f
fare model, are envisioned as directed more toward ;
rehabilitation.
?
In addition, under juvenile court acts juvenile.s t
{ire not "criminals" and thus avoid the stigma of
crimina! conviction. They are viewed differently
from adults who have committed the same offense
but are tried as "criminals" rather than "delinquents." To compound matters, juveniles who have
committed no criminal offense-those who are
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neglected, dependent, or in need of special educational training programs are lacking. Since the
supervision-often are confined with delinquents.
jails are operated for the most part by law enforceFor some, the specter of housing juveniles and ment personnel, there is little professional correcadults in the same facility-a common occurrence tional expertise. Institutional management and cusin some areas-inhibits consolidation of corrections. todial arrangements are often inadequate. (Sec
Most major reforms in adult corrections are pre- Chapter 9, Local Adult Institutions.)
ceded by identical reforms in juvenile corrections.
The most important, and perhaps the most diffiWhere appropriate, techniques and programs proved cult, step toward unification of corrections will be
successful for juveniles should be made available to integrate local misdemeanant facilities into the
for adults 'and vice versa. For example, because of State correctional system. Such integration is imperatheir delinquency status, juveniles remain eligible for tive because, as the Crime Commission remarked,
licenses and other citizenship rights that adults lose "it is not feasible in most States to expect that
on conviction of a felony. It is increasingly apparent advances . . . will be made as long as jails and
that these collateral consequences of a criminal misdemeanant institutions are administered separconviction are seldom appropriate for adults either. ately from the rest of corrections." 2
Success in juvenile corrections with group counselCorrections, if it is to be effective, can no longer
ing, community-based programs, and imaginative be viewed as a group of separate and diverse enaftercare supervision can be translated easily into tities independerJtly exercising power over a crimsimilar programs for adults.
inal offender. Rather, it must be viewed as a system
Adult and juvenile programs should be adminis- comprised. of various components that must operate
tered within a single agency. This would not pro- in a consistent and coordinated way. These compohibit the development of specialized programs for nents are interrelated; the planning and performjuveniles or adults. However, the efficient utilization ance of one will affect the others directly.
of scarce resources and the integration of programs
The correctional code should unify the adminisinto a continuum of correctional processes require tration of all correctional facilities and programs
unification. In some States, adult and juvenile pro- under one agency on the State level. That agency
grams, although autonomous, have developed in- should have responsibility for probation, confineformal relationships fostering coordination. Where ment facilities, community-based programs, and
these are operating effectively, the formal unifica- parole for adults, juveniles adjudicated delinquent,
misdemeanants, and, where appropriate, those contion of programs under one agency is less urgent.
Misdemeanant corrections is an essential compo- fined awaiting trial.
nent of any integrated correctional system, if only
The major problem with total unification of all
because .most offenders convicted of felonies previ- elements of the correctional system is the board of
ously have been convicted of a misdemeanor. In a parole. As community-based programs implemented
California survey conducted for the President's by institutional staff expand, the board will increasCommission on Law Enforcement and Administra- ingly act to review institutional decisions. The
tion of Justice (the Crime Commission), 74 percent board must be insulated from institutional pressures
of those entering a State prison on their first felony and perspectives in order to perform this function.
conviction had a history of misdemeanant convicHowever, in view of the need for coordination
tions. 1 Thus the State correctional system inevitably in planning, resource allocation, and evaluation, the
must respond to the failures of misdemeanant cor- board of parole may be administratively part of the
rectional programs. Coordinated planning and ad- unified State corrections system. Where this form of
ministration will assure a consistent approach toward ' organization is adopted, the board must remain
individual offenders who graduate through the autonomous in its parole decision making functions.
system of corrections from the misdemeanant to the Methods for assuring such independence are discussed in Chaptet 12, Parole.
felony level.
Local jails generally are characterized by idleness, hostility, and despair. They are, for the most Personnel
part, devoid of correctional programs. Except in
Once the elements of the correctional system are
large metropolitan areas, there are insufficient remerged, the legislature should act to insure that
sources to develop and maintain effective programs.
they are staffed with persons having appropriate
Probation services are minimal or nonexistent.
qualifications. The qualifications required for a
Work-release programs are scarce. Vocational or
given position will depend primarily on the goal and
1 President's

Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice, Task, Force Report: Corrections
(1967), p. 72.

, President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice, The Challenge of Crime in a Free Society (i 967), p. 178.
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corre<::tions as enacted by tbe leg·
.i!dntu.ce:, If punitive measures ate to be the keystone
of the system, tben Htde expertise is needed. Howevert 1! reintegration of the offender jnto the community b the system's goal, then certain professional
qutdificfltiOrlll become important.
Dra!.ting legislation to Msure that programs arc
sttlfIcd wIth competent personnel is 11 difficult task
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roles, General qualifications alone, without a procedure limiting the influence of political patronage,
are meaningless.
Imposition of irrelevant qualifications is undesirable and nonproductive. Height, weight, and residency restrictions cleady do not foster any legitimate correctional goal:!!
Legislatures also have experimented with negain nny governmental area, Recruitment and reten- tive qualifications-specific conditions automatically
tion of competcnt staff require legislative action pro· prccluding a person from employment. These have
vMing for three ftlcl0rs; adequate compensation, generally frustrated, rather than assisted, efforts
upproprlntc qunlificiltionS foc those employed, and to recruit appropriately trained staff. The tend'cncy to prohibit ex-offenders from occupational
job sceurity.
In mnny States, legislatures have set the salaries opportunities in the criminal justice system generally
tor top management correctional personneL This and in corrections particularly has hindered the
cl:'cales Ii rigid system that precludes negotiation to utilization of persons who might have special qualiinduce " qualified person to accept u position or to fications for working with offenders.
Civil service systems, with their emphasis on prorewin (me if he Is offered additional compensation
litsewhere. Leghilatllrcs should avoid codifying spe- motion and seniority, impede attraction of qualified
cific salary levels but should grant flexibility to the personnel to top or middle management positions
«{,pOinting officials to compete for the most quali- as well as movement of personnel from one agency
to another.
fied person within authodzed .appropriations,
Protecting job security by legislation creates a
Corrections is 1.\ politicnl1y sensitive function of:
government. Good correctional legislation reqUires dilemma of its own. Some job security is required
lhut personnel recruitment be insulated from polit- to attract qualified professionals and to inSUlate
icnl pntrol1!\ge. However. tIS nn arm of the govern- professional judgments from polWcal pressures.
ment. cNrcctiolls should be responsive to public However, job security also creates risks of protecting
attitudes. Political pQ.tl'onage is improper to the incompetence.
Three basic systems are possible. In many States,
extent that unqualified persons urc appointed, Appointment by the governor with the advice and top correctional officials serve at the "pleasure" of
Cf,)nsenl o( tho lel~slature is a standard meanS of the appointing official. This system creates no job
striking. n btIJonc¢. Statutory qualifications for a secu.rity.
In some States sensitive personnel are appointed
pnrti~uJar omcc. ure another.
for a specified term. This gives some security during
t~8istntive nUempts to dictate qualifications for
cort'cctionnl sUlff positions take several forms. MallY the term and allows periodic review of the individSlntes provide sUltU/ory qU(llifictltions for some top ual's competence. The security provided by the speIllnnngelncnt p{)sitions ineluding the chief exct;:utive cific term appointment will depend on the causes
o01cer of the correctional ugency, probation or pa~ listed foJ;' removal during the term. A standard
fole direc()f, nnd pnrolebonrd members. Such phrase is that the official may be removed for "distlunllfict\.lio:tls range from broad provjsjons directed ability, neglect of duty, incompetence, or malfealowllrd Msudng some minimum professional ex- sanco in office." A hearing where cause for removal
perUse II to specifio .requirements regarding academic is asserted should be required. Political considerations can be minimized by providing terms that
and profc$lltonnl truining tmd experience.'
Precise statutory qualifications (or most positions overlap that of the appointing officiaL
In. a few jurisdictions a person may be appointed
nrc di01\',:ult to drurt. 'the more specific they become)
tho wore likely (hut some qualified persons will be to a permanent position subject to removal fot
IneUsihlCt The, system becomes more rigid and less cause, Again, a procedure requiring a hearing
tlduptnble t.o clulIlgcs in the nature of correctional should be provided.
j1'hQ~ilti'itIYol)' qUllllnl:&Uonll for the director of I:orrectlons
The term and permanent appointment schemes
hl ~1ufh' C:tt¢Un# ftrc: --qualifications and trni~lng Wlliclr strike the balance between security and competence
Mill hlrl1 to l1'II.0li&¢ 1M nlTail'1i of 11 model'll penal tnsti\nand provide adequate protection from political
litm." S, e, ('oo(ll\.n)'l, See. 55-1.99 (f96l).
patronage and influence.
11~ l>tlllit\OI'Y q\llllif~U()n$ tor the. director of corrections
t,)t W¢:il Virntnll\ ~m: "'-duly qualified b)' edllcnticn and eXBelOW top management positions, the legislature
lX!ri(ntt) with n tt~i:roe in. iioclo1o,Sy. psyeho!ogy. scx:lal sd, 'I);nnessee, {<:Ir exnmple, requires the director of correce:tl~t, at .$Uffie ~lnt¢d lkld and wilh 11 minimum ot three
r"t.I\r& (l~~ri"t1~ in the tkld n( l:Qrre~tion or nrelated ti()n$ to have resided in the Stnte for S years. Tenn, Code.
Ann. Sec. 4-603 (1971).
&1\\," W. VA. Code Aint. Sc~. 6~1~..3 (1966).

should authorize flexibility in procedures for the
selection and dismissal of personnel. Although some
job security is required to build a strong career
service, experimental programs utilizing exoffenders, lay volunteers, and minority group members in correctional roles should be authorized and
encouraged.

Allocation and Regulation

of Correctional Power:
The Issue of Discretion
The most critical issues facing corrections involve
the exercise and control of correctional power. To
the extent that correctional programs are to provide
an individualized response to criminal offenders,
correctional decisionmakers require bwad discretionary power. Legislatures generally hal~e conferred
such power. Sentencing statutes are delt'gated without real direction to the sentencing COllrts. Parole
boards are instructed to grant or deny l~arole in the
"interest of the public." This discretiol'! has given
correctional administrators vast and often unchecked
power over the lives and property of offenders.
Discretion has played, and no doubt will continue
to play, an important role in the correctional process.
No system of government has been devised that can
be operated solely by rules without the exercise of
discretion. It has been argued that the existence of
discretionary power creates hostility and resentment
that undermine reform activities. The exercise of
power without restraint certainly can be counterproductive. But the issue facjng legislative reform
efforts is not whether discretion should be grantedfor its authorization is inevitable-but when and
how much. Resolution of this issue should be the
major objective of legislative drafters. A legislature
can have its most constructive and dramatic impact
on the correctional process through effec:tive regulation of correctional power.
The Ramifications of Discretion
Law has always recognized the need for discretion to temper the rigidity of rules. It is impossible
to develop rules that will achieve just results in all
cases to which they may be applicable. The crime
of armed robbery, for example, may be committed
by a professional criminal or a teenager responding
to a dare from his peers. UnIque considerations and
varying circumstances require that some· discretionary power exist.
.
The correctional system attempts to individualize
programs. Offenders with little education are offered
academic opportunities. Those who need skills to
increase employability are provided vocational

training. Some offenders require substantial custody;
others only minimal supervision. These differences
have no n~cessary relation to the offense committed,
but rather to the particular offender. To provide individualized programs, discretionary power is
needed.
The nature of correctional decisionmaking re~
quires professional expertise. Proressionalization of
correctional personnel is a response to the expectation that corrections wm do more (han confine offenders. Reliance on rules alone makes expertise
unnecessary. Discretionary power allows the adaptation and utilization of advances in knowledge
throughout the correctional process.
A governmental agency cannot be creative, without the flexibility that discretion provides. It is particularly important that corrections maintain its
ability to progress. New techniques, new concepts,
and new programs require experimentation. Only
through discretion can the system both experiment
with untested theories and modify its programs and
services to reflect advances in knowledge and technology.
On the other hand, unchecked discretion, no
matter how beneficently exercised, creates its own
hazards. It is particularly susceptible to abu::e and
to arbitrary and mechanical decisionmaking. Disparity in the treatment of substantially sjmilar. 9ffenders may breed tension and hostility toward the
correctional staff. If the offender perceives the
disparity to be unjustified, he probably wiII not be
receptive to or cooperative with efforts made on his
behalf.
, Unnecessary power exercised by correctional
staff leaves the offender little control over his own
life, and he is continually at the mercy of his
keepers. Where this occurs, the offender gains little
insight into the responsibilities and decisions he will
face on release. And the correctional staff loses its
ability to perform any function other than custodial.
Abuse of discretion destroys any possible constructive relationship between the correctional staff and
the offender,
The Control of Discretion
The absence of controls on the wide range of
discretion conferred on adminhltrative agencies has
long produced conflict. Our Const~tution and traditions reject the exercise of unblidled power because
of its potential for abuse, not because such power
inevitably leads to bad decisions or exploitation.
The "due process" clauses of both the fifth and
fourteenth amendments directly restrain the exercise of discretionary· power. Our system of government creates a presumption against the exercise of
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power. whieb <;un be set aside {)nly for' tbe most that it becomes almost impossible to determine
c<m.lpelHng realllon,
whether the direction is followed.
tn tbe come);t of erimin.al corrections. the thrust
Statutory criteria for decisionmaking should be
<r( Jegiltl~tiol'l Tilmuld be to l1uthorize necessary dis· specific enough so that a review of particular de~
efc-fiotf with uppropriate restraints and protections cisions can be effectively undertaken to assure
llgiJ1nst improper U5C. The legislature can achieve compliance. Such guidance allows sufficient discrelhiG gonl by udapting to corrections ccrt~ll tech- tion for individualizing justice While assuring some
niqucl1 ;md procedures thut bave been tested and protection against arbitrary or inappropriate deproved efrective elsewhere.
cisions.
One method or limiting discrctimj is through
Tn corrections, sentencing decisions nrc particI<'RiJlatil:l' (fecMonlt/oklng. Here the legislature ularly susceptible to direction through statutory
make!'! IJ<HtH: decision'i itself through statutory en· criteria. These arc decisions of direct public interest
f1clmcnt. urteo in setting policy ott matters or im .. and have an immediate and substantial impact on
fturtnncc, such M; determining the put)lic policy of (he offender. The length of time over which the
r:()fr~~tiOlls. Alwthcr cxamplltl would be a statutory
State exercises controj of the offender and tlJie reInunilicltlion of historically independent elements tive degree of liberty or confinement impos,ed arc
l~uC'b tl.~ locnl j:Il/s nnd juvenile Institutions: this /lot basic to the correctionaJ process and arc critical
nuly reqUire"! ,"pcdOc legislative npproval but is the from the offender's viewpoint.
type fit mnjot plJhHc policy decisiou llH~ legislature
Two decisions are appropriate for development
~hO\lld milke, However. onc.el the major orgnni7Al~ of detailed statutory criteria. The .first is tJbe trial
l14mol (l'lullework is cstnti\Hshl~d and tlli.~ chains of court's selection of the sentencing alternative to be

nrenrmly stated. \the legislature should
J:i;l!'lInt tlH: aliministrttlion discn:tion to mnkc minor
al1jufltntl.!t1lS within the basic frl!lmcwork.
Some dCCLSi(HlS required to prot.cct un offender
from obu'>c should be Jegislatll{C!ly determined. En~
Ilctment of 1:1 code of right1'i for offenders removes
.di.lerctioflnry fiction in certain {trens. A statutory
prohibition against corpoml p1mishmcnt is u note ..
worthy cXllmpl\"!: scveml States bave eJlllctcd such
InwtI,Howcver.leglslutures generally have been
rehlctnut to codify pnwlsions. specifically protecting
lIlI.' intC:Te!its ()( offenders. 'fhl,:: absence ·of legislntive
suidnm.<e In this urea has been n mUjor fuctor in
cnmHng thc need (or judicin.l appraisal of correc:~
tiomd prncdees. Legislntiv¢ provisions assuring bnsic
(reedOrti5 tutd Un ucccptnble level of humane tl'ent..
mtnt would hnve mitignted the: need for expensive
nUgntioll Hurl rc<!m:e(J the eonfusion nnd fimblguities
tlHlt JmwitnbJi' result from n judicinl(:nst-by.cnsc
CMHlltwd

deelnrnlion of offenders' rights,

Oi!ei$ions rcquirins individualizcd responses
should not be mudo by the legislature, Elsewhere
in tub chilpter tbe vniue of mandatory sentences
i~ qlll.-stioned.Prnclutling
..
individu.nls from. various
<:."rr·ecliollt\l pn)srmns. becnus\~ of the offense com~
tnitteti $~dOtlsly tlndermitlcs1he tlbiHty o( the cor...
recti()mtl process tohnv¢ !\ ~~mstrl.lctive impact 6n
tile I..~llt'nder.
Tfmli.l8h sfpiuiory tn'feria. Hl(~ legislature eM delc~
g;lt~ 1'\. pnrticulnr {;i}rt«.{;dl..)11ul dt~isioll to n cortee..
Itmml ng~ncy ~nd; in ·ndditiotl. provide. crircnll und
l1\lldeU~t's B.ov~tm.ng the ngenc;y's discreuQo. Most
l~gis.ttlU\'~ d~kgnll\jns of l)OWt,:1:" include some broad
uiff:'Ction for Its txtretse. However,. thl}.~e nre gent'ndlyineff«th>t tllldauthorill! s\Y'..iL Wide discretion

imposed initially on the offender. The broader the
range of sentences available, the more important
become criteria to protect against disparate results.
In most jurisdictions, the mnJor decision for the
court is between probation nnd confinement. Section 7.01 of the Model Penal Code (discuss\!d later
in this chapter) proVides a useful model for the
development o.f criteria for this determination. The
code first recognizes that for most offenders probation will be the most appropriate alternative, with
confinement to be used only as a last resort.
The section requires withholding a, sentence of
confinement unless th~~ court finds that imprisonment is necessary for protection of the public becaUse:
(11) th~re is undue risk that during the period of B
suspended sentence or probation tile defendant will I!om·
mit Mother crime; or
(1) the defendant is in need of correctional treatment
thnt can. be provided most effectively by his commitment

to an institution: or
(c) l.\ tes.5er sentence will depreciate the seriousness of
tho defendant's crime.

The section then l!sts 11 factors to be weighted
in fnvor of withholding a sentence of imprilsonment.
These include the fact that the defendanl-'s crime
did not cause nor threaten serious harm, the defendant acted under stro.ng provocation, tbe victim
induced the commission of the crime, or the defeudullt's conduct would be unlikely to recur.
The decision
parole is another sentencing deciSion susceptible to detailed statutory criteria. Sec·
tion 305.9 of the Model Penal Code illustrates
acceptable criteria for this decision. They are fundamentl.\lly similar to the criteria for initial sentencing.

'0

general act reguhiting administrative agencies 1!l
mining whether a particular offender should be equally applicable to the correctional system but
paroled. In addition, Section 305.10 lists particular often is ignored. These acts provide !l rational ap·
information the parole board must consider, includ· proach to administrative action through rules and
ing such items as the presentence report) repo.rts regulations that should be adopted and used by
of physical or mental examinations, institutional correctional agencies.
reports, and the prisoner's parole plan.
The thrust of the administrative procedure acts
These sections provide useful guidelines for de- is to publicize agency action. A major protcction
velopment of statutory structure for parole decision- against arbitrary or inappropriate dccisionm~king
making. The proposed structure should minimize in !l free society is to requite openness and full
the possibilitjes for arbitrary decisions.
discussion. Under most acts, major policy decisions
Articulation of these criteria, factors, and data by an agency arc first announced as proposed rules.
tends to rcduce the number of disparate decisions. }.'ersons affected by a rule have an opportunity to
It provides the offenders some measure of protection present argument o.r comment on the rule before it
against capricio.usness. However, the actual effective· is enacted. Adopted rules arc placed on file and
ness of the- criteria, factors, and data bases will de- made available to the public.
pend on the procedures developed to enforce them.
Most cOf'ectional decisions not otherwise' reguStatutory criteria structure and confine discretion; lated by statutory criteria arc susceptible to some
they do not abolish it. Much must be left to ad. regulation through utiJizution of this procedure. The
millis/ratjvl! rules alld regulations. Although the flexibility of rulemaking and the case with which
legislature can guide decisionmakers t it cannot rules can be changcp to adjust to changing circullllegislate for every conceivable circumstance. Discre- stances would protect against unnecessary interfertion, even though structured and confined, still will ences with or disruptions of correctio.nal programplay a decisive role within the correctional system. ming. The procedure likewise would provide a
While resenrch and experimentation are rapidly valuable means of allowing offenders and the public
expanding our understanding of various assump- to. participate in and influence the formulatio.n of
tions, only tentative criteria can be developed. In critical correctional policies. Ability of o.ffenders to
these arcus, flexibility is needed; and continuing participate in decisions directly affecting their liberty
review and alteration of professional judgments are and property would do much to relieve the hostility
and resentment the present system breeds.
warranted and essential.
Another tnsk for the legislature is to determine
The legislature shOUld require for these decisions
that correctional administrators structure their own whether and when there should be a review of de~
discretion through formal adoption of administrative cisiolls. For some decisions, promulgation of criteria
rules and regulations. By announcing iu advance or rules and regulations is sufficient assurance of
the criteria to be employed, the result to be sought, . responsible action. For others, some check on the
!lnd the facto.rs to be considered in a particular exercise of discretion by a r~iewing agency is both
case, the potential fot' arbitrary action is reduced. useful and necessary. The review, regardless of
Whe.n circumstances or new knowlcdge suggest dif- how it is conducted and by whom, should be. deferent ;lpproaches, the, rules and regulutions can be signed to answer three questions: Did the decision
changed quickly without the need for complicated follow statutory criteria' and procedures? Did the
and time-consuming legislative procedures. Legisla- agency abide by. its own rules regarding boUl criteria
tures generally have been )ax in requiring correc- and procedures? Is the decision consistent with
tional administrators to adopt rules governing their constitutional requirements?
A prcrequisite to review of any discretionary
own actions.
The dramatic increase of administrative agcncies decision is a rcquirement that the decisionmaker
during the last few decades has stimulated legisla· state the reasons for his decisio.n. Most judicial
tive concern for protecting the public from arbitrary decisions contain findings of fact and conclusions
administrative decisions. In 1946, the co.ncern cul- of law to allow orderly appeals. Similar procedures
minated in passage of the Federal Administrative within administll'ntive agencies would facilitate reProcedure Act. Shortly thereafter, the National Con- view. Likewise they would lay greater emphasis on
ference of Commissio.ners on Uniform State Laws criteria, whether- established by legislation or by
promulgated a Model St~te Administr,ative Procedure agency rule.
Most governmc'ntal agencies institute internal re~
Act for regulating State .administrative agencies. The
Model Act has been adopted in several State's and view procedures ·to check on subordinates. These
usually contemplate review by a superior. Some
used as a guide in others.
In some States. and on the Federal level, the decisions are made by more than one person,
Tbe code lists 13 factors to be considered in deter-
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n!)!Ulring n cbeck on the actions of each. In some
ugcncics revIew i5 periodic and informal. In othersl
there are formalil.ed procedures for reviewing dc~
cJ~joJ)~ made by correctional staff. These procedures
tlf(~ designed to assure top management tbat es~
tabfished policies and standards nre carded out by
(he stair. Legislation is not required to authorize
thts (orm of review l arid rigid legislatively imposed
procedures urc not essential.
Review
decisions should be extended to all
pcrsotl5 nffc,ctcd or likely to be affected by the de~
citli()O. Specific legislotive provisions authorizing of~
renders or olher interested parties to initiate a
review procedure should be enacted. Sorrm COl'rc~c·
Hanal agencies have been slow to adopt internal
mcehllllistJls whereby offenders may challenge stll!!
decisions. 'fhere is a natural tendency to support
the m:dor'ls of it staff member over an offender.
However, if the Clffender is to be protected from
ur'bitrnry or mistf)ken actions on the part of the
5tuft, he must havl~ a menns of effectively challenging
dcdslons ngainst hIs interests. Hc, more than anyone
else, has un itttc(I(!stin seeing that established criteria
Ufe folfowcd. He is likely to know when decisions
tlrc milde that nrc inappropriate at based on findings
Ct'lUtl1l1Y to fnct.
Since it ls in the public's and the agency's interest
that (!orrcclional decisions have a constructive effect on the offender, both should support mechanisms to nllow the offender to challenge the factual
basis rOt such decisions. An erroneous or arbitrary
decision is not constructive; ft breeds resentment
uno dIsrespect fOr society nnd 1ts institutions.
In formulating n procedure {or otrender"initiated
review of decisions, the legislature and the correctlonnl agency mUl!t f~cognize that the procedure nat
only must nrrive lilt fnir decisions but nlso must
llppellf to do so irom the otfcttder's perspective.
Review procedures cnn vary in formality nnd extent. A procedure enabling an offender to relay n
eomplnlnt to u superior of the decision maker consthutes n review procedure.
Some itlstitutions: may wish to experiment with
nn omhudsnlan systelll in which lln official is spedfienUy desigmHcd to receive' tHtd respond to of:fender gricvnnces. The ombudsman should be un
impartinl person W110 is not officially connected with
th~ eorreetionnl ndmlnistrntion. MOl'e formalized
gric.vllnc¢ pro<:ct;hm~s nrc envisioned where Ii formal
C,'omplnJnt is filed. and a hearing is held to resolve
1\ disngrecment. Some decisions lllay be nppeated
to t\ n1ixed bOllrd of offenders and correctional staff.
Tl\e Ucvlc(}s .nvnllnbl~ forlotemal review arc varied.
Revlew of d{si!redQu~'Y powers by cOilrts is nnQthtt \\It(!rnnr.ivc. Trnditi()nailYt courts we(C reluctnn~ to c()(lsfder the nppr()printene:ss of correctional
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decisions and generally abstained from involvement
in the internal administration of prisons and other
correctional programs. However, as noted previously
in recent years courts have taken an increasin~
interest in the procedures and practices employed
for the care of criminal offenders. Most court de.
cisions have tested inmate complaints against constitutional requirements. However, with the development of statutory criteria and more effective use of
rules and regulations, courts also could review discretion not challenged as unconstitutional. They
may be appropriate agencies to enforce legislative
directives.
The nature of the procedure for review should
depend on the importance of the decision to the life
liberty. or property of the offender, Minor decisions
need not be subjected to jUdicial review as long as
a simple, informal, and fair internal review procedure is available. Some diSciplinary decisions such
as temporary suspension of minor privileges would
not require judicial intervention. Assignment to a
particular cell or dinner shift normally would not
raise substantial issues, although regulations announcing how cells al'e assigned may do so.
On the other end of the spectrum, decisions havmg a direct beadng on the length of time an offender
will serve require great concern for protecting tbe
offender's interest. The initial sentencing decision
requires procedural safeguards, including the presence of counsel. AppeUate review of sentencing is
becoming a reality in many States. The decision to
revoke probation requires formal procedures and is
amenable to judicial review. The United States
Supreme Court recently held in Morrissey v. Brewer,
408 U,S. 471 (1972), that the Constitution requires
certain procedural formalities for revocation of
parole.
Some institutilonal decisions have a direct effect
on the sentence of the offender. Disciplinary proceedings that could result in loss of "good time"
credits can substantially extend an offender's sentence. .Procedural safegu~xds against arbitrary action should be required, and, in tbe absence of
formal and impartial internal procedures, judicial
review seems app7"()priate.
A number of othe,r decisions indirectly affect the
offcnder)s sentence and eligibility for parole, Assignment to a particular institution or selection for
cert~in programs, including community-based programs, may delay his actual parole date substantially.
An offender sbould haVe some protettion from erroneous or arbitrary decision~ of this nat~re.
, The Model State Administrative Procedure Act
discussed later in this chapter provides a useful
illustration of the enactment of judicial review of
critical administrative decisions. It provides that in a
j

Those statutes establishing criminal conduct also
determine the type of cor:ectional ~r~~rams re~
quired. To the extent that dtfferent actiVIt.les reflect
different personality or social d?fe~ts, ma~tng an activity criminal imposes t~e obh~auon to Insure that
I
a correctional program 1S avntlable .to. meet these
t.· (g) The court shaH not substitute its. judgment for !hat defects. If alcoholism is made a cnmmal offense,
I. f the agency as to the weight of the eVIdence on questions the cotrectional !;ystem should have programs for
, .. ~t fact. The court may affirm the deci~ion of tbe agency or
.. .
I.· mand the case for further prOl;eedmgs. The. court may alcoholics.
Often the normally prescribed cnmtnal. s~ncI. ~verse or modify the decision if substantial ngh,ts, of ~he
tions are inappropriate. For example, there 15 httle
I'
Ilant have been prejudiced because the administrative
•
d .• n "rc'
iI appe
findings, inferences, conclUSIOns, or eClslo 5 " , ••
•
use in confining persons guilty of non.sup~ort, beI
(1) in violation of constitutional or statutory prOVISIons,
cause the family of the offender remams Impover"
f , (2) in eXcess of the statulory authority of the agency;
ished.
i (3) made upon unlawful procedure;
The major impact of the penal code on correc!. (4) affected by other ~rro~ of l a w : .
•
tions is in determining the gross num?er of of~
(5) clearly. erro~eous In View of the rtltab~e, probattve,
, and substantial eVidence on the whole re~ord, or
fenders entering the system. As noted ~n. C~!\Pter
(6) arbitmry or capricious or charact7nze d br ab~5e of
3, criminalization of a wide range of actlVlty l~ the
discretion or clearly unwarranted exercise of discretion.
Uniteo States has overburdened the correctiOnal
The most immedie.te and substant~al impac~ !hat process, The failure to discrimin~te bet:-vc~? catealegislature can have in reforming pns~n condItIons gories of conduct and to establIsh pnofltles for
and the correctional process generally IS to develop criminalization has forced the correctional sy~tem
and enact a code of administrative justic.e along the to spread resources thin among those who eIther
lines just discussed. A consistent an.d faIr app~~ach may not need correctional treatment. at all ~~ who
to structuring and reviewing discretIonary dectsto?S will be least likely to benefit from It. InabilIty to
will serve the interests of the offenders, the pubhc, concentrate resources on offenders who present a
and the correctional system, Fair decisio~s based .on clear threat to lives or property is no help to the
adequate procedures and ~~und facu~a~ mformatton preservation of public safety.
.
In the juvenile area, persons who have committed
are good correctional deCISIons. DeCISIOns tha~ appear fair to those affected are. ~ood correcho~al no, criminal offense often are included as correcdecisions. Good correctional deCISIOns are e~senhal tional clients. In sonle States, dependent, and. n:gif corrections is to have any effect in reducmg re- lected children are subject to incarceratIOn 10 10stitutions for delinquents. Client diversity creates
cidivism and decreasing crime.
the need for progmm diversity that mayor may
,
not be administered compatibly.
..
PENAL CODES AND THE CORRECTIONAL
, When framing criminal offenses and revIsmg out"
dated criminal codes, the legis!ature should conPROCESS
sider the following factors: (1) Imp~ct on the cor"
The penal code includes the statutory provisi~ns rectional' system; (2) level of correctlO~al r:source~
that designate an activity as criminal and prescnbe required and available fol' the P?te?ttal i'IOI~t?rs;
the applicable criminal sanction. The penal code. has (3) assignment of appropriate pnonty for ~tlhza~
a direct and influential effect on the corrections tion of correctional resources; and (4) potenhal ~or
i:omponent of the criminal justic7 system.
meeting the needs of certain offender types wltll
traditional correctional programs.
Substantive Provisions
The penal code defines the clientele of the cor- Per/alty Provisions
rectional process. It determines in a general way the
Statutes defining criminal conduct gener~l1y spetype of person who will journey through the corcify the limits of the sanction that may be. l~posed
rectional system. Criminatization of. conduct .that for violations. In many States, these !tmlts are
directly threatens life or property WIll result ~n a phrased in confinement terminology.. Thus, a standcorrectional clientele of young males,. th.e group ard clause at the end of a criminal statute reads:
most prone to commit such offenses. Cnmmal pr?and upon conviction thereof shall be sentenced
hibitions against homosexuality, if enfo~ced, wlll to imprisonment for not less than one nor mo(,e
result in a conectional clientele of homosexual~. than ten years.1! Such provisions reflect .the as~UI.np"
Sanctions against drunkenness increase the alcohohc lion that imprisonment is the normattve cnmmal
offender population.
543
contested case a person aggrieved, after. ex~~usting
internal review procedures, may see~ JudICIal r:"
view. Section 15, subsection (g) prOVIdes t~e baSIS
for judicial review whi~h seems. .approp~Jate for
implementation in correctIOnal decIsIOn making,
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sanction. The increased use of community~based
supervision through probation and the development
of partial confinement and other alternatives to in~
carccration recognize that total confinement is unnecessary and inappropriate for many offenders.
Maximum and minimum terms thus will take on
new significance as they jnfluence and are influenced
by changes in the correctional process.
t<:lfcct of Maximum Sentences on Corrections
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Most criminal codes, either modern or antiquated,
provid(: varying maximum sentences for various
criminal offenses. Establishment of these maximunl
sentences has a direct bearing on the development
and succC!ss of correctional programs.
L.cgislativCly imposed maximums establish the
length of time for which an offender is sUbject to
correctional power. From a purely correctional
stundpoint. it could be argued that the legislature
.'ihouJd not impose any maximum. The sentence for
every offense would be for life with correctional
authorities mnking discretionary decisions terminating their control when an offender's rehabilitation is
complete. This model is based on a pure form of individual treatment. Commission of an offense provides the rationale for unlimited treatment. The
legislature would not be forced to scalc the sanction
by the gravity of the offense or to reflect the intensity of retributive feelings in the community.
These decisions would be delegated to other agencies, either courts or correctional officials.
In (act, however, society does have a scale of
values attributing greater severity to some criminal
offenses than to others. This discrimination reflects
retributive notions that can be reflected through
differing maximum terms. Differentiating the length
of the sentence on the basis of the seriousness of
the offense rellects societal notions of fairness as
well. Rc(ributi<l'n aBide, it would appear unjust f(.if
l~ll individunl who shoplifts a $10 watch to be de~
privr.d of his liberty for a substantially longer period than no individual who commits armed robbery.
MaxImum terms reflect values in addition to correctional policy. Our system of government long
hns .regarded governmental intervention in individuals' Jives flS an evil to be avoided without good
cnuse. And the government's intention to intervene
fOf the. good of tbe individual rather than for puriish.,
ttll!rtt seldom hus been found to be sufficient cause
to extend the peded of intervention. The maximum
Nmit of stnte controt over the indiVidual, reflected
in the. criminal statutes, places time restraints on
torret!{ionnl programs not related directly to needs
of the p~osrnm or the offender. This would tend
to foree plMnlng .for correctional activities to con$44

template concentrat~g rather than extended programs.
. Ther~ is a growing rc~ognition of the fact that
Inequabty of $entences directly undermines correctional .programs, Offenders who labor under grossly
excessive sentences, as compared with other offenders who ~ommitted relatively similar offenses, are
not receptive to correctlOnal programs. The justifica~on that the sentence is Hindividualized" generally
~s not accepte.d by the offender, Lack of legislatively
lmposed maximum sentences, graduated in relation
to the gravity of the offense, increases the possibility
of ~isparity iT! sentencing. Legislatively imposed
~axlmum sentences are the first step toward equal.
Ity of sentencing. To this extent, maximum limits
established by law-although limiting the time available for con:el,~tional programs-tend to enhance the
effect of correctional programming by increasing
offender morale.
Most States now provide for maximum sentences
?ther than life imprisonment for most offenses. It
IS generally agreed, however, that most sentences
are far too long. There is, for the vast majority of
offe~ders, no justification fer long maximum terms.
StudlCS of the American Law Institute, the National
Council on Crime and Delinquency, and the American Bar Association have urged that no maximum
sentence be longer than 5 years except for the few
offen~lers who present a serious threat to otbers.
American sentencing statutes now tend to set the
maximum for a particular offense with the infrequent offender who represents a continuing threat
to the community in mind. Maximums should be
established for the vast majority of offenders and
authority granted to extend such maximums when
the factfl warrant.
Long sentences impede correctional programming.
An offender who faces a long sentence is not prone
to accept and benefit readily from correctional
programs, Moreover, valuable resources are consumed in the care and provision of services for
many offenders who do not need extended correctional supervision. And finally, no study bas yet
indicated that, for the majority of offenders, any
socially useful benefit is derived from long sentences.
Thus, although legislatively established maximum
limits are useful for the development of cor.rectional
programs as well as for the equitable administration
?f criminal justice, the value of such maximums
lS lost if tbey are too long. The standards fo(
statutory sentencing provisions, set .forth here and in
Chapter 5, reflect the need for legislatively imposed
maxImums of generally short duration with provisionsfor extended terms where justified. Legislatures
should recognize that long sentences when applied to .

all offenders may adversely affect public safety
ratber than enhance it.
Effect of Minimum Sentences on Corre:::tions
Legislatively established minimum terms serve a
different function. Since the legislature may contemplate only the offense and not the individual
offender when setting the limits of criminal sanction,
the promulgation of minimum sentences is unrelated to correctional programming requirements.
The diversity, lengtb) and inconsistency of present
maximum sentences may account for the ~resent
tendency for State legislatures to enact minimum
sentences.
The minimum sentence imposed by statute serves
only to affect the offender adversely. Since the minimum term generally determines parole eligibility,
it prolongs 'confinement unnecessarily. This overcOrlfinement results not only in ineffective use of
valuable resources that might be allocated more
appropriately to ether offenders but also may undermine seriously the progress of an offender,
The argument that a statutory minimum of 1
year should app;y to all felonies represents the
theory that a shorter period of confinement does not
allow sufficient time for the development of a correctional program. Assuming that the correcticns
system cannot effectively operate in less than a year,
the question remains as to which agency llhouId
make that decision. By imposition of a legislativelY
imposed 1 year minimum, aU flexibility within that
year is lost. When the judge makes a mistake i'1
terms of correctional needs, the mistake cannot be
rectified ..
Whether the judge sht:uld be authorized to impose a I-year minimum is a different question. The
sentencing judge is in a position to determine on
an individual basis if satisfaction of retributive feelings requires that a m~nimum be imposed. If imposed for that purpose, then judicially imposed
minimums are justifiable, regardless of what effect
they may have on correctional programming.
If the I-year minimum is essential for correctional
programming purposes, the wisest course would be to
adopt. by administrative rule a poiicy of not paroling individuals within the first year except in
unusual situations. Thus, the minimum sentence decision based on correctional programming requirements would be made by those responsible and
knowledgeable in those programs. This also would
allow adequate flexibility for individualized justice.
Effect of Mandatory Sentences on Corrections

There are two important factors in fashioning
'sentencing provisions: the offender and the offense.

The legislature, in enacting a penal. code with penalty
provisions, can deal only with the offense; the
offenders who will be convicted under the provision
over the history of its enactment will span the spectrum of guilt. Recently there has been an increase
of laws which differentiate between the killing of a
policeman and other homicides. The FBI Uniform
Crime Reports indicate that persons who kill police
officers range from husbands interrupted in the
course of a family dispute to deranged personu
lying in ambush. No legislature can determine in advance the nature of the offender who will be prosecuted under a particular penalty provision.
In a number of instances, however, legislatures
have, because of public reaction to a particular
offense, attempted to write mandatory sentences into law. These take the form either of specifying
what sanction shall be applied or eliminating certain
sentencing or correctional alternatives from consideration. Minimum sentences established by law
operate as mandatory provisions since they generally
postpone parole.
Legislators should not impose mandatol'Y sen~
tences. They are counterproductive to public safety,
and they hinder correctional programming without
any cQrresponding benefit. To the extent that the
mandatory provision requires an individual offender
to be incarcerated longer than necessary, it is waste~
ful of public resources. To the extent that it denies
correctional programming such as probation or parole to a particular offender, it lessens the chance {';';his succe.ssful reintegration into the community. To
the extent that mandatory sentences are h.. fact
enforced, they have a detrimental effect on correc- .
tions.
However, mandatory sentences generally are not
enforced. The Crime Commission's Task Force on
Courts found "persuasive evjdence of nonenforcement of these mandatory sentencing provisions by
the courts and prosecutors." 6 Prosecutors who find
that an unusually harsh sentence in a particular
case is unjust will, through plea negotiations, substantially circumvent the provision. Where lengthy
mandatory sentences are imposed, undermanned
prosecutors may be forced to alter the charge to
obtain gUilty pleas, since mandatory sentences leave
little incentive for the offender to plead guilty.
Mandatory sentences in fact grant greater sentencing prerogatives to prosecutors than to courts.
The result increases rather than decreases disparity
in sentences and subverts statutory provisions by
a system designed to enforce them. The resulting
disrespect for the system on the part of b~th the
• President's Commission on l.aw Enforcement and Administration of Justice, Task Force Report: The Courts.
(1967), p. 16.
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ofi'~o:der and the public tMds (0 undcnnine our
~ysl.e}.'UOr -cnmbml justice.
'.
'rbeidano Supreme Court recentlyhdd ~egis

grams emanating from i.nstitutions should have spe- liR.;·'.i Mlv the offense and not the individual offender, any
eWe statutory autnority. Many sentencing statutes! rtl;clusions it might make regarding public safety

have been c11anged recently to provi~e for sentene- • {Illust be the result of a generalization from the ofing .offenders to the custody of ~e dIrector of cor-I.'I fense itself. Such generalizations .cannot enhance
recttOns. Under these. st~tutesJ It could be. argued, public safety; they can only impede It.
•
that
no
further
authonty
ls~eces~ary
f~r
asSIgnment
Community-based
programs
are
sho~t-run
nskA JudK~ i. mote tha.n j\tst a finder ot fact or ~ ex·
~'UtiOt1Cf ,of L'le inexorable rule of taw. Ideally, ~e I,S also . Of. an offender to any locatIOn, mcludmg the Com- ~.·. . 1. taldng programs. Lengthy c.onfinement Wlth.out. gradttlc keeper ()f the co~ience o( the law. For thiS ~ell$on
munity, as his site of custody. However, to allay any j. uated programs of release creates greater risks. An
11l¢ t'Qum Me Billen dbcte1Jon in .IIelltenciog. eVen III the questions of authority or respo~ibiIity, community_
offender, while confined, re~r~selll.ts a lesser risk. to
mmt "flout ielorty Cll~ell. and the power to grant proba- based programs should be authonzed by statute.
i·' the public safety than one hv10g 10 the commumty.
{ion. I(:fl,i rr.:.;:ogniT4 that fchabilita,Uon. particUlarly of first
This dqes not mean that eae? type of program I, But the offl~nder who, participates in a gradual re~
fltrcn(fcJ'll. ,fl(Jurd \1~ua1ty be the initial considerat~on In the
hnp01iHlutl of the criminal sanctIon. Whether thiS (>;A be ~eed .be specified. Wit~ incr~asmg knowle~ge and ~; tum to sodety through a variety ,of c~mmunity-based
br::fl.i)1 ~eompliJhed throllgh ~e penru system or ,s9me
expenence, new and dlffere~t programs will con,.
programs represents a lesser rIsk 10 the long nm
{)1J1~r melina, It can best be a.chu:vcd by one fully ~dvl5ed
tinually be developed. EssentIally, the statute should t. than the offender who serves a long prison term
(It till (he (ltcu-particulady conc:ernlng the defendant In. eacb au.thorize t~e dir~~to.r (if corre~ti?ns or other appr~: i!... and then is relea,sed abruptly without supervision.
{;Me nlld not by ~t body (Ilr removed (roln these conslderapnate officlal to extend the hml~ of, confin,ement
.' There is certainly the temptation to exclude pertionl'!'
.
of a committed offender for a Wlde range. of pursons convIcted of certain offenses from participaSimilar decisions in other jurisdictions would not poses. This would authorize work, education, and l·· tion in these programs, as has been done in the
be unexpected.
vocational training release programs and furloughs, f,~\ case of probation and parole. All such temptations
should be resisted. There are sufficient practical arid
Transfer of offenders to communit~-Das:d halfway
be
p~oper.
In
Juverul~
carteepolitical restraints operating against the overuse of
houses
also
would
EFfECT OF COMMUNITY.8ASr;O
lions, such broad .authonty ,would authonze f?ster !'.lcommunity corrections.
.
.
.
PROGRAMS ON CORRECTIONAL CODSS
bomes ~d 'e~ucati?nal and other ~rograms WIth a .. • As long as resources are scarce, cor~ectl?nal
onentabon.
.. . administrators will tend to select the IIbest nsks' for
The growing recognition that achieving behavior commumty
available progirams.
Correctional administrators need broad discre~on
.chung!> among criminal offenders can be enhanced
in
developing
co:n:munit~
programs
a~d
selectmg
t,
f Any correctional administratorwiU tend towa~d
by commUility~based programs rather tban by in~
offenders to partiCIpate m them. These programs I the 'conservative use of these programs because, In
slltulil:mnl17Jltion has numerous effects on c~r:ec~
tiontdlegislatioll. Many present ,tatutory proVIsIOns need the active support of community members. I the last analysis be personally bears the responsiThe co~munity's traditional suspicion of offen~ers } bility for fai1ur~.'.
.
..
we.rs~ bnsedon the IL.'lsumption that, unless proba~
m~kes
It
necessa.ry
to
plan
,carefully
a~d
negotIate
I"
Requiring
f,:urness
10
the
selection
of
partlclpa~ts
lion Wll$ grtlntrd. t.he sentence of t11C offender would
skl11fully to obtam ~mmumty :o.operatl.on .and re·
(or COmnlUllJ'ty programs presents two separate lS~
be served behind walts. A small percentage would be 'sources.
The correctronal admEOlstrator Wlll need I" SUes:
,
grMted IIl eniency" through eurly parole,
flexi})ility
to
move
into
programs
as
such
resources
1
Where
resources
are
scarce
how
is
the
adThe jtldidnl sentence generally was structured
ministrator.to select participant~ f~om among all of
available. Legislatiye restraints on the nain terms or contlnement to a specific, institution for become
~ure or type of comm~mty~based programs can
those qualified?
.
it specificperlod of time. ~inc~ th,c off~?der ~as
Impede
the
deve!opmenc
of
tbese
programs
sub-t
2.
Where
resources
arc
aVailable,
does the ofIln!1er n. court. oi-dct .of "~fjipnSonmentf spectfic
5«(\tutm:y authority was required 1.0 effectuate an s t a n t i a l l Y ' I , fender have an appeal from an administrative det, cision refusing to place him in such programs?
eudict relcMc, SInce "lmprisonmcJ:lt", was I1$sumed
•
Il' . These. two issues are based on assumptions
that
to mel1!1 confinement bebind wtllls, any type of pro- Administrative Discretion
t community-based programs are, from the offender's
grum removing an inmnte (rom th(~ prison requited
In iiuthorizing communityubased programs, the ~ point of view, preferable to continued total confinespccWc $tatutory authorization, Many State~ gave.
authority tor the wnrden to rem01lle the pnsoners l¢gislature will face a number of questions involving 1 ment, and that the advantages of such pr~grams
} are substantial enough to create some legal Interest
In ellS!> of fiie or ¢~~;cmjc. Specific legislation was the exercise of administ,ative discretion.
•
now
best
can
the
public
safety
be
protected,
by
t in the manner in which they are allocated,These
thought to be required for tnisties, for allowing; oflimiting
participation
in
these
programs
to
offena~rs
advantage~ may include di.rect ~e:uni.ary .gain belenders to trAvel from the prison to a nel'lrby poson
. t Cause, at present,. offenders partlclpatmg In workfarm , and other clQse custody programs conducted who represent no tbreat to ,the community? .
outside the prison wnlls, The two majof community- • How best can the legislature assure frurness tIT /' rdease programs are paid full market wages, whereas. offenders working in institutional industrial
()riented CQrrtcUoMI' progl'£~mSl probation and the selection of offenders for such programs?
•
How
best
can
the
legisla.ture
assure
fairness
t
programs
are paid substantially less.
FClrote. ure encumbered with elaborate statutory
in
the
revocation
of
community~based privileges?
The
first
issue, the selectio? !O( limite~ spa:es
provbfnus.
The legislature's .l'esp()Ose to each of these dif- I' ill available programs from SImilarly qualIfied 10ficult questions in the lOllS run' will infiu(uce the 1.qividuals, is one peculiarly appropriate f()r admin~
level of success of community-oriented programs.
$ttdvtory Authorlty
~trative discretion. The mo.st the legislature can
. The legislature cannot by statutory ed~c~ insu!'e.
a¢.ctl\lS~ of this histOryl <i::ommttoity-based pro- the proper selection of offenders to partlclpate l~ I. expect to accomplish is to define generally the cri!elia for determining the .Class of qualified indi,vidsuch program$. Since the legisl,..ture has before It
;S~;;·~:Y:«:()Y. ~4 J(l~. 'Z3(). 4S<t r ld 241 (1911).
uals. A legislative statement that community~based
'Ic

lullvcly decreed mandatory sentences in violation of
the Jdah() ccO$titutlon. The court 1!()toed:
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programs are authorized to facilitate the offender's
reintegration would guide the correctional admir!is~
trator in establishing the offender class from which
participants in these programs should come.
The second issue is subject to more legislative
control. Institutional administrators often may place
excessive value on institutional adjustment. If a committed offender adjusts to prison life without "causing trouble," he is assumed to be ready for more
demanding assignments in the community. However, adjustment to the close controls of prison life
may h~ve little bearing on adjustmeni in the free
society. Thus there may be offenders forwb~'1m
community programs are both appropriate and required, who are not assigned to these' programs for
reasons unrelated to their potential for success.
The legi~!ature 'can respond to this problem 'by
recognizing the changing role of the parole board
caused' by the expanding .use of community-based
programs. Historically, the board o~ parole was the
only agency with statutory aut.honty to release a
committed offender before the expiration of his
sentence ..

Parole Board' Functions
As correctional administrators obtain through leg~
islation more discretion in utilizing community re:
sources-particularly the authority to house offen?~
ers within the community-the parole board Wlll
take on different functions. It will, under these
circumstances, act more as a reviewing agency to
determine which offenders ought to be participating
in community-based programs but are not because
of correctional administrators' refusal to assign them
to sucb programs. It would seem propel' and ad- ,
visable to view the parole board in this role. It
would require some modification in present statutes
establishing the ,board.
1. The concept of parole eligibility, if it restricts
the jurisdictiOfl of the board in all cases, should be
restructured to allow the board to act prior to
eligibility dat~s for purposes of approving participation in community-based programs other than parole
supervision.
2. The parole board should be ~ven authority
to assign offenders to community-based programs
other than those historicallY designated as "parole"
programs. Thus, halfway bouses, work release, a~d,
educational release programs shoUld become ay,al[~
able resources for the parole board as well as the
director of corrections.
3. A procedure should be authorized allowing an
offender not assib1led to a community-based program
to initiate a review by the parole board. This can
be accomplished either by allowing an offender to
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initiate

bearing before the board for tbe specific

resources 'Yill be utilized as a critical component of
the com;chonal program. Traditionally, governmen_
tal fun~tlOns may be delegated, in whole or in pan
to ~ pnvate ~gency or individual. Among the ramifi:
catI?ns of thlS for the correctional code are the followmg:
.1: Statutory a.u.thorization for the correctional ad.
mmlstrator to utIlize community resources generall
~n a contra.ctual basis, is essential. In so~e jurisdi!.
growing tension betwe~ legal requirements and tions, the nght to contract for private services may
~o~rectional exp~dtcncy, .Probation and parolerevo- not be considered an implled power of a govern.
<:aho~ now requu'~ procc:~ural safeguards, jnc1ucling men.tal agency and thus should be expressly provided
the fJght ,to a beal1og,m;,tll:e of the cbarges and an. for 10 the statute.
opportumty fo pi'e5cnt the offender's side of the case.
2~ Sta,tutory authorization should be conferred for
transfemng custody in fact if not in law to a private
000 Process Reqoir~llment
party or organization. It is preferable to have the offender
remain in the custody of the correctional
As tbe corrr~tionul 'llystemcl1unges from a con~gency as a matter of law for purposes of detenninfinell'.CJ'i~!totnl freedom, system to a system of gradsentence, p~nishing for escape, rpaintaining conual. dlmHushmcn.t of governmental restraints thro~gh mg
ro1 , and .revokmg community privileges. However
1
vaned community-based prognims, the movement
~owzl('d procedural due prQcess will extend further where t:nvate resources are utilized, the offende:
tOto the C!o~rectlonal prolCCss. When the alternative to may ?e ~. the actual control and supervision of priconfinement was parole superviSion, revoc~tion of . vate mdrvlduals. In addition to the ability to transfer
the following other legal issues shOUld be
parole. produced n dramatic cbange in tbe status of custody,
resolved by legislation.
tbe offender. ~t wus one that called for procedural
-.Power of ~r:est. Does tbe private agency or indi.
sM~g1Jards ugaltlst administrative abuse.
.'
erv1 smgan offender bav~the pow~r to ar·
Yldual.sup
With less dramatic import but with similar impact
res~
hIm
should be violate tbe conditions under
on the Offender, tbe tel·10cation or modification of
whIch
he
was
placed in the 90mmunity? On balance
c¢~lmunity-based privileges demands some legal rest~e
djst~butio~
of the arrest power to private indi:
trrunts On governmental arbitrariness. If curr~nt vlduals l1as senous
consequences. Other than the ar.
trends continue.) judkinl decisions will eventuairy
rest
privilege
private
individuals already hav~ under
require tbe development of such restraints. Case-by~
common
law,
trained
law enforcement officers
casf stnte~ent 0,£ th~ nature of such restraints by jll~
sh0u.l~.b~
re~i~d
upon
if
arrests
become necessary. '
dicit\! decisions lOevltably results in a transition pe~
dod ,of uncertalnt~ nnd n less than comprehensive • ClVLl hablhty. Does the private agency or individsolutron. The requm:ments of due process nreflexi- ual obtain, by perfonp.ing a governmental function
ble :n~lI~h to nllow some legislative flexibility in es~ the immunities and privileges of a government~
tnbhshmg procedUres that witi pNtect the offender's officer? ~or example, if an offepder escapes from a
interest nnd at the snrne time will allow the efficient commumty prograJ1l and injures a tbird party~ what
recourse s~oul.d. the injured party have against the
operation of correctional progrnmming.
agency
or InruYldual responsible for the offender's
An offender should not be removed from a com,
care,?
Legislation
should either establh:h the stan.
mu!~ity-bnsed program without good reason. This is
d,ard
of
c~r~
re.quir~d
of private incUviquals or agen!I sn~ple enQughstntement, but it contains difficult
Hnpltc!\tkms. The determination of whether there is CJ~S particlpatmg In community-based programs;
!fgood t~!>on\l in OUr society contemplates certain stipulate that except for intentional misconduct, the
prccedl)ral requirements: (1) the offender should gov~mment Will indemnify the individual. oragellcy
know whAt the reaSQn. 1s; und. (2) he should be able agamst 10~s; or authorize th~ corrections agency to
to prescnt information to the decisio~1tnaker in the conttact WIth regard to the liability issue.
cwent ,tho t.~lllson Is .fIot (ounded on fact. Adequate
provi~lons Hnpleme~tit'lg thc..~e procedures should be Sare Qf Goods
tI

purpose of testing: the administrator's refusal to -as~1Zf1. him to a community-based program or by reqU.lmJ.~ the board penodicidly 10 review the record.
ttrtd hi$tory oj' each offendtr. The latter would alIow
a review of Mt only community-based participation
but atso parole e~igjbiHty.
. .
4. The Fourth issue-·fairness in revocation of
communitY..btased privileges-lics at the beart of the

j

required hy ~:orrectionallegislation.

Use- -of CQtmmonity Resoutce$
ThetlSsiSl1lment of QfIeude!rs to the community

altio c:ontemlf~lates thnt UOngoy,ernmental community
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Xnad?ition to afflnnative provisions authorizillg
programs, some present statutory
prOVISIOns must be revoked as an undue restraint on
the develop~ent of such programs. The two major
areas where statutory refonn is essential are: laws
com~~lIuty-based

restricting tbe Use of prison !abQr;· and laws restrict-

ing the occupational or governmental privileges that
may be granted to those convicted of criminal activity.
.
Most States and the Federal government have specific provisions restricting the sale of prison-made
goods. The Federal provision prohibits the transport
in interstate commerce of goods or merchanruse
manufactured in whole or in part by prisoners "ex~
cept convicts or prisoners on parole or probation." 8
State laws generally prohibit the sale or offer for sale
of goods or merchandise manufactured whcily or in
part by prisoners "e~cept convicts or prisoners on
parole or probation." These stat1,ltes were enacted
when probation and parole were the only communi. ~y-based programs envisioned,
Impottant for consideration J", ibat newly developing work~release programs and otber. communitybased efforts do not fit comfortably under the cate~
gory of Uprobation" or "parole." Thus the provisibns'
restricting the sale or transportation of goods manu~
factured by prisoners inde.ed may limit sf?verely the
type of employment available for offenders under
.work-release programs. Although the language is obscure. enough to argue reasonably that they do not
directly apply to work-release programs, t!Ie ambiguity is sufficient to suggest either outright repeal of
these provisions or at least modification to exempt
community-based correctional programs.

Restrictions Due to Offender Status
Equally restrictive are specific provisions that preclude felons from obtaining governmental licenses of
all sorts. In many jurisdictions, restrictions prohibiting those convicted of crimes from entering a given
occupation have proliferated far beyond any legitimate occupational or governmental interest. The further extension of licensing provisions that restrict
ex-offenders from areas of employment will make
correctional programs increasingly more difficult.
Civil death statutes may also have a direct impact
on community programs. As the offender becomes
more integrated into the community, be Will obtain,
in addition to the responsibility of citizenship, many
of the burdens of societa11iving. It is to be expected
that his need for access to the courts on civil matters
arising out tlf his employment or other community
programs will inc(ease and at times may be critical
to his success. Statutes that in any way detract from
th~ offender's integration into the community will re~
duce the effectiveness of community-based programs
without serving any societal interest,
liS -U.S.C. Sec. 1761.

MODEL ACTS
The drafting of a comprehensive correctional code
of the scope envisioned here is a substantial undertaking. However,a wide variety of model laws generally consistent with the thrust of this chapter are
available. Discriminating use of these proposals will
facilitate the development of a draft for legislative
consideration. Many of the model acts are ac~
companied by commentaries and refetences stating
the arguinents for and against specific provisions and
citing secondary material that can be consulted.
Thus, much of the preliniiriary work of code reform
has already taken place and is readi,ly.accessible.
The most significant models' are ruscussed here
briefly. No attempt is made to analyze in detail the
specific provisions of each. The discussion is intended to indicate the scope and general thrust (if the
various proposals.

. Model Penal Code
The Model Penal Code, Proposed Official Draft,
19.62 is available from The American Law Institute,
101 North 33rd St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19104.
The Model Penal Code, promulgated by the
American Law Institute, is the foundation for most
other model acts developed since 1962. Although
other organizations have added to or modified some
provisions, its basic framework and approach have
set a standard against which all other proposals are
measured.
The Model Penal Cede primarily is a proposal for
substantive criminal law reform. However, the d£'af~
ters recogniz<~d that the definition of criminal conduct was inextricably linked with the sanction
imposed. Thus the code contains articles on the
disposition of offenders, the authority of the court
in sentencing, and relatively extensive provisions
regulating the organization and administration of
probation, imprisonment, and parole. It illustrates
how the corrections system can be merged into an
effective and coordinated response to criminnl corrections.
The code's most significant achievement for
correctional practices was development of statutory
criteria for sentencing decisions. The standards in
this chapter urge that comparable provisions be en~
acted in aU jurisdictions.
Tb~ Model Penal Code has several deficiencies. In
some organizational areas it is too detailed for
smaller correctional systems. Moreover, it does not
consistently provide procedures for judicial review of
critical correctional decisions.
Several recent developments and innovations are
not included. Work release, although provided for
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~hort-te.tm (lffenders~

is not authori1..ed for felons.

There. generally are no provisions stating the rights

of offenders. The .recent expansion Qf clJrrectional
lidgLHlol1 und the courts' new wlllingness to redress
offenders' g.r!~Vl·Hlees have occurred since. the code
wMpublisbed. Thus,altbough the Model Penal
Code stUt .is an extremely useful tool in correctional
law reform efforts, it requires some modifications.
·&rHer tentative drafts of the code include commentaries on the various sections and other useful
background information.

NeeD Model Acts
Model acts ill several fields which have been proposed by the National Council on Crime and Delinquency are available from NCCD at 411 Hacken-

~.

Standard Pr?bation and Parole Act (1955).
ThIs proposaL provIdes only a basic framework for a
probation and parole system. It does not provide for
criteria for probation ilnd ,parole decisions. Although
once an important model for State legislation; it generally has been superseded by the more extensive
and contemporary Model Penal Code.
4. Model Act for the Annulment of a Conviction
of a Crime (1962). This act is a useful modelprovi~
sion for annulling criminal convictions to minimize
the collateral consequences.
S. A Model Act fur the Protection of Rights of
Prisoners (1972). This recently promulgated act illustrates possible p'l'OvEsions for protecting offenders
from tbe grossest forms of governmental abuse. Directed toward prison conditions, it provides legislative protection against inhumane treatment, regulates
SOlitary confinement, outlines disciplinary procedural
f orma J'f
.•
lies, reqUIres
a gnevance procedure, and. establishes visitation rights. The act also provides enforcement mechanisms including judicial relief.
The act is an excellent model for the issues it covers. However, legislative action regarding a much
broader range of what can legitimately be caUed
lIoffenders' rights" is appropriate and desirable. Pro.. •
VISIons
implementing various constitutional requirements including freedom of speech, relioious exer-

sack Ave., Hackensack. N.J. 07601.
The NaUonal Council on Crime and Delinquency
hns promulgated a number of model acts relating to
correctional programs and organization. They gener~
nlly ~re modest in scope and directed toward a small
part of tbe entire correctional code. Thus) tbey do
not prQvide n model from which a comprehensive
code can be developed. However, the individual
provisions arc useful models for particular problems
und. in some instanCe:!, offer alternatives to the
C>'
ModelPel1nl Code. The various relevant acts arc. as cise) and access to the media sbould be included.
Thus, although the act is a useful model for specific
foiJows!
prOvisions) it should not be considered an all-inclu1. Model Sentencing Act (1963). This model sive statement of the rights of offenders.
covers presentence invcstigations and sentencing altctnfltivcS for felonies. Alternative provisions for
sentencing minors also are included. The act doeS not Illinois Corrections Code
provjdefor the organiZ/,ltion of any correctional ag~
Illinois Unified Code of Corrections (Tentative
coc)' hut is limited to the actual imposition of sentence. Criteria for each sentencing alternative are Final Draft 1971), promulgated by the nUnois
very general and do not approach the specificity of Council on the Diagnosis and Evaluation of Criminal
Defendants, is available from the Council, 175 W.
tbe Model Penal Code.
The Moqel SentencJng Act was promulgated spe- Jackson Blvd" Chicago, TIl. 60604.
Tn June 1972, the lllinois Legislature enacted, in
eHlcl\lly in. response to certain features of the Model
Penal Co4e. Where the code requires a i-year mini- large partl the Illinois Code proposed by the Council
Ilium for n sentl!t1cc to confinement, the act provides on the Diagnosis and Evaluation of Crimina1 Defor no legislative minimum, While the code provides fendants. Some amendments were included, The
(or A. parole term over llnd beyond the term of con- code, as enacted with appropriate commentary, is
scheduled for publication. When published it will be
finement l the nct rejects the additional term.
The Model Sentencing Act is currently being re~ . tlvailaMe from tbe Council. Re(erences throughout
viscd,
this chapter to the illinois proposal are to the tenta2. Standard Act for State Correctional Services tive final draft without the legislative changes. It is
(1966). This. mQdelprovides a basic structure for important to recognize that most of the provisions
.
correctional organizaUon and some modest provi· are now governIng TIlinois corrections.
The illinois draft is perhaps the most complete
skms nutborizing c()rrectiomil progrrtms. AlthOugh
usefufM II model fol' specific provisions! it is nut a .and comprehensive model available for correctional
eompr~hensive; act. It is inconsistent with SOl4,~ stan- code reform. AU major elements of the correctional
dards proposed. in. this chapter In that it provides for c..'Ode are included from sentencing through release.
1\ lny bonOO of correctiondo establish departmental Correctional organizations are included.
poliey.
.
The TIli~oisproposal is also the most detailed of
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i:r any model act. It provides statutory provisions and
.i.,:. ll·.standar.ds regulating every facet of correct.ional adi ministration.
1

The proposal reflects th('j increasing concern with

rl protecting t~e intere~ts of offenders. P.rocedures ~re

I

Ll required whIch prov1de the offender WIth substantIal
if opportunities to challenge administrative action
I!... where it substantially affects his sentence or treatment.
. The IJIinois proposal is a useful checklist of ap•'\ propria.te provisions in. enact.ing a comp~ehensive
l1 correctIonal code, and Its baSIC approach 1S sound.

il. .· ·.
t

j

f· ~ Nebraska Acts and Study

.
~ll The Nebraska Treatment and. Cor~ections. Act
V (Neb. Rev. Stat. Sec. 83-170 et. seq. (ReIssue

1971) ).
f.11. The
Nebraska Probation -Administration Act

r
.

(Neb. Rev. Stat. Sec. 29-2246 et seq. (Supp.
19Z~~' Handbook for Correctional Law Reform,"
Vunpublished study.
r In the Nebraska Treatment and Corrections Act,
•
.1 Ih. e Nebraska legislatur.e has enacted provisions pat~
h
I terned after the Model Penal Code. Althoug some
I amendments were made, the basic thrust of the code
t. remains intact. Statutory criteria are established for
j. parole decisions. Organization of the correctional
I· agency was unified, with the exception of probation
and local misdemeanant filcilities.
~
{ The Nebraska Probation Administration Act,
~ while retaining judicial control, provides for State{ level administration of all probation services and
I' provides criteria for sentencing alternatives reflecting
•.•· the philosophy that probation generally is the m.ost
. appropriate sanction, with imprisonment to be, uti.1
~. lized as the last resort.
i The Nebraska provisions in some instances do not
t adequately protect the inter.ests of offenders,. and no
system of administrative review or code of offenders'
rights is provided.
!
The Nebraska provisions, other than those gov'. erning probation, have been analyzed in the "Hand~
book for Correctional Law Reform," a study
developed for the Law Enforcement Assistance
"Administration. The provisions are set out with
"1 appropriate commentary. The laws of the SO States
are compared to the act, section by section. The
f •Handbook also includes essays on correctional law
;j reform and criticisms of existing State statutes.
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~ew Federal Criminal Code

Study Draft ofa New Federal Criminal Code, Na~

f lional Commission on Reform of Federal Criminal
r
L'
i

'.;;

Laws, 1970, available from the Superintendent of
Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.
.
The study draft, although directed primarily at the
substantive criminal code, does contain model provi~
sions relating to major sentencing decisions, including parole. The draft develops a wide variety of seritencing alterna.tives a~d specific criteria governing.
the imposition of each. The draft is .patterned after
the Model Penal Code but includes some additions
and alterations in the criteria proposed. A procedure,
is provided for removing disqualifications and disa;'
bilities imposed by law as a consequence of conviction.
Uniform State Laws

Proposals of the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws are available from
the Conference, 1155 East 60th St., Chicago, lll.
60637.
The Conference has promulgated three acts relating to correctional law.
.
1. Uniform Act on Status of Convicted Persons
(1964). This statute provides a model for removing
marlY of the disqualifications and disabilities imposed
by law for conviction of a crime. The act has been
adopted by Hawaii and New Hampshire.
'
2, Model State Administrative Procedure Act.
This ,proposed statute, enacted in several States, is a
general provision designed .Jo regulate discretion in
aU State administrative agencies. It provides a useful
model for developing a code of administrative justice
for the correctional sy~tem.
,3. Uniform Juvenile Court Act (1968). This
proposed act governs primarily the creation, jurisdiction, and procedures of the juvenile court and only
indirectly includes provisions related to correctional
programs. The act does provide a list of sentencing
alternatives as well as provisions for probation and
related programs short of incarceration. To the ex~
tent that the act authorizes the juvenile court to administer these programs directly, it is in conflict with
the standards presented in this chapter.
State Correction Department Act

The State Department .of Correction Act promulgated by the Advisor! Commission on Intergovernmental Relations, 1971, is available under the title
"For a More Perfect Union--Correctional Reform,"
from the Superintendent of Documents, U.8. Gov~
emmentPrinting Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.
.Patterned after the NCCD State Correctional Services Act, this act is designed to "provide for a more
systematic State-local approach to corrections by ex551
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pandirtg State administrative and supervIsory rellpon~
sibHities tInd by increasing State financial and technical Msistance," The proposal governs only the
organization and programs of the department of
C{)rrcctions.

tern. The first three standards are of a general nature
dealing with approaches and principles. The remainder primarily jJIustrate application of tbe first standards to specific correctional issues.
Two prefatory statements are necessary to explain
the proposed standards. The historical separation of
tegisrotive Guide fOf Juvenile Progroms
juveniles and adults has provided, at times, a differLegisfaiive Guide for DraftiNg State~Local Pro-. ent rhetoric for correctional agencies and programs.
grams Oft Juvenile Delinquency promulgated by the Juveniles are not "convicted" and "sentenced" but
Youth Development and Delinquency Prevention rather "adjudicated" and "placed" or "committed."
Administration, U.S. Department of Health r Educa~ Programs also have varied. In many States "aftertion. and Welfare is available from the Superintcnd~ care" for juveniles is granted by institutional staff;
c/'Jt or Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, .adult parole is conferred by a board of parole.
Washington. D.C, 20402 ..
Most of the differences for juvenile offenders reThe proposed guide is in two parts. The first con~
sult
from conditions in adult corrections that are in~
tains legislation establishing a .state~administered
appropriate
for any age group, adult or juvenile. The
progr(lm of juvenile delinquency prevt'ntion and
treatment, It considers many of the issues contained solution is not to exempt juveniles but to reform the
in the stAndards of this chapter as they relate specifi- system as applied to all correctional clients. The
carty to juvenile deHnquents. Included are provisions standards herein, unless they specifically state otherfor probation. confinement. community-based treat- wise, should be applicable to both adults and juvement progr<lms) and parole. This part of the guide is nHes.
the most detailed model available that is specifically
Not all persons subject to correctional power have
directed at Juvenile corrections.
been convicted of a criminal offense. Persons awaitThe second part of the guide contains modifica~ ing trial frequently are confined in correctional faciliHons to authorize a program administered in part by ties. The confinement often results from defects in
the Stnte nnd partly by locrd authority. Such a modi~ release procedures. No reform of baH and other
/icarion would make it inconsistent with the stan- pretrial release, however, contemplates that all ofdards, proposed llCrein l which contemplate State con- fenders will be returned to the community to await
trol.
trial. Some accused persons will remain confined.
Most of the proviSions of Part I of the guide are
Others
may be released ,subject to supervision by
consistent with the standards proposed by this chapcorrectional
personnel.
ter nod ttre USl!fut Hlustrations oholutions to correcThe
development
and applicability of standard
tlonnl problems rdnting to juvenile services.
correction
a!
programs
to persons awaiting trial
The guide was designed to mesh with the provisIons of ju\ c:uUer document entitled LegislatJ've creates some difficulties. The presumption of innoGuide for Dra/ting Family and Juvenile Court Acts cence limits the ability of correctional administrators
published by the Children's Bureau of the same de- to require participation. frowever, correctional propurtment. The latter is available from the Superin~ grams, particularly those authorizing communitytendcnt of Documents under Children's Bureml pub~ based supervision, should be made available to those
lieadon number 472-1969.
not YGt convicted.
The standards developed herein do not addre~s
STANOARPS FOR CORRECTfONAL
specific~ny the problems arising from persons awaittEG!$lATJON
ing triaL The standards protecting convicted offendThe stnndMds developed herei.n relate to jmpr(jv~ ers from arbitrary power should, in all events, be coning the stntlltory framework for the correctional sy$~ sidered applicable to these persons.
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Standard 16.1..

j\

I; Comprehensive

I: Correctional
l',.

Legislation

rj; hensive
Each
by 1978, should enact a comprecorrectional code, which should include staState~

I' ,tut~s goreming:
l;

.r
I,
I

.
1. Services for persons awaiting trial.
2. Sentencing crit~ria, alternatives, and proced-

Ufeg.

3. Probation and other programs short of in~
stitutional confinement.
Is 4, Institutional progr~ms.
5. Community-based programs.
6. Parole.
Ii 7. Pardon.
11 The, code should include statutes governing the
precedmg programs for:
1. Felons, misdemeanants, and delinquents. .
f: ,2. Adults, juveniles, and youth offenders.
11 3. Male and female offenders.
EachlegisJature should state the "public policy')
1" governing the correctional system. The policy should
include. the following premises:
Ji 1. Society should subject persons accused of
1, criminal conduct or delinquent behavior and await·
trial to the least restraint' or condition wbich
gives reasonable assurance tha.t the person accused
~" win appear for trial. Confinement should be used
:1... only wbere no other measure is sbown to be ade!:~ quate.
,';
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protect the public welfare by empbasizing efforts to
assure that an offender will not return to crime
after release from the correctional system.
3. The public welfare is best protected by 3. cor"
rectional system ch;zracterized by care, differential
programming, ami Jreintegrafion coneepts rather
than punitive mr.:asures.
. 4. An offenlJer's correctional program ~'hould be
the ~east drastic measure consistent with tbe offender's needs and the safety of the public. Confinement, which is the most drastic disposition for
an offender and the most expensive for the public,
should be the last alternative considered.

2. Th••orroctional system's fi1st function is t.

Commentar)(
. With few exceptions, curr.ent statutes organizing
and authorizing correctional programs are piecemeal
efforts put together over many decades. They reflect
correctional thinking of differing times, of differing
public moods, and of differing economic conditions.
They often are internally inconsistent in basic pur~
poses or efflect. It is difficult for correctional administrators to obtain any concise statement of the goals,
purposes, or approaches. envisioned for the correc~
tionat systnIl\,
The correr-tionat process no longer should be com~
prised of separate entities, each performing distinct
553
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2. American Law Institute. Model Penal Code:
functions. Corrections is a continuum of interacting
Proposed Official Draft. Philadelphia: ALI, 1962.
and mutually dependent programs. During his sen3. Council on the Diagnosis :and Evaluation of
tence, an offender may participate in a variety of
Criminal Defendants. Illitwis Unified Code of
these programs. To be effective, 'correctionallegislation must provide a comprehensive ll.nd consistent
Correciions: Tentative Final Draft. st. Paul:
West, 1971.
statutory foundation.
Corrections exists uncomfortably between two
4. Federal Bail Reform Act of 1966, 18 U. S. C.
Sec. 3146.
competing community attitudes. The first, a desire
5. Legislative Guide for Drtz/ting Family and Jufor retribution for the violation of existing social
venile Court Acts. Washington: U.S. Department
rules, would tend toward harsh and punitive measof Health, Education, and Welfare, 1969.
sures for criminal offenders. The second, a desire
6. Legislative Guide for Drafting State-Local
that the correctional system return to the community
Programs on Juvenile Delinquency. Washington:
individuals who will avoid further criminal conduct,
dictates far more humane and constructive correcU.S. Department of HeaJth, Education, and Welfare, 1972.
tional programs.
These two community atttitudes are not compati7. Morris, NorvaI. "Lessons From the Adult
ble; punitive measures have not resulted in lower
Correctional System of Sweden," Federal Probarecidivism and less crime. It is the legislature's
tion, 30 (1966), 3.
responsibility to direct the governmental response to
8. National Conference of Commissioners of
criminal corrections. It should do so in clear, unmisUniform State Laws. "Uniform Juvenile Court
takable language.
Act," in Handbook. Chicago: NCCUSL, 1968.
Society has no interest in punitively treating those
Sec. 1.
individuals awaiting trial who have not been con9. National Council on Crime and Delinquency.
victed or adjudicated delinquent. The least drastic
Model Sentencing Act. New York: NCeD,
measures that assure their appearance for trial
1963.
should be imposed upon such persons.
10. National Council on Crime and Delinquency.
Standards and Guides for the Detention of Chi!..
Few statutes require a punitive policy toward,
criminal offenders. However, few legislatures have
dren and Youth. New York: NCCD, 1965.
declared, in strong and consistent legislation, that the
11. President's Commission on Law Enforcepublic policy of their State's correctional system is
ment and Administration of Justice. Task Force
. Report: Corrections. Washington: Government
reintegration of the offender into the community.
Correctional administrators often are reluctant to ex- . . Printing Office, 1967.
periment with risky but potentially beneficial programs without specific legislative approval.
It has not been shown that positive correctional
programs designed to educate, train, or otherwise
provide offenders with full opportunity to lead lawabiding lives are the ultimat.e answer to correctional
problems. However, these programs do result in less Related Standards
misery and degradation than purely punitive measures, with little increase in danger to public safety.
The following standards may be applicable in
These factors alone indicate that a policy of utilizing implementing Standard 16.1.
such programs should be established.
5.1-5.19 Sentencing.
6.1 Comprehensive Classification Systems.
9.1 Total System Planning.
References
9.4 Adult Intake Services.
1. American Correctional Association. Manual
10.2 Services to Probationers.
of Correctional Standards. 3d ed. Washington:
11.3 Social Environment of Institutions.
ACA, 1966. Ch. 1.
12.6 Community Services for Parolees.
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Standard 16~2
Administrative Justice
Each State should enact by 1975 legislilltion pat3. Require judicial review for agency actions
terned lifter the Model State Administraltive Pro- affecting the substantial rights of individuals, incedure Act,. to regulate the administrative pI'Ocedures cluding offenders, such review to be limited to the
of correctional agencies. Such legislation, as it applies following questions:
to c~rrections, should:
a. Whether the agen(:y' action violated
1. Require the use of administrative ru\\\~S and
constitutional or statutory provisions.
regulations and provide a formal procedulI~e for
b. Whether the agency action was in extheir adoption or alteration which wiD include~
cess of the statutory authority of the agency.
a. Publication 01 proposed rules.
c. Whether the agency action was made
b. An opportunity for interested ~Ulti afulwn unlawful procedure.
fected parties, including offenders, to submit
d. Whethe:r the agency action was clearly
data, views, or arguments orally or in writing
erroneous in view of the reliable, probative,
on the proposed rules.
and substantial evidence on the record.
c. Public filing of adopted rules.
'The above legislation should reqnire the correc2. Require in a contested case where the legal tional agency to establish by agency rules procedures
rights, duties, or privileges of It persGn are deter- for:
mined by an agency after ?' ,hearing, that the fol1. The review of grievances of offenders.
lowing procedures b~ implemented:
2. The imposition of discipline on !.lffenders.
a. The agency develop and publish stand3. The change of an· offender's status within corards and criteria for decisionmaking of a more rectional programs.
specific nature than that provided by statute•.
Such procedures should be consistent with the recb. The agency state in writing the reason ommendations in Chapter 2, Rights of Offeli-1ers.
for its action in a particular case.
c. The hearings be open except to the I\1Xtent that confidentiality is required.
c.ommentary
d. A system of recorded precedents be
developed to supp,lement the standards and
Development of administrative agencies resulted
criteria.
from the need for fiexibiJjty, discretion, and utiliza555

tion of expertise in exerclsmg governmental functions. Criminal corrections is an appropriate, but not
an unusual, example of the reliance on administrative agency discretion rather than statutory rule.
The rapid development of administrative agencies
at the Federal level in the 1930's stimulated reform
efforts to assure that procedural devices were created
to protect individual and property rights from abusive, arbitrary, and erroneous administrative decisions. By 1946, Congress enacted the Federal Administrative Procedure Act providing substantial
.procedural protection for affected individuals. The
Model State Administrative Procedure Act adapted
for State administrative agencies has been enacted in
whole or in part in more than 25 States. Most other
States have some regulatory statutes governing the
.
action of State agencies.
The concepts developed by these statutes rarely
have been applied to administrative agencies dealing
'with criminal justice. However, for the most part, the
language of these statutes indicates that they are
applicable to criminal justice agencies.
A major factor in the oppre.ssiveness of correctional institutions and other correctional processes
is the unchecked power government exercises over
individuals committed to its custody. Constitutional
standards embodying tlle principle that government
efficiency is not of a higher order than individual
freedom have been' flaurited, intentionally or misguidedly. Correctional efforts are undermined if an
offenqer has not been, or d'oes not believe he has
been, treated fairly and equitably. Hostility is generated against not only the 'correctional agency but
the "system," including the society to which the
offender inevitably returns.
Procedures designed to structure and confine discretionary decisions need not unnecessa,rily interfere
with the agency functions. Experience under the
Federal and model State acts has demonstrated
clearly the utility and effectiveness of the procedural
regulations contained therein. Applying them to the
correctional system should cause no serious disruption in present programs and, when fully implemented, should increase the effectiveness of programs designed to influence criminal offenders to
accept society and its rules.
The thrust of the procedures required by the acts
is to document and publicize agency actions. 'The
best protection against arbitrary decisionrnaking 3n a
free society is the requirement of openness and discussion. Major policy decisions developed by the
agency and formulated' in rules are publicized and
the offenders and other interested parties, including
the public,. are allowed to comment thereon. In contested cases affecting substantial rights of individuals,
including offenders, the' agency is required to de-
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velop and publish standards for decisionmaking and '.1"
a system of recorded precedents to guide future actions.
II
Judicial review, which provides the opportunity to
test whether the agency followed its own criteria and
statutory procedures, acts as the final check on arbi- ~
trary or erroneous decisions. As noted earlier, the ~'
courts recently have abandoned the hands-off doctrine that had served as the foundation for unsuper- r~i.
vised correctional decisionmaking.
The procedures developed in the standard r(':{;ognize both the abandonment of the hands-off doctrine f
and the desirability that judges refrain from substi-:'
tuting their own judgment in every case lor that of
the corrections professional. The procedures here f'
allow professionals to establish ~heir own standards I
consistent with statutory and constitutional require- j'
ments. The court's role then is to assure that the'
agency abides by its own standards.
..
In many instances, a grievance procedure that has I' :.'
the confidence of the offenders will alleviate the need
to utilize more formal and time-consuming methods I
of testing the appropriateness of correctionalaecisions. Most correctional institutions do have grievance procedures. Often, they are informal and
di5<trusted by offenders. The close. confinement char- t
acteristic of most adult prisons and the regulation of
all aspects of the lives of the inmates inevitably will
lead to frustrations and grievances-s'ome legitimate, I '
others not. Unattended grievances lead to hostility, jl
as dramatically illustrated at recent uprisings at insti-·
tutions.
The development of formal grievance, discipline, I.
and change-of-status procedures, while no assurance 1
.,
against further trouble within prisons, at least may f
alleviate some tensions that otherwise would exacer- !
bate inmate uneasiness. In addition, known proce- lL.'.,. •
dures operate as a check on the exercise of arbitrary .
power by institutional staff and keep top management aware of conditions within various facilities and
programs.
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The vast majority of cases defining the rights of
criminal offenders have been brought by adu1t.s. Little judicial attention has been given to the rights of
juveniles subject to State supervision. It should be
particularly noted that, where appropriate, this standard is applicable to juvenile offenders.

ton Law Review, 39 (1970), 17S.
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4. South Carolina Department of Corrections.
The Emerging Rights at the Confined. Columbia:
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Related Standards
The following standard may' be applicable in
implementing Standard 16.3.
2.1-2.18 Rights of Offenders.

Standard 16.3
Code of Offenders' Rights
Each State should immediately enact legislatio~
that defines and implements the substantive rights
of offenders. Such legislation should be governed
by the following principles:
1. Offenders should be entitled to the same rights
as free citizens except where the nature of confinement necessarily requires modification.
2. Where modification of the rights of offenders
is required by the nature of custody, such modification should be as limited as possible.
3. The duty of showing that custody requires modification of such rights should be upon the correctional agency.
4. Such legislation should implement the substantive rights more fully described in Chapter 2 of
this report.
5. Such legislation should provide adequate
means for enforcement of the rights so defined. It
should authorize the remedies for violations of the
rights of offenders listed in S~andard 2.18, where
they do not already exist.

Commentary
During the last few years, courts have overcome
their own reluctance to review offenders' complaints
and have rejected doctrines that deprived offenders
of all rights and left them dependp,ut on the benefi-

SS8

cence of correctional administrators. The number of
cases defining prisoners rights is increasing rapidly;
the end is not in sight.
Corrections is not alone in this reexamination of
the relationship between government agencies and
the people they serve. All social institutions have
been subject to the same reexamination of the legal
status of persons in their charge.
In the past it was assumed-and at times judicially decreed-that an offender forfeits all rights at
the point of conviction. Courts now declare that "a
prisoner retains all the rights of an ordinary citize!1
except those expressly, or by necessary implication,
taken from him by law."
,
Courts have struggled with fashioning appropril).te
remedies to accommodate this change. They have
utiHzedinjunctions prohibiting specific practices and
have declared entire prison systems unconstitutional.
Legislatures should respond with a comprehensive
statement of the rights lost by confinement and procedures designed to implement and enforce retained
rights. Otherwise, the courts will continue the slow,
painful. and expensive process of accomplishing this
task through case-by-case litigation. The inevitable
period of uncertainty, of abrupt ch'ange. and of allocation of valuable and scarce correctional resources
to litigation can be minimized by carefully conceived
legislation.
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Standard 16.4
Unifying Correctional Programs
Each State shouId enact legislation by 1978 to
unify .011 correctional facilities and programs. The
board of p2role may be administratively part of an
overall statewide correctional services agency, but it
should be autonomous in its decisionmaking authodty and separate irom field services. Programs
for afl~,~t, juvenile, and youthful offenders that should
"
be wIthin ih~ agency include:
1. Services for persons awaiting trial.
2. Probation supervision.
3. Institutional confinement.
4. Community-based programs, whe!her prior tn
or during .institutional confinement.
S. Parole and other aftercare programs.
6. All programs for misdemeanants including probation, confinement, community-basf:d progra...s,
and parole.
The legislation also should authorize the correctional agency to perform the following functions:
1. Planning of diverse correctional facilities.
2. Development and implementation of naining
programs for correctional personnel.
3. Development and implementation of an information-gathering and research system.
4. Evaluation and assessment of the effectiveness
of its functions.
S. Periodic reporting to governmental officials including the legislature and the executive branch.
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6. Development and amplementation of c~rrec
tional progr~ms including academic and vocational
training and guidance, productive work, religious and
recreational activity, counseling and psychotherapy
services, organizational activity, and other such programs that will benefit offenders.
7. Contracts for the use of nondepartmental and
private resources in correctional programming.
This standard should be regarded as a statement
of principle applicable, to most State jurisdictions.
It is recognized that exceptions may exist, because
of local conditions or histoJ'Y, where juvenile and
adult corrections or pretrial and postconviction correctional services may operate effectively on a separated basis.
'

Commentary
Today, correctional prograrI!s are developed as
separate entities. Institutions are administered apart
from parole programs. Probation is attached to the
courts and administered by them. In some States,
each correctional institution is administered
separately, with only some loose form of coordination at the top.
At present, in 23 States, adult and juvenile corrections are administered by separate agencies. In 15

States, parole supervision is administered under an
agency other than the agency administering institutional programs.
The most consistent separation of correctional
programs is that between misdemeanor and felony
corrections. Most local jail facilities designated for
confinement of misdemeanants are administered
by local law enforcement agencies. In only fiv!! States
are jails administered by a State agency.
Unification of all correctional programs will allow
the coordination of essentially interdependent programs, more effective utilization of scarce human resources, and development of more effective, ~rofes
sionally operated programs across the ,spectrum of
corrections. In a few States, where separate adult
and juvenile programs are operating effectively in a
coordinated manner, actual formal unification is less
urgent but should be sought in the long run.
The board of parole presents the major problem
in unification. As community-based programs expand, the board will cease to be the only agency
with authority to dramatically decrease the level of
confinement. It will increasingly act as a check upon
institutional decisions that preclude individual offenders from community programs. In this review
capacity, the board should retain its independence
from institutional control and influences.
The correctional agency should be granted broad
discretion and powers to develop, organize, and admicister its programs. The kinds of powers considered in connection with this standard are those
essential for the administration of the agency. Although the responsiveness of the agency and its
adaptability to changing times will affect the individual offender, he has little direct connection with the
organizafional charts, personnel training programs,
planning of facilities, and research and evaluation
functions. The offender may provide useful insights
into all of these activities, but his need for protection
against arbitrary decisions involving organizational
functions is slight. Thus broad· discretion in these
areas would seem appropriate.
In some States, and in some proposed model acts
including the Model Penal Code, many or~aniza
tional decisions are enacted into law. Article 401 of
the Model Penal Code establishes various divisions
within the department of corrections and outlines
their functions. Since flexibility of administration is a
useful tool and since no one system of organization is
clearly most appropriate for a given correctional
.t:., agency, it seems more 8.dvisable to grant the top
ft
management of the agency latitude to organize along
i
the lines deemed most appropriate. More importantly, it would appear advisable to allow modifications of the internal organization as new techniques
are developed. The rigidity of statutory enactment is

counterproductive; the absence of it creates no real
<
risk of abuse.
Every governmentsl agency has certain inherent
authority to conduct activities essential to the function of the agency. However, some powers must be
granted specifically, and the delineation of implied
powers in legislation may act as an incentive to cop~
centrate resources toward that function. Thus, although correctional agencies undoubtedly have authority to train their personnel, the specific ·statement
of that power in statutes should serve to encourage
the agency to perform that task.
The power to contract with private individuals and
agencies for the utilization of resources in correctional programming may, in some States, require
specific authorization. This is important authoriza~
tion as private community-based resources become
increasingly accessible.
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Related Standards
The following standards may be applicable in
implementing Standard 16.4.
6.1 Comprehensive Classification Systems.
7.1 Development Plan for Community-Based
Alternatives to Confinement.
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9.1 Total System Planning.
9.2 State Operation and Control of Local Institutions.

10,1
12.1
15.1

,

Organization of Probatior;,
Organization of Paroling,z~,'athorities.
State Correctional, Information Systems.
t .. ,
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Standard 16.5
Recruiting and Retaining
Professional Personnel
Each State, by 191'5, should enact legislation enR
trusting the operation of correctional facilities and
programs to professionally trained bidividurus.
Legislation creating top management correctional
positions should be designed to protect the position
from political pressure and to attract professionals.
Such ~egislatiol!U should include:
1. A statement of the qualifications thought necessary for each position, such qualifications to be di-'
rectly related to the position created.
2. A stated .term of office.
3. A, procedure, including a requirement for a
shoWing of cause, for removal of an individual from
office during his term.
For purposes of this standard, "top management
correctional positions" include:
1. The chief executive officer of the correctional
agency.
Z. Members of the board of parole.
3. Chief executive officers of major divisions
within the correctional agency, such as director of
probation, director of parole field services, and director of commonity-based programs.
This standard assumes a onified correctional sys~
tem that includes local jails tised for service of sentence. In the event that soch a system is not adopted:
the definition of Item 3 immediately above should
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include the chief executive officer of .each correctional facility including local jails.
The foregoing legislation should arultlw.rize .some
form of personnel system for correctional personnel
below the top management level. The system so
authorized sboU~d promote:
1. Reasonable. job security.
2. Recruitment of professionally tr~'lined individuals.
3. Utilization of 9 Wide variety of individuals, inc~uding minority group members and ex-offenders.
Legislation affecting correctional pelrsonnel should
not include:
1. Residency requirements.
2. Age requirements.
3. Sex requirements.
4. A requirement that an employee not have
been convicted of & felony.
5. Height, weight, or similar physical rc~qoireR
ments.

Commentary
As corrections shifts its emphasis from custody to
reintegration, the need for professio.nally trained personnel increases. In the past, many State' correctional
jobs were patronage positions cbanging abruptly with
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changing political fortunes. Even today, in a few
States, the correctional system is administered on the
policy level by a lay board with no professional expertise.
There is a growing body of professional correctional administrators operating State correctional
systems. Yet legislation creating correctional positions still reflects earlier conditions. In 30 States, the
director of corrections or his equivalent serves at the
pleasure of the appointing officer. In 14 States, no
statutory qualifications for the director's position
exist.
For the American jail, the chief administrator generally has no correctional expertise. Except in larger
metropolitan areas, law enforcement officers operate
the jail; in many States, the chief law enforcement
officer is an elected official.
The top management of a correctional system is in
a sensitive political position. Most correctional programs, particularly those that are community-based,
involve short-run risks for long-range gain. While a
correctional administrator will be effective only if he
retains the confidence of the public over the long
run, he must be protected from short-Jived political
attacks.
Insulation from public pressure with assurance of
continuing competence req\lih:~s a difficult balance of
interests. A number of steps can be taken that meet
the n(leds of the correctional system; each has its
own balance of advantages and disadvantages. None
is clearly superior.
Legislative schemes designed to provide job security and encourage competence are a product of five
factors: (1) stated realistic and flexible quaHfica-

tions for the position; (2) a lprocedure to provide
checks and balances in the aJ?pointing process; (3)
~ stated term of office; (4) specific reasons justifymg removal from office; and (5) a procedure to
provide for review of the decision to remove from
office.
Some statutory requireme!uts do not provide adequate flexibility. Increasing use of minority group
staff and ex-offenders in correctional roles is
impeded by rigid statutory personnel policies.
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Related Standards
The following standards may be appHcabJe in
implementing Standard 16.5.
10.1 Organization of Probation.
12.1 Organization of Paroling Authorities.
13.1 Professional Correctional Management.
14.1 Recruitment of Correctional Staff.
14.6 Personnel Practices for Retaining Staff.

Standard 16.6
Regional Cooperation
.E:.ach State that has lwt already done so should
immediately adopt legislation specifically ratifying
the following interstate agreements:
1. Interstate Compact for tite Supe:rvision of
Parolees and Probationers.
2. Interstate Compact on Corrections"
3 .. Interstate Compact on Juveniles.
4. Agreement on Detainers.
5. Mentally Dismdered Offender Compact.
In addition, statutory authority shou),it be given
to the chief executive officer of the c:orrecfional
agency to enter into agreements with 10c::aI jurisdictions, other States, and the Federal {;ovemment
for cooperative correctional activities.

Commentary
Correctional systems developed primarily along
State lines for varied historical, social) and legal rea~
sons. This rigid basis of operation creates numerous
problems that can be parthlilly solved by legislationWit~ the development of rapid and cheap transportatiojl~ an offender is likely to become- involved
simUltaneously with t~e crID'1inal justice systems of
more th~n one State. This has a direct impact .on the
~uccess of any correctional program in the following
wa~$:
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1. Wnere an offender serves consecutive sentences, first in one State and then in anathert his
correctional program, if uncoordinated and inconsistent; can have little hope of success.
2. One State may lodge a detainer against an offender serving time in another State. The effect of
this detainer is to assure taat, when the first State no
longer wishes to exercise custody over the offender,
he is turned over to the second St!lte for t.rial or incarceration. Detainers adverselY affect correctional
programqling in n number of ways. The detainer
generally represents a desire of the other State to
prosecute the offe11d~1' for another crime when the
offender is released by tbe first State. The offender
always faces the possibility of furtber confinement
upon r~lease from his first sentence, In many cases,
detainers Ate not prosecuted. In some cases. the offender may not be guilty of the crime on which tne
detainer is based. The need for having detaini:.rs adjudi<::ated at the earliest opportunity is dear, but this
requires cooperative procedure$ hetween States,
The detainer mny keep the offe.nder from participating in community-base4 programs. The theory of
these programs is tbe' gradual diminishment of control and the increase of freedom and responsibility.
This is impoi;llib1e wi:lerr the offender faces renewed
con.fineI'l.1~at by another State. Correctional authoritJe.c; main
closer custody over offenders against

tam
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whom detainers are lodged than they would in the facilities by ratifying States and allows offenders to
be transferred between jurisdictions. Four States
absenc..~ of such detainers. The detainer acts as an
artificial 'i'~straint to implementation of the policy have ratified this compact. Some regional compacts
that the least drastic measures, -consistent with public along the same lines, but applicable only to St.ates
in a particular region, are available.
safety, should be applied.
3. Interstate Compact on Juvennes. This comTwo different States may become involved with
one offender in other ways. An offender may be con- pact authorizes the interstate supervision of juvenile
victed and sentenced in a State other than his home delinquents and the cooperative institutionalization
State. This has a number of ramifications for correc- of special types of delittquent juveniles such as psytional programming. The offender is likely to be a chotics and defective delinquents. Forty-nine of 54
great distance from friends and family, which pre- elijble jurisdictions have ratified this compact.
4, Agreement on Detainers. The agreement alcludes the morale-boosting impact of visits iUld
m.akes family ties more difficult to maintain. If the. lows an offe.nder, on his own initiative, to test at an
offender becomes eligible for community~based pro- eady date the substantiality of a detainer lodged
grams, . he will be integrated into a community to against him by another jurisdiction. Twenty-nine of
which he is not likely to return upon final release. the 54 eligible jurisdictions have ratified the agreeSkills training provided bither on work release or ment on detainers.
5, Mentally Disordered Offender Compact. This
within the institution may be directed toward the
economy of the region where the crime was commit- compact authorizes cooperative use of facilities and
ted rather than the economy to which the offender is programs for mentally disordered offenders and joint
development of research and training of personnel.
likely to return,
Parole and aftercare programs are less likely to Eight jurisdictions have ratified this compact.
succeed when the offender is not returned to his
home community with the stabilizing influence family and friends can provide,
References
In areas with low population densities, regional
programs may be the most: economical and effective
1, Council of State Governments. Handbook on
means of providing resources not available on an inInterstate Crime Control. Rev. ed. Chicago: CSG,
dividual State basis. This is particularly true for cer1966.
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2. Council of State Governments. The Law and
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small numbers or particular needs require special ar3. National Conference of Commissioners of
rangements. Interstate cooperation may be essential
Uniform State Laws. "Uniform Juvenile Court
if the resources needed are to be provided at all.
Act," in Handbook. Chicago: NCCUSL, 1968.
Solutions to these interstate problems have been
Sees. 40-42.
provided and in many insmnces adopted by the
4. President's Commission on Law Enforcement
States. In 1934, Congress enacted the Crime Control
and Administration of Justice. Task Force ReConsent Act which grants the consent of Congress to
port: Corrections. Washington: Government
any agreement between two or more States for the
Printing Office, 1967.
prevention of crime. Since then, the Council of State
5. Wendell, Mitchell. "Multijurisdictional Aspects
Governments has developed numerous interstate
of c,;orrections." in H. Perlman and T. Allington,
compacts and agreements directed at the problems
eds . The Tasks of Penology. Lincoln: University
delineated above. These compacts and agreements,
of Nebraska Press, 1969.
to become effective, must be specifically ratified by
. legislation.
The following compacts and agreements are
Related Standards
available.
.
I, Interstate Compact for the Supervision
The following standards may be applicable in
of Parolees and Probationers. Since every eligiimplementing Standard 16.6.
ble jurisdiction except the District of Columbia and
5.6 Multiple Sentences.
Guam has ratified this interstate compact, almost all
6.1 Comprehensive Classification Systems.
parolees and probationers are under supervision in
9.2 Total System Planning.
their home State,
10.2. Services to Probationers.
2. Interstate Compact on Corrections. This com12.6 Community Services for Parolees.
pact authorizes the cooperative use of programs and
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I Sentencing Legislation
Each State, in enacting sentencing legislation (as

to proposed in Chapter 5) should classify all

crim~s

into not more than 10 categories based on the
gravity of the offense. The legislature should state
for each category, a maximum term for State
control over tbe offender that should not exceed
5 years-except for the crime of murder and except that, where necessary for tbe protectfon of
the public, extended terms of up to 25 years may
be imposed on the following categories of offenders:
I
1. Persistent felony offenders.
J. 2. Dangerous offenders.
' 3. Professional criminals.
i The legislation should contain detailed criteria,
patterned after Section 7.03 of the Model Penal
!. Code as adapted in Standard 5.3. detining the above
categoriesdf offenders.

i

Commentary
Irrationality is the most noticeable characteristic
of legislatively authorized maximum terms in American criminal codes. There is generally little consistency within a given jurisdiction on the maximum
terms established for various offenses. Comparable
activity with only minor differences may result in
f' grossly disparate sentences. It is not surprising th~t

t
~,

i .

between American jurisdictions there is also little
consistency. The same 'offense that in one State may
subject the offender to a minor penalty may result in
a substantial prison term in another jurisdiction.
The lack of consistency in legislatively authorized
sentences is inevitably reflected in the sentences actually imposed by sentencing courts. Thus, offenders
of comparable guilt may have widely disparate sentences, .unrelated to individual needs. This results in
destruction of offenders' morale that makes the task
of correctional programs more difficult.
M(lst penal code revisions completed within the
last decade have recognized the need to classify
criminal offenses into a small number of categories
based on the gravity of the conduct. In a few States,
this has been succcessfuUy implemented. See, for
example, New York Penal Code, Title E.
In addition, it has generally been recognized that
American prison terms are too long. With the exception of a relatively few dangerous offenders, there is
no evidence that long prison terms offer more pro~
tection to the public than short terms. On the other
hand, the resentment engendered in the offender
from all excessively long sentence., the economic
costs of unnecessarily protracted confinement, and
the long period of isolation from the community
require that prison terms in the United States be
drastically reduced.
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Most propos",d penal codes in the last decade
bave established a 5-year maximum as an appropriate statutorily ~stablished term for most fe~o~ies.
These codes recognize that there are a few hmited
types of offende~'s for whom public protection dictates an extendec/. term.
The Commis~ion decided not to speak on the
question of us,ng the death penalty to deter or
punish murder¢rs, because of the unresolved constitutional and ;legal questions raised by recent court
decisions. Resolution of this question, it believes,
should be left to referenda, State legislatures, or
the courts.
'
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Related Standards
The following standards may be applicable in
implementing Standard 16.7.
5.2 Sentencing the Nondangerous Offender.
5.3 Sentencing to Extended Terms.
5.11 Sentenr.ing Equality.

Standard 16.8
Sentencing Alternatives

'I

I
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By 1975 each State should enact the sentencing
legislation proposed in Chapter 5, Sentencing, reo
fliecting tIle: following major provisions:
1. All senteJlces should be detennined by the
court rat~er th8in by a jury.
2. The court should be authorized to utilize a
vari~ty of sentf:Rcing alternatives including:
a. Unconditional release.
b. (:onditional release.
c. it.. fine payable in installments with a
civil remedy for nonpayment.
d. Release under supervision in the community.
e. Sentence to a halfway house or other
residential facility located in the community.
f. Sentence to partial confinement with
liberty to work or participate in training or
education during all but leisure time.
g,. Imposition of a maximum sentence of
total Iconfinement less than that established by
the I(';gislatur~ for the offense.
3.Wh(':re the court imposes an extended tenn
under Standard 5.3 and feels that the community
requires reassurance as to tlIe continued confinement of the offender, the court should be authorized
to:
a. Recommend to the board of parole
that the offender not be paroled until a given
period of time has been served.

b. Impose a nnmmum sentence to be
served prior to eligibility for parole, not to
exceed one-third of the maximum sentence
imposed 011' be more than three year~.
c. Allow the parole of an offender sentenced to a minimum tenn prior to service
of the minimum upon the request of the
board 'of parole.
4. The legislature should delineate specific criteria patterned after the Model Penal Code for imposition of the alternatives available.
5. The sentencing court should be .required to
make specific findings and state specific reasons
for the imposition of a particular sentence.
6. The court should be required to grant the
offender credit for all time serve/II in jail awaiting
trial or appeal arising out of the conduct for which
he is sentenced.
Sentencing Regislation should not contain:
1. Mandatory sentences of allY kind for any offense.
2. lneligibmty for alternative dispositions for any
offense except mzerder.

Commentary
Distrust of judges appointed by the Crown of
England influenced the development of sentencing
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nates against the indigent. The United States
by juries. In this country, some 13States retain jury Supreme Court, Tate v. Short, 401 U.S. 395 (1971),
sentencing for some offenses. Mosfexperts who have has held that confinement of an indigent because of
recently examined the practice c;ondemn it. Jury sen- his inability to pay a fine is unconstitutional.
tencing increases disp'a~ity .of sentences. A jury deterStudies have found that a large percentage of permination is likely tribe the result of factors other sons in ur.ban jails were cQmmitted for nonpayment
than'the individual needs of the offender, arrived at of fines. On the other hand, properly employed, the
by individuals with no ability to make professional fine is far less drastic, far less costly for the public,
judgments. The power to sentence also may affect and perhaps more effective than imprisonment or
the jury's determination of guilt, allowing doubt of community supervision. Legislatively imposed criguilt to be resolved by a light sentence.
teria requiring that the fine be levied in an amount
Confinement has traditionally been the standard !hat can be paid and statutory authorization for
against which all other sentencing alternatives were payment. in installments with civil enforcement
developed. Other alternatives, developed separately, mechanisms should be provided as one sentencing
were seen as ameliorating the harshness of total confinement. Modern sentencing practices require that alternative.
4. Release under supervision in the community.
confinement be treated as the sentence to be im- Probation is the most common form of release of ofposed only if no other alternative will serve.
fenders to the community under supervision. StatuThus, legislation should establish the priority in tory requirements for probation are outlined in
which the various alternatives should be considered
16.11.
and the criteria that should guide the court in impos- Standard
5. Sentence to a halfway house or other residening sentence. The court should also be required to tial facility located in the community. Cour.ts should
state its reasons for the selection of one alternative not have to choose between total confinement and
over another as a check on the exercise of its discre- total freedom. The trend toward use of communitytion and to facilitate appellate review.
based programs for offenders after a period of incarThe following alternatives should be authorized: ceration suggests that community-oriented programs
1. Unconditional release. Consistent with the with State control over leisure time are a valuable
principle of utilizing the least drastic means neces- tool that should not be preconditioned in an cases on
sary, outright release of a person convicted of a a period of total confinement. In addition, there may
criminal offense should be considered in many cases. be resources available in the community which could
This disposition would be appropriate in cases in provide _ a group living situatioq and supervision
which the nature of the offense is so minor or the cir- without the ha.rdware and institutional control charcumstances such that no useful purpose would be acteristics of most jails and other correctional faciliserved by imposition of a more drastic sanction. For ties. Thus, courts should have "halfway-in" houses
some offenders, criminal processing and trial may available to them for sentencing dispositions CO!Jlpa~
have a decided impact in and of themselves, particu- rable to those available to institutional decisionlarly for first offenders.
2. Conditional release. Judges in some jurisdic- makers.
6. Sentence to partial confinement with liberty to
tions are experimenting with shaping sanctions to fit work or to participate in training or education during
the offense and to avoid the use of incarceration. In all but leisure time. This form of sanction has been
some cases, a sent.ence to confinement is suspended used predominantly for misdemeanants sentenced to
on the condition that the offender perform certain a jail term. In some cases, offenders return every
specified acts. Persons convicted of minor crimes evening to the jail and in others, they retum only for
may be sentenced to perform some kind of commun- the weekend. This arrangement serves to punish and
ity service, such as working in schools, hospitals, or deter without totally disrupting the individual's famcharity programs. Such sanctions provide the oppor- ily life, employment, and other ties in the communtunity for offenders to make some compensation to ity. Jails and other institutions are now operating
society for their offense. Use of these sanctions such programs, many without having specific statusho'tld be greatly expanded.
tory authorization. Thus, while for>31al authorization
~. Fine. In some cases, a fine rather than proba- may not be required, it would be desirable for legistion or imprisonment is the apprupriate penalty. It is, latures to affirmatively authorize this form of sancin practi~e, the major tool of law enforcement for
minor misdemeanors or traffic offenses. However, tion.
7. Total confinement. The proposed standards
the fine, as it has been employed in. this country, too contemplate a qualified version of indeterminate
often creates hardships and results which the crimi- sentenCing with judicial power to impose a maximum
nal justice system should not. tolerate. A fine, folbelow that established by statute. The indeterminate
lowed by imprisonment for nonpayment, discrimi-

sent~nce ~as b~en attacked as resulting in gross sentenclOg. dispanty,. ~nd vesting unbridled power in
c.orrechonal admInIstrators -to make arbitrary decisI~ns ~ffecting. the liberty of offenders. Elsewhere,
thIS .chap~er dISClLt~eS the v{}lues and disadvantages
of ~dIS~r~tl~~ary decisionmaking and suggests method" of 1tmltmg the abuse of that power. The major
yal~~ of ~e i~determinate sentence is to allow some
mdlVlduahzatlOn of program related in theory t
to the .needs of a given offender 'in terms of
abIlity to adjust to a law-abiding life style.
The .standard. here proposed, retaining the concept
of the mdetermmate sentence, must be read in light
o! other standa~ds that provide: (1) for appellate reYIeVf of sentencIqg and other devices to eliminate unlUS!Ifie~ sentencing disparities (Standard 5.11); (2)
legIslatively established criteria for decisions (Standard~ 16.10 and 16.15); (3) greater use of ndministrat~~e ru~es and regulations establishing criteria for
~eC1Sl?nS I~ advance and allowing offender participatIon 10 development of such criteria (Standard
16.2~; and (4) reduction, in legislatively allowed
maXImum ~ente~ces that should correspondingly reduce the dIscretion of correctional agencies (Standard 16.7).
Judicially imposed minimum sente:nces relate either' .to retribution or to the need to assure the commU~Ity that. a. dangerous offender is properly restraI?ed. ~InImUm sentences generally preclude
conSIderation for parole which, in a given case, may
extend the period of confinement beyond an of~ender's needs. In the rare case where the commun~ty needs ~uch assurance, the standard authorizes the
J~dg~ to Im~ose a minimum but also provides deVIces .to alleViate the inflexibility of such sentences by
~llowll1g th~ .court to revoke its minimum at any
time. I~ addItl?n, the alternative of a judicial reCOnimendatlOn ag~mst early parole is provided.
The authonty for the court to impose a minimum
sentence should be limited to those cases where the
defendant is particularly dangerous. Standard 5.3 in
C~apl~.r
Sentencing, provides specific criteria for a
d.e",enm~a~lOn of dangerousness sufficient to author~ze a m~nunum sentence. Legislation should be conSIstent With that standard.
For m~ny reaso~s, accused persons in the past
~~ve awaIted-and m the future will await-trial in
Jatl. If current .reforms in bail and pretrial release
procedu~es are adopted, the liberty of the accused no
l~nger WIll depend to the extent it now does on finanCIal means. Proposals for preventive detention if
adopted, will provide for certain persons to re~ain
confined prior to trial. No proposal assumes that
eye,!, accused person will remain at liberty until conVIction.

le~s~,

hr~

s..

At prese~t, approxi~ately 24 States provide statutory autho!'lty fo~ gra~tmg credit for jail time served.
In many, It IS dIscretIonary with the courts. Where
~tatu~ori auth~rity ~oes not exist, many courts will
take m~o ?onsideration the time :served in jail prior
to conVIction.
. Failure to grant credit for time served prior to
tn.a1 . under present pretrial release procedures discnmmates against the indigent. Where detention results solely ~rom ~ person's inability to make bail due
to lack of fmancial resources, the constitutional demand for 7q~al pro~ection is particularly applicable.
~ourts m mcreasmg numbers have found consti··
tutlOnal ~efects i~ the failure to grant credit for time
~erved pr~or to tnal or in statutes granting discretion
m awardmg such credit. In Workman v. Cardwell
33.8 F. Supp. 893 (N.D. Ohio 1972), the court
VOIded the conviction of an offender who was not
awarded credit for time served. Simple justice dic~ates th~t an offender receive credit for time spent
m pretnal detention.
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Re'ated Standards
The following standards. may be applicable in
implementing Standard 16.8.
5.2 Sentencing the Nondangerous Offender.
5.3 Sent€}ncing to Extended Terms.
5.4 Probation.
5.5 Fines.

5.6 Multiple Sentences.
5.8 Credit for Time Served.
5.9 Continuing Jurisdiction of,Sentencing Court.
5.11 Sentencing Equality.
16.7 Sentenci~g Legislation.
16.11 Probation Legislation.
16.15 Pal'ole Legislation.
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tf Standard

16.9

Det'ention and
Dispo'sition of Juveniles
Each State shQ1dld enact legislation by 1975 limiting the delinqlr,ency jurisdiction of the courts to
those juveniles who commit acts that if committed
by an adult would be crimes.
The legislation should also include provisions governing the detenti~n of juvenile~ accused of delinquent conduct, as follows:
1. A prohibition against detention of juveniles
in jails, lockups,pr other facilities used for housing
adults accuse" or convicted of crime.
2. Criteria for detention prior to adjudication of
delinquency matters which should include the following:
a. Dete~tion shollid be considered as a
last resort' where po other reasonable alternative is available.
h. Detention should be used only where
the juvenile h,as no parent, gUlllrdian, custodian,
or other person able to 'provide supervision and
care for him an4 able tQ assure his presence at
subseque~~ judicial hearings.
3. Prior to first judicial heating, juveniles should
not be detaine~ longer than overnight.
4. Law enforcement officers should be prohibited
from making the dec!~ion as to whether a juvenile
should be detained. Detention decisions should be
made "y intake personnel and the court.
The I~gislation should authorize a wide variety
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of diversion programs as an i;dternatiVte to formal
adjudication. Such legislation ~ should protect the
interests of the juvenile by assuring that:
1. Diversion programs are.limited to reasonable
time periods.
.
2. The juvenile or his representative bastbe right
to demand formal adjudifjation at any time as an
alternative to participation. in the diversion program.
3. Incriminating statem\~nts made during participation in diversion progr~i111s are not used against
the juvenile if a fOfll!al ad.i!adication follows.
Legislation, consistent with Standard 16.8 but
with the following modifications, should be enacted
for the disposition of juveniles:
1. The court should be able to permit the child
to remain w~f" 'bis parents, guardian, or otber
custodian, subject to such conditions and limitations
as tbe court may prescribe.
2. Detention, if imposed, should not be in a
facility used for housing adults accused or convicted
of crime.
. 3., Detention, if iinposed,should be in a facility
used only for hous~ng juveniles who have committed
acts that would be crim~nal if committed by an adult.
4. The maximum terms, wbicb should not include extended terms, establisbed for criminal 0'(fenses should be applicable to juveniles or YQuth
offenders who engage inactivity prohibited by the
573

pertaining to juvenile delinquency proceedings, this
standard focuses primarily on aspects of court procedure which may result in detention of juveniles.
The standard. proposes that the delinquency jurisdiction of the courts be limited to those children
Commentary
who commit acts that would be criminal if committed by adults. While many States authorize different
The developme~t of a specialized juvenile court to
dispositions for other children such as neglected, dehandle juvenile de1inquents was thought to signal a
pendent, and persons in need of special supervision
new intensity of sp~ialized attention for juvenile
it remains possible and oftentimes ·true that all cate~
lawbreakers. By diverting juveniles out of the crimi~
gories of juveniles are detained together in one facilnat courts, it was hoped that they would avoid the
ity. The result is that the stigma of an adjudication of
stigma of criminalization and could be placed into
delinquency-as detrimental today as that associated
programs more appropriately designed for them. The
with a criminal conviction-is attached to children
d.iversionary nature of the juvenile court was emphafor the failures of their parents. Social agencies and
SIzed by a wholesale change in language. Preliminary
other appropriate sections of the courts should ashearings became jnitial hearings; conviction became
sume responsibility for children in need of services
adjUdication; sentence became disposition; prison
who do not fall within the delinquency jurisdiction of
became ~raining school. While the names changed,
the courts.
the practIces remained similar. In fact since juvenile
Although many recommendations of this standard
proceedings purportedly were not- "criminal/' proceapply to adult offenders as well as juveniles, they dedural safeguards applicable to protect an adult's inserve special emphasis because of their significance
terest were lacking. The child was not guaranteed
to the young offender. It is important to separate
the right to courJsel, to a jury trial, to cross-examinaadult and juvenile offenders when they are confined,
tion, or to proof beyond a reasonable doubt.
This reform is widely recognized as valid and widely
Juvenile courts obtained jurisdiction ov~ra wide ignored in practice. If detention is necessary in a
varjety of behavior, much of which was totally unreparticular case, special facilities should be made
lat.ed to criminal conduct. Neglected and dependent
available.
chIldren as well as children committing offenses
On the other ha~d, detention of juveniles awaiting
applicable only to children, such as truancy became
adjudication (trial) should be utilized only as the
the responsibility of the court.
'
last resort, as is recommended for adults. The recIn addition, the juvenile court dispositions gener- ognition that confinement has little beneficial effect
nlly extended during the minority of the child. An ofand only serves to make adjustment to society more
fender adjudicated delinquent at age 14 was subject
rufficu1t is particularly true as applied to juveniles.
to the supervision of the court until he reached 21
The decision to detain a child should not be made
years of age. Thus, an offense carrying a maximum
by the arresting police officer. Elsewhere in this resentence of 30 days if committed by an adult subport the Commission recommends development of
jected a juvcnile to years of supervision or detention.
intake services designed to provide services for arThe Unit.ed States Supreme Court has recognized
rested juveniles. The legislature should require law
the ,iced for procedural safeguards in juvenile court
enforcement officers to leave the initial detention deproceedings. It is also becoming increasingly apparcision to such services. Where the~e services do not
~nt that in many instances juveniles, contrary to the
exist) the court itself sho~!!d make such decisions. In
IUtenl of the reformers, have suffered more under
all cases, detention decisions should be reviewed by
the jurisdiction of juvenile courts than they would
the courts.
.
have if prosecuted as adults. (See Kent v. United
As with ladult.~, legislation should authorize a wide
States, 383 U.S. 541 (1966) and In re Gault, 387
variety of diveriiion programs to keep as many juveU.S. 1 (1967) ).
rules
as possible from entering the juvenile justice
The Commission supports dealing with juvenile
delinquency allegations in different courts from adult system. Various pre-adjudication programs designed
criminal. proceedings. However, from a correctional to provide services to juveniles and make formal adjudication unnecessary have been successfully develpers~ective, dra~atic c~anges in delinquency pro~
ceedmgs are reqUired. These are recommended here oped. However, the tights of the juvenile should be
in outline form and tnor~ fully in Chapter 8; Juvenile protected. He should be authorized to insist on a forIntake and Detention, and in the Commission's re~ mal hearing, thus assuring that some det~rmination
port on Court!!. Many
the changes recommended of his guilt or innocence will be made jf the facts are
require changes . in legiSlation. Thus, while re- in doubt.
The courts should. likewise have a wide variety of
fann is required throughout legislative enactments
criminal code even though the juvenile or youth
offender is processed througb separate procedures
not resulting in a crintinal conviction.
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disposition alternatives avai1a~le when a juvenile is
formally found to have comnutted a delinquent act.
Th~se recommended for adults are applicable to juventl~s. The. alternative: least restrictive of liberty
!;;I consistent With the public safety should be imposed.
The court ~hould develop criteria, make findings of
f~ct,. a~d disclose the purpose of whatever disposition IS Imposed.
,
Juveniles are equaUyentitled tea range of sanc~on~ proportio.nat~ to the behavior in question. Legy. IsI.ative determmatIons of maximum sentences as apphed to adults should be applicable to juveniles.
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Related Standards
The following standards may be applicable in
implementing Standard 16.9.
3.1 Use of Diversion.
5.2 Sentencing the Nondangerous Offender.
5A Probation.
5.11 Sentencing Equality.
8.2 Juvenile Intake Services.
16.7 Sentencing Legislation.
16.8 Sentencing Alternatives.
16.11 Probation Legislation.
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Standard 16.10
Presentence Reports
Each State should enact by 1975 legislation authorizinga presentence investigation in aU cases
llnd requiring it:
1. In aU felonies.
2. In all cases where the offender is a minor.
3. As a prerequisite to a sentence of confinement in any case.
The legislation should require disclosure of tbe
presentence. report to the defendant, his counsel,
and the prosecutor.

Commentary
Judicial sentencing with discretionary power: to sel<:ct from a number of tllt~rnatives contemplates that
the court's judgment be foun4ed on relevant information. Although the triat itself may provide some
information, othel:' information relating directly to
sentencing decisions may be precluded from the trial.
Likewise, the vast majority of cases r:esult in guilty
pIcas with no prescntatiqn of evidence.
The presentence investigation. in many States con~
duptcd by a probation omcer Or other officer of the
court) is desi~ned to provide the basis for the .sentencing decision. Stute statutes vary regarding the ex,.
tent to whlcb these investigations are required prior
to sentencing. !n some States, such as California, a
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report is required in all felony cases. In most States,
the presentence report is discretionary with the trial
court.
The presentence report has traditionally been
viewed as a device providing justification for probation or other sentence!> not involving confinement. In
a few States, reports are mandatory prior to the selection ofprob?tion as the sentencing alternative. It
is more appropriate, in light ot other standards requiring affirmative justification for incarceration, to
regard the report as necessary for a sentence of incarceration. The proposed standard suggests that no
sentence of confinement be imposed without a presentence report.
The major restraint to the utilization. of presentence reports in aU c!;lSes is lack of resources. Courts
today may be reluctant to allocate resources to presentence investigations that otherwise would be spent
in supervising pretrial releasees or probationers.
The entire scheme of judicial discretion in sentencing is subverte4 if adequate investigation is not
provided. Discretion is based on individualizing
correctional programming; which cannot be done
without individualized information. In many jurisdictions, presentence reports are only made in felony
cases. The Commission feels that presentence re~
ports are also essential where the individual js a
minor or where incarceration is a possibility.

t,

The issue of whether the presentence report
should be disclosed to the defendant or his counsgl
has caused extended controversy. Opponents to dls~
closure argue that sources of information will become unavailable becaUSe of the lack of confidentiality, disclosure will unduly prolong the sentencing
proceedings, and that disclosure may, in some I.:ases,
inhibit the offender's participation in correctional
programs.
Factual information is important as a basis for
sentencing decisions. The contents of the report may
determine whether the offender is placed on probation or suffers extended confinement. To the offender, it is the decision next in importance to the
determination of guilt. Unless he is given the opportunity to contest information in the pres'entence re~
port, the entire sentencing decision becomes suspect
and jndefensible.
A number of States presently authorize or require
the disclosure of the presentence report See, for example, California Penal Code Sec. 1203 (1966
Supp.) and Minnesota Statutes Annotated Sec.
609.115. The Model Penal Code requires disclosure
of the "factual contents and the condusions" of the
report but protects the confidentiaiit.y of tbe sources
of the information. MPC Sec. 7.07(5). The American Bar Association standards authorize in exceptiollal Cases withholding parts of the report not "relevant to a proper sentence," diagnostic opinion which
might seriously disrupt rehabilitation, and sources of
information obtained '1(1 confidence. An occaSIonal
appellate court has also ruled that defendants are entitled to see the presentence report. In State v. Kunz,
55 N.J. 128.259 A. 2d 895(1969), the New Jersey
Supreme Court ordered all New Jersey courts to
grant disclosure as a matter of "rudimentary fair-'
ness." In areas where repqrts are disclosed, the fears
of those opposed to the practice have generally been
snown to be unfounded.
..

,
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Related Standards
The toHowing standards may be applicable in
implementing Standard 16.10.
5.14 Requirement for Presentence Report and
Content Specification.
5.15 Preparation of Presentence Report Prior to
Adjudication.
5.16 Disclosure of Presentence Report.
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2. Wlw.ther. the decision is nnjustifiably disparate in comparison with cases of a similar nature.
3. Whether the decision is excessive or inappropri;de.
4. Whether the manner in which the decision
was arrived at is cmlsistent with statutory and constitutional requirements.

Standard 16.11
Probation Legislation
Each State should enact by 1975 probation legislation (1) providing probation as an alternative
(or all offenders; and (2) establishing criteria for
(a) tbe granting of probation, (b) probation conditions, (c) the revocation of probation, and (d}
tlae length of probation.
Criteria for the gmnting of probation should be
plltterned after Sec. 7.01 of the Model Penal Code
Ilnd should:
1. Require probation over confinement unless
specified conditions exist.
2. State fadors that should be considered in
favor of granting probation.
3, Direct the decision 011 granting probation toward {!lctors relating to She individual offender rather
than to the offense.
Criteria for probation conditions should be patterned nfter Sec. 301.1 of the Model Penal Code and
should:
1. Authorize but not require the imposition of
a ronge of specified conditions.
2. Require that any condition imposed in an individual case be l'easonably related to the correcHonnl progmm of th~ defendant and not unduly
reshidive of his Ii~r~' or incompatible with his
constitutional rights.
3.I>irect that conditions be fashioned on tbebasis
of fadors relating to the individual offender rather
than. "to. ihnoRense comnlitted.
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Criteria and procedures for revocation of probation should provide that probation should not be
revoked unless:
1. There is substantial evidence of a violation
of one of the conditions of proiJstion;
2. The probationer is granted notice of the alleged
violation, access to official records regarding his
case, the right to be represented by counsel including the right to appointed counsel if he is indngent,
the rigbt to subpena witnesses in his own behalf,
and the right to confront aud (!ross-examine witnesses against him; and
3. The court provides the probationer a written
statem~nt of the findings of fact, the reasons for the
revocation, and the evidence relied Upi[)n.
In defining the term for which prol~ation may be
granted, the legislation should require a specific
term not to exceed the maximum selltence authorized by iaw except that probation fo;r misdemeanants should not exceed one year. The court should
be authorized to discharge Ii person from probation at any time.
The legislation shonld authorize Illn appellate
court on the initiation of the defendrullt to review
decisions that deny probation, impose conditions,
or revoke probation. Such review should include
determination of the foDowing:
1. Whether the decision is consistent with statutory criteria.

an individual was entitled to a hearing and right to
counsel at a probation revocation hearing.
The decision to grant probation should not be left
open to unchecked discretion. The legislature can
and should enact criteria to direct the courts toward
an appropriate goal established by public policy. At
the same time, the individual defendant is protected
from decisions having no relationship to the goal announced.
Commentary
The conditions imposed on probationers likewise
should
be restricted by the legislature to those that
Originally, probation was developed to ameliorate
support
the function of probation. The Model Penal
the harshness of total confinement. It was viewed as
Code
Sec.
301.1 provides 11 conditions that can be
an act of leniency. It soon developed, however, that
community-based supervision without prior confine- applied in a specific case and a general clause aument had valu::j.ble advantages for both the offender thorizing other conditions "reasonably related to the
and society. The offender was enabled, through pro- rehabilitation of the defendant." If probation is to
bation, to retain his ties to the community, often his serve its proper role, conditions must be tailored to
employment, and to obtain assistance in solving meet the needs of the individual defendant in the
whatever problems led to his criminal conduct. The least drastic manner possible consistent with public
selective use of probation produced little increase in safety.
On the other hand, the legislature should not republic danger and saved substantial economic require the imposition of any specific condition. Condisources.
Probation should now be viewed as a more appro- tions appropriate in the vast majority of cases may
t priate sentencing alternative than confinement for be inhibitive and undesirable in an individual situathe majority of criminal offenders. Decisions in- tion.
The procedures and standards for probation revo1' volved in granting, conditioning, and revoking proba- cation
likewise should be developed in legislation.
tjdn have a critical effect on the offender's liberty.
Although
the courts· have provided an outline of proThese decisions should be subject to public policy
cedural
requirements,
many interstitial issues remain
1. declarations by ~he legislature. The interests of t1-;e
which
should
be
clarified.
Protection of the defendpublic, as well as the offender, require that the discretionary decisio.os involved in probation be placed ant's interests by assuring a fair· hearing on the
under some public control and subject to some re- factual basis for revocation will avoid prolonged,
expensive, and counterproductive litigation.
'i. view to protect against arbitrariness.
Establishment of criteria for these probation deci,
Most State probation statutes grant nearly unlimsions
will assist the courts in the exercise of their
!' ited discretion to the trial courts in making probation'
functions. All of the difficulties of sentencing dispardecisions. The power to grant probation is generally
: structured only to require that the public safety not ity, however, apply to probation decisions as well as
I
be endangered. Statutory provisions continue to re- to the decision on the extent of confinement. These
f.: flect the concept that probation is a form of leniency decisions should be subject to appellate review as
well. Review of trial judges' decisions will assure that
i
rather than an affirmative tool of corrections.
the legislatively imposed criteria are complied with,
Legislative standards for probation conditions
.~
are even more general. Most statutes authorize the that unjustified disparity within a single jurisdiction
I
court to impose any condition "it deems best." In is avoided, and that the defendant and the public are
protected from arbitrary and unwise decisions.
~ numerous documented instances, sentencing judges
have gone far beyond what the probation system
requires in imposing conditions. An extreme but
illustrative example is People v. Blankenship, 16 References
Cal. App. 2d 606, 61 P.2d 352 (Dist. Ct. App.
1. American Bar Association Project on Stand!936), where the appellate court upheld a trial
ards
for Criminal Justice. Standards Relating to
Judge's sentence imposing sterilization as a condition
Probation. New York: Office of the Criminal Jusof p·robation .. The defendant refused probation and
tice Project, 1970, and the authorities cited
served a term of 5 years in jail.
therein.
The procedure for probation revocation, while
2.. American Law Institute. Model Penal Code:
generally not detailed in legislation, recently has
Proposed Official Draft. Philadelphia: ALI, 1962.
been subjected to constitutional standards. It was
3. Legislative Guide for Drafting Family and Juheld in Mempa v. Rhay, 389 U.S. 128 (1967), that
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venUe Court Acts. Washington: U.S. 'Department
of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1969.
4, Legislative Guide for Drafting State-Local
Programs on Juvenile Delinquency. Washington:
U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1972.
5. Nebraska Probation Administration Act, Neb.
Rev. Stat. Sec. 29-2246 (Supp. 1971).
6, Note, Columbia Law Review 67 (1967)
181.
"

Related Standards
The following standards may be applicable in
implementing Standard 16.11.
5.4 Probation.
S.11 Sentencing Equality.
12.4 Revocation Hearings (parole),
16.7 Sentencing Legislation.
16.8 Sentencing Alternatives.
16.10 Presentence Reports.

t. Standard 16.12
1

t Commitment Legislation

r

an oftender to a particular facUity or program sball
not in and of itseU affect the offender's eligibility
ing tbe commitment, classification, and transfer of for parole or length of sentence.
7. A requirement that the correctional agency
offenders sentenced to confinement. Such legislation
j
develop through rules and regulations (a) criteria
should include:
1. P,rov~sion requiring that offenders sentenced for the assignment of an oftender to a particular
to confinement be sentenced to the custody of the . facility and (b) a procedure allowing the oftender to
chief executive officer of th~ correctional agency participate in and seek administrative review of decisions aftecting his assignment or transfer to a parrather than to any specific institution.
. 2. Requirement that sufficient information be de- ticular facility or program.
veloped about an individual oftender and thai
assignment to facility, program, and other decisiomi
1:::.
affecting the oftender be based on such informa-, Commentary
''!
tion.
1i'
One of the major incentives for establishing a
3. Authorization for the assignment or transfer
correctional
system administered by a single agency
oftenders to facilities or programs administered
fi, of
is
to
insure
development of coordinated facilities
by the agency, local subdivisions of governmen~, the
Establishm~nt of the agency will asand
programs.
Federal Government, otber States, or private indisure
coordination;
legislation is needed to authorize
viduals or organizations.
4. Pfohibition against assigning or transferring the agency to utilize these resources effectively.
In many States, the courts are authorized by statjuveniJesto adult institutions or assigning nondeute
t(l designate the institution to which a particular
linquent juveniles to delinquent instituticns.
5. Authorization for the transfer of oftenders in oitender is sentenced. In others, the offender is senneed of specialized treatment to institutions that tenced directly to the agency and the agency then
can provide it. This should include offenders sufter- places tbe offender into a particular facility or proing from physical defeds or disease, mental prob. gram. In some States tbat use the latter approach,
there dre provisions for granting broad transfer auI.ems, narcotic addiction, or alcoholism.
f
6. Provision requiring that the decision to assign thority to the agency, Tht~ development of institu-

Each State should Cl!act, in conjunction with thfi
1 implementation
of Standard 16.1, legislation govern-

f
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tion-based community programs makes sentencing to types of offenders is changing rapidly. Experimentaa particular .institution unrealistic.
tion in program-offender relationships and offenderIn many States, the reSOUrces available within the offender relationships is required.
correctional agency are limited. Facilities or proArticulation of the contemporary criteria in adgrams for special types of offenders, where available, vance of making decisions allows the offender to anare either privately operate:d or administered by an- ticipate the nature of the decisionmaking process and
o.ther governmental agency. These resources should provides a standard for the review of that decision.
be available to correctionall administrators as well. This would tend to protect offenders against capriStatutory authorization to transfer offenders to spe- cious assignments based on inappropriate factors.
cialized facilities is needed.
As long as these decisions wilt not affect tbe senBy granting broad discretionary power to the tence length or parole eligibility, judicial review of
cortecu.onal agency, the possibility of abuse is in- the decision to transfer is not required shott of an
creased. The initial selection of a facility for a parti- ~,Hegation of constitutional violation. However, an
cular offender may have a direct impact on his abil- appropriate procedure for internal administrative reity to readjust to society upon release. His ability to view would provide a useful check and balance on
participate in educational, vocational, and industrial individual decisionmaking and should be available
programs may influence his employability, his suita- at the initiation of the offender.
bility for community.based programs, his income
While confined, and prospects for release. The offender has a substantial interest in procedures de- References
signed to prevent abuse\ mistake, or capricious ac1. Advisory Commission on Intergovernmental
tion.
Relations. State Department of Correction Act.
The ~tandard addresses itself to this need for proWashington: ACIR, 1971.
tection in 'three ways. Decisions regarding assign2.
American Law Institute. Model Penal Code:
ment and transfer should be based on an individualProposed
Official Draft. Philadelphia: ALI, 1962.
accomplished
ized program plan. This cannot
3. Cob en, Fred. The Legal Challenge to Correcunless a classification process develops a sufficient
tions. Washington: Joint Commission on Correcfactual backgrourtd on an offender.
tional Manpower and Training, 1969.
In. some States} the institution in which an of4.
Council on the Diagnosis and Evaluation of
fender is housed bas a direct. bearing on bis eligibility
Criminal Defendants. Illinois Unified Code oj
for parole or the length of time he will actually serve.
Corrections: Tentative Final Draft. St. Paul~
uGood time" provisions vary from institution to jn~
West,
1971.
stitution. Inmates of one institution may have parole
5.
Legislative
Guide for Drafting State-Local
eligibility requirements more stringent than others. It
Programs on Juvenile Delinquency. Washington:
is not unusual for State law to prohibit "good time"
U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welcredits for offenders transferred to hospitals or menfare, 1972.
tal institutions. The standard prohibits consideration
6.
National Council on Crime and Delinquency.
of assignment to a particular facility or program in
Standard Act for State Correctional Services.
making determinations on length of term or eligibi1~
New York: NCeD, 1966.
ity for parole.
Assignment to a facility or program may have
more subtle influences on an offender's future as Related Str,mdards
well. An institution having vocational training programs In marketable skills is more attractive to some
The following standards may be applicable in
offenders. Educational opportunities may vary, The implementing Standard 16.12.
selection for training programs able to accommodate
2.9 Rehabilitation.
only a few offenders seriously affects those excluded.
2.13 Procedures for Nondisciplinary Changes of
The criteria for these decisions should be stated in
Status.
advance. However, development of such criteria
6.1 Comprehensive Classification Systems.
should be left to the correctional agency rather than
6.2 Classification for Jnmate Management.
the legislature. Understanding of the usefulness and
16.1 Comprehensive Correctional Legislation.
disadvantages of various program types for various
16,4 Unifying Correctional Programs.
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Until the early part of the 20th century, prison
labor was exploited by private enterprise through
various systems that allowed private employers to
obtain the prison labor at little or no cost. Some
prison industries, which paid little or no wages, likewise were selling goods on the open market in com~
petition with private enterprise that had higher labor
costs. Tbe abuses of prisoners in many instances
were unconscionable. The free labor movement and'
enlightened attitudes about the care of offenders

combined to prohibit prison industries from competing with private enterprise and inmate labor from
being sold to the highest bidder.
Federal lewslation (1) prohibited the hiring or
contracting out of the labor of any Federal prisoners;
(2) prohibited the shipping of prison-made goods in
interstate commerce where the State to which they
were shipped prohibited the sale of such goods; and
(3) severely restricted the utilization of Federal or
State prisoners on government contracts. Most States
passed legislation prohibiting the use, sale, or possession of prison-made goods except to the State or
governmental subdivisions.
So engrained are these approaches to prison labor
that prohibitions against the use of prison labor are
routinely iiuserted in legislation authorizing public
projects. In. 1958, Public Law 85-767, authorizing
Federal aid to highway construction, prohibited the
use of offender labor except offenders on probation
or parole and in 1970, Public Law 91-258, authorizing Federal assistance in airport development, prohibited offender labor completely. Executive Order
325-A, 1905, requires all government contracts to
prohibit prison labor.
Thus, specific abuses were curbed by wholesale
prohibitions that today seriously hamper efforts to
provide offenders with employment opportunities.
The specter of abuse as well as sincerely felt threats
583
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of prisoner competition may make reform of these
T~ere is little evidence to suggest that prison inlaws difficult. Labor unions in some instances may be dustries as presently operated offer affirmative bene~
reluctant to accept the competition of prison labor, fits to participating offenders. There are inherent dif~
and private enterprise may be suspicious of the com- ficulti.es with institutional industries which handicap
petition from prison industries. Yet, these laws efft:ctlYe management. (See Chapter 11; Major Instishould be abolished and replaced with legislation di- tutlOns.) The work~force has a rapid turnover' little
rected at specific abuses such as exploitation. The re- incentive exists for quality perfo~mance. As p~isons
peal of these longstanding enactments is required for increasingly house the more dangerous, less socialseveral reasons.
ized offender, these difficulties may intensify. How1. The inhibitory effect the laws have on the de- ever, idleness in prisons must be reduced or elimivelopment and expansion of prison industries has nated and industrial programs offer the hope of an
caused the idleness cha ..acteristic of American economical means of doing so. Private enterprise
corrections, particularly on the local level. Private and correctional authorities may find innovative
employers may be the only potential resource for techniques to make prison industries meaningful proproviding work for misdemeanants serving sentences grams as well.
in small short-term institutions.
lt is unrealistic to hope that such industrial pro2. Development of community-based programs grams can be implemented immediately. They will
has blurred the distinction between confinement and have to be planned carefully and the support of the
community supervision. Many of these laws were en- community, business, and labor obtained. Thus, alacted when the only possible alternatives wei'e total though the legislation proposed by this standard
confinement or parole. The legality of many com- should be enacted at an early date, substantial implemunity-based programs presently operating in sev- mentation may require a later dat~, bopefully by
eral States and on the Federal level, thus is unclear. 1983.
3. The effort toward reducing recidivism by assisting the reintegration of offenders into tbe fre'e so- References
ciety reqUires liberalization of these laws. Industrial
programs should provide experience in skills related
1. Glaser, Daniel. The Effectiveness of a Prison
to employment opportunities in the free community,
and Parole System. Indianapolis: Babbs-Merrill,
110t the purchasing needs of the State government.
1964. Ch. 11.
And private enterprise, with its managerial tech~
2. Morris, Norval l and Hawkins, Gordon. The
niques, may provide resources to prison industrial
Honest Politician's Guide to Crime Control. Chiprograms unattainable elsewhere. There mav be
cago: University of Chicago Press, 1969.
sound reasons for experimental if not who{esale
3. President's Commission on Law Enforcement
adoption of programs whereby private enterprise esand Administration of Justice. Task Force Retablishes factories manned entirely by committed ofport: Corrections. Washington: Government
fenders. These alternatives should not be precluded.
Printing Office, 1967.
4. Authorizing use of private enterprise and
4. The Role of Correctional Industries. Iowa
entry into the open market to prison industries will
City: UniverSity of Iowa Center for Labor and
fncilitate payment of full market wages to committed
Management, 1971.
offenders. Such wage scales would reduce the fear of
exploitation, provide the offender with a realistic employment situation with commensurate responsibil- Related Standards
ities, and create a sound financial base for his relense. Most work-release laws require fun market
The following standard may be applicable in
wages for offenders under partial confinement em- Standard 16.13.
pJq,yl1lent programs.
11.10 Prison Labor and Industries.
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Programs
Legislation should be enacted immediately autli,orizing the chief executive officer of the com~c
tlonal agency to extend the limits of confinement
of a committed offender so the offender can partkipate in a wide .variety of community·bas~d programs. Sucb legislation sbould include these provi.
sions:
1. Authorization for the fuUowing programs:
a. Foster homes and group homes, p'ri.,
marily for juvenile and youthful offenders.
b. Prerelease guidance centers and halfway houses.
c. Work-release programs providing that
rates of pay and other conditions of employment are similar to t'-ose of free employees.
d. Community·ba~ed vocational training
programs, eithe.. public 0 .. private.
e. Participation in academic programs In
the c~Inmunity.
.f~ Utilization of community
medical,
social ..ehabilitation, vocational rehabilitation,
or similar resources.
g. FurlOUghs of short duration to visU
relatives and family, contact prospective employers, .or for any other reason consistent
with the public interest.
2. Authorization for the development of community-based xesidential ceniers either directly or

through contract with governmental agendes or pdv21te parties, and authorization to assign offenders
to §Inch centers while they are participating in com·
munity programs.
3. Authorization t., cooperate with and contract
for a wide range of community resources.
4. Specific exempUon for participants in community-based work programs from State-use and
other laws restdcting employment of offenders or
sale of "convid-madcf ' goods.
5. Req~irement that the correctional agency pro.
n~ulgate rules and regulations specifying conduct
thnt will 'te~ult in revocation of community-based
privileges ;~i!li4 procedures for such revocation. Such
pfoceduressll\Ould be governed by the same stand.
j}tds as dis,~iiplinary proceedings involving a substallti~l dn~l1ige in status of the offender.

I·'

I, :
i '
I
I

I

i
I

Commentary
The m~s'~.dramatic development in corrections in
the United States over the last several years is the
extension of correctional programing into the community. Probation and parole have always involved
supervision in the community; now institutional programs located in the community provide a gradual
diminishment of ·co!ltrol leading toward parole and
outright release.
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Work-release programs that allowed the committed offender to work in the community by day and
return to the institution during nonworking hours
began in Wisconsin for misdemeanants in 1913 and
have spread through many States on the felony level.
Approximately 31 States have some. work-release
authority. Federal prisoners were provIded ,,:~rk~re
lease opportunities by the Prisoner RehablhtatlOn
Act of 1965.
Offenders participating in empl~yment pro~rams
should continue to be protected agamst ~conomlc e.xploitation. Most work-release laws requue that pnsoners receive equal wages and work under employment conditions equal to those of free employees. .
The flexibility of community-b.ased progr~s IS
limited only by the availability of c?mmumty. ~e
sources and the imagination of correctlOnal admmlstrators. Employment opportunities ~re only on~ example. Legislation should a~thonze corr~ctlOnal
agencies to utilize any commumty resource wIth reasonable relation to efforts to reintegrate the. offender
into the community on release.
Full utilization of community resources may require more from .the legis!a~ure than autho~za.tion.
Present laws whlch prohlblt the sale. of pns~n
made goods" are, in some States, sufficlently ambIguous as applied to community:.base.d programs as to
require clarification. Some occupations regulated by
government may prohibit emploY?Ien~ .of ~elons unless pardoned, which would curtaIl utihzatlOn of o~
fenders prior to their outright release.. Althou~~ It
may 'be useful to list specific programs 10 author~z~ng
legislation for clarification, an open-end 7d provlSlon
allowing experimentation should be prOVIded.
Temporary furloughs likewise should be authorized for a wide variety of reasons. Most States have
furlough laws allowing incarcerate~ ~ndiv~duals to .attend a funeral of a relative or to VlSlt a slck or dymg
fainily member. These programs should be expanded
to include family visits, seeking employment and educational placements, and other reasons consist~nt
with the public interest. Since furloughs for famlly
visitation are controversial in some locations, the legislature should specificaUy authorize such a ptogam.
Contemporary correctional thinking is that offenders will be given gradual responsibility and more
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freedom until parole or outright release. Thus, each
new decrease in control is a test for eventual release.
A violation of trust at anyone stage of the process
ine:vitably will affect the date when the offe?-der will
be paroled. Decisions that revo~e ~ommumty-based
privileges thus have a substantial lmpact on an offender's liberty. Procedural safeguards should be required in revocation of community-based privileges.

\
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Each State should enact by 1975 legislation decide. parole cases 'under policies established by
U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Wel(1) authorizing parole for all committed offenders the board.
fare, 1972.
and (2) establishing criteria and procedures for (a)
2. Automatic periodic ,!!(Jnsideration of parole for
7. President's Commission on Law Enforcement
,arole eligibility, (b) granting of parole, (c) parole each offender.
and Administration of Justice. Task Forc~ Reconditions, (d) parole revocation, and (e) length
3. A beariillg to determine whether an offender
port: Corrections. Washington: Government
of par~le.
is entitled to [$al'Ole at which tbe offender may be
Printing Office, 1967.
In authorizing parole for all committed offenders represented by counsel and present evidence.
the legislation should:
4. Agency assistance to fhe offender in developRelated Standards
1. Not exclude offenders from parole eligibility ing a plan for his parole. .
,on account of the particular offense committed.
5. A written statement by the board explaining
The following standards r,j,ay be applicable· in
2. Not exclude offenders from parole eligibility decisions denying parole.
implementing Standard 16.14.
becasse of number of convictions or past history
6. Authorization for judicial review of board
6.3 Community Classification Teams.
of parole violations.
decisions.
7.4 Inmate Involvement in Community Pro3. Authorize parole or aftercare release for adults
7. Each offender to be released prior to the exand juveniles from all correctional institutions.
piration of his term because of the accumulation of
grruns.
16.2 Administrative Justice.
4. Authorize the parole of an offender at any "good time" credits to be ,eleased to parole super16.4 Unifying Correctional Programs.
time unless a minimum sentence is imposed by the vision until the expiration of his term.
court in connection with an extended term (Stand8. Each offender to be released on parole no
ard 5.3), in which event parole may be authorized later than 90 days prior to the expiration of his
prior to service of the minimum sentence with the .maximum term.
In establishing criteria for granting parole the
permission of the sentencing co.urt.
In establishing procedures for the granting o~pa legisJationshould be patterned after Sec. 305.9 of
role to both adults and Juveniles the JegisJRnon the Model Penal Code and should:
should require:
1. Require parole ovt:r continued confinement
1. Parole decisions by a professional board of unless specified conditions e x i s t . ,
parole, independent of the institutional staff. Hear2. Stipulate factors that should be conside~",d by
ing examiners should be empowered to hear and the parole board in arriving at its decision.
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3. Direct the parole decision toward factors relating to the individual offender and his chance for successful return to the commutlity.
4. Not require a favorable recommendation by
the institutional staff, the court, tbe police, or the
prosecutor before parole may be granted.
In establishing criteria for parole conditions, tbe
legislation should be patterned after Sec. 305.13
of the Model Penal Cod(! Il,nd should:
1. Authorize but not -require the imposition of
specified conditions. "
2. Require (hat any condition imposed in an individual case be reasonably related to tbe correctional program of the t'lclendant and not unduly
restrictive of his Uberty or incompatible with bis
constitutional rights.
3. Direct that conditions be fashioned on tbe
basis of factors relating to the individual offender
rather than to the offense committed.
lr. establishing criteria and procedures for parole revocation, tbe legislation should provide:
1. A parolee charged with a violation should not
be detained unless there is a bearing at whicb
probable cause to believe that the parolee did violate
a condidon of his parole is shown.
a. Such a heating should be held promptly near the locality to which the parolee is
paroled.
The hearing should be conducted by an
impartial person ether than the parole officer.
c. The parolee should be granted notice
of the charges against bim, the right to prescnt
evidence, the right to confront and crossexamine witnesses agamst him, and the right
to be represented by counselor to have counsel
appointed for him if he is indigent.
2. Parole .should not be revoked &nless:
a. There is substantial evidence of a violation of one of tbe conditions of parole.
b. The parolee, in advance of a hearing
011 revocation, is informed of the nature of. the
violation charged against him and is given the
opportunity to examine the State's evidence
agllinst him.
c. The par!Jlee is provided with a hearing
on the charg(~ of revocation. Hearing examiners ~bould be empowered to hear and decide
parole rev(}clltion cases under policies estab·
iisbed by the pal'ole board. A.t the hearing the
parolee should be given the opportunity to present evidence on his bebalf, to confront and
cross-examine witneSses against him, and to be
represented by counselor to have counsel ap.,
point~d fot him
he is indigent.
d. The board or hearing eXlim;ner provides

I,.
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a written statement of findings, the reasons for
the decision, and tbe evidence relied upon.
3. Time spent under parole supervision until the
date of (he violation for which parole is revoked
shou'd be credited against the sentence imposed by
the court.
4. Judicial review of parole-...revocation decisions
should be available to offenders.
In defining the term for which parole should be
granted, the legislation should prohibit the term from
extending beyond the maximum prison term imposed
on the offender by the sentencing court and should
authorize the parole board to discharge the parolee
from parole at any time.

Commentary
Historically, parole was the only procedure, short
of pardon, to diminish an original sentence to confinement. Parole was one method of controlling excessive sentences. It developed, as did probation,
with the rhetoric of leniency rather than as an affirmative tooi of corrections.
The widespread adoption of indeterminate sentencing gave boards of parole new functions to serve.
The theory was, and still remains, that the judicially
imposed sentence. was the best estimate of the term
of imprisonment nec~ssary to serve the needs of the
particular offender or the punitive neectfi of society.
In recognition of the fact that changes in atti{ude and
development might drastically a1ter the needs ~f the
offender, wide discretion was granted to the parole
board to select the most appropriate date for release.
The function of the paroling authority now is undergoingchange. With a blurring of the distinctions
between institutional confinement and community
supervision, many offenders have participated in various community-based programs prior to their release on parole. As the trend toward community-oriented programs continues, the decision to parole, at
least under traditional notions of parole, becomes
less critical for the offender. As community-based
programs ranging from halfway houses to nonsupervised work- and education-release programs expand,
the role of the parole board will become increasingly
one Qf reviewing institutional decisions that deny
certain offenders access tb community-based programs. Under present circumstances, the parole
board has some direct influence over all confined offenders.
Legislation in many States grants broad discretion
to paroling authorities with few statutory criteria to
guide them and yet precludes violators convicted of
certain offenses froni consideration. Likewisel
some States, directly or indirectly, prohibit more
than one opportunity for parole; i.e., one violation

precl.u~~s furthe~ consideration. Mandatory statutory
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fender; it is similar to his original arrest and de tenprohIbitions agamst parole for some offenders are as tion. His ties,to family, friends, and employment are
unwise as mandatory sentencing provisions gener- severed. He is. again subjected to the emotional
ally. They can take into account only the offense, strains of accusation and potential sanction. The Sunever the offender.
preme Court has recently recognized the impact of
With 99 percent of institutionalized offenders re- parole revocations and has ruled that due Drocess returning to the community, the question for legislators quires certain procedural safeguards. The decision
and paroling authorities is not whether a person will resolved a dispute among many courts as to whether
be released, but when and under what conditions. In a. revocation of parole required any procedural
practice, the choice is between parole-release with nghts. This standard is consistent with that decision.
sup~rvision and assista~ce of the State during the
The Court. in Morrissey v. Brewel', 408 U.S. 471
cntIcal stage of reentry mto society-or outright re- (1972), neither determined that a parolee is entitled
l;;-ase with no such supervision and assistance. Prohi- to bring his own counsel to the hearing or that the
Lnions agaihst parole of certain offenders tend to be State is obligated to provide counsel for indigents.
found mbst often in regard to crimes of violence- Other ~upreme Court decisions strongly suggest that,
committed generally by offenders more in need of when gIVen the opportunity, the Court will rule that
parole supervision than offenders committing nonvi-- th.e Constitution requires counsel at these hearings.
alent offenses.
T
.lie standard recommends that counsel, be proIn most States, p~role eligibility begins when the VIdea not only to meet constitutional stand,ards but
minin:u~ s~ntence is se:rve~. This report proposes also. to immre sound correctional decisions by prothe elImmatlOn of all legIslatively imposed m.inimum teetmg the offendt;.:r from arbitrary or misinformed
sentences and the infrequent use of judicial mini- decish:ms.
'
mums. With the exception of those rare instanci:'§
In. many Stat.es, the tim~ an offender serves on paw~ere the. r~tributive feelings of the community re- role IS not conSIdered servIce of sentence Thus if un
qUlre a mlrumum term--the standard proposed for offender is sentenced to a maximum of vea;s 'and
judiciGl imposition--there. is no apparent reason why serves 1 year in confinement and 3 on parole be~ffenders should not be eligible for parole at any fore it is revoked, he is still required to serve 4 more
years in confinement unless again paroled. In other
time.
The tradition in most States, either In practice or States, parole time is deemed to be part of the senthrough legislation, is thllt either the offender applies tence. The latter is the preferable course. With de~or 'pa~ole or he is recommended for parole by the velopment of community-based programs operated
msUtutlOnal staff. Neither pto~Z'dure is consistent by the institution--participation in which is credited
with .the role parole and the paroliilg agency should t?w.ard t~e offender's sentence-offenders under very
play 111 the correctional process. Incarceration should SImIlar CIrcumstances may be treated in disparate
. be viewed as -the last alternative at the time of sen- ways. Offenders thus may refuse parole. Likewise,
tencing and continued incarceration undesirable parole revocation can bave
dramatic effect, on
unless there is no other choice. Thus, confined lengthening the time that the State exercises control
offenders should be assured that at regular reason- over the offender. Parole, if considered as another
able intervals the paroling authority will consider option in corrections, should be considered as servthem for parole.
_ ic~ of sentence.
,
Studies indicate that the first three months after
An offender should not be subjected to a lo<nger
the release of an institutionalized': bffender are the period of State control because he is assigned to a
most critical in his avoidance of further criminal con- parole program. The Model Penal Code does product. When it is clearly understood that toward the vide a "parole term" that is above and beyond the
end of an offender's term the choice is between out- maximum term imposed by the court. The major arright release without supervision and release on pa- gument for this extension is that the offenders most
r?le, a requirement that every offender spend some in need of extended parole supervision are gerterally
hme on parole becomes manifest. Several States and those who are not paroled un,til late in their senthe Federal Government now have mandatory condi- tence, whereas the least dangerous and most tractational release provisions.
ble offender is released early and can serve longer on
, Imposition of parole conditions raises the same parole. The "parole term" thus extends the period
issues as the imposition of conditions of probation. of State control over those offenders who need it the
(See Standard 16.11.) The approach of the Model most.
Penal Code is similar in both instances and should be
The answer to this, argument is twofold: First, the
followed.
"parole term" effectively lengthens sentences when
Parole revocation has a dramatic effect on the of- most authorities agree American sentences are al-
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ready too long. Parole revocation within the parole
term would result in continued confinement. Thus,
an offender actually could be confined for a ,longer
period than his maximum term by aw;eemg to
parole. Second, it has been ar~ed that the Model
Penal Code "parole term" Wl~l encourage parole
authorities to defer release SInce the length of
the term is based on the length of confinement and
thus by noldfing an offender longer in confinement,
the ~mount of tifne the parole authority can retain
control isleogthened.
.
Without clear evidence that longer penods of confinement, followed by longer periods of parole supervision, are beneficial, extension of State control beyond the initial maximum term isunwartanted.
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The following standards may be applicable in
implementing Standard 16.15.
2.1 Access to Courts.
2.11 Rules of Conduct.
5.2 Sentencing the Nondangerous Offender.
5.3 Selltencing to Extended Terms.
12.3 The Parole Grant Hearing.
12.4 Revocation Hearings.
16.11 Probation Legislation.
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Standard 16.16

1
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Pardon legislation
Each State by 1975 should enact legislation detailing the procedures (1) governing the application by an offender for the exercise of the pardon
powers, and (2) for exercise of the pardon powers.
Commentary

I
It may be inappropriate to circumscribe the pardon discretion with criteria and other types of checks
and balances. With discretion exercised in most instances by elected officials, the political process
serves that function; In that context, political considerations in the exercise of the power are proper.
On the other hand, procedures to insure that access to the pardon authority is equally available to all
should be enacted into legislation. Any procedures
that will publicize the exercise of the pardon powers
to allow the electorate to exercise its checking influence would be appropriate.

The powers of executive pardon operate as a last
check on the discretion of correctional administrators and agencies. In the past it has generally been
exercised where mistake.s have been made or where.
inflexible legislation has restricted the system to the
point where equity and justice were impossible.
Thus, mandatory sentences, where improper, are
commuted. Offenders are released where the parol- Referem:es
ing authority refuses to act. And in many States,
deprivations of civil rights and other disabilities re1. Cozart, Reed. "The Benefits of Executive
quired by statute for persons convicted of crimes are
Clemency," Federal Probation, 32 (1968), 33.
removed.
2. Nebraska Treatment and Correction'S Act,
. Most of -the cases that now comprise the -'caseNeb. R~v. Stat. Sec. 83-170 et. seq. (Reissue
1971).
load of the pardon authority could be handled
by other: correctional agencies given the proper tools.
The neeo for the pardon power, in most instances,
reflects the need for ~lterations in the system Related Standards
preceding it. For example, a large number of pardons are granted in order to .restore an ex-offender's
The following standards may be applicable in
civil rights or remove other legally imposed disabili- implementing Standard 16.16.
ties arising out of the conviction. Most such disabili2.10 Retention and Restoration of Rights.
ties 'are unnecessary and should be eliminated. The
16.2 Administrative Justice.
remaining cases can be more appropriately resolved
16.17 Collateral Consequences of a Criminal
through judicial proc,edures if such are authorized.
Conviction.
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for a former offender to obtain a license. In some instances, where the applicant for the license must
show "good moral character," the offender is gener~
ally denied the license solely on the ground of his
conviction.
A convicted felon suffers numerous other disabilities, some specifically required by legislation. His op~
portunity to marry or to be divorced may be altered
by the conviction. His parental rights may be diminished. Many jurisdictions disqualify persons con~
victed of a felony from various pension funds.
Loss of citizenship rights-the right to vote, hold
public office, and serve on juries-inhibits reforma~
tive efforts. If corrections is to reintegrate an offender into free society, the offender must retain all
attributes of citizenship. In addition, his respect for
law and the legal system may well depend, in some
measure, on his ability to participate in that system.
Mandatory denials of that participation serve no Ie~
gitimate public interest.
The restraints on entry into various occupations
and eligibility for licenses is far more serious. The
ability of the offender to earn a livelihood may well
determine his success in rejecting a life of crime. By
precluding his participation in the growing number
of government~regulated occupations, his readjustment is made much more difficult. If changes are not
made in regulating statutes, the problem will grow
more serious.
In individual cases, there may be some public in~
terest that supports the denial of a particular license
t~ a particular offender. An individual with a long
hIstory of armed robberies may legitimately be de~
nied a license to carry a firearm for a specified period of time. But thet'C:~ is little to indicate that an offen~er convicted cljoyriding-a felony in some
States-should forever be precluded from owning a
gun. A lawyer convicted of embezzling clients' funas
mayor may not be fit to continue to practice law
upon release. With few exceptions, the offender,
not the offense, should determine the particular disability imposed.
A few States have taken two partial steps toward
tbe resolution of the problem of legal disabilities foI~
lowing conviction or confinement. In some, the final
discharge from parole or release from institutions
!Irestores all civil rights. I> In a few States, procedures
have been developed to expunge criminal convic~
tions, thus not only removing the disabilities on
voting, holding public office, and serving on juries.
but avoiding the mandatory restraints on obtaining
govemmentallicenses. The development of "youth of~
fender"procedures through which young offenders
were sentenced without ever actually being "con~
victed" was· in part an effort to avoid the legal dis~
abilities flowing from .convictiotl "and the social

Standard 16.17
Collateral Consequences
of a Criminal Conviction
Each State ShOldd enact by 1975 legislation re-

penUng aU mandatory provisions depriving persons
convicted of cdminal offenses of civil rights or other
uUdbutcs of citizenship. Such legislation should
include!
1. Repeal of all existing provisions by which a
person convicted of any criminal offense suffers civil
death, corruption of blood, loss of civil rights, or
forfeiturl.'i of estate or proPerty.
Z. Repeal (if uU i'cstrictions on the ability of a
person convicted of a criminal offense to hold and
transfer property t enter into contracts, sUe and be
slIed, and hold offices of private tmst.
3. Repenl of all llU}ndntory provisions denying
persons convicted of a criminal offense the right to
engnge in nny occupation or obtain any license issued
by government.
4,RepCl\1 of all statutory provisions prohibiting
the employment Q[ ex-offenders by State and local
governnu:ntal agendes.
Stnhdory prQvishms may be retnined or enacted

that:
'1. Restdct or prohibit the right to hold public
office fluting fletunl confinement.
2 .. Forlei( public office upon confinement.
3. nestri~t the rigbt to serve on juries during
nctnnl confinement.
4. Autborize a procedure for the denial of a
licenlic or govcrnmcl1tal privilege to selected. crimi-
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nal offenders when there is a direct relationship between the offense committed or the characteristics
of tbe offender and the license or privilege sought.
The legislation also should:
1. Authorize a procedure for an ex-offender to
h~lie his conviction expunged from the record.
2. Require the restoration of civil rights upon
tbe expiration of sentence.

Commentary
Early English jurisprudence imposed numerous
indirect sanctions on criminal offenders including
forfeiture of all property and deprivation of any at~
tributes of citizenship. Today, all States apply some
indirect sanctions to criminal offenders. In 13 States,
an offender is deemed civilly dead! which prohibits
the right to contract and to sue and be sued. In most
States, an offender is deprived of the right to vote, to
hold public office, or to serve on juries. In some, his
testimony is precluded in judicial tribunals.
More significant from the offender's viewpoint,
every State and the Federal government make it difficult for persons convicted of a felony to qbtain licenses to practice occupations regulated by the government. In many instances, conviction of a felony is
automatic grounds for denial of a license. In others.
although not mandatory, jt js in practice impossible

.i

stigma and ostracism accompanying a criminal rec~
ord.
The removal of most of the present disabilities
will make "youtn offender" and "expungement" statutes less essential. Where authority remains in licen~
sing boards to deny licenses on grounds of ugood
moral character" or for convictions wher., there is a
direct relationship between the conviction and .the
denial of a license, a procedure should be established
that would allow a judicial review in individual cases.
And 1n those States that retain some civil disabilities,
there should be automatic restoration of rights upon
completion of the sentence.
Most States and local public agencies also are precluded from hiring ex~offenders because of restric~
tions in civil service legislation and other forms of
governmental personnel regulations. These should
also be altered and procedures established to make
the prohibition apply only where it is reasonably re~
lated to the offender and the particular joB involved.
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Related Standards
The following standards may be applicable in
implementing Standard 16.17.
2.10 Retention and Restoration of Rights.
16.16 Pardon Legislation.
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This report presents a strategy to change the face
of corrections. It recommends a dramatic realignment of policies, resources, and practices to make
corrections more effective in reducing crime and
more responsive to the needs of a rapidly changing
society. While crime cannot be reduced to desired
levels without basic changes in American society in
relation to poverty, unemployment, illness, ignorance, and discI imination, there is no doubt that corrections can and must make a greater impact on
crime than it does now.
Corrections is full of plans, procedures, policies,
and laws which have failed to achieve their purposes
but have survived nevertheless. Corrections has consistently pursued inappropriate concerns and ineffective solutions. It has emphasized the banishment of
offenders to huge, isolated institutions where inmates
are dehumanized into mere numbers. It has overemphasized custody and imposed restrictions on .the
great majority of offenders, when these measures
were needed by only a relative few. It has sought to
cure the offender of the disease of criminality although few offt>nders are afflicted with problems not
common to nunoffenders as well. Corrections has accepted many types of social problem cases that lie
outside its proper scope and competence, cases that
could be handled far more' .effectiveiy by other
human service agencies.

This report is based on the premise that corrections can no longer serve as society'S dumping
ground. Corrections is indeed only a part of the
larger community that is responsible for reduction of
crime.
The report addresses the spectrum of the criminal
justice process as it affects corrections, from the first
involvement of alleged offenders to reintegration into
the community. Considerable attention is devoted to
the interrelationships of corrections with the other
parts of the criminal justice system and various segments of the community. This emphasis reflects the
belief that corrections must begin to take an active
role in guiding and shaping policies that vitally affect
it.
The purpose of this report is to provide a program
for action. It specifies policy changes that should be
made, control mechanisms needed to improve the
quality of correctional services, and legislative
changes required wherever correctional reform is
impeded by existing or absent statutes.

PRIORITIES FOR ACTION
Because the standards set forth in this report are
so closely interrelated, it is impossible to rank them
in order of priority. All of them relate to basic goals
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which the Commission believes to be the proper trators from judicial accountability is fast disappearobjectives of cortecdons as a part of the criminal ing.
Despite the courts' obvious willingness to take acjustice system. From these basic goals, the Com~
mission has selected sbc as being most pressing and tion, the major responsibility for protecting and afhaving the grelHest p~tential for significantly im- firming rigbts must lie with those who administer
proying corrections in this country. Top priority corrections systems. Implementation.of offenders'
should be given to a concerted program of action rights is consistent with good correctio:~\al practice.· .
The fact that 99 percent of those persons sentenced
to achieve thesl~ ends.
to confinement will one day return to free society
• Equity and justice in corrections.
• Exclusion of sociomedical problem cases from requires that offenders be prepared tor reintegration.
.
corrections.
The illogic of attempting to train lawbreakers to
• Shifting of correctional emphasis from institu- obey the law in a system unresponsive to law should
have been recognized long ago. ForCing an offender
tions to community programs.
• Unification of corrections and total system plan- to live in a situation in which all decisions are made
for him is no training for life in a free society.
ning.
In addition, correctional administrators are re• Manpower development.
sponsible for the welfare of offenders committed to
• Increased Ilnvo}vement of the public.
their charge. Judicial decisions which improve the
conditions under which an offeuller labors should be
l:qllity and Justice in Corrections
welcomed, rather than resisted, by correctional per~
sonne:l.
~orrecti(ms has been characterized by inhumane
The corrections profession bas a critical role to
conditiohs, arbitrary decisions, diSCrimination, lawplay
in implementing the rights of offenders. It must
lessness, al/ld brutality, That a civilized society canehUs!;
the support of legislatures) the public, and the
not tolerate such conditions is being increasingly rec~
ognized, Recent judicial interpretations of offenders' rest ()f the criminal justice system in articulating the
rights refl,ect the belief that such practices ate unlaw- right!; of offenders and ensuring that tbeir exercise is
,
ful and c(junterproductive to instilling respect for the maximized.
Convicted
offenders
should
j'etain
all rights that
law in off:enders and other citizens.
Until recently, an offender as a matter lif law was citiZiens in general· have, except those that must be
deemed to have forfeited virtually all rigbts upon limilted in order to carry out th'e criminal sanction or
to administer a correctional facility or agency.
convict~on. Whatever comfoJ;ts, services, or priviApplying
criminal sanctions is the most dramatic exleges the ofi;ender received were a matter of grace,
For thel most part, the courts refused to intervene on ercise of state power over indMduals. Actionsnecesthe gr(>uncts that correctional administration was a sa~'y for maintaining social order do not require
gel.1eral suspension of basic rights. Since criminal
technif~al matter to be l~ft to experts.
Thel past few years h1lVe witnessed an explosion of sanctions impinge on the most basic right-libertyreque,'Sts by offendefs for judicial relief from the con- it is imperative that other restrictions be used· spar~
ditioI1ls of their confinement or correctional program. ingly, fairly, and only for cause. The strategy for
Morci dramatic is the increased willingoess of the correctional reform must be built on a nondiscrimin~
couriis to respond. A series of decisions has begun to a1iory, just, and hUmane foundation that honors the
hold correctional administrators accountable for legal and social rights of its clients.
theilr decisionmaking, especially Where such decisions affect first amendment rights (religion, speech, IExciusion of
cOI1ilmunicntion), the means of enforcing other rights .. Sociomedical Problem Cases
(access to counselor legal advice, access to legal
m~lterillls).! cruel and unusual punishments, deni<.d of
The historic tendency to saddle corrections with
eMt rights,. undequal protection of the law,
iSociomedical and social welfare cases overloads the
While tbe real ferment for judicial intervention isystem and drastically handicaps any effectiveness it
b/,lscomc in the lower courts, particularly in the Fed- )nay have. It is beyond the competence and proper
elml district courts, the U.S. Supreme Court decided scope of corrections to deal effectiv~ly with the meneight cases in 1971 and 1972 that directly affected tally ill, alcoholics, and drug addicts. In fact, correcI;:onvicted offenders Md at least two others that have tional "treatment" often ~xacerbates the problems of
implications for correctional practices. In all eight these persons and contributes to the reVOlving-door
I;)ases directly involviug corrections, the offender's syndrome characterizing our jails <\nd other penal incQntelltion prev~iIed. It is clear that the hands~off stitutions.
(,loctrine tlmt used to insulate correctional adminisThe propensity for outlawing private behavior that
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is fairly common in our society simply qecause it is
(or has been) objectionable to part of the society.
has resulted in overcriminalization. Too many laws
proscribe too many kinds of behavIor. The .effect has
been to sidetrack the criminal justice system from its
mission of protecting society against crime to the
uneasy role of policing private morality. As a result
of such laws, correctional institutions-particularly
jails-are crowded with persons they are not
equipped to handle. Types of behavior commonly
categorized as "victimless crimes," wnich'~are defined
as crimes without an effective complainant other
tban the authorities, !ire considered in the Commis~
sion's summary report.
Attempting to control such behaviors by criminal
law is not only ineffective but also expensive in economic and social terms. It is a major obstacle to
correctional reform-indeed, to reform of the whole
system of criminal justice. Here and there correc~
tions is making informal efforts to rid itself of problems which are unrelated to public safety. Success in
these efforts would strengthen the system by permit~
ting more effective use of resources and personnel to
fight more serious crime. It would also allow society
to find more effective ways to deal with troublesome
behavior.
The criminal justice system must embrace a philosophy of diversion that effectively excludes persons
who behave in ways that may be counter to prevailing social norms but aJ;e of doubtful criminality. Current innovative efforts in this area should be supported, and further development of a legitimate,
formalized system of diversion should be encouraged.

Shift of Correctional Emphasis
from Institutions to Community i'rograms
The prison, the reformatory~ and the jail have
achieved only a shocking record of fl:lilure. There is
overwhelming evidence that these institutions create
crime rather than prevent it. Their very nature insures failuJ;e. Mass living and bureaucratic management of large numbers of human beings are counterproductive· to the goals of positive behavior changg
and reintegration. These isolated and closed societies
are incompatible with the world outside. Normally
desirable characteristics such as self-confidence, initiativel sociability, and leadership are counteracted
by the experience of incarceration. Individuality is
lost and the spirit of man broken through the performance of deadening routines and endless hours
of idleness.
"
The blame for this insufferable system cannot be
placed on the shoulders of cor-mctions alone. Correcti,t.>.nal personnel have decried, at great length and in

vain, public apathy and decades of financial neglect.
The state of corrections today reflects in no small
part society's past expectations as well as its evasion
of its responsibilities.
In view of the bankruptcy of penal institutions, it
would be a grave mistake to continue to provide new
settings for the traditional approach in corrections.
The penitentiary idea must succumb to a new COI1cept: community corrections. Therefore, the Com~
mission recommends a 10-y~u moratorium on construction of institutions exce\Jt under circumstances
set forth under Standard 11.1. The moratorium
period should be used for planning to utilize noninstitutional means. This planning must place maximum emphasis on expflnsion of community
correctional programs and development of alterna~
tives to incarceration.
At the same time, every effort must be made to
phase out existing mega-institutions at the earliest
possible time. To do so wHl require a large and immediate increase in use of alternatives to inyarceration, to the greatest extent that is consistent with
public safety.
It is especially important to impose a moratorium
on construction of institutions for youthful offenders.
Current efforts in Massachusetts and Minnesota to
halt imprisonment of juveniles are blazing 11 trail that
hopefully will set the pattern for the rest of the Nation.
It 1s of utmost importance to recognize that the
concept of commul1ity~based corrections does not
imply new institutipns and facilities. Thi~ point is
especially important in light of the flurry of construc~
tion plans and projects that have accompanied recent developments in community corrections. While
it is recognized that existing facilities may be inadequate for the purposes outlined in this report,
replacements should be made only after the planning stipulated in the following section is completed. In its truest sense, community corrections is
the widest possible use of noninstitutional correctional programs designed to reeducate and redirect
the attitUdes and behavior .of offenders in order to
fully integrate or reintegrate them into the community its law-abiding members of society.
Programs must be given preference over facilities.
The blueprint fo.:; corrections must read: more alternatives, more p1'og;:ams, more professionals to conduct these programs, and more public involvement in
the processes of corrections.
In the absence of a moratorium on traditional construction, corrections in the 1970's could repeat a
two~century-old error and fail to benefit from the
lessons of history. For it was a similar reform movement in 1787 1n which our fledgling country, seeking
to establish institutions predicated on the concept of
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the dignity of mall, embarked on a prison construc~
tion program without precedent. The physical and
ideological legacy of this movement stands recogn11..ed today as one of the major obstacles to correctional reform and a prime example of man's inhumanity to man. So we must guard against embarking
on a financially ruinous construction program that
merely would replace prisons, reformatories, jails,
and dcten.(ion homes with facilities bearing more
palatable '6ames and wearing more attractive facades
but fundamentally unchanged.
The trend toward community-based corrections is
OM of the most promising developments in corrections today. It is based on the recog.nition tbat delinquency and crime are symptoms of failure of the
community, as wen as of the offender, and tbat a
successful reduction of crime requires changes in
both. The compelling reasons for embracing the concept Of community corrections and for embarking on
a national strategy to move from our current instition-oriented correctional system to one that is community-based are emphasized throughout tbis report
One of the most important factors in the transition
from traditional to community-based corrections is
sentencing, which may determine whether a defendant is incarcerated or returned to the community
lmder a range of nonresidential and residential community-based programs. Sentencing may also set
upper or lower limits for duration of correctional responsibility.
Sentencing practices in this country reflect an appalling state of affairs. In too many jUrisdictions, the
decision to sentence a m.an to years behind bars is
made by judges whQ know nothing but a man's name
and the crime with which he is charged. Sentencing
is inconsistent, and .in many jurisdictions there is a
predilection for imprisonment as opposed to less seY~n~ sanctions. The entire problem is compounded
by unreasonably long sentences, often with mandatory minimums, which are rarely matched by other
Western nations in their severity and harshness.
In light of these facts, the Commission recommends specific statutory changes and e,labling legislation to improve sentencing effectiveness. Tht") report recommends expanding sentencing options for a
wide range of community-based correctional programs,shorter sentences for less serious offenders,
and mOre selective use of imprisonment. Institution~
lllization should be reserved for those offenders
Whose repetitive l destructive behavior patterns seriously threaten the safety of the community.
The confidence llnd cooperation of the law enforcement and judicial branches of the criminal
justice system <1tre critical to the transition to communitY·bruled corrections. Furthermore, public involvement and public trust are indispensable to
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achievement of such a major change, While total
system planning will reduce correcikms' traditional
isolation and lead ,to establishment of functional relationships with ,~£her parts of th6 system, gaining
public confide)1,ce"~~ill be far mote difficult.
TIle time has.' come for fundamental changes in
corrections. Improbable- as it may sound becattSe of
the high cost of prison construction, it would be eas...
ier for this Nation to l'l.!place its obsolete correctional
system withJanother generation of institutions than to
embrace t~e: concept of community corrections. The
reasons ar¢'as distressing as they are simple. Biding
our social problems behind a progressive-looking facade requires only sufficient funding. Community
corrections requires radically changed attitudes to~
ward the offender ,aL'ld a news-ociaI commitment.

Unified Correctional Systems and
System Planning

It is difficult to conceive' of any area more in need
of coordinated, uniform"planning than the reduction
of juvenile delinquency and adult crime. The American crimin~l justice system is so complex and the in~
terrelationship~ among its components ate so varied
tbat even its supporters view it as a lOnd of crazy
quUt. There are wide variations in the way in which
Federal, State, and local governments administer,
finance, and operate correctional services. These
services may be centralized at the State level, decen~
tralized in municipalities and counties, or shared by
tbe State, counties, and cities in an almost infinite
number of ways. In their attempts to create more
hopeful alternatives to incarceration, legislatures
created reformatories, probation, parole, and a host
of services for delinquent children. These alternatives evolved without central control or direction.
The correctional system became a nonsystem.
In short, corrections today is au incomprehensible,
inefficient, an.d :lultilevel administrative maze, suffering from interpersonal conflicts, interagency jealousies, and duplicating activities. In fact, corrections
is such a loose federation that it is impossible to hold
anyone person or agency accountable for its past
failures or responsible fOT its future planning and direction.
The reSUlt is a hopelessly fragmented correctional
system and a disastrous disparity in standards, goals,
and services that. accounts to a high degree for
corrections' failure to correct, and fnt the haphazard
use of its meager resources.
To overcome such fundamental problems, effective relationships among the various components of
the criminal justice .system must be established, and
corrections must end its social and political isolation.
Beyond these essential requirements, however, lies
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the need for uniformity of definition, standards, and
practices. This requires an integrated system that is
administratively manageable, fiscally sound, and res~
ponsive to pUblk.; needs and scrutiny. Such requirements suggest that planning activities be coordinated
to the highest possible degree.
Since State governments already support the vast
majority of nonfederal correctional programming,
tbe long~range goal of unification and consolidation
of correctional responsibilities into an integrated,
State-controlled correctional system is logical. This
appro~ch would facilitate the delivery of porrectio~al
services in a- coordinated and mutually supportive
fashion. Steamlining activities would reduce waste
and overlap, thereby prom:t;ting optimum application
of available resources. Development of high personnel and performance standards would be ellhanced
through uniform staff development, interdepartmental career opportunities, and civil service. Systemwid~ research and evaluation would increase
feedback on program effectiveness, the knowledge
base of corrections, and accountability to the public.
The implementation of an inte:,Srated State correc~
tional system is essential to attain equity, maximum
diversion of t:, ::iomedical problems from corrections,
ar.d utilizatioi1 of a full 'Variety of dispositional alternatives within the system.
It must be stressed that the concept of a statewide,
structurally integrated correctional system is not in
philosophk&1. or pracik:al conflict with the concept of
community.,based corrections. Uriiform statewide
planning doe.s not imply remote control of operations
or banishment of minor and first-time offenders t(')
isolated State institutions. What it does imply is a
logical, svstematic planning approach which can be
responsive to cbanging problems and priorities and
prpvide a framework for developing more relevant
programs. It is system planning as opposed to subsystem planning. It anticipates delinquency and
crime control needs rather than simply responding to
crises and problems after they have occurred. System
planning implies maximum utilization of local personnel and resources to guarantee development of
comprehensive service programs responsive to cHverse local needs and conditions.

Manpower Development
People are the most important and most effective
resource in the fight against crime. They also are the
most unden.ised resource in corrections today.
In an effort to bring about change in an area too
long characterized by neglect and absence of systematic planning, the Commission recommends that
corrections develop e comprehensive nationwide

strategy to improve correctional manpower and that
priority be given to the following standards and goals
regarding this key issue:
1. Implementation of coordinated State r~cruit..
mcnt and staff development programs. RecrUItment
should be guided by policies and practices that allow
fair, effective selection of the person best qualified
for each position. Staff development programs
should prepare all levels of staff for optimum performancel of their tasks. Existing resourcestrom the
private sl~ctor and the academic community must be
utilized '.nore fully. Maximum emphasis should be
placed em development of specialized professional
personnel and of middle~ and upper-echelon manag..
ers. Twe National Institute of Corrections, in conjunctio!.1 wjth leading universities, colleges, and
private resources, should have a key role in the development of a national strategy to implement this
recommendation.
2. Development of a nationwide policy to de ..
velop underutilized human resources. Efforts to recruit minority gCClup members for every level of
correctional staff and to pJ:ovide training programs to
insure opportunities for career advancement should
be: intensified. For too long, minority groups have
been overrepresented as offenders and underreprefjented as staff. Affirmative action is required to alter
the situation created by years of discrimination and
indifference.
Recruitment of women for all types of poSitions in
corrections should be given high priority. Since
women have been discriminated against in hiring and
promotion practices, particularly for male in~titu
tions, they have been effectively eliminate? from
management positions in corrections. Correcttons re·
mains one of the last holdouts in the national move~
ment to eliminate discrimination on the basis of sex.
Such a stanc(;) clearly is inappropriate for a field that
purports to be seeking drastic change and new openness.
Of equal importance is recruitment and :mploy~
ment of qualified ex-offenders. Successful relOtegration of offenders, corrections' primary task, requires
fun employment opportunities. Corrections should
take the lead in hiring-and epcQuraging others to
hire-from this underutilized human resource pool.
Finally, the changing role of corrections has led to
development of a remarkable variety of new careers
on the professional, paraprofessionlll, a.nd voIu.nteer
levels. Because the full potential of tblS manpower
resource has only begun to emergeT a systematic
strategy should be developed to recruit and utilize
effectively this vital supplement to correctional manpower.
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Inr.reased Public Involvement
Implementation of community corrections requires citizen involvement on an unprecedented
scale. In fact, the degree of citizen acceptance, involvement, and participation in community-based
corrections will decide not only the swiftness of its
imp!f,\mentation but ulso its ultimate success or failure.
The correctional system is one of tbe few public
services left today that is characterized by an almost
total isolation from the public it serves. Although
public apathy is tbe predominant cause of this unfortunate situation, corrections has done little to rectify
it. In fact, the use of walls, fencing, and hardware
has been justified not only in terms of keeping inmates in but also in terms of keeping the public out.
The result has been disastrous for the goals of
corrections. While institutional administrators developed near-absolute discretion and almost unchecked
power, the public wasutter1y ignorant about the
state of corrections and developed little, if any, sense
of responsibility for the correctional process.
In view of these facts, the Commission recommends that top priority be given to the involvement
of citizens in corrections. Citizen participation must
occur at all levels of the correctional system, from
determination of policies for the entire criminal justice system to the shaping of specific communitybased programs. Furthermore, involvement must
come not only in· the planning stages but also in implementation and operation of actual programs.
The contributions of dedicated volunteer workers
already have left an indelible mark on the face of institutional and community corrections in terms of direct service. But the fun potentiai of volunteerism
has yet to be fulfilled. Lay citizens on task forces,
advisory boards and study groups can spearhead
public information campaigns, pave the way for reforms, imp~ement specific correctional programs,
mold public opinion, set policy, create jobs, raise
funds, provide guidance in matters of community
concerns, and serve in a host of other capacities.
Finally, fellow professionals from human service
agencies and the fields of education, medicine, mental health, and the like, need to be involved in advisory, lay, or volunteer capacities. Such an effort will
bring their particular expertise to bear on the problems of offenders nnd the correctional process.

IMPLEMENTATIQN STRATEGIES
In spite of the seemingly insurmountable obstacles
to correctional reform, there is reason to believe not
only that the standards and goals enumerated in this
report can be substantially attained but also that
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corrections, the perennial stepchild of the criminal
justice system, at last may be emerging from the
Dark Ages.
For the first time in this Nation's history, we are
witnessing a concerted, nonpartisan effort to improve
the system. Continuing concern over reform by the
President and the courts, and sustained support by
dedicated members of the House and Senate are
providing the impetus needed for comprehensive reform. The 13-point program for corrections developed by the President in 1969, the powerful leadership of the Chief Justice supported by the American
Bar Association, the Federal Interagency Council on
Corrections, the support and funding of the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, the President's
Task Force on Prisoner Rehabilitation, and finaily,
the National Advisory Commission on Criminal
Justice Standards and Goals bear witness to what
was' aptly described by the Attorney General at the
first national conference on corrections as "the most
determined and comprehensive approach to corrections ever made in this country."
At the same tirr:.e, it is obvious that the measures
J;1eeded to implement the foregoing priorities and the
standards set forth in this report will require a major
national commitment. Like the standards themselves,
the measures are interrelated; the effectiveness of
each depends upon the accomplishment of the oth- .
ers.
It also seems obvious that the role of the Federal
Government is preeminent in realization of the standards. In recent decades the Federal Government
has done much to stimulate improvement of the
treatment of the mentally ill and retarded, the rehabilitation of the handicapped, the education of children and young people, the availability of health
services, and the support of the aged.
The shocking deficiencies of corrections are comparable in national significance to the other social
problems to which massive Federal aid has been
given. Legislati.on and appropriations authorizing
corrections to stare in the funding programs of the
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, the
Departments of Labor and of Health, .Education,
and Welfare, and other Federal. agencies are evidence of the growing inte.rest of the Federal Government in improving corrections.
But considering the magnitude of the problem,
what the Federal Government has done so far is not
nearly enough. The current Federal leadership must
be built upon and translated into more tangible and
more fully adequate aid.

Money
In America today, little social improvement can

be accomplished without money. Corrections is in
desperate straits in iarge measure because public
funds have been far too limited to support existing
programs. There has never been anything for investment in change.
Anyone familiar with State and local corrections is
painfully aware that pleas for more money addressed
to legislators and county commissioners fall upon
deaf ears. Corrections remains where it has always
been, at the end of the budgetary line in the distribution of State and local tax funds. Although
sporadic support for corrections has developed in
isolated instances, there is little hope that this situation can be changed substantially. In fact, as matters
presently stand, the States, countie.s, and cities are
looking to the Federal Government to finance
correctional improvements and postponing such improvements until Federal aid is forthcoming.
The amendment of the Omnibus Crime Control
and Safe Streets Act of 1970 to provide specifically
foi' the funding of correctional improvements is a
promising vehicle for the massive Federal aid that is
necessary. Under the original act, corrections had to
share the regular funding program, Part C, with police and courts. The 3mendment, known as Part E,
singles out corrections for special funding. The Part
E appropriation in the 1973 fiscal year will make
available about $113 million for the improvement of
corrections, supplemented by about $100 million in
Part C funds.
However, since .this amount must be spread over
the entire spectrum of corrections,. the beneficial effects are largely dissipated. So far, appropriation requests for Part E funds have been limited to 20 per
cynt of the appropriations for Part. C. It should be
noted, however, that the amendment authorized a
funding level of not less than 20 per cent of Part C.
Obviously, a higher level of funding is permitted by
the act.
Normal State al1d local expenditures to maintain
corrections at its present grossly deficient level of operations total about $1.5 billion a year. The annual
Federal funding assistance should approach about
the. same figure. Otherwise, corrections will not be
able to accomplish " . shift to community-based programs, obtain the ulanpower it needs, do the research and experimentation that has been so long
neglected, and correct the deplorable conditions that
exist generally.
Further, the States and localities find even the 25
pe(cent matching requirement for Federal funds burdensome, owing to the low budgetary prjority accorded corrections, and as a result even the Federal
funds available often do not find ready takers. The
matching requirement should be reduced to 10 percent or eliminated entirely.

Also, demonstration projects generally are funded
for one yeaI' only. While some projects may be renewed annually by application, few qualified employees are willing to enter into such high-risk situations. Longer funding committl1ents should be
considered, and eventually permanent support should
be given corrections efforts, foHowing the pattern of
Federal support for vocational rehabilitation.
Implementation of the standards set forth in this
report could be greatly facilitated if priority for Pederal funding could be given to projects intended to
bring correctional programs up to the levels recommended. The Part E amendment contains full statutory authority for the adoption of this policy. .
An excellent start has been made by the Federal
Government to provide needed financial assistance
to the States in the improvement of corrections. But
the extent of this assistance must be greatly increased if any nationally significant results are to be
obtamed. The President's Task Force on Prisoner
Rehabilitation in its 1970 report stated flatly that
corrections needs a massive infusion of Federal
funds and needs it soon. This Commission concurs.
~egislation

The importance of legislation to correctional reform is repeated throughout the standards of this report. While legislation alone cannot bring about the
needed changes and cannot even guarantee that authorized changes will be made, a sound statutory
base is essential to any significant implementation of
these standards. State and Federal correctional and
penal codes are a hodgepodge enacted over the
generations and follow no consistent pattern or
philosophy. They bear a full share of respon~ibi1ity
for the confused, disorganized and ineffective state of
corrections today.
. The reform of correctional and penal codes cannot ',be accomplished overnight, and the standards
suggest that it shOUld be accomplished within the
next 5-year period. Nor can the task be accomplished in the piecemeal fashion of the past. The
entir.e correctional and penal codes of a State should
be redrafted and legislatively considered as a package. Their formulation should be guided by a single
philosophy and legislative policy, in recognition of
the fact that the specific statutory provisions to be
made are closely interrelated.
The task should be· approa,ched with realistic recognition that the reform of correctional and penal
codes, like any legislative reform, is a political process. Each jurisdiction has its own history and traditions regarding the legislative process. Success will
depend on careful planning from the initial stage of
the effort.
•
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Sinc¢ many different groups and officials wiII be creasingly in its work, it should become more politiaffected, failure to involve them may lead to bad caUy feasible to raise salaries above the present offeeling from the beginning. In the initial. stages a fensively low level. When our society stops using
small group should be selected to serve as a drafting corrections as its dumping ground, it should be possicommittee on the basis of their professional expertise ble to pay correctional personnel salaries consistent
and their commitment to the reform effort. Other in- with the importance of their work.
Young persons today appear to be more interested
terested officials and groups should be notified of the
undertaking and advised that they win be consulted. than their forebears in entering careers that will enaThey should include trial judges, attorneys general, ble them to make a contribution toward the improsecutors, pOlice and correctional personnel, inter- provement of society. No area of public service
ested State senators aod house committee members, . Jieeds this contribution more than corrections. As
and a wide range of public and private organizations. corrections opens it doors to the young and accepts
Once the first draft is completed, it should be cir- their contributions, the image of corrections should
culated among the committee members and, after re- become more widely attractive. The image of this
field that the young form will have significant imvision~ ,among key State officials whose support is
essential to passage. Personal explanations of the pact on the future.
philosophy and thrust of the legislation should supplement the circulation of the draft to the extent
nceded to obtain acceptance. When this has oc- The Federal Model
curred, the other groups having art interest in the
In a policy memorandum to the Attorney General
mattcr should be conc;ultcd. After consultation, a on November 13, 1969, President Nixon called for a
linnl draft should be published and given the widest national corrections. reform effort and directed that
possible dIstribution.
certain steps be taken to develop the Federal system
This procedure was followed by the State of Ne- into a model that the States could follow.
braska and resulted in the successful passage of the
The principle is a sound one. However~ the Fed~
Nebraska Treatment and Corrections Act (Neb, eral system shares the deficiencies of State systems
Rev. Stat. Sec, 83-170 et seq.) in 1969.
as related in this report. It is fragmented, its programs cannot be demonstrated to be any more effective
than State programs, and there is heavy emManpower
phasis on institutionalization in both sentencing and
ImplcmentaHon of the standards will depend correctional programs.
The development of the Federal system into a
heavily on the availability of enough educated and
trained personnel. The grave deficiencies of correc- model would be a powerful influence in <lssuring the
tional tnanpower discussed earlier in this report are implementation of the standards set forth in this report, But significant changes in Federal legislation.
$0, prevalent that they cannot be remedied on a
short-term basis. Recommended solutions are re- policy, and practice would be required.
This report urges the unification of corrections in
fli:!ttcd in the narrative and standards of Chapter 14.
It will be easier to educate and train qualifed per- the interests of improving and maintaining standards
sonnel than to attr[lct them to corrections in the first and bringing about more successful results in the
place. Law Enforcement Assistance Administration reintegration of offenders. In the Federal system, pafunds available for educating 'and training correc- role field services, probation, and institutions are
tionnl personnel aJ;e more nearly adequate than the operated independently of each other.
financial assistance available for operating correcThe report strongly supports the diversion of jutional programs. But capable persons can be per- veniles and of sociomedical problem cases that do
suaded to enter the field only by improving the sala- not belong in the criminal justice system. It also calls
ries to be paid them and brightening the image of for a shift in correctional emphasis from institutions
corrections itself.
to community-based programs. At present the FedThe funding tole of the Federal Government will er~li courts are not equipped with diversion programs,
hnve an indirect effect on salary levels, but signifi- as defined in Chapter 3 of this report, and more
cant imprQvement will depend upon the commitment convicted offenders are committed to jail or prison
of the States and localities to corrections. The task of (including the so-called split sentence) than are
improving corrections' image can be accomplished pJaced on probation"
only by the corrections nelditself. None of these asThis report urges the discontinuance of major insignments wUl be easy, but a beginning must be stitutions for juveniles and youths, in favor of local
mndenow.
programs and facilities. In. the Federal system
As corrections begins to involve the public in- hundreds of juveniles and thousands of youths ,1lre

'.-

transported each year to institutions hundreds and
even thousands of miles from their homes, friends,
and communities. Legislation has been introduced
in Congress that would remedy this situation as it
affects.juvenile offenders.
There is no evidence that Federal correction programs, although operated in well-managed institutions, produce any better results than State programs. The Federal system, like those of the States,
does not collect statistics on recidivism that can be
considered valid. Comparisons therefore are impossible to make. However, Federal Bureau of Investigation statistics on offenders released from Federal jurisdiction suggest a 'heavy reinvolvement with the law.
The FBI reported in 1970 that -63 percent of the
Fedenii prisoners released to the community in 1965
had been rearrested by the end of the fourth year
after release. Of those released on probation, 56 percent were rearrested; of those released on parole, 61
percent; of those released after completing prison
terms, 75 percent. Of persons under the age of 20
who were re~.eased in 1965, 74 percent had been
rearrested by the end of 1969.
While these statistics report rearrests rather than
reconvictions, they do suggest failure more than success. They also suggest that this failure of the Federal system is more pronounced with juvenile tlnd
youthful offenders than with adults.
A diversion policy and programs to support it
should be developed for the Federal courts, A bill to
accomplish this purpose was considered favorably
in 1972 by the Senate Judiciary Committee's subcommittee on national penitentiaries, but the full
committee took no action. A bill with similar provisions should be enacted speedily. The Federal judiciaty should reexamine its probation practices, and
the Federal probation system should be strengthened
by additional probation personnel and related community services and resources. Chief Justice Burger
in August 1912 voiced the need .for an expansion of
Federal probation.
The Federal model also has application in the
area of jails. This report urges,. at the least, State
inspection of local jails and eventual State operation
of such facilities. The Federal system has an inspection service, and contracts with some 800 local jails
for the detention of Federal prisoners awaiting trial
or transportation to Federal institutions, However,
contrary to popular belief, the Federal system has no
written standards for inspection, and many jails with
which it has contracts are fully as disreputable as
jails generally in the United States.
Although the Federal System is forced to use
substandard jails, the existence of a contract with a
local jail is too often interpreted as meaning that the
jail is federally "approved." This interpretation by

local officials and the public has the general effect of
retarding any effort to bring about jail improvements.
.•
The lack of written standards for Federal jail
inspection to be used as the basis for contracts and
"approval" is a policy intenqed to discourage litigation. Few of the jails now being used by the Federal
Government would meet any set of minimum
standards that might reasonably be de,vised. Development and publication of Federal standards
would undoubtedly be taken as an opportunity by
Federal detainees to file suit on the grounds that
th'e facilities in which they are being held art:} not
in compliance.
But, if the Federal model is to have applicability
in assisting in the effort to upgrade the disgraceful
conditions common to American jails, a different
policy and practice must be developed. Standards
should be written and published and a rating system
on the basis of these standards devised. Contracts
should be made on the basis of ratings that reflect
actual jail conditions. Also, the Federal system
ought to be provided with funds to pay local jails
more adequately for the costs of confining Federal
prisoners, to help offset the costs of improving
jail conditions, to provide programs and to recognize the rights of offenders. It is hardly approp.riate
for the Federal Government on the one hand to
promote the cause of national correctional reform
and on .the other to continue policies that effectively
discourage it.
,
This Commission wholeheartedly endorses the
idea that the Federal system should become a model
.for the States. The Federal system has the same
problems and defidencies as the States, and if the
national reform effort is to have any consistency, the
Federal system must be reformed along the lines
suggested for the States. However, it must proceed
expeditiously jf it is to serve effectively as a model,
and the Commission urges all possible action toward
that end.

,

·1

National Institute of Corrections
A national academy of corrections has been proposed for many years. Xn December 1972, at the first
national conference on corrections, the Attorney
General directed the Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration and the U.S. Bureau of Prisons to
work with the States in the establishment of the
academy. An interim steering committee was appointed, and pilot seminars have been conducted.
The project has now been entitled the National
Institute of Corrections.
The precise functions to 'be fulfilled by the institute have not yet been formally determined. Those
proposed include:
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t. Service ilS a clearinghouse for information on
crime and corrections.
2,Provlsiol1 of consu1tant services to Federal,
State; and local agencies on aU aspects of corrections,
3, Development of corrections programs.
4. Development and pfesentation of seminars,

workshops, and
criminal justice
tions.
$, Technical
development of
programs.

traincng programs for all types of
personnet assQciated with correctraining teams to assist the States in
seminars! workshops, and training

6. Funding of training programs.

7. Coordination and funding of correctional research.
8, Formulation and dissemination of policy,
gotlls, and standards recommended for corrections.
A national institute with the authority and funds
for this wide range of activities could serve as a pow~
crtul force in the coordination and implementation
of a national corrections reform effort, and the Commission urges immediate action to make it a reality.
At the present time, the expertise and information
uvaHable to corrections is. both limited and thinly dispersed. 1'he institute could provide a center and a
pooling of resources from which all States and
cOtrectionnl systems could draw.
At present none of the proposed functions of the
institute arc being fulfilled effectively elsewhere on
n mtttonal bush;. Technical expertise in corrections is
simply not available in any organized form. The wide
scope of the proposed functions wou1d remedy this
severc deficiency and give the institute the stature,
unci presumably the prestige, to gain acceptance and
n highly inflllcntiul role in correctional reform.
It is nlso the view ofthe Commission that the institute when established shOUld be given the responsibillty for updating und revising the standards of this
report periodically, in keeping with technical developments nnd advances in coneetional knowledge.

Accreditation of Correction Agencies
An accreditation system for corrections hal) been

given considerable qttcntion in recent ~'ears. Accreditution WOllld be used as a menns to recognize and
mnintnin standards of service, programs, and institu-

tions, llnd eVentually bring about higher levels of
quality.
A program for accreditntion was developed by the
An1erican Correctional Association and pUblished in
t%9 under the title HAn Accreditation Plan for
Corrections.'! The plan calls for estnblishment of a
Commlssiouoll Accreditation for Corrections, with
fult llUtcmOl11Y in matters relatblg to accreditation
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policy and process. The commission would be governed by a board selected from the general public,
communitY-based services, detention and institutional
services, education and research, the judiciary, law
enforcement, criminal defense, business, and labor.
The key duties and responsibilities of the commission would be adoption of standards for accreditation, review of such standards, and recommendation
of changes in and the accreditation of programs,
agencies, and institutions.
Associated with any system of accreditation that
may be established should be a method for holding
the correctional administrator accountable for r~
suits. Requirements in the past have been minimal.
Custodial institutions have been required to kee.p
offenders until ordered to release them. Probation
and parole agencies have been called on to list
offenders in their caseloads and report violations. In
short, if riots, escapes, and scandals did not occur,
the task of. corrections was accomplished.
Butexp.ectations cannot be so limited if corrections is to have any effectiveness in the reduction of
crime. The goals of correctional agencies must be
defined, and the achievement of goals must be measured. The reintegration of aU offenders cannot be
expected, but relative successes can he planned for
and achieved. The expectation of failure is not acceptable.
If accountability is to be a principle of correctional management, the manager must have the tools
by which to measure. Just as the accountant is an essential figure in any business enterprise, so the statistician must be brought into the service of the correctional manager. It is .a useless waste of public funds,
as well as gross inequity to the offender, when penal
te..-ms are imposed and served without having the
achievement of the goals which they are intended to
accomplish measured.
This transformation of management for process
into management for results calls for a change in the
administrative culture of corrections. Both top managers and their subordinates will in many cases require retraining. Probably the best device for the
massive retraining of policymakers and system managers is the proposed National Institute. of Corrections.
The Commission recognizes that an accreditation
service would provide another significant dimension
in introducing, elevating, and maintaining high
standards of performance in corrections and urges
the earliest possible implementation of an accreditation plan.

Commitment of Corrections
Commitment of the corrections field to change is
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indispensable if there is to be any significant implementation of these standards-two objectives con~
sidered by this Commission as virtually synonymous,
The -task ahead is unquestionably formidable.
That change is overdue is evident on every handhigh crime and recidivism rates, riot and unrest in
our prisons, almost daily revelations of brutality and
degradation in our jails, increasing litigation against
corrections, and indignant public reactions.
Maurice H. Sigler in his address as immediate past
president to the meeting of the American Correctional Association on August 10, 1972, said:
To put it bluntly, the fielel of corrections is experiencing
a crisis in public confidence, and the crisis shows no sign
of abating. Unlike times past, we can't expect to handle
the problem by letting it wear itself out.

There is no need to belabor further in this report
the shortcomings of corrections. Many of today's
problems are related to the failure of corrections to
anticipate the impact of accelerating social change,
but the field cannot shoulder the entire blame. Culp~
ability must be shared by virtually every element of
our society. The point here is that reform can and
must be a built-in continuing process, not a reaction
to periodic public outcries. The time has come for
corrections to respond to the critical needs of society
in a unified, systematic, and totally committed way.
The Commission is fully aware that the recommendations and standards of this report will not be
the last word in corrections. But they represent the
best distillation of views that can be produced at the
present. A substantial number of correctional practitioners have been involved in their development.
The recommendations and standards are intended to
represent a starting point and a direction. The Commission is convinced that the general direction pro'posed is the only course open to corrections.
But the state of correctional knowledge will undergo change. Technology and information can be
expected to accelerate during the decade of the
1970's, and it should prove possible to set even
higher standards and goals for corrections than this
report reflects. It r~mains for someone else at another date to incorporate the new technology and information into another, and hopefully more advanced, set of standards.
As pointed out earlier, corrections cannot accomplish the needed reform alone and in its traditional
isolation. Itmust assume leadership in enlisting the
support of legislatures, local officials, law enforcement agencies, community agencies, and various
other public and private groups. All elements of our
society share the responsibility for the generation of
crime and delinquency, and all elements share its
consequences. Responsibility for the reduction of

crime and delinquency, and the reform of corrections
to assist in accomplishing. this objective, must be
shared.
After 200 years of painful history, American
corrections must step out boldly and purposefully. It
must pursue equity and justice with the earnestness
that our Constitution intends. It must bring all possible pressures to bear to divest itself of the social
problems that have been so wrongfully dumped upon
it. It must shift its emphasis from institutions to community services. It must plan these changes intelligently and systematically. Finally, it must compete
and, if necessary, fight as other movements do for
the resources and support required to carry out the
changes that have too long been postponed.
Without this commitment, corrections is destined
to remain in its present morass of ineffectiveness,
and society must search for another solution to the
control and reduction of crime.

,
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Commitment of the Public
The responsibility of the public for the reform of
corrections has been discussed throughout this report
and particularly in Chapter 7, 'Corrections and the
Community. However, it will be difficult for sbme
segments of society to accept the concept that offenders can be treated with respect for their rights
and their condition as fellow human beings.
The concept of retribution and morally just punishment is deeply embedded in social thought, It has
been codified in lex talionis) the principle of Mosaic
law that exacts eye for eye, tooth for tooth. While
this is a primitive view of justice, it is important to
note that feelings of moral outrage do serve to enhance social cohesion and to measure our regard for
accepted social values. It would be irrational to ignore the pervasiveness and strength of natural feelings of revulsion toward particular criminal acts.
However, legalizing severe punishment implies a societal retrogression in human dignity. Winston
Churchill observed that: "What is done to the criminal is a very accurate index to the quality of any civilization. "
It must be conceded that regardless of the rehabilitation mythology and the easy expressions of humanitarian intent that have characterized American
corrections throughout its history, the ·actual treatment of offenders has been harsh indeed. And it
hasn't worked. Critne and recidivism continue undiminished.
It also must be conceded that there are dangerous
or confirmed crimInals who by any light must be
considered poor, almost hopeless, prospects for social reintegration. For the safety of the public, they
must be locked up until the passage of time at least
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hB$ reduced them to the point where they are no

]ongera tbre~lt, There are plenty of prisons for this

type of offender, and corrections has proved ib,jlf
emfnentty cap-abJe of confirJng them securely. The
Commission has not found it necessary to consider
them .Ill length in this report, except to recommend
extenaed priso~~terms.
But there ar~~ relatively few offenders of tbis type.
Un(ortunately, :preoccupation witb tbem bas been a
major factor in impeding the. development of corrections into an el[{cctive instrument for expedith:1g the
reintegration ol~ the vast majority of offenders, who
are neither dar!~rous nor practiced criminals. It is
with this-majodty that corrections ahd society must
concern itself ir~ the years to come.
The new correctional philosophy is based on at
leust two major' considerations: First, society, in addidon to the o£fender, needs changing; and second,
more emphasilS should be placed on the offender's
social and cultural setting if we are to obtain any
substantial relief from recidivil;m.
While individual differences and individual respoTisibnity wUl remain important factors in corrections' responsl~ to criminal behavior, they will need
to beconsidclced within the setting of the community and the culture. To salvage offenders in any great
numbers, the1rcfore, will require changes in the
offender hims;elf llnd changes in the community that

will help to bring about his reintegration. Communities must ass~me part of the responsibility for bringing about these changes, for the problems to be
addressed were generated in the community. Once
this is recognized, corrections can be removed from
its isolation and made a part of the larger social
system.
Even thougb the public is beginning to recognize
that the ultimate success of corrections depends on
reintegrating tbe offender into the community and
motivating him to refrain from breaking the law,
public ambivalence about reform and traditionallaek
of concern for the criminal offender seriously impede
efforts to make corrections more effective. This situation is aggravated whenever change is resisted from
within the criminal justice system. In such instances,
deliberate appeals may be made to public fears in
the interest of preserving traditional practices with
aU their injustices and futility.
If the philosophy of reintegration is to gain public
favor, there must be full recognition on the part of
the public that present correctional practices do not
serve the long-run interest of societal protection.
Legal and economic barriers and social ostracism
must yield to commitmen~ involvement, and sharing
of responsibility. Only then will the goals of crime
prevention and crime reduction be realized.
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Appendix

DATA ON
CORRECTIONAL
ORGANIZATION
The rL'ports llf thL' National In~titute of Law EnforcL'mcnt and Criminal JustkL' citL'd in Chaptl.'r 13
carry this caveat:

lll\.:nilc Corn.:,'tinllal Facilities ,In.:hH!t:d an~ thnst! fa,ilitie, \\hidl detain juvenilt:s nnly. fnr 4!-: IJlIlIr, ,'r JlhlJe,
Thi, i!1l:Il1d~, delt.'lltion center" n!Ccptillil and di,lgn,,,tic
.:enter,. "'Ille h,dfw.\v hOllS':S and other prnhatioll M WlltJ..reic,l\t! tvpe facilitil'< [hat is. illstitllti(ln~ <ll t.lininl! jU\'ClliJ.:~
rllr ,,,llli di,p."iti,lll as wt'll a~ those h,llding jmcnilc' f,lr
rehabiliLltilll1 ,Ifter .:ourt di'p",ilion, At the 1<,.:al kvel (11'
l!<l\ er!llllcnt all :I l!l'1l','\ was ,nIl,idereli tn be a jll\ eniit:
:Il!cn,·\ if the adl;lini,Hator ,()ll~iderclI it a~ such. At th,'
Siate 'Ie\ d. fadlitk, \\ere ,ls,igned juvcnile statl!'> if tlll~Y
\\ ere adminbtcred bv the State juvenilc corrections agem:y,
,\<lllit Cnrn:t:!i<lnal Facilities- ,In.:luded ,Ire tIJ<1se in,titu·
tipn, \\ hkh detain :lllulh onlv or a combinatioll of pri,llner
p"p,tiati,lIl', DrunJ.. !anJ..,. lo.:kup.. and other fadlities
\\hkh lktain per")ll' f.lr It!" than 48 hl1ur~ afC l'x..:!lId,'d

Re,ld~r" ,hould be ,auti(lu~ in inh:rpretations pf the'>e
counh. J..eeping in mind that thi'> ,uney did npt include
a~endc, "r th",~ !llunkip:t1 llU\ ernrncnh with a 196(1 p,'pu'tation .,f k'" than 1000. The figure" in thb rcpurt rdleet
the Oetu/J('/" /'171 update ,'f the directory, particularly in
the court, ,ed"r and the juvcnile cllrrcctions sectnf. .1Ilt!
con~equently ma~ differ from ligure' prc.,cnteu in the ,ummary Report (Stati\tics Division Report SD- D-:I J. Mor~·
1I\t.:[, in deddinll wlH!ther an allency belonged III the dlrector\' 01 ntll. the general rule was ttl be inclusive ratlH:r
than ~"dllsivt.!.
While numbers will help dc,>cribe the scope and diver~ity
Pn,hatinll amI Parole A!!encies
of the ,\.,tcm, the sil'e and range of activity of criminal
jll.,ticc agende, within a State may not always be reflectcd
Indlldcd arc probation and parole depart!llenh. ,ommi'>·
bv ,imple counh of allen de'>. Organimtional complexity
,iUlh. boanh or allcnde, tlperated by the State Of Incal
\;Iric, con,iucrabl~ from onc governmental unit to antlther, , "i\",,\elllll:cllt. induding t!Jn,c ,IlImini"lrativdy dependent nn
c\t!n within a ~inl:!ll! Statt!. Of the catc!!(\rie" en\Jnll:rate~t
th(:'':;;'!1tt:\' The a~~il!n[)]cnt nf a prohation olIker to a parin the director\', the cllunh of Im:al ildull- corr.:.:'tional fadl·
tkular Ievcl of '!!(lvernll1ent wa~ an involved prO\:t!'~ related
llle, are' the ~l .."'t !'chr;hle due to Ihc rdinemc'nt of this
to both the type nf "an:a ~crvcd and adll1inbtralivc respnnsi·
\e..:t,)r through the National Jail (en,u, condudcd in the
hility, A~ it r!1l~ '.1 prohatio{l :d!:'partmci:lt "erving more than
Sprinl! "f I 'J70,
one hPIPUl!h was a,,,il:!ned to' !tiC State h:,"Vd (If government.
I'r"hatinn . .,ervke, provided (In a contractual ha.,b were
(orn:dional In,tillltlOn"
not in.:1udt~d,

(ienl'ral DetinitionAn individual fadlity, .,uch a .. a
pri~on, jaiL farm, Of anncx, whkh h cither scparately
adrninhtcn:d "r admini'>trativcly dependent upon a parent
In,tllution ,tnd Im:ated in a ~eparatel:!eo!!raphil:al area. Ho.,·
pital., for the criminally in,ane and halfway hOllse, for
nar,.,tic audicl'> anu ak(1h,,1ic~ \\ere not counted in thi"
'ccl"!' but in the "all other .:rilllinal ju~tice agende~" ~ect(lr.

Thc following display of thc organizatIon of

\'L'-

~ponsibililY for administering corrcdilln~ Sl'rviL'c, in
thc ~L'Vl:ral States is from a rcport of th~~ Advisory

CommitlL'l' on Intcrgov~rnml'ntal Rdali()l1~
at cml of tabk.)

(Sl'C
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Table'

Dept. of
Youth
Authority

Dept of
Youth
Authority
Dept. of
Institutions

Local
Local &
District
Juvenile
Court
Districts

Local

Local

Local
Local
Juvenile
Court
Districts
Dept. of
Health &
Soc. 'Servs.

Arkansas

California
Colorado

Connecticut

Delaware

Georgia

Dept. of
Public Welfare & Local

Dept. of
Dept. of
Dept. of
Mental Health Mental Health Mental Health
& Correc& Correc& Corrections
tions & Loc. tions
Dept. of
Juvenile
Services

Local

Local

Local

Local
Dept. of
Juvenile
Services
Youth
Service
Board

Kentucky

Louisiana

Maine

Maryland

Massachusetts

Local

Dept. of
Corrections

Dept. of
Child Welfare & Loc.

Local
Kansas

Local

None

Dept. of
Public Wel-,
fare & Loc'al

Dept. of
Child
Welfare

Local

Local
Iowa

Michigan

Dept. of
Corrections

Dept. of
Child
Welfare

Dept. of
Social
Welfare

Local

Local
Indiana

Local

Loc. & Board
of Probation
& Parole

Dept. of
Corrections

.Local

Local

Local

Dept. of
Social
Services

Dept. of
Corrections

Local

Local

Local

Dept. of
Corrections

Dept. of
Corrections

Director of
Penal Institutions

Dept. of
Social
Services

Dept. of
Corrections

Dept. of
Corrections

Local

Local

Local
Dept. of
Corrections
& Local

Dept. of
Parole &
Probation &
Local

Local
Dept. of
Co;rectioI1,s
&. Local

Dept. of
Juvenile
Services
Dept. of
Youth
Services
Dept. of
Social
Services

Dept. of
Juvenile
Services
Youth
Service
Board
Dept. of
Social
Services

Local

Dept. of
Corrections

Dept. of
Correction

Dept. of
Correctional
Services

Local

Dept. of
Social
Welfare

Dept. of
Social
Services

Dept. of
Welfare &
Local

Illinois

Local

Local

Board of
Correction

Dept. of
Social
Service

Adult
Institutions

Dept. of
Parole &
Probation &
Local

None

Dept. of
Social
Services

Dept. of
Corrections

Local
Local

Idaho

Board of
Correction

Local

Local Adult
Institutions
and Jails

Dept. of
Mental Health
& Corrections

Local

Dept. of
Corrections

Dept. of
Corrections

State
Board of
Health &
Local
State
Board of
Health &
Local

Local

Board of
Pardons
& Parole

Commission

& Parole

Probation

Dept. of
Health &
Soc. Servs.

Dept. of
Corrections

Dept. of
Institutions

Dept. of
Corrections

Board of
Pardons &
Parole

Dept. of
Corrections

Dept. of
Health &
Welfare

Board of
Pardon...
& Paroles

Parole

Dept. of
Mental Hltalth
& Corrections
Local

Local

Dept. of
Corrections

State
Board of
Health

Local
Local
Hawaii

Local

Dept. of
Corrections

Dept. of
Health &
Rehabilitative Services

Dept. of
Health &
Soc. Servs.

Dept. of
Corrections

Dept. of
Institutions

Dept. of
Corrections

Dept. of
Corrections

Dept. of
Corrections

Dept. of
Health &
Welfare

Board of
Corrections

Adult
Institutions

Dept. of
Corrections

Parole
Board

Dept. of
Parole &
Probation

Dept. of
Mental Health
&Corrections

Dept. of
Corrections

Dept. of
Corrections

Board of
Probation &
Parole

Dept. of
Social
Services

Dept. of
Corrections

Dept. of
Corrections

Commission
for Pardons
& Parole

Board of
Parole &
Pardons

Parole
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Adult
Probation

,.-;,.c..:',~~

Dept. of
Probation &
Local

Local

Dept. of
Health &
Soc. Servs.

Dept. of
Health &
Soc. Servs. &
Local
Local &
Probation
& Parole
Commission

Dept. of
Corrections

Local

Local

Local

Local

Dept. of
Health &
Welfare

Local

Local Adult.
Institutions
and Jails

Dept. of
Adult
Probation

Local

Local

Local

Local

Dept. of
Health &
Welfare

.Board of
Pardons
& Paroles

Adult
Probation

Dept. of
Mental Health
& Corrections

None

State
Board of
Health

Dept. of
Social
Service

State

Local

Juvenile
Institutions
Juvenile
Probation
JuvCl1,iie
Detentian

Dept. of
Social
Service

,{:.~-X;--.;("'+'-

Misdemeanant
Probation

'·f

Dept. of
Probation &
Local

Local &
Probation
& Parole
Commission

Dept. of
Health &
Soc. Servs.

Dept. of
Adult
Probation

Local

Local

None

None

Juvenile
Aftercare

~,'._~_":-",,",,-.:.,_.,..._,_,,;,~~:.;,."~. ~;t>

Division of
Division of
Division of
Children &
Children &
Children &
Youth & Loc. Youth & Loc. Youth

\ _.•

Division of
Children &
Youth

Local

Florida

~~~ .......~.,.,.

Dept. of
Health &
Rehabilitative Services

Dept. of
Health &
Rehabilitative Services

Local

Dept. of
Health &
Soc. Servs.

Dept. of
Youth
Services

Dept. of
Health &
Soc. Servs.

Dept. of
Youth
Services

Juvenile
Training
School
Dept.

Juvenile
Training
School
Dept.

Dept. of
Welfare &
Local

Dept. of
Institutions

Dept. of
Corrections

Dept of
Correctior.s

Arizona
Local

Local

Alaska

Dept. of
Health &
Welfare

Board of'
Pardons
& Paroles

Dept. of Pensions & Security & Local

3 Separate &
Independe'lt
Boards
Dept. of
Health &
Welfare

Dept. of
Heal¢ &
Welfare

Dept. of
Health &
Welfare

Alabama

Misdemeanant
Probation

Juvenile
Aftercare

Iuvenile
Institutions

Dept. of
Health &
Welfare

Local

Local

State

Juvenile
Probation

1uvenile
Detention
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Local
Local

Local

Local

Local

Local

Local

Juvenile
Detention

Local

New Jersey
New Mexico

New York

North Carolina

Nurth Dakot4

Ohio

Oklahoma

State

Oregon

Pennsylvania

Dept. of
Institutions
& Agencies

N!:w Hampshire
. Dept. of
. '[ostitutions
& Agencies

Board
of Parole

State
Industrial
School

Dept. of
Probation
& Local
Board of
Parole

Local

Local

Nc'>'ada

Dept. of
Health &
Welfare

Dept. of
Health &
Welfare

Local

District
Courts &
Local

Nebraska

Dept. of
Public
Institutions

Dept. of
Public
Tnstitu~ions

Local

Local

Montana

Dept. of
Institutions

Dept. of
Institutions

Local

Missouri

Board of
Training
Schools

Board of
Training
Schools

None

Public
Welfare
Board
Youth
Commission

Dept. of
I nstilutions
Youth
Commission
Dept. of
Welfare &
Institutions

District &
Local
DPW &
Local

Local
Loc. & Dept.
of Welfare &
Institutions

Youth
Council

Dept. of
Corrections
Youth
Coun.?l
Dept. of
Social
Services

Local
Dept. of
Corrections
& Locai

;'::>cal
Juvenile
Court
Districts
Dept. of
Corrections

Local

Loc;al

Local

Local
Dept. of
Corrections

Local

Local

South Carolina

South Dakota

Tennessee

Texas

Utah
Vermont

Virginia

WashIngton

Local

Dept. of
Corrections

Board of
Charities &
Corrections

Local

Rhode Island

West Virginia

Board of
Pardons &
Parole

Dept. of
Juvenile
Corrections

Dept. of
Sociai
Welfare
Dept. of
Social
Welfare

Dept. of
Corrections

Division of
Corrections

Local

Local

N()ne

~

CommiSsioner Commissioner Local & Div.
of Public
.of 'Public
of Probation
& Parole
Institutions
Institutions
Dept. of
Welfare &
Local

Local

Local.

Dept. of
Social &
Health
Services

"Dept. of Wel- Dept. of
fare & Institu- Welfare &
tions & Local Institutions

Dept. of
Corrections

Dept. of
Social
Welfare

Board of
Probations &
Parole &
Local

Corrections
Division

Adult
Probation

-..

Local &
Dept. of
Corrections

Local

Board of
Pardons

Probation
Commission

Division of
Probation
& Lecal

Dept. of
Corrections

Local

Dept. of
Probation
& Local

Dept. of
Parole &
Probation

District
Courts

Board of
Pardons

Dept. of
Social
Welfare

Dept. of
Justice &
Local

Local

Local Adult
Institutions
and Jails

Local

Local

Local

Dept. of
Social &
Health ~
Services
Local & Div.
of Probation
& Parole

Dept. of
C.orrections

Local

Local

Local

.Local

Dept. of
Welfare &
Institutions

Dept. of
Corrections

Division of
Corrections

Local

Dept. of
Corrections

BCJtitd of
Pardons &
Parole

Cl~n'i::ctjons

Board of
Prison Terms
& Paroles

DepL of
Welfare &
Institutions

Dept. of
Corrections

Division of
Correctitms

Board of Pardons &
Paroles

Commissioner Div. of
of Public
Probation &
Institutions
Parole

Dept. of
Institutions

Dept. of
Welfare &
InstituHons

Dept. of '
Corrections

Div.ision of
Corrections

Dept. of
Conrections

Dept; of
Corrections

Board of
Pardons &
Parole

Board of
Charities &
Corrections
Dept. of
Corrections

Probation,
Parole &
Pardon Board

Dept. of
Social
Welfare

Board of
Probations
& Parole

Parole
Boara

Parole

Dept. of
Corrections

Dept. of
Social
Welfare

Dept. of
Justice

Corrections
Division

Adult
Institutions
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Pardon &
Parole
Board

Dept. Mental
Hygiene &
Correction

Dept. Mental
Hygiene &
Correction
Dept.. of

Board of.
Pardons

Board of
Parole

Dept. of
Correctional
Services

Parole
Board

Dept. ·of
I nstituti ons
& Agencies

Board of
Parole

Dept. of
Parole &
Probation

Board of
Parole

Board of
Pardons

Board of
Probation
& Parole

Board of
Probation
& Parole

Dept. of
Corrections

Dept. of
Institutions

Dept. of
Corrections

Dept. of
Correctional
Services

Dept. of
Corrections

Dept. of
Institutions
& Agencies

Board of
Parole

Commis·
sionertl

Pri~01\

Board

Dept. of
Public
Instil\utions

Dept. of
Institutions

of
Correction

De~t.

DelPt. of
COlrrection

CQilTCCtions

De!!'t. of

--r-.

Local

Local

Local

Dept. of
Corrections

Local

Local

Local

Local

Local

Local

Local

local

Local

Board of
Probation
& Parole
Board of
Probation &
Parole

Local

Dept. of
Corrections
& Local

Probation,
Probation,
Parole &
Parole &
Pardon Board Pardon Board Local

Dept. of
Social &
Health
Services

Dept. of Welfa:..--e &
Dept. of
Institutions
Welfare '&
Institutions
& ux:al

Dept. of
Corrections

Dept. of
Juvenile
Corrections

Dept. of
Social
Welfare

Local
Local

Juvenile
Court
District'!

Dept. of
Social
Welfare

Board of
Training
Schools

Local

Board of
Probations &
Parole &
Local

Board of
Training
Schools &
Loca;

Corrections
Division

Corrections
Division
& Local

Dept. of
Social
Welfare

Corrections
Division
Corrections
Division

Juvenile
Institutions

Misdemeanant
Probation

,,-,

None

Local

Juvenile
Probation

Juvenile
Aftercare
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Dept. of
Welfare &
Institutions

Probalion
Commission

Local

Board of
Juvenile
Correction

Local

Division of
Probation
& Local

Dept. of
Social
Services

Dept. of
Corrections

Dept. of
Social
Services

Local
Local

Local

Dept. of
Probation
& Local

Dept. of
Parole &
Probation

District
Courts &
Local

None

Local

None

Dept. of
Corrections
& Local

Dept. of
Cor,rections

.Local

Local

Local

Local

State DPW
and Local

Board of
Trustees

Mis.<;issippi

Dept. of
Corrections

Dept. of
Corrections
& Local

.. Mf<rOO"

Dept. of
Corrections

".""j't~
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..
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Richard R. Andersen
Chief of Police, Omaha, Nebr.

Henry F. McQuade
Chief Justice
Idaho Supreme Court
Boise, Idaho
Gary K. Nelsoll
Attorney General, Arizona
Phoenix, Ariz.
Charles L. Owen
Executive Director, C01nmission on
Law Enforcement and Crime Prevention
Frankfort, Ky.
Ray Pope
Director, Georgia State Department
of Public Safety, Atlanta, Ga.
Reverend Elmer J. C. Prenzlow, Jr.
Metropolitan Milwaukee Campus Ministry
Milwaukee, Wis.
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Ellis C. MacDougall
Director, State Board of Corrections
Atlanta, Ga.
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Milton G. Rector
Executive Director, National Council on
Crime and Delinquency .
Hackensack, N.J.
Arlen Specter
District Attorney
Philadelphia, Pa.

Caroline E. Hughes
Member, National Council on
Vocational Education, Cushing, Okla .

Reverend Leon H. Sullivan
Chairman of the Board, The Opportunity
Industrialization Center
Philadelphia, Pa .

Howard A. Jones
Chairman, New York State
Narcotics Addiction Control Commission
Albany, N.Y.

Donald F. Taylor
President, Merrill Manufacturing Corporation
Merrill, Wis.

Robert J. Kutak
Attorney, Omaha, Nebr.
Richard G. Lugar
Mayor, Indianapolis, Ind.

Richard W. Velde (ex officio)
Associate Administrator
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration
Washington, D.C.
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Edward M. Davis
Chief o( Ponce
Los Angeles Police Dcpa.rtment.

Vkc CbairntIln
1)ale Carson
Sheriff\ Jacksonville, Fhl.
Arthur L, Alarcon
Judge, Superior Court
Los Angeles, Canf.
George A. Bowman, Jr.

County Judge, Children's Court Center
MlIwaukee, ~i&.
WilUntn Cahn
District Attorney of Nnssnu County

Mineola. N.Y.
Benjamill. O. Duvis, Jr.
AssjstuJlt Secretary for Satety und
Consumer Affairs
Departlllertt of Transportation
Washington, P,C.

Don R. Deming

Chict of Police, Winnetka, 111,

Alfred S. Breolano
. .
Director, College of American PathologIsts
Washington, D.C.

Courts Task Force

Chairman

David Hanes
.
.
Attorney, Wilmer, Cutler, & Plckenng
Washington, D.C.

Daniel J. Meador
Professor of Law
University of Virginia
Charlottesville, Va.

Clarence M. Kelley
Chief, Kansas Police Department
Kansas City, Mo.

Vice. Chairman

David B. Kelly
.
Superintendent, New Jersey State Pollee
West Trenton, N.J.

Stanley C. Van Ness
Public Defender
State of New Jersey
Trenton, N.J.

Charles Kingston
Professor of Criminalistics
John Jay College of Criminal Justice
New York, N.Y.

Arthur Azevedo, Jr.
California State Assembly
Office of Assemblyman Bill Bagley
Sacramento, Calif.

Donald Manson
.
Policy Analyst, Center for Policy AnalysIs
National League of Cities, Washington, D.C.

William O. Bittman
Attorney, Hogan and Hartson, Washington, D.C.
William L. Cahalan
WaYJ1e County Prosecuting Attorney
Detroit. Mich.

John R. Skryock
Chief, Kettering Police Department
Kettering, Ohio
J osepb White
Executive Director
Ohio Law Enforcement Planning Agency
Columbus, Ohio
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B. J. George
Professor of Law
Wayne State University Law School
Detroit, Mich.
Edward B. McConnell
Administrative Director of the Courts
Trenton, N.J.
Tim Murphy
Judge, Superior Court,
District of Columbia
Frank A. Orlando
Presiding Judge, Juvenile Court
of Broward County,
Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
G. Nicholas Pijoan
Director, Division of Criminal Justice
Denver, Colo.
Donald E. Santarelli
Associate Deputy Attorney General
Department of Justice, Washington, D.C.

John C. Danforth
Attorney General of Missouri
Jefferson City, Mo.

William M. Slaughter
Litton Industries, Inc.
Beverly Hills, Calif.

William H. Erickson
Justice, Supreme Court of Colorado
Deriver, Colo.

George A. Van Hoomissen
Dean, National CoUege of District Attorneys
University of Houston. Tex.
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Oliver 1. Keller, Jr.
Director, Division ofYouthSernces
TalIanassee. Fla.

Judge Joe Fra.der 13ro,:,",n.
.
.
Executive Director! Cnmlnal Justice CouncIl
Auntitl t Tex.

George G. Killinger .
.
Director, Institute of Contemporary Corrections
and Behavioral Sciences
Huntsville, Tex.

Fred Allenbrand
Sbedff. Johnson County
Olatbe, Kfinlh

William G. Nagel
Director, The American Foundation, Inc.
Philadelphia; Pa.

Normnn A. Carigon

Rita O'Grady
Director, Family Court Center
Toledo, Ohio

Dltectoff O,S. Buteau of Prisons
Washinglon, D.C.
Hllberl M. Clements

Assistant Dlrector, South Carolina
Department of Corrections
Columbia, S.C.

Robertft .Dom
ProBrnm Specialist.

,
lAlw Enfor<:emcl1t Assistance Administratton

WllshinglOJ'l. D.C.

Edith Flynn
Assoclnte Prorcssor~ University ot lllinois
Urbanu, Itt
EdtJj~

Burrlson
Director, pfe.. trial Intervention Project
Unltimore, Md.

Druce Johnson

Cbnirmnt1, Donrd of Prison Terms and Paroles
Olympin, Wash.
t.!lnce Jones

lDlstrlct Attorney
lSheboygnn County, Wis.

Sanger B. Powers
Administrator, Division of Corrections
Madison, Wis.
Peter Preiser
State Director of Probation
Albany; N.Y.
Rosemary C. Sard.
Professor, National Assessment Study of Correc~
tional Programs for Juvenile and Youthful Offenders
Ann Arbor, Mich.
. Saleem A. Shah
Chief, Center for Studies of Crime and Delinquency,
National Institute. of Mental Health
R'ockville, Md.
John A. Wallace
Director, Office of Probation for the
Courts of New York City
New York, N.Y.
Martha Wheeler
President-Designate, American Correctional Association
Ohio Reformatory for Women
Marysville, Ohio

Community Crime Prevention Task Force
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Henry Mascarello
Executive Director, Massachusetts Correctional Association
Boston, Mass.

Jack Michie
Director, Division of Vocational Education
Lansing, Mich.

Harry L. McFarlane
Manager of Security, J.C. Penney Company, Inc.
New York, N.Y.

Martha Bachman
Hockessin, Del.

Dorothy Miller
President, Scientific Analysis Corporation
San Francisco, Calif.

Ronald Brown
General Counsel, National Urban League
New York, N.Y.

Arthur Mutter
Director, Community Child Psychiatric Services
Newton Center, Mass.

Paul D'Amore
Vice President for Business & Finance, Marquette
University
Milwaukee, Wis.

Earl Pippen
Executive Director, Alabama Consumer Finance Association
.
Montgomery, Ala.

Adrian G. Duplantier
State Senator, Orleans Parish
New Orleans, La.

Arnold Rosenfeld
Executive Director, Governor's Committee on
Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice.
Boston, Mass.

Carl V. Goodin
Chief of Police, Cincinnati, Ohio
Mamie Harvey
Youth Services Administration
New York, N.Y.
Richard A. Hernandez
Los Angeles, Calif.
Gary Hill
U.S. Jaycees, Lincoln, Nebr.
Eugene Kelley
Sec;urity Manager, Bendix Corporation
Ann Arbor, Mich.
Oliver Lofton
President, Priorities Investment Corporation
Newark, N.J.
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Ivan Scheier
National Information Center on Volunteers in
Courts
Boulder, Colo.
Paul Slater
National Association of Manufacturers
New York, N.Y.
Stanley B. Thomas
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Youth and Student
Affairs
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
Washingt.on, D.C.
Ruby Yaryan
Staff Director, Interdepartmental Council to Coordinate AU Fed~raI Juvenile Delinquency Programs
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration
Washington, D.C.
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Chulrman
Jerry V. Willlon
ChlcC~ Ml!tn.Jpolltan. Police Department
Wn5PitJgton, D.C.

OeotgeBClck
!j{:puty Chicf

L<m Ang.e\es Police Department

Herbert J.~. Cain, Jr.
Judge, CoUrt Common Pleas
Philadelphin, pa.

or

Ocmld M. Cnpluli
Pmfes5,or, College of Law, Arizonu State University
Tempe; Ariz..

Gadsden
Civil fRights Division, Dep:utmcnt of Justice

l'homn~

WClSblnglon, D.C.

Bdwtlrd A. Huiles

Bxel:utivc

Director. Opportunities Industrialization

Center
Wll'$hington. D.C.

Maynard H. Jackson
Vice Mayor
Atlanta, Ga.
Wayne A. Kranig
Chief, Law Enforcement Division
California Office of Emergency Services
Sacramento, Calif.
Robert E. Levitt
Majority Floor Leader, House of Representatives
Canton, Ohio
Norval Morris
])irector, Center for Studies in Criminal Justice
School of Law
'University of Chicago
Chicago, TIl.
Eugene J. Quindlen
Assistant Director for Government Preparedness
Executive Office of the President
Washington, D.C.
William A. Rusher
Publisher, National Rev';e'W
New York, N.Y.

Cummunity Involvement Advisory Task Force
Chairman
George B. Peters
President, Aurora Metal Company
Aurora, TIL
Victor Henderson Ashe II
Knoxville, Tenn.
Sidn,ey H. Cates III
Deputy Chief for Administration, Department of Police
New Orleans, La.
Patricia Costello
Northshore Youth Counselling Service
Milwaukee, Wis.
Sa,rah Jane Cunningham
Attorney, Cunningham and Clark
McCook, Nebr.
Ep hram Gomberg
Executive Vice President, Citizens Crime Commission
Philladelphia, Pa.
Benjamin F. Holman
Dinector, Community Relations Service, Department
of Justice
Was:hington, D.C.
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Wayne Hopkins
Chamber of Commerce of the United States
Washington, D.C.
Kenneth B. Hoyt
Director, Specialty Oriented Student Research Program
University of Me.ryland
College Park, Md.
Steve E. Littlejohn
Harvard College
Cambridge, Mass.
Margaret Moore Post
Indianapolis News
Indianapolis, Ind.
Gary Robinson
Assistant Secretary, Executive Office of Human
Services
Boston, Mass.
Edward J. Stack
Sheriff, Broward ,County
Fort Lauderdale, Fia.
William H. Wilcox
Secretary, Department of Community Affairs
Harrisburg, Pa.
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.Frank Lloyd

•.
Director, Medical Services. Methodtst HospItal
IndianapoUs, Ind.

Bruce Manm.
.
SterlIbg 1ohtUon.
. . . C' I'
execuUve Director, New York City em! amp runt Project Director, Regional Institute for CorrectlOns
Review Board
Administrative Study
NewYotk'. N.Y.
Boulder. Colo.

'Kenneth niebn
A~idat1t

DI$triet Attorney, Uucb County

Quakertown. Pit,
V. C. Ch(t$ten
City. Calif.

J)~lly

Jm.HuJlt)\) Oenscll",Oerbcr

EXoC~utiye Director,. Odyssey House
New Yod'i N.Y,

Jeffrey DonCeld
Antsinnt Director. Special Action Office for
DrogAbuse
Wn~hington. D,C.
Robert L. l)upont
..
.
Dit\!ctol', Narcotics Treatment Admmlstratlon
Dilltriet or Columbl11
AUjU\OlUie$

Atlmin18irntive Assistant. Eli Lilty and Company
IndiJl.tluPQlis, Ind.

Bernard Moldow
Judge\ New York City Crirrunai Court

New Yor~ N.Y.

Education, Training, and Manpower
Development Advisory Task Force
Chairman
Lee P. Brown
Director of the Law Enforcement Programs
Portland State University
Portland, Oreg.
Morris W. H. Collins, Jr.
Director, Institute of Government, University of
Georgia
Athens, Ga.

Willi.u,rn M. Tendy
Assistant Director, New York Organized Crime
TaskForce
White Plains, N.Y,

Jay Edelson
Social Science Research Analyst, U.S. Department
of Labor
Washington, D.C.

W. Elwyn Turner
Director of Public Health, County of Santa Clara

Donald E. Fish
Bureau Chief, Department of Community Affairs
Police Standards Board
Tallahassee, Fla.

San Jos~, Calif.
I. Thomas Ungerleider
Assistant Professor of Psychiatry, UCLA
Los Angeles, Calif.

Yarns M. Wocbok
Assistant District Attorney
Philadelphia, Pa.

Ernest Friesen
Executive Director, Institute for Court Management
University of Denver Law Center
Denver, Colo.

Conrad F. Joyner
College of Liberal Arts, Dept. of Government
University of Arizona
Tucson, Ariz.
Charles V. Matthews
Director, Center for the Study of Crime, Delinquel1CY and Corrections, SouUlem llIinois University
Carbondale, nL
Frederick Miller
Executive Director, Opportunity Industrialization
Center Institute
Philadelphia, Pa.
Gordon Misner
Director, Administration of Justice Program
University of Missouri
St. Louis, Mo.
Richard A. Myren
Dean, School of Criminal Justice
State University of New York
Albany, N.Y.

John B. Rotis
Inspector, FBI Academy
Quantico, Va.

James P. Quinn
Indianapolis, Ind.

John Irving
Dean, Law School, Seton Rall University
Newark, N.J.

Alfred F. Smode
Executive Scientist) Dunlap and Associates, Inc.
Darien, Conn.
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James A. McCafferty
Assistant Chief, Division o:f Information Systems
Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts
Washington, D.C.

Co}olld lcibn R,PlilllUI
Virccto.f, Micbigan Suue Police
E(tJlt ui1liiag, Mich.

C, J, neddome

A.s!li.tluu~t Chief. Administrative: Division

Vincent O'Leary
Professor of Criminal Justice
State University of New York
Albany, N.Y.

" Adr.'<Jnn Department ofPubHc Safety
. . , Phoenix. Ariz.
GI:t'uld U.Fox
City Manng:er
Wichitt~F'llll!1.
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Justicc. LEAA
Wnshingt011 r D,C.
St;oH W. Hovey. Jr.
Dire-ceoI.'. Bureau of Services
St. L(mi~ Police Deportment
St. Louis. Mo.
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Wilfred W. Nuernberger
Judge, Separate Juvenile Court
Lincoln, Nebr.
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Gary Abrecht
Washington, D.C.
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Larry P. Polansky
Chief Deputy Court Administrator, Court of Common Pleas

fl

Philudelphia, Pa.
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Donald R. Roderick
Inspector, Uniform Crime Report.,
National Crime Information Center, FBI
Washington, D.C.
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Mary Ellen Abrecht
Washington, D.C .
Robert C. Arneson
Director, Law Enforcement Planning Commission
Boise, Idaho
Allen F. Breed
Director, Department of Youth Authority
State of California
Sacramento, Calif.
William S. Fort
Judge, Court of Appeals
Salem, Oreg.
Sanford Fox
Director, Center for Corrections and the Law
Boston College Law School
Boston, Mass.
Robert J. Gemignani
Co,mmissioner, Youth Development and Delinquency Prevention Administration, Department. of
Health, Education & Welfare
Washington, D.C.

Thomas N. Gilmore
Senior Research Analyst, Wharton School of Fi~
nance and Commerce, University of PennsylvaIlia
Philadelphia, Pa.
William H. Hansen
Chief of Police
Sioux City, Iowa
Milton. Luger
Director, Division for Youth
New York State Youth Commission
Albany, N.Y.
James E. Miller
Director, Juvenile Delinquency
Indiana Criminal Justice Planning Agency
Indianapolis, Ind.
1

Wayne R. Mucci
Director, Institute and Facilities Specialities
for ChildreIU
New York, N.Y.
Paul Nejeliski
Project Director, Jl\venile Justice Standards Project
Institute of Judicial Administration
New York, N.Y.
Margaret K. Rosenheim
Professor, School of Social Service Administration
University ()f Chicago
Chicago, Ill.
Stanton L. Young
Oklahoma City, Okla.
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Research and Development
Advisory Task Force

Joseph D. Nicol
University of Illinois
,Chicago, Ill.

Chainnan

DaHin H, Oaks
President, Brigham Young University
Provo, Utah

Boston. Mass.

C~irtffam

~rnnllh:M~(.

John F. Keboe, Jr.
Commissioner oiPublic Safety

H. Johfmm

Sp~,ml As~ht3lH to t}Jc: Prt$ident. Thc' White House
Wi,t~biu,(o:n.

DC

At\r(m M. Kobn
Mllnaging Director, Metropolitan Crime Commission
New Orleans, La.

Peter J. McQuillan
Judge, New York City Criminal Court
Flushing, N.Y.

William Lucas
Sheriff. Wayn~ County
Detroit, Micb.

Peter B. Bensinger
Director, Department of Corrections
Springfield, Ill.
J:

John J. McCoy
Chief Deputy, Riverside Sheriff's Department

Riverside, Calif.
William J. Scott

Attorney General of minois
Springfield, rUt

Millon U. Clauser
Provo!;t, Naval Postgraduate School
Monterey, Cam.
Phillip Lacey
Houston, Tex.

Frank J. Remington
Professor, School of Law
University of Wisconsin
Madison, Wis.
Henry Ruth
Director, Mayor Lindsay's Criminal Justice Coordinating Council
New York, N.Y.
Bernard A. Schreiver
Schreiver & McKee Associates, Inc.
Washington, D.C.

Peter P. Lejins
Director, Institute of Criminal Justice and Criminology
University of Maryland
College Park, Md.

Daniel L. Skoler
Staff Director, Commission on Correctional Facilities
and Services, American :;:flr Association
Washington, D.C.

Evelyn Murphy
Consultant on Social and Economic Policies
Programs and Research Methods
Watertown, Mass.

Paul M. Whisemand
Professor, Department of Criminology
California State College
Long Beach, Calif.
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Youth authority, race distribution:
365
California Youth Authority: 365
Camera v. Munfdpal Court of the
City and County of San Francisco:
39
Chic;tgo. Ill.
Cook County drus abuse p,ogram:
Federal probation office paraprofessionals: 329
Illinois drug abuse program: 87, 88
Children's Bureau, U.S.: 323, 552
Citations in Lieu of Arrest: 107, Hi!},
116, 117
Civil Liberties
Due process requirements
CommunitY-based programs: 548
Disciplinary hearings: 53
Juvenile prOl.:eedings: 250, 253
Parole grant hearings; 402
See olso Constitution, U.S" Rights
of Offenders.
Classification of Offenders
Committee for. 206, 287
Community input: 205
Contributions or: 201-202
Cro$S-clllSSification: 208, 210
Development of: 197-198
Jomnte management and: 21'3, 214
Management and: 202-204, 213.
214
Nc."ed Cor comprehensive system:
200, .201
Problems 0(; 199-201
procedures Cor: 205-210
Reception-diagnostic centers: 206,
207
Risk am!! 203-204
System for: 210-213
Teams for. 207
Typologies: 204, 205
Uniformity; 207. 208
Uses of: 204, 205
Coffin v. Rt:lc/rard: 19
CoUege.fields Program (New Jersey):

232Colotndo: 233, 495
Q)mmitment of Offenders, Legislation
on: 581. S81
.
Community-BnsedCQrrections Programs
Ailemaiives to confinement
Development of plans for. 237239
Programs: 232, 233
Centers
lobi!.:e ~rv~es; adult: 282-286.

296-291
Prerelease {rom State institutions
nnd:

un

Sentices for persons awaiting
trial: 286
Services for sentenced offenders:
20,287
Short-term confinement of parole
violators: 287
Citizen responsibility for: 227-228
Community involvement in direct
services role: 230
History of: 225
Policy role: 227-229
Priority action: 599-600
Reform role: 229-230
Correctional codes and: 546-5~8
Correctional system IUId; 231, 232
Court intake services and: 282
Definition: 222, 233
Deterrent action of: 224, 225
Diversion programs: 79
Education and: 226
Ethnic pl'Ograms and: 235, 236
Goals: 287, 288
Group homes: 232, 233
Inmate involvement in: 244-246
Local resources
Organization of aid to offenders:
240, 241
Statutory authorization of use:
548
Use of: 597
Manpower needs: 465
Mental heahh centers: 91
Planoing for: 289-290
Programs: 232-236, 287-288
Services for inmates of local insti·
tutions: 287
Services for parolees: 430-433
Significance: 222, 223
SOI.:ial service agencies and: 225, 226
-Statutory framework for: 546, 548,
585, 586
Community Mental Health Centers: 91
Comprehensive Youth Service Delivery Systems: 78, 79
Computers, See Information Systems.
Connecticut: 92, 292. 440
Consent Decrees: 25,5, 256
Constitution, U,S.
Cruel and unusual punishment: 356
Eighth ame~dment: 356
First amendment responsibilities of
correctional employees: 60
First amendment rights of offendl:rs
Courts and; 60, 61, 64
'
Definition: 58, 64
Limitations on: 58, 59
Religious beliefs and practices:
63-65
See also Civil Liberties, Rights of
Offenders.
COlltemporary fails of the United
Stales: An Unknown alld Neglected
Area of American Juslice (Mattick):
107
Contraband, SelU'ches fQr: 39, 66, 67
Convictions: 74. 592, 593

Cook County State's Attomey's Program for the Prevention of Drug
Abuse: 88-89
Corporal PUnishment, Ban on: 31, 32
Corrections (General)
Additional funding for: 13, 601
Agent for change: 231
Career image: 466, 467
Codes
Definition: 534
Discretionary decisiuns and: 539~
543
Goals of: 535
Instruments of power: 536
Personnel requirements: 537, 538
Priority status of: 601-602
Community ambivalenc1e towards:
13-14
Courts and: 9-10, 19":20
Criminal justice system and: 5, 6
Definition: 2
Evaluation
Information systems and: 500
Measurements of SUCCI!SS: 513,
514, 528~530
Statistics and: 504
Research contributions to: 497498, 508-510, 514-516
Expenditures for: 601
Fragmentation of system: 10, 11,
439-440, 444-445
Intern programs: 492-493
Juvenile system, reform of: 2, 10-13
Knowledge base, need for: 13, 14,
415, 416, 503
Local funding for: 601
Local responsibility for: 439-441
Overuse of: 11, 12
Philosophy: 606
Police and: 6-8
Power, defining and controlling:
539-543
Pretrial detainees, responsibility for:
3
Purposes: 3-4, 44, 224, 535
Reform of System
Commitment to: 605-606
Legislative and public demands
for: 445
Support for: 600
Role of: 1-4
Shift (0 community-based programs;
597-598
Standards for: 4-5
Statistics
Base eXIX!ctancies: 504-505
Decisionmaking aid: 505-506
Instruments: 506
Projection of trenri5: 505
Statisticians: 506-507
Us,es of: 415-416, 503-504
Workload de!.crmination: 505
Correctional Employees
Advancement: 483
Attitudes towards jobs: 482-483
Career image: 467
CommitiR<:nt to reform: 60~05

Distribution of: 465
Education
Finnncial assistance for: 468, 469
Improved programs: 467
.LEEP programs: 46,
Needs: 415
Generation of public COnCem for
corrections: 403-205, 242-243
History: 464
Intern programs: 492-493
Issues for: 465-466
Part-time employees: 473
Planning: 362
Purchase of services: 469
Race distribution among: .474
Recruitment
Ex-offenders: 466
Isolation and: 4&3-464
Minority programs: 465-466,
474-475
State plans for: 471.4·)
Women: 466
Youth: 466
Reform of corrections and: 602
Relations with inmates: 56
Respect for rights of offenders: 71
Retention of staff: 482-484, 563-564
Salaries: 483, 602
Staff development: 71, 468-469,
494-495
State aid in recruitment and staff
development: 599
Stale legislature's role in insuring
. qualified personnel: 537-539
Team assignments: 322, 409, 483
Use in community-based programs:
487
Workloads: 483
See also Parole; Probation.
Correctional Institutions, Local
Administration by custodial convenience: 276-277
Construction guidelines: 107
Construction of new f[icilities: .Iot
Definition: 274
Evaluation and planning: 308-310
Federal use of: 603
History: 273-274
I
Inmate control over inmates: 276277
Internal policies: 302-303
Jail release progntm: 306-307
Network plan: 282, 289-290
Number of: 274
Physical danger to inmates: 276277
Population: 275
Programing and: 304-305
Regional: 281-282
Stair: 276, 300-301
Stale inspectinn: 294-295
Sta'te opertltion and control; 292293
State standards for (chart): 278-279
See ol!io Community-Based Corrections Programs; Correctional Employees; Correctional Institutions,
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Maj()f;

Juveniles;

Senlenc.es;

Women.
c;A')ftcClioJ1:tt lontitutiQrnl, Major
Accredilution of: (i,04
Alternalives to~ f I
(knoHion: :l41
Drug ;lbu~e in: 3n-315
fiaj)ure of: 591
Future
Adult: 349-350
f}esigm 353
Juvenile: 350-352
L()<:l1tion: 354
Sil,¢: 355

HiMory:

341~343

Jutliclld vIsits to; 115~!76
Manpt1wer problems' 464-465
Mllxlmum sccurity f~jlitjcs: 343,
344
Medium Ilecuril)l center$~ 344, 345
Minimum Kt:Cllrity centCf5: 345
Modiflcl'wlI} ot existing Institutions:

360-301

Morlltorium on: 351-358, 597
Penitentlurles: 342
PhlOnillS neW institutions: 353-355
Population
Addicl5! 373
Minority groups! 365
()q;nn!:t,eu crime nnd: 375-377
Psychilltrie trcatment Cor:
374,376
Racltll distribution: 465
Reealeltrnnt offenders: 374-376
S~ch\l ()ffen.dm: 373-377
Women: 346,378-380
Progrllm~

Counseling! 386-387
EducntlOllll1 nnd vocational
trllining: 368-373
Prison industriCl!: 381-388,

583-584,548-,549

ReeCQlllton: 3S3-384
Proliferation of in United Stntes: 1
l'ro!cclion of Inmales in: 32-33
Ri\i:inl connlet among $hlf(: 465
RccII\cll!,l\ot offenders: n4-376
RecidIvism. rMell: 1, 75
Sellfctxntlont 41...42
Sl'ICinl environment of
Comnmnhy pnrttclpntion: 362.

365

De~lalonll\ttkh)8 and: 36"2, 363
Oonl~:

364

Innltl\e Identity nnd~ 362

tnmllte privilege:! and: 362,363

MinQrlty I.UOllp problems: 362.

365

OJ'l¢n l;ommuniclltiQm5Q2
Security (It fneIHI), nml: 362-366
Stuff reIn dons wl~h inmates! 56
Slill! .r-e$pc.m~biHtie$ tinder 1st
illS(}

C(lll\tnunity~BasQd

Correc-

tions Prol!rnms; Correctional Em-

1'11t.l}'~$;
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CQrtCcHonlll lnslittltions.

Mentally ill: 90, 91
Programs
Administrative authorization: 92
Alcoholics: 85, 87
Community-based programs: 79
Court-based: 82-83
Drug abuse: 87-90
House detention programs: 93
Legislative authorization for: 92
Los Angeles: 78
Meiltally ill: 90-91
Police programs: 79-82
Ramifications of: 93, 94
Schools: 78
Youth services bureau: 79
Youth Services Delivery Systems:
78-79
Drug Abuse
Decriminalization of: 12, 596
Diversion programs: 87-90
Major instit!ltions: 373-375
Drunkenness. See Alcoholics.
Due Process of Law. See Civil
Liberties; Rights of Offenders.

E

o
Dangerous Offenders. See Sentences.
Day top Village (New York, N.Y.); 89
Death Penalty: 152, 568
Death Statute, Civil: 549
Declaratioll of Principles (American
Prison Association): 4, 17
Delnwnre: 292, 440
Delinquency, St'e Juveniles.
Dependent Children: 257
Detention. See Juvenile.s; Pretrial DeI.ention.
Deterrence: 224, 535
Dctoxific.ation Centers. See Alcoholics.
Detroit, Mich.: 232
Discovery of the Asylum (Rothman):
107
DiscretionarY Decisions
Community-based programs:
546-549
Police hnndling of juveniles: 249,
250
Stntulory control of: 539-543
Discrimination. See Minority Groups.
DisPQsitional Hearings. See Juveniles.
District o( Columbia. Set! Washington,
D.C.
Diversion
Alternative to criminalization~ 95
Arguments for! 75-77
Community correctional centers:

282,286

nmendmel'lt! 60
'l)'peilt 343-.349

Srt

Local; Juveniles; Sentencing;
Women.
Council on Social Work Education:
318
Counseling: 259, 385, 386
Courts
Criminal justice system role: 19-20
Decisions on corrections questions:
18
Diversion programs: 82-84
Relation to corrections system: 8
Covington v. Harris: 174
Creek v. Slone: 44
Criminal Code. Revision of: 11,551
Criminal Justice System (General)
Cooperation in: 10
Corrections as part of: ,5
Education
Curriculum: 467, 468
SWte plans for: 490, 491
Cross-classification. See Classification
of Offenders
Crossroads. See Project Crossroads.
Cruel and Unusual Punishment. See
Constitution, U.S.
Custody. Overemphasis on: 12

Criteria! 95-96
Definition: 73
Juveniles: 266-268
Latk (if tn Federal courts: 603

Eastern State Penitentiary (Philadelphia, Pa.): 342
Education
Contribution to community-based
corrections: 226
Programs to bridge community and
corrections institutions: 235
See also Correctional Employees.
Elmira, N,Y., Reformatory: 347, 391
Elmore, See III re Elmore.
Employee-Management Relations. See
Labor Relations.
Essexfields Nonresidential Program
(Newark, New Jersey): 232
Ethnic Programs. See Minority
Groups.
Evaluation. See Corrections (General).
Ex-Offenders
Employment of in corrections: 466.
478-479,599
Government r.estrictions on: 47
Restoration of civil rights: 46, 47
Restrictions on in employment: 46,
47,549
Ex parte flull: 24

F
Family courts. See Juveniies.
Fam.ily Life Counseling Program
(Hannepin County, Minn.): 235
Federal. Government
Criminal Code revision: 11, ,55l
Correctional System
Fragmentation of: 602
Improvement of: 602-603

Juveniles in: 603
Model for States: 603
Responsibility in corrections: 441
Support for correctional reform:
600-601
Fines: 162-163, 570
Florida: 348-349
Foster Homes. See Juveniles.
Fricot, Calif., Ranch Project: 75-76
Furloughs: 68

G
Gault. See III re Gault.
Georgia: 282
GeselJ, Gerhard: 67-68
Glaser, Daniel: 277, 400, 416
Goldberg v. Kelley: 52
Gore v. United States: 166
Grievance Procedures. See Rights of
Offenders.
Griggs v. Duke Power CompallY: 472
Group Homes. See Juveniles.
"Guidelines for Planning and Design
of Regional Community Corrections Centers for Adults": 233
Guilty Pleas: 168-169

H
Habitual Offender Laws: 156
Halfway Houses: 570
Heroin, etc. See Drug Abuse.
Highfields Program: 232
Hill, Harland: 499, 500
flolt v, Sarver: 44-45, 356
HoneywelJ, Inc.: 235
Hbuse Detention: 93
Houston, Tex.: 91
Hull. See Ex parte Hull.
fly land v. Procunier: 412
Hyser v. Reed: 405

Idaho: 276,546
IDAP. See Illinois, Drug abuse.
Illinois
Corrections code: 550-551
Drug abuse program: 87-88
Employment of offenders and exoffenders in corrections: 478
Jail survey: 275
Juvenile detention time limit: 260
Ten percent cash bond: 109-110
Vienna State penitentiary: 345
W'neaton crisis intervention
program for youth: 91
Incompetency. See Mentally III.
Information Systems
Design characteristics of: 523-524
Evaluationary tool: 500
Implementation problems: 502-503
Management aid: 499-500

Requirements for: 500-502
State level
Organization of: 519-520
Staff for: 521-522
Statistical-analytical relationships in:
501-502
Technology of: 502
Injunctions: 70
III Ie Elmore: 44
III re Gault: 92, 250, 253, 256-257,
574
1/1 re Tucker: 27
Institute for the Study of Crime and
Delinquency (Sacramento, Calif.):
233
Interstate Compacts: 566

J
Jackson v. Illdiana: 19, 130, 131, 431
J ails. See Correctional Institutions
Local; Correctional Institutions, Ma~
jor.
lohllson v. Avery: 27
Joint Commission on Correctional
Manpower and Training
Employee attitude survey: 482-483
Employee education and training
needE 415
.
Employment of ex-offenders: 478479
Manpower study: 463
Probation career ladders: 329
Recruitment of youth for corrections careers: 466
Staff development programs, lack
of: 468-469
JOlles v. Wittellberg: 134
"Jump rate."·See Bail.
Junior Chamber of Commerce: 61
Juries: 148
Juveniles
Adjudicatory he.arings for: 248
Adjustment of: 248, 254
Aftercare: 391, 407
Constitutional rights: 256-257
Courts
Ages of persons handled: 250
Concurrent jurisdiction: 250
Definition: 248
Due process and: 250
Formal proceedings, criteria for:
257
Intake process: 251
Legislative guide: 552
Proceedings: 250
Proposed uniform act: 551
Prosecutor's role: 252
St. Louis house detention program: 93
Defective delinquents: 19
Delinquency
Arrests for: 247
Cases handled in court: 250
Definition: 248

Middle and upper incomo groups:
247
Petitions: 248
Detention of
Criteria for: 259
Definition: 248
Hearings for: 260
Jails and: 258, 267
Statutory framework for: 573-575
Use of existing facilities: 261-262
Detention facilities for
Citizen advisory boards: 262
Community relations and: 261
Costs of: 262
Environmental impact: 262
History of: 347-348
Inspection of: 262-263
Location: 260-26J
Physical characteristics of:
261-262
Planning: 269-270
Programs: 258-259
Staff: 258
Statistics on: 251-258
Time limit on: 260
Disposition of cases, statutory
framework for: 573-575
Dispositional hearings: 248
Diversion of: 266-268
Family courts: 552
Federal institutions and: 603
Foster homes: 232, 233
Georgia regional detention center:
282
Group homes: 232, 233
Informal services for
Consent decrees: 255
Definition: 254
Probation: 255
Rights and: 256, 257
Intake
Childrens' Bureau standards: 327
Police role: 327
Probation officer role: 326-327
Staff: 263
Staff planning: 271-272
Staff role: 251-252
Justice process: 249-250, 253-254
Legislative guide: 552
Nondelinquent children: 252-253
257-258
'
Nonresidential programs: 232
Parole: 408
Screening of: 252

K
Kangaroo Courts: 277
Kent v. United States: 574
Kobrin, Solomon: 225

L
Labor Department, U.S.: 84-85, 411
Labor' R!l!lltions
Collective bargaining laws: 453
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TI11ining profeM/onal managers~
4$$-456
See also Corrections (General);
Correctional Employees; Correctional In~titutiOM;PatoJe; Proba-

MisdemellJlanlll: 335..:337
Mississippi; 235
Missouri: 86, 93
Model Act for the Annulment of a
Conviction for Crime: 521
Model Penal Code (American Law
Institute): 9, 138, 189, 511-512,
549-550
Model Rules of Juvenile C()urts: .247
Model Sentencing Act! 188, 189, 550
Model State Administrative Procedure
Act: 541, 551
MorgllJltown, N. C., Correctional Center: 347
Morrissey v. Brewer: 52, 160, 192,
406,426.589
Murray v. Page: 405

tion,

Sud! Irrurfil1' [und$: 4!fS
':Iupport fur (;()rr~dOllll1 rc{oml:
MJO.·6()t

J4!",Il, Mfirtll1 A

PhilO!ophy oC: 45z-453
PJlIJlnin.g
lrl1tiation of: 4'7-458
Role of ptllJlner. 447
Staff need$: 469-470
State r~po!15ibility for. 470
Total lysteln approach: 289-291,
598-599
Problenu of; 440-44 t

Manhattan Bail Bond Project: 109,

3211
Manhnlilln Bowery Project: 87
Manhattan Court Employmeilt Project: 289
MIlnhattan Summons Project: 117.
120, 121
Manpower Oevelopment Assistance
llrogrllm: 493
Marcl!Y v, lIarrfs: 130
Mas$l'lchiltellll: 235, 465
Malter of Savoy: 44
Mitttlck, Hans: 34,275, 276, 279
Mt.'lIlpa v. nlwr: 160, 193,405,579

M t.'rlCCftiIlO Y. O.rwald; 402
MentallY 1II
Communily diven;ion centers: 91-92
])jvcOlion of: 90, 91
Diversion programs for: 91-92
P.mergency disposition of: 91
Exclusion from corrections system:
90-91, 596
incompetency to stand trial: 129133
Major institutlon$ and: 374-376
Merrill Palmer Institute (Detroit,
Mich.): 232, 233
MlcbigM'
Probation P!Qgron15! 312-313, 315
Minucsottl .
Aug$burg College "co-lellrner" prosnlm:13$
{,roupbomes fOr children: 233
H~nncpln County counseling program: 235
P~entel\l!e report disclosure: 577
Mitlt'lrily Groups
Elhrneprogrnllls, contributions to
communityinstituttons: 235-236
OVcfrcprescntfllicln ill 'l?tison popu)IUi01U! 465-466
'R~'t!!!.r!l.. nt of! 46.5-466 • .599
RIgh.t t¢ nOildiscrlmlnlltOry treat-

rnenlt 41-42in Need of ~>upervision
tM1NS}! 2.$2
Mn~S, Stt!' Minors in Need oC Supc;r-
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N
Narcotics. See Drug Abuse.
Nason v. Superintendent of Bridgewater State Hospital: 44
National Association of Social Worken;: 318
National Center for Voluntary Action:
230
National Clearinghouse for Correctional Programming and Architecture: 107
National Clearinghouse for Criminal
Justice PIllJlning and Architecture:
277, 278, 282
National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws: 551
Nalional Council on Crime and Delinquency
Alternatives to imprisonment: 231,
232
Jailpopu!ations: 274
Jail survey: 276
Guide {or Juvenile Court Judges:
327
Model Acts: 9, 550
Presentencing reports: 323
Sentencing: 142
National Information Center on Volunteers in Courts: 230
National Institute of Corrections
Staff Development: 469
Training resource: 603
Potential functions: 603-604
National Institute of Mental Health:
91, 92. 320
National Probation lIJld Parole Asso.dntion: 317
National Sheriffs' Association: 301
National Uniform parole Reports System; 4iS-416
Nebraska: 276, 551
Nebraska probation .Administration
Act:. 551
New Careers Programs; 47~
Newgate 'Programs: 235
NewHaveJl, Conn.~ 85

New Jersey: 232, 314
Newman 't. Stnle: 36-37
New York City
Day top Village drug abuse program: 89
Manhattan Bowery Project: 87
Manhattan Court Employment Project: 286
Mllnhattan Summons Project: 117
120, 121
'
Police emergency disposition of
mentally ill: 91
Presentence reports: 324-325
New York State
Aubu!? State Penitentiary: 342
Con?lltonal release of prisoners: 391
Elmira Reformatory: 347, 391
Employment of ex-offenden; and
offenden; in corrections: 478
Probation service: 313
Public employee organizations' 453
State aid in probation problems:
315-316
State probation organization: 313
Nixon, Richard M.: 465, 600, 602
Nondelinquent Children. See Juveniles.
North Carolina: 282, 347
North Carolina v. Pearce: 171

o
Oakland, Calif.: 107
Offenden;' Rights. See Rights of Offenders.
Ombudsman: 459
Omnibus Crime Control and Safe
,streets Act: 601
Organization. See Management.
Organized Crime: 155-156. 375-377

p
Pardons: 591
Parole
Authorities
Appeal procedures: 398
Articulation of criteria: 397
Organization: 395-397, 420-421
Boards
Members: 393-394, 398-400
Statutory definition of role: 547548
Caselonds: 409-410
Conditions: 64, 412-413
Grant hearings
Automatic first hearings: 401
Decisions llnd notification: 402
Due process requirements: 402403
.
Hearing examiner model: 403404
Information bll$e: 400

Legislation for: 422-423
Representation by counsel: 403
.Rights of offenders: 400-401
History of: 390, 588
rndeterminate sentencing and' 588
Juveniles: 408
•
Legislation on: .587-590
Organization and Management
Caselond vs. team assignments:
409-410
Cooperation of institutional and
field staffs: 408
Field service organization: 407410, 428-429
Managerial style: 409-410
Reporting system: 415-416
Other forms of release and: 390391
Parolees
Control: 236, 412-413, 433-434
Services to: 410-412
Statistics on: 389
Probability forecasting: 416
Purposes: 393-395
Recidivism and: 75, 415
Residential facilities for: 412
Revocation of
Affect on offender: 589
Community correctional centers'
287
.
Hearings for: 19, 160, 404-407
425-426
'
Legislation on: 588
Staff
Arrest and hold powers: 407
Brokers for services to parolees'
410
.
Education, training needs: 415
Minority representation: 413-414
No need for arms: 413
Recruitn'ient of: 413-414
Requirements: 414-415
Salaries: 413-414
State programs: 435-436
Statistical assistance for: 415-416
Transfer to corrections department·
407
.
Partial Confinement. See Pretrial Detention.
Participatory Management. See Management.
.
Penal Codes
Corrections programs and: 543
Definition: 543
Mandatory sentences and: 545
Maximum sentences and:. 544
Minimum sent.ences and: 545
Priority for action: 601-602
Se~ also Corrections (Genera!),
Codes.
Penitentiaries. See Correctional Institutions, Major.
Pennsylvania: 342, 453
Pflople v. Blankellship: 579

People

't.

Wardell GreclllraveJl: 405

Pen;istent Offenders: 155-156

Pen;onnel. See Correctional Employees: Parole; Probation.
Persons in Need of SUpcrvisiOlt
(PINS): 75, 252
Philadelphia. Pa.
Ca.sh bond program: 110
Pnson system held unconstitutional'

3%

•

ROR program: 109
Violence in jails: 277
Pl~S: See Persons in Need of SuperVISion.
Planning. See Management.
Pleasant Hill, Calif. Youth Serviccs
Bureau: 81-82
Police
C?rrectional system, and: 7
Diversion programs: 79-82
En.lergency programs for mentally
III: 91
Juveniles: 249, 264-265
Li~ison with correctional agencies:
PPBS. See Program Planning and
Budgeting System.
Preplending Investigations: 325
Prerelease Programs: 236. 287
Presentence Reports
A~:~ican Bar Association. on: 185,
Confidentiality of: 325-326
Content: 3.23-326
Disclosure M: 188-189 325-326
"
577
Improvement of: 323-324
Preparation prior to adjudication:
177-178
Requirements for: 184-185
Statutory framework for: 576-577
President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration of
Justice
Education of parole personnel: 415
Probation case loads: 319
Projectio~ of parolee numbers: 389
~ecommendations on· corrections: 4
Rrghts of offenders; 18 :
President's Task Feirce on Prisoner
Rehabilitation: 3, 4, 600, 601
Pretrial Detention
Admission process; 298-299
Alternatives to: 120-122
Decisionmaking procedures for:
123-125
Effect on scntencing: 99-101, 106
Facilities for: 114..:115
Intervention programs: 84·.85
Partial confinement: 121-122
Problems of
Crime on bail: 103
Dctainec's rights; 104, 105
Fragmentation of. responsibility:
102
Money bail: 102
Overcrowding: 104
Trial delays: 104
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RAPS Syi\\CI\l or Ctnssifi¢ntion: '203
Recl\!cltrnJIt OlTendel'!!! 374-376
Rce~pUon n~d ctBs~lfkiltlon C.enters:

2Ql, l48~349
Rtl!ldiv~ln
AS": 1\nd: 1.S1.
Ikttniflrm (If: 513
Federal pri$OI1etslull!: 603
Me.~uterm:nl ,()t: 5t2~1~
Rl1tl';'S
l.,Qtl$ st;liencu ntld: 1 t)

VM)'lnl; prQs.ram~ lifId: 1$-76,
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R<:~ei\reh Md: 497, 512
~:ri\'U'S crlnu:s and~ 148
R~fC~ti()th S!:cRhtht:s, of Offenders,

R«nlitmem.
plol'ee~,

:Rctmtu,

St'tc CQrt'¢tlonat i!t£t-

S~(J COtl'~ti9ns (Oetlt.~l).

Reformatory Movement! 346-347
Regiomilization. o( Corrections: 281282, 565-566
Rehabilitation: 3, 43-4S'
Reintegrottton of Offenders: 3, 223224, 606
Release on Recognizance (ROR)
Appropriateness: 121
Expansion to supervised release:
328
Probation in: 339-340
Programs: t 09
Religion. See Rights ot Offenders.
Research
Data base for: 525-527
Development: 490-497
Management aid: 498-499
Management and staff problems:
517
Nationa1 plan: 531-533
Organization for: 517-518
Policy innovations and: 510-511
Recidivism: 497
Shltisticat analysis: 497
Treatment studies: 76, 198-199,
515-516
Review
Disciplinary procedun.:s; 52
Legislative provisions for: 541-543
Nondisciplinary changes of status:
54, 55
Prctrial release or detentiont 124
Sentences: 177-179
Reynolds v. Untfed Sfates: 64
Rhode Islnnd: 292, 440
Rights of Offenders
Access to courts; 23-24
Access to legal material: 19,29, 30
Access to legal services: 26-28
Access to met1k 67-69
Access to the pUblic: 66-69
Civil liability for violation of: 70,

7l
Code of: 558-560
Correctional employees and: 71
Deelslons affecting: 9
Development of concern for: 1S
DlsciplinatY procedures: 25, 27,51-

53
Family visits: 68, 235
First amendment and: 58-61, 64-65
Fl"ee expression and association:
5&-61
Grievance procedures: 56-57
Healthful surroundings: 34-35
InJunctions and: 70
Mail! 66-68
Medical (:are~ 36-37
:NCCD Model Act: 550
Nondiscriminatory treatment: 41-

420
Peaceful assembly: 58-61
PhYSical dangers: '216-277
Pro,c:~~ion on 596
Rccteation: 34, 35
ReligiOUS PI'3ctiCe: 63-6$
Remedies (QfyiQlations: 70-72
Retention and ~tonttion: 46-47'

I

I
I

t

Right to counsel: 26, 27, 52
Searches: 38-40
Visiting: 66, 68, 235
See also Civil Liberties.
Roberts v. Pepersack: 60
RODEO Parole Project (Los Angeles
Calif.): 4]3
'
ROR. See Release on Recognizance.
ROllse v. Cameron: 44
Royster v. McGinnis: \73

s
Saginaw, Mich.: 295-296
Sa~2:rancisco, Calif.: 91, 109, 318,
Santa Clara, Calif.: 81
Schein, Edgar: 452
Schipani v. New York: 192
Screening; 252
Searches
Court decisions and: 39
DeVices for: 39
Fourth amendment ~nd: 40
In correctional institutions: 38, 39
Inmates and: 38
judicial authority for: 39
Policy for: 38
See v. City of Seattle: 39
Segregation. See Correctional Institutions, Major
Sentences
'
Affect of length: 143
Affect on corrections: 544-546
AIterna tiVl')W to: 150 152 551-553
569-573
"
,
Conditional release: 570
. Councils for; 182-183
Credit for time served: 170-173
Criteria for: ISO, 153
Dangerous offenders: 155-156 157
Effectiveness of: 143-145
'
Equality of: 143-147 ]77-179 598
Fines: 162-163, 57Q'
•
Guilty pleas and: 168-169
Halfway houses: 570
Hearings for
Right to counsel: 193-194
Rig~ts of defendant: 190-192
ImpQsltion of: 195-196
Indeterminate sentences: 151-152'
Institutes: 180-181
Juries and: 148
Jurisdiction of s..:ntencing court:
173-174
LeaSt restrictive alternative' 19-31
Legislation on: 567-568
'
Mandatory: 545-546
Maximum: 150-152 155 157-158
'"
544
Minimum:, 155, 157, 545
Model Sentencing Act: 550
Multiple: 105-167
Nondangerous offenders: 150-155
Parole and, 392-393

Partial confinement and: 551
Townsend v. BUl'kt': 188, 191
Persistent felony offenders: J,55, 157
Treatment. Su Rcscnrch.
Pretrial detention and: ')9-101 106
Trials: 104, 1:38-140
Priority for action: 598'
,
Tucker. Sel! In Tit Tucker.
Probation and: 312
Professional criminllt!;: 155 157
Recidivism and: 76
•
Selected States: 144-145
Sentencing agency: 148-149
Uniform Stflte Laws, Nlltionai ConState legislature role; 143
ference oJ Commissioners: 55J
Unconditional release: 570
Unions.
See Labor Relations.
See also Community-Based COfrecUnited NrHions: 198, 356
t~ons Programs; Parole; Probation.
U.S. v. Al(sbrook: 44
U.S. v, Westoll: 191
St. Joseph Hospital Mid.Houston
Community Health Center <Texas)'
Utah: 232
91
.
St. Louis, Mo.: 86, 93
Sex Offenders: 19, 156
Sigler, Maurice: 20, 156
Solitary Confinement: 30, 32
Vera Institute of JUstice) 87 109 117
120, 121
'
,.,
Staffing. See Correctional Employees'
Parole; Probation.
'
Vermont: 287, 292, 305, 440
Standa~d Act for State Correctional
Victimiwtion Reports: 77. 78
Services: 550
Vienna, Illinois State Penitentiary'
Standard Juvenile and Family Court
345
.
Act; 252, 260
Visits. See Rights of Offenders.
Standa,d Probation and Parole Act:
Vocational Rehabilitation US OfTIce'
550
411
' .•
,
Slale v. Kunz: 326, S77
Volunteers in Cotrections: "42, 243
State Government
32 9, 480-481, 600
Aid in recruitment of corrections
Volunteers of America: 235
personnel: 599
Control OVer corrections; 440
Expenditures for corrections: 601
Legis!atures
Allocating and regulating correctional power: 539-543
Protect~on of offenders' rights:
Wasbington, D.C.: 77, 84, 86\ 89 \04
20-21
275
•
,
Sentencing role: 143
Washing tOil Post 'I. Kleilldiellst: 67,68
Responsibility for corrections: 439Wasbington State: 315, 346, 406
441
Welsh v. Uniteci States: 64
State agency: 560-561
Western Correctional Center (MorganState corret;:tion department act:
town, N.C.); 347
551-55,2
"Western Interstate Commission for'
'St~tkHlhous7 Release Program (SunnyHigher Education; 492
. ,
vale. CabL): 107, 109, 117
Wheaton, Ill.: 91
Sta.tistics. See COITections (General).
White House Special Action Officc for
Stnkes. See Labor Relations.
Drug Abuse Prevention: 90
Strllggle lor Justice (American Friends
Wickersham Commission: 4
Service Committee): 198
Williams v. New York: 191
Summons in Lieu of Arrest: 105 109
Wi{J'OIl v. Kelley; 45
116-117
'
,
Wisconsin: 223, 287, 391. 453
Sunnyvale, Calif.: 107, 109, 117
Wiscollsin v. Yoder: 64
Sweden: 235
Women
Correctional employees: 466 476w
477
'
T
Major institutions: 346, 378-380
Workmall v. Cardwell; 171
De TocqueviHe, Alexis: 273, 344
Work-Releaso Prograins: 234-235
Tate v. Short: 102, 570
286, 287
'
Team Assignments. Sr:e Correctional
Work Stoppages. See' Labor Relations,
Employees.
Work-Study Programs: 467, 492-493
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Youth Crime.

y
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Juveniles.

Youth Development and Del!nc;tuency
Prevention Administration: 77, 79.

Y(illllgtr v. OIlIlUJu: 24; 29
Youtb Co(f«:tiOI1 ~ter~: 346-:348
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Zirpoli, Alphonso J.: lOS
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PHOTOS
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Page j
Visitors leaving a correctional facility.
Plzoto courtesy of South Carolina Department of
Corrections.
Page iv
Inmates at work on a prison farm.
Photo by Danny Lyon. Magnum Photos. Inc.
Page vi

One inmate's pica for improved correctional facilities.
Photo courtesy of South Carolilla Department of
Cott:ectiottS.

Page viii
OlTender rehabilitntion program.
P"OIO cO/mesy of u.s. Department of Labor.

puge xii
- Man testing an auto on job found for him by a
volunteer organization.
~
.Photo cOllrtesy 0/ Job Therapy, Inc.
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